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RECYCLING OF A LAMPF KLYSTRON*

Paul J. Tallerico and Robert L. Cady
Los Alamos National Laboratory

P.O. Box 1663, MS H-827, Los Alamos, NM, 87545
Abstract

This paper describes the modelling, reb...lding, and :
testing of a modulating-anode klystron having 1.25 MW
peak output power,that was originally made for the Los
Alamos Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF). All original
klystron parameters were retained, with the exception of the
center frequency, which was raised from 805 to 850 MHz.
Each of the five cavities had to be redesigned to achieve this
increase. We describe the rebuilding, which was performed at
the LAMPF klystron repair facility, and present experimental
characteristics of the rebuilt klystron. The klystron has
produced over I MW at the new frequency.

I. INTRODUCTION

The klystrons for the Ground Test Accelerator (GTA)
have the same specifications as those for LAMPF, with the
exception of the center frequency. .A commercial contract
was let for the new klystron, but the vendor had several
problems with vacuum leaks, cathode emission, and even an
open filament. The repeated failures of the prototype were Fig 1. Photograph of the disassembled klystron.
beginning to jeopardize the GTA schedule, so a parallel
development effort at Los Alamos was initiated. Since most
of the klystron parameters were identical, and the LAMPF
klystron rebuild facility [1] still exists, a rebuild of a failed
LAMPF klystron was suggested as the most expedient way
of obtaining a I-MW, 850-MHz device. .....

The one-dimensional klystron code, DMK1, [2] was used
to determine that the klystron would operate with about the
same efficiency and bandwidth at the new frequency, provided
that the five cavities were rebuilt to increase the center
frequency of each by 45 MHz. The particular klystron
chosen from the accumulation of defective LAMPF klystrons -,----------------- -

had a broken ion-pump connector, but was thought to be
operable in all other aspects. Fig. 2. Drawing of a half of a buncher cavity. Dashed line is

new shape to raise the resonant frequency by 45 MHz.It. TIlE REBUILD PROCESS

the calculated cylinder, to account for the fact that ihe
The rebuild process began with disassembly of the experimental parts occupy only 3/4 of the circumference

klystron. The parts are shown in Fig. 1. The outside walls of Aluminum cold-test models of the cavities were built to
the buncher cavities are stainless steel. A half section of a verify the new resonant frequencies. The input cavity
typical unmodified buncher cavity is shown in Fig. 2. Each presented a new challenge: it requires an input loop as well
buncher cavity also has a side-wall tuner that occupies 90 in as a tuner. Tbe space occupied by this loop iaft less spae for
azimuth, and fills the length of the cavity. Using the code the tuning segment, and the gap was increased; in addition
SUPERFISH [3], we determined the cylindrical volume that the size of the tuning segment was reduced. The input cavity
would raise the frequency of each cavity by 45 MHz. A had a downstream gap whose edges had partially melted in an
typical cylinder is shown by the dashed lines in Fig 2. The unsymmetrical fashion. We machined the edges down about
four buncher cavities were cut open near an end, and a 2 mm to restore the symmetry. Because the output cavity
stainless steel cylinder was welded to the outer walls of each was copper plated, and could not be welded, this cavity was
to raise its frequency. Experimental cylinders were made entirely retuned by increasing the gap length. The output
with the same axial length, but 1.33 times the thickness of gap was increased by 4.5 mm by machining the gaps. Each

cavity was then pressed together and cold-tested to verify the
*Work supported and funded by the US Department of new frequencies, with the tuners adjusted to their central
Defense, Army Strategic Defense Command, under the positions. Next the cavities were cleaned and reassembled,
auspices of the US Department of Energy. using a mandrel to align the parts to the beam axis. All parts
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were frst cleaned with tricloethelyne, an( en soaked in 3 matched load and for 6 equally-spaced phases of a 1.5:1
successive 2-hr baths in hot de-ionizc I watua. The water was VSWR mismatch. The origin of the input power axis was
removed with an ethanol bath, and the parts were baked in an shifted one major division to the right after each curve was
oven with a dry.hydrogen atmosphere. The klystron has an taken. This data was taken at 850 MHz, with 82.3 kV
oxide cathode, so the electron gun had to be removed and cathode voltage and 30 A cathode current. The focus coil
cleaned, and a new surface was sprayed onto the cathode just current was 17.2 A. The peak body current at saturation was
before final assembly. After assembly, the klystron was put 0.47 A with the matched load, 0.5 A at the first phase of the
into an oven, evacuated, and baked for 3 days at 300'C. mismatch, and 0.43 A at the 4th mismatch phase, which is
After the klysmn cooled down, the cathode was activated and the low-impedance phase. Data on bandwidth and operation at
tested at low voltage. Next the klystron was pinched off, and other beam voltges and currents were also taken, but are
the water fittings and connectors applied. Tuning omitted due t( pace limitations. The original specification
mechanisms were arached to allow the cavities to be adjusted called for I ms maximum pulse length and 12% duty factor,
as the klystron operates. but the klystron operated well at 2 ms pulses and at the 2%

duty required for GTA
III. TEST RESULTS
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A New Approach in Simulating RF Linacs Using a General,
Linear Real-Time Signal Processor*

Andrew Young and Stephen P. Jachim
MS-H827, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract A single-mode resonant cavity system is composed of
Strict requirements on the tolerances of the amplitude four components (see figure 1): an RF source, a transport

and phase of the radio frequency (RF) cavity field are neces- component, an RF cavity and a beam loading component.
sary to advance the field of accelerator technology. Due to RF Source transport RF cavity beam
new approach of modeling and simulating is essential in de-

veloping and understanding their characteristics. 'T'his paper
describes the implementation of a general. linear model of
an RF cavity which is used to develop a real-time signal pro- i [ Z,
cesor. This device fully emulates the response of an RF cay-
ity upon receiving characteristic parameters (Q. wa. A, -R~S. 7, ), 1 :Kg

Simulating an RF cavity with a real-time signal proces- Figure 1. Simplified equivalent circuit of an RF cavity
sor is beneficial to an accelerator designer because the de- system.
vice allows one to answer fundamental questions on the re- Applying fundamental principles of circuit theory to
sponse of the cavity to a particular stimulus without operat- figure 1, a set of chtractcristic equations that describc the
ing the accelerator. In particular. the complex interactions microwave junctions of the RF cavity system (i.e.. forward
between the RF power and the control systems, the beam voltage and reflected voltage) are derived and are graphical.
and cavity fields can simply be observed in a real-time do- ly illustrated in figure 2. The resonant cavity system block
main. The signal processor can also be used ulon initializa- diagram also describes the effects of beam coupling and in-
tion of the accelerator as a diagnostic device and as a dummy put coupling. Note that all of the inputs and outputs consist
load fordeterminingtheclc.ed-loop errorof thecontrolsys- of an in-phase and a quadrature component. hence, the
tem. In essence, the signal processor is capable of providing block diagram is more complex than illustrated in figure 2.
information that allows an operator to determine whether cavity dynamics
the control systems and peripheral devices are operating
properly without going through the tedious procedure of v ,)

running the beam through a cavity.
I. IN'RO)DU(' N V(

Utilizing a baseband complex envelope analogy of an
RF cavity system 11-31. a hardware realization (i.e.. real- K
time signal processor) is developed. This processor has the i1tability to simulate the effect of cavity detuning. beam loading Figure 2. Block diagram of an RF cavity system.

and finite Q. A briefoverview of the relevant theory is pres- The cavity dynamics are the mathematical realization
ented. This paper focuses on the implementation of a thco- of the complex convolution interal hctween a narrow-band
retical model to create a real-time signal processor and con-
cludes with a direct comparison of the results from the math- Fro signal and an RF cavity realized as a dandpass device 3.
ematical simulations and the hardware simulations. Fnrom the priciplsofconvolution. a block diagram ofgcavrtyII. ~liliMA'ICL RIALIAI'IN O ANdynamics is illustrated in figure 3.1!. MAI'flEMMTI(ALVyEALIZAHrI(N (OF AN RF Ai() [ , S)

C'AVITlY ,0V
This section outlines the procedure used to develop a

model for an RF cavity which implements the complex envc- calvity current cavit voltage
lope isomorphism. initially developed in reference Il1. "Ihis
approach of modeling a RFcavity deviates from the standard I7()
approach of using amplitude and phase analysis by encoding
the relevant information into two linear, general low-pas,, impulse response
functions: in- phasc (I) and quadraturt (Q). In essence. the i,. ) i phase colmponent ol ca it) L iirent
complex envelope analogy reduccs a hand-pass system into ) -- quadrature component of cavity current
low-pass functions 121. v,.) in-p hse c ompnent o cavity Vlage

"W ok Ulppo i'd ad hundd hy t I td iiiik', i l ) I fnlI 1 I k'icn'. r,'(/) = quadra ture co mponent t' cavity voltage

AI 111) siihgik t it i, ( umimnd ilikk ,I, 'i , , 'lio hit I Lt d l i i . Figure 3. IButicril\ Ica h/,ll I A the baschand complex
l)tp.1i lill o I nlcgi clvelope model.
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The impulse transimpedance response with wo detuned from From basic principles in control theory, equation (2) is real-
the drive frequency is defined in equation (1). ized in a modified controllable cononical form (see figure 4).

t The transfer function of figure 4 is
Zc() = R - cos Atot - - sin Awt" H(s) = -yus s 2 Ks +s _+

2KK2 • (3)
re I 2Q) / u(s) s2 + ,Kls +0f2KK2

(1) The primary reason for using a modified controllable
cononical realization is to utilize the zero offset adjustment

s e- sn ccircuitry which exists with the multiplication circuitry (i.e.,ZSQ) =+2Q csAwt  os and P's coefficients). Zero offset adjustment circuitry is
needed because of the inherent offset problem associated
with transimpedance amplifiers. Another advantage of im-

where, plementing a modified controllable cononical realization is
r cavity damping time constant (see) to increase the bandwidth of the realization by having a gain

Rs -- cavity shunt resistance (ohms) coefficient (i.e., KI and K2) associated with each integrator
Qo a cavity unloaded quality factor (i.e., s-I).

Note that this realization only represents one transfer
Aw = co0 - Wd - cavity detuning frequency (rad/sec) function (i.e.. Zt.(s) or Zs(s)). Thus. four realizations are

, cavity drive frequency (rad/sec) needed to create the baseband complex envelope model in
cavity resonant frequency (rad/sec). figure 3. The controllable cononical form provides the foun-

dation for the hardware realization (i.e., the real-time signal
The impulse transimpedance response in the Laplace do- processor).
main is [. (.ircuit Description of'the Real-time Signal Processor

Z(s) = T I'he packaging format for the real-time signal proces-
s' + bs + b2  sor utilizes the VXlbus standard 141. The specific benefits of

and R s (2) conforming to the VXlbus architecture include a concise,

Z5(s) = + b standardized, modular format with the accessibility of a par-
) 2-rQ,, s2 + bs + allel processing bus, broadband analog bus, precision clocks

where, and integrated power supplies with a cooling system as stan-

as=I + Ao, i=(2) dard features of the system architecture. The real-time sig-a + 2ATQ, b= nal processor is limited toa single-wide module illustrated in
figure 5.

a, = I -A) II2= (+Aw2

The complex baseband cavity model requires that the
input signals are linear, time-invariant equations and the ex-
ist .:-' of their Laplace transforms. Thus, the model can ac- 0
curately simulate the effects of cavity detuning and finite Q
without being limited to a small signal regime.

Ill. DESIGN OF A REAL-TIME SIGNAL
PR()CESS()R

Figure 5. Single-wide real-time signal processor VXIA. Implementing the Cavity, Model module.

Implementation of the resonant cavity model is oh- A modular circuit layout niniii/cs the amount of
tained through the use of control theory. Control theory drafting such that, the VXI processor interface circuitry is
provides a practical reali/ation of the model from a set of created on a separate daughter hoard with the dimensions of
equations that describe the response of a system. two inches by five inches. The real-time signal l)rocessorcir-

(t) cuitry is constructed on an eight ,ayer mother board. The lay-
out of the circuitry is in five distinct parts: VXI processor in-

,terlice. signal conditioning circuitry. digital registers, the
multiplying digital t) analog circuit!) and the analog circuit-
ry,. The interflace cii cu t ) uses I.rasable Propgiammable Log-
Ic )evices (!1 l .I ) ) that proi'idc the addressing. timing, data
acquisitionlng, stat us and control of the real-tin signal pro-
cessor. Iigital multiplication iclficicnt, ,tic down-loaded
into separate registers by implementing LII .I)s. I'his allows

Figure 4. Block diagram ol a modified controllable the abilit) to rcinoltcl) .intil the lp.csaind the /cios ol the
cononical reall/ation. real ation. I or c\alnple, the dat flore the output registers
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of the EPLDs are the digital inputs for the digital-analog (D/
A) multipliers which corresponds to the c and p coefficients
shown in figure 4. 'The analog circuitry consists of the sum-
mers (i.e., 1) and the integrators (i.e.. s-1).

IV. RESULTS
In the previous sections, a mathematical realization and

a practical realization (i.e., real-time signal processor) of a
resonant cavity system were developed. This section illus-
trates the simulations of both the mathematical realization
and the hardware realization in a manner which allows direct Cavity Field In-phase Cavity Field Quadrature
comparison of the results.

Numerical simulations of the model were achieved by
using a control system software package. MAI'RIXX. I'he
following results simulate an RF cavity with the following as-
sumptions: Q= 10k, R3 = 50fl. Wd = 425MHz and
wo=425.04MHz.

Refl. Signal In-phase Refl. Signal Quadrature

Figure 7. Hardware simulations of a cavity operating off
resonance with the effects of a beam

V. CONCLUSION
-: The development of a real-time signal processor toI w, simulate a resonant cavity system which included the effects
*of beam coupling and input coupling was successful. The re-
'co am suits clearly illustrate that there are direct similarities be-

tween computer generated responses and hardware gener-
ated responses. This accomplishes a primary goal; however.
further analysis needs to be proformed that will provide data
on the comparison between the response of an actual accel-
eraor and the response of the real-time signal processor.
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Modeling of a 1700-MHz Cluster Cavity of Planar Triodes*
Daniel E. Rees and Carl Friedrichs
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Abstract

In this paper we present the modeling and design of a - o

1700-MHz cluster-cavity vacuum tube amplifier. We used a
three-dimensional, finite-difference code (MAFIA) to
characterize the modes that the resonant structure of the C-,.,"O

amplifier will support. We describe the characteristics of the
tube, including performance predictions.

I. INTRODUCTION

As frequency increases into the microwave region, the
maximum power output of gridded tubes decreases.
Combining several amplifiers is often necessary to achieve
medium power (20 - 50 kW). A typical method is to use one
or more external combiners; an alternate approach is to use a
cluster cavity. In a cluster cavity, a number of gridded tubes
are combined in a single resonant structure. As the number
of tubes in the cavity increases, the resonant structure must be
enlarged; this may cause the circumference to become
comparable with multiples of the design wavelength. For Figure 1. Cluster-cavity output resonator.
this reason higher-order modes must be characterized to the waveguide. The sandwich capacitor is analyzed as a radial
determine which is appropriate for amplifier design and to the wavegue The sadic i is a nalyzed as a radia
ensure that undesirable modes are avoided. We used a three- mode structure whose radius is adjusted to present an RF short
dimensional, finite-difference code (MAFIA) to characterize between the bias surface and top wall of the guide.the modes that the structure would support and to modify the Past designs for cluster-cavity amplifiers have attempted
cavity design order to select the desired mode. to symmetrically populate cylindrical cavities with a numberin of planar triodes. Trhese designs have experienced difficulties

presenting uniform loading to tubes in the cluster and
II. CLUSTER CAVITY providing independent adjustment to the loading of individual

tubes. The design we describe locates the planar triodes in
A. Mechanical Description sections of rectangular waveguide with movable end walls that

provide each tube with an independent loading adjustment. In
We will consider the feasibility of a resonant structure that addition, the waveguide sections help to increase the

supports a combination of 4 planar triodes without external resonant frequency of the dipole and quadrapole modes (which
combiners. Only the output resonator will be described. The cause non uniform loading) with respect to a cylindrical
input structure will be similar in mechanical design; however, structure of comparable size.
it will be dimensionally different to allow for a different B. Analysis of Modes in the Cavity Structure
impedance transformation. Figure I is a mechanical drawing
of the output resonator. It consists of four rectangularwaveguide scctions, all feeding into a coaxial section. A As illustrated in Figure 1, the output resonator is quite
direct tap to the center conductor of the coaxial section large compared to a wavelength at 1700 MHz (approximatelydiet tapoe uto f the tereonautor ourgheddedxtusen 6.95 inches); for this reason, it is necessary to determine thecouples pow er out of the resonator. Four gridded tubes are m d st a h e o a o il s p o t h o e s l c e
located approximately a quarter guide wavelength from the end modes that the resonator will support. The mode selected
wall of each waveguide section. The end wall is adjustable in must be symmetric in each arm of waveguide cross. An
position, to allow each tube to be independently loaded. The axially asymmetric mode at the frequency of operation would
tubes are operated common grid with a DC anode voltage of result in uneven loading of the planar triodes. If the
approximately 6 kV. An RF contact connects the grid to the intersection of adjacent waveguide sections is examined, it is
bottom surface of the waveguide, and a "sandwich" capacitor seen that the perimeter of the square containing all points of
isolates the DC bias of the anode and provides a low RF intersection is more than one wavelength at 1700 MHz; thus,
impcdance bypass between the anode and the upper surface of the structure will support axially asymmetric modes. The

width of the rectangular waveguide is selected such that only
*Work supported and funded by the US Department of the lowest-order mode (TE 10 mode) is supported by the guide.
Defen.se, Army Strategic Defense Command, under the The selected circumference for the coaxial section is less than
auspices of the US Department of Energy. a wavelength, to ensure that higher-order coaxial modes are
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not present; however, the length of the coaxial section is not
sufficient to suppress axially asymmetric modes in the -a,.. _

waveguide cross. . .-- ......
The composite structure is analyzed using the three- "

dimensional electromagnetic code MAFIA [1]. MAFIA . - - -

produces a set of finite-difference equations for the electric and
magnetic field vectors of the three-dimensional structure, the 1 : 00
solution of which yields the frequency domain solution of •0000000.
Maxwell's equations. The output resonator geometry for the " ._0 00 0® . ..
MAFIA simulation is shown in Figure 2. Note, that the
structure shown in this figure and in Figures 3 and 4 'illustrates the effect of the mesh quantization on the original . 0 0 0@ )

structure. This is especially apparent in the simulation of
circles where MAFIA distorts the circular form. The
distortion can be corrected by increasing the number of mesh
points (but this requires additional computer time). The
quantization level of Figure 2 is considered sufficient for
understanding the modes the output resonator will support. =

-, ,'-i. . -' 72, - Figure 3. MAFIA electric field plot of desired mode of
operation.

.0 .2L 
•

'"S '" ' ::F ' fF~.

... ,o (.
eOl

.00000 0--o .0 o

Fiue 3 an.4._hes L i I. ®®® •&

Figure 2. MAFIA plot of output resonator geometry. [ii
Two outputs from the MAFIA simulation are depicted in ... ..............

Figures 3 and 4. These outputs represent the desired mode of Figure 4. MAFIA plot of closest asymmetric mode.operation at 1700 MHz and the nearest axially asymmetric
mode at 1807 MHz. The plots lie along a plane dividing the pulse, and avoid the quiescent current during the interpulse
top and bottom of the waveguide cross and illustrate E field period normally associated with these classes of operation.
vectors in and out of the plot. On the basis of Figures 3 and The operating characteristics for the YU-176 tubes are given
4, the output resonator provides axial symmetry at 1700 in Table 1.
MHz, which maintains uniform triode loading in each arm of
the waveguide section, and the cutoff frequency of the closest Table I
asymmetric mode is sufficiently removed from the operating YU-176 Operating Characteristics
frequency that no design complications arise.
C. Tube Selection and Characteristics DC Plate Voltage 8000.0 VOLTS

DC Cathode Bias 60.0 VOLTS
At 1700 MHz, the only gridded tubes available are planar DC Plate Current 2.626 AMPS

triodes. The tube we selected is the YU-176 EIMAC planar DC Grid Current 0.146 AMPS.
triode, designed for use at up to 2 GHz. This tube requires DC Cathode Current 2.772 AMPS
less than 25 W of heater power and can operate at a DC plate Fundamental Peak Plate Current 4.535 AMPS.
voltage (grid pulsed) of up to 10 kV. For 2-mset pulses at a 2nd Harmonic Peak Plate Current 2.827 AMPS
10-Hz rate, the cathode can support a DC plate current during 3rd Harmonic Peak Plate Current 1.079 AMPS.
the pulse of 2 A. The cluster-cavity amplifier will be FundamentalPeak Cathode Current 4.811 AMPS
operated class AB with the grid grounded and cathode pulsed Peak Plate Swing 3000.0 VOLTS
(equivalent to grid pulsed). By pulsing the cathode voltage, Output Power 6802.0 WATTS
the tubes can be biased class A or class AB during the RF
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Table 1 III. CONCLUSION
Continued

RF Plate Load 662.0 OHMS A number of planar triodes can be combined in a resonant
Peak CathodeSwing 80.0 VOLTS structure to increase the power level of vacuum tube
Drive Power 192.4 WATTS amplifiers at high frequencies, resulting in a low-cost source
RF Cathode Input Resistance 16.6 OHMS of RF for medium-power applications.
Plate Dissipation 14531.0 WATTS
Grid Dissipation 2.0 WATTS IV. REFERENCES

These characteristics provide a combined power in excess of [1] Los Alamos Accelerator Code Group, "MAFIA Users
25 kW with an efficiency of approximately 30 percent. Guide," LA-UR-90-1307, November 14, 1989, Los

Alamos National Laboratory.
D. Model of Resonant Structure

The resonant structure is modeled as a series of coaxial,
radial, and waveguide transmission lines. The position of the
coupling point relative to the center of the structure is
calculated to provide an impedance transformation from 50
Q to 662 K2 in the output resonator and 16.6 0 in the input
resonator. The position of the adjustable-length short is
calculated to cancel the reactive portion of the impedance at
the coupling point. The resulting response of the output
resonator is presented in Figure 5.

oto

041

Figure 5. Calculated phase and amplitude response of output
resonator.
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Prototype 500 MHz Planar RF Input Window

for a B-Factory Accelerating Cavity*

J. Kirchgessner, P. Barnes, R. Gerlack t, D. Moffat,
H. Padarnsee, D. Rubin, and Q. S. Shu

Cornell University, Laboratory of Nuclear Studies
Ithaca, New York 14853

beam has been lost. In other words, the incident power level
INTRODUCTION can be controlled but the fraction of this power to be reflected

The Laboratory of Nuclear Studies is proposing an upgrade will be determined by 3 which is determined by QL of the
to the existing CESR electron positron storage ring to make cavity for fixed coupling. The value of QL is determined by the
possible the study of CP violation of B meson decays. This Qo of the cavity (very high in the case of a superconducting
"B-Factory", because of the required luminosity and the cavity) and the beam loading. In the case of the B-Factory
resultant high beam current, will require very high RF power cavity the curve of possible Pr (power reflected) versus Pi
levels to replace the synchrotron radiation and the HOM (incident power) is shown in figure 1. In this curve, any input
(higher order mode) energy losses of the beams. power level above 125 Kwatts would maintain the cavity
The proposed design at this timet11 t21 would require 16 voltage and would be capable of maintaining increasing
superconducting cavity structures, each with an RF input amounts of accelerated beam currents. The curve assumes that
power of approximately 400 Kilowatts at 500 MHz. the coupling has been set to 3=1 corresponding to input power

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS of 500 Kwatts.

This power level for a cavity window is rather high by
present day standards. Klystrons commonly in use at this time In
have achiemed above this power level using coaxial RF Reute Ref)ote ,.,oo
vacuum windows in this frequency range. These windows, in Fun.,l*n., Fowad • ...
spite of their reliability in Klystrons, have not been shown to 100
be easily adapted to application on accelerating cavities. The nlool,
reasons for this are as follows; 1) the vacuum in Klystrons is (Kilowatto)

usually better than in accelerating cavities. 2) extreme care is
taken with Klystrons to assure that there is very low reflected
power back to the Klystron and therefore no standing waves at
the window, and 3) in a cavity there may be present HOM
power that alters the magnetic and electric fields present at the 100 to 300 400 so$ o o

window, possibly exciting some high frequency resonances Inidnt Fewer (Klowatts)

associated with the window structure.
In an accelerating cavity and in particular in a FIGURE 1

superconducting accelerating cavity, with heavy beam loading, The other requirement is that the VSWR of the window be
the input coupling is usually adjusted to be critical (3=1), that low in order to avoid loss of incident power and to prevent
is, with no reflected power at full beam conditions. In the window damage due to heating or arcing because of excessive
situation of zero beam current the input is overcoupled and current or voltagu at the required incident power level of 500
therefore, in the case of superconducting structures, essentially Kwatts.
all of the input power is reflected. This assumes that the One feature of the requirements is as follows. The
coupling cannot be dynamically adjusted. This condition of reflection of the power from the cavity due to a coupling
high reflected power cannot be avoided because there exists the mismatch (11) comes from a fixed reflection point, probably
time before the beam in injected as well as the time after the the coupling iris. This means that the VSWR phase pattern is

spatially fixed in the input waveguide. Knowing where the
Supported by the National Science Foundation, with voltage maximums and '". current maximums are located

supplementary support under the U. S.- Japan Agreement. along the waveguide, window can be placed at the most
t GAMMA Microwavc., Santa Clara, CA 95054 advantageous position wi phase for its survival.
[1] Cornell Univ. Internal Report, CLNS 91-1050
[2] Cornell Univ. Internal Report, CLNS 90-1039
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In order to be able to test the window design at full power
WINDOW DESIGN under vacuum, two windows were required. If two windows

Several coaxial windows are in use on superconducting were not available, then the high power load would be required
cavities at this frequency up to power levels of 200 Kwatts. To to operate in a vacuum (as does the final cavity with beam
accommodate the higher power levels, it was decided to current).
investigate the feasibility of a planar waveguide vacuum
window. LOW POWER MEASUREMENTS

Several qualified commercial manufacturers were requested Low power measurements were made using a Network
to propose a design which they felt would meet our Analyzer, a WR1800 full height to half height taper and
requirements and which they could economically produce. Two WR1800 to type N adapters. Measurements were made of
proposals were satisfactory and the proposal of Gamma VSWR, transmission, and phase shift of each window as a
Microwave[3] was chosen for development. The window that function of frequency. The results are shown in the following
they designed incorporates the following features; graphs; figure 3A - VSWR, figure 3B - power transmission,

figure 3C - Phase shift through the window and a taper, and
-WR1800 Planar Waveguide window. figure 3D - the calculated electrical length of the window, all
-Beryllium Oxide ceramic, versus frequency.
*All metal parts are copper or Stainless, no Kovar.
-The Ceramic is brazed directly to Copper. CHI sII SWR _ 100 m REF 000 m I A 0159

-The window has anti multipacting coating. 600 0 0 0 GHz

-The unit is water cooled.
-The unit is compatible with vacuum baking. MARKE R I

-The unit will have low VSWR over sufficient bandwidth. Av s - - / /
The vacuum side is reduced height WR 1800. 4L

'The window uses 3 small ceramic disks. - -

A drawing of the window is shown in figure 2. In the process
of the detailed electrical design, GAMMA used 1 Mwatt
traveling wave as the design objective.

Matching
Posts

START 4S0 000 000 GHz STOP 5S0 000 000 GHZ

FIGURE 3A

cI 21  109 MO S dBs /_ REF _ d 8 I - 1064 dB

600 1000 GHz

Car~ MARKE I __is

Reduced Height BO
Vacuum Wevegulde (Coated) WR1800 - - --

FIGURE 2
The responsibility for high power testing of the window / --

was left to Cornell. While it would have been desirable to have
purchased a tested window with guaranteed performance, the
cost would have been much higher for two reasons; 1) the -.

manufacturer would have had to purchase and operate a high
power transmitter facility and 2) extra contingency would have
been placed in the price to cover the risk involved in
guaranteed performance. START ,.o Doe ODD Gh? STOP SSO 000 009 GHz

FIGURE 3B
[31 GAMMA Microwave, Santa Clara,CA 95054
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CHI S2 1  phase 90 o/ REF 0 0 1 164.66 a 5)J2 WRI8O
5S0 1 0 GHz

Car

A I

6pVAC Window Coupling 500TypO N

FIUE4 Coupler 
200 Watts

FIGURE 4

With the available 220 watts of input power, the resonant
circulating power at the window was 26.8 Kwatts, 13.4

--- Kwatts in each direction.
The other two high power tests will include both windows

and a high power transmitter consisting of a 500 Kwatt
Klystron, a high power circulator and a 500 Kwatt high power
RF load.. These 500 Kwatt tests have not yet been completed.

START 400 000 000GHz STOP 60 000 000 Hz The first of these tests, as shown in figure 5, will subject
the window to full transmitted power . In this test we will

FIGURE 3C determine the capability of the window to operate at 500
Kwatts transmitted power corresponding to the full beam
condition.

150 . .... I .... .The second test, as shown in figure 6, will test the ability

.of the window to operate at high VSWR. We will be able to
140 ............. vary the phase of the standing wave pattern relative to the

ceramic in order to determine the best place to locate the
* . . window relative to the cavity. This test will determine the

E 130 .......... .............. ....... ........ .......... capability of the window to operate at low or zero beam
current conditions.

5 120 . .............. wd 110

10....... ......... ............... . .......... ...... .. . .. I.R110 ....... .................. ..................... ........................... ........................ .
W

100 ....................... .......... ........ ......................... ........ .... ........... F IG UR E 5

400 450 500 550 600 U Vf

Frequency-MHz

FIGURE 3D
As can be seen the VSWR was less 1:1.05 over -5 MHz, FIGURE 6

there was no measurable transmission loss, and the phase shift
was a smooth function of frequency. RESULTS

The test as described in figure 4 was completed. The
HIGH POWER MEASUREMENTS circulating power in the resonant waveguide was measured to

In order to determine the capability of the windows to be 13.4 Kwatts in each direction, or 26.8 Kwatt total. The
operate at the 500 Kwatt power level a series of three tests maximum temperature rise of the window cooling water was
were planned. The first test is a medium power tcs, with a less than 3 degrees C. The vacuum base pressure before the
single window used as part of a resonant waveguide. This test test was 6 x 10-9 torr. During the test the maximum measured
was done primarily because of its simplicity, because it could pressure was 7 x 10-9 *orr.
be done before the second window was delivered, and because Some temperature rise was observed in the hol!ow
the test could be done with a 200 watt amplifier instead of the matching posts or tubes on each side of the ceramic. During
500 Kwatt transmitter. The test set up is shown in figure 4. this test the posts were near a current maximum. For the 500

Kwatt tests, these tubes will be cooled with circulating water.
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THE AGS BOOSTER HIGH FREQUENCY RF SYSTEM*

R. T. Sanders, P. Cameron, W. Eng, M. A. Goldman, E. Jablonski, D. Kasha, J. Keane,
A. McNerney, M. Meth, M. Plotkin, M. Puglisi, A. Ratti, R. Spitz

AGS Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, NY 11973

Abstract configuration and parameters. Table I is a tabulation of
requirements for protons, and also two extremes from a

A high level RF system, including a power amplifier light ion to a heavy ion, sulphur to gold respectively.
and cavity, has been designed and built for the AGS
Booster. It covers a frequency range of 2.4 to 4.2 MHz and Table I
will be used to accelerate high intensity protons, low inten- -+1_

sity polarized protons and heavy ions, to the 1.5 GeV level. P Au u .
A total accelerating voltage of up to 90 kV will be provided -. -...

by two cavities, each having two gaps. The internally cross- Rin Amtiude

coupled, pushpull cavities are driven by an adjacently ejection 53 kV < 17 LV < 17 LV
at mux. accel. 90 kV < 17 kV < 17 kV

located power amplifier. In order to accommodate beam Harmonic Nnmber 3 3 3
intensities up to 0.75 x 1013 protons per bv~Ach, a low plate RF Frequency

resistance power tetrode is used. The troe ain.,; is mag- injection 25 MHz

netically coupled to one of the cavii,1.. iwo parallel cells. ejection 4 11 NH 3 89 MHz 3 0 MHz

The amplifier is a grounded cathode configuration driven Phum Space Area/A 1.5 eV.s 00707 eV-3 00707 eV.s

by a remotely located solid-state amplifier. It has been Intensity 05 X to" 5 X to' 1.1 X 1o

tested in the laboratory at full gap voltage with satisfactory (ro bunch)

reut.ToWu Gap Impedance < 24 LA - -results. (f, - 4.1 MHz)

Acceleration Time 62 ms _ 0 7 a < 0.7 a

Introduction Peak Beam Power 184 kV S 0 LW 0.4 kW
Delivered w Beam

The AGS Booster has two RF systems covering a Maximum B 9.5 T/s < 3 5 T/s < 3 5 T/a

frequency range from 600 kiHz to 4.2MHz. The range of LIN 1.5 T/s < 0.1s T/ < 0.1S T/5

the low frequency system is 600 kHz to 2.4 MHz, and will
be used for heavy ions. The range of the high frequency To achieve the above requirements, a practical set
system is 2.4 to 4.2 MHz, and will be used to accelerate of parameters were developed. These parameters take into
heavy ions, polarized and nonpolarized protons. consideration such aspects as beam loading, realizable

The high frequency system will be required to high vokage designs, limited selection of commercially
function with widely different gap voltage ranges, and from availabl'e electron tubes and &.gh power components, and
essentially no beam loading to proton beam intensities as the l.r.ited space available in the Booster tunnel. Further-
high as 0.5 x 1013 protons per bunch. However it has been more. the shunt impedance will satisfy the Robinson
conservatively designed for beam intensities as high as 0.75 Crite :ion for open loop operation. 1

x 1013 protons per bunch. The system parameters aie tabulated in Table II.
This paper will describe the high frequency system,

also known as the Band III system. The low frequency Table II
system is discussed in a separate paper, also included in
these proceedings. Number of RF Cavities 2

Number of Accelerating Gaps 4
RF System Configuration and Parameters Peak RF Voltage per Gap 22.5 kV

Peak RF Power per Cavity 264 kW peak
The system requirements for high intensity proton (180 kW rms nominal)

beams determine, for the most part, the system Frequency Range 2.4 to 4.2MHz
Duty Cycle 50% Maximum

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Depart- Output Impedance 6000 Ohms
ment of Energy. Number of Power Amplifiers 2

0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 ©IEEE
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CavitLy The Booster ring will be operated at ultrahigh
vacuum and will require that the vacuum chambers,

The accelerating cavity is pushpull, two gap, and including the cavity, be baked at 200* C. The cavity beam
ferrite loaded. It is driven single-ended but is cross pipes have built-in electric heating elements and thermo-
coupled to provide for pushpull operation. It is bias tuned couples.
to change frequency. It is physically located above and The ferrite stacks are dc biased from a single turn
directly coupled to the RF power amplifier. See Figure 1. winding. The outer can, beam pipe, and gap connecting

busswork form the bias winding. Because the two cavity
cells are effectively in series with the dc bias, but in parallel
for the RF drive, there is cancellation of RF on the dc bias
leads to the cavity. Additional filtering is provided by a
bifilar choke inserted into the external bias leads at the

UW cavity.0M cany A Band III power amplifier and cavity is shown
installed in the Booster in Figure 2.

I4E

3"$ 7V

= =
4

Fig. 1. Schematic Diagram of Band III Power Amplifier L

and Cavity. L

To keep the gap voltage at a reasonable level, and
keep the RF flux density, and in turn, ferrite losses man-
ageable, the Band III cavity was designed to have two
pushpull cells. The maximum RF voltage per gap is 22.5
kV peak. These cells are connected in parallel. The cavity |
is coupled to the power amplifier in a single-ended fashion
to just one cell. The two ferrite stacks in each cell are cross
coupled internally with figure-of-eight windings, essentially
causing the cavity to operate as a balanced 1:2 step-up
transformer.

2

The design of the cavity is ultimately determined by
the choice of ferrite. The material found best suited to the
application is be Philips 4M2. The study of ferrite samples
included measurements of permeability, dissipation, insta-
bilities, and other possible anomalies. 5

The cavity design requires 56 rings total or 14 per
stack. Each ring measures 50 cm O.D. by 25 cm I.D. by
2.72 cm thick. With a gap capacitance of 350 pf per gap
(chosen for a desired transient response and tuning servo
bandwidth), the permeability ranges from 118 with a dc
bias of 100 amperes at 2.4 MHz, down to 38.7 with a dc
bias of 900 amperes at 4.2 MHz. Fig. 2. Band III Power Amplifier and Cavity.

The ferrite dissipation is manageable with water
cooling provided by copper cooling plates between each Power Amplifier
ferrite ring. Across the passband the peak dissipation
varies from about 0.2 watt/cm3 statically to 0.325 watt/cm3  The Band Ill power amplifier design was bounded
dynamically(ferritc losses are sweep rate dependent), by a number of constraints. Some of the more important of
corresponding to total peak power levels of 40 kW to 73 these include pover output requirements, Robinson
kW, respectively. Stability Criterion, and physical size.3
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At maximum acceleration, 90 kV peak total accel- With beam loading at rated Booster beam intensities, the
erating voltage, the total output power required is about detuning effect of the quadrature component of the beam
180 kW rms. The amplifier was designed to deliver over current is small. The estimated increase of tuning current
200 kW rms. at injection is about 22 amperes, and 33 amperes at extrac-

Power tube selection and amplifier configuration tion. The system can deliver up to 1200 amperes.4

require careful consideration. Since the shunt impedance An important consideration in the servo design is
is low, the likely tube choice would be triodes. However, it the response to beam induced transients and detuning.
was found that a large power tetrode (the EIMAC Tuning servo frequency response is sensitive to the tuning
4CM300,000G), could provide an average plate resistance bias current level. At injection the closed loop bandwidth
of less than 500 ohms, providing a margin of safety. A is estimate to be about 15 kHz. For tuning currents up to
grounded cathode tetrode also simplifies the circuit and is 750 amperes the bandwidth is estimated to be 10 kHz. At
able to meet the physical space limitations. 900 amperes it is approximately 7 kHz.

The power tube operates class AB 1. Because of the
1:2 step-up at the cavity, it is necessary for the anode to Status
swing only 11.25 kV. The de anode voltage is 14.5 kV with
a peak plate current of 65 amperes and a short-term 'The commissioning of two completely tested sys-
average of 24 amperes. The screen voltage is 1.1 kVdc with tems with a proton beam is scheduled for late spring 1991.
an average current of about 0.5 amperes. The control grid
bias voltage is -300 Vdc and the RF drive voltage is about Acknowledgements
280 V peak.

The output circuit of the stage is simplified by The authors are very grateful and indebted to an
bringing the anode voltage lead through the cavity for almost endless list of helpful people from Brookhaven and
decoupling as well as RF coupling to the cavity. The need other laboratories for their ideas, suggestions and guid-
for blocking capacitors and a broadband RF choke are ance. Finally, a thank you to Michael Iwantschuk and his
eliminated. technician staff.

A broadband low pass filter terminated in 50 ohms
is used to accommodate a high input capacitance as well as References
provide a standard impedance for the driver stage. A small
amount of neutralization is required and is provided by a 1. K. W. Robinson, CEA, Report No. CEAL-1010,
neutralizing capacitor coupled from the control grid to the 1964.
1800 out-of-phase half of the cavity. 2. M. Meth, A. Ratti, Push-pull Operation of the

The driver stage is a pair of ENI 500 watt solid-state Cavity, Booster Tech. Note 84, July 1987.
broadband linear amplifiers summed with a high power 3. M. Meth, A. Ratti, Specifications and Design of
combiner. These amplifiers are remotely located from the the RF Power Amplifier for the Proton Cavity,
Booster ring to avoid of possible radiation damage. Booster Tech. Note 92, September 1987.

4. M. Meth, A. Ratti, Beam Loading Analysis of the
Cavity Tuning System Booster RF System, Booster Tech. Note 191,

April 1991.
Tuning is accomplished by varying the cavity ferrite 5. M.A. Goldman, et al., Proc. IEEE particle Accel-

saturating bias current in response to two signals. The first erator Conf., Vol. 1, pp.165-167, Chicago, Ill.
of these is generated by an open loop program obtained March 20-23, 1989. Rev.4-22-91.
from a function generator which is driven by a frequency-
to-voltage converter. The second is the output of a phase
detector which compares the phases of the output stage
grid and plate voltages. Together they regulate the cavity
tuning to within +/-10 degrees of resonance at all gap
voltages up to 22.5 kV peak.

The coarse tuning open loop program is used to
generate a function that will closely follow the cavity's
static tuning curve. Added to this function is a function
that is rate sensitive, and roughly corrects for the anomal-
ous response of the ferrite to df/dt.

As the RF drive is swept across the passband from
2.4 to 4.2 MHz, a transistor bank adjusts the bias current
from 100 amperes to 900 amperes without beam loading.
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A FAST AMPLITUDE AND PHASE MODULATED
RF SOURCE FOR AmPS

F.B. Kroes, E. Heine, T.G.B.W. Sluijk
NIKHEF-K

P.O.Box 41882, 1009 DB Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract
AmPS (Amsterdam Pulse Stretcher) is a 900 MeV electron Table I
stretcher and storage ring. Its installation started early 1991. Beam
To compensate for the synchrotron raiation losses and to Energy Us Ut Vrf 4s 4t Prf
control the injection and extraction process in the ring a CW (MeV) (KeV) (KeV) (kV) (degr) (degr .- fkW)
RF source will be installed. The source will operate at 2856 300 .2 1.2 26 179.6 177.4 2
MHz. This frequency has been chosen to ensure optimal beam 500 1.7 2.7 45 177.8 176.7 6
capture of the injected beam from the linac which has a 2856 700 6.4 7.4 70 174.7 173.9 15
MHz bunch structure. The RF cavity in the ring is a 40 cm 900 17.6 18.6 105 170.4 169.8 30
long slow wave structure. It is presently manufactured by The synchrotron tune is approximately 0.03
Haimson Research Corporation. The filling time of the
structure is 22 nsec. During the 3-turn injection and the RF caviU structure
directly consecutive extraction cycle, fast amplitude and phase This travelling slow wave structure has a natural phase slip
modulation will be applied to obtain maximum injection and which is optimized for the AmPS case to obtain a nearly
extraction efficiency. The required RF cavity input power is 30 synchronous phase orbit for the expected beamloading
kW for a ciculating beam of 900 MeV and 200 mA. This conditions. (ref.[3])
power will be delivered by a commercially available 50 kW About 3% of the CW input power will be dissipated as copper
CW klystron (Thomson). The source will either operate in losses, the remainder part will be dissipated in the rt load. The
linear- or saturated mode. rf filltime of the cavity structure is 22 ns which means a very

fast response to phase and amplitude changes of the input rf
INTRODUCTION power and beamloading changes. Special care has been taken

to damp the HOM (Higher Order Modes) in this structure.
To obtain electron beams with a high duty factor a stretcher 8F injection
ring will be added to the existing Medium Energy Accelerator During the 3-turn injection at a peakcurrent of 80 mA, the
(MEA). The ring will operate at energies between 250-900 increase of the beamloading in the cavity structure by the three
MeV and with circulating currents up to 200 mA (ref.[1]) abrupt current steps will result in a change of the desired phase
MEA has been upgraded for this energy range by modifying orbit through the structure. Fast phase correction (<50ns) of
the modulators and installing new klystrons to obtain higher the field will provide a safeguard against serious beam
RF peak power (10MW) during shorter pulsewidth (3.5is). instabilities associated with this fast injection process.
(ref[2]). The injector is modified to deliver 2.1 pIs pulses of 80 RF extraction
mA for the 3-turn injection. The rf field in the cavity structure will be used to control the
RF related specifications of the stretcher ring: extraction process for maximum extraction efficiency during

Energy range E [MeV] 300-900 the time between the successive injections. The objective is a
Circulating current lb [mA] 200 smooth, uniform and complete extracted beam at all energies.
Energy spread bucket 8 [%] ±0.1 Two possible methodes of extraction are foreseen;
Frequency f [MHz] 2856 - Phase Modulation of the rf field in the cavity structure.
Harmonic number h 2016 - Amplitude Modulation of the rf field in the cavity structure.
Momentum compaction a 0.027 By PM a part of the electrons will be forced out of the stable
Bending radius magnets p [m] 3.3 rf bucket by displacing the bucket in phase by a fast phase
Ring circumference L [m] 211.618 step of the rf field in the cavity structure. This results in
Circumference period T (ts) 0.7 positioning of a small fraction of the original trapped electrons

From these numbers the RF parameters which are important outside the bucket. These electrons slowly lose energy and
for the design of the RF station are calculated. migrate into the extraction zone.
Table 1 shows the synchrotron radiation loss per turn (Us) By AM the bucket size will be reduced by decreasing the
with the corresponding synchronous phase angle (0s), the total amplitude of the rf field. Again a part of the original trapped
loss (Ut), including the parasitic loss per turn, with the electrons will be positioned outside the stable bucket and
corresponding phase angle (0t). Also presented are the required slowly lose energy and enter the extraction zone. A mixture of
cavity voltage (Vrf) and the cavity input power (PrO for the both extraction techniques are possible, simulation
2856 MHz travelling slow wave structure. calculations for the extraction methodes are started.
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Fig.l1 AmPS CW RF source

RF SOURCE DETAILS 2856MHz. To obtain a long term stability within Idegr, for
this case, the coaxial cable will be mounted to the 1.5m thick

In fig. The design of the stretcher source is shown. Ile RF concrete ceiling of the accelerator tunnel with thermal

system is divided in4 patns. isolation around it as is shown in fig.2. Temperature
-Reference line thuromtnts have demonstrated a max. themp change of the
- Multiplier x6, station phase shifter and PIN switch concrete ceiling of. t uC/day.
-AM-PM modulator x 6 multiFliel
-50 kW power ampili ipier unit is a copy of the one used to generate the

2856MHz accelerator master source signal. The input power is
7/8ner ~20mW and the output power is 5 mW. It consists of a

In the stretcher ring there must be a perfect synchronization 476MHz amplifier followed by a passive multiplier/filter unit.

between the injected bunches and the rf buckets created in the The multiplier components are thermosated for ampltudc- and
cavity structure. The past has shown that MEA has a very phase s mability.(fig.3)
good longterm stability and delivers high quality beams. To isolator [ato 476M nl
obtain good longterm amplitudea and phase stability in i c rolw
reFigon to the injected and circulating bunches in the cavity 476M ont
structure much attention is given to the temperature 20w iteA temp.conrk. n a M
stabilization of the totaleedcoaial cpath length from the few wt power level.
476MHz synthesizer to and including the cavity structure 2 sons

_ 
Fig. 3 x6 Multiplier

corres te ceilig hseStation phase shifte and IN switch
This slow motorized phase-shifter is to control the exact phase

7/inach co6t relation of the accelerating field in the cavity structure with
flexwell Cu-2Y-50 

I " [ - ' respect to the bunched beam.The rf PIN modJswitch has two functions,temp.isolation 
-it will be used as an analog attenuator to control the

amplitude of the RF field in die cavity to real zero level duringFig.2 reference line the last part of the extraction cycle it the case of AMReerence line extraction, if the AM control network is not able to come intoThis 7/8 inch phase stabilized coaxial cable (Flxwell Cu-2y- the few watts power level.50) has a phase/temperature cotfcient of 8ppm/'C whch 2-it will be used to switch off the RF for safety reasons.
corresponds to a pase/temnp ccf of 1.5degr.PC for a 300n AM and PMf ndulator

IThis part consists of four commercially available fastlength at 476MHz. The atceuation is 2.7dB/100m. After electronic analog phase shifters which are shown in fig. I and
frequency multiplying x6 the phase/temp.coff. is 9degr.PC at 4. The Amplitude Modulator consists of phase shifters PS3
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and PS4. The voltage behind the hybrid will be modulated by During the 3-turn injection, phase correction due to
PS4 according to the relation Vcos(0/2) and PS3 will beamloading phase shift will be accomplished by fast
compensate for the 0/2 phase shift introduced by PS4. This switching (20 ns) of the correct voltage levels to PSI.
network introduces AM without phase change over more mnan 50kW Power amplifier
30dB with a resolution of 12 bit. In the case of AM, PSI and The pre-amplifier is a commercially available 37dB, 5W
PS2 have constant values. classA linear amplifier used for driving the CW klystron in
The Phase Modulator consists, in the first place, of PSI and linear or saturated mode. The bandwidth is more than
PS2. Each Phase shifter has a resolution of 12 bit. Over the 100MHz. AM and PM step speed will be limited by the
360degi. phase range the insertion loss of both phase shifters klystron bandwidth (15MHz) only.
together will change about 2dB. The AM part of the circuit The 50kW amplifier tube is the newly developed TH 2110
will be used for insertion loss compensation. The four phase CW klystron from Thomson. In table 3 the typical specs are
shifter network introduces PM without amplitude change with given.
12 bit resolution. Table 3. TH 2110 specifications(typical)
Modulation processor
Pure AM and pure PM are both defined by two, four 4Kxl2bit Pout saturated kW 15 30 50
look up tables with corresponds to exact phase shifter settings. Beam voltage kV 17.3 20.8 25.3
Each phase- or amplitude step is defined by 4 phase shifter Beam current A 1.9 2.5 3.3
settings from the two tables. The data for these tables will be Pdrive sat. W 4 2 .7
obtained by a measurement procedure with a network analyzer. Bindwilth(-ldB) MHz 5 7 7
The max. puls rep. rate of the injection will be 400 pps. The Phase sensivity degr/%V 18 16 14.5
max. extraction time ir chosen to be 20ms. If we take four Efficiency % 45 56 60
8Kxl2bit memories for the phase shifters then we can give a Pout(ldB compr.) kW 6 18 30
phase- or amplitude step every 2.5 tS, which means every 3 Pdrive(ldB compr) W .5 .34 0.14
turns. The 2.5 pts is defined by a clock in the processor.
Extraction simulations will define what AM, PM or mixed For PM the tube can be used in saturated mode and for AM the
Modulation curves will be required during the extraction time. tube will be used below the ldB compression level. For
The four 8Kxl4 oit memories will be filled with phase shifter operation at lower levels than specified in the 15kW list and
settings according to the calculated extraction modulation for accurate power control an attenuator is implemented in the
curves. The earlier mentioned look up tables act as source RF output of the klystron.
tables. A possibility will be built in to change the modulation
curves on line to obtain optimized extraction. The memory ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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HIGHER ORDER MODE DAMPING IN A PILL BOX CAVITY

F. Voelker, G. Lambertson, and R. Rimmer
Lawrence BerkeleyLaboratory

University of California
Berkeley, CA

ABSTRACT HOM Damping

We have substantially damped the higher order modes Imagine a typical rf cavity as a globe with the beam
(HOM's) in a pill box cavity with attached beam pipe, while passing through the poles. The magnetic field of the
reducing the Q of the principal mode by less that 10%. This principal mode at the wall is a maximum at the equator, and
was accomplished by cutting slots in the cavity end wall at a falls off toward a pole. On the other hand, most of the
radius at which the magnetic field of the lowest frequency HOM's have zero H field at the equator, and the H field on
HOM's is large. The slots couple energy from the cavity the wall is a maximum at some distance away from the
into waveguides which are below cut off for the principal equator. The HOM's have broad maximums, and it is
mode, but which propagate energy at the HOM frequencies. feasible to find a position where a slot couples strongly to
Three slots 120 degrees apart couple HOM energy to three most of them. The coupling is strongly dependent on the
waveguides. We are concerned primarily with accelerating length of the slot, and less on height of the slot. A narrow
and deflecting modes: i.e. the TMrnn p modes of order m=0 aspect slot couples adequately, and it perturbs the
and m=. For the strongest damping, only three m=0 and fundamental mode less than a square aperture. Care must be
m=1 modes were detectable. These were the principal taken not to place the slots on a zero of one of the HOM's.
TM 0 10 mode, the TM0 11 longitudinal mode, and the The width of the waveguides is greater than the length
TM110 deflecting mode. In addition the HOM Q's and the of the slot, and was chosen to propagate the lowest
reduction of Q for the principal mode were determined by troublesome HOM, but not the fundamental mode. The
computer calculation. The principal mode Q for an actual rf evanescent fields of the fundamental mode will reach a short
cavity could not be measured because the bolted joints used distance into the waveguides, and the terminating loads must
in the construction of the cavity were not sufficiently good be far enough away in the guide to not damp the principal
to support Q's above 6000. The measured Q of the first mode. The slots cause additional loss at the fundamental
longitudinal mode was 31 and of the first transverse mode frequency because the wall carrents are concentrated at the
37. Our maximum damping was limited by how well we edges of the slots. Nevertheless, it is possible to have
could terminated the waveguides, and indeed, the computer adequate coupling for the HOM's and still lower the
calculations for the TM01 1 and TM 10 modes give values fundamental Q less than 10 percent.
in the range we measured.

Experimental Setu

I. INTRODUCTION A pill box cavity with a 38.3 cm diameter and a 25 cm
height was available from another mode damping

A large number of modes can be excited in an rf cavity experiment, and it was modified by adding 16.5 cm (inside
by a bunched beam. Energy at frequencies below the cut off dian oter) heam pipcb ta each side. See figure 1. The beam
of the beam pipe will be trapped in the cavity, and interact pipes were terminated in 20.3 cm long crossed-wedges of
with successive beam bunches. The voltage induced in the 1 cm thick Eccosorb AN-73 material. Three 2.54 cm x
cavity at these higher order mode (HOM) frequencies is 19 cm rectangular waveguides are attached to one end wall at
proportional to the sh,'nt impedance of the mode. Shunt a 14 cm radius and spaced at 120 degree intervals. The
impedance is the product of a geometrical factor (R/Q) and waveguides are coupled to the cavity through 2.54 cm x
the Q of the cavity; reducing the Q by damping the mode 15.24 cm rectangular slots, and are terminated by lossy
reduces the voltage excited at that frequency. elements at the far end. In an r.f. accelerator cavity the

We are presenting a method to damp the HOM's TM0 11 longitudinal mode is excited very strongly because it
without excessive damping of the principal mode. This has has a large R/Q. Because it is usually lower than the beam
been demonstrated in a pill box cavity with three slots pipe cut-off frequency, it is trapped, and also has a high Q.
coupled to waveguides that carry HOM energy to We targeted our slot geometry to couple strongly to this
terminating loads. mode, and the damping-waveguide cut-off frequency was

chosen to be well below its frequency.Work supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research,
Office of High Energy Physics, Advanced Energy Projects To sense beam coupling to the longitudinal modes, we
Division, U.S. Department of Energy. Contract DE-AC03- need an antenna that couples to the E fields on the axis of
76SF00098. the cavity. On the other hand, we don't want to perturb the
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. fields on the axis with a metal coaxial line. Our solution
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frequencies from URMEL code. We also saw some
quadrupole and sextupole modes, because the probes were
not exactly symmetrical. These should not couple to the
beam.

Our initial goal was to damp the HOM's sufficiently to
reduce the Q's to less than 100. Our first waveguide
terminations consisted of four 18 cm long wedges of
Eccosorb material across the 2.54 cm dimension of each
guide.

The damping greatly reduced the amplitude of most
#modes, and it was necessary to average the signals from the

weakest signals to reduce the noise background. Even so,
many modes disappeared into the noise background
completely.

Waveguide Terminations
Preliminary measurements were made with a single

waveguide, and a variable length slot. We observed that as
the slot length was increased, the TM01 1 mode became
smaller in amplitude to a point where it split into two
frequencies. Further damping resulted in a greater separation
in frequency, but no further reduction in Q.

For the final measurements using three slots, most of the
HOM Q's were below 100, but the TM mode was split

011
in two parts, one with a Q of 50.5 and the other a Q of 105.
After some experimentation, we found that the mode

Fig. 1. Pillbox Cavity with One Damping Waveguide splitting was caused by reflection from the waveguide
Fg1 iC aviy w2 Otermination. Reflections between the slot and the
(CBB 905.3942) termination cause the waveguides to act like resonant

was to use four 5 mm long electric-probes in the end walls cavities over-coupled to the main cavity.
The wedges were removed, and terminations made of

as close to the beam pipe as mechanically feasible. These Eccosorb NZ-51 (.5 cm x 3 cm x 6 cm) tiles inserted into
were spaced 90 degrees apart. Making them alike reduces the corner of each waveguide. The character of the split

coupling to modes with m=l, 2, or 3. The signals from mode was observed as the number of tiles was increased. As

these four probes are combined and become one port of the tile wreoadded the ime oles a ina of
caviy. simlareletricproe wa plcedon te opost iles were added, the split mode coalesced and a final Q of 31

cavity. A similar electric-probe was placed on the oposite was reached. With these improvised terminations, the first
end wall and becomes the other port. tiles reached into the evanescent field of the principal mode

Tmesroens. are puseall ry hor to mpify t and lowered its Q. However a longer waveguide with ferriteQ measurements. The signals from the each pair of adjacent loading could be designed to give a sufficiently good match

probes were combined in separate 180 degree hybrids. The

sum signals from these hybrids are combined in another 180 and without increasing the principal mode loss.

degree hybrid, and for longitudinal modes the sum output is Calculated Values:
used as the port to the cavity. To measure transverse modes, Using the MAFIA code together with a computational
i.e. m=1 modes, the difference signal is used as the cavity method developed by Kroll II], the shunt impedance and Q
port. For both cases S21 was measured using an HP 8510B of the pillbox cavity was calculated with three damping
Network Analyzer. With the dampers in use, the signals for waveguides. Figure 2 shows the three dimensional model
some modes were very weak, and the readings were enhanced used to calculate these parameters. The cut-off frequency of
by averaging 128 readings and smoothing the data slightly, the damping waveguides is 787 Mz-lz, aaa the TM0 10 mode
We later lengthened the fifth probe to 9 mm to improve the at 841 MHz is well damped. There is a TEl 11 mode in the
signal-to-noise on some of the readings. cavity at 708 MHz that is not dampeo, We expected the

Measured Results symmetry of the probes to reject it, but it was quite visible
as an undamped mode. For a typical accelerating rf cavity

We started our measuiements by covering the slots with shape this mode occurs at higher frequency with respect to
metal tape to enable us to identify ihe basic cavity modes, the fundamental, and it would also to be well damped even
and to allow us to determine the undamped Q's. Modes up though we expect TE modes to couple only weakly to the
to 2 GHz were identified by comparing with calculated beam.
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Calculated Measured
mode freq Q AQ freq Q

TMO1O 611 33400 -8% 609.5 649*
TM011 840 15-35 836.2 31
TEIl1 708 39300 -7% 704.2 667*
TM110 907 56 898.8 37
TMlll 1021 31 ** **

TE211 957 55 ** **

TM211 - - - 1366 152

Fig. 2. Three Dimensional Model Used for MAFIA
Calculations * Waveguide load sees evanescent field.

** Not visible.
The table below summarizes the results of both the REFERENCES

calculations and the measurements. The frequencies of the
damped modes were perturbed very little by the dampers, and [11 Conciauro, G. and P. Arcioni, 1990. "A New HOM-
there was no difficulty in identifying them. free Accelerating Resonator," in Proceedings of the 2nd
Calculated Q values indicated that the principal mode was European Particle Accelerator Conference, Nice., June
perturbed a minimal amount; the Q was reduced by only 8 12-16, 1990.
percent. The first longitudinal mode (TM01 1) and the first
transverse mode (TMI 11) were reduced to Q's of less than [2] Arne F. Jacob, Glen R. Lambertson, Walter Barry,
40, and agreed closely with the calculated values. None of "Higher Order Mode Damping in an ALS Test
the other longitudinal or transverse modes were strong Cavity," Proceedings of the 2nd European Particle
enough to see, but there was one quadrupole mode with a Q Accelerator Conference, p 928-930, Nice, June 12-16,
of 152. (We don't expect the beam to couple to quadrupole 1990.
modes.)
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RF IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS OF THE VARIOUS VACUUM CHAMBERS

FOR THE ADVANCED PHOTON SOURCE (APS)*

J.J.Song, J.W.Howell, R.L.Kustom, and J.F.Bridges
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439

ABSTRACT II. LOSS PARAMETER AND IMPEDANCE

Coupling impedances (Z) for the 7-GeV APS For a given beam bunch with charge, q, the en-
storage ring have been numerically estimated (1I. ergy loss of the bunch is
In order to confirm these calculations, measure- Ji1 (I-I2) dt
ments of the coupling impedance of various vacuum AE kq2 = 2Z d i d) 2  (eV),
components around the main storage ring was done
with a synthetic pulse technique. A section of the where Zo is the characteristic impedance of the
beam + ante-charber, a vacuum valve with and with- coaxial wire, I, is the current flowing through
out the internal RF screen, and a photon absorber the reference chanber, and 12 is the current flow-
were used as a device under test (DTT) to obtain ing through the DUT (see Fig.1). Thus the longitu-
the preliminary results. The result in the fre- dinal loss parameter can be measured by the inte-
quency domin (ED) measurement was ccmpared with gration of the current, which is also a function
previous time dmain (TD) measurement and with the of the beam bunch length, a. The coupling
computer simulation of the APS impedance budget inpedance, Z, can be derived from the wake poten-
(2]. The Z or k dependance on the pulse length tial of a beam bunch,
and the thickness of the center wire was examined.

I. INTRODUCTION Wbt) - - 2 
1 I N/pC). (2)q

Transforming eq. (2) into the FD gives the longitu-
The coupling impedance must be kept small so dinal impedance as;

that the desired operating current is achieved. A 111 (6))-12(0))]
ccuputational investigation has been carried out Z (0)) - 2Z0  ij(o) Qf). (3)
to estimate the coupling impedance of a large va-
riety of structures in the APS ring. This was done I. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
mainly by W.Chou [2), using the 2D, 3D MAFIA codes
and TBCI code. The results are summarized in Table
1 as the APS impedance budget. As seen, the As depicted in Fig.1, a Network Analyzer
largest longitudinal imrpedance is contributed by (HP8510B) was used to measure the two-port S-pa-
the RF cavities (even though the contribution of rameters of the DUT. The frequency span is varied
the fundamental mode has been subtracted fra the fram 45 MHz to 18 GQz, depending on the appropri-
calculation) and the transverse impedance is ate synthetic pulse length, a. An HP 9000/308 can-
mainly contributed by the transitions between the puter was used for data acquisition and the con-
beam chanber and the insertion device (ID) sec- trol of the system. The time dcmain option cam-
tion. The longitudinal impedance and the trans- putes a synthetic pulse via the Fast Inverse-
verse impedance are estimated to be 1 Q and 0.15 Fourier Transfom (FFT) fran the ED data. The tem-
Ml/m respectively. perature in the roam was 74 + 2 cF to get a reli-

The coupling impedance of the APS vacuum charn- able signal fram the DUT.
ber carponents was neasured with a coaxial wire The test system consists of a piece of the APS
method, using a synthetic pulse technique [3]. The beam chamber (50 an long), the DUT (10 an) and the
measurements were done on a section of the bean- transition portions (30 an each). The transition
and ante-chamber, and a vactun valve with and portion is tapered at 10 0 to eliminate multiple
without the internal F screen. A photon absorber reflections due to sharp discontinuities. The pa-
is presently under test. The measuxremnts will as- rareters in the test system and in the APS storage
sist in the design of the various ccmponents of ring are surmarized in Table 2. Three different
the storage ring, especially the type of the PF types of center conductors were used: a 2 m-brass
screen that will be used near the photon absorber. wire, a 9.5 mm-Cu pipe, and an elliptical 50 0-

matching Al rod.
In the impedance carputation, the use of the

*Work supported by U.S.Departnent of Energy, transmission coefficient (S21) instead of the re-
Office of Basic Sciences, under Contract W-31-109- flection coefficient (SI1 ) reduces the error in
ENG3-38. Z (0) because the nultiple reflections must be con-
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. sidered for the SII:
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Table 2. Test system and APS storage ring The result transformed into the TD is shown in
parameters Fig.3, including the S21 for the valve with no RF

screen. The top curve is for the reference cham-

Characteristic impedance ber, the middle curve is the valve with the RF

of the center conductor, ZO  = 125, 88, 50 9 screen, and the bottan curve is without the RF

Sweep frequency, Af = 45 MHz -18 GHz screen.
Fig.4 shows the relation of k and (F (the bunchNninal energy, E = 7.0 GeV length). The bunch length is varied by changing

Revolution Frequency, fo = 271.55 kHz the frequency span over which the data is
Beam charr-cutoff freq. fcut= 4.6 G'z recorded. The loss parameter (k) is higher for the
Bunch length, rnns arm= 5.3 rrm shorter bunch and much larger for the valve w/o
Bunch length, FMHM C = 27.5 ps the RF screen. Table 3 surmarizes all the loss pa-
Number of bunch, ri = 20 raneter ieasurerents.
Bunch current. Ib = 5 mA

V. CONCLUSION AND NEAR FUTURE PLAN

Z(0))= 2Zo [S21(ref)5 21(w) (f). (4) Several general conclusions can be made:
S21 (ref) -The RF-screened valve has a factor of five ir-

In order to convert the data into the beam- provement over a standard valve and the previous
iMpedance for a single bunch, the ipedance, is TD reasurements with the real-timre pulse were cor-
normalized: rect, but had too a low resolution for the sarll-

k.
Z Z() (l), (5) -Further reasurenents will be done on the photon

n absorber, the 352-MHz cavity, the insertion de-
where n = 0o/2nfo and fo is the revolution fre- vice, the transition section between various size
quency of a beam in a storage ring. The total vacuum pipes.
inpedance can be obtained by nultiplying k by the -It is also planed to detennine the type of the RF
passage tire between bunches in a storage ring, or screen on the photon absorber, the experirent on

the aperture coupling is under way and the cor-

Ztot _ bk (k), (6) puter simulation was done [5].nbfo

where nb is the number of bunches in a storage VI. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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10-4 V/pC in the 0-16 GHz span and the k-value was [2] W.Chou, Y.Jin, "Inpedance Studies-Part 4: The
measured to be 2 x 10-3 V/pC (see Table 3). APS Impedance Budget", ANL-LS-115, 1988;

:or the large value of the k, There are no sig- "Irpedance and Bunch Lengthening in the APS,"
nificant effects of the size of the center conduc- in Proc. of the Irpedance and Bunch
tor. For the small k, the thickest center piece Instability Workshop, (1990)
apparently gives more transmission rate (S21), be- [3] F.Caspers, "Beam Impedance Measurerrent By the
cause it gives the exact 50-f matching in the DUT. Wire Method using a Synthetic Pulse

The typical result of the longitudinal Technique," IEEE-Trans. on Nuclear Science, V
inpedance for the vacuum valve with the RF screen NS-32, 1914 (1985).
is plotted in Fig.2, using the eqns (4) and (5). [4) R.L.Kustom, et.al, "RE Irpedance Studies of a
Some resonant peaks at 2.3, 5.9, and 9.4 GHz are Beam Chanter and Iongitudinally Slot-Coupled
observed, but the Q values are low ( < 20) so that Vacuum Punping Antechamber," IEEE Particle
the contribution to the overall inpedance is Accelerator Conf., 1304 (1987).
small. The cause of these are not specifically [5) Y.Chae and L.C.Teng, "Study of Loss Factor
known, but several possible candidates are obvious for Slots in the Vacuum Chamber," in this
and they will be investigated, proceedings.
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TABLE 1 APS impedance budget.MRol L NA $21,M5 IER
_E_ .CUIts REIF 0.0 Unit*

conww4 tuner In~da~ A16.6mUn to/ 1 1:0.! mUnts/
C-1110"M umer Ipeane1 626.0! ,h4j. V 929.1IMUJ.

Ztsol TW n s v w wo DO w~enUsem. uhmsr.. 7

1. RIF CoAty (HOM) 15 02 0.02 A I
2. Transition between chamber & 34 0.03 0.06

&. Trarlsilton between cliambor & 3 0.1 0.003 -- - - - - -

ri section
4. crotch absorber 160 0.01 0.002
5. Shletdbellows 160 0.04 0007- - -- - -

6. shielded transitions 80 0.02 0.003
7. Flange tullpenetration weldmnt 480 0.01 0.008- - -- - - -

&. Eillpticlil lube weldment s0 16.3 I E-3
s. hilded and conlal s0 16E.3 16E-3- -- -- - - -

10. Valve s0 0.01 0.01
111. Beam position monitor 360 0.02 -- -- - - -

12 Transition between chamber 120 3E-3 I E-3
w. &-w/o ante chamber

13. Resitiv wat 0.01 0.01
14. Spacetcharge 16E-5 0.03
15. Qihers 0.3

(oiders. bumpers, ion pumpv ports, elc)

Sublol 1 0.15 START 3.8 no
&*A e(sublotel X2) 20 0.3 MWm STUM 4.3 n

Fig.3 The T11 transform of the S21 of DtT:
the top curve is the reference chamber,
the middle is the RF-screened valve,

NETWORKthe bottem is the regular valve.
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IN I I TTable 3. Loss parameters of the various
L.____jDtTs in frequency spans.

Fig.1 Experimental setup.
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Measurements on Prototype Cavities (352 MHz)
for the Advanced Photon Source (APS) *

J. F. Bridges, J. M. Cook, R. L. Kustom, J. J. H. Song,
Advanced Photon Source

Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, IL 60439

Abstract ! . . .. _ . ..
t 1 i i! i

Measurement of the higher order modes of a prototype I i i
single-cell 352-MHz cavity for the APS 7-GeV Storage IL . _. -

Ring will be presented and discussed. A 352-MHz cylin- j i
drical pill-box cavity made of aluminum has been built

to test and verify the measurement instruments using the
analytically-derived resonant frequencies of both the fun-
damental and higher-order modes. A cavity made from

solid copper was built according to dimensions derived
from URMEL program runs. The longitudinal and trans-
verse impedances of the first several higher-o)rder modes :

have been measured using various shaped metal beads.

I. INTRODUCTION

The prototype all-copper cavity for the APS storage ring --

has been measured for higher-order modes (IIOMs) and
the data has been categorized by bead-pulling techniques.
Those modes which may interfere with beam stability [1] -hi

have beer, damped with low-power devices.
HOM measurements have been previously made on a

cylindrical cavity with the E010 mode at 351.9 MIlz, the
accelerating mode for the APS 7-GeV storage ring [4, 5].
This was done to check the instrumentation and to fa-
miliarize ourselves with the technique by using a cavity
shape that can be analytically solved for higher modes. _

The accelerating cavity shape is basically spherical with
a rounded, slightly reentrant beam pipe (see Figure 1).
However the aspect ratio and volume are about the same
as in the previously studied cylindrical cavity, therefore the Figure 1
frequency and Q of the modes are also about the same. The perturbation of the longitudinal component E11 of

II. METHOD the electric field is related to the phase shift € of the reso-
nance by

We used standard bead perturbation techniques [2, 3, 4], - tan = 3A /2 (1)
primarily with metallic cylinders 25.4mm long by .8mm di- (equation (18) on page 8 of [3]) where Q and W are the
ameter, to measure the longitudinal E-field for monopoleanddiple ode. Sch eede-ikeobjctsdo ot ignf-quality factor of and energy stored in the mode, and AV
and dipole modes. Such needle-like objects do not signif- is the volume occupied by a prolate spheroidal perturber
icantly perturb the magnetic field or the transverse corn- of high aspect ratio oriented parallel to Ell. Then
ponent of the electric field.

Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy, Office of 21 f (- tan 0)ew°z/cdzJ2
Basic Sciences, under the Contract W-31-109-ENG-38. 3woo F, A V
U.S. Government work not protc'ted by U.S. CopyrighL 693



is obtained by solving (1) for ill and substituting it into the Table 1.
general equation Rh -.t= [V12 /P where P = woW/Q is
the mean power dissipated and V = fo Eeiwozlcdz is the Frequency R Threshold Damping
accumulated voltage difference experienced by a positron (MHz) (Normal Current Ratio
during its passage from z = 0 to z = L. MfQ) (mA) (dB)

536.7 1.67 80 23.
The form factor F, was adjusted by calibration against 588.7 13.6 81 9.

the analytically known fields and impedances in the right- 761.1 25.6 43 30.
circular cylindrical cavity, dimensioned so that its resonant 922.5 0.62 130 -
frequencies corresponded to those of the prototype cavity. 939. 0.23 340 40.

The analytic value for the R/Q of the fundamental mode 962. 6.6 180 1

in our cylindrical cavity is 209l, with no transit time fac- 1017.4 2.6 320 13.

tor. Our measured value was, instead, 319fl. In agree- 110.8 .7 80 5
ment with Jacob [3] we attribute the difference to the 1210.8 .49 80 2

greater amount of metal contained in a cylindrical needle 1509.1 0.36 80 20.

than in an ellipsoidal one of the same length and width., In
the "crudest approximation" (see page 319 of [2]) the fre- Figure 2 shows the phase shift data for the fundamental
quency shift depends only on the volume of the perturber. mode 351.9 MHz and Figure 3 shows the E013 mode at
The volume ratio between cylinders and spheroids of the 1210 MHz., These two graphs are typical of all the data,
same dimensions is 3/2, so we have used that ratio as our although some modes were noisy and had to be averaged
calibrating correction factor throughout. The resulting cal- to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.
culations of longitudinal and transverse shunt resistances
from measured data agreed closely with the same values N3s2GG6 FRE0UENCY - .3S2GGG2 GHx 4 , 1991

calculated by URMEL (see Tables 2 and 3 in [1]). SIUT RESISTANCE - 231088 OHMS -3244

For dipole modes the longitudinal shunt resistance is
zero along the axis of the cavity. By measuring two more
longitudinal shunt resistances, off axis but close to and par-
allel to it, and noncollinear with it, we can get an approxi-
mation to the transverse gradient of the longitudinal shunt
resistance at the axis. From this, by the Panofsky-Wenzel
Theorem, we determine the transverse mode impedance as ..............
on page 6 of [3]., Figure 2

1412095S rREOUENCY - 1.209S$ GHz 8 Apr 1991
SHUNT REe.PS7RNCE - 785e8 OWHS 0 * 4444

III. DATA

Data was recorded using an 8510 network analyzer and
an HP Vectra computer with our own software. Measure-
ments of the phase deviation of S21 were recorded as the Figure 3
bead was shifted along parallel to the axis of the cavity.
Two small loops on the perimeter of the cavity were used IV. RESULTS
as the itnput and output poft bor both the Q and the
perturbation measurements. Some data was obtained by
driving the cavity through the full-size, Ahigh-power loop We have measured the modes in Table 1, and signifi-which was rotated so as to have 50f) inpwt impedance at cantly damped most of them whose instability thresholds
whhe fwndas tate sofrequ have 51. 0 M . imwere below 300mA. There are two sets of such modes:the fundamental frequency, 351.9 MHz. those which the magnetic field on the mid-plane coupled

Ten modes were calculated to have impedances that will to the fundamental drive loop, and those with an E-field
cause coupled-bunch instabilities near or below the 300 mA perpendicular to the beam at the circumference at the mid
positron current which is the design goal of the APS [1]. plane.
These modes were measured and are listed in Table I along The loop-coupled modes were damped by using a 50Q
with the impedances calculated using URMEL [1]. resistor on the input port to the loop (see Figure 4
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- -'-,- -  -  We intend to measure two more sets of HOMs: monopole
U F VERAI N70ACTF-R and dipole modes with instability thresholds between 300

- .... " and 600 mA, and a few of the lower quadrupole modes.
. , , We also intend to investigate damper design in more

detail, in particular to try to design a damper that will be
I! conjugately matched to the bothersome modes and thatE1 ..... .,- .. -,will be optimized using the criteria that the damping ratio

! '. ,of each of the modes will raise the instability threshold
-" currents to the same value for all modes. This value might

be arbitrary, say IA, or it might be set at the average of
- .i._,- *...._ !__ hil~those thresholds between 300 and 600 mA depending on
-' .the number in that interval and the ease of damping.

We intend to lengthen the cavity by using shims of cop-
..... _.l... ......... ..... .... per to learn how the HOMs shift in frequency. Based on

CENTER I.sa~ssoooo this information we may design the cavities to have dif-
SPAN @.:0700:0000 H4, ferent shapes in order to spread the lIOMs and thereby

Figure 4 reduce cavity-bunch instabilities (1].

In the final design these modes will be damped by lossy VI. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
material inserted in the input waveguide near the drive
loop. This arangement will also prevent these frequencies We thank L. Emery and Y. Kang for useful discussions
from returning to the splitters, circulator, and eventually during the writing of this report, and T. Smith, D. Voss,
the klystron, which are not meant to handle them. Those and L. Stephenson for making the measurements on which
three modes not damped by the driving loop will be further it is based.

investigated.
The E-field modes were damped between a factor of 13 References

and 34 dB using a resistance which was optimized for max-
imum damping at 940 MHz (see Figure 5). [1] L. Emery, "Coupled-Bunch Instabilities in the APS

-- a Ring," in Proceedings ofthe 1991 Particle Accelerator7 .Conference, San Francisco, CA, May 1991.

P3 i4._._ /i 5 [2] R. F. Harrington, Time-Harmonic Electromagnetic
I 1 ,Fields, New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,. . . . -1 ....4 . .... . .... " - 'i1961.

I[3] . Jacob, Measurement of the higher order mode

- .. .impedances of the LEP cavities, ESRF-RF/88-02,
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, Grenoble,

I 1988.

SI '[4] R. Kustom, J. Bridges, W. Chou, J. Cook, G. Mavro-
,t genes, and G. Nicholls, "Analysis of RF Modes in the

... .--- - -- ANL APS Vacuum Chamber Using Computer Simu-
L.......•.....-- lation, Electron Beam Excitation, and Perturbation

CENTER :. 4310:0 0 G1, Techniques," in Proceedings of the 1989 IEEE Parti-
SPAN e.e208ee00 0ee Z cle Accelerator Conference, Chicago, IL, March 1989,

Figure 5 pp.1755-1757.

The marker is on the undamped resonance peak. The [5] G. Nicholls, J. Bridges, J. Cook, and R. Kustom, "Sta-
E-field probes shift the peak about 7MHz higher when tus Report on the Radio Frequency Accelerating Sys-
inserted into the cavity. Resistively loading the probes tern of the APS at Argonne," in Proceedings of the
damps the resonance about 40dB. (The peak at about 956 1989 IEEE Particle Accelerator Conference, Chicago,
MHz is essentially unchanged.) IL, March 1989, pp.217-219.

V,. FUTURE WORK

We will design and test a magnetically coupled damper
for those modes not damped by the drive loop (i.e., 923,
962, and 1211 Mllz).
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Calculation of Required Tuner Accuracy and Bandwidth
With and Without Fast Feedback

S.R. Koscielniak
TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T 2A3

Abstract III. ALLOWED TUNING ERROR

An expression for the resonance-controller time constant From (2) we may find the relation between incremental
is given in terms of the allowed tuner error and rate of changes A'o and Awo
frequency sweep. A cavity tuner-control with this time-
constant guarantees the resonance program is tracked to 2Q tan I 1Q o (3)
the desired accuracy. Expressions are given for the permis- sW wo
sible tuner frequency error, in terms of the reactive to resis-
tive power ratio, for an accelerating cavity operating with Now from (2) provided p < 2Q
or without fast feedback. An expression is given for the res- 1 ,(2 )
onance frequency sweep rate for arbitrary drive frequency wo w 1 + -L + l
program and relative beam-loading. The results are ap- 2Q 2Q

plied to the TRIUMF-KAON [1] Accumulator and Booster Aw 0  sec2 "'o
rings. The constraint imposed on the time constant by ac- Hence Q(4)
cumulation in the former is not severe; a passband of a W0

few hundred hertz is sufficient, However, it is found that Expressions for sec 2 T0AP 0 , consistent with accurate gen-
in the absence of fast feedback the Booster tuner control eration of the accelerating voltage across the cavity gap,
must have a passband that extends to 30 kHz. This paper are given in reference [2]. We suppost,- that the cavity phase
is an abridged version of an unpublished design note [2]., and amplitude controls have bandwidth much greater than

the cavity tuner and its power supply, so that the gener-
I. CONTROLLER TIME CONSTANT ator current exactly compensates the tuning error Alk0.

Then, as shown in the appendix,
We suppose that the cavity resonance frequency is to fol-
low a predetermined program (given by equation 2 below) sec ;0AAo , (-) tan A0 9[1 + (lb/I0) sin 6].

to within some accuracy Awo. In the general case of an
arbitrary frequency tuning rate ubo(t), and varying allowed Here A is the phase difference between the generatortuning error Aw0(t), the controller time constant required current and the gap voltage. TanA¢9 happens to be the
to track the frequency program is: ratio of reactive power to resistive power delivered to thecavity. The maximum permissible tuning error occurs when

AT_< "() fmaximum allowable reactive power is delivered by the am-
AT< plifiers and power tube. Thus

The bandwidth of the tuner control is the inverse of AT sec 2 %polA*01 = (1 + tan %ko tan eb) reactive power
The value of Awo(t) depends on how much reactive power resistive power] max
can be delivered, as shown below. (5)

Combining relations (4) and (5) gives the permissible tun-
11. RESONANCE PROGRAM ing error

Let wo = resonance frequency, and w = drive frequency. Azo (1 + tan To tan Ob) reati Ipower

Let Ib = beam current component at the radio frequency, WO 2Q resistive power] max
and 06 the rf phase of the bunch centre. Let lo = V/R be This is for the case of an rf-cavity in isolation, as treated
the gap voltage divided by cavity shunt resistance, and Q in the Appendix. If fast feedback [3] around the amplifier
= cavity quality factor. The resonance frequency program is used, then the expression is modified according to the
wo(t) is given by: loop gain H = AoR.

0OS = tan o . (2) AW0 (1 + H + tan 0 tan b) reactive (7)
wwo/Q Io - 2Q [resistive max

Here %P0 is the tuning angle, and tan '%o is the beam loading Since 1H can be large compared with tan ,41, tan pb, thcre
ratio. For brevity, this ratio will be denoted p. can be a significant increase in the allowed tuning error

0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 @IEEE 696



This happens, not because feedback alters the time con- For the KAON Booster ring, the change in relativistic/3
stant of the tuner control, but because feedback makes the is substantial: A#3 - 0.23; whereas (tan T0 /Q) < 0.006 so
gap voltage insensitive to the exact tuning angle. we may drop the second term leaving o - wooA/3f/2.

So far we have assumed that no error is allowed in the Finally, we may estimate the control time-constant to be
cavity voltage. In fact there is only a small gain in the AT =
allowed tuner error unless large voltage errors can be tol- (1 + H + tan 'P tan 4) (0) reactive
erated. If the reactive-to-resistive power ratio is unity, and Aw0 (i an ) resitive a

the gap voltage has errors Aqv and AV, then W OQ A# ti Iax

sec 2 %PoA'PO/tan A09 Substitute values appropriate to the Booster: (/0) = 0.854,
A/# = 0.234, H = 65, 0 = 4000, tan 'To = 16, tan 'b =
l/v', and Q = 2vr x 50 Hz. Arguably the power ratio can

1.4 - [sin~b + (AOv + AV/VT)(COSkb - sin b)] . (8) rise, for short periods, as high as u,.ity. In this case the
t1me constant is AT = 0.2 milli-second, which means !he
controller must pass frequencies up to 5 kHz with only -3
dB attenuation.

IV. RESONANCE FREQUENCY SWEEP RATE If the cavity were not equipped with fast feedback
around the amplifier, then H = 0 and the time constant

Solve relation (2) for wo in terms of w(t) and p(t). For the is significantly smaller : AT = 30 micro-second which is
case p < Q we find the approximation w0 ; equivalent to a 30 kHz passband..
w[l + p/2Q]. Take the time derivative, and neglect terms Of course, if less reactive power is allowed than the unity
p/Q as insignificant, to give: ratio assumed here, then the controller time constant must

4 . [d/3 dp( diminish proportionately.
W0 w+~p =- P - woo -+2iQ (9) VI. KAON ACCUMULATOR

Woo = drive frequency if # = unity; and /f is the particle- The Accumulator is a storage ring. Current is accepted
beam speed divided by the speed of light, from a cyclotron by charge-exchange multi-turn injection

[1 , d for 2 x 104 turns, and transfer is bucket-to-bucket so that
Now from (2) 1tan db1 b- L] - (10) the bea'n never debunches. The synchronous phase angle istawfr ) p d=t ' zero so that tan Ob -0. Consequently, there is no change in

Equations (1), (6), (7), (9) and (10) are sufficient to deter- drive frequency (L = 0) and the resonance frequency pro-

mine the time constant AT. gram derives entirely from beam-loading. Borrowing from
equations (9) and (10) the tuning rate becomes

V. KAON BoOSTER W . WooI lb i 'O

W~o ;s = - i -- ].2 (11)
The Booster is a fast-cycling synchrotron with biased si- Q Q ]' I1)
nusoidal magnet excitation. The injection and, x.tractionneries aet eVcitatnd 3Ge, rectivel.detati u The gap voltage is constant in time and so I0 = 0. In thisenergies are 0.5 G eV and 3 G eV , respectively. Detailed nu- ca e di d ng qu t o (4 by 1 ) g v s
merical evaluations would be needed to find the minimum case, dividing equation (4) by (11) gives
value ATmin during the acceleration cycle. We will be con- AwO sec2 0I 0
tent with a good estimate, and guess that the ATmm occurs - ,A
near mid-cycle. The magnet cycling angular frequency is Q, WO (Ib/lo)
assuming single frequency excitation; and the time range is In the Accumulator the beam current follows a linear ramp
0 < fOt < ir. We assume all quantities vary in a sinusoidal lb(t) = 4 + A4b(t/T.), where T is the duration of beam
manner, that is: filling. Substituting from equation (9), the controller time

/3(t) = + (1-cosQt)( - D)/2 constant becomes

lb(t) = ib + (1-COSQt)(Ib - Ib)/ 2 , and likewise Io(t). ATm = Io(l + H) [reactive powerx

Ob(t) = (1-cos2t)¢b , so 'b = zero at mid-ramp. AIb resistive power JT

We shall denote the value of x at mid-ramp by j, an For the Accumulator, values are : I0 = 0.34 A, AIb = 2.5 A,

average value by (x), and the change from start to finish H = 20 and T. = 20 ms ; giving ATtnar = 58 ms for unity

of ramping by Ax. Substituting the above time variations power ratio. If there is no fast feedback (H = 0) the time

into equation (9) gives: constant becomes 2.7 ms, implying a -3 dB frequency of
370 lIz. This is the minimum recommended value, since

Q 3. tan To [AI Al 0  one must also consider the need to periodically reset the
0 _- W"" 2 + Q it) T- tuner to the zero beam-load frequency.
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VII. CONCLUSION phase to I' = (Ig + AIg)eJl A0 as shown in the phasor di-
agram. The beam current vector does not move. Let us

The constraints on tuner-control imposed by A ring accu- assume The genera tor cons pft so tht ol
assume the generator compensation is perfect so that old

mulation are likely much less severe than those deriving and new voltages are identical. Hence:
from beam-injection transient compensation and periodic
tuner resetting. Rcos T0d ° [be- J(

Ob
+

r
/ 2 ) + IgeJO51]

The B ring tuner-control is likely dominated by the sub-
stantial change in radio frequency (46-61 MHz), and is Rcos(qfo+Aiio)eR O+ o)[lbe-R#-+r/2)+(Ig+Alg)eJ(09+&09)].
probably not feasible without 'fast feedback' around the Set 0. = 0 and solve for A0 9 to give tan A0 9 = Y/X with
amplifier.

Y - [1-tan%0tanA%]IbcOSb
APPENDIX: EFFECT OF TUNER ERROR FOR CAVITY -[Ib COS Ob + (Ig - lb sin Ob) tan Alo]

The conventions used for the phasor diagram follow Peder- X = [1 - tan To tan APo]Ib sin Ob

sen [4]. The cavity-gap voltage (V) lies along the real axis +[(IS - lb sin Ob) - Ib COS b tan mlk0].
of the complex plane, as does the generator current (I.),
and the beam image-current vector is given by: Use the steady state conditions to eliminate I and

Ibe- i(b+ r /2) = (-)Ib[sin 0. + j cos Ob]. Ib COS Ob, to give :

All quantities are assumed sinusoidally varying according tan A0. = tan(To) - tan(%Io + APo)
to ej wtl with w, the drive frequency. 1 + (Ib/Io) sin Cb

Expand tan(Io + AT) -- tan *o + sec2 IoATo as a Taylor
V series. To first order in AIPO, we find

A0= - )see 2  0 A o . (A4)

VT tan A I+ (lb/o) sin (A

Note that because sec2 'Po can be very large (maybe 10'),
tan A0. can be large even though the tuner error is small
IA'01 < 1. Consequently, it is correct to retain the tangent

bl IT ,term rather than replace with the first order term Ao.

- . . -- -- -\--C. Significance of TanA¢g

Since we have insisted there is no error in the gap-voltage
A. Steady-State Conditons magnitude or phase,

1 V(Iq + AI) sin AO, is the reactive power, and
The cavity is detuned by an amount tan *o = V(I + AI.) cos AO is the resistive power.

2Q(wo - w,)/wo. We use the linearized approximation for Hence the ratio of reactive to resistive power is simply
the cavity impedance: Rcostkoel *o. The total desired tan Ao,. The sign of tan A0 indicates that when A'P0 >
vt!tage is: 0 the generator current lags behind the gap voltage, and

S R le(+,/2) + Igei 'l]. (Al) when A*o < 0 it leads.

VIII. REFERENCES

Hence we find the steady-state values I and *0 in terms
of lb and kb by taking the real parts [1] Kaon Factory Study Accelerator Design Report; TRI-

UMF, Vancouver, B.C., 1990.
[21] S.R. Koscielniak: "Calculation of Required Tuner Ac-

and taking the imaginary parts curacy and Time Constant"; TRI-DN-90-K126.

10 tan *0 = lb cos0 - I sin og . (A3) [3] D. Boussard: "Control of Cavities with High Beam
Loading"; CERN SPS/85-31 (ARF).

To minimize the generator current (Ig) we put 9 = 0. [4] F. Pedersen: "Beam Loading Aspects of TRIUNIF

B. Small Perturbation KAON Factory RF Systems"; TRI-DN-85-15.

Suppose the tuning angle changes by a small amount
A*o. To compensate the change (AVTe3A c v) in the to-
tal voltage, the 1g vector has to change in magnitude and
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Analysis of Eddy Currents in the Walls of the Ferrite Tuned RF Cavity for the
TRIUMF Kaon Factory Booster Synchrotron

I. B. Enchevich, Sofia University, Bulgaria,
M. J. Barnes and R. L. Poirier, TRIUMF

Abstrct II. THEORY & MEASUREMENTS

In the perpendicular biased ferrite tuned cavity of the The equivalent circuit utilized is based on Faraday's and
proposed TRIUMF Kaon Factory Booster Synchrotron, Kirchoff's laws. The Faraday law of electromagnetic in-
magnetizing flux passes through the cavity walls. If special duction, states that a time (t) varying magnetic flux (0)
care is not taken to minimize eddy current loss in the walls, induces an emf (e). In the case of axial symmetry the
the dissipated power would be excessive and the magnetic emf is induced uniformly along the length (t) of utiy circle
fields set up by the eddy currents would disturb the mag- whose center lies on the axis. It follows that:

netic field being applied. By electrically isolating the cool-
ing structure from the cavity walls and introducing slots in e= = E dt=Ex2x x, (1)
the walls it is possible to bring to an acceptable level both dt o
the power loss and the maximal temperatures. Based on
the m.asurements, an analytical mode! - essentially 3D - hence
was derived and the eddy currents were predicted using the e 1 dO=, x- (2)
ci.uit analysis program PSpice. The calculated surface E F 2 X Tr x = 2 x r P Xdt
current and power distribution agree with measurements.
PSpice can now be used to determine the effect of design where Er repr,. its the azimuthal density of the emf [i.e.,
changes on the eddy current and power distribution, the electric t! , . rength] at radius r

The abo\ w,- used to obtain a first estimate of the
1. INTRODUCTION 1,1v current toss in the walls of the rf resonator for the

TrlttMF Kaon Factorv Booster cavity [4], and also used
The rf cavity for the TRIUMF Kaon Factory Booster Syn- to determine the ratings for the power supply for perpen-
chrotron requi s a frequency swing of 46 MIl to 61 MllZ di .- biasing of the ferrite in the rf cavity.
at a repetition rate of 50 llz [1]. I'his will be accomplished Fot -ach given radius r the EMF. is scaled with
using a tuner containing yttrium garnet lerrite where the EMF ... A. I/r.1., . To map experimentally the eddy cur-
magnetizing bias field is perpendh-ular to the rf magnetic rents in the ac field, the resonator walts were put in the
field. The ac magnetizing flux passes through the walls of stiipped (without yoke) magnetization coil (Fig. 1).
the resonator and special care must be taken to minimize
the induced eddy currents (21.

In order to remove the heat resulting from rf and eddy
current losses in the cavity walls, and rf losses in the fer-
rite, the construction of the cavity includes l'rge stain-
less steel cooling wheels and a cylindrical copper cooling
jacket [2]. The power dissipation due to ec losses in the C I L
cavity is determined by the relationship between induced
emf's, conductivity of materials employed and the geomet-
ric configuration.

Previously PE2D has been used to evaluate eddy current
loss in the different s& tions of the cavity [3]. Since elec-
tromagnetic software c, pable of 3D eddy current analysis
was not available at Tft. 1,P PSpice was used to simu-
late the rf membrane and cooling jacket in 3D. In order to
check the quality of the equivalent circuit, 2D simulations D
were initially performed and compared with the results of
measurements. The predictions comp, red well, and hence
a 3D equivalent circuit was simulated. The PSpice soft-
wart is very flexible: the equivalent circuit is set up such Figure I, Experimental set-up for ineasurement of Luireat and ten-
that it is relatively easy to make changes (e.g., changing perature distribution

resistivity aid introducing slots). Measurements of the temperature and currents were taketn
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at different points for various configurations and condi-
tions. Since the measurement loop included two parts with 19

practically equal and opposite emf, the measured voltage
was proportional to the actual surface current (Fig. 2). 7 A

The temperature was measured using a calibrated thermo- 1 D

couple after the system had reached thermal equilibrium.

To the scope /AV-e- e+RI

Resonator
• Disk

SurFace

1 1234
9 C LUM #/

I' Ae-RI1

Figure 3: Representation of sector by cells
Figure : Measurement probe: measured voltage is proportional to
sw~s u gi values are specified, within the equivalent circuit, using

function definitions [7],Il1l EQOIVALENT CIRCUIT

A. Boundary Conditions
The equivalent circutt utilized for simulating eddy cur- The east end of each row of cells in a sub-sector is con-

rents iu the walls of the fertite tuned rf cavity, represents 1. nected to the west end, of the same row, of an adjacent
of the disk, i.e. a sector., Eansh sector is sub-divided into six sub-sector via a resistor, e.g., the east end of row 13 of
su6sectors (Fig. 3). Each of the disk sub-sectors is mathe- sub-sector 2 is connected to the west end of row 13 of sub-
matically modelled using either 2D or 3D "cells". Each cell sector 3 via a resistor. The value of the 'boundary condi-
has its cylindrical coordinates and iF characterized by its tion' resistors is defined using a Parameter Definition. An
azimuthal emf and its impedance in the azimuthal, radial open-circuit (i.e., slot) between sub-sectors is simulated
and axial direction. The representation of a sub-sector by defining the appropriate resistors to have a large value
consists of 95 cells; 5 celis for eath of 19 rows (Fig. 3). relative to other resistor values in the equivalent circuit.
PSpice [6] utilizes nodal analysis methods so it is advan- Similar'y a high conductivity path between sub-sectors is
tageous to simulate ak cell which minimizes the number of simulated by defining the appropriate resistors to have a
circuit nodes [7]. low value relative to other resistor values in the mathemat-

The equivalent circuit utilized neglects reactive compo- ical model.
nents of th-" ell impedances, reactive coupling between the
cells and the effect of skin depth upon effective resistance: B. Analysas
this can be justified because of the low frequencies. PSpice version 4.04p was utilized for all the simulations

P wer dissipation within each cell is calculated using the reported. A dc sweep is performed: a fictitious voltage
PSplie Analog Behavioral Model (ABM) option [6]. The source is swept through one value only, hence the bias point
cvll4 are simulated as subcircuits; a subcircuit call causes for the circuit is calculated only once. The output file is
the referenced subcircuit to be inserted into the circuit transferred from a p.c., where the analysis is performed, to
wvith the given nodes replacing the argument nodes in the a VAX where post processing is performed.
subcircuit definition. A row of cells is defined as another 2D modelling of the slotted disk. using a Thevenin equiv-
si,,circuit: a subcircuit representing a sub-sector is con- alent circuit for the cells, requires about 12 MB of ,nem-
structed from 19 calls of a row subcircuit. The equivalent ory and 34 hours of CPU time on a 20 MIz 80386 based
circuit for a sector is constructed by calling the sub-sector p c. [7]. As a result of a 16 MB memory limitation with
subcircuit six times. the p.c. used, and in order to simulate the cooling jacket in
As indicated above, the values of both the azimuthal and 3D, it was necessary to significantly reduce the numbei of

radial resistors of a cell, as well as that of the dc Noltage circuit nodes, this was achieved by replacing the ''heveni
source, are dependent upon the geometrical position of the equisalent azimuthal series connected voltage source and
cell and the materials employed. Equations for cell eleiieiit resistor by its Norton equixalent 'ie equivalent azimuthal
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curreht isthe sum or difference of the current through the 30 , I I , ,
currefit'source-and Parallel resistor [7], s .ub-s*cto tota-l 2598 W

Replacingthe Thevenin equivalent by its Norton equiv- 25 2.-c . : toto w25 - -------- 0 b-sCOO" a: ,to,. '577

alent circui[ resulted in a reduction in circuit memory re-
'tluirernentgby a~factor of 4.4 and a decrease in CPU time
'by a factor of 39. The Thevenin and Norton equivalent 20-
circuits result in virtually identical predictions for power .0
dissipations and current- flow patterhs [7]. "

To simulate the effect of the water cooling jacket upon "2 15-
eddy current loss in the rf membranes, the 18th and 19th -.
rows of-each of the six sub-sectors are represented in 3D; L. 10
this-is achieved by modelling 7 layers of 3D cells in axial . 0

0direction. The inner 17 rowsof the sub-sectors are simu- o.
lated'in 2D, and thus their description and element values 5-
are unkhanged from the 2D equivalent circuit. The values
of the cell elements for the 3D analysis are again specified
using equations which are coded using function definitions. 0 - * , 1, ,

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
IV. RESULTS Radial row

Scaling between the calculations and measurements can Figure 5. Predicted power loss distribution due to radial, azimuthal
be carried out by comparing predicted cell current with the and axial currents in sub-sectors 1, 2 & 3: 3D simulation

corresponding measured voltage drop [7]. Predicted radial
current distribution (Fig. 4) and power loss distribution tion: the predictions should be a worst case as the equiva-
(Fig. 5) agree well with the measured temperature distri- lent circuit simulated neglects both the reactive component
bution [2,7], though it is difficult to compare them directly. of induced emf and the skin depth in the walls.
Nev-rtheless the places where maximal temperatures are VI. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
measured (2] coincide with the maximum predicted power
density. For example, the maximum temperature inea- The authors wish to acknowledge stimulating discus-
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V. CONCLUSION this application of PSpice.
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POWER-COMBINING AND INJECTION-LOCKING MAGNETRONS FOR
ACCELERATOR APPLICATIONS*

Todd A. Treado,, Todd A. Hansen, and David J. Jenkins
Varian Associates

Crossed-Field and Receiver Protector Products
Beverly, MA 01915

ABSTRACT

Single magnetrons are commonly used to previously [3]. The high Q (QL = 1600) mag-
drive accelerator cavities, but many applica- netrons were run in parallel off of the same
tions require multiple sources which can pro- modulator. The variable phase shifters after
vide phase control operating into multiple cavi- the magnetrons were used to optimize the rel-
ties. Conventional injection locking techniques ative phase relationship between the injection
provide the means to phase lock magnetrons to locked signals returning to the hybrid. Un-
within .1 .rms. phase error but these techniques fortunately, the phase shifters have a 0.8 dB
use circulators. Where weight is a concern or insertion loss which reduced the system effi-
when high power is used, circulators are not fea- ciency. The circulator was included to protect
sible or available. We are investigating a num- the TWT driver against fault conditions. Iden-
ber of approaches to achieve phase locking and tical operation was observed with the circulator
power combining without the use of circulators, removed.
A series of experiments have been undertaken The load was connected to port 4 of the
where two magnetrons are injection locked and hybrid after a variable phase shifter. An E-
power combined, first operating into a matched H tuner was used to provide a load of vari-
load, second operating into a tunable short, and able impedance. All components between the
third operating into X-band cavities. magnetrons and the load were WR-90 X-band

waveguide components to minimize circuit loss
I. INTRODUCTION and VSWR.

Multiple magnetrons were used to drive Phase measurements of the signals incident
high Q linear accelerators prior to the advent on the load and reflected from the load were
of ferrite isolators 11j. It was found that either made relative to the output of the driver am-
tuning or some degree of isolation was required plifier chain using two phase bridges.

to prevent oscillation from starting and remain- Two cavity loads were used, each a section
ing in a useless mode 12j. This tuning can be of WR-90 waveguide with a tunable short on

provided by an injected signal within the ap- one end and a quarter-wave transformer on the

propriate locking bandwidth. other. Cavity Q measurements gave the follow-

In the method described here, an X-band ing parameters at 8.96 GHz for the overcoupled
cavity: Q, = 5700, QE = 4100, QL = 2400, cou-waveguide 3 dB hybrid coupler provides the av- caiyQ 0 =70,Q 41,QL=20,cueuie B hyjectioli poer theomv- pling factor = 1.4, and cavity fill time constantenue for both injection locking and pow er com - = 4 s o h rt c l y c u l d c v t ,Q

bining of magnetron pairs. = 43 ns. For the critically coupled cavity, QL= 2700.
The experimental configuration, shown

schematically in Figure 1, has been described

Supported by Varian IR&D Funds.
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H. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - within 0.4' for the 9 us pulse. When oper-
VARIABLE Z LOAD ated for a pulse length of 18 us, a monotonic

50 phase change was observed across the pulse.
'The impedance of a cavity changes as the This phase change has not yet been explained.

cavity is filled: [2]. Therefore, the effect of The cavity has been filled when the re-
load impedance upon coupled power phase co- flected signal returns to a minimum as the re-
herency was investigated by using an E-H tuner flected power and the power radiated from the
to vary the load impedance. The variable phase cavity cancel one another. Complete cancella-
shifters prior to each magnetron were adjusted tion occurs only for a critically cavity at res-
for conditions of optimum power combining and onance. For the data shown, the magnetrons
maximum isolation into a matched load. With o erthe d a a ho the agntwere operating 0.5 MHz away from the cavity
these path lengths set, the E-H tuner was ad-
justed to provide a purely real impedance, ref-

erenced to the output of port 4 of the hybrid. The spike at the beginning of the reverse

Results of this experiment are shown in Figures power pulse correlates with the magnetron

2 and 3. Figure 2 gives the rms phase error for phase lock time given in Table 1. During the

several real load impedances as defined above, phase lock time the magnetrons are oscillating
the phase error was measured well after the incoherently with respect to each other and the
phase lock time and at the same time during hybrid provides no isolation between the driver
pase plck te and athe saerrr imedurg and the load. Table 1 summarizes the operat-
each pulse. The rms phase error is a measure ing conditions for the data of Figure 4. Note
of inter-pulse phase coherence. For compari- that the magnetron phase lock time is greater
son, a typical klystron has an rms phase error than the cavity fill time.
of 0.20. Figure 3 shows how the phase of the
combined signal changes as the load impedance TV. CONCLUSIONS
changes.

Unstable operation was observed for nor- We have demonstrated that injection-
malized load impedances less than unity. It locked magnetrons can be used to drive a mod-
should be noted that a simple change of 900 erate Q cavity at long pulse without a circula-
in the electrical length prior to the load trans- tor with excellent phase coherency. The cavity
lates the load impedance to a real value in the transient impedance does not preclude the mag-
stable regime. netrons from filling the cavity, at least when the

cavity fill time is less than the magnetron phase
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - lock time.

CAVITY LOADS To more closely model an accelerator appli-

Operation of the magnetrons into the cay- cation it is still necessary to test the magnetron

ity loads at long pulse lengths is shown in Fig- system without the isolation provided by the

ure 4. The forward power (power out of hybrid variable phase shiftis. Beam loading should
arm 4 and incident upon the load), the reverse also be simulated. Presently, we are duplicat-
power (power out of hybrid arm 1 and inci- ing the magnetron system at S-band with two
dent upon the driver), and the reflected power 3 MW magnetrons in order to phase lock two
(power reflected from the load) are shown at low Q, 50-100 MW HPM magnetrons without

the top of Figure 4 for a 9 us pulse. The using a circulator [4].

phase of the signal incident on the cavity is V. REFERENCES
shown at the bottom. Once the magnetrons
have filled the cavity, the phase stays constant [11 J.C. Slater, Rev. Mod. Phys. 20, 473,
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RHS PHASE ERROR VERSUS LOAD
IMPEDANCE

2 J.C. Slater, Microwave Eectronics,. Van 0.7
Nostrand, New York, 1950. 0M

[ T.A. Treado, et al;. "Experimental results O.5

of power combining and phase-locking 00.4

imagnetrons for accelerator applications," .0.2

IEDM Tech. Digest, San Francisco, C.A. 2. 4 5 6 1 A
Normalized LoadDec. 1990. Impedance

[4] T.A. Treado, et al, "Experimental results Mane
from theHDL-Varian injection locked, sec- Fig 2 Combined Magnetron RMS Phase
ondary emission, high power magnetron Error vs. Normalized Load Impedance.
program," IEEE ICOPS Conference Re-
cord, Williamsburg, VA, June 1991.

PHASE VERSUS LOAD IWPEOANCE
TABLE 1 Operating Conditions for Figure 4 0 P

4)

Frequency = 8.964 GHz
Gain = 13 dB
Isolation, = 23 dB -200-0

Return Loss = 10 dB -"
Phase Variation < 0.50 1 2 4 5 0 7Normal ized Load
Magnetron QL = 1600 Impedance

Cavity Qo, Q, QL = 5100, 4100, 2400 p

Magnetron Phase Lock Fig 3 Combined Magnetron Phase vs.
Time = 400 ns Normalized Load Impedance.

Cavity Fill Time Constant = 43 ns

Pout 7Ln
k) 1~~20 ri 0.vu

pI p IIdly , .

__ WMIX.ER

PII ept IIv

°' t

-201W

Fig 1 Schematic of Injection Locked, 120ns 1/_O.cs

Power Combined Magnetron Experiment. Fig 4 Cavity Filling Experiment, 9 us

pulse. Phase (bottom) scale is 0.40 per di-
vision.
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Performance Characteristics of the
CEBAF Klystron Amplifier

E.W. McCune, R.A. Fickett
Varian Associates, Inc.

811 Hansen Way
Palo Alto, CA 94304- 1031

Abstract II. DESIGNFOR MANUFACTURING

'The Varian VKL-781 1W klystron -was designed Before embarking on the manufacturing effort, the
specifically for powering the CEBAF accelerator. The design prototype design was completely reevaluated to ensure its suit.

of this klystron Was described in the 1987 Particle Accelerator ability for volume production. The overall mechanical design
Conference [1]. Since that time, the design effort was, was refined to achieve maximum simplicity and ease of
cornpleted,-engineering models were evaluated, and quantity assembly. Individual parts were reviewed to determine
production has begun. Klystron production is now proceeding allowable variation and acceptable tolerances. Consequently,
at' 13 tubes per month. The tube provides 5 kW CW output the final design was optimized for low-cost production while
power at 1497 MHz and is permanent-magnet focused with a consistently and reproducibly achieving the performance,
fotr-cavity interaction circuit. A modulating anode is included demonstrated by the prototype tubes.
to permit power control. This paper reviews the klystron
design features, describes the tube development program, and
presents the performance characteristics measured on the final Ill. THE KLYSTRON DESIGN
design

The final design selected for production is described in
1. INTRODUCTION Table 2. A photograph of the klystron is shown in Figure 1.

The features developed during the original design effort have
The design process to develop a klystron amplifier to been maintained while incorporating enhanced manu-

power the CEBAF accelerator began in 1986 when the facturability. The basic four-cavity-interaction circuit is
requirements became available. The general requirements are utilized with cavity loading selected to permit a bandwidth of
listed in Table 1. From the design alternatives considered, a at least 4.8 MHz to be maintained while the output power is
four-cavity permanent-magnet-focused, liquid-cooled design controlled from 5 kW CW down to I kW. Power control is
was chosen. Our VKL-7811A klystron had these char- achieved by voltage variation on all insulated anode. Beam
acteristics and was used as the design starting point. The focusing is provided by a permanent magnet, while cooling is
VKL-7811A had been produced for many years a. a by circulating water.
2-kW CW klystron at 1.8 GHz used for satellite com-
munications service. Working from the basic 7811 design, Table 2
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) techniques were employed to CEBAF Klystron
optimize the design for the accelerator application. The results Design Parameters
of this effort were described previously [1] and culminated in
the VKL-781 1W. Operating Conditions

Table 1
CEBAF Accelerator Klystron Beam Voltage 11.6 kV

General Requirements Beam Current 1.33 A maximum
Anode Voltage Adjustable from 0 to -7 kV

Frequency 1497 MHz
Power Up to 5 kW CW Design Features

Controlled by modulating anode
Bandwidth (-1 dB) 4-8 MHz minimum Four-cavity interaction circuit
Gain 34 dB minimum at

5 kW output power; Stagger-tuned with resistive loading to achieve a 5-MHz
2 W maximum drive power passband

Permanent-magnet-focused
Water-cooled Electron gun perveance 1.0 x 10-6

Two prototype models of the VKL-78 11W design were Cathode emission density 0.7 A/cm 2

fabricated and evaluated to verify the performance
characteristics. After satisfactory demonstration of actual Cathode material Type M
performance closely mmching the predictions, Varian received
an award to proceed with production of 350 units. Estimated life over 100,000 hours

0-7803-0135-8/91SO1.00 @IEEE 705
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5- ANODE VOLTAGE

4 DRIVE POWER=1 .65 W

Figure 1. The VKL-7811W Klystron 0

IV. KLYSTRON PERFORMANCE -2

Typical performance characteristics are listed in Table 3. 0
Performance was measured for various values of anode
voltage. Biasing the anode more negative with respect to
ground reduces the beam current and, correspondingly, the rf 1
output power. The bandpass characteristics for several values

of anode voltage are shown in Figure 2. For all conditions, the
-1 dB passband greatly exceeds the 4.8 MHz requirement.

Table 3 1495 1497 1500

Typical Performance Characteristics FREQUENCY (MHz)
D4125

Heater Voltage 6.0 V F1717
Heater Current 6.4 A Figure 2. Bandpass Characteristics
Beam Voltage 11.6 kV
Beam Current, Anode at Ground 1.3 A
Output Power 5.1 kW I I I I
Drive Power 1.65 W VKL-7811W
Bandwidth (-1 dB) 5.5 MHz OUTPUT BEAM VOLTAGE=11.6 kV

DRV OWER!=1 .65
Cooling (Water) 4 POWER=1.65 W

Collector 5 gpm 7 psi .
Body 0.5 gpm 2 psi cc

uJ 3 1.5
Connections o

RF Output 1-5/8 rigid coaxial a. S
RF Input Type N coaxial 2. BEA -1.0 ZW

i- CURRENT M a

The power control characteristics of the modulating anode C URETWP

are illustrated in Figure 3. Beam current and power variation
with anode voltage are shown. 10.5

0W

V. CONCLUSION 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5
ANODE VOLTAGE (kV)

The VKL-7811W klystron meets all performance D4126
requirements for accelerator driver service. The production F1717
status at the end of March 1991 reports delivery of 72 tubes,
with production continuing at 13 tubes per month. Figure 3. Modulating Anode Control Characteristics
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Abstract~ I.STRUCTURE.OF THE CAVITY
Siot-coupled5-cell rf cavities -are adopted

for, Soring-8 ( Super Photon Ring 8GeV ) booster A.General Description
synchrotron. They are operated at 508.58 MHz with The prototype 5-cell slot coupled cavity is
250 kW, Ct and designed to have 1.7% of coupling shown in Fig.1. The cavity is designed to operate in
coefficient and more than 21 M Q /m of shunt the r-mode thus a-cell length of 294.74 mm is equal
impedance. A mock-up cavity, made of class-I oxygen to a half wavelength of the rf frequency. The
free Cui has been fabricated for high power tests adjacent cells are inductively coupled each other
with a I MW klystron. This paper represents the with four azimuthal slots in a common disk. Nose
structural features, the thermal analysis, the rf cones are shaped on disks to make a shunt impedance
characteristics including higher order modes and higher. Diameter of both end cells are slightly
the beam instability, larger than that of inner three cells to realize a

flat accelerating field distribution called as
I.INTRODUCTION 'flat-n mode.

The material of the cavity is class-i oxygen
The rf system in the synchrotron must provide free Cu because of high electrical and thermal

adequate voltage and power to accelerate electron or conductivity and low outgassing rate. The computer
positron beam, to compensate for synchrotron code 'SUPERFISH' was used for designing the cavity.
radiation losses and also to give overvoltage for a Detailed dimensions were determined experimentally
proper beam lifetime. The rf power is mainly using an aluminum model cavity (l . The cavity is
dissipated at cavity wall, since the maximum beam 1700 mm long. The inner diameter of the cavity is
current is only about 10 mA. The design requirement about 430 mm. The bore radius is 40 mm.
for the cavity is to realize a high shunt impedance
to reduce the wall losses, So that a multi-cell type
cavity that consists of 5 cells was chosen. The
synchrotron uses 508.58 MHz rf system, the same OD ia"

frequency that will be used for the storage ring.
Two I-MW KEK-type klystrons will be used in the Pi e
synchrotron. The rf parameters are listed in Table 1. Pin$

Table 1 The rf parameters of the synchrotron
WOU DM.

Beam energy (Injection) 1.0 GeV . M
(Extraction) 8.0 GeV

Magnetic bending radius 29.539 m
rf frequency 508.58 Mz Figure 1. Cross sectional view of.the prototype cvity
Harmonic number 672
Repetition rate 1 Hz B. Water cooling channel
Beam current 10 mA Water cooling channels run azimuthally inside
Radiation loss at 8GeV 12.27 MV/turn the disks and the cylindrical wall. The heat load of
Overvoltage factor 1.48 250 kW on the inner surface of the cavity is
Maximum required voltage 18.2 MV effectively removed through direct cooling channels.
rf voltage at injection 6 MV A water flow rate for a whole cavity is 200 I/min.
Number of cavities 8 Each disk consists of two half disks. After
Synchrotron frequency at 8GeV 32.7 kliz machining the cooling channels onto the one side of
Klystron power I MW each half disk as shown in Fig. 1, both of them were
Number of klystrons 2 bonded by diffusion under high temperature and high

O-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 IEEE 701



mechanical pressure. Cylindrical wall and ports of seals the vacuum of rf cavity. Inner wall of the
the cavity were at first sliced into short pieces, ceramic window is coated with TiN 6 nm thick to
i-n which.water cooling channels were made with the reduce the secondary electron emission. This type of
above, technique. After precise shaping of all disks input coupler has been used in TRISTAN of KEK for
and the cylindrical walls, they were integrated by the APS cavity with the maximum input power of 300
means- of. the diffusion-bonding with thin silver kW [2]
inserts. The-use of silver insert can reduce the Four spare ports at the top of the cavity are
bonding pressure which does not cause a serious prepared to allow adding higher order mode (iOM)
defdrmatiohon the cavity, dampers.

'Figure 2 shows the results of an axisymmetric
thermal analysis Carried out by using the computer ]]I.RF CHARACTERISTICS
c de 'NASTRAN'. A heat load distribution on the
inner surface of the cavity was computed by A. Accelerating mode
'SUPERFISH'. Non-axisymmetric structures such as The measured values for accelerating mode are
the slots are neglected in these calculations. The listed in Table 2. Figure 3 shows an electric field
power dissipation and water flow rate per cell are distribution of the accelerating flat-w mode along
50 kW and 34 I/min, respectively. An inlet the cavity axis, which was measured by perturbation
temperature of the cooling water was assumed to be method. The coupling coefficient K Is defined as K
30 'C and temperature rise of the water in the = 2( f0-fir ) / ( fO+fg ) where fO and fn are rf
cavity was taken into account, frequency of 0 and ir mode. The coupling coefficient

The maximum temperature of the cavity is 730 C of 1.68% seems to be considerably large compared
and the maximum frequency shift due to thermal with other slot coupled type cavities [ 3 ] 1 The
deformation in the diameter of the cavity was shunt Impedance per unit length is about 23 MQ/m
estimated to be about -330 kIlz at maximum. This is which satisfies the requirement of the booster
much smaller than tuning range of movable tuners, synchrotron.

a-t it [11111i13 44 1

fe.o/ T oakble.., rf characteristics of the accelerating mode

,*.. ., rf frequency 508.580 MHz
later 13.7'e- Unloaded Q ( QO ) 29000

l,- . Effective shunt impedance 23 MP/m
Coupling coefficient 1.68

.a-i'e Tuning range of tuners 1.7 MHz
later

Isle- '

I,'c..m ....

Ta.€- i~ ~ +1 I! !1 \i !l I
14e ! 1 14 ! !! !! \

Figure 2. Temperature distribution
In a quarter cell of the cavity

C. Tuner
Each cell is equipped with two tuning plungers

with diameter of 70 mm. One of them is the fixed Figure 3. Field distribution of the accelerating mode
tuner which corrects fabrication errors. The other
is the movable tuner by which the thermai detuning B. Higher Order Mode
and the beam loading effect are dynamically Four groups of mode TMOIO, TMO1I, TMlIO and
compensated during operation. All of the five TMIlI are important as for beam instability.
movable tuners are driven together with an over all Therefore these mode in the cavity were identified
stroke of 70 mm. by perturbation method and their characteristics are

shown in Table 3.
D. Input Coupler As for TMOIO mode, R/QO values except that of

The waveguide mode of rf power (25ki) is ir mode are negligibly small because their transit
transformed into a coaxial mode through a time factors become nealy zero. TM011 and TMOn
cylindrical window of 95% alumina ceramic which modes have longitudinal coupling impedance. TM10i
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ard;TMIIJ modes. have transverse Oneand each of _ _-_-

'these modes. are.'split into horizontal and vertical
modes because thesymmetry of each dell is broken by 40

+some ports; The Vertical modes of TMI1O have smaller
Ocompared with the horizontal mode because their

magnetic fields.are-high ahd disturbed at the vacuum
ports. TMII modes have no field at the center
mirror plane, and the effect of unsymmetry is not 1 ,

strong. Thus their mode separation between 9
horizontal and vertical Is not ck3r.

Table:3 rf characteristics of the RO0M A 2 4 0 S 40 12

MODE 110111) QO R/Q CA) R(MO) 1' V411916 1"U

$140 .: 0., Figure 4. rf voltage dependence of the threshold
T M /I I 2 61.419 21213 0 6.6, 4./1 101.41 311. * '.' current of microwave instability at I GeV

681/ I . lll u l ll t 3.
S I 101.11 22411 31 1.

13.1 ;;1: 1. *.,, 1.1 The growth time of the head tail instability
?M033 I./S 245, 145 .I. 32. is as short as 10 msec for the single bunch

Sm/S -,. 1 - . - operation. It is necessary to correct the
d/S se.s.: te .o s 1. chromaticity in the synchrotron with sextupole

1 )m/S 151.105 fiIl .l. mzgnets.
4X/ 11,61 lit .0 6.065IX/I :::.,11 IM 32.0 0.1, The growth time of the longitudinal coupled

m S h3 banch instability predicted by ZAP are in the order
,m/ ,.00) . ,. ., of seconds. The instability will be easilyI ) 3m/S 640.0l3 211ll 254.6 33.1

43/1 141.1 1 131:6 31.6 .13 n;uppressed by stronger radiation damping during beam
om/S 34,6 53" 3.6" .0 iceleration.
I./ 030.461 ltf, SI'l.3l The growth time of the transverse coupledU .111 loll$ M$I 11.1

Sm/S 11.1 t2il 3.. 2. 3. iunch Instability predicted are about 10 msec. The
Nm/ " 3I$ instability can be suppressed by a tune spread in

T M III W )131 1.ll3 13.6 3.32"" "" ' .T: .' ieodro O
1021.31 361 31.1 0.13

$a/S ...... .......
131.43# 1,226 Ill.$ 3.3 J V. CONCLUSION

. I lipolilbes to lios

The rf characteristics of the cavity for
IV.BEAM INSTABILITY DUE TO THE CAVITY S-ing-8 booster synchrotron were measured. Flat-ir

mode was realized by adjusting the fixed tuner. The
The beam spends a relatively short time, less shupt impedance meets the requirement of the booster

than I second, in the synchrotron and the maximum synchrotron. As a result of the calculation by the
current required for the synchrotron is at most 10 ZAP code, some cures might be necessary to suppress
mA and 1 mA for multi-bunch and single bunch transverse coupled bunch instability.
operation, respectively. However, the beam is
injected into the synchrotron at relatively low VI. REFERENCES
energy, I GeV, and this might enhance beam
instability, while the radiation damping time is [I] T.Rizawa et al., "rf Characteristics of
about I sec. As for the higher order modes given in 508Mlz Slot-coupled Multi-cell Cavity"
Table 3, numerical estimation of the beam Ploc. of 2nd European Particle Accelerater
instability at the injection energy was carried out Conf., Nice, France, June 1990, pp.916-918.
using the computer code ZAP. [2] T.ligo et al., "rf Cavity for TRISTAN

At 1 GeV the injected beam has a momentum Main Ring", Ploc. of 1987 IEEE Particle
spread about 1.5% so that the threshold current of Accelerator Conf., Washington D.C.,
the longitudinal microwave instability is quite March 1987, pp.1945-1947.
high. In Fig.4,the rf voltage dependence of the [3] II.Gerke et al., "Das PETRA-Cavity", DESY
single bunch threshold is shown. The threshold PET-77/08, August 1977.
current per bunch is 10.9 mA at an rf voltage of 6
MV. This instability at injection is not expected.
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Status Repott on the ELETTRA R.F. System.

A..Massarotti
Sincrotrone Trieste and Dipart. di Fisica, Universita' di Trieste

G. D'Auria, A. Fabris,-C. Pasotti, C. Rossi, M. Svandrlik
Sincrotrone Trieste, Padriiano 99

34012 Trieste, Italy

Abstias t All the prototypes of the components (circulator, 6 1/8"
cables, directional couplers, etc) , which are foreseen for the

The results of the R.F. system development are presented. definitive installation in the storage ring, have been tested at
A complete power plant has been tested on a dummy load. The full output power with satisfactory results. This power plant
cavity feedthrough has been developed and the progress work will be used as a test facility for the measurement of all the
on the accelerating cavity is described, components before their installation in die machine.

I. INTRODUCTION B. RF Cavity.

ELETTRA is a Synchrotron Light Source under The Elettra 500 MHz cavity has a smooth shape, with a
construction in Trieste (Italy) working with beam energies in radius of 263 mm and an axial length of 302.6 mm. [2). The
the range from 1.5 and 2 GeV. It will be constituted of a full measured resonating frequency is 500.1 MHz. The measured Q
energy linac directly injecting the electrons in the storage ring, value is 42000, which with a measured R/Q of 167 Ohm leads

Four cavities at 1.5 GeV (six at 2 GeV) operating at to a Rsh of 7.0 MC. (Rsh = Vgap2/2P)
499.654 MHz will be installed in the storage ring [1]. Each The cavity will be tuned by means of a mechanical tuner
one will be fed by a separate independent plant providing up to acting on the length L of the cavity. The prototype structure
60 KW cw RF power (fig. 1). for the mechanical tuning system has been realized and tested

on the cavity for Elettra. The variation of resonant frequency
II. RF POWER SYSTEM STATUS obtained is 8 KHz for one hundredth of mm. of compression

or stretching. This is in good agreement with the computer
A. Power Plant. simulation results [2]. Since the maximum frequency shift

needed in order to compensate the beam loading is 58 KHz at
The power amplifier prototype supplied by TVT 1.5 GeV or 82 KHz at 2 GeV, roughly one tenth of mm. of

Cambridge U.K. has been installed in the laboratory. A variation in axial length will be sufficient to cover all this
complete power plant has been assembled using for the range (fig. 2).
measurements at 60 KW a dummy load instead of the cavity.

Varable
phase shifter Phase free variable Phase shifter circulator

attenuator

From the -pOW

machine main -6
clock Phase locked -7

amplifier

Cavtashas
PoD offsetofse

A

Command signals LeompPh aPhos

main control

D Gap voltage
A sample

fig. 1 Block Diagram of the RF Power Plant.
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Ift m spectrum of the RF cavity, despite the open profile chosen for
the cavity [2], in order to avoid multibunch instabilities [3].ITherefore the RF cavities should be provided with H.O.M.
suppressors. In many other laboratories 'dedicated' devices have
been developed, in order to damp some particular dangerous
modes [4], [5], as well as broad-band couplers [6]. Anyway, a
total damping of the H.O.M. hasn't been yet obtained; and, to
prevent instabilities, active feedback systems are foreseen, for
example in ALS [6].

The concept of broadband damping, with the final goal of a
.... total suppression of the H.O.M. spectrum has been developed

for the Elettra cavities. Our basic idea has been to couple
waveguides directly to the cavity, through large coupling
apertures. The waveguides have a dominant mode cut-off
frequency quite above the resonant frequency of the cavity
accelerating mode, but below that of the first H.O.M.; they are
terminated on matched terminations. In this way the H.O.M.
power excited by the beam can flow through the apertures to
the dummy loads, while the accelerating mode power isFigure 2. Cavity with mechanical tuning and cooling pipes. confined into the resonant cavity.

To evaluate the performance of such a structure we chose aThe first prototype of the cavity provided with cooling pill-box cavity which has the great advantage of a geometry
system has been constructed. In order to can'y off up to 36 simpler than the Elettra cavity one. First we studied a scaledKW, which is the estimated maximum wasted power in the prototype in the S-band. Since the results have been
cavity, the neded waterflow is 180 lit/min. The water input encouraging we went on with a 500 MHz prototype, whichtemperature can be varied for tuning purposes between 32 and confirmed these good results [2], [7].
52 C; the temperature difference between input and output is At the conclusion of the preliminary tests with this cavity,less than 5 C. the performance of the suppressor has been increased, alsoThe cavity has been tested in air with the power plant. The with the support of MAFIA simulations, by choosing the
input power was raised up to 26 KW (which corresponds to a most convenient shape and size of the coupling aperture.
gap voltage of about 600 KV) without any sparking.

C. Low Level.

The low level control of the cavity will be made of a slow
mechanical tuning system and a faster electronic phase loop.
An advanced prototype of the first one has been assembled and
tested on the Elettra cavity. The satisfying results obtained Z
show that the resonant frequency of the cavity can be kept at
±i200 Hz from the operative one. The tuning speed is 200Hvsec. -Th, fast electronic phase control system has been designed

and tested on bench, operating on a 500 MHz pill-box cavity,
with a response time better than 5 psec for 10 of phase
variation.

The low level distribution system has been designW. The
reference signal which is provided by the machine main clock
will be first amplified and then splitted in eight independent
channels: four of them will be used to drive the RF plants.

III. THE H.O.M. SUPPRESSOR FOR THE ELETTRA Figure 3. Cavity with prototype of the waveguide suppressor.
R.F. CAVITIES Then we studied the problem of the coupling of

A. The waveguide suppressor waveguides to the Elettra cavity. The resulting geometry israther complex, hence the CPU-time limitations haven't
allowed us to perform a complete simulation with MAFIA.The beam characteristics of the ELETTRA synchrotron Nevertheless, a first coupling geometry, with a couplinglight source [1] require an adequate damping of the H.O.M.
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-aperture of 75 mm, has been designed with MAFIA. The cavity, rotated by an angle of 90' from the first one; the
damping effect was not satisfactory, hence the suppressor has coupling aperture should be just the same for the two
been further developed with a cut and try method in the waveguides.
laboratory, by enlarging the aperture, changing its shape and This final configuration has been tested at our laboratories.
giving, different inclinations to the waveguide. E espite the Its effectiveness can be easily seen by comparing the damped
mechanical difficulties, mainly due to the particular geometry and undamped mode spectrum in figure 4. Since the Q values
of-our cavity, we finally obtained a configuration with of the few resonances measured in the damped cavity are
satisfying coupling; it is shown in Figure 3. In the cut section strongly reduced, the scale in figure 4b is enlarged by a factor
the aperture has a square shape with a diagonal size of 230 200. The resonance around 950 MHz comes out in the new
mm, the inclination angle is 500. resonating structure and should not be mistaken for the first

longitudinal (L2) H.O.M., that seems to be completely
B. The H.O.M.free structure damped. Practically all H.O.M. are eliminated, while the

fundamental mode is still useful for accelerating purposes
Up to this point only one waveguide has been coupled to (Q=26000, Rsh=3.8 MfQ).

the cavity. This could be epr'ugh for monopole (longitudinal) It is to be noted that, coupling two waveguides at 90* to a
modes, which have no az ,,hal variations and thus have no resonant cavity, we obtain an asymmetrical structure. The
preferred polarization. BIL, .jpole modes, which are responsible accelerating electric field could be consequently distorted.
for transverse instabilities, have one azimuthal variation and Preliminary calculations show that the distortion can be
are allowed to have more polarizations in the cavity, compensated by locating two cavities close to each other, but
Therefore, with only one waveguide, there is still one dipole rotated by 1800 and decoupled through 200 mm long, 50 mm
mode polarization trapped into the cavity, typically with the diameter drift tubes. A second solution is to leave the cavities
magnetic field maximum at 901 from the aperture. in their present position, but with adequate rotation angles [8].

Q u IV. CONCLUSIONS

80000 The cavity will be tested under vacuum at the design gap
voltage before next summer. The cavity tuning system, the

60000 r 1A phase control system and the RF signal distribution system
t3 tM 5 are either already tested or in advanced design status.

40000 t2 05 LIn order to produce a H.O.M. free cavity to be mounted on

L1 02 03D7 M the Elettra Storage Ring, the engineering of the prototype is
L9 now foreseen. Along with this we are studying the behaviour20000 , of this suppressor with a pill-box cavity with nose-cones.
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Component Development for X-Band Above 100 MW*
W. R. Fowkes, R. S. Callin, and M. Studzinski

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309 USA

I. Introduction Copper Gasket 99.5% AI203

-The requirement for some, of the components de- 7 Broad.banding
s-Ah1ad in this paper beganwith the Relativistic Klystron r Inductive

programdone in collaboration with LLNL and LBL. This Element
effort culminated in a klystron operating at 11.4 Gllz de-
livering 330 MW into a pair of high-gradient accelerating
structures [1]. The electron beam for this klystron was
formed in a I MeV induction linac at a very low duty cy-
cle. The subsequent Rf source development work at SLAC
for the Next Linear Collider utilized some of these compo- Figure 1. Thick (3.7 nmn) pillbox window with broad-
nents, and required further and new development of oth- banding elements.
ers, to work reliably at higher average power [2].2, RF WindowsCopper Gasket-

2. IF Windows
Perhaps the most critical component is tile high-power

RF widow. The fir, window used at high power was a 99.5%A1203
siandard "pillbox" design that is broad-band and requires
no additional matching e'ements, other than that provided
by the symmetrically located steps from rectangular to cir-
cular waveguide at each end of the circular pillbox. le T
27-mam diameter alumina ceramic in the X-band version of
his-window is very thin physically (about 0.8 mm), and is

therefore fragile anl difiril t to braze. This th' window
had several drawbacks. The braze of the metallized edge
to the , opper sleeve was not always successful. Those that Figure 2. Large diaeter (2(g 47 mm) window,
surviv ;d the initial brazing operations would sometime fail 27-inu diameter wiidow, It employs similar broad-bandiig
lat,, during the crush-seal flange tightening process, or techniques and uses circular 26' tapered sections to the larger
is bake. 'Ih, performance of the thiai-window high-peak diameter. linwever, the 47-im diameter portion of the waveg.
power was usually satisfactory for very short RF pulses, uide can dipport a total of five miodes outside the dielectric,
but pusituring and fractures occurred above 25 MV at which may cause probletms. This latest design, shown in Fig. 2,pulse widths in) tile 100 to 800 nsec range. has not yet been tested.A thicker ceramic design, and perhaps one with . 5. Couplers, MagTees, and High-Power Loads

larger diame, er ,as well, appeared to be necessary. Hlalf-
wame windows are narrow-band by themselves, but can be It was felt that cross guide, directional couplers of the

broad-banded using various techniques [3]. Trapped ghost- Moreno type would be more susceptible to ele(tric field break-
mode resonatice are always of concern with a thic!: ce- down than some of the sidewall designs. For measuring high-
rumnic. Special care must be taken-by J",osing a ,uit- peak power, a broad-baud sidewall coupler was designed, using
able combination of diame er, thickness, and dlielectric ai array of five circular holes, with RF voltage coupling factorsabl e c o m iti ti o n of ia n t .' r, t ick ess ew d di e 'c rlc b ased o nl b inom ia' co efficients , T he io i in al co u plin g ratio o r
constant-so that these trapped resonant frequences are this design is 56 dIli, and the directivity is typically 35 to 40 dl1.
not located near the operating frequency. The match of the RF windows used on the secondary arms de-

An alumina window with an electrical thickness of terinine the overall directivity. For special applications where
0.43 A' and the same diameter, but lower RF electric field a high direclivity, broad-band coipler with much tighter con-
for a given power, as in the thin window described above, plig is required it was ancessary to go to d much longer side-
was chosen and is shown in Fig. 1. This dcsign uses two wall design. A 10 dl, design uses an array of 31 holes with IF
symmetrically located inductive elements, in addition to voltage couplinig factors, based on TehebYcleff coellicieuts [.].
the pillbox transitions, to accomplish the broad band re- This design was used as the input bridge coupler lot the lras-
sponse where the VS\VR < 1.50 over 10% and < 1.10 over elling Wave Resonator (T\VR) described later.
5% baudwidth. The dimensions were chosen primarily to A conventional mag. tee was designed to be used either
avoid ghost-mode resonances, but the electrical tlhi-knes. as a power .plitter or power UtMiner. A single-ended indu.-
was also chosen based on earlier experience of others in tive post (2.54 inu diameter, with a sphetrial dt) placed Ia
broad-banding thick windows that were not exactly A'/2. the throat of the jUctiun provides broad-banid znatdumng fur
The design optimizatin was done ubing a model based the II arm A n inductih, post also prolidus the matding
on cascading equivale.,- circuit elenieis and tranmutsiomn for the E-armn, but over a ilmlcmih narrower bandwidth. Wheni
lite sections. The ghost-mode problem is not take,, illt used as a power splitter, the unused E arm i6 usuall) shorted.
acount in tile model, and ;s determined in a separate c, 'rhe corners in tle junction that are e!posed to high-RF e!ecculation, tric fields have a -1 ni radius. No RF breakdown has been

At this writing %%e ,ave had no failures of this 3.7mn experienced in these devices.
tthick witdiametere wndo; butaiures of that a.s.ramThe first high-power load to be put into operation wasthick, "?:-mni diamaeter window; but it us f it that as aO~A

we pus;, higher in peak power, the surface electric fields a 0 7 g A; alumina ceramic disk 85 mini in di meter separat-
stresses at sonie point will be too great and breakdown ing a water chamber from the waveguiide vacuum. Extra care

(unnecessary as it turned out) was taken to avoid overmnoding
will occur. A larger, 47-mmn diameter window has been de- by tapering from 27 to 85 mum in diameter over ail electrical
signed that has a frequency response similar to that of tie distance of about 16 wavelengths. Tis load worked very well

SWork supported by Departuitent of Energ) contract over a vcry narrow band but had to be retuned to operate
DE-AC03-76SF00515. at frequencies only 1 or 2% away front the center frequency.

U.S. Government work not protect d by U.S. Copynt;hL 713



Water Outlet The copper gaskets are coated with a - 50 A layer of titanium
Copper Gasket -nitride (TiN) by reactive sputtering. This hard TiN coating

Matching :does not bond to the stainless surfaces under bakeout, which
Element -makes for easy disassembly of the flange after bakeout. These

AL-995  0 Ring flange designs are similar to earlier seal designs developed at,
Water SLAC in the early 1960's by Merdinian. They are relatively in-
Chamber sensitive to small imperfections in the copper gasket surfaces,

and to edge rollov- lue to annealing of stainless steel by graz-
ing. The copper gaskets are easily punched from sheet, and are
always annealed before use.

A serious problem with X-Band waveguide is its poor vac-
uum conductance. A meter of waveguide has a conductance r"
less than 0.T I/sec. It was necessary to place small ion pit
I/sec) relatively close together-approximately one every o me-
ters of waveguide-to maintain pressures low enough to avoid

Figure 3. A 50 MW X-band ceramic/water load. RF breakdown in the waveguide when operating at high-peak

The narrow bandwidth was due to the line length effect be- power. In order to maximize the pumping speed in this size
tween the ceramic/water mismatch (VSWR , 3) and correc- waveguide, a pumpout was constructed using a 1.5-in OD tub'i-
tive matching located some 16 wavelengths away in the WR 90 lation, slotted on two sides, so ,as to envelope a 15-cur section
rectangular waveguide portion to avoid the possibility of mode of waveguide containing a total of 264 pumpout holes, each
conversion. 1.3 mm in diameter . The size of these pumping holes was a

The solution to the narrow bandwidth problem appeared tradeoff between adequate RF rejection at 11.4 Gllz and pump-
at first to be a long, tapered, lossy metal, water cooled load that ing speed. The effective net conductance of the entire pumpout
required no matching elements. Such a load was designed and structure is about 7 I/sec, and the measured RF loss is equiva-
built using type 430 stainless steel. The cross-sectional a and lent to about 30 cin of Wit 90 copper waveguide.
b dimensions were tapered through cutoff ovet approximately
2 meters so that the power lost per unit length and the maxi- 5. High Power Traveling Wave Resonant Ring
mum RF electric field were approximately constant throughout Utilizing Variable Tiers and Phase Shifter
its length. The match over a broad-band of this tapered load The 1F electric field breakdown limit on conventional
was good but it had several drawbacks. The pumping speed of X-band components is not usually known. Our experience
the small cross-section required that several ion pumps be dis- with high-vacuum waveguide RF seals, RF windows, direc-
tributed along the length of the load. The original design con- tional couplers, and ceraic/water loads has been in the rela-
struction had the four tapered sides welded rather than brazed tivistic klystron program, where the RF pulse width was onlytogether. There were likely sonic unwanted gaps at the corners,
possibly trapping contaminants at high current joints, result- 50 nanoseconds and the pulse repetition rate was I or 2 pps.
ing in excessive gassing and some RF breakdown. The breakdown limit on most of the components developed

Tapering through cutoff has some disadvantages. The RF thus far had not been reached under those conditions. Tray-
electric field, constant along most of the load by design, rises cling Wave Resonators (TWR's) have been used primarily to
at the region near cutoff as the impudance becomes infinite and test RF windows, but alsu to test other luw luss _onUllcnts at
then imaginary moving through cutoff. If we were to improve power levels higher tian RF suurces are .apablu of producing.
on this design we would have the cross-sectional dimensions An S band TWR has been in operation at SLAC since 1962 to
stop short of cutoff at the tip and still maintain approximately test RF windows power levels as high as 200 MW.
constant dP/dz and maximum electric field along its length. A TVR designed to operate at 11.424 G1Iz has been built
All joints conducting RFh current would be brazed rather than to test windows and other components at peak RF power levels
welded. in the 100 to 300 MW range. At this writing this TWR is under

The most promising high-power RF load design appears vacuum and awaiting one of the 100 MW klystrons which will be
to be a much more compact version of the quarter wave ce-
ramic/water load. This load is sufficiently broad-band (VSWR used as the driving source [5]. T ie T\R has been thoroughly
< 1.50 over 7% and < 1.10 over 2.6%) and is shown in Fig. 3. tested at cold-test power levels, and is shown in Fig. 1 . The
A 0.75 A' thick alumina disk, 47 mm in diameter separates wa- specifications far this T\I are shown in Table 1.ter fron vacuum in the same manner as the longer, larger, nar- Operation at a precise frequency may be desired at
row band version described earlier. The altimate energy/pulse times. The high-power waveguide resonant loop incorporates a
capability is about one third that of the larger, narrow-band squeeze-type phase shifter that is used to make minor correc-
iersion but the very broad-band feature make, it more attrac- tions in the TWR resonant frequency because of temperature
tile oierall. Two of these luads cunnected to a power bpltter changes Gross .haniges in rtbuant frttlut w.3 must bt made b)
till be used fur future 100 MW kl)AtrUn ctxptinntb. A ,aigh, rtplacing a 1iair ofshurt baa~guidc s ltuol p %cccs vsith altuthtt tt
unit will be used as the dumnmn) load fur the Tratelling Was. _f a blightl) diffcret ILigth, ba.cd on , ahulatiun. lest pu.c-
Resonator described later. of a different electrical length will require a similar change.
4. RF Crush-Seal Flanges and Waveguide Punipoutb The squeezc t) pc phast shifter has IG can long slot. centrcd in

Crush-seal flanges, both rectangular and circular, have the broadwalls of the copper \VR 90 wa'eguide, with vacun
been developed to operate at peak power levels in excess of pumping on both sides of each slot The slot vacuum chambers
100 MW. The inner surfaces have been (copper plated where are designed with dimensions so that they are anti resonant to
RF losses are of great concern, such as tit the TWR resonmant unwanted RF coupled through the slots "l'hcr is a micrometer
Loop. These flanges must be mass-spectrumeter leak-tilit to , Lt'ntrul of tht cutuff makeleagth ail ltulting p, hA. Zhift U ,r .

helhunt sensitivity of 2 x 10-10 standard att cc/se helium, and range of ±30", m hich corresponds tu a T\VR resonant frequtn.3
muut be bakeable to 550"C for time perudstLxeedmng one veek. change of ±G M111z All uf tht waetguid parts ilk thc high l)uiVtr
Annealed OFE copper gaskets are used for the sealing mdita. loop portion of tht T\VR are attr .ould, to dizsipate htat
A uaitlue t .1lution has been aiplit.d to a~uid diffusion bonding amnd fur t .aa,iature stAilit). 'hUrL dre ho p1lan at this tdg.
of the copper gaskets to stainless surfacLs duriig bake )te, to use a ftccdbick contil stutaa fo tucl,,pattfe stabalttoi,
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c Input Coupler Ratio =O A- Mismatch in Loop:
" W 10.00d

One-way Loop Loss
* 10- 0.354 dB

0;CL r-0.04285

• ,' ," .. ,t 20 11.422 11,424 11.426 11.428
,=.. :T Frequency (GHz)

Figure 4. Tunable traveling-wave resonator. 8
Table 1. TWR Parameters I . ;. ' Effect of loop mismatch on 'rWR gain.

Expecte-i TWR power 100 to 300 MW I coplrR=l .1.d
Source power 10 to 30 MW ' 06-Onf-wayLoopLoss=.3S4dB
Resonant loop length 340 cm w ~ oz
Number of wavelengths 106, at 11.424 Gllz
hnput coupler ratio 10.1 dBo FO$

Separation between resonances 71.5 Mhzo.04
Measured cold gain 11.0 dB1.
One-way loss in loop 0.354 dl --
Var:tble phase-shifter range 4-30e (4-6 Mlhz) .
Six-element tuner range r _< 0.05 any phase
Loaded Q 5500_ 0-I ,

Voltage time constant 0.153 jasec 11.420 11.422 11.424 11.426 11.428
Resonance coupling coefficient.0 1.23

s 1Frequency (GHz) 686A

'rhe extrenely critical residual mismatch problem afflict- Figure 6. Effect of loop inisatch on inlut mismatc seen
ing TW s is handled by a variable tuner section, with six mnop- by klystron.
able diapragms in the broadwall. This device will be used to
tune out residual mismatches up to an aggregate II'I of about 0. ConIclusion1s
0.05 in the resonant loop. Even a small mismatch can cause a At this writing the variable phase shifter and tuners for
serious deterioration in the overall gain of a TWR, as wvell as the TWR and the compact version of the 0,75 wavelength| ce-
cause the buildup of a backward wave, resulting in a much larger ratnic water load have not beent high-power tested, The col-
mismatch at the innut to the TWR as seen by the klystron test measurements on all these dlevices agree with theory, but

uriver. For example, in this TWR a net voltage reflection co-efficient of 0.05 in the ring results in a reduction in power gain

of about 40%, and an input' reflection coefficient seen by of the strated. The theoretical design of the 47-mm diameter, thickklystron of nearly 0.50 (VSWR of 3t1). The resonance curve RF-output window has not yet been satisfactorily confirmed.

of the forward wave for the loss and coupling parameters of The 27-mm diameter thick windowv has perfornmed well, but has
this T\VR becomes double-peaked, for an aggregate residual not yet been pushed to thme high-peak and average power levels,
reflection greater than II'e d 0.0428. Figures 5 and 6 show the where it is expecte to perform reliably. The TWR is expected
theoretical effect that residual mismatches have on the power to be a usefl tool to deternine the RF breakdown threshold of
gain and the input reflection coefficient, as functions of fre- these-and perhaps other transmission devices that have low
quency. It is interesting to note that t <e backward wave reso- loss and short filling times.
nance does not become double peaked until the loop mismatch
exceeds ol 0.088, where both it and the input reflection be- References
come doub..mpeaked [6]. [1] M. A. Allen et al., "ligh-Gradient Electron Accelerator

Tihe maximm-peak power of the TWR will probably be Powered bya Relativistic lystron," Phys. Rev. Lett. 63,
limited by the device under test, which will usually be an RF
window. The other critical conmponent in thme TWR will be thme pp. 2472-2475, 1989.phase shifter. Should it happen that the breakdown threshold 2] \V. R. Fowkes et al., "RF Power Generation for Future
of the phase shifter is lower than that of the device under th, Linear Coliders," Proc. 8th sht. Conf. adPouer Particle
the phase shifter will be replaced by a straight section of waveg- Beams, Novosibirsk, USSR, July 1990.
uide, and the ring kept on resonance by adjsting the frequency (3] I1. J. Shaw and L. M. Winslow, "A Broadband .high-Power
of the source driving the klystron. Vacuum Window for X-band," IRE Trans. on MTT, M'-

There are viewports on each bend that are used to ob- 6, July 1958.
serve activity on the window under test, and to help det ermine ( ensperger, "Trhe Design of Multi-hole Coupling Ar-
if there is any RF breakdown occurring in the phase shifter, rays," Microwave Journal, August 1959.
tuners, or couplers. The entire ring is made of copper, with [5] A. . alieks et al., "100 MW Kalystron Development at
stainless steel ctMsh-seal RF flanges that have copper plated SLAC," SlAC-PUB-5480, May 1991.
RF conducting surfaces. Six ion pumps arc ei i tributed arond [t4 W. R. Foevk an ,rad P. . \Wil on, "Application of Travel
the resonant loop, and another six ion pumtys are used on the lng Wale Resunttturs to Sapereundutiag Linear Accler
lower-power waveguide feed lines. ators," IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-18. pp. 173-175, 1971.
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COMPARISON OF SW AND TW NON-SYNCHRONOUS ACCELERATING

CAVITIES AS USED IN ELECTRON BEAM STORAGE RINGS**

A. Zolfaghari, P.T. Demos, J.B. Flanz, K. Jacobs

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Bates Linear Accelerator Center

Post Office Box 846
Middleton, Massachusetts 01949

We relate the parameters of detuned standing wave identical in the equivalent cavities. The effects due
(SW) and non-synchronous beam travelling wave to the accelerating field generated by the RF power
(TW) accelerating cavities of equivalent equilibrium source and the retarding field induced by the
performance when used to compensate for radiation harmonic current i are illustrated respectively by the
and parasitic energy losses by electrons circulating in voltage vector VRF and V9 of Figure la.
a high energy electron storage ring.

The relationship is expressed in terms of the coupling V2 ..................... V
parameter 03 and cavity tuning angle 0/ of the TW
accelerator's equivalent SW system. A given TW VRF2 F V
cavity corresponds to a standing wave system
possessing specific settings of 0 and 0,. This is / 1 V82show r otRFI
shown for the constant impedance TW waveguide,LI - -- >
for which P and , can be expressed as explicit Vol VF1

functions of TW cavity length i, attenuation factor I,
RF electric field phase velocity V., and shunt Figure la Figure lb
impedance r. Coupling parameter P3 depends
additionally on SW cavity shunt impedance R.

In Figures la and lb, the phase of the harmonic
The basis we have used for formulating the current vector i also represents the phase of each
equivalence of the two systems follows Travelling beam bunch centroid. Figure lb shows in addition
Wave Cavity Non-Synchronous Beam Loading theory the phase of a bunch electron which is displaced by
developed by G.A. Loewl and Standing Wave Circuit O relative to the centroid phase.
Analysis theory as described by P.B. Wilson2.

Since the accelerated electrons are assumed to be
1. Cavity Voltage Vectors. relativistic, their relative phases within each bunch do

not change during cavity passage. Their phases
The cavities are considered to be designed so ;s to rohitive to the cavity electric fieids are on the other
achieve storage ring circulation of an electron beam hand dependent on the cavity tunes. In the "detuned"
of velocity = c and average current i,. The beam TW case we consider, the RF field phase velocity is
consists of a sequence of beam bunches geparated in made less than c, and the electrons gain in phase
time by T9=2r/w. The beam current has first relative to the accelerating wave during passage. In
harmonic component i (frequency w), which for the detuned SW cavity the electrons shift phase
bunches of narrow phase width approaches the relative to the accelerating wave during passage both
infinitely-narrow bunch width valuw j = 2io. because of the difference in cavity and beam

frequencies, and because of the transit time effect. In
The total acceleration received, by the beam electrons either case %le integrated energy change of the
when the cavity fields have reched equilibrium is electron at 0K due to the RF electric field is

** Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy,
contract DE-ACO2-76ER03069.
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represented by the projection VFCos(fRI+ OK), where accelerator formulae.
'i depends on-the phase fo relative to the
accelerating wave with which the bunch centroid is The coefficients in eq's 2 through 5 are;
initially introduced into the cavity.

V - ar{a(l-(/I)2-e[(l-(/I)2)cosl (6)
The effect of the beam-induced cavity field on beam
energy is given similarly by the projection -Vacos(o- - 2(5/I)sinl])-l}/I
Or). *The tuning angle 0, is different from zero in the
detuned cavities, and has magnitude which depends VB20 = cr{a(2(5/1)+el'[((/1)-1)sinbl (7)
only on the cavity parameters.

- 2(6/I)cosbl])-6l)/I

The total energy change VK of the electron at phase
0K is given by the projection Vcos(f,+OK) of the total C1 = +S2 = a(1 +e [(6/I)sin6l-cos6lI)/I (8)
cavity voltage V,. In terms of the components V,
and V2 of Vc, this is C2 = -Si = a((6/I)-e'[(6/I)cos l +sinbl])/I (9)

VK = V1oSOK-V 2Sin0K (1) Parameter 5 is the slip rate w(Vp - c)/(Vpc)
of the accelerating wave relative to the accelerated

= (VR 1 +V.I)cosOK-(Vm+V 2)sinOK. electrons, where w is the beam RF angular frequency
and Vp, is the phase velocity of the TW accelerating

The detailed dependence of the voltages and phase wave; I is the accelerating length of the cavity; r =
angles on the TW and SW system parameters r,/2 is the cavity shunt impedance per unit length; I
provides the connection needed to show the j, ' is the cavity attenuation factor per unit length;
equivalence of the two accelerator types. This has parameter a = 12/(12 + 52).

been developed using the theories and analyses of
references 1 and 2 and is stated without proof in what P1w and phase angle f. appearing in eq's , and 5 are
follows, respectively the RF power fed to the TW cavity and

the injection phase of the beam harmonic current i
2. TW Cavity System and the bunch centroids. When the cavity is used to

accelerate a stored beam, Prw and 4to are together
Formulas for V, for the constant impedance 'rW selected to satisfy conditions which permit its
cavity are given i6 ref.-mnce 1, wb:-.h also provides optimum capture and stable circulation. Injection of
the basis from which V2 can easily be developed. It i at 4'o corresponds to having the beam bunch
is also helpful, in comparing them with their SW centroids at the synchronous phase 4, shown in Figure
cavity counterparts, to write V,=Vx,+Val and 1.
V 2=VR+VB2, thus separating the contributions Vtr
and V. due respectively to the RF power source and Stable circulation requires the centroid energy gain
the electron beam. VRFI + VB1 to be matched to that of the beam

circulation loss energy V.s of the beam. VLss is

Expressed in that way, the components of VRF and V. specified once the beam energy and ring magnetic
are bending radii are given. The required value of 4'o is

thus defined in terms of VLss, power P.w and V., via
V11 = iVs10, V2 = iVB20, (2), (3) eq's. 2 and 4.

V = (2IrPrw)2 (C1cos4o + Ssin,'), (4)
3. Equivalent SW System.

V = (2IrPw)"(Ccos4o + S2sin-t), (5)
The RF-excited and beam-excited TW cavity voltages

Here i is the first harmonic component of the beam VRF and V. have their exact counterparts in the SW
current. For sufficiently short bunches the system. In the latter case these are expressed in
approximation i=2io may be used. Shunt impedance terms of the quality factor %o and tuning angle 0, of
r is one-half the "accelerator definition" r, of shunt the cavity, and the system RF coupling parameter/3
impedance usually employed in traveling wave
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VO, V.-and i are phase-related as shown in figure 2 and for V. from eq. 11, 3 is found to be given by
la. As in the TW cavity, 0 and 16RF designate the
phases of the beam-induced and RF accelerating wave fl+1 = -2R(cos4)/VI o  (15)
voltages relative to the beam current harmonic.

- -2R(cose(arctan(V /VB1 0 ))/Vs1 0

Development of the SW system theory is described in
reference 2, where it is shown that Since VB20 and V810 depend only on parameters of the

TW cavity (see eq's 6, 7), the equivalent CW system
VRF = (8PswR) '%osO/(O +13), (10) coupling parameter 1 and cavity tuning angle 0, are

thus fixed in terms of those parameters and the shunt
Vi, iRcosl(1 +1P) (11) impedance of the CW cavity serving as the

equivalent.
2ioRcoso/(l +3) for narrow bunches,

5. RF Power for equivalent performance.
Where

The SW system power level Psw required to produce
R = P.,/2 = SW cavity effective shunt impedance, equivalent beam handling performance in terms of the

corresponding TW cavity power Prw is obtained by
Q. cavity quality factor, using eq's 4 through 9, together with 12 and 13, to

express V as a function of the TW cavity
tano = -2Q(f-fQ/(fo(l +13)), parameters and power. Substituting for VRF in these

terms in eq. 10 yields
f. frequency to which the cavity is tuned,

Psw/Prw =(16)
f = accelerated beam bunch and RF power

source frequency, IrR(C2
2+ C,2)(cos2(artan(Vs /Vso))/(Vslo)I

i= accelerated beam first harmonic component,
References

i= beam average current.

[1] G.A. Loew, W.W. Hansen Microwave Lab
Report #740, Stanford University, 1960.

4. Equivalent J, B Formulae,
[21 P.B. Wilson, High Energy Linacs:

Equivalent TW and SW systems are understood to be Applications to Storage Ring Systems and
systems which accelerate identical beams so as to Linear Colliders, SLAC-Pub-2884, February
cause the beam electrons to experience tb'.t same 1982.
energy and phase change as they circulate in the ring.
For this to occur the RF voltages VR and V. and
their phases relative to that of the beam current in the
two cases should be identical.

It is evident from figure 1 that angles 0, 4,$F and
are related to the components of the TW cavity VR
and V8 through

tanO = VB2I/Vs1o, (12)

tan4h' = Vr 2/VRF1, (13)

tanD = (VM+V,)/(VRFI+VB). (14)

Also VB1 = -VcosO. Substituting for V., from eq.
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A High Power Cross-Field Amplifier at X-.Band*
K. Eppley, J. Feinstein, K. Ko, N. Kroll, T. Lee and E. Nelson

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, CA 94309

Abstract could affect the back-bombarding electrons so as to cut
A high power cross-field amplifier is under develop- off secondary emission. The new design will synchro-

ment at SLAC with the objective of providing sufficient nize with the backward-wave fundamental with a phase
peak power to feed a section of an X-Band (11.424 GHz) shift of 150 degrees/section and will use a Beryllium ox-
accelerator without the need for. pulse compression. The ide cathode which may allow higher peak power since it

CFA- being designed employs a conventional distributed has a higher secondary yield and lower peak energy. The
secondary emission cathode but a novel anode structure backward-wave mode is preferred because power can be
Which consists of an array of vane resonators alterna- generated in a shorter distance and the modulation of
tively coupled to a rectangular waveguide. The waveg- the reentrant beam is also minimized.
uide :impedance (width) is tapered linearly from input The second CFA will have a waveguide-coupled an-
to output so as to provide a constant RF voltage at the ode structureWl] (Fig. 2) with an overall lower impedance
vane tips, leading to uniform power generation along the to increase peak power output at an optimal RF field of
structure. Nominal design for this tube calls for 300 MW 100 kV across the vane tips. Higher RF fields are avoided
output power, 20 dB gain, DC voltage 142 KV, magnetic to reduce problems with current depletion as discussed
'field 5 KG, anode-cathode gap 3.6 mm and total inter- above, anode heating, and breakdown at the output, as
action length of about 60 cm. These specifications have well as to improve power production and phase stability
been supported by computer simulations of both the RF at the input. To maintain this RF level throughout the
slow wave structure as well as the electron space charge tube, it is necessary to taper the impedance by making
wave interaction. We have used ARGUS to model the it high at the input end and low at the output end. A
cold circuit properties and CONDOR to model the elec- linear taper can be achieved by varying the guide width.
tronic power conversion. An efficiency of 60 percent can
be expected. We will discuss the details of the design
effort.

AHO OUl1 IFAC(

I. Introduction
The cross-field amplifier (CFA) (Fig. 1) has been if \

considered as a potential RF source to power the Next
Linear Collider (NLC). It is a compact, low beam imped-
ance device that can be manufactured at relatively low
cost. In many applications, the CFA has been shown to
generate very high peak powers at reasonable efficiencies. /
The NLC, however, calls for power and frequency require-
ments beyond those of existing tubes. SLAC has under- J,
taken to develop a CFA capable of producing 100MW 0
RF output power with a pulse width of 100 ns at X band
without the need for pulse compression. The first experi- - I

mental tube did not perform up to specifications. We will
report here the design effort that went into the second -" " 0
planned CFA, taking into considerations the difficulties M \.AY L.INE

encountered in the first tube. - 3

II. Design Considerations
Mihe first design operated at the backward-wave spa- ACCo80,,c 1o0or-"*

ce harmonic with a phase shift of 225 degrees/section o

and employed a cold platinum cathode. It had suffered
from current limitations because of the interference at
the cathode by the underlying forward-wave fundamen- Fig. 1 Schematic of a CFA showing vanes, input, output
tal. At high enough RF fields, this fast-wave component ard sever (drift space with no RF which isolates input

* Work supported by Department of Energy contract DE- and output).

AC-0376SFG0515
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 719



conditions and time integration corresponds to progres-
sion in space around the tube. Fig. 3 is a time shot of
the interaction showing spoke formation from the elctron
hub.

IV. Mode Contamination and Competition
Some CFA's have operated successfully with the wa-

veguide-coupled circuit but mode contamination is a con-
cern. Mode purity can be maintained if the circuit is
matched. One criteria for the matching is that the volt-
ages across the resonators be equal. This means in effect
that the vaned anode structure is unperturbed by the
slotted guide so we can treat each separately. We use

ARGUS to determine the dimensions of each structure
for the appropiate phase shift at 11.424 GHz (150 de-
grees for the anode and 60 degrees for the slotted guide).

Fig. 2 ARGUS model of the upper half of a CFA section. The final dimensions for the coupled circuit are obtained

To the left is the cathode and endhat. To the right is the by joining the two together and then making the adjust-

waveguide coupled anode structure. Three coupling slots ments to correct for any frequency shift.

can be seen between the resonator and the waveguide.

. .. .. /

* -. 14

..........................

... ....
.,, .J,,;. .,.,. .,,: . 12 drve

(11. 424 Gz

~'. ',.. ~v-~i .- * .. 0 10
.4-4

Fig. 3 Simulation of one (slow wave) wavelength of elec-
tron distribution showing electron hub and spoke.

6

III. Design Tools 0 50 100 150

phase advance (deg)
The waveguide-coupled anode circuit is a 3-D pe-

riodic structure that supports both forward and back-
ward waves. We have used the 3-D electromagnetic code Fig. 4 Dispersion curves for the coupled structure near

ARGUS 1 1 with quasi-periodic boundary conditions to the input end.

study the properties of the cold circuit. Dispersion curves
and circuit parameters such as impedances can be oh- A set of dispersion curves generated by ARGUS for
tained for the travelling wave modes. the composite structure near the input end is shown in

Because CFA's are inherently nonlinear devices ac- Fig. 4. An operating point can be identified near the 70
curate modelling of the beam-circuit interaction is essen- degree phase advance. Also evident is a high frequncy
tial for design purposes. We have developed a simula- slot mode at a lower phase advance that can interact
tion model based on the 2-D PIC code CONDOR [3] to with the beam and which ARGUS found to have a high
evaluate the performance (e.g. gain and efficiency) of impedance. CONDOR simulations including this mode
a CFA tube. The calculation of the beam-circuit inter- (at low amplitude) and the operating mode showed that
action is similar to that described by Yu, Kooyers and the competing mode had enough gain to attain a power
Buneman [4]. The main advance of our model over previ- level high enough to interfere with the tube operation. A
ous simulations is the realistic tracking of absorption and possible remedy being considered is to insert lossy mate-
secondary emission [']. The simulation region is an inte- rial to selectively damp out this mode.

gral number of wavelengths long, with periodic boundary
720



V. Power Generation and Efficiency Pitch = 2.67 mm
Vane dimensions: height = 1.65 cm,From our CONDOR simulations we have calculated depth = 4.98 mm

the power genieration rate and efficiency versus RF field Vane gap width: inner = 1.016 mm; outer = 2.032 cm;

strength as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Based on these re- tinr

sults; a good operating point has been identified with triangular
I 'p Waveguide dimensions: height = 1.905 cm;power generation near 300 MW and total efficiency of depth = .762 to 7.62 cm

over 60 percent. The specifications for this tube are given Slot dimensions: height = 1.905 cm;
in the tablein section VI. depth = 4.57 mm; width = .508 mm

Frequency: 11.424 GHz
a .Peak Power Output: 300 MW

Power Generation Rate: 6 MW per cm of circumference
RF Pulse Width: 100 ns

/Pulse repetition rate: 360 pps
. ./V-Anode Voltage: 142 kV

Anode Current: 2600 Ampx V/VH..15 Peak RF Voltage Across Vanes: 100 kV

4 Efficiency 1, . q = .72 x .9 = 0.65
Gain: 17 db
RF Drive Power: 6 MW

C6 Emitter: Beryllium Oxide cold cathode
Cathode current density: 41 Amp/cm2

Number of anode resonators: 225
Average anode dissipation: 40 W/cm2 at 100 ns

01 0.25 0.5 o.75 1 1.25 Peak anode dissipation: 1.1 MW/cm 2

Peak RF Field / Hartree Field Mean anode bombardment energy: 27 kV
Phase shift per resonator: 150 degrees

Fig. 5 Power generation rate vs. normalized RF field Phase velocity: 7.31 x10 7 m/s
strength shown for three values of DC voltage/Hartree Hartree voltage: 118 kV
voltage. DC magnetic field: 5 kGauss
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A, 2d'Field Solver for Periodic Structures with Special Corner Elements*

E. Nelson
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, CA 94309

Abstract eigenvalues w2 /c2 and eigenmodes B, such that

A 2d finite element field solver has been written
which allows quasi-periodic boundary conditions, making V 2 + 0- B, = 0 in S, (1a)
it ideal f6rca!culating travelling waves in periodic struc-
tures. Special elements are used at corners for improved h. VB, = 0 on rmetai, (1b)
accuracy. Comparisons with .URMEL[1], URMEL-T[2], -) = B( (lc)
SUPERFISII[3] and, analytic solutions are made, show-
ing that this code yields better eigenvalues than the . VBZ(RW)= -f. VB2( )e' € V E rert. (1d)
URMELs despite the use of a coarser mesh.

Equations (1c) and (1d) are the quasi-periodic boundary
I. Introduction condition.

YAP (an acronym for Yet Another Program) is a B. Weak Formulation
2d finite element field solver capable of finding TE and An equivalent statement of the problem is the weak
TM modes in planar structures and monopole (tMo and formulation: given the phase advance 0, find the eigen-
TE) modes in axisymmetric structures. The structuresB E such that VV E
can include symmetry and periodic boundaries. YAP's
algebraic eigenvalue solver uses the inverse power method
with an eigenvalue shift, which yields the mode with v*.VB- w" B df 0
eigenvalue closest to a specified target eigenvalue. A typ- J2
ical problem uses up to 1000 nodes, consuming about where
1 minute of IBM 3091 CPU time.

Readers not intercsted in the details of the finite el- V = { v E H' (c?) : v(RF) = v(Z)e i'  V! E rlert } (2b)
ement method (section IH) or the special corner elements
(section IV A) can skip these sections and still under- and I(Q2) is a complex lilbert space. The weak formu-
stand the rest of the paper. lation is obtained from the strong formulation by multi-

II. Finite Element Formulation plying equation (la) by v* and integrating by parts,

0. Galerkin and Finite Element Formulations
The finite element formulation follows closely the The Galerkin formulation restricts v and B. to a fi-

formulation used by the PRUD-W[4] code. One case is nite dimensional subspace Vh C V. This formulation re-
presented here: the TE mode of a planar periodic struc- duces to an algebraic eigenvalue problem which is solved

Let the field B, be complex and have an assumed to yield approximate eigenvalues and eigenmodes.

time dependence e- wt, and let the interior of the struc- The finite element formulation is the Galerkin for-
ture be Q (in the (x, y) plane) with three boundaries: mulation with a particular choice of yh. The domain
rmetai, rright and rleft. The latter two boundaries are Q? is partitioned into elements %~e, and Yh is chosen to
the right and left boundaries of one cell of the peri- be a space of functions which are piecewise simple (e.g.
odic structure, and are connected by the rigid motion linear or quadratic on each element) and continuous. Fig-

R :rieft -rogh. This rigid motion may include ro- ure 1(a) is an example of a partition. The choice of Yh

tation as well as translation. The fields in the periodic is where YAP and PRUD-W diverge. YAP uses 6-node
structure are decomposed into modes with phase advance quadratic lagrange-type triangular elements and special
0, in accordance with Floquet's theorem. The phase ad- corner elements while PRUD-W uses 8-node curvilinear
vance can be any real number. quadrilateral elements.

In YAP, the fields are quadratic on the master ele-
A. Strong Formulation ment 0 shown in figure l(b), where each node represents

The usual statement of Maxwell's equations is the a separate basis function. These fields are mapped to
strong formulation. giien tht phase advance 0, find the the actual element Q, ubing a quadratic transfurmatiun

Te : f -- Q. This allows the sides of an element to be
* Work supported by Department of Entrgy contract DE- cursed in order to closely follow the boundary of Q, as

AC03-76SF00515 seen in elements Ql, Q3 and Q7 of figure 1(a).
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyriis!- 722



s refined. For these tests the error dependence on element
1.1 size, h, is 0(h 4 ) for YAP, while for SUPERFISIH and

, O-_ 03 the URMELs it is O(h 2 ). This is the expected behavior,
4 but unfortunately it deteriorates when the structuL, has

1/0 sharp corners.

6 . r IV. Corners
(a) (b) 1

(a) A) Consider a sharp corner as shown in figure 3(a). TheFigure 1. (a) A sphere partitioned into elem ents. The fed w( o x m l ,B n ap a a E m d) n a hiedw (for example, B, in a planar TE mode) near the
dotted-line is the axis and the dashed line is a symmetry corner has the form
plane. (b) The master element 0 and its 6 nodes.

III. Analytic Tests w(p, 0) = ao + al cos(7rO/j6)p/ P

YAP was tested on some analytically solvable struc- + a2 cos(27rO//)p2 /fP +(3)

tures. Results for two test structures are shown in fig-
ure 2. The cutoff TMol mode of a 1 cm length of cir- where p is the distance from the corner, P is the corner
cular waveguide with 1 cm radius was calculated with angle and is the angle, 0 < 0 _ P. Some fields may
YAP and URMEL. The analytic eigenvalue is w2/c 2 = use sin instead of cos and have a0 = 0 in order to satisfy
5.78318 5964/p 2, where p is the radius of the waveguide. boundary conditions at the metal wall. In either case, the
Both programs converged smoothly as the mesh was re- field is not approximated well by the quadratic elements,
fined. This allows extrapolation to an infinitely refined so a special 7-node corner element[5] is used instead.
mesh, which yields an eigenvalue with significantly re-
duced error. A. Details of the Special Corner Element

The lowest CM0 10 mode of a sphere with 1 cm Figure 3 contains a diagram of the special corner
radius was calculated with YAP, URMEL, URMEL-T element. Node 3 is the corner node. The basis functions
and SUPERFISII. The analytic eigenvalue is w2/C 2 = on the master corner element 0 are:
7,527929583/r 2, where r is the radius of the sphere.
URMEL and URMEL-T do not converge smoothly as N1 = ua(2'u* - 1)(1 - v)(1 - 2v)/(2* - 1)
the mesh is refined, making extrapolation difficult. SU- N 2 = u(2'u' - 1)(2v - 1)v/(2c -*1)
PERFISH and YAP converge smoothly.

N3 = (1 - 2'uo)(1 - u')

N 4 = u0(20 u0 - 1)4v(1 - v)/(2" - 1) (4)
10i-2U 1o-. " Ns = 4'u'(1 - uO)v(2v - 1)/(2" - 1)

% -o . N6 = 40u*(l - u0 )(1 - v)(1 - 2v)/(2' - 1)
N7= 4 u'(1- u-)4v(-v)/(2'-1)

L 1o-4

0o URMEL g 0  where a = ir/3 and

> + URMEL-T A'
" - x SUPERFISH t r -+- s r =U(I - v)
I0- 6  YAP -)(5)

T ...... I The transformation Te : Q -- 0 , is the standard
0.01 0.05 0.1 quadratic one. The global basis functions are continu-

node spacing (cm) ous provided the elements are properly assembled.

Figure 2. Relative error versus mesh size. The solid lines v=1
are tests on a sphere (r = 1.0 cm) and the dashed lines p 0 1-2

are tests on a circular waveguide (p = 1.0 cm). 4

The eigenvalues returned by YAP are good, even 7
for coarse meshes. The coarsest sphere test used the
mesh of figure l(a) consisting of only 7 elements and a 0 6 1 r 0 u=
gives an eigenvalue with less than 0.1% error. This is (a) (b) 1 u=0 u=1
much better than SUPERFISH or the URMELs using a Figure 3. A corner (a), and the nodes (b) and (u,v)
coarse mesh. Also, YAP converges faster as the mesh is coordnates (c) of the master corner element 0.
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B. Tests on a Ridged Waveguide 5

Figure 4 shows test results of URMEL and YAP on
the lowest TE mode of a ridged waveguide. The wave- 40
guide dimensions are 1 cm by 0.5 cm with a 0.5 cm by
0.25 cm ridge. Extrapolation to an infinitely refined mesh
yields w2/c 2 = 5.06016 cm -2. 30

10-1 1 . ... )

13 URMEL
-o YAP, normal corners

Q. i- X YAP, special corners. 10-2

.10-

0 50 100 150

phase advance 0 (degrees)

10-4 F igure 5. Dispersion curves obtained with quasi-periodic
boundaries on a single period of a cross-field amplifier
structure.

0o.o o.oa 0.1 VI. Conclusion
node spacing (cm) The finite element method employed by YAP is more

Figure 4. Relative error versus mesh size for a ridged accurate than URMEL, URMEL-T and SUPERFISH.
waveguide. The special corner elements help significantly for

For this structure URMEL and YAP without special structures with sharp corners, but their performance does

corners are similar. The error dependence on the mesh not match the performance seen with smooth structures.

size is ((h
4 /3) for both programs. This agrees with the This indicates that the computational effort spent on cor-

theoretical eigenvalue error, O(h2 /P), where P > r is the ner regions is still inadequate compared to other regions

sharpest corner in the structure, Without special corner where the field is smooth. This can be remedied by ei-

elements, YAP's error is only a factor of two better than ther an improved special corner element or a technique

URMEL for a given mesh size. like adaptive mesh refinement.

Thle special corner elements give YAP significantly The quasi-periodic boundary condition is an impor-

improved accuracy and improve tie error dependence tant part of a field solver because it allows asymmetric

to 0(h), but this is still short of the behavior seen in periodic structures to be modeiled and saves time and

smooth structures. effort for both the computer and the user.

I would like to thank Juwen Wang for running SU-
V. Quasi-Periodic Boundary Conditions PERFISHI tests on a sphere.

The quasi-periodic boundary conditions are helpful VII. References
and sometimes necessary when modelling periodic struc-
tures. Only a single period of the structure is modelled, [1] T. Weiland, Nuclear Instruments and Methods 216,

yielding the travelling wave solution for any desired phase 329 (1983)
advance. If only metal and symmetry boundaries are [2] U. Van Rienen and T. Weiland, Particle Accelerators
available, many periods of the structure must be mod- 20, 239 (1987)
elled in order to obtain an equivalent standing wave so- [3] K. lalbach and R. F. Hlolsinger, Particle Accelera-
lution for only a few phase advances. Frthermore, only tors 7, 213 (1976)
symmetric periodic structures can be modelled this way. [4] A. G. Daikovsky, Yu. I. Partugalov and A. D.
No such restriction applies when quasi-periodic boundary Ryabov, Particle Accelerators 20, 23 (1986)
conditions are used. [5] T. J. R. Hughes and J. E. Akin, International Jour-

Figure 5 is an example of the use of quasi-periodic nal for Numerical Methods in Engineering, 15 733
boundaries to generate a dispersion curve. Generating (1980)
the same data using metal and symmetry boundary con-
ditions would require modelling at least six periods and
consume more computer time or yield less accurate re-
sults. Identifying the phase advance of each mode would
also be required.
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GATED FIELD-EMISSION CATHODES FOR MICROWAVE DEVICES
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Abstract

The Accelerator Research Laboratory at Texas A&M University is developing gated field-
emitter cathodes for microwave and millimeter-wave applications. The cathode consists of an
array of gated field-emitters which are modulated at microwave frequency to produce a fully
modulated electron beam. Field-emitter structures under development include gated knife-
edge arrays, reentrant cusps, and porous silicon. All feature extremely high transconductance,
low noise, and rugged structure as compared to earlier field-emitter structures.

The Accelerator Research Laboratory (ARL) where 0 (4.5 eV for Mo) is the surface work func-
is developing the gigatron technology [1] for high tion, and E is the surface field. In his experi-
power mam-wave linac drivers. Gigatron is based on ments Spindt has verified Eq. (1) over six decades
three novel design concepts: a gated field-emitter of cathode current. The experimentally measured
array to.produce an electron beati which is bunched quantities are voltage and current; connection to
at birth; configuration of the cathode and acceler- Eq. (1) thus yields a precise measure of the effec-
a2'-g region to produce a ribbon beam to eliminate tive emitting area at the cathode surface. Spindt
-sp-ce charge and dispersion limitations; and travel- shows that the radius of the emitting region thus
ing wave couplers at both the input and output to obtained is only re - 2 A, a patch a few atoms in
obtain optimum power transfer even across a wide diameter. This is to be contrasted to the physi-
ribbon beam. The present work focuses on the de- cal tip radius ,500 A. Spindt and llerrmannsfeldt
velopment of a gated field-emitter array suitable [4] have interpreted these results to indicate that
for microwave modulation in a cathode in the gi- emission occurs from atomic-scale surface features
gatron. which form continuously under application of elec-

Beginning in 1976, C.A. Spindt et al. pio- tric field. These features could be due either to mo-
neered the fabrication of gated field-emitter arrays bile surface contaminants, such as an oxide layer,
for display applications [2]. Figure 1 shows a typi- which produce a local reduction in work function
cal Spindt tip array. These arrays have been fabri- [5], or to whiskers or bumps which protrude from
cated on center-center spacings as close as 2.5 pml, the surface.
and have produced electron current densities as Why does emission occur from only one such
high as 1000 A/cm2 with a gate modulation - 100 microregion on each tip surface? The answer lies in
V. They have been operated for periods of thou- an analysis of the space charge associated with the
sands of hours, and exhibit uniform current density emitted current within the tip-gate region. Sup-
over the emitting array. 11. Gray et al. has (level- pose a tip geometry such as that of Figure 1, on
oped designs of tip arrays for vacuum integrated which emission is occurring floni a particular nii-

circuits and for microwave power devices [3]. croregion as bhon n. The entision produces (1 space

Field Emission at the Cathode Surface charge depression which extends laterally to a dis-
tance comparable to the gap g between tip and

Spindt [2] has an,4yzed the me.sured I/V re- gate. lit the geometry of Figure 1, the most emis-
sponse in terms of the classic Fowler-Nordheim the- sive nicroregioi N% ill emit, but its emission %% ill sup-
ory: press emission from any other microregion on the

j = aE2 exp (-bO/ 2 /E) (1) tip surface. This "natural selection" of one mi-
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croregion conveys two properties which create po- spacing -50 A (Figure 4).
tential limitsfor microwave cathodes. First, the seK
lection is intrinsically unstable: emission can jump Knife-Edge Emitter Geometry
from microregion to microregion, producing noise The knife-edge cathode geometry is shown in
in, the microwave emission current. Second, the Figure 2. The emitting structure is a knife-edge
emission is controlled by the field produced across which is formed by etching a thin Mo layer in a
the tip-base gap g, while the capacitance of the multi-laminar deposition of Au-SiO 2 -Au-Mo-SiO 2-
gate/base junction is determined by the gap t be- Au. The gate/base spacing is -1000 A, and can be
tween the planar layers of gate and base. The routinely controlled to ±50 A over an entire wafer.
power gain for a microwave cathode scales as G - A gate-base voltage of 100 V produces a surface
(t2 /S2 g) 2 , where s is the mean spacing of emit- field at the knife-edge of 1.7 GV/m, sufficient to
ting microregions. For a tip geometry, t -1 pn, produce 0.3 ptA emission current [6] from each mi-
s - 2.5 im, g - 0.5 pm, and G - 0.1. For croregion. We have established a, working dielectric
the ARL stripline and cusp geometries, t - 1 pmn, strength of 700 V//tm in the SiO2 layer.
s - 0.7 prm, g , 0.1 pm, and G - 400 - a thou- A second advantage of this design is the en-
sandfold improvement for microwave modulation. hanced density of emitting microregions. Regions

of reduced work function develop along the knife-
edge length at a spacing roughly equal to the gap
g -1000 A between knife-edge and gate -a ten

A,.. times greater emitter density than tip arrays.

Figure 1. Typical tip geometry for gate field-emitter. /. .

Several challenges confront the development of
field-emitter cathodes for microwave and mm-wave
devices. First, while the voltage required for mod-
ulation is modest, the gate-base junction is very
capacitive, and hence exhibits very low impedance
at high frequency. Second, recent studies of the Figure 2. Knife-edge emitter geometry.
physics of the field emission process on a tip [] Inverted Cusp Cathodes
show that emission typically occurs from only one
microregion, with a size scale as small as , 10 Figure 3 shows an array of titanium cathodes
A2. Third, the input coupler must provide a low- in which a plasma etch is used to create a thin
impedance charging path to all tips on an array. metal disc supported from a column of small radius.
ARL and the Institute for Solid State Electronics This array was fabricated at ISSE by Legg et al. [7].
(ISSE) have developed several approaches to field- A gate layer, formed by a self-aligned deposition of
emitter arrays which address these challenges: a SiO2 and metal, produces a narrow gap g -'1000
stripline geometry in which the emitting region is a , betueen the cathode (lisc and the annular gate.
knife-edge suppoi ted on a itarlmo% gap fron the gate The cusi) geometr) makes it possible to obtain
(Figure 2); an inmeited cu p ini Nahich the tip is mt- a larg(cr nunber of emitting zmicroregions on the
placed by a thin disc of lou-voik-functioi naterial outer edge of each disc, paced by a (listance
supported on a cusped coluni above a metalized g -1000 A. This structure is being fabricated with
base (Figure 3); and a po'ous silicon cathode in d lou-work-function cathode hurface (cermet) and
which emitting channels are formed %ith a typical low -imlpcddauei metalizatiois on gate and babP.
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Porous, Silicon Emitting, Surfaces sion current - a; key requirement ,for mm,;wave ap-

Yue e t al ;[8] hlave developed a hovel mate- plications.
rial in which a prous layer is grown into a silicon
wifer through electrodhemical:anodization in con- wCk W MU
centrated hydrofluorik acid. A porous silicon film
made:,by ,anodizing a ,heavily doped silicon wafer OXHXI POis 3IUCoN

produces pores perpendicular to the film surface ucoN bO=
through the whole porous layer with a thickness ,UUMM MA

whichcan be controlledin the range 0.1- 10 ym. By
controlling current density and anodizati6n time,
the diameters of pores tan be variedfrom 10 A to
100A withporedensityfroni-io0 t6l01 pores/mm',,
The porous layer is then fully oxidized in a tlier-real o'kideprocess. At the interface between porous [

SiO 2 and bulk silicon substrate,'an extremely sharp AXo08
silicon tip is formed' beneath each pore.

Figure 4. Diode test geometry for porous silicon
field-emitter cathode.

We are developing gated microwave cathodes
" using these three design, approaches. During the

-next year we will evaluate their performance and
proceed to microwave testing for power tube cath-
ode5,.

-,, i; This work was supported by contract #DE-
' "" "',,' , ~ ' FG02-91ER40613, U.S. Department of Energy.
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High Power X-Band CoaxialAmplifier Experiments

T.J.,Davis and J.A. Nation
Laboratory 9f\Plasma Studies-and Scio6l of Electrical Engineering

bdrell :University, -Ithaca, NY 14853

AbsWitc in beam current,, up to a factor of ten in many instances,

Studie are continuingon the developmentofX-band may enable a higher peak power device at lower beam
coaxial microwave amplifiers asa energies, hence at considerably lower cost. The coaxialcoaialmico~ae apliier asitsource--for next gener-
ation linear collider. aCoaxial amplifiers employn an- configuration does allow TEM as well as higher order TE

nul4r eledtron-bear propagatingbetween innerand outer modes to.propagate in the drift regions of the system.
drift tube conductors, a con figurationwhich allos large Single TM mode interactions may still be designed, sinceincreses infbeam currentove tandard pencilbeamam- the cutoff frequencies of these modes is controlled only
plifiers. Large aveage diameter systems may still be used by the separation distance between conductors, not thewithout mode competition since'TM mode cl oftfrequend average 'diameter. However, control of the TEM and TE

cies-aie cb-atr611ed by-the separttin betweeiconductors. modes remains the most difficult-problem in design and

Anumber of amplifier onfigurafionmare being studied, -l operation of these amplifiers.
primed by-a driven-initial cavity which -iesonates around
9-Glz. Simple theory of coaxial systems and particle- II, Design
ih-cell simulations are, Presented, as well as initial exper- The simplest conceptual designfor a coaxial-amplifier
imental results usingmr. 20 keV, 7-8kA,9 cm diameter is -illustrated- in figure 1. An annular electron beam is
annular-beam. propagated along the coaxial drift region and is initially

I. Introduction modulated by a driven input cavity, The modulated beam
is then passed through downstream sections, shown in the

Nextgeneration designs of e+e- linear colliders have figure as a rippled wall slow wave structure (but just as
set strigeht requirements on the r~f. drive~source. In easily other cavities or a mixture of both), to enhance the
order to achieve the high accelerating gradients (>100 beam modulation and extract power.
-MeV/m) ne'ssiry for - TeV beam energies, an r.f. driver
operating above X-band and 500 MW-peak~power levels
will be-nxeeded; Several competing-technologies -for -. his
source ,are-urren ' being examined, including intensve -==-q

2

efforts in relativistic klystrons-[1] and gyroklyitrons 12]. 1-
A developing method is to use binary, energy compresion , 3/
[3] to raise the peak power and reduce the pulse length of
a lower power tube.

Without the need for pulse compression, analterna- J--1 . F //1JU1 JUt
tive tPthese hollow-tube amplifier configurations is the
development of- coaxia. amplifiers. This geometry uses
an annular electron beam propagating between inner and
outer drift tube conductors. Previous coaxial high power
microwave devices have been built in oscillator, configura- 5/
tions [4], and lowe frequency (,- 1 G Iz)coaxial amplifiers
may be capable of ultra-high powers [5]. Fig 1. Simple coaxial amplifier. (1) Annuhr electron beam,

The coaxial gometry addresses two fundamental lira- (2) driven inpuL cavity, (3) slow wave structure, (4) centerline,
itations of hollow ube-devices. First, the use of a large (5) field coils.
average diameter system reduces the power density (and
hence the surface fields) for a given power level, effectively The input cavity geometry, designed using the SU-
by increasing the cross sectional area of the device. This PERFISII code, oscillates in a 5/2 wavelength mode with
reduces-the- possibility of r.f. pulse shortening and field a maximal axial electric field at the beam location. 5/2A
emission in the microwave structures, conditions often is the approximate bounce length of a TEM wave travel-
seen in highly stressed relati\ istic k13 strons. Second, the ing between inner and outer sections of the cavity This
coaxial geonietr) allows for propagation of much higher geometr3 was chosen for its comparatively high Q factors
current beams than conventional pencil beam amplifiers, and manufacturing ease relative to other designs
as a result of increases in both the beam cross sectional Coaxial slow wave structure designs are straightfor-
area and the linmit..ig current of the s~stein. This increase %%ard txtenbions of their hollow tube counterparts Either
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peri6dic or Cerenkov structures can be used to create the with a periodic ihnerconduct6r arid with a dielectric lined
v,,- c condition needed for direct beam interaction. Dou- inner conductor. Both are designed to have forward wave
bly lined coaxial Cerenkov systems have been studied an- interactions near 9 GHz. Both also exhibit a TEM-like
alyti ally '[6]. Note, however, that a dielectric liner on mode down to zero frequency. But due to broad tun-
only the inner or outer conductor may also force a vo < c ability and ease of modeling, design, and manufacturing,
condition. As an example, the dispersion relation for az dielectric liners will initially be used in the experiments.
imuthally. symmetric modes in a coaxial system with a
dielectric liner on the inner conductor only is III. Simulations

Jo(k~rid)Yo(k2 r0 )- Jo(ksv )Yo(k .~d) Various components of these amplifiers have been
) simulated using the 2 1/2D particle-in-cell code MAGIC.

Jo(kirid)Yo(kiri) --- Jo(kl J)Yo(kiri)c) The geometry of the simulation space and beam parame-
kL J (k2rid)Yo(kW2ro) - Jo(kr.)YO(k 2rid) (1) ters exactly follow the real experimental quantities. Cav-
k2'c J (krid)YO(kiri) - Jo(klri)Y,(klrd) ity and structure frequencies are determined by cold tests

without particles. The simulation geometry is closed us-
where k2 = w2 C/C2 -1 2 and k W2 w 2 are complex, ing absorbing boundaries to eliminate any wave reflections
8G is the wavenumber, c is the relative dielectric constant at the end of the drift space.
ofthe liner, and ri, ro, and rid are the inner conductor, Multiple cavity klystron geometries have been tested
outer~conductor, and dielectric radius respectively. Fig- and compared to hollow tube relativistic klystron simula-
ure 2 compares dispersion relationo for a coaxial system tions. Unlike the pencil beam case and coaxial klystron

simulations reported elsewhere (5], this coaxial system
:2./0 fails to exhibit gain even though substantial modulation

can be imposed on the beam. This discrepancy could
,/ .be due to two factors. First, due to the nature of the

time advance algorithm, simulation cavities tend to have

low Q factors (<50) and hence maintain very little stored
energy relative to actual cavities. Second, and more im-
portant, the use of a slightly overmoded cavity (as in the
5/2A design) increases the harmonic content of the beam
modulation and degrades the efficiency of the output cou-
pling. A better method for system gain is the use of a
single mode traveling wave structure.

L40 The dielectric interaction shown previously has re-
cently been simulated using new capabilities in MAGIC.
The propagation characteristics of the structure wave

0. match those predicted by the analytic theory. A driven
0. 1.2 21 3.77 5.03 us cavity, identical in frequency to the predicted interaction,

kL has been used to impose initial modulation on the beam
12.00 - prior to the dielectric structure. As shown in figure 3, the

bunching process started by the cavity is enhanced due to
the unstable interaction in the dielectric region.

9.60

.i- IV. Experiments

" 7.20 The electron beam in the experiments is generated
using a modified ETA module with a 2:1 output ferrite

C5 core transfo'rmer. The output voltage of this system is
o /z 400-500 kV at nominally 40 ohms. A one Tesla solenoidal

magnetic field guides the beam down a drift tube of 7.5 cm
inner diameter and 9.8 cm outer diameter. Within this

7.40 drift space no TM mode will propagate.
A number of field emission foilless diode geometries

were tested to maximize beam current and optimize beam0.

0. 120. 240. 360. 0. . propagation. Currently, a conical cathode with a graphite
k 0/m) knife edge is used to create a uniform beam of 9 cm di-

Fig 2 Comparison of dispersion relations for a coaxial s stem ameter and 2 mm thickness. The geometry uf the diode
with a periodic inner conductor (abo%e) and a dielectric lined and equipotential contours is bho'wn in figure 4. This ar-
inner conductor (below). Solid lines are beam parameters. rangement consistently produces currents of 7-8 kA at
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Studies of an X-Band Three-Cavity Gyroklystron with Penultimate Cavity Tuning
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Laboratory for Plasma Research and Department of Electrical Engineering
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Abstract
Figure 2 shows the microwave circuit. Key features of

We present experimental results of a 10 GHz TE0 1 mode this RF circuit are the remotely tunable bundler cavity and

three-cavity gyroklystron. The beam is produced by a pulse lossy dielectrics. We tune the cavity by simultaneously
line modulator and magnetron injection gun, which can inserting two metal rods (OD=0.2 in) with rounded ends
operate to 433 kV and 225 A with 1 gts flat-top and at a rep from opposite sides of the cavity. The tip of the rods can
rate of 3 Hz. Microwave power is measured by a mode- travel from the drift tube radius outward to 5 mm outside the
selective directional couplet and flowing methanol cavity, but most of the 100 MHz tunability occurs while the

calorimeter. Mode purity is determined by a large anechoic probes are well into the cavity.
chamber. Initial testing of the first three-cavity circuit has
produced a peak power of 23 MW with efficiency of 27% and Tuning Probes
pulse energy of 36 J. We have a maximum gain of 39 dB at a Ur-.

peak power of 21 MW.

1. INTRODUCTION =

The University of Maryland is developing a three-cavity Input Buncher Output
gyroklystron to demonstrate the feasibility of this type of Cavity Cavity Cavity

device as an RF source for future TeV linear colliders. To
achieve TeV encrgies, over a thousand phase-locked RF drivers Figure 2. The three-cavity gyroklystron circuit showing the
will be required. For this reason it will be important to have tuning probes and lossy dielectrics. The lossy dielectrics
RF sources with high gain. To achieve high gain will require a appear as darkened regions in the cavities and drift regions.
gyroklystron with 3 or more cavities. As a proof of principle
our first effort was a two-cavity device which gave In this device the drift regions are not cutoff for all modes
encouraging results[ I]. and the cavities are over-moded. Due to the Larmor radius of

A diagram showing the major components of the system the beam electrons, the drift regions can not be reduced to
appears in Figure 1. The magnetron injection gun (MIG) is cutoff all modes without significantly reducing the beam
designed to give optimum beam quality at 500 kV, 160 A and power. To isolate the cavities we loaded the drift regions
and (x=1.5. At these parameters the velocity spread is 7% [2]. with lossy dielectric liners, and to prevent parasitic
Our modulator produces pulses with flat-top of 1 gis and is oscillations in the cavities we loaded the radial wall of the
currently capable of repetitive operation at 3 Hz up to 433 kV cavities with lossy dielectrics (Fig. 2). In the cavities the e
and 225 A. The axial magnetic field is produced by four and geometry of the dielectrics were optimized to increase
separate circuits which allow us to vary the magnetic mode selectivity. In the drift regions the dielectrics were
compression to the circuit and also the field profile in the optimized to maximize the attenuation of parasitic modes and
circuit region independently. The circuit is designed for 5.85 provide adequate isolation between the cavities[3].
kG and the maximum attainable flat field is 6.5 kG. Input power for the gyroklystron was produced by aGUN COIL

I CIrcurcous pulsed magnetron capable of 2 ts pulses of 100 kW. Forward
and reverse power were monitored and coupling varied from

MAGNURnONL\'JCrIcoN DOWN i 30% to 70% depending on the beam parameters.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Amplifier operation
MODULAOR []DRIVE

SIGNAl

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of gyroklystron system. This device gives the best power and gain at our highest
voltage of 425 kV and current of 212 A. Magnetic field
tapering and penultiniate tuning are also very important. The

Research Supported by the U.S. Department of Energy best results were achieved with the guide field 33% higher at
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the input cavity than at the uutput cavity and zero The device gives the best gain with the same 33% taper but
penultimate tuning. This case gave 23 MW Aith efficiency of with the buncher cavity tuned 24 MHz lower than the other
27%, gain of 31 dB and total pulse energy of 36 J. Figure 3 cavities. In contrast to standard klystrons which require
shows scope traces of the microwave signal for this case, The positive penultimate tuning, the gyroklystron requires
best power from a flat field experiment was 12 MW at 5.7 uegative tuning due to the inverse relation of energy and phase
kG and the buncher cavity tuned 16 MHz below the other it, the electron orbits. Here the gain is 39 dB with peak power
cavities. Table I summarizes the experimental results for the of 21 MW and efficiency of 25%. Figure 5 shows the
tapered and flat field cases and Figure 4 shows the magnetic dependance of gain on penultimate tuning for the tapered field
field profile for these cases. described above.

200 l. .30.500 25
> 400 ......... i"' '" ... ....... .... 20 A0... 35' ..... :,,,....

o - 5 .. ... .. '.... ... ........ ........... ... ........ ... ........... ........ ...

20 3 4 6 7.60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10
2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Time I p ]s Af [MHz]
Figure 3. Tine dependance of the microwave power Figure 5. The dependance of gain on penultimate cavity tuning
and beam voltage. at 420 kV 212 A and a tapered field (Bin/Bout= 1.33).

Bz Ot Power Efficiency Gain
1kG1 IMWI % dB Figures 6 and 7 are contour plots of the measured

efficienLy and gain vs. beam voltage and current. These plots
33% taper 0.66 23 27 31 show that increasing the beam voltage improves the

gyroklystron's performance in both power and gain. The
5.0 0.63 11 13 30 dependance on beam current is different. The best output

power is achieved slightly below the maximum current and
5.7 0.71 12 15 27 the best gain is achieved at the lowest beam current. These

experiments were made with a tapered magnetic field and
Table I. Comparison of results for tapered and flat magnetic zero penultimate tuning.
field at beam parameters 425 kV and 212 A.

22!C Above MIG
7-i~~~S -c. i harge Limit/

7 . .. .. .200 22.5

~ .> U

do" i3 taize1.33 )15.33
9 ,- ................. .... .......... ............. I....... . ........ ... .............. 1
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Figure. isotarsnc fom intaitcenine proil forn VirFgr .Cnorp olt ges sqarsfio esue

fields at 5.8 kG and 5.0 kG attd a tapered field (Binl/Bout =  1.33). gwtsfo aeednanucfcl(,u/ot
1.33). 13 )
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tapered field case give significantly less output power. For
this reason we believe that decreami, the guide field across

200 StpMM the output cavity region is necessary to achieve high power. In
X this tapered field case, the field deereases 6% across the

±75 output cavity. Because the guide field extunds well beyond
the end of the microwave circuit, we suspect that a helpful

1.60) traveling wave interaction may also occur there. This
U interaction might also benefit from the tapered field. A
#± 25 numerical study to better understand the effects of guide

J. /field tapering at the output cavity is now underway.

III. FUTURE WORK
-75 2

3 The second three-cavity gyroklystron circuit will be
300 320 340 360 380 400 420 tested in May 91. This circuit will use a more lossy down-

Beam Voltage [kV] taper so that higher a can be achieved. In addition, the quality
factor (Q) of the output cavity will be increased from 200 to

Figure 7. Contour plot of least squares fit to measured gain 350. The first circuit was made with lower Q anticipating
for a tapered magnetic field (Bin/Bout 133). operation at 500 kV and ot = 1.5. At our current operating

parameters an output cavity with a Q of 300 will operate at
B. Stability 50% of the start oscillation current, thus the increased Q

should not reduce the stability of the circuit.
The three factors which limit the power in this tube are

the beam voltage limit of 430 kV set by the modulator, a IV. REFERENCES
beam instability in the down-taper region (Fig. 1) , and
saturation of the output cavity. The modulator is currently [1] W. Lawson, J. P. Calame, B. Hogan, P.E. Latham, M.E.
being redesigned to allow operation to 500 kV. Read, V.L. Granatstein, M. Reiser, and C. Striffler, "Efficient

The instability in the down-taper region is activated when Operation of a High Power X-Band Gyroklystron," Phys.
the beam reaches a certain level of perpendicular momentum Rev. Lett. submitted.
(P..). If P.. is further increased by reducing the magnetic
field at the MIG, strong oscillations in the range 6-8 GHz [2] W. Lawson, J. Calame, V.L. Granatstein, G.S. Park, C.D.
occur in the down-taper region. The onset of these Striffler, and J. Neilson, "The Design of a High Peak Power
oscillations can be moved to higher P.L by increasing the field Relativistic Magnetron Injection Gun," Int. J. Elect. 1986, pp.
in the down-taper region (even though this also has the effect 969-984.
of increasing P..) or by operation at higher input power. We
believe that some of the input power leaks into the down- [31 W. Main, S. Tantawi, P.E. Latham, J. Calame, C.D.
taper region stabilizing this instability. Striffler, and V. L. Granatstein, "Design and Tests of a Three-

Saturation in the output cavity occurs when either P.L or Cavity Gyroklystron," Fifteenth International Conference on
the bunching of the beam is increased past a certain point. The Infrared and Millimeter Waves, Conference Digest, 1990, pp.
beam bunching can be optimized either by reducing the input 596-598.
power, or lowering the gain of the circuit. The gain can be
lowered by detuning the buncher cavity or altering the taper
in the magnetic field.

The operation and stability of the device is best
demonstrated by experimental results at three different
magnetic fields: flat field at 5.7 kG, flat field at 5.0 kG and a
tapered field (Fig. 4). Comparing the two flat field
experiments (Table I), the case at 5.7 kG has a higher field in
the down-taper region. This higher field gives better mode
suppression, and thus the 5.7 kG case gives the higher (x. This
is consistent with the slightly higher output power observed
in the 5.7 kG case.

The tapered field case is very interesting. Although its a
is less than the 5.7 kG flat field case, its output power is
almost two times higher (Table I). In addition, flat field
experiments with output cavity fields equal to that of the
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A Second Harmonic Amplifier for Accelerator Applications*

P.E. Latham, W. Lawson, C.D. Striffier, and W. Main
Laboratory for Plasma Research

University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742

Abstract Table 1: University of Maryland Gyroklystron Parameters.
The theoretical design of a second harmonic gy-

roklystron amplifier at a voltage near 500 kV is presented. Beam voltage 425 kV
Because of the relatively high voltage the beam tunnel Beam current 150 A
must be large, so the radiation is not cutoff in the drift Pitch angle, v.Lo/v,o 1
tube. To avoid feedback we operate the input cavity at the Magnetic field 5.72 kG
fundamental, which is cutoff in the drift tube, and design Velocity spread 10%
a t.o-mplex output cavity that emits very little radiation
back into the drift tube. The output cavity is described in
detail, ard the overall gain and efficiency is given. II. OUTPUT CAVITY DESIGN

I. INTRODUCTION Three output cavity designs, in order of increasing com-
plexity, are shown in Figs. la-ic. Figure la is the simplest:

For accelerator applications it would be highly desirablP at radii r1 and r3 the TE02 mode is cutoff, while at radii
to operate a gyroklystron amplifier at the second harmonic, r 2 and r4 the TE02 mode may propagate. The tapers are
as this would reduce the demands on the magnets. In ad- designed for low mode conversion to the TEO1 mode, and
dition, if subharmonic bunching is used all but the last either the length of the lip at radius r3 or the value of
cavity can operate at the fundamental frequency, allow- r3 may be adjusted to control the cavity Q. This type of
ing a second harmonic device to be easily adapted to an cavity works well at low Q, but at high Q a substantial
existing fundamental gyroklystron amplifier. The major portion of the output power may be converted to the TEO1

problem with second harmonic operation at moderate to mode. This is because the outgoing power in the TE02
high voltage, where the Larmor radius is large, is that the mode is on the order of 1/Q of the circulating power, so
radiation may not be cutoff in the drift tube. For instance, the amount of mode conversion to the TE01 must be signif-
the drift sections in the University of Maryland's 500 kV icantly less than 1/Q. For Q - 1000, which is typical, the
gyroklystron amplifier[l] must be at least 1.5 cm in radius mode conversion must be much smaller than -30 dB. Such
to allow the beam to pass through. At this radios the low mode conversion may not be practical with reasonable
operating mode, TE0 1 , is cutoff at the fundamental fre- length tapers.
quency of 10 GlIz, but not at the second harmonic. The This problem can be eliminated by placing a narrow
obvious solution is to operate all but the last cavity at the band 20 GHz mode filter upstream of the outpi,. cavity, as
fundamental frequency and operate the output cavity in shown in Fig. lb. The filter consists of a cavity that has a
the TE02 mode at the second harmonic. Then the prob- low Q resonance at 20 GIIz, so it won't interact strongly
lem is to make sure that the mode conversion from TE02  with the beam. Such a cavity wi!l effectively eliminate
and TEO, is ,negligible. For multi-megawatt devices the any power produced in the output cavity from propagating
constraints on mode conversion may be so severe that a back to the gun.
narrow band filter is needed upstream of the output cavity There is an additional problem with the cavities shown
to keq, the radiation from traveling back toward the gun. in both Figs. la and lb, the outgoing TE02 may be con-

Iii the remainder of this paper we concentrate on the the- taminated by the "E0 1 mode. One way to eliminate this
orttical desigit of a 20 Gltz, second harmonic gyroklystron is by using the cavity shown in Fig. 1c, in which the radius
ariplificr consistent with the parameters of the University r3 is cutoff to the TE02 mode. Thus, all the output power
of Mar: lald dek ice, vhikh are summarized in Table 1. We is in the TE0 1 mode. The length of the transition between
will frst give the design f the output cavity, then present radii r2 and r3 may be adjusted to control the amount of
the nonlinear gain and efficiency. mode conversion and thus the cavity Q. With the mode fil-

ter in place all die power will be in the forward direction,
*Vork supported by the U.S. Dcpartnent of Energy. producing a pure TE0 signal.
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However, the gain can easily be increased by raising the
a) input cavity Q, tapering the magnetic field or adding an

intermediate cavity.
r2 3 IV. SUMMARY

We have shown that second harmonic operation with
bunching at the fundamenial frequency is feasible. With
a velocity spread of 10%, numerical simulations have
achieved an output power of 15 MW (corresponding to
an efficiency of 22%) at 20 GIz. We believe that the ef-
ficiency will increase significantly as we continue with our
optimization. The gain was about 16 dB; this number
will also increase with modifications to the input cavity,

magnetic field tapering or the addition of an intermediate
cavity.

20 GHz filter We have also presented a variety of output cavities that

C) can be used to prevent feedback of the output cavity signal
into the input cavity and to guarantee that the output will
be in a pure mode.

V. REFERENCES

- [1] J.P. Calame, W. Lawson, V.L. Granatsteiu, P.E.
Latham, B. Hogan, C.D. Strifler, M.E. Read, M.

Figure 1: Three output cavity designs in order of increasing Reiser, and W. Main, "Experimental Studies of Stabil-

complexity. ity and Amplification in Four Overmoded, Two Cavity
Gyroklystrons Operating at 9.87 Gllz," submitted to J.
Appl. Phys., February 1991; W. Lawson, J.P. Calame,

III. CIRCUIT DESIGN B. Hogan, P.E. Latham, M.E. Read,V.L. Granatstein,
M. Reiser, and C.D. Striffler, "Efficient Operation of a

Our initiAl design employs two cavities separated by a High Power X-Band Gyroklystron," submitted to Phys.
1.5 cm radius drift section. The input cavity is 1.7 cm long Rev. Lett., February 1991.
with a radius of 6.1 cm and a Q of 300. The drift tube is [2] K.R. Chu, V.L. Granatstein, P.E. Latham, W. Lawson,
10 cm in length. For simplicity we chose the output cavity and C.D. Strifiler, "A 30 MW Gyroklystron Amplifier
depicted in Fig. Ia. Its dimensions are ri = 1.50 cm, r2 = Design for High Energy Linear Accelerators," IEEE
1.72 cm, r3 = 1.68 cm, and r4 = 1.80 cm. At these radii Trans. Plasma Sci. PS-13, 424 (1985).
the TEO1 mode at 10 Ghz is cutoff. All three tapers are 2
cm long, the straight section of the cavity (at radius r2 ) is
1.436 cm and the straight section of the lip (at radius r3 )
is .330 cm. The resultant Q of the output cavity is 600.
With no beam present, analysis of the cold cavity fields
indicates that about .3% of the power will propagate back
toward the input cavity. This value will probably change
when the beam is present.

To calculate the gain and efficiency, we used a nonlinear,
partially self-con, .stent code which computes the steady
state amplitude and phase in each cavity[2]. The beam
characteristics a. d applied magnetic field are given in Ta-
ble 1. For these parameters the efficiency was 22%, cor-
responding to 15 MW output power. We do not believe
that this is an optimized value; there is a large parameter
space to search and we have not yet explored all possi-
ble combinations of output cavity Q, length and frequency
mismatch, and magnetic field. We will continue with our
optimization process and report on an improved design at
a later date.

The gain of this device was fairly low, only about 16 dB.
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RF BREAKDOWN TEST OF SiO 2 COATED COPPER ELECTRODES *

D.Sun, P.Datte, W.W.MacKay and F.R.Huson

Texas Accelerator Center t , 4802 Research Forest Drive,

The Woodlands, TX 77381

Abstract the two probes' measurements is used to detect other pos-
sible modes which may be excited at higher power levels.

RF breakdown test results with copper and Si0 2 coated Seven thermocouples monitor the cavity's temperature at
'copper arc presented. The results show that SiO 2 coating various positions.
can withstand an rf field as high as 100 MV/rn at 471 MHZ An x-ray spectrometer is set up for the measurement of
without sparking and depress the field emission. maximum rf field and field emission in the gap. This x-

ray spectrometer consists of a NaI detector, a LeCroy 3001
Introduction multichannel analyzer, a LeCroy 4608C discriminator, an

For high gradient accelerators, rf voltage breakdown HP 5314A universal counter and an IBM PC.
is one of the major factors which impose the limits on
the maximum field gradient. Since Kilpatrick proposed OSCILLO
his semi-empirical criterion for rf breakdown limit in the SCOPE
1950is i], several experiments have been conducted to test
the rf breakdown limit at various frequencies. But up to
now the mechanism of rf breakdown still remains unclear. P E NBT LCO
Different metals Were tried to increase the breakdown limit, MCAER LeCRY IMP
but there is no substantial increase. The surface coating
of rf cavities was proposed to be a possible way to increase
the breakdown limit far above the electron multipactoring
limit [2][3). DISCRIMINATOR AMP

Field emission is another detrimental factor for opera-
tion of high gradient accelerators, since it can induce break- KLYSTRODE TC-145
down, consume extra rf power, cause wakefields and pos- 100-KW PREAMP
sible excitation of unwanted modes of oscillation in the 473-MHZ
accelerating structures. So the research on how to depress
the field emission for high gradient accelerating structures X-RAY
is needed. DETECTOR

In this paper we report our research on the possibility of
Si0 2 coating of copper electrodes. Our interest is to inves-

tigate what improvement could be made in the depression
of the field emission and increase of maximum field gradi-
ent by Si0 2 coating. DIRECTIONALUPLER RAY

Experiment Setup CVT
POWER SPR

The test setup is shown in Figure 1. A reentrant type DETECTOR

resonant cavity is used which consists of two demountable
halves and two movable electrodes. The gap and resonant
frequency can be changed easily by moving two electrodes. Figure 1. Experiment Setup.
The electrodes are composed of two parts: body and end An EIMAC 2KDW60LA klystrode is used as an rf power
cap. The end caps to be tested are screwed onto the bodies. An pi din 8-50/s use d s a n r te

7 source providing 8-50 its long pulses with a repetition rateA smallarea of each end plate of the cavity was coated with of 10-100 Hz [4]. The forward and reflected powers are
titanium to depress possible multipactoring. The cavity is monitored with a calibrated four port directional coupler,
partially water cooled. a Tektronix 602A digital signal analyzer and an HP 408A

Two rf probes are mounted at different positions to mon- power meter. Also the reflected signal is sent to a spark
itor rf power transmitted into the cavity. Also, the ratio of rate counter.

*Work supported in pant by the SSC The rf cavity is in a high vacuum chamber which is
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pumped by 00 L/sec turbo pump, a liquid nitrogen cold Experimental Results
trap and am echanical pump. The vacuum feedthrough for 1. Breakdown limit
htmThe breakdown started at a field level of 97-100 MV/rn
inslator and a Viton 0-ring. with the SiO 2 coated electrodes. This sample was first

Experimental Procedure tested up to 81 MV/rn [5]. After the first test, the cav-
ity was opened and the electrode surfaces were visually

The -pure electrode end caps were made of OFHC cop- checked. There was no trace of sparking. Afterward
per. They were carefully polished to less than 3 pm finish the samples were kept in the ordinary atmosphere for
and ultrosonically cleaned. After cleaning, several copper seven months and were tested again. The samples showed
end caps were coated with SiO 2 thin films by electron beam good repeatability until the first spark occurred at 97-
evaporation. The thickness of SiO 2 is 400 nm. The refrac- 100 MV/m. After the spark occurred, the signals from
tive index of SiO 2 is 1.543. Before and after each test the x-ray spectrometer were heavily piled up, which indicated
Q and SWR of the cavity and attenuation of rf loops were a dramatic increase of field emission. After the cavity was
measured several times with an HP8753B network ana- opened, there were two small pits seen on the electrode sur-
lyzer. The x-ray spectrometer was calibrated with gamma faces, similar to those of pure copper electrodes. Except
ray standards (133 Ba,57 Co, 137 Cs, and 22Na). To compare for those two pits, the Si0 2 film remained undamaged. As
the field emission, we measured the x-ray intensity at sev- we previously reported [5], with pure copper electrodes,
eral field levels with both pure copper and Si0 2 coated the sparks started at a electric field of about 60 MV/m.
copper electrodes. The rf frequency was 471 MHz. The rf The maximum field of pure copper electr6des can be main-
pulse length was 8 P8, and the repetition rate was 100 Hz. tained at a level of 120 MV/ai after a long time careful
All tests were done after the vacuum chamber was pumped conditioning, but there are a lot of spark traces left on the
to less than 3x10 - 7 torr. surfaces after tests.

The maximum electric field in the cavity was determined 2. Field emission
by two methods: pick up loop and x-ray spectrum. The Figure 2 shows the x-ray spectrum from SiO 2 coated cop-
pick up loop method determines the maximum electric field per and the pure copper electrodes at an rf field of 42.5
by the expression: MV/m. The pure copper electrodes had been conditioned

and operated at various field levels up to 120 MV/in for
r QexpPexp 11/2 a long time. The x-ray spectrum was taken after opera-

Emax,=xp -[Emaxtheo jQtheoPtheoJ (1) tions of more than 100 hours. In order to avoid pileup of
the x-ray signals, we had to increase the shielding of the x-

where Em,theo, Qth, and Ptheo are the theoretical max- ray detector with increase of rf field, but at each field level,
imum electric field, Q factor and corresponding dissipated the same shielding was used for both pure and Si0 2 coated
power as calculated by SUPERFISH, and Qexp and Pxp copper electrodes. Table 1 lists the total counts of x-ray
are the experimental values, signals normalized by the total effective counting time at

Since the real field distribution and oscillation modes at three different rf field levels. The data shows that the to-
high electric field can be different from either those mea- tal normalized x-ray counts of the pure copper sample is
sured at low field level or those calculated by SUPER- about 20 times more than that of SiO 2 coated copper.
FISH, it is necessary to employ another method to ensure
the accurate determination of the real maximum electric so....
field in the gap. The x-ray measurement is used to de- 2

termine the maximum energy obtained by the field em.t- 00'7
ted electrons. The high energy end of the x-ray spectrum 1. SO,2 Coated Copper

(Bremsstrahlung) corresponds to the amplitude of the rf 400 2: Pure Copper
voltage in the gap. The maximum electric field is deter-
mined by deviding the voltage amplitude with gap length.

The total intenrity of the x-rays can be used to deter- : 300 -

mine the current density of the field emitted electrons by 0

the following expression: 2oo

I = CjZVm  (2) 1-0

where I is the total intensity of the x-ray, C and m are ]
constants, Z is the atomic number of the electrode mate- 2000 ooo :00
rial, j is the electron current and V is the voltage between CHANNEL
electrodes. The x-ray intensity can be determined by the
spectrum if the other parameters are fixed. Figure 2. "-ray spectrum at rf field of 42.5 MV/m
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TABLE 1
Normalized Total Count

rffie d total counts per second ratio
(MYin) pure Cu Sio 2 coated Cu

42.5 2120 104 20.4
67.5 3643 148 24.6
85 4488 86 52.2

Conclusion

1. The above reported results show that the SiO 2 coating
can increase the rf breakdown starting level up to 97-100
MV/m. The Kilpatrick limit at 471 MHz is 20 MV/m.
Thisnieans that Si0 2 coating may provide a method for
keeping the electrode surface free of damage during high

.field gradient operation.
2. The Si0 2 coating can reduce the field emission. Com-

pared with the pure copper electrodes which wete used for
more than 100 hours, the total normalized counts of the
x-ray signals can be decreased up to 20 times. This could
improve operation of accelerators at high field gradient by
reducing the dark current.
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The AGS Booster low frequency RF system*

R.T. Sanders, P. Cameron, W. Eng, M. Goldman, D. Kasha,
A.J. McNerney, M. Meth, A. Ratti, R. Spitz.

AGS Department
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973-5000

Abstract
C Cu Au

An RF system has been designed to accelerate all the desired A 6 63 197
species of-ions up to Gold, which will be available at V-0.041 Z 6 29 79
The system will run on different harmonic numbers (h). It will
start'from h = 12 at injection and jump to h = 3 dtwing the Q 6 21 33
cycle. The beam will then be transferred to the high frequency
RF system that will bring it to the extraction energy. The low E7.5 2.85 1.06 MeV/u

frequency system consists of two single gap cavides that sweep E,, 966 854 350 MeV/u
from 0.6 to 2.4 MHz, with gap voltages up to 17 kV ne
cavities are luaded with TDK SY7 high permeability ferrite OW 0.12 0.078 0.047
rings. Tuning will be accomplished by changing the permeabil- ,,, 0.87 0.85 0.68
ity of the ferrite with dc bias currents as high as 200 A
flowing in two "figure of eight" windings. The cavity will be AP/P 0.15 0.24 0.40 %
driven by a 200 kW push-pull tetrode power amplifier, which
•viil be driven by remotely located solid state drivers. 0.576 0.531 0.645 kG

Bunch <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 eV/u-s
Area

Introduction, system description and parameters P. total 54 10 3.2 10' part

Ace. time <620 < 620 < 620 ms

The AGS Booster has two RF systems covering a frequency
range from 600 kHz to 4.2 MHz. The low frcuency system, Table 1 - Rf parameters for a few cases of ie AGS Booster Heavy
also called Band 11, operates on a frequency range from 600 Ion cycles.
kHz to 2.4 Mlz and consists of two single-gap cavities, each
capable of 17 kV. It will be used in the initial part of the
heavy ion acceleration cycle. In this mode the Booster will the highest frequency available on the Band II cavities is
sweep in less than one second. reached. It will then be debunched, while the system is being

reset to the starting frequency, recaptured on h=3 and acceler-
The system will run two different harmonic numbers. The ions ated s again.

arriving from the Tandem Van de Graaff will be captured on

h=12 from the Band 11 system and accelerated until The final part of the cycle will be done by Band III, which
also provides for the acceleration of both polarized and non-
polarized protons [1]. The latter is already installed in the
Booster tunnel and it is described, together with the "bench"

Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy. test results, in another paper in these proceedings [21.
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Fig, 1 - The Band II cavity. 1. RF tight enclosure; 2. Ceramic gap insulator; 3. Ceramic bias winding support; 4. DC bias
winding; 5. Tuning vacuum capacitor, 6. Ceramic insulator; 7. Bellows; 8. Ferrite; 9. Cooling plate.

the beampipe. The gap also has a variable tuning capacitor that
The Booster rf parameters are listed in Table 1. The parame- can adjust the tuning range, if needed.
ters listed for Gold are in the case of the AGS fixed target
program. The dB/dt is of the order of 3 T/s, whereas df/dt can Following a complete testing and evaluating program 131, the
be as high as 35 MHz/s. The momentum spread is induced by ferrite chosen for this application is the TDK SY7. Each cavity
the rf during the non adiabatic injection. Studies on this uses 66 rings of this Ni-Zn ferrite, with a relative permeability
scheme are still underway and a final set of parameters will be of 1100. Tuning is accomplished by saturating the ferrite to a
developed in concurrence with the results of the "bench" tests relative permeability of 85 with a dc field applied through two
of the system. Results such as dynamic losses in the cavity, buss bars, which cross-couple the two sides of the cavity,
tuning system reset time and maximum tuning range available, guaranteeing the push-pull operation of the system even at very
are extremely important in choosing the best solution. Table 2 low Q and decoupling the ff from the bias supply [4]. The if
summarizes the high level system configuration. field in the ferrite can be as high as 170 G, with losses up to

300 mW/cc. The rings are therefore sandwiched between water
cooled copper plates. The total expected static losses are about
170 kW and due to the relatively long dimensions of each

N. of cavities 2 ferrite stack, the stacking order is particularly chosen trying to
keep the losses in each of the rings as uniform as possible.N. of accelerating gaps 2

Peak rf Voltage/gap 17 kV Since the need for ultra high vacuum ( - 10" tof) imposes
the requirement for the vacuum chamber to be bakeable in the

Rnis rf power/pa. 200 kW Booster ring at 200' C, the design provides electrical heaters
and thermocouples built into and around the beampipe [51.

Frequency range 0.6 -2.4 MHz Insulating blankets are used to protect the ferrite rings from
Harmonic number 12- 3 high thermal gradients and stresses. The Band II cavity is

shown in Fig. 1.
Duty cycle 20 %

Power Amplifier

Table 2 - Band II if system parameters. The power amplifier is located in the Booster ring directly
below the cavity and it is designed to deliver over 200 kW rms
on a 17 kV peak accelerating voltage. It uses two EIMAC

Cavity design Y567B tetrodes capable of plate dissipations up to 150 kW.
They are used running class AB, in a push-pull configuration,

The Low Frequency RF avILy si a single gap, ferrite loaded with grounded cathodes. The plate peak current is about 50 A,
resonator. It i, not wyacuated, sine a ceramic gap is sealed on when the tubes are running at an anode voltage of 12 kV, with

the screen grid at 1.1 kV and 3 A of quiescent cathode current.
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Fig. 2 -The Band II power amplifier

In the case of heavy ions, the power delivered to the beam is
negligible compared to the losses in the cavity: all the power Status
is dissipated in the ferrite.

Commissioning of the Booster is underway at present with
1 kW drive power is delivered by two solid state class A proton beams. In this phase the Band II system is not being
amplifiers into a cross coupling and matching transformer. used. The first cavity is being assembled and assembly of the
They are located away from the Booster ring to protect them first amplifier should start soon. Full development of both
from radiation damage. The transformer is part of the input cavity and amplifier, their testing and installation is scheduled
filtering network, which is a broadband low-pass filter that to be completed before the end of the year.
includes the tube input capacitance and is terminated into two
water cooled 100 Ohms dummy loads. The simplified schemat- Acknowledgments
ic of the power amplifier and cavity system is shown in Fig.
2. The coupling to the cavity is done via DC blocking capaci- The authors are very grateful to all the people who are actively
tors and the B* is brought in the amplifier through an RF contributing to the design, construction and test of the system.
blocking choke to eliminate the rf voltage affecting the anode This includes all Booster personnel and management as well as
power supply those from other departments or institutions who provided us

with ideas, suggestions and encouragements.
The power amplific is also equipped with a local control
system that allows the amplifier to be operated either from the References
AGS main control room, the Booster ring or the building
where most of the equipment is located. In the last two sites, (I] R. T. Sanders et al., "The AGS Booster high frequency rf

the system can be run both in manual or automatic mode, system", Proc. European Part. Aec. Conf., Rome, June 1987
which in sequence energizes the filament step-start, the grid,
anode and screen supply and eventually tuning supply and rf 121 R.T'. Sanders, et at., "The AGS Booster hgh frequency if
drivers. The control system includes all of the required safety system, ths proceedings

features and interlocks. [31 M. A. Goldman, et al., "Studies of ferrite materials for the AGS

Booster synchrotron", Proc. IEEE Particle Accelerator Conf. Vol 1,
The cavity tuning system is designed to provide up to 200 A pp. 165.167, Chicago, IlL., March 1989
into the two turn bias winding. Two signals are used to
perform the task: the first is an open loop program obtained [4] U. Bigliani, et al., "The rf accelerating system for the PS Boost-
from a function generator that uses a frequency-to-voltage er", IEEE it. on Nu. Sc., NS-18, n. 3, p. 233-236, March 1971

converter as its input to create the drive signal from the low
level frequency program; the second is a feedback signal [51 H. C. Hseuh, et al., "The ultra high vacuum system for the AGS

coming from the output of a phase detector that compares the Booster". Proc. IEEE Particle Accelerator Conf. Vol 1, pp. 574-576,

rf phases of the plate and grid signals. These signals are used Chicago, Ill., March 1989

to drive a bank of water cooled power transistors paralleled to
provide the required currents.
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BEVALAC INJECTOR FINAL STAGE RF AMPLIFIER UPGRADES

D. Howard, J. Calvert, R. Dwinell, J. Lax, A. Lindner, R. Richter, W. Ridgeway
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720

ABSTRACT concentrically over the ground cylinder on both the anode and
cathode sides of the structure. The grid is insulated from

With the assistance of the DOE In-house Energy ground on both sides by layers of Kapton. The distance from
Management Program, the Bevalac injector final stage RF the anode circuit to the cathode circuit traveling through the
amplifier systems have been successfully upgraded to reduce structure is 1/4 wave length. Also shown is one of the 8
energy consumption and operating costs. This recently coaxes that provide a path for the bias voltage and amplifier
completed project removed the energy-inefficient plate voltage grid currents. Limited drawing resolution does not show the
modulator circuits that were used in conjunction with the final Multi-Lam compression connectors imbedded in the grid
stage RF amplifiers. Construction, design, and operating cylinder to receive the coax center conductors.
parameters will be described in detail.

The energy saving realized at completion of the project was
primarily obtained by eliminating the filament power required/
for operation of the Hard Tube Modulator system. This - 1
saving, coupled with that obtained by removal of the HTM
water, air and electronic support systems, accounts for over 30
Kw per hour of operation.

The HTM system was used to key the plate voltage to two
tubes, a TH-515 which provides 800 Kw of RF output power
and a TH-516 which provides 2.4 MegaWatts. The tubes and A
their associated amplifier cavities are manufactured by."
Thomson-CSF and are used as the final RF amplifiers of the
TI and '12 sections of the LINAC portion of the Bevalac Local
injector system, I

First reported in the 1987 Accelerator Conference by J.
Alonso et al, the proposa2 to remove the HTM system was
composed of two related but separate project phases. The first
required modifying the amplifier structure to remove the
ground connection to the final amplifier grid while
maintaining a low impedance path for the grid-anode and grid-
cathode RF circulating currents. This portion of the project
was completed and tested during operation for a year before
completing the second stage of the project. The secord project
provided a fixed source of DC grid bias for the TH-515 and a
pulsed grid bias source for the TH-516. The bias voltages i
appropriately interlock the DC plate voltage supply to the
final amplifiers. Figure 1.

GRID ISOLATION (Not to scale)

The grid structures of both amplifiers have been modified The installation of the grid structure in the amplifier is
as shown in Figure 1. The left side of the drawing shows the shown in Figure 2. The distance from the grid cavity shorting
original structure. As is shown, the grid conductors extend plate to the connection point of the eight coaxes is intended to

place the coax to grid conductor interface at the minimum
* This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy point of grid-cathode RF circulating current thereby
Research, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Materials Sciences minimizing the RF voltage generated at the input to each
Division of the U.S. Department of Energy, under contract coax.
No. DE-AC03-76SF00098.
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 742



Pulser Chassis, the CTR provides a RF decoupled connection
point at its center for interfacing the grid bias voltage from the
power supply to the grid. Another RF decoupled center
connection point is provided as an input to the grid voltage
sensing circuit which is used to interlock the amplifier plate
voltage supply................. oI

12 IGRID 
STRUCTURE TESTS

One grid structure was modified and a CTR was constructed
for testing in the T2 system, to determine the integrity of the
structure at full RF power. For these tests, the center
conductor of the CTR, normally riding at the bias voltage
potential, was connected to ground through a resistive network
and the HTM left in service. The voltage drop across the
network was monitored to determine the operational grid
currents and to determine the condition of the isolated grid

igure 2. structure, as absence of output voltage during the On pulse
(Not to scale) would indicate a shorted grid structure. No abnormalities were

observed during these initial tests, and another grid structure
RF DECOUPLING and CTR were constructed for installation on the TI system.

During the first months of operation two failures in the
The RF voltage generated at the inputs of the coaxes is area of the coax to grid interface were experienced. Shown in

reduced at the output end by employing an open ended, Figure 1, the clamps that secure the coax outer conductor to
resonant, 1/2 wave length line, constructed to terminate each the ground structure in this area were modified to increase the
of the eight coaxes in the center of the resonator and by the center conductor clearance to the grounded clamps. These
use of individual in-line resistors placed in series with each modified structures continued in service, under all operating
coax. To provide maximum burden to the generated RF, the conditions, with no further failures for over a year.
10 ohm in-line resistors are placed radially, as close as
possible to the minimum impedance point, defined at the BIAS SYSTEMS
center of the Coaxial Terminating Resonator. To reflect
minimum impedance to the grid-coax junction, the eight The bias system for TI is a simple full wave bridge power
coaxes are a 1/2 wave multiple from the grid to the in-line supply. The DC output voltage is adjusted by the input Variac
resistors. to ensure a cut-off condition for the TH-515 operating near

Designed for operation at 200 Mhz, the Coaxial Class B. The bias voltage increases during the pulse as
Terminating Resonator is the hub of the RF decoupling determined by the product of grid current and resistance plus
system. Shown in Figure 3, mounted on top of the Grid Bias the effect of the grid current charging the power supply output
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capacitors. In the pulse Off condition, the capacitors are parallel resistors that act as a shunt for monitoring the grid
discharged to the preset bias voltage by bleeder resistors. The currents during operation and 4 LEDs that indicate proper
value of the bleeder resistance is adequate to discharge any operation of each FET.
observed or calculated TH-515 grid currents. Quiescent voltage holding is easily obtained by the 1000

The T2 system is more complicated, as the available RF volt FETs; however, excessive transient voltages in the
drive is insufficient to overcome the fixed bias. However, the environment of high currents and fast switch times were a
new driver amplifiers3 under construction at this time are major concern. The circuit was modeled in Spice to ensure a
calculated to deliver enough power to operate the T2 system in fast and critically damped response. The 10 ohm resistors in-
a fashion similar to TI. At present, to compensate for the line with each coax from the grid going to the CTR are an
inadequate RF drive, the bias voltage is connected to ground integral part of the input impedance to the chosen pi filters,
through series transistors during the On pulse. The operating which are mounted on the back side of each FET circuit board.
grid voltage is determined by the product of grid current and all The filter output impedance is determined by the FETs and
the grid circuit resistances plus the voltage drop across the their associated series resistors.
series FETs. There are three primary circuit considerations
associated with the design of the FET circuits: HIGH POWER TESTS

* FET Current
* PET Voltage Another 6 Kw per operating hour is saved by reducing ,he
* Minimizing series circuit resistance plate supply voltage for the TH-515 and TH-516 by 10 Kv to

operate at 30 Kv and by the Tl system efficiency, which was
dramatically increased by the addition of fixed bias.

The system did not run long before more breakdowns in
the area of the grid to coax interface on the grid structure were
observed. The metal clamp rings were replaced with Delrin
clamps and the structures have had no further failures. The
systems ran undisturbed for about three months when, in the
process of on-line testing a spare TH-516, pitting was
discovered on the operating tube in the area of the metal to
glass seal, near the tube anode. The area was wrapped with
Mylar tape. Later inspections revealed no further signs of
sparking in the area or through the tape. The HTM system
was reinstalled to prevent potential tube damage while a new
anode corona shield is being machined. The new shield has not
been installed as of this date.
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ABSRACT amplifier stage. The benefits of this change are simplified
cavity construction, reduced bias system requirements, ease of

A 200Mhz intermediate power amplifier system, comprised maintenance, and tube replacement cost savings of - $800 per
of four separate chassis or cavity amplifiers is being developed tube.
as a driver stage for the Bevalac injector final RF amplifiers. The 3CPX800A7, chosen as the 7651 replacement tube, is
These amplifiers are intended to upgrade and replace the present an oxide coated cathode, high - mu triode provided by Varian,
systems with an expected increase in the available RF output ETMAC. The initial calculations using 3CPX800A7 tube
power and the system reliability while reducing the associated curves predict 14db gain with 5 Kw of RF output power.
operating costs. The system construction, design, and initial
high power test results will be presented.

The 200 Mhz intemediate power amplifier cart is designed
as a self contained, tum-key system to provide amplification
from the 10 milliwatt to the 300Kw level in four stages.

The initial stage is a 200 Watt, solid state, RF amplifierwith 44 db of gain. The two succeeding stages are cavity
amplifiers that incorporate vacuum tubes manufactured by
Varian, Power Grid Division. The first of the tube type ... *" t"

amplifiers is driven by the 200 W amplifier and contains a
3CPX800A7 triode calculated to output a maximum of 5 Kvw.
The next stage, driven by the 5 Kw amplifier, contains a
4CW25000B tetrode and is designed to drive the final
amplifier. While the 4CW25K stage is calculated to provide a
maximum output power of 50 Kw, the drive requirements of
the final stage are quite modest by comparison. This feature
should provide for conservative operation.

The final stage is designed to operate with either a Varian E911
4CWl00000e or a TH535 manufactured by Thomson-CSF.
The final stage gain, using the 4CWI0OKe, is calculated to be The 3CPX800A7, the grid circuit enclosure, and the anode
13 db at approximately 300 Kw output. Using the Thomson circuit resonator are shown in Figure 1. Attached to the
tube, the stage gain is calculated to be slightly greater, coaxial resonator are the anode frequency tuner and the RF
however the maximum achievable RF output power is output and mr iitor connectors.
approxiwately 300 Kw. The amplifier is designed to run class B, RF grounded grid

All the amplifiers, with their associated electronic and DC grounded cathode. RF grounding of the grid is
suppli.s, cooling systems, interlocks, and status indicator accomplished by sandwiching the insulated grid plate between
panels, are installed in a single 6 foot roll-around rack. The ground planes. The grid-cathode RF input circuit is designed to
rack is constructed of two standard 19 inch double sided racks provide adjustment free, wideband operation from 195 Mhz to
mounted back to back. 205 Mhz, with an input SWR of less than 2:1. The input

circuits are "factory tuned" for minimum SWR at 200 Mhz by
5 Kw AMPLIFIER use of novel tuning devicesl located within the grid-cathode

enclosure. With the exception of the anode connections, all
The 5 Kw amplifier is intended to replace an RCA 7651 signal, control and power supply voltages are interfaced to or

from the amplifier via plugs mounted on the enclosure.
* This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy At the design frequency, the tuning devices present positive
Research, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Materials Sciences to negative continuously adjustable input reactances. Each
Division of the U.S. Department of Energy, under contract device is shunted by a choke to redistribute the reactance
No. DE-AC03-76SF00098.
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 715



tuning range and to provide a path for anode retupq currnet. In case is a line >1/4 <1/2 wave lengths. Refering to the article2
circuit, the devices perform as double stub tuners. by Robert Sutherland and William Barkley it can be seen that

this is an alternative method to obtain self-neutralization.
HIGH POWER TESTS

The anode cavity resonance was adjusted at each of the
operating frequencies listed. The amplifier input impedance
was adjusted during full power operation at 198.965 Mhz. No
other adjustments were made during the tests.

Frequency 198.9 Mhz 195 Mhz 205 Mhz
Plate Volts 4 Kv 4 Kv 4 Kv
Grid Volts -27 V -27 V -27 V
Plate current 1.7 A 1.8 A 1.2 A
Grid current 28 ma 60 ma 3 ma
Power, DC input 6.8 Kw 7.0 Kw 4.6 Kw I
Power, RF input 232W 257W 119W
Power, RF output 4.8 Kw 5.2 Kw 3.0 Kw
Input SWR 1.5:1 1.4:1 1.8:1
Efficiency 70.6 % 73 % 65.5 %
Gain 13.2 db 13.1 db 14.5 db

50KW AMLIFIER

The 50 Kw amplifier is intended to replace a second RCA
7651 amplifier stage. In addition to most of the previously
described benefits, this replacement significantly increases the
available RF drive power to the 300 Kw amplifier.

As the Bevalac has many 4CW25000Bs in service, it was
chosen as the 7651 replacement tube. This tetrode, employing
a thoriated tungsten fdament/cathode, has recorded filament life
times in excess of 40000 hours. In addition to the the long
filament life times, the 4CW25K is a commonly rebuilt tube.
These features should dramatically reduce the operating costs _

of this stage. The initial calculations using 4CW25K tube
curves supplied by Varian predict 10db gain with 50 Kw of
RF output power.

The 50 Kw amplifier is mounted in the roll around rack on
slides to provide easy access for the maintenance or tuning of
the components mounted on the amplifier support plate. These
components include the 5 Kw amplifier, a 50 ohm dummy Eig"2
load, the 4CW25K plate supply voltage divider, the filament (Not to scale)
voltage Variacs for the 4CW25K and 3CPX800, and the input
impedance tuners for the 50 Kw amplifier. With the exception 50 KW HIGH POWER TESTS
of the 50 Kw and final stage outputs, all the amplifier input
and output connections and the dummy load connection are Frequency 198.9 Mhz 195 Mhz
brought to the front panel, where each stage may be tested, Plate volts 10 Kv 10 Kv
loaded, or configured for normal operation. Screen volts 750 V 750 V

The 50 Kw amplifier mechanical layout shown in Figure 2 Grid volts -400 V -400 V
is not to scale but does approximate the adjustable 3/4 wave Plate current 7.4 6.4 A
resonant anode and half wave resonant grid circuits, the RF Screen current 600 ma 480 ma
output assembly, the anode RF bypassing and the fixed Grid current 180 ma Not measured
frequency screen-control grid resonator. The resonant frequency Power, DC input 74 Kw 64 Kw
of this circuit directly affects the anode to grid circuit Power, RF input 5.0 Kw 4.6 Kw
isolation. The isolation, measured at -2 db with the grid Power, RF output 53 Kw 44 Kw
grounded at the socket, was increased to -47db by terminating Input SWR 1.1:1 1.5:1
the grid as described. The capacity, GI to G2, is shunted by Gain 10.2 db 9.8 db
the reflected impedance of the shorted resonator, which in this Efficiency 71.5 % 68.8 %
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300 KW AMPLIFIER required. RF generated tracking could be observed between the
layers of fiber glass at the outer edge. A new and as yet

The final amplifier stage is intended to replace the original untested board has been constructed of a solid dielectric in
RCA 4616 with either a 4CW100Ke or a TH535. Both hopes of relieving this problem before incurrag the costs of a
replacement tubes have thoriated tungsten filament/cathodes copper deposited, Teflon board.
and were cheaper than the 4616. The two tubes of different The most meaningful high power test was performed when
origin were chosen as a hedge against future manufacturing
cost increases or lack of availability. The confidence to proceed we suce eratd the IA Kw syste withwas given by the success of our European colleagues in highest power requirements, using the 300 Kw amplifier with
testing tubes of different manufacture3 in the same basic the 4CWIOOKe installed. The high power test datafe anc 3 idocumented below were taken with the amplifier loaded by a
structure. 50 ohm water load. The data does not reflect any output power

The 4CW100Ke mechanical layout shown in Figure 3 is limitation associated with the 300 Kw amplifier but rather the
not to scale but does approximate the 3/4 wave resonant anode drive limitations of the 7651 amplifier. The poor efficiency is
and the adjustable half wave resonant grid circuit and the anode caused by the pulsed grid bias system. The addition of the 50
frequency tuning slugs. Kw amplifier should eliminate the need for the pulsed bias

To date only the 4CW100Ke has been operated at high system and increase the output RF power. As reported4,
power. Future operations with the TH535 will require a new higher output power from the 300 Kw amplifier may simplify
flange to interface the tube anode to the bottom plate, removal operation of the final amplifier associated with Tank 2 of the
of the tube socket adapter plate which is installed when using LINAC RF system. It is hoped that operation of the 300 Kw
the 4CWOOKe and replacement of two adapters in the grid- amplifier with the higher powered 50 Kw drive system will
cathode circuit. soon confirm this thought.

Plate volts 18.4 Kv

I Screen volts 2.2 Kv
Pulsed grid volts -340 V

__ M___1_Plate current 29 A
i = Screen current 1.8 A

Grid current No reading
Power, DC input 534 KwJ Power, RF input 12.2 Kw
Power, RF output 280 Kw
Input SWR 2.4:1
Gain 13.6 dbEfficiency 52.4 %
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New Design Concepts for Ferrite-Tuned Low-Energy-Booster Cavities

Georg Schaffer
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Abstract A similar booster (LEB) but for lower intensity and 10 Hz
repetition rate is included in the SSC injector scenario /51.

The design concepts for ferrite-tuned accelerating cavities Tables Ia and lb contain the main parameters of the rf
discussed in this paper differ from conventional solutions systems of some of these booster synchrotrons.
using thick ferrite toroids for frequency tuning. Instead, tuners
consisting of an array of ferrite-loaded striplines are investi- II. ORIGIN OF DIFFICULTIES
gate& These promise more efficient cooling and higher
operational reliability. Layout examples for the SSC-LEB rf The cavity reference design for the low-energy boosters of
system are presented (tuning range 47.5 to 59.8 MHz, TRIUMF and SSC is the quarter-wave cavity developed at Los
repetition frequency 10 Hz). Alamos (1984-87). It is shown in Fig. 1.

The use of low-loss microwave ferrites and application of
I. INTRODUCTION bias fields perpendicular to the magnetic rf fields made it pos-

sible to achieve much higher Q-values compared to cavities
Scenarios of very large proton accelerators and of medium- using NiZn.ferrites (Fermilab.booster). This has stimulated a

energy machines for very-high beam intensities usually con- considerable increase of gap voltages (up to and beyond 100
tan rapid cycling booster synchrotrons in their injector chains kV). Magnetic and dielectric losses were seen as limiting
in order to save on costly linac energy or to make use of exis- factors in the layout of booster (and main ring) rf systems
ting circular accelerators of high intensity but limited energy. /2,3,5-8/. Mean power densities of about 0.2 W/ccm were

The savings on the one side challenge an uppermost perfor- considered to be tle maximum values for stable operation /2/.
mance of the rf acceleration system in the follow-up machine: Besidts power and cooling limitations, however, another
very high acceleration voltages combined with rapid frequency limiting factor has to be taken into account: Partial discharge
tuning over a wide frequency range. The ff system of the (corona) between ferrite cores of the tuner /9/. Due to the high
FNAL booster and its upgrade / is our classical example. dielectric constant of the microwave ferrite (relative epsilon
18 ferrite-tuned double-gap cavities produce about I MV total about 14), the electric fieldstrength in small air gaps between
rf voltage, tuned in frequency from 30 to 53 MHz, and opera- ferrite cores is magnified by their relative dielectric constant.
ting with 15-Hz pulse trains. The 10-GeV Fermilab booster Taking Ed= 25 kV/cm as breakdown field in air, for exam.
synchrotron is the only one of its kind in operation. ple, a stack of six ferrite cores with a total height of about 15

Studies and proposals of accelerators for kaon factories /2-4/ cm would begin to show partial discharge beyond a voltage of
included boosters with a 32 to 11 % frequency swing in the 45 about 27 kV. The insertion of five layers of beryllia plates for
to 60 MHz range and repetition rates between 60 and 25 Hz. cooling purposes raises this limit to about 39 kV.

Table In. Comparison of Various Booster Cavity Data.

Machine SSC. TRIUMF- EHF- Fermilab-
LEB Booster Booster Booster

Energy Range (GeV) 0.6-11 0.45-3 1.2-9 0.2-10
Frequency Swing (MHz) 47.5 - 59.8 46.1 - 60.8 50.5 - 56 30.3 - 53.2
Peak Gap Voltage (kV) 88/117 max. 62.5 / 75 2 x 36 2 x 30

normal/extended op. normal/extended op.
DC Beam Current (A) max. 0.5 2.0 - 2.7 max. 2.55 max. 0.39
Cavity Length (in) -1.25 -1.23 -3.25 -2.4
RF Input Power / Cavity (kW) 77/119 22.5 - 93 100 - 300 100- 160
Tuning Speed 50 ms (10 4z) 10 ins (50 Hz) 20 ms (25 Hz) 67 ms (15 Hz)

& "l otal R F Lngtv . Machine Circumference.

Rumb'r of RIF Ca .ies 8 (single gap) 12 (single gap) 14 (double gap) 18 (double gap)
TontI Length, all cavities (m) -10 -15 -45.5 -43.2
Machine Circumference (in) 540 m 215.7 in 480 m 471 in
Fraction RIF, approx. (%) -1.85 -6.8 -9.5 -9.2

*Operated by the Universities Research Association under contract with the U.S. Department of Energy

U.S. Govermneat work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 7,18



The onset of partial discharge may not easily be realized. IV. AIRCOOLING
High reliability in operation can be assured if the cavity is
successfully tested with 50 % overvoltage, and if the compo- For modest average power losses in the ferrite tuner, air-
nents withstand a rise in temperature of 65 degree C. cooling may be applied as the most reliable cooling method.

High-power tests with cavities constructed according to /6/ With a tuner structure as described above, longitudinal flow of
and/8/have shown that imperfect discharges and insufficient air with strong turbulence around the inner edges of the cores
cooling will actually limit the operation of a ferrite-tuned ca- would be most efficient. If we extrapolate experience with
-vity to a low fraction of the design voltage. aircooled anodes of high-power electron tubes, it appears that

In the following, we will concentrate on possible improve- average power losses up to about 10 kW.caii be handled.
ments in both voltage holding and average power handling.

V. NUMBER OF CAVITY UNITS
III. BENEFITS OF AIRGAPS

Since the requirement of reliability overrides other design
The insertion of airgaps between ferrite cores offers two factors for the SSC low-energy booster, sufficient space for

beneficial effects: the breakdown voltage of the ferrite stack cavities is important. Table 1 shows that the LEB reference
rises rapidly with increasing gap height, and the dielectric design deviates by far from comparable booster designs as to
losses fall dramatically. In fact, they become negligible, the ratio total rf-structure length to machine circumference.

This is illustrated by Fig. 2. For a ferrite stack as shown in
Fig. 1, the replacement of 6-mm beryllia disks by airgaps VI. EDDY CURRENT EFFECTS
leads to a breakdown voltage of about 102 kV which would
solve the voltage problem. Beryllia (or alumina) spacers could The outer conductor of the ferrite tuner will be sloued in
be used on the periphery of the ferrite cores where the electric order to allow AC components of the bias field to penetrate
field is low. into the ferrite. It was difficult to develop an adequate solution

, ,,POWER TETRODE
4CW 150.00E 0.9 u.0#, sito f"1lnt

gsu4 lwngootoo*Mfoe fU .. of,, ll , ng,

It F. WINDOWS-- - - - -

COUPUNG CAPACITOR 0.7 - - - .

6 0.6 - -1I a Ila a a ow a

t E l 10 - .ng th h .n it.

BEAM AXIS 0.4 -- 2.4 ieb. ee a ,eca angt th no 0=0

" 0.3 - .u. n1 " Inrte i s

nFS F E T 5.2.

B 0.1 0.2 0. 0.4 .5 0.l 0.7 0.

Fig. 1. Ferrite-tned quarter-wave cavity designed by LANL, Fig. 2. Effect of airgap: gain in breakdown voltage,
chosen as reference design for TRIUMF and SSC. and reduction of dielectric ferrite losses.

FERIT T it y/GAP 0 6.9

BEAM AXIS

BIAS YOKE 0

BIAS COIL ....1 . . 3 0. 0. .

Fig. 3. Folded quaer-wave cavity with pillboy-ty tuner Fig. 4. Drift-tube resonator with lateral s voipline tuner.
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-for the TRIUMF booster (50 Hz) but a satisfying design was Stripline-type tuners may also be designed in coaxial or
found /10/. For the SSC-LEB (10 Hz), eddy current losses pillbox shape, see for instance Fig. 3 or proposals in /13/.
play a less important role (reduction by the square of the fre-
quency). However, the penetration of higher harmonics of the X. CONCLUSIONS
bias field still needs attention. Five ms after the beginning of
the acceleration cycle, the rate of rf frequency change reaches A variety of options discussed in this report permit substan-
its maximum of 1 MHz per ms. tial improvements on both voltage holding capabilities and

tolerable rf power levels of ferrite-tuned cavities for rapid-
VII. FOLDED QUARTER WAVE CAVITY cycling booster synchrotrons.

A more compact cavity design compared to Fig. 1 is shown XI. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
by Fig. 3. This is a folded quarter wave cavity. It may become
attractive for the SSC LEB which requires somewhat less fre- The author has profited from collaboration with colleagues
quency tuning compared to the TRIUMF booster. Note that from LANL, TRIUMF, FNAL, and SSCL in various "50-
there will be only one rf window instead of two in Fig. 1. MHz RF Workshops", by contributions from Bosch-ANT, as

well as from other Laboratories and Universities. Special
VIII. HOM DAMPING thanks should be added to Warren Funk and Jimmy Rogers for

valuable comments and support.
It is intended to use the type of HOM damper designed by

W. R. Smythe /11/ which can easily be incorporated in any XII. REFERENCES
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Injection locking of a long-pulse relativistic magnetrou
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Abstract
We report the injection locking results of a long-pulse I. The magnetron diode (SM2) has a large A-K gap (1.35

(200-400 ns) high power (20-30 MW) relativistic mag- cm) to prevent gap-closure and to enhance the power han-
netroh at 3.3 GHz. Phase-locking with reproducible locked dling capability of the structure. A thick velvet washer (5
angle is achieved with an injection power ratio as low as mm) is chosen for the phase locking experiment. Thicker
1:200. The locked states are phase stable to within :h30 cathodes have longer lifetimes and sustain the 2D-mode
during. the pulse. Phase locking physics is studied and structure better than thin washers.
important effects due to frequency pushing are identified.
The locking bandwidth and the dependence of final locked III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
phase on injection parameters are measured and are found
to agree well with theory. A. Operating characteristics

I. INTRODUCTION Figure 1 shows the time dependence of output mi-
crowave and the corresponding magnetron voltage. The

Phase-locking of a high power relativistic magnetron microwave duration ranges from 200 to 400 ns. The impcdance

oscillator has been a subject of intensive experimental 1-5 of the magnetron diode varies slowly with time, and no

and theoretical research. 6-9 Phase locking through the signs of impedance collapse (on the fast time scale) are ob-

injection of an external low power reference signal has the served. Microwaves are generated at the onset of the radial

following advantages. First, the same phase locking physics current, which is about 300-400 A Typical peak powers

applies to all the master-slave pairs and to the whole phase. are between 20 and 30 MW. The efficiency, namely the out-

locked array. No additional complication arises for phase- put power normalized to the total electron beam power, is

locking a large number of oscillators. Second, output phase about 16 percent. The efficiency can be improved by re-
and frequency can be controlled by adjustments made at ducing the axial current.
very low power levels. Third, several high power oscilla- 100- 5
tors can share the same low power driver, which is usually
sim ple and available at low cost. 0 ................................................................................

Injection locking, however, requires high power oscil- .1 1 30

lators with good mode and frequency stability, and with a ~
pulse length longer than the phase-locking time. This pa- .W

per describes the operation of such a long-pulse relativistic
magnetron oscillator system and its injection-locking. Sec- .300

tion II describes the apparatus used in the experiment. 0
Section III discusses the general operating characteristics M..: .v-
of the free running relativistic magnetron (III.A) and the 10
results of the phase locking experiment (II.B). Section IV 0 0.2 0.4 0.68 05 1 1'2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

TIME (sac)summarizes the main results of the phase locking study. (rmes 10E-6)

Figure 1 Operating characteristics of a free-running SM-
IT, APPARATUS 2 magnetron.

The transformer-based high power modulator produces B. Phase locking result
up to 500 MW, 2 ps pulses with a repetition rate of 5 lIz. 10

The high voltage pulses are delivered through the cathode The layout of the phase-locking experiment is shown
shank to the magnetron diode. The relativistic magnetron schematically in figure 2. Microwave radiation is extract .l
diode is located at the center of the bore of a superconduct- from the interaction region through a high power circulator
ing magnet capable of generating uniform DC fields up to with 20 dB isolation. The power from the tunable 1 M\W
22 kG. Microwave output is extracted radially in waveg- RF driver is injected through the same circulator into the
uide through the radial access holes in the superconducting main oscillator. A 20 dB isolator is placed between the
magnet. The experimental parameters are listed in Table driver and the circulator so that the overall isolation is 40
0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 ©IEEE 751



dB. The isolation prevents the driver from being locked by stringent criterion of ±3' to define the phase-locked states,
AM's leakage power. typically the locked duration is between 100 and 300 ns.

The shot-to-shot reproducibility of the final locked phase
MAGNET angle is better than 4-20 .

BMAX222kG

HIGH POWER The results of a large number of experiments involv-
MODULATOR ing various injection frequencies (ranging from -10 MHz to
700kV, 700A RELATIVISTIC PO 25 MW 10 MHz) and injection power ratios (ranging from 1:1000

Ip$s, 4Hz MAGNETRON to 3.3GHz to 1:10) are compiled in figure 4. The solid squares in
the figure stand for the cases phase-locked states are iden-
tified. The blank squares represent those cases when no
phase-locking occurs. A magnetron-specific phase-locking

Lmodel was developed in reference 6 using the standard
20d Isolotion equivalent-circuit approach and takes into account the fre-

t HIGH POWER quency pushing effect. The model predicts a locking-bandwidth

iIMW r LODwider than that in convenLwonal locking theory

Aw 2QW - JPs VT
fl1 DETECTOR In the equation, Au is the locking frequency range, w0 is

the free-running oscillator frequency, a is the frequency
PI Po pushing parameter,6 and P, and Pi are the oscillator out-

Figure 2 Schematic of the phase-locking experiment, put and input power, respectively. The 1/cosa factor is

Clear signs of phase locking are observed. Figure 3 the attributed to the frequency pushing effect in RMs.

is an example of such a phase-locked shot. The driver
signal Pi (middle trace) is monitored before injection into 0.12 it 45

the circulator. The upper trace shows the high power RF 0/a

from the RM riding on top of a low power injection p!ateau. 0.10 0 0 \ \ /
The bottom trace in figure 3 shows the evolution of the 0.08 0 . . /
relative phase. During the absence of the RM signal (for 0 80 l * * * 0

example, in the time interval between 0.9 and 1.1 ps) the a oL o
phase detector measures the relative phase between the - a o \ U 0000

driver signal and its own image - the low power plateau. 0.04 - 0 o . . 00

The result is a relative phase constant in time. We use a0 a E * • 0

this as a reference state at 00. When theRM turns on 0.02 000 00 o a aaa 0

at 1.15 ps, the relative phase is pulled to a new angle at 0 , - *: . 0

12 . This new phase angle is reproducible from shot to 000 
shot and defines a phase locked state which relaxes back -12 -8 -4 0 1 8 12

to the reference state at 00 when the RM is off. By using a Iequency Difleieu (MIz)

270- 20 Figure 4 Map of the phase-locking zone.

225-

0{0

18 RP- 10

135 :,.. .. .. .. .. . ...,, -,,-'.- . .

go- ~ Drier-11

t~45- 
-10

0- -20 The two solid curves in figure 4 are the locking zone
-45- - Phase boundaries predicted by (1) the Adler's condition with fre-

-3 quency pushing effect coirection and (2) the Adler's condi-
0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 tion alone. The data points are consistent with the theory

(Tmes IoE-6) curve described by the above equation with a pushing pa-

Figure 3 Example of a phase-locked shot. rameter a of 0.45.6
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Cyclotron Autoresonance Maser (CARM) Amplifiers for RF Accelerator Drivers
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Abstract C. Description of a CARM

Cyclotron autoresonance maser (CARM) amplifiers are un- The CARM is similar to a gyrotron, except that the clec-
der investigation as a possible source of high-power (>100 tromagnetic wave propagates with a phase velocity close to
MW), high-frequency (>10 GHz) microwaves for powering the speed of light. The CARM typically employs relativistic
the next generation of linear colliders. A design for a high- electron beams with pitch angles (a = v./v,) smaller than
power, short pulse, 17.136 GHz CARM amplifier, utilizing a that of the gyrotron. However, unlike gyrotrons and free-
500 kV linear induction accelerator, is presented. electron lasers, there are few experimental demonstrations of

the CARM [8,9,10].
I. INTRODUCTION In design of a high-peak power CARM amplifier, the elec-

tron beam energies which result in the most attractive operation
are typically in the 0.5 - 2 MeV range. Consequently, beam

A. Next Generation Collider Requirements generation for a high-power CARM amplifier is well suited
to two accelerator technologies. Both high-voltage (500 kV

The next generation of TeV ee- linear colliders of reason- - 1 MV) SLAC-type pulse modulators and linear induction
able length and cost will require [1,2,3] at least an order-of- accelerators can be used for e-beam generation. For CARM
magnitude increase in the accelerating gradient above the - designs based on induction accelerators, the peak beam powers
10-20 MeV/m that is presently achieved using conventional and beam pulse duations result in the generation of rf pulses
S-band klystron drivers. In order to obtain these accelerat- which are already well suited to the requirements of future
ing gradients, the RF peak power and frequency must be in- colliders. It addition, a unique feature of CARM amplifiers
creased substantially. The RF peak power breakdown limit is that use a bifilar helical wiggler to spin-up the electron beam
increased by increasing the frequency and decreasing the RF is that the wiggler can be designed so that the phase stability
pulse length. of the CARM is substantially enhanced.

At present, designs for the next generation collider have We have completed the design study of an induction accel-
settled on 17.136 0Hz as a i'asonable choice for the oper- erator driven CARM amplifier with a 500 kV electron beam,
ating frequency [4,5,6]. The typical peak power that will be and we are currently assembling such a CARM amplifier. This
required per source is in the 500 MW to 1 GW range, with ff design is attractive for a proof-of-principle CARM amplifier
pulse lengths in the neighborhood of 25-50 ns [4,5]. For such experiment. Results of the design study, as well as final design
a design, accelerating gradients may be on the order of 200 parameters, are presented in this paper.
MeV/m.

RF sources capable of fulfilling all of the requirements of II. THEORY
these accelerators do not yet exist. Stanford's two mile linear The CARM interaction occurs when electrons undergoing cy-
accelerator, SLAC, is powered by S-band klystrons; however, clotron motion in an axial magnetic field (B =d B r ) in-
SLAC operates at 2.86 (Hz. Because klystrons are very dif- clot wit an electro magnetic e ( B w w ) in.ficut to operate above ,,,10 0Hz, alternative high power RF teract with an electromagnetic wave (co, k) with wavevector
sources need to be investigated, nearly parallel to the axial field B. The resonance condi-tion is then (o - k, v, = sQt, where s is the harmonic num-

B. Promising Sources ber and fQ is the relativistic cyclotron frequency defined by
Q, =_ flco/ = q, B/y moc. The well-known resonance condi-

Promising sources that may replace the klystron for driv- tion for the CARM is thus (o = sflo/;(i - 3-/ 3ph) where y
ing the next generation linear collider are gyroklystrons, free and [3, are the electron energy and velocity in the i direction.
electron lasers (FELs), and Cyclotron Autoresonance Maser The wave phase velocity is given by = v_, /c = (0/ck,. As
(CARM) amplifiers [7,6]. These masers have the potential is apparent from the resonance condition, the CARM is capable
to operate as high-gain, high-efficiency, high-power amplifiers of operation at a large Doppler upshift from the cyclotron fre-
in the frequency regime applicable to this next generation of quency (in contrast to the gyrotron). For To > 1, PL±o -z: 1/0,
colliders. and o3ph _ 1, there is a yo2 frequency upshift from the relativis-
0-7803-0135-8191S01.0) ©IEEE
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tic cyclotron frequency 0, (or a yo upshift from the nonrel- of the short pulse length of the induction linac, it is unclear
tti'.istic cycltion frequency, fl0o). For the numerical results how much of a problem absolute instabilities will pose. The
given here, we consider only CARM operation at the funda- convective instability may still be able to dominate the abso-
mental of the cyclotron frequency (s = 1). lute instability for values of /e, > 1. However, the CARM

amplifier design is based on operation for values of e/e, just
Ill. DESIGN below 1. With such a coupling value, it is clear from Fig. 1

that higher detunings yield higher efficiencies, however Fig. 1
A. Introduction does not plot efficiencies for A > 0.4 because the efficiency

falls off rapidly.We have completed the design of a CARM amplifier uti-
!lizing a 500 kV linear induction accelerator (LIA) [11]. The
CARM amplifier has been designed to run in the TE1 mode .® 5 00 kY, 600 A, TE11, Pd8 0 0 W O 17.1G GHz
at 17.136 GHz. A three period bifilar helical wiggler with a 0-o,.. a00.,/,1A-A-1 ~.3t eam@/*,-I
wiggle wavelength of 9.21 cm and a field of up to 50 G will a-t,-.4... 1/.4-

be used tospin-up the electron beam. Other parameters from ooo 8 -,a.o.,,.,/C-a
the experiment are listed In Table 1. 0 U m-m-A, m C/o Ca

______ _____ _____1800

Parameter Design Value - ..-. A-
10.00. 2=::--&:- t--0-

Beam Energy 500 keV
Beam Current, Ib 500 A-0.3 -2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.3 0. 0.4 0.5
Pulse Length 30 ns "m a
Beam Pitch, ao = P/.Lo/f 0.4 Figure 1: CARM amplifier efficiency.
Frequency, o)/2x 17.136 GHz
Mode TE11
Waveguide Radius, r, 1.3 cm 600 K 5qO A. TE11. Pd=800 W0 17.136 Ws
Phase Velocity, Ph 1.088 00 kV. 0APt0
Guide Field, Bo 3.06 kG A-Aav-t.3 m.,/g.
Detuning, A 0. 0.5 o-o-.4 m. c/,e.I

Input Power, &1m 800 W *-*-AW:1., r.,-
Est. Velocity Spread, u ,/p, < 1.6% 050 -n 1- - m . l/, 2 -6 0 -9 . A0 --

Energy Spread, ay/y < 1.6% 0.45 _,,Efficiency, 1, untapered 13.5% (a,, = 0) -. A-,. _ -

9.3% (ap, = 0.02) 0.0 °-"--
Output Power, Pt 33.6 MW (ap,= 0) . A -. . ' ....

23.3 MW (ap, = 0.02) o.os
Saturation Length, zt 0.93 m (, = 0)

1.01 m (op. = 0.02) 0.30 . I I-0.01 -0.3I -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 Oat 0.6
Gain 46.2 dB (ap, = 0) MUNINo A

44.6 dB (-, = 0.02)
44.6_dB______=_0.02)Figure 

2: CARM amplifier beam pitch.

Table 1: CARM amplifier design parameters. C. Phase Stability

We have demonstrated through simulations that a CARM
B. Efficiency Optimization amplifier that utilizes a bifilar helical wiggler to increase the

pitch of the electron beam can be optimized to have excellent
Figs. 1, 2, and 3 show how the efficiency, the beam pitch, phase stability. By setting the wiggler guide field and wig-

and the saturation length of the CARM amplifier vary with gle field to the right values, the correlation between yo and
detuning. Different curves in the figures represent different l.o runs exactly tangent to the zero phase shift curve for the
values of coupling and of waveguide radius. The value of E/e, CARM interaction, as shown in Fig. 4. This dramatically
indicates how close the interaction is to the theoretical thresh- enhances the phase stability of the CARM amplifier. Fig. 5
old for excitation of an absolute instability, with E/e, = 1 shows the optimal phase stability results. For the design pa-
corresponding to this threshold. For e/t > 1, the interac- rameters of Table 1, a phase stability of ±0.8 is predicted
tion is further prone to excite an absolute instability. Because over a voltage variation of ±1%.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS500 KV 500 A, TEI 1. Pd=8 0 0 W 0 17.136 (Ma
100.0-0Rft.2 0. .1(0-1 The CARM amplifier is a promising source of high frequency
120.00 2 cm, /CA'.1 radiation for future linear colliders. Intetaction efficiencies are

9-9RV-1.2 am. r/r,2 predicted to be in the 10-40% range, with higher efficiencies
11.0 ARw-M. cm. r/r,=2 attainable by magnetic field tapering.
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,Analysis and Optimisation of RF Power-Klystrons by FCI-Code

E.-G. Schweppe, E. Demmel and H. Seifert
Philips RHW, Hamburg

and
S. Isagawa, T. Shintake and M. Yoshida

National Laboratory of High Energy Physics, KEK
1-1 Oho, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki-ken, 305 Japan

Abstract high power klystrons is possible
today.

FCI- ield Charge Interaction
code is a 2 1/2 dimensional parti-
cle-in-cell simulation program dedi- II. Calculation
cated to analyse and design high
power klystron amplifiers. The code Taking the 6 cavity, 1.1 MW PHILIPS
simulates the electron beam motion YK1303 klystron as an example the
with cylindrical symmetry, by taking power of the particle-in-cell code
into account the space-charge FCI developed by T. Shintake at KEK
fields, RF-cavity and external focu- [1] will be demonstrated.
sing magnetic fields. The cavity
voltages and the output power are
determined by solving the circuit lystron Simulation
equations selfconsistently. Simula-
tions of real tubes give better un- W Magnet field
derstanding in beam dynamics and Wohkingae Bz on axis
lead to improvements in stability mesh size PE2
and efficiency. Examples of simula- Beam data Cavity data
tions compared with measured data of Volo density fdigapR/QQL
high power klystrons are presented. EGUN SUPERFISH

I. Introduction

Since the entrance of digital com- FCI
puters in the 60'th a lot of compu- MESH
ter codes for simulation of particle MAGNE I
movements forced by static electric CAVITY
and magnetic fields have been deve- BAM
loped and presented (SLACTRAY/EGUN, BEAM
EBQ, INP, DEMEOS, TRACE, etc.). La-
ter on computer codes using disc
models have been introduced to cal- Output power Particle Particle
culate the interaction behavior of Cavity voltage distribution energy
linear beam tubes (DISK, LPDISK, Efficiency J(bunching) distribution
etc.). But these codes were restric-
ted to small signal simulation, be-
cause they did not take into account
radial forces of space charge due to Figure 1. FCI-CODE Input and Output
bunching effects. The latest deve-
lopments in computer simulation for The code's working area is restric-
particle accelerators lead to parti- ted to the RF-section of a klystron.
cle-in-cell codes where the forces This area and the mesh size is de-
and movement of so called "superp- find by MESH routine. The MAGNET
articles" are calculated. With these routine calculates the two-dimensio-
codes a large signal simulation of nal focusing field from on-axis mea-

O-7803-0135-891$01.0© @IEEE 757



sured or calculated (Poisson, PE2D) good agreement with the simulation.
data. The cavity fields inside the
drift-tube regions are determined by
CAVITY routine from data as f , Pout/ w PcovkW0drivp 1200 - - - 240

gap position and size, and harmonic
number. oo0 200

From beam voltage and current, beam
radius and slope (calculated by eoo/ 160

EGUN), drive frequency and power,
and cavity parameters R/Q, QL and f0 0  -/ - -20

(calculated by Superfish) BEAM rou- j -0

tine MODE-I determine the beam ad- 400
mittances Yb seen by the cavities. 200 - - -

See Fig. 1. b 200 40

0 --- -- --

With these Yb as input parameters 0 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

BEAM MODE-2 finally simulates the
particle trajectories and calculates -ft PouIS....o PoS.PYC13,#,,o0

all cavity voltages and output (S~..i -- Po.Y t303lI3(E,

power.

Figure 3. Power Simulation YK1303
III. Results

The influence of harmonic cavity
Fig. 2 shows 4 "snap shots" of beam tuning on output power is shown in
profile for the YK1303 at Pd = 70W Fig. 4. Also in this case the simu-
and output power P0 = 1 MW. Time lated data show good agreement with
separation is one-quarter RF-cycles. measured data.
In this presentation the bunching
effect can be studied.

YK1303 Pdrive:const.

Time: 0 T/A T/2 3T4 PoutlkW E31kV

€,. . 100 30

- _ ___
000 -~A. - -- 3

400 --- 20

200 10

0 0
1000 t00$ 1010 1015 1020 1025

(3/Mflz

P.. I+ 6 - 210Iolm-a

Figure 2. Beam Profile YK1303 Figure 4. Detuning harmonic cavity

Fig. 3 is a result of 7 calculations CPU-time for executing CAVITY and
at varying input power. The gap vol- BEAM MODE-2 routines takes about 2h
tages of 4th and 5th cavity show on APOLLO 4500 work station.
good linearity, while output power
is saturated at a drive power of
70W. The measured data of P0 show
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Numerical Simulation of the SLAC X-100 Klystron Using RKTW2D"

Robert D. Ryne
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA 94550

Arnold E. Vlieks
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, CA 94309

Abstract 3. time-dependent cavity excitation modelled using cir-
cuit equations

We have performed numerical simulations of the 4. treatment of standing wave (SW) cavities and travel-
X-100 klystron being developed at Stanford Linear Accel- 4. t ae o stiguaes
erator Center. The X-100 is being developed as a possible
source for the next generation of linear collider, and will Prior to executing the klystron codes, one must run
be required to produce A 100 MW of power for a duration SUPERFISH to calculate the eigenmodes of the cavities in
of ;S00 ns. Our simulations were performed using the the problem.2 (It is assumed that a single mode is dominant
simulation programs RKTW1ID and RKTW2D, developed in each of the cavities.) Furthermore, one must run a
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The codes preprocessor to interpolate the SUPERFISH data onto a
were used to investigate the operation of the klystron over uniform rectangular mesh that can be used by the klystron
a wide range of operating conditions. We will present codes. If there are TW structures in the problem, the TW
comparisons of the simulation results with experimental fields are calculated by appropriate superposition of the
results, standing wave SUPERFISH results,

The klystron codes have the ability to read in a

I. INTRODUCTION particle distribution generated by the electron gun code
EGUN. 3 The codes can also read in magnetic field data

The X-100 dystron, under development at the Stan. produced by the magnet design code FOISSON.
ford Linear Accelerator Center, is being developed as a The basic equations used by the klystron codes are
possible power source for the next generation of linear the single particle equations of motion and the circuit
collider.1 The X-100 is a 440 keV, 510 amp klystron that equations governing cavity excitation. The single parti-
operates at 11.4 0Hz. It will be required to produce s 100 cle equations of motion are the Lorentz force equations
MW of power for a duration of ,z800 ns; binary pulse using the longitudinal coordinate, z, as the independent
compression will result in a 500 MW, 100 ns rf pulse. So variable:
far, the klystron has produced 72 MW of power. dx

We have performed ID and 2D simulations of dj = v'/v.,
the X-100 with the simulation programs RKTWID and dy
RKTW2D. Our simulations, based on a simplified model = vV/vz
of the output cavity, predict that the klystron will produce do
72 MW of power at 440 keV and 450 amps. Below we -z = -/VZ
discuss the structure of the klystron codes and the details dv3, q/ 1
of our simulations. dz -I (+ X §X .E

11. KLYSTRON SIMULATION PROGRAMS '- =  C

RKTW1D and RKTW2D are computer programs that d7  q
simulate the operation of relativistic klystrons. Both codes dz = c2v
are time-dependent, and both assume that the fields in where 4 = wt. (Transverse motion is neglected in the
the problem are cylindrically symmetric. RKTW1D is a 1-d code.) .am induced cavity excitation is based on a
fast running, 1-dimensional code, while RKTV2D is a circuit equation for SW cavities or based on coupled cir-
slower 2-dimensioral code that more accurately models cuit equations for TW structures. Consider the analysis of
the physical system under consideration. The codes follow a TW structure. Assuming a single cavity mode is dom-
a train of RF bunche%, one at a time, through a klystron. inant, let the electric field in the nth cell of the structure
The codes have the following features: be given by

1. self-consistent beam-cavity interaction (F, t) = fn4( e -wt, (2)
2. sell-cons;stent space charge

Work supported by the US Department of Energy contracts W- where FC denotes an eigenmode with eigenfrequency w,,.
7405-EN'? 48 (LLNL) and DE-AC03-76SF00515 (SLAC) Also, let j denote the drive frequency of the klystron.

U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 760



The it is possible to show that the excitations fn are has an initial current of 500 amp. RKTW2D predicts that
governed by the following coupled equations 50 amps of current is spilled at the klystron entrance in

the 440 kV case, but only 10 amp is spilled in the 433
+ -+'- fn kV case. This accounts for why the code predicts more

QQf (3) power at 433 kV. The initial beam radius is slightly larger
~fd~~.yin the 440 kV case. Figure 5 shows the edge radius and

" n + nthe rms radius of the beam for the two cases. The radius
of the beam pipe is 4.7 m,

where Qn denotes the quality factor of the nth cell, Kn- 1

and I.+ denote coupling of the cell n to cell n - 1 and
cell n + 1, respectively, and J, denotes the RF current
associated with the beam. (For a SW cavity, the above set
of coupled equations is replaced by a single equation with
n=1 and with the coupling constants set equal to zero.)

AO F Fe (MW)
III. SIMULATION RESULTS - -• - SIugtiss (1-l4

The X-100 klystron consists of an input cavity, three x go. (0-t - - -"W
gain cavities, and an output cavity. The klystron operates Mmsawml e 4x
at 440 keV, 510 amp and at a frequency of 11.4 GHz. The 0 .
experimental results that we will discusi are based on a
double gap, standing wave output cavity. The double gap 4 --

cavity exhibits lower peak fields than a conventional single
gap cavity. However, the double gap cavity does not have 2:
cylindrical symmetry, so it cannot be modeled realistically
with our klystron codes. Instead, our simulation results are
based on a single gap output cavity. Two other important 200 2 150 176 3 316 360 678 400 415 480
features of our simulation are the following: (1) The sem votae
beam distribution used by RKTW2D was produced by
the electron gun program EGUN; (2) the magnetic field
profile used by RKTW2D was produced using POISSON. Figure 1 Output power as a function of

Our main results are summarized in Figure 1. Figure beam energy: simulation and experiment
1 shows the klystron output power as a function of beam
energy (using a fixed magnetic field profile), The crosses
denote experimental results; the dashed line denoted ld
simulation results and the solid line denotes 2d results.
At low power, RKTW1D and RKTW2D give nearly iden-
tical results, and both are comparable with experimental
values. At high power, both codes predict power levels
that are greater than or equal to the experimental results, P
with the 2d code showing better agreement than the ld 70
code. The main difference between the 2d results and the
experimental results is that the 2d results show a peak in 60
output power near 433 kV; however, as we will show be-
low, this is do to current loss in the 440 kV calculation 50
and not do to saturation of the klystron.

The time-dependent nature of our simulations is 40
shown in Figure 2. This figur shows the power output as 30
as a functions of time for the 440 kV case with a 75 W
drive. The klystron reaches steady state in less than 20 ns. 20

Figure 3 shows the RF current as a function of z at
440 kV for three drive powers, 35 W, 50 W and 75 W. 10
The peak rf current with a 75 W drive is 555 amp. A
similar plot for the 433 kV case shows that the peak rf 10 15 20 25 3 0 t (ns)
current is 615 amp.

Figure 4 shows the DC current as a function of z at
433 kV and 440 kV. In both cases, the EGUN input file Figure 2 Output power as a function of time QR--440 kV)
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50 Redge
P fi,= 75W 0.004
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o.1002 1:1

200 
/

433kV

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0 '(m) 0.05 0.1 0.i1 0.2 0.25

Figure 3 RF current as a function of z (E=440 kV) Figure 5 Edge radius and rms radius as a function of z

IV. Summary

We have performed numerical simulations of the X-
100 klystron using RKTW1D and RKTW2D. The sim-
ulation results are in good agreement with experimental
results. The simulation results are sensitive to the ini-
tial beam distribution, since the initial beam appears to
have a radius approximately equal to the pipe radius. In
the future we plan to do simulations of the X-100 with a

I (amp) traveling wave output structure.

433kV
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250 GHz Cold Tests for the LLNL CARM Experiment*

B. Kulke, M. Caplan, R. Stever
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

P. 0. Box 808, Livermore, California 94550
TE I1 mode at ten times the waveguide cutoff, or 250 GHz.

Absiract We designed, built, and fully characterized Bragg reflectors
with 150 and 300 sinusoidal, 25 A±m amplitude ripples. We

A cyclotron autoresonant maser (CARM) experiment also built a 300-ripple Bragg section with 45 A±m amplitude
has been designed and built for operation at 250 GHz, in con- corrugations, which was used as a standalone resonator in the
junction With the LLNL ARC induction linac. Beam parame, oscillator-amplifier configuration. This section was not cold
ters are 2 MeV, I kA, 30 ns. The RF structures tested consist tested because we had damaged the necessary diagnostic equip-
of 7 mIm dian, 9-18 cm long Bragg sections. These sections ment during earlier beam tests. The ripple period for all sec.
are eletroformed, with 50-90 A±m deep, sinusoidal ripples tions was 0.6 nmm.
spaced at half wavelength intervals. A shallow ripple depth is
essential in separating the desired, TEI 1 resonance from The Bragg sections were manufactured at LLNL. The
neighboring resonances that are excited by mode conversion, sinusoidal ripple contour was machined into an aluminum
We present code results and validating cold test data that illus- plating mandrel to a nominal precision of 100 microinches,
Irate the sensitivity of mode separation to ripple depth. We using a diamond tool leaving a 16-microinch surface finish.
also present design calculations and calibration data at 250 This mandrel was then copper plated and etched away to leave
0Hz for a 2 m long, microwave diffraction tank. the sinusoidal contour. The Bragg section was then machined

to the correct length and the waveguide flanges were attached.
I, INTRODUCTION For the 45-j.tm ripple section, the copper plating was made

sufficiently massive to allow direct machining of the flanges,
The LLNL CARM experiment was intended to thus avoiding the thermal stresses and possible distortion due

demonstrate the generation of high-power millimeter waves to soldering.
near 250 GHz, using the 2 MeV, 1 kA, 30 ns beam at the
ARC facility as an energy source, The choice of frequency was Analytical expressions for the single-mode reflection
dictated by the potential application as a high-power source for coefficients of a Bragg section are available. 1 While these are
current drive and disruption control in Alcator-C, an ongoing quite useful for yielding design approximations quickly, they
tokamak experiment. The use of Bragg reflectors in a wave- tend to be in error when there is significant Bragg reflection in
guide environment is well understood-1 although their applica- more than one mode. A more accurate model can be had with a
tion at 250 GHz is new, and poses some challenging fabrica- coupled-mode theory and simulation code developed by M.
tion problems. The Bragg reflectors can be used either as stand- Caplan, which self-consistently considers both forward and re-
alone resonators or as reflective terminations bracketing a flected wave components of two or more coupled waveguide
smooth-walled resonator section. We used the first configura- modes in the presence of wall discontinuities. It turns out that
tion for the CARM experiment, in an oscillator-amplifier con- in order to achieve good separation in frequency between the

figuration.2 The microwave power generated was allowed to desired, pure TEII reflection region and the adjacent, undesir-
radiate into a diffraction tank; the design of this tank is dis- able TMII region, it is necessary to use a large number of
cussed in the latter part of this note. shallow ripples. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, which plots the

theoretical, reflected power vs. frequency for a Bragg section
II. BRAGG SECTION DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE with varying ripple number and depth. Figure 2 shows our

cold test setup. In order to avoid trapped modes, we coupled the

A cylindrical waveguide can be made into a Bragg sec. open Bragg section quasioptically to the detector horn, which

tion by corrugating sections of wall with sinusoidal ripples was placed well into the far-field region. The Bragg section

that are spaced one-half wavelength apart. Minute reflections partly reflects the incident TE 11 power and partly converts it

from each ripple add up in phase so that by using a large into the TMl 1 mode; however, the latter has a null on axis
enough number of ripples, an arbitrary amount of reflection of and is not dete~ted by the receiver, so that the converted power
the microwave signal may be achieved, essentially without af. simply registers as more insertion loss. Figure 3 shows the
fecting the waveguide cross section available for, e.g., electron measured insertion loss obtained with a 300 ripple, 25 Ai
beam passage. Increasing the ripple depth results in greater re- section; the agreement with the theory is seen to be quite
flectivity, but also enhances mode conversion and hence must good. This result was replicated accurately with two separate,
be done with caution. For the CARM experiments, the beam identical Bragg sections, which attests to the accuracy of the
pipe diameter was chosen at 7 mm to allow propagation in the machining. Figure 4 shows similar data taken for a shorter

section (150 ripples); there is an amplitude disagreement on
the order of 10 dB with the theory which is not understood.
We also tested the insertion loss of a smooth-pipe section

EWork perfogb ed under the auspices of the U.S. Departcent of terminated by a short Bragg section at each end, and obtained
Energy by Lawrence Liverore National Laboratory under contract reasonable agreement with the three resonant peaks predictedNo.from the theory.
0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 OIEEE
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Fig. 1. Two.mode calculation of TE and TM mode reflected power, for different ripple parameters in a 7-mm.diam Bras section. Good
mode separation requires many ripples of small amplitude.
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Fig. 2. Apparatus used for insertion loss measurement on Bragg sections. A substitution method was used, with a smooth pipe section
u reference. Trapped modes were avoided by leaving the Bragg section open-ended.
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Fig.3. Calculated and measured insertion loss vs. frequency for a Fig.4. Calculated and measured insertion loss vs. frequency for a

300 ripple, 25 grm amplitude, 7.mm-diam Bragg section. 150 ripple, 25 g±m amplitude, 7.mm4iam Bragg section.
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I. DIFFRACTION TANK DESIGN AND
PERFORMANCE . CaWoeter ol

Tank lined wel Interchangeable 1anichoic materal wit 2, 0s Gxt
A sketch of the CARM diffraction tank is shown in \ Paobel array

Fig. 5. Microwave energy is generated in the CARM device Electron

collinear with the electron beam; the latter is deflected into the ,emovab,.
beam dump wall by means of 900 Gauss permanent magnet. I
The microwave beam is radiated from a 28-mm-diam aperture
at the upstream end of the beam dump. The lie2 contour of the e 1cion
quasioptical beam at 250 GHz will clear the end of the beam- magnet Row / pr
dump; the Ka band signal propagates as in overmoded wave. Broad band Iotatable ros

guide. Higher modes may exist and must be taken into account Pon

in interpreting the data. The 250 GHz diagnostic consists of PumpPon

two WR4 waveguide stubs, with or without gain homs, at the 4 - 183 Cm

back flange. A vacuum seal is achieved by means of a thin
mica washer and O-ring arrangement, clamped between the Fig.,. Sketch of CARM microwave diffraction tank.
WR4 flanges. Both stubs are rotatable to allow a polarization -_o_,_ ,
check. Additional attenuation is introduced by a collimating

aperture that slides into the tank from one end. Ka band power -15
is monitored by a WR28 waveguide stub that is positioned at
the -10 dB point of the main TE1 I lobe at 25 GHz. An add- 2

tidonal, uncalibrated monitoring port is drilled directly into the XX
beam dump wall. and is connected to a standard WR28 wave- ..
guide, vacuum window. _X ,

Prior to fabrication of the actual diffraction tank, we .. 4t

simulated the configuration on an optical bench, using the
same transmitter-receiver combination shown in Fig. 2. Using __ __ _

a simple, free-space transmission model, with standard expres. '*0 40 so 120 160 200 240
sions for antenna gain, we were able to predict the measured, Range. ern
250 0Hz transmission loss within 2-5 dB, even for the case -Ca"lAulate )( Measured

where the collimating aperture was inserted (Figs. 6,7). On a
the actual tank, ft overall attenuation was measured by direct Fig.6. Calculated and measured attenuation vs. range, for simulited
substitution, yielding 32-38 dB at Ka band and 30.36 dB at diffraction tank geometry, without collimating aperture.
246-254 GHz, depending on the collimator aperture.
Agreement with the theory was very poor for the off-axis at.; -0
tenuation at Ka band, and within 10 dB at 250 GHz. The
greater, measured values at 250 GHz agree more closely with 15

the calculated attenuation for the TE12 mode, ard this may -20

indicate substantial mode conversion, e.g., at the wall discon- -25
tinuity near the beginning of the beam dump.

IV. CONCLUSION -3g

Insertion loss measurements at 250 GHz on two, 300
ripple, 25 pm amplitude, 7 mm diam, Bragg sections gave ex- 4

cellent agreement with the theory. Similar measurements with -So 20 40 60 80 100 120 140

sections of half that length gave good agreement in terms of Rng Iis to hom. cm
the frequency range but yielded an insertion loss that was klaat 00 CM
some 10 dB greater ta the model predicted. We believe this A- caMe (ur e)z

may be due to poorer mode separation and stronger mode cou- Fig.7. Calculated and measured attenuation vs. range from colli.
pling for the shorter section. Attenuation measurements at 250 mating aperture to receiver, simulated diffraction t-k geometry.
GHz made on an optical-bench replica of the CARM diffrac. V. REFERENCES
tion tank gave agreement with modeling predictions within 2-5
dB. Measured loss on the actual tank was 10 dB greater than (1] V. L. Bratman, G. G. Denisov. N.S. G.nzburg, and M. I.
predicted, probably due to mode conversion at the beam dump Petelin, "FEL's with Bragg Reflection Resonators: Cyclotron
discontinuity. Autoresonance Masers Versus Ubitrons," IEEE 1. Quantum

Electronics QE.19. p. 282. 1983.

[2] B. Kulke, M. Caplan, D. Bubp, T. Houck, D. Rogers, D.
Trimble, R. VanMaren, G. Westenskow, D. B. McDermott. N.
C. Luhmann. Jr., and B. Danly, 'Test Results from the LLNL
250 GHz CARM Experiment," this Proceedings.
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Test Results from the LLNL 250 GHz CARM Experiment*

B. Kulke, M. Caplan, D. Bubp, T. Houck, D. Rogers, D. Trimble,
R. VanMaren, G. Westenskow

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

D. B. McDermott, N. C. Luhmann, Jr., UCLA

B. Danly, MrT/PFC

Abstrac focussed into a 12-mm-diam pipe immersed in a 10 kG, axial
guide field provided by the superconducting magnet, where a

We have completed the initial phase of a 250 GHz 30.50 G transverse field generated by a bifilar wiggler converts
CARM experiment, driven by the 2 MeV, 1 kA, 30 ns some of the axial into transverse momentum. After leaving
induction linac at the LLNL ARC facility. A non-Brillouin, the wiggler, the electrons undergo further momentum
solid, eiectron beam is generated from a flux-threaded, conversion as the beam drifts into the 25-30 kG, high-field
thermionic cathode. As the beam traverses a 10 kG plateau plateau where the RF interaction takes place inside a 7-mm-
produced by a superconducting magnet, ten percent of the beam diam pipe. The RF circuit here consists of a single, 18-cm-
energy is converted into rotational energy in a bifilar helix long Bragg section followed by a 20 cm long, smooth-walled
wiggler that produces a spiraling, 50 0, transverse magnetic amplifier section, all positioned inside the 40 cm long, high-
field. The beam is then compressed to a 5 mm diameter as it field plateau. The Bragg section supports a standing wave, and
drifts into a 30 kG plateau. For the present experiment, the thus can act as a self-contained cavity oscillator. For a
CARM interaction region consisted of a single Bragg section nominal Q = 500, the calculated start-oscillation threshold is
resonator, followed by a smooth-bore amplifier section. Using 200 A. Calculated cavity fill times are in the 20-30 ns range.
high-pass filters, we have observed broadband output signals The entire RF section is contained inside an aluminum
estimated to be at the several megawatt level in the, rnge 140 strongback that functions as the vacuum envelope. The
to over 230 GHz. This is consistent with operation as a configuration shown in Fig. 1 has a pair of Bragg sections
superadiant amplifier. Simultaneously, we also observed K. bracketing a smooth-walled resonator section; this arrangement
band power levels near 3 MW. was tried initially but was damaged due to beam strike and

overheating. Table I summarizes the experimental parameters
I. INTRODUCTION for the single-Bragg configuration.

The LLNL CARM project has been aimed at The diffraction tank is designed as a calibrated, high-
developing a high-power source for current drive and disruption power attenuator. The microwave beam is dissipated in thecontrol in Alcator-C, an ongoing tokamak experiment, and it Eccosorb AN-72 absorptive lining. For the initial experiment,is this potential application that dictated the choice of the tank was calibrated only for the TH1l mode at 250 GHz
frequency. High-power radar applications also are of interest, (on.axis port positioned at the downstrtun flange) and 25-40
although these would generally be at lower frequencies. As GHz (waveguide stub located off axis). An auxiliary,
high-power drive sources are difficult to find at 250 GHz, the uncalibrated, broadband port is attached directly to the
experiment was configured as a self-contained beamdump; a small, immersible turning mirror is used to
oscillator/amplifier combination. The experiment was fielded deflect energy from the narrow, 250 GHz beam into this
at the ARC induction linac facility at LLNL, 1 using a diagnostic. The measured attenuation was 31.5 dB for the
superconducting magnet that was provided by UCLA. calibrated, 250 GHz channel, and 32-38 dB for Ka band. Losses

in the overmoded waveguide runs leading from the diffraction
11. APPARATUS tank to the detectors in the control room were calibrated

separately. Further details concerning the diffraction tank are
The overall CARM experimental configuration is contained in a companion paper.2

shown in Fig. 1. A 1.1 kA, 1.2 MeV electron beam is
generated from a hot cathode, Pierce gun injector, and is I. RESULTS
accelerated further through 10 induction cells to a final beam
energy near 2 MeV. Beam transport at a nominal, 1-2 cm The experiment consisted of optimizing the electron
diameter is achieved through a series of solenoids generating beam transmission through the accelerator, wiggler, and RF
some 500 0 on axis. Magnetic flux through the cathode is circuit section, and then maximizing the output power by
controlled by a bucking coil. At the 2 MeV level, the beam is adjusting the cathode flux, the wiggler current, and the axial

field in the high-field region. The electron beam current was
Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of imnitored at te injector, at the entrance to the wiggler, and at

EnergypeLawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract the entrance to the beam dump. Typically, we were able to
Energy byw rene ebr transmit 700 A out of a total 1100 A emitted from theNo. W-7405-ENG-48.

0-7803-0135.8/91$01.00 @IEEE injector, through the 7-mm-diam RF section.
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Microwave power wa. : asured in the control room, frequency signals, we were unable to see the 230 GHz filtered
using separate detectors or the. 50 GHz and the Ka band signal through the on-axis probe on the diffraction tank. In
channels, respectively, with signals carried from the diffraction order to observe these signals, we had to connect the 250 GHz
tank through two separate waveguide runs. The 25-mm-diam channel to the uncalibrated, broadband port at the side of the
apertue placed in front of the receiving horn discriminated beam dump, with the small turning mirror inserted. The
against modes with nulls on boresight, i.e., modes other than relative signal strengths through the different filters, all going
TEl. Waveguide sections were used as high-pass filters to into an identical detector, are shown in Fig. 2. The 230 0Hz
bound the signal frequency. During initial runs, we also filtered signal amplitude was within an order of magnitude of
carried out more precise frequency measurements, using a the lower frequency amplitudes, and hence should have beenheterodyne system. equally detectable with the on-axis probe.We believe this

sigp" may have had a null on boresight. With the magnetic

Typically, we observed simultaneous signals near fieL at 29 kG but reducing the wiggler field to achieve alpha -
consistent with gyrotron-typ 0.15, we intermittently observed 60-80 mV amplitudes on thebeam pipe cutoff (Ka band), 230 GHz filtered signal. This is an order of magnitude stronger

operation, and above 140 GHz, over a large range of axi.al B than the other observed signals, and it may indicate excitation
field and alpha. The broadband, high-frequency signals were of a Bragg section resonance, though not necessarily the TE I
consistwnt with operation as a superradiant CARM amplifier
excited by noise. Heterodyning with a subharmonic mixer and mode,
a 60-90 GHz, tunable source (BWO) serving as the local
oscillator, and using a 173 GHz high-pass filter, we detected IV. CONCLUSION
high-frequency signals over the full local-oscillator range,
suggesting frequency components as high as 270 GHz, In initial beam runs on a 250 GHz CARM
although aliasing with a 180 GHz maximum frequency could experiment in an oscillator-amplifier configuration, we have
not be ruled out. For the high-frequency signal, we estimated a observed upshifted signals over a wide frequency range, from
peak power of 53 MW, using a Hughes 47328H-3111 diode 140 to over 230 GHz. We conservatively estimate the power
detector with a calibrated sensitivity valid for 250 GHz. levels to be on the order of several megawatts. Simultaneously
Because of the rapid falloff of detector sensitivity with we have measured 3.5 MW peak power at Ka band frequencies,
frequency, however, and assuming the actual signal frequency corresponding to conventional gyrotron operation. Most of the
to be significantly below 250 0Hz, this power estimate may observed high-frequency signals are consistent with operation
be optimistic by an order of magnitude. The power level at Ka as a superradiant amplifier starting from noise. Anomalously
band was estimated at 3.5 MW, using a detector calibration strong signals observed intermittently, indicate possible
valid for 26 GHz. The pulse width in the 250 GHz channel excitation of the single Bragg section resonator.
typically had a spiky appearance, although intermittently we
also saw pulsewidths of 5-10 ns. The pusewidth at Ka band V. REFERENCES
genera y corresponded to the beam pulsewidth, about 30 ns.

[] M. Caplan, B. Kulke, D. G. Bubp, D. McDermott, and N.
In a subsequent run, having damaged the heterodyne C. Luhmann, Jr., "A 250 GHz CARM Oscillator Experiment

system earlier, we only used high-pass filtering corresponding Driven by an Induction Linac," 12th Int. Free Electron Laser
to cutoff frequencies of 140, 173, and 230 GHz. Sweeping Conf., Paris, France, Sept. 17-21, 1990.
through the magnetic field range 25-55 kG, and velocity ratio
0.2 < alpha < 0.4, we observed the strongest signals above (2] B. Kulke, M. Caplan, and R. Stever, "250 GHz Cold Tests
230 GHz with field values near 29 kG. Unlike the lower for the LLNL CARM Experiment," this Proceedings.

U.C.LA. ,,i=
superconducting ", - -.. ,

i Transition " Wiggle/ ,

Accelerator magnets . . ,. , Microwave
diffraction

1.7M tank

Fig. I. CARM experimental configuration. In this experiment, only a single Bragg section was used.
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Table.L CARM Experimental Parameters

Energy 1.7 -1.9 MeV

Current 500-600 A

Diameter in RF section (CSL) 5 MM

Pulse width in RFsection 30Ons

Repetition rate 1 Hz

Wigg

Configuration bifilar helix,
six periods

Pitch/diameter 5.28 cmIS.2 cm

Drive 15SV,8 A.
watercooled

Transverse field on axis 50 G

Axial field in wiggler region 10 kG

BE oscillator section:

Mode TBII
Op. ftequency/cutoff frequency 250 GHWfl5 GHz

Phase velocity/c 1.005

Bragg section length/diamneter 18 cm/7 mm

No. of sinusoidal corrugations 300

Corrugation amplitude 45 gm

Theore"ia Q 5000

Theoretical alpha (velocity ratio) 0.3

B field on axis 25-30 kG
RF apliiersecionFig. 2. Signal =raes detected at broadband port, using different
E~.aw~lll~.~~u:waveguide highpass filters, and a Hughes 47328H-31 11

detector. Time scale is 10 ns/div throughout.Smooth-pipe length/diameter 20 cm/7 mm *Top trace, 1400GHz cutoff filter, 100 nW/div.
-Center trace, 173 GHz cutoff filter, 50 mV/div.B field on axis 25-30 kG *Bottom urac, 2300GHz cutoff filter, 10 mV/div.
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Abstract non-harmonic (unfortunately) systems is achieved through
A 120 MeV, 2856 MHz, TW linac, with a microwave the linac's chopper. (2] Synchronization of injection into

gun, alpha magnet, and chopper, has been built at SSRL SPEAR is discussed elsewhere. [3]
as a preinjector for and along with a 3 GeV booster syn-
chrotron ring. The resulting injector will be available on
demand to fill SPEAR, which is a storage ring now dedi-
cated to synchrotron light production. The linac sections
were purchased from China, the XK-5 klystrons were ob-
tained surplus from SLAC, the modulators are a varia-
tion on those at SLAC and were built by SSRL, the alpha
magnet and chopper were designed and built at SSRL and Microwave Gun
the microwave gun was designed and built in collaboration
with Varian Associates. The RF system for the booster 358.54 MHz
ring is similar to those at SPEAR and PEP and was built RF
by SSRL. Some of the interesting mechanical and electri-
cal details are discussed and the operating characteristics
of the linac and ring RF system are highlighted. SPEAR Injctor

I. INTRODUCTION R

The Stanford Positron Electron Accelerator Ring
(SPEAR) started out in the early 1970s as an electron 358.54 MHz
positron high energy physics facility with two colliding RF
beam interaction regions. In 1974 the V)-J particle was 491 4SwA4

discovered independently at SLAC's SPEAR and BNL's Figure 1. SSRL's Major RF Systems.
(Brookhaven National Laboratories) AGS. With the ad-
vent of PEP and SLC/SLD at SLAC, the high energy
physics effort at SPEAR wound down and since 1989 it has
been used solely as a source for synchrotron radiation for II. TIE LINAC
SSRL and visiting experimenters. Initially, it was thought The linac, as shown in Fig. 1, injects at a 10 liz rate,
that SLC could continue to fill SPEAR on some reason- three, 120 MeV bunches, spaced by 350 ps and of s 4 x 108
able schedule, but that has not been possible in practice. electrons each, into the injector booster ring through a se-
So a little over three years ago a major project was begun ries of bend magnets, a pulsed kicker magnet and a sep-
at SSRL to build a dedicated full energy injector. [1] The tum magnet. A 2 MeV microwave gun puts out less than
new injector consists of: 1) a 2 MeV microwave electron a 2ps long string of several thousand bunches. Since each
gun 2) a 120 MeV, 9 m long, short pulse, 2856 MHz linac bunch is the result of a portion of a sinesoidal electric field
and 3) a 3 GeV, 134 m in circumference, 358.54 MHz syn- on a thermonic cathode, the energy spread and longitu-
chrotron booster ring, all pulsing at a 10 Hz rate. The dinal extent of each bunch is considerable. [4]. An alpha
day before Thanksgiving of 1990 a 2.34 GeV beam was in- magnet with an internal scraper is used to compress the
jected and stored in SPEAR, marking the end of the formal bunches longitudinally and scrape off a large portion of
construction and commissioning phases. Remoting of con- the low energy tail. Before entering the linac a fast rising
trols, improving the stability, familiarizing operators with pulse, traveling upstream on a stripline chopper, sweeps
the controls and quantifying machine characteristics has the multibunch beam by a slit. The result is that only ap-
been the thrust of recent efforts. In the following sections proximately three bunches emerge to be accelerated by the
a description is given of the injector's two separate and dif- linac. The gun-to-linac layout is shown in Fig. 2, and it is
ferent frequency RF systems. Synchronization of the two, described in detail in references [2, 4, 5] and [6]. Figure 3

shows the linac RF circuit schematically and Fig. 4 shows
the high power part of the RF circuit isometrically.

* Work supported by Department of Energy contract DE- Three, SLAC-type, 2 7r/3 mode, traveling-wave accel-
AC03-76SF00515 and the Office of Basic Energy Sciences, erator sections (DLVG's) were purchased from IIIEP (In-
Division of Material Sciences. stitute of High Energy Physics), Beijing, PRC. The DL\WG

t Now at Argonne National Labs, Argonne, IL 60439. tuning was checked at SLAC as part of an acceptance tbt
t Now at Bates Linac-MIT/LNS, Middleton, MA 01949. and found to be very good. Furthermore, a high pu%%vi

U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 769



F--.I= 110M now that some mechanical drive mechanism problems have
been attended to.

SLAG fabricated vacuum rectangular waveguide net-
" W1 o.

- 'v . works connect the three surplus SLAC XK-5 klystrons to
T.V.C.r the linac and the microwave gun. The klystrons are pow-

- ered by a modified SLAC type modulator, which is fed by
Aa 480 VAC, 3€, variable voltage transformer. Following

Nthe transformer is a single, 25 kV dc (maximum) power
T 75' To supply. This supply then feeds in parallel three separate

,,.V. -modulators (charging chokes, pulse forming networks and
O w" thyratron switches), one at each of the klystrons. Each

A., klystron has a 12:1 step-up pulse transformer in its cath-
0. ,£ 0.,4 "ode oil tank. The pulse transformer delivers upwards to

MH 1or We300 kV, which means upwards to 30 MW plus of peak
I - ym .- M.1N RF power from each klystron. Individual modulators and
|v.w , klystrons may be taken off-line by means of disconnect bars

in the high voltage power supply distribution box.

Figure 2. Gun-to-Linac Layout. The RF drive circuit, shown in Fig. 3, starts with a
2856 MHz, 5 mW VGO that drives a 1 kW peak, Mi-

Vat" con/MPD, RF amplifier. The latter contains of a solid
state, 1 W cw preamplifier and three cascaded Eimac
8847A planar triodes that are operated class C for 6 ps at

loow a "wwt the 10 Hz rate, as shown in Fig. 5a. SLAC-built, medium
.. A, She power (< 2kW peak), solid-state, variable attenuators [7)
vi CA are used at the input to each klystron. Microwave Appli-

m ["!.3 -16SA cations Group's, analog, rotary-field, ferrite, phase shifters
wt V are used at the inputs to klystrons 1 and 3, which are

0 "driven by signals derived from the output of klystron 2,
lM j ] P&G as done at BNL's light source. A motor driven attenua-
• ' .M [a p

6otor and phase shifter are installed in the gun's high power
N M L Wn ft input waveguide. In addition, the RF power level out of

me&, Pow f MPooeklystron 3 has been made subject to the beam energy, as
A, , ,Rw O l ,,, MW.V" monitored by a beam position monitor (BPM) located af-

VOWS Am wo r VMrIaw Pp. S wc. Q ca ter the first bend magnet at the end of the linac. The
AMU" 2l [K1 0BPM signals are processed and fed through a feedback

MOD 0 ,& loop to drive attenuator 3; thus, beam energy fluctuations
are damped. The other two klystrons are normally run sat-

Figure 3. SSRL Injector Linac RF System Schematic. urated. When any klystron sees a reflected signal greater
wbod.o than 3 MW (a VSWR of 2:1 at 30 MW), an interlock cir-

cuit switches to maximum attenuation to drop the klystron
output power. RF processing of the DLWG's and loads is

Lm Il A accomplished by varying the appropriate attenuators. By
CT 0T2 using proper combinations of the three phase shifters, the
, ,, gun phase can be adjusted relative to the whole linac and

each DLWG can be phased separately relative to the gun.
Of course, field changes in the alpha magnet produce phase

7 . - drifts, which can be corrected for, too. The gun resonant

Figure 4. Isometric View of the Linac. frequency is fine tuned by changing its water temperature.
By adjusting the gun input RF power and the gun current,
by way of the gun filament temperature, beam loading can

waveguide phase shifter, a high power waveguide atten- be optimized as shown in Fig. 5e.
uator and high power kanthal-coated stainless steel vac- The circulator shown in Fig. 3 and 4 is not a vacuum
uum waveguide loads were purchased from IHEP, which in item, so it is isolated by windows from the otherwise vac-
turn obtained them from domestic PRC iidustries. Ex- uum rectangular waveguide. It is pressurized with dry ni-
ternal copper cladding and soldered on water lines were trogen to 30 psig, which is marginal for 3 to 4 MW. Sulphur
added by SSRL to make them water cooled like those at hexafloride was not used because of possible, irreversible,
SLAC. A 24 hour, 200'C, nitrogen gas flushing followed by linac section damage from a catastrophic Nacuum failure
a 72 hour, 200*C, vacuum bake preceded installation on during operation. It is nit clear the circulator is necessar),
the linac. This SLAC baking receipt greatly reduced the so its removal is being considered, especially if and when
water vapor, et cetera, absorbed in the kanthal and thus tests of the gun at higher RF power are performed.
considerably lessened the time required for RF processing The linac vacuum s)stem contains one 8 h/s, one 20 1/s
of the linac. The phase shifter and attenuator operate well and nine 30 l/s ion punph and four ionization gauges, as
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Ia
358.54
MHz 25 W <100kW

a) Drive amplifier RF output.

b) Ktyatron RF output . DIFF
6 ps d) Microwave gun retlected RFwith the heater off f DET.

(no beam).
e) Mlcrowave gun reflected RF wth beam. aDT
I) Beam envelope out of the gun. SUMER
g) Beam chopper pulse.
h) Chopped beam inicropulas out of the linac. -An
j) Ring cw RF expanded to show timing for capture Ramped Reference In

of the linac beam.
#Figure 6. Injector Booster Ring RF Circuit.

IV. OPERATIONS

The microwave gun, alpha magnet and chopper came
1.4 ns on-line without much difficulty, although numerous hours

were spent studying and characterizing the preinjector.Figure 5. Linac and Booster Ring Pulse, RF and Beam Timing. The linac high power RF networks RF processed in less
than 40 hours initially and now pump down in less than

shown in Fig. 3. A beamline vacuum valve and waveg- a day, if let up to nitrogen. It takes several days, and
uide window allow isolation of the gun vacuum from the a hot nitrogen bake of the RF loads may be required, if
linac when desired and a beamline valve at the end of the the linac is let up to air. The modulators had a few high
linac allows isolation of the linac. The ionization gauges voltage growing pains, but they have settled down since.
operate interlocks that switch off the RF if the pressure The chopper with its permanent magnets is designed to
goes too high. The linac has three different temperature limit excessive beam transmission (potentially 1000 times
water circuits; 1) 25 ± 50C low conductivity water from the design value), but under poor set-up conditions for
the SLAC system for the klystrons, 2) 450 ± 0.10C water the GTL (Fig. 2) or unusual failure modes for the chopper
for the DLWG's and 3) 350 to 550C, adjustable but sta- (eg., slow rise time) the linac is shut off by average cur-
ble to :: < 10C, water for the microwave gun, depending rent monitoring circuits. In general the RF circuits for the
upon its operating parameters. The second system is self injector are not required to be ultra stable or critically ad-
contained with a pump, a heater, a heat exchanger (the justed. So the broad optimums often encountered for the
heat is rejected to the SLAC system) and a mixing valve. GTL settings in particular have not been a fundamental
It supplies 60 gpm at 70 psig. The third system taps off limitation.
< 2 gpm from the second system and puts it through a REFERENCES
heater and/or a heat exchanger to get the desired temper-
ature at the gun, then returns it. Separate temperature [1] I. Wiedemann et al., "3 GeV Injector Synchrotron
sensors for the DLWG's and the gun work through two for SPEAR," Proc. 1991 PAC, San Francisco, CA.
controllers to regulate the mixing valve and a heater, re-
spectively. [2] M. Borland et al., "Design and Performance of

the Traveling-Wave Beam Chopper for the SSRL
III. BOOSTER RING RF Injector," Proc. 1991 PAC, San Francisco, CA.

As shown in Fig. 1 and 6, a second lower frequency RF [3] R. Hettel et al, "Triggers and Timing System for
system is part of the injector and SPEAR. The booster ring the SSRL 3 GeV Injector," Proc. 1991 PAC, San
is 160 wavelengths in circumference and SPEAR is 280, so Francisco, CA.
every seventh turn around the booster ring is synchronous
with the same bucket in SPEAR on every fourth turn. [4] M. Borland, PhD thesis, Stanford University,
Three bunches from the linac are let into the booster at (1991).
the right time, as seen in Fig. 5h and j, by synchronizing [5] I. Borland et al., "Performance of the 2 MeV
the chopper with the booster RF. The booster RF cavity Microwave Gun for the SSRL 150 MeV Linac,"
is an early SPEAR cavity refurbished, the 358.54 MlIz, Proc. 1990 Linac Conf., 761-3, Albuquerque, NM.
500 kW cw klystron is a PEP type tube tuned for the
slightly different (alas!) SPEAR frequency and the control [6] Tanabe et al., SLAC-PUB-5051, (Aug. 1989).
system is a carbon (or Xerox?) copy of PEP's [8] Since the
booster ring is more stable if the RF accelerating fields are (Oct 1985).
not so strong during the low energy part of the ramping
cycle, the reference for the amplitude feedback circuit is [8] J.-L. Pellegrin et al., IEEE Trans., NS-28, 232U-2,
ramped along with the synchrotron, as shown in Fig. 6. (Jun 1981).
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A High-Power Free-Electron Maser for RF Acceleration
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1. INTRODUCTION space-charge wave was observed from 18 GHz to 60 GHz.
Free-Electron Lasers (FELs) [I] are coherent sources of high- These results are in excellent agreement with what theory pre-
power electromagnetic radiation. In the microwave part of dicts for the coupling of the TE1 waveguide mode to the slow
the spectrum, high efficiencies can be achieved at power lev- space-charge wave through the Raman free-clectron laser inter-
els in the multi-megawatt range. FELs can be operated as action. Tha experimental FEM voltage tuning curve is shown
amplifiers or as phase-locked oscillators, which makes them in Fig. 1. In addition, we achieved very wide instantaneous
suitable candidates for the next generation of drivers for high-
frequency RF acceleration [2]. In this paper, results of the FEM Amplifier Tuning
design and operation of a single-mode 28 GHz Free-Electron 50
Maser (FEM) oscillator and a 35 GHz high-gain FEM ampli- 45
fier are presented and discussed. The experiment is driven by 40
a 700 kV, 900 Q HV modulator, and operates with a pulse
length of I Its at power levels in the 1-3 MW range. To obtain 130
the 100-500 MW, 10 ns pulses required for RF acceleration 2o.
at high frequencies (Ka-band), frequency chirping and subse-
quent pulse compression of the amplified RF signal may be
used. For this type of application, phase stability is critical, 115

and a detailed study comparing FEMs and Cyclotron Autores. 10o
onance Masers (CARMs) is currently underway at MIT [3]. 0.
Higher peak powers and shorter pulse lengths can also be ob- o D 160 1 0 260 25o 360 35o 4o D 450 50
rained by driving the electron beam with a lower impedance Voage (v)
accelerator, such as an induction linac.

2. AMPLIFIER EXPERIMENTS I- Th E et I
The overall experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3. The electron Figure 1: FEM Amplifier Voltage Tuning
beam used in both experiments is produced by a thermionic
electron gun which was successfully operated up to 580 kV bandwidth close to grazing interaction : 18 GHz to 30 GHz.
and 120 A, with a measured perveance of 0.27ptperv in excel- In the high gain amplifier experiments, the input power will
lent agreement with the design value. Beam compression to a be provided by a 40 kW, 35 GHz, 400 ns magnetron and cou-
radius of 3 mm was achieved with minimal scalloping, in good pled into the system via an SF6 pressurized waveguide and
agreement with adiabatic theory. The design value for the ax. a linear TE11 mode launcher. For diagnostic purposes, the
ial energy spread is Ay0 /yI I < 0.2 %. The spread inferred power is coupled out at the end of the interaction region by
from experimental data is AyU/¥ u < 0.5 %. The beam is then a dual 50 dB directional coupler with outputs at 900. Feed-
transported through the interaction region by a 2.35 kG axial back supression is obtained by inserting a 30 dB attenuator
guide magnetic field generated by a set of 7 water-cooled coils. after the output coupler. Both the coupler and the load have
A permanent magnet helical wiggler with 30 mm period and VSWRs< 1.05 at 35 GHz. Computer simulations show that
500 0 amplitude is used to provide the perpendicular momen- for a cold electron beam interacting with a TE1n electromag-
turn of the interacting electrons. To ensure stable high-quality netic mode with an input power of 5 kW at 35 GHz, the FEM
group I helical orbits in the interaction region, the wiggler has saturates at z.at = 80 cm, at a power level of 3 MW, yielding
a 10-period long linearly tapered introduction, an untapered efficiency of 12 %. For an axial energy spread of

The very low energy spread and high currents obtained al- AYII/711 = 2 % in the wiggler interaction region, the saturated
low operation of both experiments in the Raman regime, as power is predicted to be 2 MW.
confirmed by our experimental data. At low gain (< 5 dB),
and low power (= 100 mW), voltage tuning was obtained be- 3. OSCILLATOR RESULTS
tween 18 GHz and 40 GHz, and absorption tuning of the fast The 28 GHz FEM oscillator experiment will use a step-rippled
0-7803-0135-8/9S01.00 ©IEEE 772



Bragg fsonator cavity optimized with power reflectivities
0.95 anld 0z = 0:25 and an effective length L* = 25 cm,

fo rai6. The system was initially operated as an os-
cillattWithout the Bragg cavity and was found to operate in a
.Siiglo'axial modeat 30 0Hz, with a line width Af < 10 MHz,
at power levels of 1-2 MW and efficiencies above 10 %. Mul-

oe operation was also observed, with a mode spacing of
55 MHz corresponding to the cavity length. In these experi-
m6its, the scillator spectrum is measured by mixing the RF
ouiput with thesignal of a local oscillator (LO). The resulting C.
low-frequecy beat wave (10), - OLo 1/2n < 1.0 GHz) is then
gated for 100 ns and dispersed through a Surface Acoustic
Waye (SAW) device. The delay is proportional to the fre-
quefcy of the beat wave; the dispersion of the SAW device is
100MHz/ s. For the data shown in Fig. 2, 0 ) Lo = 29,5 GHz, 0 0 0

L U
0.05, U C

C

0

Delay(mbo~rKn ) t _
) L

0

Figure 2: Single-mode Masing at 30 GHz 0

and we observe a single line at 30 GHz with a linewidth C
:30

Aw,/2n < 10 MHz. The oscillator can be then be phase- wo
locked to a local oscillator, yielding the required phase control +1
of the RF. However, for the oscillator, the cavity filling time C5

may be relatively long, and the saturated power levels too low I
to achieve the parameters required for RF acceleration with the
electron beam used here. Therefore, the amplifier approach, >
coupled to a pulse compression scheme, seems more suitable -Y
to this type of application. CD
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,FAST FERRITE TUNER FOR THE BNL SYNCHROTRON LIGHT SOURCE*

E. Pivit', S.M. Hanna, and J. Keane
National Synchrotron Light Source
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, New York

Abstract H. PRINCIPAL OF OPERATION
A new type of ferrite tuner has been tested at the BNL.

The ferrite tuner uses garnet slabs partially filling a stripline. A. Basic Concept:
-One of the important features of the tuner is ihat the ferrite is
perpendicularly biased for operatiun above FMR, thus A loop-coupled transmission line is used to tune the 52
reducingithe magnetic losses. A unique design was adopted to MHz cavity. The transmission line is partially loaded by
achieve efficient cooling. The principle of operation of the ferrite. By changing the bias field, the permeability of the
tuner as well as our preliminary results on tuning a 52 MHz ferrite can be changed. This results in the change in the
cavity are reported. Optimized conditions under which we circulating current in the coupling loop, which in turn changes
demonstrated linear tunability of 80 KHz are described. The the magnetic field in the region around the loop. Thus, the
tuner's losses and its effect on higher-order modes in the ratio of the magnetic to electric stored energy in the cavity is
cavity are discussed. changed with the accompanying change in the cavity's

resonant frequency.

I. INTRODUCTION ange
(nta.tcace) strplno

Tuning of RF cavities in storage rings is needed to oa, in lOne SO tuning o~il
maintain accelerating gap voltage under varying beam load
conditions, Conventionally, this has been done using motor- oowling loop n I ""

driven capacitive posts or inductive loops. Under conditions of
fast injection, the need exists for a different type of tuner in ..
which the mechanical movements of the tuning elements are
eliminated. In this paper we report on a Fast Ferrite Tuner fi nite
(FF) to be used in the VUV storage ring at the National y-,magnetayok

Synchrotron Light Source. [ ! AP

At the NSLS, the VUV-ring is an electron storage ring ACCELERATOR CAVrTY
dedicated to synchrotron radiation in the UV range and is
normally operated at 745 MeN. A single 52 MHz accelerating Fig. 1. Configuration for the ferrite tuner and the RF cavity.
cavity is used to compensate for the 14.7 KW of synchrotron
radiation per ampere of stored beam. This RF cavity requires B. Material:
detuning range of 50 KHz to maintain the correct phase
relation between the cavity voltage and the beam current. Recently, the use of substituted yttrium iron garnet (YIG)
Currently, a combination of a mechanically driven loop tuner has been suggested [1,2]. The choice of such microwave
and water temperature variation is used to provide the required ferrite enjoys the important advantage of custom tailoring the
detuning. Our objective is to replace these techniques by the saturation magnetization to the specific applicatioa and thus
ferrite tuner, thus eliminating the beam instabilities associated minimizing the bias field requirement. The permeability
with certain positions of the mechanical tuner. changes as:

4r____(I)

H

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of
Energy. where 4rM, is the saturation magnetization, and H is the dc
'ANT Nachrichtechnik, GmbH, W. Germany. field inside t& ferrite.
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The6 garnet is biased above saturation and with the dc
, iAg"nitl&'fie1d perpendicular to the rf magnetic field. The 2nf = where KI

ferrite is, operated above the gyromagnetic resonance in the L&L;{1 l+- 4
region ,where the dissipative part of the permeability, a" is [ Z1]
lowjithus reducing the magnetic losses.

C. Circuit Model: If the capacitance is fixed, then we have

'The ferrite tuner can be modeled as a short-circuited A_ _ALj (5)
trasmission line whose effective length varies as a function of f 2 Lf
the bias current, l(I) as shown in Fig. 2.

Maximum change in the cavity frequency will be between
open circuit (L,,=,) and short circuit (L,fl= Lp [I - KI).

Transmission Une Shor- Thus the maximum amount of frequency shift is limited by the
Tuner--, degree of coupling, KV. Our experimental results showed

Cavity r clearly this effect.

I Izj. IIZ ZtEI. RESULTS OF PRELIMINARY TUNER TESTING

A. Tunability:
I I I

/ tTL -0- ',t (l'.. We have optimized the coupling between the tuner and the

cavity as well as the length of the connecting transmission line
Fig. 2. Transmission line model for the ferrite tuner. to obtain the required tunability. A length of I = 56.5" gave

a linear tuning characteristics as shown in Fig.4. The cavity's
From the tuner equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3 (a), one frequency is plotted against the tuner biasing current, I. The

can deduce the coupled impedence reflected into the cavity, maximum frequency shift obtained is 78 KHz, which exceeds
This is shown in Fig. 3(b). the design goal of 50 KHz. The voltage standing-wave ratio

(VSWR) at the cavity's driving port varied between VSWR

Z__-/ _(_( (2) 1.064 at I = 0 A and VSWR = 1.414 at I = 130 A.

Z.e.Z1 ,Z

Since the resistive part of 7, is negligible, then .tI,

Z = j (,L,. ,, 1

Cavity CouplingLoop

DIO,,,, - ...

Z(M)2
-1.55 -'- - -"

(a) (0) ,,.,, - 0 - s - I"
C 20 4I0 U N te ito

WiS Ctm (4")

Fig. 3. Equivalent circuits for the tuner and coupling Fig. 4. Tuning characteristics of the FFT.
structure.

B. Variation of Tuner Losses:

If we define K2 = K; KP, we obtain The Q of the tuner system was measured as a function of
the bias current. The results of the measurement are shown in

z:K 2( L)(cL=)=-K 2ZZ3  (3) Fig. 5. It can be seen from the figure that Q first increases
Z,+Z, Z,+Z, with bias current up to 30 amperes and then decreases. Since

we are biasing the ferrite above FMR, then, as we increase
The resonance frequency of the ca' it) is the bias field; A' becomes smaller resulting in lovwer magnetic
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loss in the ferrite and subsequently higher Q. As for the slight
decrease in Q for higher bias currents, we have considered , I I . I
different effects. One possible explaination would be the fact . F all -I I ." T- I I
that the tuner effecively becomes a shorter trasmission line as
we increase the bias. Thus, for a given voltage at the coupling
loop, the electric field in the ferrite increases. This results in J "-
the observed increase in losses as manifested by the monotonicI
decrease in Q. 1 :_ I I f

1500 (a) (b)

1400 Fig. 7. Cavity response with the tuner coupled to the cavity
(I = 130 A).

At higher frequencies, the tuner shifted some of the
cavity's HOM's and introduced additional ones. We show in

1200 Fig. 8 (a and b) the mode at 272 MHz as an example.
Currently, we are studying different approaches to suppress

100o the additional HOM's that are due to the ferrite tuner. This
includes the use of a terminated waveguide as a suppressor.

1000 , a..a .a U r* a .. ..
9'00" "...a I - , , I lrr

0 25 50 75 tOO 125 ISO , ,II
a CURRENTI[A] __,___ t I

Fig. 5. Variation of the Q of the tuner system. T,I ; .1. ad, Lj I

C. Effect of Tuner on the Cavity's Higher-Order Modes: i l I H I I I I I I
To investigate the effect of the tuner on the excitation of (a) (b)

higher-order modes (HOM's) in the VUV-ring cavity, we have

analyzed the HOM's induced by the tuner in a replicate study Fig. 8. Shift in one of the cavity's HOM's due to tuner:
cavity. Specifically, we probed these modes that resulted in a (a) tuner port blocked, (b) I = 130 A
change of field in the accelerating gap. Detailed results of
these gap measurements will be reported in a separate
publication. Up to 200 MHz there was no observed change in IV. CONCLUSIONS
the cavity's response as shown by comparing Fig. 6 (a and b)
to Fig. 7 (a and b). From our preliminary tests on the new ferrite tuner, it is

clear that we were able to achieve the design goals concerning
the tunability required. The low tuner losses, as demonstrated

-I" i '7 "  ,-I T 'I by the meamired high tuner's Q, are credited to the normal
. . '*" bias approach which we use and biasing the ferrite above

tI g II FMR. The design approach adopted also has the advantage of
I i iIV I efficient cooling of the garnet slabs in the stripline

: I: Ii ]:i IIt configuration.
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COPPER PLATING THE GROUND TEST ACCELERATOR RFQ

Henry Mignardot and Joseph Uher
University of California, Los Alamos National Laboratory

P.O. Box 1663, MS H821, Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract 2.794 n in length. There are two longitudinal sections of
approximately 1.397m each and four transverse sections (see

The copper-plating process for the Ground Test Fig. 1). The RFQ vanes were machined by the Mechanical
Accelerator (GTA) radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ) vanes and Electronics Support Division (MEC), at the University of
requited a full development program and tight quality control California from thick 2219 T851 aluminum plate. This
procedures. The copper plating development program utilized material was chosen for its high strength, stability
full-size RFQ major and minor vane mockups to develop during machining, and its excellent weldability [1]. The vane
plating fixturing and to establish the plating parameters segments are bolted together transversely, with dowel pins
necessary-to meet the GTA RFQ plating specifications. After between the major and minor vanes to ensure precision
several modifications to the fixturing and plating processes, section-to-section alignment.
the mockup vanes were copper plated to GTA specifications The GTA RFQ was copper plated using the UDYLITE
and the actual GTA RFQ could then be copper plated. This Bright Acid Copper High Speed (UBAC-HS) Bath Process.
development technique, using full-size mockups for This paper will focus on the GTA RFQ copper-plating
establishing reliable and accurate plating fixtures and proven requirements, the plating development program, the final
p ating processes, is the key to success for copper-plating any plating results, and quality assurance.
special piece of technical and expensive hardware. This paper
discusses the GTA RFQ copper-plating critical issues; the II. GTA RFQ PLATING CRITICAL ISSUES
plating-fixture development; the copper-plating processes;
RFQ plating specifications '4s they apply to thickness, A critical issue that required special consideration was the
uniformity, and adhesion; and ,Iie quv.y assurance procedures. handling of the RFQ vanes, because of their delicacy and

extreme complexity. Specific handling and shipping
I. INTRODUCTION instructions had to be devised to ensure that the vanes would

not be damaged in any way. For a representation of the RFQ
The Ground Test Accelerator (GTA) Radio Frequency core tank assembly before plating (see Fig. 2).

Quadrupole (RFQ) was successfully copper plated through a Other critical issues included determining the technical
joint effort of the Los Alamos National Laboratory (hereafter plating specifications and the finished product plating
refered to as the University of California) and the Industrial requirements; and establishing quality assurance procedures to
Plating Company, Seattle, Washington. meet final inspection requirements.

The GTA RFQ is a 50-mA cryogenically cooled rf The technical plating specifications pertain to the
accelerator with an exit-beam energy of 2.5 MeV. The thickness and uniformity of the plating, and were defined on
aluminum core Link design, of eight major vane / minor vane two levels: those for critical and those for noncritical surfaces.
segments, allows for simplified assembly. The core tank is The thickness and uniformity specification for the critical

BEAM

r~ITA,.E r r -----rl' .,,Er r -. " "

A-A SECTION 5-5 SECTION

Figure 1. GTA RFQ core tank.

* Work supported and funded by the US Department of Defense,
Army Strategic Defense Command, under the auspices of the US
Department of Energy.
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Figure 2. RFQ core tank assembly before plating.

surfaces was 0.001 in. ±0.0003 in., and that for noncritical
surfaces was 0.001 in ±0.0005 in. Those surfaces not
requiring plating were masked.

The finished product plating requiremnens were stringent
on tLrface finish thickness and uniform ity. The surface finish * -, '

of the copper p~latinlg was specifiedl to be no worse than the
Substrate finish before plating, which was approximately a 50
p in. finish. Small nodules, fines, steps, roughness, or other
defects on critical vane surfaces potentially arising from the
plating processes were specified unacceptable.

Quality Assurance (QA) p~rocedures were established and
implemented to assure compliance with the specifications and
requirenents (luring copper electroplating and delivery of the >i
comonents. A major goal of this QA progran was to

generate and maintain a permanent record of compliance.

111. (iTA RFQ PLATING
1) iEVE LO PM ENT PROGRAM

Figure 3. RFQ major and minor vane mockups.

To ensure that the RQ copper plating specifications and
fcquirk-iietts Louhld be met, we set ip a plating development agents. More important, the UBAC 2X Acid Copper Process

programi t) qualify a fixture aid a lro"ess for topper plating has the ability to produce this fieely leveled and ductile plate

the R.y vanes. Full-size nIoUkups of both the major and continuously in heavy production, because no harnful

nutior \anc, were copper plated and used to verify tomphance breakdown products are formed (luring electrolysis. The

with all plating ,peilications. These mockup vanes were al ) excellent leveling is very important, because the specific rado

u,d as development mxlels to verily correct anode and cathode frequency (rf) requirements do not allow )olishing and/m

configurations and placements with respect to the specific vane buffing of the surface.

coitours and porthole loattions required for plating (see Fig. Before plating, an anode was placed in the slug tuner port

3). Next, a plating fixture was developed that conibined of the major vanes to ensure that the port hole would bc

Sorr"c t plat.cenieit of both anxle and cathtxle arrangements, and uniformly copper )lated. The current density settings required

svrved a, a handling fixture to for transfering the vanes from to plate the minor vanes were approximately 22 Amp/mn at
one bath to another. 0.001 in./hr., and for the major vanes, al)proximately

Finally, we developed the precise bath parameters and 44 Amp/m. at 0.001 in./hr.

charaLtcristrts: piting solution nixtures, bath te ilperatures, The main steps in tie copper plating ,equence ol the

kcc Ctrol)latng power settings, and time in baths. vanes were as follows Cxcluding details such as cleaning,

'I lie UDYLITE U1BAC 2X Acid Copper Plating Process rinsing, anid plating preparation:
i,, a bright acid copper bath for the deposition of a brilliant,
du.tile copper plate. 'I lie outstndtng ads antag esof the deposit I. The \anes "cre cleaned wtith soap and mild clean,,er to get

are its high brightness, excellent leveling, and exceptional rid of water brake on the surlace.

dot 1lt1y. 1I his dleposit has practically the same dutili1ty a, a 2. The \aiies A ere dipped in an atne solutian far

d clp,,it Ir a)iure ac.Ld copper solution fr t from addition prcparati)n and activati1on Of alumnmLnI pxres.



3. The vanes were dipped in 50% nitric acid to eliminate instrument. In addition, adhesion was checked by bend tests.
foreign contaminants on the aluminum surface. Any separation of the copper plating from the substrate

4. The vanes were given a 10-second zincate dip to increase material during either type of test would have been cause for
surface adhesion properties. rejection of the plated mockups.

5. The vanes were dipped in 50% nitric acid for removal of
excess zincate. V. CONCLUSIONS

6. Again, the vanes were dipped in zincate for approximately
40 seconds. The copper plating process described in this paper was

7. The vanes were dipped into an electrolysis nickel bath shown to be workable and to produce accurate results (see
until a thickness of approximately 0.0002 in had been Fig. 4).
deposited.

8. The vanes were put through a copper strike process, again ,
for a thickness of approximately 0.0002 in.

9. The vanes were rinsed with pumice to remove excess
copper strike.

10. Next, the vanes were dipped in 10% sulfuric acid to
reactivate the copper.

11. Finally, the vanes were put into a bright acid copper dip
of approximately 20 minutes for minor vanes, -
approximately 40 minutes for the major vanes,

Only after acceptance of the mockup plating to the
specified requirements were the actual RFQ vanes copper
plated. The actual plating took place immediately after
mockup plating acceptance, to ensure correct plating bath
parameters and characteristics.

IV. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCEDURES

The thickness and uniformity of the copper plating on the
vanes was measured using two different techniques. Our first
measuring technique was the standard one for coating Figure 4. RFQ copper plated.
thickness, which uses the BETA backscatter principle. This
technique can be used to measure the thickness of any coating The plating was well within the tolerance of 0.001 +
having an atomic number sufficiently different from that of the 0.0003 in. on the vane tips, and 0.001 ± 0.0005 in. on
substrate material. The maximum measurable thickness for a noncritical surfaces. The uniformity and thickness results are
given coating is that thickness beyond which the intensity of tabulated in Fig. 5.
the backscattered radiation is no longer sensitive to small
changes in thickness. This technique can also be used to Minor Vanes:
determine the mass of a coating per unit of area. When
calibrated under specified operating conditions, the instrument "(VD1) = 0.0009 in. s(VDI) = 0.0003 in.
measures the coating thickness to within an accuracy of T(VU1) = 0.0010 in. s(VU1) = 0.0002 in.
10 percent of its true thickness.

The other measuring technique uses the DEA coordinate T(VU3) = 0.0011 in. s(VU3) = 0.0001 in.
measuring machine (CMM) and a master set of dowel pins "T(VD3) = 0.0010 in. s(VD3) = 0.0002 in.
located in the back of each vane. CMM data from initial, pre-
plating inspection of the vanes was stored and later compared Major Vanes:
with data for the plated vanes. The difference between the two
gives an accurate representation of the plating thickness.

The surface finish was inspected using a portable surface "(VI4) = 0.0010 in. s(VD4) = 0.0002 in.
profilometer. The surface finish of the plated vanes was T'(VU4) = 0.010 in. s(VU4) = 0.0001 in.
specified to be no worse than the substrate finish before " (VU2) = 0.0013 in. s(VU3) = 0.0002 in.
plating.

Adhesion of the copper plate to the vane surface was "(VD2) = 0.0012 in. s(VD2) = 0.0003 in.
specified as a metallurgical bond with the substrate material.
Tests were conducted to verify compliance with this Figure 5. RFQ Plating Results
specification using the mockups and component adhesion test
coupons. An "X" 1 in. high was scribed on the copper plating VI. REFERENCES
on the upper half of each coupon, penetrating the plating to
verify that the substrate material was clearly visible. At the [1] Nathan K. Bultman, "Mechanical Fabrication Aspects of
points formed by the intersecting lines of the "X", several the GTA RFQ", 1990 Neutral Particle Beam Technical
attempts were made to separate the copper plating from the Symposium, San Diego, CA (May, 1990).
substrate material by prying and gouging with a sharp pointed
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IDLE SUPERCONDUCTING RF CAVITIES FOR BUNCH FOCUSING
P. Marchand, L. Rivkini

Paul Scherrer Institut, CH-5232 Villigen PSI

I. INTRODUCTION An equilibrium or steady state condition is defined by
In the feasibility study for a B-Mesox Factory using the CERN AU/e = V sinls ,
ISR tunnel and the LEP injection system (BFI) [1], a combi- o, oc (h V cosPs)- ' 12 ;

nation of normal conducting (n.c.) and superconducting (s.c.) AU is the energy loss per turn and a,, the RMS bunch length.
RF cavities has been proposed as an alternative in the context At a given RF frequency, the specification of AU and a, leads
of upgrading the luminosity towards 1034 cm- 2 S-

1 [2,3]. In to a unique solution for both V and Ds. The power delivered
such a hybrid n.c./s.c, system, both systems may contribute to the beam is then Pb = V Ib sin P, and the cavity dissipation,to the compensation of the beam energy losses as well as to Pd = V2/2R. The minimum power requirement, P9 = Pb+ Pd,the longitudinal focusing of the bunches. Another possibility corresponds to the matched case (no reflection), obtained whenahe pl focusing otk the reactive current is compensated by the proper detuning, 6fis to limit the role of the s.c. system to aand the coupling factor set such l = I + Pb/Pdby setting its synchronous phase to zero (no acceleration). In In the presence of two different RF systems, each of them may
this latter scheme, the s.c. cavities might be operated in a com- be decres before nte syste efiiton becmes
pletely idle mode (i.e., no external RF source). The RF power be described as b and the steady state definition becomes

required for the compensation of the beam energy losses would AU/e = V sin-si + V2 sin's 2 ,
be entirely provided by the n.c. system. A proper detuning of c (hi V cosisl -t h 2 V2 CosDs2) - 1 1

2 .
be etirly povied b th n~. sytem A pope detnin ofFor fixed RF frequencies (hi <5 h2), a specified stationary con-

the s.c. cavities should permit use of the beam induced voltage Fo fie nF fre s iff), ci ationa on-
as the focusing voltage. dition can now be obtained from different combinations of both
The steady state and dynamic behaviour of a single RF sys- RF system parameters (V s e, V2,c s y).
tem, in the presence of beam loading, has been already largely In the particular case where the second RF system is idle, the
treated (4,5,6,7]. Extending the analysis to the more general equivalent phasor diagram is reduced to that of figure 2.
case of two RF systems coupled through the beam was the
subject of a previous note [8]. No major critical issues, as com-
pared to conventional methods, were encountered in the context
of the BFI. On the contrary, the partial or complete separation g2 = 0
of functions, powering and longitudinal focusing, characteristic #2 = 0
of this system, makes it particularly flexible. The main results 's2 = 'P2 - r/2
of this study and examples of applications are presented. The V2 = 2 R2 lb Cos%2 '

possibility of testing the bunch shortening provided by idle s.c.
cavities in an existing storage ring is also discussed. 'l'

II. STEADY STATE DESCRIPTION In- VIM

Only the beam-RF system interactions at the fundamental fre- Fig. 2 : Phasor representation for idle cavities
quency will be considered. The higher order modes (HOM) of The beam-cavity interaction corresponds to a power lost by the
the RF cavities are supposed to be sufficiently damped and are beam, equal to the cavity dissipation:
taken into account only as extra beam energy losses. In addi- Pb2 = V2 lb sins2 = -P,2 = -- V2/2R 2
tion, we will assume short e- (or e+) bunches above the transi- With s.c. cavities and large enough lb, 4,s2 0, T2 = 7r/2
tion energy and Tb/T! ,< 1 (Tb : time between bunch passages, (cosI'2 = 1/tg'Q2) and the induced voltage is then
T" : cavity filling time). The fundamental interaction between V2 = (R/Q)2 lb fb2 / 2 , where 6f2 > A2/Q2 •
the beam and an RF system can be then described by the pha- A steady state is now defined by
sor diagram of figure 1. AU/e = V sin'si ,

a, (h, V cos4isi + h 2 V2)-'
/2

V, cavity voltage (phase reference) and can be obtained from different operating points within the
R, cavity shunt impedance -"- ----- r range 0 < iisi < r/2. Thus, a, is adjustable, without other
/3, input coupling factor interference, by simply varying 6J2 and, for a specified a,, there
ib, fundamental beam current is still a degree of freedom available.

(twice the average value, Ib) The power requirement is minimum if the n.c. system is
2i9 , generator short circuit currenti i matched and V = AU/e (or Pisi = 7r/2). This corresponds
'Z9, phase of the generator current to a complete separation of functions: powering by the n.c.
'its, synchronous phase system (Pb = Vlb), focusing by the s.c. one ( 2, o 7 1/h2).
41, cavity detuning angle The preceding situations are generally met for e- or e+ in stor-
tg'P= 2 Q )f 6f = hfo - fr 10 - V(.0)/A age regime (a, < c/f2, Ib = IIb.i ). Now it happens that,

S, number during the accumulation, one passes through different opera-
cavity quality ting states while 1b varies from zero to Ibn ,r, in successive stepsfo, revolution frequency fr, cavity resonant frequency AIb. The value of 6f2, which can then be freely set, determines

Fig. 1 : Phasor representation of the beam-cavity interactioa the increasing rate of V2 Versus b* It has to remain larger than
a few s.c. cavity bandwiths and such that the resonance does
not approach too closely the next beam spectrum line (typi-1value "seen" by the beam (i e, transformed by the coupling circut) cally, 6f2 < fo/2). At low Ib, as long as V/2 < I1 , a propei2 index 1 and 2 used for the n.c and s c. system, respectively

0-7803-0135-8/91 S01 .00 ©IEEE 780



trapping of the injected bunches necessitates V > AU/e. This IV. EXAMPLES OF APPLICATIONS
constraint may determine the operating point. It is also pos- The n.c/idle s.c. system provides an economical way of genera-
sible to make use of the power reserve existing at low beam ting very high RF voltage, with additional degree of freedom
loading for varying V during the accumulation, available, due to the separation of longitudinal focusing and
The stability of the system in presence of perturbations, the energy loss compensation functions.
subject of the next section, is another important consideration. This seems to be particularly well suited for the needs of flavor

II. DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR factories (Tau-charm, B-meson) where short bunches together

A. Stability criterion with high design current are required.

In the presence of a single RF system, the stability condition is Achieving very short bunches and high peak currents is also
defined by the well known Robinson criterion [5] which, in our important in synchrotron light sources, storage ring drlvers fordeinedtbyat hwelktions, w h in od ashort wavelength FELs as well as in the damping rings for fu-
notations, can be expressed as: ture linear colliders. With very short bunches, we enter a regime0 < sin2 1 < 2 cos'Zs / 1, where Y "-i= i where the effective impedance seen by the beam decreases with
We found in ref. 8 that, extended to the more general case of bunch length, resulting in the increase of the threshold peak

a double RF system, the upper stability limit, becomes: bunch lengthening in the t o Such
2 C03DSI 12 V2current for the turbulent bunch lengthening instbility. Such

sin2P1 < 2 + " (2 cos4 - Y2 sin2T2) . (1) dependence of the threshold on bunch length ha- been observed
Y' fh V1 Yjexperimentally (e.g. SPEAR, LEP) [9,10]. In LEP, the thre-

If the second RF system is idle, the second term of the right shold current is ten times higher than what one would expect
hand side in (1) cancels (4's2 = 4P2 - r/2, Y2 = 1/cosT2) and in the long bunch regime.
we once again obtain the classical Robinson limit for the first Two examples of possible applications are described in the fol.
RF system, as if it was alone: lowing section.

sin2P 1 < 2 cos's / Y1 . (2) li section
This result states thrIt the stability condition for the hybrid A. B-meson factory
n.c./idle s.c system is met as soon as the Robinson criterion is We now consider the use of a n.c./idle s.c. system in the high
fulfilled for the n.e system; in particular, (2) will be automati, energy ring of the L = 1031 cm- 2 s- 1 BFI proposed in ref. [1].
caly satisfied if the n.c cavities operate in the matched case at The main design parameters of the ring and characteristics of

maximum beam current and 0 < 4Zsi <r i/2. the RF system (2,3] are listed below.

B. Stability margin and transient effects - ring parameters :E = 8 GeV, AU = 6 MeV , momn. comp. fact. = 0.005
In practice, a sufficient safety margin is necessary to cope with 1E = 1.12 A U, n,6nch 320 , o. = 4.8 mm

departures from the ideal conditions previously assumed. Gene- n.=. 1. parameters •

rally, for e- or e in a normal storage regime (constant or slowly Qi ce 50000 , (R/Q)l = 73 fl/cav, n = 32
variable it), the parameters can be precisely set by means of 8 MW of installed RfP power
"slow" amplitude and tuning servo controls. The main source - s.c. RF parameters :
of perturbation then results from the accumulation, when Ib Q2 L 109 , (R/Q) 2 = 40 O/lcav , nc.,2 = 40
increases from zero to Ibm.. in successive injections, AI6. The 120 MV of total voltage
sudden changes of beam loading temporarily destroy the steady The number of cavities is adjusted for practical values of the ac-
state equilibrium and induce transient oscillations of the RF celerating gradient, input coupler power, ROM and fundamen-
voltage. Emittance blow up or even beam losses may occur if tal dissipation. Instability thresholds have also been taken into
the safety margin is not sufficient, account. The frequency of both systems is 500 MHz. lligher
According to our preceding results, the stability region in- harmonic s.c. cavities would lead to an intolerable reduction of
creases when the operating point moves away from the con- the longitudinal acceptance during the accumulation.
dition 4Xsl = r/2. The presence of "fast" compensation (phase The following table presents a. set of typical operating condi-
loop, feedforward, RF feedback, external coupling of the two tions for the n.c. system.
systems) would significantly modify the situation.
The transient effects directly produced in the n.c. system 1sl V1  Pdl Prr $ m 6 fm
should he negligible compared to the s.c. one. If the latter fo] I [MV] [kW] [MW] [kHz]
could be considered individually, as a "free oscillator", the fre- 25. 14.4 920. 7.7 8.4 80.
quency of the transient oscillations would be 6f2, its damping 35. 10.6 500. 7.3 14.6 97.
rate, T/2 ( natural s.c. cavity filling time), and its amplitude, 45. 8.6 330. 7.1 21.0 103.
expressed in terms of instantaneous power [8], 55. 7.4 240. 7.0 27.8 07.
A = AV 2 Ib , with AV = (R/Q)2 Alb f.2 / 6f2 . (3) In all cases, a matched condition at full beam current is as-

lowever, the s.c. system cannot be treated independently since sumed. The 8 MW available power, allows operation at (Psi
it is coupled to the n.c. system through the beam. A correct as low as 250 which corresponds to a quite comfortable stabi-
analysis requires considering the global system response (in par- lity margin. With less power, it is still possible to achieve an
ticular, its slowest damping rate) which depends on the steady efficient capture of the 8 cm injected bunches, by var~i, g I'
state operating conditions of both systems. Equation (3) should during the accumulation.
nevertheless give a good idea of the real maximum transient am- For a total filling time of a few minutes and injection pulses
plitude, conversely, as we will see in a following example, the around 3 mA, the transients directly produced in the ik m. i
damping time may be much shorter than T/2. ties should be negligible. Iowever, those induced by the idle
Due to the high degree of freedom available with this system, a s.c. system must be considered more carefully An estimate
general analytic approach is quite complex. In the ncxt section, of their maximum effects is given below, for 4)m :- 30' and
we estimate the effects for particular applications, different values of 612.
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6f42  A 2  AP 2  AP/Pi A4sl r stability control. During normal operations, it could be tuned
[kHz] [kV] [kW] I [%] [0] Ims] very far from the resonance, lowering the induced voltage to

8.2 320. 350. 5.0 1.7 5.2 value much less than the main RF voltage.
25. 100. 115. 1.7 0.6 0.4 The broad band impedance in EPA, dominated by tile con-
50. 50. 60. 0.9 1.3 1.7 tribution from the kicker magnets, is about 16 - 20 fl. The

150. 17. 20. 0.3 0.1 100. added RF cavities will not increase the overall impedance by

AV 2 and AP 2 are defined in (3); A&si is the equivalent phase much. Conversely, with the I cm long bunches, the effective

variation in the n.c. system and r, the slowest damping rate ob- impedance should be approximately twenty times smaller than
tained by solution of the characteristic equation [8]. The first the low frequency limit quoted above.

line corresponds to the value of 6f2 required for a, = 5 mm Already with 1 mA, the induced 3 MV in tile idle s.c. ca-
(V = 110 MV) in the storage regime; r _= 5 ms. In the next vity, will make the bunch 4 mm long and reduce the effective
line, 6f2 is set for minimum damping time (r = 400ps). This is impedance below the "free space" impedance estimate for EPA.

not necessarily the optimum condition: the two last examples In these conditions, we expect a ratio coherent-to-incoherent
show higher r, but lower amplitude. In the search for the best synchrotron radiation of about two and it should grow linearly

compromise, amplitude, damping rate and eigenfrequency va- with current. Thus, a test at EPA would provide plenty of signal

lues must be simultaneously taken into account. to check tile calculations that take into account the shielding

The above results seem quite compatible with the expected effects of the vacuum chamber [12].

safety margin. Thus, the n.c. system could be equipped with Bunch shortening provided by idle cavities could be prelimina-
only conventional "slow" amplitude and tuning controls; for the rily tested in the CERN SPS: on the one hand, by idling a part
s.c. cavities, a servo mechanism controlling their voltage, via of the existing 200 MHz n.c. cavities, in the 300 mA protons~c.caviiesbeam, on the other hand, by combining this system with thle
the action of a tuner, would be sufficient. If it were necessary, tw o te 350 ha s ci in th sybem i the
"fast" compensation methods could be added. two installed 350 MHz s.c cavities, in the e- beam. In the first

case, the idle n.c. cavities are less sensitive to transient effects;
B. Synchrotron light source in the second case, the voltage induced in the idle s.c. cavities
In the context of a parameter study for a possible future Swiss by the available e- current of 0.5 mA will remain low compared
Light Source (SLS) we have considered the use of idle s.c. ca- to the accelerating voltage. However, these experiments should
vities to obtain bunches as short as a, 1 mm. bring much information concerning the practical operation of
Operated at 1.5 GeV, a 200 m long ring with momentum com- such a system.
paction factor around 0.002 and using a 500 MHz RF system
(1 MV voltage), would produce 6 mm long bunches. VI. CONCLUSION
Introducing idle s.c. cavities that would provide 30 MV induced A hybrid n.c./idle s.c system is particularly well suited for tile
voltage, woula shorten the bunch to 1 mm. Due to the expected needs of e-(e+) storage rings or colliders where short bunches
slow filling rate of the ring, the problem of injection transients together with intense beam are required. The study of its appli-
should not be critical. Both 500 MHz and 1.5 GIz were con- cation for two possible future machines, the B-meson factory in
sidered, and while the higher harmonic system results in some the CERN ISR aad the Swiss Light Source, did not point out
saving of space needed for the cavities, the HOM problem may any further difficulties as compared to conventional systems.
become more serious. On the contrary, the additional degree of freedom available,
It should be possible, by careful design, to build a ring with aae to the separation of functions, powering and longitudinal
broad band impedance Z/n < fl. For short bunches, the ef- focusing of the beam, makes it very flexible.
fective impedance seen by the beam could be much smaller, We propose testing the principle with the existing equipment
resulting in higher achievable peak currents. However, some and the available beams of the CERN SPS as well as in a fur-
theoretical considerations (il] suggest that the lowest limit of ther experiment at CERN EPA, with a prototype of a 500 Mhz
the effective impedance is the so-called "Efree space" impedance, s.c. cavity considered in the designs for the B-meson factory.
which in our case would be around 0.2 01. If this were con- In addition, tile EPA test would permit to study the scaling of
firmed, the impedance constraints on the vacuum chamber and the effective ring impedance with bunch length, down to tile
RF cavities could be relaxed by the use of short bunches. "free space" limit and to experimentally check the coherent ra-
A test of the effective impedance scaling with bunch length, diation level over a large range of bunch length.
down to this limit, should be possible in the proposed experi- If this system were confirmed to be operational, it could be
ment at EPA ring which is described below, attractive for a wide domain of other applications.

V. TEST ON AN EXISTING MACHINE References
Electron Positron Accumulator (EPA) is a part of the LEP pre- (1] CERN 90-02 or PSI PR-90-08 (March 1990).
injector complex. Operated at 500 MeV, the 126 m long ring [2] P. Marchand, PSI TM-12-90-01 (January 1990).
provides eight e- or e+ bunches with o from 20 to 40 cm. Up (3] P. Marchand, Proc. 2 d EPAC, p.1088, Nice (June 1990).
to 40 KV is produced with a single 19 MHz cavity. [4] P.B. Wilson, 91h Conf. on High En. Acc., Stanford (1974)
A higher harmonic n.c. RF cavity (the convenient choices could [5] K.W. Robinson, CEAL-1010 (1964).
be 114 MHz PS, 200 M~lz SPS or 350 MHz LEP) with a voltage (6] F. Pedersen, IEEE Tr. Nucl. Sci NS-22, p.1906 (1975)
around 1 MV would shorten the bunch to about I cm. [7] D. Boussard, CERN SPS/86-10 ARF (May 1986).
An idle 500 MHz s.c. cavity, prototype of a single cell cavity [8] P. Marchand, PSI TM-12-90-09 (October 1990)
considered in the designs for the B-factory, could provide an [9] A. Chao, J. Gareyte, SLAC PEP-224 (December 197G)
additional 3 MV induced voltage that would shorten tile bunch [10] D. Brandt et al, Proc. 2

"d EPAC, p.240, Nice (June 1990)
further to a few millimeters. Such a cavity would be equipped [111 S. Chattopadhyay, Editor, Part Acc. 25, 2-4 (1990)
with an efficient HIOM damping system assuring the multibunch [12] R. Warnock, KEK report 90-21 (February 1991)
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Sliding Mode Controller for RF Cavity Tuning Loop
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Abstract but the hardware implementation turns out to be more cumber-
Ferrite tuned cavities must operate under a wide range of some. A controller based on variable structure principle such as

accelerating frequencies. The tuning is done by modulating the the sliding mode has all the good features of the adaptive con-
current in the coil surrounding the ferrite. Feedback controllers trollers, and the algorithm is not difficult to implement. The
are used to improve the tuning condition by sensing the phase controller we have discussed needs information about the
error. The design of controllers currently in use is based on clas- description of the transfer function model in terms of time, t, in
sical frequency domain techniques. Classical controllers in this linear state space form with variables {,, ,D} as system
application are sensitive to variations in the tuning system matrices, u, (t) the control signal, y (t) the output signal, and
parameters. Also, these controllers generally fail to provide cor- x (t) the state variable matrix as follows:
rect transient response when there is beam in the cavity, since (t) = & () + u W(t)
the beam loading changes the transfer function of the system. y(t) = C(t) +Du() .

We have designed a robust and adaptive controller based on However, it is not very difficult to obtain system matrices once
sliding mode techniques for a cavity tuning system on the ISIS the frequency response characteristic is measured. Several tech-
synchrotron. The techniques are extendable to other systems. niques are shown in Reference 3. Since the controller is inher-

I. INTRODUCTION ently insensitive to disturbance and to parameter variation -
The analogue tuning loop used on ISIS RF systems (Figure unlike the classical PID, phase lag, phase lead and state feed-

back - we expect to achieve good performance when the beam
I) was unable to provide the required accuracy. Hence a digital is injected in the machine, At the end of this paper a schematic

feedforward controller based on inverse transfer characteristic
of the type shown in Reference 1 was used. The application of layout of an analogue implementation is shown which can besucthea dgitylp ha a befen proposed.fo TeM apcai- ointerfaced to Figure 1 to the output of the function generator.such a digital loop has also been proposed for TRIUMF cavi.

ties2.Stability of such a feedback loop is ensured by exact pole- 11. SYSTEM MODEL
zero cancellation, which is difficult to achieve in practice. Also IIe SYSEM modelthe stability cannot be guaranteed at all operating conditions for The cavity tuning model shown in Reference 3 for Figure 1thestailiy cnno beguaanted t al oeraingconitins or was obtained in z-domain and was of the 7th order. It was then
all the tuning systems due to variations in system characteris- wasvobted in -domain st e or tw the
tics. Ideally, a stand-alone, self-correcting, intelligent feedback converted to continuous time-domain state-space form of the
controller would be well-suited for the system. Such controllers type shown in Equation 1 by using a sampling period of 0ascan e dsiged i clssial fequncydoman o wih ~ which was used at the time of measurement. Since we observed
can be designed in classical frequency domain or with the some pole-zero cancellation in the 7th order model of the sys-
recenytem, we used the standard model order reduction routines ofas adaptive or variable structure controllers. The advent of n,".v Reference 4 by looking at the weightage on the Gramian vec-
techniques would allow us to include variation in tuning system tors. Finally, we arrived at a 3rd order state space model. To
conditions due to beam loading, since the beam effects on the check the validity of the 3rd order model a step response of the
cavity can be regarded as external disturbance. 7th order discrete domain transfer function model was com-

The desin of the time-domain controllers such as self-tun- pared wih the reduced 3rd order continuous domain state space
ing or model ruerence adaptive controllers is not only complex, model. The agreement was found to be very good. Hence the

Analogue controller with a reduced 3rd order model was designed.
Amplifiers , III. SLIDING-MODE CONTROLLER DESIGN

Analogue New control Y ( The system Equation I can be rewritten with the individual
Reference signal.u elements and is shown in Equations 2 and 3 below.

Bias cvt D
ueRegulator e Cte i a12 a a x bi

Computer i2= a2l a22 a23 x2 + b2 u, () (2)

Figure 1. RF system representing cavity tuning loops. [-a 3  1 32 3J

*Operated by Universities Research Association. Inc.,
U.S. Department of Energy. Under Contract No. DE-AC02-89ER4086.

U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 783



continuous part will hold the tuning phase error zero under ideal
X1  plant conditions; at the same time the switching part will drive

y (t) Lci c2 C] x2 + Du () the phase error zero whenever there is uncertainty. Thus

Bu = uc +us .

The variables x1 , x2 and x3 are timc varying functions called The control signals uc and us are designed such that the
internal states of the system. In our cavity tuning problem they Lyapunov stability condition dictated by Equation 7 is satisfied
can be estimated. A brief discussion of this is given later. These under the normal operating conditions. Also the control signals
estimated states are used in the controller to obtain the control must not exceed the upper limits set by the bias regulator. Since
signal. The control signal u, can be assumed to have two inputs, u. is used as the control function for the continuous part, we can
u and Aud, where u is the signal generated by the controller and group all the nominal parameters as follows:
Aud the input disturbaice: 3

u,(t) = u (t) + Aud(t) . (4) u= aix, . (12)

Using the estimated states a time dependent sliding variable S is 1

defined as follows: Substituting Equations 10, 11 and 12 into Equation 8 and rear-
ranging, we obtain

XS 3

- x . (5) The switching part of the control signal, u., is arranged with

The components g, g2 and 93 of the matrix 8T are assumed to gains to overcome the uncertainties as follows:

be known at this stage. However, later in this paper we discuss U= - [k lxii + kzlx21 + k31x31 + k0) sgnS. (14)
briefly a method to calculate them. To design a stable feedback
loop we need to choose a suitable, positive definite Lyapunov The function sgnS in Equation 14 is the signwn function which
function. In this particu'r case we can use the function as has a value either +1 or -1 when S > 0 and S < 0, respectively.

12 The constants, ko, k1, k2, k3are selected such that Equation 7 is
V(t) = S . (6) always satisfied. Clearly, with the following conditions on the

For global stability the Lyapunov function, V, must be positive gains, we can keep the loop stable if
definite, and its first derivative, v, must be less than zero. In k i> p A a oI
other words, 00 sup, (At- "i = 1,2,3

S<0 , (7) ko > IAud. (15)

where S is the time-derivative of Equation 5 and is given by The abbreviation "sup" used in Equation 15 is pronounced as
gT + b (u + "supremum" to represent the maximum value of the function. If

=Aud) }the system parameters {, P) were accurately measured and if

= ,- g. .s a x + gTb (u + Aud) the variation due to temperature or other unknown effects is
ignored, then the gains k, k2 and k3 can be set to zero. Whereas

[xi the gain ko is still required to handle the input disturbance, Aud,

[a 2 a + , (8) when tie beam is turned on. The choice of these gains gives dif-
2 3] 2ferent weightings to the cost of control. Precise values can be set

with by actually working on the system. Also, when the feedback
3a a a a, g a gains, ko -4 k3' arc zero in Equation 14, then u. is zero. Under11 1 13 = 12,3 this condition the control signal is u = ac, obtained by solving

_a a2, g2 =a22, _3  a 23 , i = 1,2,3 Equation 12, which appears like a linear state feedback control-
[a3 a32 a33 3 g~b. (9) ler. Since this type of controller may give oscillatory control

Wnsplit the parameters, a, 2, a3 and I] into the nominal signal, a saturation function could be defined in place of sgnS.
paaes, an sp, t 3 ,handean parameters, It is defined with a constant 8 such that sgnS = I for S > 5,parameters, alto, a 2o0, a30,' and 1P0 and unknown parameters, gS=-foS<-8ansn =18or8tS -.
Aa, , Aa 2, Aat3, and AP as follows: sgnS = -1 forS<-Sand sgnS = S/S for SS_5.

a = a,0+Aa, I i= 1,2,3 IV. ESTIMATION OF THE STATES
P =  + AR .(10) From the previous section we noted that the required con-

trol signal, u, can be generated by solving Equations 5, 11, 12,

The nominal parameters were calculated using the measured and 14. We can do this provided the rnternal states, x,, %2 and
system matrices {., p and the matrix eT of the controller The x3 are known. In our problem they must be estimated. The state
unknown parameters are associated with the amount of system estimator is known as the "observer". We use the output signal,
uncertainties excluding the disturbance signal. Also, let the con- y (t) , and the input signal, u, i) , and obtan a standard Luen-
trol law, u, calculated by the controller, be divided into two berger uhberver. A simple design tehnique is disiusse.t by
parts: the continuous part, u,, and the switching part, u,. The
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Kailath 5. Hence, we simply quote the equation below: yst (0
. &i 3 +_bui +m [y -!_g.j - Lnu, (16)

Where, I is the estimated state vector used to calculate the slid- ALd ,
ing variable, S, and m is the feedback gain vector. This gain u uc  x2
vector is obtained from the system parameters, {d, _},and an cc - AT
arbitrary set of eigenvalues 5. As a rule of thumb, the eigenval-
ues of the observer are chosen such that the observer states con- Multiplier
verge to actual values almost 10 times faster than the controller
eigenvalues corresponding to g1, g2 ,and g3.For designing the (or saturation

observer we have assumed that the input signal, ui (t) , is mea- ko ectifie function)
surable, meaning the disturbance signal, AUd, is accessible. In Figur 2. Analogue implementation of the slidmg mode controller
other words, Equation 16 will not estimate the states accurately F 2. n o
when the beam comes on and hence may give problems, espe-
cially when the eigenvalues are chosen close to the controller. 0 o 0
Further work is underway to overcome the observer defects.

For overall stability the eigenvalues of the observer and I .0 ".0[
controller must be negative. The j matrix for the controller is -0 ° ,
selected by trial and error method or by using eigenvalue _015_ _0150

assignment technique shown in Reference 6. In both cases the 0 01  . 0 o 01 001
equivalent closed loop system, described by Tk,* n T

= [A[-b(1b)-l1T61lx, (17) "Observer = [-25 -50 -75] x 104  [5.612231
must have negative eigenvalues for stability. Equation 17 is -Controller = E-25 -250 0] x 103  = 119.906931 × 10-

obtained by substituting the condition7  u 0 in Equation 8 and ko = 0.11,Lk = 200,k 2 = 100,k 3 = 200 .02001
using the resulting expression for the equivalent control signal, Fu 0. (a C 200 , u , a 200
ui, in Equation 1. When j a 0 one of the eigenvalues of Equa- Figure 3. (a) Control signal, u ,ad(b)thephase rror signal y,
tion 17 is zero 6. Hence, for our system we specify only two undera stepdistubace, Aud = 0.1V.
eigenvalues, X, and X2, and ignore the third. The 8 matrix is VI. CONCLUSIONS
then obtained from the following equation: We have shown a modern control technique to design a

T (1 robust feedback controller such as the "sliding-mode" starting
8r ), (18) from an experimental "Bode diagram" of the system. We retain

where the function a (6) = (6 - .) (A -X2), and the matrix, all the simplicityof the state feedback controller and add robust-
9T is equal to the last row of the inverse of the controllability ness to handle variation in tuning errors due to beam loading or
matrix of the system (Equation 1), and the symbol T is used to other uncertainties on the system. Although the controller is
signify the tranpose of the matrix, robust, a non-robust state estimator may give problems unless

the eigenvalues are carefully selected.
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND SIMULATION

The feedback loop can be implemented, as always, in two VII. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Table 1: Comparison between a normal conducting and
ABSTRACT superconducting RF system for the CESR-B factory

To achieve luminosities of 30-100 times CESR, 1-2 amps
of current must be stored. A CESR B-factory [1] LER HER
parameter list calls for 50 MV for two rings, to be supplied
by 16 cells operating at 10 MV/m gradient. With a new cell Voltage (MV) 12 35
shape, the impedances of the dangerous higher order modes Beam Power (MW) 1.5 4.5
(HOM) are drastically reduced. All HOMs modes propogate out
of the cavity via the beam pipe, which is specially shaped. Normal Conducting
This allows HOM power couplers to be placed completely Gradient (MV/m) 1 1
outside the cryostat. A ferrite absorber on the beam pipe No. of cells 40 117
lowers all Qs to -100, which is sufficient to avoid multi- Cavity dissipation (MW) 3.4 9.8
bunch instabilities without feedback systems. A waveguide
input coupler on the beam-pipe provides Qext as low as Suprconducting
5x10 4 , with a C- slot shaped iris that has a negligible effect No. of cells 4 12
on the cavity loss parameter. Gradient (MV/m) 10 10

Cavity dissipation (watts) 408 1224
(Q = lxl09 )

THE CASE FOR SUPERCONDUCTING RF CAVITIES
To achieve the desired currents in a B-factory, it will SRF version would absorb < 1/4 of transmitter capital cost

be essential to lower the impedance of the ring. RF savings, and consume < I Mwatt of wall plug power. Today
cavities are a chief source of impedance. The advantage superconducting structures for storage rings TRISTAN,
of using SRF is that higher gradients are possible than HERA AND LEP reach average gradients over 10 MV/m
with room temperature RF, allowing a substantial reduction in acceptance tests. Recently a 5-cell, 500 MHz cavity

in the number of cells and their corresponding impedance. reached 16 MV/rn accelerating gradient[3].

There is a substantial savings in capital cost from the smaller While this experience shows that the desired gradient of 10
Ter isasubstnih sained on pvitaldc the m er MV/m is feasible, the maximum beam current stored has beenRF intallation which need only provide the beam power, the less than 100 mA. Our design concept faces the challenges

cavity dissipation being negligible. Corresponding savings to advance the capability of SRF cavities to handle amps of

in operating cost are realized. A quantitative comparison t A ne e sap e ha be chs to rde the

between a normal conducting RF system for a machine such current. A new cell shape has been chosen to reduce the

as CESR-B and the SRF system envisioned is presented in impedances of higher order modes and to faciliate power

Table 1. extraction and damping. New fundamental power couplers are
Here we consider the use of single cell copper cavities considered to increase the input power capability from thewith the same cell design as the superconducting present-day maximum of 100 kwatt to at least 400 kwatts.

cells, to properly compare the impedances presented. A New higher mode couplers are considered to increase the

maximum operating gradient of 1 MV/m for copper cavities power handling capability from 100 watts to 10 kWatts. To

is assumed, based on the need to keep the overall cell avoid multi-bunch instabilities in face of the tight bunch

dissipation below 100 Kwatts/cell (10 watts/cm2). NC spacing of 10 nanosecs, higher modes need to be heavily

cavities presently used in storage rings dissipate damped to Qs < 100.

between 15-60 kWatts/cell [2]. The comparison shows that CELL SHAPE.
the SRF version has 10 times fewer cells (impedance), a 13 Fig. 1 compares the new cell shape with the normal
Mwatt RF power installation savings, and a 22 Mwatt wall conducting cell shape presently used in CESR, and with the
plug power saving. The 2 Kwatt refrigerator needed in the superconducting cavity shape that will be used for LEP-Il. A

Supported by the National Science Foundation with major advance provided by the new shape is that the

Supplementary Support from the US-Japan Collaboration. impedance of the most dangerous HOMs have been reduced
1Babcock and Wilcox, Lynchburg, Va. by factors much lareger than the drop in fundamental R/Q. It

should be noted that this shape is signific :atly more open than

0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 ©IEEE the existing superconducting cavity shapes.
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Fig. 2 compares the R/Qs of CESR NC cell shape with
the proposed CESR-B cell shape. For longitudinal HOMs

K (HOM 6Z. Icmn).034VpC 0 21 V OV, (a), and all but two transverse modes (b), the highest

RiO(lundamental) 265 n/cell 11711/cell 891Vcell impedance has been reduced by more than a factor of 10.
R83 Another major advance is that all longitudinal HOMs

rm propagate out of the cavity via a round beam pipe. This
86 8allows all HOM coupling devices to be placed outside the

cryostat, greatly simplifying power extraction and damping.
All but the two lowest frequency transverse HOMs also

,, 240propagate out the beam pipe. To extract the two "trapped"
17-- A - modes, we propose, following a new idea of Kageyama[4],

to use a fluted beam pipe of cross-section similar to that-k _T shown in Fig. 3. Both calculations and model measuremerts
Copper Storage show that the rectangular waveguides formed by the fluts
Rrng Cell Shape Superoonducting Superconduchng
(Corell CESR) Storage Ring Cell Shape B Factory Cel Shape serve to guide out the troublesome transverse modes.

(CERN LEP)

760

Fig. 1 Comparsion of storage ring cell shapes mm

48

Table 2 lists the properties of the fundamental mode as
computed by SUPERFISH.

Table 2: Properties of the fundamental mode.

Frequency 500 Mhz _/
R/Q 89 Ohms/cell
k(fund.) 0.07 V/pC 02400m, /
Emax/Eacc 2.5 03920mm 0CoplerIris

Hmax/Eacc 52 Oe/MV/m Co Sci

Dissipation 102 Watts/cell
(Q =lx109, Eacc= 3 MV/cell)

60 16Z0191 -002 Fig. 3 Fluted beam pipe and input coupler geometries
50" 0) Nose.cono shape

R/ lund. a 264 Ohmsicell

__)' FUNDAMENTAL COUPLER AND WINDOW
E 40 In comparison to a coaxial coupler, a waveguide has low

.30 power densities and needs only outer wall cooling, The
o Now cell shap. overall size and static heat load is reduced by using a half-

20- RIO fund. height guide. A design of the coupling iris between the
0 \ . cavity and the waveguide has been developed (see Fig. 3)

Bench tests on a 3000 MHz copper model show QL as low
0 ', . ,as 5x10 4 . A progress report on the window is given in another

60 , I , paper [5]. A 500 MHz prototype Nb cavity/coupler and

So- b) .eo high power window have been ordered from industry.

40 HIGHER MODES
flow Call shape Calculated Q values < 70 were found for a

t-20 30 representative set of highest R/Q (max 3.5 Q/cell)
a 20 longitudinal modes. For this, a 15 cm absorptive band with
"• RF surface resistance 104 times copper is placed on the

10- beam pipe. A promising absorbing material, called Ferrite-
• =_50, possessing the desired properties has been found. A
° 1Q00 2000 complete discussion uf its properties and mode dampingsuccess is presented in another paper [6]. A factor of 6

Frequency (MHz) smaller scale copper cavity model (3 GHz fundamental
Fig. 2 Comparision 4-Jimepedantes of different cell ,hapes frequenk.)) ,was equipped with Fcrrite-50 beam tube sections.
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Strong damping (Q < 100 ) was observed for all discernable a) 1620191 -003

m odes (longitudinal and transverse). Fig. 4 show s typical +° : I
results. Calculations using the program ZAP show that this -
degree of damping will be sufficient to avoid multi- bunch X
beam instabilities without the use of a longitudinal , --

feedback system. , _
Calculated Q expected from a beam pipe absorber for

the transverse propagating modes were < 75. The two trapped o 
modes have quite high impedances (Fig. 2b). A model 3 ,.'
GHz cavity was equipped with a fluted beam tube at one end, _'

and the Q of the trapped modes was found to be lowered to I --
<200. ZAP calculations show that some transverse feedback , __T_ -- "

will still be required mainly to deal with the resistive wall
instability from the impedance of the vacuum chamber, 5 6
aggravated by the ferrite sections. b),

At 1 cm bunch length, with HOM loss factor of 0.1 0
V/pC, the power loss will be 0.8 Kwatts/cell and 4.3 1'- Il 1 1

5 W, LE ULj L/IkWatts/cell for the high and low energy rings. In the resonant A
case, 1.5 kWatts is expected for the worst mode. The image t
current wall losses are estimated to be < 1 kwatt per section. W

Figure 5 shows the cavity and cryostat with input
coupler, and higher mode absorber concepts. 0
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Beam impedance measurements.Coaxial Wire Method.

Giuseppe Di Massa*, Maria Rosaria Masullo
Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare - sez. di Napoli
Mostra d'Oltremare, Pad. 20 - 80125 Napoli, Italy.

* Dip. Elettrico Univ. della Calabria - 87036 Rende (CS), Italy.

Abstract In order to minimize the presence of unwanted reflections
matching sections are used to maintain as much as possible a

The measurement of coupling impedance of accelerator constant impedance value till the DUT.The data analysis is
vacuum chamber components by wire method using a than carried in the time domain where is possible to identify
synthetic pulse technique is presented. A standard the unwanted reflections and to eliminate them by filtering.
instrumentation, like a Network Analyzer able to work in the The new signal is then transformed again in the frequency
microwave region, is used in order to perform measurements domain through a Fourier Transform. It has to be mentioned
in frequency domain. An off-line Fast Fourier Transform can that the goodness of this filtering, called time gating, and de-

be used to treat the data. A suitable time-frequency de- embendding the main pulse is linked to the right geometry of
the matching section and spacers. The presence of spacers is

embedding technique is proposed. Experimental results are needed in order to separate the main pulse from the others and
presented, to "cut" the signal in the time domain without taking away

I. INRODUTIONimportant informations.
I. INTRODUCTIONp

II. IMPEDANCE CALCULATION
A 4) Factory machine, DA4)NE [1], has been proposed at

the National Lab. of INFN of Frascati - Italy- (a general talk is A current pulse il(t) is fed into a cylindrical coaxial
presented elsewhere at this conference). The goal of this structure (reference pipe) with characteristic impedance ZL
accelerator is to reach a luminosity of 1032 cm-2 sec-1 at
510 MeV. To achieve this requirement high currents, short (Fig.la). The energy contained in the pulse is given by+00

bunch lengths, long lifetimes and high stable beam are 2
required. All these requirements are strictly related to the U =f ZL i1I(t) dt (1)
design of the whole machine and they can be affected by J
intrabeam scattering, p-wave instabilities, coupled bunch
instabilities, whose thresholds are linked to the vacuum
chamber geometry, to RF cavity properties depending on the The same pulse is fed into the structure with the testing
interaction of the bunch with the surrounding structure object that replaces a part of the coaxial line (Fig. lb).
(coupling). A problem of great importance is the controlling Assuming that the pulse is only slightly modified by the
of the machine impedance to be kept at a low value(under testing object, i.e. i2 (t)=il(t) + At, the energy contained
5Q). This means that all the accelerator components like in the pulse so perturbed can be written as:
kickers, bellows, etc. that can give a big contribution to the +00 +_
total impedance, have to be carefully designer and tested before Z .2
the installation. From this the necessity of a laboratory U2 = il (t)dt +,J 2 ZL il(t) Atdt (2)
method to measure impedance follows, it has to be used as a .0 .,o

feedback on the design of the machine elements.
We propose to use the coaxial wire method [21 instead of where it is assumed (small perturbations)

the frequency perturbation one [3], because of the low quality I Ai(t) I << I i(t) I (2a)
factor (Q) linked to the low impedance to be measured in our
components. The used technique transforms the Device Under Comparing the energy lost by the pulse, U = U1- U2 ,
Test [DUT] in a coaxial line by putting in a central wire in with the expression of the energy loss of a bunch of particles
order to measure the transmission through the line. +_

The method was proposed by Sands and Rees [21 to 3
measure the energy loss of a stored beam to a cavity. The U=q Wb I(t) dt (3)
basic idea is that a short current pulse, travelling on a thin
wire can simulate a particle bunch and if they have the same it can be derived that the signal difference Ai(t) times (-2
time shape then the energy lost in both cases is the same. ZL/q) is equal to the wake potential Wb (t) of a bunch of
Some examples of bench measurements of energy loss and particles with the same shape
machine component impedance are reported in [4,5,61. Z

We performed our measurements in frequency domain Wb (1) = -2 Ai(t) (4)
where the current technology allows obtaining higher q

precisions. The transmission through the DUT can be affected
by discontinuities met by the pulse along the wire.

0-7803-0135-8/91S01.00 ©IEEE 789
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Figure 1- Schematic diagram of experimental set-up: Figure 2 - The layout of the set-up used for the
a) reference pipe; b) test structure. measurement.

Transforming eq. (4) into the frequency domain yields The layout of the set-up used for the measurement is reported
in Fig. 2. For the data acquisition and for the control of the

Z(o) I1(o) = -2 ZL [1I(o)- 12(0)] (5) Sweep oscillator we've used an Hp 9000/300 computer
connected to a measurement system (Network Analyzer

The eq. (5) suggests to perform the measurement directly (N.A.), Sweep oscillator , etc.) trough an Hp-IP bus. The
in frequency domain (Fig. 1) measuring the scattering signals (Amplitude and Phase) from the N.A. are sent to a
parameter S12 (w), that gives the transmission coefficient. A/D convert and read from the computer for the subsequent
According to eq. (5) the longitudinal coupling impedance is analysis. Transmission measurements are performed in the

given by: frequency domain over some range of frequency values. An
inverse Fourier Transform is performed on the frequency-

S12 - S12ref domain data. A train of pulses is then observed in the time-
Z(0)) = 2 ZL  s2ref (6) domain trace. These pulses are due to multiple reflections from

12r mismatches in the matching section and at the test device.
Then the first pulse is isolated by gating (is kept) and is

where S12 and S12 ref stand for the structure with the Fourier-transformed to yield a frequency response with the
discontinuity and for the reference pipe respectively, beating caused by multiple reflection removed.

It has to be pointed out that the use of small perturbation In fig. 3 the amplitude of the transmission coefficient, S 12ref,
approximation (eq. 2a) is better satisfied the thinner is the for the reference pipe (solid line) is compared to the
central wire ( ZL increases), but to keep Ai(t) at a measurable transmission coefficient, S12, of the gap discontinuity (dashed
value the wire cannot be reduced too much. A good line). The phase of the signals are dropped due to lack of
compromise needs [2,7]. space. In fig. 4 and 5 the time domain transforms of the

detected signals are reported, they clearly show multiple
reflections due to mismatches in the feeding structure. In fig. 6

IIl. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. the frequency domain transmission coefficients S 12 and S 12ref
obtained after a time domain gating of 4 nsec around the main

A first measurement was performed on a 10 mm gap in a pulse, are reported. Finally, in fig. 7, according to (6) and
copper beam pipe. Two little metallic strips are used to assure using the gated signals, the real and imaginary parts of
the electric continuity between the two pipe pieces. The total coupling impedance Z(w) are depicted. Instead of using
length, tube plus gap, is 477.6 mm, with a diameter of spacers, when the structure assumes too big dimensions, a
69 mm. Two matching cones, 500 mm long, are used in order numerical expansion technique, like Chirp-z, can be used.
to slowly adapt the 69 mm diameter pipe to an N connector. A Another possibility is to use a more sophisticated technique of
.95 mm wire is stretched in the center of the tube. A line de-embedding [8]. The two mentioned techniques are
with the same dimensions, put between the two cones, is used particularly useful when the impedance of large object have to
as reference pipe. be measured. Experimental verifications of these techniques are

in progress.
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A Simple Analytic Estimate of the Loss Parameter of a
Large Tapered Chamber *

James J. Welch, Laboratory of Nuclear Studies, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853

Abstract 2790491-015

When bunch lengths are much smaller than the dimensions
of the structure of interest, it is often either impossible or A
excessively time consuming to obtain estimates of the loss L .

parameter by numerical methods. Furthermore, numerical b
results are not generally scalable to other bunch lengths,
chamber angles or sizes. In the case of a cylindrical cham-
ber very large compared with the bunch length, and tapers
on each end, an estimate for the loss parameter may be
made by first making some assumptions about the distri- e L 
bution of electromagnetic fields, and then calculating the Figure 1: A cylindrically symmetric chamber with tapered
electromagnetic energy left behind when the bunch leaves ends is shown in this figure. Pointr A and B are the
the chamber. The result is an analytic formula for the beginning and end of the chamber. Point B is the point
loss parameter, with no free or empirical parameters, that where a signal from A could reflect and reach C in the
agrees well with TBCI calculations of a 200 tapered chain- minimum time.
ber. Besides its intuitive appeal, this formula is especially
useful in providing design assistance as to the best taper
angle, diameter, and chamber lengths. bunch re-enters the beam pipe, it is difficult for reflections

of the electromagnetic pancake to catch up to the back of
the bunch because the group velocity in the beam pipe is

Electromagnetic Field Model substantially less than c, and the walls of the beam pipe
have nonzero resistivity. So any energy left in the chamber

It is well known that for - >> I in free space or in a uni- after the bunch leaves cannot effectively interact with the
form beam tube, the electromagnetic field of a short bunch bunch charge and will be 'lost'. From the geometry in fig-
of electrons is greatly compressed, so that it is almost en- ure 1, it can be seen that the energy lost is approximately
tirely perpendicular to the direction of motion. The energy independent of the outer radius R if
stored in the electromagnetic field traveling with the bunch
is likewise confined to a thin pancake whose thickness is ap- V/2(R - b) + L 2 - L > Or (1)
proximately the bunch length. If we allow the cross section
of the beam tube to have a sudden change, the pancake can Bench measurements showing this effect does indeed occur
deform, generate reflections or even thicken, but it must can fo uni bfdo so within the constraints imposed by the finite speed of When a shc,'t uniformly charged bunch of length Al and
light, i.e. causality, charge AQ first enters the taper, w-,: can expect on phys-The general vacuum chamber geometry considered here ical grounds, that the electromagnetic field will look likeis shown in figure 1. Under certain conditions, the loss that shown in figure 2. The shape of the leading edge ofprmt isown indfigurepe.nde of rtainconditions, the o r rthe shell is determined by causality. It is a constant dis-be calculated as if the taper continued indefinitely. For a tance from point A in the section shown in figure 2. Forhighly relativistic uniform bunch of length Al, if the path radial coordinate r less than b, the field lines are straight;higly elaivsti unfor bnchof engh l, f te pth essentially the same as when the bunch was in the beam
length ABC is greater than L by at least Al, then the per- eentialy h usm aw the bunc eagi th beam
turbation of the electromagnetic fields at A cannot retct pipe. Causality would allow the trailing edge to be further
off the outer wall at B and catch up with the back of the behind the leading edge than Al shown in the figure. Thisbunch at C, where the bunch leaves the chamber. This is thickening of the shell could come about from perturbed
ony aproxmately trefoa bunch . Onees the hamber.This fields generated at different azimuthal points but at theonly approxim ately true for a gaussian bunch. O nce the s m o g t d n l p st o s p i t A i i u e 2 h f___________________same longitudinal position as point A in figure 2. Thle ef-

*Work suppurted b the Natiunal Science Fuundciatn, fect would be most pronounced for L , b2 /o and stronger
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dA=At 2r (s sin 6+b)

Energy to be lostI
Undisturbed

field lines bef f1

b_ _ b_ 
_ = _

'-'Figure 3: The effective exi: radius of the beampipe be1! is
defined in this figure as the radius for which a~ signal from

Figure 2: A highly relativistic uniformly distributed bunch point D could catch up with the back of the bunch at point
of electrons will generate a thin shell of intense electromag- C.
netic field in a shape approximately as shown in this figure.

to the taper angle 0. The result of this integration for
for steeper taper angles. We will neglect this effect. By ne- uniformly charged bunches is,
glecting it, we will overestimate the strength of the electric
field in the shell as well as the energy loss. U = 2- In [tan (0/2) (6)

We will further assume that reflections from the entrance Al tan(Go/2)(
taper, traveling in the opposite direction of the bunch, are
not significant. They are not appreciably seen in TBCI cal- Equation 4 reduces to equation 6 when b/L « 1.
culations, and in principle, could be removed by smooth-
ing the discontinuity at point A. If there are no reflections, Formulae for the Loss Parameter
there should be no field behind the segment of charge.

By applying Gauss's law to the surface bounded by Notice the field energy stored in the volume r > b
the 'wavefronts' associated with the front and back of the grows with increasing s. We will assume that when the
bunch and the outer annular segment of length 1l located beam reaches the far end of the chamber, the field is re-
at angle 0 we have for r > b, established in the beam pipe and no further energy is lost.

2AQ That is, when the bunch position is at s = L, the energy
Al(ssin 0 + b) (2) in the electromagnetic field for r > b is 'scraped off' and

can never again interact with the bunch. This assumption
The magnetic field can be computed in exactly the same is similar to one made by D~me [3) that for r <, b the fields
manner using Ampere's law. The total electromagnetic of a point charge in the cavity are the same as they were
energy in the field volume r > b is, when the charge was in the beampipe. An analogous ar-

2 f 0  2(AQ)2 p dO gument was made by V.E. Balakin and A.V. Novokhatsky
AU = .o E 2 dV- At Jo(ssinG+b) (3) [2] for energy lost by a structure consisting of a sudden

8r o (ssn0+b reduction in pipe diameter.
A factor of two was included to take into account the mag- Of course, an assumption of pure scraping for r < b pre-
netic field contribution. The integral can be evaluated for cludes diffraction of fields at the exit end of the chamber
two separate cases, s > b and s < b. We are mainly inter- which would tend not to scrape off so much field energy.
ested in s > b where, Diffraction effects at the exit of the chamber occur if re-

( (AQ)2  2s (s+vs 2tnO02b flections of the front of the pulse from the exit taper (point
AU - 2 In )  D in figure 3) -can reach the beampipe opening before theA s V-- -(s )tan0/2 + b back of the bunch. A shallow taper will tend to capture

(4) much more of the electromagnetic energy. If we replace
A simpler formula can be obtained by making slightly Al in figure 3 with o, then the effective exit radius for

different assumptions about the shape of the electric field gaussian bunches may be defined as,
lines. When s is large compared with the beam pipe radius
b, the 'wavefront' approximately resembles a pure spherical bejf j b + cr cot 0/2 (7)
shell with radius s centered on the chamber axis, extending Taigtefruefoteengylsofahrtn-
to angle 0. The energy stored in fields for r > b when the Taking the formulae for the energy loss of a short uni-
particle is at position s = L, is calculated by integrating form bunch, equations 4 and 6, and assuming no thickening
the energy from a minimum angle Oo, where of the electromagnetic pulse, we can average over a gaus-sian longitudinal distribution to arrive at an expression for

0o = tan -'(b/L) (5) the energy loss for a gaussian bunch.
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2790491-018 lengths. Rather surprising is the fact that the difference
between equation 6 and the TBCI results is more or less
constant with respect to chamber length, indicating the

No bff Crrecioncorresponding difference in energy loss occurs only when
the bunch enters or leaves the chamber. Figure 4 also

C3 shows that, even though for most of the range of chamber
> lengths calculated, the 'catch up' condition (equation 1)

is not obtained, the effects of the reflections are small.
2 When a diffractive correction 0o = tan- (be f IL) is ap-

, Criplied, there is constant reduction of the loss of approxi-
In bef Correction Applied mately the right magnitude to account for the discrepancy

TI between the TBCI data and the formula.
o TBCI The other comparison I will make is with an analytic

formula derived for 90 degree tapers by Heifets [4]. That
0C 1 ' . . . . ,is,

0 200 400 600 800 1 o-L
Chamber Length L (cm) k- In - (13)

o-V\/ b2

Figure 4: TBCI calculations for a 20 degree tapered chain- subject to the restriction L >> b2/o. When 6 90 is put
ber with beam pipe radius of 2.5 cm are plotted with into equation 6 and L >> b the difference in k between and
the equation 6, with and without the modification due to equation 6 and equation 13 approaches
diffraction applied. 1 2b

- in- (14)
cr Vr~ o

Let the charge per unit length be A and substitute A for
AQ/Al into either equation 4 or 6. The expressions for Thir difference is significant compared with the total loss

the energy lost can then be written in the form, factor unless L/b >> b/tr, but this is exactly the limitation
given to equation 13.

dU = A2f(L, 0, b)ds (8)

where ds is an infinitesimal length of charge. For gaussian References
bunches, Q = 2 [1] J.N. Weaver, P.B. Wihcr, and .1.8. Styles, Bench

A = e (9) Measurements of Loss :mpedano.e for PEP Beam Line
Integrating dU yields, Components, SLAC-PUB-2284, March 1979,

1Q2  [2] V.E. Balakin and A.V. Novokhatsky, Proc. of the 12th

U = -f(l, , b) (10) Intern. Conf. on High Energy Accel. Fermilab, August
2V o" 11-16, 1983, p1 17

The loss parameter'is defined as k = Ulos,/Q 2 where Q [3] G. D~me, Wake Potentials of a Relativsitic Point
is the total bunch charge and U is the total bunch energy Charge Crossing a Beam-Pipe: An Analytical Approz-
loss. Applying this form to equation 6 yields for a gaussian imation IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., vol. NS-32, No. 5,
bunch, October 1985

1 [tan (0/2)1 (11) [4] S. A. Heifets, Diffractve model of the hgh-frequency
o=r/ [tan (Oo/2)J impedance, Phys. Rev. D, Vol. 40, No. 9, p 3097, Nov.

where all variables are assumed to be written in CGS units. 1989
In more commonly used units:

[5] The TBCI calculations were performed by C. Chen,
= 0.508 In tan1(0/2) (12) and will soon be appear;ng in a CLNS publication

S[V/pC] cm] Ltan (6o/2)] available from Newman Laboratory of Nuclear Sci-

ence, Cornell University.

Comparison with other Estimates

A comparison between TBCI calculations [5] and the an-
alytic formula, equation 6, for 20' tapers is shown in
figure 4. With no diffractive correction applied, i.e.,
0 = tan -I(b/L), equation 6 consistently gives a higher es-
timate of the loss factor, particularly for shorter chamber
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Measurements of High-Temperature RF and Microwave Properties
of Selected Aluminas and Ferrites Used in Accelerators

R.M. Hutcheon, M.S. de Jong, P. Lucuta,
J.E. McGregor, B.H. Smith and F.P. Adams

AECL Research
Chalk River Laboratories, Stn. 111

Chalk River, Ontario, Canada, KOJ JO

Abstract isostatic press (HIP) sintered, beryllia rings provided

Modem accelerator design practice includes the use of adequate cooling.

aluwina rf and microwave windows and high-quality ferrites (3) Unbiased ferrite with a specially chosen rf loss-versus-

in applications with ever-increasing requirements on power frequency characteristic was used in a simple higher

handling ability. Modeling studies of such designs areorder mode damping system.

increasing economic importance, but frequently are hindered Usually, the principles behind the use of these ceramics
by a lack of measured values of the ceramic loss factors.AECLhasdevlopd a ystm t mesurethecomlex are well understood, but an' engineered optimum design,
AECL has developed a system to measure the complex requires detailed knowledge of the rf properties, which often
permittivity of small samples over a frequency range from 50 is not available. For example, two alumina insulator materials
to 2450 MHz and up to 1000*C in temperature. Samples of were tried in the PETRA cavity from different sources. Both
rf window materials from several suppliers have been studied,
with a view to relating the dielectric loss factor to the had a atel los a t mu tmerature, buti
microscopic material properties. As well, the temperature oemateia losse in a much mesrapily th
dependence of the dielectric and magnetic loss factors of a few temperature, and resulted in a marginal design, given the
relevant ferrites were measured at selected frequencies. r- able cooling.

Studies have been initiated to measure the dielectric and
magnetic properties of ceramics used in accelerator en-

The challenge in modem accelerator design is to satisfy gineering lesign and to attempt to understand the mechanisms
the increasing demands on performance and/or output without behind the rf loss processes in these materials.
iv.curring the cost penalty usually associated with b.. rorce
techniques. New materials .0 new technologies are the wjain 11. A SYSTEM FOR MEASURING RF PROPERTIES
tools one uses, but to use them successfully re4uires USING THE CAVITY PERTURBATION METHOD
increasingly sophistiated knowledge of their properties and The Chalk River measurement system uses te traditional
interplay with each other. Metal oxide ceramics have a long
histo:y of uso in accelerator systems, but improvements in cavity perturbation technique, where a sample is introduced

their properties and development of new ceramics have opened into either the electric or magnetic field region of a cavity anal

up new design possibilities, the change in frequency rand quality factor, Q, are related to
the permittivity and permeability of the sample. A small

The 50 MHz cavities designed hnd constructed at Chalk cylindrical sample, m-unted in a thin-walled fused quartz

River Laboratories [1] for the PETRA and HERA accelerator tube, is heated to high temperature and rapidly inserted into a
ringvse hig-quab tceramic [] the eparatde a atos t cooled rf cavity. As the sample cools, a Hewlett-Packard
ring use high-quality ceramics in three separate applications to 8753 network analyer, controlled via IEEE 488 interface by
achieve the design requiremernts at reduced cost: aproa oltr eemnstersnn rqec n

(1) A large alumina insulator spans the PETRA cavity a personal comiuter. determines the resonant frequency and

accelerating gap, so that high vacuum is maintained in Q approximatelly every half second and accumulates the

the beam line while the bulk of the cavity can operate in numbers in a fil. for later analysis. The data analysis assumes

air. A cw rf voltage of 100 kV is maintained across a the validity of the general formalism of resonant cavity

200 w.m gap using a 340 mm long, 155 mm diameter, perturbation theory, but the absolute calibration relies on
7 mmeasurements at room temperature of known materials, on a
7 mm wan nigh-density alumina cylinder, detailed understanding of the full complex cavity perturbation
(2) yAserpenlriased ferigfte frequency shig theory formulation [21, and on comparisons with computer
system allows electronic slewing of the cavity by simulations using the fully complex version of SUPERFISH,
0.5 MHz (I%) at an average cavity input power of which includes los in materials.
6 kW. Use of the low loss TransTech G510 ferrite
rcJuced the tuner average power dissipation up to Under the assumptions listed below, the exact resonant
1000 W (0.5 W/cm3 of ferrite), while simple interleaving cavity frequency shift formula may be reduced to the
of the ferrite rings with high thermal conductivity, hot folowing form

0-7803-0135-8191$01.00 @IEEE
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Wesgo or Kyocera aluminas. All the loss tangent values at order mode excitation. Recently, they have been used as a
1000*C were at least an order of magnitude larger than that broadband absorber of all TE and TM modes above cutoff in
measured for a high-purity, single-crystal sapphire calibration a waveguide mode damper coupled to rf cavities in high-
sample, demonstrating that impurity and/or grain boundary current storage rings. The ferrite must have a large loss
effects are still the determining factor in this temperature factor for both electric and magnetic fields so that all mode
range. distributions are attenuated.

IV. Low-LOSS FERRITES FOR PERPENDICULAR Trans Tech F50 is specified to have excellent high-
BIAS APPLICATIONS vacuum properties, a nominal Curie temperature of 390°C,

The ferrites recently proposed for electronic frequency and a nominal room temperature electrical resistivity of

slewing of high-power cavities are used in the perpendicular 25 ohm-cm. The permittivity and "scalar" permeability [2]

bias mode (magnetic bias field perpendicular to the rf wvere measured at 2.42 GHz under zero magnetic bias field

magnetic field) to reduce magnetic losses. Trans Tech (Figure 4). The lack of a defined bias field direction means

aluminum substituted YIG ferrites, G810 and G510, have been that the measured value is an average over the presumably

used in this mode because both their magnetic and dielectric random orientations of the individual domain field directions.

losses are low. However, the increased amount of ferrite The phenomenon of the "effective* scalar rf permeability

required to obtain a large frequency swing [3] means that the being less than unity over a region just below the Curie point

ferrite extends into regions of higher electric field, and more is common to many ferrites in thi" ,requency range.

accurate estimates of the dielectric loss (and heating) are Trans ?ec, Ferrite 50 2

required.
001

II '--- - -

Sf (Mz)6-0 f -2

(a__ ____ -510/

0 - - - - - - -- - 0
_________ ____ - -0 T(0C) 500

r r r Figure 4. Measured permittivity and scalar permeability of
0 f (MHz) 600 Trans Tech F50 ferrite at 2.4 0Hz.

Figure 3. Measured room temperature (22 0C) dielectric loss Under the assumption that the dielectric loss is caused
tannt of unbiased G8 10 and G5 10. purely by free electron conduction, the room temperature

The dielectric constants of Trans Tech G510 and G810 value of c," may be used to deduce an effective resistivity for

were measured without magnetic bias (Figure 3). The this sample of 37 ohm-em.

presence of magnetic bias is thoight to have no influence on V. REFERENCES
the dielectric properties. A careful room temperature (22"C)
measurement on unbiased G810 at 54.5 MHz gave [1] L.W. Funk et al., "52 MHz RF Systems for PETRA 11
c,' = 14.2 + 5% and c," = 0.014 ± 30%, for and HERA Proton Synchrotrons", Particle Accelerators,
tan 8E = 1.0 * 0 ± 30%. The G510 values were 29, pp. 71-76 (1990).
c,' = 13.3 ± 5% and c," s 0.012, for tan 6E < 0.9 * 10*'. [21 R.M. Hutcheon et al., "A Technique for Rapid Scoping
These values suggest a dielectric loss power dissipation of the Measurements of RF Properties up to 1000°C",
order of 0.15 W/cm3 in a 1 kV/cm, 50 MHz internal rf field. Electromagnetic Energy Reviews, 2, 46 (1989).
The value of c,' is constant over the frequency range in [3] R.L. Poirier, T.A. Engren, C. Haddock, "A
Figure 3, while the increase of the loss tangent with frequency Perpendicular AC Biased Ferrite Tuned Cavity for the
clearly rules out electron conduction as the loss mechanism. TRIUMF Kaon Factory Booster Synchrotron",

Proceedings of the 2' European Particle Accelerator
V. A HIGH-LOSS FERRITE FOR RF ,BSORPTION Conference, 1, 988 (1990).

APPLICATIONS

Ferrites have been used as rf absorbers in high-power
tube resonators to suppress spur ous resonances and higher
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Al .jA- f X- X , (1)7 (1 +Q (lX. FA) T. Cool-down from 1000 deg C

0 01

where X. is the complex relative susceptibility (dimensionless),
Fo, is a sample shape factor (real, dimensionless), V, and V,
are the sample and cavity volumes, respectively, and A is a
dimensionless real constant depending only on the shape of the
cavity and the shape of the unperturbed fields. The t 8
assumptions are:

(a) The sample is located in a region of uniform field.

(b) The sample shape is an ellipsoid of rotation.

(c) The stored energy in the sample is small compared to 0 0001 J-n
that stored in the rest of the cavity. o T(oC) o0

It may be shown that relation (1) applies to non- Figure 1. Measured loss tangent at 2.4 GHz for (1) Coors
ellipsoidal shapes when empirical values of A and Fo are AD-995, (2) Degussit AL-23, (3) Kyocera, (4) Wesgo
used. This approximation has been checked with full complex AL-995.
numerical calculations and found to be accurate to ±3 % for
sample length to diameter ratios down to 3.5: 1. The Coors loss tangent temperature dependence is clearly

different from the others (Figure 1), rising steeply above room
temperature and peaking (or leveling) around 300'C. The

III. LOW-LOSS ALUMINAS FOR RF AND same temperature dependence occurs at lower frequencies
MICROWAVE APPLICATIONS (Figure 2) and will lead to thermal runaway above specific

Initial studies of loss mechanisms were done on samples high rf power levels. The frequency dependence (Figure 2)

from four ceramics that had been purchased and used as rf and clearly demonstrates that electron conductivity, which would

microwave windows (Table 1). All are high-purity aluminas give c* -t, is not the loss mechanism. The spinel

and have low dielectric loss tangent (tan 8 = e"e') at room structure, evident in the Coors EDX spectrum, is the only

temperature. Structural studies were done both of fracture clear difference between the materials, and will be studied as

Aurfaces and of polished and thermally etched faces. As well, a possible mechanism of low-temperature loss in aluminas.

energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) was used to give an COORS AD-95 ALUMINA cool-down

indication of the type and amount of impurities (assumed to be Sample density • 3.09 glcm3
sintering aids). The dielectric constants were measured 0 025-1
(Figure l)using 12 mm long, 3.5 mmdiameter specimens that *o 11716 MHz
had been diamond-core drilled, cleaned and held in air at *° * 
1000oC for 2 hours in high-purity alumina boats. :: 1o000 1356 M Z

a. 0 n--- n

Table I e" 994Mtz ,

Measured Properties of Four RF Window Materials - - -
d  

-

JSpecime~n Adddlives Grain Size ]Peres JCtyst.St. Jtan 6
Aver. 25prm S 1- II04 25'C

Wosg O 5% Range 5-co 1-3 Pm O' 300 0 -
AL-90S I50,0" iooo'c 0 T(oC) 500

Aver. 30pm S, - IlO' 25 C
DOgussit < 05% Range 3-80 1-3 pjm 3110, 300 c

AL23 17Xoe" oocC Figure 2. Measured absorptive part of the pernittivity for
4 V\'-. 40prn 4 in . " toO' 2sc Coors AD-995.

Kyocera < 0.5% Iiuge$-120 .5-30 3110' 3O0PC
56z10' iOO'C

c< 4% Aver. 1jm S. 95%. The high-temperature lobs tangent appears unrelated to
coors o.s. 1.g.. ,.f% Range -40 1-3 pm spl 11:0' 30ofc the previously mentioned loA,-temperature loss, for at IOOO(C
AD 995 37:10' oC

- - -_. . ...... - the Coors material has a lower tan 6 value than either the
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100 MW KLYSTRON DEVELOPMENT AT SLAC*
A.E.VLIEKS, R.S.CALLIN, G. CARYOTAKIS, K.S. FANT,

W.R. FOWKES, T.G. LEE, E.L. WRIGHT

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, CA 94309
A bstractAb stro dbeam optics. In addition, a series of diode tests were per-440 kips strongdesignedtoopestet 11F power s e formed to test the breakdown limitations in cathode/anode440 kV is presently SLAC's strongest RF power source designs~l] and beam transmission.
candidate for the Next Linear Collider. It is expected to In a nde as ssion.provde 00 W (

T{F owe wih apuls with f 1mi- In addition to developing a klystron for a future col-
crosieon. May of te conventna tue dtechnlo1ies a lider, this program has a second purpose. This is to developc ros e c o n d . M a n y o f tihe co n v e n tio n a l tu b e te c h n o lo g ie s a re a p o e s u r e t t st c el a o r t u t r s a n o h r d -being pushed to their limits. High electron beam power a power source to test accelerator structures and other de-
beingsities, to her gits igh catrn aps a trs vices. Thus far we have used these klystron prototypes todensities, RF c lectric gradients in cavity gaps and stresses test a Binary Pulse Compressor[2] (BPC), to serve as a
on the ceramic RF output windows are among the most driver for a Crossed-field Amplifier(CFA) and (in the near
severe problems to be dealt with. This paper describes future) to drive a high power Resonant Ring[3].
progress in the development of this device including re-
sults from single and double gap output cavities and vari- II. INITIAL TESTS
ous styles of RF output windows. The first test performed on this klystron design was

I. INTRODUCTION a beam diode test. It consisted of an electron gun identi-

RF power sources are under development at SLAC cal to the one designed for a 100 MW klystron, a drift
in order to satisfy the power requirements of a next gen- section with the same length as the klystron, and the
eration linear collider. For peak accelerating fields of solenoid magnet designed for the klystron. The drift sec-
50 MV/m a power requirement of 60 MW/m will be re- tion was divided into several thermally isolated parts which
quired in the current minimum design. To satisfy this were equipped with thermistors to measure beam inter-
requirement efforts are underway to develop a 100 MW ception. The purpose of the test was to verify the beam
klystron at 11.424 GlIz. The design parameters for this perveance, cathode/anode voltage standoff capability and
klystron are shown in Table 1. beam quality which had been determined by the electron

trajectory simulation code EGUN[4] and the magnet code
Table 1. POISSON[5]. Results verified that the perveance was at

SLAC XC Klystron Design Parameters the design value of 1.75 p perv. and that the beam inter-
Operating frequency 11.424 Gllz ception was ; 2%. In addition, no difficulties with cath-
PeaOtg f were 12 G ode/anode breakdown were found. A later experimentl],

Peak Output Power 100 MW with a specially coated focus electrode, indicated that a
RF Pulse Width 100-1000 ns standoff capability of 360 kV/cm for 5ps pulses and (in
Pulse Repetition Rate 120 s excess of) 400 kV/cm for 1 its pulses could be expected.
RF' pulse risetime < 10 ns

Beam Voltage 440 kV III. KLYSTRON: GENERAL DESCIPTION
Beam Current 511 A
Efficiency 45% All three klystrons have been designed to operate at
Saturation Gain 55 dB 440 kV with a perveance of 1.75 p perv. The thermionic
Focussing Field kG cathode has a diameter of 8.9 cm and a beam loading of
Beam Areal Compression 90:l 9A./cm2 . The areal compression ratio of the beam is
Max. Surface Grad. in Gun (at F.E.) 308 kV/cm 190:1, which is a value somewhat larger than usual for
Maximum Surface Grad. in Output Gap 1.33 MV/cm a klystron. To accomplish this compression, the beam is

(for single-gap Cavity) first compressed electrostatically by a factor of ,z 40 and
Maximum Surface Grad. in Output Gap '174 kV/cm then further compressed magnetically in a slow, adiabatic

(for 2-gap Cavity) manner. This latter compression is performed in a long ta-
Average cathode current density 9 A/cm 2  pered drift tube section (30 cm) between the gun and input
Total length 1.5 m cavity. Magnetic focussing is accomplished with a 6 kG.

solenoid magnet and a separate trim coil wound directly
on the klystron body upstream of the input cavity. Results

We have currently designed and built three versions from EGUN[6] indicated that this trim coil might improve
of a 100 MW klystron (called XC1, XC2 and XC3) to test beam quality. The solenoid magnet field is controlled by six
various alternatives to RF windows, output cavities and independent sets of coils (including bucking coil) to shape

the field to the design value. In the third klystron (XC3)
• Work supported by Department of Energy contract DE- the field was modified by removing the trim coil and shap

AC03-76SF00515. ing the field with a smaller diameter steel gun pole piece.
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f,=11.440 GHz f2=11.403 GHz f3=11.504 GHz f4=12.224 GHz f5=11.424 GHz
0e=175.

Input Output

.235 .235 .235 .297 .297 .297

2 x.05

.15 .135 .135 .173 .19 .197

62326 T4 - 3.386 -1.731 .678
R.1875 (48.40) (67.00) (69.40) (3550 (13.9

11.425

Xq = 0. 4 4 6 m at 440kV, 511A, f 0 = 11.424 GHz ..9,

Dimensions in inches 6873AI

Figure 1. XC2 Klystron, Double-Gap Output Cavity Design Values.

The importance of the bucking coil is also diminished in 80_ _ _ _ _ _

this design. -II
The RF section consists of an input cavity, two gain XC1 initial

cavities, a penultimate cavity and an output cavity. (See 60 a XC2

Fig. 1). Details of the different output cavities are de- 0XC1 final

scribed below. d!40 45j Vc

The number of waveguides leaving the output cavity 0 60 kocm
is different for the three klystrons but in all designs two k20

output windows are used. For XC1, two waveguides leave 254 kV-cm
the output cavity directly while XC2 and XC3 use a single - 0

waveguide. In this latter design, the power is then divided 0 400 800 1200

by a 3 dB splitter into two separate waveguides. Two dif- 411 RF Pulse Width (ns) "M10

ferent window designs have been used and are described Figure 2. Measured Power Units as a function of pulse width
below, for XC1 & XC2.

Pumping of the klystrons is accomplished by means
of 2 I/s vac-ion pumps mounted on the input and output After studying the performance of the klystron, it was
waveguides. Typical klystron pressures are 1-5 x 10- 9 Torr, used as a driver for CFA experiments and BPC tests. Un-
as read by the pump currents. fortunately during the latter tests, the windows were dam-

IV. Xci aged which terminated further testing. Evaluation of the
klystron indicated that significant beam erosion and RF

XCI was the first X-band klystron tested in this pro- breakdown had occurred in the output cavity. In addi-
grant at SLAC. It was a five cavity klystron with a single tion, damage was observed at the other cavities and at the
gap output cavity. Thin (.79 mm) RF windows were used entrance to the drift tube.
because of simplicity and the need for wide bandwidth. V. XC2
(The klystron was to be used in CFA experiments).

The peak power attained with XCI was 65 MW. This Because of the problem of RF breakdown in XCI it
was only attained at narrow pulse widths hu%%ever (30 was decided to change the output cavity design to a dual-
40 ns). At wider pulse widths RF breakdown limited the gap cavity. This would haxe the effect of reducing the peak
peak power attainable although RF conditioning did im- cavity fields by _ 60%. In addition, sunic srmall changes
prove the RF breakdown threshold sumewhat. Results of % ere riade to the RF circuit to inmpruoc its perforniance.
peak power gtnerated at threshold both initially and after Other changes in this tube includLd the dddition of
.- 250 hours of operation are shown in Fig. 2. As is seen beam diagnostics. The copper klystrun bud) ias ther-
in tht figure, the peak fields iii 'he output cavit) for a /14b nially isolated into fi'e scttion by thin (.3 cni) stainlebs
pulse %ere only 600 kV/crn %hich is much less than the ,tcel plates. Fi~e therniisturs werc iistalled into the bud)
1330 kV/cm expected at 100 MW. within 2 min of the drift tube radius at key locations. The
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most important of these were the two located at the rear trollable by "squeezing" the beam with the solenoid mag-
end of the penultimate and output cavities. In addition, net. The oscillation caused excessive heating in the output
the collector was electrically isolated from the tube body to cavity, probably by disrupting the beam, and also out-
permit direct measurement of transmitted beam current. gassing in the windows. (The windows are opaque to this

Initial tests indicated improvements in peak power higher frequency mode). After disassembling the klystron,
to 72 MW for pulse widths of 100 ns. Figure 3 shows extensive damage was discovered in the septum and down-
the klystron performance as a function of beam voltage, stream gap of the output cavity. This cavity is currently
The highest power levels were mcasured calorimetrically being replaced and the tube will be in operation in the
at pulse widths ranging from 100 to 200 ns at a pulse near future.
repetition rate of 180 pps. At the highest beam volt-
age, calorimetric power measurements were compared to
RF measurements (crystal diode detector) under identical Three X-band klystrons have been designed and tested
conditions and found to give equivalent results. As can as part of development of an RF source for a future Li..er
be seen in Fig. 2, peak power levels of 35 MW were mea- Collider. At this time 72 MW RF power has been gener-
sured for pulse widths of up to 800 ns. These power limits ated with a pilse width of 100 ns and 35 MW has been
were more the result of the experimental requirements at generated at 800 ns.
the time rather than a firm breakdown limitation. For the In order to improve the current design significantly,
most part, this klystron was used to supply power to the the problems of beam interception and RF breakup must
BPC experiment which required ;s 35MW RF power at be overcome. Beam interception is a particularly difficult
a pulse width of 800 ns. At the conclusion of BPC test- problem because the high current density of the beam can
ing it was found that both RF windows were broken. This cause intrapulse melting for almost any level of body inter-
recesitated a pause in experimentation until these windows ception. To alleviate this problem, future klystron modi-
could be replaced. During repair, it was found that beam fications will include improved beam optics, a larger out-
erosion due to interception had taken place in the output put cavity radius, and beam collimators near the input
section of the klystron. It was unclear whether or not any and output cavity positions to limit the size of the beam
RF breakdown had also taken place. and remove any beam halo. These modifications will also

At the time of this writing, the windows of XC2 have reduce the likelihood of RF breakdown if the latter was
been replaced with a more robust "thick" design and the caused by gassiness caused by localized heating and melt-
tube is again operational. Improvements to beam optics ing. Modifications to the output cavity design are also
is expected due to improved alignment procedures and underway in the form of lower field designs. These include
tighter tolerances of the solenoid magnet to the klystron. a 3-gap output cavity and a multiple-gap traveling wave

80 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 output cavity.

60 Further work in RF window design is also underway.
* Narrow.pulse RF In addition to the new "thick" (.43A'), currently in test, a
0 Wide-pulse RF -larger diameter (4.6 cm) design is being developed.
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COMPUTER DETERMINATION OF HOM DAMPING for a PROTOTYPE JLC
ACCELERATOR CAVITY and a PROTOTYPE B FACTORY CAVITY*
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Abstract provided by Fig. 1. It is based on data reported by Higo et. al at the
LINAC 90 conference 3. We were provided with a list of the lowest

In this paper we describe the determination of the properties of seven modes arising from MAFIA runs at twelve different
the above referenced cavities with particular emphasis on the waveguide lengths. The quantity n 7rwas subtracted from the phase
damping of the higher order modes (HOM). Because mode of the n'th mode at each length and the entire set of 84 points
frequency spectra were determined for a large number of shorted plotted. As is apparent from Fig. 1, the points do indeed trace out a
waveguide lengths, rather complete analyses are possible. Phase smooth curve. The high density of points in the low frequency
frequency plots have proved to be an invaluable aid in sorting out portion of the curve results from the high degree of overlap which
overlapping resonances and separating cavity resonances from results from the n 7r shifts. The smallness of the scatter is an
waveguide resonances Algorithms for the determination of the indication of the high quality of the computer output. The cavity
parameters of several resonances simultaneously have been resonances are associated with the steeper portions of the curve, and
developed. Determinations of Q from multiresonance analyses are as we shall discuss later, the low frequency portion is indicative of
compared to those from single resonance analyses, and the changes overlapping resonances. The presence of these overlapping
are typically found to be small. resonances has been the motivation for the development of

multiresonance fitting procedures. Both single mode propagation
I. INTRODUCTION and a unique symmetry relation between the fields in the two outputs

has been assumed in the above discussion. These were assured by
The damping of higher order modes in accelerator cavities has the boundary conditions applied in the MAFIA calculations.

been a subject of extensive study for many years. The primary I 1 1 I I
technique employed has been to couple the energy out through wave .
guides to be terminated in matched loads. Computer programs such
as MAFIA (as in this paper) have been extensively employed to
assist in the design of such structures. To obtain valut4 of the Qext
and the shifted resonant frequencies due to the wave guide loading,
it has been necessary to develop special analysis techniques to be
applied to the results obtained from a program such as MAFIA. The
methods of Kroll.Yut (KY) and Kroll.Lin2 (KL, or KYL when -V
referring to them collectively) are examples of such techniques and ",ux x ,
will be employed for the two problems which we discuss iti this -10x
paper. The thrust of KYL was aimed towards minimizing the
number of computer runs needed. The two examples discussed here
are, however, considerably more complex than those discussed in x
those papers, and the rather large number used here hwAe permitted 6
more complete overall analysis of the mode spectrum. Also, since x
we are still acquiring experience with these methods, the larger "data
sample" is very useful for providing validation.

A problem which we have experienced in appl) ing KYL has
been the separation of waveguide resonances from cavity Lt.!._ . I I
resonances. One deals here with the spectrum of a lossless coupled i .000 20000 25000
cavity waveguide system, and any run at a particular waveguide f(MHz)
length will produce a series of resonances, some cavity associated,
some waveguide associated, and some, when the two occur at
neighboring frequencies, strongly coupled. When the waveguide Fig. I Phase fretquency plot for JLC prototype cavity.
coupling is not too strong, these cases can be readily distinguished
by inspection of field plots. Current interest, however, centers 2. THE JLC CAVITY
about the strongly coupled case where this method has not always
been convincing. We have found phase-frequency plots to be of The KYL methods are based upon the following representation
great assistance in sorting out this problem. of the phase-frequency relation:

The phase of a given computer determined mode at a particular
waveguide length is given by p(wa) = Xarctan (- ) - X (o)

= 2z L/= X 0( )= o + o ,

As the length is varied eac'," mode traces out a section of a
phase-frequency curve. As pointed out by KY each such section is For each mode, u/2v is the Q value and u the resonant frequency.
displaced by a multiple of it from a single universal curve that
applies to all of the modes. The designation "phase-frequency plot' The branches of the arctangents are to be ctusen o as to obtain a
is intended to refer to that single universal curve. An example is smooth i.ur~e. The fun, tiun ,A is wteaded to represent the effect of

resonances not taken into account explicitly. If one ignores 7, it is
*Works supported by Department of Energy contracts AS03-89ER40527 t , apparent that as the frequenty passes through a resonance the phase

AC03-76SFOO515t, and AC03.76SF00098,. decreases by it. If all resonances occurring vvithin a given
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frequency interval are recognized and included explicitly in eq. (1), phase span in the resonance region combined with the slope of the
then X may be presumed to be due to resonances outside the interval resonance free region is inconsistent with the assumption that only
and therefore to vary by substantially less then 7t over the same two resonances are involved. For the high frequency resonances we
interval. Thus we do not consider a "feature" in the phase-frequency selected six points in the range 25006 to 25956 MHz and determined
plot to correspond to a resonance unless a phase change of n is four resonance parameters and two X parameters so that the
involved, and strongly overlapping resonances produce phase theoretical curve passed through the six selected points. A
changes which are multiples of it. composite curve containing both fits is shown in Fig. 3. The break

between the two representations occurs at - 24100 MHz where the
Applying these considerations to Fig. 1, we conclude that the two curves cross. Frequencies and Q values that yielded Fig. 3 are

region below 18000 MHz conta:.s three overlapping resonances, shown in Table I. The figures in parentheses are those obtained
the region 18000-24000 MHz is resonance free, and the region from single resonance four parameter fits carried out with data
24000-26000 MHz contains two resonances. The isolated point points selected from the neighborhood of the resonance as
above 26000 suggests an additional resonance, but because of determined by visual inspection of Fig. I. Mode 2 is not discernible
inadequate supporting information we ignore it in our analysis. We in this way and attempts to find it with the four point method after its
determined resonance parameters for the three low frequency and position had been determined were not successful. Nevertheless the
two high frequency parameters separately. To obtain parameters for results show that the four point method can give quite reliable results
the low frequency resonances we chose eight more or less evenly even in the presence of severe overlap. It appears that the free slope
spaced data points between 15340 and 18236 MHz, and determined parameter does a quite effective job of taking account of the effect of
the six resonance parameters and two X parameters so that the omitted resonances on the Q values.
theoretical curve passed through the eight selected points. The
results of this procedure are shown in Fig. 2. The resultant fit is Table I. Frequencies and Q's for the JLC Cavity
seen to be excellent, and the theoretical curve fits the data accurately
until the high frequency resonances are approached. Attempts to fit Mode Number Frequency (MHz) Q
the data with only two resonances failed and showed clearly that the

1 15375(15552) 10.9(12.0)
2 16077 7.1
3 17048(16927) 14.8 (13.5)
4 25121 (25138) 43.1 (42.0)
5 25814(25814) -1000(-1000)

We have not identified the modes because we have not seen the
associated field plots. Fig. 1 of ref. 3 plus the symmetry imposed in
the MAFIA calculations suggest TMt t0- for mode I and TE 11i-0
for mode 2 or 3. We suspect that the other of these two modes is

10 gP associated with the radial slot in the disk.
-X× 3. THE PROTOTYPE B FACTORY CAVITY

1-X The cavity referred to in the heading above consists of a pill box
. with three waveguides mounted symmetrically on one end.

X emerging perpendicular to the end, and with the wide dimension
perpendicular to the radius. In addition it includes a cylindrical
section of smaller radius intended to represent the beam pipe,

I I I [I I symmetrically disposed on the two ends and terminated with a short.

15000 20000 25000 A computer simulation of half the cavity is shown in Fig. 4. It is a
B factory prototype only in the context of a study of higher order

f (MHz) mode damping.

Fig. 2 Three resonance eight point fit for the low frequency
resonances.

-5

- Fig. 4 MAFIA simulation of the prototype B factory cavity used for- the MAFIA computations.

Because the cavity is symmetric under 1200 rotation about the
beam axis, its modes can be characterized by an m=-l, rn=O, or
m=l symmetry index corresponding to the lowest fourier
component in the azimuthal fourier expansion of the fields. The
5m= +-1 modes are degenerate, but because only half the cavity is

modeled only a single linear combination of this pair appears. Thus
we can analyze the mi=0 and m=1 modes separately.

MAFIA calcu .,tons were carried out for 14 different lengths
of waveguide, beginning with zero. The results of the calculation

15000 20000 25000 are summarized in Fig 5. Connecting lines have been drawn which
f (MHz) preserve the mode order of ,n=I and n=0 modes separately.

Identification was based upon the fact that fields at the end of theFig 3 Composite plot of the lIm freqilU ) fit ofFig 2 iUth a t~o waveguide should be equal for the mOU .ase and in the ratio -1 to 2
resonance six point fit to the hLi hfreqinL) rcsotnwnit,. Tt brtadk for the ,ni=l Lase (the -1 refers to the amplitude in the full width
point is at 24100 Mtlz wa% eguide). Because the computer mesh does not accurately reflect
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Fig. 5 MAFIA computed mode spectra of the Prototype B factory Fig. 6 Phase-frequency plotfor the prototype Bfactory cavity.
cavity shown as afunction of the length of the shorted waveguides. m=O square points. m=l xpoints.
Connecting lines join points belonging to the same symmetry class, ambiguous (plotted twice) star points.

m=O square points. m=l xpoints.
phase-frequency formula does not include the trapping

the symmetry of the physical structure, these relations are satisfied phenomenon. These results are summarized in Table II. The
only approximately, and large deviation occurs at the crossing waveguide loaded frequencies FL for the trapped modes are taken
points. The n x displacement procedure is applied to the m=O and directly from the MAFIA results.
m=l sequences separately, and the phase-frequency curves
illustrated in Fig. 6 emerge. The squares mark m=O and the x's Table II. Frequencies and Q's for the Prototype B
m=]. The four "star" points are from the crossing regions and have Factory Cavity
ambiguous symmetry. Both points appear on each curve. These
points were avoided in carrying out frequency-Q determinations.
The figure also contains points from a calculation carried out at Mode type F0  FL(KY) FL(KL) Q(KY) Q(KL)
length 61.29cm with a magnetic boundary condition imposed at the (MHz) (MHz) (MHz)
waveguide ends. These fall on the universal curves if their phase is
displaced by an extra na2. TM0o0 617.17 610.94 trapped

TEtlt 711.61 708.00 trapped
The m=O curve exhibits a maximum at the low frequency end TM011 868.36 <773.87 trapped

instead of the usual monotonic decrease. This is due to a mode TMo,, 841-842 840-845 15-17 24-35
trapping phenomenon which has plagued the application of TMto 909.58 906.7 906.7 55 56
waveguide damping. The mode involved here is the TMI t. It has a TE210 959.92 956.9 956.6 56 55
frequency of 868.36 MHz for the closed cavity, well above the TM 11  1027.22 1021.3 1021.4 32 31
waveguide cutoff of 786.86. As the waveguides emergc from the TM,1 2  1073.44 1073.0 1073.7 338 336
cavity end and lengthen, the frequency of the mode is pulled down TMI13  1090.53 1090.0 1090.0 401 411
and eventually falls below the guide cutoff frequency. When this TMI14 1109.39 1108.6 1107.5 300 318
happens the phase-frequency plot is guaranteed to exhibit a unknown 1163.15 1162.0 333
maximum as a function of frequency. (The reality of this (m=l)
phenomenon has been confirmed with an analytically solvable
model.) The mode did not actually fall below cutoff at the largest The TMI n modes above 1070 MHz are associated with the
length (61.29cm). However, the appearance of the maximum is sudden opening of the beam pipe to propagation in the TEII
considered to be the indication that it will eventually do so.
Replacing the electric boundary condition with a magnetic one at the waveguide mode (cutoff at 1064 MHz). The bulk of the stored
waveguide end has an effect similar to increasing the length, and energy as well as the extra nodes are in the beam pipe for all three.
such a calculation was performed to see whether it would exhibit an An experimental investigation of this cavity has been carried out by
extra trapped mode. Indeed such a mode was found at 773.87 Voelker et a14. Absorbers were placed in the beam pipe so that
MHz, which we take to be a confirmation of the above. Apart from agreement with computed Q's of the "beam pipe" modes is not
the trapped mode, the m=O curve shows only one resonance, a expected. Otherwise reasonable agreement was obtained.
detrapped and low Q counterpart of the trapped TMoHi mode. The We thank T. Higo and M. Takao for providing as with the
determination of the resonance parameters of this mode is degraded
by the fact that the KY phase-frequency formula does not include the MAFIA generated data for the JLC cavity, and X-T. Lin for
trapping phenomenon, so that the Q determination appears to be assistance with the graphics.
uncertain up to a factor two or so. REFERENCES

The m=l phase-frequency curve is of the expected form and 1. N Kroll and D. YU, Part. Ace. 34 p. 231 (1990)clearly shows the seven lowest waveguide damped m=1 modes. 2. N Kroll and X Lin, Prc. 1990 Lac Conf. Albuquerque, NM,
Four parameter single resonance fits have been carried out using June 10-14 (1990) p. 238
both the KY and, where adequate data was available, the KL 3 T. Higo, M. Takao, M Suetake, K. Kubo, and K. Takata, Proc.
method. The phase-frequency plot identifies appropriate regions for 1990 Linac Conf. Albuquerque, NM, June 10-14 (1990) p. 147.
the selection of data points for fitting and enables one to avoid the We undertook the analysis of this cavity at the request of T. Higo.
study of waveguide resonances. The two methods are found to be 4. F. Voelker, G. Lamberts n, and R. Rimmer; IEEE Part. Ace.
in excellent agreement except for the low Q TM0ii mode. As Conf., San Francisco, CA. May 6-9 (1991) Abs. HRA22.
mentioned before, we consider this to be due to the fact that the
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SXLS RF Cavity and System*
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Abstract Phase I Cavity Structural Design

The design of a 700 MeV superconducting compact electron The overall space available, both axially and radially, has
storage ring for applied X-Ray lithography is in its final stage. remained unchanged compared with the Phase I cavity, but
This succeeds a 200 MeV warm dipole model constructed and with the higher input power required, the cavity had to be
now in operation at BNL. RF cavities and systems in both designed in such a way to have sufficient surface cooling for
machines will be discussed. This paper will present cavity manageable heat removal and still maintain adequate capaci-
design parameters, construction, and the kind of mode tance across the gap. The final design, shown in Fig. 1,
suppression as well as the type of tuner and input window to consists of three main sections joined together with two
provide 300 KV of accelerating voltage at 211.54 MHz. A circumferential electron beam welds. The number of mechani-
65KW, RF power source will be described. cal joints was kept to a minimum in order not to compromise

the vacuum integrity and Q of the cavity.
I. INTRODUCTION

Recent interest in synchrotron radiation as a source of O-1
X-rays for lithography from large electron storage rings has
stimulated the design of rings of a more compact size. The 51
meter circumference VUV ring, and the 170 meter X-ray ring
at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS), are two
examples of the larger storage rings. These are machines
emitting radiation from conventional magnets based on well
established engineering technology.

The design and construction of an 8.5 meter circumference
Superconducting X-Ray Lithography Source (SXLS) at the 774
NSLS at Brookhaven was funded by DARPA in 1988, in
which machine building technology will be transferred to two
companies in U.S. industry, the Grumman Aerospace Corp.
and General Dynamics. 660 DIA

Phase I of the project, a 200 MeV, conventional magnet
machine was completed in the fall of 1990 and has been in
operation since then for low energy injection studies and
machine diagnostics. A low level, iOKW RF cavity' and
system are used that will be upgraded to a 65KW system for
the Phase II, 700 MeV, superconducting machine. The Phase
II cavity is designed and will be described below. Some Fig. 1
construction details and operation of the Phase I cavity and
system will also be discusstx!. For a maximum of 300 KV gap voltage, the total

dissipated power was calculated to be 27.5 KW which is
*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department distributed on the inside surfaces of the cavity. For
of Energy under contract DE-ACO2-76CH00016 and funded adequate cooling and maintaining high Q, Oxygen Free High
by DoD/DARPA. Conductivity (OFHC) copper was selected as the base

U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright.
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material. A series of rectangular grooves are machined over cavity with titanium nitride using a method developed at
75 % of the external surfaces, and subsequently copper plated SLAC and successfully used in other cavities at the NSLS.
into channels by an electroforming process. Varian 'Ti-Balls' were placed into the cavity in various

The finite element program, ANSYS, was used to optimize positions to uniformly distribute a 100-200 angstrom coating
the cooling channel configuration on the structure. An of titanium/titanium nitride upon the inner surfaces. The vessel
axisymetric finite element analysis was carried out to deter- was evacuated to 10' Torr and dry Nitrogen gas leaked in to
mine the temperature rise and the thermal plus pressure a pressure of 2-4x 10.5 T. The Ti-Balls are heated for a specific
deformation. 4 water flow rate of 20 GPM is distributed time followed by a 2 hour nitrogen soak for more nitride
through several parallel c",Ann,ls to maintain water velocity of conversion, before removal.
10 Ft/sec, which yielded a convective film coefficient of 1.4 After this process, the cavity was RF conditioned and only
Watts/Cm2 *C. A maximum heat load of 27.5 KW results in the 1W multipactoring level remained. It should be noted that
a temperature gradient causing a deformation, mainly across the vessel was cycled several times to dry nitrogen and to air,
the drift tube, by 0. 16 mm. This inward displacemnt reduces and after evacuation each time, the surfaces remained condi-
the final resonant frequency by 200 KHz which is adjusted for tioned. The SXLS Phase Two Cavity will be prepared in the
in the fabrication. The complete cavity assembly with same fashion.
peripheral equipment installed is shown in Fig. 2.

Higher Order Mode Suppression

Phase I cavity high order modes were damped using four

Rom uuiimuoa IPJUT LOot damping antennae and two shorted loops. The damping

antennae couple power out to 50 ohm water cooled loads. The
cavity is a quarter wave T.E.M. resonator, capacitively loaded
with a removable drift tube.

Mode damping was accomplished by first measuring the
=\ ,rtnnt cavity spectra as a reference. Field plots from both URMEL

and SUPERFISH were studied for high E field patterns of the
undesirable modes. Model probes loaded with 50 ohm

DITO [terminators were placed in available ports to penetrate regions

Fig. 2

A commercial heat/cool refrigerating pumping system
capable of maintaining a set temperature to within ± 1 (, ,- :',:: - g,* , . - -

provides the necessary flow rate during operation. _ .: 0 , ,;
The vacuum window for the drive loop, due to power , . -- -

restrictions, will be a standard 6 inch coax type used in other _

cavities at the NSLS. Since the port openings in the cavity are - - ...
smaller, a half-wavelength tapered section will be installed .... . -

between the cavity and the window..-
A ferrite frequency tuner has been ordered to use in the Ii p4'

resonator to compensate for reactive detuning. A 53 MHz -

tuner of similar design is currently being tested at this facility.

Multipactoring and RF Conditioning Fig. 3

After cleaning, assembly, and vacuum leak checking, the of high field density. The length of e&.h probe was adjusted
XLS Phase I Cavity was baked for 48 hours at 1500 C and for maximum mode attenuation. Care was taken to avoid
upon cooling, RF power was applied to condition the inner .oupling to the fundamental. A dipole mode at 600Mhz was
surfaces. damped with two shorted loops installed at ports located 90'

The XLS cavity had multipactoring levels in regions of IW, apart. The adjustable shorts were positioned for maximum
15W, 600W, 1200W, 1700W, 2400W, 6000W and 9000W damping and then lo,.ked into pla,.e. The results of damping
that were difficult to condition out. It was decided to coat the the dipole and monopole modes are shown in Fig. 3.
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For the Phase II Cavity, a broadband mode damper was
developed using a wave guide as a high pass filter. The MONOPOLES DIPOLES

waveguide design chosen is a capacitively "T" loaded wave rREOUENCY Attenuation FREQUENCY Attenuation

guide which reduces the waveguide dimensions to be compati- Mt14 O) (MHZ) __7.5

ble with the cavity port dimensions. The cutoff frequency of 214 0.18 620 .5

300 MHz presents good isolation of the fundamental and a 044 17 1144 16

reasonable guide wavelength for an overall broadband termina- 1452 13 1575 12.5
tion. Fig. 4a shows the SUPERFISH field plot of the wave- *14. 10.5 1917 0

guide at cutoff. 1757 t_ _ 1369 11

Several terminations were tried on the waveguide: simple 20,n 12. .1494 6.5

resistors in parallel across the gap, and two different taper 875 12.5. 15

lengths of ferrite loaded rubber. A 'discrete' slotted line was 226 7 to It 2118 17.5

developed by drilling probe holes along the length of the ,50t .5 2315 85. It

waveguide and measuring the standing wave. The 8 inch taper 2594 1.5 2452 5

was chosen (see Fig. 4c) as a result of these measurements. W3 .5 1

It is believed that the increase in VSWR at 2518 MHz is a 2959 6

result of a higher order mode propagating in the waveguide, Both waveguliles were terminated with an 8 Inch ferrite taper and aperture
coupled Using "duckblll' extensfon of approximately 2.5 X 3.5 Inchei. The

with a cutoff frequency of 2426 MHz, which is not properly flange extension was angled at 30 1o 45 degecet, T-ext at 45 degrees.

terminated. The final design will include absorber material
placed to attenuate this mode.

Table I

r r.r r a, iA 4KW. solid-state amplifier drives power into the final

/Zi GA ME. stage powered by a water-cooled Eimac 4CWIOO,OOOE
(SI SI DIvI tw tetrode, fitted into a custom resonator. The complete system
<--- TO APERTURE is being manufactured by the QEI Corporation, Williamstown,

l i i zN.J. as per NSLS specifications.

(C) FERI7 TE TAPER Conclusions
TOP ViEW

IA) END VIEW WIT11 E-FIELD WavEG IDE "OHS The Phase I facility has operated with circulating beam in

excess of 1 ampere at 200 MeV, and consistently runs with
Fig. 4 currents of 600 mA. Injection studies are also being done at

80 MeV and at 120 MeV. The Phase II cavity and RF power
The coupling was arrived at empirically, by optimizing the assembly should be ready for assembly and test in about one

attenuation of monopole modes with a single waveguide. year.
Aperture coupling was the most successful and was optimized
by extending the top and bottom surfaces of the waveguide gap Acknowledgements
into the cavity then tapering them to intercept more field,
much like a parallel plate tapered horn, as shown in Fig. 4b. The authors would like to thank Werner Pirkl for suggesting the

Two aperture coupled waveguides were installed orthogon- T-loaded waveguide structure for use as a HOMS and Wayne

ally to each other and tested on a low power test cavity. The Broome for his valuable contributions in its development. Special

results are shown in Table I. In the final design, the rubber- thanks go to Jeff Aspenleiter, Scott Buda and Gloria Ramirez for

based ferrite absorber will be replaced with a vacuum compati- their excellent technical support.

ble ferrite material. References

RF System and Control [I] P. Mortazavi, S. Sharma, J. Keane and M. Thomas,

"Mechani al Design of SXLS Radio-Frequency Cavity",A single 65 KW, 211.54 MHz RF power amplifier system Proc. of the 1989 IEEE Part. Acc. Conf.

is required to supply power to the cavity field gradient and for [2 o.. oyt and W E P. Scuz "inn

beam loading. The system will have amplitude and phase of Aluminum Multipactonng Acceleratimg Structures,

control as well as 1 MHz of resonator tuning to compensate Stanford Linear Accelerator Center", SLAC-TN-75-3.

for the reactive loading of 0.5 amps of beam current. [31 E. Desond (BNL), J. Galayda (ANL), and W. Louie,

All setpoints and monitors will be computer controlled B. Martin, R. Rose (Grumman Aerospace Corp.),

through QA MAC interface chassis dnven by HP work- "Control System of the Superconducting X-Ray Lthogra-

stations3. Iwo custom boards will contain the phase, ampli- phy Source at Brookhaven".

tude and tuner controllers.
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Low Pom.- RF SYSTEM FOR THE ALS LINAC

C.C. Lo, B. Taylor, and H. Lancaster

Accelerator and Fusion Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720

Abstract and entering the 124.914 MHz buncher[1] has a width of 2.5 ns.
The first buncher compresses the 2.5 ns bunch to a width of 800

TheLinearAccelerator(Linac)intheAdvancedLightSource ps. The 499.654 MHz buncher[1] further compresses the elcc-
(ALS) is designed to provide either single or multiple bunchers tron bunch to a width of 200 ps. After the 7th gap of the S Band
of 50 MeV electrons for the booster synchrotron. Three cavities buncher[2] the electron bunch attains a width of 20 ps. Input/
are used in theLinac forelectronbunching. The two subharmonic Output ports have been provided for in all subsystems for the
bunching cavities operate at 124.914 MHz and 499.654 MHz ALS Intelligent Local Controller (ILC) in the ALS Control
respectively. The S Band buncher operates at 2.997924 GHz. System[3] totakecontrolof most of the functions when required.
The low level RF system includes a master signal source, RF Local controls on all functions are provided.
burst generators, signal phase control, timing trigger generators
and a water temperature control system. The design and perfor- II. SYSTEM DESIGN AND OPERATION
mance of the system will be described.

The 499.654 MHz master oscillator[4] is composed of two
I. INTRODUCTION individual oscillators. One is a temperature compensated crystal

oscillator (TCXO) and the other is a oven controlled/voltage
The Linear Accelerator of the ALS is used to provide single controlled crystal oscillator (OC/VCXO). The OC/VCXO pro.

or multiplebunches of 50 MeV electrons for the booster synchro- vides a signal tunable through a range of +/- 100 Khz via the local
tron. Figure 1 shows the major components of the ALS Linac. control or through the ILC to facilitate various physics investiga-
The electron gun serves as the source of the electrons. A series tors. Nine signal distribution amplifiers each producing 1 W are
of up to 19 micro electron bunches or a single macroclectron used to distribute the master oscillator signal to wherever it is
bunch is initiated by pulsing the cathode or gating the grid of the needed.
electrongun,respectively. Thecathodeofthegunisbeingpulsed A 6X multiplier converts the master oscillator signal to
by 124.914 MHz pulses which are derived from the 499.654 2997.924 MHz for the S-Band RF system whereas a divider
MHz Master Oscillator. The electron bunches exiting the gun converts the master signal to 124.914 MHz for the first

ELECTRON 10.914 114 - 429.6114 IIIZ SIAND 12917.924 Rl 29792l
o

N -UWCI4
1 o  -

UNCHIR -1 SCM901 IST LIN"C"- - - - - - - ----- - -- -2N W

TRIGGER 209 . Bloc Dia o n IRA
roo ToeIN e w n

SYSTEM

PIR pu unIC COTO
124.14 11* WD MDAM

or BURST DRIVER If BURST DRIVER r BURST 030m 1RrI BURST DRIVER

PHASE CONTROL PHASE CONTROL PHASE CONTROL PHASE CONTROL

SISTER GLLRo

FR1 TTIMIN TR IGER
SYSTEM GENELRATOR

121.914 30HZL PAS

ASTE

ILC

Figurc 1. Block Diagram of thc ALS Linac RF Systemn
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 807



LINEARR SS AMP KLYSTROW
subharmonic buncher RF system as well as for the Gun pulsing .OO PAEst sITER L so
and the ALS Timing System. S TRT 50- - E+V

The Linac RFsystem operates in the pulse mode. The pulsing AM L AMPLIFIER ,S[ S.,

frequency is 10 pulses per second. Only one of these pulses
interacts with electron bunches, the other 9 pulses are used for ,WE. A "PIN

calibration and tuning purposes. Three RF burst generators are 0o,
used to drive two subharnionic bunchers, the S-Band buncher H.L CONVERT LATCH

and two Linac guides. Phase adjustments and phase loops have V IDEO it 1- ILC

been implemented in the designs to insure proper bunching and -
compensating for detuning due to various factors. The two OL ,tso LOCAL [oc

subharmonic bunchers are pulsed on for 20 ptS whereas the S- O ottcvO _ .
Band buncher and the two Linac guides are pulsed on for 1.5 itS. IS MAPI,

The Linac operates at a temperature of 40 degree C. The (room WmN, ETO u,,, ,, r C ,'
water temperature is precisely controlled to within I degree by a IlSI

Water Tern. ure Controller which compares the sensor signal
with a sta . .xd voltage reference. The bipolar error signal is Figure 2. Block Diagram of the Phase Servo Signal Processor
processed by two polarized amplifiers; one for heating and one
for cooling. The error signal is also available to the ILC. The MASTER TRIGGER

ALS Linac only requires heating, therefore thecooling part of the (FROM TIMING SYSTEM) 125 Wx R-

device is not used. The heating control outputrange is 0 to +10 V N5 oClHu, c 50 nl R

which is the input requirement of the SCR heater supply. The 500 HZ SU,,RMtNIC

temperature can be set either locally or via the ILC. NUNC.ER

In the two subharmonic buncher systems, the outputs from BELOIT GENERATOR

the RF burst generators drive the high power amplifiers which souo [ e.SAs -.n.- eS m,. -J

follow, producing 20 KW and 15 KW for the 124.914 MHz and ir
the 499.654 MHz systems respectively. Due to the low Q design -3.5-
of the buncher cavities, a phase control loop is probably not DELAt GENER TOR

necessary and has not been implemented at this time. LYSTRON R

In the S-Band system, the output of the 6X multiplier drives U I

the SLAC solid state amplifier[5]. TheRFgateissetat8tS. The 1 I"A

first 5-6 ptS allows the phase of the output signal to stabilize ,,N GATE.
(FRllOM TIINO SYSTEM)

before the Klystron amplifier is pulsed on. A fast response phase SI NAL PROCESSOR

shifter is built into the SLAC solid state amplifier to perform HOLD TRIGGER

internal phase stabilization[5]. The same phase shifter is also Aoc CoNVERSION

used for beam loading compensation[6] in the ALS. TRIGGER

It is important to keep the phase relationship between the RF CIAC CONVERSION

signal and the electron bunch(es) at a proper constant for maxi- TRIGGER

mum bunching effect. Besides the manual or ILC adjustable GuN P tRc GR I I_

phase shifters, provision for a phase servo loop has been set up GiAT

to minimize the phase change from pulse to pulse. Figure 2 FRST PHASE ENRBLE UpS

shows 0 functional block diagram of the Signal Processor. The SIG SAMIPLING INHIBIT I I

phase error signal is derived from the SLAC Phase and Ampli- FAsT PHSE PULSE+

tude Detector[7]. At the moment when all signal phases have
stabilized within the 1.5 giS S-Band RF burst, a sample of the Figure 3. Timing Diagram of the ALS Low Power RF System
phase error is taken, digitized and converted to a de error voltage
of the opposite sign. The voltage is fed back to the loop phase
shifter and correct the phase for the next RF pulse. Since the III. TIMING OPERATION OF TilE SYSTEM
transfer function of the phase and control voltage is not perfectly
linear, the effectiveness of this concept btill needs to be evalu- Figure 3 shows the timing operation of the Linac RF system.
ated. The sampling of the phase error signal is only taken when The sequence starts with a master trigger pulse, which either
there is no electron bunch to interact with the RF pulse. Output comes from the synchronized trigger generator in the Linac test
of thephaseerror signal and input for thephasecorrection toand phase or from the ALS Timing System in final operation. The
from the ILC have been provided for possible future computer mastertriggerpulseisthendistributedviatheMasterTriggerFan
control of the phase loop. Out Module. The output trigger pulses are used to trigger the 125

MHz and 500 MHz buncher driver with each RF gate lasting
20 ptS. Another trigger pulse is used to initiate the 11 ItS delay
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trigger for the S-Band sofid state amplifier, which is gated on for *This workwas supported by the Director, Office of Energy
8 pS. The Solid State Amplifier has an inherent delay and takes Research, Officeof BasicEnergySciencesMaterials Sciences
atotalof0.8tS fortheRFtoreach flattop. Ittakesanother4.7 11S Division of the U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract
forthe signal phase to stabilize; a total of 5.5 AS tore . hthephase No. DE-AC03-76SF00098
stabilized region.

The solid state amplifier trigger starts two other delay trig- VI. REFERENCE
gers; one is the Klystron trigger which has a delay of 3.5 pS and
the other one is the signal processing hold trigger, which has a I. C.C. Lo, B. Taylor, H. Lancaster, and J. Guigli, "Advanced Light
5.5 p5 delay. From the time the Klystron amplifier is triggered Source Linac Subharmonic Buncher Cavities;" Pro,ecdings of
tomidwayofthe flat top portion of theKlystronRFpulse, ittakes 1989 IEEE PAC, Vol.l, pp. 956.958. LBL-25975.
2 piS. Therefore at the flat top portion of the Klystron RF gate, 2. B. Taylor, H. Lancaster, and H. Hoag. "Engineering Design of the

Injector Linac for the Advmced Light Source;" Presented at the
the Solid State Amplifier isse in thephase stabilizedregion. At 1988 Linear Accelerator Conference. Williamsburg, VA. October
this time, 16.5 pS after the Master trigger, the Gun pulse arrives 2-7, 1988, LBL.26025.
at the Linac. Also at this time when there i3 no Gun pulse, that 3. S. Magyary, et al., "Advanced Light Sourc Control System;"
is9 outo 10 pulses, the signal processing hold trigger is initiated Proceedings of 1989 IEEE PAC, Vol. 1, pp. 74-78, LBL-28412.

to sample the phase error of the system. 500 nS after the signal 4. C.C. Lo. B. Taylor and K. Baptiste, "Advanced Light Source
p l Master Oscillato;" Proceedings of 1989 IEEE PAC, Vol. 1. pp.

processing hold trigger, the ADC start convert trigger is started 118-120, LBL-25974.
and 5.5 pS after that, the DAC convert trigger is initiated. The 4. J.G. Judkins, J.E. Clendenin and H.D. Schwarz, A Solid State
ou'putofthe Signal Processing Moduleisa dc signw whose level High Power Amplifier Foi Drivhig The SLC Injector Klystron,
corresponds to the phase error ofthe S-Band system. A dc signal Proc .edings of 1985 IEEE PAC. SLAC.PUB.3610. March 1985.

phase shiftercorrecting 5. J.G. Judkins, i.E, Clendenin, and H.D. Schwarz, "A Solid Statewith thtopposesign is send to the loo phaseHigh Power Amplifier for Driving tch SLC Injector Klystron;"
the phase for the next RF pulse. The accuracy of the correction Proceedings of 1985 IEEE PAC, SLAC-PUB-3610, (March
depends on the inearity of the transfer function of the phase and 1985).
control voltage of the phase shifter. 6. F. Selph, "Compensation of Beam Loading in the ALS Injector

A Gun pre-trigger signul from the Timing System is present Lnac;" Presented at the 1988 Linear Accelerator Conference.
whenever a gun pulse is expected. This pre-trigger pulse is user1  Williamsburg, VA, October 2-7,1988. LBL-25630.

7. J.D. Fox and H.D. Schwarz. "Phase and Amplitude Detector
tostarta20tiS gatewhich inhibits thesamplingof thephaseerror System for the Stanford Linear Accelerator;" Proceedings of 1983
wheneverbeam loading isexpected. This 20pS gatealsoenables IEEE PAC. SLAC-PUB-3071, March 1983.
a Fast Phase Pul.se which is necessary to compensate for the beam
loading effect on the accelerator RF. The timing, the width, and
the amplitude of the Fast Phase Pulse are adjusted to obtain the
best results in beam loading compensation. This signal is sent to
th& fast phase shifter in the front, " of the solid State Amplifier
te change the phase of the RF signal to perform this task.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The design and operation ol" the low power RF system for
ALS Linac have been presented A total of nore than 30 pieces
of electronics components have been fabricated to build the
system. In the S-Band system, the phase shifters, the phase and
amplitude detector and the solid state amplifier are built by
SLAC. The Linac produced the first bea= n February 1991 in
the trial run. A 50 MeV beam was obtained as monitored by a
Faraday Cup at end of the Linac in March 1991. The low power
RF system, 1!ectronics components, however, have been running
since November of 1990 without any problr - Operating
expe'ience still have to be acquired to evaluate ti., effectiveness
of the phase loop servo in the S-Band system.
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Initial Operating Experience with the Auxiliary Accelerating Cavity
for the TRIUMF Cyclotron

R.E. Laxdal, K. Fong, G.H. Mackenzie, V. Pacak, J.B. Pearson, L. Root, M. Zach
TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T 2A3

Absimct

A 92 MHz auxiliary accelerating cavity has been in-
stalled in the TRIUMF cyclotron. It operates at the fourth ,,
harmonic of the dee frequency with a planned peak voltage
of 150 kV. At full power it will almost double the present
energy gain per turn in the 400-500 MeV range, reducing -/ - . .. --- R
by 25% the stripping loss of the H- beam. Low current I
beam tests have been conducted at voltages of up to 90 kVI I
and a maximum voltage of 145 kV has been attained. The
cavity has also been used to flattop the integrated energy
gain per turn. A description of the cavity design and a -- X/4---

summary of the operating experience is given.

I. INTRODUCTION

The 500 MeV TRIUMF cyclotron routinely accelerates Figure 1: Schematic view of the cavity.
150 pA of 11- ions. Electromagnetic stripping. rising
rapidly from 400 MeV, is responsible for -1/2 of the to-
tal particle losses and -2/3 of the total activation of the II. CAVITY AND AMPLIFIER DESIGN
cyclotron. The use of additional .,ccelerating cavities was
suggested as early as 1983 [1], primarily to aid in improving The cavity has been described elsewhere [4]. Briefly, it
the extraction efficiency for H- extraction for injectin into consists of two halves (Fig. 2), placed above and below the
a KAON Factory [2]. However, even after another method beam plane, separated by 64 mm and mounted indepen-
of improving extraction efficiency was chosen [3], the in- dently from the vacuum chamber floor and lid to minimize
creased energy gain per tarn and consequent reduction in activation. All conducting walls defining the rf boundaries
the number of turns, hence losses, in the outer radial re- are made from 1.6 mm thick OFIIC Cu sheets with most
gion were sufficient motivation to design, manufacture and seams TIG welded, and then brazed together. The can-
install one cavity. tilevered hot arm is exceptionally stiff (-220 N/mm) to

The cavity operates at the fourth harmonic (92.24 Mllz) minimize tip vibrations (2.7 pm p-p @ 20 Ilz). Cooling
if the main rf fre luency and consists of a trapezoid of di- circuits were designed to limit the temperature rise from
mension A/4 radially and PA/2 azimuthally, so that the the skin losses (up to 8.5 W/cm2) to below 250C. Coarse
orbiting ion receives two acceleration impulses on each frequency adjustment is done on assembly by shimming the
passage (Fig. 1). The peak accelerating voltage rises sinu- hot arm to ground arm distance. Fine tuning is provided by
soidally with radius, covering the energy range from 370- a water cooled, hinged flap, built into each ground arm, ac-
520 MeV. The maximum energy gain per turn will increase tuated through a zero backlash linkage system. Each cavity
from the present 320 keV to 620 keV. half can be remotely installed in -20 min.

Figure 2: Cross section of the lower cavity half.

0-7803-0135-8/91501.00 ©IEEE 810



The Water cooled coupling loop is connected to a 6 inch nal returns at a frequency different from the previous set-
transmission line of adjustable length via a smooth tran- ting, the capture process in the PLL is deliberately slowed

sion section. A single tetrode power amplifier can deliver down to enable the tuning mechanism in the cavity to fol-
'660 kW,, well in excess of the power required (-120 kW) low the frequency drift until the error is less than 10 kliz.
-for'a votage of 150 kV and a 200 pA beam. The phase loop is then closed, and the output frequency

locked to the reference.
IlL Low LEVEL RF AND CONTROL SYSTEM The signal for the cavity tuning flaps comes from an in-

dependent servo loop which compares the phase difference
A block diagram of the control system is shown in Fig. 3. between the rf field at the cavity accelerating gap and at

The cavity voltage, sampled by a capacitive probe, is de. the coupling loop, and activates a pair of flap drives to
modulated by a temperature-compensated diode det naintain the phase difference at 900. The servo loop is dis-
tor, and feedback regulated by a Proportional-Inte&,. bled by an additional circuit when the cavity voltage is
Derivation (PID) controller, resulting in a stability of b, -,ow the multipactoring level.
ter than-0.5%. The phase is regulated to better than
by a,40-dB dynamic range phase detector and another IV. COMMIssIoNING
PID controller. The gain and frequency parameters of the The cavity was pre-commissioned outside the cyclotron
PID controllers are programmable through a dedicated mi- in an auxiliary vacuum vessel. Signal level measurements
croprocessor embedded in a VME crate. This enables the using an liP network analyzer and on-line modelling us-
feedback parameters to be changed in response to eventual ing a computer code, NODE [5], provided significant time
gain variations. The microprocessor also handles automatic saving in the pre-commissioning phase.
power-up sequencing, system status monitoring, and local Installation of prototypes in the cyclotron and initial
display/control, and in addition, communicates with the high power testing can only be done during the scheduled
cyclotron central control system through ethernet, shutdowns that occur twice a year. The cavity was installed

The 92 MHz rf for the cavity is generated from a phase- in April 1990, and a voltage of 100 kV was achieved in sev-
locked loop (PLL) referenced to the 23 MHz signal from eral hours. Pressure excursions in the cyclotron, probably
the cyclotron dee gap. The PLL output signal is four times due to rf heating, stopped the first commissioning phase
the frequency of the input reference, with a phase noise at this point.
level less than -60 dBc at 10 kHz from the carrier. This In the second commissioning session in October 1990,
output is split into two parts: one is used as the phase 145 kV was achieved, but later a failure in the high voltage
reference; the other is amplitude and phase modulated be- vacuum fedthrough caused a premature curtailment of the
fore it is used to drive the power amplifier chain. A digital test. During the repair of the feedthrough it was also noted
frequency-hold/pull-in circuit enables the PLL to hold its that rf energy, leaking out of the cavity, had damaged a
frequency indefinitely when the reference signal is absent. beam diagnostic pobe a few metres away.
This ;:"ows the cavity to maintain thermal equilibrium In subsequent tests the control system was successfully
even when the cyclotron rf is turned off. If the reference sig- commissioned. In the latest shutdown in April 1991, top-

bottom telescopic shorting contacts were added to the cav-
ity outside the 520 MeV beam orbit, to help reduce theF Wit rf leakage. Further commissioning will commence imme-

IIAS LECI F: voicediately after this conference and it is expected that the
design voltage will be achieved at this time.

Was V. BEAM TESTS

The first tests with beam were done during the initial
commissioning. The beam induced voltage in the cavity,
while tuned to the resonant frequency but not energized,

._ [--}- ,was 10 kV with 100 pA circulating. Detuning the cavity by
OF 200 kliz reduced the induced voltage to 3% of the above

value. The cavity was then energized to 90 kV and a se-
ries of measurements were taken with circulating currents
of low intensity. In Fig. 4 time-of-flight (TOF) measure-

Iments of the beam through the cyclotron are summarized/ Aand compared with results from computer simulations. The
measurements show that, even at 90 kV, reductions of
-20 jusec or -100 turns are possible, depending on the

vo ,0 ou isochronism and beam phase width, and at 150 kV a re-
duction of 140 turns is expected. This would reduce the

Figure 3: A block diagraw of the control system. activation from electro-magnetic stripping by -35%.
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Figure 4: The reduction in the measured time-of-flight (TOF) of the Figure 6: Measured then smoothed TOF curves for four different
beam through the cyclotron to 500 MeV for various cavity voltages energies as a function of initial phase for cavity off (das.ed curve)
is compared to the results of a computer simulation using the matrix and cavity on at 47 kV (solid curve). The cavity was phased to give
code COMA [6]. The reduction in number of turns is also shown. the best flattop at 466 MeV.
(Without the cavity the beam makes -,400 turns in the cavity region.)

ation, to 50 by inserting radial slits in the centre region,
Lower voltages were used to investigate the use of the The position of the phase-band with respect to the accel-

cavity in flattopping the energy gain per turn. In an erating field was then altered by scanning the rf frequency,
isochronous cyclotron the TOF is dependent on the en- and the TOF was recorded. In Fig. 5 the measured TOF
ergy gain per turn and the degree to which the magnetic values to 500 MeV are plotted as a function of initial phase
field is isochronous. The time-variation of the fundamental for various cavity voltages. At 36 kV Pn optimal flattop oc-
accelerating field is responsible for a cosine-like phase de- curs over a phase range of -30'. Ti, -lightly asymmetric
pendence in the energy gain per turn, and hence the TOF result at 48 kV shows the effect of the cavity field being
is also affected. This variation in the TOF with phase can slightly out of phase with respect to the fundamental, prior
be reduced substantially, producing a flattopping effect, to optimization.
by adding a higher harmonic cavity opposed to the funda- The cavity was then powered to 47 V and phased to
mental. The higher the harmonic number of the cavity, the give the optimum TOF flattop at an energy of 466 MeV.
narrower would be the resultant flattop. The cavity volt- At this setting the TOPs to various other energies were
age determines the number of turns through the cavity also recorded (Fig. 6). Cavity on results are compared with
necessary to reach the optimum flattop condition. the corresponding cavity off data. The figure shows how

For the test the initial beam phase width (23 Mliz) was the cumulative effects of the opposing cavity field produce
reduced from the nominal 300 used for high current oper- optimal flattopping at only one energy. The variations in

the phase of the minimum TOF are due to radial variations
in the cyclotron isochronism.

330 ' ' '
TOF to 500 MeV VI. REFERENCES
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Figure 5: Measured TOP" values to 500 MeV as a function of the

initial phase for three different cavity settinhgs, 0 kV, 36 kV and 48 kV,
with the cavity phased to oppose the fundamental. Smooth curses
are plotted through the experimental data pornts.
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4\ ,,CONDOR SIMULATION OF AN 11.4-GHZ
TRAVELING WAVE OUTPUT CAVITY'

Y. Goren* And D. Yu
DULY Consultants, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90732

Aburct 2-1/2 dimensional electromagnetic and particle time-domain
simulation code. It has the capability of utilizing external

The CONDOR code is used to simulate the cold test ports for driving or extracting electromagnetic radiation
dthe beam-induced microwave amplification of an 11.4- from an rf structure. Results of the simulations are

G r si-cll, disk-loaded, traveling wave cavity. Cold test compared with theories and experiments.
simulation results are in agreement with a modified Slater's
thPoW'Powrextraction at the output port is calculated by CONDOR SIMULATION
Jaunchliig a train of Gaussian electron bunches through the
structure. Results are consistent with recent relativistic A six-cell TW cavity described in Figure I is used as
klystron experiments using a similar TW output cavity. It the basic structure for simulation. The cavity diameter is
is further shown that, depending on operating beam 2.5 cm and the iris diameter is 1.5 cm. The disk thickness
parameters, the power extraction efficiency can be maxi. is 0.15 cm. The total cavity length is 4.65 cm. These
mized by modification of various cells in the TW structure. dimensions are close, though not exactly the same as the

cavity in references I and 2. They are conveniently chosen
INTRODUC'ION for this study so that the boundaries of the cells coincide

with the mesh lines in a model of moderate size. An
Recently there has been a resurgent interest in the axisymmetric output port is opened in the last cell to

traveling wave (TW) amplifier as an output power extractor extract rf power from the structure. The aperture of the
for high-power klystrons. One reason is that the peak output port is critically coupled to the last cell. This is
electric fields at the gaps are lower for multiple cavities, done by launching an 1 l.4-GHz rf wave through the
thereby mitigating the possibility of breakdown and other structure, and adjusting the output aperture dimensions
anomalous beam loading at the output gap of high-power until reflections into the last cell are eliminated. Using this
devices. Recent experiments by a SLAC/LLNLdLBL cold test simulation technique, we study the axial electric
collaboration1 generated over 300 MW of microwave power field behavior along the cavity. Figure 2 is a 'snapshot' of
using an 11,4.GHz traveling wave amplifier driven by the Fz field at steady state. 'Me average wavelength is 2.91
relativistic electron bunches from an induction linac. The the fed t ad average wavelength s 2.91exprimnta wok ws amedto nvetigte he elaiviticcm, leading to an average phase velocity of 1.llc. The cou-
experimental work was aimed to investigatve relativistic pling of the cavity to the external port results in a tapering
klystron concept as a high power microwave source for of the rf phase velocity from about 6.97c at the first cavity
future higi gradient accelerators. A six-cell, traveling wave to about 1.24c at the output port. No attempt was made to
(TW), 2vr/3 disk-loaded s~ructure2 was used as a power optimize the phase velocities to synchronize with the
extractor. With this output cavity a threefold power en- electron velocity for maximum power extraction.
hancement over a standing wave cavity used in previous

experiments was observed without any pulse shortening. to
The TW structure was able to achieve power levels of '.5

about 300 MW with a beam of 1.3 MeV of kinetic energy
and 600 A of current.

This paper reports on an effort to numerically simu- t
late the cold test and the beam-induced high power micro-
wave amplification of TW ouput cavities using the CON- ".,
DOR program. The CONDOR code is a self-consistent, .,

2 0 nv ... '.f'flf"fl, "Tr,,VW

0 C 20 3.0 40 5+0 aC 70 to
cm

2.07
S ,. , ,, ,Fig. 2 Axial electric field at 6.5 nanoseconds

_0 An important parameter which characterize any TW
structure is the interaction impedance defined by Z=

0 ,... E 21/(K 2P), where K is the wavenumber and P is the power
0 1.0 2.0 30 40 5.0 60 7.0 8.0 flow through the structure. The interaction impedance vs.

Fig. 1 Six-cell TW structure model axial length is plotted in Figure 3. It is seen that the
0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 @IEEE 813



impedance of the first cell is about 1/6 of the adjacent cells, established with an average power of 52.8 MW. Low
implying a relatively low contribution of this cell to the frequency modulation of the rf power is observed through-
overallpower. The impedance of the last cell is expected out the entire pulse. Filtering or suppressing this modula-
to be low as the electric fields decay towards the output tion is required for stable phase operation. Figure 6 shows
poit, (see Figure 2). the output power vs. beam current. At low currents, the

IN.- 40 power increases quadratically. At higher currents, it varies
f ,; linearly before tapering toward saturation. A peak power

of 296 MW is achieved for an rf current of 700 A, with a
j '°" °saturated efficiency of 33%. The maximum electric field on

the cavity surfaces under this operating condition does not
exceed 1.2 MV/cm. Thus even without optimizing the TW
structure, the CONDOR simulation is consistent with the
experimental results of ref. 1.

100 1.0 a000 JG * S0

O0 $ ' 0 31 0 000 00O

Fig. 3 Interaction impedance for 6-cell TW cavity

Introduction of beam loading into the rf structure is I cs.,
done by launching a fully bunched Gaussian beam with #l
temporal width of 0.125T, where T is the rf period. The , 00

beam assumes a Maxwellian energy distribution of one
percent around 1.2 MeV of kinetic energy. Figure 4 0, 00

describes the electromagnetic spectrum of the output power Vill W
for the case of 300 A of rf current. A second harmonic Fig 6 Comparison of 5- and 6-cell cavity output power
signal of 8 dB below fundamental (and a third harmonic)
is observed. These harmonics reflect the spectral contents By modifying various cells in the TW structure, the
of the Gaussian bunches used in the simulation. The overall efficiency can be optimized for a given electron

04 ----. . -- beam, For a 300-A, 1.2-MeV beam we have found that by
applying high rf absorption to the first two cavities the

.0- efficiency increased from 14.8% to 16%. A substantial
increase in efficiency is found in this case by reducing thet., , cavity length from 4.65 cm to 4.0 cm while eliminating the

\first cell, leaving the structure with fiv cells. A peak rf

10 power of 172 MW is obtained for a 1.2-MeV, 300-A beam
with this configuration. The power further increases

1 somewhat with a small increase in the volume of the first
cell. Finally we maximize the rf efficiency to about 43%, or

,- . . . . 156 MW of power, for the geometry given in Figure 7. As0 0 hU shown in Figure 6, the efficiency is beam dependent and
Fig. 4 Fourier components of output power slowly decreases from 43% at 300 A to 32% at 700 A.

instantaneous power flow through the output port for a & .. . ... ... ....

1.2-MeV, 300-A driving beam is shown in Figure 5. After
four nanoseconds of power overshooting, a steady state is Zo

1.0

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 40 50 6.0 7.0 &.0

Fig. 7 Five-cell TW structure model

DISCUSSIONS

It is interesting to note that the numerical results for
0 cold test in the last section agree well with J.C. Slater's

0 3 60 t ,* -heory, but not with SA. Pierce's analysis of TW periodical-
Fig. 5 Output power fer a 6-cell cavity ly loaded waveguide. The cold test phase velocity predicted
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by PIerce for aninfinite periodic structure with our six-cell modes which have, respectively, 706, :/3, 702 and 2-/3
geo ° jeiy i s0.374ccomparedwith 0.97c to 1.24c variation phase shift per cell. The cell dispersion relation is given
, obtainedby the'CONDOR code. Moreover the TW inter- by:
action impedancepredicted b~Pierce is about 8 ohms for

t his yg , tbcmpared- with he variation between 100 A =2co(kL) bosm(kL)
,6hm, to 460ohm seen in& Figire 3. The discrepancy is
lik ly attrbiitidto negligence in treating field distortion heO 3  2 =2
arouf dthb-fises-in Pierces- theory. Cold test numerical w2 2 k-"
;results, on the otherhand,match quite well with the theory
i fperiodlc.structures developed by JC. Slater. A phase
,veldcity- of, 114c is predicted for an infinitely long TW for the propagating mode in the cell. R is the cavity
structure withabout 600 ohms of interaction impedance. radius. Given the operation frequency f and the beam

energy the length of each cell is determined by the require.
Sa ter'sapproach can also be adopted for a finite- ment of synchronizing the electron velocity with the phase

length structuie as we show below. In this approach, a velocity (vp). For example, L=v/3f for 21/3 mode, and
singlcI, Is, viewed as a two port (or four terminal) rf L-vd/4f for x/2 mode. The wall radius is determined for
strure in Which the iris is treated as a lump susceptance. a given iris susceptance. The iris susceptance can be
Using Slater's notation the transverse electric and magnetic calculated using the SUPERFISH code (b0=0.99 in our
fields are related by: CONDOR runs). Next, changing the reflection coefficient

l-iV o [€,ot(kQ).bo=iV.,Y~csc(kL) p from -1 to 0 will allow for output power flow. For a
given value of p, an eigenvalue k (now complex) is ob.

I, =1V 1Y=,czeok)-iVY,¥ot(L) tained from the secular equation for the mode of interest,
To keep the cavity on resonance, the wall radius, RP, can
be obtained from the real part of k. Finally, the waveguide.

where k is the wavenumber and L the length of a single loaded Q of the TW cavity is determined by the imaginary
cell, Y. Is the waveguide admittance, -ib0Y0 is the iris part of k. A further extension of the modified Slater
susceptance, in and V, are respectively the transverse method to include beam loading for a finite length struc.
magnetic and electric field for the nth cell. Eliminating ture is being considered.
1, from two successive cells gives the relation among V.:

SUMMARY

We have presented numerical simulation results for
For an infinitely long periodic structure one can substitute a TV output cavity using the CONDOR code. The results
V=Voexp(igL) to obtain an expression for the wavenumber: are consistent with data from recent relativistic klystron

b experiments. It is shown that the simulation technique can
eo(gL)= * c /.) - .- sin(k,) be a useful tool to complement other TW cavity design

2 methods. A simple design procedure has been outlined to
determine the dimensions of the TW cavity.

with the phase velocity given by vp= 'o/g. For a finite

length structure, the above equation for V, becomes a ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
matrix equation to which we have to apply appropriate
boundary conditions at the eids of the structure. As an We thank S.T. Brandon and R. Ryne of LLNL, and
example we outline a design procedure for a six-cell cavity. P. D. Coleman of SSC Laboratory for helpful discussions.
Requiring zero transverse electric field on the l.h.s. of the
cavity and a given reflection coefficient p on the r.h.s., we
obtain a 4x4 matrix whose eigenvalues are given by the *Work supported by DOE SBIR grant DE-FG03-90ER81080
solutions of the secular equation: ttow at the SSC Laboratory
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where Z=(1+p)/(1-p), and L6 is the effective length of the
last cell. We obtain immediately a particular solution for
V,, i.e. V,=O, V2=1, V3=A, V4=AF-1, V5=A(AF-2), and
V,=AA(A2-2). Starting with a closed cavity (p=-l), we
can solve the secular equation analytically to give four
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Switchable 10 Hz/1 Hz LEB
Magnet Power Supply System

Cezary Jach
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory*

Accelerator Division
2550 Beckleymeade Avenue

Dallas, Texas 75237

SAbst act Table 1. LEB Magnet Parameters
r.Thd Low Energy Booster (LEB) is a rapid cycling
synchrotron to be built at the Superconducting Super Collider Number of dipoles 48

Lbr at-r in the lInjector Complex. The Low Energy Booster Peak current 3750 A

"witberedyfor oron by late 1995. Peak field 1.3 T
Th ilEE issed to accelerate protons from an injection Dipole inductance 4.8 mH

iom6n6i, bf 1.2 GeV/c to an extraction momentum of 12 Dipole dc resistance 4.2 mfl
,0GeV/c. Themachine is a separated function design with Dipole ac resistance at 10 Hz 7.3 mfl
dipole Aand quadrupole magnets driven by a single power Number of quadrupoles 90
supf ly syscm. Tracking errors between dipoles and quadrfp Quadrupole peak current 3750 A
b0es ar corrected by separate quadrupole magnets powered Quadrupole peak pole tip field 0.8 T
ffrm iiidependent power supplies. Quadrupole mean length 0.6 m

Th &-dipoles and quadrupoles are excited with a 10 Hz Quadrupole mean inductance 0.3 mH
biisbdsl;ne aVe or 1 Hz linear ramp. Change of operating Quadrupole mean dc resistance 1.5 mfl
"indercim 10 Hz to I Hz takes no more than 2 hours. Quadrupole mean ac resistance at 10 Hz 2.3 mfC

This paper describes the present design of the ring
magnet power supply system.

Figure I shows the power supply network. The two modes
I. INTRODUCTION of operation are provided by this network.

In the 10 Hz operating mode dipole and quadrupole
magnets are excited with a biased sinusoidal current of the
form: Knde switch

i(t) - Idc - Iacsin(2ft) (1) Resonant cel choke

In the 1 Hz operating mode the magnets are energized Resonant coll capacitor

with a piecewise linear current having approximately 0.3
second linear se, 0.3 second linear fall, 0.1 second flat
bottom, 0.1 second flat top. Remaining 02 second is reserved Magnet power supply

for connecting t linealr segments via parabolas.
Both modes of operation require the power supply

system to produce a peak current of 3750 Amperes. te
regulation requirement for both modes is 100 ppm of full Quadrupole and

scale. dipole magnets

11. MAGNETS

The ring magnet power supply system energizes 138UP
main magnets in the booster, 48 dipoles and 90 quadrupoles.
There is 1 type of dipole and 5 types of quadrupoles (5
different lengths). The magnet excitation coils are copper
conductors with a cooling hole in the center. Magnet Figure 1. LEB Magnet Power Supply Network
parameters are listed in Table 1.

*Operated by the Universities Research Association,
Inc., for the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract
No. DE-ACO2-89ER40486
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 816



,I.-1 HZ MODE OF OPERATION To avoid drawing a large reactive power from the ac
source, it is necessary to use a circuit which is resonant at

In the -lHzmode, the knife switches are closed. Figure 2 10 Hz and in addition provides a path for the dc bias
shows the , agnet current waveform. current. These requirements are satisfied by the distributed

resonant circuit shown in Figure 1. The power supply
specifications for 10 Hz mode are listed in Table 3.

ICA) Table 3. Power Supply Parameters, 10 Hz Mode.

370 Total magnet inductance 260 mH

liiiNumber of resonant cells 12
375 -- iResonant choke inductance 35 mH375 Number of chokes 12

liiResonant capacitor capacitance 18.8 mF
0.3 tcseci Number of capacitor banks 12
0 Single cell parameters

Resonant cell magnet load dc resistance 28.3 ma
Resonant cell choke dc resistance 15.0 mQ

Figure 2. Magnet current waveform, 1 Hz mode of operation. Resonant cell dc resistance 43.3 mil
Maximum magnet dc current, Idc 1875 A

The power supply parameters for I Hz mode are listed Dc voltage required 81 V
in Table,2. Resonant cell magnet load ac resistance 42.5 mil

Resonant cell choke ac resistance 22.5 ma
Table 2. Power Supply Parameters, I Hz Mode Resonant cell capacitor ac resistance 2.8 mil

____Resonant cell magnet impedance 0.043 + jl.38 [l]
Magnet load dc resistance 340 mal Resonant cell choke impedance 0.073 + j2.20 [Q]
Magnet load inductance 260 mH Resonant cell capacitor impedance 0.003. jO.85 [II
Maximum output current 3750 A Resonant cell impedance 0.079 + jO.00 [il]
Minimum mmpfeset time 0.3 sec Peak magnet ac current, lac 1875 A
Maximum dI/dt 11.25 kA/sc Ac voltage required 148 V
Maximum voltage required 4230 V Total ring parameters
Ntnber of distributed power supplies 6 Number of distributed power supplies 6
Power supply peak voltage 700 V Power supply peak voltage 460 V
Power supply peak current 3750 A Power supply peak current 3750 A
Power supply rms current 2270 V Power supply rms current 2300 A
Maximum operating voltage to ground 350 V Total ring ac losses 1660 kW
Current regulation 100 ppm of Total ring dc losses 1830 kW

full scale Total magnet stored energy 1850 k
Total choke stored energy 1950 k
Total capacitor stored energy 855 kJ

IV. 10 HZ MODE OF OPERATION Total ring Q 32.4
Maximum operating peak voltage to ground 1420 V

In the 10 Hz mode, the knife switches are open. The
power supply system is required to produce current of the
form (1). Figure 3 shows the magnet current waveform. V. POWER SUPPLIES

. .A Six power supplies (M.P.S. in Figure 1) are used to
energize the magnets in both the 1 Hz and 10 Hz modes.
Figure 4 shows the basic power supply circuitry.

Two extended delta-wye transformers with three-phase full
wave thyristor bridges operate off a 12.47 kV input line. Theextended delta-wye transformer was chosen in order to
achieve 6-phase, 12-pulse rectification and at the same time
keep the impedance of both rectifier bridges matched. Bypass
thyristors across the input of a passive filter provide a path

, .Vfor magnet discharge current. The passive filter is a second
of_ order damped low-pass filter. Its resonant frequency iso 0 40 60 ,. so too approximately 100 Hz. The phase shift of the filter at 10 Hz

Figure 3. Magnet current waveform required for 10 Hz. is only -20. The distortion of the filter output voltage has no
noticeable effect on the magnet current because of the high
Q of the 10 Hz resonant network. For 1 Hz operation, the
output voltage is corrected in a fast voltage feedback circuit.
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The filter is rated at 16 MVA and consists of a high pass
stage, a band pass stage and a power factor stage. The high
pass stage is tuned to 1300 Hz and the band pass stage is
tuned to 720 Hz. The filter reactance at 60 Hz is capacitive
and produces a capacitive reactive power of 11.1 Mvar
needed for power factor correction. Figure 5 shows the
arrangement of the major components of the harmonic filter.

0
1-11--01247-4 1 030 KV

Figure 4. LEB power supply diagram. - - -

VI. POWER SUPPLY REGULATORS

Two separate regulators are used to regulate the power
supplyyoltage and current in two modes of operation.

The magnet current shown in Figure 2 and 3 must be
repeaed within 100 ppm of full scale. For the magnet PWR FACTOR STAGE
currenbt of Figure 3, the regulation is accomplished by a
regulator which consists of a fast acting voltage loop
controlled by the sum of two current loops. The voltage loop 130HZ 720HZ
provides fast correction for line transients. Two components HIGH-PASS STAGE BAND-PASS STAGE
of magnet current, Jac and Idc, have their individual feedback
loops. A precision zero-flux transductor is used to measure Figure 5. Harmonic filter diagram
the magnet current. The two components are extracted from
the transductor signal and compared with the two references.
The current error signals are summed and used as the VII. REFERENCES
reference for the voltage feedback loop. The current loops'
lagging corner frequencies are matched by adjusting the time R. Hettel, R. Averill, M. Baltay, S. Brennan, C. Harris, M.
constant of the feedback circuits around their error amplifiers. Horton, C. Jach, J. Sebek, J. Voss, "The 10 Hz Resonant
The current feedback loop open loop bandwidth is approxi- Magnet Power Supply System for the SSRL 3 GeV
mately 0.1 Hz. Injector", IEEE Press, Proceedings of this conference.

For the magnet current of Figure 2 regulation is K.W. Reiniger, "Power Supply System for the TRIUMF
accomplished by a regulator which consists of two nested KEON Factory", Proceedings of this conference.
loops; a fast acting voltage loop for rejecting line transients W. Bothe, P. Pillat, "Magnet Excitation Circuit for DESY
and a slower current loop. The same precision zero-flux II" IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, Vol. NS-32,
transductor is used to measure magnet current. The current No. 5, October 1985.
feedback loop has an open loop bandwidth of approximately J. Ryk, "Gradient Magnet Power Supply for the Fermilab 8
40 Hz. It provides correction for the magnet load pole (0.2 GeV Proton Synchrotron", FERMILAB-PUB-74/85.
Hz) and has a de gain of approximately 80 dB. C.W. Brown, K.E. Owen, "Stabilization of the Magnet Power

Supplies for the NINA Synchrotron", Proceedings of the
International Conference on Magnet Technology, Oxford,

VII. HARMONIC/POWER FACTOR CORRECTION 1967.

In order to achieve a power factor of 0.9 at the point
of common coupling with the 12.47 kV distribution and total
harmonic distortion of 5%, a harmonic filter is planned.
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An RF Cavity for the B-Factory*

R. Rimmer, F. Voelker, G. Lambertson, LBL,#
M. Allen, J. Hodgeson, K. Ko, R. Pendleton, H. Schwarz, SLACf,

N. Kroll, UCSDt/SLAC

Abstiad these modes in the cavities and an active bunch-by-bunch
feedback system in each ring to control this. Since most of the

The paper describes the proposed design for the 476 MHz power goes into the beam, the saving in RF power from using
acelei ing cavity for the SLAC/LBL/LLNL B-Factory. This superconducting cavities would not be large, and has to be
machine -.*ill require a high power throughput to the beam weighed against the increased complexity associated with the
beWatieof the large synchrotron radiation losses, and very low cryogenic system. Also the technology for coupling such large
ihipdances or the higher order modes because of th high drive and HOM power to and from a superconducting cavity is
current proiosed. Use of conventional construction in copper not yet mature. For these reasons and because expertise in the
mii that carful consideration has to be paid to the problem project team is primarily with room temperature structures,
o-fcooling. Th need for a high shunt impedance for the conventional copper construction was preferred. Single cell
accelerating mode dictated the use of a re-entrant shape. This cavities of a re-entrant design were chosen to maximize the
maximized the impedance of the fundamental mode with shunt impedance of the fundamental mode with respect to
revct to the troublesome longitudinal and deflecting higher HOMs, It was decided to limit power to 500kW in each cavity
orr modes, when compared to open or "bell shaped" designs. (and window), of which up to 150kW is dissipated in the
A specialized damping scheme was employed to reduce the walls, yielding 20 cavities in the HER and 10 in the LER.
hijghWr orde mode impedances while sacrificing as little of the This gives a gap voltage in the cavities of less than I MV and
fundamental mode power as possible. This was required to an average field of about 4.3MV/m. The high wall dissipation
suppress the growth of coupled bunch beam instabilities and requires careful attention to be paid to the cooling system,
minimize the workload of the feedback system needed to especially around structures such as the damping waveguides,
control them. A window design capable of handling the high which may have localized concentrations of current
power was also required.

I. INTRODUCTION o. *. damping
I . waveguide

The B-Factory RF system is required to meet the demands 15cm
of a high luminosity, and therefore high current, while
operating in a reliable manner befitting the "factory"
philosophy of the project [1]. Choices of the parameters of the 30 Deg.
RF cavity are intended to be conservative and reasonable 3
extrapolations from existing technology. The chosen frequency 10cm
of 476MHz is a subharmonic of the SLAC linac frequency, to s lc 4.825cm
allow for stable injection. Commercial 1MW Klystron designs .. 1
can be made to work at this frequency The very large beam

currents, 1.48A in the High Energy Ring (HER) and 2.14A in Fig. 1: Basic B-Factory cavity shape
the Low Energy Ring (LER), require up to 10MW and 5MW
respectively to replace the energy lost to synchrotron radiation,
cavity wall heating, and other effects. The need for short II. CHOICES FOR CAVITY PARAMETERS
bunches (aj =lcm), requires a voltage of 18.5MV for the
HER, 9.5MV for the LER. Unfortunately the number of Cavity designs and commercial IMW CW klystrons are
cavities over which the power can be distributed must be kept available at around 350MHz and 500MHz. PEP, LEP and APS
to a minimum because, with such large currents, the use 350MHz, while Daresbury (SRS), KEK and ALS operate
impedances of higher order modes (HOMs) will cause very at 500MHz. A frequency in the higher region was chosen
large longitudinal and transverse coupled-bunch instablility because less overvoltage is required in the cavity to achieve the
growth rates. Even so it is necessary to provide damping of short bunch length and more bunches can be circulated.

Work The type and shape of the cavities is determined by the
supce ortedghbney hirecr, Ovced Energy rets need to maximize the fundamental mode shunt impedance with

Division of the U.S. Department of Energy. respect to HOMs. This is best achieved with a re-entrant or

# Lawrence Berkeley Lab..DOE contract DE-AC03-76SF00098 "nose-cone" shape. With conventional copper construction, an
t Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, DE-AC03-76SF00515 open or bell shape, as often used in superLonducting cavities,
t U.C.San Diego, DOE contract DE-AC03-89ER80726 does not work as well in this respect. The shape chosen (fig.l)
0-7803-0135-8/91o.00 ©IEEE 819



is similar to those used in the SRS, KEK and ALS, with a Table 1: RF Parameters for the high and low energy rings.
beam pipe internal radius of 4.825cm, (coming from the
internal dimensions of a standard sized 10cm OD pipe used for Parameter HER LER
the vacuum chamber in the RF straight ). Analysis of the RF frequency (MHz) 476
basic shape was done using the 2D URMEL code [2] Single Beam current (A) 1.48 2.14
cells -were chosen to keep the number of HOMs to a Number of cavities 20 10
minimum, in multi-cell structures the coupling between cells Shunt Impedance Rs* (MCI) 3.5
results in more modes. Gap Voltage (MV) 0.93 0.94

URMEL calculates the transit time corrected shunt Accelerating gradient (MV/m) 4.2 4.3
impedance Rs (=V2/2P) for the basic shape to be about Wall loss/cavity (kW) 122 130
5.3MCQ with a Q of 45,000 and R/Q of 11611. In a real cavity Coupling factor without beam (j3) 3.7 3.8
this impedance is degraded by the addition of ports and Unloaded Q of cavity 30000
damping waveguides and by the effect of wall temperature on
the conductivity of the copper. Experience with other designs * Rs =V2/2P
suggests about 10% will be lost with the addition of the tuner,
drive and other ports. Using MAFIA [3] and ARGUS [4] to The high beam currents have the potential for very high
study the 3D shape shows a loss of 10% or less in the coupled-bunch instability growth rates, requiring special
fundamental mode Rs and Q when the damping waveguides are attention to be paid to the HOM impedances of the cavities.
added (R/Q stays about the same). Based on extrapolation from Existing damping techniques using externally applied tuned
existing cavities and thermal studies using ANSYS [5], loss of couplers have not proved effective enough to meet the B-
efficiency due to surface temperature rise may be as high as Factory requirements, and reduce the growth rates to a level
14% with 150kW dissipated in the cavity. Thus a practical where an economically feasible feedback system could take
shunt impedance of 3.5MQ with a Q of about 30,000 should control. For this application damping waveguides were
be achievable, (table 1). included in the design of the cavity right from the start. These

To get the required match at the nominal operating waveguides are designed to propagate at the HOM frequencies
currents requires a coupling factor f0 of about 3.7. Loop and and are positioned to couple most strongly to the most
aperture couplers were considered, the loop has the advantage troublesome modes while avoiding the field nulls of all the
that the coupling factor can be adjusted by rotating it, but it other modes (so that no modes, however innocuous, remain
must be well cooled because of the very high surface current trapped). The waveguides are below cutoff at the fundamental
densities. An aperture has the advantages of simplicity and mode frequency and result in only a small perturbation of the
lower surface currents but may need a larger opening in the accelerating field. The effect of the size, shape and location of
cavity and requires a sliding short circuit in the waveguide to the damping waveguides has been studied experimentally on a
adjust te match which may be a problem because of limited simple pillbox cavity [6] and calculated using MAFIA and
space in the tunnel. A loop is favored because of the ARGUS, for the pillbox case and realistic B-Factory cavity
compactness and adjustability and because of the experience of shapes. Neither MAFIA nor ARGUS is currently capable of
the SLAC team with this type of coupler. solving the complex eigenvalue problem created by lossy

Either type of coupler requires the use of a vacuum materials in the damping waveguides so the method of Kroll
window at some point. Existing designs using a ceramic and Yu [7,81 was used to calculate the mode frequencies and
window in the aperture or as part of the loop structure are not Q's of the loaded structures. Three waveguides are used, spaced
well suited to such high power levels. It was decided to locate 120 degrees apart around the cavity azimuth so that all HOMs
the window well away from the harmful cavity standing wave up to sextupole (m=3), and many higer orders, can be damped.
fields, which may evanesce some distance into the waveguide, This maintains symmetry, avoiding introducing low order
using a simple waveguide window. Designs are being (m=l,2) multipole components into the fundamental mode.
developed commercially for 500kW CW operation. The Experiments on the pillbox cavity showed that strong
location of the window in these designs requires that part of damping of HOMs can be achieved, and the measured Q's
the waveguide be evacuated which may increase conditioning agreed well with those calculated by MAFIA/Kroll-Yu.
time. Anti-multipactor coatings will be applied to the Initially it was intended to get the Q's down to below 100 for
windows and may be used on other surfaces if any problems the worst modes, on the pillbox this was achieved with only a
are encountered with excessive multipactor during 8% (calculated) loss in fundamental mode. Loaded Q for the
conditioning. longitudinal (m=0) TMOI 1 mode was calculated to be between

Active tuning of the cavities is proposed to be done by 15 and 35, measured to be 31. The dipole (re=l) TMl10 mode
motorized plungers of the type used in PEP. These have was calculated to have a Q of 55, measured to be 37.
carbon brushes to prevent HOM power from getting into the The first attemt to calculate the damping of the B-
bellows. An interesting alternative is to distort the cavity Factory cavity used a model having three rectangular
slightly by external pressure to change its frequency. This has waveguides with a cut-off frequency of about 600MHz. These
the advantage that no hole needs to be cut in the cavity wall. waveguides were too broad to join directly to the cavity wall
Both of these methods will be investigated in more detil. so an iris was used. Results for this geometry show strong
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damping of the worst HOMs, with a Q of about 30 for the suggested there might be strong local heating in the nose-cone
TMOl1 mode, with about 12% loss of the fundamental mode region and around the rectangular waveguide iris. Current work
Q (table 2). It may be possible to reduce this degradation of the is taking account of these results and the present design
fundamental mode by smoothing out the sharp comers in the iteration is including a wider nose-cone angle (30 degrees)
iris. In an attempt to dispense with the iris altogether a scheme which allows easier access for the cooling water, and will
was developed using smooth ridged waveguides which can be feature a smoothed iris or rounded ridged waveguide.
made small enough to open directly into the cavity. Using this Field enhancement on the small radius of the cavity nose-
scheme the Q of the TMOl I mode is reduced to less than 26 cone, as calculated by URMEL, leads to local surface electric
(possibly as low as 12 - there is some uncertainty due to the fields about 5.9 times the average accelerating field in the
limited number of data points used in the Kroll-Yu method), cavity. At about 25MV/m this is comparable to the Kilpatrick
while the fundamental mode Q is lowered by only 7%. The number at this frequency, 20.9MV/m, so sparking should not
ridged waveguides have a slightly larger area, which may be a problem after conditioning.
account for the stronger damping, while the smoothing of the
corners and the lack of iris could explain the reduced
perturbation of the fundamental mode. Other HOMs are reduced III. DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
to Q's in the range 30-50, except for the TM020 which was
accidentally missed by the placement of the ridged waveguide. The current design effort is targeted on optimization of the
(When the waveguide shape was changed the effective center of RF performance of the cavity shape and the damping scheme,
the waveguide moved slightly, onto a null of the TMO20 while keeping in mind the problems of cooling and mechanical
magnetic field), construction. The first test of the design will be the

construction of a low power test model to measure the
Table 2: Damping of prototype cavity by waveguides. effectiveness of the damping scheme and confirm the calculated

mode spectrum. An automatic bead-puller is being constructed
No Waveguides Rect wg+iris Ridged wg to allow detailed investigation of the HOM impedances. This

mode fiUq Qo RT2  Freq QL Freq QL model may also be used to test the RF control loops, using a
(MHz) (MCI) (MHz) (MHz) low power amplifier instead of the klystron. At the same time

TM010 480 40003 4.71 -#15 35248 473 37344 programs will be under way to evaluate high power window
TMO1 1 750 33270 1.35 745 30 738 12- 26 and coupler designs, leading ultimately to their verification in
TM020 993 38700 0.009 997 >1000 992 >5600 a high power test stand at SLAC. Any lessons learned from

Trans.* the low power tests will be included in the next design
(Mvl./m) iteration of the cavity which will concentrate on the

TE 111 685 54844 0.191 680 -65 678 30-47 engineering of a high power prototype.
TMIIO 794 57762 18.3 795 -73 793 31-64
TMlll 1068 51836 33.2 1040 >50 1038 >49
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Survey and Alignment of an MLI Model 1.2-400 Synchrotron Light Source

W J. Pearce
Maxwell Laboratories, Inc., Brobeck Division

4905 Central Avenue
Richmond, California 94804

Abstract Commercially available and cost effective instrumentation
is used. The magnet supperas incorporate screw adjustments for

A-cost effective technique was developed for the timely six degrees of freedom. Special fixtures were necessary for some
ali~6fthe magnets, support stands, and diagnostic equip- of the magnets.
ot h ing readily available instrumentation. The procedure

includ useof a commercially available theodolite coordinate II. MoNUMENT REFERENCE SYSTEM
measurment system for alignment of the dipole magnets, and
optica, tooling techniques for smoothing out errors in the posi. The monument network consists of fourteen primary monu-
tion of ,the quadrupoles to sub-millimeter tolerances. The ments, twelve in the ring and two in the linac tunnel, as shown in
monument network, fiducialization of magnets and supports, figure 1. A central monument was not used because of interfer.
andseial tooling are discussed. ence with the building structure.

The monuments are very precise 3.5 inch diameter steel
I. INTRODUCrION spheres that hold optical targets at the geometric center of the

sphere; the target remains at the center regardless of the angular
Th6-survey and alignment of an MLI Model 1.2-400 syn. position of the sphere. The spheres rest in stainless steel cups

chrotron light source is underway. This is a 1.2 GeV Chasman. epoxied into the concrete floor, and fitted with a protective cover
Green lattice with an average rlidius of 17.6 meters and circum- when a sphere is not installed. These primary monuments each
ference of 55.2 meters. The primary ring magnets to be aligned have x, y, and z coordinates in the global coordinate system.
ar eight dipoles, twenty quadrupoles, and sixteen sextupoles. Additional secondary monuments of the brass plug type with
Twenty magnets in the transport line are also to be aligned, scribe marks are used as required in the ring and especially in the

transport line to simplify optical tooling setups.

QUADRUPOLE DIPOLE

_ _ MONUMENT////

IAC

/// !9///'/

1.m(VERTICAL) Y UNE

, 4 LINAC TUNNEL
VERTICAL OPENING

'SHIELDING WALL

Figure 1. Monument network.
0-7803-0135-8J91501.00 @IEEE 822



III. TOLERANCES -i

The tolerance definition is based on a Gaussian distribution
and the values below represent one standard deviation (I a). The

dipole tolerances are relative to the primary monument network;
the quadrupole tolerances are relative to the neighboring di-
poles. The largest acceptable tolerance for any single item is C -

twice the 1 a value.
The tolerances must include the total of all the errors gener-

ated: the error from magnetic center to pole tip, the lamination
edge feature with respect to the pole tip, the survey target to
lamination edge feature repeatability, the survey error, and the
alignment tolerance.

Table 1. Tolerances of ring magnets

DIPOLES QUADRUPOLES

x 0.60 nun 0.30 nun
y 0.60 nun 0.30 mm
z 0.60 mn, 0.50 nun FiVze 2. Optical tooling setup for measuring offsets.

pitch 1.0 mrad 1.0 mrad V. FIDUCIALIZATION OF MAGNETS
yaw 1.0 mrad 1.0 mrad
roll 0.34 mrad 0.80 mrad The magnetic axis determines the path of the particles through

the magnetic field. The magnetic axis is virtual, and needs to be
related to physical fiducials on the outside of the magnet. In this

IV. INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA REDUCTION application, the mechanical axis of the magnet is sufficiently
collinear with its magneic axis to allow individual pedigrees for
each magnet to be avoided. Since all laminations for any one

The alignment of the ring magnets is performed in a two-tier magnet are stamped from a single die set, all outside edges and

hierarchy. First, the dipoles are aligned relative to the primary features stamped into the laminations carry a high dimensional

monuawnt network, and then the girders with quadrupoles and faue tme nodelmntoscryahg iesoa
m oe arewor alignd reltve o the iles Th e ad c and accuracy with respect to the pole tips. The relative position of
sextupoles are aligned relative to the dipoles. The linac and the mechanical center to features such as notches and edges on
transport line are aligned with respect to the primary monumentthousdegsofhelmninscnbraiydtrie.

network.the outside edges of the laminations can be readily determined.
network. These features are used to locate fixtures which incorporate

For preliminary placement of all the magnet supports, and fiducials, and the position of the fiducials relative to the me-
for final alignment of the dipole magnets relative to the geodetic chanical axis is known within a certain tolerance.

coordinate system, an industrial measurement system (IMS) is Fornxal athen o each dolen e m
use. AtypcalIMSsysem as t lasttwoeletroic heoJo- For example, at each end of each dipole, on the magnet

used. A typical IMS system has at least two electronic t05 Jo- midplane, is a welded tab with a precision 0.250 inch diameter
lites which can measure vertical and horizontal angles to 0.5 arc hole (see figure 3). The relationship between this hole and the

seconds. The theodolites enter digitized angular data into a

minicomputer for conversion into x, y, and z coordinates.
Leveling of magnets and stands is accomplished with the use

of a precision optical level, accurate to 0.025 mm at distances up
to 20 meters.

Alignment of the quadrupoles and sextupols relative to the
neighboring dipoles, as well as alignment of some magnets on
the transport line, is accomplished with an op ica: tooling setup
that measures offsets (se figure 2). The optical t.ooling scales
are fitted with interchangeable feet tha have either a round end
for use against the laminations directly, or a conical seat for use
with tooling balls.

Figure 3. Fiducial on the dipole midplane.
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mechanical center of the magnet is known to be within ±0.15
mm in-the x-z plane. The holes will accept either theodolite
targets or tooling balls, and are sufficient to align the dipoles in
x, z, and yaw. The tabs were located with a large aluminum
tooling plate which keyed to the magnet in a reproducible and
determinate fashion. The magnetic measurements were also
referenced to this plate, so that if it becomes necessary to
pedigree the magnets later, there is a known mechanical rela-
tionship between the magnetic measurements and the fiducial
positions.

The magnets are aligned in roll with bridge fixtures contain- .

ing 20 arc second bubble levels. The fixtures rest on the unpainted
surfaces on top of the magnets (see figure 4).

Figure 5. Adjustable legs on multipole magnet girders.

VII. ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE

The dipoles are leveled and set at the correct height by using
the roll fixtures and an optical level, with adjustments being
made on the three large vertical nuts on the support base. A 10
ton hydraulic jack is necessary to partially relieve the load on the
adjusting screw for vertical adjustments on the dipoles.

The IMS is used to determine the x-z coordinates of the
dipole fiducials; these are compared with the ideal values, and

Figure 4. Bridge fixture on quadrupole magnet, corrections to the x-z coordinates are computed. The magnet is
showing 20 arc sec bubble level. then fitted with dial gauges to measure motion in the x-z plane,

and moved the calculated amount with the horizontal push
VT ' IAGNET SUPPORTS AND ADJUSTMENTS screws.

Each of the quadrupole and quadrupole/sextupole straight
Eac, ring dipole stand has three adjustable legs. The leg section girders (complete with magnets and vacuum chambers)

adjustments are used together for aligning all six degrees of is installed as one assembly on the support base, with the
freedom. The horizontal screws allow adjustment.in x, z, and adjustment system set midrange. Leveling is performed first
yaw, and the vertical threaded rod and nut allow adjustment in y, with a roll fixture and the optical precision level for pitch and y.
roll, and pitch. Next, z is set with an inside micrometer. Finally, x and yaw are

The quadrupole and sextupole stands have similar adjust- set with an optical :-oling setup between adjacent dipoles. A
ments for adjusting the entire straight-section girder (see figure reference plane is set up by using a jig transit bucked into the
5), The individual magnets on each shared girder also have fiducials the ends of the dipoles. Measuring horizontal offsets to
provisions for adjustment, using jackscrews for all six degrees this plane allows setting x and yaw.

of freedom. A final survey is then made on all magnets to ensure that they
are within the tolerances specified.
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C ORRELATiON OF BEAM LOSS TO, RESIDUAL ACTIVATION IN THE AG"

K. A. BROWN
BROOKHAVEN NATIONALLABORATORY

'UPTON, NEWYORK 11973,

ABSTRACT-'i nd INTRODUCTION period of two years has elapsed, reasonable limits can be

Studiesv of beamiss and activation it the AGS have placed on this continuous function to enable a relatively simple

provid6d aieter understa ding of measurements of beam loss expression to be derived [3,4,S].

and howthey may be used to predict activation. Studies have There are 120 ionization chamber monitors distributed
been, done in which first order correlations have been made around the AGS ring, one every 30 of the accelerator circum-
betw ,~measurebeam,1osses on the distributed ioniztion ference Each monitor is located on the underside of the main
-chambcrsystem.in the AGS and the health physics recorded magnet girders along the outside of the ring. Each subtends
residual activation. These-studies have provided important two main magnets, these monitors were sampled at regular
insight into the ionization chamber system, its limitations, and intervals while the AGS was running for its' physics program.
itsusefihiciess in the prediction of activation based on moni- At the end of the run a total of N measurements had .been
,toredbeanm loss. made of beam distributions around the ring. A single mea-

i, recent years -the AG$ has run high intensity, protons surement is called r ( , c, n), where 4 is the position.(every
ri cety ars tho AGSeas eernintes ity proteof 30), c corresponds to beam energy, and n represents one of N

primrilyfor are aondeca exprimets. Inu .od of samples, Since the effect of a beam loss 9,, decreases at some
running the AGS typically accelerates beam from an injection
momentum of 0.644 GeV/c upto a slow extracted beam (SEB) rate R, where 4. corresponds to a measurement made at a
oe of 24.2 GeVIc. The beam intensiti's are on the time t, then the weighted average beam loss distribution at themend of the physics run will be;order of 4.5, x 10l protons per AGS cycle at injection to as r (¢,en) Rn

high as 1.9 x 1011 protons per AGS cycle at extractio3n. __________(2

Residual activation varies around the AGS ring from the older (2))

of 5 mR/hour to levels of the order at 5 R/hour. The highest
levels occur around the AGS beam catcher and the extraction By taking Rn as
equipment;

COMPARING BEAM LOSS TO ACTIVATION if t.n+~ 3

The dose rate from activation induced by high energy where t , is the amount of time for beam loses (i.e.; beam is
particles interacting with a material such that a large number accelerated for - lh sec so t, is taken as 0.5 sec), and t, is
of isotopes are produced can be expressed by [1,2] the time at which the run ended, then the measured beam loss

is now weighted to the decay rate of the induced activation.D =k n (l + TIt), (1)
The absolute amount of beam lost is measured using beam

Where 4 is the number of high energy particles per interaction cre asor s Te a ls wer ed at rear
current transformers. These also were sampled at regular

and k is a constant for any set of irradiation, target and intervals for the duration of the physics run. The weighted
geometrical conditions. The time T is the amount of time the
material was bombarded with high energy particles (the average beam loss at an energy e for the entire run is then
irradiation time) and the time t is the time elapsed after the g(en) • Rn
bombardment stopped (the cool-down time). There are two < =)> - (4)
basic assumptions behind this relationship. The first is that a ERn
sufficiently large number of different isotopes are produced by
spallation reactions such that the half-life distribution among
isotopes can be approximated by a continuous function. The The measured beam loss distribution around the AGS is
second assumption is that since activity is not measured until
after over 15 minutes of cool-down has lapsed and before a

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.Dept. of Energy.
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__"____<__) Figure 1 Estimated Added Activation. .r'((,e)>"(5) RUN2

,he backgiiind, achvation aid the, background activation
decay rate were measuired'before the'physicsin'began. The
;activation added dufing.the ,physics -run- was then calculated -
from.the4ctivation measured just-after the physics run ended. - '

So at aparticular loction4b the-adde activation due io beam, _____ _

l6st during the phys!csf un is -" -,0_
S(0 ••R (6)

where k -=l,( + T/t); (7) A ".... X",' .L

Sincethe amount of material between a point of a beam AGS Superperiods
losisd' inthe point of which scattered particles interact with
tho'ionization-chamber is not a constant, the value of k will The uncertainty in these values varies but are of the order
-varywith the changing thickness of material around the ring. of ± 10 - 25 %. An example of the weighted average beam
-This is'because'the variationsin the.amount of target materi- loss distributions at transition energies and at extraction
_al/bsorber-will cause variations inAthe measured loss in the energies are shown in Figures 3 and 4. These are also fron
ioniiation chambers. Since there is a distinct periodicity in the RUN2. Uncertainties in these values also var) but are on the
location of elements in the AGS then these variations in k order of ± 100%.
should-show-up systematically around the AGS. In order to
ty to normalize out these geometrical variations the above Values for k/g were calculated using equa~tor k8). As can
-relationship is altered slightly. So, be seen in Figures 1, 2 and 3 beam losses tend to be concen-

trated in certain areas. This greatly reduces the number of
k( ,<(,> .R usable measurements. Figures 4 and 5 show the resulting

(,values of k/g for transition energy losses and extraction energy
losses versus other positions in a superperodi (The e.'act

In the AGS < t(e)> occurs only at three particular times in location is given as a label for the data point, i.e., L 10, G .4,
the accelerator cycle. This simplifies the above sum to just etc.) In both figures it can be seen th,t values of k/g fo, t,
three terms and this reduces the problem to n equations with upstream half of a superperiod (first 10 magnets) are cov.,-
3n/12 + 3-unknowns. If g(4) is not independent of energy tently greater than values for the downstrebm half. Tbig I.,
then there are n/12 + 3 unknowns. For 120 monitors we can actually quite easily explained. In the AGS, for e; ry
have as many as 33 unknowns (the periodicity of the AGS superperiod, the first 10 maih -gnets have their backt s
lattice is 12). facing toward the outside of the nrng while the last 10 :z.un

magnets have their backlegs facing towards the inside. Stn';e
Data and Results loss monitors are located on!y on the outside the dilfcrnwee

The results presented in this report represent the combina- becomes obvious,

tion of data taken during two SEB physics runs at the AGS.
When necessary, I distinguished between these two runs by Since there is more mate-iui between the poirt of a I ;s and

labeling them RUNI and RUN2, respectively, the point at which the scatteied flux inters,ct at io-: z.tion
chamber in the upstream ha'i of a superperiod, ifier th. ex-

Figure 1 is an example of the activation added during pected signal from the chamber would be smaller, thu, making
RUN2. The uncertainty in these estimates is about ± 50%. t smaller and giving a la, , value for k/g. So at c..st two

values of g can be determined for each energy. In Taible 2 the
The weighted average beam loses are given in Table 1 below. values for k/g, k, and are presented.

Table 1 Values of < () >
Irrad.T Cool t Inject. Trans. Ext.

(Hours) (Hours) (200 MeV-I GeV (8 GeV) (24 GeV)
,-___ per hour) per hour

RUNI 455 5.75 1.9 x 1016 8.3 x 014 3.4 x 1014

RUN2 ioo 46.0 2.8 x 1016 1.2 x 1015 6.0 x 1014
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Figure 2 Wt. Av. Loss Distributions Figure 5 Extraction Energy
RUN2 Transition Losses

3W .

IO -1

Figure 3Wt. Av. Loss Distribution beenNmCi:U:IhONeriste apast

RU2Extraction Losses An understanding of the AGS ionization chamber system

136 beat least a factor of 2 difference in response between
Its- _____ monitors in the upstream and downstream halves of a super-

period. At lower energies this factor appears to get even

a larger. By measuring the absolute amount of loss in the
___________different locations around the AGS it is possible to predict
___________within ± 50% the maximum ;'mount of activity induced in

those areas.
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The Condition of y-ray Emission by Electrons Interacting with the Wallin Medium Energy Electron Storage Rings

Y. Gomei, M. Kawai
Toshiba Corp., ULSI Research Center

1, Komukai Toshiba-cho, Saiwai-ku, Kawasaki 210, Japan

Abstract II. ELECTRON-WALL INTERACTION

The condition of y-ray emission is reported on medium In usual multi-turn injection, the electron orbit is rather
energy electron storage rings. The electrons interact with the slowly retrieved to the original position to try to keep the
wall during injection and after being scattered by residual gas injected amount highest. The electrons inevitably interact with
molecules or by mutual Coulomb interaction while circulating the inflector wall in this method [2]. The incident angle
in the ring. It is shown that the location where heavy (measured from the wall surface) in this case is given by [3]
interaction occurs can be determined from the injection
condition and the design condition of the electron orbit. The x1' = A , (1)
angle, by which the electrons impinge on the wall, is usually
about 10 or less to the surface. The y-ray emitted to the side A, = (x , - x0)2/1,1, (2)
of building walls in this case can be effectively shielded by the
material located along the beam ducts. An important point is y= (1+ca2 ,)/P1 i , (3)
that, in shallow impinge of electrons, convergent y- ray
emission occurs in the back scattering direction of electrons. = -1',/2, (4)
B'y installing additional shielding materials for this convergent
emission, the thickness of building shielding walls can be where the subscript i denotes the inflector location, xtW is the
effectively alleviated. horizontal displacement of the injection point, x. is the

retrieving orbit center, and 3, is the horizontal betatron
I. INTRODUCTION function. Suppose xij = 0.045 m, x, = 0 to make the value of

x', maximum, P,, = 5 m, and P ',= = 4, the x', obtained is 0.02
Synchrotron radiation emitted from medium energy electron rad (1.1*). It should be pointed out that during injection the

storage rings is a candidate to be used for lithography to electrons interact with the wall mainly at the inflector location,
produce future large scale integrated circuits. Since the once the closed orbit distortion is corrected.
machine L to be used in the industrial community, the cost Initial large orbit oscillation of injected beams is reduced
effectiveness be3omes an important issue. This is also the case by radiation damping. The electrons, thereafter, impinge on
for the building structure to shield y-ray and the accompanied the wall surface only when they receive large scattering either
neutrons. This paper analyses the process, in which the by interaction -:ith residual gas molecules or by mutual
electrons interact with the wall, and tries to propose an Coulomb interaction. '', ., ini elastic scattering with residual
effective way to shield y-ray. gas molecules, the b..,, r .a oscillation itself is increased.

It is well-known that the y-ray is convergently emitted in Since the duct size is usuait, smaller in the vertical direction,
the direction of electron path wly and that the accompanied the interaction occurs when the vertical oscillation, given by
neutron emission, in contrast, is rather isotropic. It has been the following equation, is beyond the wall position.
shown that the y-ray is self-shielded by the target and its
emission tends to be isotropic when electrons collide on the Y = 0 (5)
target in grazing incidences [11. This is considered to be a key
to effectively reduce the thickness of the building shielding where 0, is the scattering angle, PY is the vertical betatron
wall. This paper is orpanized as follows. In Sec. 2, electron- function at the interaction point, and P,, is the one where the
wall interaction in beam ducts is analyzed, showing that the scattering takes place. After averaging with respect to the
electrons impinge on the wall in very shallow angles and that elastic scattering throughout the ring, the value of 0,. which is
the location, where severe interaction occurs, can well be necessary for electrons to hit the wall, is given by
identified depending on magnet lattice structures and on
electron scattering mechanisms. Sec. 3 describes the y-ray 0. = A P,]/13,t (6)
emission for far grazing incidence of electrons. Sec. 4
discusses how to put additional shielding materials to alleviate where A, is the duct half height, and 3, is the value averaged
the thickness of building shielding walls, which is followed by along the beam orbit. According to the equation of Moeller
conclusions in Sec. 5. scattering [4), the dependency of the total cross-section in

elastic scattering is given as

0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 ©IEEE 828



( 1/0, , Y/A2, (7) 1

showing that the probability of electron-wall interaction in this
casi is almost linear to the value of P, in each position. After d=2mm I
anai)zing the beam trajectory in phase space, the following
incident angle is obtained as the most typical value.

, y'.= cr y, (8)

ay = -P'y2, (9) d2cm

By= A,/Py (10)

Taking AY = 2 ci0, = 8 m, and 'Y= 7 as an example, the
value of y. is 0.0087 rad (0.520). General trends are that the m 10-
larger 0, which is of smaller probability, gives the larger y",
because the electron-wall interaction occurs in the smaller P y.d5cm

The other way of interaction with residual gas molecules is
Bremstrahlung radiation induced by nuclear atoms and direct 1641

interaction with the molecule orbital electrons. In these two 0 60°  1200 1800
processes as well as in mutual Coulomb interaction, the EMISSION ANGLE
electrons loose the energy beyond the aperture of if
acceleratin. After circulating numerous times in the ring, they Fig. 1 Angular dependence of the y-ray emission for the electron

reach the energy in which the electron orbit displacement is energy of I GeV, the incident angle of 1', and different

beyond the wall position. It is evident that the electron-wall target thicknesses (d). The emission is the mean value inside
the emission angle.

interacticn of this kind occurs near the place where the g

momentun, dispersion function Y1 is maximum. The typical increased to 2 cm, the incident electrons are completely
incident angle in this case is given by stopped in the forward direction. The y-ray produced near the

entrance region is effectively shielded, which results in
xw4', .. Az/f,,a, (11) disappearance of the convergent emission. The scattered

A. is the horizontal duct half size, and the subscript w electrons, by the way, yield slightly higher y-ray emission near
where = 900, compared with the case for d = 2 nun. By
means the typical position near the maximum q. Taking A = increasing the d to 5 cm, the y-ray emission becomes much
5 cm, rj = 1.5, and i,, = 4 m as an example, the value of less than the d = 2 mm case throughout the emission angle.

x' is 0.019 (1.10). The convergent y-ray emission always exists in the electron
The numerical examples stated in this section are what we backscattering direction, which is hereafter called a vacuum

think most probable for each case. These values may be side. Fig. 2 compares the angular dependence of the y-ray
increased mainly depending on the magnet lattice structures. emission of the vacuum side in d = 5 cm with the one of the
We would further state that this increase is within a factor of wall side in d = 2 mm. The electron energy and the incident

2 in the kind of the machines related to this study. angle are the same as for Fig. 1. The y-ray emission of the

vacuum side is observable ovcr 'P, = 10 in the figure. It has

III. y-RAY EMISSION a peak near I. = 2.5', the maximum value of which is about
a forth of the emission in d = 2 mm and W "- 0. Although

Electromagnetic intcractior process between electrons and the vacuum side emission becomes slightly larger than the wall

wall materials for very shallow incidence of electrons was side one for d = 2 nm over I, = 100, these two curves behave

simulated by using the Monte Carlo computer code EGS4 quite similarly in the region T,' > 2.50, indicating that the

written by Nelson et al. [5]. Fig. 1 shows the angular shielding effect for the released y-ray is accidently comparable

dependence of the y-ray emission for the electron energy of 1 between these two cases.

GeV and the incident angle 'P of 1'. To show the dependence,
the angle T, was counted in the direction in which the y-ray IV. DISCUSSION
goes through the target. Since the target is the duct wall in
real cases, this direction is hereafter called a wall side. When It was shown that the place, where electron impinge on the
the target thickness d is 2 mm, the line-of-sight electron path wall is highly localized, is injection sections and near the

length, d/sin Yls, is 11.4 cm. This indicates that the incident position with rY,. The scheme of local shielding for the latter
electrons still have an energy of several 10 MeV when they is shown in Fig. 3. It is common in separaed function lattices
come out of tie %all. The y-ray emission, therefore, has a that the 1,,. is located in quadrapole magnets. To shield the
peak in the direction of incident electrons. When the t is wall side emission, additional shielding material is installed
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10~2 3

WALL SIDE (d2mm)
Fig. 4 y-ray emission from - e

bending sections:
1 electron orbit;
2 emitted y-ray;

Iand 3 estimation point.z 10

,4 applied for an order of estimation.

VC, Ib f. f, fb f, (12)VCUUM SIDE (d.5cm)

I , .where I, is the reference value which is, in this case, the
100 20 emission at T, - 0' in d = 2 mm in Fig. 1, f. denotes the

EMISSION ANGLE fraction of all the stored electrons which impinges on the wall
after elastic scattering with residual gas molecules, f4 is the

Fig. 2 Angular dependence of the y-ray emission for the wall mean ratio of the vacuum side emission with the reference
side in d=2 ram and for the vacuum side in d=5 cm. emission, fb is the fraction of the e!astically scattered electrons

whose y-ray emission has a chance to project any estimation
3 2 3 point near the bending magnet, and f denotes the averaging

factor by integration with respect to projecting directions and
lengths. Although the exact value of each f should be

e determined by detailed simulation analysis, we would suggest

77 to use the following to draw a crude image: f, = 1/3; f, = 1/2;
fi = 1/8; and f, = 1/10. These conditions give I, = VJ480,
indicating that almost no additional shielding is necessary for

z the related y-ray emission.

Fig. 3 Arrangement of local shielding for straight sections: 1
quadrapole magnet; 2 bending magnet and 3 shielding V. CONCLUSIONS
material.

The condition of y-ray emission was studied on medium
along the beam duct. Special care was taken for the vacuum energy electron storage rings. It was shown that the location
side emission, since the convergently emitted y-ray can reach where heavy electron-wall interaction occurs can well be
bending sections and go through the gap of magnet iron cores, identified and that electron impinge takes place in shallow
Additional shielding blocks are installed in front of the straight angles. Effective ways to shield the convergently emitted y-
section, the detailed arrangement of which should be ray were proposed on the basis of the angular dependences of
determined depending on the neighboring hardware structures. the emission. It should be pointed out that the convergent
As for the y-ray emission from the injection sections, thin emission is mainly attributed to electron-wall interaction in
inflector walls give highly convergent emission which is straight sections and that the emission from bending sections
something like the wall side em-ssioa for d = 2 nun plus the themselves is more or less divergent.
vacuum side emission. Local shielding should properly be
designed considering these angular dependences. REFERENCES
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Gamma Ray Activation of the Fermilab Pbar Target

C.M. Bhat and J. Martiner

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

P.O. Box 500, Batavia, Illinois 60510

Abstract depenlence. Based on similar observations on many
target materials the cross-section for formation of any

A model for calculating induced radioactivity by a radioactive nucleus produced in the interaction of high

pulsed primary high energy beam has been developed, energy particle has been parameterised i]. However a
This model is consistent with the formalism for con- more precise calculation might need additional exper-
tinuous beam by Barbierfl]. The method predicts the imental data on decay constants and formation cross
radioactivity of one of the earlier Fermilab antiproton sections in order to take into account the effect of every
production targets quite well. individual product.

Total gamma ray radiation dose rate D of a target
I. INTRODUCTION in (R/hr), which is bombarded by high energy particle

beam is,

A quantitative understanding of tha -iduced radioac- D =N
tivity in the parts of a high energy particle accelerator A dt. (
and particle detectors has been a topic of interest for a
long time. A theory of induced radioactivity by a con-

tinuous beam of high energy particles on a thick target = NA i"i t it* e e - (E h )Ei1(j)
has been developed (1]. But the particle beams from i A
a high energy synchrotron are pulsed, sometimes with
pulse repetition rate of several seconds. For example, e-0(S)X(S.y.s'Pi) (a, , Z)
the proton beam used to produce pbars at FermilabV 4(X + d) dV (1)
has pulse length of 1.61 sec and a pulse separation
of about 2.0 see. In this report a model of residual
gamma ray activity of a target which is exposed to where A is a constant to express results in terms of
pulsed beams is developed. An expression to be used (R/hr). Ej, TjL is the activity of the source (a deriva-
in any such calculations is derived and applied to pre- tion of an expression for the pulsed primary beam is
dict the activity of the Fermilab pbar source. given in Appendix A ). t., E7(k), o-j and Aj are re-

spectively the cooling time (sec), energy of gamma ray

II. CALCULATION OF GAMMA-RAY (MeV), the formation cross section of j (in mb/sri, ra-

ACTIVATION dioactive decay constant for j (in sec-I ) N. is the
number of primary beam particles per pulse. t. is the
pulse repetition time (sec). pu(E ,) is the attenuation

When a high energy particle interacts with a nucleus coefficient of the gamma ray in the target material(
it may be elastically scattered. knock out some nuclei cm-1). p, is the star density of nuclear interactions
or create some new high ener ,y particles. The ener- (cc-' ). tg is the total time (sec) that target has been
getic secondary particles also" uduce nuclear reactions. irradiated with the primary beam. The constant A (3]
This gives rise to nuclear and electromagnetic showers. is given by,
Each nuclear reaction center is called a star. If the re-
suiting nuclei are unstable, they will de-excite by boil- A = 1.297E-11/gm if X and d are in meters
ing off neutrons, gamma rays, beta rays or by emitting
internal conversion electrons. Each decay process will A = 6.OE-10/gm if X and d are in ft
be characterised by its individual decay constant. A
previous study[2] in the energy range from 3GeV to if the activity, Ej dj-L is given in units of Curies. Be-
30GeV on the formation cross sections for various ra- cause of the spatial dependence of the star density in
dioactive nuclei in a copper target indicated no energy the target and geometry of the target, it is difficult to
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evaluate the integral in Eq. 1. However, one can in- the beam along the axis and for a target with its di-
corporate these aspect: into a Monte-Carlo code and mension much smaller than the distance between the
estimate the dose rate exactly. detector and the target surface. The gamma-ray atten-

We have made calculations for pbar target used in uation coefficient, jA, can be obtained by a logarithmic
te h98ve mde run.ardictions h aret sein m- fit to the data(l], which is shown in Fig. 1. About

the 1988-89 collider run. Predictions have been cor- forty radioactive nuclei (with life time r > 5 min )
psared with the available data. In all of the calculations have been taken into account in our calculations. Fig,
the star densities have been generated by Monte-Carlo 2 gives a comparison of the prediction and the mea-
calculations using MARS10 (4] which uses a hadron iured value. The target was used for of 392 days with
nucleus interaction model. Further we assume that totge wa 292 days with

the source of radiation is situated at the center of the ta o 292 dayse irraditionta d th nua
targt. hus n or moel ll gmmaraysundrgo No = 1.OE+12 p/pulse-sec. We calculated the num-target. Thus in our model all gamma-tys undergo ber of stars in the target at about 4 per 120GeV pro-

attenuation by the same amount of target material ir- ton. The calculated residual radioactivity is in good
respective of the star location. This assumption is rea- agreement with the data. However, several uncertain-
sonable one for a cylindrically symmetric target with ties exist in the method of measurement to get these

data points. The radiation detectors used to measure
0.20 " . ... target activities are known to have about 20% instru-

Gemma-roy Attenuation coefltnt in Copper mental uncertainty in their measured values. Other
large source of uncertainty could arise from the esti-

0.15 Curve i (u/p)(©m1/sm) - 0.Os35F ",4  " mation of the distances between target to the detector.

Data points are from ,0. 1 Also one has to notice that the beam axis in these tar-
gets were along a chord of a cylindrical rotating target

0.10 with axis of rotation perpendicular to beam axis. Un-

der these circumstances it is incorrect to assume the
source of the gamma radiation is at the center of the

0.05 target. Therefore only the data points labeled " dose

rate at contact" have been used to compare with the
predictions. Better data are essential to make better

0.00 0 2 4 6 comparisons.
E, (NOY)

III. SUMMARY
Figure 1. Gamma ray attenuation Coefficient in

Copper. The curve represents a logarithmic fit to the A theory of induced radioactivity has been devel-
data. oped for pulsed primary high energy beam. The theory

is consistent with the formalism for continuous beam
-- ray Activity of 1988-89 Pbar Target by Barbier. Attempt has been made to compare pre-

dictions with the available data from targets used in
the previous collider runs at Fermilab and a reasonable

102 agreement is achieved.
.. .......
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Appendix A these newly emitted gamma rays at (x,y,s) in the tar-
INDUCED RADIOACTIVITY BY A PULSED get will be self attenuated by the target material. Let

INDICED RT Y BA P(Ejk) be the attenuation coefficient of the gamma
HIGH ENERGY BEAM rays. Let X(x,y,s) be the thickness of the target ma-

terial through which a gamma ray travels before it is
Let N. be the number of incident particles per being detected by a detector at a distance d from the

pulse and let the time intervals between two succes- target. Then
sive pulses be t,. As a result of interaction between
the beam and the ;arget many radioactive nuclei are
formed. Let ,7j be the cross section for formation of the dNj = No'$j - e-X-'

radioactive nucleus Ij'. The radioactive nuclei may be 1 ip

formed in their ground state or in any of their excited
states. But the excited nuclei decay to their ground (E e-'(4 5I&)x( a, )p(,y,z)dV
state very rapidly (with a characteristic life time of 4r(X + d)3
the order of few nsec or psec) resulting in a burst of A

gamma rays within a few microseconds of the beam
interactions. The unstable nuclei in their ground state The instantaneous gamma decay rate of this isotope

or in a mets-stable state undergo spontaneous radioac- is obtained by differentiating Eq. 5 with respect to t..

tive decay. The number of radioactive nuclei of the
type 'j' formed in an elemental volume dV = dxdyds d - N.j 1 -. • : eAll.
at the end of the interaction of the first beam pulse is dte 1 -1 jS,
given by,

(dlv1)1 = N.dS 1) 4(X + d) (7)

where dS = p.(x,ys)dV is the number of stars in the Thus the total gamma-ray activity of the target will
volume dV. By the end of the second pulse the number be the sum of activities of all gamma rays coming from
of radioactive nuclei 'j' left is, different types of radioactive nuclei and the star den-

sities integrated over entire target volume. Then we
(dNj): = N.dSj(1 + e- ) (2) will get

where Aj is the radioactive decay constants. Similarly
extending this for n pulses the total number of radioac- ,-EdN = . - e e'
tive nuclei left not decayed are -j d N, J 1- e

(dN1)n = N.dSr,(1+e-Ais.+e-2Aj1, .......+

(dNj). = N.dSo 1  e-Ai ,  (3) EW(E 1 ) f e-#(Zs)X("u")p,(3 ,, z) v (8)
1 -lA f 4rx(X + d)3

Let us assume that the irradiation is stopped after
time t, = nrt, and target is let to cool for time tc. The above equation could be tested for a continuous

The the number of radioactive naclei left are beam. In Eq. 3 we find that for a continuous beam
N. has to be replaced by N 6t and set the limit 6t tosero. Then

(dN,) = NdSa (1 - e-,e ero.Then t

~A, (4 dPI1 = N 0 pj (1 e)XThe long term radioactivity comprises essentially
that arising from gamma decays alone. To calculate which is identical to one in Ref. 1. This confirms
the residual radioactivity we have to take into account the consistency of the formalism for pulsed primary
the total number of gamma rays ( including annihila- beams.
tion of antiparticles into gamma rays) from each nu-
cleus, w(Ehj), with gamma ray energy E5,. Finally
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Recent Experience with Backgrounds at the SLC

R. JACOBSEN, H. BAND, T. BARKLOW, A. BAZARKO, K. BROWN, D. BURKE, D. COUPAL,
H. DeSTAEBLER, D. FUJINO, C. HEARTY, S. HERTZBACH, J. JAROS, T. MARUYAMA,

T. TAUCHI, N. TOGE, J. TURK, S. WAGNER, C. ZEITLIN
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

Stanford University, Stanford CA 94309

Abstract I. Operation

During the 1990 SLC/Mark 11 runs, machine backgrounds The SLC made a shot engineering run during January
visible in the new vertex detectors were studied. These 1990, followed by a longer run for physics during the summer
detectors had active elements at radii from 3 to 17 cm and of 1990. From the start, synchrotron background in the main
were subjected to backgrounds unique to linear colliders. We Mark II tracking chamber was significantly reduced from the
describe recent progress in identifying sources and prior years run. Occupancies, which had been typically 15%
developing control techniques. to 20% during the previous year, were now below 5%. The

improvement is attributed to the additional collimators at the
L Introduction end of the linac, which made it possible to do both primary

and secondary collimation in a region with zero nominal
During the original Mark II run at the Stanford Linear disper.ion. The additional masking material, including the

Collider (SLC) in the summer of 1989, the most significant material of the vertex detectors, also contributed.
background was from synchrotron radiation generated while
focusing the beam to a collision. Studies at tha timell Rvrs1 Bn
found that the source was non-Gaussian tails on ee Reverse Bnd
and that the backgrounds could be controlled to some extent Fn
using collimation and careful manipulation of the beam

optics. -Al
The SLC was shut down in the Fall of 1989 for various g 1 IP

upgrades, including improvements to the collimation sme _-SL4 A'xuM 1 0

systems. An additional four set of coUimators, a total of 16 I' SL3°
jaws, where installed at the end of the linac. The collimators Linac SL1 SL2
in the Beam Switch Yard (BSY) and Final Focus System End BSY
(FMS) were repositioned to allow more flexibility in
operation. M (Only e- Line Shown) GU2"

Also during this time two new vertex detectors were
installed in the Mark IIj.2 1 The inner one is the Silicon Strip Figure 1 The general layout of SLC collimation. Thirty-two
Wrtex Detector (SSVD) which has 18,000 silicon strips at movable collimator jaws are located at the end of the
about 3 cm radius. Outside it is the Drift Chamber Vertex linac, 16 in each side of the Beam Switch Yard and
DetectoJ 41 (DCVD) which contains 34 layers of sense wires Arcs. and 19 in each side of the Final Focus Systan.
from 5 to 17 cm radius. Together these chambers provide
unprecedented tracking accuracy for a collider detector. As Unfortunately, backgrounds in the new vertex detectors
part of their installation, the Mark II internal masking's were larger than expected. Figure 2 shows a typical evenL
hermeticity was improved by adding more material in every The noticable features are the curved tracks, which are
accessible gap and the masks were realigned, charged particles with transverse momenta up to about 10

MeV/c, and the dark areas which are thought to be curled-up
electron tracks from soft photon conversions. This

Work supported by Department of Energy contract DE-AC03. background was strongly biased toward low radius and very
76SF00515. rarely extended beyond the DCVD.
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 834
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Figure 3 Masking and bem line components near the Mark II
Figure 2 Backgrounds in a typical Mark 1I event. Tae oute detector. Paricle trajectories are shown for four times

circle represents the DCVD outer wall at 17 cm the nominal angle at the IP in both X and Y.
radius. The 36 line segments near the center are the
individual silicon modules of the SSVD. The :CVD
sensitive area is in between. Approxinmaely 15% of III. Prospects
the DCVD time bins have been firo¢. Each hit is
drawn twice due to de ambiguous drift direction. Th Mark 11 has now been replaced on the SIC beam line
The spots outside the circle are hits found in the b Mar LMark 1I main tracking chamber -it's ocoupancy b by the Stanford Large Detectors (SLD). SLD has newly
Mali nge. designed masking, no vertex drift chamber, a main driftchamber with significantly less material and different final

The SSVD's occupancy was in the range of 2% to 10%, triplets. All of these are expected to reduce it's sensitivity to
while the DCVD occupancy averaged 15% with some periods machine backgrounds. Additionally, work proceeds on

much higher. The SSVD has a much finer granularity than the controlling the SC emiuance and beam profide. An
DCVD, which combines with insensitivity to low energy engineering run is planned for this summer o investigate the
photons to reduce the effect of these backgounds. The effects of these changes.
DCVD tracking information could be used up to occupancies
of approximately 40%. IV. Acknowledgments

The near.photographic information from the DCVD made
it possible to study the origin of the background tracks W wold like to tnk the SLC operations and
although no Z (along the beam axis) information ws maintenance staff whose tireless attention to the machinealthugh o Z(alog th bem axs) iforatio wft : these observations possible.
available. It appears that the tracks are coming from energetic
showers in the masks near the Mark II. Simulations indicate
that of order I beam particle hitting masks inside the detector, V. References
50 particles hitting the beampipe inside the final tripletmagnets, or 1,000 on the inoner 100 microns of the mask at the [l] R. Jacobsen et a, "DetectorBackground Conditions at Linear
etanes, or1,00on the inr woud rroode te bakgColliders", 5th Internaional Conference on Instrwnentaion forentrance to the tplet would reproduce the background Colliding Beam Physics, Novosibirsk, USSR March 1990, pp.
density. 455-461

The optics and collimation should make it impossible for [2] G. Abrams et al., 'The MARK II Detector for the SLC", Nucl.
any of these regions to be hit directly by beam particles, and Instrum. Methods, vol A281 pp. 55-80 1989

[3] R. Jacobsen et al., "Me Silicon Strip Detector at the Mark.l", Jth
studies indicate that the source is most likely edge scattering International Conference on Instrwnentaion for Colliding Beam
from upstream collimators. Unfortunately, these collimators Physics, Novosibirsk, USSR March 1990. pp. 120 - 128
are needed to remove large beam tails created by various non- [4] J. Jaros et al., "Calibration and Performance of the MARK-H
linear processes in the linac and transfer fines. It becomes an Drift Chamber Vertex Detector", 5th InternationalConference on
operational problem to baane the various good and bad Instrwnentationfor Colliding Beam Physics, Novosibirsk. USSR
efTects of collmation. Much 1990, pp. 11 -23
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Analysis of Uptime Efficiency of the SLC as Measured by Pulse Accounting

P. Krejcik, D. Bernstein, A. Gromme, D. Ohman, N. Spencer
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305

hardware reliability for delivering beams the Beam Pulse
Abstract Accounting (BPA) system only takes note of the number of

delivered beam pulses that pass a predetermined intensity
The repetition frequency cf a linear collider can deviate threshold.

substantially from nominal design values as a result of lost The system uses the existing beamline monitoring devices
pulses. Pulses are typically lost as a result of a veto imposed (BPMs) and adds on top of them a new system for counting
by the many Machine Protection Systems. A system has been and storing the number of beam pulses. This counting system
installed at the SLC to use the existing bcam position monitor had to satisfy a number of requirements:
hardware to count every beam pulse that passes by each of the 1. The intensity threshold above which a beam pulse is
strategic locations. Also counted are the signals from various counted is remotely programmable.
beam dumpers, as well as trigger signals generated by the 2. The dynamic range of the threshold setting is capable of
UPS. Representative data of SLC running are shown that handling a wido range of beam intensities encountered in the
have been used to uetermine how to improve running accelerator- from high currents in the injector to low currents
efficiency. for PEP injection.

3. The counting distinguishes between the different types of
INTRODUCTION beam pulses - electrons, positrons and positron production

The goal is to quantify the efficiency and reliability of the bunches that can be present, as well as different beam modes
accelerator performance in ternis of the beam delivered by the for SLC and PEP running.
individual systems. Identifying the contributions to loss in 4. Since much information can also be gained from
overall efficiency should help in determining which counting the number of times a pulser fires to veto a beam,
subsystems warrant the most effort to improve performance. provision is also made on each unit to count the signal from
The ultimate measure of accelerator performance is the useable an auxiliary input. In the final focus the inputs are used to do
luminosity delivered to the detector. However, this is coincidence counting of e- and e+ together with detector
determined by a complex mix of many parameters such as livetime signals.
beam current, repetition rate, beam size and background levels
in the detector. In order to provide an unambiguous measure of

*- mcmvNFF
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"Io assess the performance of individual accelerator systems Sector 1, for example, an electron bunch, a positron bunch
the pulse accounting units are placed at strategic locations and a scavenger electron bunch are all present and separated by
representing interfaces between systems. These locations are about 60 ns.
shown in fig. 1. The gated signal is shaped and its output sent to a scalar

module. The scalar is then read and cleared periodically by the
SYSTEM HARDWARE control system.

A block diagram of the main components of the beam A third input is also supplied on the beam pulse accounting
pulse accounting system is shown in fig.2. unit to gate and count some arbitrary logic pulse signal to

provide auxiliary information such as the occurrence of kicker
pulses which would veto the beam.

The bpm input, PDU input, DAC input, SAM output,
auxiliary input and scalar outputs together constitute ore
channel of the Beam Pulse Accounting module. Three of these
channels are built into each module so that the unit is capableE Micof counting all three beam signals from one bpm.

Pulse Accounting Unit,C MAC
CAMC PU JL - -J6.Scalar Scalar

)O AC SAM ISunitaethi ,- i1 ,+
tivo g snpecialold threhold o thi u s i

appg gox ate30l a te

Fi/r Fiur

plsf om -e B i before PrOC SoF t nt e

gongtoa PMprceso. hesina i smmand pass Toi n -ine control te- s+. otare puerfos fo
thog acmartrwhs eeli trmteyv nip th scagr tof tasks which areo ccsed fromge sal to pae for

~~~~~~~~~~e+signaiilanlgcneerDA)mdlwhcis teSCCol Pc rrame (SC?)rofimtw 0 are tteb

a r ead ak fo n Put" Accounnng iusneg teA

ts o lier dve in e tstw ain it f ea S al bse o fe e
bein tI e a nd mproniore. The purps e th s es Twe o cnt A yte and t ae ptimallose
levelw i to ao coung oly of lses oe ia rin temh p al
intnsityevel. Tpiall thisovelissetberoe shthe 2. Abto ros is eecte n the VX w c as a

alsoreadbacfro anoutpt gong o a ignlaqis oin cidettne cunt fo e- andls Te ac ou tp ut usging t o
module ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~h ( M)mdl.heD /AMcmiainpea s aa r to coute-s also eda trges ar sinal toe the

noise level of the bpm signal, but it can be programmed to clears al th ars every 6 minutes. From this the average

reject pulses below some other threshold value, rate, expressed as pulses per second, is saved together with theThe Beam Pulse Accounting unit has a scond input integrated counts for each of the beams at each of the bpms.

channel for a trigger signal supplied from a pulse delay unt The integrated counts ar recorded per hourly interval, per 8
(PDU) module. The gating of the beam pulse signal can thus hour shift, per day and per week.
be controlled with the standard TIMING software wi the control 3 The HISTory Buffer (HSTI) software archives each of

system. The reason four gating the beam pulse signal is to these values and allows them to be individually plotted over a
distinguish between the different SLC bu hes. In linac chosen time interval going back as far as one week. After one

week the HSTB further condenses thcm to archive them for
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longer term records. Fig. 4 shows a typical history plot of around the machine. The data from the pseudo scalars is
beam rate over 6 minute intervals as well as a plot showing processed by the history buffering routines in exactly the same
the integrated counts per hour. way as the beam pulse data.

HISTOS MEASURING SLC PERFORMANCE
cudS F98 0 IAY CO.L.I. The on-line history plot software provides an immediate

14o check on the running of the machine. It also provides basic

0- statistics on the performance of the machine, such as the
fraction of up-time. Further analysis can be done by exporting

too- the data offline into spreadsheet type programs. This allows

,O_ I more useful comparisons to be made between the various
,' machine subsystems and thus highlight the relative

contributions to the pulses failing to make it to the detector at
40- the interaction region (IP).

The example chosen in fig.5 shows the throughput of the
collision electron bunches from electron gun (CID), through

-- b - the North Linac To Ring (NLTR) beamline, the North Ring
.__ To Linac (NRTL), the North Arc (NARC), the North Final

- O. OO0 ,Q ';o;""? Focus (NFF) and the coincidence with positrons at the IP. The
0 0 0 0 0 0 aC 0 0 a 00 ,4 0 , 0 data is binned into 8 hour shifts during a 3 day period of

0 00 0 0 ON 0

machine physics. Also shown is the frequency of trips, or rate
:VIRVAs 3,, HI,.0,,o limiting, due to insertion of the damping ring complex
LAST OATA ,0eNT, 2-S s , : I NAS 1,22.:1 FARCs, the Operator rate limit button and the scavenger

HsTOR lectron bunch extraction line MPS trips.

XCH IS F604 I 4 "ST COLL.C ,
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Figure 4. Online history buffer data showing the recorded 3 00)'VOFARC

beam repition rate in pps (top) for e- reaching the 1P, and the 30o0 a oW
same data binned into integrated hourly counts (bottom). 0 Io plc

4. Separate from the beam pulse acquisition software are a 200ooo 13 WOOW

set of so-called pseudo scalars that count the number of pulses 1ooooaiPre21 Machine rotction

sent out by the Master Pattern Generator (MPG) to the timing c3 wooQ tripe per region

system. This enables the number of beam pulses that should Soo
be transported in the machine to be compared to the number
measured at the bpms. The MPG also has several inputs from 8 how StO

the Machine Protection S)stem that cause the machine either Figure 5. An example of how Beam PuLse ALwunting data Lan
rate limit or switch off entirely. The number of beam pulses be binned and different ma~lunt reglonS Lumpared. The
on which this occurs can also be counted thcreby giving cumplementary data shouing 6hidLpartoftle madiune ietoed
information on the frequency of trips from various causes the beam pulses is shosn in the l6scr half.
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FIRST RESULTS OF PROTON INJECTION COMMISSIONING
OF THE AGS BOOSTER SYNCHROTRON*

R.K. Reece, L. Ahrens, J. Alessi, E. Bleser,
J.M. Brennan, A. Luccio, J. Skelly, A. Soukas,

W. van Asselt, W.T. Weng, R. Witkover

AGS Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory
Associated Universities, Inc., Upton, NY 11973 USA

Summary Linac High Energy Beam Transport (HEBT) beam line
(that transports beam to the AGS) to the 1260 bend

Beam performance for the injection phase of region. Section 2 is the 126* bend region from DH2 to
proton beam commissioning of the AGS Booster synchro- DH5. Section 3 runs from the exit of DH5 into the Booster
tron will be presented. The beam from the 200 MeV Linac through the backleg iron of the C5 main ring dipole.
is transported through a new beam line into the Booster. The LTB section 2 is an achromatic bend region
This Linac-to Booster (LTB) beam line includes a 1260 that spans the transition shielding between the HEBT area
bend and brings the injected beam onto the Booster and the Booster ring enclosure. The 1260 bend is created
injection orbit through the backleg of a main ring dipole with four identical dipoles powered in series and has two
magnet. Transfer of beam from the Linac to the Booster, quadrupoles. Section 1 contains five quadrupoles and
spiralling beam and closing the orbit in the Booster ring Section 3 contains six quadrupoles to permit the beam to
are discussed. Injection and transport through one sector be optically matched at the entrance to the bend region
of the ring has been accomplished, and into the Booster ring respectively.

The Booster ring[l] has a FODO lattice with
Review of Booster Facilities missing main dipole magnets to allow for injec-

tion/extraction magnets, RF cavities and other insertions.
The transfer of beam to the Booster synchrotron There are forty-eight half-cells with 24 quadrupoles in

from the Linac includes a transport beam line of 114 feet each plane. The main dipoles and quadrupoles are
in length. This LTB beam line is made up of three sections powered in series. The main quadrupoles have additional
(Fig. 1). Section 1 runs from the deflection point in the primary and secondary windings for tune and stopband

correction respectively. There are also correction dipole
magnet assemblies at each main quadrupole magnet for
orbit correction and local orbit bumps in both planes.

Instrumentation

Detailed descriptions of the beam instrumentation
developed for use in the Booster facility can be found
elsewhere in these proceedings. However, an overview of
their application is included.

Linac-To-Booster (LTB) Instrumentation

IL(I=PThere are two beam current transformers, one at
each end near the HEBT beam line and near the Booster" x' x - ing.[2]

The beam position measurement in this line is done
a^ go by using seven resonant stripline beam position monitors,

each providing both horizontal and vertical information.
[31 In each monitor, the four plate sum signal provides in
addition an approximate beam current measurement.

Fig. 1. LTB beam line and injection region. Beam profile information in LTB is obtained using
two insertable multiwiie profile monitors. The data

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. providcd by these monitors in conjunction with a sequence
Department of Energy. 839
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of programmed changes in specific LTB quadrupole Commissioning with Beam
magnets settings, can yield for the user an emittance and
Twiss parameter measurement[4] for a specified location Commissioning of the Booster facility has been
in the beam line. done in phases as each separable area of the accelerator is

Beam loss information[5] along the beam line is completed. The phases were identified as 200 MeV beam
given by eight coaxial loss monitor cables distributed in a transport through the first two sections of the LTB
contiguous manner throughout LTB. This loss monitor beam line, transport through all of LTB and to the Booster
system is a nearly generic module in the overall loss injection region, transport through one sextant of the
monitor system for the Booster facility. Booster, spiralling beam, accelerating beam and finally

extracting beam from the Booster. Final stages of Booster
Booster Ring Instrumentation ring equipment installation prohibited the spiralling of

beam in the Booster and as of this writing, the beam has
The first instrumentation element the incoming been transported through the injection beam line and

proton beam intercepts in the Booster ring after being around one sextant of the ring. The ability to transport
stripped to H + in a carbon foil is one of 46 split plate Pick beam to this point has been invaluable in providing the
Up Electrodes (PUE's).[6] These PUE's each measure first beam control and measurement information from the
beam centroid position in one plane and are located available diagnostics.
immediately prior to each quadrupole magnet that focuses In order to match the beam optics at the entrance
the beam in the plane of measurement. There are 24 in to the LTB beam line, the HEBT emittance and Twiss
the vertical plane and 22 in the horizontal; one horizontal parameters were determined at the LTB injection point
PUE is missing at the extraction point and one missing at using a Least Squares fit to HEBT profile data. The range
the Internal Beam Dump because of the horizontally of movement in any of the Twiss parameters at this point is
oversized vacuum chambers at these locations, constrained by the fact that both the AGS and the

Just past the immediate proton injection point is Brookhaven Linac Isotope Production (BLIP) facility are
located a current transformer assembly that has incorpor- serviced by the HEBT beam line. However, the range over
ated in it two transformers. Tht Injection Transformer has which these incoming beam parameters may be varied was
a time constant capable of monitoring the injected beam sufficient to define the input trajectory and optical
pulse from the Lina.c of 150 to 250 .s and the other conditions and transfer the beam into the LTB beam line.
Circulating Beam Transformer with an appropriate time Control of the LTB optics and trajectory to the Booster
constant to monitor the remainder of the acceleration ring was then straightforward using magnet calibration
cycle, (- 60 ms for protons). data.

The current transformers and the PUE's respond to At the exit of LTB section 2, a temporary carbon
both stripped and unstripped beams (with the appropriate beamstop was installed to allow the transport of low
sign reversal). Remote control of the stvipping foil position intensity beam through LTB sections 1 and 2 so that beam
(in/out) allowed a very valuable switching between these tests could proceed with the beam aborted safely in one
conditions. location and not create residual radiation in areas where

the installation effort continued. This was very important
Preparation for Commissioning in the early stages of testing the instrumentation, data

acquisition and methods of controlling beam parameters,
Before any part of the Booster facility could be (trajectories and optics).

commissioned with beam and in addition to the installation Beam positiutn measurements from the stripline
and testing activities, each phase of commissioning had to BPM's in the LTB beam line reproduced to better than
be prepared and thoroughly reviewed. In particular, all 0.5mm. The data from the BPM's was then acquired and
new beam areas are considered from the point of view of used in a user friendly trajectory correction program to
the creation of new radiation sources. As part of the determine and implement the necessary changes in
process there had to be included an outline for conducting correction dipoles to minimiie orbit errors in the
the beam tests and the area(s) reviewed beforehand to beam line. The details of this program and associated
identify the locations where a credible accelerator fault algorithms can be found clsewhere in these proceed-
could produce a local beam loss with the resulting prompt ings.[71
radiation. These beam fault conditions then had to be The beam loss monitor system pro~cd to be
created and the studies conducted as part of the commis- sensitihe to beam loss of less than 1 , 1010 protons per
sioning procedure. The results are then rcie~cd before pulse at a given location. The output of the loss monitor
continuing with the next phase of commissioning. Also, the s)stCm is coupled with the Fast Beam Interrupt (FBI)
personnel necessary to participate in each aspect of system use-d to .,o~ide a rapid inhibit (- 15ps) of the
commissioning were trained prior to carrying out the tests injectL.d Lina, be.am if integratLd beam los eceeXILds an
with beam. assigned limit.
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With the commissioning of the AGS Booster as an be achieved by mid-June. The extraction equipment will be
accelerator, new aspects of the controls system for the fully tested and available for beam tests also by this date.
AGS facility have also been undergoing a commissioning Since the AGS is running for the High Energy Physics
process. Included in this is the first use of a timing system (HEP) program, access to the AGS ring for equipment
environment that is centered around the ability to operate installation and testing of the Booster To AGS (BTA)
each accelerator (Linac, Booster and AGS) for multiple transfer beam linc is restricted. In order that the extraction
users in a Pulse to Pulse Modulated (PPM) manner. This process can be tested, another temporary beamstop has
tool has been used at the PS at CERN for many years to been installed a few meters into the BTA line.
increase the available access to the beam in individual All of the commissioning efforts have been and will
accelerators within the facility. Each software utility continue to be done at a relatively low beam intensity until
developed now has the capability to acquire data for any the machine is well understood. Higher intensity studies
or all separate users of the beam. One of the new software will follow early in FY'92.
tools that has proven to be very useful in providing the user
with real-time machine data (as a function of PPM beam Acknowledgc ments
user) is the General Purpose Monitor (GPM).[8 In this
program, the user is able to acquire and display data from These first commissioning achievements represent
any defined collection of devices as a function of time. It is the results from the long efforts of a large community of
also "user friendly" in that the association of devices of dedicated people at BNL. In particular, we wish to
interest is trivially modified (even amid the slandard recognize the mechanical and electrical engineering
commissioning chaos) for immediate display. This has support by J. Brodowski and I. Marneris, respectively;
been used extensively for radiation monitoring, the AGS Main Control Room operations personnel who

When the proton injection area of the Booster ring helped smooth the edges at each commissioning step;
was available to accept beam, one sextant of the main ring Controls Group participation by D. Barton, W. Buxton,
buss (dipoles and quadrupoles in series) was powered by T. Clifford, B. Culwick, R. Enriquez-Leder, and V. Wong
an independent DC power supply so as to assure that the played an esst.ntial role. Finally, the wise counsel of
beam could not be carried beyond a well defined location several colleagucs: especially D. Beavis, J.W. Glenn,
in the ring. Beam was then transported through section 3 Y.Y. Lee, D. Lowenstein, and L. Ratner helped to make
of the LTB beam line and injected into the Booster ring at the commissioning a more coherent process.
the C5 location.

There was some concern over the beam trajectory References
through the C5 main dipole magnet. The incoming H-
beam from the LTB line initially traverses a field free 1. AGS Booster Design Manual (Rev. 1, Oct., 1988).
region of the C5 magnet but as it crosses (at an angle of 2. R.L. Witkover, private communication.
approximately 11" to the tangent of the magnet) between 3. T. Shea, Beam Position Monitoring in the AGS
the C5 magnet coils, the field increases quickly to the Linac-to-Booster Transfer Line, this proceedings.
central dipole field of the magnet. This effect was studied 4. J. Skelly, Generalized Emittance Measurements in
extensively by mapping the field and model tracking of a Beam Transport Line, this proceedings.
particles through this magnet. Since the net dipole effect 5. E. Beadle, The AGS Booster Beam Loss Monitor
on the incoming H- must bring the beam to a nominal xx' System, this proceedings.
as determined by the injection orbit at this location, it was 6. D. Ciardullo, The AGS Booster Beam Position
essential to know this trajectory precisely. Position Monitor System, this p'oceedings.
measurements at the first PUE in the Booster ring (C6 7. T. D'Ottavio, User Cc-trol of the Proton Beam
quadrupole) are within estimated error of the position of Injection Trajectories in the AGS Booster
the model Booster injection orbit. Angle information at Synchrotron, this proceedings.
the injection foil will detei mine whether the injected beam 8. J.T. Morris, private communication.
will have the appropriate trajectory to merge with the
equilibrium orbit of the Booster ring. Model studies have
shown that if this is not the case, a small translation of the
downstream LTB beam line elements will be necessary
and sufficient to correct any misalignment.

Future Commissioning

Installation and preliminary testing of the Booster
ring equipment will be completed by the end of May. Since
one of the two proton RF cavities is presently ready to be
used with beam, beam spiralling and acceleration should
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MULTI-BEAMLET INJECTION TO THE RFQ1 ACCELERATOR -
A COMPARISON OF ECR AND DUOPIGATRON PROTON SOURCES

G.M. Arbique, T. Taylor, M.H. Thrasher and J.S.C. Wills
AECL Research, Chalk River Laboratories

Chalk River, Ontario, Canada KOJ JO

Abstract

A 2.45 GHz electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) ion
source, recently developed at Chalk River, was installed on
the RFQlI facility for comparison with the duoPl~iatron source -

used previously. The proton fraction of the ECR ion source
is 80 to 85 percent, much higher than the 30 to 35 percent of E.sC--OD,

the duoPlGatron. Measurements of the beam transmission
through the RFQ, as well as the emiittance of the extracted and
the accelerated beams, are reported. Four-aperture extraction
columns were used on both sources.

1. INTRODUCTIONTTECkD

The original ion source for the RFQI cw proton
accelerator [11 was a three-aperture duoPIGatron. Although
the RFQl duoPIGatron [2] generates 320 mA/cm2 at matched - EC

perveance, the proton fraction is low. A current density, as ELEtCRUX

high as 450 mA/cm2, is achievable with the source, but the
required extraction gap, at matched perveance, is too small for
reliable operation. In fact, the RFQ1 design current could
only be achieved by increasing the number of extraction Figure 1. ECR proton source.
apertures to four [3]. In addition, the lifetime of the source is
reduced by the periodic failure of the cathode, the efficiency
of conversion of hydrogen gas to protons is very low and an
extensive system of power supplies at high voltage is required. II. EXTRACTION FROM ION SOURCES

A high-current low-emittance electron-cyclotron
resonance (ECR) ion source with an exceptionally high proton The duoPlGatron with a 0.64 cm acceleration gap and
fraction [4] has been developed as an alternative source for four 0.50 cm diameter extraction apertures, equally spaced on
RFQI. The source, shown in Figure 1, is driven by a 0.53 cm radius, generated a "matched* (i.e., minimum
2.45 GHz microwaves introduced to the plasma chamber via divergence) beam of hydrogen ions, for an extraction voltage
a dielectric window. The axial magnetic field, to satisfy the of 50 kV, at a total beam current of about 250 mA. The
electron-cyclotron resonance condition and confine the plasma, proton fraction was typically 30 to 35 percent, resulting in an
is supplied by two s..'"noids. The duoPIGatron source extracted proton current of between 75 and 90 mA. Sonic
extraction geometry is used, but with a larger extraction gap beam was lost in the low-energy beam transport line so that
to lower the matched proton current to that required for the the required 90 mA could be supplied to the RFQ only b)
the RFQ. operating the source at higher than match current. On the

This paper compares the performance of the duoPIGatron other hand, the proton fraction of the ECR ion sourme is
and the ECR proton sources. Measurements were made on beteen 80 and 85 percent so that, even with the a..eleration
the beams from the two sources immediately after extraction, gap almost doubled to 1.2 Lm, a proton currcnt of 95 to
following mass separation and after acceleratian in the RFQI 100 mA ,an be generated %, ith a total mat, h.d _ urrent of unly
accelerator. 120 mA.

0-7803-0135-8191S01.00 ©IEEE 842



The normalized rms emittance of the unseparated beam
from both the ECR and the duoPlGatron ion sources,
measured on an ion source test stand, is less than 0.05 ir-cm- _F_1 ,NJCTO7
mrad. In both cases, the emittance of the individual beamlets -' V*I
is typically 0.008 7r-cm-mrad and the corresponding rms ... ,.... -..

divergence is 12 mrad. However, the overall beam 77
divergences are different because the individual duoPIGatron
beamlets diverge from the beam centroid by about 10 mrad, -,
while the beamlets from the ECR ion source are parallel. The
cause for the misalignment of the duoPlGatron beamlets is ,'-"" ,
under investigation.

The replacement of the duoPlGatron with the ECR ion
source reduces the gas load on the injector vacuum system by I * . ... / \ "
about a factor of five. The ECR ion source operates stably ..........
with a hydrogen mass flow of no more than 5 std. cm3/min,
whereas the duoPIGatron usually operates at 25 std. cm3/min.

The duoPlGatron, a mature design, is a reliable source
and operates stably, without drift, over long periods; lifetime Figure 2. RFQ1 injector.
is limited by the oxide-coated cathode to about 200 h. The
ECR ion source, which is still in early development, has at
present a similar lifetime, limited here by dielectrics in the the ECR source are less at the start of the LEBT, but are
microwave window and plasma chamber liners. The excessive at the PBS aperture. At matched perveance, the
microwave window is slowly degraded by electrons RFQ transmission appears to be about 75 % with the ECR ion
backstreaming from the extraction column, and the plasma source, slightly lower than the 80% achieved with the
chamber liners, introduced to enhance the proton fraction [4], duoPIGatron The output emittance of the RFQ, measured in
are subject to contamination as well as catastrophic failure. the horizontal plane of the injector dipole, was 0.04 r-cm-
These two factors may also contribute to drift and instability mrad for a matched ECR beam, the same as for matched
seen in the extracted beam from the ECR. Retuning the duoPIGatron injection [3]. RFQ output emittance trends are
microwave line invariably restores the beam, and installation similar for the two ion sources.
of a circulator improved stability. Nonetheless, the ECR 200...................................200
source operated for over one-hundred hours before it was ECR DuoPlGotron
disassembled for repair of a dielectric liner. 10 Source Source 180

a PBS Aperture1 0 - a Injector Exit t 60

III. INJECTION TO RFQ1 160 R 0R.OExt
140< - 140

The 50 keV RFQ1 low-energy beam transport system E 120 120
(LEBT) is shown in Figure 2. The LEBT includes a 60'
dipole magnet to separate molecular ions from the beam and -6 100 too
solenoids after the ion source and at the entrance to the RFQ

C~ 80 
8

that match the beam to the acceptance of the RFQ. The beam :3
is set up on a plunging beam stop (PBS) in the injector exit 60 - 60
line, which is then raised to inject beam into the RFQ. -40
Apertures in the LEBT, at the first solenoid and in the exit
line, limit the size of the transported beam. 20 20

The current measured by non-intercepting beam-current
monitors, at the exits from the injector and the RFQ, as well °40 120 200100 250 40S
as the current on a beam-size-limiting aperture at the PBS, Total Source Current (mA)
after the exit monitor, are shown as a function of the current
from both the duoPIGatron and the ECR ion source in Figure 3. Injection and RFQ output currents for ECR
Figure 3. The solenoid fields were optimized for maximum
accelerated current at each point.

The ECR ion source delivers a higher proton current than
the duoPlGatron at less than half of the total source current. The differences in the beam transport to the RFQ may be
However, like the duoPlGatron, the ECR source can only related to the variation in the beamlet-to-beamlet divergence of
achieve the 75 mA design current through the RFQ when it is the two ion sources. The LEBT was designed so that a multi-
operated at higher than matched perveance. Beam losses with beamlet beam with space charge would pass through a"genle" waist between the solenoids. Calculations with the
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beam transport code TRANSOPTR [5] indicate a waist further [41 T. Taylor and J.S.C. Wills, "A High Current Low Emittance
downstream when beamlets diverge from the ion source. ECR Proton Ion Source", to be published.
Parallel beamlet extraction results in a larger beam envelope
at the PBS aperture. The increased beam loss on the PBS [5] E.A. Heighway and M.S. de Jong, "TRANSOPTR - A Beam
aperture at higher beam currents, with both ion sources, is Transport Design Code with Space Charge, Automatic Internal
also consistent with space-charge blow-up. This is probably Optimization and General Constraints", AECL Report, AECL-

the dominant effect, as losses at the PBS are similar for the 6975(Rev. A), 1984 June.

two ion sources for given injector exit proton currents.
Apertures in the injector exit line have yet to be optimized for
ECR source operation (un-monitored beam losses in the exit
line may be responsible for the lower RFQ transmission with
the ECR source).

IV. DISCUSSION

The 75 mA design RFQl current was achieved with the
ECR source. The ECR ion source consistently gives at least
double the proton fraction of the duoPlGatron and, in almost
every other respect, performs at least as well as the
duoPIGatron. Reliability deficiencies will be addressed by a
second-generation ECR ion source presently being fabricated.

The full potential of the high-current low-emittance ECR
ion source has yet to be realized. The high-proton fraction
opens up the possibility of direct injection, without mass
separation, into the RFQ. The lower gas consumption reduces
the injector pumping requirements. Proton current densities
of up to 315 mA/cm2 have already been demonstrated on a test
stand so that the emittance may be dramatically reduced with
beam current extraction from a single-aperture. The ECR
source solenoids can be isolated from the plasma chamber,
eliminating the need for dc power supplies at high voltage. A
simple dc waveguide break already allows the microwave
power supply to be at ground.
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BEAM TRANSMISSION AND EMITTANCE MEASUREMENTS
ON THE RFQ1 ACCELERATOR'

G.M. Arbique, B.G. Chidley, W.L. Michel,
G.E. McMichael and J.Y. Sheikh

AECL Research, Chalk River Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario, Canada KOJ IJO

Abstract II. DESCRIPTION

RFQ1 is an accelerator project to develop high-proton Figure 1 shows an artist's representation of the injector
current ew RFQ's suitable for scientific and industrial applica- and RFQ subsystems.
tions such as neutron sources, nuclear waste transmutation and
fissile fuel breeding. The accelerator, which comprises a
50 keV dc injector and a 0.6 MeV cw radiofrequency quadru- RF9. go_ AccELIAToR
pole accelerator, is a test bed for a wide range of high-power ,
RFQ experiments. The structure was designed to accelerate A, A'/ -

75 mA of protons and has achieved the full design current. , 1 ,Measurements are reported on the output beam transmission ,- "" '' . . n,!
and emittance for four-beamlet proton beam injection from a
duoPIGatron ion source.

I. INTRODUCTION

The RFQI [1] project is a research program for the
development of high-current cw radio-frequency quadrupole
(RFQ) proton accelerators. The injector is designed to
provide a matched 50 keV multi-beamlet de proton current,
variable up to 90 mA, to the RFQ. The RFQ is a 100% duty Figure 1 RFQ1 accelerator components and layout.
factor radiofrequency quadrupole, designed to accelerate
75 mA of protons to a final energy of 600 keV.

Since commissioning, in mid-1988 [2], the major design The major components of the injector are an ion source
targets have been achieved on the RFQI facility, and the and low-energy beam transport system (LEBT). For the
experimental program with the duoPIGatron source has been purposes of this paper the ion source is a duoPIGatron [41,
completed. Recent experiments were concerned with emitt- providing high currents with modest proton fractions (30%-
ance and beam transmission measurements to characterize the 35 %). The LEBT includes a 6CP dipole magnet to separate the
RFQ output beam under a variety of operating conditions. A unwanted molecular species from the beam. Solenoids, after
final set of experiments, using an ECR source on the injector, the source and at the RFQ entrance, match the ion source
are reported elsewhere in these proceedings [3). beam to the RFQ acceptance. A plunging beam stop (PBS) at

The RFQ1 vanes are being replaced to increase output the exit of the injector is used for beam set-up, and is raised
energy to 1.25 MeV. To avoid confusion the 600 keV output to inject beam to the RFQ.
accelerator will, in future, be referred to as RFQ1-600 and the The accelerator is a cw four-vane type RFQ, resonant at
new version as RFQI-1250. 267 MHz. The mean bore radius is 4.13 mm. At the design

peak electric fields of 1.5 Kilpatrick [5] (24.7 MV/m) the
intervane voltage is 78 kV.

III. BEAM TRANSMISSION

*This work was partially supported by Los Alamos National The PARMTEQ [61 code predicts 85% transmission
Laboratory under contract No. 9-X5D-7842D-1. (75 mA output current) for a 90 mA 0.05 7r-cm-mrad emit-
0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 ©IEEE 845



tance input beam. At injection currents less than 50 mA (i.e., At one-half nominal injection current, transmission is 90%, in
lower space-charge) transmissions in excess of 90% are excellent agreement with PARMTEQ predictions.
predicted. Attempts to achieve the design 75 mA RFQ output Transmission, at high-current, could be raised by increas-
current with a three-aperture source on the RFQ1 injector ing the vane-tip field above the design level, but field levels in
were unsuccessful, because the source could not supply RFQ1-600 were limited due to an rf overheating problem at
enough current [7]. With the installation of a higher-current the ends of the vane-seal-gaskets. Nonetheless, by operating
four-aperture duoPIGatron, with 15 % higher emittance, the 75 10% above the design field level and by running source beam
mA RFQ design current was achieved, in excess of 350 mA, the design 75 mA current was acceler-

The best match of the injector LEBT beam to the RFQ ated through the RFQ, with transmission of 75 % (with the
acceptance is achieved when the source is operated at matched more efficient ECR source [3] an accelerated current of 79
perveance. For a multi-aperture source, matched perveance mA was achieved).
is defined as the output current which yields the minimum
beamlet-divergence (and hence minimum emittance). As a W. PFQ OUTPUT EMITTANCE
practical means of varying the injector current, the source is
often operated off-match by varying the source plasma An Emittance Measurement Unit (EMU) is used to
density. Apertures in the injector, at the injector solenoid and measure the output beam emittance of the RFQ. The output
in the vicinity of the PBS, limit the size of the beam. beam is intercepted by a moveable water-cooled beam-stop

Figure 2 shows injector and RFQ output currents as a fitted with a 5 cm long copper slit. The slit transmits a
function of source current. Non-intercepting beam-current narrow portion of the beam to a Faraday cup behind a second
monitors measure the exit currents, and the PBS aperture, movable slit. Slit arrangements are available for either the
downstream of the injector exit monitor, is isolated from X,X' or Y,Y' measurements.
ground to measure intercepted current. At 250 mA the source Figure 3 shows a typical XX' measurement (i.e.,
is matched, and transmission is optimized at 80% with 50 mA measured in the horizontal plane of the injector 60 bend
accelerated current. When operating the source "over- magnet) for matched beam injection at the design field. Here
matched', proton current in excess of the design 90 mA could the emittance is 0.04 7r-cm-mrad (normalized rms). The
be transported to the RFQ, and accelerated current approached original four-beamlet distribution is no longer evident after
a plateau of about 70 mA. RFQ transmission for four-beamlet acceleration through the RFQ. Under the same measurement
injection is lower than with the three-beamlet source, due to conditions the Y,Y' emittance was nearly 20% larger.
the higher source emittance and increased PBS aperture 40 . .
diameter [7]. The high beam loss on the PBS aperture at Matched Faur-Bearnet Injection

high-current, is consistent with space-charge induced beam 53 mA AcceleratedE,,, ( 004,fn-cm-mrod
blow-up and is another factor limiting injected current to the 20o m 0o4 RO)

RFQ. Beam loss mechanisms will be more fully investigated
with emittance measurements on the injector output beam.

..0............

RFO Input and Output Current E 0
4-8eomlet DuoPlGatron Injection

RFO Field at 1 5 Kilpatrick

-..... PBS Aperture -20 ,
< tOO ..... Iniector Exd

E o*'*2C RO Output ontours at in, 5, and 25x

Of anomum amphtude
(1I threshold on em-ttance calculation)

C 40 - "1 4 . , . .L
-o50-40-30-20-0 0 t0 20 30 40 50

i-X (mm)
50[

U /Figure 3. RFQ output emittance for four-beanilet injec-
tion.

t0o 1o 200 250 300 350 400 The four-beamlet output emittance is in close agreement
Source Current (mA) with the value measured for three-beamlet transmission and is

Figure 2. Injector and RFQ output currents. less than the estimated injector emittance (based on measure-
ments on an ion source test stand). Increasing the PBS
aperture diameter and operation with the higher emittance

Injector current may be varied, without increasing source four-aperture soue had no measurable effot un the RFQ
emittance, by maintaining matched perveance while mixing output emttanie. This agrees with PARMTEQ .ahulatiunb,
argon with the source hydrogen gas feed [I]. When injected whth mmdiate that the RFQ ats is an emnittatne sirapcr due
current is reduced using this method transmission increases, to beam spill at higher currents.
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That the RFQ acceptance space is filled is further shown VII. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
by the change in emittance when the RFQ current is varied by
running the source off-match. Above 50 mA the emittance The authors are indebted to the efforts of numerous persons
remains constant, while it increases at lower currents. The involved in the RFQ1 project. In particular: L.F. Birney, A.D.
larger RFQ output beam emittance is due to reduced space- Davidson, and M.H. Thrasher, who operate and maintain the
charge defocusing, also a larger emittance input beam may accelerator and systems; and A.B. Hood and B.H. Smith, for
arise from operating the source off-match. When the injector electronics support.
proton current was reduced at matched perveance, by adding VII. REFERENCES
argon gas, the RFQ output emittance remained constant.

Reducing RFQ field also results in increased output beam
emittance. At matched current injection, operation of the [1 G.M. Arbique etial., "Commissioning of the RFQ Injector",
RFQ at 80% of the design field results in an emittance Proc. IEEEParticleAcceleratorConference, Washington D.C.,
increase of about 35%, a similar decrease in transmission also
occurs. The emittance increase is explained by the reduced [21 G.M. Arbique ct al., "CW Operation and Initial Beam Experi-
longitudinal acceptance, which results in growth of lower- ments with the RFQI Accelerator, 1988 Linear Accelerator
energy beam components [6]. There was no measurable Conf. Proc., CEBAF, Newport News, VA, 91, 1988.
change in emittance when fields were increased to 110% of
design. A similar effect occurs when input beam energy is [31 G.M. Arbique, T. Taylor, M.H. Thrasher and J.S.C. Wills,
reduced. Injection at 45 kV (5 kV below design) resulted in "Multi-Bcamlet Injection to the RFQI Accelerator - A Com-
65% transmission (for a best match 45 mA injection beam) parison of ECR and DuoPlGatron Proton Sources", these
and a 30% emittance increase, conference proceedings.

[41 M.R. Shubaly and M.S. de Jong, "High Current DC Ion
V. DIPOLE FIELD TILT MEASUREMENTS Beams", IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS 30, No. 2, (1983).

The motor-driven RFQ1 tuners [81 have been used to [51 W.D. Kilpatrick, "Criterion for Vacuum Sparking Designed to
introduce dipole field perturbations during beam operation. Include both RF and DC", Rev. Sci. Instr., Vol 28, No. 10,
Tuners are situated in opposite quadrants and by inserting one Oct 1957.
and retracting the other, rf power (and hence field levels) in
these quadrants can be perturbed in equal and opposite [61 K.R. Crandall and T.P. Wagner, 'PARMTEQ - A Beam
directions (adjacent quadrant fields are unperturbed). Dipole Dynamics Code for the RFQ Linear Accelerator', Proc. Work-
perturbations were also induced by radial movements of one shop on Linear Accelerator and Beam Optics Codes, San

vane. This raises fields in the shifted-vane quadrants and Diego, CA. Jan 19-21, 1988, AlP Conf. Proc. No. 177,22.

lowers fields, by an equal measure, in the quadrants opposite 171 G.M. Arbique et al.,'Beam Performance and Measurements on
For matched four-beamlet injection, beam transmission the RFQI Accelerator", Proc. 1990 Linear Accelerator Confe-

was unaffected when quadrant fields differed by less than 8%. rence, Albuquerque, NM, 677, 1990.
A measurement with a field difference of 14% showed a trans-
mission decrease of 10%. Over the range of field imbalances 181 T. Tran-Ngoc et al., "Components for CW RFQ's", Proc. 1990
investigated no change in output emittance was found. These Linear Ace.,lerator Conference, Albuquerque, NM. 48, 1990
measurement results are in good agreement with PARMTEQ
predictions.

VI. SUMMARY

The experimental program on RFQI-600 has been
completed and the major design goals have been achieved.
The RFQ proved to be a robust and reliable machine capable
of operating up to the 1.6 Kilpatrick field level. A high
tolerance to cw beam spill (> 30 mA) in the structure facili-
tated the measurement of beam parameters over a range of
"off-optimum" operating conditions.

Measured transmission and emittance were in agreement
with PARMTEQ code predictions over a wide range of
operating conditions.
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First Two Years Operational Experience with LEP

R. Bailey, T. Bohl, F. Bordry, H. Burkhardt, K. Cornelis, P. Collier, B. Desforges, A. Faugier,
V. Hatton, H. Laeger, J. Miles, J. Poole, G. de Rijk, H. Schmickler, D. Vandeplassche

CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract superconducting quadrupoles in those regions in the four
experimental points.

On July 14, 1989 a beam of positrons was injected Ramping the beam to physics energies from 20 to
into LEP from the SPS and completed the first full turn. 45.625 GeV is reached in 7 minutes at present although
One month later all 4 experiments, ALEPH, DELPHI, this can be reduced to less than 1 minute if required.
OPAL and L3 detected their first Z0 particles. Squeezing of the beams at collision energies in the four

From September to December 1989, the machine was interaction regions is applied after correction of tunes and
operated in a mixed mode of machine studies and operation closed orbit. The squeeze in the vertical plane from 21 cm
for physics. At the end of this period a total of over 1.7 to 7 or 5 cm takes about 2 minutes; this is followed by
inverse picobarns of integrated luminosity had been further tune and orbit corrections.
recorded,per experiment, resulting in a total of more than
70,000 Zus detected. II. MACHINE PERFORMANCE FOR PHYSICS

At the request of the physicists, the energy of each fill
was varied, half the number of fills were at the Z0s peak, With averages of 3.5 mA total beam accumulated at
i.e. a centre-of-mass energy of 91.25 GeV, the rest at ± 3, 20 GeV, 3.0 mA are typically seen in the rxperiments after
• 2, ± I GeV around the peak energy. the ramp and squeezing process at 45 GeV with modest

During 1990, LEP was operated in the same way as in background levels. Steady reproducible operation for the
1989. From March to July 1990, 12.1 inverse picobarns four experiments has been possible with these levels of
and three quarters of a million Z0s were produced. intensity. Peak and mean performance figures for 1989 and

Physics fills of 6 hours duration in 1989 were increased 1990 are given in Table 1.
to 10-12 hours in 1990 as the lifetimes of the beams
increased with the steadily improved vacuum in the ring.

This paper summarizes the experience over the first I L 14.
two years of LEP operation giving typical and peak perfor- n u 12 b.1 12.1
mance figures. tM 10 Calculated 1990

0 I
I. THE FILLING PROCESS 8 ALE&0PAL

tO6
The first part of the SPS supercycle is dedicated to a b

injection, acceleration and extraction of prcton3 from 14 to t 1 4
45 GV.a 21.74 L3 & DELPHI450 GeV. a t 2 xlt

Four bunches of positrons at 3.5 GeV are then injected d y 0 CuauIlatd IS

and accelerated to 20 GeV before being ejected and

transferred to LEP. Four more bunches of positrons follow 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

1.2 seconds later followed by two cycles of four electron Numlor ol Fills
bunches. Intensities of about 8 x 109 particles per bunch
are typical. In special machine-study sessions a single
bunch current of 0.75 mA (approximately 4 x 1011 Figure 1. Integrated ainnosity for 1989 and 1990.
particles) has been accumulated, with a total of 2.8 mA in
the four bunches. The design intensity is 0.75 mA in each The integrated lumii asities for 1989 and 1990 are
of the four electron and positron bunches. plotted in Figure 1 together with the integrated

Under optimum conditions the leptons are injected into luminosities, for 1990, measured by the four experiments.
LEP and accumulated at a rate of 0.3 mA per minute. The At currents in excess of 3 mA at peak energies, there is an
average total itansity of tlectrons and positrons appreciable beam.beam effect which leads to increased
accumulated at 20 GeV in 1989 as 2.2 mA; there was little beam size and corresponding reduction in luminosity seen
increase from September w, Decem6.'r, 1989. In 1990, after by the experiments compared to tha :.1ected from scaling
optimizing the length of the bunch coming from the with intensity.
injectors from 2.5 to 3.0) r:. .,d a, hange of working Attempts to run for physics at vertical beta* lower than
point from Qh = 71.375, Q% . 7".29u to Qh = 71.280, 7 cm in 1989 were stopped due to non-reproducibility of
Qv = 77.190, there was a st,, x, ,.rease in accumulated results; in some experiments, there was no measurable
current to an average overall t.I -)f 3.1 mA, with a improvement in the luminosity at the lower values.
maximum of 4.2 mA. Operation at 4.3 cm was much more critical than at 7 cm.

Beam is accumulated at 20 Ge\ . i t..,; machine with In 1990 good reproducible operating conditions were
low beta insertions, B* of 21 cm. provided by the achieved with a 1* of 5 cm.
0-7803-0135-8/91S01 .00 ©IEEE 848



In common with the experiences reported from other A further improvement in tune stability was the
electron machines [11, good vertical orbit control is contruction of a closed loop digital tune digital tune
essential to achieve satisfactory accumulation at the regulator, which based on the continuous tune measure-
injection energy and high luminosities at top energy. ments computer correction signals for the main quadrupole
Furthermore, a well-corrected vertical orbit in the RF PCs and maintained the tunes constant within Aq 5 0.005.
straights helps to reduce the risk of synchro-betatron The different luminosities seen by the four experiments
resonances. As is well known [2], the effect of coupling were extensively studied. In the last month of operation in
together with the influence of the vertical closed orbit on 1990, optimization of the currents in the low-beta
residual vertical dispersion, have a strong impact on insertion superconducting quadrupoles resulted in an
vertical emittance. The notion of "Golden Orbits", which improved uniformity and an overall increase for given
provide short-term reference points for good operation, was intensities. One source of the difference was traced to a
invoked in 1990 with some success. Empirical application misalignment of the quadrupoles in the cryostat.
of symmetric and asymmetric vertical closed orbit bumps
around the even interaction points (thereby including the III. INTERRUPTIONS TO NORMAL OPERATION
superconducting insertion quads, beta - 400 m) was also
used operationally with success. These bumps modified the An average of 36% of the scheduled time for physies
dispersion and also had the effect of improving the operation was spent data taking in 1989 and 43% in 1990.
background conditions for the physics experiments. In 1989 and 1990, 35% and 33% respectively of all

Since the beginning of 1990 continuous measurements fills were lost due to equipment faults. A number of these
of the tunes during critical phases of machine operation occurred when a power converter tripped off due to cooling
like energy ramping or beta squeezing are possible. This is problems, or the mains voltage dipped. Concerning the RF
either done in the FFT mode of the Q-measurement system system, the largest such system in the world, trips in one
or in PLL mode. On the first case the tunes are derived or more of the RF units was a feature of LEP operation in
from the peaks of the spectral distribution of the beam 1990.
movement or in the second case, by reading the frequency During the period of commissioning of the many LEP
of the beam exciter, which by means of a phase lock systems efficiency was reduced in 1989 by the second type,
condition maintains steady beam oscillations at the as is usual with a new and complex machine. Improved
resonance of the beams. understanding of the operation and faster recovery from

These measurements were successfully Lsed to correct equipment failures resulted in shorter turn-around times in
the curre,.t variations during energy ramping to maintain 1990.
the tunes constant within Aq < 0.02.

Table 1
LEP performance during physics operations in 1989 and 1990

1989 1990 Design

Best Average Best Average

Total current accumulated 20 GeV mA 2.85 2.20 4.20 3.10 6

Beta at the experiments (V) cm 7 7 4.30 7 and 5 7

Current in collisions 45 GeV mA 2.64 1.66 3.60 2.50 6

Calculated initial luminosity 1030 4.25 1.59 11.00 5.10 16

Calculated integrated luminosity pb-' 1.74 12.10

Filling time h:min 0:50 7:35 1:20 6:57

Coast duration h:min 12:45 5:00 22:35 7:30

Total coast time/scheduled % 36 43

Total number of coasts 97 143

Percentage of coasts lost % 35 33

pb-1 = Inverse picobams. Calculation based on intensities, emittance.
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Due to the high degree of computerization, software While the c.mmissioning of LEP was being done, the
problems and inefficiencies caused significant delays SPS continued a full programme of fixed target proton
between coasts in 1989. There has been considerable physics, operated from the same building but from a room
improvement in 1990 but much has still to be done. separate from LEP operations. In 1990, during the yearly

All CERN machines are affected by critical days, i.e, two months maintenance stop, the SPS control room was
days during which the electricity supply company, under modified and LEP operation consoles installed; the
the contract terms, can request the shedding of load for a operation of the two machines is now successfully and
period of 18 hours per day, for 22 days spread randomly efficiently done from the same room by a crew of four.
over the 5 months from November to March. Six days of There has been no measurable reduction in the efficiency of
operation were lost in 1989 and five in 1990. operation of the SPS during operation of LEP.
Thunderstorms in the region result in interruptions due to The primary services for LEP operation were also
voltage dips on the 50 km overhead 400 kV line from the supervised from the SPS-LEP operations building during
power station to CERN. this period. These services include electricity, water,

The injector chain contributed little to the down time ventilation, cryogenics, vacuum, controls, radiation
although vacuum leaks in the RF cavities in both the SPS surveillance, fire alarms, and others. This function has
and PS were a source of concern; the leaks were on the been incorporated in the CERN-wide primary services
damping loop bellows which took the cavity off-tune supervision from the start of 1991.
during the passage of the high intensity protons. This was
less of a problem in 1990. V. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Analysis of seven weeks of LEP fills in 1990 is
shown in Table 2. The times for filling, ramping and The operation of the LEP machine demands the close
squeezing for 60 fills are indicated compared to the shortest collaboration between the operation teams, the equipment
turn-around time so far recorded in 1990, fill number 235. groups, the machine physicists and the experimental
Short-term interruptions randomly spread over all the LEP physicists for whom the machines run. The success of the
systems and non-reproducible accumulation conditions operation of LEP reflects the success of these close
resulted in a doubling in the filling time. Fill times of collaborations and those with the engineers and physicists
about one hour are expected in 1991. of the CPS and SPS complexes.

The authors would like to thank all the members of the
IV. JOINT LEP AND SPS OPERATIONS Operation Groups, both CPS, SPS, and LEP for their

support in this venture.
A decision was taken early in the LEP project by the

LEP management board that LEP should be operated from VI. REFERENCES
the SPS control building by the Group responsible for
SPS operations. Combined operations of SPS and LEP [1] Y. Funakoshi et al., "Luminosity tuning in Tristan
has proved very successful. main ring", 2nd European Particle Accelerator Confe-

During the commissioning phase the Operations rence, Nice, France, June 1990, vol. 27, pp. 59-64.
Group worked with the equipment specialists and machine [2] T.O. Raubenheimer and R.D. Ruth, "Analytic
physicists, and by September 1989 the Group was in full estimates of coupling in damping rings", SLAC PUB
operation control for physics running and contributed to 4914, March 1989
the machine studies.

Table 2
Analysis of seven weeks of LEP fills in 1990

Down Recovery Accumul- Ramp Squeeze Total Physics Total
Time ation fill Cycle

Average 1:31 0:31 2:11 0:28 0:27 5:09 7:52 13:01
r.m.s. 2:18 0:45 1:55 0:14 0:18 3:28 5:04 6:12

Minimum 0:00 0:00 0:30 0:05 0:07 1:20 0:12
Maximum 10:00 4:10 11:15 1:10 1:40 16:50 22:35 34:00

Shortest fill time 0:30 0:00 0:30 0:05 0:15 1:20 9:02 10:22
All times in hours:minutes
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Accelerator Energy Conservation at Fermilab

James P. Morgan
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory*

P.O. Box 500
Batavia, IL 60510

Abstract 2 Modes of Operation

The Fermilab Accelerator Division has adopted an energy 2.1 Fixed Target
conservation plan in an attempt to reduce power levels During Fixed Target operation, the particle beam actually
during extended periods of beam downtime. The plan travels through a series of five accelerttors before being de-
was implemented for the first time during the 1990 Fixed livered to the experimental areas. A failure of any one of
Target program. In this paper I will describe how acceler- these mache wlpeent beam fom.beng aaiabe o
ator power levels are reduced, and attempt to assess the these machines will prevente begn being available to
impact of the plan on accelerator operations and energy teeprmnes h ore eisi h raclr
consumpt on tion ator, where H- ions are accelerated to 750 keV. The ions

continue through the Linac, and exit with a kinetic energy

of 200 MeV. The first circular accelerator is the Booster,
which cycles at 15 Hz and has an extraction energy of

1 Introduction 8 GeV. During injection into the Booster, the electrons
are stripped from the Hydride ions, leaving protons. The

The Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory is a large con- 8 GeV protons are transported to the Main Ring, which
sumer of electrical power, using about as much as a mod- was originally the final accelerator. It now serves as an
erate sized town. During periods of High Energy Physics injector for the Tevatron and it takes 3 seconds to acceler-
(H.E.P.), the accelerators and related support equipment ate beam to the Tevatron injection energy. The Tevatron
consume more than half of the site-wide power. There accepts 150 GeV protons from the Main Ring and acceler-
ate periods of time when component failure causes a dis- ates them to 800 GeV. The Tevatron cycle repeats every
ruption in the Physics program. It is possible to conserve 57 seconds. The particles are resonantly extracted to the
energy during these periods of beam downtime without experimental areas through a system of transport lines
adversely affecting machine dependability, and splitting stations known as the Switchyard.

Although the Accelerator Operations group strives to
provide steady beam during Physics runs, there are in- 2.2 Colliding Beams
evitably periods when the beam is interrupted by equip-
ment failures. In the past, the main power supplies for Unlike Fixed Target operation, where the particle beam
the various accelerators would continue to run, despite is extracted from the Tevatron, proton and antiproton
the fact that there was no beam to accelerate. The 1990 beams are stored for long periods of time in the Teva-

Fixed Target run had the highest reliability of the Teva- tron during Colliding Beams. The"stores" may last for

tron era, but still had over 1,000 hours of downtime. Dur- more than a day barring equipment failure. While data is

ing past Physics runs, there were often unneeded Main being taken at the experimental facilities, the other accel-

Ring Cycles occuring that are now removed. The Accel- erators are used to provide beam for antiproton produc-

erator Operations group began to informally investigate tion. The particle beam follows the same path through

the possibility of reducing power levels during periods of the Preaccelerator, Linac, Booster and Main Ring, though

beam downtime in 1987. Initial results were encouraging, the final energy for "Pbar stacking" is 120 GeV. The 120
but a tormal plan was not created until the Department Gev protons are extracted from the Main Ring and strike
of Energy offered incentives for energy reduction ideas. a Copper target. Among the resultant secondaries are
During the Fixed Target program in 1990, the first formal antiprotons of approximately 8 Gev which are directed

accelerator energy conservation plan was put into effect. to a Debuncher ring for reduction of momentum spread
and emittance, then to the Accumulator ring for storage.

'Operated by the Universities Research Association, Inc. for the When a new store is initiated, antiprotons are extracted
U. S. Department of Energy from the Accumulator, then accelerated in the Main Ring
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Fized Target Collider Shut down periods of beam downtime. The main power supply for the
Linac 2.0 2.0 1.2 Booster is the Gradient Magnet Power Supply (G.M.P.S.).
Booster 2.5 2.5 0.8 Although there is a power reduction of about 1 MW when
Main Ring 3.5 5.0 0 G.M.P.S. is turned off, there is a small loss in transmis-
Tevatron 3.0 1.5 0 sion efficiency due to thermal effects when the supply is
Cryogenics 11.5 10.5 1.0 first powered up. This problem can be mitigated by pow-
Swyd./8-Gev. 1.7 0.9 0.3 ering up GMPS a few minutes before the down period is
Util./Misc. 10.3 12.1 6.7 expected to end.
Accel. Total 34.5 34.5 10.0 The Main Ring and Tevatron provide the best opportu-
Exper. Areas 17.0 6.5 3.5 nities for conserving accelerator energy at Fermilab. For
Other 3.5 4.0 3.0 periods of downtime anticipated to be less than an hour,
Site Total 55.0 45.0 16.5 the duty cycle of the Main Ring is reduced substantially.

In this way magnet temperatures do not drop drastically,
Table 1: Typical Monthly Average Power Levels (MW) and power supplies and the R.F. continue to be period-

ically exercised. For periods of downtime anticipated to
last a number of hours, the Main Ring ramp is turned

before transfer to the Tevatron. The Tevatron accelerates off totally. The Tevatron is normally held at the "reset
the counter-rotating beams of protons and antiprotons to energy" of 90 Gev during down periods. Running at this
900 Gev. low energy, and D.C., the power supply output and cryo-

genic demands are very small. Both rings can be brought
3 Sback to the normal running mode in a minute or two. By

Site Power Consumption reducing the Main Ring ramps and placing the Tevatron

Site-wide power consumption increases substantially dur- into a low energy store, power levels for the two machines
are typically reduced from about 6.5 MW to 1 MW. In ad-ing H.E.P. periods (see Table 1). In addition to the power dition, there is savings from the reduced demand on the

used by the magnet power supplies and utilities, there is rigeri sstem.

also considerable power use by the cryogenic system and refrigeration system.

experimental areas. A long list of smaller power supplies During Fixed Target operation, the Switchyard is used

and support equipment also is energized during running tevtro ce the ajorioft ard magne

periods. Site power useage is higher during Fixed Target ar rampe, ahe at hf the et

Physics, but the difference is primarily due to increased are ramped up, and held at high field during the extrac-

power consumption in the experimental areas. Although tion process, which takes about 20 seconds. It is possible

Tevatron power use is lower in Collider mode, this is offset to prevent the magnets from ramping by withholding the

by an increase in Main Ring power. Linac and Booster ramp trigger. An automated system was developed that

power levels are the same in both modes of operation. temporarily disables the trigger on cycles when no beam

During Fixed Target, the Switchyard transport lines are is present in the Main Ring and Tevatron. The Experi-

energized to deliver beam to the experimental areas. The mental Areas are also provided with a trigger at the same

Switchyard is not powered during Collider operation. time to reduce power levels in their beamlines. When the
Switchyard does not ramp, the power consumption is re-
duced by 1.2 MW.

4 Description of Plan

The current energy conservation plan initiates the reduc- 5 Operational Experience
tion of accelerator power levels in a way that won't delay
the return of beam when the downtime ends. Also, dur- Results from the 1990 Fixed Target run have been very en-
ing normal operation, the number of accelerator cycles is couraging. After a short period of experimentation early
monitored, and any extraneous cycles are removed. This in the Physics run, the mechanics of reducing power were
combination of trimming unneeded power use, and reduc- worked out in such a way that machine reliability was not
ing power consumption during component failures is the adversely affected. Because of the concern about cycling
nucleus of the plan. It is critical that power levels be re- power supplies, energy levels were normally reduced by
duced in an uncomplicated way and that the accelerators decreasing duty cycles.
return to their normal mode of operation quickly. To reduce Main Ring power, the number of ramps was

After careful consideration, it was decided that the ben- reduced to two 120 GeV ramps every 57 second cycle.
efits from reducing Linac power was more than offset by The operational configuration of ramps could quickly be
potential difficulties. Potential power savings would be returned when needed. This also reduced the amount of
small, and reduction would not be able to be performed thermal changes that the magnets experienced. Typically,
quickly or dependably. Similarly, it was decided that temperatures changed by small amounts, and returned to
Booster power levels would be only reduced during lengthy their previous levels within a few minutes of restoring
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Sitewide Accelerator Ezp. Areas Fized Target Fized Target
1987 45.6 34.7 7.6 1987-88 1990

Collider H.E.P. 2,872 3,205
1987-88 55.0 34.4 17.3 Studies 619 344

Fixed Target 53.1 32.5 "Up" Time 3,491 3,549
1988-89 44.5 34.0 6.2 Failure 2,047 1,225
Collider I Start-Up 181 98

1990 55.0 34.8 16.9 11 Total 5,719 4,872 ]j
Fixed Target 51.4 31.4

Table 3: Machine Reliability (Hours)

Table 2: Average Power Levels (MW) Pbar subtracted

tracted from the accelerator total. Records exist which
the normal ramp configuration. The Tevatron was put indicated approximately how many Main Ring cycles were
into a low energy D.C. mode to reduce power. To avoid required for Pbar production. After the data has been cor-
problems with remnant field changes, the Tevatron was rected in this way, a reduction in accelerator power use is
normally ramped a few times before beam was injected, apparent.
Often the Main Ring and Tevatron could be returned to It is more difficult to normalize the power data to the
their operational state shortly before the downtime ended, dependability of the accelerators. It is clear that the av-
Switchyard energy reduction was automated, and required erage power for the 1987-88 Fixed Target run would have
minimal operator intervention. The only difficulty ob- been significantly higher if it wasn't for the large amount
served was that the Switchyard showed small beam posi- of downtime. Using data from Table 2, the accelerators
tion changes after the magnets had not been powered for were engaged in H.E.P. or studies 61% of the time in
approximately an hour or more. the 1987-88 run, and 73% of the time in the 1990 run.

Two methods were used in an attempt estimate the en-

6 Power Saved ergy saved. In the first, monthly data was compared from
the two runs that had approximately the same amount of

At first glance, a look at the raw power data from the past downtime. This involved taking the best months from the
oFixed Target runs is somewhat discouraging. Av- 1987-88 run and comparing them to the worst months

two er leel s Sitewhap iately the from the 1990 run. The second involved extrapolating
erage power levels for the Site were approximatelyt data from the 1987-88 run to match the 1990 run. Al-
same. The accelerator related energy use showed a small though both methods are imperfect and highly subjective,
increase, and the Experimental Areas showed a small de-

crease (see table 2). However, there were several notable they both arrived at an energy reduction of about 3 MW

differences between the two Fixed Target programs that for accelerator related power. The Switchyard contribu-
maskherencess etw the energywoneTato program. That tion was a 7% reduction in ramps, which amounts to onlymask the success of the energy conservation program. The .1 MW. This would suggest that experimental areas beam-

large decrease in component failure during the most re- .1 reaTise d sugge pow er i on tal upeto .7am -

cent run is the most sgnificant difference. During Teva- lines realized an average power reduction of up to .7 MW

tron magnet changes, the accelerators and beamlines are (they use 8-10 MW when running). When integrated overtro manetchages th aceleatos ad bamlnesare the entire 29 week Fixed Target run, this would amount

t,rned off for up to 5 days. The numerous magnet re-

placements caused the average site power for the run to to 14,600 MW-Hr saved by the accelerator division, and

be artificially low. Also, there was an experiment added to 3,400 MW-hr by the Experimental Areas.

the Antiproton (Pbar) source for the 1990 program. This
required power for the Pbar rings, as well as additional 7 Conclusion
Main Ring cycles used to accumulate antiprotons. Table
2 reflects the net site and Accelerator power levels for the The Accelerator Division conservation program was suc-
two runs when Pbar power levels are disregarded. cess during the most recent Physics run. A substantial

The 1990 Fixed Target run saw a dramatic reduction amount of energy was saved with minimal impact on ma-
in downtime over the previous run (see table 3). A large chine reliability. Future efforts will be directed towards
percentage of the downtime that occured during the 1987- automating energy reduction.
88 Fixed Target run was due to Tevatron magnet failures.
A program of magnet maintenance and repair between
the two runs drastically reduced the number of failures. References
This (happily) resulted in fewer opportunities to conserve [11 Fermilab Accelerator Statistics
power then expected.

P is relatively easy to account for the differences in (21 Fermilab Master Sub-Station Monthly Energy Report
power use due to the Pbar experiment. The Pbar power
levels were calculated fur both running periods and sub- 13] James P. Morgan. An Energy Consertation Proposal
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Designing High Energy Accelerators Under DOE's "New Culture" for Environment and
Safety: An Example, the Fermilab 150 GeV Main Injector Proton Synchrotron

William B. Fowler
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory*

Batavia, Illinois 60510

Abstract report (Report of the HEPAP Sub-panel on the U.S.High
Energy Physics Research Program for the 1990's). HEPAP

Fermilab has initiated a design for a new Main Injector unanimously endorsed this report at a meeting on April 23 and
(150 GeV proton synchrotron) to take the place of the current 24, 1990. The report says "The Sub-panel (1) strongly
Main Ring accelerator. "New Culture" environmental and recommends the immediate commencement and speedy
safety questions are having to be addressed. The paper will completion of construction of the Tevatron Main Injector at
detail the necessary steps that have to be taken in order to Fermilab... (2) The Sub-panel assigns highest priority to the
obtain the permits which control the start of construction. first of its recommendations. The increased luminosity
Obviously these depend on site-specific circumstances, provided by the Tevatron Main Injector will place Fermilab in
however some steps are universally applicable. In the an excellent position to discover the top quark. The necessary
example, floodplains and wetlands are affected and therefore the technology for this project is firmly in hand, and a carefully
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) compliance is a considered and reliable design exists." On the basis of this
significant issue. The important feature is to reduce the recommendation, the FMI was included in the President's
relevant regulations to a concise set of easily understandable FY92 budget submitted to Congress on February 4, 1991.
requirements. The effort required and the associated time line The Fermilab's Tevatron is presently running with a peak
will be presented so that other new accelerator proposals can luminosity of 2x10 30. Fermilab's primary design goal is to
benefit from the experience gained from this example. increase the luminosity at the collider detectors by at least a

factor of 30. Another goal is to increase the intensity of
I. INTRODUCTION protons for fixed target operation by a factor of 3. Increasing

the luminosity is intimately related to increasing the number
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) proposes to of antiprotons available. Measures are currently being taken to

construct and operate the "Fermilab Main Injector" (FMI) increase the antiproton production rate by a factor of about 3.
accelerator, which would be a 150 GeV proton synchrotron, at However, following implementation of these improvements,
the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab) in the 20-year-old Main Ring accelerator will remain the primary
Batavia, Illinois. The paper VOR 2 Aeiving Highth 0yaolManRgacertrwilemntepiayB I2 - bottleneck restricting further production rate improvements.
Luminosity in the Fermilab Tevatron given by S.D.Holmes, All of the accelerators that are involved in the production of
describes the details of the design. Since always at the o he ccelerators tha n the d in
forefront in environmental issues is the "no action alternative," antiprotons have significantly larger apertures than the Main
it seems appropriate to repeat the justification for the project. Ring; therefore, the Main Ring is the bottleneck in antiproton

The high energy physics program at Fermilab investigates production. The FMI would remove this bottleneck, since it
the structure of matter using the collision of particles to crete replaces the old Main Ring in all of its functions, and its
new matter. These collisions take place in the Tevatron tunnel aperture would be matched to the other accelerators thereby
and in the fixed target experimental areas. The FMI would assuring the achievement of a luminosity of 5x 103 1.
provide particles for injection into the Tevatron, and for
delivery to the existing fixed target experimental areas during II. DOE NEPA INITIATIVE
collider operations. The FMI would permit simultaneous
operation of Fermilab's collider and fixed target programs, Sensitivity to Environmental issues increased significantly
thereby making possible an increase in Fermilab's physics with the appointment of Admiral James Watkins (Ret.) as
output. In order for Fermilab to maintain a vital long-range Secretary of Energy by President Bush. In June 1989,
colliding-beam physics program, it is necessary that the Adm. Watkins (Ret) announced a ten-point initiative intended
luminosity increase significantly each year so that higher to strengthen environmental protection, safety and waste-
energy constituent collisions can be explored. The cumulative management activities in the U.S.Department of Energy. In
integrated luminosity should roughly double every year in order February 1990, SEN-15 was issued which clarified the NEPA
that new physics can be explored. (National Environmental Policy Act signed into law by

In October 1989, the Director of the Office of Energy President Nixon on New Years Day 1970) initiative and spelied
Research of the DOE asked HEPAP to offer guidanc, with out implementation procedures. NEPA requires review of all
regard to "the relative importance and appropriate balance. (a) acuvities which may significantly impact the environment.
between operations and major upgrades at a given laboratory, This inludes threatened or endangered species or critical
and (b) among the proposed major upgrades and new fa~ilitie habitats, fluudplains and wetlands, and sole source aquifers.
at the various laboratories." In April 1990 HEPAP issued the When a new construction project L. a modification involves

any activities with potential for environmental impact, it
*Operated by Universities Research Association under contract requires a NEPA review.
to the U.S.Department of Energy
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In his February notice, Watkins reiterated how, in forming New Source Performance Standards (NSPS), which are mostly
his initiatives, "I found that many of the Department's applicable to such things as dust from construction activities,
activities under NEPA had been carried out in a decentralized, Perhaps the item of significant concern for particle accelerators
non-uniform and self-defeating manner. I also state my is the provision for the National Emission Standards for
intention to become personally involved in NEPA decision Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPS).
making and to ensure that NEPA actions are more closely For FMI operations, radiation doses have been calculated
coordinated with the governors of the states which host DOE for normal operation losses within the operating envelope.
facilities..." This includes accelerator beam intensity, number of hours of

"Indeed," Watkins continued, "mission goals are best operation per year, and various configurations of the
served by early and adequate NEPA planning, which avoids the experimental program. The calculations also take into account
delays that often follow l1th-hour consideration of NEPA the use of the beam abort dump and above normal losses.
requirements, the resulting failure to comply fully with those FMI radionuclide emissions to the atmosphere are
requirements and, ultimately, the necessity to cure NEPA- anticipated to be 1,100 Curies/yr, and in compliance with the
related deficiencies before an important project may proceed. If U.S. EPAs NESHAP (40 CFR 61 Sub-parts A and H). The
the Department is to err in its judgment as to the extent of off-site dose rate from Fermilab after the FMI becomes
NEPA review required of new projects, it should err on the side operational is estimated as 0.33 mrem/yr, well below the
of full disclosure and complete assessment of environmental NESHAP standard of 10 mrem/yr. With FMI operations
impact." maximized, total yearly off-site dose from Fermilab is

estimated as I mrem/yr.
III. PERMITS NATIONAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION ACT - This

Act requires that any project that is under consideration must
Various federal environmental statutes impose take into account sites, buildings and structures that are

environmental protection and compliance requirements that eligible for inclusion in the National Register. DOE must
have to be adhered to. In addition there are state and local afford the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation a
regulations that are equally important. Many of these came reasonable opportunity to comment with regard to such
about as a result of NEPA, which besides setting forth a undertaking.
national policy for the environment, established the Council ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT - This Act requires
on Environmental Quality (CEQ). The CEQ issued consultation with the U.S.Fish and Wildlife Service before
Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of undertaking any action to insure that the action is not likely to
NEPA. These rules are found in the Code of Federal jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered species or
Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508). This is where the threatened species, or result in the destruction or adverse
methodology of Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) with modification of the critical habitats of such species.
the final action of a Record of Decision (ROD) was Accordingly, it was judged prudent to investigate whether there
established. Also, the simpler process of an Environmental are any threatened or endangered species that might be affected
Assessment followed by a Finding of No Significant Impact by the proposed FMI construction. Fermilab; therefore,
(FONSI) or a determination that an EIS is required was contracted with consultants in birds, plants, insects,
outlined, amphibians, fish and mammals to conduct field surveys in the

Federal statutes that may apply to construction and area that would be impacted by the construction.
operation of accelerator projects include the Clean Water Act, Suitable habitat and the presence or absence i the listed
the Clean Air Act, the Safe Drinking Water Act, the Solid species %ere recorded. The consultants' reports are cited in the
Waste Disposal Act, the National Historic Preservation Act, FMI Environmental Assessment Report.
the Endangered Species Act, and the Farmland Protection
Policy Act. IV. CHRONOLOGY AND COST

CLEAN WATER ACT - This Act makes it illegal to
discharge any pollutant into any body of water, i.e. lakes, As has been emphasized in the above it is important to
streams, wetlands, potholes, mud flats, intermittent streams, start the NEPA process as early as possible; however, it is
and wet meadows without a National Pollutant Discharge obvious that the design has to have progressed sufficiently that
Elimination System (NPDES) permit. Under a new addition enough information is available that environmental studies ar:
this will require a NPDES permit for storm water discharges feasible. In the case of the FMI, this point was reached in thL
by October 1991. Under Section 404 the U.S.Corps of fall of 1989.
Engineers (COE) issues permits for the filling of wetlands. The FMI would be a 150 GeV accelerator with a
The COE does not issue 404 permits unless it has received a circumference of about one-half that of the existing Main
401 water quality permit from the state EPA. Executive orders Ring. The FMI would be situated tangent to the Teatron at
11988 and 11990 concern floodplain management and the FO straight section l in the southwest corner of the
protection of wetlands. DOE will take action to avoid, to the
extent possible, adverse impacts associated with the destruction
of wetlands and the occupancy and modification of floodplains The Marie Ring and Tevatron accelerators are destgned with
and wetlands. When this is not possible a mitigation plan will six straight sections, where the beam travels a short distance in
be implemented to compensate for the action. a straight line, alternating with six arc sections where it

CLEAN AIR ACT - This Act has provisions for the follows the path of a circle with a radius of one kilometer.
Attainment and Maintenance of National Air Quality Standards These 150-m long straight sections are labeled AO, BO, .FO,
(NAAQS), Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PDS), and and are spaced equally around the ring,
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Fermilab site. The FMI would be constructed using newly concrete inverted "U" sections that would be welded to the CIP
designed (iron and copper) dipole magnets. base slab. The remaining parts would be CIP.

The proposed FMI, whose location is shown in Figure 1, Beginning in April 1990, $200,000 of Illinois Challenge
must serve a number of purposes. It must function as a bi- Grant funds became available to conduct environmental studies
directional injector into the Tevatron. This means it must be and preliminary design. The first activity was to prepare the
near and approximately tangent to the Tevatron. Secondly, it application for the joint permit for filling of the wetlnds and
must receive 8 GeV protons from the Booster and 8 GeV the modification of the floodplain of Indian Creek. The
antiprotons from the Antiproton Source. It must also provide
120 GeV protons to the antiproton target. Finally, the FMI application was submitted in September 1990.
must provide a 120 GeV beam to the present Fermilab fixed In parallel, an Environmental Assessment (EA) was
target facility hardware. prepared which required several drafts. The submission to the

The principal housing of the FMI would utilize below environmental part of DOE occurred on April 1991. It is
grade enclosures. The FMI ring enclosure would be an oval- anticipated that if the EA is acceptable and a FONSI is
shaped, below grade structure, approximately 10,900' long, sustained, then the start of construction will be October 1991
with a 10' wide by 8' high cross section. The floor of the or as soon as construction funds become available. Illinois
enclosure would be level and at an elevation of 713'6" above provided an additional grant of $2,000,000 in the spring of
sea level, 18' to 33' below existing grade. Earth shielding 1991 of which $500,000 was specified for environmental
berms over the FMI enclosure would provide the required 21' of eflorts.
earth equivalent shielding. Using the above plan the funds expended for the

The FMI ring enclosure would be constructed on a environmental effort for the FMI is estimated to be
reinforced concrete cast-in-place (CIP) base slab. $1,400,000, since Fermilab has matched the funds of the State
Approximately 9,900' of the ring would be built with precast of Illinois as required by the terms of the Grant.

/-MAIN INJECTOR ROAD
MAIN INJECTOR RING COOLING 7E N TR AL

o ANTIPROTON RINGS

\N

(WILSON HA

MAIN INJECTOR RIN(TV N OOTRRN

F-0/1II-7 T eV COOLING PONDS

~BUILDING

Figure 1. Fermilab M. in Injector loxation. Indian Creek crosses the ring at several points. Approximately 100
acres of wetland is adjacent to the creek. The area of %etland that would be permanently filled has been reduced to six
acres by minimizing th' width of the construction at the affected areas.
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INSTALLATION OF THE SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS IN THE HERA TUNNEL
I. Borchardt, D. Brauer, S. Chermenin, D. Degle, K. Escherich, H.J. Fiebig, H. Grabe, J. Holz,

D. Hubert, R. Kus, M. Leenen, H. Maywald, 0. Peters, B. Petersen, K. Pieczora, U. Riemer,
Z. Sanok, P. Schmiiser, S. Schollmeier, W. Schwarz, G. T6dten, D. Trines, S. Wolff

Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, 2000 Hamburg 52, NotkestraBe 85 - Germany

Abstract installed magnets with an accuracy of a few mm.

The arcs of the proton storage ring of
HERA are equipped with superconducting
magnets. Installation, manpower involved, and
experience gained are described.

I. INTRODUCTION 2,

The collider facility HERA in Hamburg E __
consists of two storage rings of 6.3 km length, a
30 GeV electron ring and a 820 GeV proton ring. 1.i
The assembly of the rings was completed in 6
October 1990. The arcs of the proton ring with a _-

total length of 5.5 km are equipped with - - 7 ;
superconducting magnets [11 which are arranged in -
a regular FODO cell structure consisting of two \,-'

quadrupoles and four dipoles. The cryostats of the
dipoles and the quadrupoles have a length of 9.7 m
and 4 m respectively. There are 422 dipoles and T .... . . "
224 quadrupoles in the ring including some special ' " .... ,, ,. .. wr.

magnets. In addition there are about 1500
superconducting correction elements. Fig. 1 Schematic Cross Section of the Tunnel

All magnets were subjected to an extensive
acceptance test comprising checks on mechanical The installation started in most octants at
accuracy, alignment, and proper cable connections. the far end of the tunnel section with respect to the
In the magnet test facility [2] all magnets were hall, where the magnets were stored. Thus the
cooled down to 4.7 K to measure the magnetic activities following the placing of the magnets
fields [3], determine the quench performance and were not affected by the passage of the vehicle.
test for leaks. The results from the mechanical and Once the magnets rested on their supports,
magnetic measurements were used to define the the fixtures wshich attached the inner magnet vessel
position of the magnets for an optimal rigidly to the outer vacuum vessel during transport
performance of the machine 11]. ,,o, the same were removed. Later on the suspension points were
reason the dipoles from the two manufacturers covered \kith superinsulation and the access
were put into separate octants of the machine, as flanges were closed.
their magnetic properties were slightly different. In When a string of at least 6 dipoles and 4
the middle and at both ends of a quadrant quadrupoles was mounted, the magnets were
cryogenic boxes [9] are installed supplying the aligned and fixed in position [61. Immediately after
helium cooling of the magnet strings. the alignment the beamtubes were flanged together

and plastic. bags were put around the flange
II. THE SEQUENCE OF INSTALLATION connections and the neighbouring bellows (see

Fig. 2) in preparation of the helium leak test 151
After the L:yogenic test and a final qualit) which was perforned once all the magnets of an

control the magnets were transported to HERA octant were installed.
halls West or East for storage, which was made The superconducting cables for the main
necessary by tne selection procedure. dipoles and quadrupoles as well as the 20

A special designed installation ,ehicle 141 superonducting wires for the correction coils are
with a hydraulic lift system was used to bring the guided wsithin the single phase helium tube of the
magnets to their preselected position tnd put them magnet string. First the main super.onductors of
onto their support (see Fig. 1). With the ,.ehicle adjacent magnets were soldered using a special
one could fit a magnet between two already soldering tool Aith rf heating and then insulated b)
0-7803-0135-8/91S01.00 ©IEEE 857



Kapton foils. The cables for the correction coils 7,,
are held in grooves on an epoxy fibreglass cylinder I
surrounding the main conductors (see Fig. 2). A

Considerable effort was spent on the * ,
quality control of the solder connections. After a
first manual check, which effectively eliminatedwiring errors, a magnet string of 120 m length was
tested by a computerized system. A current was
fed into each of the 20 bus wires consecutively and""
the voltages at every interconnection were
compared to the expected values. In addition high : - -
voltage checks were made.

.4 Fig. 3 Completely Installed String of Magnets

and an integral leak test was performed. For this
- :,- purpose pump stations equipped with helium7" "'i analysers were installed every 50 m [81, [101.

Towards the end of the arcs the magnet
spacing deviates from the regular structure and

-. . "f ~ magnets are spaced at larger distances. These drift
spaces are bridged by special cryostats, which

.'tr-..-i contain the beam pipe, the helium lines and thesuperconducting cables. The installation of these
28 cold straight sections was similar to that of the

Fig. 2 Interface Between Magnets magnets.

After the electrical check welding sleeves 1ll. MANPOWER AND INSTALLATION
(see Fig. 2) were slid over the flanges and the SPEED
welding was done with a special machine. The
tubes for the two phase helium and the shield line Fig. 4 shows the progress of installation for
were connected in a similar way. a few key activities. The low speed of the

The bellows in the helium lines were installation in the beginning is partly due to the
secured by support shells to prevent buckling at lack of experience of the people involved. In
the maximum pressure of 20 bar. After wrapping addition, the delivery of magnets from the various
superinsulation around the tubes, the heat shield in manufacturers had not yet reached the full rate.
the interface region was closed and insulated.
Finally the sliding joints of the vacuum vessels " .

were moved over the interface and faste, o ll -,.
screws (see Fig. 3). a.

Whenever a section between two
quadrupoles was finished this way, the vacuum 4,,.

vessel was evacuated and tested for external leaks
[71, [8]. (The quadrupoles contain vacuum sea-
barriers). 210

In parallel to the work described so far the
safety valves (Kautzky valves [91) for the single ,--
and two phase helium lines were mounted and , -- -!- ____ /.,__ ,I f - - T I T I- W'-- -- Iq

connected to the quench gas return tube (see c 8 , t , .9Fb Ma ,, p 114 V Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct

Fig. 1). -*- ha"Ttatae - A9

When an octant was installed and the -. -. _. W.. C .

insulating vacuum established, the helium lines of
the magnets were pressurized one after the other Fig. 4 Progress of Installation
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Another restriction was caused by the tunnel before they could be brought to their proper
selection procedure of the magnets. position. This complicated the logistics but did not

A group of people was assigned to each introduce a noticeable delay of the installation.
task of the installation. The number of people In addition to the installation reported here
working on the various tasks are given in Table 1, there were people working for example on the
split into engineers and craftsmen. In the last few cryogenics, on the various controls of cryogenics,
months of installation the number of people was magnets, monitors, and vacuum systems and on the
increased to speed up the installation and to meet installation of machine components in the straight
the planned completion date. sections. The coordination of all these activities

Iit,.ia.w E,,d P ,as, without delaying the time schedule was only
Td~1 S, ,,,.,,,S To, 1111,, 1.1,,, S % .t I T,, mi, ,.,, possible by shifting some activities to night hours.

r.,, Cr.aft,, E,gile.., Crrki,l. For instance most of the cabling in the tunnel was
T inspg ,tlI C',utri I 2 done at night.
'r,,,,,.l,,r, I , To shorten the time, which was lost to
,Tra,,,,,.,, Sen.ri.ie. cover the substantial distances between the halls

Trani~lo Sit'tiriti, ..2 1 Iand the actual working section in the tunnel,
h.,i,.ii C,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,., I 3 I rbicycles were supplied. Lighter equipment and

Ev,.Ic., C,,k% 1 2 1 1 3 tools were transported in light trailers. For heavy
,,.dlil,,11 - equipment the transport vehicle was used.

, 9 Delays caused by missing equipment or
22, 6 4 12 unforeseen difficulties were compensated by

TWA 8 38 i 5,. 5 1 overtime work, contract manpower, and
Table I Manpower rearrangements of the installation schedule.

IV. EXPERIENCES V. REFERENCES

The installation and the following [11 S. Wolff, Superconducting Magnets for HERA,
cryogenic and electrical test of the first octant 13th Int. Conf. on High Energy Part. Acc., Novo-
revealed a few deficiencies of the design and the sibirsk 1986, Vol. 2, p. 29
fabrication, which could, however, be fixed H. Kaiser, Design of Superconducting Dipole for
without major problems. The fact that the magnet HERA, 13th Int. Conf. on High Energy Part Acc.,
string performed essentially as expected, for Novosibirsk, 1986, Vol. 2, p. 49
example that the welding joints between the 121 R. Meinke, Methods for Production Measurements
magnets were leak-tight or that powering the of Superconducting Magnets, DESY, HERA 90/06
magnets caused no problems, encouraged the [3] R. Barton et al., Performance of the Superconduc-
installation crew and gave confidence in the ting Magnets for the HERA Accelerator, DESY
techniques, which were applied during the HERA 89/20
installation. 141 Design and construction by K. Sinrain and

During the installation of the first octant 0. Wobke
there was some interference between the different 15] D. Brauer et al., The Cold Bore Beam Pipe
task groups, which reduced the efficiency. Later Vacuum System of HERA, to be published
on, as the activities became more separated in the [o] W. SLIarz, Hochgenaue dreidimensionale Punkt-
tunnel, the installation speed increased and bestinmung zur Justierung von TeilchenbesLhleu-
gradully approached the design value of 15 magnet nigern, Zeitschrift fur Vermessungswesen, 115, 7/8,
interfaces per week. p. 333"

Each task group noted the completion of 171 D. Hubert et al., Internal Report in German, HERA
their work on a form attached to each magnet, thus PVAK No. 82
informing the next group. It also allowed a simple 18] NI. Bohnert et al., The Insulation VaLuum Systems
control of the status and an anal) sis of the progress of the HERA Proton Storage Ring, to be published
of installation. 19] H.R. Barton et al., The Refrigeration System for

The storage of magnets, which was made the SuperconduLting Proton Ring of the Electron
necessary by the selection procedure and the Proton Collider HERA, Ad,,. Cryo. Eng. Vol. 31,
distribution of dipoles from the two manufacturers 1986, p. 634
into separate octants posed a slight problem for 110] D. Hubert et al., Internal Report in German,
some time. The available area in the halls was not HERA PVAK No. 84
sufficient, so that magnets had to be stored in the Ill] F. X\ lke, Internal Conimuniaton, unpublished
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Stripping Foil Losses and Space Charge Blowup in the FNAL Booster

C. Johnstone, D. Bogert, J. Lackey, R. Tomlin
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory,* P.O. Box 500, Batavia, Illinois 60510

Abstract is positioned a centimete. ipstream of the H- stripping foil.
It intersects both the iWjeced H- beam and the closed orbit

An automated profile measuring system using single wire scan- proton beam. The second one used was just downstream of
nets has been implemented in the Fermilab Booster Syn- the last ORBUMP magnet. Four pulsed magnets called OR-
chrotron which allows the beam profile to be measured on a BUMPs (used to bump the closed orbit) perform injection in
turn-by-turn basis. More than 30 profiles after injection can be the Booster. Because the ORBUMPS move the beam across the
accumulated before the wire degrades the beam significantly. injection aperture, the wire just upstream of the stripping foil
As the Fermilab Booster utilizes a multiturn injection scheme, has the added advantage that it does not intercept the beam
foil losses can be studied by comparing 1- and 2-turn injection continuously until the beam reaches its closed-orbit position
and varying the number of passes a low-intensity b-am makes (see Figure 1).
through the foil. By using the low-intensity results, foil losses
can be eliminated from high-intensity, multiturn injection data, losel-or t Siti I I I I I
thereby alilowing a quantitative look at space-charge blowup. I

The results obtained for foil losses and space-charge blow-up in CR t1IL I HG 1 IRE B: UP I NFH

the Fermilab Booster are presented here.

U ODIntroduction 0

In a circular accelerator, a single wire proves to be an effective W -
diagnostic tool from which profiles of the circulating beam can "
be extracted on a turn-by-turn basis. The profile is obtained
by reading the current on the wire at selected time intervals -

within the beam cycle and then advancing the wire to different --
positions and recording thc same information on subsequent- -

beam pulses. For thin wires the losses on a turn-by-turn basis
are small and readily calculable. For wire thicknesses of a few
mils, effective beam profiles can be generated for up to 60 turnso
before wire distortions significantly alter the beam character-
istics. A more serious limitation than wire losses on the data ""' ,s i' sItst I

analysis has been found to be the pulse-to-pulse stability of the - - . ii " 6.16 *.16
beam. Wire Position (en)

A second application of these wires has allowed a view into Figure 1. Turn-by-turn wire profiles generated in the Fermilab
the internal properties of a beam pulse. If the time interval at Booster Synchrotron at injection. The negative profiles are the
which the wire readout occurs is set to a fraction of the total incoming H- beam which eventually strips and moves off the
timespan of a beam pulse, individual profiles can be generated foil into the closed-orbit position.
which represent a particular time in the beam pulse. II this
way intensity and position variations within a beam pulse can For the measurements, the wire was stepped in 1 nm steps
be studied. across 121 positions for a total of 12 cm across the Booster

Synchrotron beam aperture. Since the rotational period of the

Experimental Results beam in the Booster is 2.8pssec at the injected energy of 200
MeV, this is the frequency at which the wire was read out in
order to obtain turn-by-turn injection profiles. The raw wire

Four vertically mounted and four horizontally mounted tung- data is sent through a 1 Mltz filter and amplified before be-
sten wires, all 5 nls thick, are positioned about the Booster ing input to a fast digitizing Gould scope. The Gould scope is
Synchrotron. A stepping motor capable of stepping the wire read out thiough a GPIB interface and into Fermilab's main
in submillimeter increments is used to control the wire posi- accelerator controls system by frontend PDPs. Thle PDPs then

tion. Two of these wires were used to make extensive horizontal anseer at into a frntin a VAX Beaseo
profle easuemets i th Booter Oneof hemWIN~ltransfer the data ito a fdlesharing utility on a VAX. Because of

profile measurements in the Booster. One of them, WINFt, the limited resources on the PDP frontends, on; 36 time ticks
*Operated by the Uiuvcrstes Researm-h Assvjatn under vn- uf data can be conveniently stred at vie wire psitiun, so Urdy

tract with the U. S. Department of Energy 36 profiles are generated per run. For lung term data storage
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and ease of analysis the data are compressed into binary ZE- majority of the fits. From each of the Gaussian fits, a central
BRA [1] data structures. peak position, an overall normalization, a standard deviation,

A series of measurements were taken for low-intensity op- and a constant background were found. The average beam po-
eration which include 1/2-turn, 1-turn, 2-turn, and 3-turn in- sition was found to be consistent to 1-1.5 mm which indicates
jection, and high-intensity which included 4-turn, 5-turn, and both stability in overall beam conditions and the effectiveness
6-turn injection using both wires. This corresponded to intensi- of this method of measuring beam profiles. Since beam inten-
ties of 2.5E1I protons for 1/2 turn up to about 2E12 protons for sity is proportional to the total area under a measured profile,
6 turns in the Booster. To extract foil effects, only one turn's the overall normalization multiplied by the standard deviation
worth of beam is injected into the Booster so that at this inten- was used to describe the relative beam intensity of each profile
sity space charge is not a problem (5EII protons extended over (ignoring the constant factor of 4r in the integral of the area).
the 474-meter circumference of the Booster). In all cases the The beam intensity when derived in this fashion typically ex-
ORBUMP timing was changed to vary the number of passes hibits fluctuations of around 10% between runs. This variation
the beam made through the foil to isolate foil losses, appears to be due to both the accuracy of the fit and real fluc-

In a second application of the wires, internal profiles of a tuations in injected intensity.
beam pulse were measured in the bearnline which transfers ex-
tracted beam from the Linac and prepares it for injection into
the Booster. The specific vertical wire used, WS21t, was located
at the entrance to the injection septum where it intercepts both Foil Loss Results
the H- beam in the transfer line and the closed-orbit proton
beam circulating in the Booster (see Figure 2). Except for tim- Foil losses were determined using the WINFII wire because
ing, the other details of the readout are the same as detailed the first profiles captured of the beam as it moves off the foil do
above. Data were taken on 1/2-turn, 1-turn, and 6-turn injec- not entail losses from wire scattering (see Figure 1). To mea-
tion which correspond to 1.4, 2.8, and 16.8 microsecond long sure foil losses, the time of the ORBUMP cutoff was extended
beam pulses, respectively. Data were read out every .07 mi- by 33 psecwhich had the effect of causing the beam to make
croseconds to give 20 and 40 internal horizontal profiles on the an additional 12 passes through the foil (2.8 sec per turn at

1/2-turn and 1-turn data, and every .56 microseconds to give 200 MeV). In practice, foil losses proved difficult to determine
30 internal horizontal profiles on the 6-turn data. because they are about .5% per pass through the Booster's 200

Iugm/cm 2 stripping foil for 200-MeV 11- beam. Foil scattering
CRAWL I HG WI RE B: WPS2H was finally measured using 1-turn injection at a time when the

pulse-to-pulse intensity stability was 3%. Data were taken with
the ORBUMP timing alternated between the runs to compen-

- -sate for any long term drifts. Foil losses were found to account
for a 6% degradation in beam intensity with a standard devia-
tion of 2% for he 12 additional passes made through the foil.

---- ---. i- : This implies .5% scattering loss per turn through the foil with
a a of .17%.

0 ,Injection Loss Results

. , - .. A more interesting result to come out of the foil loss and

c'~oed-Ob~e ~ - - -space charge studies was a measure of the losses suffered at
I- t a ulse in ece in a p~ injection presumably due to a miismatch between thle transfer

) oi line and the Booster. These injection losses were over by the

third turn injected beam took around the Booster (Figure 4).
Unfortunately over ten turn's worth of data were unanalyzable
due to the field changing in the ORBUMP magnets as they shut

-,.,. ... 9 -'. • .9 .9 off. The wires were so close to these magnets a current was
induced by the decaying magnetic field wiping out an intensity

.re posi..on (cia) determination for this interval. Hence the blank spot in the
Figure 2.Intra-pulse wire profiles generated at the injection sep. figure. Future data will be taken with wires well away from
turn for 6-turn, 16.8 lisec long injection. The profiles were any stray fields.
inverted for purposes of data analysis. Injection losses measured off the wires were around 10% per

turn in the first 2 turns (after correcting for wire losses). The
effect of wire scattering on the beam was estimated using an
exponential with a varying exponent. Well away from injec-
tion the beam losses are strictly due to wire scattering, and tile

Data Analysis exponential factor used to descnbz the drop in intensity as a
function of turn number is readily pulled out of the data. The

The stored ZEBRA files were read, anal)zed, and his variatiun of the seLund term in the exponent with respect tu
tugrammed using a svft ware physics analysis paLkage, PAW [2,. turnt nunatber Lurrespwided to an proxunate hueai widenlnag
The raw profiles were fit with a Gaussiaa whl h pruved tv be an uf the beam prvfile due to WI,, s attelilg (the cquation used
ex.ellent des.riptiun ufthe data gising a 2 

0f vless than 1 fur the tW .al.ulatt thL profile width vas extra.ted frum profile data*
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extending over 35 turns). Wire losses are inversely dependent Intra-pulse Studies
on profile width so that the factor which describes broadening
appears as a denominator in the exponent. The original plan when intra-pulse studies were initiated was

primarily to study the effects of the transfer-line debuncher onI- beam pulses. In Figure 2, raw 6-turn profile data is displayed
1-TURN INJECTION for the septum wire, WS2H. One can observe both the inverted

positive H- profile to the right and the well-separated nega-
05 f tive closed-orbit profile on the left (also inverted) on this wire.

Based on the Gaussian fits to these data, the entire position
0~- 40(-.0363*_40 *(x-1)) history of the beam pulse as a function of time cart be dis-S0.6 " played (Figure 5). Half of the central peak movement of the

6-turn pulse occurs in the first 2.8 paec or the first turn around
0 ". "the Booster with a slower drift following. More dramatic posi-

0.4 tion changes can be accomplished by changing the debuncher
settings as also shown in Figure 5, yet the internal position
structure remains the same. Presumably the jumps in overall

o L peak position are due to energy changes in the beam as a resultof the debuncher. One- and also half-turn data also show 2 nun

internal position changes from beginning to end.
0 . 5 . . i2 .... L. From the position movements, an approximate spread in en-
0 5 1o 5 20 25 30 35 ergy can be calculated if the entire shift is attributed to changes

Booster Turn Number in the beam energy. Using TRANSPORT, a 300-keV difference
Figure 3. Intensity as a function of turn number in the Booster,. in energy produced a .2 nun spread at the injection septum for
The exponential wire losses plotted (- . -) are described by the this line. This is in good agroement with a BPM measurement
equation shown. The variable z in the equation is the turn num- (3] which gives a 6p/p of 250 keV.
bet.

6-TURN INJECTION

-N £ ormal Debunchcr Operati ~........
Space-Charge Results ................

P. 5 - -No Debuncher Gradient

A possible hint of a space charge blowup was evidenced in p
the 5-turn data where after 9 turns, or 4 turns after injection is

, 4

complete, another dip in beam intensity is observed (Figure 4). 0

This dip is not observed in the 1-,2-,and 3-turn data. A toroid
located in the injection region also shows a decrease in beam .. - -

intensity about 4 turns after injection for 6-turn injection How- 0
ever, given the problems with the wires near the ORBUMPs, 2 ,, , - -- Debuncher 900 out of Phase

we plan on taking these same data using a different wire. 0 /

4

>1 /

-0 12 4 0 %2 6 20 24 28

5-TURN INJECTION Time (.56 microGeconds/div)

5th turn

0 Vn3ected Figure 5. Central peak postion plotted versus time within a 16.8
t ajr. t psec or 6.turn injected If- beam pulse for different debuncher4th turn after in~ection

- '~~ r -. is completesttg.
08 . 4th turn
4' 1in3ected
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Fast Kicker Requirements for 6i SSC's Low and Medium Energy Boosters

M. Wilson, L. Schneider, D. Anderson, C. Pappas
Superconducting Supercollider Laboratoryt

Accelerator Division
2550 Beckleymeade Avenue

Dallas, Texas 75237

Abstract four bunches are lost at the LEB ejection point and the fifth is
lost at the MEB injCe )n point. This allows the risetime of

Requirements for the tr.asfer kickers that move beam from the LEB ejection kicker magnet to be "ip to 80 ns (five 16.7 ns
the Low-Energy Booster (LEB) to the Medium-Energy Booster bunch spacings, minus one bunch width of 3.3 ns). Packing
(MEB) are being established. Magnetic field intensity, pulse the LEB batches in the MEB requires the risetime of the MEB
shapes, and available space for the kicker magnets within the injection kicker to be less than 63 ns (four bunch spacings
ring beamlines are known to a level that allows preliminary minus one bunch width). The pulsewidth of both the LEB
design to begin on these systems. This fast kicker system, ejection and the MEB injection kickers must be at least the
which must transfer the entire 12 GeV/c LEB batch to the full LEB revolution time of 1.9 lis. To control overall beam
MEB, is required to produce 150-200 G fields that rise in 60- emittance growth, the magnetic field amplitude must vary over
80 ns, with a pulsewidth of 1.9 lis. The present MEB filling the entire pulsewidth by less than ±1.0 percent, and shot-to-
scenario requires this kicker system to operate in a 6-7 shot shot variations must also be kept to this level.
burmt mode at repetition rates as fast as 10 Hz. The vertical ejection scheme for the LEB includes a four-

magnet local orbit bump, a kicker magnet system, and two
I. REQUIREMENTS ejection septum magnets. In order to produce the required

downstream deflection, the ejection kicker magnet must
The 570 m LEB, when completely filled, holds 114 proton produce an integrated field of 600-750 G-m. Approximately

bunches spaced 5.0 m apart (21 ns al the injection energy of 6.5m of space has been allocated in the LEB ring for the kicker
600 MeV/c). After acceleration to the top-end energy of 12 magnets. The internal dimensions of the vacuum chamber at
GeV/c, the revolution period is reduced to approximately 1.9 the kicker magnet location are dictated by the size of the 600
gs (16.7 ns/bunch spacing). One filling scenario for the MeV/c injected beam, and has been set at 6.5 cm wide by 8.0
collider, shown in Figure 1, requires that the MEB be filled cm high. The 'good-field' region, defined as the area in which
with six LEB batches, each containing 109 proton bunches, the magnetic field varies by less than 0.5 percent, must be 2.0
with a three-bunch gap between LEB batches. Three such cm wide by 5.0 cm high.
MEB fills, with 25-bunch (400ns) gaps between, completely For MEB injection, the required total magnetic field is
fill the High Energy Booster (HEB) while leaving an approximately 480 G-m, with at least 6.0 m available for
appropriate abort gap of 1.7 gIs (103 bunches). Eight full kicker magnet hardware in the beamline. The magnet aperture
HEB cycles would then fill each collider ring. is presently set at 10.0 cm wide by 5.0 cm high, widi the

Filling the MEB with 109-bunch trains implies that five of 'good-field' region approximately the same as that in the LEB
the original bunches must be removed during the transfer. In ejection kicker. Injection into the MEB is in the horizontal
order to reduce the radiation levels at the MEB injection point direction.
ard not overly constrain the MEB injection kicker risetime,

LEB 11141 0 * -110 4 Injection Gap Batch Length Extraction,
iB_109_____Abort Gap

MEB ______ __ 669 123'O,1°9,1 3 109 3 10913 109 3 L09 1 -'9 123 1-23

E 6 103  # of Filled Buckets

CLIE 2 S Op.2057, 2057 2057, 2057, 2057. 2057, =:: 717,
COLLIDER 1-03 10302 t 1103 103 0103 103 103 247 15976

Figure 1. Collider Ring Filling Scenario. Batch Lengths and Gaps are Represented in Number of Beam Buckets, with
Each Bucket Equal to 5.0 m of Ring Circumference, or 16.68 ns in Time at Relativistic Energies.

tOperated by the Universities Research Association, Inc., for
the U. S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-
AC02-89ER40486.
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 863
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Figure 2. Block Diagram of Kicker Systems

u. LEB EJECTION KICKER SYSTEM DESIGN To meet the risetime requirements, it is expected that the
magnet lengths will be less than 0.5 mn, so that no more than

All of the SSC ejection and injection kicker systems 25 ns of the equivalent magnetic field risetime is due to the
consist of, as a minimum, (a) a charging system, (b) a transit time of the magnet.
triggering system, (c) a pulse-forming network (PFN), (d) a In order to match the magnet to the input cable impedance,
triggered switch, (ce) a pulsed magnet, and (1) a terminating the capacitance of the busbar to ground must be
load. Such a system is shown in Figure 2. The short C is =wn nFm (4)pulsewidth of the LEB ejection kicker allows the use of C the i n (4)
charged cable as the pulseforming network. Standard RG-220
50 cable is the preliminary choice, as it has proven The capacitance of the busbar to the outer case is
reliability in kickers and other high-voltage pulsed and DC approximately 0.2 nF/m, so additional capacitance must be
systems[ I]. The output voltage pulse from the charged cable added. As is shown in Figure 3, this might be accomplished
is half the charge voltage and twice the electrical length of the by using the ceramic beampipe as a stripline capacitor, with
cable. For the LEB ejection and MEB injection kickers, 190 the inside of the pipe nearest the busbar coated with conductor
mn cables will be required. Other system parameters are driven and grounded at one end. If 3 mm thick busbars are used, this
by the magnet requirements presented above, conducting strip must be approximately 6 cm wide, which

The available length for the LEB eiection kickers cannot be fits well within the 6.5 cm inner dimension of the beampipe.
filled entirely with magnets. Terminations, flanges, bellows, The remaining inside walls of the beampipe will be coated
and vacuum hardware combine to limit the total space for with high-tesistivity material to provide a path for static
actual magnetic material to 4.8 m. This implies a maximum charge bleed-off, while allowing fast magnetic field
field magnitude over the length of the magnet of 156 G. penetration.

Figure 3 is a cross-sectional view of a possible LEB
ejection kicker magnet. The magnet aperture (gap x pole Ferrit.
width) is 7.5 by 9.0 cm, which includes a one centimeter Busla
allowance in each dimension for the beampipe wall and
tolerance build-up. For a C-magnet, with p,=40, w=9 cm, Coatings
g=7.5 cm, c (the ferrite pathlength)=30 cm, and t (ferrite Beampipe g
thickness)--4 cm, the inductance is

L = pow/(g+wc/tpr) = 1.23 pih/m, (1)

and the current necessary to deliver the required B is

I = B tg+wc/tPr)/Po = 1140 A. (2) Figure 3. Cross-Section of Possible LEB Injection Kicker
Magnet.

Assuming the maximum voltage that can be delivered is 30 Thyratrons are expected to be the switch choice for the fast
kV (implying maximum charge and switch voltages of 60 kicker systems. Assuming four cables are switched by act
kV), the maximum modulator source impedance is 26 Q. thyratron (at a voltage of 60 kV) and the current risetime is
Two parallel RG-220 cables, with an equivalent impedance of approximately 30 ns, the switch dI/dt is 4.6 kA/30 ns = 1.5 x
25 Q, results in the electrical length of the magnet equahng 1011 A/s. This value is within the range of existing

v'I=qLC = L/Z0 = 1.23 Jph/25Q = 50 ns/m. (3) thyratrons such as the EEV CX 1725.[21
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III. MEB INJECTION KICKER SYSTEM DESIGN

Figure 4 depicts a possible cross-section for the MEB injection Ferite

kicker magnets. Using the above formulas, with a polewidth
of 11 cm and a gap of 6 cm, the inductance of the busbar will
be 1.72 gh/m. Assuming that 4.8 of the available 6.0 m will MEB Beampipe g
be magnetic material implies a magnetic field within the
magnet of 100 G. The current required to generate this
magnetic field is approximately 640 A. Selecting 50 Q as the C
impedance for the busbar results in cable and switch voltage of o tng
64 kV and busbar voltage of 32 kV. The capacitance of the
busbar to ground must be 690 pF/m to match the 50 Q1 input
impedance. Approximately one-quarter of this capacitance
exists between the busbar and the grounded magnet case; the Figure 4. Cross-Section of Possible MEB Injection Kicker
remainder can be easily obtained using the conductive coating Magnet
design described above.

The inverse velocity of the magnet will be 1720 nh/50il = fields is envisioned as a set of eight or more ferrite magnets,
34 ns/m. By splitting the 4.8 m magnet length into eight 0.6 each less than 0.5 m in length, driven by at least four
m magnets, 20 ns transit times are obtained. Two modulators, thyratron-switched charged cable modulators. The MEB
each consisting of a single thyratron and four RG-220 cables, injection kickers must generate approximately 100 G fields in
are required to drive the entire system of eight magnets. The less than 65 ns with similar pulse flatness and shot-to-shot
total current of 2.6 kA is required to rise in approximately 20 repeatibility. This system has been scoped as a set of eight
ns, for an average dI/dt of 1.3 x 1011 A/s. This current rate of 0.6 m magnets driven by two modulators that are identical to
rise is also within the range of existing thyratrons. those used to drive the LEB ejection system.

IV, SUMMARY V. REFERENCES

Requirements for the LEB-to-MEB transfer kicker systems are [1] C. Crawford, J. Dinkel, J. Lackey private communication,
determined, in large part, by the chosen collider filling February, 1991.
scenario. For the presented filling scheme, the LEB ejection
kickers must generate 100-150 G magnetic fields in less than [2] H. Menown, C. A. Pirrie, "Advanced Thyratrons as
80 ns with pulse flatness of better than 1.0 percent over the Switches for the Nineties," 17th Mower Mod. Symp,
pulsewidth of 1.9 ps. The system to generate the required 86CH2262-4, Seattle, WA, 1986.
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A PINGER SYSTEM FOR THE LOS ALAMOS PROTON
STORAGE RING

T. W. Hardek and H. A. Thliessen
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Abstract 2 Pinger Uses

Tune Measurements
Developers at the Proton Storage Ring have long desired
a modulator and electrode combination capable of kicking The most obvious use for our pinger is to kick tle beam
the 800-MeV proton beam enough to conduct tune mena- and observe the resulting betatron motion. From this
surements with full intensity beams. At present this has oscillation one calculates the tune and can measnre tile
been accomplished by reducing the voltage on one extrac- as a function of time into cycle or as a function of
tion kicker modulator and turning the other off. This beam intensity. We plan to use the pinger in cnn-
method requires that all of the accumulated beam be lost junction with wide-bandwidth beam-position-sensing dec-
on the walls of the vacuum chamber. In addition to tune trodes and very high-speed digitizers to provide a spectral
measurements a more recent desire is to sweep out beam display of beam motion. With a total applied voltage of
that may have leaked into the area between bunches. A 20 kV we can provide a 1.1 inrad kick. Folded into the
four-meter electrode has been designed and constructed for PSR lattice this would provide a maximum deflection of
this purpose. The design is flexible in that the electrode about 11 mam.
may be split in the center and rotated in order to provide
vertical and horizontal electrodes each 2 meters long. In
addition two solid-state pulse modulators that can provide Beam Sweeping
10kV in burst mode at up to 700 KHz have been purchased.
This hardware and its intended use are described. A not so obvious use for the pinger is Beam Sweeping.

The design of our storage ring allows some beam to leak
out of the bunches. This leaves small amounts of beam
filling the space between bunches and allows electron to
be trapped. As long as the space between bunches is
clean the electrons will hit the beam pipe walls and not
be trapped. A small amount of beam leaked into the

1 Introduction space between bunches traps the electrons and may cause
an instability. We plan to sweep any beam that leaks
into the space between bunches out of the ring with the

The Los Alamos Proton Storage Ring (PSR) accumulates pinger system. We will produce a string of deflecting
800-MeV beam from the LAMPF linear accelerator and pulses synchronized to the revolution frequency and kirk

compresses macropulses up to 1 msec in length into intense the beam on every 4th turn. One would prefer every turn

250 nsec pulses which drive a spallation neutron source. In but the revolution frequency is 2.8 MHz and the pulsers
the past only low-intensity tune measurements were rou- can only run at 700 KHz.

tinely made. To provide tune data at any time throughout A preliminary test of beam sweeping was performed dur-
the accumulation cycle a pinger system has been devel- ing the later part of our 1990 run cycle. Fig. 1 is a com-
oped. In addition to tune data the system described here parison of longitudinal beam distribution in the PSR with
can provide a series of kicks synchronized with the revo- the sweeping pulse chain on (A) and off (B). During this
lution frequency and timed to sweep beam from the area experiment the minimum available sweeping pulse was 150
between bunches. It is believed that electrons trapped by nsec while the space between bunches was only 100 nsec.
the proton beam are causing an instability [1]. By sweep- We actually kicked some of the bunch; thus we had more
ing beam out from the region between bunches we should beam loss than anticipated. We did make the beam stable
be able to verify this theory. by sweeping beam from between the bunches but we were

0-7803-0135-8/91S01 .00 ©IEEE 866



not able to discern whether this was due to an intensity Clearing Fields
decrease or from cleaning out the area between bunches.

Another way to remove unwanted electrons is to install
clearing electrodes. We have already completed experi-
ments operating our extraction kicker electrodes at several! 1 , . [ kV with little or no effect. Tihe kicker electrodes are 4 ine-
ters in length and there are two sets. The pinger electrode

.. will give us another 4-meter electrode to energize and it is
located in a different part of the ring.

_3 Electrodes
,Our pinger electrodes are configured as a balanced 100-

ohmni transmission line. We drive the electrodes from two
. ft.C,,.o separate sources of opposing polarity such that each pulser

A looks into a 50-ohmni terminated line. Each electrode i1 I'f , back- terminated in 50 ohmis through cables long enough

to prevent any reflections from arriving back at th e er-
trodes during tlhe fiat top portion of the pulse. Termiint-
ing resistors are simple carborundum resistors 2 inches il
diameter, 12 inches long supplied with integral cormia rtig
end caps. The resistors are immersed in oil and cooled by
inimersing a water-cooled coil of copper tubing into the oil.

Fig. 2 gives the end view of our pinger electrode showing
the Macor support insulators, corona rings that shield the

,--T- . triple junction where the stainless steel end piece contacts
Figure 1: Comparison of longitudinal beam distribution the Macor insulator, and the adjusting hardware at the

in PSR with the sweeping pulse chain on (A) and off (B). rear of the insulator. The drawing shows the electrodes in
their horizontal deflecting orientation, but we will actually
install the electrodes in their vertical deflection orientation

Beam Shaking with the electrodes at the top and bottom. The ears at the

It is also possible to shake electrons out of the proton beam.
The technique is utilized to remove trapped ions at Cornell,
CERN, and FNAL [2]. We would use the pirger electrode
for this purpose by powering it from a broadband RF an-
plifier. In our case we would drive the electrode in the 50
to 100 MIlz range.

Corona Ring Fietd Shaping Ear

Co RnEtecrode

End Piece .Support Insulator

Adjusting Nut

Figure 2: End view of pinger electrode.
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edges of the plates were adjusted for best field uniformity Table I: Pulse Modulator Electrical Specifications
[3]. In this desiga the field is uniform to one percent over
an area of 9 cm horizontally (± 4.5 cm) 4 cm vertically Minimum Output Voltage 1kV
(:h 2.0 cln) and uniform to 6 percent out to :h 3 cm verti- Maximum Output Voltage 10kV
cally. We have split the housing and the electrodes at the Maximum Output Current 200 Amperes
center to allow for their use as independent vertical and Minimum Pulse Width 90 nsec
horizontal electrodes of half their present 4-meter length. Maximum Pulse Width 270 nsec
The support insulator design was borrowed from the PSR Rise Time 40 nsec
Extraction Kicker electrodes to save design time and irin- Fall Time 40 nsec
imize the number of spare parts required. Pulse Recurrence Frequency 50 Hz

We have set 4 inches as the minimum allowable aper- 700 KHz Burst

ture anywhere within the PSR beam pipe. The pinger
electrodes are set to this 4-inch spacing to maximize the
available kick. 5 Acknowledgements

Power is supplied to the electrodes through-off-the-shelf
vacuum feedthroughs that present a fairly uniform 50-ohm The authors wish to thank Woodson Bowman of AT-3 for
impedance. The long ports on the housings were included assembling the hardware, the Mechanical section of MP-5
to allow the eventual replacement of the lower-voltage for installing the electrode and for providing machining as-
stock feedthroughs with the higher-voltage feedthroughs sistance, and Linda Walling and her team for completlig
used in our extraction kickers. beam coupling impedance measurements. Pulse mnodula-

tors were provided by Directed Energy, Inc.

4 Pulse Modulators
References

We supply pulses at the downstream end of each electrode
thus taking advantage of both the magnetic and the electric [1] D. Neuffer et al., contributed paper, 1991 Particle Ac-
fields. We pulse one electrode with a positive 10-kV pulse celerator Conference, San Francisco, California.
and the other electrode with a negative pulse. Since they [2] J. Marriner, D. Mold, Y. Orlov, A. Poncet, S. Van der
are produced by separate units that drive a balanced line Meer, "Experiments and Practice in Beam Shaking,"
it is desirable to have the pulses well matched and to have Particle Accelerators, 30, 13 (1990).
them arrive at the electrode at the same time. In our [3) J. F. Power, B. Blind, A. 3. Jason, "The Los Alaimns
application we are not very sensitive to pertubations on Proton Storage Ring Fast-Extraction Kicker System,"
the top of the pulse that mismatches would cause, but IEEE 'ransactions on Nuclear Science, NS-32, Num-
still wish to minimize these pertubations. We do not yet ber 5, Particle Accelerator Conference, 1985, Page
have enough experience with these units to know how well 3021.
matched the pulsers will remain over time.

Table I gives the specifications for the pulse modulators
we are using. The modulators are commercial products
and are all solid-state. The unique feature of these units is
that they can produce a string of pulses at up to 700-kHz
repetition rate. Our units have been modified to allow up
to a millisecond long burst of 700-kHz 90-nsec-long pulses.
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Electrical Performance of the Injection System Kickers at the
Saskatchewan Accelerator Laboratory *

C. Figley
Saskatchewan Accelerator Laboratory

University of Saskatchewan
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada S7N OWO

Abstract

This paper describes the results of upgrading the electro-
static kicker system at the Saskatchewan Accelerator Labora- Feedthroughs
tory (SAL). The second of two kickers required for multi-turn BoX
injection into the Pulse Stretcher Ring (PSR) has been commis- 30 mm
sioned. Previously, with only one kicker, the injected beam1 Beam
duration was limited to slightly less than one pass around the - -cr - --
circumference of the PSR. Multi-turn operation (up to three
turns) enforced stringent field quality constraints and required a Jec rm e e

significant improvement in the electrical performance of theT9
original kicker. After long-term operational experience the orig- RF Baffles Deflector

inal modulator was upgraded and used as a model for the new Plate

assembly. The tandem kickers have successfully demonstrated
multi-turn injection. Salient results of these investigations are Figure 1. Deflector plate mechanical assembly.
presented.

I. INTRODUCTION -Ui

The Saskatchewan Accelerator Laboratory has recently C- -

commissioned th secund of two kickers required for multi-turn MOIO Q CX,,54D
injection into ti Pulse Stretcher Ring (PSR). This injection THYRAIRONs

process allowed the Insertion of a one microsecond beam pulse Se- -.
into a 360 nanosecond long ring. In a previous paper, [1] the ,, SAIUA DUAL OUTPUT

basic modulator design was discussed along with a brief sum- TRANSORmary of the early experience with the unit. Early investigations0

of factors such as average power, peak current, component 6CR v FIBER

stress, field quality, etc., and the engineering concerns of main- OPTIC THYRATRON

tenance, reliability and lifetime led to the design of the original CABLE GRID DRIVER

electrostatic deflector and compatible modulator. TRMS

The deflector plates shown in Figure 1 are 12 cm x 40cm - .
each and are separated by 3 cm within the vacuum tank. The
kicker modulator is capable of producing field strengths of up RCVR TRIGCER AND TIMINGFIBER CENERATOR

to 26 kV/cm on the deflector assembly. This is accomplished by OPIIC
driving one plate positive and the other negative for a maximum NEG Pus CABLE

differential of 80 kV. Normal operating repetition rates are up toI POWER SUPPLY /
360 Hz. Pulses are generated by a slow charging circuit and a
fast, high current shunt circuit. This modulator is characterized
by its small size, low power (the main high voltage power sup- Figure 2. Simplified schematic of the kicker modula-
plies deliver only a few hundred watts) and simple layout. tor. imntfid s c ic of te or la-
These features translate iro an Inexpensive and reliable sys- to. Fiaent a tius are d leted f a
tem. A simplified schematic of the rTewest version of the modu- ity. Recent modifications are indicated by a *.
lator is shown in Figure 2. pnor to the beam arrival. The pulse voltage is allowed to settle

The kicker operates by first charging the deflector plates for approximately 100 gs to stabiize the "fiat top" portion of
using two identical triode circuits. These triodes are triggered the field pulse. The long charge time is not critical since there is

no beam in the ring just prior to injection. After the deflector is
• This work was support by the Canadian National Science fully charged, the triodes are disabled, fixing the plate voltages.
and Engineering Rseaorc Cndin N an SThe beam is then injected into the PSR and the thyratrons trig-
aEngineergResearch CounciD (NSERC)0-7803-0135-8/91S01.00 ©IEEE 869



gered so that as the tail end of the beam pulse passes into the When using two kickers, the match between the two
kicker, the field begins to collapse. Ideally, the pulse should fall deflecting wave forms is critical. The technique depends on
instantaneously to zero and remain there for the entire inter- "exactly" correcting the kick of the first deflector with the sec-
pulse period. A typical field waveform produced by the kicker ond. The quality of the "exact" match determines the quality of
is shown in Figure 3. The field falltime is typically 20 ns. the resultant stored beam.

II. UPGRADE RESULTS

.- - "The second kicker, which is an electrical twin of the
.... .. ............. ...... upgraded original, was mounted downstream of the previous

-~ I unit (with respect to the injected beam trajectory). The second
I __ ~modulator and its connections to the deflector assembly were

...... -mechanically copied as far as possible to provide the best match
of stray circuit elements and in turn match the resulting pulses

"" : in time, amplitude and contour. The undershoot portion of the;field was reduced as much as possible to achieve the best overall
performance for both single and multi-turn injection. This

allowed cleaner single kicker operation and, with a smaller
' ± -' Lerror kick to contend with, simplified matching the two kicker

response.
1-A pre- and post-fine tuning comparison of the original
Tkicker pulse edge is shown in Figure 4. In Figure 5 the trailing

r 3. edge of the improved pulse is expanded to show more detail.
Figure 3. Typical field pulse showing charge period. The dramatic effects appear in the collapsing portion of the
Horizontal scale 20 ps/div, vertical amplitude of peak pulse. As can be seen from the undershoot of the waveform in
is 50 kV corresponding to 16.7 kV/cm deflector field.

After 18,000 hours of operation and occasional mainte-
nance, several problem areas were identified. Before assem- -

bling the second kicker, the first modulator was modified to .. .... .... ....
improve the performance, reliability, and remote adjustment .. I...._____~ I
features. These changes were as follows: it

* inexpensive high voltage pulse monitors with fast risetimes
to aid diagnostics and tuning were developed.

gers to each thyratron. T I , ,
* Added saturable ferrite cores in strategic locations to limit _

trigger pulse coupling into the main deflectors and to t II
sharpen the falltime of the pulse. - - T

SAdded clipper diodes to the thyratrons and to the extreme-
ends of the power supply circuits to limit reflection and ' 8FFORE i

undershoot of the pulses.
* Added grounding harnesses to "noisy" portions of the cir- . J

cuit and improved the enclosure to limit radiated interfer- Figure 4. Typi .al field pulse before and after the upgrade.
ence. Peak amplitude is 16.7 kV/cm, horizontal scale 0.5 1s/div.

* Converted the triode filament supplies to DC operation to
stabilize tube gains. the earlier version, an undesirable kick was applied to the beam.

* Improved triode and thyratron air cooling for better drift and Several sets of saturable ferrite inductors and clipper diodes
jitter performance. were connected in various configurations in an attempt to

While using a single kicker, the injected beam was lim- "clean up" the basic waveform. The result was a significantly
ited to slightly less than one turn around the PSR to allow for improved pulse, with the tail and undershoot portion of the field
the finite falltime of the field. The second kicker allowed multi- waveform reduced in amplitude and in time. This equated to a
turn injection by pioviding a kick to the head end of the beam reduction of the erroneous beam deflection to about two percent
pulse already circulating inside the PSR before it passed of the previous value with r rious degradation of the 20 ns
through the first kicker field on its second and third orbits. The falltime. The ferrites also el ainated a small amount of trigger
result of this compensatory kick was to overlap the beam circu- pulse coupling through the thyratron grids to the deflector
lating in the PSR. plates. Previously, this caused a minor disturbance of the flat top
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--- - - iiq,_[I I... .... .... .... ...... ....... .... .... .... ......... .... .... .... ....
F

.. .... ....... .t... ... ..
Figure 5. 1ypical field pulse after the upgrade. Trailing Figure 6. Comparison of the two different kickers. Field
edge expanded to show region of scale 50 ns/div. pulses aligned in time and matched in peak amplitude.

Smaller amplitude central trace is the difference between
of the main deflector pulse for several hundred nanoseconds the two fields (see note in text).
just before the field collapsed.

An improved driver system was incorporated to allow identical shapes. Improvements can be made to this measure-
precision trimming of the firing times of the two thyratrons. A ment by compensating for the individual probe responses.
special high voltage isolating pulse transformer was developed.
This transformer had a loosely coupled primary and a dual core, Il. CONCLUSION
one for each secondary winding. While essentially two trans-
formers in series, this design was adopted since the primary cur- The recent results of the kicker upgrade at SAL have been
rent was inherently the same around both cores. This geometry encouraging. 'Me improved performance of the tandem kicker
helped compensate for the differences caused by stray capaci- system in terms of pulse quality and ease of modulator adjust-
tance and leakage in a two transformer series layout which nor- ment should be adequate for the next series of PSR develop-mentlshouldnbeaadequate for thecnextnseries ofpPrRtdevelop
nially shunt away some of the current. The separated core ments. Additionally, work continues on eliminating the residual
structure had the best success ensuring that the trigger driven undershoot remaining on the pulses. Future investigations will
into each thyratron grid were closely matched in time and focus on correcting the high voltage probe differences, develop-
amplitude. This timing must be tightly controlled to achieve the ing an automatic firing time drift compensator and linking the
highest possible collapse rates and reduce the ripple and over- two kickers with a high level microprocessor controller. This
shoot on the electric field pulse. The driver allowed a single pri- should allow optimization of the relative timings between the
mary trigger pulse to drive both thyratrons while maintaining a two kickers and thus minimize beam disturbances.
relative timing adjustment range of approximately 50 ns. This
was sufficient to compensate for short-term thyratron drift. IV. REFERENCES

As a demonstration of the ability of this new layout to
meet the matching requirements, a measurement was made of
each kicker field and then the resultant waveforms were sub- [1] Curtis B. Figley, "A HIGH SPEED ELECTROSTATICKICKER FOR THE PULSE STRETCHER RING AT
tracted to yield the mismatch (or erroneous) field seen by the SASKATCHEWAN ACCELERATOR LABORATORY,"
circulating beam (see Figure 6). This differential field translates
into undesirable beam deflections. The four high voltage probes Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research, A273,
used to measure the relative voltages on the plates were pp. 59-62, 1988.
matched to 2% in gain and had risetimes of 18 to 25 ns. Even
without correcting the waveforms for probe variations, it
appears that a field of only a few percent of peak exists for two
to three hundred nanoseconds following the discharge. It should
be noted that the first few cycles of the differential waveform
are strongly affected by the alignment of the two falling edges
of the main fields, emphasizing the need for accurate timing and
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PSR SWITCHYARD KICKER SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS

T. W. Hardek
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Mail Stop H852, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Abstract

A switchyard kicker system which allows time sharing of S

beam between the Los Alamos WNR/LANSCE complex Low Inductonce
and other LAMPF users was redesigned as part of the Lood Resistor Trnmission Line

Proton Storage Ring addition. The system consists of two \Fire S(

pulsers providing 1750-ampere, 1-msec pulses to a pair of D

1 neter long ferrite magnets. The system was designed Stwy 22 Section

to operate at 24-Hz maximum repetition rate. In 1986 a
modification was made to the equipment to allow opera-
tion at 40 Hz. While the system operated reliably this
way some difficulties were observed. A desire on the part T
of the users to operate the system at 60 Hz coupled with Duraet Sso

a major system failure led to design changes to load re- Figure 1: Modulator Block Diagram
sistors, drive cables, charging system, and cooling system.
These changes are described along with an analysis of the of a load resistor. Of course the marginal SCR would heal

difficulties encountered with the original hardware. itself before we could find it, so the replacement of the load
resistor was the only corrective action taken. We replaced
the load resistor many times before we finally were able to
find the faulty SCR and replace it. As an interim solution

1 Introduction a high-current fast-acting fuse was inserted in the DC fee-d
line to the charging system and at least this saved the load

A pair of ferrite magnets, each one meter in length and resistor. We also designed a replacement load resistor that

having an aperature of 9.65 cm by 5.25 cm, are used to could handle the entire DC power-supply capacity.
switch beam between the WNR/LANSCE complex and Having experienced trouble running at 60 Hz we did a

other LAMPF experimenters. The magnets are pulsed thorough study of the modulators, which resulted in fairly

to 1750 amperes for 1 msec with a nominal risetime of major system modifications. Our study showed that the

40 psec. A pair of modulators utilizing 22-section pulse- drivw cables were very marginal at 60 Hz, cooling for charg-

forming networks (PFN) provide the current pulse. Fig. ing SCRs was inadequate, and the charging chokes satu-

1 is a block diagram showing the modulator confi-uration rated and overheated. We have replaced the charging

[1]. chokes and drive cables, redesigned the load resistor, rein-

The original specification called for a maximum repeti- stalled the discharge resistor and completely reworked the

tion frequency of 24 Hz, but a desire to send more beam cooling system.

to the WNR/LANSCE users raised the rate to 40 Hz [21.
The PFN is resonantly charged, then an SCR switches cur- 2 Charging System
rent to the magnet. To speed up the charging time the
charge inductor was decreased from 16 inhy to 5 inhy and Fig. 2 is a simplified drawing of the charging system.
the discharge resistor was removed. It was also necessary Charging is initiated by firing Si and terminated by firimg
to add blowers to the ducts carying the drive cables to keep S2. When S2 is fired, the load resistance (0.1 ohm) and a
these cables from overheating. discharge resistor (1 ohm) are shunted across the charging

Attempts to push the repetition rate to 60 Hz resulted in inductor. For 24-Hz operation the L/R discharge time
the marginal failure of a chargig system SCR and the lkss would be 15 ise(. When the system 'Nas modified for 40

0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 ©EEE Hz operation the charging inductor was reduced to 5 iihy
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(the inductor had a 5-mhy tap) and the discharge resis-
tor was jumpered out. For 40-H. operation the discharge
time actually increased to 50 msec, forcing the inductor to
carry a high DC current. This is the source of the core
saturation. Our solution was to replace the charging in-
ductor with one that can handle the DC component and
to insert a small discharge resistor. The present circuit
utilizes a 0.5-ohm discharge resistor and a 5-mhy charging
inductor for a discharge time constant of 10 mnsec.

,E

L S -rc

Figure 4: Charging Inductors

Figure 2: Simplified Charging System Diagram 3 Thansmission Lines

The switchyard kicker pulse modulators are located in a re-
Fig. 3 is a photograph showing the discharge resistor. mote location out of the radiation area where the inagnet.

It consists of a series of 0.04-inch-wall 3/8-inch-diameter reside. Eighty feet of power transmission line connects
stainless steel tubes. With 5 GPM of water flow each the modulators to their magnets. The single-turn ferrite
segment can dissipate 5kW. The tubes are bent back on kicker magnets appear electrically as a 3 uhy inductance
themselves to minimize inductance leaving about 1.6 Ahy with about I milliohnm of series resistance. The magnets
per element; however, in this application low inductance is are pulsed to 1750 amperes with a rise time of about 40
not important. psec. In order to achieve this rate of rise with reason-

able voltages the power transmission lines must have as
low inductance as possible. One does not want to drop
all the voltage in the transmission lines. A multi-layer
parallel-strip line cable was developed to meet this low in-
ductance requirement. The original design called for a
line form,!d from 20 strips of 12-rail copper sheet and elec-
trically (oanected with each strip alternating in polarity
[31. Thi, , zesults in 20 transm iion lines effectively con-
nected i parallel to prov:de a composite line with a high
frequenc,; characteristic impedance of 0.07 ohms and an
inductay ce of 0.28 nhiy per meter. In practice this line
was recnfigured to appear electrically as 6 parallel trans-

. ," mission liaes for a characteristic impedance of 0.23 ,hums
and an i6ductance of 0.9 lhy per meter.

The line was assembled from 1.9-inch-wide copper strips
Figure 3: Discharge Resistor with a piastic insulating jacket bonded to both sides. In-

dividual strips were the,., taped together and am outer
braided acket was slid over. An external layer of rub-
ber tape vas placed over the braid. With this geometry

Fig. 4 shows the charging inductors. Nominal induc- it is important to keep the individual conductors as close
tance is 5 muhy with tap points every 0.5 inhy down to 2 togethit, as possible and many layers of tape were needed
inhy. The core is sized to cary 500 amperes miaximnumn to accomplish this. 450 watts is dissipated in this cable at
DC with a clipped siiusoidal AC component of 200 am- the 24 Hz pulse rate. Thernmal conductivity of the various
peres peak-to-peak covering 14 imsec of a 16.6-insec period layers of tape is quite poor but is adequate for operatiom
(60-Hz repitition rate). at 24 Hz. To operate at 40 liz, blowers were installed at
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the opening of the ducts the cables are fed through, The
cable was very marginal at 60 Hz even with the blowers. i

To provide operation at 60 Hz we have replaced the orig-
inal transmission lines with a modified design. Fig. 5
shows the construction of our new lines. The individually
insulated single conductors have been replaced with pairs
of conductors with a dielectric layer bonded between them
and an insulating layer bonded over the outside surfaces.
Since the individual lines are complete in themselves there
is no real need to insure close spacing. We covered our
lines with a woven plastic mesh which is quite open, allow- 'N

ing good heat transfer to the cooling air. In addition to
removing the thermal barrier we increased the thickness of
the copper strips to 16 thousands of an inch and increased
their width to 2.75 inches. Our 80-foot lines have a char-
acteristic impedance of 0.06 ohnls, a DC resistance of 3.7
nilliohnls, an inductance of 7.7 nhy and a capacitance of
2.2 lfd.

0.016" Copper 0 0ilm eaplSy
2.75" 1d / 0.05 Polyester File Adesive Systm

,I1VZZ71?227 = Figure 6: Load Resistor
/

Strip Line Cwotr Pair 5 Acknowledgements
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SLOW BEAM EXTRACTION EXPERIMENTS AT TARN II

M. Yoshizawa, +A. Ando, K. Chida, *M. Kanazawa, &T. Hattori, H. Muto,
$A. Noda, *K. Noda, M. Tomizawa, J. Yoshizawa and A. Mizobuchi

Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo
Tanashi-city, Tokyo 188, Japan

Abstract attached to the ordinary lattice dipole magnets
as shown in Fig. 1. The horizontal betatronBeam test of a slow extraction system has tune is shifted from 1.70 to 1.6666 .... by

been performed at the injection energy (10 decreasing the field gradients of radially
MeV/u) for a particles n order to study the focusing quadrupole magnets after
feasibility of the system. Beam spill time of 0.7 acceleration. In Table 1 designed hardware
second has been achieved for 3 x 105 extracted equipmen o for the slow extraction system are
particles although the effect of the current listed up. All the equipments have been studied
ripple in the magnet power supplies are off-line beforehand and then are installed into
observed. the ring. In the present paper, their typical

characteristics are briefly described together
I. INTRODUCTION with the recent results of the beam test.

In order to respond to the increasing II. HARDWARE EQUIPMENTS
needs for biomedical research utilizing ion
beams with intermediate energies(several A. Electrostatic Septum (ESS)
hundreds MeV/u), a slow beam extraction
system has been designed and constructed at In order to reduce the beam loss, the first
TARN 11. The system consists of an electrostatic septum is an electrostatic type with a septumseptum(ESS), a magnetic septum(SM), aseptupe magnet ic and treeum pcoils wires made of Re-W alloy 90 .m in diameterstretched with spacing and tensions of 1.25 mm

and 600 g. respectively. The negative high
Scintillation voltage is applied to an electrode made of
Counter f,? -coo titanium opposing to the septum wires with the

Septum Magnet earth potential. Up to now, already a high
S M Q Bvoltage more than 90 kV has been safely

(00 applied for the gap of 10 mm whereas the
designed value is 85 kV for the highest energy.

Bump coil 3 BWith evacuation utilizing a tarbo-molecular
Electrostatic Sextupole Magnet. pump and a Cryogenic pump with pumping
Septum TARN U speeds of 200 l/sec and 1600 l/sec,respectively,
(rEss )  the final end of the vacuum pressure at the

pCoil 2 chamber of the electrostatic septum has
reached 1 x 10- 10 Torr after a baking process.

Transport Line
Bump Coil I

I nj. Table 1
-- System--------------------------------------------------------------

Hardware Equipments for Slow Beam Extraction

yctotron Se\tupole Magnet B"L%,Bp = 0.3015 I/m' (DC mode)
Electrostatic Septum E = 70- 85 kV/cm, L = 1.0 m,

Deflection Angle = 5.8 mrad,Fig. 1 Layout of the slow extraction system of TARN I1. Septum Thickness 0. 15 mm
-------------------------------------------- Sp=tantB=5kL=10m+Research Center for Nuclear Physics, Osaka University SeptDfe iagnet B =5 kG, L 1.0 m.Deflection Angle :85.2 mi-ad,
*National Institute of Radiological Sciences Septum Thickness = 9 mm
&Tokyo Institute of Technology Bunp Coil I Deflection Angle = 5.4 mrad
SPresent Address: Institute for Chemical Research, , 2 =, :-7.1 mrad
Kyoto University 3 , : 7.1 mrad

------------------------------------------------------------------
0-7803-0135-8/91S01, )0 OIEEE
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B. Septum Magnet (SM) 30 _( 704.1.72) q

In order to suppress degassing rate, the
second septum is made of solid iron block IOF:29.9A-28.SA (1.70.. 72)

instead of laminated plates although it assumes IOD:28.A

DC operation. The septum thickness allowable 69.1.73)

for the present case is 9 mm and the current 6"

density in the septum coil amounts to 78 A/mm2  z 29- (1.68..' 338)

for the highest excitation of 5kG. It is found LL (1.668.1.734)
that the temperature rise of the septum coil in

tl air is below 300C for the maximum
excitation current of 2500 A and is well in a
range of practical use. As the insurating
materials for return and septum coils, ceramic
coating and sheets of Kapton are used,
respectively, large degassing rate is 28"
anticipated. However, the end pressure of 2.2 x 0TIME (S) 10

10-10 Torr has been attained at the septum
magnet chamber by evacuation with a turbo- Fig. 3(a) Ramping pattern of radially focusing
molecular pump of pumping speed of 400 I/sec. quadrupole magnets.

C. Sextupole Magnet (SX) BUMP TIMING

As an exciter of the resonance, a
sextupole magnet made of soft iron block is
utilized at the position shown in Fig. 1. The START
needed strength of the sextupole for extraction START

is S (=B"L/Bp) =0.3015 1/m2 (Table 1). The beam 1
life time was measured for various strength of TIME(S) 10 20

the sextupole as shown in Fig. 2. If we assume
the injection and maximum extraction energy Fig. 3(b) Ramping pattern of bump coils.
of 10 MeV/u and 350 MeV/u, respectively, the
ratio of the magnetic rigidity between injection
and maximum energies amounts to 6.4 times and
if the sextupole magnet is DC operated its
strength, S, at the injection energy amounts to
1.9 1/m2 , which is found to lead to a short beam
life as shown in Fig. 2. So the sextupole magnet
is changed to be ramped during acceleration
time of TARN II as long as about 4 sec. ..

B.MAG.2262.7(Gauss) >

RF FRE0IE.:I.iiASI( Iz) .
IOF.29.9(A), IOD,28.7(A)

60.

'U

40 ,

1) t
0-o

0 SEXTUPOLE FIELOjB-uLp] (1imr) Fig. 4 Working line in the tune diagram during the

Fig. 2 Dependence of beam life on the sextupole beam test.
strength.
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III. PROCEDURE OF BEAM EXPERIMENTS current ripple of the power supplies of the
magnets in the lattice. The results presented

As the preliminary test of the slow here are very preliminary ones and further
extraction system, the a beam is extracted at the study is needed to improve the beam spill and
injection energy(10 MeV/u). The field gradient emittance of the extracted beam and so on.
of the radially focusing quadrupole magnets IV. REFERENCES
are reduced after beam injection and RF
capture as shown in Fig. 3(a). In the process,
the operating point in the tune diagram is [1] A. Noda et al., "Slow Beam Extraction System
shifted as shown in Fig. 4. In order to make the of TARN II", Proc. of the 2nd European
beam aperture to be minimum at the entrance Particle Accelerator Conference, pp. 1263-
of the electrostatic septum, three bump coils 1265, Nice, France, 1990.
are excited by the timing as shown in Fig. 3(b). [2] M. Yoshizawa et al., "DC Septum Magnet for
The intensity of the circulating beam in the TARN II", Proc. of the 6th Symp. on
ring decreases corressponding to the timing Accelerator Science and Technology,
when the signals at the scintillation counter set pp.175-177, Tokyo, Japan, 1987.
at the exit of the septum magnet are observed [3] A. Noda et al., "DC Septum Magnet for Beam
(Fig. 5). The output signals from the photo- Extraction", Proc. of the 1989 Particle
multiplier is processed ttlrough the electronics Accelerator Conference, pp. 363-365,
system as shown in Fig. 6 to observe the time Chicago, U.S.A., 1989.
structure of the extracted beam. As is shown in vs =WG 91/ 4/11

Fig. 7, the duration of the extracted beam of the 0. 5ms/ch
intensity of 3 x 10 5 is about 0.7 second although
the beam intensity is modulated from 100% to
0% by 50 Hz due to the presence of large

O. 7s

KlogN ... ,
Circulating Beam

Cursor 2279 1 1139.50 IeY ] 0 cts 409

VFS L=G 91/ 4/i1

d50 u s/ch

Cd

I lOms 9M3

K-N
0 5 10.

Time (sec.) ursor 90 I 4500 keV j , 6

Fig. 5. Time variation of intensities of the circulating Fig. 7 Time structure of the extracted beam.
and extracted beam.

plastic photomultiplie Af fat I-'IrL H.C.S. personall
scintillato dsc. convertecopute

- sart
master trigger -

(M.C.S.: multi-channel scaling module)

rig. 6 Block diagram of the electronics system used for detection of the extracted beam.
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A TRIPLE-ISOTOPE INJECTOR FOR ACCELERATOR MASS
SPECTROMETRY

R. J. Schneider and K. F. von Reden
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543
K. H. Purser

US-AMS Corporation
Topsfield, Massachusetts 01983

Abstract Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. It
has an hemispherical ionizer, through the center

Performance of the newly installed 40 of which the negative ion beam is extracted.
keV negative ion injector for the three isotopes Cesium vapor is stabilized by regulating the
(masses 12,13 and 14) of natural carbon is temperature of both the reservoir and the
discussed. A cesium sputter ion source and an transfer tube closely. The cesium ions are
achromatic arrangement of four dipole magnets accelerated through about 8 kV from the ionizer
with two electric slot lenses is being used, to to thb targt. The graphite sputter targets
achieve minimal aberrations for the injected (containing the samples for analysis) are
beam into a tand, . pressed into 2 mm diameter holes in aluminum

cartridges. A carousel holds 59 of these targets.
I. INTRODUCTION The target changer is operated by DC

servomotors on the high voltage deck. The
As part of the new AMS system built sputtered negative ions emerge through the hole

for the National Ocean Sciences AMS Facility in the ionizer and pass through a 32 kV
[1] at We Js Hole Oceanographic Institution extraction gap, so that the total energy is 40
(Woods Hole. MA) by US-AMS Corporation [2] keV. The acceptance half-angle is 22
(Topsfield, MA), an injector for simultaneous milliradians, limited by an aperture plate at the
acceleration of the three natural isotopes of exit of the source. A cylindrical einzel lens
carbon was designed. The extremely low brings the beam to an object point for the
abundance of carbon- 14 compared io carton- 13 recombinator. There is an insertable Faraday
(times 1010) and carbon-12 (times 1012) makes cup to measure source output.
ratio mass spectrometry difficult. Sequential
measurements are subject to differences in B. Recombinator
beam-loading as well as the usual short-term
tandem accelerator instabilities. The frequently This arrangement of magnetic and
used electrostatic "bouncer" has limited electrostatic elements was optimized by the
efficiency. Since the carbon-13/12 ratio is Toronto group (It is sometimes referred to as a
stable, and varies only slightly from sample to Brown achromat)[3]. Although not the first
sample, simultaneous acceleration of all three application of a recombinator to AMS, this one
isotopes with online measurement of the 13/12 is simple to set up and align, because of the
ratio makes a useful diagnostic indicator of separated functions of the vertically focussing
fractionation effects and other systematic electric slot lenses and horizontally focussing
problems. dipole magnets. The tilt of the horizontal focal

plane with respect to the plane of symmetry.
II. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION due to second order aberrations, is partially

corrected by concave exit faces of the magnet
A. Ion Source poles. As a result, the emerging isotopes should

diverge by no more than 3.7 milliradians, which
The cesium sputter ion source was based is within the acceptance of the accelerator. The

on work by Middleton [2] and is similar in four 450 magnets which make up the
principle to that built by Genus Corporation for spectrometer have 260 mm bending radii for

This work is supported by National Science Foundation Grant OCE-8802509
0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 ©IEEE
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mass 13, 50 mm apertures and normal entrance beams persist for several hours. (Beams as high
and exit angles. The two slot lenses operate at as 200 microamperes are possible, with suitable
20 kV and cause a vertical cross-over at the target material.) The beam spots at the center of
center of the system. They also incorporate the recombinator are 3 mm diameter, so the
vertical steerers. The horizontal separation of mass resolution is about 15%. At the exit of the
the three parallel beams in the mirror plane of recombinator, the beam which is injected into
the recombinator is 19 mm. An aperture plate the accelerator contains 35% mass 12 (12C),
at this location removes mass 15 (NH-) and and 65% mass 13 (12CH, 13C) with a trace of
higher masses. There are no defining apertures mass 14 (12CH2, 13CH and 14C). The total
for mass 12, 13 and 14. A chopper wheel was
introduced at this location to attenuate the mass current at this point is about 2 microamperes.

12 beam by a factor of 85, which makes it The beam diameter is less than 3mm. Use of
approximately equal in intensity to the mass 13 the chopper wheel as an attenuator for the 12C
beam. Faraday cups are inserted to measure the beam does not affect the stability of the
mass 12 in the mirror plane, and at the entrance measured carbon 13/12 ratio, which can be
lens to the accelerator. Insertable flags can measured to one part in a thousand. With no
block the mass 13 and 14 beams for testing attenuator, the transmission of a 13C beam
purposes. switched through the three separate trajectories

of the injector showed equal transmission. The
III. PERFORMANCE first injector has been operational with the rest

of the AMS system at Woods Hole since early
A good vacuum in the ion source is 1991.

necessary for low backgrounds. We use a 400 A second injector leg is now under
L/s turbopump which keeps the pressure below construction, and is expected to be operational
2 x 10-6 Tort. In addition, a 150 L/s turbo is in mid-1991. Figure 1 shows the complete dual
located at the center of the recombinator. A leg injector. A switching magnet is used to
fully loaded target wheel takes at least an hour select the injector.
to outgas. At the exit of the source, total
currents of nearly a milliampere are seen. At the
center of the recombinator, we typically obtain
40 to 50 microamperes of analyzed mass 12
beam (before attenuation) from our graphite
targets, which contain 2 mg of carbon; these

Ti

, " ' '" 'I

Figure 1. The dual-leg injector, with two recombuiators, two ion sources and a switching magnet. The
two ion sources are separated by 3.5 meters.
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BEAM INDUCED HEATING OF FERRITE MAGNETS*

W.K. van Asselt and Y.Y. Lee
AGS Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, NY 11973

ABSTRACT period without circulating beam. At the
beginning of that shutdown, it was seen

Alerted by impedance measurements that the vacuum decreases by an order of
of ferrite kicker magnets[l] and by magnitude and that it increases again
apparent beam induced pressure increase when the AGS resumed running. Measure-
in the neighborhood of window frame ments of beam impedance of ferrite mag-
kicker magnets, bench measurements of nets[l] led to the assumption that the
magnet heating have been done. They ferrite is outgassing due to beam
confirmed the necessity of interrupting induced heating.
the ferrite yoke. Another method, which
can be applied for existing magnets, To investigate this phenomena
will be described. further, a bench measurement was set up

in which an rf power amplifier (ENI
OBSERVATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS A-500) was used to simulate the beam.

Ferrite bricks (C2050), similar to the

Figure 1 shows a vacuum scan in ones in the kicker magnets, were stacked
the AGS at the A-10 straight section, to form a one-foot long window frame
where window frame kicker magnets are magnet with 8" x 5" outside and 6" x 3"
located. The scan was taken during a inside dimensions and the power ampli-
high intensity running period and fier was connected via a copper rod
includes a scheduled maintenance shut- through the magnet into a dummy load.
down. The horizontal line indicates the The transmitted current was monitored

with a current transformer. The temper-
ature of the ferrite bricks was measured

Ia -with thermocouples. Figure 2 shows the
temperature of the ferrite as a function
of time after the power amplifier was
turned on for two different frequencies.
The starting temperatures are slightly
different, reflecting that the curves
were obtained on different days. The

10"7 "heating of the ferrite is seen to
increase strongly with frequency. Espe-
cially the behavior at the higher
frequency explains the observed pressure
rise in the vicinity of the kicker mag-
net in the AGS, since Fourier analysis
of the circulating beam shows that all

1028 " harmonics of the rf frequency show up in
0 2 q 6 8 10 12 the spectra.

DAYS

The measurements have been
Figure 1. Vacuum scan at A-1O straight repeated for the case in which the fer-

section in the AGS ring rite yoke has been interrupted by a 1 mm

*Work performed under the auspices of
the U.S. Department of Energy.

0-7803-0135-891$1.00 ©IEEE 881



copper sheet as a diamagnetic barrier in With a current of 3.5 A at 12 MHz,
the magnetic path. Even with a current the experiment was repeated. A tempera-
of 3.5 A at 12 MHz through the magnet ture increase of 4C was observed after
for many hours, no temperature change of a period of 8 hours. Apparently some
the ferrite has been observed, flux leaks around the short circuit.

Nevertheless, since the test showed so
much improvement and since a shorted
coil can be installed so easily on the
existing magnets, it was decided to
install shorted coils in the symmetry

1,4 A 12...z plane of the kicker magnets in the AGS
SO during the summer shutdown of 1989,

Figure 3 shows a vacuum scan similar to
Figure 1 during the high intensity run

60 following the installation of the

T -shorted coils on the kicker magnets. It
(00 /is seen that there is still interaction
40 between the beam and the vacuum, but it

should be noted that the operating pres-

sure in the AGS improved by an order of
20 magnitude, thereby significantly

increasing the sensitivity for outgass-
ing.

0
2 4 6 8 10-7i

HOURS

Figure 2. Temperature of ferrite as a
function of time at two rf
frequencies.

Another way to prevent flux being 10-8-S

coupled into the ferrite is to wrap a
shorted coil around the ferrite yoke.
Such a coil will generate a current such
that the next flux remains zero to ful-
fill the boundary condition, that there
cannot be any voltage drop across the
short circuit. Actually due to the 10-9

finite resistance of such a coil, some c 2 4 6 8 10 12

residual flux may flow. With R the DAYS

resistance of the coil and L the induc-
tance of the magnet, it can be shown Figure 3. Vacuum scan during high
that with a current I x sin (wt) in the intensity running after
primary winding, the induced current in installation of shorted
the coil is within the limit wL >> R: turns.

I x [R/wL cos (wt) + sin (wt). The ferrite (CMD5005), which has
been selected for all the fast kicker

For the magnets under investigation, the magnets for the AGS Booster, has good
contribution to the flux due to this vacuum properties and a high permeabil-
effect is negligible. ity. A sample of the ferrite was
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obtained and tested in a similar way. of many hours. Under the same condi-
Figure 4 gives the temperature measure- tions, a temperature rise of 1-2 degrees
ment for a current of 1 A at three dif- was measured at the end of a 5-hour
ferent frequencies. It is seen that in period for the case of a shorted coil.
all three cases, the surface temperature
of the ferrite rises to above 1200C, CONCLUSIONS
which is so close to the Curie tempera-
ture of the ferrite that the magnetic To reduce the impedance to the
properties of the ferrite will have beam, a diamagnetic barrier in window
changed drastically. Although the frame ferrite magnets has proven to be
dimensions of the sample were different, very effective and it is shown that it
4" x 4" outside and 2" x 2" inside, the is necessary for two other reasons;
higher permeability leads to al namely, for maintaining the quality of
increased sensitivity for induced heat- the vacuum and for preserving the mag-
ing. netic properties of the ferrite.

Equipping window frame magnets
with a shorted coil, which can be
executed rather easily on existing mag-
nets, has been shown to serve the same

120 -- purpose, although not as effectively as
12 M H Hz the diamagnetic barrier,

100 4 14H REFERENCE

[1] F. Voelker, G. Lambertson, Proc.
80. 1989 PAC, p. 851.

T
(C IRMS 1A
60

40

20

10 20 30 40 50

MINUTES

Figure 4. Temperature measurement
for a current of 1 A at
three different rf
frequencies.

With the sample CMD5005 ferrite,
the tests with the copper interruption
and the shorted coil have been done.
With the copper interruption, no tem-
perature rise has been detected with a
current of 2 A at 8 MHz during a period
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On-line Correction of Aberrations in Particle Spectrographs

M. Berz, K. Joh, J. A. Nolen
Department of Physics and Astronomy and

National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory,

B. M. Sherrill and A. F. Zeller
National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory,

Michigan State University, East Lansing, Mi 48824

Abstract trajectory of the particle. This information can be used
both for the numerical correction of the quantities of inter-

A new method is presented that allows the reconstruction est, but it also reveals additional properties like the initial
of trajectories and the on-line correction of residual aber- angle, which is of course of interest in the study of many
rations that limit the resolution of particle spectrographs. nuclear processes.
Using a computed or fitted high order transfer map that In the past such trajectory reconstruction techniques
describes the uncorrected aberrations of the spectrograph were quite involved, often requiring extensive ray tracing
under consideration, it is possible to determine a pseudo and the storage of large arrays of ray data and extensive
transfer map that allows the computation of the corrected interpolation. In this paper, we present a rather direct
data of interest as well as the reconstructed trajectories and efficient method based on differential algebraic (DA)
in terms of position measurements in two planes near the techniques.
focal plane. In recent years we have shown that maps of particle op-

The technique is only limited by the accuracy of the po- tical systems can be computed to much higher orders than
sition measurements and the accuracy of the transfer map. previously possible using DA methods [3, 4, 5, 6]. Further-
In practice the method can be expressed as an inversion of more, the techniques also allow the accurate treatment of
a pseudo transfer map and implemented in the differential very complicated fields that can be treated only approxi-
algebraic framework. The method will be used to correct mately otherwise. In our particular case, these include the
residual high aberrations in the S800 spectrograph which fringe fields of the large aperture magnets required for such
is under construction at the National Superconducting Cy- particle spectrographs. So for the first time there is now
clotron Laboratory at Michigan State University. the possibility to really compute all the aberrations that

comprise a modern high resolution spectrograph without

1 Introduction having to rely on tedious ray tracing.
On the practical side this requires high order codes for

the computation of highly accurate maps for realistic fields.
Efficient modern high-resolution mass spectrographs usu-
ally offer rather large phase space acceptances. One such The new code COSY INFINITY [7, 8, 9,101 allows such
spectrograph is the S800 currently under construction at computations in a very powerful language environment. It
Michigan State University's National Superconducting Cy- also has extensive and general optimization capabilities,
clotron Laboratory [1, 2]. Such large acceptance high res- supports interactive graphics and provides ample power
olution spectrographs usually require a careful consider- for customized problems, and it provides all the necessary
ation and correction of aberrations. But because of the tools for efficient trajectory reconstruction.
large phase space acceptance, effects of rather high orders In the next section, we will discuss an important algo-
contribute. This makes the correction process often con- rithm for this task, the inversion of transfer maps. Section
siderably more difficult and complex, and sometimes even 3 outlines the use of map inversion techniques for the pur-
prevents a complete correction of aberrations in the con- poses of trajectory reconstruction. Section 4 provides an

outlook for the practical application in connection with theventional sense.

It is often possible to circumvent or at least alleviate S800 spectrograph.
these problems by using additional information about the
particles. In particular, one often measures not only their 2 Inversion of Transfer Maps
final position but also their final angle by means of a sec-
ond detector. With this additional information it is to At the core of the operations that follow is the need to
some degree possible to retroactively construct the whole invert transfer maps in their DA representation. Though

*Supported in Part by the U S. National Science Foundation, at first glance this appears like a very difficult problem,
Grant Number PHY 89-13815 we will see that indeed there is a rather elegant and closed
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algorithm to perform this task.
We begin by splitting the map An into its linear and

nonlinear parts:

A. = A,. + A2. (1)

Furthermore, we write the sought for inverse as Mn.

A-  = Mn (2)

Composing the functions, we obtain

(Ai + A2 ) o M = E.

A, o M, = En - A2n o Mn :"

M. = A-" o (En - A2no M.-). (3) Figure 1: The vertical layout of the S800 spectrograph

Here "o" stands for the composition of maps. In the
last step use has been made of the fact that knowing Mn- zero terms vanish because of midplane symmetry. (xd) is
allows us to compute A2n oMn. The necessary computation maximized in spectrograph design, and (a,a) cannot vanish
of AF" is a linear matrix inversion, in an imaging system because of symplecticity. In fact, to

Equation (3) can now be used in a recursive manner to reduce the effect of the finite size entrance slit, (x,x) is
compute the Mi order by order. minimized within the constraints, and so (a,a) = 1/(x,x)

is also maximized.

3 Trajectory Reconstruction Because of symplecticity, (y,y)(b,b)-(y,b)(b,y) = 1, and
so we obtain for the total determinant of S:

The result of the computation of the transfer map of the
system allows us to relate final quantities to initial quan- ISI = (x, d). (a, a) $ 0, (6)
tities and parameters. In our case, the relevant quantities
are the positions in z and y directions as well as the mea- besides being nonzero, the size of the determinant is also
sures of slopes p,/po, Py/PO and the energy of the particles a good measure of the quality of the spectrograph: the
under consideration. Usually the initial z, which is deter- larger the better.
mined by the target thickness or a subsequent slit, is kept So certainly the linear matrix is invertible, and accord-
small to provide a minimal entrance width. So the final ing to the last section, this entails that the whole nonlinear
positions and slopes are primarily determined by the en- map S is invertible to arbitrary order, and thus it is possi-
ergy, and to higher orders also by the initial y position and ble to compute the initial quantities of interest to arbitrary
the initial slopes, order.

In the full transfer map we now set z, to zero and con- A closer inspection of the algorithm shows that in each
sider the following submap: iteration, the result is multiplied by the inverse of the lin-

ear matrix S. Since the determinant of this inverse is the(X (a, inverse of the original determinant and is thus quite small,
a1  S , I (4) this entails that the originally large terms in the nonlinear

If b Jpart of the original map are more and more suppressed. So
b/ d clearly even with trajectory construction, the original in-

This map relates the quantities which can be measured vestment in the quality of the spectrograph, which is deter-
in the two planes to the quantities of interest. The map mined by its dispersion and its x demagnification, directly
S is not a regular transfer map, and in particular its lin- influences the quality of the trajectory reconstruction.
ear part does not-have to be a priori invertible. In a well
designed particle spectrograph, the linear part has the fol-
lowing form: 4 The Correction of Aberrations

Xf0 0 0 * iin Spectrographs
aj * 0 0 * b, (5) The proposed superconducting magnetic spectrograph, the

s m is * *a 0 b S800 [11 shown in fig. 1, for the National Superconducting
Cyclotron Laboratory will allow the study of heavy ion

where a star denotes an entry that is not zero. Since the reactions with magnetic rigidities of up to 1.2 GeV/c. It
system is imaging, clearly (x,a) vanishes, and all the other will have an energy resolution uf one part in 10000 with t
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Table 1: The S800 Spectrograph References
[1] J. Nolen, A.F. Zeller, B. Sherrill, J. C. DeKamp, and

Drift I = 60 cm J. Yurkon. A proposal for construction of the S800
Quad I = 40 cm, Gina. = 21 T/m , d = .01 m spectrograph. Technical Report MSUCL-694, Na-
Drift 1 = 20 cm tional Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory, 1989.
Quad I = 40 cm, Gina = 6.8 T/m, d = .02 m
Drift I = 50 cm [2] L. H. Harwood A. F. Zeller, J A. Nolen and E. Kashy.

Dipole r = 2.6667 m, Bma. = 1.5T, 4 = 75 deg, The MSU 1.2 GeV/c spectrograph. In Workshop
(I = 0 deg, ( 2 = 30 deg on High Resolution, Large Acceptance Spectrometers,

Drift I = 140 cm ANL/PHY81-2. Argonne National Laboratory, 1982.
Dipole r = 2.6667 m, Bmaz = 1.5T, 0 = 75 deg, [3] M. Berz. Arbitrary order description of arbitrary par-

cl = 30 deg, e2 = 0 deg ticle optical systems. Nuclear Instruments and Meth-
Drift I = 257.5 cm ods, A298:426, 1990.

[4] M. Berz. Differential Algebraic description of beam
dynamics to very high orders. Particle Accelerators,
24:109, 1989.

large solid angle of about 20 msr and an energy acceptance
of about 10 percent. (5) M. Berz. Differential Algebraic treatment of beam

dynamics to very high orders including applications

The spectrograph will be used in connection with the to spacecharge. AlP Conference Proceedings, 177 275,

new K1200 Superconducting Cyclotron for beams of pro- 1988.

tons up to Uranium with energies of 2 to 200 MeV/u. It [6] M. Berz. Differential Algebraic description and anal-
will provide unique opportunities for research in various ysis of trajectories in vacuum electronic devices in-
areas, including the study of giant resonances, charge ex- eluding spacecharge effects. IEEE Transactions on
change, direct reaction studies and fundamental investiga- Electron Devices, 35-11:2002, 1988.
tions of nuclear structure (11].

[7] M. Berz. COSY INFINITY Version 3 reference man-

The S800 consists of two superconducting quadrupoles ual. Technical Report MSUCL-751, National Su-

and two 75 degree dipoles with y-focusing edge angles. Ta- perconducting Cyclotron Laboratory, Michigan State
ble 1 lists the parameters of the system. The settings of the University, East Lansing, MI 48824, 1990.

quadrupoles shown here correspond to particles of 193.04 [8] M. Berz. Computational aspects of design and sim-
MeV, mass 100 and charge 50. Standard optics notation ulation: COSY INFINITY. Nuclear Instruments and
is used. Methods, A298:473, 1990.

After a careful measurement of the crucial fringe fields of [9] M. Berz. COSY INFINITY, an arbitrary order general
the dipoles, we will be using COSY to determine the high purpose optics code. Computer Codes and the Linear
order properties of the map of the spectrograph. The com- Accelerator Community, Los Alamos LA- 11857-C. 137,
putation of the map S from the resulting transfer map can 1990.
be performed directly within the COSY environment, and
so can the inversion of the map S. Altogether, a correction [10] M. Berz. COSY INFINITY. In Proceedings 1991 Par.
map S is found, the nonlinearity of which is determined by
the nonlinearity of the original map and the quality in the [11] N. Anantaraman and B. Sherrill, Editors. Proceed-
spectrograph measured by (x,d)/(x,x). It is anticipated ings of the international conference on heavy ion
that the correction map can be used for an on line deter- research with magnetic spectrographs. Technical
mination of the relevant data without having to store the Report MSUCL-685, National Superconducting Cy-
raw two plane position measurements. clotron Laboratory, 1989.

In closing we would like to note that the method can also
be employed for spectrographs for which no sufficient field
measurements are known. To this end, one has to performl
experimental ray tracing and fit the resulting data with
a polynomial type transfer map. Also in this case, the

wersion can be done in the map picture resulting in a
rather compact representation of the data necessary for
correction.
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THE ELETTRA LINAC TO STORAGE RING TRANSFER LINE

D. Einfeld*) and R. Richter**)
*)FacDbochschule Ostfriesland, Constantiaplatz 4, 2970 Emden, FRG

JSincrotrone Trieste, Padriciano 99, 34012 Trieste, Italy

ABSTRACT 4) the injection section between point C and injection point I
with a deflection angle p at point C.

The injection system for the ELETTRA storage ring is a full
energy linac. It will be located underground outside the storage II. MAGNETIC STRUCTURE OF TRANSFER LINE
ring so as not to interfere with the experimental area. It will be
constructed and operated in two stages: 1.5 GeV (for initial user The magnetic structures at points A and B are given by the requi-operation) and 2 GeV (for final operation) with the option of rement of an achromatic arc, which consists of two bending
conversion for positrons in a later stage. To obtain a small beam magnets (angle p) with a quadrupole in between. For the mat-
size as well as to implement many of identical elements, the thi ng e eta quadrupole n between
transfer line exist of 4 achromatic arcs, three in the horizontal ching of the beta-functions, 4 quadrupoles are needed between

and ne n te veticl drecion.Themathingbeteenthe the achromatic arc at point A and the 2 GeV-linac . In order toand one in the vertical direction. The matching between the get small physical dimensions of the magnets, it was choosen to
achromatic arcs is performed with triplet- and FODO-systems. have a high magnetic induction (1.5 T) within the bendingThe longest transfer line (1.5 GeV) with a length of 103m needs magnet and a maximum gradient of 22 T/m within the quadrupo-
30 quadrupoles, 7 bending magnets and 34 steerer magnets. The le.
largest beam size obtained throughout the transfer line is +/- 12
mm for electrons and +/- 17 mm for positrons. To get 95 % of The distance between the points A and B in the horizontal secti-particles (2 GeV-positrons) through the transferline and conside- on is roughly 40 m. With the conditions at the end and the
ring misalignment errors, the aperture of the magnetic elements beginning of the arcs, one has to perform between both points ahas to be +/- 25 mm. 1:1 image because in the vertical and horizontal direction the

same beta functions exist. The matching can be done with a
1. INTRODUCTION triplet-, doublet- or FODO-structure [2]. The FODO-structure

has the advantage of having the smallest number of quadrupoles,
the lowest gradients and the fact that both quadrupoles are iden-The injection systems commonly used for second and third tical. The matching to the adjacent achromatic arcs at points A

generation synchrotron light sources consist of a preaccelerator and B can be done with two quadrupoles of opposite sign but
and a booster synchrotron. At Sincrotrone Trieste, a full energy with the same excitation. Consequently, for powering the qua-linac (2 GeV) is now adapted, instead of the previous linac- drupoles between the points A and B, only two power supplies
booster injection system [1], in order to use the lin not only for are needed. To get a higher degree of flexibility three have beeninjection but also for other purposes [1]. The first design of the taken.
transfer line [2],[3] was accomplished without any knowledge To bridge the space of roughly 33 meters between the 1.5 GeVabout the magnets steerers and monitors. Now all these parts are linac and the achromatic arc at point A in the linac-section, thedesigned and the final structure of the whole transfer line is same FODO-structure is used as in the horizontal one. Hence,
fixed. identical cells can be used at each side of point A. This means

that most of the quadrupoles will have the same excitation andThe emittance for the electron beam from the linac is e (1.5 GeV, only two power supplies are necessary to power them. This
80%) = 0.136 pi*mm*mrad and the energy spread is dp/p (1.5 should be very helpful during commissioning.
GeV,68%) = 0.735 % [4]. This means that the cross section of the
beam in the transfer line is mainly given by the energy spread, The vertical section has the task to translate the beam height
hence, the deflection of the beam at the different points of the to the storage ring level. An achromatic arc for this purposetransfer line has to be performed with achromatic arcs. This has is bul utoagnets, wt acdefletio ane p eh, oneptoto b unerlied f aconvrsaionto psitonstake plce, is built up of two magnets, with a deflection angle p each, one to
to be underlined if a conversation to positrons takes place, bring the beam up, the other to bend the beam to the storage ring
because the emittance and the energy spread increase to e (1.5 level. In such a structure, one needs at least two quadrupolesGeV, 80%) = 2.6 pi*mm*mrad and dp/p (1.5 GeV, 95%) = 1.95 between the bending magnets to obtain an achromatic are [4].
% [5]. For matching reasons and in order to get a good flexibility, a

quadrupole in the middle of the arc has to be added. This qua-
According to the design requirements [2],[3], the structure of the drupole affects only the beta functions but not the dispersion
transfer line (see figure 1) consists of 4 parts: function.

1) the linac section between the end of the linac and the point To decrease the contribution of the energy spread to the beam
A, where a horizontal deflection of 2p has to be taken to size, the dispersion function has to be as small as possible. Onbend the beam to the inner side of the storage ring from the other hand, for matching reasons, the beta functions in the
which the injection takes place. vertical and horizontal plane should not exceed 25 m/rad at the

2) the horizontal section between the points A and B, with a ends of the arcs and the difference between both should be as
horizontal deflection angle p at point B to deflect the beam large as possible. These requirements can only be met by using
to the storage ring direction. five quadrupoles within the vertical section. These 5 quadrupoles

are powered by three power supplies because of the symmetry
3) the vertical section between the points B and C where the about the midplane.

vertical deflection at the points V and W with a deflection To make a dispersion free injection, an ahromatic arc between
angle p and -p is performed in order to translate the beam the last bending magnet (point C) and the injection point I has toto the level and the neighbourhood of the storage ring be build uo. too. For the long distance between the bending

0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 ©IEEE
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magnet at point C and the injection septum, three quadrupoles
are needed. At the end of the transfer line, a matching of the beta 50- I

functions has to be performed to the values of the storage ring at
the injection point. In order to get a smaller bump of the kickers, - .
it might be worthwhile making a matching to bx = 4 m [1]. 2E 40 Figure 2 - - ,
Furthermre, the injectin efficiency is aso a function of the
injected beam size and, therefore, the injection section of the ......... D
transfer line must have a high degree of flexibility. Thus, it . D
should be possible to match the phase space of the injected beam - 30, ;
in the x- and y-direction to beta values between 2 m/rd and 10 .
mlrad. To get this high flexibility, one needs at least three quads ' \
between the vertical section and the bending magnet at point C C,20 j , ,
and three more quadrupoles between C and injection point I. . ',, ',

Thestructureof the transfer line is given in figure 1. Considering L 10- ,'
togetherall the bending magnets, a total deflection of 180 degree "
could be performed and with 30 quadrupoles the transfer line has . ,' , I,,
twice as many quadrupoles as in the designed booster synchro- 0-
tron [1].

-10 , I,
III. LATTICE FUNCTIONS AND BEAM SIZES 0 20 40 60 80 100

The lattice functions of the whole "ELETTRA Linac to Storage Length [m]
Ring Transfer Line" are given in figure 2. The beam sizes for a 14 - I I
1.5 GeV electron and positron beam (95 % of particles) are given
in figure 3 and 4. The largest beta functions in the transfer line
are 35 to45 m/rid; these are relatively small values for a transfer _12 Figure 3a: electrons
line and, therefore, gradient errors in the quads don't affect the
beam sizes very much. The dispersion functions rise in the arc at E 10"
points A and C as well as in the vertical section to values of 0.8 E aL... .

These large values, in combination with the energy spread, lead 8 Y
to the prominent peaks of the beam envelopes in the transfer b,

line: in the middle of the achromatic arc at point A, in the verti- 6 it
cal section at the positions of the quadrupoles and in the injection .
section at the position of the quadrupole again. According to the
particles, there exist beam sizes of 13 to 19 mm at these points. 0 4"
nthe other parts of the transfer line, the beam sizes are roughly ,

2 mm (electrons) and 7-10 mm (positrons). In accordance with 0
these values, an elliptical aperture (20mm * 30mm) at the disper- L 2 , , , -,-

sion region was chosen and a round aperture of 20 mm in the . *

dispersion free regions. With these apertures, and taking into 0
account misalignement errors, it should be possible to get an 0
overall efficiency of 95% within the transfer line. 0 20 40 60 80 100

Length [m]

[1] ELETRA Conceptional Design Report, April 1989 20 1 I

[2] D.Einfeld, 'The Transfer Line from 1.5 GeV Linac to Figure 3b: positrons
Storage Ring', Sincrotrone Trieste Report: STIM-90/1 Figure 3 t

[3] D.Einfeld and F.Iazzourene, 'The ELEITRA Linac to ___ ",_,
Storage Ring Transfer Line', EPAC 90, Proceedings of the - 15 . ,
2nd EUROPEAN PARTICLE ACCELERATOR 2
CONFERENCE, Nice, France, June 1990, pp 1294-1297 E

[4) G.D.Aurio and A.Massarotti, Private Communication b
[5) ESRF Foundation Phase Report, Grenoble, France, 1987
[61 D.Tronc, Private Communication b 10,

IIi , , i i h

Figure 1: Magnetic structure of the ELETRA Linac to L.

Storage Ring Transfer Line. 0 ,

LL.

Figure 2: Lattice functions within the ELETIRA Linac to 0 1 11 ainsma, anur-iva
Storage Ring Transfer Line. 0 2 4 6 8 1000 20 40 60 80 100

Length [m]

Figure 3: Beam sizes within the ELEMIRA Linac to Storage
Ring Transfer Line for a 1.5 GeV beam and including
95% of particles (3a: electrons, 3b: positrons).
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Test and Calibration Beams at the
Superconducting Super Collider

Frank Stocker, Howard Fenker, and Ron Schailey
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory*

2550 Beckleymeade Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75237

Abstract reasons the 2 TeV beam will be constructed later since it
requires an approximately 8000' tunnel to bring it to theDevelopment and operation of the research detectors at location of the MEB closer to the surface, not to speak of

the Super Collider will require extensive testing and thca tion ender ao the same
calibration. This will be done by exposing the detector the many additional benders and quadrupoles. For thesame
elements to controlled sources of particles similar to those reason we would build only three of the six forseen 200
which will be encountered when the experiments are talc.g GeV beams in a first phase, see Fig. 2. Here we present a
data. The SSC Lab is designing a test beam facility to meet the study of a possible minimal switchyard for three 200 GeV
needs of the proposed experiments using beam extracted from test beams which has the potential of accomodating a
one or more of the booster accelerators in the SSC complex. In
this report we describe the beam requirements and the future 2 TeV beam. This layout deviates from earlier
transport, targeting, and civil systems needed to provide them. scenarios as e.g. described in [1,21. This design however

gives us a measure of our flexibility in test beam
I. INTRODUCTION

Calibration

Development and operation of the research detectors at 2A0 GV Hll2 TeV CT Target ,,.,

the Super Collider will require extensive testing and on site Ta Taret B
calibration possibilities over a wide energy range. Todays MB Sl Li S2 L2 _.C
precision measurments of jets as well as single particles " -I-
dictates calibration frem as low as 1 GeV/c2 up to the . E Futuro
highest possible energies. Such a dynamic range can not be F ugrade

covered by a single test beam. The arrangement of the L 1700'
Medium Energy Booster (MEB) and the High Energy _ _,_34W0_ ___7___
Booster (HEB) of the accelerator complex of the SSC I +0- 21
provides a possibility to extract two primary beams of 200 6100' I
GeV/c and 2 TeV, respectively, and to bring them to a I FI
common switchyard as shown in Fig. 1. For financial Fig. 2 Test Beam Footprint

geometry. The footprint is so that it may be "duplicated"
across the indicated (dashed) symmetry line in Fig. 2
resulting in a total of six 200 GeV beams ond two 2 TeV

- beams. Dropping one of the planned three 2 TeV beams as
in [1,2] reduces the lateral dimensions of the calibrationi ... hall and results in major savings of civil construction
costs. The 2 TeV beams would lie on top of the middle

Z ' 600 Target cal. hail 200 GeV secondary beams providing the bigger separation
._... liEs of the test stations to cope with the wider muon cone. The

presented footprint and layout is only one of several studied
scenarios based on the accelerator layout known at that

WO Itime. The actual layout will emerge as soon as the
0 5M 1000 15000 20000

oistance in reet accelerator elevations and locations will be frozen.

Fig. 1 Elevation View II. LAYOUT

Early in the design it became apparent that the main
cost driver is real estate. We therefore tried to minimize the*Operated by Universities Research Association under rqie otg fbaln ahrta h ubro

contract with the U.S. Department of Energy. required footage of beamline rather than the number of
components like benders and septa. The presented

0-7803-0135-8/9101.00 ©IEEE
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switchyard is, however, not the shortest possible one for E9. SECONDARY BEAMS
200 GeV, but the shortest one which allows for a 2 TeV
upgrade. A detailed analysis of the civil construction A wide band beam approach has been chosen. Such a
requirements however dictated a stretch of the primary beam at Fermilab [4] has an excellent electron yield as well
beamline in order to put the calibration hall as well as ".- as a high hadron flux.
target hall at locations minimizing the large excavations.
This layout also optimizes the part of the switchyard which 25- 25
can be constructed by cut and cover rather than by
exprisive tunneling. -15

The muon shielding requires a certain minimal
distance of the calibration hall from the target. CASIM [3] X 
simulations indicate 1700' for the 200 GeV beam and 2700' __.. _ _ _... • 5
for the 2 TeV beam in order to have a maximum muon . -,%"
flux of 150 kHzIm2 as requested by the experinmental
community. The target hall however represents an ]
impoant cost driver and we studied a possible scenario -15
with a common target hall (dubbed "CT" in Fig. 2). This
represents a compromise between particle yield at low -25
energy and increased muon background for the 2 TeV 0 500 1000 1500
running. Distance (Ft)

The a&ve mentioned muon background also drives
the distance between the individual calibation bays in the Fig 3 Switchyard Beam Envelope for 200 GeV/c
calibration hall. For 200 GeV this distance becomes Beam (3 Sigma)
smaller than what is required by purely mechanical and
practical requirements (approx. 30). The dimensions of the
calibration hall have a great influence on the overall costs. A triplet system a , -s a flux gathering system 150'
We therefore decided to restrict the number of 2 .:eV beams downstream 4d the target. It provides a point to parallel
to a maximum of two, one at "B" and "E" (see Fig. 2) imaging. The same enclosure contains the first dipole of
respectively (The muon c ne for 2 TeV is much wider). the double ' ".eg system which provides muon shielding

Care was taken during the design of t,. footprint to from the proak .,)n target. A bend angle of 6 mr allows for
group as many beam elements as possible in ordtr to reasonable rep' , -,."e and and for good momentum
minimize the number of magnet enclosures ,-7d to shorten measurement.
cable runs. Exactly halfway between the target and the calibration

Potential fire hazard and serviceability (f the power hall are the next two magnets of the dogleg structure, The
supplies requires them to be located above ground, rather momentum bite and beam intensity may be vari" with a
than in the tunnel. To distribute the power, as well as variable aperture collimator sitting in the same enclosure.
cooling water to the magnets, a number of utility shafts of An enclosure in front of the calibration hall contains
5' diameter is foreseen along the tunnel, the last dog leg magnet and a triplet focusing the beam on

The split ratio is adjusted by physically moving the the experimental target.
septa bank through the beam. The ratio is given by the The beam is never momentum dispersed when it
relative amount of beam that lies to either side of the passes through a triplet and has, therefore, a large
wires. The septa run at 45 kV/cm, some 90% of their acceptance of about 6 psr%.
maximum field, to allow trouble free operation. Care has All of the secondary vacuum lpipe between the
to be taken in the design of the beam optics so that the enclosures is- direct buried stainless steel pipe of 16"
beam is wide at the location o, the septa. This prevents diameter.
damaging of the wires, reduces sc 'tering and facilitates the
adjustment of the splitting ratio.

The beam transport is done with quadrupole doublets. IV. YIELDS AND BACKGROUND
Twelve quads are needed to transport the 3 beams and take
care of constraints like magnet apertures and beam size at Particle yields were determined using parametrizations
the septa. No quads are placed downstream of th,. splitting of Atherton et al. [61 and taking into accot nt the beamline
station. This would iefocus the beam and therefore cancel efficiency by using DECAY TURTLE [5]. Fig. 4 shows
the (small) separation. expected pion rates for IEI 1 incident protons assuming a 1

Fig. 3 shows the beam enve!oe.
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interaction length Be target. The required rates are easily sufficient to yield approximately 104 Hz/m 2. For the 2
reached for most of the momenta except for the lowest ones TeV beam with a common target hall the shortened
where decay in the secondary beam line introduces a secondary beamline results in a flux of over 150 kHz/m 2.
cutoff.Below 3 GeV/c, it is difficult to achieve rates of 100 The results shown are for the sweeping plane which
Hz. explains the dip in the curves.

The muon contamination of the pion beam is in the
order of 2-3 % over most of the momentum range.

101 108

104 -103

EE

101 101

101 .. . . . . . . . . ,10'
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140160 180200 -40 -20 0 20 40

Momentum (GOeVc) x (feet)

Fig. 4 Pion Rata as a Fuvction of Secondary Momentum, Fig. 6 Muon Flux Density at 1600' from the Target for 10"
assuming 10"1 Pimary Protons/sec Protons/sec

Elmtron yields, seo Fig. 5, fall sharply for higher
momeata. For a primary momentum of 200 GeV/c the rate We would like to thank R. Stefanski, A. Malensek,
drops below 100Hz above 150 GcV/c. Should the primary J. Bensinger and G. Kalbfleisch for many helpful
miomentm be reduced to eg. 180 GeV/c the rate at 150 discussions and J. Bull for providing shielding calculations
GeV would drop to a couple of Hz. This shows the as well as R. Hoffman for civil construction analysis.
importance of preserving the possibility of ramping the
primary beam to 200 GeV/c.
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Abstract

The results of the upgrade to the 750-keV H+ transport at harmonics, a transport tune for uniform beam size, and a good
LAMPF are reported. The transport takes the beam from the match to the linac. Also, the beam size needs to be kept
exit of the 750-kV column to the entrance of the 201-MHz constant in time throughout the 1 millisecond beam pulse,
drift tube linac. Components of the transport are used to bunch otherwise there will be an effective emittance growth. The new
the beam, to match the beam to the linac, and to adjust the transport addresses these considerations.
peak current of the beam. The transport is a critical section of
LAMPF's accelerator system; a properly tuned and stable II. DETAILS OF NEW TRANSPORT
beam significantly reduces high-energy losses in the
accelerator. The trasport was upgraded to decrease the Design Methods
emiuance growth of the beam, to facilitate tuning, and to
eliminate the time-dependent transients associated with space- The upgraded transport design is based on measurements
charge neutralization of the beam. The new transport was of the beam in the previous H+ transport and the recent
installed and used for beam operations in 1990. The upgrade upgrade of the 750-keV H" transport [1). The transverse phase
design goals were successfully achieved. The unnormalized space distribution of the beam was measured at three locations
emittance for 95% of the beam was ,neasured at 0.8 R cm- along the transport using a slit and multi-wire harp. Given
mrad compWd Wilb 12 it cm-mrad in the previous transport. this input beam, the match to the linac at the output of the

transport, and intermediate constraints on the beam, all the
I. INTRODUCTION necessary information was available to design the new

At LAMPF there are three 750-keV transports, one for each of transport.
the three types of beams, H , H-, and P- (polarized protons). The code TRACE was used for first-order modeling of the
These beams are transported from the sources and 750-kV new transport. The integrating code SCHAR [3,4] was then
acceleration columns, bunched, merged into one beam line, used to model the beam to all orders for selected cases. The
and matched into the 201-MHz side-coupled linac. This paper SCHAR studies showed that quadrupoles introduced fewer
describes the successful upgrade of the H+ transport. aberations than solenoids in the first section of transport, and
Approximately 30 mA (peak) of H+ beam from a duo- therefore quadrupoles were used. SCHAR also showed that
plasmatron ion sorce and 750-kV CW is injected into the unacceptably large transverse tails would not be introduced by
transport. About 5 mA of H2+ and other contaminants are the new transport.
also present. The peak current injected into the linac is One point of uncertainty in the design model was space.
adjusted with jaws to be between 14 and 24 mA. In the first f charge neutralization. Space-charge neutralization is believed
module, 70% of the beam is captured in the longitudinal to occur in regions of the LAMPF transjort and it is suspected
bucket and better than 99.9% of the captured beam is to be the cause of observed time-dependent behavior of the
accelerated through the rest of the linac to 800 MeV. A good beam [5]. The problem is that the degree of neutralization and
transport tune is needed to achieve the high transmission the region of the transport that is neutralized are not well
which is necessary to limit the activation of the linac, known. Moreover, it is not clear how measurements of the

Several features of the transport design help t1 limit the beam affect neutralization. To overcome these uncertainties,
growth of transverse tails and subsequent beam losses. Demgn the transport was designed to tune beams with space charge
requirements include magnets with smiall higher-order field between the two extremes of completely neutralized and

unneutralized beam.

Work supported by USDOE Office of Energy Research
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Transport Configuration deflector are used to set the beam current and eliminate
unwanted tails.

The basic layout of the new transport is shown in Fig. 1.
There are three beam diagnostic measurement stations: Ill. ADVANTAGES OF THE NEW TRANSPORT
TAEM1 after the 750-kV column, TAME2 after the pre-
buncher, and TDEM1 at the end of the transport before Reduced Emittance
injection into the linac. There are two bends, an 81-degree
bend and a 9-degree bend. The 81-d, .. ee bend has large The new transport provides a brighter beam with fewer
dispersion but the energy spread is small, on the order of tails so beam losses at higher energies are easier to control and
500 eV. The energy spread becomes large, on the order of higher peak-current beams can be run. Several factors
several keV, after the pre-buncher, but the following bend is contribute to the increased brightness. One improvement is the
small, only 9 degrees. redesigned 750-kV column and the new quadrupole triplet at

ru Quadrupole the exit of the column. The beam out of the previous 750-kV
Column n Ma column was large and divergent. The large beam at the exit of

Bending the column was focused in the previous transport to a very

* Steering Magnet small waist that resulted in large tails and emittance growth
for the space-charge dominated beam. The design of the new

TAEMI RF Buncher transport addresses this problem by shortening the 750-kV
baccelerating column and by using a set of short, strong field

quadrupoles that fit as close by to the exit of the column as
possible.

In the previous transport, the beam was turned on into the

linac at the same time the source was turned on. Not only was
a source turn-on transient observed, but the beam tune in the

Wp transport took about 100 ps to stabilize as neutralization
H- occurred in the upstream section of the transport; some linac

Fig. 1. Basic layout of the new H+ transport. Also shown are losses were associated with these transients. The time-

inputs representing the two negative beams, H- and P. The dependent transient problem was solved by turning the source

devices labeled with "EM" are slit and multi-wire harp beam on first and allowing the beam to stabilize in the transport,

diagnostic devices (e.g., TAEM 1). and then turning the beam on into the linac with the
deflector [6].

The quadrupoles are configured for the tune shown in Nonlinear forces due to higher-order fields in transport
Fig. 2. The tune attempts to minimize the peak-to-valley magnets lead to tails and effective emittance growth. The
ratio of the beam radius. The previous transport tune had a quadrupole magnets were designed to keep the higher-order
very small waist in the region of TAEM1 that led to an harmonics small in the region of the beam. Efforts were made

emittance growth by a factor of about 1.5. to keep the harmonic amplitudes in the quadrupoles below
An important feature is the deflector, located near the center 0.1% for the n=3, 4, and 5 harmonics, below 0.3% for the n=6

of the transport. The deflector is used to control beam harmonic, and below 0.6% for the n=8 and higher harmonics.
injection into the linac. Jaws and apertures upstream of the

Horizontal - - Vertical
1.27 

e 

V

0.00

TAEM1 81' Bend Pre-Buncher M2 Deflector 9' Bend TDEM1

Main Buncher
Fig. 2. The horizontal and vertical extent for 95% of the beam is shown for the new transport. Critical facets of the tune are the
0.45-cm waist at the pre-buncher, the relatively small peak-to-valley ratio of the beam envelope though the transport, and the
match of the beam to the linac at the end of the transport.
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These amplitudes are expressed as a percent of the Measurements indicated much higher than expected
quadrupole amplitude at a radius of 2.5 cm. For the newly components of n=3 at 0.4% of the quadrupole amplitude and
designed, short, strong-field quadrupoles, pole faces were n=6 at 3.0% of the quadrupole amplitude at 2.5 cm radius.
shaped to reduce the n=6 term to 0.7% at 2.5 cm radius. Tracking studies indicated that these harmonics lead to

The present beam has fewer tails and smaller emittance significant aberrations. New quadrupoles of the standard design
when compared with the previous transport. With the previous are being installed. Other work consists of studies to reduce
transport, the unnormalized transverse emittance of 95% of the column arc-downs in the 750-kV column.
beam was approximately 1.2 it cm-mrad. The beam from the Another component in the design stage is an intensity
new transport has an emittance of 0.8 n cm-mrad and the modulator. Beam duty factor could be increased to the H+
time-averaged emittance was further reduced by eliminating the users if an intensity modulator were added to the transport.
time-dependent turn-on transient. The general tune of the linac This device would change the peak intensity in 10-20 1s with
and the beam losses have qualitatively improved with this minimal change to the beam tune or steering. The physics
improved beam. design for this device is complete and is undergoing

Transport Operation engineering review.

V. CONCLUSION
The new design was intended to make the transport easier The design goals of the new H+ transport have been met.

to tune. This was accomplished by providing an additional slit The ernittance and tails of the beam are reduced. The transport
and multi-wire diagnostic monitor at the front of the transport, is easier to tune and is more reliable to operate.
by carefully measuring the relation between current and field Standardization has made the transport easier to operate. The
for all quadrupoles, by using quadruplet assemblies in place of troublesome time-dependence has been eliminated by turning
triplets, and ensuring that there were "orthogonal" pairs of the beam on with a deflector downstream of the region where
steering magnets for steering angle and position at each the beam is neutralized.
diagnostic station. The new slit and multi-wired diagnostic Further improvements will be achieved by replacement of
station is much closer to the first set of quadrupoles; this older style quadrupoles, by alignment of the transport, and
makes tuning these elements simpler. Using a quadruplet possibly by further redesign of the 750-kV column. Higher
simplifies the matching problem with four variables (the duty factor could be delivered to the experimenters by
quadrupole fields) for the four conditions (matching the installing an intensity modulator, the design of which is
transverse Twiss parameters). In order to minimize the currently under review.
correction steering needed, pairs of steering magnets were
placed such that the steering at a diagnostic station was as VI. REFERENCES
independent as possible in position-angle space. This also [1] H. S. Butler, A. A. Browman, D. C. Hagerman, and M. J.
makes the steering problem easier to solve. Even with Jakobson, "New 750 keV H- Beam Transport Line for
orthogonal steering, precise alignment is important in the LAMPF," IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, vol. NS-32,
transport. Steering is only used for small corrections. pp. 3086-3088, October 1985.

Another detail of tuning at LAMPF is the interactive use [21 K. R. Crandall, "TRACE: An Interactive Beam-Transport
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of the code TRACE. For this model to be usable, it is 28, October 1973.
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approximations are based on magnet measurements. Computer Program SCHAR," IEEE Transactions on Nuclear
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ma les were mased with Hall-probe scans [P] a[4 R. J. Hayden and M. J. Jakobson, "Macrofilament Simulationmagnets were mapped wof High Current Beam Transport," IEEE Transactions on

Once a tune is established for a particular source and Nuclear Science, vol. NS-32. pp. 2519-2521, October 1985.
current into the accelerator it must be reliably maintained. [5] J. Hurd and A. Browman, "Transverse Phase Space Time
Typically this can be done by maintaining bending-rnagnet Dependence of LAMPF's High Intensity H' Beam," IEEE
currents to 0.01%, quadrupole currents to 0.1%, and steering Transactions or Nuclear Science, vol. NS-28, pp. 2658-
magnet currents to 1%. After a power failure, it is necessary to 2659, June 1981.
return the magnetic fields to within these tolerances. This was [6] J. Hurd, "Solution to the Transverse Phase Space Time

Dependence Problem with LAMPF's High Intensity H+
accomplished in the new transport by the addition of a Beam," IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, vol. NS-30,
multiplexed NMR system for the bending magnets and by pp. 2487-2488, August 1983.
development of a cycling procedure for the quadrupoles. 171 G. E. Fischer, "Iron Dominated Magnets," in AlP Conference

Proceedings 153. Physics of Particle Accelerators, New York.
IV. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 1987, pp.1122-12 2 7 .
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USER CONTROL OF THE PROTON BEAM INJECTION TRAJECTORIES
INTO THE AGS BOOSTER

T. D'Ottavio, A. Kponou, A. Luccio, J.G. Alessi, R.K. Reece, J. Skelly
AGS Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, NY 11973

INTRODUCTION 0 the phase advance. Defining a norm

The 1.5 GeV(proton) Booster Synchrotron near- S n iY j (Xi + TijO j)2 (2)
ing completion at the AGS will get its 200 MeV beam from
the linac, via a 34.9 m long linac-to-Booster transport line, then the kicks, 0:, which minimize the orbit displacements
LTB. LTB branches off from the existing linac-to-AGS are found by solving the system of cquations:
transport line, HEBT, approximately 18.4 m downstream
from the linac. A schematic layout of LTB is shown in 8818 0j = 0 (3)
the bottom part of Fig. 1. The four dipoles, DH2 through
DH5, which are identical and are operated in series, with the help of the Householder transformation.J2]
provide a 126 ° bend in the line.

This correction may be done on any section of the
We have employed three strategies for imple- line, provided it has enough correctors and monitors.

menting control of the trajectory, namely: (1) a global
correction (2) a local correction (3) a zeroing correction. Local Orbit Correction
These, as well as their implementation, will be discussed.
Operating experience obtained from early commissioning The purpose of this correction scheme is to find
runs will be given, the condition for the beam to pass through the center of

a quad, making use of the fact that such a beam suffers no
The hardware used to implement the correction deviation. The scheme requires a corrector upstream of

schemes are the beam position monitors, BPMxxx, orbit the quad, and a position monitor downstream. We obtain
correctors, DHxxx and DVxxx, and multiwire profile the beam positions for the normal excitation current of the
monitors, MWxxx. The quads are QHxxx and QVxxx. quad, and for two other currents, one higher and one

lower. The slope of the curve drawn through these points,
THEORY in a graph of position versus quad current, measures the

deviation due to the quad. Changing the current in the
Global Orbit Correction corrector by a small amount and repeating the measure-

ments give data for a second line on the graph. From the
The objective of this scheme is to minimize, in a corrector current change and the change in slopes of the

least squares sense, the displacements from the design curves, the current needed to give a line of zero slope (no
trajectory at the position monitors. The beam positions at deviation) is found.
the monitors are read, and the additional kicks needed at
the orbit correctors to give a least squares correction of Zeroing
the trajectory are found. The mathematical treatment[1] is
summarized here: Sometimes, it is desirable to have the beam para-

llel and on axis at the end of the line segment which has
Let xi(x or y), i = 1.... m be the displacement at been globally corrected. The zeroing algorithm provides a

the ith BPM before correction and T 0. be the dis- way to do this. After the global correction has been ex-
placement of the trajectory at the same BFvMldue to a kick, ecuted, the last two position monitors in the line segment
0j, by corrector j, j = 1 ..., n. are read, and the additional kicks in two correctors up-

stream of them, necessary to bring the beam on axis, are

r JPij sin(pi - tp), si sj calculated. Zeroing can be used even if the global cor-

= J'0, s (1) rection was not executed.
If xm. 1 and xmd are the orbit displacements at

where s is distance along the line, P a Twiss function and the (m-1)th and mth BPM's, the kicks, a n., and 0 n, in the
last two correctors are given by:

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.

Department of Energy. 0 = -T'1 X (4)
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where T is the response matrix defined in Eq. (1). With Global
small variations, the zeroing algorithm also allows one to
bring the beam to a given non-zero displacement and To run the global correction algorithm, the user
angle at a chosen point along the line. first chooses the menu item which collects the necessary

data. This includes the current set of corrector values and
The data required in Eq. (1) are obtained from positions. In addition, the computer checks quad settings

MAD[3] for a run with the MAD model of LTB. MAD and, if changed, reruns MAD and computes a new
must be rerun whenever the tune of the quads in the line is response matrix, T above. Once the algorithm is run, the
changed. program displays both the current corrector and position

values and the corresponding values predicted by the
SIMULATION global algorithm. The user then has the option of sending

these predicted corrector settings to the magnets after
The first and third correction schemes were which a new set of corrector and position measurements

extensively tested in simulations on the Apollo Domain are obtained and displayed. The final display shows
network used to control the Booster and its beam transfer position and corrector setting plots using old, predicted
lines. Distorted orbits were generated by small random and new values. The user can undo these new corrector
misalignments of all the magnets in the line. settings through a menu option.

IMPLEMENTATION Local

Hardware/Software Environment To begin the local correction algorithm the user
selects a corrector, a quadrupole, and a position monitor.

The LTB Steering software is currently being The user can then change the corrector and quadrupole
used on a Hewlett Packard/Apollo 4500 workstation step sizes, if desired, from their default values. Selecting
running the Apollo Domain operating system. The soft- the menu item to run the local correction algorithm then
ware was developed using the C + + programming lan- causes the computer to vary the quadrupole and corrector
guage and uses the Apollo Dialogue graphical user inter- by their respective step sizes while collectiag a new
face (GUI). User interaction is through a GUI library position measurement after each change. The results are
developed in-house, plotted on the screen, and the slopes of the two curves are

used to determine the corrector setting which would cause
Setpoint selection and data transmission from a similar dataset to have a zero slope. If the user chooses

magnets and instrumentation occurs through a hierar- to use the newly calculated corrector setting, new position
chical communications pathway. A Device (a magnet, for measurements for the entire line are collected and
example) transmits its data (its current and status) to a disp!ayed. As with the global implementation, the user can
Controller, which also collects data from many other rollback to the original corrector setting.
Devices. The Controller is periodically scanned for its
data by a Station. The Station acts as a final collector of CONCLUSIONS
data from its set of Controllers before data are sent across
a local area network (LAN) to a Host. The Host takes the The steering algc rthms applied to our earlier
data off the LAN and sends it to its clients (the application tests of the proton injection line into the Booster proved
software). A schematic representation of the basic archi- flexible and useful to allow for a clear transport of the
tecture is shown in Fig. 3. beam along the line. Figures 1 and 2 show the results of

the global and local orbit correction in the LTB line. The
Program Flow experience will be important to implement similar methods

for correcting the orbits in the Booster Synchrotron Ring
On entering the LTB Steering program, the user and in the other transfer lines.

selects a correction method (global or local), a plane
(horizontal or vertical) and a section or set of sections
within the LTB line where the program will be focused. REFERENCES
Initial magnet settings caiR te set through menu items
within the program or through a companion instrumen- 1. F.Z. Khiari and A.U. Luccio, private
tation program. The user can also ask for the collection of communication.
data from one or both multiwire profile monitors in the 2. A SLATEC routine. See also, W.H. Press et al.,
LTB line, as well as from the seven BPMs. The centroids Numerical Recipes, Cambridge University Press,
of the profiles are then used as additional position 1988, pp. 59.
measurements within the correction algorithms. 3. F.C. Iselin and J. Niederer, the MAD Program,

Version 7.2, CERN/LEP-TH/88-38.
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Zero-Degree Injection Line for PILAC,
the Proposed Los Alamos Pion Linac*

Barbara Blind
AT-3, MS H811

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

C. Aberration Correction
Abstract The line must have a layout conducive to placement of

In this paper, an optimized injection line for PILAC [1], nonlinear elements. Because both the transverse emittance
the proposed Los Alamos Pion Linac, is presented. With and the momentum bite of the beam transported by the
the other optimized components (pion source, accelerator, line are large (22.5 7r-cm-mrad and ±3.32%, respectively),
and high-resolution beamline and spectrometer), the sys- the beam will be severely degraded by both chromatic and
tem is capable of delivering 109 920-MeV pions per second geometric aberrations unless sextupoles and octupoles are
to the target. added to cancel the most detrimental of these aberrations.

I. INTRODUCTION III. PROPERTIES

The injection line transports beam from the pion source The injection line has a length of 20.083 m and consists
to the accelerator. The requirements for this line are dis- of a matching section followed by a 90* bend (Fig. 1).
cussed and its properties are described. Issues concerning
the linear transport are touched upon, but the emphasis is
on the tuning process for the nonlinear elements used for ." "
aberration correction. The beam-optics code MARYLIE " ."

(2] was used for all nonlinear optimizations and to evalu- .

ate the performance of the line. The line was optimized sextupoles
for 380-MeV pions (peak of pion production) but, in ac- in .-.

cordance with specifications, can transport pions of up to (uadrupoles
530 MeV. . "

II. REQUIREMENTS 90 bend

A. Geometry
The line must be as short as possible. After 20 m, half of , octupoles

the 380-MeV pions will have decayed. There must be suffi- matching section 'uadip
ciently long drifts to place radiation shielding for the mag- quad poles
netic elements. Pion production is peaked in the forward
direction, favoring a zero-degree injection system. Con- ". .-
sequently, the line must feature a bend to subsequently
separate pions from protons.

B. Matching 0 1 2

The line must provide a transverse and longitudinal ,net,.th

match between source and accelerator. Transversely, the Figure 1. Layout of the PILAC zero-degree injection line.
small-size, high-divergence beam from the pion source (in
TRANSPORT [3] notation described by x = 0.45 cm, The four-quadrupole matching section provides the
X1 50 mrad, r12 = 0, y = 0.45 cm, y' = 50 mrad, proper transverse match brtween pion source and acceler-
r = 0) must be matched to the accelerator accep- ator in the tightest possible configuration. The first dou-
tance (X = 3.845 cm, x' = 6.479 mrad, r1 2 = -0.429, blet consists of two strong focusing elements, It repre-
y = 5.631 cm, y' = 6.924 mrad, r34 = -0.817). Longitudi- sents a compromise between compactness of design (com-
nally, an upright beam covering 45 psec and ±16 MeV at ponent spacing and dimensions) and pole-tip field strength.
the pion source (s = 1.3 cm, 6p/p., = 3.32%) is accepted Strong focusing as close as possible to the pion source mini-
by the accelerator, provided the beam correlation is that mizes both chromatic and geometric aberrations. However,
which would be seen after traversal of an 11-m drift, a 0.5-m drift between the pion sourc, and the first quad-

*NVork supported by Los Alamos National Laboratory Institutional rupole is needed for radiation shieldiug.
Supporting Research, under the auspices of the US Department of The 900 bend has the component layout and first-order
Energy. focus of a second-order achromat [4]; its transverse transfer
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matrix is the unit matrix. Because the accelerator input R5 16 = R 526 = 0, but all other previously zero second-
beam transports well through the bend, it is possible to order chromatic transfer-matrix elements are nonzero.
perform the transverse matching entirely upstream of the For an output beam intended to match to the transverse
bend. The beam size in the bend is largely governed by dis- acceptance of an accelerator, the quantities that should
persion. An FD lattice has a noticeably smaller dispersion not exhibit aberrations are the Twiss parameters. Using
than a DF lattice of the same geometry. For FD lattices, MARYLIE, the linear dependence of the Twiss parameters
varying the dipole edge angles has an insignificant effect. on momentum was zeroed for the line using four pairs of
Consequently, parallel-pole-face dipoles were assumed. A sextupoles. The procedure does not work for a line in
bend angle per dipole of 22.50 results in an equivalent drift which the matched beam of the bend goes through the
for the line of 11.06 m for 380-MeV pions (5.10 m for 530- bend.
MeV pions). There is a 1.5-m drift between dipoles and
F-quadrupoles to accomplish the separation of pions from V. TUNING OF OCTUPOLES
protons. Once the sextupoles are properly tuned, octupoles can

The line features four sextupole pairs and four octupoles be used to correct some of the third-order aberrations. Oc-
to correct the most detrimental chromatic and geometric tupoles in the dispersionless sections of the injection line
aberrations. For compactness, the nonlinear elements are are used to influence third-order geometric aberrations,
placed inside the quadrupoles. and octupoles in the dispersive section to influence third-

order chromatic aberrations.
IV. TUNING OF SEXTUPOLES Because there are many nonzero third-order geometric

Sextupoles in the dispersive section of the injection line transfer-matrix elements, an informed selection must be

influence second-order chromatic aberrations. Tuning of made. For a line accomplishing a true point-to-parallel

these sextupoles to produce a second-order achromat is focus, there are three Lie polynomials that, when zeroed,
compared with tihe tuning of the PILAC injection line, eliminate all third-order geometric aberrations distorting

which produces a line with output-beam Twiss parameters the output beam. The injection-line focus is approximately

(0h, a:, fly, av) that do not linearly depend on momentum. a point-to-parallel focus. There are only two independent

In either case, pairs of sextupoles are placed such that the octupole positions in the dispersionless sections of the in-

second-order geometric aberrations caused by individual jection line (as deduced from very large settings when

sextupoles are cancelled. Iowever, cross-coupling of the using three octupoles to zero all three Lie polynomials).

sextupole pairs generates residual third- and higher-order The third-order geometric aberrations of the injection line

aberrations. are caused mostly by quadrupole fringe fields, which are
treated in MARYLIE in hard-edge approximation. The

A. Second-Order Achromat second quadrupole in the matching section, in which the

A second-order achromat consists of four identical cells beam is large vertically, is a major contributor to these

with 900 phase advance per cell, each containing bend- aberrations. Thus, two octupoles were used to zero those
ing and focusing elements. This automatically leads to two Lie polynomials that cause aberrations in the vertical

a first-order achromat with R16 = 0 and R26 = 0. Two phase space.

families of sextupoles, tuned so that the horizontal and ver- Two octupoles in the dispersive section of the injection

tical chromaticities are zero, cause all second-order chro- line were used to zero two Lie polynomials that signifi-

matic transfer-matrix elements to vanish except R5 66 , the cantly contribute to the dependence of the horizontal par-

quadratic dependence of longitudinal position on momen- ticle coordinates on the cube of the momentum.

tum. The resulting bend is called a second-order achromat. VI. EVALUATION
The matched beam of the bend, when sent through the

bend with sextupole families turned off, has output-beam To evaluate the design, a beam was transported through
Twiss parameters that do not linearly depend on momen- the injecorline s g aLe. T e in
turn. However, there are other transverse and longitudi- MARYLIE coordinates was generated. These coordinates
nal chromatic aberrations, manifesting themselves, for in- are Z = ), Z2 = P/po Z< , Z3 = 6, Z4 = P/po w 1/',
stance, in the nonzero chromaticities. Beams other than Z5 = s/3, and, for p/po m e< 1, Z . -fi6p/p0 , where
the matched beam hae a linear dependence of the output- P: and p are particle momenta, Pu is the design momen-beam Twiss parameters on momentum, which gets zeroed turn, and 13 = v/c. MARYLIE uses MKSA units. Al-
with the two sextupole families, whose settings are beam lowed input-beam coordinates lie inside two-dimensional
independent, ellipses in ZIZ 2 and Z3 Z4 phase space (specified above)and inside a rectangle with -0.0135 < Z5 _< 0.0135 and
B. Twiss-Paranieter-Corrected Injection Line -0.032 < Z 6 _< 0.032 in Z5 Z 6 phase space. Probabili-

When a matching section precedes the just-mentioned ties were determined assuming a Gaussian distribution in
second-order achromat, the output beam exhibits the chro- Z, and Z3 (like the pion-producing proton beam, with
matic aberrations caused b) the quadrupoles in the match- Z1 = 0 0045 or Z3 = 0 0045 corresponding to 2a) and
ing section One continues to haxe Rb1 > = R266 = 0 and a uniform distribution in Z2 , Z4 , Z5 , and Zb. A pion was
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Figure 2. Transverse and longitudinal phase-space projections o, the output beam for the injection line

(a) in linear approximation, (b) without nonlinear elements, and (c) with nonlinear elements.

considered captured if its output-beam coordinates lie in- and Filippo, 'eri for deriving the expressions for the mo-
side the two-dimensional ellipses defining the transverse ac- mentum dep(odence of the output-beam Twiss parame-
ceptance of the accelerator. The longitudinal output-beam ters, for moditying MARYLIE to allow optimizing these
coordinates of the pion were not taken into consideration. quantities, and for participating in countless discussions

For the injection line as described, 82.2% of the pions about MARYLIE and Lie algebra.
lie in the transverse acceptance of tile accelerator. Only
56.5% of the pions are captured when the nonlinear beam- VIII. REFERENCES
line elements are turned off. Pion decay is not folded into [1] If. A. Thiessen, "PILAC. A Pion Linac Facility for I-GeV
these numbers. Figure 2 shows tile Z1 Z2 , Z 3 Z 4 , and Z 5 Z 6  Pion Physics at LAMPF," this conference.
phase-space projections of the output beam for the injec- [2] A. J. Dragt, L. N. Healy, F. Neri, R. D. Ryne, D. R.
tion line (a) in linear approximation, (b) without nonlin- Douglas, and E. Forest, "MARYLIE 3.0 - A Program for
ear elements, and (c) with nonlinear elemeatq. In (b), the Nonlinear Analysis of Accelerator and Beaniline Lattices,"
butterfly shape characteristic of chromatic aberrations is IEEE Trans. Niscl. Sci. 32(5), 2311 (1985).
clearly visible horizontally but is masked vertically by the [3] K. L. Brown, D. C. Carey, Ch. Iselin, and F. Rothacker,
strong third-order geometric aberrations from quadrupole "TRANSPORT, a Computer Program for Designing
fringe fields. Charged Particle Beani Transport System," SLAC-91 (1973

V. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS rev), NAL-91, and CERN 80-04.
[4] K. L. Brown and R. V. Servranckx, "First- and Second-

The author tilanks Karl Brown, especially for pointing Order Charged Particle Optics," SLAC-PUB-3381 (July
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The APS Transfer Line from Linac to Injector Synchrotron*

R. K. Koul and E. Crosbie
Argonne National Laboratory

Advanced Photon Source
9700 South Cass Avenue

Argonne, IL 60439

Abstract given in Table 1. The order of the magnets is the order in
which they appear in the transfer line as one traverses from

The design of the APS transfer line from linac to injector the linac to "PAR". The P functions in the horizontal and the
synchrotron has been completed. The details of this transfer vertical plane along with the dispersion function, 77, in the
line are given below, horizontal plane are shown in Fig. 2. The maximum ay is

approximately 20 m and occurs at the quadrupole before the
This paper describes the low-energy-transfer-line bend magnet. The maximum value of the Px is about 16 m.

designed for the APS. The low energy transfer line In addition to the above elements, the linac to "PAR"
constitutes two transport lines. One of these lines runs from part of the low energy transfer line contains eight steering
linac to the positron accumulator ring, also called "PAR", magnets and seven beam position monitors. Of the eight
and is 23.7138 m long. The second part of the low energy steering magnets four are for steering in the horizontal plane
tiansport line runs from the "PAR" to the injector and the remaining four are to be used for steering in the
synchrotron and is about 30.919 m long. The above length vertical plane. Similarly, out of the seven beam position
includes two quadrupoles, a bend magnet and a septum monitors three are to be used for diagnostics in the horizontal
magnet in the injector synchrotron (see Fig. 1 and Table 2). plane and the remaining foar for diagnostics in the vertical

The positron bunches of emittance eN = 6.6 mm-mrad plane. The relative positions of these steering magnets are
arriving at the end of the linac at 450 MeV have twiss also given in Fig. 1. The calculations for the strength and the
parameters as given by Nassiri [1]. dimension of these steering magnets was carried out using a

computer code locally developed for this purpose. However
ax = 1.6808, Px = 7.2161, ay = -1.77586, Py = 6.6888 (1) the code was tested for the calculation of twiss parameters

against the "COMFORT" run.
The transfer line (see also Yoon and Crosbie [21) from The second part of the low energy transport line carries

linac to "PAR" is made up of ten quadrupoles and one the positron bunches from the "PAR" septum to the injector
bending magnet B4 (see Fig. 1). The bending magnet bends synchrotron. Again the energy of the positron bunches is
the beam by 0.2 radians towards the septum magnet in the about 450 MeV. This section is made up of two bend
"PAR". The five quadrupoles in the region between the magnets (BI, B2), and eleven quadrupoles joining the
bend magnet and the septum magnet in the "PAR" give a "PAR" septum magnet "BY on the one end and the injector
phase shift of 2w radians, in order to get dispersion free synchrotron septum magnet on the other end. The bend
bunch at the end of the septum magnet. The twiss magnet B2 bends the bunch, coming from the "PAR" septum
parameters at the end of the linuc given above are matched magnet (bend angle of .0.2 radians) through an angle of 0.2
with the twiss parameters and the dispersion functions at the radians. The section between the bend magnet B2 and the
end of the septum magnet, in the "PAR" lattice structure. septum magnet B3 is the same as the section between the
These parameters at the end of the "PAR" septum are given bend magnet B4 and the septum magnet B3. It produces a
by dispersion free beam in the region between B2 and B 1. The

next section between bending magnet B2 and the bending
Qx = -0.949 10, Px = 2.1261, a y = -0.02429, magnet BI has four quadrupoles which can be used as tuning
Py = 8.2401, i7x = 0.0, q'x = 0.0 (2) quadrupoles for tuning on to four twiss parameters in the

vertical and horizontal direction. The bend magnet B I bends
The matching procedure was carned out using computer the beam at an angle of approximately -0.1859 radians

code "COMFORT". The distance (2.9 m) between the last towards the injector synchrotron septum. There are two
quadrupole and the septum magnet in the "PAR" is fixed quadrupoles in the section between the bend magnet BI and
because of the considerations of the available space in that the injector synchrotron septum, w hich are arranged such
region. The layout of this region of the transfer line is shown that the bunches entering thi, injector synchrotron are
in Fig. 1. dispersion free at the end of the dipole magnet B (see Table
Details of the magnet dimensions and their strengths are 2). The detailed layout tan be seen in Fig. 1, and the relative

positions, the dimensions and the strengths of the magnets
*Work supported by U S -.. :ment of Energy, Offi.e of Bas. are gien in Table 2. The maximum value of the p function
Energy Sciences under Cuntrwt No. W-31 109-ENG 38. from B2 to the injector synclrotron septum is about 26 in. In
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designing the transfer line from the "PAR" to the injector REFERENCES
synchrotron, some part of the injector synchrotron is
included. The twiss parameters given by the injector [11 Ali Nassiri, Private communication.
synchrotron lattice at the beginning of the drift 01 (see Table [2] M. Yoon and E. Crosbie, APS note LS- 119 (1988).
2) are matched with the twiss parameters given at the
beginning of the "PAR" septum magnet given above (sign of
the a function must be reversed) through the transfer line.
Again, the computer code "COMFORT" was used for
matching purposes. The twiss parameters at the position 01 Table 2
are given below. The sign of the a function corresponds to PTOB Paramenters
the motion from "PAR" to the injector synchrotron.

(130 11eV lBp =1.303 T-,,oeter -Positioe i rneons ho,,zontal detoeus.sl$

Input Twist Parameters a, = . U03 f, = 7 2161 a, = -1 7386. , = OM
ax = 0.4620 , Px = 2.1724 , ay = -2.5084, $y = 15.6557 (3) O(utp t TI Pa.raete .. -0099,. = 2 1 61ow = -0.0213 01 = 8 2101

CI nell L-4o1 k , bi -p .l.. l "['kl.1.1 Th.1 1
The detailed form of the / x , y and the qx is given in A . 0o,.'..]
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Dispersion and Betatron Matching into the Linac

F.-J. Decker, C. Adolphsen, W.J. Corbett, P. Emma,
I. Hsu, H. Moshammer, J.T. Seeman, W.L. Spence,

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center7 Stanford, California 94309

hbstract spread. This magnification due to the betatron mismatch
is given by:

In high energy linear colliders, the low emittance beam
from a damping ring has to be preserved all the way to the 1. 1 _ 2
linac, in the linac and to the interaction point. In particu- f = ! ( + ! fI - &,I (3)
lar, the Ring-To-Linac (RTL) section of the SLAC Linear 2 ft 2

Col ider (SLC) shoyld provide an exact betatron and dis-
persion match from the damping ring to the linac. A beam
with a nov-zero dispersion shows up immediately as an (1 - 1)/1 fmag- 1
increased emittance, while w.,h a betatron mismatch the 0.5 0.08

beam filaments in the linac. Experimental tests and tuning e.g.: a = & = 0 1.0 tL25
pro'edurps have shown that the linearized beta matching 2.0 0.67

algorithms are insufficient if the actual transport line has 4.0 1.60

some uknown errors not included in the model. Also, ad- 4.0 1.n/

justing quadrupole strength., steers the beam if it is offse, n> 10 m n/2

in the quadrup,',e magnets. These and other effects have Fig. I shows the beam in real space for , t-mismatch
le,d to a lengthy tuning process, which in the end improves and also higher order contributions. Besides the theoretical
the matching, but is not ontimnal. Different ideas will be considerations, the observed practical problems during the
diccussect which should irrove this matching procedure actual minimizatic., process will be described.
and make it a more reliable, faster and simpler process.

1 Theoretic-a Considerations 2 Dispersion Match

A mismatch in betatron f, nctions of the beam (a, 1) and Although the dispersion adjustment should be performed

the lattice (d, ) and a non-zero dispersion (q or 1' 6 0) at ecly after the betatron match is done, it will be described
iust.

t>,- beginning of the linac enlarges the effective em.. ance

(c.1;). A dispersion q causes different beam positions for
different energies Ax = qiAE/E. This effect can be es- .1 Measurement
timated by the following example. For an energy spread
i4 = 6 1 %, a dispersion of vj = 10 mm will lead to There are two different techniques to determine the influ-
an emittance growth of roughly 10% (at a bean, size of ence of the dispersion term:

= = 316/zm): 1. The enittance, determind by wire scanners (or

to/1O = O'2 = co + ,,2b, = (0.1 + 0.01) m11 2, (1) screens), is compared for the two cases: a) with the
normal 1 % energy spread (compressor in RTL is on)

if thete is a similar disturbance in the angular ccmponent and b) with nc energy spread (compressor off).
with Wj. Otherwise the full expression has to be recognized: 2. By changing the phase and amplitude of the con-

Ec! = ~/I + [1), + (A, - ] :q)-j < 6 > /(0fl), (2) pressor to provide an acceleration, no acceleration

or deceleration, it will lead to an offset Ax at the

which corr ponds to a bigger (and additionally nis- IMs (beam position monitors), if dispersion term
matched [1]) ellipse in phase space. arc present.

A betatron rismatch has o immediate effect on he Additionally, skewness in the beam distributic mea-
emittance, but ,ill increase the emittance by the filanan- sured by a wire (screen) indicates higher order energy de-
tation of the phase space ellipse induced by an evergy pnidencies (T166 [4]), which can be determined by the

*Work supported by the Dcparticat of ,nergy contract DF- BPM-data: For lower and higher energies Ax has the same
AC03-76SF00515. sign.
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For the higher order in dispersion, e.g. the betatron chro-
maticity, two methods have to be combined: At different

0 Z energies, set by the compressor, the betatron matching (see
0 90 18 below) is measured with the wires.(a) - ----- ----

3 Betatron Match
(b)" ..... - The twiss parameters t - -d # of the beam have to be

T ,Tl' measured and comparea to the design i,/1.

(C) 3.1 Measurement

The measurement is done by either a quadrupole scan or
(d) - - - H ------- - by multiple wire measurements. For the first method, the

¥ ¥ beam size on a screen or wire is recorded for different

A quadrupole settings. The second method needs at least

(e) -. ....... three wires (screens), which measure the beam size at dif-
to . ......... s ferent phase advances giving a, 1 and c (emittance) of the

Figure 1: Beam Mismatches. beam [2, 3]. From the mismatch of the beam with respect
to the design the beta-magnification/lmos (see eq. 3) is

The beam response in x,z-space is shown for different mis. calculated.
matches. The beam has a longitudinal energy correlation
introduced by a compressor and follows a 900 per cell lattice 3.2 Correction
(arrows indicate additional x): a) Matched beam, b) dis- With the known lattice, a and ft of the beam can be
persion in space (q = RIO) and angle (' = R26), c) higher t e ko te nning of the T e corre
order dispersion (or dispersive chromaticity): T166, T!2r6, tracked back to the beginning of the RTL and the corre-

d) betatron mismatch (0 ; 4,0), t) (betatron-) chromatic- sponding beta-knobs changed by the appropriate amount.

ity is different focusing for different energies and resultant Most often the knobs are empirically tuned to minimize

betatron match within the beam for not fully compressed #mo4.

bunches.
3.3 Difficulties with Betatron Adjustment

2.2 Correction A variety of problems, such as measurement inaccuracies,
A combination of quadrupoles (q, iyf-knobs) is changed, magnetic hysteresis and RTL focusing errors, makes the

which should not influence the betatron match. Depending minimization of r below a value of 1.2 difficult. Some
on the measurement techniques either the overall effect is problems, their origin and their effects are summarized be-
decreased by minimizing the emittance or spot sizes, or the low:
actual dispersion and higher orders are measured and can 1. Measurement error: Wire vibrations, photo multiplier
.,e compensated by a right amount of the i, V'-knobs and saturation, bad timing of the gate (or nonlinearities of
sextupole adjustments. Here some of the main techniques screens) may cause a wrong matching minimum.
and their advantages are discussed: 2. Hlysteresis in magnets: 13,, 13k knobs become

1. The emittance is minimized and checked with wires at nonorthogonal, especially ifquadrupole trims have dif-

the beginning (or end) of the linac: The precise inea- ferent signs in respect to common power supply.

surement leads to a more direct minimization of the

important quantity, a residual dispersion may corn- 3. Lattice: (i) Nearly degenerated matching knobs using
pensate rf-kicks and wakefields. only four quads require big changes, which steer the

beam. (ii) Nonlinear knobs. (iii) Vertical focusing2. The two-dimensional spots on tw~o screens are mii depends on steering through sextupoles.

mized by finding two good settings per screen (ii, q') =

(qi, 0) and (0, 9') and set to common solution: It is a 4. Changing only one quad: Then less change is neces-
quick method, but not necessarily the most accurate sary. The measured hysteresis gap is - 1 %, while a
one. 0.6 % change gives already = 2 (see Fig. 2).

3. Calculate and/or iterate BPM-data: The dispersion 5. Not stable over days: With a different steering near
alone is minimized, residuals from rf-kick or wakefields the nonlinear septum or a vertical steering, the ad-
remain. This method gives quantitative results for justment changes.
dispersion and also for higher orders.
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a long time, steers the beam and seems to have a poor
convergence.

20 /. The simplest way is taking only the most sensitive quad
2.0 for the desired change and taking care of the normal stan-

S/ dardization direction on the hysteresis loop. This is not
S %% /_ totally orthogonal and therefore insufficient for a complete

CCL %betatron match.
1.5 , 

S / 4.2 New Ideas

1 I A number of ideas have been generated during discussions,

100 101 102 but haven't bee- tr-d yet. One is to use more than four

Quad #114 (kG) ,02 quads and min' the sum of changes to get the desired
effect. This w s,-4 degenerat, so less quad changes

Figure 2: Betatron Match Sensitivity. and therefore 1, r ,n steering will occur. Also the z-y
cross-talk might be less, but no hysteresis of the magnets

Here one of the "matching" quadrupoles (number 114) in are considered. To avoid hysteresis knobs may be used
the RTL is changed by a few percent. For a 0.4 X change of which always have the quads going in the standardization
the magnetic field the betatron magnification (correspond- direction (or against for resetting). A variation might be a
ing to an emittance growth after filamentation) is 1.5. The knob which brings a quadrupole current (if tweaked against
difference going up or down the hysteresis loop (see arrows) hysteresis) far beyond the required value and then back fol-
is about I % infield strength, which makes it difficult to ad- lowing the standardization direction (quasi-standardized).
just combinations of magnets. Also a different standardization method [5] might be con-

sidered, which is insensitive against tweaks around an op-

4 Precise Adjustment timal setting. Together with dynamic knobs, a fast proce-
dure has to be found, since drifts of 20-30% in emittance

It should be mentioned that a coarse adjustment is over a few days have been observed.

achieved quite quickly and keeps the emittance blow-up
below 30-50 % of the 1.6. 10- m rad normalized damping 5 Conclusion
ring emittance. A precise adjustment can also be obtained,
but usually only in one plane (x or y). Dispersion and betatron matching into the SLC-linac can

reduce the emittance growth below about 30 %. For a fur-

4.1 Adjustment Procedures ther reduction, different procedures are needed, which deal
with the problems of hysteresis ii the magnets, measure-

Over the years several bet..ron matching "knobs" have ment errors, sensitivity of the lattice and long-term stabil-
been generated using four matching quadrupoles. They ity.
are configured to change orthogonally one component of

I:, az, fla. or more precisely, they control the cosine-
like, A/, and sine-like, 5 - a4/fI, components of a beta- References
beat. [1] N.Merminga, P.L.Morton, J.T.Seeman, W.L.Spence,

Historically the first set of knobs failed, since the power Transverse Phase Space in tle Presence of Disper-
supply of one quad coldn't regulate well at the desired sion, PA an Fracico , M 1991.
low amount. Then a second set was made using a small sion, PAC, San Francisco, May 1991.
trim power supply for that quad. The difficulty with these [2] M.C. Ross, N. Phinney, G. Quickfall, H. Shoaee,
knobs is that small isalignments of the strong matching J.C.Sheppard, Automated Endttance Measurement
quads cause a big steering of the beam. A third set uses in the SLC, SLAC-Pub-4278 or PAC, Washington,
only one matching quad and three pairs of quads in the dis- D.C., March 1987.
persive region of the RTL. They require only small changes [3] M.C. Ross, J.T. Seeman, E. Bong, L. lendickson,
(less steering), but they have quite a large cross-talk be- D. McCormick, L. Sanchez, Wire Scanners for Beam
tween the z and y plane. Size and Emittance Measurement at SLC, PAC, San

A different technique uses the four matching quads but Francisco, May 1991.
with dynamic knobs. This means the measured response
of the knobs is used to calculate the desired coefficients for (41 C. Adolphsen, P.3. Emma, T.H. Fieguth, W.L.
the four quads. A potential problem is the hysteresis of the Spence, Chromatic Correction in the SLC Bunch

magnets. Another method tric§ to avoid the hysteresis by Length Compressor, PAC, San Francisco, May 1991.

calculating the desired change and trimming the magnets [51 F.J. Decker, The Physical Way of Standardizing Mag-
to these values after standardization. This requires quite nets, PAC, San Francisco, May 1991.
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Upgrade of the Main Ring Magnet Power Supply for the KEK
12GeV Proton Synchrotron

H.SATO, T.SUENO, T.TOYAMA, M.MIKAWA and T.TODA
National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, 1-1, Oho, Tsukuba-shi, 305, Japan

and S.MATSUMOTO
Dokkyo University School of Medicine, Mibu-machi, Tochigi, 321-02, Japan.

Introduction 4MVA for fifth, 3MVA for seventh and 9MVA for highpass).
In order to use the slow extracted beam of the The logical ripple components over 300Hz are

PS more effectively, the period of slow extraction has reduced well by the passive low pass [5] and the
been extended. In this paper, upgrade of the main ring dynamic filters.[6] Fig.2 shows a Schematic diagram of
magnet power supply will be described. The main the main ring power supply system.
power supply consists of thyrister rectifiers, DC filters,
reactive power compensators, AC harmonic filters and Table I.The load parameters of the main magnets.
control systems. To increase the current capacity
during flat top, the rectifiers and transformers were B Magnets Q Magnets
improved. AC network and DC filters were remained as Resistance 0.75fl 0.32fl
it is, since the acceleration and deceleration times were Inductance (at Inj.) 1.1 H 0.12H
not varied. Analog control devices and the computer Time Constant 1.5sec 0.38sec
control soft ware have also been Improved to realize a 2 Injection Current 200A I OA
sec flat top with a 4 sec repetition rate compared with Flat Top Current 2850A 1600A
the former 0.6sec flat top with a 2.5 sec repetition rate. Acceleration Time 790msec

L (dl/dt) 3400V 210V
The magnet power system R x I (at Flat Top) 2100V 510V

3
The magnet power system consists of magnet RhAI

power supply (23.6MVA), reactive power compensator
systems (20 MVar lag for fundamental) and harmonic
filter banks (20 MVar lead). The ring magnet power
system has three separated magnet power supplies, one
Is for the bending magnets and the other two are for the
horizontally and vertically focusing quadrupole magnets.
The quadrupole magnet currents must be tracked 0
separately to the bending magnet currents for precise
tuning of betatron oscillation to perform the optimum
beam acceleration. sic

Desired exciting currents of these magnets are 11
fed by output voltages of power thyristor converters (kV I
controlled by ignition angles. They are given by analog
phase shifters which compare with the reference and the -

pattern voltages through negative feedback of two loops
by a minor automatic voltage regulator (AVR) and by the
main automatic current regulator (ACR). These patterns _
are output to the converters through DAC every 600 Hz -i'l
synchronized on the six phase ac line by the control
computei system.[ I1 The computer rewrites the control v021
voltage pattern in accordance with measured deviations I -
from the reference current by a repetitive control
algorithm.[21 The load parameters of the main magnets
and the typical current patterns of the bending magnet are -
shown in Table I and Fig.l, respectively.

In order to suppress the ac line voltage flicker
induced by the pulsed lag reactive power of magnet
power supply converters, reactive power compensator of -
thyristor controlled reactor has been equipped of total Fig.1 Typical Current and Voltage Patterns of the
power of 20MVar.[3] These lag powers are Bending Magnet at 12 GeV Operation.
compensated by lead power of the four banks of Up to bottom; Current, Converter and Inverter Voltage,
resonance type harmonic filters [41 (4MVA for third, B23 Converter Voltage.

0-7803-0135-8/91S01.00 @IEEE
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Upgrade of the current capacity Contrzl System

The bending magnets power supply has Fig. 4 gives a schematic block diagram of the
consisted of six twelve-pulse rectifiers and controlled by hybrid control system. The analog system covers the
six groups of voltage patterns. Each bridge of the BI ACR and AVR loop as a real-time negative feed back
group is fired by a converter-inverter operation in order control to thyristor switching. The control voltage is a
to reduce the direct current ripple component during sum of the pattern signals AVR and ACR. By a 16-bit
injection period and further to reduce the ac line DAC, the pattern voltages and current are given for every
flicker.[7] These patterns are also optimized for reactive 12-pulsed thyristor group at the 600 Hz control clock
power and for voltage ripples to be minimized by synchronized to the ac-line voltage.
controlling by-pass thyristors of four group B23 The control computer system consists of the
converters. These voltage patterns are also shown in main cpu system HIDIC-V90/25 and input and output
Fig. 1. controllers HISEC-04M.[81 These control computer

To increase the current capacity of the B I group systems and operation terminal in the accelerator central
rectifier, BO is connected in parallel with B I via control room of are connected by a local area network.
interphase reactors and controlled by the same voltage The bending magnet power supply is controlled
pattern as B 1. The transformer banks are connected with by six voltage patterns for thyristor converter groups and
15degree difference resulting in a 24-pulse rectifier. Each by the current pattern for the ACR. The quadrupole
bridge of them is also fired by a converter-inverter magnet power supplies also work by the reference
operation. An allowable current deviation in the voltage to the thyristor group and by the current pattern.
interphase reactors between BO and B I is designed to be These patterns are fed through 16-bit DAC sets by the
15%, then the feedback control system as shown in Fig.3 output controller H-04M.
is used to decrease the imbalance current between The input controller as the detector system H-
transformers. 04M logs magnet currents from DCCT and voltages

To increase the current capacity of the B23 through the sets of 16-bit ADCs at every 600Hz control
converters during the by-pass period, new thyristor clock cycle.
switches are connected in parallel with the former by- For extension of the flat top period, memory
pass thyristor, and hard disc capacity was increased and reproduce an

Each of the quadrupole magnet power supplies application soft ware. If the operation will be performed
have been controlled by gioup of the pattern and have with the long flat top pattern, the control clock is
been fed by two power transformers, synchronized with 300Hz to save the memory.
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Fig.2 Schematic Diagram of the KEK 12GeV PS Main Ring Power Supply
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Results

The magnet power system of the KEK 12 GeV
PS was upgraded to expand the flat top. The current
capacity of bending magnets power supply has
increased. The analogue and computer control system
have been also reconstructed. Eight twelve-pulse
rectifiers for the bending magnets are still controlled by sPPS
six groups of voltage patterns. The hybrid control V9  PPR
system with the analog ACR and AVR loop as real-time -_-- MAG.
negative feed back control and the repetitive current and - P S
voltage control have been performed.
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Correction Magnet Power Supplies for APS Machine*

Y. G. Kang
Argonne National Laboratory

9700 S. Cass Avenue
Argonne, IL 60439

through the feedback loop comprising the beam position
Abstract monitoring system.

A total of eighty correction magnets are distributed
The Advanced Photon Source machine requires a number around the injector synchrotron ring. These magnets provide

of correction magnets; five kinds for the storage ring, two for the field changes required for the beam orbit correction
the injector synchrotron, and two for the positron during the acceleration period at the rate of 2 Hz. Since the
accumulator ring. Three types of bipolar power supply will exact field correction required at each Correction magnet
be used for all the correction magnets. This paper describes location will not be known until a beam is actually
the design aspects and considerations for correction magnet accelerated, an arbitrary function generator (AFG) [1] is
power supplies for the APS machine, required to produce a correction field.

The correction field required could be either positive or
I. INTRODUCTION negative. Thus for all the correction magnets, bipolar power

supplies (BPSs) are required to produce both polarities of
A number of correction magnets are required for the APS correction fields. Three different types of BPS are used for

machine to correct the beam. There are five kinds of all the correction magnets. Type I BPSs cover all the
correction magnets for the storage ring, two for the injector correction magnets for the storage ring, except for the trim
synchrotron, and two for the positron accumulator ring dipoles. The maximum output current of the Type I BPS is
(PAR). Table 1 shows a summary of the correction magnet 140 Adc. A Type II BPS powers a trim dipole, and its
power supplies (CMPSs) for the APS machine. For the maximum output is 60 Adc. The injector synchrotron and
storage ring, the displacement of the quadrupole magnets due PAR correction magnets are powered from Type III BPSs,
to the low frequency vibration below 25 Hz has the most whose maximum output current is 25 Adc.
significant effect on the stability of the positron closed orbit.
Th primary external source of the low frequency vibration is II. CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION
the ground motion of approximately 20 pm amplitude, with
frequency components concentrated below 10 Hz. These low Figure 1 shows the simplified circuit configuration of a
frequency vibrations can be corrected by using the correction bipolar power supply. The topology is a full-bridge dc-to-dc
magnets, whose field strengths are controlled individually converter. The switching frequency is 20 kHz synchronized

with the main clock. The regulation is achieved by

Table 1: Summary of correction magnet power supplies for the APS machine.
___________Rating Al/ .. ___

Corection No. of L R I V P Tracking Ripple Stability Reprodu- Ref. Res.
Magnets Units fill [QI [AI [VI [kW] Error Current cibility [bit]

V.Corr. Sextuole 280 0.086 0.187 113 21.13 2.39 5x 10- 4 x 10- 3  3 x 10- 4  6 x 10- 4  13

H. Cr. Dipole 240 0.0122 0.1275 90 11.48 1.03 7 x 10 -4

Storage Skew Quadrupole 20 0.0122 0.1275 90 11.48 1.03 .

Ring H. & V. Cor.: H. 78 0.003 0.095 134 12.73 1.71 ....

H. & V. Corr.: V. 78 0.004 0.133 116 15.43 1.79 ....

Trim Dipole Coil 80 0.016 0.234 54 12.64 0.68 ...

Injector H..A V. Cor.: H. 40 0.47 1.378 21 28.94 0.61 4 x 10" 3 . 12

Synch. - V. 40 0.106 2.422 17 41.17 0.70 ...

PAR H. & V. Corr. 20 0.229 2.87 19 3.61 0.07 4 x 10- 4 ,

Trim Dipole 8 0.04 0.19 13 37.31 0.49 1 .

* Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences urada Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.
U.S. Goc . mment work not protected by U.S. Copyright.
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Fig. 1: Simplified circuit of a bipolar power supply. host computer. One PSCU can control as many as eight
correction magnet power supplies.

controlling the pulse width. Power MOSFErs are considered It was planned to use a 13-bit DAC for the reference
for the switching devices due to their excellent switching signal generation, however it may be necessary to use a
characteristics and easier drive requirement. Another higher-resolution-bit DAC . The host computer provides a
advantage of using power MOSFET is that the new current value to the PSCU, and it sends out a pulse train to
generation of power MOSFETs allows us to utilize their the DAC to set the dc-to-dc converter's output current. This
inherent body diodes for the anti-parallel diodes of the current is the average (bias) correction current, and the
switches. Lm and Rm represent the inductance and resistance current setting is done with an open loop. The host computer
of a correction magnet. For positive magnet current, switches can then modulate the correction magnet's current by
SI and S4 are closed. Only the upper switch Sl is controlled counting the DAC up and down for the dynamic correction.
according to the pulse width modulation (PWM0 signal, This dynamic correction is done with a closed feedback loop.
while the bottom switch S4 remains closed. When SI is The control computer will sense the correction magnet's
opened, the magnet current decays through the still closed field, and manipulate it to compensate for the attenuation and
switch S4 and diode D3. However, double gating, which phase delay due to the eddy current effect of the vacuum
controls both S1 and S4 simultaneously, may be required to chamber [2].
keep di/dt constant around zero. For negative current, Figure 3 shows the simplified regulator circuit to generate
switches S2 and S3 and diode D4 are used in a similar gating signals. The reference signal, V, from a DAC is 0 to
fashion. In order to regulate the magnet current, the magnet +5V for the positive magwi current and 0 to -5V for the
current information is fed back to an error amplifier input via negative current. A polarity signal, which determines a set of
a current measuring device as the feed back signal, Vf, and is switches to be controlled, is derived from the reference signal
compared with the reference voltage, V, provided by a by using a comparator. If it is a positive value, then a high
digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The current measuring signal is obtained. Similarly if it is a negative value, a low
device considered is either a shunt resistor or a zero-flux signal is obtained. The feedback signal, Vf, is provided from
current transductor (CT). Since the current loop has slow a current measuring device. Assuming a higher-resolution-bit
response to the input voltage variation due to the large time DAC is required for a storage ring correction magnet, a zero-
constant of a correction magnet, the voltage-feedforward
technique, which varies the ramp slope, is used in the
regulator circuit for constant volt-second operation to the V E _-
input variation. The unregulated dc input bus voltage, Vin, is V, sI
provided by a separate ac/dc rectifier.

11I. CONTROL IV
53

A. Control for storage ring CMPSs
Zo,, POLRITY)S4

Figure 2 shows the simplified block diagram of a control 1
scheme of correction magnet power supplies for the storage
ring. PSCU is the power supply control unit which contains
the intelligence that interfaces directly to each power supply Fig. 3: A simplified regulator circuit.
hardware for control, monitoring, and communicating to the
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flux CT provides +10V (-1OV) for maximum positive high speed, the parasitic circuit inductances in a practical
(negative) current. This +/- 10V signal is reduced by half to circuit become significant. At drain currents greater than
match with the reference signal, Vr. The output of the error 50A, a di/dt on the order of 5 A/ns is readily achievable. At
amplifier, Ve, is compared with a saw tooth signal, Vs, at a this speed, parasitic circuit inductances become first-order
comparator, generating a pulse train. This PWM signal is determinants of performance for 200-A MOSFETs. As drain
combined with the polarity signal using an AND gate to current is increased, di/dt increases also. Consequently, the
determine which switch Si or S2 is to be controlled. The higher di/dt causes a larger voltage to develop across the
maximum duty cycle could be 100%, however, in general, it parasitic circuit inductance. At turn-off, this voltage
is 50% at minimum input voltage and full load current for dc positively biases the gate, and hence increases crossover
correction current, leaving the remaining 50% for the time. If the voltage developed across the parasitic circuit
dynamic correction, inductances is countered by a negative gate bias, the

crossover time is decreased [3]. Therefore, for storage ring
B. Control for injector synchrotron and PAR CMPSs, Type I and II BPSs, a negative gate bias of -5 V is
CMPSS applied to the switch SI (S2) during OFF time. But for Type

III BPSs only a positive gate signal from an IC MOSFET
Bsically the same control circuit as in the storage ring driver is applied to the switch since the magnet current is

CMPS apply to the injector synchrotron and PAR CMPSs. about 20A range.
The differences will be described in this subsection. For the
reference signal, a 12-bit DAC is used, and a shunt resistor is V. PROTECTION
used for the current measuring device, developing about 0.2V
across the shunt at full magnet current. Thus, this signal A. Input capacitor protection
needs to be amplified and isolated prior to the error
amplifier input terminal. When both switches SI and S4 (or S2 and S3) are opened

As explained in the Introduction, an AFG is used to due to any undesired failure, the energy stored in the magnet
generate the reference correction signal, V,, for injector has to be dumped into the input capacitor via the anti-parallel
synchrotron CMPSs. The AFO is located in the PSCU, and diodes D2 and D3 (or D1 and D4). In this case, the input
its design is based on scanning out encoded data from a semi- capacitor voltage will exceed its voltage rating (100 V for
conductor memory, a first-in-first-out (FIFO) device. The example). Therefore, the input capacitor must be protected
AFG input data consists of a maximum of 20 correction from exceeding its voltage rating.
values randomly spaced within the injector synchrotron The idea to limit the input voltage is as follows.
acceleration window (250 ms). Additional points between Whenever the power supplies need to be shut down due to
these values are then linearly interpolated to create a any fault condition, we need to make sure that the upper
uniformly spaced 1000 data-point function stored in the switch Sl (or S2) is opened first , and the bottom switch S4
FIFO. Each point is scanned out in synchronism with the (or S3) is opened some time later to allow the magnet current
acceleration cycle, and used to clock an up/down counter to decay through the normal freewheeling path and not
driving the DAC. Since the function data is first stored before through the input capacitor.
use, its effect is a feedforward (open loop) correction. The
optimum function for each correction magnet is determined B. Monitoring and interlocks
via an iterative process based on the beam position during
machine tune-up. In ordei to protect the power supply system, the

Since PAR correction magnets do not require any monitoring circuitry monitors some important parameters,
dynamic correction, only dc bias level information is such as magnet current, input bus voltage, temperatures of
received from the host computer. Therefore the same power switches, cooling water temperature and pressure, and bias
supply as for injector synchrotron, (i.e. Type III BPS), is supply condition. If any fault condition is detected, a shut
used, except that the PSCU does not include an AFG. down signal is generated to disable the gating signals.

IV. DRIVE VI. References

Although the drive requirements for power MOSFETs are 11 0. D. Despe, "Arbitrary Function Generator for APS Injector
relatively simple compared with the equivalent bipolar Synchrotron Correction Magnets," ANL Light-Source Note,
transistors, some considerations are needed for high-current LSN-158, November 1990.
power MOSFETs. The input capacitances of high-current [21 W. Praeg, "Frequency Response of Storage Ring Magnets,

power MOSFETs are quite large, for example it is Eddy Current Shielding of Vacuum Chamber," ANL Light-

approximately 20 nF for a 200-A MOSFET. This is perhaps Source Note, LSN-45, December 1985.
anporerofimagnitudehigfor ha n 200- e typic Tis or perha 131 W. Schultz, " Multichip Power MOSFETs Beat Bipolars atan order of magnitude higher than the typical TO-3 or TO- High Current Switching," Electronic Design, pp. 223- 232.
220 power MOSFET, and it has a definite impact on the June 1984.
driver design. Moreover, when high currents are switched at
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Circuit Description of the Power Systems for Pulsed Septum Magnets at APS*

D. G. McGhee
Argonne National Laboratory

9700 S. Cass Avenue
Argonne, IL 60439-4814

ABSTRACT discharge circuit that is resonant with the septum magnet at a
frequency of approximately 1500 Hz. The peak currents in the

This paper describes the design and simulation of power transformer primaries range from 3800 A to 4227 A and ranges
circuits for the 4 Advanced Photon Source (APS) pulsed from 11400 A to 16888 A in the secondaries.
septum magnets which will be transformer type or transformer These requirements can be met with a half sine-wave
coupled to their switching circuits. Three are for synchrotron pulse. This is accomplished by discharging the energy stored
injection, extraction and Storage Ring injection, operating at a in capacitor bank C2 into the magnet as illustrated in Figs. Ia
2 Hz pulse rate; one is for the Positron Accumulator Ring and lb. On triggering the forward thyristor S3, the energy
(PAR) operating at a 60 Hz pulse rate for both injection and stored in C2 between pulses is discharged into the magnet
extraction. The septum current pulse is approximately a half- circuit. S3 turns off at the end of the first half-cycle of the
sine-wave with a base width of approximately 1/3 ms and a damped oscillation. C2 is then left with a smaller charge of
peak current, repeatable within ± 0.05%, in the transformer opposite polarity until reverse thyristor S4 is triggered and the
primary between 3.5 kA and 4.7 kA. The septum magnets second half-cycle takes place with current flowing in the
have a primary inductance between 16 p±H and 23 pH. Circuit opposite direction. The difference between the initial and the
design considerations of the switching, logic and simulations final charges is furnished by the charging supply between
are presented. septum pulses.

I. INTRODUCTION
53The transformer septum magnets must bepulsed at a60 S Lm ,

Z >" S4 Lm

Hz rate to inject beam from a 450 MeV positron linac into 3 0. C2 ILm.L.
the PAR and extract beam. Of the 60 pulses per second, the C 0. _.< :31 5001gF
first 24 are used for injection, 25 through 29 are not used and =, (n
30 is used for extraction. U Rm

The other 3 septum magnets will be operated at a I.
repetition-rate of 2 Hz. Two of the magnets are identical
transformer type septum magnets which operate at the same Fig. la. Magnet pulse s, itching circuit
values. These are the synchrotron extraction and the storage X
ring injection magnets with a primary inductance of 23 tH IN
and resistance of 6.3 mfl, and must be pulsed at 2 Hz to low
extract beam from the synchrotron and inject beam into the ow
storage ring at 7.7 GeV. The third septum magnet is used to ,,
inject electrons into the synchrotron at 650 MoV or positrons
at 450 MeV, and is also a transformer septum magnet, with a Iwo
primary inductance of 21 j±H, a resistance of 6.7 mfl, and
must be pulsed at 2 Hz. 0 V / 1

The power supplies are designed to produce pulses of two
approximately a half-sine-wave having a base width of about
1/3 ms and peak currents repeatable within ±0.05% and .2

adjustable from 470 A to 4.7 kA. A few ms after the forward Fig. lb. Magnet current and voltage waveforms
current pulse, the magnet steel is reset by a half-sine pulse of
reverse polarity. Use of a transformer design minimizes the II. SWITCHING CIRCUITS
cost of the capacitors used for energy storage.

During injection and extraction from the PAR and the Circuit Equations
synchrotron, as well as injection into the storage ring, the The switching circuits for these 4 septum magnets operate
septum magnets must be pulsed. The combined rise and fall the same.[11 When capacitor C2 of Fig. la is discharged into
time of the pulse should be < 1/3 ms with a flat-top time of the load, an oscillatory current will result, provided the total
>1 ps. These requirements can be met with a capacitor resistance in the circuit is sufficiently low.

* Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy,
Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under ContraCl
No. W-31-109-ENG-38.
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 914



made up from an unregulated dc power supply powered from a
The resonant frequency of the circuit is: 3-phase line, for the PAR septum power supply. A
fr = 8/2x, [sl  (1) commercial 1kW regulated dc power supply PSI and capacitor

bank Cf is used for the other 3 septum power supplies. PS1

whee = ((I/LmC2)-(Rm2/4Lm2))0 ", [e l] has constant voltage and constant current mode of operation
with automatic crossover. This allows the direct connection to

C2 = capacitor bank [F] Cf, as PSI will operate in the constant current mode until
Lm = total circuit inductance [H] crossover occurs at the output voltage setpoint. Capacitor
Rm = total circuit resistance. [fi] bank Cf allows the losses to be made up at a fixed time before

the next pulse of the main switching circuit. The controlled
The current at any time is: charging circuit is comprised of L2, C2, S I and S2. Gating

ason of S starts the charging of C2 from the dc power supply.iat snA] (2) At time 'a the supply voltage Ea begins to drive an essentially
sinusoidal current through the charging circuit.where t a time after discharge starts, Is]E =i 2+L(idt +(1 22 -,li2d V (5

E = iR2 + L2(dVdt) + (l/C2) 10 t 1c2 dt MV (5)
a = Rm/2 Lm. [ s1] At time tI, the current is at its peak and L2 di/dt = 0,

The required voltage on C2 for the different peak operating E = iR2 + (1/C2) J0tl ic2 dt. [V] (6)
currents is:

Between tI and t2 the decaying charging current generates a
-2 = iLm/eat sin IL [V] (3) voltage L2 (di/dt) which aids the supply voltage to charge

capacitor C2 to a voltage larger than Ea. In the case where R
The time where the current reaches its first peak is: is 0, this voltage will be, at time t2,

tp a l/B tan I a. Is] (4) ec2 = E + L (di/dt) = 2E. [V] (7)

The first current peak does not occur at precisely the first By providing a thyristor across the charging choke as shown in
quarter period of the discharge cycle, but at a time before. The Fig. 2, the charging cycle can be terminated at any instant

term tan "1 8/a describes the phase angle at which the peak between times tI and t2. A fraction of capacitor voltage ec2
current occurs. is compared with a reference voltage. When the capacitor

In this application, Rm is made appreciably less than the voltage is > to the supply voltage at time tr, a pulse can be
value for critical damping. With I/LmC2 >Rm 2 / 4Lm2, we generated which turns on S2 . With S2 conducting, driving

can write 8 - I/(LmC2) 0 5. voltage L2 (di/dt) is removed from the circuit and capacitor
voltage ec2 is larger than the power supply voltage Ea,

IIl. CONTROLLED CHARGING-CHOKE CIRCUIT thyristor S 1 is back-biased and charging current ic2 Stops.
The current iL2 flowing in choke L2 at time ti. will decay with

Fig. 2 shows the controlled charging-choke circuit a time constant L2/R2, where R2 is the resistance of the choke
and the capacitor discharge circuit of Fig. la combined, and thyristor S2 circuit. Thyristor S2 remains on until S1 is
Discharge capacitor C2 is charged and recharged to make up the
circuit losses incurred by pulsing the magnet. These losses are gated on starting the charge cycle again or until the choke

ll () i

B K, TI1 040rnH IL2 .Lm

I kV, IA "N ; N4 ILm

AO 23VPOWER Ea 11:c Ec2. 500p.

SUPPLY pf5Og
_ IC2 Rm

Fig. 2. Complete power switching circuit and magnet
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current decays to 0. The current iL2 flowing in the choke at 2 Hz are shown in Figs. 5a, 5b and 5c. The simulated
when S2 is turned off will aid in charging capacitor C2 (the waveforms have a varied time axis so that they show in detail

energy 0.5 L2 i
2 is returned to the circuit). This makes the what happens during the charge and discharge of C2 .

circuit very efficient. 100

It should be noted that the Q of the discharge circuit in 1.

Fig. Ia must be <5 for this charging circuit to operate 60

properly. As the Q increases, current flowing in choke L2 40

will decrease. This decreases the operating range of the 20
charging circuit. 0

.20

PlsingItjhaMWithout Resetting the Core .O
Heat losses in the magnet can be cut as much as 1/3 by 4

not gating S4. but the magnet core will not be reset. This let
mode of operation allows the dc power supply and filter to
operate at a lower voltage. Also, the circuit Q could be
increased, thus increasing the operating efficiency. Fig. 3 Fig. 5a. Simulation of current in inductor 1L2, capacitor Cf
shows the change in charging time for the first 6 charge cycles 19 9W

.of capacitor C2 with S4 gated, and Fig. 4 shows the first 9
charge cycles without S4 gated. It should be noted the first 11911
charge cycle is the longest in both cases, and the second is Ed 1'

next longest without S4 gated and the shortest with S4 gated.
Steady-state requires between 6 and 20 pulses, depending on
the circuit Q. " M

3 6) 4 0$04 *1O ; r

Fig. 5b. Simulation of voltages across capacitors Cf and C2

X1 5 A tat 1 A P
40

4110 IMt

lowm

Fig. 3. Charging of C2 with S4 gated 0 I
1 11 41 310 ] |

-tO O • IC2 i

Fig. 5c. SimuLition of current in inductor ILm and
capacitor Cf

S 76 301 126 15

4W V. REFERENCES
$0W' "1. D. G. McGhee, "Pulsed Power Supply for PAR

4W Injection/Extraction Septum Magnet," ANL Light-Source
Fig. 4. Charging of C2 without S4 gated Note, LS-159, September 23, 1990.

2. D. E. Piccone, I. L. Somos, and W. H. Tobin, "Piecewise
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS Simulation (PS) Computation Method for Computing

All 4 of the septum magnet and power supply circuits Transient Phenomena," IEEE-.AS Annual Meeting,All ofthe eptm manetandpowe suply ircits September 1975, pp. 326--331.
were simulated with a piecewise simulation program. 2 1

Typical waveforms for the pulsed septum magnets operating
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Design and Simulation of High Accuracy Power Supplies for Injector Synchrotron
Dipole Magnets*

Masoud Fathizadeh
Argonne National Laboratory

9700 South Cass Avenue
Argonne, IL 60439

Abstract the controlling signal through the regulator for the firing
pulses of the thyristors in the converters. A 15 bit Digital to

The ring magnet of the injector synchrotron consists of Analog Converter (DAC) is programmed by the control
68 dipole magnets. These magnets are connected in series computer for the required current shape. The DAC provides
and are energized from two feed points 1800 apart by two the reference for the current regulator. Fast correction for
identical 12.phase power supplies. The current in the magnet the line transients is provided by a relati'vely fast response
will be raised linearly to about I kA level, and after a small voltage loop controlled by the high gain, slow response
transition period (1 ms to 10 ms typical) the current will be current loop. Only one regulator circuit is used for two
reduced to below the injection level of 60 A. The repetition power supplies. This regulator controls the firing pulses for
time for the current waveform is 500 ms. A relatively fast two sets of identical 12-phase thyristor power supplies. Tese
voltage loop along with a high gain current loop are utilized pulses are transmitted via optical links. Figure 1 shows the
to control the current in the magnet with the required block diagram for power supplies connected to magnet load.
accuracy. Only one regulator circuit is used to control the
firing pulses of the two sets of identical 12-phase power 11. BASIC REQUIREMENT
supplies. Pspice software was used to design and simulate
the power supply performance under ramping and investigate The voltage, current and regulation requirements for
the effect of current changes on the utility voltage and input synchrotron dipole magnets are given below [1]:
power factor. A current ripple of ±2xl0"4 and tracknug error
of ±5x10 4 was needed. Injection Current [A] 61

Extraction Current [A) 1044

I. INTRODUCTION Injection Voltage [V) 42, 1140
Extraction Voltage [VI 724, 1822

Each power supply consists of four phase controlled half- Reset Voltage [V] -373,-055

wave wye group converters. Each of the two half-wave
converters are connected through an interphase transformer Regulation (AI/Imax)
to obtain a 1200 conduction. The input voltage for these two
half-wave converters are 600 apart. In order to obtain the Reproducibility ± lxl0 4

high voltage needed for the load, two of the full-wave Current Ripple ± 2x 10
4

converters are connected in series. The power supply is Tracking Error ± 5x 10-4

equipped with a passive L-C-R filter to reduce the ripple
content of the output current. The large size of the filter is Ill. DESIGN AND RESULTS
reduced by adding anti-parallel thyristors to the output of the
power supply. At low current level these thyristors are
turned on until the current reaches the flat -top then the firing A. Filter Design
pulses of these thyristors are removed and the power supply
is pulsed for full conduction. The output of the power supply A filter with the cut-off frequency of 720 Hz was
will back bias the thyristors and force them to commutate. designed to eliminate the fundamental and higher harmonics
The power supply output will be ramped. During of the current in the power supply. The transfer function of
acceleration the power supply will operate as a rectifier and the filter is given in the following [2]:
inject current into the magnet while, during reset the power
supply operates in inversion and bucks the voltage across the e0 _ ST2+ 1
magnet. To regulate the current in the magnet a high ei - S3T 2LICI + S2 (T1IT2 + L1C1 + LIC 2) + S(r1 + T2 + '3) + 1
precision, low drift, zero flux current tranasducior is used.
This transductor senses the magnet current and then provides where T1 = RIC 1, T2 = R2C2 , T3 = RC 2 ,. L1 = 10 mH,

* Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic C1 = 14.25 JAF, C2 = 142.5 I.tF and R2 = 16.8 0.
Energy Sciences under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 917
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Figure 1. Block diagram for synchrotron dipole power supplies connected to magnets

B. Requiator Design Figure 2 represents the tracking capability of the controller.
For current level between 5% to 100% of rating current the

In order to track the current reference with the desired difference between reference and actual magnet current is
accuracy, a controller with very high gain is needed. A always less than 0.005%. The obtained value of the current
proportional plus integral (P1) controller can provide such a error confirms the specified tracking capability of the
high gain. Both current and voltage loops utilize P1 controller.
controllers. The voltage loop time response is set to correct Curet [Al
for 720 Hz ripple produced before the main filter. However, 2o
the time constant of the current loop is set equal to the
magnet time constant to obtain a proper control. 100

The pspice software was used to simulate the behavior of
the synchrotron dipole power supplies. In our studies the
following assumptions were made: eo0

a) The impedance of the AC source connected to the
power supply was assumed to be 5%. This information was 400
needed to study the voltage drop at the transformer terminals.

b) 20% imbalance of AC source voltage was considered 20
to evaluate the effect of interphase transformers. o0--,4
Our study consists of three parts as follows: 83 166 250 333 416 500 583

1) The rated input voltage was applied to the power -200
supply and the current in the magnet was ramped 60 A to
1044 A. Ripple content, linearity of current and controller "Tame [msl
tracking capability was then evaluated.Fire2Tyiasncotnmgeturntwvfr

2) The effect of harmonics current injected from the Fiue2Tycasnhrromgeturntwvfm
power supply to the utility line was investigated. Part-2: The harmonic contents of the input current can be

3) Input kVA and power factor for the power supply atcaultdbthfoowneqtin[1
different load level were computed.

Part-i: The results which were obtained from the 6 1 1
simulation of the power supply indicated that the controller ia = ld [ cosot - " cosi liot + jjcosl3w~t...I (2)
can track the current reference within the specified limit.
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where Id is the dc current in the magnet, N is the transformer output current. ii) Proportional plus integral controller for
tumn ratioand ia is the ac input line current. The above both current and voltage loop was required. iii) The power

equation indicates that the line current has harmonics of the supply injects harmonics of the order of h = 12k:: into the
order h - 12k', where k is an integer with values k = utility line. A stiff system with reasonably large substationo,2,..., transformer was recommended to correct this effect.

Pobw[rkWl P.F.

4000

0.8

0.6 ,
2000 0.4

0.2
1000 __ __

0 -0.2 90 180 ?70 360 450

120 24 360 480 600 -0.4.
-1000 -0.6

Time [m] -0.8 Magnet Current (A)

Figure 4. Power factor variation of power supply during
rectification and inversion.

Figure 3. Input power variation during rectification and vj
inversion 1200

The harmonic currents injected into the utility line by the
power supply can be eliminated by addition of a filter to the
input of the power supply. However, the filter design must
take account of the ac system impedance at harmonic
frequencies in order to provide adequate filtering and to
ajoid certain resonance conditions. The system impedance
depends on the system configuration, loads, generation 400
pattern, and transmission line in service. Therefore, any
change in the system configuration will require the
modification of the filter. However, the harmoric contents
of the current have a minimal effect on* a stiff system. 0
Transmission lines with low impedance and imge substation
transformer can provide a stiff system. 90 180 270 360 450

Part-3 The calculated rating of each power supply is 930 Tune [ms]
kVA. The power supply power factor for different output
current values are calculated and plotted in Fig. 4. The Figure 5. Effect of line voltage change on output dc current.
effect of ac line voltage change on the output dc current was
also examined. The line voltage was gradually reduced from
100% to 95% rating within 150 ms and then was boosted to V. REFERENCES
its rated value. Figure 5 shows the line voltage change
along with output dc current. It can be nioticed that the fast [11 Advanced Photon Source Design Handbook Vol. H Dec. 1989
response of the voltage loop can con~t "or the input ac line [21 W.F. Preag, "A high-current low pass filter for magnet power
changes. supplies," IEEE Trans. Industrial Electronics and Control

Instrumentation, Vol. IECI-17, No. 1, pp. 16-22, Feb. 1970.

IV. CONCLUSION [31 N. Mohan, T.M. Underland, and W.P. Robbinson, Power
Electronics Convertors. Applicaion and Design, New York:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1987.

A twelve-pulse phase controlled power supply was

designed and simulated. i) It was concluded that due to the
large amoant of inductance in the load, a bmall amount of
filtering was required to suppress the ripple contents of the
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Power Supply System for the TRIUMF KAON Factory

K.W. Reiniger
TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T 2A3

Abstract I mait 4500A -

The TRIUMF KAON Factory consists of 5 rings, 3 of I -- -- - - _-
which are dc powered and 2 synchrotrons running at 50 Hz I ran 1OOA

and 10 Hs, respectively. This paper deals with the power I_ I
supply system envisaged for the accelerator ac well as the t sro. . I
experimental results obtained using d.-biased single and )k
dual frequency resonant magnet excitation for the booster L MID
and driver synchrotrons.

I. Dc RINGS
I max 5hO3A

A, C & E ring dipoles and quadrupoles are designed for I I, 310A

1000 A, with 0.001% current regulation required for E ring ! A ---

dipoles. This regulation requirement almost precludes the memugh I Ast I  t
use of SCR supplies. Our study showed that large switching L 7n I
supplies were feasible and economically competitive with
active filtered 12 or 24 pulse SCR equipment. Power supply
ratings of 450 Vdc, 1000 A, current regulated to 0.001%, Figure 1:' a) Booster dipole current cycle (50 Hz). b)
meet requirements for most of the dc magnet strings. One Driver dipole current cycle (10 Hz).
unit powers all A riag dipoles. With series voltage sources, sinusoidal. The Driver, however, which has dual frequency
power is provided to the C and E ring dipoles. The same components, requires distributed pulse forming networks
unit is used for quadrupoies. A full power prototype was which provide a power makeup pulse during the accelera-
built which met design criteria. tion interval. Thi,; method was verified experimentally on

11. AccF.I.ERATION RINGS the magnet for both Booster and Driver applications.

Booster and Driver ring magnets require dc biased ac B. D Bypass Chokes

excitation with repetition rates of 50 l~z and 10 Hz respec- Various competing designs were developed and yet need
tively. Typical current waveforms are shown in Fig. t be refined for the final configuration.

To minimize ac line disturbances, resonant Magnet ex- C. Quadrupoles
citation was selected as proposed by J.A. Fox [1]. D ring
dual frequency operation is as proposed by Praeg [2] . The F and D quadrupole resonant networks are slaved to the
3 to I rise to fall ratio results from switching out of 8/9 dipole circuit. Straight section quadrupoles, sextupoles and
of the resonant capacitance (luring the reset period. 'ETis COD magnets are driven by programmable supplies.
mode of operation was verified using NINA magnets in our D Control
magnet test stand.

Dc bias is provided by a 12 pulse SCR unit delivering All magnet power supplies have their own controllers
650 Vdc @ 3000 A acting in series with a number of volt- which communicate to the central control system via coax-
age sources. Dc bias is inse:ted in a modified resonant cell ial cable. The controller contains digital, analog and ADC

t,,here the bias supply is n )t subject to the alternating circuitry required for either local or remote operation of

current component. Ac makeup power flows through the the power supply. These units are based on existing G-64
bypass capacitor which is in parallel with the supply An format controllers currently in use at CERN.
80 V&i 3000 A supply was used as the bias supply in the III EXPERIMENTAL WORK
magnet test stand.
A. Ac Makeup Power A test faciht) was set up to investigate resonant circuit

parameters at intermediate and full operating power levels.
Ac makeup power which serves to excite and control Prehmiiary tests were carried out using NINA magnets

the resonant response, is coupled via primary windings to investigate dual frequency resonance as it would apply
on the dc bypass c;.,'kes. Booster makeup power mna) be to the Driver ring Tests were conducted at 50 lIz nominal

0-7803-0135-89l$01.00 IF.E 920



AN age ac makeup supply with a starting magnet current of
I -. 500 A rms. The frequency of the makeup pulse was then
4T"M varied from optimum to see the resulting changes in power

BINH requirement from the source. This test simulates a changeT -of natural resonant frequency from the nominal operating
T T ,point. Plotted are source current, peak pulse current, and

magnet rms current vs. frequency.
7 Figure 5 shows the variation of the system natural res-

Figure 2: Dual frequency test circuit. onant frequency as a function of ac excitation and dc bias

m I level variation (32 Hz case).
."4 Figure 6 shows the variation of ac makeup power as a

function rms magnet current and dc bias level (32 Hz case).
" ) . C(Nj The frequency characteristics are as presented in Fig. 5.

VC.J Figure 7 shows the variation of the system natural res-
T V7 .!Z- ]i T  onant frequency as a function of ac excitation and dc bias

level variation (50 Hz case).

27 PS
KW

Figure 3: Booster and dipole test circuit. 30

repetition rates with 33.3 Hz rise and 100 Hz fall compo- 3000A BIAS
nents. The results of this investigation were a first step 25 0 BIAS
in choosing appropriate parameters for the full system de-
sign as they would apply to the Booster and Driver syn- 20

chrotrons [3-6]. Test circuit shown in Fig. 2.
A Booster dipole prototype was constructed and the testfacility was reconfigured to excite the magn et to full oper- 1 5

ating level at 50 Hz with dc bias, for magnet measurement
purposes (Fig. 3). Various tests were carried out at 50 and 10
33 Hs to establish circuit performance. The results of these
tests with regards to the shift in the natural resonant fre- 5
quency as a function of excitation and the implications
on ac makeup power requirements help to define system
requirements as well as giving a good basis for the devel- 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
opment of the various control loops [6]., RMS Magnet Current (kA)

IV. TEST RESULTS

Figure 5: Ac makeup power as a function of excitationThe following graph (Fig. 4) presents results obtained (32 Hz case).
while maintaining a constant voltage from the high volt-

Imog (A) 32.20
Is(A), .RMS

10.5 - RMS -620 32.15

(. ) 600 32.10 0

8.5 6.5 -1580
1P - >, 32.05

.5 . 32.00 3000A BIAS
6.5 4.5 1 540 4)

5.5 3.5 1520 31.95

4.5 2.5 1500 31.90 "  2000A BIAS
32.03 32.09 32.15 32.21 32.27 - 0 1000A BIAS

Frequency (Hz) 31.85 10,B
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Figure 4: Ac makeup source current, pulse peak current RMS Magnet Current (kA)

and rms magnet current as a function of driving fre-

quency with vsource constant. Figure 6: Shift in natural resonant frequency as a function
of excitation (32 Hz case).
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Fiue8sV8teiariati6fi6f'a-c ir'akeup po6Wer as a, froi optiniulrin -be inonitored ,byo§bserViixgthe-varia-
fu~tnction iigigne a ur'rent"ari'd ia lv( i611 ii power delive xed by, the ac. makeups suply. Dynamic

reqk q fateri~tics4 " aspresented2'in Fig, ';tuingcrrecrionbythe- adustmneit 6ftheresona t'capac
iRance, i.lI6ws the system to bper84e attootimin poweref-

KW ~ficicy These idjustmefitsshould ber;elh.veiY' ifeet'
Iand are' only necessaiy Whenhlenornial-dynamiC operit-

30~~~-i 300 OIS g nge'is exceeded
0BIASS Components for the ac por maeu prin6 h

26 drlvcn slaVed quadrupole resdnanit system muist-be ove-
rated by~some factor of'30 tb 50%4roth ~norinhal-t6-allow,

20f or sufficient dynamic operating r~nge to track the dipoles,
as Well as,.to' haVe 8ufficie-tc capacity todel with~natural
ies~onant frequehcy shifts.

154 Test results show that due t6 the high Q of'the:cirduits,
'A' relatively, sm~all misrhatdi effectively 'doubles- the current

j 0., requiremftftrhm the'powet supply feeding the pulse form-
ing 'netw~ork. This'imiplies thiat-the .ndffinial -rating, of the
supply~rhust be significanitly higher than-required'for opti-
mnum'tfine. 'The averitge ,currelnt rating oft the pulse form-

-' ing -network'charging- inductor, must be -conservative. The
0 0. ~ ~ 1.0rnisnlatehalso results in significantly higher peak currents
'0, .2 '.--4-0. 0.,through the 'PFN' switch '4nd discha rge inductor which,

RMS 'Mag net' Current (k)'irist be appropiatefy rated. The disc.harge 'inductor must
Figurie7: Ac ,makeup powerl as a fuii.on of excitationi stay out of satufationsince its, indui tance~directly effedts
(50 Hz cds6).. h8 width of' th e powerrmakeup puhie which should. stay

50.65constantf otherwise the result will.'be systemn instability.
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Figure 8:Shift in natural resonant frequency as a function

of excitation.-50 liz cise.

V. CONCLUSIONS

'To obtain 'stable system operation, it is advantageous to
excite the resonant circuit, slightly off the natural resonant
frequency, Which will drift as a, function of temperature
and other parameters. This results in a fixed operating
frequency. The power reqilired from the ac energy makeup
varies depending on the difference between the operating
point and the natural resonant frequency. System detuning
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Problems With Tap-Changing Power Supplies

John Budnick
Robert Forgas

Indiana University Cyclotron Facility
2401 Milo B. Sampson Lane

Bloomington, IN 47408

While a normal type of supply for this application would
usually be an SCR phase controlled supply with damped LC

Abstract filter and probably invert-to-the-line mode of operation,
requirements 1.), 3.), 6.), and possibly 4.) would seem to

To meet conflicting requirements for low ripple, high work against such a topology. Consequently, a specification
stability, wide bandwidth, high efficiency, and low radiated was written favoring the use of a linear bipolar transistor
EMI, a synchrotron dipole power supply was built with an passbank and tap changed primary isolation transformer
SCR tap-switched primary isolation transformer and linear tapped for 70% (overwound), 100%, and 130% secondary
bipolar transistor passbank. Numerous operational problems output voltage that would be connected to the 600VAC line
encountered after delivery and installation have necessitated by back-to-back SCR pairs. A vendor was selected and the
a major overhaul of many of the supply's systems to meet supply built, tested, and installed in the facility. A block
full accelerator design goals. Particular emphasis is paid to diagram of the supply appears as Fig.1.
the technique for switching taps on-the-fly for reliable
operation. _________ ""_....

I. INTRODUCTION

In October of 1983 the Indiana University Cyclotron v
Facility began construction of a 500 MeV electron cooled
storage and acceleration ing. The ring is hexagonal in
shape with six ses of dipoles. The dipoles placed a number aim
of conflicting requirements on the power supply required to
drive them:

1.) Low current ripple (5 mA @ 1650A)
2.) High DC current stability during fill and

flattop (< 10 PPM) Figure 1. Tap-changing supply block diagram
3.) Only moderate time constant of dipoles available

for filtering voltage ripple (2.2 see)
4.) Fast cycling (2-4 see ramp from 45 to 500 MeV) Numerous problems were encountered in the first two
5.) 'Reasonable" efficiency years while the Cooler ring was being shaken down and
6.) Restriction on the use of phase controlled SCRs commissioned. After inordinate expenditure of limited

due to close proximity of experimental equipment manpower resources in trying to keep the system operational
to power supplies (and consequent coupling of line and the fact that the supply could not reliably ramp beyond
noise into sensitive detector and beam monitoring 287 MeV the lecision was made in late 1989 to overhau! the
sensors) entire tap-change scheme. The following sections recount

progress in overcoming limitations of the supply and appear
Dipole requirements were for 1650A and a peak load voltage in rough chronological order; typically only one upgrade at
of 185V at 500 MeV, 1 Tm/sec. a time was installed due to the tight running schedule.

Work supported by the U.S. National Science Foundation
under grant NSF PIHY 87-14406

0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 ©IEEE
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II. PASSBANK OVERPOWER PROTECTION Table 1
SCR ON/OFF sensing

During the acceleration portion of an operating cycle the
supply normally requires 130% (tap3) selection to provide Method Pro Con
inductive forcing voltage (Ldi/dt) to the load. As the ramp
begins to round off and head into flattop the load voltage
drol rapidly;, excess voltage from being on tap3 is now Current *low cost, simple *poor signal-to-noise
forced across the passbank until the supply can fully corn- sensing ratio
plete a downshift to 100% (tap2), initiated by either VCEHI *not inherently failsafe
or HIPOWER (Fig.1) in conjunction with the external
computer command allowing it to start the downshift. Voltage *good signal-to-nouoe *complex
Timing here becomes quite critical as the passbank DC sensing ratio over many
dissipation limit is only 70 kW and passbank power levels decades of SCR
can easily exceed 100 kW while waiting to downshift. current

*failsafe
To overcome these deficiencies a passbank power

monitor board was constructed to closely model the second- The degree of "failsafeness" refers to whether the system
breakdown portion of the D60T passbank power transistors. would allow a tap change in the event of typical component
Computed power is determined by multiplying collector failures; bad CTs, broken connectors and so on would give
current and passbank voltage. This is then fed to an RC a "no current, OFF status allowing a new tap to be loaded
network to do a first-order approximation of the transistor while an existing tap was still energized. Similar failures
hot-spot temperature. This signal then feeds a comparator with voltage sensing (bad PTs, broken connectors, etc.)
that shuts off drive to the tap-change SCRs in the event of would give a "no voltage, ON" status and inhibit new tap
overpower. Raw DC collapses within 10 msec and the loads; at worst a phase imbalance interlock would occur as
passbank power stress is relieved. To backup this primary opposed to SCR fuse failures. A block diagram of the tap
overpower system two slower overpower interlocks from the change technique appears as Fig. 2. Because we were not
existing systems function to drop out the main contactor. interested in precise values of SCR anode-cathode voltages
While previous overpower events had destroyed transistors (anything over 15 volts was considered OFF) a series of
by the dozens we have now completed two years of running inexpensive 50VA 600/120V machine tool control trans-
with no further transistor failures. formers were used as SCR potential transformers.

Ill. TAP CHANGE SCHEME 1---

Originally the supply was intended to initiate tap "a Q. O il

changes based on both internal status signals (VCEHI,
VCELO, and HIPOWER) and external control computer .. o - _
signals (to prevent tap changing while not ramping).
Operationally there were territorial disputes from this 1 , . ,_
combined hardware/software tap change scheme. The 3-0
upgrade called for only internally triggered switching to be

10% -used. Also, to mbke use of only internal trigger signals a #A $CA MONITOR MODLES

series of tests determined that tap changes would have to
execute in less thaA 50 msec in order to avoid overpower Figure 2. Tap change tchnique (phase A)
trips.

Because the existing tap change scheme did not directly Results after 8 months of running have validated the
sense SCR sta'us, occasionally blown SCR fuses would result usefulness of the technique. No further SCR fuse failures
from multiply energized taps, causing several hours of have occurred while ramping to record energies for the ring
downtime to replace. In the upgraded tap change logic, (485 MeV) in numerous runs. As expected, tap changes are
SCR ON/OFF sense would be determined by either SCR fast (10msec) and are clean step changes up and down.
anode current sensing or SCR anode-cathode voltage Because of the immediate success of the technique, further
sensing. Pros and cons for the two approaches are shown in side effects of the tap-changing approach became apparent
Table 1: above the former 287 MeV supply limit.
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IV. SUPPLY RESPONSE TO UNREGULATED V. TAP OSCILLATION DETECTION;
DC STEP CHANGES FORBIDDEN RAMPS

J,'(er Damping An anticipated result of using only internal signals to
control tap changing is that in certain instances it nay not be

Ringing of the input filter on tap changes leads to small possible to find a stable operating point (given a desired
undershoots in the unregulated DC. For lower energy ramp rate, flattop, and inductrol setting) where passbank
ramps (< 287 MeV) these could be tolerated by setting the voltage is sufficient but passbank power is not excessive. In
AC input voltage slightly high by using the inductrol in Fig. these instances of "forbidden ramps" the supply will enter a
1. For higher energy ramps, power constraints rule out this steady-state oscillation mode trying to switch rapidly between
technique and as a consequence transient saturation of the taps to satisfy both conditions; damage to magnetic compo-
passbank occurs, leading to output glitches. Simply increas- nents, filter capacitors, and switchgear could result if this
ing the filter damping was not an option as ripple (which continued.
was already considered high) would increase with increasing
filter damping. To prevent damage a tap oscillation detector looks at the

100% tap (since any oscillations must involve this middle
After modeling the input filter in SPICE and exploring tap) and shuts down the supply if more than a minimum

several impractical non-linear filter damping resistor options number of tap changes occurs in an adjustable timeout
(e.g., PTC thermistor arrays) a two-state variable damping period (typically 1 sec). This circuit has also proved useful
filter modification was decided upon; this is shown in Fig. 3. in preventing damage from high-order dropped bits in the

DAC. The resulting sawtooth waveform from the DAC
100 . would normally cause a rapidly tap-changing supply situation

and consequent supply damage. A block diagram of this
ftro ,, diode bridge circuit is shown in Fig.4.

+ +
VARZAIZ A? 26,0000Y XOO.OO0T (tc.ta|vR o:lv- o~ o~o~ (trolk tap

(from top T change logic)

-/ D - f "¢r1:

hO.6.e .. c a"'

one hot 10 109

TAP OSCILAT301a
/~ ~ 1(to'- I ol- Inelc

Figure 3. Filter variable damping R ,

During normal operation the SCR around the damping

resistor is ON and, in conjunction with the anti-parallel
diode, provides a short-circuit for capacitor ripple currents. Figure 4. Tap oscillation detector
When a downshift occurs the SCR gate drive is turned off
momentarily (10-60 msec), the SCR commutates and the VI. SUMMARY
normal large reverse ring current out of the filter is reduced
greatly due to the sudden "appearance" of the .3 ohm With sufficient justific,,ion it is possible to produce
resistor. Damping is such that no undershoot now appears; reliable tap-switched power supplies to meet multi-kilowatt
the supply does not lose regulation and normal steady-state load requirements. The justification (given the supply
ripple is unchanged. complexity) is rather limited to special combinations of

requirements in cases demanding:Passbank Oscillations
*high bandwidth for small ramp following errors

The final roadblock to 500 MeV operation proved to be *moderate time constant loads where the load itself
troublesome passbank internal oscillations. Due to the high provides insufficient ripple current attenuation so that
ft of the D60T tiansistors, the sudden rise in passbank an active filter is necessary
voltage when going into magnet reset (current drops from need exists to minimize line noise, equipment size,
1600A to 250A) causes a shock-induced oscillation of the energy costs
passban' . at severad kilohertz. This was eliminated (after *high DC current stability with minimum AC ripple
numerous false st;arts) by using a distributed capacitive
bypassing of the collector to minus bus scheme.
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The 10 Hz Resonant Magnet Power Supply for the SSRL 3 GeV Injector*

R. Hettel, R. Averilit, M. Baltay, S. Brennan, C. Harrist,
M. Horton, C. Jacht, J. Sebek, J. Voss

Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, Stanford, CA 94309-0210

Abstract - z 7 , - -
The booster synchrotron for the recently commission- t- I

ed SSRL Injector facility employs a 10 Hz resonant mag- Q' ) "'

net power supply system to accelerate an electron beam ? "'T

from 120 MeV to 3GeV. The booster dipole and quad- + I
rupole magnets are connected in series within a system of I ,+ SI

17 distributed resonant cells driven by a pulsing network. I -' I
Tracking power supplies driving the trim coils of the two , ,C I -I I
quadrupole families are used to stabilize betatron tunes twn S IMMIX

during energy ramping.

I. INTRODUCTION L. L
Figure 1. 17 cell White Circuit for the SSRL Booster

A 10 Hz resonant magnet power supply system, or
White Circuit r.1, was chosen over a directly driven 2 Hz for a separate and carefully matched resonant power system
system for powering the SSRL Injector booster synchrotron for each of the two quadrupole families. On the other
in order to Isolate Ote reactive power load of the cycing hand, this solution compelled us to implement quadrupole
magnets from the AC mains distribution system at SLAC trim circuits so that betatron tunes could be stabilized
and SSRL. We viewed fe White Circuit as being more during acceleration. Each trim circuit required a voltage-
simple, reliable, and better st.Aed to our engineering exper- bucking transformer (or choke) of size and cost comparable
tiso than other possible isolating systems such as mechani. to that for the inductor that would have been needed for an
cal flywheels, motor generators, and superconducting ener- independent resonant circuit. The main advantage of this
gy storage devices, system was one of control and ease of matching the cur-

rent waveforms in all magnets.
11. SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS C. Resonant Cell Configuration

Four major design specifications were required to A distributo, multiple cell White Circuit design was
establish the basic White Circuit network: 1) Lhk operating chosen 1) to solve an equipment space problem by dis-
frequency; 2) the method of powering the quadrupoles; 3) tributing the energy-storing chokes and capacitor banks
the number of resonant cells and their configuration; and under the booster magnet girders; 2) to avoid the difficulty
4) the DC and AC power supply configuration. of engineering and fabricating a single massive choke that

would weigh close to 50 tons; and 3) to limit the induced

A. Operating Frequency AC voltage level in the system.
The 10 Hz operating frequency was selected because To simplify coil insulation design and to enable us to

1) it would allow the use of 0.06" steel laminations for the use readily available semiconductor components, we deci-
booster magnet cores, costing significantly less than the ded to limit the peak AC + DC voltage difference between
more commonly used 0.025" laminations [2]; ) it would any system component and ground to 2 kV or less. This
permit the use of a thin (0.3 mm) stainless steel vacuum implied that no more than two dipoles and some number
chamber, and 3) 10 Hz could be readily phase-locked to of less inductive quadrupoles should be included in a cell.
the line frequency, thus facilitating the stabilization of Since the lattice had 32 dipoles, 16 cells were needed for
power supply noises at harmonics of 60 Hz. Also less them. A 17th cell was required for the two quadrupole
beam intensity per/cycle would be needed to achieve a bucking chokes and 8 of the 40 quadrupoles that were not
given SPEAR fill rate than for the 2 Hz system. Opera- in the dipole cells.
ting frequencies of 12 Hz and 15 Hz were considered, but D. Power Supply Configuration
they would cause more losses in the magnet coes. A final major design decision was to separate the

B. Quadrupole Power sources of DC and AC power for the White Circuit and to
By connecting the quadrupole magnets in series with drive the 10 Hz current oscillation through transformer

the dipoles in the White Circuit, we eliminated the need windings on the cell chokes. We were wary of using a
combined AC and DC supply system connected in series

Work supported by Department of E.ergy, Office of Basic with the magnets because 1) we anticipated difficulties in
Energy Sciencesb Division of Material S Oences. injection at low energy due to magnet current disturbances,

t Consultants to SSRL. R. Averill now at MT Bates Lab. possibly including the transmission line or standing wave
t Presently at the SSC. Waxahachie, Texas. modes (3], driven by high frequency noise and ripple in
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the voltage sourced by the series-connected iectifier sup- rm .5 M C , WD 7
plies; and 2) it would not be possible to operate the circuit + =I
in an underbiased mode unless the supply were capable of + +
inversion, a capability that would be accompanied by CPI
higher voltage ripple.

We further reduced the level of current disturbances L J
at injection by implementing a pulsed AC power system as
opposed to one that would continuously drive the 10 Hz
oscillation. A pulsing network [4] was designed to gener-
ate a 17 msec current pulse to the cell chokes while the
magnet current was decreasing and no beam was in the ../ V4
machine. Transient current disturbances caused by the
pulse would damp out before new beam was injected and "_,__,,_._______,,-__,
ihe accelerating current waveform would be noise-free. seco dsecod .

Figure 2. Pulser network and circuit waveforms
III. WHITE CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION

A bucking choke is needed for each quadrupole
A. Network Configuration family in order to cancel the voltage induced on the trim

Figure 1 depicts the 17 cell White Circuit design for coil circuit by the main coil circuit and vice versa. The
the SSRL separated function booster lattice. The 17th cell primary windings of this choke are connected in series
is configured to permit insertion of the DC bias current with the quadrupole trim windings, while the secondary
from a voltage-regulated DC power supply; a split coil windings are connected antiphase in series with the main
configuration of the cell choke enables it to be used as coils. The mutual inductance of the bucking choke must
part of the balanced 10 Hz blocking filter for the supply. match the sum of mutual inductances of the quadrupol
The 10 Hz circuit resonance is driven by coupling the main/trim coil transformers for proper operation.
output power from the 10 Hz pulser through transformer
windings on the 16 standard cell chokes. Component and B. Pulser Network
system specifications for 3 GeV operation are summarized The 10 Hz pulsed power system is shown in figure
in Table 1. 2. It consists of a capacitor bank C. that is resonantly

The 16 cell chokes are connected to the pulser with charged from a DC voltage regulated power supply through
equal length cables in a star configuration; this configura- a charging choke L, and discharged through a pulse choke
tion ensures the equalization of impedances between pulser L, when SCRI is triggered. The resonant discharge fre-
and cells and between any two cells. Equalization of quency is 30 Hz; current conducts through SCRI during
pulser-cell impedances is necessary for the uniform and the first half cycle of this oscillation, providing -17 msec
nonreactive distribution of power to the circuit. Cell-cell wide current pulse to the parallel-connected choke primary
equalization maximizes the even distribution of circulating windings. When the current pulse falls to 0 A, SCRI
currents between cells when one becomes mistuned and stops conducting and the voltage across C. is negative.
thus helps equalize the otherwise imbalanced cell voltages. This voltage drives a 30 Hz negative current half cycle
The 1 t. cell is not pulsed in order to avoid driving the through L via Fl and D2 that partially recharges C, to a
pulse current through the DC bias supply. positive voltage. Full recharging of C. is completed by

The values for cell capacitance and choke inductance current from the charging supply through L,. In the event
were determined by minimizing the estimated total cost for of a circuit fault where SCRI latches on or otherwise
capacitors and chokes assuming a that the cost per joule conducts during the wrong phase of the 10 Hz cycle, Fl
for capacitors would be a little more than twice that for will blow and RI will serve to limit tha current in diode
chokes. The actual cost ratio turned out to be -2.2. D2 and SCRI to a nondestructive level for those semi-

conductor devices.
Table I. 10 Hz White Circuit Parameters at 3 GeV The resonant frequency of the recharging circuit is

-2.5 Hz so that the capacitor voltage has not quite reached
COMIPONENT OTY VALUE RATING D/AC PS M an oscillation maximum when the 10 Hz trigger is applied.

This ensures a continuous non-zero charging current and
Dipole 32 21.1 mH 630 ApV380 APMS 2.4..9 reduces the transient current loading on the power supply.
QF 20 1.0 znh " I .46/.43
QD 20 0.8 n? I" .401.36
Buck Choke 2 20.0 n, I- 3.9/5.0 C. Chokes
CCU Co 167 80.0 , 58.0 p/34 ARMS 7.8/45 The dimensional envelope of the cell choke wasCll Cap 16 8.9 n' 640 VR.LMS 0i0S
Cell 17 C, 1 5.3 mF 2 kV pk 01 0 determined by the available space under the magnet girders
Cell 17 C, I ea 6.3 mF 320 VRMS 0io.2 in the booster tunnel. The core and air gap configuration
Chuage Choke 1 250 m.H 273 Apk/210 ARMS 0150
Pulse Choke 1 2.0 m- 4 k~pk/12 AMS 0/10 was designed using the POISSON magnet mod-!iin. pro-
Pulse Cap 1 142 m 2 kV pk 012 gram to maintain a constant inductance to within .3.5%

over its full range of current energization for up t; 3.5
DC BW PS: 735 VDC @ 320 ADC DC Pwr 235 kW GeV operation. The core design, shown in figure 3, has
AC Charging PS: 1020 VDC @ 273 Apk/210 ARMS AC Pwr 215 kW
Cir uit Q: 28 the advantage that it was relatively easy to fabricate and

was readily tunable so that the same core design could be
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68. ..'-- E. Power Supplies

. .. Two 480 kW voltage regulated power supplies are
used to power the White Circuit. Both are 12-pulse SCR

I O V AM 2". CU. M controlled supplies rated for 1200 VDC, 400 A service
3 ,*.,0 or 3.= A. 64e. Lft 35.0 with 480 VAC mains input. The DC Bias supply has a 7

-__ Oh A. ,~~NO AS D~LHz L-C low pass output filter to reduce the output ripple
voltage Hz to less than 1 V pk-pk. This ripple specifica-
idon ensures that magnet bias current ripple will be 0.1%
or less of the 25 A injection current. The Charging supply

Figure 3. White Circuit cell choke does not require the output filter since L, and C, in the
pulser network perfrom this function. The effects of har-

used for both the charging and bucking chokes by adjust- monic voltage ripple are further reduced by phase-locking
ing the gap height. It has the disadvantage that stray the 10 Hz circuit trigger, and thus the magnet current
fields leak from the air gaps in the side legs and disturb oscillation, to 60 Hz (5].
CRT displays and some other types of sensitive instrumen- The injection current is stabilized to the 0.1% level,
tation. well within the 0.5% energy acceptance of the booster, by

As was done for the 10 Hz magnets, the cell, charg. deriving the linac trigger timing from a biasable peaking
ing, and bucking choke cores were fabricated using 0.06" strip installed in a booster dipole [5]. The peaking strip
1005 steel laminations [2]. The resulting AC power dis- generates a timing pulse when the injection magnetic field
sipation in the circuit was approximately twice what it threshold is reached, relieving the regulation requirement
would have been if 0.025" electrical steel laminations had for the power supplies that would otherwise be on the
been used. order of 0.01% of their output currents. Instead the sup-

The 30 Hz pulse choke has 0.025" core laminations plies are regulated to the order of 0.1% so that the extrac-
stamped from the same die used for the booster dipole don current and beam energy will be stable to that level.
laminations. It too has air gaps in the side legs, but only The quadrupole tracking supplies are configured using
at the center parting plane of the upper and lower core pulse width modulated bipolar servo amplifiers powered
halves. The middle and side end poles are tapered in an from a common 300 V bulk supply. Each amplifier can
approximate Rogowski contour to reduce heating and be programmed to source up to 60 A peak current, 10% of
negnetic forces that tend splay the end laminations, the 3 GeV main coil energization, and has a bandwidth of

-300 Hz. The regulation requirement is again on the order
D. Capacitors of 0.1% to meet injection stability needs.

Each cell capacitor bank is configured from a set of
six 5700 tiF capacitor groups together with one trimmer IV. OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE
group. Three parallel-connected groups are connected in
series with the other three parallel-connected groups; the The White Circuit has been proven to be a reliable
trimmer group is connected in parallel with this total as, and relatively simple system to operate during its several
sembly and adjusted to form the 8900 piF nominal capaci. months of 2.35 GeV operation. Most of the commission-
tance needed for 10 Hz operation. The groups can be ing effort was devoted to repairing coil and core vibration
rearranged in a 2-parallel, 3-series pattern for 15 Hz opera. problems in some of the magnets and chokes and to im-
tion. proving the high power operation of the power supplies.

Each 5700 lpF group is comprised of 60 each 95 pIF Since then, end laminations on some of the choke cores
capacitor units connected in parallel and mounted on a tray have come loose and occasionally a capacitor fuse must be
that, together with the five other similar trays and one replaced. 3 GeV operation is scheduled for 1992.
trimmer tray, slides into a cabinet that fits under a booster The magnet current waveform during the ramp is ob-
magnet girder. served to be free of harmonic contamination. This coupled

The trimmer tray consists of binary-weighted groups with the injection current stability obtained with the peak-
of capacitor units that can be switched in and out to tune ing strip and the tune stability achieved with the quadru-
the resonant cell. The trimming resolution is 0.6% of the pole tracking system contributed greatly to the success of
total cell capacitance, permitting a frequency tuning resolu- the White Circuit in meeting the Injector facility goals.
tion of 0.3%.

The cell 17 capacitor banks C,, C. and C,, and the V. REFERENCES
pulser capacitor bank C. are also configured using capa-
citor trays, but in these cases they are all connected in [1] M.G White, et al., A 3 BeV High Intensity Protron Syn.
parallel. The cell 17 capacitor banks each have trimmer chrotron, proceedings of CERN Symposium. June. 1956.
trays with trimming resolutions similar to that for the cell [2] M. Baltay, et al., The Ring Magnets for the SSRL SPEAR
banks. The individual capacitor units for C. and CP are Injector. In these proceedings, 1991.
rated for peak voltages of 2.2 kV and 2.7 kV respectively, [3] A.G. Ruggiero. Analysis of the Booster Power Supply Loop.
adequate for both 10 Hz and 15 Hz operation. FNAL technical note TM-612-0323, Sept. 1975.

All capacitor units are fabricated using metallized [4] H.H. Woodson, Dynamic Operation of the AC Magnet
polypropylene and consequently have a low temperature Power System, CEA technical note CEA-74, Aug. 1959.
coefficient that limits the thermal drift in resonant frequen- [5] R. Hettel, el al., Triggers and Timing System for the SSRL
cy to less than 0.4% over a 250C range. 3 GeV Injector. In these proceedings, 1991.
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Magnet Power Supply as a Network Object

S. Cohen and R. Stuewe
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM USA 87545

Abstract These supplies are more appropriately termed magnet
controllers. They appear to the LCS as an integrated current

Magnet power supplies with embedded source and electromagnet combination. In fact, key interlocks
microprocessor controls are being installed in the beam-lines from the magnet themselves are attached to and monitored by
of the linear accelerator and proton storage ring at LAMPF. the supply. For example, a water over-temperature trip from
Using an RS422 link they communicate with the accelerator the magnet will cause the supply to ramp off with no
control system through a terminal server connected to the site- intervention from the accelerator control system. Some
wide DECnet backbone. Each supply is, for all intents and supplies that we are installing provide a current of 1000
purposes, a network object. The controller has a command set Amperes at 500 Volts into a one Henry inductive load.
of over seventy-five three-character ASCII control and read- Regulation is one part in 104. Power supply control is
back instructions. Strategies for choosing the appropriate significantly more complex than just "on" and "off."
control protocol and the process of integrating these devices
into a large accelerator control system will be presented. II. RS-422 INTERFACE TO THE LAMPF

CONTROL SYSTEM

I. INTRODUCTION In the past we have interfaced serial communication
devices to the LCS using either a CAMAC serial

Magnet power supplies with embedded communications module or a connection to terminal server.
microprocessor controls are being installed at the Clinton P. We chose the latter for this latest serial device.
Anderson Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF). The LAMPF Asynchronous serial communications using CAMAC
Control System (LCS)[I] interface for the supplies must be is a compromise, at best. Using CAMAC modules for serial
designed so that all existing applications that need to access communication involves another layer of in-house software
power supply control channels remain unchanged. Control that must be developed. Serial communications modules of
infomition to the units can originate from three sources; the different types cannot, in general, be interchanged without
front panel of the supply, a remote panel which can be software modifications. If the location of the supply requires a
mounted thousands of feet from the supply and an RS-422 CAMAC crate to be located some distance from its control
ASCII uplink. Connection to the accelerator control system is computer then a serial highway needs to be used to extend the
through the uplink. Power supply control protocol consists of CAMAC bus. This adds another data bus that must be
seventy-five ASCII commands. Only a handful of these maintained.
instructions need be known to the LCS for routine adjustments Terminal server protocol is already integrated into the
and control. The remainder are intended for power supply set. LCS computers' VMS or VAXELN operating system[2]; no
up and troubleshooting, additional drivers or other special interface software need be

written. Terminal servers can be attached anywhere along the
existing control system's ethernet backbone that runs the linear

AM CAA A C accelerator's half-mile length. Our experience using the
--m1 terminal servers has shown that they are reliable and are

ha Oud ItI Ti straightforward to program.

smog emPo1TfWW SUP*~

VMS or VAXELN

Am SMS

Ethrnet
Figure 1. The topology of the LAMPF control system. Figure 2. Power supply as a network object.

Work supported by the US Department of Energy
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I1. EMBEDDED CONTROLLER SOFTWARE The NVN mode, most natural for computer-to-power-supply
DEVELOPMENT communication, was added a as a direct result of our emulator

testing. Note that the CVF mode, the original mode supplied
The software for the embedded controller was designed by the vendor for external computer control, provides no

and written by the power supply vendor[3] using our detailed response to any command that it understands. There are
specifications. Our contract required delivery of a software obvious problems with using this mode for computer control.
emulation of the power supply for our testing and evaluation
months before the first prototype power supply was to arrive
on-site. We were able to provide feedback to the vendor early IV. ACCELERATOR CONTROL SYSTEM
in the development cycle. The emulator runs on an MS-DOS INTERFACE
computer and uplink communication is provided through its
serial communications port. A number of modifications and The existing control system provides a hook into
additions were prompted by our experimentation, which we were able to attach these new intelligent supplies the

The emulator PC is connected to a terminal server, pseudo device. The pseudo device mechanism is actually a
Diagnostic codes, running on a networked LCS computer, generic interface to the LCS run-time database[6,7]. The job of
simulate the command environment in which the actual the pseudo device software is to allow database access calls
supplies will exist. The supply controller is required to used by all of the existing control system applications to
respond to commands at a rate of no less than 10 Hz. access and control any piece of hardware without knowing its

The supply's command repertoire was expanded and operating details. The pseudo device must take care of all
modified as result of our experimentation with the emulator. details, including any differences in the operational model of
Control commands for setting limit points and a new response the target device and the LCS.
mode are examples of items that were added.

A. Limit Points,__

Current and voltage limit point commands were added
to supplement the power supply's trip point instructions. The
limit point settings should prevent excessive overcurrent and 0
overvoltage shutdowns that result from mistakes in entering Applications r
new set point values. The device will not attempt to seek a & Diagnostics
set point that exceeds its limit point. If a set point request 0
exceeds the limit point, the supply will remain in its present Pseudo- r
state and reply with an error code. In contrast, if the power Device
supply's output voltage or current exceeds its trip point it will
ramp off. VMS

B. Verification modes
Ethernet

There are a number of reply formats to which the

controller can be set. The supply has four response modes, Figure 3. The pseudo device interface.
Complete Verification (CVN)14], Complete Verification Off
(CVF), Short Verification (SVN) and Numeric Verification For historical reasons, analog control in the LCS is
(NVN). In every case except CVF, an end of line, <EOL>, assumed to be incremental. That is any command value
character or characters are appended to the controller's reply[5]. requested is assumed to be an increment to be added to the
A terse two-digit-number response is ideal for computer present setting of the device. This puts it clearly at odds with
control, but not particularly convenient for the human our new supplies' set point control philosophy. Pseudo device
technician doing troubleshooting. The variety of response software must compensate for this. All analog data received
modes allow one to obtain a good match between the user and from the supply is coded as a set of ASCII characters. It must
the supply controller. be parsed and converted to REAL*4 format before being sent to

Examples of the response formats to an ON the control system.
command, after an interlock fault is detected, is illustrated in Each terminal server connection requires its own
Table 1. VMS I/O queue. The pseudo device acts as a terminal server

Table I port manager and maintain dialogs with multiple supplies. It
Comparison of power supply response formats. The response decides what threshold of inactivity will trigger a port

is to an "ON" command after an interlock has tripped, disconnect. Each queue uses some of the precious VAX CPU
Verification Mode Controller response cycles.
CVN: ON Ok Error Bad State <EOL> Diagnostic programs will be able to access all of the
CVF: nothing power supply command set through a special diagnostic pass-
SVN: Error 06<EOL> through channel for each supply. Commands, riot just those
NVN: 06<EOb>
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known by the run-time database, will be accessil. though a
simple terminal interface for remote troubleshooting.

V. POWER SUPPLY INITIALIZATION

Each supply's operational parameters must be
protected from unauthorized modification, i.e. values such as
the trip point settings, interlock fault parameters and ground
current trip points. Commands that effect sensitive parameters
will be accepted only .1 the supply is placed in the password.
prlocted super-user mode. The controller reverts to the
norma user modc Motr a time-out period has been exceeded.
Th addtio -up values such as the definitio of the
twenty-four interlock faults. Initially these need so be entered
inwtectively by a huan user. Once this is done the entire set
of values can be downloaded to the control system computer.
In the future the power supply can be reconfigured by
uploading the stored block of values to the controller. The
block is protected by a checksum so that f'le "spoilage" can be
detected. The block-load command is not a super-user
command, but the chocksum scheme prevents tampering with
the file. We have not addressed the issues of version
management of the magnet block dos. A workable scheme to
keep track of hundreds or thousands of these parameter files
must be devised.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We feel that the additional time and effort that is
being spent now on a generic power supply interface will be
well worth it. The requirement for the vendor to supply an
emulator for a new device early in the design cycle proved
invaluable. In addition to revealing unforeseen flaws in the
original controller design, it allowed us to confidently start
woik on the LCS control interace before any hardware existed.
We are planning to put the supplies in service during the 1992
LAW run cycle.
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Active Filter for the DESY III Dipole Circuit

W. Bothe
DESY, Notkestr. 85, 2000 Hamburg 52, Germany

Abstract 1 + 2d. sIwo
The DESY III dipole circuit is now operated in a ramp Fs, = 1+2d. /wo+(1+m)s2/w2+2rd.83/Wo (1)

mode cycie with 3.6 s repetition rate. Excitation is done by 0 0

a 12-pulse thyristor converter, followed by a passive filter. 1C2 R 1 (see Fig.l)
The existing current control could be improved by addition m = _-,d = 2e' w =L 1
of an active filter. The use of a more efficient passive filter Fs3 : magnet circuit; 1st order delay network; T,, = 1.7a
reduces the size of the active filter and does not deteriorate V = UG: voltage nf the DC source
the dynamic behaviour. The design of the control loops -onlaedo thet surcent
and the results of the simulation are presented. I..: nominal rated magnet current

Introduction Z ] F

The ramping time of the DESY III proton synchrotron

dipole magnets was detensined to be about 1.5 s. With
that and the time constant of the dipole circuit an exci-
tation power of more than twice the 12 R-value or a total _
of 2.7 MW is necessary. A conventional 2-quadrant thyris- =E a
tor conwv 'ter/inverter for 12-pulse operation is used as a
main power supply, symmetrically controlled during the z _". FS3

whole 3.6 s cycle time but operated in a gated frzewheel-

ing mode during the 100 % fiat top and the 4.1 % injection
fiat bottom p'ases. In addition to this filtering f the out- i1 , FR, b)
put voltage, especially of its 600 Hz component, is needed.
During the first stage a simple critical damped low-pass
filter was provided to get a good dynamical behaviour.
Later improvements of the synchrotron operation showed w-x
the necessity of a lower harmonics content. This can be at- - -
tained by addition of an active filter, thus also improving FR,

the dynamical behaviour of the automatic control system. FR, Fs3 0

Figure 1 shows the equivalent circuit diagram. FS, V0  Fs, FRI

.Jubop inputL * lW1 th 40.0 litter

0- cl ciFig.2: Multiloop control system -Block diagrams (see
text)

magnetcircuit FaI: magnet current regulator

man lwps cieil'e iptufr V (1 + $T"')
•: , ,. a k~t,A in.o put Cij,,t Fat = aTPI- cha,.actenimtc (2)"Wec passive filter loop Fil 1-Thratritc 2

Fig.l: DESY III dipole excitation - Basic circuit diagram Fit=V. (1 + STin)(1 + OT2) I-cactrsi(3

FFCi = ViT .( I-ca.ateiric(3
System structure and equivalent block diagrams Fa2 : voltage regulator; FR2 = Fa2 

Yl Fc
Figure 2a represents the circuit containing all the ele-
ments of the multi-loop feedback system. The transfer V11 " (1 + aT2 )
functions of the single structure elements are listed below Fit = sT P1 - characteristic (4)

Fo: compensating element ("phase shifter")

Fat: 2nd orier rational approximation for the dead time 1 + STS 1 + sTs
T, of the DC source. T, = 0.83 ms. F$2: Passive filter PF F0 = 1 + T' (1 + sT5)(1 + sTe) (5)
(series reactor without losses)
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FR3: active filter AF b)
current loop: PI-characteristic: V = 900

+~ 7 = * s) + BT (6) voltage loop: PI-characteristic: V1 "- 2; T2 = 0.005 s
7= 1()(8T)(+T2 () T = 6ms; T4 = 3ms; Ts = T6 = 0.4ms

T7 = 10 ms; T8 = 4.6 ms; T9 = 0.32 ms; V11  = 8 Figure 3 shows the open-loop responses for these two cases
with the following parameters of the feedback amplifiers:

The representation of Fig. 2a requires that no or only negli- ec.Cz - -r - .-i

gible reaction occurs between structure elements opposite 0 .c - -

to the arrow direction. Figure 2b shows the monoloop 31 c.c -

block diagram which is equivalent to Fig. 2a for the ef- -,.c ------

feet of the most important disturbance variable AUji, and -ec.c -

also for the open-loop response. The use of line diagram -C' -c

Fig. 2c leads to the simulation of the normalized following - --------------- --

error. The simulations were carried out with the aid of the - - .

Hewlett Packard "Linsys" method.

Dynamic characteristics
The layout of the elements of the automatic control system -2,. 0 3---- ---

was done with the aim to get a minimum tracking error. 2 - c.. .....

For that, the following measures were taken into account: -, .- 33. CC--............

- high gain of the current loop at the expense of the ' - c4f.. .. 4

subloop gain. In the case of the AF circuit a compromise -. ,....
must be found because the size of the AF depends on the P, ,, r.eQ e oc ..... )
reciprocal of the subloop gain; Fig.3: Circuit with passive filter only - Open loop
- compensating networks Fc in case of the structure with frequency responses (see text)
only PF to enlarge the open-loop bandwidth. Having a 1.,C-- _

sitable layout, Fc acts mainly as phase shifter with little
influence on the magnitude. See also Ref. (1]; ,.,,-o3 -

- double integration in the current path. In this case, the
voltage subloop may not have an integral element to en- -.-.-

sure the stability of the whole system.
The following error was analyzed for the first transition 6.44E

'
04

period of the magnet current between the DC injection 6.4r.C -

level and the beginning of the linear ramp. Its duration
is 0, 1 s and during this time the control input w obeys to 3."Z-0 -

the equation
w = a. t0 + b. -0 (7) o

a and b have to be determined such that at the end of
the transition period w is equal to the ramp gradient and Fig. 4: Circuit with PF only - Tracking error (see text)
W 0. In Fig. 4 the tracking error of the magnet current, related

to the nominal rated current is represented with a maxi-
Circuits with passive filter only mum at the end of the transition period due to the single

We compare the circuits having 2 different low-pass pas- integration of the current loop. This value is kept during
sive LC-filters the ramp phase.

a) Circuits with passive and active filters
critical damped; wo = 27r.- 37 s- The active filter has a transfer function as described above.
according to the a.m. transfer function Fss: d = 1; m = 0 The other system parameters are
Damping of the 600 Hz component: 18 dB

b) passive filter: third order; wo = 2ir.27.5 s- 1; m = 0.1; d = 1
third order; wo = 2?r. 26 s-; m = 0.1; d = 0.4 current loop: V1 = 1000; 2000; 4000; PI or PI charac-
Damping of the 600 Hz voltage component: 35 dB teristic

a) voltage loop: VI = 3.74; PI or P-characteristic; T2 =
current loop: PI-characteristic: V = 1500 15ms
voltage loop: PI-characteristic: V11  2; T2 = 0.05 s
T3 = 3 ms; T4 = 15 ms; T5 = T6 = 0.2 ms Figure 5 shows the frequency responses of the active filter
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(b) and the open voltage loop (a) and Fig. 6 the open-loop Figure 7 and 8 are graphics of the tracking error for the
Bode Diagrams for the whole system. two different current loop modes. In the continuation in

40.CD . .I . .I . . ... -1-- time of Fig. 8, the following error decays to zero during the
.... , .linear ramp. Figure 9 shows the frequency response: mag-

. - I net current to passive filter output with (b) and without

___________(a) AF thus showing the damping of the 600 Hz compo-~~~nent. ,,

N 6000l , -. ,, ....L1,,-T-J.L-.---,--I I{--JJ-r,-J I I - ...... . . .

-,, .o ... . ... . .. ,-S5C_ - .. ... .. . -. .

-S -- .

Fig.S Circuit with passive and active filter - Bode Dia- Fig.8: Circuit with passive and active filter - Tracking
grams of the open voltage loop (a) and the AF (b) error for dual-integrating current loop

'20.-N . - . . ...0 . -60.01""

:. , :- ,o h-TI-... ..."o -f-t i I I'

- .0 C -10.0
V -0 a 'i-Xd 

L

0. a

5lng.A* Fl..enCY sRadia./Sok)

-- I 5.0 - ------------- -. - d-Fig.. Harmonics attenuation without (a) and wth (b)
-14.0 .... .osie.by y heuef nactive filter. (see text)

1 -23:40k- 
.

-1 32 ThSrahooh Results
7 Theoa graph oft following error show a strong depen-

-:seso. - -- .~ .~---.- . dence on the current loop gain, which may be enlarged
~ L-... .----.-..------ --- ~---considerably by the use of an active filter. A more effec-
R.,ula, rreq.oncy . . tive passive filter ensures that the remaining amount of

Fig.: Circuit with passive filter and active filter - Bode harmonics voltage to be absorbed by the active filter re-
Diagrams of the whole open-loop system mains small. - The input of the voltage subloop after the

9.3 -" ----- , ... AF has nearly no harmonics content - 115 dB for 600 Hz
4Ior 0.7 mV - and therefore offers much better conditions

than in usual installations with PF only. In the optimum
case of Fig. 8, the maximum of the tracking error of the

" . .magnet current related to its actual value is 1.3 .10 - .
.. .---...._ . . Compensation by introduction of the second derivative of

t -the reference value as described in [1] would minimize this
' '"" --- /q/ -- .. /'" ,' -fivalue during the transition period strongly. The remaining

tracking error at the start of the linear ramp can not be

.s , -compensated by this methods but its value, related to the
- - : - actual magnet current value, is only 4 x 10- 4 and decays

Fig.7: Circuit with passive and active filter - Tracking rapidly.

error for mono-integrating current loop References

For these no conspicuous difference was found for the two 1. W. BOTHE, "Magnet circuits for DELTA"
different current loop characteristics. Proceedings of the 2nd EPAC (1990), pp. 1212 - 1214
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Precision Power Supply Control Module*

N. Dobeck, B. Lamora, J. Larkin, M. O'Sullivan, C. Sharp
Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility

12000 Jefferson Avenue
Newport News, VA. 23606

ABSTRACT and a preamplifier which were both mounted on a temper-

A temperature stabilized, digital input circuit module ature regulated aluminum block. This isothermal block
usina was mounted on a backplane and the high level feedbackuigsurface mount technology has been developed for use signal from the preamplifier was routed to the power sup-

as the precision control element in a 10 A bipolar trim mag- piy prnte ruit r throu a backpla e m ute

net regulator. Regulators using this module have shown ply printed circuit board through a backplane mounted

stability of 20 ppm over 8 hours. This circuit module com- It then became clear that it is very desirable to com-

bines the functions of a current measuring shunt, serial bine all temperature sensitive devices on the same isother-
DAC, precision voltage reference, high gain error amplifier mal block and mount the "core controller" block right on
and readback buffer amplifier. Loop gain and compensa- the power supply printed circuit board. This apprrmch
tion are done externally to the module. The module can gives very good thermal performance s well as rinimi-
be used in high current power supplies by replacing the in- ing the amount of EMI which can be coupled into the low
ternally derived current signal with the output signal from level regulation circuitry. Because the monitoring and con-
an external high current shunt or transductor. trol of each power supply module was being done with an

on-board microprocessor and signal convertors, it was pos-
INTRODUCTION sible to closely connect the core controller to the necessary

The power supplies which provide currents to approxi- signal processing circuitry. Figure 1 shows a simplified
mately 1900 focussing and steering magnets in the CEBAF schematic of the entire regulator.
recirculating electron accelerator will periodically be ad-
justed based on measurements from numcrous beam mon- DETAILED DESCRIPTION
itors located around the accelerator. Initially, power sup- Since beam variables, as measured by the beam moni-
plies with 1000 ppm combined drift and ripple performance tors, are the controlled parameters, the magnet power sup-
were considered adequate to drive these magnets. This plies need not have particularly high absolute accuracy. A
level of performance was achievable using readily avail- requirement of 0.1% FS (full scale), absolute accuracy was
able devices and well understood analog techniques with- established based on interchangeability and diagnostic con-
out need for stringent temperature control measures. siderations. More important than accuracy are resetabil-

Further analysis of beam dynamics indicated that ity and stability. Based on extensive modeling of CEBAF
power supplies with 100 ppm ripple performance were beam dynamics, minimum targets of 14 bit monotonicity
needed. This level of performance required th.t an en- and 100 ppm total envelope of uncertainty (drift plus peak-
tirely different approach be taken for the low level power to-peak noise and ripple) per eight hour shift were chosen.
supply control circuitry. The two major error components, noise and temperature

The key component was the current sensor which pro- induced drift, were tentatively budgeted at 34 ppm, peak-
vides a feedback signal to the error amplifier. Even a good to-peak, and 2.5 ppm/OC respectively.
shunt resistor, such as one made of manganin, has a tem- The stability of a high precision, cilrrent regulated
perature coefficient of about 15 ppm/°C. Resistance drift power supply is usually limited by the quality of the cur-
over 24 hours due to expected ambient temperature change rent sensor used as the feedback device. The two most
alone would more than use up the entire error budget. A common high precision current sensors are zero flux mag-
zero-flux transductor was considered for the current sens- netic transductors and resistive shunts. Zero flux transduc-
ing device but was rejected because the size and cost were tors were rejected because of cost and size considerations.
too high for this application. Hall effect devices were re- Initial investigation and experiments with conventional re-
jected because of temperature stability and noise consid- sistive shunts indicated that the temperature coefficient
erations. of resistivity and thermoelectric effects were unacceptably

The only feasible choice turned out to be a shunt re- high.
sistor tightly coupled to a thermally regulated substrate To achieve the necessary noise and drift goals for the
which isolates the shunt from ambient temperature fluctu- CEBAF power supplies, a new packaging and circuit ar-
ations and minimizes the effect of self-heating. The first chitecture were developed by Highland Technology, Inc.
effort in this direction combined a manganin shunt resistor A "core" power supply controller (patent applied for) was

designed which combines a precision current shunt, pream-
plifier, serial DAC, voltage reference, error amplifier and

*Supported by D.O.E. contract #DE-AC05-84ER40150 support electronics into a single, temperature stabilized
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assembly. A simplified schematic of the core controller net L/R time constant dominating closed loop dynamics.
is shown in Figure 2, and its physical layout is shown The output amplifier and power booster stages employ two
in Figure 3. The controller is fabricated on a solid alu- additional inner feedback loops to insure that the output
minum block to which are bonded a planar current shunt, stage performs as a very stiff, wideband voltage amplifier
a surface mount circuit board, a temperature sensor and with good local power supply ripple rejection. The use
a heating element. The shunt preamplifier, DAC, error of local output stage feedback allows the overall current
amplifier, associated voltage regulators and the tempera- control loop to be optimized on loop stability and noise
ture control loop components are mounted on the circuit bandwidth considerations without concern for power sup-
board so that all components are very tightly coupled ther- ply noise or output stage drifts. The RC compensation
mally to the temperature controlled aluminum baseplate. was chosen to provide integration at low frequencies, lev-
The magnet load current, which may be as much as 10 A, cling off to a flat loop gain of 1500 at about 0.3 Hz with
is connected to the controller through two of the metallic the magnet's effective L/R time constant providing the fi-
mounting standoffs. Low level signals pass through a small nal 6 db/octave rolloff. The resulting current regulator
12 pin connector. A 16 bit serial input DAC was chosen has excellent phase margin for all required magnet loads.
to minimize data connections and their associated thermal The output impedance of the regulator makes a smooth
leakage paths. The feedback compensation elements of the transition from a high value (corresponding to a constant
error amplifier were not included on the controller assem- current mode) at low frequencies to a low value (corre-
bly to allow external control of power supply control loop sponding to a constant voltage mode) at high frequencies.
dynamics. This restricts loop noise bandwidth and allows the mag-

Integration of all sensitive components into a temper- net L/R time constant to participate in attenuating high
ature regulated assembly provides substantial reduction of frequency noise and ripple.
temperature coefficient and thermoelectric error sources.
Such effects are reduced by the effective "stiffness" of the PERFORMANCE
thermal control loop (ambient temperature change divided
by assembly temperature change) which is about a fac- Because the controller is meant to be part of a high
tor of 100. It is interesting to compare this current con- gain feedback loop, as well as requiring a serial data input
troller design to a typical "ovenized" electronics package link, it is difficult to test it as an isolated device. Instead,
which might be used for something like a crystal oscilla- all but the simplest testing was done with the device in-
tor which does not dissipate much heat. In the case of stalled in a fully functional power supply module.
the current controller, the heat from the resistive current Key power supply performance parameters are DC
shunt is a m&ujor error source to the temperature control current stability, power line harmonic rejection, low fre-
loop of the isothermal block and can potentially cause se- quency noise and resetability. High frequency noise is of
vere temperature gradients within the assembly. Unlike less concern because of the filtering effect provided by the
the case of the crystal oven, the current controller design L/R time constant of the magnets.
requires much lower thermal resistances between all com- DC current stability, low frequency noise and reset-
ponents and must be packaged to allov: a predictable heat ability were measured using a precision transductor and an
leak to the ambient environment so that shunt power dis. 8- digit DVM. The particular DVM used had automatic
sipation cannot push the temperature control loop out o! sampling, storage and analysis capability which allowed
regulation. substantially more data acquisition and analysis to be done

The final current controller design operates at 68C than is normally the case with a DVM. A temperature
and dissipates about 5 W under normal operation. The coefficient of about 2 ppm/ 0 C was calculated based on tests
shunt element is punched from sheet manganin and con- run over several days.
tributes about 0.7 W at full scale output current of 10 Resetability was measured at +/- 2 A, +/- 4 A, +/- 6
A. The controller package is plugged onto the main power A, +/- 8 A. The test method used sent a current command
supply card and is held in place with four screws. The core to the power supply, read the zero flux transductor output
controller assembly is covered with a phenolic potting shell with the DVM and then sent a command of the oppo-
giving an overall size of 3x3x0.75 inches. site polarity to the power supply. This cycle was repeated

numerous times and the data used to plot resetability his-

CONTROL LOOP DYNAMICS tograms which showed a spread of less than 5 ppm.
Current ripple was measured by using a FFT (Fast

The accelerator focus and steering magnets vary in Fourier Transform) analyzer to generate the frequency
inductance from 40 mH to about 1 H with typical resis- spectrum seen at the output of the transductor electron-
tances in the 2 ohm range. It was desired to configure the ics. To generate a worst case estimate, the harmonic corn-
control loop dynamics to allow a single power regulator ponents were directly added to derive the current ripple
card design to drive any magnet while simultaneously pro- The FFT spectra are additionally useful because of infor-
viding high stability margins and minimum noise levels. mation gained by knowing what line frequency harmonics
Current regulation is achieved by the overall type 1 (inte- are prt.ent although a time domain trace of the current
grating) feedback loop with the RC network and the mag- ripple %vuld be very useful because it would be a much
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easier method of checking if the power supply was meeting power supplies, it will find widespread use at CEBAF as
ripple specifications. Currently work is underway to set the key element in a standard control module which will in-
up instrumentation capable of furnishing a time domain clude all low level circuitry necessary for any size of power
trace of current ripple. Figure 4 shows a typical output supply. For use with high curre:at power supplies it will
frequency spectrum. be necessary to disconnect the internal shunt preamplifier

The temperature coefficient is less than 2 ppm/0 C output and introduce an external high level feedback signal
with a worst case peak-to-peak current noise envelope of from a transductor or high power shunt.
about 50 ppm of magnet FS current. Some small nonlin- The present controller unit will give 100 ppm perfor-
earities and thermal effects are observed, probably caused mance over a fairly wide ambient temperature swing while
by thermally induced stresses and residual thermal gra- 10 ppm drift performance is possible by enclosing the en-
dients. These effects are in the 10 ppm range and of no tire low level regulator module in a temperature controlled
consequence. Some of the regulators have shown a worst environment and using a transductor with a suitably low
case 60 Hs ripple of about 40 ppm which is thought to be temperature coefficient.
largely due to stray magnetic field pickup due to position-
ing in the relay rack. SUMMARY

The power supply drift over a 24 hour period with a A temperature regulated core controller has been de-
28'C ambient temperature swing is in the 50 ppm range. veloped for use in a 10 A, bipolar corrector power sup-

In addition to the development and evaluation testing ply which gives better than 100 ppm performance over a
of the design itself, each core controller is extensively tested wide ambient temperature range. The controller combines
at the factory as well as passing through an acceptance test a precision shunt, preamplifier, serial DAC, voltage refer-
at CEBAF. ence and error amplifier in a compact, printed circuit board

mountable package. Use of the controller can be extended
EXTENDED USE to any size power supply by using an externally generated

Although the controller was primarily developed for feedback signal rather than relying on the internal shunt
use in relatively small corrector and focussing magnet and preamplifier.
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Measurements of Crowbar Performance of the 20 kV 130 A dc Power Supply of
the TRIUMF rf System

A.K. Mitra
TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T 2A3

Abstract II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The TRIUMF rf system operates at a fixed frequency The basic schematic of the 20 kV dc power supply is
of 23.06 MHz with a power capability of 1800 kW. The shown in Figure 1 where PAl to PA4 are the four push-pull
dc plate power for the four push-pull power amplifiers is power amplifiers. The sensing resistors in the cathode cir-
provided by a single dc power supply at 20 kV, 130 A and cuit of PA1-PA4 and the dc shunt 50 mV/150 A have been
the amplifiers are protected by a single ignitron crowbar used to sense and trigger the ignitron crowbar. The current
circuit. In the case of voltage breakdown outside the tube, transformers CTI to CT4 are the recently installed compo-
the triggering of the crowbar circuit relies on the voltage nents in the dc power supply. Two commercially available
developed across a low resistance shunt in the return path Pearson 301X transformers have also been mounted next
of the common dc power supply. Frequent failure of the to CTI and CT2 for calibration and initial measurements.
crowbar ignitrons, following an external dc voltage break- The current transformer CTI senses ignitron current
down, led to the investigation of the crowbar performance. only when it fires. CT2 measures the dc operating cur-
Current transformers have been install,.d in the common rent (approx. 80 A) when rf is switched on/off and also
B+ line to the power amplifiers and the anode circuit of responds to the instantaneous short circuit currents should
the ignitron crowbar in order to measure amplitude, du- any of the anode supply lines to the power amplifiers s ,rt.
ration and time delay of various dc currents under fault Hence, the output of CT2 can be used to trigger the ig
conditions. Similar current transformers were installed in nitron crowbar under the above fault condition. Current
the individual anode circuits of the power amplifiers to transformers CT3 and CT4 are to be used only for moni-
provide protection to the complete system in case of an toring the fault condition of the power amplifiers although
external dc voltage breakdown. The results of these mea- they can be utilised to trigger the crowbar if needed.
surements and recommended solutions for operations are Ill. CALIBRATION AND MEASUREMENT
reported. The current transformers have been calibrated against

I. INTRODUCTION the Pearson which has a sensitivity of 0.01 V/A with I
1\1 termination. Figure 2 shows the voltage outputs of

The eight power amplifiers which constitute the main the Pearson and CTI when rf drive is switched off. The
rf system of the TRIUMF c)clotron [1,2] are protected measured sensitivity of the current transformer is 0.023
by a single ignitron crowbar circuit. The purpose of the V/A.
crowbar is to provide a fast short circuit on the output of Short circuit current measurements from the dc shunt
the 20 kV dc power supply to direct the stored energy in and the Pearson transformer (location CTI) are shown in
the filter capacitors away from the fault should any of the Figures 3 and 4 respectively. The test was carried out by
eight amplifiers arc iternally or high voltage breakdowns firing the ignitron from the crowbar logic circuit. The volt-
occur in the circuitry outside the tubes. The firing signal age developed across the shunt gives a short circuit current
for the crowbar circuit is obtained from voltage developed of 3960 A whereas the Pearson output leads to a short cir-
across a series resistance in the cathode circuit of each cuit current of 2200 A. The higher current from the shunt
amplifier and a low resistance shunt in the return path of measurement is due to the presence of rf noise. A PSPICE
the power supply. The ignitron crowbar is thus triggered by simulation of the power supply circuit with a single phase
any of the nine signals or combination of them. Frequent star-delta configuration and full wa~e rectifiers, yields a
crowbar firing and failure of some of the ignitrons led to peak short circuit current of 3000 A.
this investigation of crowbar performance. The total charge/minute for the ignitron computed from

Four current transformers using low p NiZn ferrite of 8" C,2

o.d. and 5" i.d. and a single layer winding of 8 turns, have CT 4 5 C 6

been placed at appropriate locations in the dc power sup- CTI

ply for measurement of fault currents and evaluation of the : ,

crowbar performance. The units are enclosed in shielded SEC TI , L .
boxes and have been tested at 45 kV without any break- _ _A/0,
down. Two more transformers are )lanned to be installed
in the near future. Figure l Sdhiiatic drawing of the ,I power supply.
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OI 2M , A lb, ZNRV CI, 1. The peak instantaneous anode current through the
04. 2ignitron is 2200 A

2. The duration of ignitron anode current is 53 msec.
3, The main circuit breaker is opening in 3 1/2 cycl,, - .

7' 4. The total charge/minute is 1.1 Coulombs for the igni-
tron.

5. The delay between fault and ignitron firing is 1.4 psec.

V. DISCUSSION

In the present configuration of the crowbar circuit, re-
flected power due to momentary sparks in the resonator
system, arcs in the power combiners, and spurious rf noise
etc. cause the ignitron to fire falsely when it is sufficient to

wd- "switch off the rf drive without switching off the dc power
supply. Output from the current transformers, which are

Figure 2. On-line calibration of current transforner. ChlI - Pear- rf shielded, can be employed to trigger the crowbar circuit

son output. Ch2 - CTI output. only when the instantaneous dc current exceeds a certain
A. 11.0 A ,...v r pre-set value.ln this way, with fewer ignitron firings, longer

life of ignitrons can be achieved. It is rather easy to stay
S ' ' ' 'within the maximum voltage or current rating of a partic-

ular ignitron, however, exceeding one key factor, i.e. the
current energy transfer per minute in Coulombs, has an
adverse effect on the life of the ignitron tube due to anode
heating. Exceeding the current pulse duration also gives
rise to side-wall erosion, causing further reduction of tube

.... life.

VI. FUTURE SCOPE

It is evident that a reliable crowbar firing scheme has
CI to be (Ieveloped employing current transformers as out-

lined in this paper. Fiber optic links can be incorporated
between the output of the transformers and crowbar fir-

Figure 3. Voltage output across dc shunt. ing circiut to enable implementation of these transformers
0,. 6V a A ,b. I." V NIl in the existing protection circuit of the complete system.
04" I Voltages developed across resistive shunts can be filtered.-rr"- .adequately with RLC networks but can still be utilised in

the crowbar firing circuit with slower response time.
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TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF THE AGS-BOOSTER RING
DIPOLE AND QUADRUPOLE MAGNET SYSTEMI

W. Zhang, A. V. Soukas, and S. Y. Zhang

AGS Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973

ABSTRACT similarly for the quadrupole magnet. The parameters

A case study has been conducted for the quanti- used in the simulation are summarized in table 1.

tative analysis of the transmission line effects in the
Brookhaven AGS Booster ring dipole and quadrupole Ln RD

magnet string. The Booster is a rapid cycling synchro- W _ -'
tron (7.5 Hz) which is excited by multiphase rectifier co .r 1C L 0 RQ
power supplies. A computer model and a simulation 4 T T
program are developed to study the transient current -7 C0 -L
response of the magnet string due to an applied step U L 2T 2

voltage. To damp out the staircase noise caused by 17-
wave reflection during the current ramp, external resis- AD LD
tom will be added in parallel with each half dipole T "
magnet and each quadrupole magnet. The system
model and simulation values are based on the actual DIPOLE r z L QX.- t'.,T IODEL
magnet parameters, the magnet power supply bus sys-
tem, and the proposed current ramping rate. The sys- Figure 1. The dipole and quadrupole magnet models.
tem simulation approach can be applied to a larger
system as well, and will be briefly discussed. Table 1. Magnet Parameters

INTRODUCTION Magnet Dipole Quadrupole

In the AGS Booster main ring, there are 36 Inductance 3.2 mh 0.35 mh

dipoles, 24 horizontal and 24 vertical focusing quadru- Resistance 1.5 mohm 0.9 mohm

poles. The main coils of these magnets are connected in Ca acitance 10 nf 2 nf
series and powered by multiphase rectifier power sup-
plies. The requirements for the AGS Booster ring A simplified schematic of magnet bus connection
power supplies are quite varied. They must act as and power station arrangement is shown in Figure 2.
accurate low voltage supplies for beam injection; they
must ramp rapidly up and down, in two distinctly
different modes, for beam acceleration and cycle I+ QH D/2 QV '.

recovery; and also be capable of fiat top operation for a, ...
a period greater than two seconds for accumulation of -

polarized proton beams. It is known that magnet
strings will behave like a varying impedance transmis- -- A_ IONt40 I II

sion lines, due to their distributed inductances and .
capacitances. This leads to the concern of pulse
reflection noise problem during fast current ramping. - ._
The circuit models of the dipole and quadrupole mag-
nets are dlown i Figure 1. lit these models, La., RD,
CD are the dipole magnet inductai.ce, rtesistaace, or
capacit~wvace, respectivelv. _Aid, Y RQ, 0Q are defined Figure 2. Simplified schematic of the AGS-Booster

Work performed urndtr the auspices of the U.S. Depart: ring magnet power supply system.

ment of Energy.
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This arrangement virtually splits the circuit into two magnets. It can be seen that the current differences
identical strings. One is from I+ to 1-, and another is reduce to below 0.01% in 600 pts. The average abso-
from I1+ to 1-. There are 12 identical sections in each lute current difference of dipole and quadrupole mag-
string, a total of 24 sections in the ring. Figure 3 nets to the design value is shown in Figure 6, where it
shows a typical section consisting of 2 quadrupole decreases to less than 0.01% in about 200 ps. It may
magnets and 3 top or bottom halves of dipole mag- be noticed that this scheme now contains a high
nets. The computer simulations are based on the cir- impedance resistive bypass with the main magnet
cuit model of one entire string powered by two sup- string. Therefore, the nonlinearity of current ramping
plies, one at each end, with the same voltage ampli- caused by parallel and series resistance should be taken
tude but opposite polarities, into account.. Figure 7 shows the dipole and quadru-

pole magnet current differences to the design value in
percent. The peak difference is about 0.76%. A cure of

D/2 QD/2 D/2 this problem is to apply small trimming steps during
current ramping, and current tracking to the command
will not be a problem. Compared to the initial step,
each trimming step must be fine enough, so that the

Figure 3. A typical section of the magnet string.,ahtimn tpms efn nuh ota h

reflection noise will not become noticeable.

SIMULATION RESULTS 70 0 MACIET CURRENT

The transient current response due to an applied f !
voltage step is the main interest in this. study. In the o - ---

AGS Booster operation, the magnet current must ramp I I
up linearly from 600 amperes to 2500 amperes in 0so----
60 ms. This requires a voltage step about I__ _+/-1068 volts at each end. ,

Each magnet string is a balanced circuit about
the center. Therefore, the center point is a virtual 30-r -

short of the transmission line, when the magnet string 20
is powered by a pair of power supplies with equal o -

amplitude and reversed polarity. The wave reflection_ __

time is twice the half'way delay time of the transmis- j
sion line. The initial magnitude of the staircase noise is 1 I - • .
about U/Z, where U is the voltage step, and Z is the 0 200 400 6o0 0so tSooW 12 0 1400 1s60 1800 2000
average impedance of the transmission line. TM I MCRO-SECOND

Figure 4. Current response of dipole and quadrupole magnets.
To damp out the noise, first we added an exter-

nal resistor in parallel with each half dipole magnet.
As one might expect, the result shows that the smaller .5 "AC40 CUR WERNCE ___

the external resistance, the faster the noise damping . I IT i
rate. However, the current sharing between the exter- .45 -

nal resistor and the dipole magnet results in a current . ] T -

difference between the dipole and quadrupole magnets. j j
For better tracking of the quadrupole and dipole fields . - - t _ -

in the Booster ring, it is necessary to put an external 3 _ _ •
damping resistor in parallel with each quadrupole mag- M . -

net as well as across the dipole magnet. o 
-

The damping resistor used with each half of the .2
dipole magnet is 300 Q, as suggested by M. Meth in .s j [ 1
14,, and a 50 fl resistor is used for each quadrupole . II____
magnet. Figure 4 shows 6 current curves of quadrupole j j -

and dipole magnets located at the first, middle, and .05
last section of the magnet string, for the first 2 ms 0 L
after the excitation. Figure 5 (a) shows the absolute T I00 400 Eoo soo1 o 140 1600 1800 2000
current difference, as a percentage, between quadrupole Figure 5 (a). The absolute current difference between quadrupole magnets.
magnets and the design value, and (b) of the dipole
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SIMULATION APPROACH __o__ cum r c
SIM LAIO APRO CH.5POL.E MAGNET CURRENT DIFFERENCE _____

The circuit model of the AGS Booster ring mag- . t t !
net string is a high order ladder network. For an N , I
section L.-C ladder network, the network matrix size is
usually 2Nx2N, which can easily go beyond the capa- I [ t
bility of the electronic simulation programs. To simu- > ' -3--5l f
late the Booster ring magnet string, we formulate the • . [ .... 1j- 3

network in state space form. The voltage across the 2 .........
capacitor and the current through t inductor are I I I
chosen as the state variables. Since most high order .2 _-- -
ladder network have all the distinctive eigenvalues, the .is ------

simulation can be obtained by using an eigen-system - I I _
analysis approach. Applying a similarity transforma- " .1 -tion to the state equation, the output can be converted .0o, " , "

to a summation of the exponential functions. In this 0
simulation, time step iteration is not involved. The 0 200 400 6oo 800 1000 1200 1400 t6o I0O 20o

TIME IN UCRO-SECON0
simulation accuracy depends on the circuit model and Figure 5 (b). The absolute current difference between dipole magnets.
eigen-parameter computation. This method turns out
to be effective and of better simulation accuracy. How- ,vI. CM OF 0 & 0 M

ever, it is restricted that the network must be a linear -

system. This is an extension of the method we used to .0 -

simulate our fast kicker systems. Some detailed infor- .00 -

mation is given in reference 15). The circuit is simu-
lated in MATRJIx 2. We developed our own user code.- - -.- - - -
Expanding the stack size of the program, this method of
can be applied to a larger system.- I
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Operational results of an improved regulator and trigger system for the "Fast" Raster
Scanning Power Supply System constructed at the Bevalac Biomedical Facility*

G. Stover, J. Halliwell, B. Ludewigt, M. Nyman, R. Stradtner
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,

University of California, Berkeley Calif. 94720

Abstract necessarily occurs at very low currents and is required before
the bridge switches can reverse the magnet polarity. This

A new and improved regulator and trigger control transition is defined as the "zero current crossover region" of
system has been installed in the "Fast" Raster Scanning Power the scanning cycle.
Supply [1]*. The beam scanning system was developed to
achieve a more precise and efficient dose delivery method for IIl. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED AND SOLUTIONS
radiotherapy treatments [2]. This article discusses design DEVISED
considerations, measured results, and provides further
elaboration of subsystem feedback and control functions that A. Operational problems:
had not been discussed in the previous paper (1,51. Throughout the construction of this project all the
I. INTRODUCTION standard methods of noise suppression and decoupling were

carefully employed to suppress extraneous cross talk and
The Raster Scanner that is presently being undesirable feedback paths. However, recurrent system and

commissioned at the Bevalac Biomedical Facility is an component failures during the power testing phases revealed
important new beam delivery technique for performing valuable information for further system improvements.
radiotherapy with charged particle beams. A tightly focused Noise induced failures demonstrated several inherent
light ion beam is deflected in a raster scanning fashion with weaknesses in the GTO commutation circuits and the need to
the purpose of conforming the dose distribution to the expand and improve the fault detection and alarm circuitry.
treatment volume 12,3,4,5]. This requires very well regulated Unexpected delays in the switching confirmation circuitry (B
power supplies for tightly controlling the beam spot dot trigger circuit) resulted in unnecessary perturbations in the
movement and achieving the desired dose distribution, zero current crossover region and suggested a need for better

Initial system testing of the power supply revealed triggering alternatives. The current dependent transconductance
several component and system reliability problems in the of the FET actuators at very low currents contributed to
"Fast" scanner section. The following paper offers a condensed feedback loop stability problems. The nature and scope and of
discussion of the nature of these problems and their subsequent these problems suggested a systematic improvement of the
resolution. regulator/trigger control scheme.

I. REVIEW OF "FAST" SYSTEM B. The basic triggering philosophy:

As shown in fig. I the fast scanner system is powered The there are several underlining principles
by a single unipolar SCR controlled power supply that applies implemented in the regulator/trigger chassis that make control
a bipolar forcing voltage to the magnet via a synchronized of the switching network unusually precise and immune to
bridge network of silicon controlled rectifiers (SCR) switches misfire. First, the sequence for the triggering of the SCR and
and a single gate turn-on thyristor (GTO) power connecting GTO switches is divided into four logical "states". These are;
switch [6). A current-regulated feedback loop precisely controls the charging cycle (GTO is "on" with one set of SCRs
the the magnet field during both the charging and discharging conducting) and the magnet current polarity is forward (1) or
cycles. The power regulating actuator (426 amps @ 220 volts reversed (2) and the discharging cycle (GTO is "off" with with
max ) is a grounded source MOSFET transistor assembly (16 one set of SCRs conducting) and the magnet is discharging
heat sinks with 25 devices per heat sink) that is mounted in (freewheeling) down from the forward (3) or reverse (4) polarity
the return leg of the SCR bridge network. During the discharge condition toward the zero current crossover region. Secondly,
cycle a majority of the stored energy of the magnetic field is the process of switching between states is verified. Each
dissipated in the diode resistor (energy dump) network and the "state" command that sets a desired firing sequence for the
remainder in the actuator. High power back-to-back zener GTO and Bridge switches is quickly compared against selected
diodes connected across the magnet provide over voltage magnet parameters that are continually monitored within the
protection and act as a freewheeling voltage clamp to system.
extinguish the residual magnet current. The latter process

* This investigation was supported by the U.S. Department of

Energy Contract No. DEAC0376SFOO098 and in part by the National
Institute of Health under Grant No. CA49562.
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 943
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"Fast" scan system

These four separate and unique "states" in conjunction with the
verification function eliminate any possibility of the firing feedback regulator circuits are contained within the chassis.
logic loosing track of the scanning process. A "short through" The magnet parameters (zero cross region, B dot, reference
condition were two SCRs on the same side of the magnet fire locus, current and voltage) and the fast alarms are detected in
simultaneously will also be avoided. If the chosen switch state th. regulator chassis and digitally transmitted to the trigger
is incorrect the system can shut down in a well defined and chassis.
protected manner.

An example of the "state" and verify operation is -

illustrated during the zero current crossover region. As the---
magnet current (trace #1 of fig. 2) approaches its polarity - - ............switching region ( <~ 4.0 amps.) the conducting SCRs are
commutated off. To aid the SCR commutation the regulator - t-- -i-

feedback loop is also momentarily opened and the series I.actuators driven into the nonconduction. As seen in trace #2 , :: - :- s-,s : s--- - : i--- s-- s-ss- s-s-i s-:i- r-,,: - -s-s-,s::...

the magnet bucking voltage rapidly rises to its zener clamp - - -

level (app. 325 volts) forcing the remaining magnet current to F5.F V 0
decay rapidly to zero. When the magnet voltage has collapsed 2 <1>e SI
to a preset threshold, the actuator is then driven to an optimal - . . ... . MV

bias level to initiate a smooth transition to the next state. At ...._....-. - "_
the point where the locus of the controlling reference signals a
polarity reversal the alternate SCRs are turned on and the 13.900ms-

feedback loop is closed. The resulting controller scheme is Ch1 .1 V =

very flexible and provides full four quadrant scanning with At 35p js F 28.5 kit T/div SOps Ch2 2 V =
triangular or any selection of varible slope waveforms. Trig 1.07 V + EXT =

Fig. 2
C. NewRegulator/trigger hardi-ore !ayout: Magnet current (#1- 5A/div.) vs Magnet voltage (#2 -100

v/N)
The regulator/trigger system is divided into two

chassis. All analog monitor, feedback, and control signals are The trigger chassis accepts commands from the beam
fed to and from the regulator chassis. Reference control and delivery control system and provides the control logic for the
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state controller and the serveifault detection circuitry the is obtained from a B dot coil mounted in the "fast" magnet
chassis generates the proper "states" that are translated into gap. Over most of the sweep the B dot variation is < +/-
trigger signals for the bridge SCRs and GTO during the 2.0%. The large deviations observed during the zero crossing
scanning cycle. At any zero current crossover region or during region can be tolerated in the clinical application since their
any serious fault condition the trigger chassis opens the excursions last less than 1.0 ms. Gross deviations in B dot
regulator feedback loop and drives the actuator and magnet by a occur for abc'it 2 ms as the GTO switch is turned off and the
predefined current level, magnet begins to freewheel down towards zero current. This

To protect the system from catastrophic failures a problem will be corrected. The raster scanning beam delivery
more extensive set of fast alarms was installed in the regulator system is now being commissioned and its clinical use will
chassis. In conjunction with open loop control function of the start in the near future.
trigger chassis the magnet can be ramped down in a very
predictable manner at any power level. The fast alarms are
supplemented by delayed alarms that allow the completion of a , --_

scan cycle if a few actuator transistors have failed during the ......K
cycle. l T-

The noise layout for the regulator chassis needed to be --
very rigorous. To minimize cross talk all analog and digital
signals were separately routed by the careful placement of the .... _IA

subsystem functions. All sensitive analog signals are 101
interconnected via twisted pair wire and received by laser - --- . v

trimmed precision differential amplifiers [7]. Us 83Q
Both chassis were designed to promote ease of testing E v

and debugging. Among the number of available options is a
simulation mode. All the necessary magnet parameters that are
required for normal operation are simulated and fed back into L_ . - _

the chassis to completely recreate the pulse sequence for the <- 4.28 ms Ch 1 2 V =
SCR and GTO switches. T/div 2ms Ch2 2 V =

Trig 1.07 V + EXT =

D. Other Ilardware modifications: Fig. 3
Magnet current (#1- 100A/div.) vs B dot voltage (#2) full scanAll the power switches in the original "fast" scanner

system were Toshiba GTOs. During the pc-ver testing phase a V. REFERENCES
number of gate drive units and GTOs failed. The expense
(-$1000.00 per device) and long delivery time (>20 weeks) [11 G. Stover. M. Nyman, J. Halliwell. R. Dwinell. "Operational
posed a serious bottleneck for efficient repair times, results for the Raster Scanning Power Supply System constructed at
Consequently we decided to replace bridge GTOs with off-the- the Bevalac Biomedical Facility". Presented at the 1989 IEEE Particle
shelf SCRs. As shown in Fig. 1 isolated trigger, Accelerator Conference, Chicago, I1. March 20-23. 1989. LBL-
commutation, (effective at < 5.0 amps.), and bias current 25931. Published in IEEE Proceedings, pages 1890.92.
holding circuits were added to each SCR to make their [21 T. R. Renner, W. T. Chu, B. A. Ludewigt, J. Halliwell. M. A.

operation compatible with the GTOs they replaced. The GTO Nyman, R. P. Singh, R. Stradter, "Preliminary Results for a Raster
Scanning Beam Delivery System". Proceedings of the 1989 IEEE

power switch was retained for it's superior high current Particle Accelerator Conference, Chicago, IL., p. 669, Vol 1, March
commutation ability(> 600 amps.). 1989.

To protect the actuators from the induced magnet [31 W. T. Chu, T. R. Renner, and B. A. Ludewigt, "Dynamic Beam
voltage when the power GTO switches off, a power zener Delivery for Three-Dimensional Conformal Therapy." Proceedings of
string of about 250 volts was connected across the actuator the EULIMA Workshop on the Potential Value of Light Ion Beam
assembly. A bias resistor connected from the main power Therapy, eds. P. Chauvel and A. Wambeisie, November 3-5, 1988.
supply to the drain of the actuators provides a bias current to Nice, France. EUR 12165 EN. pp. 295.328 (1989).
prevent the actuators from saturating during the zero current [41 J. E. Milburn, J. T. Tanabe, T. R. Renner, and W. T. Chu,

crossover region. Finally, in an attempt to eliminate the last "Raster Scanning for Relativistic Heavy Ions." Proceedings of the

of the obvious ground loops and adhere to the single point 1987 IEEE Particle Accelerator Conference, Accelerator Engineering
and Technology. Washington, D. C.. March 16-19, 1987, Vol. 3:

ground philosophy all control and monitor signals to and from 2000.2002 (1987).
the scanner system and the Biomedical control room were [5] G. Stover, M. Nyman, J. Halliwell, 1. Lutz, and R. Dwinell. "A
optically isolated. Raster Scanning Power Supply System for Controlling Relativistic

Heavy Ion Beams at The Bevalac Biomedical Facility". Presented at
IV. RESULTS the 1987 IEEE Particle Accelerator Conference, Washington, DC,

March 16-19, 1987, LBL-22200. Published in IEEE Proceedings,
The oscilloscope photograph in Fig. 3 shows the pages 1410-12.

transductor magnet current for both systems. The upper trace [6 Manufactured by Toshiba semicondu tor
illustrates the zig-zag pattern of the fast system magnet current 1711 NA105 precision unity gain manufactured by Burr Brown.

sweeping from a range of +/- 220 amps. The slope is
approximately 34 ampsJ ms. or 68 % of the maximum value.
The lower waveform is the derivative of the magnetic field and
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PRECISION CURRENT REGULATION OF MULTIPOLE MAGNETS USING
COMMERCIAL SMPS

Coles Sibley, Oscar Calvo and Toms Russ
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Bates Linear Accelerator Center
PO Box 846, Middleton Ma, 01949

required for the successful operation of the South Hall
ABSTRACT Ring.

II. DESIGN APPROACH
The South Hall Ring (SHR) under construction at the

MIT-Bates Linear Accelerator Center will provide a high It is easily shown that the components which affect the
duty factor electron beam and internal target capability for stability drift performance are the shunt, analog reference,
nuclear research. For proper operation of the pulse and the error amplifier. We opted to place these
stretcher ring, a large number of highly stable power components on an external controller board with low drift
supplies are required. Most of these supplies will be devices. Once this is done, the greatest effect on the
powering multpole magnets at currents ranging from 10 ripple and noise specifications are given by the gain of
A. to 155A. with the output power between 1.2 and 11.5 the feedback loop and good shielding and grounding
KW. The high stability specifications of these supplies, practices. In the first configuration that was tested, our
better than 25 PPM of the 1.1 GEV current value, error amplifier output was "ORed" with the supply's
including temperature drift and ripple, normally suggests voltage and current regulation loop. The shunt was placed
the purchase of custom manufactured supplies. However, directly in series with the internal shunt, within the output
due to the costs of custom supplies, we tested the capacitor circuit, thus seeing a "fast" current being shorted
feasibility of upgrading commercial supplies with an through the capacitor and a "slow" current from the load.
external controller to improve the current regulation from The loop transfer curves are shown in figure 1.
a typical value of 200 PPM to better than 25 PPM.

Several upgrade configurations were tested. The
results of those tests are discussed as well as some data on
the final design. ______

0 so

I. INTRODUCTION 40 0
-a o Ip

The South Hall Ring project under construction at ___ __

Bates Linear Accelerator Center will require over 80 ',, "_
power supplies for the multipole elements. Some of the ., __"___ ,__
quadrupoles and sextupoles will be run in series to cut .,,
down on the number of supplies. Their stability, including .00
ripple, noise and drift, must be better than 25 PPM over a 0, , 0 ,0 lo 10M
temperature span of 10"C. Usually this type of power
supply is custom made and costs from 2 to 3 times more Figure 1. Spice model of a Bode plot for the shunt currents and
than an "off the shelf' supply of similar output power. output voltage
Due to the cost considerations we opted to test several
supplies, both linear and switching, with an external In this case an integrator with a simple zero-pole pair
upgrade to improve the stability specifications to better compensates for the load and filter. The required
than 25 PPM. After testing several configurations, we rejection at the line frequencies was easy to ollmin. The
settled on a design which uses two control loops, a voltage problem with this configuration is that the leakage catrent
loop which is inside the supply to reduce the ripple to through the capacitor changes with emperature, so we
acceptable levels and an external control loop which would see drifts in the output current due to room
regulates the current loop and keeps the drift within temperature changes. We then moved the shunt outside
tolerances. This approach has been tested and regulates the capacitor so it would be regulating only on the load
the supplies within the tight stability specifications current. This solves the drift problem, but the resulting
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current transform has an additional pole, thus increasing eneus
the complexity of the feedback loop. In this configuration INERFACE DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM AC ON On Off

it is hard to get enough rejection of the line ripple. The Interlock ON Control

final setup was to use the original voltage loop, with Serial Input/Output

minor adjustments in the feedback to reject the line noise.
The output of our regulation loop is then used as the ANALOG SUBSYSTEM
reference into the voltage loop. This gives us a fast inner Refeenc

loop which compensates for line ripple and noise, and a ... >__
slow outer loop for control of the current stability. Current

, - Regulation
0Loop

WAT ER LT empCOOLE o'u~ On/OflFlowh SHNTr Reglaio

c'e tg.ItrneAGE POWER SUPPLY

Cf@h oe - Figure 3. Block diagram of the power supply system.

The basic hardware configuration is the same for both
Figure 2. Block dlsram of power supply control oop5, the voltage and current modes of operation. A reference

signal is compared with a sample of either the voltage or
IH. YSTE OVEVIEWcurrent, and the difference is amplified through an error

amplifier. Both error amplifiers have an integrator and aThe power supply consists of three separate systems; zero-pole configuration. The feedback is designed to be

the commercial power supply, the analog board and the stable when powering a wide range of loads. The output
digital board, The power supplies are manufactured by of the voltage error amplifier is then ORed with the output
Electronic Measurements, Inc. in Neptune NJ. They a of the current error amplifier and a shutdown crcuit such

powered In the constant voltage mode, using the error sig. that any one can shut down the PWM but only one will
na from the analog board as the voltage reference. The regulate at a time, depending on the load resistance. The
current control mode acts as a local current limit. PWM drives a full bridge configured as a buck converter.

The Bates analog board [1] contains the DAC, three For the 5 and 10 KW supplies, two or four bridges are run
ADCs, the shunt amplifier, the error amplifier, and the in parallel to double or quadruple the current capacity.
interface to the digital board. The analog board is
galvanically isolated from the digital board. The shunt V. C o e CONFIGURATION
has a S Tw switch used as a power supply interlock in the
digital bceard. Control signals, the DAC setting and the In order to meet the stability specifications, an external
three AC signals are run serially through optocouplers shunt and a stable reference are added to the system. The

for ilation. Power coming from the digital board goes voltage eferce is h en ref with apthrough dc to de converters for isolation. olte rrene alor precison crcuitha
The digital board contains a Bituls interface for re- temperature coefficient of better than .6PPM/ C and line

currt ontrol me tsas ralca the analog board regulation specifications of better than 2rPM. i V. The
mTe on te sal botrf[1)ontace s b twee DDAC is 16 bits and has a long term drift of less thanand the digital board, the status from the power supply, 5PPM/'C and offset of better than .5PPMC. The shunts

the control logic for the power supply DC on/off, powersupply interlock resetting, and the magnet interlocks, ne eratur eients 3th P over af teperaca tu ran e

thre ADina l airrunto serially4) hrich tceof es stemeanstble efrence are addetove teperatem The

Tor isation oler (0ming4) whig ta car go of 0 to 60 "C. They are water cooled with an input water
chrounidcations ndc nvertim .f rlaping atemperature of 30e ± hC an dissipate up to 200

poedresae boarcondi by the m o ntle or rlwatts. The shunt signal goes through a common mode
filter to kill any switching frequency noise with a cutoffIV. POWER SUPPLY CONFIGURATION frequency of about 600Hz and is then amplified by an

instrumentation amplifier (an LTc101) with a fixed gain
The EMS "DCS" series power supplies are switching of 10, then amplified again (Av~ 1.2) to have an output of

mode power converters with output power ranging from 10 volts at the supplies full output current. The second

600 watts to over 10 Kilowatts. The power supplies amplifier has the necessary offset and gain adjustment for
overall regulation is about 0.1%, calibration purposes. This signal is routed to the front
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panel for monitoring, and also to a voltage divider whose loop stability. Figure 6 shows the current loop response
output goes to the error amplifier and to a 16 bit ADC. with the voltage loop closed. From this chart it is clear
This circuit is shown in Fig. 4. The output of the error that we will not have any problems with stability as long
amplifier goes into the voltage channel reference input of as we close the loop under 100 Hz.
the power supply. The shield of this cable is where the so
common of the supply is tied to the common of our analog
circuit. All shields coming in to the analog board are tied
at the same place on the ground plane of the analog board
to eliminate any ground loops.

L ........... ....... ... ............ ..... ,

EMS I S 0 00 00 06

Fgure~~ It SceNt loop with thlrgnledakl op.

4. of voltage and current control loops due to a mismatch in the input common mode filter.

Below this frequency the gain drops rapidly due to the
VI. VOLTAGE LOOP shunt filtering.

The stability specification of 25 PPM includes all .o - so.i
ripple and noise. The worst case for ripple is at 60 Hz . 0
with a single quadrupole as the load. After calculating the
maximum ripple from each supply and comparing that 40 - -0
with the maximum current ripple allowable, we find that I .11.0
each supply's voltage feedback loop has to be modified
slightly. Table 1 shows the minimum amount of gain -II1
boost required for each supply to bring the ripple and .7 - .3S0
noise specifications into tolerance. From this table, we mlr
see that if we boost the voltage loop gain by 10 to 20 dB, 1 000
we will more than cover all the cases for the ripple Figure 6. Current loop with voltage loop closed.
specifications. Fig. 5 shows the measured loop response,
with a quadrupole as the load, for the EMS loop and the
modified voltage loop. The supply used in this example VII. CONCLUSION
was an EMS 60-80. Figure 4 shows the modified voltage
feedback circuit. In this case, the addition of an integrator The design discussed has been shown to comply with
in the voltage feedback loop would have been beneficial. the high stability specifications for the multipole power
This can be implemented with just a change of values in supplies in the South lall Ring project. We have ordered
the original EMS design. 81 power supplies for the quadrupole and sextupole

magnets which will utilize this upgrade. The supplies will
Amp 155 110 80 60 1 2 140 40 1 be upgraded and tested by EMS with deliveries expected

3I 1 in August 1991.
Vohsl70 95 70 80 14 48 120 30 125
ie,,l.6 12.7 4.2 i3.2 7.7 7.7 .74 112.43.7 References

Table 1 1. T. Russ, C. Sibley, "A distributed Power Supply Controller
using the Bitbus Interface", Nuclear Instruments and
Methods in Physics Research, A293, 1990

With the voltage loop closed at a bandwidth of 2. 0. Calvo, C. Sibley, T. Russ, "High Stability Switching
between 5 and 10Khz, the loop has enough rejection at Mode Power Converters for Magnetic Loads.Proceedings
the line frequency for the stability specifications. The of the 1990 Linear Accelerator Conference. p493
current loop now can be closed at a low enough frequency 3. Instruction Manual for EMS Power Supply EMS 80-60,
so the extra pole introduced by the load is above the Electronic Measurements, Neptune, NJ
bandwidth of the circuit and does not affect the current
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PRINCIPLES AND THEORY OF RESONANCE POWER SUPPLIES

A. Sreenivas G.G. Karady
Department of Electrical Engineering

Arizona State University, Tempe. AZ

Abstract to t t t$ t4to

The resonance power supply is widely used and proved to ,
be an efficient method to supply accelerator magnets. The
literature describes several power supply circuits but no
comprehensive theory of operation is presented. This paper Fa o
presents a mathematical method which describes the operation
of the resonance power supply and it can be used for accurate
design of components. _[,______

1. INTRODUCTION Tim in 8"
Cap "C

The resonance power supply is being used for accelerator m Mi D --
magnet excitatlon in the last two decades.The first application
was in the Princeton Pennsylvania Accelerator 1. In 1978
Praeg and McOhee (2) reported the utilization of series .cke
resonant network to generate biased sine wave excitation
current for the Argonne National Laboratory Synchrotron. L.pt
Subsequentily Praeg and colleagues presented several papers
discussing the dual frequency resonance power supply with flat Figure 1. Required Current shape and Circuit diagram.
top and flat bottom [3,4]. Kady et al [5,6) presented a design
method for a 10 kA, 10 kV resonance power supply in which b. Concept of the analysis
they proposed component realization and system optimization.
In the literature transient simulation techniques (SPICE, The circuit diagram for each state was identified and the
MICROCAP etc.) are used to analyze the operation of te crcui da r for ach state aqentia
resonance power supplies. These techniques simulate the state sae sequation were derived. In steady state sequentialoperation correctly but do not describe the phenomena. A operation the states follow each other. Therefore the initial
madmatical analysis s require in theuphenoea.dA conditions for a state are the final conditions of the previous
ofathemsytemal oaasio isstate. This procedure results in a set of simultaneous

The resonance power supply operation consists o distinct differential equations. The solution of these equations usingperiods and each period represents a state of the system. T the state space method describes the system operation. Theperids nd achperod eprsent a tat ofthesysem.Thestate equations were also solved using the Laplace Transfom
cyclic operation of the power supply can be described by the method. ee solutions obtained by the state space method
transition from one state to the other. Each period can be me e oui ed by the s tate spac th
described by a set of state equations. The state space method were verified by the Laplace Transform method using the
simplifies the computation and provides insight into the MATHEMATICA package for computation.
physical phenomena.

The purpose of this paper is to apply the state space c" List of symbols
method for the analyses of resonant power supply operation. Lm, Rm Magnet inductance and resistance respectively.

2. METHOD OF ANALYSIS Lch, Rch Choke inductance and resistance respectively.
Cl, Rcl Capacitor Bank 1 and bus bar resistance

a. System definition respectively.
C2, Rc2 Capacitor Bank 2 and bus bar resistance

The resonance power supply circuit diagram and the respectively.

required current wave shape are shown in Figure 1. It can be 3. OPERATION ANALYSIS
seen that the system operation is divided into four states:
injection, acceleration, flat top and reset. a. Injection

The system equivalent circuit for the injection period is shown
in Figure 2.

0-7803-0135-8191501.00 ©IEEE 949
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Figure 2. Current path during injection period Figure 3. Current path during acceleration.

The state space equations for this circuit are: The differential equations representing the accelerating period

are given by,
_ t ich (Vsij + im RswIa+

5F Lch ichaim
a t2  a CLlh at C 6

Vm =im R -VI-ch RSW1 2

where, AM b C!! LAm + -L. " !th

(Rch + Rawl) R = Rch + Zsw 1

Lch 3 where,

The solution of these equations results in the equation, a = P+Rch b= R + Rm

60)iche-1 + Im~sw _VL)1-LM h , Lmn

i(t)~R R ) ) 4 Thesolutionof thecircuitequationsisobtainedfromthestate
representation,

The equations I and 2 in state space form are,

I 0 1 0 0 1
Icj(t) r 1x21 al a2 a a4 x2

30 0 0 1ixoa b b20 ch(tO) oob3oI
0mt 0 1 0 I +o 0j ; bI b2 b3 W J xA 9

irv(tO) The final values obtained from equation 9, are used as initial

dt 5 values for the next state.

c. Flat Top
The final value of the choke and magnet current for the

injection period are the initial values for the acceleration The flat top state is initiated by the closing of SW2,
peiod. which short circuits the capacitor bank. The current path is

similar to that shown in Figure 2, except that, the current
b. Acceleration direction is reversed and SW2 is operating instead of SWI.

The state space equations for this period are similar to that of
The acceleration period starts with the opening of the the injection period.

GTO switch SWI and the closing of the capacitor bank switch The final values of the flat top period are used as initial
CSW. The switches insert the capacitor banks in the circuit values for the next state.
The current paths are shown in Figure 3.

d. Reset

The reset period is initiated by the opening of SW2, which

inserts the capacitor bank in the circuit. The current path is
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similar to that shown in Figure 3, but now only capacitor 600000 t2 t3
bank CI is in the circuit.

The state space equations are similar to the equations 500000
obtained for the acceleration periodL

The final values obtained are used as initial values for the 4 400000
next injection state of the next cycle. 3000001

4. SOLUTION STRATEGY b 200000
n4100000,

The input data required for the solution of the state space to t_
equations are: a) The starting time and ending time for each
state, b) The system parameters(resistance, inductance, 5= 6 0.1 0.15 0.2 0. 25

capacitance values), c) The constraints on the magnet current. Time in secs
For example the magnet current has to be kept constant during
the flat top and the maximum and minimum values of the Figure 5. Load on the system as a function of time.
ma get curent for any cycle are fixed.

The analysis uses two variables Icho and Imo which are 6. CONCLUSION
the initial choke and magnet currents. The state space
rof different periods in teams of these variables The results of the presented analysis can be summarized in the
m formulated. The system behavior is studied with respect to following points;
varlion in Ichoad Imo and other paraeters. I. This paper introduces the state space method for the

5. LOSS ANALYSIS analysis of resonant power supply operation.
2. The state space method reduces simultaneous differential
equations to a set of linear equation, which reduces

The application of the developed method is don strted computational complexity.
by the clcrulation of energy losses in a resonant power supply 3. This method can be used an an effective design tool for
system described in detail by Karady c al [5]. The analysis physical realization of resonance power supplies.
starts with computation of voltage required in series with the 4. The advantages of the method were demonstrated using a
magnet during injection and flat top periods. These voltages practical example.
are highly regulated ramps to keep the magnet current
constant. The state space equations were solved using the 7. REFERENCES
described method using the MATRIXX Math Program.

Typical results are shown in Figure 4, which presents the [1] S. WS ben, "Prnetonpensylvani Accelerator," Nuclear
capacitor bank current during the acceleration and reset period. Instruments and Methods, Vol 9, pp. 78-86,1960.
Figure 5 shows the load on the system as a function of time. [2] W.F. Praeg and D. McGhee, "Ring M4tnet Power Supply
It can be seen that the majority of the losses occur during the for a 500 MeV Synchreotron," IAS Annual Meeting,
flat top period. Also the calculation indicates that the current ConferenceRecord, pp.1118-1124, 1978.
at the end of the reset is less than the initial current required for [3] W.F. Praeg, "Dual Frequency Ring Magna Power Supply
the injection period. Therefore the system requires additional with Flat Bottom," IEEE Transaction on Nuclear Science, Vol
energy injection. NS.30, pp2873-2875, 1983.
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Figure 4. Capacitor bank current in Acceleration and Reset.
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*' Control Theory: A Practical Approach

Mike Anderson & Tom Bertuccio
Indiana University Cyclotron Facility

Bloomington, Indiana 47405

Abstract practical approach was developed to enhance the operation
Stability and frequency response enhancements can be of dozens of power supply channels.

made to custom manufactured and off-the-shelf power Additionally, efforts have been directed toward
supplies. Combined power converter and magnet loads that successfully modeling measured data. However, to date we
result in poor transient response and marginal loop have achieved only limited success, although in the near
stability due to inadequate phase margin can be corrected future we expect to complete accurate models.
with a systematic approach utilizing lead compensation
techniques. Using a Venable Systems 350 Frequency II. DISCUSSION
Response Analyzer two actual case studies are documented
demonstrating a practical approach to stabilizing and A. Test Equipment
enhancing a power supply's performance. A description of The VFRAS consists of a personal computer, software,
the system and conventions are followed by a description and a three channel commercial frequency response analyzer.
of two power supplies with specific deficiencies. The first
case study involves a power supply without a dominant pole E,,o an

output capacitor. The next case study involves a power Plant
supply driving a highly damped resonant load. The paper
in concluded a by a discussion of measurements pitfalls.

I TIpO 1 - System Block Dianam.
1. INTRODUCTION Figure 1 shows a general block diagram of the power

supplies that are to be discussed. Measurements are
This paper will outline two case studies where the accomplished by inserting a 100 ohm resistor within the loop.

frequency response of laboratory grade precision power An excitation signal creates a perturbance which can be
supplies were enhanced. The techniques used are simple, measured around the loop. Transfer functions for different
practical ways to compensate feedback loops. The approach blocks within the loop and the loop itself are represented in
consists of first measuring the frequency response of a Bode diagram format. Furthermore, closed loop plots can be
system. Second, selecting a desired frequency response (i.e. made by exciting the reference input and measuring the
crossover frequency and phase margin). Third, designing output over the input.
and implementing an error amplifier and/or other Additionally, the VFRAS will design an error amplifier
compensating ampliers that fulfill the specifications. And, for loops with an undesirable response. There are three
finally verifying the results by measurement. error amplifier lead compensation design options which are

Trial and error schemes so often used by power determined by phase requirements. The first is a simple
supply vendors proved to be inadequate especially when integrator. The second has a pole at the origin and a zero
the lavored approach is to employ a large capacitor across followed by a pole. The last option is used when phase boost
the output. The IUCF Cooler Ring having been designed requirements are greater than 90P, and consists of a pole at
with a high'y interactive power supply network required the the origin, two zeros at the same frequency followed by two
removal of all output capacitors which necessitated the poles at the same frequency.[1,2
complete redesign of all control loops, Some 50 channels
were involved and simple "seat of the pants' tinkering B. General Block Diagram
clearly would not suffice. A device was needed to measure As illustrated in Figure 1, there are three main blocks
the freque icy response (under closed-loop conditions) to within the control loop, the plant, the bank drive amplifier
allow quick, reliable measurements of loop characteristics (BDA), and the error air aer. The plant is a combination
over a range of operating conditions, and synthesis of transistor pass bank, magnet load and feedback
methods to properly match the dynamics of all elements of transducer. The BDA and the error amplifier can be
the network. modified to achieve the desired response. In addition, each

Past practices at this facility did not have the block has been modeled using Spice which were later
capability to execute the above approach until the rental compared to measured data. However, only limited success
and finally purchase of a Venable Model 350 Frequency has been achieved with the plant model.
Response Analysis System (VF,%a.S). However due to the The pass bank is arranged in a darlington configuration
need for precision ramping of power supplies under (i.e. 1 transistor driving 9 transistors driving 95 transistors).
adverse condition (;.-- removal of output capacitors), a This system was modeled using Spice and circuit analysis
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techniques. This system consists primarily of a single pole
caused by the idductive load. A hybrid pi model was used
to model the transistor bank. The driver transistors and the ............ . ....
bank transistors can be modeled to a composite transistor
representing the entire pass bank[3]. The feedback
transducer in the first case is a water cooled shunt and in
t h e s e c o n d c a s e i s t r a n s d u c t o r . . . ... ...... "...

The BDA feeds the plant and consists of a common
emitter amplifier driving a common collector amplifier ....
which in turn drives the plant. A 'thumbnail' derivation
proved to be quite accurate and was later verified by Spice,.
This system is characterized by a constant gain and a zero _______. ..__
followed by a pole. This provides phase boost and gain to
the feedfoward loop. The results were later used to adjust Figr 2- Magnitude plot of the plano plus the modified bank
the frequency response. mwe amplifler at &fferent operating points.

The error amplifier is a chopper stabilized inverting
operational amplifier whose feedback network is chosen via - -

K factor analysis to the desired loop crossover frequency ......... ... ..4. .. ...4. i. 4.... i. . -..
and phase margin.

C. First Case Study i i i 4 4444
This power supply furnishes current to coils in several

quadrapole magnets and was specified to be ramped, i .... .
However due to transformer coupling of loads with other
supplies the output capacitors had to be removed. This. "............N...
upset the system dramatically and resulted in a 200 amp ..............
oscillator. The frequency response without the output
capacitor is shown in figures 2 and 3.

To stabilize the supply a large capacitor was inserted
across the error amplifier, this enabled the frequency FRm 3. Phase plot of the plant plus the modified bank Mw
response of the different system blocks to be measured. ampliier at different o ,rating points.
The ability to view an accurate frequency response of a To overcome the above setback, the characteristics of
system greatly enhances an engineers ability to effectively the BDA amplifier were capitalized. According to the
design a compensator. Without measured data the system equation for the BDA the pole and zero can be modified by
characteristics can only be modeled by analysis which is changing a few feedback components. By using an 'R-C box'
cumbersome, time consuming, and does not accurately and the circuit derivation we were able to predict and
account for parasitic and variable parameter effects. Data monitor the response while modifications were being made.
over several decades takes only a matter minutes and is Our objective was to create enough phase boost at a
accurate when proper measurement techniques are particular band of frequencies to allow the use of an error
observed. amplifier which needed a phase boost less than 900. This was

To compensate the loop at a suitable crossover accomplished and the resulting loop plot is shown in Figures
frequency the VFRAS was used to design an error 4 and 5.
amplifier. However, the desired response could not be The crossover frequency of the loop is a function of the
achieved. This was due to a desired phase boost of the current and V,. Therefore, a family of plots are taken for
error amplifier to be greater than 90°.When a phase the plant at different operating conditions and a median
boost greater than 900 is desired, the VFRAS creates an value is chosen for crossover taking care that the phase
error amplifier with a pole at the origin and two zeros margin does not become too small at high frequencies.
located at the same frequency followed by two poles. The Given all system parameters such as load inductance,
slope of the error amplifier is + 1 at crossover (the zeros transistor parameters, etc. generally speaking the above,
create a slope of + 1 and the phase boost). If the loop has might have been accomplished. However, the power supply
a slope of only -1 at the desired crossover frequency, the in this case drives a fraction of the coils per magnet to which
loop will not crossover until after the crossover frequency it is conncted. Also connected to these same magnets are
and when the phase boost has dimbiished. Therefore, the other power supplies which in turn are connected to other
option of using phase boost greater than 900 s limited to magnets. It was the transformer coupling effect from this
modulators with a slope of -2 at the crossover frequency, arrangement that prompted the removal of the output
which in turn will provide the loop with a crossover slope capacitors from the power supplies.
of -1.
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capability compared to the first case study. The darlington
configuration in this case has one transistor driving 10

.......... • .... ..... ............. ....... transistors driving 66 transistors driving 676 transistors. In
addition, the transistors used in the first case were
Westinghouse 164-08, and this supply uses Westinghouse

- D60T transistors.
The approach to achieving a desirable response was

S .... .. . . similar to case study one. Initially there were several
unsuccessful attempts at crossing over the loop at a

... ............. ............. particular frequency. However, by modifying the BDA and
then modifying the error amplifier a desirable frequency
response was rcalized.

f+t... (.,9)

FRpre 4. Loop maogude po at different operating polntL E. Pitfalls
Erroneous measurements can occur for several reasons.

When using closed-loop measurement techniques circuit
. . ........ ....... impedances should be considered[4,5J. For our application............... ....... .... "...feqe.is(...>+..)teexi ato sg al soudb

: . we found, when making measurements at relatively high
frequencies (i.e. > +5kHz),, the excitation signal should be

...... ... t. .... injected prior to the error amplifier. For measurements of
" relatively low frequencies the signal should be injected after

the operational amplifier. However these are relative to
........ ....... ", .... ................ specific operating systems. Ground loops should be avoided

............ by supplying power to the measurement device (VFRAS) via
an isolation transformer; and injection transformers should

,. .also be used to isolate the excitation signal. In addition loads
.................... I shorted to ground may result in erroneous measurements.

Figre s. Loop pase plot at different operating poin L Il. CONCLUSIONS
Measured data attributes two poles to the plant. However,

when the coupling effect of the other magnet coils are Specialized laboratory grade power supplies can be
ignored, circuit analysis suggests only one pole. Indeed, it modified to meet specific needs of a user. Frequency
would have rather difficult to model the effect of the response measurement device is an invaluable tool for
transformer coupled loads. Without the measured data the control loop system design. In addition the VFRAS was able
above results probably would not have been possible, to measure the transfer functions of subsystems (i.e.
namely due to the nature of the load. amplifier or plant). The user also has the capability to verify

Furthermore, the variable+ dynamic response and compare theoretical designs to practical measured data.
characteristics due to varying operating conditions is This approach of measuring a system response gives practical
involved. The transistor gain, as well as other transistor and useful concrete information in a matter of minutes.
characteristics vary at different operating points (in this Furthermore, the package provides in most cases a simple
case over five transistor stages). In addition, this .uyn y has solution to control loop stability problems.
no preregulator thus, the Vce changes ar ... , of
operating current, which in turn compounds the -:.,ation IV. REFERENCES
in transistor gain. All theses characteristics change as the
temperature of the system varies. [1] Dean Venable, "K-Factor Simplifiers Linear Amplifier
D. Second Case dDesign", PCIM, vol. 13, Oct. 1987.

[Study 12] Dean Venable, "The K-Factor: A New Mathematical
This study involves a the main Cooler Ring dipole Tool for Stability Analysis and Synthesis," Powercon 10

magnet power supply. The load consisted of twelve dipole Proceedings, Power Concepts Inc, March 22-24, 1983.
magnets whose combined inductances 160mH paralleled by (31 P.R. Gray and R.G. Meyer, Analysis and Design of
a series network of 3 ohms and 20 millifarads. Due to Analog Integrated Circuits, New York: John Wiley & Sons,
ringing, the output capacitors were modified to a damping 1977, pp
network. The added 3 ohm resister to the original 20 [4] "Venable System Reference Manual Model 350 System",
millifarad output capacitor (to damp the load) modification Torrance, Ca.: Venable Industries, 1986.
resulted in a marginally stable loop. [51 D.J. Caldwell, "Minimize Loading Errors in Loop-Gain

This supply has a significantly different current Measurements," EDN, vol 35, pp.165-170, May 1990.
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Theoretical Study of H- Stripping with a Wiggler Magnet

R. Hutson

Medium Energy Physics Division, Los Alamos National Lab, Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract this. This additional angular spread added to the inherent
divergence of the incoming H- beam causes the horizontal-

The first step for injecting protons into the LAMPF plane emittance of the H0 beam to be larger than that of the
Proton Storage Ring (SR) at LANL is to strip a beam of
800-MeV H- Aons to Fu with a 1.8-T dipole magnet. Because Stripper Foil Extraction Line
of the finite lifetime of e-nergetic H- ions in the magnetic field, S /
their trajectories bend before stripping causing the angular Focusing
spread of the beam, and therefore its emittance, to grow during
the stripping process. In the case of the PSR, the horizontal Injection Line Quad
beam emittance grows by a factor of roughly three during ne
injection. As a consequence, beam losses in the ring aresignificantly greater than they would be if there were not

emittance growth. A speculative technique is proposed in 29 mo
which the beam divergence growth and resulting emittance Defocusinggrowth is reduced by stripping the H" in a wiggler magnet Quad
whose transverse field alternates in direction as a function of
position along he beam axis. The wiggler field configuration
is adjusted so that the angular beam spread introduced during
passage through one unidirectional-field increment of path is Bend
relatively small and so that 99.99% of the beam is stripped Figure 1. Layout of the LANL Proton Storage Ring.
after passing through the whole magnet. With careful field
design the net added angular beam spread is reduced because the
incremental angular spreads are painted back and forth over the original H- beam. If this emittance growth were reduced, the
same small range. In the hypothetical case described, the injected H s increases, would be made smaller, and beam losses,
calculated emittance growth and beam loss increase are icH increase s, would be edea s
significantly smaller than those calculated for a conventional which increase with beam size, would be reduced.
stripper magnet.

incoming Ht

I. INTRODUCrION IoinH

The PSR, shown in Figure 1, is filled with protons in a
two-stage process. First 800-MeV H- ions in the injection 3
line are stripped to H0 with a 1.8-Tesla dipole stripper
magnet; the Hu are then stripped to H+ by passing through a Maetic Field Region
200-1g/cm 2 carbon foil in the ring itself. After the ring is i
filled, the stored protons are extracted and transported to the Outgoing H
neutron production target at the Los Alamos Neutron (Ions Stripped at 1, 2, and 3)
Scattering Center (LANSCE).

The H- stripping process has an unwanted side effect in that it Figure 2. Illustration of H0 Angular Spread Resulting from
leads indirectly to unwanted losses of beam circulating in the Spread of H- Lifetimes in Magnetic Field Region.
PSR; the beam is lost through collisions of protons in the
tails of the stored beam with limiting apertures in the ring. In the next section, a speculative scheme is proposed to
The resulting activation of ring components makes ring reduce the emittance growth during H- stripping by the use of
maintenance more difficult. How does the H- stripping a magnet whose field transverse to the beam direction
process lead to this problem? H- stripping in a magnetic field alternates in direction as a function of distance along the beam.
is a probabilistic process described by a field-dependent ion This type of magnet is commonly referred to as a wiggler
hfetime; therefore, ions travel a finite distante before being magnet in synchrotron-light-source or free-electron-laser
stripped. Because the stripper magnet field is vertically systems. In section III, theory relevant to H- stripping and
pointing, the trajectory of an H- will be deflected through emittance growth is discussed, while section IV contains
some angle in the horizontal plane before being stripped, results of divergence growth calculations based on the
Since the stripping per unit path length is prubabilistic, the theoretical formulas. Calculated PSR beam losses deried
angles through which a collection of H ions are deflected from results of the divergence gowth estimates are discussed
before being stripped will cover a range. Figure 2 illustrates
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in section V. In the last section practical considerations
regarding wiggler magnet construction are mentioned briefly. M-f = f(z) m1 (1)

dz Dy c,:(z)
II. REDUCTION OF BEAM DIVERGENCE GROWTH

WITH A WIGGLER-MAGNET STRIPPER where 3 and y, the relativistic 0 and y, are 0.841 and 1.848
respectively for 800-MeV H- ions, and c is the speed of light.

In the present PSR stripper magnet the incoming H- ions The rest-frame lifetime has been expressed by Scherk [2] as
see a field that rises rapidly from zero to 1.8 Tesla. Special
effort was made to design the magnet so that this rate of rise
was as large as possible [1] since, for this case in which all the 't(z) = [A exp A2 sec (2)
beam is stripped to H0 in the fringe field region, the faster the [z)
field rises the smaller is the divergence added to the beam
because of H- trajectory deflection before the ion is stripped, where A1 = 2.47x10.6 V-s/m, A2 = 4.49x109 V/m, and E(z),

The proposal that divergence growth could be reduced by
stripping with a wiggler magnet hinges on the idea that, the ion rcst-frame transverse electric field, is given by
instead of stripping all the beam as rapidly as possible, as is
done with the present PSR stripper magnet, stripping could be E(z) = fry cB(z) V/m (3).
spread out over a cascaded series of relatively weak field
segments, in any one of which only a fraction of the beam B. Angular Divergence Added by 1 Stripping
would be stripped, and for any one of which a relatively small
range of divergence angles would be introduced. If the fields in For a vertically pointing field, the net horizontal-plane
successive segments alternate in direction, the divergence angular deflection of an H- trajectory after it has travelled from
angles caused by successive segments would paint back and z=O outside the field region to a point z inside the field can be
forth over the same small range so that the net divergence written as
added to the completely stripped beam would be relatively
small. This is shown schematically in Figure 3. W(

Field f 4.86M
SegmentField (z) = Fiel(4

Segent where 4.866 is the beam stiffness (in Tesla-m) of 800-MeV
3g H- ions, and B is in Tesla.

The quantity of interest at this point is the distribution, at
z, of deflection angles for the ensemble of -As arising from
those H- ions that have been stripped. If No is defined as the

,@, number of H- ions entering the stripper magnet field, then the
deflection distribution can be expressed as

",4 Denotes Range of Angles
of H from Stripped H - dJN-=.Nodfx A=-No(fx--L

Figure 3. Illustration of the Range of Deflection Angles d 0 dz dO dz dl(5)

Contributed by Each of Four Field Segments in a Wiggler- d z
Magnet H Stripper (The contributions from all segments whre -f is given by equation (1), and is obtained by

overlap the same range of angles). d z d z
differentiating in equation (4). For the PSR stripper magnet
all the beam is stripped in the rapidly rising field at the

From this figure it is evident that here would be an increase entrance to the magnet gap. The distribution of deflection
in transverse beam size and a resulting emittance increase, angles, N(0), is gaussian-like and can be characterized by an
However, in the case of stripping of the H- beam for injection rms width, 0nns.
into the PSR, this effect is small compared to the effect of
divergence growth. B. Beam Emiuance Growth

III. THEORY The emittance, e, of the H- beam at the entrance to the

stripper magnet can be expressed as Cn = 1t f--1dta [31 with
A. H1 Lifetime and Stripping Rate the sigma matrix being defined as

If ,r(z) is the H- ion rest-frame lifetime for stripping to H0  C= [ 2 ] (6).
in a field of B(z) Tesla, where z is the H- position along the1 021 G22 J

beam direction, then the fraction of the original number of
number of ions stripped per unit path length travelled can be V'a7T and t'0., are the rms spatial and angular % idths in the
expressed [1] as horizontal plane, and the off-diagonal elements G21 = 021
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the stripper magnet. Calculations of beam loss rates for the
describe the orientation of the beam ellipse in x-O phase space. PSR using the present stripper magnet are within about 20%

If the rms angular spread of the deflection angles caused by of the measured values. This result indicates that the Monte
the stripper magnet field is written as 0 rms, then the only Carlo program model used is reasonably accurate. The
change in the sigma matrix for the H0 beam exiting the calculated loss rate with wiggler-magnet stripping is only 45%
magnet is in the 022 element. The new element, &An, is of the rate calculated for the present stripper magnet. This is a

significant reduction; it indicates that, in the absence of other

02 ( limiting factors, the circulating beam current in the PSR could
(22= (22+ 8 (7). be doubled without increasing losses above those now

observed.
For a typical PSR injection line tune, this increase in a2
results in an emittance growth of approximately a factor of VI. LIMITATIONS OF MAGNET TECHNOLOGYthree.

Until now nothing has been said about the possibility of
IV. CALCULATED DIVERGENCE GROWTH building a wiggler magnet that would meet the specifications

of cycle length and field strength needed in order for it to
A. Present PSR Stripper Magnet function as an effective stripper magnet. A brief review of

current wiggler magnet technology was done, and the
By substituting known or hypothesized magnetic field conclusion reached was that, with present state-of-the-art

distributions into the appropriate expressions in section III, technology, it is probably not feasible to build a magnet with
one can then use equation (5) to calculate the distribution of specifications that match those of the hypothetical magnet
deflection angles of HO's exiting from a stripper maglet. described in section IV. But, verification of this conclusion
Such simulations have been done for configurations similar to would require a systematic study of a range of designs
the PSR stripper magnet and the results agree well with involving consideration of stripping efficiency and divergence
measurements [1]. For the present PSR stripper magnet the growth for different numbers of field cycles, different cycle
predicted rms spread introduced into the beam is 0.37 mrad. lengths, and different maximum field strengths.

Permanent magnet wigglers are limited to relatively low
8. Proposed Wiggler-Magnet Stripper field strengths (typically less than a kilogauss) with a resulting

low H- stripping efficiency, and are also subject to radiation
In order to illustrate the validity of the wiggler-magnet stripper damage in the high-energy proton and neutron environment
concept, angular divergence calculations were done for a near the PSR stripper location. A difficulty with electromagnet
hypothetical magnet whose field direction alternates through construction is in attaining the relatively high maximum field
ten cycles of a sine-wave function with cycle length of 1.5 cm, values needed while at the same time spacing the individual
and whose maximum field strength is 1.26 T. With this magnet segments closely enough together to make cycle
choice of cycle length and maximum field strength, integration lengths near one or two centimeters.
of equation (1) over the full magnet length (twenty half cycles) In spite of these limitations on field strength and cycle
shows that 99.99% of the incoming H- will be stripped. This length, specifications attainable with present technology seem
high stripping efficiency is essential because any unstripped H- close enough to encourage further study.
beam is lost in such a way that it contributes to the very beam
losses that the use of a wiggler-magnet stripper is meant to VII. REFERENCES
reduce.

The angular spread introduced into the beam by a single [11 A. Jason, D. Hudgings, 0. van Dyck, "Neutralization of
half-cycle of the magnet described above is described by H" Beams by Magnetic Stripping," IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci.,
equation (5), and is calculated to have an rms width of only vol. NS-28, June 1981, pp. 2704-2706.
0.18 mrad. As was pointed out earlier, since the angular [21 L. Scherk, "An Improved Value for the Electron Affinity
spread from alternate segments of the magnet paint back and of the i roen Ion Affivo ty
forth across each other, the tins spread for one segment applies of the Negative Hydrogen Ion," Can. J. Phys., vol. 57, p.
to the total stripped beam at the end of the magnet. The 558, 1979.
calculated rms spread of 0.18 mrad is a roughly 50% reduction [31 K. Brown, "Beam Envelope Matching for Beam Guidance
below the 0.37 mrad rms spread calculated for the present PSR Systems", Nucl. Instr. Meth., vol. 187, pp. 51-65, 1981.
stripper.

V. BEAM-LOSS CALCULATIONS

If the stripper-added beam divergence and the resulting
emittance growth were reduced by use of the wiggler-magnet
stripper described above, how much would ring beam losses be
reduced? To answer this question, a Monte Carlo program was
written to simulate beam losses on the limiting apertures in
the PSR. One input to the program is the emittance of the
injected beam, i.e., the emittance of the H0 beam as it exits
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The AGS New Fast Extraction System
for the g-2 Experiment and RHIC Injection*

M. TANAKA and Y.Y. LEE
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, NY11973

Abstract than the AGS and its harmonic number at injection is 342
compared to 12 of the AGS. The present RHIC design

The AGS requires a new fast extraction beam (NewFEB) assumes that the AGS can accelerate a variable number of
system for the muon g-2 experiment and the Relativistic bunches per pulse and the FEB/SBE system can be used
Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC). The proposed NewFEB sys- as the extraction system for RHIC injection. The exact
tern will consist of a new fast multi-pulsing kicker placed AGS operation mode for RHIC injection has not yet been
at straight section GIO and an ejector septum magnet at fixed: (1) one may transfer all bunches (e.g., 12/11 for
HIO,together with local orbit bumps generated by power- protons, 3 for HI) to RHIC in a single turn (FEB, box-car
ing backleg windings on the AGS main magnets. The new stacking), or (2) one may transfer individual bunches one
system is capable of performing single bunch multiple ex- by one into the waiting rf buckets in RHIC (SBME). RHIC
traction as often as every 8 ms up to 12 times per AGS two rings will be filled wiih 57 bunches one after another
cycle, in addition to the standard single turn fast extrac- in two minutes every 1 10 hours.
tion. The conceptual design of the NewFEB sysytem will The schematic layout of the AGS-RHIC compiex is
be discussed, shown in figure 1.

I. Introduction

Since the present fast extraction beam (FEB) and single
bunch extraction (SBE) systems[l] are no longer available
for the post-Booster era, the NewFEB system will serve
as the AGS extraction system not just for the muon g-2
experiment[2] but also for RHIC[3] and any future neutrino
physics program. The AGS Booster, nearly completed,
should soon be able to increase the proton intensity in the
AGS by a factor 4 and to allow the AGS to accelerate '

heavy ions (HI) beyond Si2 s up to Au 197 .
For the g-2 experiment, which is now constructing a

14 m diameter superferric muon storage ring (p-SR) with
B=1.5 T in order to improve the previous measurement of ThO MS-RHC Csmptee
the anomalous magnetic moment (a,.) by a factor of 20,
NewFEB must meet the following requirements: (1) ex-
tract proton bunch beam up to full energy and intensity Fig. 1. Schematic layout of the AGS-RHIC comple.
to the new V-target through the existing U-line for 3.1
GeV/c pion production, (2) perform single bunch multiple
extraction (SBME) at - 8 ms intrvals up to 12 times per IL. Design of the NewFEB
AGS cycle. The remaining bunches, if any, have to be de-
bunched and go though the slow extraction beam (SEB) A. Mac.hine and Beam Parameters
channel.

With the NewFEB system the AGS will also serve as an For design purposes, we may assume that (1) p=29 GeV/c,
injector for the RHIC, which is now under construction. (2) the 95% normalized emittance of the high intensity
The circumference of the RHIC ring is 19/4 times larger beam is n (95) - c" = 507r mm-mrad, (3) the maximum

*Work perfurmed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of momentum spread allowed is dp/p = ±2 x 10- '. The cur-
Energy rent AGS machine parameters are summarized as follows:
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Table 1. AGS Param. t Hence, at p=29 GeV/c, using the 99% emittance we have

Circumference C=2irR- 807.07b [m] w1 (H1O)=16.4 mm. Assuming that we need 2 mm sepa-Curvature p= 8 5 .17  [in ration at both sides of the septum of the ejctor magnet

Revolution Time t,,,=2.692 [its] (SMH10), and -- 10 mm septum thickness, then the re-

Tune Qh=Q.=- 8.7 quired separation of the circulating beam and the beam
B naz(min)- 2 2 5. (10.5) [m] kicked by the fast kicker at G1O (FKG10) is 6n=30.4 mm.Dispersion Function D =2.20 [m] The FKG10 must deflect the beam by

No. of Bunches Nb=12,(3 for HI) i(G10) = bx(Hl1)/ /rh(GIO),61,(H10)sin(bi)
Full Bunch Length tb=35±5 [ns]
Gap bet. Bunches t,=224(peak-to-peak) [ns] =-2.00 mra, where 6,u is the betatron phase advance from
Typical Intenr.y 1.6.1013 (PPP FKG10 to SMH10, and whL'ch corresponds to f Bdl = Bo.

3.0.10" (Sip] i'ly = -0.19 T-m.
Typical AGS Cycle 2.0(FEB),3.4(SEB) (s] We consider a C-typ6 ferrite magnet with a limited rper-
Typical Energy 24.5,28.5(p) [GeV] ture, w(idth)=38.5 mm and g(ap)= 17 mm, to minimize the

14.5(0,5$) [GeV/N] required voltage on pulsing the FKG 10. Choosing Lf1=2.0
Emittance C , =35w [Am-rad] m, we find the magnetic field is Bo=0.95 T, the magnet
Momentum Spread dp/p=0.12 [% current, I = Bo . g/po-1.29 kA and the corresponding

total magnet inductance, L,nag =- 'o' lqjI/g=5.69 itH.
For RHIC injection, the expected value3 of c, dp/p and to a e v c an bun ch-to-bunc e xtraction,9H e

In order to achieve clean bunch-to-bunch extraction, the
t for both protons and HI are substantially lower than the kicker fall time must be as rapid as the rise time. The
current values since the Booster can deliver more intensity total duration is To=tr,.o+tatt l-'i=160+40+180=380
than that assumed for the RHIC design parameters[3. At ns and the pulse waveform is essentially half sine. The
10-foot straight section (GI0,H10), P3h and P., are rapidly recharge time must be a few ms. The minimum pulse
changing as well as D, while at 5-foot s.s. 01,/ 3 ma, voltage to perform the full field in ti, -=160 ns is
j3, P-/3mun and D. e- D,...: V=L,,.,dI/dt=B,, . leq! • w/tria,=46 kV. Since we have

location 0,% (m) P. (m) D, (in) to add the additional stray inductance and it is also desir-

10-ft s.s. 19.9 to 12.0 12.0 to 19.9 2.09 to 1.63 able to keep V <_- 30 kV, the magnet will be subdivided

6-f s.s. 22.1 10.5 2.17 into several shorter modules and powered in parallel. If
the pulser is to be mounted outside the ring due to the

Figure 2 shows the wall monitor display of the bunch struc- high radiation environment, it will have to be a matched
ture in the ACS after the third bunch is extracted for the pulse forming network (PFN). The magnet is loaded with
SBE operation. capacitance so it behaves like a transmission line of the

correct impedance. The PFN storage voltage will be twice
the maximum pulsing voltage and it has to be oil insulated.

_ _ _C. Ejector Magnet

A new out-of-vacuum ejector septum magnet (SMH 10) has
been built for standard FEB operation and its magnetic

T 1 a A' properties have been intensively analyzed. However, forJ Li ' III- NewFEB operation the ejector magnet has to stay a DC
mode over 100 ins, the septum thickness must be increased
from the current value of 2.3 mm to - 10mm. If the mag-

net is water-cooled, - 5 mm thickness might be sufficient.

tfI : :-Li D. Orbit Bump

Local orbit deformations are needed to move the circu-
lating beam into the aperture of the fast kicker and aJqo

Fig. 2. Display of the bunch structure in the AGS to bring the beam adjacent to the septum of the ejector.
These bumps are generated by powering backleg wind-

B. Fast Kicker ings on selected AGS main magnets so arranged that the
tune shifts and stopbands at Q,=8.5 are minimized. We

The full horicontal beam width, is usually defined by first consider two standard 3/2 X horizontal bumps, one
w! = 2Ve.,3h/ir + (Ddp/p)2 , assuming that the dp/p (BLWG1O) for FKG10 and another (BLWHI0) for SMH10.
distribution is symmetric, and the transverse and longitu- With this configuration, a tracking study shows that the
dinal emittances are uncorrelated, where Ch = C . (m/p). available space for the kicked beam is rather marginal
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around G17. So we make modifications to create a hybrid III. Summary and Plan
(2A) bump (BLWGH), eliminating some backleg windings
and doubling kicks at some. The basic conceptual design is made on the NewFEB sys-

In figure 3 , we show a schematic layout of the NewFEB tern at the AGS, which is capable of performing SBME for

extraction components (BLWGH, FKG1O, SMHIO0) and the g-2 experiment and RHIC injection. It is expected that

the particle trajectories with and without FKG1O and detailed engineering design work will start soon since the

SMH10 on. p-SR and RHIC are scheduled to be completed in 1994
and in 1997, respectively. Further simulation studies of
the NewFEB extraction and beam transfer from the AGS
to RHIC (ATR) will be needed to specify tolerances of the
NewFEB system components as well as the overall required
AGS capability as the injector for RHIC.
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desire orbit at FKG10 and at SM1I0, making fine adjust-
ments of BLWGH. Then, the particle with initial condi-
tions (z, z') at the beginning of s.s.G10 is traced through
the lattice and receives an appropriate kick (1.6 mrad) at
FKG10 and an additional kick (20 mard) at SMH10 up
to the middle of s.s.H13, where the beam should be about
- 43 cm away from the central orbit, free from the fring-
ing field of the ring magnets. The simulation results on
the extracted beam parameters at s.s.H13 are summarized
as follows:

z = 43.8 cm z'=63.8 mrad
a,=-5.75 Oih=4 6 .4 m a,= 0.83 03,= 3.6 m
Dr=1.24 m D.,=0.19

Due to its high intensity operation for the g-2 ex-
periment, it is important that the NewFEB system can
achieve a high extraction efficiency (>99%). On the other
hand, for RIIIC injection, stability and reproducibility
of the extracted bunched beam parameters are crucial
since any change (pulse-to-pulse, cycle-to-cycle) of the ex-
tracted beam parameters will directly influence RHIC per-
formance.
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The Frascati 'D-Factory Injection System
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INFN, Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, C.P. 13, 00044 Frascati (Roma), Italy

Abstract Table 1 shows the efficiencies assumed to estimate the re-
quired curent from the Linac injection section.

The injection system, for the Frascati 0-factory DAONE
[1], is designed to store _1013 positrons and electrons in the Table 1
two main rings in an overall injection time at startup of -10 Injection, transport and extraction efficiencies
minutes. The system will consist of a high current electron
Linac (E-250 MeV), a low current high energy electron- Transport from Linac gun to converter 0.4
positron section (E>510 MeV) and a compact damping ring in Electron-positron conversion @ 250 MeV 0.008
order, to avoid injection saturation, to increase longitudinal ac- Transport from converter to accumulator 0.9
ceptance and to decouple the design of the main rings from in- Injection into accumulator 0.5
jection requirements. The two Linac sections will provide -0.3 Extraction from the accumulator 0.9
nC of positrons within :k:1% energy spread in 10 ns pulses for Transport and injection into main ring 0.8
injection at 50 Hz into a single 76 MHz bucket of the damp-
ing ring. Extraction of the high quality damped bunch from the With these assumptions the positron charge per pulse de-
accumulator w!U take place at 1 Hz, filling one main ring livered by the Linac is 0.3 nC, while the electron charge from
bucket at a time. The Linac design foresees 3 m long 2x/3 TW the gun is 95 PC.
constant gradient accelerating sections with SLED systems in
order to inc.case the energy gain. The magnetic structure of the II. THE LINAC
damping ring is designed to be accommodated in a 12x12 m2

hall, and it is made of four quasi-achromatic bending sections The schematic layout of the DAONE Linac is shown in
and four long straights to accommodate injection and extrac- Fig.I. The main Linac components are: thermionic gun, pre-
tion pulsed elements and the RF system. buncher and buncher at the Linac frequency f = 3GHz, high

current TW electron Linac with output energy ! 250 MeV,
I. INTRODUCION electron-positron converter, positron capture section, low cur-

rent e-e+ TW Linac with energy _> 510 MeV, magnetic focus-
DA0NE, the Frascati 0-factory project, is a high lumi- ing elements.

nosity (>1032 cm-2s-1) storage ring running at a centre of
mass energy of 1020 MeV. To achieve such a high luminos-
ity, a large number of electron and positron bunches (120) cir- -.-- t
culate in two separate rings, colliding at a small angle in the
horizontal plane. The total number of particles in each ring ex- GUN

ceeds 1013, thus setting challenging requirements on the de-
sign of the positron injection system. Since the operating time
structure of the bunch configuration will be chosen upon the 20 Mev
results of machine commissioning, single bunch injection has 27 .roV Converter
been recommended, so that the use of a small full energy stor-
age ring which serves as an accumulator between a
positron/electron Linac and the main ring seems to be the only
possible solution to store the whole charge in the required in-
jection time of -10 minutes. To mantain a high average lumi-
nosity, topping-up will be perforrwud when the stored current 4-- or
drops below a given level, so that full injection will be neces- e+ S40 Mev
sary only at machine start-up. e- 810 MeV

Particles accelerated from the Linac will be injected at 50
Hz into the accumulator, extractea at i Hz and injected into the
main rings, filling one bucket at a time. In order to reach the
design positron current, 360 pulses will be transferred from the
accumulator to the main ring. In the case of electrons, due to __

the larger current from the Linac, injection rate is foreseen to
be much faster. Figure 1. Layout of the Linac.
0-7803-0135-8191$01.00 @IEEE 961



The gun, dimensioned for the maximum positron peak - the existing tunnel in the LNF area allows the installation
current, will be used for both operating modes. The main gun of about 50 m of active Linac which means a possible total
parameters are listed in Table 2. energy of 1000 MeV with an accelerating gradient of 20

MV/m.

Table 2 - as shown in Table 3 we estimate that a 20 MV/rn Linac is

Main gun parameters cheaper than a 30 MV/m one.

Type Pierce, triode Table 3

Cathode radius Rk = 40 mm Possible DAONE Linac Configurations

Cathode diameter Dk = (25+30)mm NQ sections 14+2* 12+2* 10+2*
Anode potential Ua = 100 kV E(MV/m) 21 21 30
Current Ig= 10A i+ (ma) 50 36 50
Emittance(invariant)/x En = lxlO 4 m.rad Wc (MeV) 390 270 380
Macrobunch length tb = 10 ns Wt (MeV) 930 810 940
Repetition rate fr = 50 Hz NQ klystr. ** 4(4) 3(4)+1(2) 5(2)+1(2)

cost. (relat.) 1.05 1. 1.13
The bunching system will consist of a TM010 single cell * 20 MeV Bunchers

cavity prebuncher and a 10+20 MeV buncher with few graded ** The number of sections per klystron in brackets.
P cells. The buncher length will be about 1+1.5 m. The pur-
pose of the system is to bunch the 'continuous' electron cur- The main components of the positron source are: the
rent emitted by the gun in a train of micropulses which cone- converter, the magnetic focusing and the high gradient capture
sponds to less than 15 degrees of the period of the Linac ra- accelerating section. The converter will be made of high Z ma-
diofrequency, and to accelerate the electrons to relativistic ye- terials such as Ta or Au, resistant to thermal and mechanical
locities before injecting them into the constant phase velocity stresses. The average power of an electron beam passing
(v=c) accelerating structure of the Linac, through the converter will be about 1.2 kW, the power dissi.

According to the analysis presented in [2] we propose the pated in the converter being about 16% (ic. - 200 W) of the
use of 2x/3 travelling wave (TW) constant gradient (CG) ac- total beam power. Considering the good performances of the

celerating structures together with a SLED type pulse cor- ADONE converter [4,5], which can dissipate about 10 kW, we
pessin struste Tohe r tagesfh a sDtyue corn- intend to adopt a similar solution for DAONE. Since the elec-pression system. The advantages of such a structure in corn- tron energy on the converter will be more than twice that of
parison with others, i.e. x/2 TW or 2x/3 TW constant ADONE Linac, also the thickness of the target should be
impedance (C), are described in [3]. In our case their best fea- larger (e.g. - 2 radiation lengths).
tures are: lower sensitivity to frequency deviations, lower The electrons will be focused by a quadrupole triplet to
beam loading derivative and lower sensitivity to beam break- form a spot with a diameter smaller than I mm, the positrons
up in comparison with CI structures. It is also important that will be confined by a very intense tapered magnetic field of the
such ,tructures have been successfully tested in large size ac- order of 5+6 Tesla generated by a flux concentrator [6]. Further
celerators like SLAC, DESY and LEP. optimization of the capture efficiency can be obtained by

We have optimized the optimum section length, the field adding after the flux concentrator a short very high gradient ac-
gradient and the minimum klystron number for the following celerating capture section with the proper phase [7].
parameters: quality factor Q = 15,000; beam pulse duration Ill. THE ACCUMULATOR
tbffl0ns; klystron output power P.45 MW; RF pulse duration
tk=4 .5 tts; storage cavity (for pulse compression) quality fac- The use of an accumulator between the Linac and the
tor Q=IO5; effective electron energy at the convener Ec > 250 main rings has the following major advantages:
MeV; output positron current i+>30ma (at 510 MeV in ±1%). - it avoids injection saturation due to the large number of in-

The Linac will be installed into the 70 m long existing jection pulses (-1.6x10 4) by subdividing them into 45 puls-
tunnel of the ADONE Linac. Assuming a Linac filling factor es into the accumulator times 360 pulses into the main
of 0.7, the total length of the accelerating sections should be rings;
around 50 m corresponding to a field gradient of about 20 - it provides a larger longitudinal acceptance, since the RF fre-
MV/m. Our analysis shows that the optimum section length quency of the accumulator can be much lower than the main
is 3 m. Some possible configurations for the DAONE Linac, ring one;

- it decouples the design of the main rings from injection re-based on the 3 m long sections are given in Table 3. quirements, since the emittance and energy spread of the
All the configurations presented in Table 3 fulfil the damped beam from the accumulator are much smaller than

above mentioned requirements. Additional informations, like those of the beam coming directly from a Linac.
reliability and costs are then necessary to support the final The length of the accumulator has been chosen as 1/3 of
choice. From this point of view the solutions with lower gra- the main ring circumference, to easily synchronize injection of
dient (i.e. 21 MV/m) are preferable since: any desired bucket of DAONE. For the same reason, the RF
- most of the existing large electron Linacs operate below 20 frequency of the accumulator cavity is exactly 5 times lower

MV/m. than the main ring one.
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Fig. 2 shows the layout of the positron/electron accumu- 8.3 T/m and a bore radius of 5 cm. The sextupoles have a
lator with the schematic of the transport channels from the magnetic length of 10 cm, with a maximum gradient of 80
Linac and to the main rings. Positrons will be injected into the T/m2 . Four kickers are used simultaneously for injection of
accumulator from the left channel and extracted from the right electrons and positrons from the Linac. This arrangement has
one, while electrons will follow the opposite path. A symmet- been chosen to exactly cancel the perturbation of the already
ric set of four kickers will provide the necessary orbit distor- stored beam at each injection pulse. Only two of them provide
ion for injection and extraction of both electrons and posi- the necessary kick to extract the beam from the accumulator.
trons. The required kicker pulse length is -100 nsec and the maxi-

mum strength is 67 G.m for injection and 110 G.m for extrac-
__ tion. Table 4 gives a parameter list for the accumulator.

Table 4
C,,, ,Parameters of the accumulator

KOM ..... Energy (GeV) 0.51
Circumference (m) 31.52

0 Straight section length (m) 3.67" Horizontal betatron wavenumber 2.89
I I Vertical betatron wavenumber 1.13

Dispersion at Straight Section Centre (SSC) (m) 0.13
Horizontal P3 at SSC (m) 2.51
Vertical 3 at SSC (m) 3.87

Figure 2. The Accumulator Layout. Maximum dispersion (m) 0.81
Maximum horizontal PI (m) 4.24

The accumulator lattice, derived from the storage ring Maximum vertical 3 (m) 10.40
ACO in Orsay [81, has a fourfold symmetric periodicity, and Horizontal betatron damping time (msec) 19.71
has been chosen to optimize injection performance. The opti- Vertical betatron damping time (msec) 19.71
cal functions of one fourth of the ring are shown in Fig. 3. Synchrotron damping time (msec) 9.86

Momentum compaction 0.059
Emittance (mm.mrad) 0.27

) A r.m.s. energy spread (%) 0.042
J \Horizontal r.m.s. beam size at SSC

(mm,no coupling) 0.82

7.5 *Vertical r.m.s. beam size at SSC
t.5 ," .j .,(mm,full coupling) 0.72

., . Horizontal chromaticity (sextupoles off) -4.13
Vertical chromaticity (sextupoles off) -4.10

5. RF frequency (MHz) 76.09
.. - RF voltage (MV) 0.1

Harmonic number 8
2.5 ....... RF energy acceptance (%) ±1.55

Dx10 r.m.s. bunch length (cm, radiation only) 2.86
0.0
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Prototype Studies of a I MHz Chopper for the KAON Factory
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Abstract _ -_
1.025 MHz (= 106 discrete pulses/s) beam chopper is KICKER MAGNET i tns at 450MeV

STRENGTH I1 4ns at 30Gev
required for the injection line into the Accumulator ring -* -

of the KAON Factory at TRIUMF [1]. The beam chopper t I I
will create 108 ns gaps in the 1 GeV/c H- beam to allow 20 43 21 44 22 45 23 1 1 24
enough time for the magnetic field to be established in the
kicker magnets in each of the 5 rings. The required deflec-
tion of 1 mrad can be achieved with a set of plates 5 cm 1---S BUNCH GAP-- " -
apart in which the product of voltage difference and plate 0lons at 450MeV 22ns at 450Mev

length is 37.7 kV.m. The "kick" must have a rise and fall Bons t 30 GeV 16ns at 30ev

time of less than 39 ns and a flat top of 49 ns and 92 ns on Figure 2: Beam burst pattern in the Kaon Factory rings.
alternate pulses. A novel design concept for a 1 MHz chop-
per has been developed involving an energy storage system
where the electric pulses are stored in a large diameter (10 from the undefected to beam by a downstream dipole
cm) low loss coaxial cable. Measurements on the perfor- magnet and directed to a 10 pamp beam dump. The accu-
mance of a high voltage prototype are presented. Results mulator ring will store wn pulses in sets of 45, interleaved
are encouraging and show that this novel design can be into two groups as shown in Figure 2 and the gap betweenimplemented successfully for the KAON Factory. most pulses will be reduced to 10 ns. The resultant gap

for the kickers will be 108 ns in the accumulator ring with
1. INTRODUCTION 5 consecutive bunches missing.

The rise and fall time of the driving voltage pulse (T (r),
The TRIUMF cyclotron will be used as an injector for between a% and b%, and the propagation time (Theam) of

the KAON Factory synchrotron. The 11- beam pulse pe- the H- beam through the center fed deflector plates must
riod is 43.5 ns, and allowing for jitter the effective beam satisfy [9]:
burst width will be about 4.5 ns so that the effective gap
between beam bursts will be about 39 ns [1]. The chop- r.(,) + (M x reamn)' < (39 ns)' (1)
per rate will be 1.025 MHz with a 100% macro-duty factor
with alternate pulse widths of 49 ns and 92 ns, as shown Where x is a power function and depends on the shape
in Figure 1, so that 2 and 3 bunches will be removed alter- of the rising edge but is constant for fixed M (= --).
nately at approximately 1 psec intervals. Similar device at If the pulse shape is trapezoidal then x = 1.6 (2.1) for a
other laboratories operate at either low repetition rates in 5% --- 95% (10% -- 90%) risetime [9]. If the deflector
the 100 Hz range [2,3] or for example at a 0.25% macro- plates are 4 m long and the kick rise time is defined from
duty factor and 10 MHz [4]. The deflected beam bunches 10% - 90%, then from equation (1) the rise time of the
will impinge on a stripper foil and be further separated electrical pulse must be less than 38 ns.

II. CHOPPER DESIGN CONCEPT
976ns

39ns 92ns 3911s 39ns 49ns 39ns The original design concept has been described else-
I I [ I I I I where [5,7,8] but has been modified somewhat and the
3 DEFLECTED 2 DEFLECTED present system will be outlined here. Electrical pulses will

BEAMBURSS SW BUSTSbe stored in a very low loss coaxial cable that has a one
CHOPPER ! way propagation time of approximately 1 ps. This willS 0RNGTH ___. _ 1 permit the storage of two pulses of different widths that, ' arelI s apart.

i I . ~BEAM BURST- I I l t

7/ NUMBER I A. Original Design Concept20; 121 22 23 ;24 25 42" 43 4441 1
n In the original design there were two tetrodes mounted

IJLFLj I at one end of a storage cable. The far end of the storagecable was connected to the center of a set of open circuit
Figure 1: Pulse pattern of prototype 1 MHz chopper. deflector plates which are configured as a 100 Q2 stripliic
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Figure 4 shows the output stage of the control grid driver
to match the impedance of the 50 S1 storage cable. The circuit. The pulse pattern on each of the four parallel grid
charger tetrode was used to reshape the leading edge of the drivers was controlled through four fiber optic links from
stored pulse and the clipper tetrode was used to reshape a pulse sequencer [11]. The pulse widths and amplitudes

the trailing edge of the pulse. The cable was connected of each of the four fet pulsers could be controlled inde-
to the charger tetrode at the cathode and to the clipper pendently. The pulse sequencer permits operation with

tetrode at the anode. The main disadvantage of this circuit various burst lengths at macro-duty factors tip to 100%.
was that the stray capacitance of the tetrode with the cath- Figure 5 shows the ideal pulse pattern at the center and
ode connection was too high. The total stray capacitance at the open circuit end of the pulse storage cable. Each
in the prototype was about 1000 pF and it was not possible alternate reflection from the ends of the cable causes a null

to achieve the required rise time. The best achieved rise at the center of the cable. When the pulse at the center

and fall time of a 7 kV positive pulse was 65 ns and 90 nsoftesreScalisngivte todisundonorespectively when both tetrodes were connected, restore the leading edge (charge). When the pulse at the

center of the storage cable is positive the tetrode is turned

B. Present Designi Concept on to restore the trailing edge (clip). The duration and
The schematic for the present version of the KAON Fac- thF iude5Lied a of the clipper pulse must be controlled very

torychoper o sown n Fgur 3. her is nlyone precisely to avoid overshoot or undershoot. The amplitude

tory cho Figure 3:ho rototyFigurM 3.chpere sol n

of th e hwpulse is not so critical but the timing of this
of the storage iae he 0tal st rage c ab tT ctrui rite pu lse patern onbac ofthe must be precisely
240 pF. One end of the center fed cable is short circuited controlled.

at the far end and the other end is open circuited. The apl. PROTOTYPE TESTS
cable is mounted to the tetrode in such a way that the ofehothe f et per c ou bot inde-
inductance of the connection and the stray capacitance of clipe the totaeny ie plsae sqence o t t aomer to w
the tetrode appears as a segment of lumped element 50 i as rns t le ngt otpe hs leath mcodautey s p tot e0%

ws thaon ine Tre apactance of the rode wihtection conrected to the system for any of the tests to date. If
od onnein wase to hthere were no stray capacitance or inductance then the

pulse period at the end of the open circuit cable would be
in these p o ea toa not 426 ns. However the presence of stray inductance and ca-

oID cmai teeidriaieter) I pacitance introduces a delay. At a 3% macro-duty factor

va ndrne to Cathode L L and a high voltage of 8 kV, the pulse period was varied until
r =sc caile length (t)rods. L=wa er cnIe the fall time of the negative pulse was minimized. The best

... ... ...... 'M.lom fall time occurred at a period of 436 ns (2.29 Mltlz). The
12 , free running period of pulses when the tetrode is turned.Y,2 --se--D :g'C-ce- off is 440 ns. Thus there is an effective phase shift of 4 ns

The V sce va(o ps vi otK every pulse period, between a driven edge of a pulse and

fArV lE IVI t r il i E the interpulse ripple. This turns out to be a significanttorchppeishoni Fi . Tadvantage in eliminating the interpulse garbage. The in

terpulse garbage delays in phase for a few hundred pulses
o te until it becomes absorbed into a high voltage pulse.

240-pF0 OnThe pulse patterns shown in Figure 6 ere measured
Figure 4. Prototype grid driver circuit for the c MHz chopper. 200 S after the first pulse any 3 th acro-duty factor

thr9 een6srycpctac5ridctnete h



2D0
The solid (dashed) curves show the data for a wide (nar- |I ?ATM

row) pulse pattern at the grid, anode and the open circuit E .
end of the cable. The width of the ai,: de pulse is deter- I Oe. CHARGE 'A <_ CLIP

mined by the relative delay of the grid clipper pulse. The 5
amplitude of the pulses is about 7 kV and it can be seen 0 -600
that the null between the anode pulses is very clean. Table I i i , , , ,
1 shows a summary of the rise and fall times of the 4 mea- .
sured voltage pulses at the open circuit end of the cable for
the wide pulse pattern sequence shown in Figure 6. The 0 .
deflection rise and fall times were calculated [9] for a set o . >v
of 4 m deflector plates using the measured pulse patterns. W I , , ,
The phase jitter shown in Table 1 relative to the first pos- 'm
itive pulse and the ramp times must fit into the 39 i's gap
between beam bursts. a fc

Tests were also carried out at a 50% mazro-duty factor 0 -, 0
and the pulse patterns were the same but the voltage levels M > _5

C'.

were lower due to limitations in the power supplies. The 0 _._,_,_200 201 2/02

power dissipation in the 150 kW tetrode was only about TIMdE )
7 kW at a 50% duty factor but the power dissipation in the
grid pulser prevented operation above this rate. However Figure 6: Measured pulse patterns on the grid, anode and end of the
the pulse repetition rate of 2.29 MHz is more than double open circuit cable
the rate required for the final version so we were able to
achieve 1.14 x 106 pulses/s at about 6.5 kV continuously. [2] J. F. Power, B. Blind, A. J. Jason, "A Los Alamos

Proton Storage Ring Fast-Extraction Kicker Sys-
Table 1. tem",IEEE Trans. on Nucl. Sci. vol., no 5, p. 3021,

Rise and fall times of wide pulses 1985

Location Voltage Deflection Phase Jitter (3] C. B. Figley," A High Speed Electrostatic Kicker for
of Pulse rise, fall (ns) rise, fall (ns) AO (ns) the Pulse Stretcher Ring at Saskatchewan Accelerator
Edge 1n%--90% 10%--90% ±50%-.50% Laboratory",Nucl. Instr. and Meth, vol. A273, 1988.
lag pos 59-62
Leading 14.7 18.2 0.0 [4] G. J. Krausse, "A 10 MHz High Voltage Modulator
Trailing 43.3 43.6 0.0 with Pulse-Width and Repetition-Rate Agility",IEEE
2F1 _Pos Pulsed Power Conference, Arlington, VA, June 1985.
Leading 31 31.4 +6.2 (5] M. J. Barnes, D. C. Fiander, C. B. Figley, V. R6del,
Trailing 34.1 36.3 -6.8 G. D Wait, G. Waters. "A 1 MIlz Beam Chopper for
1 neg the KAON Factory", (Proceedings of European Parti-
Leading 27.6 27.5 +9.5 cle Accelerator Conference, June 1990).
Trailing 34.6 36.7 -6.7 [6] English Electric Valve Co. Ltd., Chelmsford, Essex,

Leading 16.2 19.4 -2.1 UK.
Trailing 38.5 39.9 +0.2 [7] C. B. Figley, G. D. Wait, M. J. Barnes, "A 1 MHz

Chopper for Injection into the TRIUMF KAON Fac-

IV. CONCLUSIONS tory", Proceedings of Power Modulator Symposium,
San Diego, June 1990.

The results show that the prototype chopper can achieve [8] G. D. Wait, M. J. Barnes, C. B. Figley,"Prototype
operation at 1 MHz continuously for 6.5 kV pulses and that Studies of a 1 MHz Beam Chopper for the KAON Fac-
we are very close to meeting the rise and fall time spec- tory", Proceedings of USSR Particle Accelerator Con-
ification of 39 ns. Modifications are presently underway ference, Moscow, Oct 1990.
to further reduce the stray capacitance and inductance as- [9] Barnes M. J., Wait G. D., "Results of Calculations on
sociated with the tetrode connection to reduce the ramp the Beam Deflection due to the 1 MHz Chopper for the
times and the phase jitter. The high voltage power supply KAON Factory" Proceedings this Conference.
is being replaced so that the chopper operate at 12 kV. [101 Barnes M. J., Wait G. D., "Algorithm for the De-
The grid puler is being improved so that we can achieve [10] B ares . t G M.z "lorith for the De-
operation at 2.3 Mlz continuously for the prototype tests. Flctor Pte of th M Coper fote AFactory" Proceedir this Conference.

V REFERENCES [11] Waters G., D. Bi sop, Barnes M. J., Wait G. D. "Con-
trols and Interlocks for a Prototype 1Mtlz Beam Chop-[1] TRIUMF KAON FACTORY STUDY, Accelerator pr ~oednsti ofrne

Design Report, May 1990. per" Proceedings this Conference.
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Results of Calculations on the Beam Deflection due to the 1 MHz Chopper
for the Kaon Factory

M. J. Barnes, G. D. Wait
TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T 2A3

Abstract As a result of parasitic inductance and capacitance as-

Deflection of 1 GeV/c H- beam bunches to be elimi- sociated with the 1 MHz chopper there may be voltage

nated by the 1 MHz chopper, for the proposed Kaon fac- ripple on the storage cable [6]. The deflector plates can

tory at TRIUMF, will be provided by an electric field be- act to attenuate the effect of the ripple [4,7]. Simulations

tween a set of deflector plates [1,2]. Deflection rise time have been performed to assess the attenuating effect of the

is a function of beam transit time through the deflector deflector plates as a function of the frequency of the ripple

plates and the rise time of the stored voltage pulse. This and the physical length of the plates.
paper presents the results of time-domain mathematical II. CALCULATION OF POWER FUNCTION 'X'
simulations to assess the relationship between the above
quantities: the results of these simulations allow an accu- If a voltage pulse with zero rise-time is applied to centre-
rate determination of the required rise-time of the stored fed deflector plates the total angular deflection (®) expe-
voltage pulse. The representation of the deflector plates rienced by a particle exiting the plates will increase linearly
is modified so that linear displacement of the beam, as from zero, at a time rm after application of the ideal pulse,
well as angular deflection, may be assessed. Simulations to its idealized flat-top value (Gti), at a time T"; + nea,,
have also been performed to assess the attenuating effect after application of the pulse [4,5] where:
of the deflector plates upon both angular deflection and t
linear displacement of the H- beam caused by voltage rip- rbeam = - (2)
pie. A measured voltage pulse is simulated as driving the
deflector plates, and beam deflection is predicted. In the ideal case the total angular deflection increases from

0 % to 100 % of Oi in time Theam. However, if the limits of
I. INTRODUCTION interest of angular deflection are 5 7 and 95 % of 0, then,

in the ideal case, the 90 % angular deflection excursion
Angular deflection rise [fall] time is a function of the occurs in a time interval (At) given by:

beam transit time through the deflector plates and the A M X rbeam (3)
rise [fall] time of the stored voltage pulse [3,4]. The re-
lationship between total angular deflection rise [fall] time where M = 0.9.
(tO,(r/)[a-.bl), between a% and b%, the rise [fall] time Previous mathematical simulations of the 1 MlIz chop-
of a trapezoidal driving voltage (tv(r/)a%-b%)), between per assumed that the value of x is unity [2,3,6]: thus the
a% and b%, and the transit time of the beam through the permitted voltage rise [fall] time (tpv(r/l)) was calculated
deflector plates (be am) is assumed to be of the form: from:

= ),(rl)[a%-b% t = tV(rlf)[a%-b%) + (M X Theam)X (1) tpv(r/)[4%-.b%] = tO,(rf)[a%-.b%] - M X Tbean (1)

Where: where t9,(rl1)[a%-.b%) = 39 ns [8,9]. However the general
x is a power function relating the variables; form of equation 4 is:
M is a multiplier for the beam transit time through the
deflector plates: the value of M is related to the definition tpv(r/.)Ia%-.b%] = Ot(rl)[a%-b%] - (74an X (5)
of the rise-time [M = ]'b-41.

The results of mathematical simulations are used to de- Time domain PSpice simulations have been carried out
termine the dependence of the power fwt,. ;on (z) upon to evaluate z. An 80 section representation of the deflec-
the rise [fall] time of the driving voltage waveform and the tor plates [4,5] was utilized to assess the dependene of t he
physical length (1) of the deflector plates [4]. power function (x) [see equation 1] upon the beam transit-

A beam particle can exit the deflector plates with a tra- time multiplier (M) for 5 different conditions.
jectory parallel to the horizontal (Et = 00) but linearly * f = 4 m (rbean = 18.06 ns), t,(r)[0%- 0 0%] = 20 ns;
displaced from the centre-line of the plates [4]. Thus in * I = 3.78 m (rbea,,= 17.1 ns), tt,(r[0%-00%l = 20 ns,
order to track beam particles through the deflector plates 9 t = 2 m (rbeam = 9.03 ns), t,(r)[o%-00%] = 20 as,
it is necessary to calculate both angular deflection and lin- * 1 = 4 m (rbeam = 18 06 ns), t(r)[0%-oo%] = 36 us,
ear displacement of the particles. Hence the mathematical * t = 3,78 m (rbeam = 17 1 ns), tv(r)[0%-100%l = 6 67 ts

model of the deflector plates [5] has been modified such The dependence of 'x' upon 'M' is shown in fig I
that linear displacement of beam particles is also predicted. for each of the last 4 simulations: the alue of xc fur
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tv(r)o%...100%J = 20 ns, is almost identical for the cases 1.0 I I
where £ = 3.78 m and I = 4 in. The value of the power func- ' [ AnguIor oefletjon

tion increases with reducing beam transit-time multiplier.
If the total angular deflection rise [fall] time is defined as - 0.8 -- , ' -
5 % to 95 % (M=0.9) then the power function lies in the ,

range 1.6 to 1.7 (fig. 1). For x=1.6 (M=0.9), and 4 m de- o " ,

flector plates (rb am.=1806 ns) *:= tpv(r/f)[s%...95%]= 3 26 ns 0Z. 6 2m

(c.f. tpv(r/f)[5%.9s%]=22.7 ns if x is assumed to be 1.0). 3m

2.4- I I I - '(.4 - 4m

.b-~2m S~ns20.4-.. ..-
3.78m. 20ns 0.0 \ \

2.8

0=0 50 100 150 200
~1.8 Frequency (MHz)

g. Figure 2: Dependence of linear displacement, normalized to , and
0 total angular deflection upon frequency and plate length

ol.4-
B. Linear Displacement of Beam

1.2 The idealized linear displacement (dyJi( )) of a beam par-
ticle, at the exit to the deflector plates, is given by [4]:

1.0 0 +
0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 dy(e)= tax (6)

Multiplier (M)
Figure h: Power function (x) versus beam transit time multiplier (2) However a beam particle which exits the deflector plates

with a trajectory parallel to the horizontal (gt = 0 ) may
be displaced from the centre line of the deflector plates [4].

Il. MODIFIED REPRESENTATION OF PLATES Thus in order to determine the linear displacement of a

A. Improved Precision particle at the exit of the deflector plates (dye), and a

distance Id, dowvn-stream of the exit, the PSpic, equivalenit
Equations given elsewhere [10,11] for the electric and circuit of the deflector plates has been modified: detail of

magnetic components of angular deflection sum the incre- the revised model are given elsewhere [4].
mental deflections (A en(tn) and AOmnt.), respectively), The modified representation of the plates is used for the
at N+1 circuit nodes in the mathematical model of the remainder of the simulations reported in this paperd

deflector plates, while giving each of the incremental de-
flections an equal weighting function. htowever AOCn(b)) IV. EFFECT OF DEFLECTOR PLATES UPON RIPPL.E

and Aemn(stn) represent the incremental deflections, over As a result of parasitic inductance and capacitalice as-
a length At of the deflector plates, assuming that instan- sociated with the 1 Mllz chopper there may be voltage
taneous node voltage (Vntn1) and instantaneous branch ripple on the storage cable [6]: the deflector plates can
current (In(t)) are constant over length As (version 10 act to attenuate the effects of the ripple. A frequer[c4
of deflector plate mathematical model). But dfeneo) and domain analysis of a 40 section representatio of the d e-
aOmnIn) at the ends of the plates should ideally be cal- flector plates has been perforted using 'eision 1 05t) of

culated assuming that the and tadef are constat over PSpice [12]. the results of these simulations arc inc ais
a length A: version 1i of the ate mi o of the fig. 2. For the 1 M z chopper a try sigmficabt oltage rip-

deflector plates simulates the ends of the plates accord- pie is likely to be in the frequency band utp to 50 Mllz [G]
ingly. Details of the revised mathematical model can be Tus, in general, the loager the deflector plates the ls
found elsewhere [4]. is the effect of a given frequency voltage ripple upon the

A draw back of the modified matematical model of the a ngular deflection and normalized linear displacn t df
deflector plates is the increased CPU time required. the the beam (fig. 2). For a given product of dflectur plat
ceiling compute step which PSpice uses is proportional to length and frequency (e.g. 4 im plates a red 25 Mll ripple,
the delay of the shortest transmission line represented. The or 2 . plates and 50 clo ripple) the angular d rJiectip-
shortest delay is reduced by a factor of si--u thus the CPU of the beam is a constant. similarl the nfrumaiybad uime[r

time and segment size required all increase ignificatl [-]. dispiaceument of the beam, at the xit of the jilatr, ,atu
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10- _I 1.0 V. CONCLUSION
Measured Voltage

------ Angular Deflection Two quantities are used to relate beam transit time
8-,"f 0.8 . through the deflector plates (and hence the physical length

of the plates), the rise [fall] time of a trapezoidal driving
>t~e voltage and the rise-time of the total angular deflection: a

- 0. 9 power function and a multiplier for the beam transit time.
cn For angular deflection rise-time defined between 5 % and

5 4- O95 % the power function x has a value of approximately
> 1 - 1.6 for a trapezoidal driving voltage: however 1.6 is a con-

02 servative 'rule-of thumb' for determining required rise [fall]

' 2 ,0.2 = time for stored voltage pulses.
o A frequency domain analysis of the mathematical model

,, of the deflector plates shows that, for a given product of fre-
0 - 0.0 Y quency and plate length, the effect of voltage ripple upon

& the beam is a constant. In addition, for voltage ripple in
the frequency band up to 50 MHz, the longer the plates

-2 i 1 6 -0.2 the less is the effect of a given frequency ripple upon the
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 beam.
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Construction of a New Tevatron Collider Beam Abort Dump

B. Hanna,C. Crawford
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory *
P.O. Box 500, Batavia, Illinois 60510

Abstract

As part of the Collider upgrade a new abort system is to be would be aborted 6 times a day at 1 TeV and that antprotons
installed in the Tevatron at AO. It consists of two sets of fast would be aborted 2 times a day at 1 TeV.
kickers and two 90% full aperture graphite beam dumps. This Given the above intensities the abort must be designed
system will abort both protons and antiprotons. Details of the such that it contains most of the beam energy. Excess energy
beam dump design and construction are presented. escaping the abort material would be deposited in

superconducting magnets and could result in quenching the
Ijtrodugtion magnet. Approximately lmJ/gram deposited in a

superconducting coil will result in a quench[1,2]. In addition
During past Collider runs beam was aborted at the long the material must be able to withstand both the instantaneous

straight section CO. Protons were aborted using the already thermal shock and the steady state temperature. Consideration
existing external beam dump[l] while antiprotons were aborted must also be given to the levels of residual radioactive activity
via kicker magnets at C17 and an internal "block" located at as well as to the radiation levels outside the tunnel enclosure.
the downstream end of the CO long straight section. For the Since this is an internal beam dump it must be compatible
upcoming Collider run new abort systems will be installed at with the tevatron beam tube vacuum requirements and
AO long straight for both protons and antiprotons. There are consideration must be given to accident conditions, ie what if
three compelling reasons for doing this: 1) the space in the the aborted beam goes through the beam pipe in the absorber?
C17 warm section is to be used exclusively for Separators, 2) The design chosen for the absorber mimics the already
the abort kicker power supplies used two stage thyratron tubes existing TeV abort dump[lJ. Figures 1 and 2 show a cross
which were susceptible to prefires and 3) 36 x 36 bunch section and the longitudinal view of the absorber. Specifically
operation requires the kickers to be as close to one another as
possible.

The new system to be installed consists of 10 steel cored
kickers, 5 at each end of the straight section, 2 internal beam
absorbers and 2 sets of beam position monitors one set in
front of each absorber. The kickers are each 88.06" long while
each absorber is 188" long. Before a Collider run can begin all
devices in AO used for Fixed Target extraction must be
removed. The abort system will be mounted on moveable
plates and rolled in after the extraction devices are moved out.

Design Parameters
/4' 6015" 19,

The requirements of the abort system are detailed in
Reference [2]. All the calculations were based on the following
intensities:

150 GeV Intensity = 4.4E12 protons
1 TeV Intensity = 2.6E12 protons

1 TeV Intensity = 2.6E12 antiprotons

As for the number of aborts; it was assumed that during the
setup time, when the energy is 150 GeV that the abort would
be fired once every 2 minutes for up to 4 hours; that protons

Figure 1. Cross section of the Absorber. From reference[21.
* Operated by Universities Research Association,
Inc. under contract with the U.S. Department of there is 350 cm of graphite followed by 75 cm of aluminum
Energy. and finally 25 cm of steel. All the absorber material is in the
0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 ©IEEE 970
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A=97.90

Figure 2. Longitudinal structure of the Absorber. From Reff2]. B=100.1
C=102.3

form of I" disks; this laminated approach minimizes the D=104A
chances of damage due to instantaneous thermal effects. Using E=I06.6
the MARS 10 Monte Carlo program for this design it was F=108.8
determined that less than .002mJ/gram of energy would be G=110.9
deposited in the coils of the downstream superconducting H =113.1
devices at ITev and 5.3E12 particles[2]. Under these same I=115.3
beam intensity and energy conditions the maximum energy Meas.
deposited in the graphite was determined to be 678 1=104
Joules/gram[2]. This leads to a instantaneous temperature rise 2=89
of 350 degrees C ,well within the limits of the graphite . To 3=73
estimate the steady state temperature the following 1 hour 4=69
cycle was used: 30 150 GeV pulses 2 minutes apart and one 1 5=72
TeV pulse. Given this cycle the time averaged energy deposited
is 162 watts/meter at the hottest longitudinal location. From
this the maximum steady state temperature is found to be 116
degrees C in the graphite where the beam hits[2]. The
calculations assumed no wpter cooling. A test was done with a
short module having the same cross section as the actual
absorber. A heating rod was placed where the beam would go q
and was powered using a transformer such that 162 watts/meter
of power was dissipated in the rod. Thermocouples were placed
in the graphite (1.75 cm from the heater), in the Aluminum Figure 3. Calculated and measured temperature distribution for
Collar( in the middle of the collar) and at several locations on the steady state case. All temperatures in degrees C.
the iron yoke around the collar. As was the case for the From Ref[2].
calculations there was no water cooling. Figure 3 shows the
calculations and measurements. reasons for keeping the disks in vacuum; first this will

In order to calculate the induced radioactivity on the surface minimize the loss of graphite due to oxidation which occurs at
of the assembly a MARS 10 calculation was done. The results elevated temperatures and second by removing the atmospheric
indicated that the levels would be less than 1OOmR at contact pressure the forces on the beam tube are eliminated so that if
24 hours after beam was turned off. the beam hit the beam pipe the resulting heating up of the

beam pipe would not damage it. For water cooling eight 1/2"
Design grooves are cuf in the collar and these are fitted with aluminum

tubes which connect to the LCW system. The inside surface is
The absorber consists of 6 parts: the Aluminum collar, the machined to a tolerance of 1/64". The collar is 180" long, has

disks, the beam tube, the end pieces, radiation shielding and an OD of 7.47" and an ID of 5.56" It is made from 6061-T6
temperature instrumentation, aluminum.

The Aluminum collar is the vessel that contains the The three types of disks all share a common design: they
graphite, aluminum and steel disks and acts as a heat sink to are 1" thick, have a 2.5" diameter hole in the center for the
the disks (and is water cooled). The end pieces mount directly beam pipe and are 5.35" in diameter. These disks are not
on the collar making a vacuum tight seal so that the disks, circular but have the flat top. This area is used to mount a
especially the graphite , can have a rough vacuum pulled on it. spring loaded brass builet which provides a downward force, of
The vacuum is maintained via a rotary pump. There are two magnitude 2 pounds, on the disk to increase the contact
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between the disk and the collar. This provides for better heat The construction of th-ee absorbers (two for use and 1
transfer to the Aluminum collar. spare) proceeded smoothly taking 2 months total to build all of

The beam tube is made of 6061-T6 aluminum and is .049" them. Only two problems arose during this time. The first was
thick. The reason for such a thin beam pipe is due to the above welding the upstream transition piece to the thin walled
mentioned accident condition of the beam hitting the beam aluminum beam tube. This transition piece is rather large
pipe. Under worse pos:;ible conditions it is predicted that the (7/8" wide) and thus massive compared to the wall of the beam
maximum temperature this beam pipe could reach would be tube. Indeed at first we experienced a great deal of trouble
311 degrees C. This is well below the melting point and, since making this aluminum to aluminum joint vacuum tight. Two
there is no atmospheric pressure, the beam tube will suffer no changes made the most improvements: 1) a design change to
deformation (although calculations show that even with include a 1/8" weld relief with a curvature of 1/32" and 2)
atmospheric pressure deformation would not occur until over cleaning all surfaces and welding rods with a solution (Weld-O)
400 degrees C[4]). Vacuum in the beam tube should be better containing hydroflouric acid immediately before welding. We
than 1E-9 Torr. also clamped a heat sink around the beam tube. After these

The end pieces are used to make the seal for the rough changes no further welding problems occurred.
vacuum in the absorber. A vacuum of 1E-3 Torr vould be The second problem concerned the alignment of the disks
quite adequate. O-Rings made of ethylene-propylene (for when inserted into the aluminum collar. Since it is desirable to
radiation resistance) are used. Each end piece is composed of have the best possible thermal contact to the collar as near to
three parts: an Aluminum to Stainless transition piece, a face where the beam is as possible it is important that the force
plate and an O-ring collar. The aluminum side of the transition exerted by the springs exert a downward force. If a disk was
piece is welded onto the aluminum beam pipe. The upstream rotated then there would be a sideways force as well and the
transition piece also has a "window" machined out of it for the location of best thermal contact would be rotated away from
beam to go through; the beam only sees 1 mil of aluminum, where the beam would go. In order to keep all the disks in the
The window itself is .75" wide and extends in a circular path same upright orientation we used a single thin strip of
15 degrees to either side of the center. While the beam tube is aluminum (1/2" wide by 1/16" thick) that ran the length of the
2.5" in diameter this end of the absorber is 4.5" in diameter in aluminum collar as a guide. The brass bullets that sit on top
order to accommodate both circulating and aborted beam. The of the springs would follow this strip thus keeping all the
face plate bolts directly to the Aluminum collar and contains disks upright. The strips were held in place via counter sunk
an O-ring which seals to the collar face. The O-ring collar screws on the inside of the collar. Tension was maintained on
bolts to the face plate and has one O-ring which seals around the strip during installation to minimize bowing when
the beam pipe. inserting the disks. Rotation in the other direction is prevented

The radiation shieldingis composed of two parts. First the by the disks themselves; the length of the flat part of the disk
absorber is placed in a shortened Tevatron dipole iron yoke. from the spring to either edge is 1/2" so the strip is close to
Secondly this assembly is surrounded by steel plates; 4" thick touching one of the edges.
plates on the sides and 2" plates on top and bottom. The net
result is that there will be 5.25" of steel on the sides and 5.75" Acknowledgements
of steel on the top and bottom.

In order to insure that the absorber is performing as We would like to thank Warren Classert for his efforts in
expected temperature readbacks have been included. To monitor the construction of the Absorbers and to Merril Albertus and
the temperature a set of four K type thermo-couples will be Paul Feyerhausen for their help in moving, storage and leak
placed at various points along the absorber. There were two checking these devices. We also wish to acknowledge Mike
criteria for placement: first they should be placed on the Harrison and Nikolai Mokhov for their help in the design of
bottom near shower maxima and second there must be some this device.
way to get the thermocouple in contact with the aluminum
collar. Since the absorber is encased in a TeV magnet iron References
yoke we can take advantage of the "smart bolt" holes already in
the iron, and, by carefully specifying where to cut the iron, [1] J.Kidd , et al., "A High Intensity Beam Dump for
appropriate holes are made available. To mount the the Tevatron Beam Abort System," IEEE Transac-
thermocouples, modified TeV "smart bolts" will be used and tions on Nuclear Science , Vol NS- 28, pp 2774-
the thermocouple will be spring loaded to improve thermal 2776,June 1981.
contact. Readbacks can be monitored in the Control Room via [2] C.Crawford., "The AO Abort System for the Teva-
a system identical to that used for existing equipment. In tron Upgrade", TM-1564,Fermilab Internal Memo
addition thermostats will be placed in additional "smart bolt" ,March 1989.
holes. Their purpose will be to inhibit any beam injection if [31 C.Crawford., "TEV Abort Upgrade Design Note;
the temperature goes above 90 degrees C. Absorber Beam Tube", Fermilab Internal Memo,

November 1988
Construction Problems
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The SSRL Injector Kickers*

H.-D. Nuhn, R. Boyce, J. Cerino, T. Hostetlet
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, P.O. Box 4349, Bin 69, Stanford, CA 94309-0210

Abstract created by filling 3 or more linac bunche3 into one booster
bucket in one shot.

The kicker units for injection and ejection at the new Fig. 1 gives a rough layout of the site and shows the
SSRL Injector Synchrotron are built from two kicker mod- location of the injection and ejection kickers.
ules driven by compact in-air delay line thyratron pulsers.
The kickers have an aperture of 25 mm x 60 mm. The in-
jection kicker is 60 cm long (30 cm each module) and bends -- t HilL

the 150 MeV electron beam by 42 mrad during injection.
The extraction kicker module is 120 cm long (60 cm each " I

module) and bends the 3 GeV beam by 4 mrad tor extrac- -- -- "
tion. The pulsers produce current pulses in the order of
900 A with a fall time of 200 nsec for injection, a rise time
of 260 nsec for extraction and a pulse length (rise plus fiat
top time) of 400 nsec.

I. INTRODUCTION
SSRL, the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laborato- Schematic Figure 2

ry successfully commissioned a new injector for the SPthe Injection Kicker
ery n sucessf e coiin e an i or the0SPEAR The injection kicker has to change the path of a train
electron storege ring in Summer and Fall of 1990[1]. of three or more S-band bunches (2.856 GHz), that are

SPEAR originally built as an electron-positron storage singled out by a chopper from the bunch train out the gun
ring for high energy physics collider experiments by SLAC, [3], by 42 mrad at 150 MeV.
has been used during the last 15 years parasitically as well The ejection kicker has to bend one 3 GeV bunch by
as in dedicated operation for synchrotron radiation exper- The 4ein it oV
iments. SPEAR was handed over to SSRL in October 1990 about 4 tirad.after the high energy physics program was terminated. The triggers for the kickers are prepared, based on a

biased peaking strip in a booster magnet, by a timing and
INECfION SEPTUM EXTRACTION SEPTUM
NJECTI REXRACTIONIER t'igger system that provides phase coupling to the White

circuit as well as to the phase of the selected SPEAR RF
LINA bucket [4).

Tab. I lists the basic parameters of a kicker module.

WEA Table 1
Parameters of a Kicker Magnet

Length (Inj.) 300 mm

Length (Ej.) 600 mm

Gap Height 25 mm

Figure I Gap Width 60 mm

Booster Ring and Kicker Positions Conductor Thickness 60 min

The new injector includes a 2 MeV thermionic RF gun, Required Kick Angle (Inj.) 42 mrad
a 150 MeV electron inac and a 3 GeV booster synchrotron Required Kick Angle (Ej.) 4 mrad
with a 445 nsec revolution time. The main magnets
(Dipoles and Quadrupoles) are operated in a White cir-
cuit configuration at a 10 Hz repetition rate [2]. 11. MAGNETS

Injection as well as ejection is done by a combination
of a single kicker unit and a septum magnet, because the The injection and ejection kicker modules each are made
booster is designed to accelerate either a single bunch or of two submodules (kicker magnets). Each kicker magmet
bunch trains f a length of tp to half the circumference of is made from ferrite blocks, that form an H-frame around
the booster. In the single bunch mode the bunch will be a copper winding. The assembly is held in place by an

" Vork supported by the Departmen. of Energy, Office of Basic aluminum support structure and located in stainless steel
Energy Sciences, Division of Material Sciences. vacuum tanks. Fig. 2 shows the layout of a ferrite magnet.
0-7803-0135-8/91501 00 @IEEE 973



The ejection kicker magnets have double the length of the increase in amplitude from 0-95%, approximately 3/03 is
injection kicker magnets but are of the same design. The then given by r = 6LK/(RK[1 + f]).
ferrite blocks are of CMD5005 material (from CERAMIC This circuit provides a rapid rise time and a fairly fast
MAGNETICS), which is a high p NiZn ferrite, fall time. The fall time is longer than the risetime because

it is driven by the reflected pulse that is decaying toward
III. PULSE GENERATOR zero volts. The fail time could be be shorted by removing

A. Circuit Description the load resistor RL as done by Gabor et al. [5]. The de-
cay of the pulse amplitude is then driven by the reflected

Each submodule of each kicker (injection as well as ejec- voltage going toward -VO. The pulse is shut off by the
tion) is pulsed independently from a 'Delay Line Pulser' thyratron when the current is going to become negative.
as shown in fig. 3. The two submodules, forming one kick- With such a circuit modification rise and fall time would
er, are triggered simultaneously and they are charged from be approximately equal. With critical damping the rise-
the same HV power supply. The Pulse Forming Network time would be about 60 % larger than that in the unmodi-
(PFN) and a peaking capacitor is charged by the HV DC fled circuit (f = 4.0) Disadvantages of that circuit are high
power supply, capable of up to 30 kV, via a 470 kO charg- negative voltage amplitudes in the PFN cables as well as
ing resistor. The PFN is made of two 50 f0 coaxial cables high reversed voltages across the thyratron tube, possibly

lowering the life time of these components.
Fig. 3 also shows an option to put an RC combination

VO across the kicker magnet and the load resistor. This helps
to filter higher frequency components from the kicker pulse
and to lower reverse voltages across the thyratron. It caus-CH es a deterioration of the current pulse, though. Tab. 2 lists
the basic parameters of a pulse generator. The ejection pa-

LS4101 rameters are refer to the circuit with the RC compensation
R4K R included.

c ~Table2

L' K......_ Parameters of the Pulse Generator

PFN Repetition Rate 10 Hz
RG218

Injection
Figure 3 PFN Voltage 150 MeV 20.9 kV

Circuit Diagram of the Injection Kicker Puice Generator PFN Vo 150reV 20. k
with the center conductors and the shields, respectively, of r'at-Top Top Current 836 A
the four ends connected to each other. Each PFN cable is Rise Time (5% to 95%) 120 nsec
80 m in length to produce a 400 nsec lasting current pulse. Flat-Top Duration 260 nsec
The kicker pulse is initiated by a trigger to the EG&G Fla-Top Durato 260 nsec
#LS-4101 Hydrogen Thyratron. Most of the PFN charge
is absorbed by the 12.5 fl load resistor that is ht series to Ejection
the kicker magnet. Part of the pulse is reflected back into PFN Voltage 3.0 GeV 20.1 kV
the PFN. The current IK through the kicker and the load Flat-Top Top Current 804 A
resistor is described by Rise Time (5% to 95%) 260 nsec

d + 2 -- + JIK -2V+ Flat-Top Duration 190 nsec
LKCPZO Fall-Time (95% to 5%) 300 nsec

with 3-- = ,L ,, and w' L + A] The

forward voltage V+ is either half the carging voltage V0
during the rise time and the pulse top duration or, dur-
ing fall time, the voltage that had been reflected during
the rise time of the pulse. We are operating with a load The cathode as well as the anode of the thyratron are
resistor impedance RK, that matches the PFN character- at a potential difference of Vo/2 against ground for the
istic impedance, ZO, i.e. RK = ZO. The capacitance of the duration of the kicker pulse. The auxiliary voltages and
peaking capacitor can be expressed as Cp = LK/(R2f). control signals have to be supplied while keeping the an-
For critical damping one gets a value for the factor f of ode and grid potentials separated from ground potential.
5.82. To acbieve the smallest variation in current at the In this case all signals required to operate the thyratron
top of the pulse one needs to work slightly above critical (i.e. cathode heater current, reservoir heater current, grid
damping, i.e. a smaller value of f. The risetime, for an bias and trigger voltages as well as auxiliary grid voltage)
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are generated by a commercial device from IMPULSE EN- reduces the sensitivity of the transport line beam position
GINEERING INC. operating at ground potential. The po- monitors that are located closely to the kickers. Fig. 4 also
tential separation during the duration of the pulse is done shows the dO/dt signal measured with a one loop coil in
by magnetization of a ring ferrite in the following way: the gap of the kicker magnet. Fig. 5 shows the gap field
The cables required for the transmission of the auxiliary vs. time (i.e. the integrated do/dt, normalized to the coil
voltages as well as diagnostic cables from the thyratron to area).
ground potential are shielded with a metal grid hose, car- BI.

rying the return current, and are coiled around a ferrite 2 .
ring with cross section A in N windings. The assembly is
designed that the integrated voltage drop across the coil
during the kicker pulse increases the magnetic flux densi-
ty in the ferrite rings from negative to positive saturation:
fVdt = NAfdB = NA(BEND - BsTART). Thus posing ,5
a large resistance to the pulse current. [6]. The ferrite is
biased with a negative magnetic field to achieve the largest
effect and potted to improve its high voltage capability.

IV. PERFORMANCE

A prototype of the injection kicker pulser has been inten-
sively tested and optimized in 1989. Work was done in par- . / . .. -............
ticular to optimize the shielding of the RF noise and to im-

prove the high voltage capability of the compact pulser en- Figure 5 ,4,.,

closure. Fig. 4 gives the form of the current pulse as sensed Magnetic Field Measurement in the Gap of the Injection
Kicker
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Design and Performance of the Traveling-Wave Beam Chopper for the SSRL Injector*
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R. ANDERSON

American Control Engineering, 7636 Miramar Road, Suite 1200, San Diego, CA 92126
R.H. MILLER

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, CA 94309

Abstract 75r= Ion

A pulsed, split-parallel plate chopper has been designed, Load Pump Ceramic
built, and installed as part of the preinjector of the SSRL Feed)hrough
Injector. Its function is to allow into the linear accelera- 1.7 I ' RG-11 AU from

tor three consecutive S-band bunches from the long bunch 7 kV/O ns -  Pulser5000oo Rlsetme l" I - I II I

train provided by a RF gun. A permanent magnet deflec- 50Bunches F

tor (PMD) at the chopper entrance deflects the beam into -B° aches int 

an absorber when the chopper pulse is off. The beam is U- Beam Pulso

swept across a pair of slits at the beam output end when a / o Current ches
7 kV, 10-ns rise-time pulse passes in the opposite direction M ,,.Enewo I Monitor, Curamic Break, Ou

through the 75 S1 stripline formed by the deflecting plates. Bellows, & Slit MA

Bunches exiting the slits have their trajectories corrected Figure 1. Side view of the chopper.
by another PMD, and enter the linac. Beam tests demon-
strate that the chopper functions as expected. on different booster cycles. Hence, it was decided to design

a chopper that would fill only a single booster RF bucket
I. INTRODUCTION per booster cycle.

The SSRL Injector[I,2] is unusual in that it uses a mi- Following the gun is the gun-to-linac (GTL) transport
crowave or RF electron gun[3] rather than a conventional line, which consists of five quadrupoles, steering magnets,
DC gun. Details of the gun and the gun-to-linac transport an alpha-magnet[6,7], diagnositic instrumentation, and the
are reported elsewhere[4,5,6]. For the present, we simply chopper. A diagram of the GTL appears in another pa-
review some of the main features. per in these preceedings (see Fig. 1 of [2]). The combined

The RF gun was designed in collaboration between optics of the quadrupoles and alpha-magnet is required to
SSRL, Varian Associates, and AET associates, and con- produce sufficiently small vertical beam sizes at the end
sists of a thermionic cathode mounted in the first half-cell of the chopper for proper chopper operation, while simul-
of a 1 1 cell side-coupled, velocity-of-light standing wave taneously fitting the transverse phase space for both the
cavity. Because the cathode is thermionic, a beam is pro- horizontal (x) and vertical (y) planes into the acceptance
duced as long as RF is supplied to the gun (after the cavity of the first linear accelerator section.
fields have built up sufficiently). The average beam mo-
mentum is typically 2 MeV/c. II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The RF frequency of the gun is 2856 Mllz, while that The RF pulse is ;. 2ps long and the gun charging time
of the booster accelerating cavity is 358.54 MlIz. Three to
five RF gun bunches can be captured in any RF bucket of cna i ps Sonthat the u es5 bunchesper RF pulse. Since only about three of these bunches are

the booster. One potential operating mode is to fill many to be used, the beam hits an absorber until it is time to kick
consecutive booster buckets with three gun bunches each. the beam into the linac. As seen in Fig. 1, the chopper in-
These bunches would then be accelerated together in the corporates two permanent-magnet deflectors (PMDs), one
booster and injected into SPEAR in a train, filling the before and one after the pulsed portion of the chopper. The
same number of consecutive buckets in the storage ring. pulsed element in the chopper is a split parallel plate trans-
Such an approach is more complicated than filling a single mission line enclosed in a evacuated cylindrical pipe. The
booster bucket with three bunches. In addition, if one fills deflection caused by the first PMD results in the beam hit-
only one booster bucket, one can obtain arbitrary filling ting the water-cooled, copper, downstream endwall of the
patterns in SPEAR by filling different booster RF buckets chopper tank. It can easily be seen that the Lorentz forces

*Wurk suppvrted by the Depaitnient uf Eneigy ontia,.t DE- on a relatixistic beam, due to transverse electric and liag-
AC03-76SF00515, and the Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Disision netic fields of a TEM wave, cancel if the wave and beam
of Material Sciences. travel in the same direction and add if in opposite direc-

tNow at Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439
$Now at Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973 tions. Therefore, when the chopper is pulsed at the desired
§Noa at Stanford Linear Acceleratur Center, Stanfvrd, CA 94309 time, the steep, nearly linear, rising edge of a pulsed TEM

07803-0135-8191$01.00 ©IEEE 976



Chopper End Wall

from Pulser 9.84 cm RAD
7 kV Pulse / Tank CL
to 75 11 Load

'Upper Stripline Into the /i
Unac

Multi-Bunch Beam Beam Pipe
from c Magnet -00, Beam CL

Deflector

0.4 cm

0.94 cm

Scale 10 cm Path SAli
Lower Stripline .

Unswept Path WAS

,,Deflector Figure 3. Cross section of the chopper tank showing the parted
UeM Magnet stripline and the electric field equipotential lines. Note that

Figure 2. Beam bunch trajectories through the chopper. Path the field is less in the midplane than between the plates. The
"A" is ; 1.3 ns into the pulse, when the pulse has filled the plates are split in order to lessen interception by the vertically
stripline. Subsequent paths are 350 ps apart until the 7 kV sweeped beam. The lower plate is grounded at each end. The
pulse peak is reached after ; a 10 ns risetime. beam centerline (before and after the chopper and its deflection

magnets), is 3.18 cm below the tank centerline. The stripline
centerline is 3.43 cm below the tank centerline and the stripline

wave is launched upstream on the stripline-like structure plate spacing is 1.84 cm.
and causes the beam to be swept across an opening in the
absorber. The choice of a 40 cm long, 75 Q~ stripline allowed
the pulser voltage, its rise time, which is less for a larger
impedance, and the alpha magnet to linac distance to be
kept reasonable. Those bunches that pass through the
9.5 mm opening in the absorber are deflected by the sec-
ond PMD so that they are traveling with nearly zero slope,
but still continue to diverge slightly. Further filtration ofthese bunches occurs at the 4 mm slit just before tihe first 4-169A

linac cell. The vertical, angular divergence of the bunches Figure 4. Three plus bunches at the end of the linac as the
is partially taken care of by longitudinal acceleration and chopper culls them from the output the microwave gun.
quadrupole focussing in the linac, all of which, when taken
together, determine the acceptance of the linac. Further- in good qualitative agreement with simulations done using
more, it can be shown that the vertical separation, z, of the tracking program elegant[8].
the bunches at the output end of the plates is given ap-
proximately (with a few fudge factors and constants left III. DESIGN OF TIlE S'rRIPLINE AND TANK
out here and there) by -X a V0 12(1 + j)/(g fo tr p,), where An electrostatic analog and the program estat were
V0 is the peak voltage of the pulse, I is the plate length, used, instead of such a standard code as Poisson[9], to
,6 is the normalized relativistic velocity of the beam and solve Laplace's equation in two dimen.ionis for a TEM
comes from the magnetic field contribution, g is the plate mode on the stripline in the chopper tank. Time domain
gap spacing, fo is the microwave frequency that determines reflectometry was used to verify that the impedance of the
the bunch spacing, tr is the pulse's linear risetime from 0 finished stripline in the task is indeed 75 Q. Figure 3 shows
to 1'0 and p, is the longitudinal momentum of the beam a cross-sectional view of the chopper tank and plates, along
These points are illustrated in Fig. 2. with equipotemtial lines for the electric field.

Experimental confirmation that the chopper works as The upper plate is bnt upvards by 90' at cach end,
planned has been obtained by viewing the beam on a phos- continuing the transnission line with the end-w alls Uf the
phorescent screen at the end of the linear accelerator. With chopper serving as the ground plane. 'I'lib cuntinues until
appropriate adjustment of the optics, the bunches can be just before the plate joins to the fetdthruughb, so that
dispersed %ertically on the screen, rather than focussed as impedance mismatches are auided The feedthruugh on
usual. Depending on conditions such as the beam energy the upstream end of the chopper tank is terminated b) a
from the gun and tuning of the GTL optics, three to five column of resistors with a total resistance of 75 Q.
dominant bunches are seen, as shown in Fig. 4, with sev- The column consists of eight in-seri,_ groups ufsix, 50Q,
eral very low intensity bunches before and after. This is 2W, carbon resistors in parallel, roughl) forming a c)lin-
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proprietary topology plus carefully selected and matched
Series-Parallel Power MOSFET components provide for uniform current sharing among the

Pulser-ACE Model 40261 individual parallel MOSFET devices, both during turn-on
FW P41 and turn-off as well as during the switching process. Spu-

rious oscillations of the MOSFET devices are eliminated
75f a, by a combination of series gate resistances and Q spoil-

k ing ferrite beads surrounding each of the gate connection

S. leads.
- O.1 Beam I Voltage grading of the series connected stages is required

S30 V Triggr Gate Dnve .o. Circuit . tp - in order to ensure that the voltage rating of each of the in-
Generator Chopper .r dividual stages is not exceeded when the switch is off. This

grading is provided by high speed zener diodes that are
Figure 5. Simplified circuit of the pulser, stripline chopper and connected in parallel with the MOSFET devices. These
75 fl Load diodes also absorb the energy that has been stored in the

der or tube. Around this column is a hollow aluminum switch assembly inductance during the turn-on time and
cylinder that is grounded to the chopper tank at the bot- is released during the turn-off process. The design is such
tom, and connected at the top by a metal disk to the end of that one or two failed stages will not generally cause un-
the resistive column. The inside diameter of the aluminum satisfactory operation of the switch stack, provided that

cylinder and the diameter of the resistive column are such the diminished voltage rating is not exceeded.
as to form a coaxial transmission line with an impedance Typical individual power MOSFET devices can operate
of roughly 75 Q. A small resistor inserted near ground in at 50 to 1000 V and switch 1 to 100 A in 5 to 10 ns at
the resistive column provides a 1:1000 signal that can be megahertz rates with 0.01 to 1.5f2 turned-on resistances.
viewed on an oscilloscope. They are very rugged and reliable and can be seriesed and

paralleled as was done in this case. This unit has operated
reliably and well for nearly a year in spite of some customer

IV. DESIGN OF THE MOSFET PULSER supplied cable connection arcing problems.
The pulser was designed and built by American Con-

trol Engineering. It consists, as shown in Fig. 5, of a 0 to
7 kV variable voltage power supply, a high voltage stor- References
age capacitor and a fast MOSFET switch. The latter is
the heart of the pulser and consists of a gate driver cir- [1] H. Wiedemann, et al., "3 GeV Injector Synchrotron for
cuit and ten paralleled strings of twenty power MOSFET SPEAR," Proc. 1991 PAC, San Francisco, CA.
packages in series. The switch is used to generate a fast
risetime (10 ns), short (1.7 ps), capacitive-discharge pulse [2] J.N. Weaver, et a., "The Linac and Booster RF System
that passes through the 75 Q chopper tank to its 75 Q load. for a Dedicated Injector for SPEAR," Prc. 1991 PAC,

The MOSFET's fast and relatively clean on and off San Francisco, CA.
power switching capability is the result of significate ad- [3] S.P. Kapitza, V.N. Melekhin, The Microtron, larwood
vances in technology since its introduction in 1975. Basi- Academic Publishers, London, 1978, pp. 7-11.
cally, a power MOSFET uses VLSI technology to get up [4] E. Tanabe, et al., SLAC-PUB-5054, (Aug. 1989).
to 3 x 105/cm 2 selfblocking, field-effect transistors on a die
with a gate, a source and a drain connection to the out- [5] M. Borland, et. a, in Proceedings of the Linear Accel-
side of a typical TO-220 package. If a voltage is applied erater Conference, (Sept. 1990).
between the gate and the source, the drain to source resis- [6] M. Borland, A High-Brightness Thernionic Microwave
tance drops dramatically. When this voltage is removed, Electron Gun, Stanford University Ph.D. Thesis,
the resistance increases equally quickly, typically in ;, 2 to (1991).
4 ns at the chip level, since there is no storage time due [7] II.A. Enge, Rev. Sc. Inst., 34(4), (1963).
to minority carriers as in conventional bipolar transistors.
The turn-on speed is affected by the gate to source capac- [8] M. Borland, "elegant: A Matrix/Integrating Code for
itance as well as by the smaller drain to gate capacitance. Third-Order Tracking," SSRL ACD-Note, to be pub-
The latter is multiplied by an effect akin to the Miller ef- lished.
fect; thus, for fast turn-on the gate drive source impedance [9] K. Halbach, "A Program for the Inversion of System
must be low. As always with fast and especially high power Analysis and Its Application to the Design uf Mag-
switching circuits considerable care must be taken in the nets," in Proceedings of the 2 nd Confer( uce on l agnet
detailed circuit design and packaging. For this pulser Technology, Oxford, (1967).
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Atonic Energy of Canada Limited, Research Company

Chalk River Laboratories
Chalk River, Ontario, Canada KOJ 1JO

Abstract DIFLiCTOR GROMTRY

An electrostatic deflector is used to extract The deflector geometry has been described in
heavy-Ion beams from the Chalk liver superconducting detail, -3 previously. Tvo important changes have
cyclotron. Deflector voltaas tip to 100 kV across a been made since then. Overheating vas identified3 as
7 a gap (143 kV/cm) are needed to extract the full a serious problem. Ve consequently vater-cooled as
range of beas that the cyclotron is designed to many grounded parts of the deflector as reasonably
accelerate. This goal remains a challenge, but attainable, including the lover septum support and
substantial progress has been made over the past the Insulator housing. Hovever, experiments on a
year. Voltages over 90 kV have been reliably test stands shoved that cathode heating vas the most
maintained over a 7.5 me gap vith a magnetic field of important issue. Subsequently ve designed a nev
3 ?. Voltages of 74 kV have been used vith a reduced vater-cooled high-voltage electrode. Figure 1 shovs
gap of 4.75 a (corresponding to a field greater than the details. The high voltage is provided by a cable
150 kV/cm) to extract beams vith magnetic fields up (A) fed down the upper dee steml, inside a 13 =
to 4.25 T. Major progress was achieved vhin ve diameter copper tube. High-purity (about 16 On-ca)
introduced a vater-cooled, negative high-voltage vater is circulated betwen the high-voltage cable
electrode, and changed the sparking plates ani the and a thin teflon tube (5), and returned betven the
thin septum from molybdenum to stainless steel. teflon tube and the copper tube. The high-voltage
ifforts are continuing to attain a field of at least cable is terminated vith a stainless-steel hemisphere

143 kV/cm over a gap of at least 6 mm vidth. (C). A 2 ca vater column provides a 30 No series
resistor betveen the high-voltage electrode and the

INTRODUCTION cable. The teflon tube Is inserted from the top of
the cyclotron and mated vith a tapered end fitting

The electrostatic deflector is the first (D) that Is part of the high-voltage electrode. The
extraction element in the Chalk River superconducting water passes through four sall holes in this fitting
cyclotron. The deflector is mounted in a dee and the into a 3.2 am 1.D. copper tube (t) that provides the
high voltage is fed dovn the center of the dee stem. feed ater to the the high-voltage electrode (F).
Tvo insulators, mounted above the midplane, support The copper tube joins the stainless-steel body of the
the high-voltage electrode. Details of insulator deflector electrode in a friction fitting. The
design are given in another paper at this return flov is from the upper water channel (G) into
conference'. The d~tsign goal for the deflector was the 11 m I.D. stainless--teel tube (N) that form
100 kV over a gap of 7 am, corresponding to an the outer part of the coaxial vater feed. This tube
electric field of 143 kV/cm. The cyclotron operates is velded to the high-voltage electrode (I) and to
over a range of magnetic fields from 2.5 to 5 T, and the threaded fitting (J).
at r.f. frequencies from 30 to 60 MNs. Residual The vater channels in the high-voltage electrode
radiofrequency fields can heat the deflector to vere machined into the stainless-steel electrode
temperatures above 200 *C. These harsh operating body, and a 1 an plate vas velded over it. The
conditions have made it very challenging to reach the electrode vas then machined on top and bottom to
design goal. Nowever, electric fields of up to 155 produce the basic outer profile (7.9 o- radius) and
kV/cm over a reduced gap of 4.75 n have been rolled to the radius that matches the extraction
attained. The smaller gap reduces the extraction radius of the cyclotron. The connections to the
efficency by up to 30 Z, depending on the ion beam. water-cooled support vere machined after the rolling
ovever, ve have reliably extracted carbon at 50 process to avoid distortion.

NeV/au and iodine at 19 MeV/amu, beams near the The feed insulator (K) is made from machinable
upper limit of the mass-energy diagram of the Chalk ceramic (Macor) or alumina. A teflon lining (L) is
River superconducting cyclotron. epoxied inside the ceramic insulator', and a smoothly

H

E

0\
MIOPL ANE

Figure 1. Cross-sectional viev of the high-voltage electrode (a) and the

high-voltage feed insulator (b). Details are explained in the text.
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contoured stainless-steel fitting (N) Is captured by March/91, wre obtained with the magnet at about 3 T
a flange on the teflon before the epoxy Joint is and the r.f. switched off. The March/91 data were
made. Ve mount the insulator inside the upper dee obtained with a magnetic field of 4.25 T and the r.f.and install the high-voltage electrode by making the operating at high power at 58 ~e. The Nov./89 and
connection between (J) and (L) vith the fitting (), arch/90 data vere obtained vith a 6.5 m gap, the
through removeable access ports in the bottom of the Dec./90 data used a 5.5 am gap and the March /91 data
upper dee. An o-ring (N) makes the vater-to-vacuum were obtained with a 4.75 ma gap. Some of the
seal. Details of the septum (0) mounting have been improvement has been from this gap reduction.
given in previous papers2,=. Typically, the maximum voltage that a gap can hold

A second important change has evolved as a result increases only as the square root of the gap width.
of our efforts in testing materials for high-voltage As the gap is increased, the maximum field will
properties). Tests using molybdenum sheet as an therefore be smaller. Throughout the cyclotron
anode shoved severe degradation in voltage standoff commissioning, we have sought to find a good
after a spark at high electric fields. Small flakes compromise in the gap width between reasonable beanof molybdenum were identified on the cathode after transmission and the maximum deflector field. A gap
these tests. These flakes likely become new of S to 6 sm appears to be an acceptable compromise
electron-emission sites. Stainless steel performed for many beams. ye believe that the leakage current
smuch better in the asa series of tests and has been originated only from cathodic emission, and thatused for both the sparking plates and the septum for insulators have not been a limiting factor in our
the last 6 months. system.

DIFLCTOR IgORANC e%

A previous paper3 describes the electrical N ov r
circuit of the deflector, including details of the E N.0 89
water column that provides about 30 NO series 0 Dec.
resistance at the high-voltage electrode. A linear . 100 90
voltage-current relationship is observed at low E
electric fields. This is a measure of the total /
series resistance, from a fixed surge resistor of 31
No on top of the cyclotron, the water column of about z /
30 Nol and the returning vater annulus, vhich a 9.
typically has a resistance of about 750 No. At high
electric field, the leakage current, believed to be 0from lield Imitted Ilectrons (MU), increases more 0 l0
than linearly. The rig current is observed to 0
increase exponentially with the electric field and it U
heats the anode surface locally where it hits. At
som level, a discharge vill occur accross the gap.
Such a spark can either reduce the IR current if it w
conditions the emitting site, produce no measureable -J
change, or it can severly degrade the high-voltage 40 60 8b 100.. 12 116
performance of the gap. The strong magnetic field of DEFLECTOR FIELD (kV/cm)
the superconducting cyclotron directs the electrons
vertically to the sparking plates above and below the figure 2. Lowest deflector leakage current as a
high-voltage electrode and focuses then to much function of the electric field at several dates
smaller spots than electrostatic focusing alone would during the last 16 months.
do. As an example, 70 keY electrons have a
gyroradius of only 0.18 a at a magnetic field of 5 The data for Nov./89 and March/90 were described
T. This can, in principle, increase the damage from in some detail previously3 . The high-voltage
a spark and the rate of evaporation of anode material electrode was then made from solid stainless steel.
that is produced at the impact point of the FIR The increase in the maximum sustainable deflector
current on the anode. However, our results have field that could be obtained at those dates is
shown that magnetic effects are less severe than believed to be mostly from profile changes on the
thermal effects. Most efforts to improve the ends of the high-voltage electrode, to reduce the
performance of the deflector have aimed at reducing peak electric field, and from changes in the
the FIR current by reducing the peak electric field conditioning procedures. Calculations show that the
through careful shaping of the high-voltage peak electric field is 20 2 above the average field
electrode, by cooling the cathode surface to reduce for a 6 mm radius at the top and bottom of the
thermal enhancement effects$ and by proper choice of electrode. The ends of the electrode have a compound
anode material. If the electron emitting sites are radius involving both the top-to-bottom and side-to-
located in the vicinity of an insulator, surface side profiles. The most visible areas of spark damage
charging may occur and metal evaporation from the hot are generally at the two ends of the electrode. Vhen
spot on the anode may coat the insulator leading to an attempt was made to use the deflector (March/90
insulator failure. The insulators on the Chalk River data) to extract a carbon beam at 45 meV/asu, r.f.
superconducting cyclotron are well shieldedl and have heating and bean loading (estimated to be between 10
not suffered particularly from these effects. The and 15 vatts) increased the leakage current. This
deflector has been operated continuously for periods lead to a reduction of the maximum useable deflector
of more than a week with PE currents as high as 250 field by 10 to 15 Z.
microaps. However, recently, these FEE currents Many ideas were tested during 1990. An important
have typically been kept at less than about 60 test-stand result confirmed that sparks between a

icroamps, stainless-steel cathode and a molybdenum-plate anodefigure 2 shovs the measured FEg current as a (the same material in use for sparking plates)
function of the average deflector field. four sets transfer small (10 to 50 microns width) flakes of
of data are shown representing the best performance molybdenum to the cathode. Enhanced FEB currents
at the dates given. All data, except those marked from these flakes reduce the voltage-standoff

capability of the gap by nearly 40 Z. Molybdenum
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flakes could not be conditioned away. An experiment The teast vere made vith 19 m diameter
In the test stand vas repeated three times, in which cyclindrical electrodes, with a 2.5 - gap. All of
the same molybdenum anode and stainless-steel cathode the electrodes were machined and polished with (vet)
vore tested to successively higher electric fields 600 grade silicon-carbide paper. The cathode was
until a severe spark lead to a deterioration of the connected to a lov-capacitance power supply with a 2
maximum sustainable electric field by about 40 X. In a long cable. No series resistance vas used for
each case, opening the test chamber and cleaning the these tests and the cable capacitance was about 500
cathode surface with alcohol, restored the pf. The voltage yas raised in 2 kV increments from
performance. No other cathode or anode change vas about 40 kV until a breakdovn occurred that producedattempted at this time. These experiments led us to irreversible damage. Typically, a number of sparks
change the septum and sparking plates from molybdenum occur as the voltage approaches the breakdown
to stainless steel. This change produced noticeable voltage. These sparks can either condition the gap
improvements, with the best result being 90 kV over a and reduce the leakage current or produce no obvious
6.5 m gap. However, r.f. heating lead to a changes. The breakdown voltage is determined by a
deterioriation in performance back to the previous spark that typically trips the power supply off.
level. Vhen the voltage is re-applied, continuous sparking

Attempts were then made to reduce the cathode will occur at 15 to 20 X lover voltage, an indication
heating. The first attempt was to use a high-voltage of irreversible damage. Good reproducility (about 5
electrode made from solid copper instead of stainless Z) has been obtained in tests of some of the
steel. Although test-stand results at that time combinations.
shoved that copper was msuch poorer than stainless Table 1 shove the important role of the anode
steel for high-voltage standoff, it has such higher material for a gap of 2.5 m. The field-emitted
thermal and electrical conductivity, which makes it electrons originate from the cathode and interact
less suseptible to r.f. beating. A solid copper with the anode. The surface properties of the anode
high-voltage electrode with copper hangers was (such as adsorbed gas) then play an important role in
tested. The results are shown on Figure 2, marked the breakdown process.
Dec./90. To achieve this result, the copper Efforts are underway to apply these results to
electrode required considerable conditioning (several the deflector. In the present deflector design, the
days of operation at high voltage) with no magnetic back side of the high-voltage electrode and regions
field, folloved by operation at a magnetic field of above the hangers that support the high-voltage
about 3 T and then with high-pover r.f. present. electrode are copper. Attempts will be made to cover
This electrode was used to extract carbon at 50 as much of these areas as practical with titanium and
NeV/amu, a bean that represented a major milestone to replace the septum and sparking plates with
for the cyclotron's commissioning because it meets titanium to see if further improvements can be made.
one of the machine's design goals. A second water-cooled high-voltage electrode will

The vater-cooled high-voltage electrode, also be fabricated from titanium.
described in the first part of this paper, was built
and tested as the next development step. Its first
operation exceeded the performance of the copper SUOARY
electrode, and it was used to extract ion beans of
carbon at 45 NeV/amu as well as chlorine at 35 Improvements incorporated into the deflector of
NeV/aau in an 8-day experiment. After a careful the Chalk River superconducting cyclotron have
cleanup of the entire deflector and some alloed us to extract ion beams up to 50 NeV/amu, the
conditioning, the results shown for Warch/91 vere design goal of the accelerator. Deflector fields
obtained. This deflector improved with use and exceeding the design goal of 143 kV/ca have been
helped us to extract iodine at 19 MeV/amu at a achieved and maintained over a reduced gap of 4.75
gradient of about 150 kV/cm, with a gap of 4.75 m. m with some loss in bean intensity. A deflector
It has also been tested to 95 kV with a 7.5 an gap field of 94 kV across a 7.5 sm gap has recently been
with no magnetic field present and to 94 kV with a achieved both with and without magnetic field, but
magnetic field of 3 T. without r.f. Ve shall continue to improve this

system with the aim of achieving a deflector field ofabout 150 kV/cs at a gap of at least 6 sm.
TEST STAND RESULTS

The program to improve the deflector has had

considerable guidance from results obtained from a The authors would like to acknowledge the
test stand. This test stand was described in detail valuable technical help of N. Bray, R.B. Milks, J.?.
and some results were reported 3 previuosly. All Nours, D.R. Proulx and R.R. Tremblay.
recent tests point towards the importance of the
choice of anode material for peak high-voltage REPFMDCES
performance. Table 1 shows the results of tests on
three materials. (1) C.R. Hoffmann and J.F. Hours, these proceedings

Table 1. Breakdovn voltage (kV) for combinations of 12) C.R. Hoffmann and C.B. Bighan, Proceedings of thecopper, stainless-steel and titanium electrodes. The 1987 IEEE Particle Accelerator Conference, Washington

gap was 2.5 me. D.C., (1987) p. 1567.

hode Anode Material [31 V.T. Diamond, C.R. 8offmann, G.R. Mitchel and H.
Haterial Schmeing, XIV International Symposium on Discharges

and Electrical Insulation In Vacuum, Santa Pe, New
Copper Stainless Titanium Mexico, Sept. 17-20, (1990) p. 630.

Steel
Copper 64 92 98

Stainless 74 96 110
Steel

Titanium 72 88 110
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THE PROPOSED INJECTION SYSTEM FOR AN ASYMMETRIC
B FACTORY IN THE PEP TUNNEL

E. Bloom, F. Bulos, G. Loew, R. Miller, B. Sukiennicki, T. Mattison*
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309
and

W. Barlettat
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, CA 94551

1. ABSTRACT AND INTRODUCTION TABLE I

The proposed asymmetric energy B Factory to be built in B FACTORY INJECTION SPECIFICATIONS
the PEP tunnel at SLAC will require a highly effective and AND PARAMETERS
profuse source of low emitlance electron and positron bunches.
The B Factory will consist of two rings of equal size, a 9 GeV Beam Energy:
electron ring and a 3.1 GeV positron ring, each with 1658 High-energy ring (HER) (e)i 1GeV] 9 [range: 8-10]
bunches with total circulating currents of 1.5 and 2.1 amperes Low-energy ring (LER) (e+) [GeV] 3.1 Irauge: 2.8-41
respectively. As the luminosity lifetime of the collider is
expected to be about two hours, the injector should be capable Beam current:
of filling the rings in a small fraction of an hour. It turns out HER nng A/10 10 1e 1.48/6777
that with some simple modifications, the SLC linac with its LER ring [A/10 1t c+) 2.14/9799
damping rings and positron source is ideally suited to fulfill
this function effectively. The overall injection system is Particles per bunch:
described below. HER ring[ ll 0 e 4.1

LER ring 1iOl0 e+j 5.9
11. SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS AND DESCRIPTION

Linac repetition rate [ppsl 60/i120

The specifications and required parameters of the injection Linac current 11010 e + per puw1el** 0.4-2
system are shown in Table I. It is seen that each of the 1658 Invariant linac emittance Im-radi 5xlO 5

stored bunches will require about 5 x 1010 particles. In the Fiing time,:
topping-off filling mode (80-4 100%), assuming that each Topping-off(80-100%) Imin] 3
bucket receives about 5 single bunches from the injector with Fu Flling (0-10(%) Iminl 6
50% filling efficiency, the linac will have to provide single
bunches of 4x10 9 particles/bunch as compared to 2-5 x 1010
particles/bunch in the regular SLC mode. This should be very
easy. In the full filling mode, the first 80% of each bucket
will be filled, also with 5 linac bunches, but at the rate of Ring circumference ImI1 2199.318
2x 10l particles/bunch, and the remaining 20% at the topping- Revolution p-.riod Ipsi 7.316
off rate as above. Assuming that both rings are filled by Revolution frequency IkH1 116.111
alternate linac pulses, each at a 60 pps rate, it is easily seen Bunch frevje .y [MHz] 476/2 = 238
that the filling operations will take on the order of 3 and 6 Time between bunches Ins] 4.20
minutes respectively. Harmonic number 349'2

Number of bunches 1746- 59
A schematic of the SLC injection system is shown in (leaving 5% gap) 1658

Fig. I. The itijnvlor will consist of the first 19 sectors of the (laing 5ap) -

liniw, the two damping rings and the positron source. The 3. HoR m p t
GeV positrons will be extracted at the end f Sector 3 through HER itg]
a DC chicane which will let the electrons cmntinue on, either LER with wigglers Ims]
to the end of Sector 7 for extraction al 9 GeV via a slowly LER without wigglers Ims] 150
pulsed magnet, or to Sector 19 at about 30 GeV for positron
production. The remaining II sectors of the linac may be Geometric beam enfitance 4nm-radJ:HER horizontal/vertical 48/I 0)

*Work supported by Department of Energy. contract DE-AC03-76SF- LER horizontal/vertical 96/3 8

W515.
tWork qupported by Department of Energy, contract W-7405 ,NG- **Assung 50% filling efficiency
48
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright.
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SL Dapig e- bypass

Injector rings storage-byas

DC chicane for Pulsed magnet '/"' - ms /

e+ extraction for e- extraction

441 LER
12M

Fig. I. Schematic of the B Factory et injection system, based on use of the SLC linac with bypass lines. The numbers along the
linac idicate the location (not to scale) of each sector. Each of the 30 sectors is 100 m long.

turned off. Once extracted, the respective bunches of electrons showing the respective tilts of the extraction planes is given in
and positrons will be transmitted through two separate bypass Fig. 2. The existing positron return line (PRL) is shown for
lines to the existing NIT and SIT lines presently used to fill reference in the upper right-hand comer. Table II gives a list
PEP fom the end of the linac. The NIT and SIT lines are well of the components in the bypass lines. The matching
instrumented and will not be described in this paper. The quadrupoles are part of 360 degree-phase advance achromatic
advantages of the system proposed here are numerous: a) it bends joining the linac to the bypass lines, and these to NIT
preserves all other High Energy Physics opportunities at and SIT.
SLAC; b) the bunches leave the linac at the desired energy,
thereby eliminating the need for backphasing and minimizing TABLE II
wakefields in unnecessary accelerator structures- c) by LINAC BYPASS LINE COMPONENTS AND
alternating e+ and e- pulses at 60 pps, only one bunch will be SPECIFICATIONS
stored at a time in each damping ring; d) no additional fast
kickers (often unreliable) will be needed, e) between filling POSITRON ELECTRON
times, it will be possible to "park" e+ and e- bunches at a low LINE LINE
rate in NIT and SIT Faraday cups to optimize readiness for Length (kin) -2.6 -2.2
filling on demand; f) finally, by selecting a ring RF frequency Energy (GeV) 2.8-4 8-10
of 476 MHz, i.e., 1/6 of the linac RF frequency of 2856 MHz, No of quadrupoles
synchronization will be greatly simplified. Matching 24 24

FODO array 52 44
The bypass lines will consist of 10 cm-diameter Steering corretors 64

aluminum pipe (for adequate pumping speed) with 2.5 Beam position monitors 64
(64 readouts) (56 readouq)

cm-diameter constrictions every 50kn where a FODO array of Profile monitors 2 2
quadrupoles and beam position monitors will be located. Pumps (120L/s) 29 21
These apertures will be fully adequate since the low-emittance Vacuum roughing
beams will have Or's of less than 1.5 mm. A cross-section connections 29 21
of the linac housing with the overhead-suspended quadrupoles Fast valves I I

Isolation valves 14 13
PRL

3= u drupole 2 > I. INJECTION INTO THE HER AND LER

SIn contrast to the single PEP ring, for which the injection

e Bypass Line ,&5* lines come down vertically into the plane of the ring and are
9+ Bypass Une tangent to the inside, the HER and LER injection lines will be

LINAC brought down on the outside of the two rings - into the plane
of the HER al IR-10 and into the plane of the LER at IR-8.

10' The proposed method of injection is very similar to the one
used in PEP. It assumes Px = 80 m and Py = 20 m in 40-m-0 long injection regions. Horizontal injection occurs as shown

s in Fig. 3. The closed orbit of the stored beam is temporarily
distorted by means of four DC bump magnets and three
kickers Details of the horizontal phase space (x,x') for the
stored and injected beam are shown at three sequential points in

-' time following the turn-on of the DC bump magnets. (i)
I. 11' '. stored beam is moved by 0.5 cm to DC bumped position,
Fig. 2 Cross, section of linac housing s;hoving the 10Ox away from the inmer edge of the 3-mm septum: (ii)
location of the electron and po-itron FODO array stored beam is within 6 ax of the septum inner edge.
quadnipoles. Note the tidts of the extraction planes incoming beam from the linac ts tangent to the stored-beam
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orbit and within 2 ai of the outer septum edge; (iii) 38 ms and for the LER 36 ms. If the damping contribution of
approximately four turns later, the stored beam is back to its the wigglers in the LER is ignored, a worst-case situation in
DC bumped orbit: the incoming beam is inside the ring within terms of injection, then the LER has a damping time of 150
2ax of the inner septum edge, ready to damp and merge with ms. The beginning of each zone is determined by the time
the stored beam. It is assumed that the injected beam has a Px onset of the kicker current pulses. All three kicker pulsers are
of 30 m. identical, consisting of critically damped RLC circuits that rise

and fall to practically zero within less than 1500 ns. The first
bucket to be filled in zone n is located roughly 200 ns after the
beginning of the kicker pulse so as to ride on the flat top

B Factory Injection: where sensitivity to time jitter is minimized. Since the rise
Schematic of HER & LER Injection time of the pulse is much shorter than the fall time, bunches

Beam from recently stored in zone n - I are unaffected. Bunches in zone
NITorSIT n + I (at least 815 ns later) are kicked slightly, but since they

dhave been in the ring for the longest time, their orbits are
almost fully damped, and, to the extent that the kickers are
matched, these bumps are closed. Thus, single buckets in

Sred " qzones I through 9 are filled in succession, after which, 9 times
Beam 'l l,/J D. 1/60th of a second, or 150 ms later (that is, one danping time

Bump Bump Septum Bump Bump in the LER in the absence of wigglers), the next adjacent
Kicker buckets (4.2 ms later) in each zone are filled, and so on. With

p Septum this method, damping in the LER, even without wigglers, is
S MM " adequate. The entire filling sequence will be computer

controlled and automated for both rings.

Bea
a lb ox

(2) 2o,\ 2oi

Bea Incming

4 6 Beam from 2

Kick Unac 9
, : Zones

(3) 2o .
SloreBemZone Lengt

A~t~fl~ed Kicked ZoeLnt
I n -244 m orIt B a m 8 1 5 n s G a a _ 9 8

HER c. .48 nrerd. LER e x .96nm .rd. 1658 Bunches
Injecton I  Pi= 80m Injection Pic Bor1
Straight a.- 2mm Straight o- 28mm 194 Bunches/Zone
ratNT Cal,-3 3nm.rad. 9+atSIT Call 8nm.rad.

Injection Da 30m Inject = 30m I.10,
oi- 03m t 05 mm > 0.8 t ~ l600ns

91 D-0 D-0 ns Bunch Being

S0.4 0.4 Kicker t

Current
Fig. I Schematic of Injection Kicker System, and Pulse
hori/ontal transverse phase space (,x') of stored and 0 0 1
incoming beams during three successive steps of the 0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6

injection process (HER and LER). The dianeters of the Time ()ts)
stored and incoming beams arc not drawn to scale. Zone Filling Sequence: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 (partially), 1.etc...
For injection purposes, each ring is divided into nine 6912A4

rotating "zones" of equal length as shown in Fig. 4. A zone Fig 4 A7imuthal zone filhng sequence for the LER.
has a length of about 244 m (or 815 ns) and contains 194 showing nine zones The ki(.ker pulse shown (equad for all
bunches One of these ,ones in each ring will remain about kickerq) was computed by assuming charged, tinticafly
half empty to leave a gap for ion control. We describe here the damnped RLC cirtuitq IR = 2 (L/C) 1/21 in which the .uffent
process for filling the LER at a 60Hz rate; the HER is filled in rea hes its maximum at I = 2 L/R after a thyratron i fired
a similar way. The transverse damping time for the HER is and allows the crtuit tobe dihaged
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HEB to Superconducting Super Colider
Transfer Lines

F. Wang and R. Schailey
Superconducting Super Collider

Laboratory*
2550 Beckleymeade Avenue

Dallas TX 75237

Abstract to reduce dilution effects due to beam centroid displacement at

We present here an optics design for a beam transport injection region.

system which will be used to inject 2 TeV proton beam from II. Beam Optics and General Layout
the High Energy Booster into the Superconducting Super Col-
lider. The main design issues are the use of conventional The layout of the ejection, beamlines, and injection devic-
magnets for constructing this high energy beamline and main- es is shown in Fig.1. The HEB ejection kickers and the Collid-
tenance of small beam transverse emittance during the trans- er injection kickers provide horizontal shifting of the beam
fer process. Effects of various errors have been investigated in orbit. The beamline magnets bend beam vertically only.

detail, then tolerances for errors are given. With the design Each of these two beamlines consists of two quasi achro-
criterion and beam position correction scheme proposed, pro- matic bending sections with inverse deflecting direction. The
ton beam transverse emittance dilution is expected to be less short straight section between them provides the flexibility of
than five percent. optical parameter adjustments. The two lines are similar, with

the exception of 0.2m difference of middle straight section
I. Introduction length, and slightly different operating fields to accommodate

The HEB is the last synchrotron of the three injector syn- different elevation levels of the two colliders. Similarity of de-
chrotrons in cascade of the injection systems for the two Su- sign is important in maintaining ease of operation.
perconducting Super Colliders. The devices that eject proton The upper limits of bending field and quadrupole field gra-
beam from the HEB for injection both clockwise and count- dient adopted here are 1.8 IT and 30T/m, respectively, for 4cm
clockwise into the bottom and top colliders are located within full aperture magnet design. About 50% of beam line length is
the west long straight section of the HEB. The collider injec- occupied by bending magnets. The requirements to leave space
tions take place in the west utility straight sections which are for crossing of one line with lop collider, as well as the cross-
located directly under the HEB west long straight section. The ing of two lines push part of the bending magnets further away
elevation separation between the lower collider and the HEB from both ends of the beamline. Both the low bending field
is 14m which is determined by a radiation shielding require- and space requirements demand the increasing of total bending
ment. In SSCL Site-Specific Conceptual Designi1 ,the two angle while leaving less space and more difficulty to accom-
beam lines joining HEB and colliders include warm septum plish phase space and dispersion matching and keeping ampli-
magnets, pulse kicker magnets at both ends of the lines, super- tudes of 3 and dispersion function small. The optical functions
conducting major vertical bending magnets, and quadruloles. of the beamline are shown in Fig.2. The maximum 13 function

To eliminate troubles of transfer line superconducting
magnet quenches, this design makes use of warm magnets
only. The total length of each of these lines, determined by x(.3x2) HE xz(X2)

geometric boundaries, is about 631m. The use of low field
conventional bends requires additional effort to find an optical
structure to accomplish matching of optical parameters, while
keeping reasonable jI and dispersion function amplitudes C 4
through the line. KE Ejection Ificker o 3

KI Injection Kicker
Another main issue of this transfer system design is to Tu> Tune-up Dipoles

TUD ~ ~ ~ Tuneup Dpole 2
preserve the small proton beam transverse emittance during 1

ejection, transfer, and injection which is important for obtain- 0 "--, I.I __J
ing high collider luminosity. Effects of magnet misalignment 0 100 200 300 400

and various field errors to emittance dilution have been inves-
tigated to determine tolerances for errors and magnet design
criterion. A beam position correction system is also proposed Top Calider 51(4) 1Q(4)

*Operated by Universities Research Association under contract with M7(4) otto Collider

the U.S. Department of Energy Fig I tE13--Ccllider Iransfer Layout
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amplitude is 425m, and dispersion is compressed to less than dilution occurs. Since the transverse beam rms size cro is about
2m everywhere. 0.2-0.3mm, AXeq from Eqt. (1), should be less than 0.1 mm if

Il. Effect of Magnet Misalignment dilution less than 5% is required.
A program code is developed for a quick and effective

and Field Errors evaluation of all the relevant quantities at injection point

There are two major concerns caused by various errors for caused by various errors of the beam transport system. The
this transfer system: aperture requirement, and beam trans- program can perform a fixed error calculation as well as multi-
verse emittance dilution. Since high bending field and quadru- trial simulations with normally distributed random errors of a
pole gradient have to be used, small magnet aperture is given standard deviation for all magnet misalignment, field,
desired. The 2 TeV proton beam has a very small transverse gradient errors, and initial beam conditions. One can then de-
emittance: 4.7X10-1x rn rad. Beam dimensions have little in- cide what toleranes for errors should be set, and what kind of
fluence on aperture consideration. Tolerances of systematic position correction scheme should be used to reduce the aper-
magnet alignment and magnet field errors are set to allow ture requirement and preserve beam emittance.
beam to pass the beamline without position corrections. The Table 1. sums up the resulting error tolerances from analy-
more critical tolerances come from the requirement to pre- sis and simulation 131, which is required for either free pass of
serve beam transverse emittane. Small position andi angular 30mm beamline aperture without position corrections, or emit-
errors to the ideal collider closed orbit will cause large emit- tance dilution of less than 5%.
tance dilution if they are not precisely corrected. Statistical
bending field errors and quadrupole gradient errors are respon- Table 1. Tolerances for various errors
sible for position mismatching and optical parameters mis- Error Type Tolerances Required as
matching which will inevitably lead to emittance dilution.
Dilution effects due to centroid displacement, mismatching of Q Trans. shift 0.2 mm Aperture
0, and dispersion functions at injection in a circulating acceler- B Rot. about Z 1.0 mrad
ator are well described by M. J. Syphers121. For injection posi- AB/B(systematic) 0.001 "
tion mismatching one has: Q gradient 0.002 Emittance

F. = 1+ 1 2 t B/B (regulation) 5XI0 "5  A
,2 2 a1 (1)

Wr Kickers AB/B 0.003 J
where

&Xq = ,J(AX)2+ [IAX'+ ctAX] 2  In addition to these error tolerances, a beam position cor-

The dilution factor is defined as the ratio of phase space rection system must be included to provide precise matching

areas containing 95% of the beam particles, after and before of the injected beam trajectory to collider closed orbit.

.~0

-1 I Position Monitor

-2 Corrector(Hor./Vert.)

-3 VI
- 4 -

600
Horizontal p

400 - ~--- Vertical / •_

200 / "' 7.

100

0
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 (in)

Fig.2 Beam Line Amplitude, Dispersion Functions and Position Correction Scheme
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(a) Ymax (mm) (c) Yeq (Mm)

lab. Iso

ooWith Corrections With Cortections

. . .L . . .

a a t0 20 0 0.0 01 5 0.2(b) Yma (mm) (d) Yaq (mm)

Fig.3 Distributions of maximum displacement and Y., before & after corrections,
for 1000 trials with errors listed in Tab.1 (aperture), and " - 'ns Ay=0.8 mm, Ay'=12 prad

IV. Beam Position Correction Scheme troid displace . -.t along the beamline. Ymax, is less than

A proposed beam position correction scheme is shown in 2....m after corrections and the quantity Y,, in Eqt. (1), is less

Fig.2. The correction scheme has two stages: in most of the than 0.07mm at end of ,bamline, which corresponds to a dilu-

line, each con ;tor takes care o the position errors read from £tor of 1.03.

the monitors between itself and the next -.3rrector. The quan- V. Conclusion
tity E(Xi+AXi) 2 is minimized to obtain needed corrector ",ie use of conventional magnets to construct the beam
strength. Here Xi is the position -ror before correction and transfer lines between the two superconducting proton ma-
*Xt is the displacement produced by the corrector at the ith chines with the imposed geometry is viable. Beam transverse
position monitor. At the end of beam line there are two pairs emittance dilution will also be under coArrol with proper error
of correctors, one for each transverse direction. Position er- tolerances set and a precise position correction scheme.
rors are read from two monitors which are located in a utility
straight section of the collider. The correction is then applied Authors would like to express their appreciation to Drs. D.
to both position and angular deviation of beam ucntroid to Johnson, E. Seppi, and M. J. Sypherg for their support and in-
collider closed orbit. The strength of these two correctors are structive discussions.
obtained by minimizing the quantity X (Xi+AX1i+AX2i). VI. References

Since the required emittance dilution is small, the two [11 Site-Specific Conceptual Design, SSCL-SR-1056, p.119
monitors located in the straight section between collider qua- 1990.
drupole QU3 and QU4 require a position resolution of 10
pm. Another pair of nmonitors located downstream of kickers [21 M. J. Syphers, Injection Mismatch and Phase Space Dilu-
will piovide horizonta, position errors for kicker amplitude tion, FN-458, 1987.
fine adjustment. All the orrectors, except kickers, are out of [3] F. Wang and R. Schailey, Design Issues for the IEB -Col-
colliders; therefore, beamline position corrections will not in- lider Transport System, SSCL ADOD- 017B, 1991.
terfere with circulating beam.

A number of simulations of correction process have been
made in order to find a scheme whicl, makes use of fewer
correctors, Lower correcting strengths and desired correction
results.

Fig.3 depicas the corection results for 1000 trials simu-
lation in -';rtical direction. The maximum vertical beam cen-
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The ELETTRA Gun Trigger Module

G. Roberto Aiello*, Maurizio Bossi
Sincrotrone Trieste

Padriciano 99, 34012 Trieste, Italy

Abstract than 3 ns [2]. The most critical part of the timing
system described below is the Gun Trigger module.

The ELETTRA injector is a full energy Linac. The Semicustom ECL integrated circuits from Siemens are
Linac and the pulsed magnets need to be synchronized used: 16 bits programmable counters which can work up
with the beam in the storage ring in order to fill it with to 750 MHz. This choice has been allowed to realize all
the proper bunch pattern. Most of the triggers for the the trigger generators in only one VMEbus board,
timing system are generated by a module which is named reducing the space, the complexity and the power
Gun Trigger module. The gun is triggered in consumption with respect to other solutions.
synchronism with a reference bucket of the storage ring.
It can be programmed with a delay between 2 and 864 ns, II. TIMING SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
a range which covers one revolution period of the storage
ring, so any arbitrary bucket of the ring can be filled. Most of the synchronization problems come from the
The module generates also the gun trigger for working in Single Bunch working mode. The gun needs to be
FEL mode, which needs a repetition from 30 to 50 ns in synchronized to the bucket to fill in the storage ring at a
a 10 ps window, The jitter of all these triggers is less 10 Hz injection rate.
than 50 ps The Gan Trigger module is developed in
VMEb", standard, using TTL and ECL technology. It is SWn, Ring Clock (sRC RF1432 I I I I I I I
remoteQ/y programmabL. through the ELETTRA control LCTnUc,, . *O WS 1_.. _ ..
system. The general architecture of the ELETTRA
timing system is also described in the paper.

(un "'Trier (r): Sl deLayodi: i
! I

I. INTRODUCTION 10, 4 9M ,

N 2ns
The timing system generates pulses with fixed and
variable delay, required t.o trigger the injection and the
beam diagnostics [I). Toe Linac and the pulsed magnets Figure 1. Injection Timing: the Gun Trigger is delayed by
need to be synchronized with the beam in the storage 884.7 gIs (1024*864 ns) from SI. One more
ring in order to fill it with the proper bunch pattern. The adjustable delay in 2 ns step is used to fill any
Linac works at 10. S. 2 or I Hz. The trigger which gives bucket of the storage ring. Other triggers can be
the injectiort Yate is the Line Trigger (LT); it is derived derived from Sl in order to provide any
by dividiung the 50 Iz line frequency. The timing system pretrigger required.
must allow different modes of operation: Single Bunch,
MWilti-Bunch, and FEL. In Single Bunch mode only one In order to realize this timing, the Gun Trigger
bucket of the storage ring must be filled; in Multi Bunch Module generates the following triggers Ifigure 1]:
mode the buckets of the storage ring must be uniformly Storage Ring Clock [SRCI: Synchronized to
filled; in FEL mode a trigger repetition from 30 ns to the reference bucket of the storage ring, it is obtained by
50 ns must fire the gun of the Linac. dividing the radio frequency IRFI by the harmonic

The jitter of the gun trigger must be smaller than 200 number of the storage ring (432); its frequency is
rps in order to fill only the selected buckets. The pulsed 499.654 MHz/432 = 1.157 MHz.
magnets have to be synchronized 500 gts in advance - Start Injection [Sll:It is synchronized to SRC
because of their risetime. Their jitter must be smaller and its period is that of the Line Trigger; 10 Hz phased

with the line frequency.
Gun Trigger IGTI: It is delayed by 884.7 Is

(1024 * 864 ns) from SI. An additional programmable
• Now at the Supercondutng Super Colhider Laboratory, delay in 2 ns steps is used fur synLhrunizng that to the
2550 Beckleymeade Ave., MS 1046, Dallas, TX 75237 reluired bucket of the storage ring.
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The modulator and pulsed magnets triggers are from National Semiconductor. The clock is SRC. The
generated by delaying SI. A 4 ns step programmable Enable is the 10 Hz trigger, the Reset is GT. The 10 Hz
delay module is used for this purpose. trigger starts the counting and GT resets the counter. SI

is generated at the first SRC pulse after the Enable,
IL. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODULE ENGT at the last count.

The same IC is used for both the SRC Generator and
The Gun Trigger Module contains the SRC, GT and for the GT Generator: the SH100CK1133, a semi-

SI generators [figure 2]. The SRC generator is a 16-bit custom chip from Siemens. It is a 16 bit programmable
programmable counter always enabled. The whole counter which can work up to 750 MHz. This choice
programming range gives frequencies from 33.3 MHz reduces the complexity of the board [figure 3], the power
down to 7.6 KHz, but it is used here to obtain 1.157 consumption, and the space respect to other solutions.
MHz. The SI Generator is a 10-bit counter and SRC is SRC
its clock. It starts counting at the arrival of the 10 Hz Flip-Flop 10-bits Counter
Line Trigger and its first pulse is SI. When it finishes I Sl
counting, it generates its ripple carry [ENGTI: this RF
trigger occurs 884.7 gis (1024 x 864 ns) after SI.

The GT venerator is also a 16-bit programmable I l
counter. ENI.GT enables the counting. This delay can be SRC Generator
programmed from 10 ns to 131 Its, but only delays from _
864 ns to 1728 ns (864 ns + 864 ns) ar, used: it allows GTGenerator
synchronization of GT to each bucket of the storage ring. RCO
All the generators are remote controlled from the
VMEbus. Flip-lop

RF(499.64 M1i3) SRC .57SMlR SC Figure 3. Schematics of the logic which realizes the
A 3 timing. Only six chips are used.

The -5.2 V for powering the ECL devices comes
to;,'s6[. -N . r from an external power supply through a connector on

the front panel to give full VMEbus compatibility. The
-0 8ECL logic levels and the -2 V level for the signal

pulldowns are derived from the -5.2 V. The total powerT -consumption is about 4 A on the -5.2 V and 2 A on the
+5 V.

Figure 2. Logic block diagram. SI is the first SRC count IV. CONCLUSIONS
after LT. EN_.GT is the ripple carry after 1024
SRC counts and enables the OT counter. The Gun Trigger module allows to delay the pulse

which fires the gun up to 864 ns in 2 ns steps with
Two Gun Trigger Module must be used. The first one respect to the Storage Ring Clock, a signal synchronized

will generate the triggers shown in figure 1. The second to a reference bucket of the storage ring. The jitter
one will generate the triggers for the FEL mode: a measured from these triggers is less than 50 ps.
repetition from 30 to 50 ns will be used instead of GT. Three Gun Trigger Module boards have been built.
This repefition is realized using the SRC generator of the Their characteristics satisfy the initial requirements. Two
second board. of these boards will be used for the ELETTRA timing

The board is a four layer VMEbus compatible board: system.
one ground plane, one power plane and two signal
planes. It is developed in ECL technology except for the V. REFERENCES
VMEbus interface which uses TTL technology.

The 50 Ohm input has a probe to test the input radi o 11 G.R. Aiello and A. Carniel, "Timing System Project",
frequency signal. A 100114 line receiver drives the input Sincrotrone Trieste ST/M-89/1 1, July 1989.
signal to the 500 MHz counters through a 50 Ohm [21 D. Tommasini. "Determination and Design of Septa
microstrip line. The input circuit accepts aiupihtudu froi Magnets for ELETIRA", Sincrotrone Trieste ST/M-TN-
-10 dBm to 10 dBm. The output signals are at the NINf 90/16, August 1990.
standard (-14 to -18 mA on 50Ohm).

Th,. bi and ENGT generators are implemented with
two ECL PALs (Programmable Array Logic): 1016RD8
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POISSON Study of Electrostatic Septa for the MIT-Bates SHR*

Manouchehr Farkhondeh,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Bates Linear Accelerator Center
Middleton, MA 01949.

Abstract

The POISSON group of computer codes (1] was used to
study the details of field distributions of electrostatic septa
for use with the MIT-Bates South Hall Ring (SHR). Stud-
ies were made to minimize field penetration and field gra-
dients near the foil strips while satisfying the technical con-
straints. In addition, effects of upstream guard foils and an
additional electrode opposite these foils on the field shapes-
were studied in great detail. The guard foils will shadow
the main foils from the direct beam, and the electrode will
prevent the secondary low-energy electrons from the guard
foils from reaching the anode. Our optimal configuration
of foils and electrodes as well as the electric field shapes
are presented. L

1 Introduction

The SHR under construction at the MIT-Bates Linear Ac-
celerator Center will be a high intensity pulse stretcher fa-
cility with high quality cw electron beams of up to 1.0 Figure 1: schematic view of the electrostatic septa.

GEV, operating in both storage and extraction modes.
The ring lattice will consist of over 200 electromagnets dis-
tributed over a ring circumference of 190 m. A description and positioned 2 cm from the solid anode at 100KV. The
of SHR is given in ref. [2]. As any other pulse stretcher foils are mounted on a long semicircular carrier at ground
rings with extraction capabilities, SHR requires two deec- potential with foils stretched vertically along its diameter.
trostatic septa near the injection and extraction regions Figure 1 shows the basic components of the septa. Our
for providing the required deflection to the circulating elec- POISSOP calculations included 5 mm wide foil strips and
tron beam during the injection and extraction periods. Af- a range o spacing from 0.3mm to 1.mm.
ter the short injection period, these septa should have no Because of optics considerations and because a few pA
effect on the circulating beam. A 40 mA 1.6 psec wide of beam will strike the extraction septum under normal
electron pulse which raps around the ring twice, by its na- operation, the design seeks to minimise thermionic, field
ture, makes the requirements on the septa very demanding. and secondary emission as well as thermal distortions of
The septa must have two distinct field regions: (a) a field- the foils. To accomplish this, guard foils have been added
free region for circulating beams, and (b) a high transverse upstream of the main foils to protect them from the di-
field region for injected and extracted beams with a field ret beam. The guard foils will shadow the main foils
strength of 50 KV/cm. The purpose of these studies have from the direct beam and an additional electrode opposite
included finding an optimum design in which the field pen- these foils will confine the secondary low energy electrons
etration to the region (a) is minimum while maximizing the from reaching the anode, thus reducing the current drawn
field uniformity in region (b). on the power supply. POISSON has been instrumental in

These septa will have an active length of about 150cm finding the negative potential for the guard electrode which
formed by a row of thin foil strips at ground potential will optimize this confinement while maintaining good field

* Work supported.in part by DOE contractDE-AC02-76ER03069. uniformity.
0-7803-0135-8/9101.00 ©IEEE 990



t. Foil Carrier (V-0)

- Circulating Beam

Foil 1 Foil 2

VMO V=0

4Injected Beam

_.. Anode (V-5KV)

Z Axis

Figure 2: Schematic of POISSON input geometry for the Figure 3: Equipotential lines for the "uniform" field region
"uniform" field region of septa. of the septa

2 Programming Considerations

A full scale POISSON layout of these septa would require
a mesh sine of less than 50,m (foil thickness) spanned over
several centimeters; this makes the number of mesh points Crculig em

extremely large, exceeding the program's normal limits.
Instead, one lays out only that portion of the geometry Gaur I

which is relevant to the question under study. For instance, r Gaur2 r u.

when studying the field near the foils, we used a mesh mime
of 20jum and limited the overall area under study. When
studying the field in the entrance region over several cen- Injected Beam
timeters along the beam, a coarser mesh size has been used
as well as an artificial foil thickness of 0.2mm. For the for-
mer case, we placed an anode at a distance of 1.0 mm from , nc (V-4KV) Anv.O-0v

the wire to provide the 60 KV/cm field gradient. The re O.O .o z Axis..).. 3S.0 s. C.
suits presented in this report are for foil spacings of 0.3
mm and edge radius of 0.025 mam. Figure 4: Schematics of POISSON input geometry for the

3 Uniforrm Field Region entrance region with guard foils and additional electrode.

To study field penetration, we examined a segment of the the order of 2 x 10-5 for 0.05 < X < 0.9 mm which is well
uniform region of septa away from the entrance and exit within the specified tolerance for the septa.
areas. The layout is shown in Figure 2. To limit the total
number of mesh units and to set correct boundary condi-
tions, we have used a 5 KV anode located at a distance 4 Entrance Region
of 1mm from the foils and required that the equipoten-
tial lines be normal to the surfaces of the anode and the We have also studied the effects of guard foils together
ground plates at opposite ends of the gap. Figure 3 show with an additional electrode at ground or negative poten-
the equipotential lines in a unit cell. The transverse field tial located in the plane of the anode and 20mm upstream
EX integrated along the beam direction is used to define as shown in Figure 4. The electrode at some negative po-
the effective field: tential will reverse the direction of the electric field near

fZ -. 3(mm) the guard foils so that the low energy electrons produced
LEvi! = / Ex(X, Z) . dZ (1) by the beam hitting the guard foils would not find a path

.=o to thc anode. Several configurations were studied with

The integral here includes one half of two adjacent foils POISSON and the results follow. The layout includes the
and the gap in between. This quantity has a variation of entrance region 65 mm upstream of the first main foil, the
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POISSON for SHR Electrostatic SEPTA

60000 Electrode at -4 KV . _

4- - X-12.Sm

SX-17omm / .

a 40000 -m;

-ar I orU2 I U

-20000

0 20 40 60

Figure 5: Equipotential lines for the entrance region of the Z(M

septa with electrode at -4.0KV Figure 6: Transverse electric field of the entrance region of
the septum for a range of X values, with anode at X=0.25

anode at 20 mm distance and a ground plane at 10 mm anfolatX2m.
on the circulating beam side. We have studied this case
for a range of electrode potentials from 0 to -4 KV. The 5 Conclusions
equipotential lines for the cast of -4KV are shown in Fig-
ure 5. The transverse electric field as a function of Z is For our configuration the following conclusions can be
shown in Figure 6 for a range of transverse positions X in made:

thee gap.ts Th olwn bevtoscnb aefo . In the "uniform" field region, the relative variation of
thes reslts:the effective field as a function of transverse distance

" The additional electrode at V=0 reduces the electric across the gap is better than I x 10- 4.

field in the vicinity of the first guard foil, but the field 2. An addition of an electrode at negative voltage oppo-
still remains positive. site the guard foils lowers the electric field near the

guard foils but increases the effective field variation
"For V=-l.0KV the electric field in the entrance region across the gap to about I X 10- 3. With the chv-

is negative in the lower half of the gap (0< X < 10.) trode at V=-4 KV both components of the electtic
and is slightly positive in the uppher hsalf of the gap field provide confinement@ of low energy electrons to
near the guard foils; this voltage is insufficient for con- the entrance region and away from the anode. While
finement of the low energy electrons. higher negative voltage increases the confinement, it

also adds to the over"l non-uniformity of the field.
"For V=-4.0KV the electric field remains negative for

all transverse distances across the gap near the first
guard foil and becomes positive after the second guard Referenlces

foil.

foil.[1) POISSON/SUPERFISH Group of Codes, Los Alamos

9The integrated transverse field over the 65mm en- AceraoCdeG up -U 8715
trance region shows a variation across the gap which [2) J.B. Flans et al., Proceedings of the 1989 IEEE Pati-
increases with increasing electrode voltage. The vari- cle Accelerator Conference, March 20-23, 1989, p.34.ation is about 10 for V=4 V, and 6bout 6.5% for
V=-4 K , sti u acceptable since the entrance effective
field is less than 2 percent of the total effective field
of the septum.

At V=-4KV the sign and magnitudes of the longitu-
dinal electric field (Ez) helps to further confine the
low energy electrons (longitudinally) to the entrance
region. 992



THE ULTRA-FAST INJECTION KICKER FOR SNLS*
Thomas J. Romano and Richard Heese

National Synchrotron Light Source
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, New York

Abstract Currents in excess of 1,200 mA have been stored in this
compact synchrotron.

The single bump injection scheme for the SXLS
(Superconducting X-Ray Lithography Source) compact INJECTION KICKER
synchrotron required very stringent rise and fall time of no
more than 15 nsec and a flat-top of 50-60 nsec. These
parameters were achieved in a magnetic device of 75 cm
length with a maximum field of 75 gauss. The construction
and switching techniques along with the associated components
will be described. Results of magnetic field measurements and
measurements of the effect of the kicker on the injected beam
will be presented. The device is presently working in the
room-temperature magnet prototype of the SXLS ring and will
be used as injection bump for the final superconducting
compact synchrotron.

Fig. 1.
I. INTRODUCTION

The development of X-Ray lithography by the 1I. MAGNET CONSTRUCTION
semiconductor industry will require a large flux of X-Rays at
10 A wavelength from as small a source as possible. To The magnet is a single turn split cylinder, concentric with
achieve this goal, Brookhaven National Laboratory, with the stainless steel vacuum pipe, and is water-cooled, The
funding provided by DoD/DARPA is constructing a water-coolig is not necessary from a power dissipation point
Superconducting X-Ray Lithography Source (SXLS), namely of view; but the entire straight section will be used in the
an 8.5 m circumference synchrotron that will be able to supply superconducting dipole version of this machine, where enough
the required flux of X-Rays at 10 A for a semiconductor synchrotron radiation will strike the outer plate to cause a
production facility." 3 Because of space limitations on this severe heating problem. Figure 2 shows a cut-away schematic
compact machine, a single bump injection system was view of the device.
developed, requiring a fast kicker with a rise and fall time of
10-20 ns and a flat-top of 50 ns, which gives two horizontal
kicks to the stored beam and one kick to the injected beam.
The angular deflection of > 8 mrads for this device at an
injection energy of 200 MeV, plus the limited space available
for the magnet itself and the energy storage and trigger I -"
systems set the parameters of .75 m magnet length with a field
strength of 7.5 x 100 T. Figure 1 shows the location of the
kicker in the plan view of the warm prototype ring. It is -

located in the straight section opposite the injection septum and
extends through the quadrupole-sextupole-quadupole triplet.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department

of Energy and funded by the Department of Defense. Fig. 2.
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The magnet design is a result of several compromises. To avoid introducing additional inductance, the thyratron
The angle subtended by the copper conductors are ± 30' from and its energy storage capacitors were mounted coaxially in a
the horizontal instead of the expected ± 600°. This is to copper cylinder directly connected to the beam pipe at the
increase the field strength at the center of the magnet at the feedthrough location. Reverse current blocking diodes are
expense of field homogeneity. The large sextupole component mounted as close to the magnet as possible, and all
of the field is offset somewhat by the overhang caused by the connections are made with low-inductance copper strips.
cooling pipes and by the image currents generated in the Needless to say, the placement of components is extremely
vacuum chamber walls. The spacing from the chamber walls critical and a considerable effort was expended to obtain the
was optimized to provide enough field versus providing optimum magnet performance. The entire assembly of trigger
sufficient horizontal aperture for the circulating electron beam. and charging circuits was shielded to the maximum possible
The 2-D magnet configuration was verified with POISSON. RFI specifications to avoid interference with the single turn

beam position determination system.

III. MAGNET DRIVE SYSTEM IV. MAGNET PERFORMANCE

The switch tube selected for this circuit was the English It proved extremely difficult to measure the fields
Electric Valve Type CX1588, a hydrogen-filled ceramic produced at the pulse widths required by the design.
thyratron. It was the only tube that proved capable of driving Therefore, a much larger capacitance was connected to the
this device. It consistently exceeded its advertised current rate magnet, resulting in a longer pulse length, thus enabling the
of rise (125 kA/psec) and has exceedingly low timing jitter ( - calibration of the magnet to be determined with a known pick-
200 ps). Since we are operating the tube in the crowbar up coil. The table below shows the field in gauss produced at
mode, it easily handles the 2000 Amperes at an energy storage three different pulse lengths and at three different currents:
voltage of 20,000 volts. Jitter and drift are major concerns;
the filaments and reservoir are powered by regulated DC
power supplies. To further increase stable operation, the tube 0.6 Usec 1.4 usec 2.0 usec
ip supplied with a 1500 V trigger pulse having a rate of rise of
65 V/ns (see Fig. 3). 500 A 24.4 25.7 24.8

1000 A 48.6 52.0 49.6
1500 A 74.2 75.2 74.8

The calibration of the magnet is thus set at .05 gauss/A.
This agreed with the estimates made with POISSON.

Current measurements during operation is made with a
permanently mounted current transformer in the discharge
path. Since this transformer will detect all currents through
the diodes and magnet capacity to ground, it does not display
the true current wave shape and is not used as such. It is only
used as a peak current detector to verify the correct operation
of the kicker.

The true performance of the kicker was determined by its
10 ns/cm 500 V/cm effect on the injected electron beam in the SXLS synchrotron,

Fig. 3. by moving the time of firing of the kicker relative to the
incoming electron bunch, and measuring resulting
displacement on a fluorescent flag downstream of the magnet.

To achieve the rapid rise-time, the trigger circuit, consists Figure 4 shows the result of these measurements.
of 20 Unitrode type GA301 SCR's in a series string. The
circuit was adapted from the Unitrode Applications
Handbook. 4
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Fig. 4.

The kicker achieves 80% of its maximum value after 15
ns, has a "flat-top" of about 35 ns, and falls to 25% of its
peak value in another 20 ns. The long, low-field tail,
decaying in several hundred ns is probably flux "captured* in
the beam pipe, and decays as the eddy currents decay. These
small kicks do not harm the beam or the injected pulse. From
a machine physics point of view, it is beneficial to have a
slightly larger kick of the stored beam the second timel we
normally operate that the first kick to the stored beam occurs
at the 25 ns point, the second kick to the stored beam, and the
first kick to the injected bunch then occurs at the 52 ns point.
Ile third kick at m 80 ns is not detrimental to the circulating
beam.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A very difficult magnet needed to be developed to assure
the successful performance of the compact synchrotron. This
has been achieved, the maximum current injected into the
SXLS machine has been in excess of 1200 mA, with injection
rates of up to 10 mA per shot", at a repetition rate of 0.67

Hz.
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SLC KICKER MAGNET LIMITATIONS *

R. Cassel, A. Donaldson, T. Mattison
G. Bowden, J. Weaver, F. Bulos

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center,
Stanford, California 94309

and D. Fiander
CERN

Abstract magnet however is related to the magnetic kick, the
effective width of the gap and inversely tn the rise time.

The SLC Damping Ring kicker magnets requires a fast Volts = (gauss-meters)* (effective width)/ (rise time). What
magnetic field rise time of 58 nsec, a peak field of this first order equations infer is that the minimum voltage
800 gauss, a pulse amplitude stability of 0.01 %, and a on a kicker magnet is independent of the length of the
reasonable operational lifetime. The original Kicker magnet or more impQrtant independent of any attempts
magnets designed by SLAC and at FERMI were not able to that are made to change the impedances by ad.isting the
fulfil the SLC kicker requirements. Extensive studies were capacitance of the magnet or pulser. For the SLC case the
conducted to determine the limitation in the magnets, absolute minimum voltage independent of the design Is 20
response of the ferrite in kicker magnet, and the kv with a minimum energy of approximately I joule. The
modifications needed to improve the kicker magnet only effective parameter to reduce the voltage needed on
performance. The paper details the SLAC and FERMI the magnet is to reduce the effective width of the gap. The
kicker magnets limitation of performance. minimum voltage or joules is fixed by these simple

concepts. The actual values can be much larger depending
Background on the design.

The SLAC. SLC damping rings not only require a fast Magnet types.
kicker magnet rise time (58 nsec), wide pulse (100 nsec) a
large kick (320 gau-meters), and regulation requirements The original SLAC kicker magnet was a slab ferrite
(0.01%) but the space allocated in the damping rings for the construction using the ferrite as an isolator and attempting
kickers was to short (46 cm) for a conservative kicker to use the ferrite capacitance to produce a transmission line
magnet design. The resulting high magnetic field of 800 magnet. Figure 1 It was not understood that this
Gauss requires the use of a ferrite loaded kicker magnet. construction in fact dose not produce a transmission type
With these restrictive parameters the magnet limitation magnet but a magnet that looks electrically like a lumped
become the performance driver in the kicker system. With inductor. The reason for the lumped inductor effect is
the inherent jitter the thyratron used in the kicker systems because the fields in the ferrite can travel lengthwise down
(approximately + - 200 psec) the slope (dB/dt) of the kicker the magnet which produces a field at the end of the magnet
field at extraction time must be less than 0.05% /nsec delayed only by the speed of light from the front of the
compared to the peak dB/dt of approximately 3% /nsec to magnet independent of the amount of capacitance.
achieve the 58 nsec rse time.

Basic Physics of ferrite kickers

From basic physic principal it is dear to the first order that
to proved the required magnetic kick, the energy required is RRITE
proportional to the square of the magnetic kick amplitude,
linear with the cross sectional area of the kicker field and CAPS

inversely proportioal to the length of the magnet. FLUX

Joules = (gauss-m) *(area)/ (length)
Therefore the shorter the magnet the more joules are
required and with a fixed rise time, the more power is CURRENT

required. The minimum voltage needed on the kicker BEAM

* Work performed under U.S. Department of Energy Contract Figure I
D7-AC03"76SF00515 IEEE Slab SLAC Kicker Magnet
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The effect can clearly be seen by observing the delay of a The kicker magnet made by FERMI lab for SLC was of this
pulse propagating in the magnet by probing the field along type of construction and as expected it exhibits the
the magnet. Figure 2 propagation delay of transmission type magnet. Figure 4

IV 2V

. .. ' .. i il. i
3RD FERIITE PR At',i C' MAGNET I -/ B ALONG THE MAGNEtr

2Np FERRITE DEL LY

FIRST FERRIT

.5V4060s0 age.'r ,n - 6tV

-Iv -Iv - _____ __________________

4 1 1 m m U~ n m ' i t v I l l , n s Zl n .~i/ t .l

Figure 2 Figure 4
Three Ferrite Slab SLAC Kicker 15 section FERMI Kicker

A true propogation delay only occurs when there is a break A transrikssion line is Sharacterized by it impedance and
in the ferrite. The effect on the magnetic field waveform of delay. Z " = L/C and T' - L*C which infers that T*Z-L
a lumped inductor magnet is to have the integral of the field For the FERMI magnet Z = 17 ohms and T > 30 nsec.
rise with a exponential time constant determined by the Although the magnet transit time is short enough to meet
effective magnet inductance divided by two time the line the SLC- requirements the magnet is not matched to the
impedance. (t a LI2*Z) The exponential response means pulser izables which is 12.5 ohms. This results in a reflection
that without voltage pulsed wave shaping the magnetic field from the load end which causes a rise in current at the end
integral will take at least 4 time constants or approximately of the pulse producing an unacceptable dB/dt at the
80 nsec to be flat enough to meet the 0.01% stability beginr,ng of the pulse during extraction. (Figure 5)
requirement. This exponential behaver means that the
SLAC magnet field waveform cannot be made flat enough
to meet the specifications for the SLC electron damping B
ring. To produce a true transmission or delay line kicker
magnet, the magnet must be divided into isolated section so REFLECTION EFFECT

that the magnetic field cannot propagate along the magnet "_
without being delayed by the capacitance in the magnet. . .. _....-
Figure 3 

LIMITS

• 15 EACH SECTIONS.
,/,~~FERRITE ! _.5 .....

Figure 5
CURRENT FERMI Mismatched Impedance

Both present kicker magnets SLAC and FERMI types

INSUlATION produce an unacceptable dB/dt characteristic due to there
inherent design deficiencies.

l ISOLATED

SECTIONS 'Ferrite material

In both the SLAC magnet and FERMI magnet the chose of
Figure 3 ferrites and ferrite path length were not optimal. In the

FERMI magnet design SLAC magnet the ferrite was chosen to have a high
permeability, however the ferrite path length was made long
in the believe that the additional capacitance would make
the magnet a transmission line magnet. The combination of
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high permeability and long path length results in a Field compression
unacceptably high stored energy. The FERMI magnet use a
low permeability thinking that the low permeability would The stored energy or the transit time of the magnet can be
be stable and help to match the impedance of the magnet to reduced by a small amount without changing the central
the pulser. In reality the change in permeability verse field magnetic field by reducing the effective width of the field.
strength was very large and that combined with the long This was accomplished by what we call a flux gasket. The
ferrite path length selected to produce a large enough gap magnetic fields are restricted by a small amount at the
capacitance resulted in the magnet having to much stored top and bottom of the gap by use of a conductor. With the
energy and to high characteristic impedance. The high short pulses of the kicker a conductor can shields and
impedance causes an increase in field at the end of the shapes the magnetic field. The results of the flux gasket is to
pulse due to a reflection from the load cables. The ferrite reduce the stored energy by a small amount which
material and path length chosen did not proved the decreases the transit time of the magnet. (Figure 7)
performance required.
The preferred ferrite design would be to have a high a'""' INPUT-- -'

permeability ferrite and a short path length to maximize CURRENT

the fields and at the same time minimize impedance
changes due to changes in permeability. -WITH FLUX

d IRGU ASKF.T

There was considerable concern that the frequency -ITHOUT FLUX

response losses or dispersion in the ferrite was causing the ...... r
problems with magnet shape. Simulation were made and 3

tests performed to establish these effects. Although
dispersion is evident in all the ferrites when the rise time is
made fast enough, the dispersion effects and frequency
response are secondary to impedance mismatch and -

lumped inductor effects. Figure 7
There has been no indication that the ferrites losses or Flux Gasket Delay Change
frequency response is effecting the pulse shape substantially
and that if the impedance is corrected the magnetic Conclusion
response will not be adequate.

The SLC kicker magnetic pulse shape problems are in
Stray Fields essence design problems of not including what constitutes a

transmission type magnet, under estimating the effect of
Another effect which was overlooked is stray magnetic changes in permeability of the ferrite, and not appreciating
fields. Stray fields in the FERMI magnet are much larger the amount of stray inductance in the magnet. The short
then expected. The result is a larger stored energy in the magnet length compounded the problems by requiring
magnet and therefor a longer transit time than expected. more current and thereby a lower magnet impedance. With
Field plots of the FERMI kicker magnet revealed that field this accumulated design knowledge we have been able to
penetrated the gaps in the structure and increases the designed a new magnet which takes into account all of these
transit time by as much as 20%. (Figure 6) Unfortunately shortcomings producing a magnet which is match to the
very little can be done to eliminate these fields since they pulser and a transmission type magnet.
are inherent in the design mechanical design.

probLtem tlere to
an anotuier that ti
siz pi. neat nub

Wro~ng. _
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THE BOOSTER-TO-AGS BEAM TRANSFER FAST
KICKER MODULATORS '

IV. Zhang, J. Bunicei, W. W. Frey, A. V. Soukas, and S. Y Zhang

AGS Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory. Upton, NY 11973

ABSTRACT Centrally-fed picture frame lumped inductance ferrite
This work describes modulator developments for magnets are used for both kickers. The kicker parame-

the Brookhaven Booster extraction and the AGS injec- ters are listed in Table 1 and 2. The Booster magnet
tion fast kickers. The modulators are projected for must be capable of being baked up to temperatures of
both proton and heavy ion operation. The equivalent 250 *C, since the Booster operating vacuum is in the
load inductance is about 2.1 to 2.3 isH for each modu- 10"1 Tort range.
lator. The PFN voltage is required to be below 40 kV Table 1 - AGS INJECTION KICKER PARAMETERS
for operation in air. The rise time of the pulse for pro-
ton beam transfer is 120 ns up to 97% of full current
(1000 A), and for heavy ion beam transfer, the Rigidity.1Proton Heavy lon
requirement is 160 no up to 98% of full current Rigidity 7.51 T-m 11 T-m
(1615 A). During the fourth batch transfer of the pro- Strength 3 ,rad 3 mrad
ton beam from the Booster to AGS, the pulse fall time Rise time 120 ns (to 97%) 160 no (to 98%)
of the AGS injection fast kicker has to be very fast Pulse length 600 ne 1000 no
(< 140 no), so that it does not appreciably deflect the Fall time 140 as <2300 n8
first batch of injected protons that is circulating in the Pulse overshoot 3% 2%
AGS. To achieve the design specifications, an extensive Flat top ripple <3% <2%
development effort has been pursued, including distri- PFN voltage 30 kV 42 kV
buted parameter estimation and measurement, corn- Peak current 1006 A 1473 A
puter aided analysis and design, pulse shaping and
tail-biting circuit test, proto-type construction, etc.
The test results will be presented. Table 2 - BOOSTER EXTRACTION KICKER PARAMETERS

INTRODUCTION Proton Heavy Ion
The Brookhaven AGS Booster will serve as a Rigidity 7.51 T-_ __ 11 T- _

multifunction synchrotron injector for the AGS, capa- Strength 5 mrad 3.8 mrad
ble of accelerating protons from 200 Mev, the Linac Rise time 120 ns (to 97%) 160 ns (to 98%)
operating energy, to 1.5 Gev, at a maximum repetition Pulse length >600 as >1000 as
rate of 7.5 Hz (4 pulses/AGS pulse). The Booster is Pulse overshoot 3% 2%
also capable of accelerating heavy ions to a magnetic Flat top ripple <3% <2%
rigidity equal to 17.52 Tesla -meters, at < 1 Hz PFN voltage 30 kV 40 kV
repetition rate (1 pulse/AGS pulse). Beam transfer Peak current 1000 A 1615 A
from the Booster to the AGS will be bucket to bucket.
There are three RF accelerating buckets in the Booster,
and twelve in the AGS. During each pulse of proton The AGS injection kicker consists of three
beam transfer, three Booster proton bunches will be lumped magnet sections with equal inductance, which
transferred to three of the twelve AGS buckets, will be driven by three identical pulsers. The Booster

The AGS injection and Booster extraction kicker5 extraction kicker has a similar arrangement of four
are the complementary system to each other. identical subs) stems The load and loop stray induc-

tance is about 2.1 p1 for each AGS injection subsys-Work performed under the auspices of the U S Depart- tern and 2.35 p1Ht for each Booter extraction subsys-
ment of Energy tent.

0-7803-0135-8/91S01.00 ©IEEE
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SSTEM DESCRIPTION

the m6dulators are basically E-type pulse form-
ing networks with equal capacitance and equal induc-
tance for each section. The PFN voltage is required to CH s- , ( 2 , .O 1)

be about 40 kV or below for operation in air To meet

of, proton and heavy ion operation, a terminating resis-the different kicker current and rise time requirements

,tor is switched to match and mismatch the pulse form-
ing network impedance.

The pulse front edge sharpening is accomplished
by using two R-C compensation networks. The R,- Q
in parallel with the first PFN capacitor is an energy
compensation network. It provides additional energy
needed to build up the current in the load magnet dur-
ing the later portion (.1 the pulse rise period. The W ,
proper selection of R. will give a fast rising front
edge current with i- acceptable overshoot or even
without an overshoot.

A sink network Rb-C6 is used in parallel with Figure I (a). Current puse waveform.

the matching resistor. The capacitance Q, together
with the magnet inductance constitute a resonant net-
work that reduces the resistance to the energy
discharging of the PFN front edge capacitor during the
pulse rising period. The damping resistor R4 is used to
avoid possible oscillation in the L-C network, and its
value should be much smaller than that of the
impedance matching resistor. During the flr, top of the
pulse, both C, and Qb hold at a constant voltage,
therefore the pulse flat top is not affected. Figure 1 (a)
shows the current waveform of the proto-module of the
Booster extraction kicker, and (b) the magnetic field
waveform of the proto-magnet. The Booster extraction
kicker modulators have been constructed, and are
presently in the installation process.

In addition to the fast rise time and low ripple
flat top, the pulse fall time of the AGS injection kicker
has to be less than 140 ns, for proton injection. A test
pulser, based on a circuit improved from a schematic Figure 1 (b). Magnetic field waveform.

Hu PS R L L L L L

l KI . KT4 |i KJ-/ / -

C CT T :C :r-C

-Cb

CX I 81

Figure 3. AGS in,:ctzon fast iucker modulator
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ip 1'21, has been simulated, constructed and tested. Trhe I-
EEV CX-1154 thyratrons were used as the inain swvitch
and tail-bitting switch. This test unit has been
powered up to 25 kV, and about 900 A including the 4 ,CIH

tL 1-bitting function. Figure 2 shows a typical current
. st fall time obtained in this test unit. The construc-

tion unit will use two gap thyratrons to increase vol-
tage hold-off capability. Figure 3 is the schematic- ----
diagram of the AGS injection fast kicker modulator.

The three modules of the AGS injection fast
kicker are being built. Figure 4 showvs a current
waveform from one of the modules wvith fast fall time.
However, the unit was tested only tip to 500 A, due to
noise problems. Since the modulators will be mounted
inside the AGS ring, limited space makes it very
difficult for package design. T1he wvidth of eachi modula-
tor is o~nly I fnoot. Aie present package design eli-
inated all thyrucror. shieldings, which may result in
lowering the noise immunity of the floating deck struc- Figure 2. Current ;..Ise falling idge with tail-bitting.

ture or the tail-bitting thyratron. Other factors such as
grournding design and trigger scheme may also contri-
but-e to the noise problems. Some design changes
iic'ding an auxiI~ary trgger circuit of the taii-bitting
thyrat.,on, grounding, packaging, and the possible

'interchange of circuit locations of the main and tail-

bitting sections are being considered. Testing will
resume sooit .lter the Booster installation is completed.

Computer aided design and rmalysis have been
used heavily for the modulator development. The pulse
distortion due to distributed capacitance and induc-
tance has ben investigat~d by computer simulation
and actual test. The test reults and simulations have
been ugreed v,!,y well. Some results are included in

(4rne 3, 51 MICRC.(CAP (1,1,11 Mr'Tl !A1'x
are used foi con'outer vinu~ation2.
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On the Design of Beam Absorbers for the SSC

Brett Parker

Accelerator Design and Operation Division
Superconducting Super Coilider Laboratory*

2550 Beckleymeade Avenue
Dallas, TX 75237, USA

Abstract the field-free region of a string of Lambertson-style septum'
The 20 TeV beam absorbers for the Superconducting Super magnets, down a separate -2 km long channel and '
Collider (SSC) present a formidable design challenge. Protons multi-layer beam backstop. The central backstop-core will
from the SSC will have: 20 times the energy, be 20 times consist of graphite 10 m in extent and 2 m in diameter.
harder to bend, and be distributed with a natural transvers-size Surrounding the graphite will be addi:ional radiation-shielding
f2_ times smaller than from all previous accelerators. This and monitoring devices. Graphite will be used for the cor.-
paper concentrates on the thermo-physical demands made on a region both to diminish the long-term production of residual
beam backstop in terminating 20 TeV protons. In particular radioactivity and to maximize design-robustness (by
radiation-shielding, logic, control, and beam diagnostic longitudinally spreading the shower energy-deposition).
requirements will not be discussed[l]. We will report on
Monte Carlo simulations, made using the MARSI0 code of 2. METHODOLOGY
N. Mokhov[2], which provides a basis for evaluating beam The high-energy cascade showers resulting from 20 TeV
spreading and painting scenarios. The merits of various protons are simulated using the MARS series of computer
standard painting schemes are then discussed. Finally we code of N. Mokhov[2]. The current version, MARS 12, runs
present some new options for spreading the beam spot which efficiently under VMS Tm , DOS and UNIX1" operating systems
are currently under investigation, on several different computers. The MARS code reproduces

1. INTRODUCTION existing inclusive particle-spectra from Tevatron energies
through thermal-neutron capture[3,41. A comparison, shown

The SSC parameters relevant to the design of beam absorbers in Figure 1, made between MARS and the codes FLUKA8715]
are shown in Table 1. Note that the prodtitt of the energy per and CASIM[6] exhibits good agreement[4].
proton and the number of protons per beam gives a circulating
energy of 420 megajoules for each collider ring. This kinetic o__....___....___.....
energy is roughly equivalent to the amount dissipated in an 20 TO protons on G-aphitt

850 car freeway chain-reaction accident; obviously this much
energy must be absorbed in a controlled, safe and reliable way.

Table 1.

SSC Parameters Relevant to Beam Absorber Design 
4 To,

0.

Proton Energy 2-20 TeV
Design Luminosity 1033t-o
Circumfierenc 87.12 km Curor FLUKA7(h-b,.,)rDshes - CASIW

Revolution Time 290 ps .-
Abort Gap 3 i Ls
Fractional Momentum Spread -6 x 10.5  400 W

Bunch Length 5-6 cm
Bunch Spacing 5 m Fig. 1. The longitudinal energy deposition (GeV/cm) for 20 TeV
Number of Bunches Per Ring 17,424 protons incident on graphite calculated using MARS1O
Protons Per Bunch 3/4 x 1010 (histogram), FLUKA87 (curve) and CASIM (dash)[4].
Protons Per Ring 1.3 x 1014

Recent calculations, made with a new GHEISHA/GEANT
The beam-abort system is specified to be fast-acting and version, are also in agreement with MARS results[7]. Since
capable of single-turn (-300 ps) extraction of the entire beam the physics of shower-cascades scales as log(s ), (s = total
from a ring within three turns of the generation of an abort energy squared) our predictions for energy-deposition in the
signal[l]. Fast kicker magnets will dispatch the beam through beam backstop should be reliable; this is in contrast to the

situation for processes, which are much more sensitive to

Operated bv Universities Rescarch Association, Inc., for the U.S. details of exclusive reaction channels, such as muon-
Department J Energy under Contract No. DE-AC0289ER40486. production at the SSC interaction points.
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. CopyrighL



We present results for the instantaneous temperature rise, reserve and a g2 variation of beam size gives an approximate
derived from a material's thermo-physical properties (i.e. 0"4/3 scaling. A relevant design limit (AT = 23000 for
enthalpy reserve = heat needed to raise material's temperature) graphite) known as the fracture limit is indicated on Figure 3.
under the premise that the energy is deposited everywhere at
the same instant in time. Such an approximation is suitable Q 5000
for the short, 290 tis, beam spill time and facilitates the AT vs. sea o Se for

interpretation of beam heating in terms of temperature cracking ) 4000 Round-Gaussian o n Graphite

or melting limits. .1 wih 103 Luinosit
ix 3000 Fracture Limit

3. RESULTS
For the core of the beam backstop, it is desirable to choose a '00

material with a high cracking/melting temperature and low -

density (to spread the shower longitudinally as much as 0. 1006

possible); for these reasons, graphite is a natural choice. E
Carbon's low atomic number, also helps to reduce the amount r- 0 .... . ..

of long.term induced radioactivity due to spallation fragments. 0 5 i 0 5 20

A reference plot of AT(ra), the radially-symetric temperature Beam Size (cm)

distribution, due to a round-Gaussian (a=10cm) beam profile Fig. 3. Temperature rise as a function of beam a for 1.3x1014
incident along the axis of a graphite core, is shown in Figure protons incident on graphite at 20 TeV.
2. for 1.3x1014 protons (-1033 luminosity).

This limit, which is lower that graphite's melting point,
0 comes from thermal shock considerations[8]. It is prudent to

maintain an operating margin that reflects systematic
uncertainties in the simulation and so as not to preclude future0' 60 ...... luminosity (via beamn current) upgrades.a 500 ...

"400
1300 A 10 cm beam spot, obtained from magnetic quadrupole-
200 focusing, satisfies the above; however, a prohibitive amount

O 100 of defocusing strength is required because of the SSC (-.1
Z 0 mm) beam size and momentum. An extension is to defocus

asymmetrically in one dimension (horizontal) and sweep the
beam spot with a slow kicker magnet in the other transvers

E 5 40 20 10 0 dimension (vertical). Unfortunately, the presence of too large
r (cm) 0 z (cm) a magnification in any plane drives a need for unacceptably

large abort line apertures. One is soon led to consider beam
painting schemes. In Figure 4 we show a beam profile that
corresponds to the baseline CDR[I] "spiral kicker" scheme.Fig. 2. Radialy-symetrc temperature rise calculated for 1.3×101 4 For the CDR approach one uses two set of orthoginal, fast

protons incident on graphite for a round-Gaussian beam profile FamteD ac oick es wo et limitmgnifat
and 20 TeV. The heating-maximum, 6700 C, occurs on axis at damped-magnetic kickers, along with limited magnification,
250--300 cm longitudinal distance, to move the beam spot on the backstop face. Note that the

damping causes beam pileup on the inner face of the spiral
Along the z-axis, where the beam is most intense, the which sets an inner limit for painting. Also if the phase
temperature profile follows the longitudinal energy deposition relationship of between the orthoginal kickers of 900 is not
curve shown ir Figure 1 and away from the axis the maintained, an oval beam spot (as shown in Figure 5) results.
temperature rise .s modulated by the assumed Gaussian beam CDR Spiral Pointing Scheme
profile. For this and subsequent comparisons, in each case, we
have made simulations for 17k incident protons which yields "E 30
few percent statistical errors at the shower maximum. Note 20
that as the hadronic (and electromagnetic) shower starts, there 20

is a rapid rise in the rate of energy deposition followed by a .0

maximum that is reached about 3 m (or 7 interaction lengths) 0 -
spanning a length of 3 m. 10-20 ;, .,..
For a fixed beam intensity, the variation of the maximum 30

instantaneous-heating with beam size is shown in Figure 3. -0I-... , I I I...
Since a material's specific heat varies with temperature, the -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40
integration of its speci ic heat curve, its enthalpy reserve, will
not be a linear function of temperature change for large
changes. The con .olution, for graphite, between its enthalpy Fig. 4. Nominal beam profile for CDR spiral paining scheme.
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4. FUTURE PROSPECTS & CONCLUSIONS

CDR Spiral Pointing Scheme At present a raster-scan based technique is the most promising
and budget-friendly approach. Future detailed design work

E 30 N calculations will revisit: shielding and radiation requirements,

20 muon vectors etc. Also work is underway to investigate the
. , feasibility of using unconventional components to eliminate
"~0 either the kicker magnets or the conventional quadrupoles.

0
a- -10
a - Preliminary studies using the code TBCI[10] suggest it might

20 " be possible to use the beam's wake-field to excite transverse-
-30 deflection modes of a passive beam-tube insert. We are

> -30 -20-10 0 10 20 30 examining candidates in terms of enhaning wake-field effects.
If a suitable, simple and inexpensive structure is found, one

Horizontal Position (cm) could imagine repeating said structure many (103-104) times

Fig. 5. CDR spiral painting with phase slippage, near the beginning of the abort channel. With sufficient
repetition and enough bunches participating (a modest faction

A raster-pattern (shown in Figure 6) can be created via a of 17,000), a useful increase of beam emittance may be
combination of fast and slow kickers. Such a painting scheme possible. Such a passive "beam-spoiler" has the advantage of
with less needed fast-kicker strength and vastly reduced being fail safe. Also the magnitude of the effect would
sensitivity to phase errors, is expected to be more reliable than automatically track increases in beam current for upgrades.

the CDR spiral plan; however, there is some beam pile up For the conventional quadrupole magnets, which must be
near the outer edges of the raster pattern, powered continuously, one might consider using a plasma

lens[i 11 or pulsed quadrupole[ 12]. Some of the very effects

Raster Pointing Scheme that limit the applicability of these devices (beam-plasma

40 scattering and nonlinear aberrations) would be beneficial in this
E 30 ... :,, .,, case. The tradeoff for such devices would be betweo -educed

20 power consumption vs. an increased system complexity.
20 Maybe the ultimate (pie in the sky) beam-spoiler could use a

self-excited plasma inside a self-excited cavity; who knows.
0 0
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Thyristor Converter Simulation and Analysis

S. Y. Zhang
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Upton, NY 11973

Abstract- In this paper we present a simulation on II. Simulation
thyristor converters. The simulation features non- In the thyristor converter simulation, we adopt
linearity, non-uniform firing, and the commutations. the ramp comparator firing principle. The simulations
Several applications such as a current regulation, a are based on a 3 phase AC power supply system, and
converter frequency characteristics analysis, and a the fundamental parameters for the converter simula-
power line disturbance analysis will be preserted. tion can be listed as the follows. 1). Number of pulse.

2). Amplitude and phase of the bridge sine waveform
1. Introduction for each phase or each pulse. 3). Simulation steps and

A thyristor converter is often modeled as a zero- times. 4). Fundamental bridge waveform frequency. 5).
order hold, a first order or second order Pade approxi- Firing range. 6). Ramp slope. 7). Ramp position. 8).
mations, or a time delay. The applications of these Input signal.
models are restrictive according to the circumstances. With a setting of all these parameters, we can
First of all, the thyristor converter is a device that is have a fundamental simulation that does not include
in nature controlled by firings. Therefore the converter any commutation, distortion, and voltage or current
is a nonuniformly sampling element. Secondly, the regulations. Since the commutation affects the system
sampled bridge sine waveforms produce different small power factor, the voltage ripple, and causes additional
signal gains according to the firing angles and the con- phase delay in the regulation loops, it is important in
verter voltage output levels In the third, other the thyristor power conversion system analysis. Tak.
phenomena such as commutations sometimes change ing advantage of the computing, we use prevalent con-
the converter phase and gain chaiacteristics dramati- ditions in the simulation to determine the commuta-
cally. tion. For example, at each step we update the load

To a large class of thyr .stor converter applica- current by using the linear system analysis commands
tions we may eventually need a 6imulation that helps and then use it along with the bridge voltage
in the analysis as well as in the system design. waveform to calculate the commutation. Thus, possible

In this paper we present a simulation pro- errom gewirated from the converter output current and

grammed in a high level language MATLAB. The voltage estimations can be eliminated.

MATLAB is basically designed for linear system The parameters that are necessary in the con-
analysis and signal processing. The simulation package verter simulation with commutations are the follows.
consists of two aspects. One aspect represents the non- 9). Load transfer function. 10). Bridge line inductances.
linearities of the converter caused by the bridge Also p'sible the circuit resistances and the thyristor
waveforms, thyristor firings, and commutations, and voltage drops.
another aspect contains the linear system analysis and Very often a converter is controlled by either a
signal processing, voltage or a kurrent regulation loop. To simulate a

We also present in this paper with some applica- high order dynamic system that includes nonlinear
tions such as a current regulation analysis, an analysis components is a hard task. For a thyristor converter,
of the converter frequency characteristics, and an however, there exists a simple solution. It is interest-
analysis of the power line disturbance effect for a ing to notice that after firing the converte: voltage is
thyristor converter magnet driver, simply determined by the bridge sine waveform until

the next firing This provides considerable convenience
Work performed under the auspices of the U.S Department of in the converter regulation simulation. Taking the
Energy advantage, the simulation is in fact executed periodi-

cally alike an open loop calculation that saves
0-7803-O135-8/91$01 .00 ©IEEE significant computations and therefore gives rise to a
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possibility to realize the simulation. sary to find a solution that will suit the conditions in

The parameters necessary for the regulated con- the simulation and yield only tolerable errors. First, we

verter simulation are therefore the follows. 11). The should define a number of simulation steps that is suit-

transfer function of the voltage senser and the filter. able for FFT package. Secondly, we should define a

12). The transfer function of the regulator. sampling period that along with the sampling data
number gives rise to a frequency resolution thatWithallthee paameersdefnedin ig. we matches the input signals. This will greatly reduce the

show the simulation for a 24 pulse converter that is
error caused by the picket-fence effect and the leakage.

controlled by a voltage feedback loop and is driving a Thro c ouse , the us eful an the analyi
magnt. ig.1 iswitha l,%vloopgai, an Fi.1b Third, of course, the useful signals in the analysis

magnet. Fig.la is with a low loop gain, and Fig.lb should be placed close to the origin of the frequency
range of the Fourier analysis in order to avoid possible

H. Current Regulation aliasing.

We simulate a 12 pulse converter current regula- V. Power Line Disturbance Simulation
tion system under certain conditions. In this simula- A thyristor converter directly powered from the
tion, using popular models to the thyristor converter power line is sensitive to the variations from the power
such as the first order phase delay and the second Pade grid and the local power stations. Due to the limited
approximations to the time delay with the statistical converter sampling frequency the disturbances may
sampling time gives rise to untrue stability margin and affect the load current immediately and then the dis-
oscillation frequency. turbance is corrected gradually by regulations. A test

In fact, the models used to analyze the system for the effect of such a disturbance is difficult, while a
should be modified according to the operation condi- simulation becomes a straightforward means in the
tions that include the number of pulse, the converter analysis.
voltage output, the bridge voltage, and the commuta- To reject the power line disturbances, a voltage
tions. In this simulation, for example, the results are regulation loop becomes necessary. We show an exam-
quite different if we include the effect of the commuta- pIe for a sophisticated converter system that is pro-
tions. In Fig.2 we show the two converter current posed for the Brookhaven AGS Booster Accelerator
waveforms with the same conditions except the latter main magnet. The system consists of 6 stations, each
is with a current commutation, that helps to stabilize station is a 1000V 24 pulse converter. In the operation,
the system. We may conclude that in a system the stations turn on subsequently, and when the inag-
analysis which utilizes models the converter simulation net current reaches the peak the converters turn to
can be used to modify a model and then use it to ver- energy invert. The magnet current repeatability
ify the design. requirement is very critical to the particle beam ex, ic-

tion and therefore the power line disturbance should be
IV. Frequency Characteristics eliminated to the minimum. In Fig.3, we show the

It is often of interest to know the thyristor con- simulated converter voltage output waveform. In
verter frequency response characteristics. These proper- Fig.4, we show the magnet current error ratio due to a
ties include the phase delay and gain variation to sig- 1 percent step power line disturbance that occurred at
nals with different frequencies, i.e. the Bode plot; the 8ms from the beginning of the cycle, that present a
phase delay and gain variation to signals with the 0.12 percent repeatability for the disturbance. We may
same frequency but different phases; and the gpin vari- conclude that some other technique is necessary in
ation at different converter voltage output I'o.els. With order to further improve the magnet current repeata-
digital Fourier transform, the simulation provides a bility that is required to be under 0.1 percent.
possibility for a thorough study of these issues.

Due to the limited data available in the simula- References
tion, the analysis technique is different from the real III E. A. Parrish and E. S. McVey, "A theoretical model for

time test. The following problems deserve attentions in single-phase silican controlled rectifier systems," IEEE Trans.

the frequency domain analysis. Automat. Contr., vol AC-12, pp 577-579, 1967.

The error introduced in the digital Fourier [21 L. R. aabiner and C. M Hader, "Digital Signal Processing,"

transform usually belongs to the picket-fence effecc, the IEEE Press, New York, 1972
aliasing and tie leakage. Letting the sampling ine be 131 Rohrmayer, "Operation of Accelerators directly off the

very small compared with the interested signal fre- utiiy systems," IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci , vol NS- 11 197.

quencies and enlarging the sampling data number can
easily solve all the problem. Unfortunately both 141 D Wolff, 1i Pfeffer, C. Briegel and J Dinkd, "Improving

implies to increase the number of the data, and that is regulation in the Fermilab maw - 'g magnet pover supply

a difficult object in simulation. It is therefore neces- system," IEEE Trans. Nucl Set , A NS-28. pp 3088-3090,
1981
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Figure Captions Fig. 2b Current Regulation, with Commutation. From Top to Bot-
tom, Gain is from Lo% to High.

Fig. la Converter Voltage Waveform with Low Loop Gain

Fig. lb Converter Voltage Waveform with Hligh Loop gain
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Applications of the Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) for High Gradient
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Abstract emission coefficients of Titanium is less than unity, the beam
hole of a disk is designed to be made of Titanium. We applied

In order to reduce the dark current from disk edges in the diffusion bonding by hot isostatic pressing to join Titanium to
traveling wave accelerator structure at field gradient up to 80 OFHC. We made the coaxial columnar blocks with
MV/m, a new type of disk was proposed which consisted of a OFHC(outer) and Titanium(inner) by this technique. This paper
part of Titanium around the beam hole area and a part of OFHC describes the preliminary results of characteristics of HIP
outer ward. These two parts are joined by a hot isostatic diffusion bonded OFHC-Titanium metals.
pressing (HIP) technique. HIP makes diffusion bonding at
temperatures ranging from 700 to 850 °C at an isostatic Ar gas II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
pressure of 1,200 kgf/cm 2 in a pressure vessel. All samples
showed the vacuum leak rate of less than 10-9 Torrol/sec and A. Hot Isostatic Pressing
tear strength of about 6.4 kgf/mm2 in t)'e reaction zone between
two metals. Hot isostatic pressing(HIP) is a thermomechanical process

for materials that makes use of applied gas pressure in order to
I. INTRODUCTION achieve high density and diffusion bonding in the treated

material. HIP subjects generally a material to pressures as high
The accelerating gradient of the Japan Linear Collider(JLC) as 2,000 kgf/cm 2 and temperatures up to 2,000 OC in a pressure

is 100 MV/m for the X.band main linac and 50 MV/m for the S- vessel. The source of the heat is a furnace within the pressure
band injector and the pre-accelerator. We have already achieved vessel, holding temperatures well below the melting point of the
the acceleration of the electron beam of 0.9 A and pulse width material being processed. This method can be used for a wide
of 0.2 psec by the traveling wave 0.6 m long structure at the range of materials such as metals, ceramics and composites.
gradient of 85 MV/m with lpsec RF pulse duration at 50 Hz
[1]. At this gradient, however, the dark current is very large B. Materials Characteristcs
from disk edges and breakdown occurs frequently, while at 70
MV/m, beam acceleration is made fairly stably. It seems HIP was applied to diffusion bonding of OFHC cylinders
feasible to operate the accelerating structure at this gradient for and Titanium bars. The chemical compositions of the samples
the practical use after a reasonable processing period. In this are listed in Table 1. The composition of the OFHC is very high
sense, the operation of 50 MV/m at S-band is quite promising quality type and the Titanium corresponds to the Japanese

Experimental studies on the upper limit of the electric field Industrial Standards(JIS) type.
strength in conventional disk loaded structures and single Table 1
cavities have been reported from several laboratories 12][3]. Chemical composition of OFHC cylinders
From these studies, there found many factors to be discussed mAnmRA& CHEMICAL COMPOSITION (%)
concerning RF breakdown phenomenon with dark current such PB ZN BI CD HG 0 P S SE 11,
as surface finish, micro dusts, electron multiplications and Onic 5 <1 <1 <1 <1 3 2 8 <1 <1

vacuum conditions, etc. However, the fundamental mechanism CHEMICAL COMPOSITION L..
Io 0 N Fe C Al V

of the RF breakdown is not yet clear. As is appeared in Ti-6A1-4V *88 0.18 0.017 0.23 0.019 6.34 4.13
references [41 and [5], the electron multiplications at disk edges * ppm (x10-6)
is a main reason to limit the accelerating gradient and the other
factors such as surface cleanness, surface finish and vacuum C. Fabrication Methods
conditions were not serious problems [6]. In order to reduce the
dark current and increase the upper limit of RF breakdown, we Samples of OFHC cylinders and Titanium bars were
desigiied a new disk which was consisted of two metals, machined from each columnar block. The surface finish(RMS)
OFHC and Titanium(Ti-6A1-4V). As the secondary electron

0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 ©IEEE
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of the inner wall of OFHC is less than 0.5 g±m and the one of these three different temperatures the grain growth of whole
Titanium bar is less than 0.2 gim. Dimensions of these samples OFHC and Titanium was not observed. The micro-structures of
are listed in Table 2. a HIP sample and a forged OFHC are shown in Figure 2. The

Table 2 forged OFHC is generally involves large number of micro-
Dimensions of samples pores of a size of a few g±m at grain boundary. Figure 2 shows

OFHC Ti-6A1-4V that the micro-pores disappeared in HIP processed OFHC.
DIAMETER OUTER o 110 1 0.1mm o 40 -0.05/-0.0mm Moreover, HIP processed OFHC is much more homogeneous

INNER o 40 +0.05/+0.0mm than forged OFHC. Titanium is free from porosity even in
LENGIH 110 ± 0.1 mm 110 ± 0.1 mm forged material.
SURFACE FINISH < 0.5 p m < 0.2 pm
(RMS) INNER WALL OUTER WALL - ,:

These metals were cleaned by acetone and then Titanium bar
was set inside of OFHC cylinder. The sample was placed into a
completely leak-tight soft iron capsule. These capsules were .
pumped down at less than 10-3 Torr and then sealed-off. ,

The results at three different temperatures, 700 °C, 750 °C '"'".
and 800 0C were obtained in a HIP cycle in a pressure vessel. ,
An isostatic pressure was held at 1,200 kgf/cm 2 by pure Ar gas .- ,".,
for 2 hours. Above parameters for HIP-cycle (temperature, X 400 50 pamx400 g 0 m I- I lm I
pressure and holding time) are based on metallurgical and A .,- , , ..-.. -, ,...
economical considerations. A schematic view of the HIP-cycle
is shown in Figure 1. Figure 2. An optical micrograph showing forged OFHC(left)

and HIP-OFHC(right) at temperature of 800 °C and the isostatic
Pressure Ves3el pressure of 1,200 kgf/cm 2 for 2 hours.~~1200 k9V/Cn

" -B. Reaction Zone

>/ The width of HIP reaction zone in three samples were
E 11221 0ranging from 7.3 gim to 20 p~m corresponding to applied HIP

' ntemperatures. These reaction zone were etched and measured
-4. by an scanning electron microscope as shown in Figure 3.

reaction zone,

Temperature 750 -C 121 " .:" ':"
)t' . Ti ni,-?.

Pressure 2 Hours.,. ,'in-u
. .. . , . . :., . .. -: -

Tme sOFHCY'. ". .. . ,

Figure 1.HIP diffusion bonding process.. . , 1 _F

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ,Titanium ,, .

I V x 1000 50 i.m
A. Micro structures

Figure 3. Scanning electron micrograph of HIP processed
The quality of HIP was studied with metallographical OFHC-Titanium sample.

measurements (optical microscope and scanning electron
microscope) and mechanical tests. At three different HIP Figure 3 shows the reaction zone between two materials which
tempratures(700 °C, 750 °C and 800 °C) with an isostatic indicates that quality is high and porosities and impurities are
pressure of 1,200 kgf/cm 2 for 2 hours, all samples became fine not seen. The x-ray analysis of reaction zone in Figure 3 shows
micro-strucutre and well homogeneous. In this experiment at the contents of OFHC and Titanium in the reaction zone.
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C. Mechanical Properties lower than the normal cavity which is made of only with
OFHC. The dimensions and drawing of the cavity are shown in

The quality of HIP was studied with mechanical tests and Figure 6.
metallographical measurements. The tear strength was
measured using a plates with a thickness of 2 mm which were 83.143

JIS standard tear test specimens as shown in Figure 4. Five ICFHC cylinder
specimens were machined fom each sample. The reaction zone 7 27
is in the middle of the gauge length. 25.534

Sdisk 4

28.2/ _
OFHC TitaniumN

* UNIT: .mm

Figure 6. Titanium bonded disk structure.
diffuuion zone 1-2

UNIT: mm V. SUMMARY

Figure 4. JIS standard tear test specimen. Viewing frkom top. HIP diffusion bond of OFHC and Titanium was

We obtained the tear strength of 6.4 kgfnmM2 in average for successfully made at temperatures ranging from 700 OC to 800

the three different HIP temperatures. The minimum value of 0C and the pressure of 1,200 kgf/cm 2 for 2 hours. The micro-

strength was 4.9 kgf/[nm2 . Figure S shows the tear strength of pores in the OFHC are disappeared with HIP processing.
alte specims, which does notguend os tH tepatureh oQuality of the reaction zone is high and it is free from porositiesall the specimens, which does not depend on HIP temperature. and impurities. The minimum tear strength of reaction zone is
All of the test specimens were fractured at inside of reaction 4.9 kgf/mm 2.The vacuum leak late of reaction zone is less than
zone where the concentrations of OF-C and Titanium were 109 Torrsl/sec. The calculated Q-value of Titanium bonded disk

The vacuum leak rate of the reaction zone is well blow 109  was 12,000. These results indicate that the Titanium bonded
To, cuusem disk can be applied to high gradient accelerator structures.
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Abstract
Table 1 Relevant long range wake fields.

Candidates of the accelerating structure for realizing an Mode Freq. Wake Q (Target)
operation in a multi-bunch mode in a linear collider were Longitudinal (GHz) (Xl0 15 V/C/m)
described. The external Q value of the TM1 10-7c mode in a
damped structure with slotted disk is very sensitive to the TM010 11 0.5
geometry. It was found impossible to reduce the Q value less TM020&01 1 26 0.05
than 100 for a structure with a beam hole radius of a=3.75mm, TM021 36 0.09 270
while it can be as low as 12 for the structure with a small Transverse (GHz) (X10 17V/C/m2)
beam hole of a=3mm. Furthermore, calculation for one of TM1 10 16 1.1 15
such a structure showed the reduction of the Q value of the TMl 11 26 0.18 38
accelerating mode 20 percent and that of R/Q 10 percent. As a TM121 36 0.12 61
candidate of damped structure whose Q value of the TM1 10
mode is insensitive to the geometry change, a so called crossed A. Slotted-disk type
waveguide type was examined next. Only the TEl 11 type
mode was found below 40GHz and no other mode was To achieve the target Q value especially for TMI 10 mode,
observed, indicating this structure a good candidate. An we investigated two-cell structure (DS- 1) with a slotted disk at
example of a so called detuned structure showed good damping the middle of two cells[2]. Two waveguides are attached to the
within the following bunches. slots so that the TMI 10-t mode can be damped out through

these waveguides. In this configuration, resonant frequencies
were calculated using the code MAFIA[3J by varying the

INTRODUCTION shorting position in the damping waveguides. The obtained

In order to obtain a high luminosity in a linear collider, tuning curves were analyzed by the authors [2,41 and by N.

the emittance of each bunch should be maintained small to Kroll[5] and listed in Table 2. The results indicate that the
structure which suffices the criterion of the Q value is possiblemake the spot size at interaction point small enough. The at least in this two-cell cavity.

luminosity can still be increased if we can operate the linac in

a multi-bunch mode. In the Japan linear collider (JLC), ten Table 2. Analysis of damped structure DS- I.
bunches, each contains 1010 particles and spaced Tb=l.4ns This author N. Kroll
apart with each other, are accelerated in an RF pulse using f(GHz) Q f(GHz) Q
structures with a/k of 0.1411]. The energy of each bunch TMIIO 15 15-25 15.4 11
should reside in the acceptance of final focus in the presence slot mode ? 16.1 7
of fundamental beam loading and also the long range TM 11 17 25-30 17.0 15
longitudinal wake fields of higher modes. On the other hand,
the transverse emittance of each bunch should also be In order to damp the wake field in both polarizations,
preserved in the presence of long range dipole wake fields. In which is needed in actual linac structure, the other damping
this paper, we discuss some possible cures against these ports perpendicular to the previous ones should be equippedl61.
multi-bunch effects in the linac focused on transverse case. An example is shown schematically in Figure 1, where the

The simplest way of cure against the long range wake direction of the damping ports at one disk is perpendicular to
field is to damp the excited field in the structure before the that at the next.
arrival of the following bunch. This can be achieved in a so The obtained external Q values of the TM 110-t mode for
called damped structure. Two types of structures are discussed these structures are listed in the columns of DS-2 and DS-3 in
in the next section. Another type of cure is considered in the Table 3. The parameters W, H I and H2 were varied to obtain
following section, where the excited wake field can be as low Q value as possible. As shown in the table, the Q
cancelled out by carefully tuning frequencies of all cells. This value is very sensitive to the structure, especially to the beam
structure, so called detuned structure, is primitively described, hole apertur. In the same table are lsted the parmetcvs of the

two-cell cavity DS-1 of Table 1 and KEK-B scaled to 11.4GHz
from the design of KEK-B factory [71. These examples indicate
a good damping for the structure with a small beam hole. The

Typical long range wake fields to be considered in the damping mechanism of this structure is not well understood

accelerating structure for JLC main linac are summarized in but it seems that the low Q value of TMI 10-n is difficult to

Table 1 together with the target values Q(Target) for each realize in the structure with a large beam hole. The beam hole

model2].
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radius of JLC accelerating structure is larger than 3.7mm and accelerating mode without changing the beam hole aperture.
it seems difficult to apply this type of structure. The reduction of the Q value and the R/Q are calculated to be

about 10 and 20 percent, respectively. This pushes the peak
power for the structure very high necessary to obtain a given
accelerating gradient.

B. Crossed waveguide type

" J The damping of higher modes in the structure of crossed
waveguide type[81 is thought to be insensitive to the
geometry change. In order to make all higher modes damped, a
structure shown in Fig. 2 was examined. Each cell of the
structure has 8 damping ports of 2mmxl lmm in cross section
extended to four directions and divided into two groups by a

WYGX VCZ septum of its thickness 2mm at the middle of the cell. The
septum has a hole of radius 8mm which determines a cell

H radius. The thickness of the disk is 2mm and the beam hole

H1 t radius is 3.5mm.
a A

Wb

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing and geometry of damped structure
DS.2 and DS-3.

Table 3. Parameters of various damped structures with slots in
the disk. (units in mm)

Param. KEK-B* DS-I** DS-2 DS-3
a 2.23 3.6 3.75 3.0 B' C'
b 8.28 10.6 9.0 9.0 (CC-) (AA') (BB')
t 2.23 2.0 2.0 2.0 (C)(X B'nose 1.78 no no no Fig. 2. Geometry of crossed waveguide type damped structure.
g 12.01 6.75 6.75 6.75 In Fig. 3 are shown the tuning curves obtained for a
W 4A5 5.0 4.0 3.0
HI 3.! S 5.5 5.5 4.75 structure with these boundary conditions where such modes as
H2 6.54 9.0 7.5 9.5 TMI 10, TMIII and TMO1 I-like ones can exist. The results

WGX 10.24 11.1 10 10 were plotted as (O,freq) diagram as suggested by N. Kroll[5I.
WGZ 9.35 11.1 14 14 According to Slater's formula[9], the parameters are related as
cells 2 2 periodic periodic 1

Qex(TMll10n) 30 15-25 420 12 = d - n 1  Arctan Qa
* four damping ports connected to the slots in a disk. g X an-. ta
** only two ports and slots in the same plane. toa tw

where d is the position of the shorting plane, n the numbering
Table 4. Parameters of accelerating mode. of the branch, Qa and tOa the Q value and the angular

param. NDLS DS-2 frequency of a mode a. Here, the origin of the parameter d is
a (mm) 3.75 3.75 set at the center of the structure. In this calculation, the
b (mm) 10.6 9.0 shorting plane of the waveguide were varied in only one
f (GHz) 11.4 11.3 direction (X direction). The parameter 4) changes by n if one

Q 7000 5870 passes a resonance. All the steep changes of 0 in the figures of
R/Q (0/cell) 42 38 TM1 10 and TM 111 show the resonances composed of TE20

vg/c 0.023 -0.004 waveguide mode trapped in the waveguide of Y direction
except the resonance at 25GHz in the figure of TMI 11. As

Parameters of the accelerating mode in 2n/3 mode are also the field pattern of this mode is similar to that of TE 111 mode
calculated by MAFIA for normal disk loaded structure (NDLS) in the cell,we guess its R/Q value small. In addition, the Q
and a damped structure (DS-2). The results are listed in Table value of this mode is as small as 36 obtained from the fitting
4[4]. The accelerating mode passband of DS-2 was found of the tuning curve. From these consideration, the dangerous
slightly backward because of a strong magnetic coupling modes such as TM 110 and TMIll are well damped in this
through damping port and wide slot in the disk. This type of damped structure. On the other hand, the steep
characteristic enables us to tune the group velocity of the resonances below 30GHz in the figure TMO 1I are attributed to
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the resonances in the waveguide of Y direction in TEl0 I f where If-f-Ofand S(x)- Sin(nrTx)
waveguide mode. As the frequency of TMO I mode in normal for i d < 2' Tx
disk loaded structure is about 26GHz[2] and the perturbation In Fig. 4 is shown the wake field excited by a bunch and
added from normal disk-loaded structure to this type of damped integrated within 321 cells with frequencies distributed in the
structure usually pushes the resonance frequency low, we above formulus with T=2.4ns and 8f/f= 0.104.
conclude again that the TMOII mode is also well damped in As the broad minimum at the next bunch (1.4ns) is
this type of structure. As a final check, we should check the mainly determined by f/f, it can be controlled easily. The
tuning curves by varying the shorting plane of all waveguides wake field after second bunch is well below 10-2.
at once.

Bound. Cond. forTM1 10 like mode 1 00- ...----- ----
1 . .............. .... ............. l

o -.. ;.,..;.... lo
"  

.

0

.3.
10 20 30 40 0 2 4 6 8 0

tcm. (no)
Frequncy (GHz) Fig. 4 Wake field integrated along 321 cells with

Bound. Cond. for TM1II like mode 8f/f = 0. 104 and T=2.4ns.

In the above estimation, we neglect those effects such as a
finite coupling between cells, the successive excitation of

wake field from cell to cell, different values of R/Q among
cells and the fabrication error of each cell frequency. These

•2 effects should be carefully taken into account. Moreover, an
actual geometry which provides us ten percent frequency

310 20 30 40 distribution should be found. We should also estimate the
Frequency (GHz) effect of other higher modes.

Bound. Cond. for TMOi I like mode

.4.' SUMMARY

-'.. Some possible candidates of the structure for JLC which
cures the effects due to the long range wake fields were

•3... . examined. The damped structure with slots in the disk was
found too sensitive to apply to the actual structure for JLC. A

.4 1. - 20 30 40 damped structure of crossed waveguide type was found good as
frequency (GHz) for the characteristics of the higher modes. A detuned structure

with its frequency distributed similar to a truncated gaussian
Fig. 3 Tuning curve of damped structure of crossed shows a good cancellation of a higher mode.

wageguide type.
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METHOD OF LONGITUDINAL IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENT
. . "FOR ACCELERATOR ELEMENTS IN WIDE FREQUENCY REGION

USING DOUBLE FOURIER TRANSFORM

P. Reinhardt-Nickulin, N. Ilinsky, S. Bragin
Institute for Nuclear Research

of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR
Moscow, USSR

I. INTRODUCTION II. SCHEME AND ALGORITHM OF
MEASUREMENTS

Estimation of impedance for accelerator vacuum pipe usually is
piormed'by,.coaxial line technique. Well known method devel- Ne- ork
oped l a'years based on thij technique is the method of synthetic computer analyzer
p i~se1]..Jii~thisf method frequency dependences of transmission HPO. \ ,-- HP'8753B
goeffiienta Si, ofwave skattering matrix for test or reference
bc*11pipe iegments are represented by means of inverse Fourier
traniform to time domain, It's permit to observe besides of main
tranimitted pulse many reflected pulses caused by mismatchs
at miciingiections consisting of adapters, cable junctions and
6her egcints which are needed for measurement set.up. For re- Adapter 1 - - . . Adapter 2
moviii these reflections the time filtering and space separation of I Reference pipe i x
reflected pulses are used.Two additional metal segments of waveg. [ I I
uidemuit be embedded in scheme of measurements, which are _ _ __ _ __ ,
4ocatedait both sides of measured element and permit to elim- . ..
Ianite reflected pulses from main pulse in some time interval r. 0 ' Se ,
'Time filtering provides only first pulse transmission from time St'a S21 e

representation of S,1. Total transmission coefficient after using of
time gating for system, consisting of matching sections, additional Fig. 1. Measurement set-up.
waveguides and measured waveguide, is

Measurement set-up ( Fig.1 ) consists of network analyzer HP
Sneo = S1 . S2 . Sn e ' + ° ) (1) 8753B controlled by computer, and experimental part. Network

analyzer contains double vector voltmeter, generator-synthesizer
of harmonic signal and receiver for measurement of S-parameters.

where S1, S2 - transmission coefficients of matching sections, Experimental part of set-up being connected to inputs 1 and 2
ei(e0+e) - transmission coefficient of additional sections - spacers, of S-parameters receiver consists of reference metal waveguide
Sn - transmission coefficient of test or reference element. This of the same cross-section and length as the test waveguide has;
method may be used for frequencies above 45 MHz. However, adapters 1 and 2 tapering from cross-section of test or reference
if it's necessary to measure the impedance at low frequency, the pipe to cross-section of connecting cables with 50 Ohm character-
length of additional sections becomes too large in accordance with istic impedance. These cables feed the signals to inputs 1 and 2 of
[21, and bench installation becomes inconvenient. That is why for analyzer. The 10 dB attenuators are placed before inputs I and 2
measuring S21 in frequency region including low frequencies, it's Attenuators are needdd or improving the accuracy. Besides that
necessary, as it's done usually, preliminary to calibrate measur- the set-up can inclade additional segments of coaxial line -spacers
ing set-up together with matching sections. Calibration may be with the length of cr/2 ( c - the speed of light ) for separation
executed in different ways. One of these methods is TSD-method of reflections in time interval r. Choicing the central conductor
[2,3], permitting to determine coefficients S, and S2 in frequency which forms coaxial line from reference or test waveguide, it'.,
domain, and then to carry out series of measurements, from which necessary to try to achieve the same characteristic impedance as
using known S, and S2 and by some calculations, one can deter- the connecting cables have. The requirement for choicing the
mine coefficient of interest S21 , and then - impedance. However, central conductors of adapters is the same. In this case the re-
from our point of view TSD-procedure is large and inconvenient flections are minimized. Simplified algorithm of measurements is
too, because it uses many calibration standards, and consequently shown on Fig.2. The process of measurements consists of follow-
it takes many mechanical operations Besides that TSD-method ing stages. 1) Choicing of initial values of parameters ( limits of
resulting functions have considerable noise. These disadvantages frequency region, the value of signals, number of measurements
excite the wish to modify the method of synthetic pulse. Below in seric for procedure of averaging etc.). 2) Calibration, this is
it is considered the method of double Fourier transform, which measuring and storaging total transmission coefficient S2 ,om ,f
allows to measure the impedance of distributed discontinuity for by calibration line made of reference waveguide 3) Mewsuretent
both low and high frequencies Also, it is considezed main causes of test object transmission coefficient S21to, ,, in frequency do-
of errors and the results of measurements are given, main 4) Inverse Fourier transform of S21to W 5) Fixing of
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Pr etS 1S2 Cj(e,+e3)
foparameters S21tot = X

libration ( - ei1(eI+e2)s:12 5a 2s (4)

X - eirt.2r, ) (1 - 032% rr 2 rt(4)

where rt.,, r,, r, -corresponding coefficients of reflections at
Frequency Domain measurement junctions between spacer and test object, adapter 1 and first

spacer, second spacer and adapter 2. If matching between partsI T Iis good enough, then coefficients of reflection are small, and it
means, that products of coefficients are small all the more. So we

Set can write

St centre and
window? width of ti e window

Sumo -$ 2  .2mS -2(0:+ei) (1 + X)(1 + Y)(1 + Z) , (5)

< N

FFT where X, Y, Z - second members of differences in brackets from
S31tt denominator. S21 ,. can be represented as the sum, which

thor contains the members with products of reflection coefficients and
easureme the member St , S2 . S21, " exp(j(19 + 9:)), The same spec-

ulations may be applied to system, containing reference coaxial

N line. Thus, time representation of ratio 53o, $a/Silm ,.I approx-

Result treating imately equals

and leading ou

(s31" + (s.., S1 .. , r,.,, r,,r,2 ) (6)

Procedre. *- + *-( Ys...5 , 812.,, r,. 1,,, r,))Fig. 2. Simplified Flow Diagram The first member represents the normalized transmission coef.
for Measurement Procedure. ficient needful for getting impedances of distributed discontinuity,

and second member represents the functions of reflections. If now
to pick out part of 4(t) by means of time gating in some time

time gates, this is fixing of gatei centre and width. 6) Fourier interval? (r is such, tb%. during r onl normalized forward pulse

transform of the part of S3s,.,, time representation,which cuts passes ), then we get

out by means of time gates.?) Treating and leading out the re-
sults o4 .easurements.I 0) ,(

The main difference between this method and one proposed in -. 
[ Si,:) (7)

[I] is preliminary calibration measurement of S 16,..1 on refer.
ence calibration line, which is stored in analyzer and autorati. Fourier transform of this function gives us the ratio being
cally effects on consequent measurement of S31og ,*,. In method searched:
of synthetic pulse descripted in details in (2] following proc:durtz
are made separately: measuring of S2 t,.,,.1 and Sliot ., iz-e'de S i (1 - )ep (-j X (8)
Fourier transforms, time gating of parts of trmnsmission coeffi- S21 .e 2 . 2Z,
cients and Fourier transforms. As the result of these operaticns where R and X active and reactive parts of searched di-we get the ratio of transformed functions: weeRadX-atv n ecieprso erhdds

tributed impedance [11, Z, - characteristic impedance of reference
Su, ,t_ Si -S3 -S 21., S.,, (2) coaxial line. It's simple to notice from above speculations, that
Sutao,.2 ! Si • S 2 . S21,,/ S21pe () the result must be depended on width of time gates r. Indeed,

from w'hich it's simple to find active and reactive parts of if the gates are too wide,then reflection signals disto- resulting
fmedhchs.nour asi e rato fid at Iit a a cti e aer o functions. And if the gates are too small, then the results are
impedances. In our case ratio Si naryS : .l is got at onceafter distorted due to cut-off of low frequencies. To avoid this dis-
measuring Sso ,, because preliminary calibration measurement advantage in [21 the authors make conclusion about necessity of
of Sequent! is stored in analyzer HP 8753B alnd i eans, that any very long spacers. However, from our point of view spacers mustconsequent measurement is normalized by value q1 o ,, .Inverse not be so long to become inconvenient, but estimating measure-
Fourier transform is made= at once from ratio of tae,e frequency ntb oln obcm novnet u siaigmaue
functions, i.e. ments may be carried out for deterination of distributed exces-

sive impedance. Indeed, if spacer has the length ; 60 cm, then
time separation between forward and reflected signals is - 4 ns.

)= ( $(fSd)" S(). SZ1 2 8 (fV,  iherefore if we should take the gates width a little smaller than 4
(Si(f) SO-) .S21,,(f)) (3) ns, then the transmission coefficient would become smaller too in

frequency region < (1/r), and consequently the impedance would
In accordance .'ith [2i general expression for trarsm)sion co- become larger in this region. However, if the result impedance

efficient taking into account the ieflections equals would be smaller than allowable value, then this result would
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4.00slightly different cross-section (curves 2); chamber with the same
-. size and cross-section, where all foil strips are uninterrupted and

are placed on inner sides (curves 3); chamber, which four cen-
. tre foil strips on the inner sides are cut and their ends .-:e led

2 out through dielectric and this ends are either electrically shorted

(curves 4) or the resistors are soldered between this ends (curves
2.00 5); SAIC chamber [2] with strips of silver paste on two sides and

with two full foiled sides (curves 6). From comparison of curves
for active and reactive impedance parts it's simple to notice that
monitors having not screened dielectric inside vacuum chamber

3-1 have considerably larger impedance, than monitors, which have
all copper stripes inside chamber. Minimal active impedance, as

0..... . 6 it should be, have the chamber with uninterrupted strips of silver
1500 2000 paste, placed on inner sides. From behaviour of the curves at

FREOMKY OMz) lowest frequencies we can conclude, that impedance does increase
at low frequencies. However, if particle circulation frequency in

30.00 -.-... . ../ synchrotron is wo z 250kHz, and we are interested in active
impedance at frequency t ;z 1MHz, then impedance per har.

25.00 monic Z/n = Z/(w/wo) <0.05 Ohm. This value is comparable
with width of measurement "noise way". And consequently for

20.00 50 monitors installed on ring noise error is less than z 0.1 Ohm,5.00 and full monitor's impedance for full ring < (2.5 ± 0.1) Ohm. It's
simple to see, that at frequencies above 1 MHz impedance per

10.00-

0.00 5 Method of double Fourier transform is the development of syn.

0 500 1000 1500 2000 thetic pulse method (1] and differents from it in following points:
FREMY NC ft) 1) application of simple calibration in algorithm; 2) extension of

measurement region to low frequencies; 3) simplification of men.
Fig.3. Comparison of measurement results. surement algorithm. The results, which have been got, show that

at cortectly choosen -r longitudinal impedance of distributed dis-
be overestimation and might b; used. Decreasing of r must continuity may be estimated with good accuracy in full frequency
not be too large, because it can cause considerable increasing region of interest without spacers.
of measured impedance value at low frequencies and decreases
im, :e at high frequencies. A- shown in 11), S: dependences, V. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
w" i have been got at diftirent r,, must not be sharply different
oe from another, That is the indicator of correctly choosen r. This work was carried out at Canadian national centre TRI.
Besides, it should be noticed, that in measurements of distributed UMF, and authors are glad to thank Cris Oram, who organized
discontinuity spacers aren't necessary if the length I of test object and coordinated this work, and Yan Yin for great and all-round
is large enough, because in this case reflected signals appear after help.
time period r = 21/c, and it is impossible to avoid the reflections
in adapters as with spacers as without it. VI. REFERENCES
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sition monitor - are shown on Fig.3 (curves 1) Frequency range H. A. ThiessenTransmission-Line Impedance Measurements
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PROTOTYPE OF THE ACCELERATING RESONATOR FOR THE SUPERCONDUCTING

SECTOR DEUTERON CYCLOTRON

N.V.Vasiliev, A.A.Glazov, E.N.Zaplatin, V.A.Kochkin, D.L.Novikov
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, USSR

SUMrY Table

Number of cavities .................. 2
A fullecale proto-ype of the accelerating RF frequency ....................... 74.25 MHz

cavity for the superconducting deuteron sector cyc- Harmonic number ..................... 6
lotron at the energy 100 MeV is described. Mean injection radius ................ 40 cm

The fundamental frequency and the distribution Mean extraction radius ............... 115 cm
of the radiofrequenoy voltage along the accelerating Accelerating voltage ................. 300 kV
gap were calculated by the RFC3D prograsme for cal- Azimuth dimension of resonator .......... 30"
culating of 3-dimensional components of the electro- Losses in one resonator ............... 40 kW
mentio field. The rf measurements proved the
validity of the calculations with the accuracy better The main structural features
than 5% for the cavity fundamental frequency and
10% for the voltage. The resonator is a right-angle prism about

2 m high, its base being a trapezium with equal
Introduction aides. The general view and median cross section

of the resonator are shown in Fig. 1.
The structural features of the DC-i sector The resonator walls are made of aluminiumalloy

cyclotron III required a halfwavelength resonator with copper cladding inside. The apace for the
with a A -electrode as an accelerating element. resonator in the cyclotron is 30" and is limited by
The Table lists the main parameters of thr. RF sysiem two neighbouring magnet sectors. The side walls of
of DC-I 12{, the resonator are as thin an possible to keep the

necessary internal volume. It is the magnet cryostat
walls that are of the supposed to carry atmospheric
load. The gaps between the side walls of the resona-
tor and the oryostats are pumped down to rough
vacuum. Other resonator walls are 50 mm thick and
withstand the atmospheric load.

To tune the resonator and to achieve the neces-
sary behaviour of the variation of the accelerating
voltage in the acceleration zone, there are movable
panels and a trimner capacitor that changes the
capacitance between the outer end of the 4-electrode
and the resonator wall. The contacts of the panels
are made of copper foil 0.3 mm thick pressed to the
walls by sending air under pressure into a rubter
hose placed in a slot under the contact tabs. The
hose is a vacuum tube with the inner hole 4 mm
diameter and walls 4 am thick. The design pressure
is up 14 atm. The necessary pressure was determined
in a direct experiment. The natural frequency of
the resonator changes within 100 kHz as a function
of the pressure in the contact opening system.
The minimal working pressure is 10 atmospheres
and the quality factor is 10000.

The copper cladding is cooled by water under
pressure running in soldered on copper tubes. The
water reaches the panels and the trimmer capacitor

- through guide rods.
The resonator is supposed to be evacuated

- , - 'by two electric discharge pumps. To prevent oil
fumes from penetrating in the initial vacuum system,
adsorption traps will be used.

Measurements of resonator -I ..,acteristics

SThe maiLi resurator characteristics measured
at a low power level are the quality, the range
of tuning with the trimner capacitor, the accelerat-
ing voltage distribution along the accelerating
edge.

Fig. 2 shows the resonance frequency plotted
as a function of the gap between the short-circuitingFig. 1. The general view and median cross section of panels of the resonator. The theoretical and experi-

the resonator. mental values are given. The discrepancy is 5%.
0-7803-0135-891o$01.00 @IEEE 1017



cessing of the characteristics consisted in removal
of the experimental errorg (temporal thermal instabi-

6- - -lity of instruments and the resonator itself, devia-
tion from the zero level). Then the dependence

. of the accelerating voltage on the radius U(R)
was calculated. In Fig. 4 one can see this dependence

e6 -- - compared , t h the ca.c:ulated one.

awe

76~ 
-

A

1. 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.6 .

0 (THEOR.) A (EXP.) 0.4 0.6 6.8 1.6
R EM)

0 (IrOR. ,, (EXP.)
Fig. 2. Resonance frequency vs cavity height.

Fig. 4. Accelerating voltage vs radius.

The calculation was performed by means of the pro-
gramme RFC3D 131 for calculation of 3-dimentional The non-compensated capacitive coupling was
components of an eleotromagnetio field. Fig. 3 used for excitation of the resonator. Sir,ae there
shows the possible range of resonator frequency was coupling capacitance (Co), the frequency tuning
tuning with the trimmer capacitor for the maximum of the resonator should be slightly shifted from
and minimum gap between the resonator tuning panels, its own resonance toward the capaciu;ace region.

Measuring of the accelerating voltage is Considering the equivalent resonator coinling system
the most labour-consuming process and required circuit, we can nbtain in this case -,fat cc =
special equipment and measuring devices. To solve ;[ 2M. f(ZinRsh) 1 / 2 ]-1, where Zin is the input
this and similar problems, a multipurpose measuring resistance of the coupling system, T sh is the
complex has been developed on the basis of the shunt resistance of the resonator, f L, the fre-
personal computer. The perturbation method was quenoy. The resonator has such p.ac; ers that
used for measurement 141. The perturbing body was they allow Zin = Zof (Zof is the t'avc resistance
a copper ball 6 mm in diameter fixed to a oapron of the feeder). The coupling system dosign allows
thread. Since the ion trajectories in the A -elec- stepless variation of the coupling capacitance
trode are close to a straight line perpendicular for fine matching tuning. Retuning goes or. without
to the axis lins of the electrode, radii were measured violating the vacuum. The impedanc. add the inp,'
from this axis, and the systems that guided the phase of this coupling system are ihown in Fig. -5.
movement of the thread with the ball were parallel
to this axis.

In measurements we registered the output
analogue signal from the phase voltmeter, which 9.

was proportional to the variation of the RF field -,

phase in the resonator caused by the perturbing
body: A '-E (E is the value of the electric field _- 

"-  -

at the perturbation point), and the voltage from -

the ultiturn potentiometer connected to the motor 5-

that moved the ball. The preliminary software pro- 4-

2j2
so---- 74 226 74.23' 72J 74. 40

70 - -

60-

1010

20 _ 40 60 Be 186.7

D [1*1] 74.226 74.230 74.2X 74.240
03(13-1.27 M) &(&-1.61 M) F IM1

Fig. 3. Resonance frequency vs trimmer capacitor Fig. 5. Impedance and input phase of coupling system.
gap for am and min cavity height.
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Fig. 6 shows the dependence of the voltage at
the accelerating A-electrode in the region of the
injection radius U& on the input voltage of the

-.- matched (Zin = Rin = 50 Ohm) coupling system U50.
2The dependence was measured with the help of the
' calibrated measuring loop. Using the obtained result

one can find out that the power of the A -resonator
2.0- will be about 40 kW at the accelerating voltage

Udelt = 300 kV.
- A 100 kW self-excited oscillator with the in-~trinsic feedback has been developed for experimental

' 1.9 excitation of the resonator. Coaxial circuits and

flat film capacitors are used here. The initial exoi-
. / -tation of the resonator performed according to thia

scheme in the air allowed 10 kV at the &-electrode.
This oscillator is planned to be used in a pulsed

,O.e S.0 1e.e ,S.e mode of operation.U W 4V Y ff.)
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Design of an Accelerating Cavity
for the

Superconducting Super Collider
Low-Energy Booster

C. C. Friedrichs and L. Walling
Los Alamos National Laboratory

B. M. Campbell
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory

Abstract II. Booster Cavity Design

This paper presents the history and current status of the A. Design Concept
design of the accelerator cavity to be incorporated into the
Low-Energy Booster (LEB) of the Superconducting Super The major design issues for a ferrite-tuned cavity are as
Collider (SSC). The [I.B is a proton synchrotron, 540 follows: How is the cavity excited? How is the ferrite
meters in circumference, and having 108 buckets around the biased? How is the ferrite cooled ? The correct answer to
ring. Accelation programs, each 50 msec long, take place at all three for a high-reliability design is believed to be "As
a rate of 10 per second. The beta change of the particles from sl th hat dign in ind t pesent
injection to extraction is from 0.8 to 0.997. Since the rf simply as possible". With that dictum in mind, the present
excitation frequency must track beta, the rf frequency must design has evolved. A simplified drawing of the proposed
shift from 47.5 to 60 MHz over the 50-msec acceleration cavity is shown in Fig. I.
program. The cavity will use ferrite in a perpendicular
control bias mode to effect the required tuning.

I. INTRODUCTION Amplifier , -

Development ofperpendicularly biased, ferrite-tuned
cavities for use in proton synchrotrons was ongoing at Los
Alamos from 1984 through October 1990, when the project Ferrite Disks
moved to SSC. During the tenure at Los Alamos, two
different cavities using perpendicular control bias were Coupling
designe, fabricated, and tested. The first cavity was designed Capacitor
to achieve a 20% tuning range; after testing was completed at
Los Alamos, it was delivered to the Tri Universities Meson
Facility (TRIUMF) at Vancouver, B. C., for further
evaluation. The second cavity was designed for use in a
higher-energy synchrotron, and could be tuned over a 4%
frequency range. After completio, of the test program at Los -

Alamos, this cavity was delivered to SSC for incorporation
into their ferrite-tuned cavity test stand. High-power
operation of these cavities demonstrated that ferrite
permeability changes of 1.4 to 3.5 are easily obtainable, and
very high magnetic and electric Qs can be realized even under Tuning Accelerating
high-power conditions. Both cavity designs were successful, Magnet Gap
but both demonstrated a smtrng need for improvement in the
ferrite-cooling technique. This paper presents a basic cavity Fig. 1. The Proposed LEB Cavity
design similar to t:.at of the firt Los Alamos cavity, but
incorporating a substantially improved ferrite-cooling concept.
The cavity and amplifier are tunable over the required range The proposed design uses a quarter-wave coaxial resonator
47.5 to 60 MHz. The circuit Q will be approximately 5000, with the accelerating gap at the high-voltage end and theand the average shunt impedance over the band will be ferrite at the high-current end. The excitation amplifier,
andxathely ver ke . The cavity has an overall length i which uses a 4CW150,000E tetrode, is incorporated directlyapproximately 160. Ters.it is an or le into the cavity structure, with the cavity serving as its outputapproximately 1.1 meters. It is dsigned for relible network. A coupling capacitor is used to match the amplifier
operation with a gap voltage of 120 kV. to the cavity impedance at the coupling point.

The ferrite tuner is configured such that rf wave
propagation in the ferrite-filled region is in the radial rather

Work supported and funded by U. S. Department of Energy.
O-7803-Ol35-8/91$0.00 @IEEE 12



than the azimuthal direction. This radial-mode tuner permits not yet been located. The 3D code "M,lA''[3] has been used
the design of a simple bias magnet with uniform bias fields effectively for examining both higher order modes (HOMs)
thr 'ughout the ferrite. This design does give rise to and field asymmetries in the gap induced by the amplifier arm
app-eciable tuning fields on the beam axis; however, if the of the cavity.
cavities are positioned in back-to-back pairs with opposite The ferrite cooling is analyzed using a 3D finite e!enir'nt
polarity tuning fields, field variations of up to 15 % between model of a 450 ferrite segment. Boundary conditions of both
the pairs can be tolerated without upsetting the properties of free and forced fluid convection were analyzed. The ferrite will
the beam. fracture at a tensile stress of 39 MPa., and its curie

The ferrite is constructed from toroid disks approximately temperature is 2000 C. The analysis predicts that tensile
2.5 cm thick. The disks will be about 14 cm inside radius by stress failure would occur well before the curie temperature
30 cm outside radius and the disk separation will be between was reached. This method of analysis will be used to
0.3 and 0.5 cm. The separations provide channels for the determine the required velocity of forced convection after
cooling fluid. These channels are vertical, which allows the remaining tests are completed and a cooling fluid selection has
cooling fluid to flow in the direction of natural convection, been made.

B. Ferrite Loss Characteristics D. Higher Order Mode Dampers

If one operates the ferrites in a mode such that the control All if cavities have an infinite number of HOMs, each of
bias H field is parallel to the rf H field[ l ] , then the which present to the beam a complex impedance near the mode
permeability seen by the rf wave is the slope of the B-H frequency. These modes interact with the beam, resulting in
curve at the operating point. If, however, one operates the instabilities that produce either longitudinal or transverse de-
ferrites in a mode such that the control bias H field is focussing and beam loss. Two HOM dampers have been
perpendicular to the rf H field , then the permeability seen by proposed for the LEB cavity. Prototypes of each have been
the rf wave is the ratio of B to H, where both are total values built and tested at low power on the second Los Alamos
of the control fields. The significance of this is that in the cavity.
perpendicular bias mode, substantial changes in rf One damper[4] consists of an annular 250 MHz cavity
permeability may be effected with the material in total located close to and in series with the acceleration gap. The
saturation. The rf magnetic loss is related to the area within damper cavity is loaded by four shunt resistors, resulting in a
their hysteresis loops, and this area is essentially zero when Q of about 1.3. The cavity is designed such that it damps the
the material is in saturation. Magnetic Qs substantially HOMs much more strongly than the fundamental. The test
greater than 104 have been realized in the test cavities under results for this damper on the second Los Alamos cavity
high-power conditions. indicate that a similar design tailored for the SSC LEB cavity

The nickel-doped yttrium-iron-garnet ferrites that have been will satisfactorily damp all longitudinal HOMs up to I GHz.
tested also exhibit very low dielectric loss. The electric Qs of The normal cavity losses (ferrite and wall losses) at frequencies
these materials seem to be between 1000 and 5000 in the 50- above 1 GHz are sufficiently high that external mode damping
MHz region. is not required. This damper is simple and is easily adapted to

any cavity which has the accelerating gap located on one end.
C. Analysis Methods A potential drawback to this damper is that the ratio of first

HOM to fundamental mode damping is not inherently large,
It is impossible or at least extremely difficult, to construct and excessive fundamental damping may be required in order to

a complete model from which all aspects of performance may quench the first HOM.
be predicted. The design engineering goal is of course to The other damper consists of an external transmission line.
create approximate models good enough to provide valid One end is attached to a caparitive ring enclosing the cavity
predictions over the realm for which the model was created. center conductor near the gap, and the other end is connected
The LEB cavity is a fairly complex system, and numerous to the cavity center conductor near the shorted end of the
types of models have been created in an attempt to predict its cavity. The transmission line is shunted by a 50-ohm resistor
operational behavior. The perfarmance of the amplifier tube near the gap. The length of the transmission line is adjusted
is analyzed by assuming sinusoidal input and output voltages, until the voltage across the resistor is zero. This mode damper
ignoring transit time, and Fourier-analyzing the current wave works on the assumption that when this condition is met for
forms. The 2D code "Superfish" is valid for examining the one mode, namely the accelerating mode, it is not met for
cavity structure without its amplifier arm, but its most HOMs and their power is dissipated in the resistor. This
important contribution is in checking the transmission line coupler experiences very high circulating currents at the
model[21. The transmission line model of the complete rf fundamental frequencies, and care must be taken to maintain
structure yiclds excellent predictions of voltages, currents, the structure as a high Q (low loss) circuit. An effective
impedances, resonance, Q, and losses associated with the damper of this type with adequate coupling capacitance should
fundamental frequency, but its usefulness does not extend to result in no more than 10% damping at the tuned frequency;
higher frequencies. The 2D code "Poisson" accurately predicts however since the damper is a very high-Q circuit there would
the static conditions of the biasing circuit, and it is very be large damping over parts of the 12.5 MHz LEB tuning
useful for the basic design of the tuning magnet; but it does ,inge. Another problem with this type of couplet is that it
not treat the eddy current problem assciated with the actual can miss modes. Compute. modeling predicted and
cycling bias conditions. A good 3D code for this problem has measurements verified this possibility in the tests on the Los
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Alamos cavity for a mode at 300 MHz. Preliminary computer that if it doesn't work reliably at full design voltage, it will
modeling does not predict missed modes in the quarter-wave very probably work reliably at some reduced voltage, and
LEB cavity, additional cavities would be required to provide 700 kV per

turn. There is enough room in the LEB design to
E. Cooling Fluids accommodate twice the planned number of cavities.

Several cooling fluids are under consideration for use V. Acknowledgments
in the cavity tuner. The first is a Fluorinert TM 1 liquid, FC-
77 TM. This liquid has a dielectric constant of 1.86, an The LEB Cavity design effort is the culmination of a seven

electric Q >104, a voltage breakdown of 223 kV/cm, and a year project, and over these years many people have made
boiling point of 970 C. It is the cooling fluid of choice substantial contributions. Arch Thiessen, George Spalek, and
pending SSC environmental and safety approval. The second Rod Smythe are recognized for their assistance, guidance and
fluid being considered is water. In spite of its high dielectric inspiration. The excellent technicians who all made creative
constant of 78 and Q <200 it is possible to shape the cooling contributions are Mark Doub, Dave Guenther, and Dave
courses such that high fields are never present in the water. Keffeler. George Swain and Bob Kandarian are recognized for
This consideration is necessary to keep its own heat their excellent work in producing the design of the second Los
dissipation from becoming objectionably high. The third fluid Alamos Cavity. Finally Jimmy Rogers and various members
under consideration is air. Its cooling efficiency is much lower of his RF Group are recognized for their assistance, guidance
than the liquids, consequently very high air velocities would be and motivation since the project moved to SSC.
required The maximum expected voltage gradients in the air
will be about 15 kV/cm. and the inception of corona or even VI. References
arcing will occur at 25 kV/cm. Air operation would be at 60%
of breakdown, while the liquids would both be operated below
10% of breakdown. If tie ferrite losses prove to be on the low 1. W.R. Smythe, T.G. Brophy, R.D. Carlini, C.C. Friedrichs,
end of their expected rangc forced air cooling could become an D.L. Grisham, G. Spalek, and L.C. Wilkerson, "RF Cavities
attractive choice. with Transversely Biased Ferrite Tuning," I

&L 32 (5), (1985), #2951.
III. Test Tuner 2. C.C. Friedrichs, "Analytic Evaluation of the LAMPF 11

Booster Cavity Design," IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. 32 (5),
A new ferrite test tuner has been designed and is being (1985), #2843.

fabricated to replace the tuner on the second Los Alanios
cavity. This tuner is designed to operate with either water or 3. M.J. Browman, R.K. Cooper, C.C. Friedrichs, "Testing
Fluorinert TM as the cooling fluid. The purpose of the test Urmel-3D by Modeling a Ferrite Tuned RF Cavity,"
tuner is to learn as much as possible about the use of both Proceedings of the 1987 IEEE Particle Accelerator Conference,
liquids in the presence of high level if fields. Both the ferrites Washington, D.C., (March 1987), pp1898-1900.
and the cooling courses in the test tuner will be instrumented
with fiber optic temperature probes. Since calorimetric data 4. W.R. Smythe, C.C. Friedrichs, and L.S. Walling, "Proton
acctuacy with direct liquid cooling will be much greater than in Synchrotron RF Cavity Mode Damper Tests," 1991 Particle
previous tuners, it will be possible to substantially improve Accelerator Conference, San Francisco, CA (May 1991).
the ferrite loss calculations, in particular those calculations
which predict the electric Q. The data will also be useful in
verifying the finite element thermal calculations. After the
tests are completed the metallic tuner parts will be
microscopically examined for corrosion from the water.

IV. Conclusion

Since the proposed LEB Cavity is based on a design which
incorporates many proven concepts, the probability of
achieving a system which operates reliably at the full design
voltage seems to be very high. Throughout the design process
there has been a conscious attempt to cover the areas of
uncertainty with workable contingencies. After the most
recent test tuner has been fully evalu.ated, the LEB cavity
design will be finalized, and a full working prototype wiii be
fabricated and tested. The fall back position for this design is

1 Product of 3M Company.
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Superconducting Niobiumn Sputter-coated Copper Cavity Modules for the LEP Energy Upgrade

C. Benvenuti, P. Bernard, D. Bloess, G. Cavallari, E. Chiaveri, E. Haebel,
N. Hilleret, J. Ttickmiantel and W. Weingarten

CERN - European Organization for Nuclear Research
CH-1211I Geneva 23 (Switzerland)

Abstract rinsed with sulfamic; acid, water, and alcohol, and dried under clean
lamina air flow. The magnetron cathode is mounV;d in a class 100

Experiene from the construction. assembly, and tests of two clean room. This is what we call a standard process. The sputtering is
superconducting (s.c.) cavity modules for LEP are given. Each promdb tplepwrn ifrn lcrmgesisd h

moatdu cnsitis ofqfuindiidual Fpoeouplr 35 HzNbsputter. cathode. Other details can be found elsewhere [6]. The magnetron is
coatd C caitie eqippd wih a RFpowe cople, ~removed in the clean room, the cavity equipped with RF input and

mode (HOM) dampers and frequency tuner, housed in a singlepckpaneascledadriedwtutauewtr
cryotat Th demuntbleHOM amprs f a ew ypedesinedfor (18 ME) cm) from a moving PVC tube. The resistivities of the inlet

sputter-coated cavities allow Qext of 9000 for the HOMW with the
largst Rn) Q alus ar hiher(4. to11 .10' thn tosefor and outlet water are recorded. Presently, we also monitor the TOC

simiar b shet avites p t themaxmum cceeraingfed (total organic carbon), particle content (>.I ILm), and at regular
obtained (6 to 9.5 MV/m). The field limitation is eletron loading an intervals the bacteria content of the water plant. After drying by
never thermal breakdown. Results on vertical teats of individual pumping, the cavity to vented with filtered (.2 ptm pore size) dry

caviiesan poro Q almmaxmum cceeraingfiels. esiualnitrogen gas, mounted on the cover of the vertical cryostat, evacuated

resistanc). They ane complamnted by results on horizontal tests ofancoldowfrth Fess(be1)
Individual cavities and on the fully equipped klystron-driven four- Table I
cavity module. RP tests on Nb/Cu LEP typo cavities (only the last coating is listed)

1. NRODUCTION Cait Coaig Treatment Q(Ea=0) Ea max # Hot

The first sxc. cavity module for the LEP energ upgrade (l) to # _____ 11091 [MV/nj spots0)
centre of mass energies of 200 GeV "LEP200"ltsboo installed in 45 4 sv 7.5 4.6 0
therst shutdown of Li n wntar990 (2. Thismodule consistsof 46 3 SCY 7.0 5A 0
four Individual four-cell cavities mounted in one cummon cryostat. WRV 7.1 6.7
The cavities are made of "cavity grade" Nb sheet. Howtver, for H 4.9 5.5
reasons of higher thermal conductivity and reduction of material 47 2 SCY 12. 8.1 1
costs an alternative solution has been pursued at CERN from t H 7.0 2.8
beginning: thin Nb films depositd on aCu cavity body assubtrate H 8.5 6.1

3148 3 SCV 8.5 6.8 01)(Nb/Cu cavities). This 1-whaology has been mastered, and in V(b) 8.0 6.5
addition offers inherent advantages not anticipated. Thermal 49 3 SCV 10. 9.4 3
breakdown (quench) from tiny normal conducting defects is absent H 6.4 7.1
thanks to the larte thermal conductivity of the OFHC-Cu usM (400 50 3 SCV 9.0 5.2 0
to 5W W/())bhkIeding against static magtc flds of theane 51 1 SY 8.0 7.7 5
order of magnitude is th e whs magnetc field is unnecessary 14], H 4.5 5.3
significantly alleviating the task to obtain high Q values in an MH 4.6 6.1
accelerator environment. A twin module of two Nb/Cu cavities 15) 52 1 sV8.1 9.7 0
has successfully been operated in the SPS accelerator. What remains H 5.3 5A
to beshown is the feasibiity ofan industrial production of such 53 2 SV9.0 8.3
cavities. Therefore, CERN has launched a series production of a H 5.9 8.0
small number of Nb/Cu cavities in house. Eight of them have been 54 1 SY 10. 8.3
assmbled into two modules to complement the rust one from Nb H 15 .5 6.1
shee.Ole is already installed in LEPthe secnd one is due for H 5.5 7.4
installation in a short sumimer shutdown, raising the total installed 56 2 SWcV 9.0 1.5 0
s.c. RF voltage up to the designed 102 MV. WRY 9.0 6.9

57 1 SY 8.5 5.8 0
11. FABRICATION AND SUV"ACE PROCESSING H 2.7 5.1

H 2.8 5.3
The beam tubes are rolled, longi..Adnally electron beam (EB) MH 2.8 5.3

welded, ball extruded to give way to the power and HOM coupler V 3.2 3.7
holes. The cavity half cells are produced by lathe spinning. The beam WR(d)V 8.5 6.4
tubes as well as the half cells are degreased, ground, if necessary, ___ cH 8.0 7.6
electropolishcd (40 pmi, phosphoric acid, n-butanol), and rinsed with Legend: S s tandard treatment. C =chemical polishing of Cu instead of
water. Conflat type flanges are brazed to the coupler and beam tube electropolisng. R - wnsing, W - water, It - honzontal teat, V - vec'ical test

ports. All parts are joined by EB welding. The whole cavity is without welded He tank. M =magnetic compensation coils mouanted, (a) - "hot

degreased. filled with sulfamic acid, chemically polished (20 P±M, d sexplnd W. tetx,()=wt etnkmutd c o'R d
sulfamic acid, n-butanol, hydrogen peroxide, and ammonium citrate),

0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 CIEE
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Ill. THE RF TESTS We also have applied larger static magnetic fields B0 (up to
5.1 mT) perpendicular to the equatorial surface by mounting a coil of

A. The tests of the individual cavities in a vertical cryostat .45 m diameter 8 cm off the equator of one cell. After cool down we
The vertical test consists of the determination of the Q value vs have determined Q(Ea) in a convenient parametrization as, for

accelerating gradient Ea at 4.2 K (fig. 1), RF and He processing instance, Q(Ea) = Qoexp(-C Ea) [4], and have taken temperature
(conditioning the cavity in a low partial pressure of He gas), if maps (tables 2 and 3). From the absolute calibration of the resistors
necessary, to eliminate electron loading and lowering the temperature [9] we analyze the supplementary residual surface resistance. When
by pumping on the He bath to determine the residual surface the cavity is exposed to a static magnetic field of 5.1 MT, strong
resistance Rres, the BCS surface resistance RBCS, and performing electron multipacting is observed.
temperature mapping [7].

Whenever the cavity has given unsatisfactory results, for Table 2
instance stepwise Q decrease and/or persistent electron loading from Parametrized Q curve (Q(Ea) = Qo exp( - a Ea)) at 4.2 K for
defects of the Nb layer [3), the cavity is warmed up for repair which different local static magnetic fields
consists of removing the blister or stripping the Nb layer and
recoating the cavity. The maximum accelere.ting gradient of an B0omT] QO ( [m/(MV)J Q (6MV/m)
individual cavity is 9.7 MV/m (table 1). the maximum Q value (4.2 0 9.5 .141 4.1
K) at 6 MV/m 4.8 , 109, the average Q value (4.2 K) at 6 MV/m 2.5 8.9 .158 < .7
4.0. 109. 4.1 7.8 .197 <.52

Q [109] (4.2 K, final vertical test) 5.1 8.0 .268 <.36
100- •The relative error of Qo and a is 10%, IQ) = 109, [Ea] = MVhn.

Table 3
10 [ L -) Increase of local residualmaneisurfacefil oresistance,5m at 3 K by static

magnetic field of 2.5 inT

A "XI x Ea [MV/m] Rslocal [n01
1 __ 4.1 73 ± 30

-- 5.3 178 ± 83
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 6.3 231±56

Ea [MV/m]

Fig. 1 Q value vs accelerating field for LEP type Nb/Cu cavities. D. Test of the complete cryomodule and operation in LEP

In order to study the long-term stability of the coating we have After the test of the individual cavities in their horizontal
stored a cavity for two years under dry filtered N2 gas. The RF accelerator cryostat each cavity is equipped with two HOM couplets
performance was unchanged. A 500 MHz monocell cavity, when and a power coupler (8] (cryo-unit). Four cryo.units are joined
stored under laboratory air for one year, showed a slight decrease of together in a clean area into the common accelerator cryostat of 12 m
Q. It has been much more pronounced after a bakeout at 200"C length (cryomodule). Its total length is determined by the width of the
(factor 2 lower), access pits of LEP. The cryomodule is of modular construction. It has

the maximum length that can pass through the LEP access pits. For
B. The tests of the individual cavities in a horizontal cryostat the test in the laboratory with a 1 MW klystron, the average

When the vertical tests give satisfactory results. the He tank is accelerating gradient has been 5 MV/m, in LEP, 3.7 MV/Tn,
welded around the cavity. It is again rinsed with ultrapure water, somewhat lower than the design value (5 MV/in). This is mainly due
equipped with the final pick-up antennas, other fittings, and the to an instability of the RF voltage of one individual cavity, being
tuners [8], assembled in the horizontal accelerator cryostat, evacuated investigated right now. The total RF voltage from 2 cryomodules in
to a pressure in the lower 10-7 mbar range, and cooled down to LEP is 50 MV.
4.5 K. Again, the Q value vs accelerating gradient Ea is determined. For the HOM couplers we have chosen a demountable

In about half the cases, the results of the vertical and horizontal geometry. The tubular coupling port needs a s.c. surface which is
tests coincide within the measurement error (10%). In the other cases always sputter deposited with the cavity. The fundamental mode
a decrease of the Q value to up to a factor of 2 has been ercountered, current is shunted away at the front end of the coupler, where all
One such cavity (# 57 in table 1) was remeasured vertically (same surfaces are s.c., such that no current flows across the joint [10]. In
result as horizontally), rerinsed with ultrapure water from our clean addition, this HOM coupler interacts electrically and magnetically,
water plant which before has been subject to disinfection from which improves the damping of the TE 11 dipole modes at 460 MHz.
bacteria (< 10 colonies per 100 ml water). The Q went up to the one The overall damping supplied is relatively high, Qext being 9000 for
obtained before the degradation. The cavity was assembled for the the TM01 mode with the largest (R/Q) value. 55 fQ. This coupler has
horizontal test (no water rinsing) and the Q(Ea) curve remained sufficient damping to cope with 16 bunches in LEP.
essentially the same as in the previous vertical test. IV. DISCUSSION

C. Tests on the static magnetic field dependence There are features which do not vary significantly between

The results of tests under different static magnetic fields confirm different cavities. The BCS surface resistance is constant (fig. 2),
what has been observed in several previous tests. Up to twice the (QBs (4.2 K)) = (1.1 ± .1) • 10t

°. The lowest residual resistance is
earth's magnetic field, no changes in Q value are seen. < 2 nfl. We did not observe a quench due to excess heating at a
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defect. There are 7 coatings with no "hot spots" (table 1), defined as vertical test set-up, the electron loading increased). There is a
a peak on the temperature map exceeding 100 mK (500 mW at correlation of the drain water resistivity and the time needed for "He.
2.5 K). Conditioning the cavity to cure against electron multipacting processing", which is applied to reduce electron loading by field
at Eam 5 MV/m [11] is short (minutes). Whenever we have tested the emission. This is consistent with the results on Nb sheet cavities at
Q value under the influence of static magnetic field up to about two KEK [12). After having controlled the clean water parameters (TOC
times the earth's magnetic field, the result was null. Led by this < 50 ppb, bacteria content < 10 colonies per 100 ml, resistivity >
encouraging experience, the cryomodule is operated in LEP, the 17.5 M11cm) and, if necessary, purged the clean water plant, the Q
performance of the cavities to be produced by industry has been value has been high and the maximum accelerating field has been
specified as Qo > 4 • 109 at Ea = 6 MV/m and 4.5 K. obtained rapidly without long conditioning. After a contamination we

have been able to reestablish the performance of a cavity with clean

Q [10 water rinsing only (# 57 in table 1).
1000 The insensitivity of the Nb/Cu cavities against small enough

static magnetic fields is confirmed but does not survive up to fields of
3 mT and larger, %,hich are in the order of stray fields of s.c. magnets

100 Qres(Ea = 0) (future LHC). When the cavity is exposed to a uniform static

8 0408 • magnetic field the losses are certainly more than 4 times larger than
So Q cs(4.2 K) the experimentally observed losses from the coil (which locally

10 313W3 ogenerates the same field). From that the upper bound of the Q value

0 % * 0*" * % Q(Ea = 6 MV/m) indicated in table 2 is derived.

1 t I I I I I V. CONCLUSION
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 The first cryomodule of four 352 MHz Nb-coated Cil four-cell

Number of test cavities is being operated in LEP. The average gradient is 5.0 MV/m
Fig. 2 Q values vs test number for all RF tests performed. in the laboratory and 3.7 MV/M in LEP. The maximum accelerating

field of an individual cavity is 9.7 MV/m. With 2 s.c. modules 50

There are other features, however, which differ from one cavity MV has been obtained in LEP.
to the other. For example, the number of hot spots varies between 0 Acknowledgements
and 5. There are cavities (about one half), the Q value and
accelerating field of which are lower in the horizontal test than in the We thank E. Picasso for initiating and continuously pushing the
preceding vertical test. The residual Q value, (Qes) = 5 • 1010, and project. Colleagues from machining, cleaning, chemical, heat
the Q value at 6 MV/m, (Q(6MV/m)) = 3 . 109. show a scatter treatment , electron beam welding, brazing and cryogenic facilities,
(fig. 2). High resistivity of the drain water (> 10 Mflcm) is not a have contributed to the success of the project. We thank them all for
sufficient condition to guarantee short He processing ( several hours) their untiring enthusiasm. The collaboration with the ,.,T-Cryogenics
(fig. 3). But it is a necessary condition to avoid exceedingly long He and the SL.RF groups was indispensible and is gratefully
processing times (> 25 h). acknowledged.
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A NEW MAIN CONTROL ROOM for the AGS COMPLEX*

P. F. INGRASSIA, R. M. ZAHARATOS and 0. H. DYLING

BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY
UPTON, NEW YORK 11973

INTRODUCTION

A new Main Control Room (MCR) has been built to
control the accelerators of the AGS Complex. A new physical
environment was produced to better control light, sound.
temperature, and traffic. New control consoles were built
around the work-stations that mrAke up the distributed control%

system. Equipment placement within consoles and console
placement within the room reflect attention to the 'human
factor' needs of the operator.

MASTER PLAN

The Master Plan called for a doubling of MCR dloor "

space to 1600 sq.ft. a new tab for the accelerator opertors,
new office space, an MCR conference room, a relocated "
kitchen, and a small room for use as a distribution point for
control wire and signal cable. Modification of the facility
began in 1987. In order to minimize the impact on the
Physics program work was carried out during subsequent
summer AGS shutdowns and was completed in 1989.
Further, the plan would correct many. of the problem found .

in the 26 year old MCR: insufficient number of control
stations, inadequate and poor control over lighting, inadequate Figure 1
heating and ventilation, high ambient noise levels, and years
of accumulated control and signal wire. Lighting for the new MCR is provided by four

Five control consoles were built and installed to independent concentric rings of fluorescent lighting fixtures.
increase the number of machine physicists, operators, and The outermost ring is a "wall wash' designed to provide
development personnel that could be supported simultaneously. sufficient ambient lighting for most tasks in the room and yet
The consoles were all designed and implemented as general minimize glare on the work-station screens. The innermost
purpose consoles so that a user would be able to control any rings consist of two foot by two foot fixtures that make use
facet of the accelerator operation from any of the control of anti-glare diffuses. Each console is also provided with
consoles. The consoles were arrayed in circular fashion, see locally controlled task lighting in the form of two incandescent
Figure 1, in order to better allow the operations staff to be spotlights aimed at the console work area.
aware of who the users of the controls were at any time. Two air conditioning zones are provided for cooling

and ventilation. The volume above the dropped ceiling is used
as a supply plenum in order to provide air with reduced

Worked performed under the auspices of the U. S. Dept. of Energy

-Plan Engineering Depatiment, Brook.haven National Laboratory
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foot supply diffuses are regularly interspersed amongst the Each console supports three, four channel oscillo-
lighting fixtures. The air re:arn is a room long duct located scopes of varying speed and capability. Eight, 9' video
along the MCR north wall and it is an integral part of the monitors at each console can be connected to any of 64
forty foot long storage closet, input videos. Each console can also reserve the input to a

central video copier for hard-copy records of any video
Ambient noise is controlled by a fabric covered input. An alarm screen is also provided at each station.

acoustic wall tile and by acoustic ceiling tiles. Particularly
noisy equipment was removed from the MCR entirely. Communications hardware was also addressed. A

commercially available digital phone system, was installed
Hundreds of pounds of cable and wire were removed to incorporate public address, two radio channels, four

from the MCR. rable distribution is accomplished by interphone channels, and normal telephone functions. Two
pathways under a new raised computer floor. A "terminal such units are placed at each console.
room annex', adjacent to the north west wall of the MCR, is
the sourc for all signal and control wire as opposed to the Each console is ideally suited to support two opera-
holes in the ceiling that previously directly fed the consoles. ton. Equipment is arrayed such that the most frequently
Signal distribution, in the terminal room annex, is done.on a used functions are located at the center of the console. Less
per console basis and one has the ability to cross-connect frequently used systems are placed at the extremes. The
signal wires between any consoles simply by installing jumper console wtaps around the operator in two planes so that
cables at this master matrix. minimal head movement is required to see any of the dis-

plays.
THE CONSOLES

CONCLUSION
Each general purpose console, see Figure 2, is

made up of a core of five racks, four of which contain idea- After a year of use and some fine tuning the users
ieal components. placed in the same location at each con- are, in general, pleased with the results. The project is the
trl station. The fifth rack contains special equipment, for result of the hard work and dedication of the .CR opera-
example high speed oscilloscopes and each rack houses a tions staff and a host of others in the AGS Department.
lawer printer. The heart of each cr.trol station is a 19' Special recognition goes to Dr. Th. Sluyters and Mr. J.
color monitor driven by an Apollo 4500 processor and 15" Gricoli whose vision and support made the new MCR possi-
color monitor driven by an Apollo 3000 processor. The ble.
former work-station is used to run multiple graphics dis-
plays while the latter runs just two programs; one for equip- REFERENCE
meat control and the other to provide switching for the
analog and video signml multi-plexers [1] and oscilloscope 1. T. D'Ottavio, et al., Programs for Control of an
triggers. Analogue-Signal Switching Network', Nuclear

Instruments and Methods in Physics Research,
1990, North-Holland.

!- r I It--

Figure 2
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Personnel Protection and Beam Containment Systems for the 3 GeV Injector*

R. Yotam, J. Cerino, R. Garoutte, R. Hettel,
M. Horton, J. Sebek

Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, P.O. Box 4349, Bin 69, Stanford, CA 94309-0210
E. Benson, K. Crook, J. Fitch, N. Ipe,

G. Nelson, H. Smith
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94309-0210

Abstract be carried out by switching the Linac beam into the
Diagnostics room while permitting entry to the Booster,The $ GeV Injector is the electron beam source for the and Booster studies can be carried out by inserting the

SPEAR Storage Ring, and its personnel safety system was BTS stoppers, which allows entry to SPEAR. The various

designed to protect personnel from both radiation exposur- modes of operation are summarised in table .

and electrical hazards. The Personnel Protection System

(PPS) was designed and implemented with complete re- Table I
dundancy and is a relay based interlock system completely The Linac, Booster, and SPEAR Storage Ring modes of
independent from the machine prc-tection system. A com- operation.
prehensive monitoring of the system status, and control of
the Injector PPS from the SPEAR Control Room via the Linac BOOSTER SPEAR
control computer is a feature. The Beam Containment Sys- Operates Operates Operates
tem (BCS) is br ed on beam current measurements along Operates Operates Does not operate
the Linac and o,& Beam Shut Off Ion Chambers (BSOIC)
installed outside the Linac, at several locations around the Operates Doesn't Operate Operates
Booster, and around the SPEAR storage ring. An outline Operates Doesn't Operate Doesn't Operate
of the design criteria is presented with more detailed ae- Doesn't Operate Operates Operates
scription of the phlosophy of the PPS logic and the BCS. Doesn't Operate Operates Doesn't Operate

1. INTRODUCTION Doesn't Operate Doesn't Operate Operates
Doesn't Operate Doesn't Operate Doesn't Operate

A Personnel Protection System can be considered t Do

have two main parts, an access control system and a radi-
ation alarm system. II. PHILOSOPHY

The access control system is intended to prevent unau-
thorized or accidental entry into radiation areas. Elements The Injector PPS provides the operational flexibility re-
of this system include physical barriers, beam stoppers, quired for the various modes of operation yet is sufficiently
signs, closed circuit TV, flashing lights, audible warning interlocked so that reliance on administrative procedures
devices including the associated interlock system, and a is minimized. The aim of the PPS is to protect people and
body of administrative procedures that define conditions not the machine, therefore the system is fully independent
where entry is safe. The radiation alarm system can in- and distinct from the machine control system. The main
elude radiation sensors which monitor radiation field di- design iules for the PPS [1] are: (1) The using of compo-
rectly, or indirect methods like the use of beam current nents with high degree of reliability (2) Designing fail-safe
detectors. circuits (3) Building duplicate circuits or redundant com-

The Injector is divided into two independent Person- ponents in critical applications where the single failure of
nel Protection Systems, one for the Linac vault and Diag- a circuit or device could lead to a hasard.
nostics room and the second for the Booster ring and trans-
port line. The SPEAR storage ring is controlled by and III. SYSTEM DESIGN [2]
independent PPS. A. Access Interlocks

The LTB (Linac.To-Booster) beam stoppers separate
the Booster from the Linac and are controlled from the The Linac vault and Diagnostics room Access Interlock is
Booster PPS Control Panel. The BTS (Booster-To- desigr.ed to provide the following Security Levels:
SPEAR) beam stoppers separate the SPEAR storage ring Permitted - Unrestricted entry to the Linac
from the Booster aud are controlled from the SPEAR PPS Access vault and the Diagnostics room.
Control Panel. The Linac RF and the electrical

The Linac, the Booster, and the SPEAR Storage Ring hazards are OFF.
are operated as independent systems. Linac studies can No Access - The Linac vault and Dihgnostics

'Work supported by the Department of Energy, Office of Basic room are searched and secured.
Energy Sciences, Division of Material Sciences. Linac may be turned ON.
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The Booste'r Access Interlock is designed to provide the Table 3
following Security Levels: PPS Violation and Respons,.

Permitted - Unrestricted entry to the Booster-I--- VA-
Access area. Beam OFF, LTB stoppers and Via jIAJtIO o

Booster RF are IN/OFF, electrical ,, vi-i a I, ___ -_, - _ ,_ . __

hazards are OFF. kMA I, I .V k
1M I IN IIR FM O I! WA w ERIJL

Controlled -Entry under control of the Boost- t ,- M IM

Access er operator; requires a key re- aF I

lease and logging of entries. Beam , I I, A a 0'1
15111 IM 1,kUI

OFF, LTB stoppers and Booster RF ,=F M,

are IN/OFF, electrical hazards are RIND W kA IN ITMR k/A / 'A I I

OFF. oNMI INA IM

Restricted -Booster has been searched and se ,M I Sk If0 , F kWA k/A
.e1111 I M

Access cured. Beam OFF, LTB stoppers WilI
and Booster RF are IN/OFF, elsec- IF 11 A A IN

trical hazards may be energized. -ot IN

Restricted - Booster has been searched and se- -N/A = not applicable, N/R = not required-

Access cured. Beam OFF, LTB stoppers
Safety Key and Booster RF are IN/OFF, elc- B. Rules and Functional Description
(RASK) trical hazards may be energised.

The BASK mode provides a mech- 1. All doors have provisions for opening mechanically
anism for a Hazard Test Team to in emergency situations.
enter the Booster and test electrical 2. Emergency Off units are installed in the Linac vault
hazards. and Diagnostics room, and in the Booster ring.

No Access - The Booster has been searched and 3. Opeing the gates for entrance to the Booster or exit
secured. LTB stoppers may be from inside while the Booster is in the Controlled
opened and Booster RF may be Access, is supervised by an Operator. A solenoid
turned ON, electrical hazards and release mechanism is used.
beam may be turned ON. 4. In Restricted Access only the electrical hazards may

The transfer of the Booster access mode is always done be energized. The Booster RF power system is in-

in a sequence: terlocked Off during this access mode.

PA CA * RA * NA 5. When the Booster is in Restricted Access or No

PA € CA €= RA € NA Access, NO gate is allowed to open under any cir-
cumstances except emergencies. Any time a gate is

Table 2 opened a Security Fault results.
Access/Stopper Requirements. 6. Opening any interlocked gate or door when not al-

lowed, or actuating an Emergency Off button or
Requires that SPEAR STS Booster Additional Emergency Entry/Exit, in the Linac vault and Diag.Ring Stoppers Stoppers Requirement*

Stoppers nostics room, after they have been searched and se-

cured results in a Security Fault and terminates the
Access to secured state. The Linac vault and Diagnostics room
SPBAR IN IN N/A SPEAR RF' must be re-searched and re-secured. The response to
Ring and Electri.

cal Hasards a PPS violation in the Linac vault or Diagnostics
OFF room is shown in table 3.

STS Trans. IN IN IN 7. Opening any interlocked gate or door when not al-
port Line
Boostr N/R N/R IN Booster lowed, or actuating an Emergency Off button or
Ring Electri. Emergency Entry/Exit, after the Booster has beencal HavardsOF searched and secured results in a Security Fault and

Linac/Diag. N/A N/A N/R Linac RI terminates the secured state. The Booster must be
Rooms and Elec. re-searched and re-secured. The Booster must be

Haas&OFFr re-searched and re-secured. The response to a PPS

-N/A = uot applicable, N/R = not required- violation in the Booster is shown in table 3.

The access to the SPEAR or Booster ring requires that The response to PPS violations in the SPEAR ring [3],

the appropriate stoppers be "IN". The Access/Stopper sta- the Booster-To-SPEAR transport line and in a synchrotron
tus are given in table 2. beam line hutch is also shown in table 3.
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C. The RASK Mode in the beam current measurement is provided by measur-

The personnel protection system is designed to protect ing the current at two locations using two toroids and two

personnel from both radiation exposure and electrical haz- Average Current Monitors (ACM). The output signal from

ards. As such, the Access Interlock prevents the operation each toroid is amplified and integrated. If the integrated

of electrical hazards while personnel are in the ring. The current exceeds a preset value, a system fault is generated.

RASK mode provides a mechanism for a test team to en- The BSOIC's are installed in the following locations: one

ter the Booster and test electrical hazards. RASK is the BSOIC inside the Booster ring shielding adjacent to the

acronym for Restricted Access Safety Key. When in the LTB line, (the fault channel of this BSOIC is automatically

RASK mode: (1) The Booster can not be transferred to No bypassed when the Booster is in No Access); two BSOIC's

Access (2) The keybanks at the entry points to the Boost- outside the Linac room; five BSOIC's outside the Booster

er cannot release additional keys. (3) The keyswitches on ring and the Booster-To-SPEAR transport line, and twelve

each Emergency Off unit are active, and the Safety Key BSOIC's around the SPEAR ring. All BSOIC's are adjust-

can switch ON the Hazard Enable Permissive. (4) The ed to produce an alarm signal if the radiation level exceeds

emergency off units in the Booster provide a local shut-off 10 mrem/hr, and produce a trip if the radiation level ex-

of the all electrical hazards in case of an emergency. ceeds 50 mrem/hr. All BSOIC's faults are latched and are
individually resetable locally with Interface Chassis reset

D. Operation o1 the Booster PPS from SPEAR Control buttons, or the can be reset collectively via the Injector

Room computer.

The PPS is interfaced to the control computer through IV. GLOSSARY
isolated digital input and output modules known as IDIM-
s rind IDOMs respectively. The IDIMs and IDOMs are LTB stoppers: Two mechanical stoppers and one
CAMAC based modules. For each hardware PPS status dipole magnet
lamp and control button there is an equivalent digital sig- Booster stoppers: LTB stoopers and the Booster RF
nal iynterfaced through IDIM and IDOM modules. This
facilitates the construction of the computer status moni- BTS stoppers: One mechanical stopper, BTS
toting and control system menu which is designed to look dipole magnets, and Ejection
very similar to the actual PPS panel, and to minimize any Septum manget
potential source of confusion about the differences in op-
eration between the two. Operating the Booster PPS by V. REFERENCES
computer has the same effect as pushing the physical but- [1] SLAC, "Health Physics Manual of Gooo Practices for
tons on the PPS control panel. The PPS logic is in control Accelerator Facilities," April 1984. SLAC Report -
of the system and will not respond to erroneous remote 327.
commands unless the correct conditions exist. One addi- [2 7 R. Yotam, R. Hettel, and J. Cerino, "Design Propos-
tional feature of the computer interface is that the digital al for the SSRL Injector Project Booster Personnel
control functions are interlocked with a hardware enable Protection System," August 1990. SSRL Engineering
button located in the SPEAR Control Room which must Note 169.
be pushed for any computer control commands to have ef- [3 H. Smith and R. Yotam, "Design Proposal to Re-
fect. This is to prevent accidental commands sent to the build the SPEAR Personnel Protection," January 1991.
Booster PPS by the computer user at the SPEAR Control SSRL Engineering Note 170.
Room. [4] R. Hettel, "SSRL Injector Beam Containment Inter-

E. Beam Containment lock," May 1991. SSRL Engineering Note.

The Beam Containment System (BCS) [4] is based on
beam current measurements along the Linac, on monitor-
ing the chopper high voltage pulse, and on Beam Shut Off
Ion Chambers (BSOIC). The Beam Containment Interlock
for the Injector is designed to remove power from the three
Linac sections that accelerate particles from :2.5 MeV
to ;150 MeV by interrupting trigger signals to the Linac
modulators and to the RF amplifier that provides the s-
band drive signal to the Linac klystrons if: (1) The number
of accelerated particles in the Linac pulse exceeds a preset
limit. (2) The high voltage pulse applied to the chopper is
too high, allowing more than a few s-band bunches to enter
the Linac. (3) An excessive radiation level is detected by
any one BSOIC connected to the interlock. Redundancy
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A COOLING-WATER SYSTEM FOR THE ACCELERATOR TEST FACILITY

Mitsuo Akemoto
KEK, National Laboratory for High Energy Physics

Oho 1-1, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan

and

Yutaro Nishinomiya* and Akio Suyama
Tayo Valve Mfg. Co., Ltd.
Ohta-ku, Tokyo 143, Japan

Abstract' The temperature control of the accelerating structure Is
necessary to maintain electrical phase stability. In the ATF, we

A cooling-water system for the Accelerator Test Facility of use the 0.6 m accelerating structure which is 2n/3 traveling
Japan Linear Collider has been constructed and operated wave constant gradient type with 17-cells. The phase shift
successfully. The Input temperature of the cooling-water caused by the deviation of the temperature of this accelerating
supplied to the subharmonic bunchers, prebunchers and structure is about 7 0 PC. Therefore, the stability of water
accelerating structures Is required to hold at 36.5 t 0.1 *C in temperature must be < ± 0.1 oC.
order to insure the electrical phase stability. The temperature The input temperature of the cooling-water in the accelerating
control for this system employs a three-way valve, a tank and structure is usually around 30 OC. The cooling-water system for
line heaters. The design, specifications and results of this input temperature needs a refrigerator since maximum
peomance tests of the system are described, atmospheric temperature is more than 30 *C in summer. If the

input temperature is set at more than 35 0C, we can adapt a
I. INTRODUCTION simple cooling-water system using a heater and cooling tower.

Thus, the input temperature was set at 36.5 *C to employ a
A TeV electron-positron linear collider JLC ( Japan Linear cooling-water system controlling water temperature only by

Collider) has been proposed in KEK. In order to realize the heaters. The control system with the heater is easy and
JLC, there are many technical problems to be solved. In order adaptable for high precision temperature control. Thus, the
to solve the technical problems and develop the linear collider temperature of the cooling-water supplied to the injector must
technologies, the Accelerator Test Facility ( ATF ) has been be held at 36.5 ± 0.1 0C. Design and operating parameters for
built [1). In the ATF in Phase-I, we have constructed the this system are shown in Table 1.
injection system consisting of a 240 keV electron gun,
subhermonic bunchers ( SHB ), prebunchers and a short Table I
regular section which is 0.6 m long of a 2856 MHz, 2x/3 Design parameters of the 0.1 *C control cooling-water system
mode, constant-gradient structure [2]. A cooling-water systen Component FlowQ/min.) Heat load(kW)
has to be developed in order to realize the stable operation of the SHB(119 MHz) 5 0.027
ATF. A cooling-water system for the ATF is classified into two SHB(238 MHz) 5 0.027
types as a dummy load cooling-water system and a 0.1 OC SHB(476 MHz) 5 0.027
control cooling-water system. The former supplies the cooling- Prebuncher I 10 0.1
water to the dummy load of the accelerating structure, helmholtz Prebuncher II 10 0.1
coils and so on, which are not necessary for high precision Buncher 15 0.5
temperature control. The latter supplies the cooling-water to the 0.6 m accelerating structure 20 7.2
SHBs, prebunchers and accelerating structures, which are Accelerating strucur* 20x3 7.2x3
necessary to control the temperature of the cooling-water with Total 130 29.581
an accuracy of ± 0.1 OC in order to insure the electrical phase (* Three acceleiating structures will be installed in future.)
stability. In this paper, the design, specifications and results of
performance tests of the 0.1 °C control cooling-water system III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
are described.

A. Equipment

U. DESIGN AND SPECIFICATIONS

A flow diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1. It consists
of three loops as follows; the primary, the secondary and the

'Pern address: Niias Corporalion. Tokyo 105. Jaaccelerator cooling-water loop. Two heat exchangers HEX 1

0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 QIEEE
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and HEX2 are used to separate the primary cooling-water from three steps such as the three-way valve control, the tank heater
the radioactive water of the injector, control and the line heater control. Firstly, the three-way valve

is controlled at the setting value of 36.0 OC by the feedbackSF~iCOYNO ARY LOOP ACC&*HRATOR LOOP

--- M--- r ..................... i r ..................... control using the thermistor sensor TI. Secondary, the heaterTAN TANK

........ E H T1 set in the tank TK2 is controlled at the setting value of 36.3 °C
(by the feedback control using the thermistor sensor T2. Finally,

the line heater for each load is controlled at the setting value of
TMKHOTt -,36.5 OC by the feedback control using the thermistor sensor T3.

All controls for the three-way valve and heaters are carried out
by using PID control.

-l The distance between the cooling-water equipment and line
T4 heater is about 20 n and the system is distributed in wide

LOAD 4 Y3 range. In order to operate this system, we adapt the intensive
control and monitoring system. It is also necessary for the

LWE H Aeasiness of both a maintenance and a operation. The controls
console is located near the cooling..water equipment and has the
control panel which contains all the necessary controls, meters,

Fig. s. Flow diagram of the 0.1 C control cooling-water and interlock displays to operate this system.
system

Table 2
As a primary loop, we uses the laboratory cooling-water Specifications of the 0.1 OC control cooling-water system

system which consists of a closed-loop and a cooling tower (1)Priniry cooling-water loop
having a 0.44 MW rating at 30 C and a flow of 850 /rin, and Pipe diameter 2 1 B(JIS* 65 A)
is automatically opered at the setting value of 30 *C.

The secondary cooling-water loop consists of a pump, a Water flow 200 Vimin.

storage tank (TKI), two heat exchangers HEXI and HEX2, Input temperatue 33 -C (max.)
and the three-way valve. It is connected to the primary and the Heat Exchanger capability 59kW
accelerator cooling-water loop through the HEXI and HEX2, (HEX I)
which have a rated capacity of 59 kW. The three-way valve is (2)Secondary cooling water loop

used to control the temperature of cooling-water of self-loop. Pipe diameter 2 1 B( JIS 65 A)
The pump has a rated delivery of 200 I/in. and a discharged Capacity of storage tank 3001
pressure of- 2 kg/cm2. (TKI)

The accelerator cooling-water loop consists of a storage tank Heat Exchanger capability 59 kW
(TK2) with a heater, a pump and line heaters. It is used to (HEX2)
provide the cooling-water to accelerator components such as the )ACelerator cooling-water loop
SHBs, prebunchers and accelerating structures. The tank TK2 P i diameter 1 B(JIS 40 A)
has a 5 kw heater (HIT) to control its water temperature, and a
pump to keep the water temperature uniformly. The capacity of Capacity of storage tank 3001
the tank TK2 and the capability of the heater HT were
determined experimentally. The circulating pump has a rated Tank heater (Ei) 5 kW

delivery of 150 inin. and a discharged pressure of - 3 kg/cm2. Line heater (HL) 0.5-2 kW

The line heater is set just before each load and controlled with Accuracy of thermistor sensor ± 0.01 °C

an accuracy of ± 0.1 OC. The heater capability for the 0.6 m Total heat load 29.581 kW

accelerating structure is 2kW. All pipes are made from the *JIS : Japanese Industrial Standards

stainless steel SUS 304. Table 2 shows specifications of the
system. The storage tanks, pumps and heat exchangers are
housed in the same equipment. Prior to the practical use of the ATF cooling-water system,

B.Temperature monor aod control we performed tests by feeding the RF power to the 0.6 m
accelerating structure. The psocedure of the test is as follows:

In order to monitor the water temperature and control the After adjusting the PID control, the RF power of 100 MW, 800

three-way valve, the tank heater and line heaters, we use four ns width and 50 pps is switched on and off after 20 minuets.

thermistor sensors TI, T2, T3 and T4, which have an accuracy During 30 minuets, we monitored the temperatures at T2, T3

of± 0.01 OC. The sensors are located as shown in Fig. 1. The and T4.

procedare of the temperature control in this system consists of
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Figure 2 shows the temperatures at 72, T3 and T4 as a
fuction of time. It shows that the input temperature Mp) of the__
cooling-water i sufficiently controlled with an accuracy of±
0.1 0C.

ste.3 -1-
.~~ .. !.T

4 - V --4 TIMEWOln

Fig. 4 Temperature at T3 as a function of time for the storage

a as ,* 1, 3 3 ,3 tank TK2 of 100, 200 and 300 litters. The heater of TK2 is off.
T1ME(mia)

V. SUMMARY
Fig.2 Tenperature at T2,73 and T4 as afunction of time.

The first peak at T4 Is due to RF-OFF for the interlock. The construction of the water-.cooling system for the A11F
has been completed and operated successfully. The high

Next, we tested the system under the condition that the capacity precision temperature control of 36.5 ± 0.1 OC was performed
of the stoog tank 11(2 was 100, 200 and 300 Huter because it by using the thm-eway valve, the tank heater and the line heater
was one of the most important parameters in this system. without any serious problem.
Figure 3 shows the temperature at T3 as a function of time for
the tank 11(2 of 100, 200 and 300 litters. It shows that the VI. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
temperature control becomes difficult as decreasing the capacity
of t TK2 but the accuracy of ± 0.1 OC i obtainable for the We would like to express our thanks to Professors K.
capacity of the 112 of more than 200 litters. Takata and S. Takeda for their encouragement. We also thank

3&40 to Mr. H. Matsumoto for his helpful advice and to other
members of JLC R&D group for their kind supports.

_ _ -[1) S. Takeda. *Accelerator Test Facility for the JLC."
I ... contributed paper to this conference.

KO-- 1 t2] H. Matsumoto et al., "High-gradient of the S-band Electron
Linaic," Proc. of the 1990 Linear Accelerator Conference,
Albuquerque, 629-631,September 1990.

TINkIu.)

Fig. 3 Temperature at T3 as a function of time for the storage
tank TK2 of 100, 200 and 300 liter.

Finally, we performedi the test mentioned above under the
condition that the berAer of the TK2 was off. Figure 3 shows
t temperature aT3as a function of time. It shows that if the
capacity of the TK2 is more than 300 litters, the temperature
control with an accuracy of ± 0.1 OC is possible even in the case
that the heater of the TK2 is off.
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Abstract

A Blumlein-type X-band klystron modulator using Tb O sCfl
magneticpulse-compression A) techniques was designed SIS-Twt
and constructed relevant to the future Japan Linear Collider __ 3W 4
(LC) project. This modulator has been designed to produce i
pulses that are 200-ns wide, 600-kV peak voltage, 1200-A T T
peak current and a short rie time of- 70 ns with a repetition Ms Z.30 V4

rate exceeding 200 Hz. To realize a compact modulator, a now"
spiral structure was adopted to conductors of the triaxial Figure 1. Simplified diagram of the X-band klystron
Blumlein. Special care was taken regarding the location of modulator using a PFN, pulse transformer and
the magnetic switch and the charging reactor in order to magnetic switches.
eliminate any undesirable voltage during the charging process. *AM*
Details concerning this X-band klystron modulator and its /-il7%
preliminary performane ame described. ....

1. INTRODUCTION

An e" linear collider in the TeV region (JLC project)
has been proposed as a post-TRISTAN project (1,2). Figure2. Simplified diagram of the Blumlein-type
Considering the relation which governs the design of a linear mdula.
collider, an accelerating gradient of the order of at least 100
MV/m is required for the facility to be of reasonable scale.
Achieving this high gradient requires ahlgh-power microwave II. BLUMLEIN TYPE X-BAND KLYSTRON
source with a peak output power of - 150 MW/n at a MODULAIOR
frequency of 11.4 GHz [2]. The development of high-power
X-band klystrons using conventional technology was started A. Modulator Specifications
for this purpose [3]. A 30-MW model of this X-band
klystron was high-voltage conditioned using one of the The specifications of the X-band klystron modulator are
modulators prepared for the KEK test accelerator facility listed in Table 1.
(TAF) which was established in 1987 to pursue R&D
technology for future linear colliders [4]. Although Table 1
processing with 2-pIs and 2-Hz pulses was successful [31, the Specifications of the X-band klystron modulator
development of an X-band klystron modulator using MPC Output pulse voltage range 400 - 600 kV
techniques [5] was initiated in order to supply very short Output pulse current (Max.) 1200 A
pulses (- 200 ns), since the required pulse flat-top is of the Output impedance 500Q
order of 100 ns [21. Rise time less than 100 ns

Two types of modulator designs using MPC techniques Pulse length (flat-top) longer than 100 ns
are considered because of their very short rise-tinme capability Pulse amplitude drift less than 1 %
and high reliability; they consist of only passive components, Jitter less than 1%
such as saturable inductors, capacitors and Blumlein. One Jitter less than 5 s
a semn-convontional-type modulator which comprises a puise- Pulse repetition rate 200 pps
forming network (PFN), a pulse transformer and magnetic
switches (see Fig. 1). A detailed description is given in ref. The output impedance of the modulator is strongly
[61. The other is a Blumlein-type modulator (see Fig. 2). dependent on the microperveance of the klystron. Although
Since the impedance of the Blumlein is half that of the the impedance of the prototype X-band klystron is of the order
klystron load, this type modulator seems to have some of several LO, the impedance of the modulator was designed
advantage in realizing a very short rise time which is to be 500 Q for the following reasons: 1) Since we are in the
generally very difficult for a high-impedance load. very first R&D stage of using the X-band klystron, we must

This paper describes the Blumlein-type X-band klystron consider the lowest probable value of the klystron regarding
modulator and its preliminary performance tests. impedance in order to prepare for any change in its design.

0.7803-0135-8/91501.00 OIEEE
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2) In order to reduce the construction costs of the future linear
cofider, simultaneous power feeding to several klystrons
from a single modulator is inevitable, which results in a
relatively low impedance. 3) For an efficient production of. E \ :
pulses with a very short pulse flat-top (- 200 ns) a lower magnetic Swich
impedance is preferable, since a rather high impedance (several
kf) results in a longer rise time (more than 500 ns) due to , 2 3 4
the estimated stray capacitance around the output circuit and .200t
klysiton socket (- 150 pF). .400 

The limits to pulse amplitude drift and pulse height
deviation are determined from the requirement of acceptable
phase modulation of the microwave source (- 50). A 00kV
relativistic beam voltage of 600 kV lessens the requirements "-aakV
on the pulse-top flatness and amplitude stability, since the
velocity of electron beams in the X-band klystron is not so 1Magnetc Switch Bypass
sensidve to changes in the beam voltage within this Reactor
relativistic voltage range.

D. Blumlcbwype Modulator .20

Although the Blumlein-type modulator may seem to be
very simple (see Fig. 2), careful attention has been paid to the
design, especially to the location of the magnetic switch and
the charging reactor as well as to the traxial Blumlein. Figure 3. Blumlein-type modulators with two different

Figure 3 shows the simulated output waveforms for two locations of the magnetic switch and their
different locations of the magnetic switch and the charging simulated output waveforms.
(bypass) reactor. Since we don't want any undesirable voltage
during the charging process, the location of the magnetic conductor is also a spiral conductor with 22 turns and 400
switch and the charging reactor is very important in order to mm in diameter. The outer-most conductor is an aluminum
eliminate it. cylinder with an inner diameter of 550 mm. The total length

Figure 4 shows a cut-away view of the triaxial Blumlein. of this Blumlein is 1 m.
In order to realize a compact, high-impedance Blumlein, a
spiral structure was adopted for the inner conductors. The I1. PERFORMANCE TEST
number of windings for tese spiral conductos was designed
so as to cancel their resultant mwagnetic flux in order to make A. Preliminary Test
sure of its Blumlein action. The final design parameters of
the Blumlein are as follows: The central conductor is a 30- Before proceeding to tests at a full voltage of 600 kW, a
turn spiral coductor with a diameter of 290 mm. The middle preliminary test was performed at - 200 kV in order to

11000

IF -E'A"To Charging- , Ii-To Ktystron

Spiral Conductor /Spae

Movable Electroe for-. Inu tig Pipe
Variable Capocitor

3 20 'A-'A Cut-awoy View

Figure 4. Cut-away view of the triaxial Blumlein.
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confirm the above-mentioned design. Figures 5 and 6 show B. Full Voltage Test
the input- and output-side voltage waveforms of tho
Blumlein, respectively. The input pulse with a 1.1 lis pulse Since the preliminary tests of the Blumlein-type
width and a 210 kV peak voltage has been successfully modulator have been very hopeful, we are now proceeding to
compressed down to 260 ns with a peak voltage of 178 kV. carry out tests at full voltage (- 600 kV). Figure 8 shows the
An expanded output voltage waveform is shown in Fig. 7. locations of individual components in the 600-kV compatible
Although a pulse fiat-top length of 155 ns is sufficient for Blumlein-type modulator. Although the core material of the
our use, a pulse rise time of 138 ns is rather longer than we magnetic switch and the charging reactor in the preliminary
expected. The main cause of this relatively long rise time is test is Co amorphous, we are planning to use Fe amorphous
the stray capacitance of the magnetic switch. We must, cores because of a high AB capability which enables us to
theefore, reduce this stray capacitance in order to realize a reduce the size of the magnetic switch as well as the charging
very short rise time. inductor. A full-voltage test of this modulator will start

soon.

Figure 5. Input voltage waveform of the tbiaxial Blumlein. , o,,,) I

(vert. 100 k/div., hor. 200 ndiv.)Fgue

I II compatible 3qlumlein-type modulator.
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HIGH-POWER INPUT COUPLER WITH A CYLINDRICAL ALUMINA WINDOW

fitsuo Akemoto
KEK, National Laboratory for High Energy Physics

Oho 1-1, Tsukuba, 1bmaki 305, Japan

Abstract A cavity coupling factor is set to 8--1.3 to compensate for
beam.loading during operation. The coupler was designed to

A high-power rf-input coupler has been installed in the stand the maximum operational input power of 250 kW. A
TRISTAN alternating periodic vtarcture (APS) cavity operating simple structure was chosen to be suitable for mass-production.
at 508 MHz. It has a cylindrical alumina window coated with A cross section of the input coupler is shown in Fig. 1.
TiN of 60 A thickness and feeds the power of 225 kW (CW) to It consists of a coaxial line with a loop antenna, a cylindrical
the cavity. In an early stage of development, the multipactoring alumina RF window and a rectangular waveguide. Dimensions
discharge of the window was a primary problem. After the of the coupler were adjusted to obtain a good matching by the
coating, the window discharge was not observed. The total studies using a cold model.
number of 112 couplers has been installed in the TRISTAN
ring and successfully operated for about 17,000 hours since B. Coaxia ne
spring of 1985. The most serious trouble with the operation
was a failure of the loop. This problem was discovered after The coaxial lna is of 50 Q and terminated by the loop. It is
about 5,000 hours of operation. We have performed made of OFHC copper because of its low resistive loss low
improvements of the coupler including the loop. out gas and good thermal conductivity, except for the ICF-203

rotatable vacuum ftlange and the body jacket which are made of
I. INTRODUCTION stainless steel. The parts are assembled by silver.brazing in

hydrogen furnace.
In the TRISTAN accumulation ring (AR) and main ring The loop is formed by a short bar bridging inner and outer

(MR), altat piodic stucture (APS)cavities [lioperang conductors. The bar is connected to the conductors with
at 508 MHz arc used for the acceleration of the e+e- beams. Th copper-plated stainless-steel bolts. The loop is separated from
RF power of I MW generated by a CW klystron is fed to four transition pan by more than )./2 to prevent undesirable
APS cavities through a wavegude system with a 10 % power interference between diem. The coupling is adjusted by rotating
lo. A total number of 112 input couplers is needed during the dirction of the loop to vary the effective coupling area for
opeation. We have developed a high power input coupler with the magnetic field. Both inner and outer conductors are cooled
a cylindrical ceramic window, whose typical operation power is by water flow of 6 /ain.
225 kW [2). The couplers have been installed and operated When a coupler is mounted to a coupler port of the cavity,
since spring of 1985. In this paper, the structure, high power the gap between the outer surface of the coupler and the inner
characteristics and long term performance of the couplers are surface of die port forms a coaxial line. Its length is set to about
described. WJ2 from the cavity surface to have a choke property at 508

MHz for the coaxial rEM mode. The accelerating mode still
11. STRUCTURE penetrates into this coaxial line in the form of the TEI 1 mode

that may give rise to undesirable two side multipactoring. Thus,
A. General ecripion the coaxial gap is carefully chosen to be 1.0mm to suppress

temultipactoring.
The APS cavity has a coupler port on vertically up or down

side of one of the accelerating cells. The coupler is required to c. RF Window
transform the waveguide to the coaxial mode and to feed the
power to the cavity through the magnetic coupling of the A cylindrical RF window made of 95 % alumina ceramics
accelerating mode. (152 -m in diameter, 193 mm long, 5 mm thick) is used for

vacuum seal. It is located at the position where the waveguide
COAXAL INE mode is transformed to the coaxial one. It is welded to the

INNER CONUOR PO W ER outer conductors of the coaxial line with a Tig method. The
OUTER oCyOR \l VEGID dielectric or resistive heating of the ceramic window is directly

A\R \=cooled by forced air. The vacuum side of the ceramics isCOOIK \_coated with 1riN of 60 A thickness to prevent the\oo~ ' WATER multipactouing discharge that gives rise to the excessive local
_COH4 heating of the ceramic window. The effect of the coating is

detailed in the next section. The coatng is performed by dc
reactive sputtering with Ti target in the N2 and Ar mixture gas

CMIC WiNDOW of 10-2 Tort.
FLANGE D. Waveguide

The WR1500 waveguide is made of the 6063-TS aluminum.
Fig. I A cross section of the input coupler. It is equipped with two nozzles to blow RF window by air

0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 CIEEE
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flow of - 1.0 m 3/min from the blower. The air is drawn out
through 60 little holes in the shorting plane. Performance of the ceramic window could be characterized

by the value of a parameter n defined by AT - pni, where P is
Il. HIGH POWER CHARACTERISTICS input power. If the value of n is between I and 1.4 (shown as

the example A in Fig. 3 ), the performance is normal revealing
Prior to the final mounting on the APS cavity of the no glow discharge in the TV monitor mentioned above.

TRISTAN ring, the couplers were conditioned up to 300 kW In an early stage of development, the multipactoring
measuring their high power characteristics. The surface discharge of the window was a primary problem. The hottest
temperature distribution of the RF window was monitored from spot of the ceramics showed nonlinear temperature rise of
the RF input side by an infrared thermometer 6T61(NPq SAN- n=3.7 ( shown as the example C in Fig. 3 ) with the purple
El ). From a view port of the cavity just below the coupler, the glow discharge. If the input power was further increased, the
vacuum side of the coupler was watched by a color TV camera ceramics cracked by local thermal stress in some cases. This
to observe a glow discharge phenomenon if it happened. The nonlinear temperature rise in the local spot was due to a one-
cavity was evacuated by a turbo molecular pump of 300 I/sec. sided multipactoring on the ceramic surface, which was also
The cavity vacuum was monitored by a cold cathod gauge and observed in the output window of the high power klystron [3].
Its value was used to control the conditioning process. The RF To suppress the sec-mdary electron emission, the inner surface
power was slowly increased by keeping the pressure below of the ceramics was coated with a 60 A TiN layer. After the
5x10 "o Tort. coating, the temperiture rise was remarkably reduced and the

Figure 2 shows a typical example of the surface temperature window glow wua not observed.
distrlbution of the ceramic window at input power of 150 kW. IV. PERFORMANCES

One hundred and four couplers were used with mean input
power of about 200 kW in the MR (4]. Fifty seven percent of
them were continuously operated without any troubles. Until
January of 1991, the operation time of couplers amounted to
about 14,000 to 17,000 hours. Table I shows the summary of
the failed couplers during the last four years.

Table 1
Summary of the failed coupers

Fafhum mode Number of couaples
Loo f _ilum 14 54%
Grow dhm 9 35%
Window faium 2 89%

Fig. 2 Temperature distribution of the ceramic surface. I _M 1 3%
Toal 26 100%

In this example, the coupler is mounted to the up side of the
cavity; the loop is on the down side, while the shorting plane The failures are mainly classified into three categories as
the coaxial line is on the up side. One of the most characteristic follows.
features of the temperature distribution is that a hot spot appears
around the center and up side of the ceramic cylinder, where A. LoopfailurelS)
the electric fields of both the waveguide mode and coaxial mode
become the maximum. The temperature rise AT at the hottest The loop is fixed by three plate-type SUS bolts copper-
spot of the ceramics was measured as a function of the input plated by 10 pm thick. The heads of the bolts were melted in
power. Three examples are shown in Fig. 3. 14 couplers. The loop was also bent in some couplers. This

pow. trouble is not initial failure but begins to occur at more than
100-,5,000 hour operation and increases thereafter. The loop is not

_ -directly cooled and has the resistive loss of about 30 W at input
power of 200 kW. It is also noted that the couplers are operated

10 =--=under hard heat cycle during the beam energy ramping. Thus,
- --- the loop should be welded or brazed to the inner and outer

- A o conductors to solve this problem.
B.6 dLW

o~ B. Glow discharge

4: :i : Blue or p'trple glow was observed in the coaxial line and
.,~ -4 window. The example B of Fig. 3 shows a typical example of

10 100 1000 the ceramic temperature rise with glow discharge. There was a
INPUT POWER (KW) critical level at around 60 kW and a nonlinear window heating

Fig. 3 Temperature rise of the ceramics versus input power. and blue or purple discharge were observed above this level.
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This indicates that the coating effect against multipactoring was
diminished. B. TiN coating in the coaxial line

C. Window failure6] There are higher order multipactoring modes in the coaxial
line. In order to prevent these multipactoring discharges which

Figure 4 shows an example of the window which is cracked work as a trigger of the grow discharge, the vacuum sides of
because of local thermal stress. It is seen from the RF input both the inner and outer conductors were coated with TiN of
side. The center of the cracking occurs around location of the 200 A and 60 A thickness respectively.
maximum E-field. This window cracking seems to be caused
by the multipactoring discharge. C. Interlock for the window heating

LOOP SIDE As the window heating is rapidly advanced if the
multipactoring discharge occurs, it is need to switch off the RF
input power before cracking the window. The interlock system
checking directly the temperature of the window surface is
effective. An spot-type infrared thermometer considering its
low cost will be used.

V|. CONCLUSIONS
g "- l" L ' • : "' The total of 112 couplers has been installed in the MR and

SHORT SIDE AR and successfully operated for about 17,000 hours without
any serious trouble except the loop problem. This problem has
been solved by brazing the loop.

Fig. 4. An example of the window cracked because of local VII. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
thermal stress.
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X-BAND KLYSTRON MODULATOR FOR THE ACCELERATOR TFST FACILITY

Mitsuo Akemoto, Tetsuo Shidara, Seishi Takeda and Junji Urakawa
KEK, National Laboratory for High Energy Physics

Oho 1-1, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan

Table 1
Abstract Specifications of X-band klystron

Klystron XB-50K XB-72K
An X-band Klystron Modulator has been designed and PeAkpower output 30MW 120MW

constructed to drive two kinds of prototype X-band pulsed RF pulse Aidth 400 ns 400 ns
klystrons: (1) 30 MW klystron ( XB-50K) requiring a 450 kV Opetw fwpmy 11.424 0Hz 11.424 GHz
beam voltage with a 0.5 pts flat top and (2) 120 MW klystron ( Peak beam volte 450 kV 550 kV
XB-72K) requringa550kV beam voltagewitha0.5 gs flat Pkbeam 172A 490A
top. The modulator generates 2.0 ps pulses with 37 kV voltage Peak beam power 77 MW 270 MW
and 7300 A peak current for the operation of the XB-72K. It is Klystm impem 26160 11220
a conventional line.type modulator with a 6 section pulse powerga 59dB 53-56dB
forming network (PFN) which is resonantly charged and ffidwy 41 % 45%
discharged by a thyaron switch at up to 200 pps. In order to e 0.57 1.2
reduce the size of the modulator, a special low inductance
capacitors using a film coated thin Al-electrodes of 300 A The line-type modulator was chosen because of its high
thickness has been developed for the PFN. Its output pulse efficiency, relatively low cost and high reliability that had been
voltage is stepped up to 15 times by a pulse transformer. The proved at SLAC so far. The level of the main high-voltage In
design, specifications and results of performance tests of the the modulator was mainly limited by the ratings of the available
modulator are described n thi paper switch tubes. The thyratron ITT F-169 (rating: 100 kV) was

chosen. In order to obtain a shorter rise time, it was necessary
I. INTRODUCTION to keep the turns ratio of the pulse transformer as low as

possible. In the present case, a pulse transformer with a turns
A TeV electmn-positron linear collider JLC (Japan Linear ratio of 1 : 15 was used to step up to the voltage necessary for

Collider) has several technical problems to be solved. A high- the klystron. As a consequence, the modulator is required to
power rf source is one of the most Imponant issues. In order to generate pulses with 37 kV in peak. This peak voltage demands
realize 100 MV/m accelerating gradient, the developments of X- about 72 kV maximum on the PFN which gives a sufficient
bend 100 MW-class klystron and Its modulator are required. At margin to 100 kV thyratron. For a small size of the modulator,
the same time, more than 4,000 klystrons are necessary for a thyristor unit for regulating ac line voltage, a water cooling for
JLC. Therefore, It is crucial to develop klystron modulators the charging unit and an inverse-clipping shunt circuit, and a
considering in the following items: (1) small size, (2) low cost, PFN capacitors using a film coated thin Al-electrodes were
(3) high reliability, (4) mass production and (5) high efficiency, employed. The cabinets of the dc power supply and klystron

As a first step of the development of 100 MW class klystron modulator was separately used, considering that other large dc
at X-band, a 30 MW klystron named XB-50K was designed power supply with common-bus will be used to many
and fabricated (1]. 11 MW RF power of 70 ns pulse width was modulators in future [4]. Specifications of the modulator are
achieved at the repetition rates of 2 pps but an RF window listed in Table 2. The details are described in the following
ceramic was fatally damaged. RF power test using new RF sections.
window will be carried out n May 1991. Also a 120 MW
klystron named XB-72K has been designed and will be Table 2
fabricated in July 1991. In order to operate above two kinds of Specifications of the modulator
prototype klystrons, we have designed and constructed a line- op mod XB-50K XB-2K
type modulator using a pulse forming network (PFN) and a PeAk power put 77 MW 269 MW
pulse transformer in the Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) [2] for Avenpower output 39kW 97kW
the JLC. The development of an X-band modulator using Output pulse voltage 30 kV 37 kV
magnetic-pulse-compression techniques was simultaneously output ps curn 2581 A 7342 A
started to produce pulses that were 200 ns wide, 600 kV, 1200 Output Japed, 11.60 5.00
A peak current and a short rise time of -90 nas [3]. Pulse flat top 0.5 PS 0.5 ps

Rise time C 0.5 Ps < 0.5 ps
II. DESIGN AND MODULATOR SPECIFICATIONS Pulse height deviation from 1.0 9' (p-p) 1.0 % (p-p)

flatness
Table 1 shows the specifications of the prototype X-band pulse rpition rue 200 pp. 200 pps

klystrons. The modulators for diese klystions are required to Tranformer tio 1:15 1:15
generate a high-voltage of 550 kV vad a short RF pulse width
of 400 ns, so that its rise time has to be as short as possible
considering the power efficiency. III. HIGH VOLTAGE DC POWER SUPPLY

0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 CIEEE
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A simplified diagram of the dc power supply is shovn in A step down ratio of 40:1 was chosen to employ a silicon-
Fig. 1. controlled rectifier (SCR) switch. A simple series connection of

the resistor and the SCR switch was adopted. The regulation of
THYRISTOR RECTIFIER 6H t de-Qing circuit is chosen to be 5 %.

UNIT TRANSFORMER For the operation of two kinds of klystron, two kinds of the
Ac 48eV PFN unit consisting of 6 sections with fixed capacitors and

30 tunable inductors ar, used in order to exchange the PFN unit
easily. The specifications of the PEN unit are listed in Table 4.

G-A T"El 7We4
UT REF. VOLTAGE Tal"UNITO Specifications of the PFN unit

PR4 unit X-SOK unit XB-772K unit
Fig. 1. A smplifd diagram of the dc power supply 1uit 1B-50ur t X.60-72K.0 Q

Op6k~volqs70kW 90kVhe lineinput is 420 V ac, three-phase and 50 Hz. A thyristor O 0
unit is used to regulate the ac line voltage In a range of 0 - 98 Num w idt 6 6Number of "ctom 6
%. This unit is also used to disconnect the line within a few Ms, P, siA W 150nH IS0nl
when the interlock of over-current or over-voltage of the dc Total c l 9SnF 154
power supply and klystron modulator is worked. The output TOW hamm 4.98 il 16.2 iL
voltag of the thyuistor unit is controlled with an accuracy of +
0.5% by a feedback loop to the output voltage of dc power Since the inductance of the PEN coil. especially for XB-
suply. The supped-up ac is ectid to dc in 3P e full wave 72K, is small, it is necessary to minimize the residual
scheme. The LC filter decreases the voltage ripple and inductance of the capacitor. The residual inductance of each
detmines the voltage drop due to the pulse load. A capacitance section has to be les than 150 nH. For this purpose, a special
of 6 jp makes this drop 2.0% for the operation of XB-72K capacitor was developed. Th details will be descred in the
klystron. The specifications of the dc power supply ar listed in following section. Tunable inductors are mounted on the
Table 3. The rectifier tansformr rectifier and choke a capacitor's high voltage bushing stub. Fine adjustment Is made
h itai Wkby varying the insertion depth of an aluminum cylinder in the

T" 3 coil.

Specificons of fht dc 2ow supply V. PFN CAPACITOR
dc output voltage 48 kV
doaveradputcureat 3.1 A A PFN capacitor is one of the most important parts In the

l11 led 1.0% line-type modulator. Especially, a small size of the capacitor
IV. KLYSTRON MODULATOR should be developed as the charging voltage of the PFN and

repetition rate become higher. The elements of the high-voltag
capacitor usually consist of sheets of a condenser paper and

The klystron moulalor is composed of a charging unit with film as a dielectric material, and aluminium foil as an electrode.
a de.Qing circuit and a discharging unit with the PFN, a trigger In order to obtain a higher energy density and low inductance of
circuit, a thyramtn and an inverse-clipping shunt circuit as the capacitor, we adopt the new type element as shown in Fig.
shown inig. 7. 5 [5]. It is composed of two polypropylene films coated with

C N.ING DE'S"ER thin Al-electrodes ( 300 A ) which form a series of microscopic
no R2  capacitor. Therefore, it makes possible to achieve a higher

3 9 - I I I energy density and to fabricate the capacitor of self healing
C4$ . 1 ,.N 6 SECTIONStype. A unit capacitor for XB-50K and XB-72K consists of 23

A .rj and 17 elements in series, respectively. At each section of the
A F. 69 PFN, two parallel oil-inunersd capacitors in a same metal box

iPUS are used to reduce their residual inductances..As the results, the
TRANSFORMER residual inductance of each section was less than about 135 nH

S 15and the volume of the capacitor became about 60 % of the usual
TRIGGER IT TRIGGER capacitor.

I 300,A At-electfode
REF VOLTAGE//

Fig. 2. A simplified diagram of the modulator _

The PFN capacitors are resonantly charged dough a charging i
transformer. The inductance of the charging transformer was FF1.m(d2 4etrcl I2jm

determined by the resonant charging frequency and total

capacitance of the PFN. The repetition rate is 200 pps and Fig. 3. Structure of the PFN capacitor
charging time is chosen to be 2.5 ms (half of the maximum
repetition time). The de-Qing circuit in the secondary of the VI. CONTROL AND MONITOR
charging tansformer regulates the voltage applied to the PFN.
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The control system of the modulator is schematically shown XB-75K were monitored by a current transformer and a
in Fig. 4. This system makes it possible to control the dc power capacitive divider. Figure 5 shows the current of the output
supply and the klystron modulator in local operation and/or pulse for XB-50K provided on conditions that output voltage of
remote operation moe Contol console the dc power supply is 33.8 kV, the charging voltage of the

'aPFN is 64 kW, the output pulse voltage is 30.3 WV, the
Fm- PSCrepetition rteoi 5 pps and the dummy load is 12.2 Ql. The[1L05111Foutput pulse was a rise time(0-90%) of 530 ns, 1.43 jIs flat top

-inerlo k with ± 0.5 % and 3.0 its width. Figure 6 shows the current of
Moior Pnel] Sigools the output pulse for XB-72K provided on conditions that PFN

Signals is 5 sections, the output pulse voltage is 38 WV, the repetition
Signls0 rate is 5 pps and the dummy load is 5.2 Q). The output pulse

CwloulotrnI was a rise time(0.90%) of 380 ns, 0.6 Its flat top with *0.5 %
-LA Klystron modulator and 1.9 p~t width.

REMOT dC power IIIpplVO X8-72 made

Monitor S~in,
CAMACm CUCIIS flystros modulator
CA AC o VME c power supply"

COWe (1cilirleoys t mixdulolt)

cosolr (di: Power Supply)

Fig. 4. Block digrm of temdlorcontrol system.

In cue ofthe local mode, the modulator can be manually
controlled with the control console. It is located near the"u
modulato and has dhe control panel which coir,. *ns all th Flg.6. Output pulse current (peak - 7300 A) at dummy load
necessary controls, meters nd interlock displays to operate th (H: 1 kA/div., V: 200 ns/div)
modulato. The controls of t thyristor uit and de-Qing, and
monitor otaf ml signals must be mnade with fast speed. They VII. SUMMARY
ae trefore directly carried out by the hardware. A
programumables seqene controlleir (PSC) is mainly used to In order to operate a 30 MW or 120 MW prototype X-band
control t onMif switches of devices and the display of th klystron, we have designed and constructed a line-type
interlock satm ad on/of status and so on, since It acts with a modulato using a PFN and a pulse transformer. In the test
high reiliability but its working speed i slow. The remote operation of the modulator using a dummy load, 3.0 its wide
control and dao& coin are peaformed by the PSC and pul5s with 30 kV voltage and 2480 A current for XB-SOK
hardware. They ane connected to the AlP control system (6) mode. 1.9 ps wide pulses with 38 kV voltage and 7300 A
consisting of CAMAC ad a mlcroVAX which am coneced to current for XB-75K mode were successfully generated.
the KEK network. The control system wsing VME will be also
tested for the design of dhe IbUr control system. IX. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

VILq PEFRAC TET We wish to express our thanks to Professors Y. Kimura and
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Performance Test of a 65-MW Klystron Unit Relevant to
the Microwave Source Upgrade of the KEK 2.5-GeV Linac

Tetsuo Shidara, Hiroyuki Honma, Katsumi Nakao, Shozo Anami and Akira Asami
KEK, National Laboratory for High Energy Physics

1-1 Oho, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki-ken, 305 Japan

Abstract Table 1
Present status of the linac and requirements from the B-factory

There is a plan to upgrade the KEK 2,5-Go linac project and PF 3- eV operation.
percent B-factory PF 3-GeV

regarding its microwave source, which is relevant to both the for AR for PF for AR for PF
asymmetric B-factory two-ring collider project and 3-GeV 4r 2, a a 40ns I e C
operation of the Photon Factory (PF) storage ring. The Eney(OeV) 2.5 2.5 2.5 2,5 3.5 3.0
required increase in the injection linac energy from the present "has 22.5 1.5 12 30 25 25
2.5 to 4.25 GeV (3 GeV for PF) necessitates the replacement accumulation rat
of the existing 30-MW klystrons with new 65-MW units. (x 10 C/min) (75) (75)
Since a total modification of the klystron modulator would Pulse width (ns) 1 1 40 50 50 50
cost too much, the output voltage and average power of the Peak current 150 10 2 2 1.6 1.6
modulator have remained unchanged. Consequently, an A) - (5) 1( -
increase in the klystron beam voltage could only be obtained Pulse 25 25 25 50 50 50
by increasing the pulse transformer step-up ratio from the repetition rate

6- (pps)
present 1:12 to 1:15. A new test station using a 65-MW nergy spread 0.5 0.5 - - -
klystron was cstablished in order to confirm a stable operation ( ,)
of the modified unit. An output power of 58 MW with a Ips
duration was successfully generated in a preliminary teSt. of the positron production target is to be moved from the

present 250-MEV down to the 750-MEV point of the linac,
I. INTRODUCTION since the positron production efficiency is proportional to the

injection energy of the primary electron beams, and (3) the
As phase-Ill of the TRISTAN project, an asymmetric B- positron capture efficiency is improved by enlarging the

factory two-ring collider is being considered [1]. The required acceptance of the positron focusing system. II) In order to
beam energy and design luminosity are 8x3.5 GeV2 and increase the energy of the linac to 4.25 GeV (750-MeV
IX10 34 /cm2/sec from physics experiments. The two existing primary electron beams + 3.5-GeV positron beams) an
injectors for the TRISTAN main ring, the KEK 2.5-GeV linac upgrade of the microwave source is planned by replacing the
[21 and the accumulation ring (AR), are also to be used for the present 30-MW klystrons with 65-MW high power klystrons.
injectors of the new B-factory rings. Since the required The resultant accelerating gradient is 14.4 MV/m (see Fig. 1),
injection energy of positron and electron beams for the B- which is sufficient for a linac with a total accelerating
factory are 3.5 and 2.5 GeV, respectively, the energy of the structure length of 300 m.
linac should be increased from the present 2.5 to 3.5 GeV. This paper describes the upgrading of the microwave

An energy upgrade of the linac is also required from the source as well as performance tests of a test station which was
PF storage ring. The increase of the ring operation energy established in order to confirm the feasibility of this upgrade.
from the present 2.5 to 3.0 GeV would provide hard X-ray
users with a great number of advantages: a photon flux in the
20 - 40 keV region, which is difficult to produce by the usual KLYSTRON

type X-ray source, except for a synchrotron radiation source, POWER:21 I-63*
becomes brighter by more than 10 times.

In order to meet the demands (see Table 1) from both the
B-factory project and PF 3-GeV operation, a study group of
the linac upgrad. was organized in June of 1989 and has put
forward several linac upgrade designs [3]. Since the injection
energy and charge accumulation rate for the PF 3-GeV
operation are not severe, compared with those for the B-factoryproject, we mainly considered the requirements regarding the 5Mw-15mw 5Mw-t5mw 5MW--tMW r5UW-15mw

ACCELEPATOR GUlDES
B-factory project. I NM POM 5MW - 15MW

The following plans were tentatively adopted: I) in order \ACCELERATNGM IENT: 33MV/m-14 4MV/m1

to increase the positron intensity (1) positron beams with Figure 1. Upgrade scheme of the power feed system to an
pulse widths longer than 50 ns are accelerated; (2) the location acceleration unit.

0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 @IEEE
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II. MICROWAVE SOURCE UPGRADE
Table 3

A. Klystron Comparison of the original and u mraded modulator s cifications
Original Upgraded

Maximum peak power (MW) 84 145
Although, klystron E-3712 of Toshiba Corp. has Maxim=m average power (kW) 14.7 14.7

successfully produced a power output of 100 MW [4], we are Transformer step-up ratio 1:12 1:15
planning to introduce 65-MW klystrons (e.g. SLAC 5045- Output pulse voltage (kV) 23.5 23.5
type klystron [5]) because of the large reservoir of practical Output pulse current (A) 3600 6150
experience from the SLC operation. Table 2 shows the PFN impedance (a) 6.0 3.6PEN total capacitance (JF) 0.3 0.3
specifications of the original and upgraded klystrons. Pulse width (I1s) 3 0.3

Pus wdh p)3.5 2.2
Table 2 Rise time (1is) 0.7 0.8

Comparison of the original ad upgraded klystron mecifications Fall time (11s) 1.2 1.5

Original Pulse repetition rate (pps) 50 50
Ii Upraded- Maximum pulse height deviation 0.3 (peak to peak) 0.5

Model designation Mitsubishi PV-3030 unspecified from flatness (%)
PF peak output power (MW) 30 65 Maximum pulse amplitude 0.3 0.5
Beam voltage (kV) 270 350 drift (%Ihour)
RF pulse width (ts) 3.5 2.2 Thyratron anode voltage (kV) 47 47
Repetition rates (pps) 50 50
RF gain (dB) 51 50
Micro.perveance 2 2Efficiency (%) 40 45 M. PERFORMANCE TESTS AT TEST

STATION
B. Klystron Modulator

A. Test Station
A doubling of the klystron output power requires a

modification of the klystron modulator system. In order to In order to confirm the above-mentioned modifications, a
reduce costs of the modulator modification, the output voltage test station using a 5045-type klystron was established. This
and average power of the upgraded modulator have remained klystron has been delivered from SLAC under the US-Japan
unchanged. An 80-kV increase in the klystron beam voltage collaboration program. Figure 3 shows the new test station
is compensated by increasing the pulse transformer step-up of a 5045 klystron and tank assemblies. The PFN unit of a
ratio from the present 1:12 to 1:15. Accordingly, our new 30-MW klystron test station has changed to a new design
modulator is required to generate pulses with a 23.5-kV peak which meets the demands from the 5045-type klystron. Since
voltage, 6150-A peak current and 145-MW peak power. Since we only have one klystron test station and we must prepare at
the output impedance of the pulse-forming network (PN) has least one 30-MW klystron unit per month for our linac
been reduced from the original 6.0 to 3.6 0, the pulse width operation, the 5045-type klystron was set 15 m apart from the
has also been reduced from 3.5 to 2.2 tis. A significant modulator in order not to interfere too much with tests of the
increase in the PFN discharge current is compensated for by usual 30-MW klystron unit. The 5045-type klystron unit was
using two PEN capacitors in parallel. Figure 2 shows a connected with the modified klystron modulator using 12
simplified diagram of the upgraded modulator. Specifications coaxial cables (each cable is 50 Q and 20 mm in diameter) in
of both the original [61 and upgraded modulators are also parallel in order to ensure impedance matching.
shown in Table 3.

CARGIN
INOUCTION RECTIFIER TRANSFORMER PULSE FORMING NETWORK
VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER de-spikerREGULATOR o t

Z section Fr, 

P
r- . . . .

TRRNSFORMER

IVR CONTROLLER de-Q ing TRIGGER SIGNAL 2v

Figure 2. Simplified diagram of the upgraded modulator.
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Figure 4. Beam current and power output versus the beam
voltage.

Figure 3. 5045 klystron and tank assemblies set at a new tet
station.

B. Performance Tests

High-power tests of this test station were performed.
Figure 4 shows the beam current and power output versus the
beam voltage of the 5045 klystron unit. An output power of
58 MW with a 1 ps duration was successfully generated at a Figure 6. Output pulse voltage (upper; vert. 50 kV/div., hor.
345-kV peak voltage and 380-A peak current. Figure 5 shows 1 ps/div.) and power output waveforms (lower;
the output pulse voltage (peak 345 kV) and power output vert. 10 mV/div.)
(peak 58 MW) waveforms. The rather long pulse rise time
may be caused by the use of 15 m long coaxial cables. We V. REFERENCES
are now planning to install at least one 65-MW klystron unit
in our 2.5-GeV linac klystron gallery in order to confirm the [1] ed. by H. Ozaki and Y. Yoshimura, "Feasibility Study for an
long-term stability of this unit as well as the modified Asymmetric B-factory at KEK", KEK-Report-90-7. June
klystron modulator. 1990.

[21 J. Tanaka, "Construction of the Photon Factory 2.5 GeV

IV. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS Injector Linac", Nucle. Instr. Meth., 177, pp.101, 1980.
[3] A. Asamin et al., "Linac Upgrade", Proc, of the Workshop on

Asymmetric B Factory at KEK, KEK-Report-89-17, pp.252,
The authors would like to express their thanks to Profs. 1989.

K. Takata and S. Takeda for the delivery of a 5045 klystron. [4] H. Yonezawa et al., "Development of a 100 MW S-band Pulse
They would also like to express their gratitude to the B-factory Klystron", Particle Accelerators, 30, pp.219-224, 1990.

[5] T. G. Lee et al., "A 50-megawatt Klystron for the Stanford
working group members for their valuable discussions. They Linear Collider", SLAC-PUB-3214.
would like to acknowledge valuable information received from (6] T. Shidara et al., "Klystron Modulator for the KEK 2.5 GeV
Drs. M. Allen and A. Vlieks concerning the operation status Linac", Nucle. Instr. Meth., A279, pp.423, 1989.
of the 5045 klystrons at SLC.
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SUPERCONDUCTING CAVITY DEVELOPMENT AT LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY*

B.Rusnak, E.R.Gray, R.G. Maggs, D.L.Schrage, A.H.Shapiro, G.Spalek, P.Wright
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract Observations

A capability to design, fabricate, and test Figure 1 shows that the average peak electric
superconducting cavities has been established at Los field achieved is 35 MV/m, which corresponds to an
Alamos Natinal Laboratory. Chemically treated
single-cell niobium cavities are being tested at high average accelerating gradient of 9.7 MV/rn. [t also
fields (805 MHz and 3 GHz). Because the shows that one out of five cavity runs resulted in a
accelerating gradients achieved in these cavities are fairly low peak electric field, around 26 MV/m.
usually limited by field emission, conditions affecting Usually, this occurred after a cavity had first run at a
field emission and cavity loss are being investigated higher field level. Attempts to improve performance
by making changes in the established cavity- by rinsing the cavity with water and methanol proved
processing sequence. This paper discusses one of futile. In addition, the majority of cavities that fell in
those changes and results. the 26 MV/m cluster also showed a bump at 3.4 K in

their 1/Qo vs Tj/T plots. A typical example of such a
Introduction plot is shown in Fig. 2.

Single-cell, 3 GHz cavities are being tested to . 0 1 1 , I 1 , 1 , -,
refine cavity processing and assembling procedures. ,s
These cavities are high-RRR niobium, spheroidal in
shape, and use indium seals between the beam tubes
and stainless steel flanges. Part of the testing
program is the development of a distribution of cavity
performance as measured by peak electric field in the %Z%

cavity. The results of measurements made over more
than a year are summarized in Fig. 1. Certain of
these results indicated a cavity contamination K,,,o

problem, especially after high-field operation. .____ I_.., _ _ _ ._._,__.____.. _._

Addressing this problem led us to make a change in • q • I...

the chemical polishing procedure. 4 N N N A A i p i

Fig. 2. Plot showing non-BCS behavior around 3.4
K in Final Run 4

Ie|wi |Because indium is a superconducting metal,

SJLand Te of indium is 3.4 K, we speculated that the
* bump in the 1/Qo curve had something to do with

INS indium contamination. The presence of the bump

E li could be explained by the fact that indium is a normal
, ,conducting contaminant above 3.4 K (which would
, 10 a ,0 cause the I/Qo curve to approach a constant value4 Owe, above this temperature) and that at 3.4 K, when the

indium becomes superconducting, the loss caused by
the contaminant becomes negligible and the overall
cavity behavior returns to conformance with BCS

Fig. 1. Distribution of 3 GHz cavity tests related to theoFurther, the roll-off of the cavity Q at 26
the maximum peak electric field achieved.

runs with modified chemistry, • =/m appeared qualitatively more precipitous than
s etdard I, chemistry. For the caity a roll-off due to field emission. A 26 MV/m peak
eometry, /E i=3.64. CavityQo= 4- electric field gives a peak magnetic field level in the
0x101 at . cTfotal of 36 runs on 9 cavity of 303 Gauss. For indium at 1.8 K, H, is 211

cavities. Gauss. Assuming indium contamination was not

uniform in the cavity, it seemed plausible that the
cavity magnetic field was driving the indium normal,Work supprted by Los Alamos Natioal ,leading to a lower cavity Qo.

Laboratory Institu ional Supporting Research,
under the auspices of the United States Department
of Energy.
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Test Results any indium, or other foreign metal contaminant, from
the niobium surface before the 1, 1,1 niobium polish.

Because this roll-off behavior at 26 MV/m was
not necessarily removed by a 2-minute dip in 1,1,1 Though more data is needed, the five cavity
hydrofluoric, nitric, and phosphoric acids, we tests done so far, using the new procedure, have not
conducted to a qualitative study of the dissolution shown the symptoms postulated to be due to indium
rates of niobium and indium in different acids. We contamination. The cavities also had higher than
found that in the 1,1,1 acid mixture, niobium average fields see (Fig. 1).
dissolved more quickly than did indium. This means
that a 2 minute polish in 1,1,1 could leave indium on Discussion
the cavity surface, if the acid could not completely
dissolve the niobium underneath to release it. The Indium contamination may be a significant
tests also showed that pure nitric acid would readily problem with the Los Alamos 3 GHz cavity design,
dissolve indium, but had no effect on niobium. because the width of the indium sealing flange on the
Further research indicated that pure nitric acid cavity is 0.188 inches and the indium wire used is
would not hydrogen-impregnate the niobium and 0.020-0.030 inch. This makes it likely that indium
thereby degrade the Q0. will protrude into the cavity, potentially causing

contamination. Using a wider flange may mitigate
Figure 3 shows the results of three high field the problem, or make it less frequent, but as long as

tests run on one cavity. The first test was the initial indium is used as the flange sealing material, the
one run after fabrication and after the removal of 57 cavity interior will always be exposed to it to some
microns with a 1,1,1 acid mixture. The second test degree.
was done after another 18 microns had been removed
witn 1,1,1. This run exhibited a 25 MV/m roll-off, Summary
indicating that something had contaminated the
cavity; either the 18 micron polish did not remove the Contamination of superconducting cavities is
contamination from the first run or it occurred after always a problem. In this instance, the observed
the polishing step. For the third test, the cavity was behavior of poorly performing cavities indicated that
dipped only in pure concentrated nitric acid for 10 indium contamination may be responsible. The
minutes, then rinsed. In this run, the cavity achieved standard chemical polishing treatment was modified
the same peak electric field as in the initial run, but to include a 10 minute pretreatment with pure
at a lower Q0. This test suggested that whereas a concentrated nitric acid before the standard 2 minute
moderate (2 minute) 1,,1 polish would not remove dip in 1.1,1. Preliminary results from five cavity
indium contamination, a pretreatment with pure tests indicate that this modification may decrease the
nitric acid would. number of cavity tests that fall in the lower lobe of

the performance distribution.

- -- N * Acknowledgements

-.-...... * The authors would like to thank Randy
- -."Edwards for his assistance with the chemical

M Gpolishing of the cavities and the testing of materials
Sin various acids. His expertise was very helpful

, I ... I.... I....t I . .I. . . .I. .

Fig. 3. Comparison of tests after different acid
treatments
I- 57 um removed with 1,1,1 initial run
2- 18 urn removed with 1,1,1, second run
3 - 10 minutes in conc nitric acid only, third
run

We consequently changed our chemical
polishing procedure from one using only the 1,1,1
mixture to one that incorporates a 10 minute
pretreatment in pure concentrated nitric acid before
the cavity is polished in 1.1,1 The intent is to remove
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RF Pulses with Flat Output Waveform Generator

in RF Power Upgrade System

B.Yu.Bogdanovichi, A.P.Ignatyev and V.A.Senyukov

Moscow Engineering Pysics Institute,

Moscow, 115409, USSR

Abstract end moment corresponds to that one when a generator

output RF power comes to its maximum value because
The paper contains theoretical and experimental this value is limited and the output RF wave

research results of electron linac with RF power amplitude couldn t increase more.
upgrade system as an RF source. Application of this Electron linac with such a system as an RF source
systems gives a possibility to increaue the is shown in figl. The main elements of this linac
accelerated beam energy without RF source (generator are as following: an initial RF generator I (here
or amplifire) power increasing. Cavities are used and after number of element corresponds to its
for RF energy storage in this system as well as in position in flg.); output RF power amplifire
BLED one. In difference with this system usage of (klystron) 2; highspeed phaseshifter 3; two storage
amplitude-phase modulation of generator wave allows cavities 4 connected to the accelerating structure
to form a flat topped RF pulse of accelerated wave. by a 3-dB coupler 5; cavities coupling change
In this case a beam energy increasing can be elements 61 auxiliary RF amplifire 7; shaped pulse
achieved without beam energy spread wider generator S and accelerating structure 9.

INTRODUCTION

A serios problem of accelerated beam energy3 7 2
spread widen arises when designr; an electron linac
with RF power upgrade system as a power source.

Some evident advantages are inherent to RF power
upgrade system with cavities as an energy storage
elements. But its have an essential fault aslo. When
using such a system for electron linac feeding a 6 6
coneiderable changing of RF wave amplitude at
accelerating structure input results In accelerated
beam energy spread widing. This changing is
ronditloned by a cavity emitted wave damping at a Fig-. Linac structure. 4 4
bitored energy use period. One possible way to
overcome this fault i discussed in work [l] . Here
in order tocompensate an energy spread widling one The linac RF syutem work can be illustrated with
should accomplish a beam current modulation within a the help of time diograms shown in fig.2. RF energy
bea, pulse duratior6 However this method have a accumulation at cavities 4 takes place during the
limited usage, in particular, it can not be used for first and the best part of a generator RF pulse
neqligible current loading cases. duration (time interval from 0 to to ). In this

Another way of this problem solving is suggested period in order to store a maxiniam possible amount
in this paper. A flat output waveform RF pulses are of field energy the cavities coupling is established
formed by this linac RF power feeding system with RF to proper value by means of elements 6. By the way
energy cuam esslor6 Such a pulses at accelerating it can be pointed out that this elements presence is
structure input are formed by means of not necessary. Cavities coupling value increasing
%mplitude-phase modulation of the RF power generator (by means of elements 6) and generator wave phase
(or amplifirs) wav.a. Here it must bp pointed out inverse are accomplished at the same moment to
that such a way of RF power "Ises shaping is This results in stored energy discharge from the
available only tor energy upgrade systems in which
an output wav,* -s formed by a generator wave and E01
emitted from a storage cavity one combining L 1-4] .E

THEORY 
E

It is an exponuantial law the emitted from a
storage cavity wave amplitude during an output RF
pulse Is decreasing according to. So the generator -I
wave amplitude should increase in time during RF
pulse in order to compensate the emitted wave EL
decreasing. The resulted output wave amplitude will
be constant within some time interval if the
generator wave amplitude increasing law is choosed
in a proper way. Time interval duration, where
output wave amplitude is constant, depends on 0
different system parameters a-d, in particular, on
the wave amplitude val te at the accelerated
structure inpat which iz rk-,. Jed. The pulse flat top Fig.2. Linac operating time diograms.
0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 IEEE 1048



cavitie& The discharging period duration equals to
the rest part of generator RF pulse one (time Kp
interval from to to t , ). Amplitude modulation
of the amplifire 2 output wave takes place
within this period. It's accomplished by the 3 "Mc
amplifire exited wave modulation as well as it is 8 2,0
for the phase modulation. Auxiliary amplifier 7 with
shaped pulse generator 8 and a highspeed
phaseshlfter 3 are used for this combined 6
amplitude-phase modulation. As a result a flat top
output waveform RF pulse is formed at an 0 "XC

accelerating structure input. In order the pulse top
to be a really flat the amplifire 2 output wave 4
amplitude must be changing in accodance with a
cirtain law.

To define this law one could consider an equation 2 'p''
for cavity emitted wave amplitude EG (2)

de
054 - " e -Eo 2) 0,4 Ole q8_______

where E.-amplifire output wave amplitude; l - 2OJ+i); 02 0,. 0S 0,6 h ,4IC
; Q./*7f.(i*O- cavity time constant; - cavity

coupling factor; Qe nd jo - cavity unloaded Fig.3. Curves of upgrade factor K p v.s. pulse
Q - factor and frequency, respectively. duration &a for optimum value of

Considering the amplifire wave Eo to be coupling factors P I P j and

constant within time interval (0, to ) and output
wave Et. n E e( ) + E t(t) to be constant within time is a constant coupling system. Complicated
interval (to, t) the solution of equation (1) amplitude-phase modulation was carried out with the
could be represented as following help of highspeed phaseshifter based on

semiconducter elements (phase modulation) and an
- E. o 0 4 t < ta auxiliary amplifire based on a traveling wave tube

- 2 , _controlled by a shaped pulse generator (amplitudeEe.W-o -I-!-t EtL (2),= , modulation).

I S " . +te+41 Experimentally measured values of power upgrade
- .IEL e%~(+ 1 i factor Kp v.$. output pulse duration At are

given at fig.4. The same dependenu but calculated
for the same values of Qo and j are shown here

T., - Q/ also.
Tel Q.J*.(i P.) ; P, and fit - cavity coupling
factor within energy storage tins period (0, to ) and K
stored energy using period -4A , * 1,
respectively.

This case an output wave amplitude E,. for
corresponding time intervals is:

S 4 E. e-*/c, + (o,-), O<t<to 2

E L . e ( * -./ T

,-Q

The analisis of enuation (2) shows tnat a power
upgrade factor Kp : (E,/Eo)E for certain output RF
pulse duration At - t - + reaches its maximum
value for quite concrete cavity coupling factors

As and Pft. Curves of power upgrade factor 0
dependens against cavity coupling factors values are 0,2 0,4 O,6 ,& At*,C
shown in fig.3. The curves are given for Flg.4. Measured (---) and calculatid ( - )
alt.ernating coupling C # j SV ) and constant values of Kp for cawty with o 103

coupling ( S - N ) systems bouth. Coupling ale ocl
factors P, and (S are equal to its optium and = 10.
values.

EXPERIMENTS Experiments accomplished to investigate a linac

A 30 MeV electron linac was used for experimental beam energy spread behaviour when using an
investigations of this RF energy compression system. amplitude-pnase mcdulation of an RF generator wave
The main parameters of this linac are the following: show that a beam energy spread (at a half-height
accelerated beam energy 10-30 MeV; beam current level) for output puls duration from 0.4 to 1.0 )&S
0-300 mA; amplifire output power 20 MW; RF pulse in this case is about 4-5 times narrow that it is
duration 2.5 jpS ; accelerated structure length 4.4 for SLED system (i.e. without amplitude modulation)
m; loading factor / = 0.14. [ 3) . Here it makes 2-3 %. A typical beam energy

A cylindrical cavities with quality factor spectra obtained by a magnetic analyser are given in
Qo = 90.10 3 and coupling factor I= 10 are used as fig.5. For the same operating parameters of the

an energy storage elements in experimental unit. It linac a beam energy spectra for SLED system use are
given also.
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storage elements and amplitude-phase modulation of a on Nuclear sciece, Vol.NS-24, N3, pp.1827-1829 ,
generator w for linac RF feeding. A beam enrgy March 1977.
spread in thia case would be at least not wider then C23. Z.D.FarkasH.A.HoggG.A.Loew, P.B.Wilson.'SLED:
it's for initial linac configuration (without any A Method of Doubling SLAC's Enewgyh; in
compresson systm). It allows to make an energy Proc.of 9th Int. Conf. on High Energy
compression system with storage cavities application Accelerators, Stanford, California, March 1974,
field om.~h wider. pp.576-5833.

C33. B.Yu.Sogdanovitch, V.A.Senyukov, A.V.Shalnov,
'Lineyny uscoritel elektronov s nacoplenlem
enargil v systeme VCh pitaniya,preprint
MEPhl 039-88, Moskva, 1988.

(4]. Z.D.Farkas,'RF Energy Compressor',IEEE MEE-S.
International Microwave Symposium Digest, May
1980, pp.84-86.
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Tuning and Coupling Mismatch Tolerance in
Cavities Driven by a Quadrature Hybrid1

Arthur M. Vetter
Boeing Defense and Space Group

P.O. Box 3999
Seattle, Washington 98124

Absict H. BACKGROUND: Q CIRCLE, REFLECTED
VOLTAGE AND TUNING ANGLE

If cavities having d .ntal complex reflection coefficients
are driven by a quadrature hybrid, all of the reflected power As drive frequency Is swept upward through resonance, the
appears at the terminated port of the hybrid. Mismatch of complex reflection coefficient of a cavity moves along a circle
tuning angle or coupling coeffient results in voltage standing tangent to the unit crcle at the left sido of the Smith chart 1].
wave ratio greater than unity in the hybrid input port. In this This circle is called the Q circle, presumably because It
paper, allowed mismatch Is related to the allowed standing contains information from which the loaded, unloaded, and
wave ratio, external Q' of the cavity can be calculated. Figure 2 shows a

schematic representation of a Q circle, defining various angles,
I. INTRODUCTION phars etc. uae herein.

An attractively simple and economical drive concept for
accelerat cavities employs quadrature hybdds to drive cavities
in pairs (Fig. 1). This protects the klystron from reflected
POW from the cavities during ordinary (non-fault) operation.
so long as their complex reflection coefficients and beam /
loading are equal, without recome to high power circulators.
auming a perfectly balanced split and correctly matched phase
lengths in the drive legs to the two cavities, the voltage \
standing wave ratio (VSWR) seen by the klystron will be 'r,
entirely due to differences in the tuning, coupling, and beam
loading of the two cavities. Here, we set out to find the
allowable mismatches in tuning and coupling for a given
maximum VSWR. assuming no beamn present.

QUADRATURE , "/

INPUT FROM HYBRID- o *"
KLYSTRON >

Figure 2. Voltage phasors for a cavity resonant at fo,
CAVITY 2 having a bandwidth BW. Point S moves

clockwise around the Q circle as f increases.

Note in particular that the eflected voltage phasor Vr is
Figure 1. Cavity drive circuit schematic. the complex sum of the voltage Vc from inside the cavity and

the negative unit phasor representing the reflection from the
coupling aperture itself:

lWork supported by USASDC under contract number
DASG60-90-C-0106 Vr=V 1 (1)
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undergoes a phase shift of 1800 which is equivalent to a sign
In order to optimize efficiency at full beam current, change. Thus, normalized to the forward wave in the feed

a ecraftg cavities are made to be overcoupled when no beam guide from the klystrun to the hybrid, the reverse voltage
is present; for such cavities, the standing wave ratio on phasor due to the cavity pair is
resonance equals the coupling coefficient P. In Fig. 2, the
forward voltage phasor is a vector of unit length (i.e., the
length PO) from left to right. The standing wave ratio G (on _ ;12

resonance) is obviously the ratio of the length PQ to the Vri "Vr2 , 1_ -1 1
ev 

2(+l) 2(02 +1) (7)

Duo° "a '= 2"r'(2) whee subscripts and 2 refer to cavities I and 2.

ia. CASE 1: TUNING MISMATCH WITH EQUALThscn be invered to obtain the Q circle radius in tems of CULN
the coupling oeci.COUPLING

At this point we make the assumption that the cavity
- . coupling coefficients am practically equal The modulus of the

1 + (3) reflected phuor can be shown t be given by

7neange Vbetween the reaxisandpasor Vciscalled IVI +
the tuning angle, and is given in terms of the difference where
between remnant frquency fo d drive frequency f by a2sWI .1W W21

a. (fo- )
Bundwklhh f (4) Relation to Input Standing Wave Ratio

where QL is the loed Q of the cavity. The uning le is The standing wave ratio in the hybrid input is
theedom a meum of the resonat frequency eor.

Rejiected Voltage Phasor +IAI + s (81

In g.2,VC is readily seen to be given by I-v *vI "+ . sn (9)

Vc -r+e i2 W •VC = + TRV -(5)

With LB] as a parameter, Eqn. (9) is ploted over the range
Thus, Eqns. (1), (3), and (5) can be combined to give the from I to 1.6 (covering the range of typical allowable klystron
reflected voltage phasw, load mismatches) in Fig. 3.

Dei 2M .1 Equation (9) may be inverted to find the allowed tuning
Via +Iangle difference for cavities of a given coupling:

Reflected Phasors at the Hybrid Input Port 8W= '[ I .

Assuming an ideal quadrature hybrid, each of the two LP +l J (10)
cavity feed waveguides will have a forward voltage amplitude
reduced by 1/2 from the forward voltage in the hybrid input.
Each of the reflections from the cavities produces a reverse
wave at the input and load ports which is reduced by another
factor of 1/42, so that the overall normalization factor for
reflections in the input port is 1/2. Furthermore, the reflection
from the second cavity, as seen in the hybrid input port,
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IV. CASH I COUPLIMISMATCH wIrmEQUAL If we define coupling mismatch 8 as the difference
IUNINO between couplincoeficents,

We nwm sume the cavltles have equal timing anglesy.
bit difkfet coUpling coefficients. Eqution (7) reducesto

d=e the refected voltag phas modulus can be cp=ed inr 1 term ofthls diffeiuece

(13)
lb. moau. of tIs plume is mauimized for Cavities vesnant
atdodtvifrquency (W ) otwi can INiS rsult can be wed to find the coupling mismatch

.0),foe hichcorresPondin to a Specified Standing Wave rato. If P2>PI

Vthe

Alk %(01+2 (12))

couplin theniets
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On Sustaining Short, Intense Bunches in Linear and Circular Accelerators*

Joseph J. Bisognano
Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility

12000 Jefferson Avenue
Newport News, VA. 23606

ABSTRACT frequency dependence of the machine impedance at fre-
quencies well above the beam pipe cutoff (or alternatively,

The ability of existing analytical and numerical tools the time dependence of the wakefields at distances small
to predict beam performance at the short bunch lengths compared to the beam pipe radius). Secondly, what is
and high peak currents characteristic of contemporary ac- the correct description of collective phenomena for finite
celerator designs is discussed. Recent advances in cal- length bunches with strongly frequency dependent cou-
culating the high frequency behavior of impedance and piing. During the past few years there has been substantial
in describing bunched-beam collective dynamics are high- progress in answering the first question, with various an-
lighted. A critical review is presented of outstanding prob- alytic approximations and numerical models yielding con-
lema that must be addressed before a thorough description sistent conclusions on the scaling laws for high frequency
of short, intense bunches is obtained, machine impedances. The results have been more mixed

with respect to the latter question, with reasonable suc-
INTRODUCTION ces in explaining transverse instabilities in storage rings

and curing emittance degradation in linacs, but only qual-
Performance optimisation for linear and circular col- itative agreement with observed longitudinal, single-bunch

ldm, FEL drivers, damping rings, and synchrotron light instabilities in storage rings.
souces often yields confgurations with short bunches of In September 1990 the Fourth Advanced ICFA Beam
high phase space density. For example, sub-centimeter in- Dynamics Workshop focused t- coiiective effects in short
teraction point P's are needed in high luminosity collider bunches, and the results presented at that meeting by a
designs, and the variation of P over the scale P* in turn number of researchers strongly informs this present review.
demands sub-centimeter interaction lengths and, therefore, The proceedings of the workshop was published as a KEK
sub-centimeter bunch lengths. Chromatic effects can fur- Reportl1] and, in addition to the individual papers, it pro-
ther constrain these highly charged, short bunches to low vides overview notes and extensiF4 references which are
momentum spread. Similar demands are made on free recommended.
electron laser drivers where high peak current at low mo-
mentum spread is necessary to achieve appreciable gain. IMPEDANCE BEYOND CUTOFF
Bunches must be longer than the slip distance NA (where
N is the number of periods of the wiggler and A is the wave- In the last few years significant progress has been
length of the radiation), and longer bunches offer better made in clarifying the asymptotic behavior of impedance
frequency definition (narrower bandwidth). However, for in the ultrarelativistic limit v = c. First, a variety of ap-
ixed peak current the advantages of reduced total bunch proximate approaches'] have consistently shown that the
chuare, rf phase length, mnd wakeftelds make short bunches real (resistive) and imaginary (reactive) parts of the longi-
atractive, and at IR wavelengths and below typical scenar- tudinal impedance Z of an isolated cavity vary as w-11 for

los again involve centimeter and sub-centimeter bunches. high enough frequencies , w >. c/a. For an infinitely peri-
For a relativistic bunch of length I = cr, the width odic structure, on the other hand, the resistive impedance

of the frequency spectrum Aw of the wall currents due to is found to rolloff asymptotically as W- / and the reaz-
either the gross charge distribution or perturbations will tive, as w- 1, consistent with causality. A relatively simple
be of order 1/,. A diffractive model of the coupling (ma- description of the transition between the two regimes is
chine impedance) of beam-induced fields to vacuum cham- given by Gluckstern(s) in terms of the complex admittance
ber discontinuities suggests a rolloff at frequencies above per cell NYN(k) = N/ZN(k) for is = w/c and N cells:
C/a, where a is the beam pipe radius. The sub-centimeter
bunches discussed above are typically transported in multi- NZoY,(h)a!ZoY (h)+ V-I arctan (1)
centimeter radius beam pipes, and, consequently, the beam )-V (1
coupling varies strongly over the frequency widths of pos- where
sible collective modes and the roloff region is sampled. (1 + j)aVw (2)

To fully understand this short bunch regime, which %11
is more typical of electron than proton accelerators, two and where ZoY(k) is the averaged admittance for a single
principal questions must be addressed. First, what is the

cell

'Supported by D.O.E. contract #DE-AC05-64ER40150 ZoY(k)= (1+j)aV3
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The cell gap is g and the intercell spacing is L. For he cc 0.1 (11)
--. (12)

NZoYV(k) -0 (1 + j)WaV'V/ h + jwk 2  (4) W, oc 71  (13)

L where r is the distance behind the exciting charge, and T

and -s1 2 dependence is obtained for the resistive part and o are assumed small.

of the impedance if the second term is large compared to As is clear from equations (6-13), extrapolations of

the it; i.e., k3 >. L//g. The derivation demands that measurements performed with relatively long bunches and

Wa' > L. It would appear that for large spacing L the of numerical models at the limits of computer capacity de-

impedance returns to a sum of single cavities values. If, pend on which asym otic regime is applicable. Consider

however N is held fixed and the limit h -- oo is taken for example, the cl dice of bunch length in a linear col-
lider. If w-1 3/ behaviur is realised, then exceedingly short

(1 + j)af/h 1 bunches would appear unattractive since energy losses and
NZON (A) + j J bunch-induced energy spreads (of order 2h1Q) would be ex-

acerbated while transverse wakes would only be modestly

Note that for N > Llg the impedance per cavity is re- reduced. It is also noted that r-1 / small time behav-

duced by a factor 1/V/N. ior for W1 yields somewhat more curvature energy spread

The analogous longitudinal couplings for dipole and than does a constant longitudinal wake. If w- 12 behav-
higher modes, which are excited by offset beams, have ior is obtained, the transverse wakes would be strongly re-

been found to exhibit (up to constants) the same behavior. duced with short bunch length with little impact on energy

Neither wal resistivity nor beam pipe curvature has been loss and energy spread. Although pulsed, room tempera-

Included in the analyses to date, and it must be pointed ture linscs such as SLAC appear to be safely in the latter

out that all of the results have involved some level of ap- regime, the wide spacing L of standing wave superconduct-

proximation. Iterative methods or smoothing may not be ing cavities in superconducting linacs may not satisfy the

convergent, and truncation of matrices and finite mesh alse condition a3/g - A0 > L/g for equation (4) to yield

may introduce spurious behavior, but the fact remains that w -3/2 rolloff.
a broad range of approximate methods agree on the basic
asymptotic frequency behavior of impedance. A rigorous BEAM DYNAMICS OF LINACS

ruult for some closed geometry with beam pipe, unfortu- AND STORAGE RINGS
nately, has yet to be achieved. For the relatively short time a bunch is in a relativistic

Experimentally, the clearest evidence of w-1 1 behav- linac, the longitudinal motion is essentially frozen. Longi-
ior comes from reinterl retation of an ISR experiment by tudinal electric fields can change the energy of beam parti-
Hoffmann, Risselada, and Zotter. 41 It is argued that par. des, but since there is no slip associated with energy offset,
asdtic loses are due to single protons individually inter- current modulations are not induced. Thus, the pripcipal
acting with the machine impedance. The interaction fre- longitudinal concerns are energy spreads induced by the
quency is determined by the width of the field lines at the gross charge distribution. Transversely, there can be am-
wall, Aw - cy/a. For high energies (31.4 GeV) frequencies plification from the head to tail of the bunch since trans-
over 60 GlIs are sampled. Measurements of energy loss at verse wakes can induce betatron oscillations which can in
thi e different energies (3.6 GeV, 16.4 GeV and 31.4 GeV) turn excite further wakes. This is described by s]

ar consistent with the W-1 /2 behavior of isolated cells.
d d ) 2ir8

LOSS FACTORS AND WAKE POTZNTIALS W' d ) () (14A(S) (14)
The longitudinal and transverse wake potentials (WI = 'o dx'p(s')Wt(z' - X)2(2', 8)

and W,, respectively) are the effective Green functions
for beam self-interaction in a quasistatic limit. They are
Fourier conjugate to the impedance functions. The associ- The emittance degradation is dominated by the the

ated los factors, he and he, are averages of the respective transient amplification of the largest perturbations, ele-

wake potentials over a given particle distribution, and are, ment alignment and jitter, which are of relatively low fre-

in particular, functions of the rms bunch length g. For quency compared to typical bunch lengths. In this regime,
-1s/3 behavior, we have where the perturbation mo(z, 8) is independent of z along

the bunch, an energy variation from head to tail can cancel
CC cc ,-1/2 (6) the wake force through chromatic variation o the focusing

he oc o"1/3 (7) strength. This, of course, is the principle of BNS damp-
CK Ti1/3 ing or autophasing which has been successfully applied to

(8) SLAC. Note that this effect scales with Ay, not _l [1 for

WC -r'/ (9) fixed betatron wavelength, and is therefore more effective

k OC oo (10) at high energies.
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In any case, the frozen longitudinal motion and short (which at zero current are spaced by the synchrotron fre-
linac propagation time allows for effective numerical sim- quency) can be shifted as a function of current by the di-
ulation with the beam bunch divided into slices which can agonal elements of the perturbation matrix. Modes of the
be successively updated for ultra relativistic wakes. To- right class can couple when their frequencies match, and
gether with the better estimates as described above of the can yield instability if there exists a nonzero off-diagonal
short time or high frequency behavior of beam coupling, resistive coupling. For transverse instabilities in storage
the necessary fundamental numerical modeling tools are rings this picture appears to give a reasonable description
well in hand. The situation for storage ring bunches re- of experiment, with the lowest m=O mode shifted until it
mains more clouded in spite of considerable work. The collides with the m = -1 mode. The spectrum of the m=O
fundamental difference is clearly the importance of longi- mode primarily samples the better known, lower portions
tudical motion in the dynamics of storage ring bunches. of the impedance spectrum. Spectral shifts and stability
Synchrotron motion is an important ingredient, but the enhancement from chromaticity are also observed and are
principal physics is in the fact that perturbations in en- in reasonable agreement with theory.(7] Predictions based
ergy can lead to current variation which can in turn excite on higher modes are more problematic.
wakefields. An additional feature is the need to address For longitudinal dynamics the lowest m = ±1 mode
long term stability rather than transient growth. (m = 0 corresponds to the unperturbed distribution) sig-

nificantly samples impedance in the rolloff region for short

MODE COUPLING ANALYSIS bunches where the reactive impedance is changing sign
and there is a strong resistive component. Whether bunch

Internal bunch instabilities, both transverse and longi- lengthening or shortening is predicted is particularly sen-
tudinal, have provided a fundamental limitation in the de- sitive to assumptions about the impedance spectrum. Cal-
sign of ;hort-pulse-length synchrotron light sources, high- culation of mode shifts ,s less certain and, in fact, the
phase-space-density damping rings, and single pass FEL onset of instability is not typically associated with mode
drivers. Although several formalisms have been devel- shifts.[s A second method for generating instability in a
oped to describe this class of beam instability, they share matrix theory is for the off diagonal resistive elements to
a common structure. The starting point is typically the become comparable in size to the unperturbed mode spac-
linearized Vlasov equation, ing. For coupling of two neighboring modes, shifts in fre-

quency would be expected, but this may not be the case
+. Of + -G[] = 0 (15) when many modes are involved. The success of the infinite+ 0 j.am+ ,, matrix approach for the transverse mode coupling instabil-

ity depends very strongly on the very finite dimensionality
where a and pare appropriate generalised coordinates, p, (m = 0 to m = -1) of the underlying physics. Experience
is the external focusing, and G[j] is some linear functional with the longitudinal instability suggests that its solution
acting on the distribution f. For a coasting beam fo is may not be so well behaved, and results have not been sig-
independant of a, and Fourier analysis yields a simple aI- nificantly more predictive than simple "massaged* scaling
gebtaic equation. For a bunched beam, however, !o is no laws.
longer independent of a, and Fourier analysis yields a con- OPERATOR EQUATIONS AND INFINITE MATRICES
volution integral.

Typically, a set of basis states (possibly degenerate) Succensful conversion of an integro-differential equa-
is chosen with the higher states corresponding roughly to tion and its associated eigenvalue problem into a truncated
shorter wavelength internal ripples. For each mode there infinite matrix equation depends on both the boundedness
is an associated eigenfrequency mw., a multiple of the syn- of the operators and the basis set chosen for the expan-
chrotron frequency. The impedance and beam current gen- sion. Typically, one is provided with necessary conditions
crate an additional interaction between the states which is for convergence of the approximation scheme, but a par-
expressed as a perturbing matrix generated by expecta- ticular operator may, in fact, submit to the approximation
tion values of impedance in the space of the eigenstates. even if it does not satisfy such a condition. Such luck re-
In general reactive impedance can couple a basis element to quires experimental confirmation. It will be argued heuris-
itself and generates diagonal frequency shifts as its leading tically in this and the following section that the matrix
term. Resistive impedance provides the primary coupling techniques used to describe longitudinal bunch instabilities
between neighboring states. In this manner, the integral do not satisfy some of the simplest necessary conditions for
equation implicit in the Vlasov equation for a finite length convergence. This is particularly the case for impedances
beam is converted into an infinite dimensional matrix equa- which asymp'otically scale as w-113.
tion. Intuition from finite dimensional matrices to infinite

Determination of the threshold current for longitudi- dimensional operators is clearest for a subset of bounded
nal and transverse instability ostensibly requires solution operators called completely continuous. Such operators
of an infinite dimensional matrix problem. In practice, the map bounded sequences of vectors to convergent sequences
matrix is truncated and numerically diagonalized. Insta- of vectors; 9] in other words, the matrix elements M,, fall
bility can evolve in a number distinct ways. First, modes off rapidly with m and n. For example, the identity op-
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erator is bounded, but not completely continuous. Simple
differentiation corresponds to multiplication by harmonic (_ 00 g'(W)
number (or matrix index) n in a Fourier series decompo- H( d c dw _ (19)
sition, and is neither bounded nor completely continuous. *n
For completely continuous operators, one can be rather
cavalie: in the choice of basis set. and I is the average current, Z(n) is the impedance at

For operators whose elements either grow, tend to con- harmonic n, and A,, is the Fourier coefficient of the unper-
stunts, or decrease too slowly (e.g., inverse square root) turbed charge distribution. Note that for fl/V4i- large
with index, infinite matrix decompositions are not gener- compared to the width of the revolution frequency distribu-
ally well behaved except for carefully selected basis sets.11°] tion g, H cc min. This implies, for example, that although
These basis sets should share, for example, boundary val- the diagonal elements T,. will scale as Z(n)/n for small
ues or boundary behavior with the underlying problem. frequency shifts, for sufficiently large shifts the scaling can
Other choices of basis can lead to misleading results. be as strong as nZ(n). Consider now, the two asymptotic

Consider, for example, the Legendre equation forms of impedance described earlier. In the infinite peri-

d odic limit, the leading behavior will be a reactive 1/n for
d - 8 )_ = _..'f (16) Z(n). In the limit fl --+ oo T,. remains bounded, but does

S- do not rolloff. This situation is marginal for convergence of
which describes space charge waves on a cold, parabolic arbitrary series expansions. For the isolated cavity, both
bunch in the approximation of the electric field being pro- the reactive and resistive impedance falls as 1/Vn-, and for
portional to the derivative of the longitudinal charge distri- large shifts T.. tends to a V/- behavior. Since this w-1 1

bution. As a simple test of matrix truncation, this system scaling, as discussed earlier, is most likely for storage rings,
was analysed using a simple Fourier series in sines and this estimate suggests that special care must be taken in
cosines. The infinite matrix generated was truncated and choosing basis sets. The large resistive term, in fact, may
numerically solved. Diagonalisation produced good values prevent the process from converging at all at large values
(- %(%+I)) for the lowest even eigenvalues at a reasonably of current. Typically, convergence becomes problematic
small matrix dimension, but the lowest odd eigenvalues when the self-adjoint (in this case, the reactive part) is not
had failed to converge even for a 180 by 180 matrix. The dominant.
symmetry and nodes of the eigenfunctions, however, were It should be noted that for finite , the impedance is
suggestive of Legende polynomials. Apparently the sero sharply rolled-off at frequencies greater that yc/a, and the
boundary condition of the sine functions has introduced matrix is indeed finite but exceedingly large in dimension.
convergence problems in the expansions of the Legendre Also, for fixed (1, Tn,. does finally rolloff at sufficiently
polynomials, which are nonzero at the bunch ends. The large index, say ng. However, nn increases with increasing
Legendre operator has one other feature of note - it has f. The primary lesson to be drawn from from the discus-
positive expectation values, and it is this fact which allows sion is that matrix truncation can be misleading, and that
the infinite matrix problem to work with carefully chosen physical solutions, at a minimum, may require matrices of
bads sets. The Legendre model above represents a finite a dimension considerably larger than first expected.
bunch with a sharp, but physically interesting interaction,
and may exhibit more singular behavior than smoother OTHER APPROACHES
distributions and interactions.

The question, then, with respect to the bunched beam The lack of startling quantitative success for trun-
problem is whether the underlying infinite matrix is either cated matrix methods may be due to numerical difficul-
1) completely continuous and susceptible to an arbitrary ties. On the other hand, it may be the case that some
basis expansion or 2) well-behaved, but requiring a care- important physics is missing from the model, and there
fully matched basis set, or 3) pathological, has been some actvity with this perspective. Clearly, the

SINGULARITY OF LONGITUDINAL EQUATIONS first concern xvould be that the impedance function itself
is not well estimated. It seems to be the case, however,

For frequency shifts 0l large compared to the syn- that fitting to magnitude and shape leads to internal in-
chrotron frequency, the matrix equation for longitudinal consistency, for example, between threshold current and
bunch motion takes a particularly simple form, which is parasitic losses.[12 ] Oide and Yokoya[1s ] argue quite legiti-
sufficient to illustrate the issue. Following Wang,[ ] we mately that the impact of potential well distortion of the
expect an infinite dimensional equation for high harmonic underperturbed distribution must be included, and have
number of the form produced a Vlasov matrix analysis (using a new set of

00 basis states) which indicates that threshold behavior can
Pm = E Tvnj4, (17) be dramatically altered by inclusion of potential well dis-

,A=-o0 tortion in a self-consistent manner. Agreement appears
where good between this theory and simulation for some specific

T. = IZ( ) AnH( () (18) impedance shapes. Of particular note is that a strong ca-
n -,/imin pacitive component enhances thresholds by shortening the
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bunch and preventing deterioration of the incoherent syn- commissioning of small, clean compact synchrotron light
chrotron frequency. A thermodynamic approach to turbu- sources, some experiments may be possible.
lent bunch lengthening has been proposed by Meller.[14

The free energy of numerically-obtained, time-dependent CONCLUSIONS

distributions is compared to the conventional stationary There has been much analytic progress in understand-
Maxwell distribution for impedances with a resistive com- ing the high frequency behavior of accelerator impedance.
ponent. It is found that above a threshold current a time- Analysis of beam dynamics has been successful for low-
dependent solution has a lower free energy and is therefore order transverse mode coupling, but there is no cogent
the preferred state for the beam. This transition is inter- analysis of longitudinal turbulent bunch lengthening. For
preted as the threshold for turbulent bunch lengthening. single-cavity impedances, the interaction may be too sin-
Comparison to SPEAR observations and simulation are gular to be well treated by a small-dimensioned matrix
promising. Hirata[is] also finds time dependent solutions, approach, and more global treatments may hold the best
but for localized structures, and demonstrates that they promise for prediction. Computer simulations have been
can be the preferred state of the beam. More effort, both exceedingly successful in modeling linac beam dynamics,
analytic and numerical, should be focused on such nonper- where both the finite duration of beam propagation and
turbative methods. Finally, many computer simulations(O] frosen longitudinal motion with causal wakes ease calcu-
have been implemented and the general features of bunch lations. For storage rings, it remains that the compute-
lengthening with momentum growth have been observed, efficient codes necessary for simulating many turns require
At least qualitative agreement with experiment is found. compromises in electromagnetic modeling which limit quan-
From the arguments in previous sections, some care may be titative agreement with experiment. Finally, the effects of
necessary to model the isolated cavity with w-1 1 2 syMp- coherent synchrotron radiation on beam stability remains
totic behavior, an open question that could soon be addressed experimen-

SYNCHROTRON RADIATION IMPEDANCE tally in compact synchrotron light sources.

For small storage rings there may be another impor- REFERENCES
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Acceleration of Polarized Proton in High Energy Accelerators
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ABSTRACT where JY.L and 11i are the transverse and longitudinal
In low to medium energy accelerators, betatron tune components of the magnetic fields respectively. G is the

jumps and vertical orbit harmonic correction methods have anomalous gyromagnetic g-factor and 'ymc2 is tie energy
been used to overcome the intrinsic and imperfection reso- of the moving particle. Let us use the coordinate system
nances. At high energy accelerators, snakes are needed to of the reference orbit, where k, i, i are unit vectors cor-
preserve polarisation. We analyze the effects of snake res- responding to radial outward, longitudinal, and transverse
onances, snake imperfections, and overlapping resonances vertical respectively. Eq.(2.1) can then be transformed to,1

on spin depolarization. We discuss also results of recent 010 = S x F, (2.2)
snake experiments at the IUCF Cooler Ring. The snake
can overcome various kinds of spin depolarisation reso- with dO = de/p, where * is the longitudinal path length
nances. These experiments pointed out further that partial and p is the radius of curvature. The vector F = Fi +
snake can be used to cure the imperfection resonances in Fsi + F3i, can be expressed in term of particle coordinate
low to medium energy accelerators, as, F1 = -pz"(l + Gy'), F2 = (1 + Gy)z' - p(1 + G)(1)',
1. Introduction F3 = -(1 + Gj'). Defining a 2-component spinor, 1, with

The ability to accelerate of polarized protons to high S' =< , ri , >, Eq.(2.2) becomes,
energies is important for polarised proton collision experi- - -
ments. During the acceleration process, polarized protons 2 (
encounter thousands of spin depolarization resonances. 1,0
These resonances arise mainly from the the horisontal
fields in focusing quadrupoles. The horizontal fields rotate IMPERFECTION
the spin away from the vertical axis. If the kicks are corre- 10
lated each turn, then the resonance condition arises. There CPS
are two types of spin depolarization resonances: intrinsic ICPS
resonance at K = kP :1: &,o and imperfection resonance at RHIC

K = h, where A is an integer and P is the superperiodicity WI SSC TLDI
of the accelerator. K is the resonance tune obtained from P - '9'. 1 M
Fourier analysing quadrupole kicks around the accelera-
tor. The resonance width or strength, c, is defined as the a TEV BOOSTER (SSC)
corresponding Fourier amplitude. 16' 0 * TEVATRON (FNAL)

In circular accelerators, the spin vector precesses around
the vertical axis with a frequency of G- per turn2 , where * 70 GEV BOOSTER (SSC)
G=(g-2)/2=1.792846 is the anomalous g-factor of the pro- a AGS ( 0NL S
ton. The spin tune, P., of the polarized proton is therefore / AGS BOOSTER

'. = G'Y. When the spin tune equals the resonance tune, 164 " " . *-..-,---

successive kicks add up coherently to give rise to depolar- 10 100 1,.000 10,000

ixation. Fig. I shows resonance strength as a function of
the energy for various accelerators. Observe that the in- Fig.l Compilation of intrinsic and imperfection resonance
trinsic resonance strength is of the order of Jel < 0.5 for strengths for accelerators in the world. Note the scaling
RUIC and Jel < 5 for the SSC. law of ei,, .- y and e .-- y. The rms quadrupole mis-

We shall review the effect of snake resonances, and the alignment assumed is ±0.1 rmm. The normalized emittance
effect of overlapping resonances and snake imperfections. is 107rjum-rad.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the The off-diagonal matrix element of H, (O) = F, - iF2 ,
spin equation of motion. Section 3 deals with the spi characterizes the spin depolarization kick by coupling the
motion in the presence of snakes. Section 4 reviews snake up and down components of the spinor wave function.
design. A conclusion is given in Section 5. Given the repetitive nature of circular accelerators, (O)

2. Spin Equation of Motion can be Fourier analyzed as t(O) = E ceiK,0, where the
The spin equation of motion for a moving particle in a Fourier amplitude, ej, is resonance strength and the reso-

static magnetic field is given by3 nance tune, Ki, is given by Kj = k • P ± ntv, for intrin-sic resonances and K, = k for imperfection resonances.

dS =e x [(I + G-j)!d± + (1 + G)BYI].  (2.1) Intrinsic resonances arise from the vertical betatron mo-
dT e.. m tion of particle, and imperfection resonances arise from
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the vertical closed orbit distortion. In a real accelerator, to each other in order to maintain a spin tune of 1/2. For
synchrotron and transverse betatron motions may also be accelerators with a large number of snakes, there are many
coupled. The resonance condition becomes more generally ways to organize snakes to obtain proper snake superperi-
Kj = k . P ± nW, ± nv. ± hvsy, where h, 1, m, and n are odicity and proper spin tune.
integers and v,, is the synchrotron tune. Let us consider an accelerator with IV/2 pairs of (02, 01)

For a single resonance, i.e. f(0) = . e' , the spinor snakes. The spin transfer matrix after passing through a
wave function for constant G7 can be found easily s , i.e. pair of (03, 01) snakes is given by,
9(Ol) = (f, 009(0) with 4 4 22

t(01,0) = e- JK 0' (is e+#it* -9103(01 - )e4K9j'. r(0o + -, 0o) = S(02)t(Oo + -' ,00+ )5(01)t(60+ 00)
Here t(01,0j) is the spin transfer matrix, whose compo- NN
nents are given by, t1 1 (9,O ) = ae4k[-K(#-#)/2j, and The components of spin transfer matrix are given by,
tt2 (1,6 4) = ibe - [d+K (#, + #j)1 ], with t21 = -t;2, t22 =

t1 and b = lsin[A(O/ - Oj)/2] = (1-at)/2, c = T11 0(o + -,6o) =-e-'(0'-)(1 - 2b'e'cos f), (3.2a)
actan( tan(A(01 -0)/2)), d = arg(c), A = (62+ IC')T/ 1,

and 6 = K - G'y. The off-diagonal matrix elements t12, t2: 1(80 + - o) -2iabe - *( - l # ) cost. (3.2b)
are the depolarisation driving terms, where the parame-
ter b oscillates with an amplitude Iei/A. When snakes are with rt = -ri*3; r = i', and where t = K~o+2Kwr/N,+
inserted into accelerator, the sine factor in the parameter d - 01, and the parameters, a, b,c, and d are given by
b remains small until the next snake, which rotates the b = s ,)l/2/ = = - G-y;
spin by 1800 around a horizontal axis. The depolarization A

driving terms can thus be arranged to cancel each other. scpin tn aceand a a e n bt

3. Spin Motion in accelerator with Snakes eratively by using the spin tracking equation through pairs
A snake is a local spin rotator4, which rotates the parti. of snakes:

cle spin by r radians about a horizontal axis without per- T(0n+1) = r(0,,+i,O)T(O,), (3.3)
turbing the particle orbits outside snake region. A partial where 0+1 = 09 + 4w/N,. Eq.(3.3) can be solved using a
snake differs only in the amount of spin rotation angle, e.g. power series expansion in the strength parameter V; i.e.
a 10% snake rotates spin by 0.1r radians. Thus a snake
is characterized by the amount of spin rotation angle, 0, Tit = T(O) + T( ) + 3)+... (3.3a)
and the snake axis angle, 0,, with respect to i (radial
outward direction). Tia = T( ) + T( ) +7,( ) +... (3.3b)

The spinor wave function at a snake will be transformed 2 12 + 1

locally according to where T(4) - 0(b) and T(') = O(b-). A set of hierar-
9 (9+) - e'I".'( - ) - S(4,)'p(9-), chy equations to solve Eq.(3.3) iteratively can be obtained.

where ft. = (cos 0,, sin 0., 0) denotes the snake axis with By solving the spin tracking equation, one can find the spin
respect to horisontal outward direction ,, and 0 = r is tune and snake resonance condition. The final polarization
spin rotation angle. 0* depicts asimuthal orbit rotation is obtained from the expectation value of o-3 in spinor wave
angles just before and after snake. function ,i.e.

Let us assume that there are N, snakes with snake axes, < S >= ITI1 2 - 1T1211 = I - 21T1311
(01, 0:, - ,'"j ) distributed in the accelerator. Let 0j,,+1 where the unitarity condition, ITul' + 1T121 2 = 1, has been
be the azimuthal orbit rotation angle between the i-th, and used.
(i+l)-th snakes. The distribution of snakes should satisfy 3.1 Snake resonances
the following conditions Without lose of generality, we shall first discuss an ac-

N. N. celerator with two snakes (02, 01), located at an orbital
0 ,h+l = 8j.,h+1 = w, (3.1a) angle of r from each other. The one turn rnap(OTM))

,=Odd h=een is given by

1 I 7( 0o + 2r, Go) = -e-x1-(1 - 2b2e"' cos t) , (3.4a)
r =1 e 'e(0o + 2w,Oo) = -2iabe -i(C- ff+ )cos4 , (3.4b)

Eq.(3.1a) ensures that spin tune, v,, is independent of par- where xi', = 02 - 01 and 4 = KOo + Kv + d - 01 is the
tide energy. Eq.(3.1b) can be used to set the spin tune characteristic phase of the orbital motion. The perturbed
to a most favorable number in avoiding snake resonances, spin tune, Q,, given by the trace of OTM, is cos w'Q, =
which will be discussed in the following section. As an b sin(24t) with v, = 1/2. The parameter b is I when
example, in an accelerator with two snakes, N. = 2, the lei = N,/2. Thus during acceleration through a resonance
snakes should be separated by an orbital angle of 7r and with strength let ;. N,/2, the perturbed spin tune, Q,, will
the snake axes of these two snakes should be orthogonal range over a whole integer unit and will cross the intrinsic
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resonance comdition many times. Therefore polarization Since the betatron tunes of colliders, such as RHIC, SPS,
can not be preserved. When the maximum of IQ, - 1I Tevatron, and SSC, have to avoid low order betatron res-
equals the deviation of the vertical betatron tune from half onances for a long term orbital stability, snake resonances
integer, the resonance condition recurs. The maximum do not impose further constraints to the operational con-
tolerable resonance strength is thus given by dition of the colliders. The resulting tolerable resonance

strength s agrees well with the critical resonance strength

< cc >- arcsin(Icos Kf /2)N. . (3.5) of Eq.(3.5). One can generalize the discussion to multi-
7snake accelerators, in which the snake resonance condition

Eq.(3.5) indicates that the tolerable critical resonance is modified by the snake superperiodicity P,. At higher
strength will be larger when the betatron tune is nearei snake superperiodicities, there are fewer snake resonances,
to an integer. Numerical simulations agree well with the yet the resonance width is increased. The basic physics
prediction of Eq.(3.5). The spin motion in the accelera- remains however unchanged.
tor can then be obtained iteratively from the spin tracking --- ,... -

equation, Eq.(3.3). To first order, we obtain easily 131

= iab(-l)u4(cKi+*.)ef ( +nKw) Is 10
C,,+I(K + ,,) + e 4(+nKw)4,+r(K - ,,,)} (3.6) Cs>

where C,,(q) is the enhancement function and is given by,

sin nqw 0 5
Cn q) = "sin qr"(3.7)

7

At q = iteger, we find that Ct(q) --, n. This means ,0
that the off-diagonal kicks add up coherently on each turn
through snake pairs. This condition is indeed a nomi- .. 93
nal resonance condition, since the spin tune equals a spin * N , 2 _IL 14
resonance position of 1K. However since the betatron lie I I I
tunes of accelerator are not half integers, the condition 1.5 U 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
K + a', = integer will never occur. Avoiding snake reso-
nances, polarisation will fall within the envelope of g Beam polarization after passage through a single spin

S >-: I - 21T121I = I - Sab 2 . resonance is shown as a function of the fractional part of
A few impoi ant observations can be drawn here: spin resonance tune. Higher order snake resonances are

1. 7)(8,,=sa)- 0 at an imperfection resonance, K = seen clearly.
integer. This means that imperfection kicks cancel each
other every two turns around the accelerator. Thus snakes 3.2 Overlapping Resonances
cure most effectively imperfection resonances. At 2nK = The spin resonance tune and resonance strength are in-
integer, K i 1/2, a similar cancellation of T)(, ) occurs trinsic properties of the lattice design as well as the beam
at m = 2n *turns around accelerator, emittance. Important intrinsic resonances are normally
2. The envelope function < S > has many nodal points, well separated and can be treated as isolated resonances.
where the depolarization driving term vanishes, i.e. b = However intrinsic and imperfection resonances may over-
0 or 1. These nodal points corresponds to the spin match- lap. Section 3.1 showed that imperfection kicks cancel each
ing condition3,5 , where Gy = K ± V(integer • N,)2 - Iel. other every two turns around accelerator. When an intrin-
Thus these nodal locations are separated approximately by sic resonance is present, the self cancellation mechanism of
N, units of G-y. These nodal points play an essential role depolarization kicks disappears. Spin becomes susceptible
in spin restoration during the passage through a depolar- to depolarization kicks.
isation resonance. Fig. 3 shows tolerable resonance strengths of overlap-

Based on the linear response theory of Eq.(3.6), we ex- ping imperfection and intrinsic resonances. When the
pect that snakes will not work at a betatron tune equal to strength of an intrinsic resonance, ki,,tl, is very small, the
a half integer. Fig. 2 shows the polarization vs. the frac- tolerable imperfection resonance strength, j4,n , becomes
tional part of the vertical betatron tune. A surprisingly very large due to the self cancellation mechanism of Sec-
many depolarization resonances appear at a betatron tune tion 3.1. However, when lei~tl is slightly increased, toler-
of rational numbers, e.g. 1/6, 5/6, 1/10, 3/10, etc.. To un- able lei,,l decreases drastically until about IenIj/&, <
derstand these resonances, we have to study the spin track- 0.3, where the imperfection resonance strength plays a
ing equation beyond linear order in b. These higher order minor role in depolarization process. Tolerable intrin-
snake resonances can also be studied by solving spin hierar- sic resonance strength can then be increased until about
chy equations'. In general, the snake resonance condition lcinI/-" < 0.4. The tolerable imperfection strength will
is given by, ma, +nK = integer, with m, n = odd integers, be 1,inpl/- < 0.3. For the SSC and RIIIC, we expect
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[ejm,,pm/ < 0.05 with 0.3 mm rms closed orbit distortion3 .  error in the spin rotation angle. In reality, the snake rota-

Beyond this intrinsic resonance strength, the perturbed tion angle may deviate from 7r randomly, so the resulting
spin tune plays a decisive role in determininig the tolera- spin tune modulation will not increase linearly with the

ble intrinsic and imperfection resonance strengths until the number of snakes. Tracking calculation shows that the
critical resonance strength, < e >, is reached. The rela- characteristic behavior is similar to that of Fig. 3.
tionship between tolerable intrinsic and imperfection res- Besides the error in 4, the snake axis angle, 4). may also

onances is also valid for an accelerator with multi-snakes. deviate from the ideal situation. The resulting spin tune

A pleateau for a limiting imperfection resonance is clearly is again energy independent (Eq.(3.1b)). The snake reso-

seen on Fig. 3, which indicates the sensitivity of sp~in to nance condition determines the tolerable snake axis angle3 .

imperfection errors when an intrinsic resonance is present 3.4 Snake Experiments
nearby. The sensitivity is clearly due to the disappearence Recently, Krisch et al.0 have carried out successfully
of the self cancellation mechanism. To achieve a higher tol- a series of experiments in the IUCF Cooler Ring to test
erance to imperfection resonances, we can set a limit on the snake concept. Using a single solenoid snake, polarized
tolerable intrinsic resonance strength as I~ti/L :5 0.4, or protons have been accelerated through imperfection and
N. _ 51e.I. intrinsic resonances without losing polarization The ex-

, I , perinents also discovered synchrotron spin resonance in
a proton storage ring. Synchrotron spin resonances have

0.8 a N,:16 - played important roles in electron storage rings, but have
.- N,: 2 never before been found in the proton storage ring. Snakes

K K: 949.81 (intrinsic) | cure synchrotron spin resonance as well., Along with ex-
0a r: 1/2 P,: I perimental tests with full snakes, the partial snake concept

06, CS o 0 t O. 1/2) of RoserT has also been studied extensively. Indeed partial
06:" - - snakes can be used in low to medium energy machines for

:0.36 Ns correcting imperfection resonances. An interesting ques-
0 5 - tion involves the evolution of spin tune when snake is adi-

A abatically turned on. Numerical tracking calculations have
i- 0 4 - a - been performed to study the problem., A new series of ex-

periments using a solenoid rf kicker" have been approved
0.3 A A . at the Cooler Ring to study more complex problems, such

as overlapping resonances, spin tune, etc.

. A A 4. Snake Design
A Since the invention of the snake idea by Derbenev and

0.1 A - Kondratenko, the design of snake and/or spin rotator has
A become an interesting task. There are many varieties of

0 0 3 6 , 08 snake designs ,s . For low to medium energy accelerators,
0 01 02 03 0.4 0 5 06 0. 08 lHelical type snakess seems to offer advantages in obtaining

tin/ N,/2) smaller transverse orbit displacements. At higher energies,

FiA.3 Correlation between tolerable intrinsic and inper- snake design is flexihile.

fection resonance strengths for N, = 2 and N, = 16. See The essential feature of the Steffen snake is the sym-

Section 3.2 for further discussion, metric arrangement of vertical bending magnets and anti-
symmetric horizontal bending magnets. These features can

3.3 Snake imperfections be preserved in the following modified snake configuration
When the spin rotation angle, 4, of Eq.(3.1) deviates Sm = (-H, -V, mH, 2V, -mH, -V, H),

fom r by Aeo = e- 4, the spin transfer matrix of snake where rn = 2 corresponds to the Steffen's srake. The num-
becomes, ber in is determined by geometry, i.e.

(in,- 1)(d + !(.-- 1)+ + t) = , + +2I.

S(,) = e -- " '  (3.8) The spin rotation angle, 4, and snake axis angle, 4),, are

Thus the spin rotation angle error is equivalent to an im- given by

perfection spin resonance, with ef, f= ' The corre-

sponding spin tune then becomes energy dependent. To Cos Cos Oy 4 cos in (4.1)

leading order, we obtain
A -- sin i-y, cos t/V),.2

N. cos(2G7r/N,)sin 2 (-4) (3.9) cos4), = s os 1  (4.2)
V0 2 ', = 22 2

where the linear dependence of Eq.(3.9) on N, is due to Note that m/,P and V,, are the relevant variables in de-
the assumption that each siake has an identical systematic teritiiing 4 and 4),. For a partial snake, we have 4 < r.
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When €.,4, are small, one obtain then 4, 2mo, Oy and Brook, (1986); S.Y. Lee, AlP 187, p. 1105 (1988);
4, + !- -* Fig. 4 shows t., tky relationship of Eq. S.Y. Lee and E.D, Courant, Phys. Rev. D41, 292
(4.1) and 4, vs. ipb for m = 2. When 0, = 0, or ir, the (1990); S.Y. Lee, Proc. of Penn. State Workshop
snake axis is along the radial £ axis. The compact snake on polarized colliders, AlP conf. proceedings, to be
configuration saves about 15% of total length. Besides, to- published (1991).
tal fBdo and the horizontal orbit displacement, D, are 4. Ya.S. Derbenev, and A.M. Kondratenko, Soy. Phys.

Byso aedustg tDoklady, LO, 562 (1976); Ya.S. Derbenev et al., Parti-
By adjusting the parameter m, we can obtain a properAccelerators 81151978.

distance 2d between two halves of a snake. The orbit dis- (9)
placements at middle of two halves of a snake can be cor- 5. K. Steffen, Particle Accelerator 24, 45 (1989).
rected by a orbit shifter of (-V', VI) at both ends of a
snake. However when the distance 2d becomes large, we 6. A.D. Krisch et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. f_0, 1137(1989);
will have m=l. Obviously, the total length and the radial A.D. Krisch, in the Proc. of Spin Workshop, Protvino,
orbital displacement of a snake increases as well. Such a USSR(1989); J.E. Goodwin et al., Phys. Rev. Lett.
split snake configuration is not practical for an insertion 64,2779(1990); J.E. Goodwin, Ph.D. Thesis, Indiana
detector area. It can be used in accelerators with two ad- University, (1990); M. G. Minty, Ph. D. Thesis, Indi-
jacent straight sections separated by a quadrupole. Such ana University (1991); M.G. Minty et al., these pro-
a snake configuration eases design criteria of low energy ceedings.
(< 30 GeV) accelerators. 7. T. Roser, AlP Conf. Proc. No. 187, p. 1442 (1988).

To fit a collider interaction region (IR) into the space
between the split snake, the snake configuration can be 8. K. Steffen, DESY Report 83-124(1983); D.G. under-
modified' to obtain split snake with m = 2. The advan- wood, Nucl. Inst. and Methods, 173, 351 (1980);
tage of the split snake configuration is that the spin in E.D. Courant, p. 1085 in Ref. 1(1988); U. Wienands,
the mid section of a snake will be in the horizontal plane. Proc. of Ist European Part. Ace. Conf., Rome, p.
Such a snake therefore serves a dual purpose of being a 905, (1988); S.Y. Lee, "Snakes and Spin Rotators",
snake and a spin rotator for helicity state experiments. BNL 52248 /UC-414 (1990); Nucl. Inst. Method, to
For a spin up particle passing through a half snake, the be published (1991).
spin orientation becomes S. = -sin m4. sinO ; Sy =
sins sin 20y ; . -" 0. Such a scheme can save the need 200
of four spin rotators in a polarised proton experiment.

5. Conclusion
The current understanding of polarized proton acceler- 'S

ation in the high energy accelerator has been reviewed. 100 °

With proper closed orbit correction, the overlapping res- v'z
onance between the intrinsic and imperfection resonances
can be controlled. The number of snakes needed is found
to be proportional to the intrinsic resonance strength, i.e. m 2
N. sz 51etid. The snake imperfection is more important
with a large number of snakes. We also discuss the snake
design issues. A split snake configuration can serve as a
snake and as a spin rotator for the helicity state experi-
ments. .100 o

t On leave of absence from Accelerator Development De-
partment, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY
11973.
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Longitudinal Instability in HIF Beams*
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ABSTRACT

In contrast to an electron induction accelerator, in which II. THE PROBLEM
the particle velocity is virtually constant, the resistive and
inductive components of accelerating module impedances can The instability in question is a close relative of the well.
cause instability for an intense non-relativistic heavy ion beam known microwave instability in circular accelerators but with
accelerated in a similar structure. Since focusing requirements distinctive features in this unfamiliar parameter range. That it
at the fusion pellet imply a momentum spread Z3x10 "4 at the should occur in a linear accelerator is due to the fact the ions
end of the accelerator, it is essential to understand and suppress are non-relativistic all the way (10 GeV at mass 200 -+ 50
this instability. There is also an economic issue involved for MeV/nucleon - P = 0.3) and regenerative bunching can occur
this application; selection of parameters to control the at an unpleasant rate in a kilo-ampere beam subjected to the
instability must not unduly affect the efficiency and cost of the impedance of the accelerating modules themselves.
accelerator. This paper will present the results of analytic and
computational work on module impedances, growth rates and Figure 1 shows a typical module as presently conceived.
feed back (forward) system& The module is energized through the transmission line entering

at the upper left; the characteristic impedance of this line is
1. INTRODUCTION seen as a resistance by the beam. Analytic estimates, more or

less corroborated by model measurements, indicate that in the
Inertial Confinement Fusion is based on the concept of frequency range of greatest concern, about five to fifty

creating a condition of very high density and temperature in a megahertz, the impedance is well represented by a parallel R-C
fuel pellet a few millimeters in size for a few nano-seconds. circuit-the line impedance in parallel with the capacity of the
The material is not confined by external forces; the finite narrow gap below the end of the feed line. At about 100 MHz,
reaction time is due to the inertia of the fuel as it flies apart. there are modes involving the space above the magnetic
For this process to work, an energy of several megajoules material to the right of the transmission line which can be
must be deposited in a thin surface layer in a few nano- represented by a parallel R,L,C circuit. Unfortunately, the 0
seconds-an instantaneous power requirement of several hundred of this mode depends on R-F properties of the magnetic
terawatts. The candidates for delivering the energy are lasers,
which can deliver the required power but are as yet deficient in
total energy and desired repetition rates of a few per second, and Hi, nTA Lo

particle accelerators, which can deliver the required energy at a
good repetition rate but as yet not at the required power level. ca m.,,1 ,I
Because the stopping distance is set by the required thickness

of the surface layer, the choices in particle beams range from
millions of amperes of light ions at several MeV kinetic
energy to thousand of amperes of heavy ions at several GeV
kinetic energy. At the heavy ion end of the srile the
candidates are a set of R-F linacs plus accumulation and
storage rings to reach the required level of joules and watts, and K8
a linear induction accelerator, which is capable of accelerating54-
kiloamperes of beam and would deliver the required energy and l 6
power in a single shot. The subject of this paper is a
longitudinal instability which is ctortain to occur in an
induction linac and is currently considered to be a major
question as to the feasibility of the induction linac option.

______________Fig. 1. Typical set of accelerating modules. The voltage is

Work supported by the Office of Energy Research, Office of applied through the leads at the top and appears across an
Basic Energy Sciences, U.S. Department of Energy. Contract insulated gap below the leads. The insulating material can be
DE-ACO3-76SF00098. seen projecting into the space below the magnetic material.
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright.
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material, probably Metglas, which are not known at this time. meters of the low-frequency equivalent circuit, R is the
Finally, there are many modes at much higher frequency smoothed resistance in ohms/meter, T=RC, and N is the
associated with the pill-box like region surrounding the beam, number of beamlets simultaneously accelerated.
but those are thought to be unimportant. In fact, PIC The second term in (2) is the space charge force per beamlet
simulations indicate that even the 100 MHz mode is only since the beamlets are isolated transversely by closely spaced
marginally important, conducting sheets inserted in the beam region of Fig. 1. It has

The low frequency impedance is, however, quite important the effect of producing space charge waves running forward and
and here arises a conflict with the over-all performance and backward along the beamlets. As the accelerator was first
cost. To ease the instability, the line impedance should be as conceived, there was to be a single beam (N=I) and stability
low as possible and the gap capacity as high as possible to seemed to be insured by the mechanism that backward moving
shunt the R-F image currents away from the resistance. These waves growing amplitude would reflect from the back end of the
desires are diametrically opposed to the demand for high bunch and damp out as they moved forward. In the present
efficiency and low cost. Maximum efficiency requires that the concept there would be a dozen or more separate beamlets. The
line impedance be equal to the module voltage divided by beam space charge force is then negligible compared to the induced
current to minimize reflected power. Also, the characteristic module force in the low frequency range and will be omitted
time r = RC should be short compared to the beam passage hereafter.
time of 100-500 ns. in order to establish the required voltage If time is replaced by t - z/v0, the time after the head of the
without undue strain-i.e., the capacity should be low. As will bunch passes a particular point along the accelerator, the
be seen in the next section, best performance and cost lead to a equations become:
predicted e-folding distance of about 100 meters in an
accelerator five to ten kilometers long. In order to bring the V05 . (1')
theoretical problem into a range of control by momentum az Io at Vo (1)
spread (less than -3x10- 4 because of chromatic effects in
focusing on the fuel pellet) and/or feed-forward (Fee later
section) we contemplate reducing line impedan, ! -y -A fp:' r of _ v = E (2')
three (25% efficiency loss) and increasing the RC time by a az Vo
factor of three (cost unknown).

e + f- = K~v 2 _I (3)
I1. THEORY at T 10

Instead of working with the Vlasov equation, it is simpler where 6 eSE and K2  elo - eoR
to work with the linearized fluid equations with zero pressure 2 3 3
(no momentum spread), keeping in mind that the criterion for The mo mvC MVot
stabilization by a momentum spread is the same as for theby
microwave unstability of a coasting beam. Furthermore, the a voltage error on a module at (say) z=0. The initial conditions

situation is formally similar to the transverse beam break-up for the set of equations are then:

instability without an external focusing force and will be 4<0,t- f
analyzed in a similar fashion. The fluid equations are:

a L + = 0 continuity equation (1) 6l(0,t) 0
at v az lo (4)

av + Vo av e -. eg a I Force equation (2) (0,0 = (.,0) = 0

at az in 4neomN az v Using a Laplace ransform in z:

S+ = _1.1-10) Circuit equation (y) (5)
at c

the equations le,9d to

where I is current, v is velocity, and 10 and v0 are the i d
unperturbed values.* C is the capacity, averaged in z, in Farad- =- _K dt'L f(t')ex- -k -L (6)

k7 +K 2  k2 d' k +K2

* This analysis neglects acceleration; the qualitative features are
not seriously affected by this omission.
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fation is 8 Equation (7) is not very revealing of essential features,
If the initial velocity perturbaion is 0 .. . t h e which can be seen better by setting -Q= 8(t) in equation (6)

integral in (6) is easily done and the Laplace transform can be and using a saddle point analysis.fl]. dt

inverted analytically or by a numerical integration around the The inversion integral becomes:
poles. The analytic result is:

n+z1t)='K4 W10 exikz" k' IL (8)

, =KAt- t i (Kz)'j.(Kz) ._k 2+K' k+K
n-0 n 2  ~2 The method of steepest descents consists in finding the

-ststionary points of the quantity in the exponent by setting its
_ (7) points to approximate the contour integral. Our interest,

o. k,0 2kkI however, is only in the real part of the exponential at the saddle

where jn(Kz) is the nth order spherical Bessel function. points; that is, the real parts of the solutions to the equation:

Figure 2 shows two examples of the corresponding Ev as a [u~zu 2 t = Kz ._.29. = 0 (9)
function of Kz and t/t. The most violent growth occurs for du U2+1 ' (U2+1)2

J-Yt * ± but becomes relatively benign for higher frequencies;

the caQC: on=3. is also shown for comparison. The roots of the quartic depend on the ratio tL.. A case of
rKz.

particular interest [1] is when 1 < -- Kz. The real part of the

exponent is then given by:

Kzf u-A + 2uA 2  
___(10)

-10 where A = t/tKz and p. is defined by A = 4gI2 l+jT 2 . The

t o to bracket is a maximum at A = -32' where (10) becomes 2-

That e-folding rate is the same as the worst case ow ='o Kz V 'C4 -S2shown in Fig. 2. The point of maximum growth should move

backward along the bunch at 3= -- Kz, in rough agreement

'0 with Fig. 2. 43

Numerical Valu
10

9t(AL) 0 For W0T- the frequency is nf3" 2nf3 ,

1 where tp is the pulse duration. For the desirable value, !-P - 20,
10 6 6 10 f = 4-20 MHz for tp = 500-100 n.s. and f = 1-7 MHz for T

4 incieased by a factor of three. These freq.'ncies are well in the
Kz Z range of the R-C model. The growth rate is

.I K elR tp
Fig. 2. voA as a function of Kz and t/'t for ot = 3(top) and - 16W& ' where W is the kinetic energy and 1p -

(bottom). Kz = 10 corresponds typically to a distance of one to 10 meters, is the bunch length. If the module feed line is
three kilometers. matched, eloR = 1 MeV/meter, the intended acceleration rate.
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grows from noise and in the right hand plot is fed forward at a
Then for W = 1 GeV and L- 20, - - (100 metersY. If R distance of 100 meters. Much remains to be studied about this

scheme, but it looks promising.
is reduced by a factor of three and T increased by a factor of

three, (300 meters) l. IV. CONCLUSION

This instability can be overcome by manipulating R and C
of the modules, but at the price of reduced efficiency and

Since the ions are non-relativisic (3 < 0.3), the possibility increased cost. We shall continue to look for a compromise by
arises of observing some aspect of the unstable growth at one involving a feed-forward system and a tolerable momentum
point along the accelerator and preparing a down stream module spread. We have to -ly heavily on theoretical analysis fr now
to apply a correction. Probably the easiest thing to observe is since there is no possibility of realistic experimental study
the perturbed electric field, which would appear as an error in without an accelerator capable of handling some hundreds of
module voltage as a function of time during bunch passage. amperes. A 1 ,up at the University of Maryland is planning a
The negative of this error could be applied to the bunch a model experin, t using low-energy electrons [21, from which
hundred meters or less down stream. To see how this would we hope to gain considerable information.
work, replace eqn. (2') by:

At u(z)- (z-h-.1 a- (2") V. REFERENCES

w o a [1] For more details, see E.P. Lee and L. Smith, "Asymptotic
where I is the feed-forward d . Analysis of the Longitudinal Instability of a Heavy Ion

A simple dispersion analysis of (l5, (2") and (3') leads to a Induction Linac," Proc. 1990 Linac Conf. p. 716.718,

September 1990. See also E.P. Lee and L. Smith,
damping factor. exi 1- 1 K2 b, which is indicative but "Analysis of Resonant Longitudinal Instability in a Heavy

1 +o27 2  
. Ion Induction Linac," paper LRA62, this conference.

misleading in that the apparent advantage of making 1 large is [2 J.G. Wang et al., "Resistive Wall Instability Experiment at
due to the Taylor expansion approximation in (2"). Figure 3 the University of Maryland," paper LTP17, this conference.
shows the results of a simulation in which the perturbation

0.5 - 0.5
(3) 1tp 12 (3)

41 %With feed-forward
v0  • R a 3 Rmt cv • correction every 100 m.

(atza6km)
(at z = 4.3 km)

.0.5..
.5 0 x(m) 5 -0.5 .........

-5 0 X()50x(m)5

Fig. 3. Phase space plots with and without feed-forward correction. External iiiapedance is assumed to be represented by
parallel R and C.
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Computer simulation of the coherent beam-beam effect in the LHC

W. Herr, CERN-SL CH-1211 Geneva 23

Abstract d(s) increases linearly with the distance from the interaction
For the Large Hadron Collider in the LEP tunnel (LHC) a point and the normalised separation d,.p = d(s)/a(s) is con-

non-zero crossing angle is foreseen to avoid multiple collisions stant between the interaction region and the first quadrupo

outside the interaction point. The two beams can however iang and and a, te betatron fu d bemsz
auffer from long range beam-beam interactions during the time ing angle and ' and , e the betatron function and beam size

they are in one common vacuum chamber. These long range at the interaction point (see e.g. [2]). For the nominal LHC

interactions can excite coherent beam-beam modes and due parameters this gives a separation of about 6.5 a for all long

to the finite separation they are in general non-linear leading range collisions.

to possible coherent resonances of higher order. A computer 3 Simulation model
simulation has been developped and was used to investigate
this coherent beam-beam effect. Possible constraints on the Phase space variables and particle transport
LHC parameters are investigated and discussed. The variables used for the simulation are the transverse coor-

1 Introduction dinate and angle of a bunch with respect to the design orbit
(x,x'). The bunches are considered as rigid objects in this sim-

The LHC is designed to reach very high luminosities above ulation since only the coherent dipole oscillation is considered.
1OP3cm' 2s-1 (1] and to achieve this a very large number of A complete simulation with more than 4000 bunches is unreal-
closely spaced bunches (4725) is foreseen. Normally, the two istic since the computer time required for the simulation would
beams are separated into two beam pipes except in the in- be too large. The maximum number of bunches in the simu-
teraction regions where they share a vacuum chamber. To lation was 256 per beam. For the particle transport a linear,
avoid that all those bunches collide, a crossing angle of 200 uncoupled machine is assumed. All the interaction regions are
Pa. if foreseen. However, long range beam-beam effects can- considered identical in the simulation, i.e. same length and
not be avoided between the incoming and outgoing bunches same #". Details about the simulation can be found in (6].
and it was shown (2] that these long range forces constrain the
choice of parameters for the crossing angle and the j" func-
tions at the interaction point. In this paper the coherent effect For a given bunch the distance from its design orbit can be
of long range interactions will be examined. The excitation written as z, the distance of the opposing bunch to its design
of coherent bunch oscillations induced by the beam-beam ef- orbit as z2 and the distance of the two design orbits is d(s).
fect is well known and studied extensively [3, 4] for the case of The distance between the two bunches is then given as 6x =
head-on collisions where the coherent motion is excited by a Z2 - Z + d. The beam-beam interaction between the two
small transverse displacement of the colliding bunches. For the bunches is approximated by rigid dipole kicks of the form:
LHC these coherent oscillations can be excited by long range 1(r) 8W4 03 . 2

colliions since they are dipolar kicks and one can expect the (r ' (I - e -T )

excitation of coherent rigid dipole oscillations, i.e. small devi- where: r = VG2 +7:2, a is the transverse beam size and is
ations from the nominal orbit. Their stability is investigated the linear beam-beam tune shift.
with a simulation program. The transverse kick 6x' is computed as 6z' = f(z2 - x, +

d(s)) - f(d(s)). The term f(d(s)) has to be subtracted since it
2 LHC parameters is an orbit kick caused by the beam-beam interaction and has

Parasitic long range collisions in interaction region to be compensated by other means. In this study we are only
interested in oscillations of bunches around the orbit.

The bunch spacing of 15 ns corresponds to a bunch distance of The separation for the nominal LIIC parameters is about
4.5m and for the LHC geometry one calculates a total number 6.5 a and a linearised beam-beam force as it is usually used
of 19 parasitic collisions on each side of the collision point, to study coherent beam-beam effects from head-on collisions is
The actual kicks received from opposing bunches are relatively not sufficient since it would suppress all resonances of orders
small but since their effect is cumulated over many collisions, higher than two and result in too optimistic limits for the sta-
the total kick can become very significant (2]. Because a given bility (for details see [61). In order to make the model realistic
bunch "collides" with many other bunches in every interaction for a smaller number of bunches, several parasitic collisions
region, a coupling of all bunches and a large number of coherent have been accumulated into a single kick for the test bunch.
modes can be expected. To ensure a stable system, the motion The phase advance between the long range collisions on one
of all these modes with different frequencies must be stable sid, of the interaction region is small and such a cumulation is
independently. justified but the total effect is overestimated since the bunches

Beam separation in interaction region normally collide with different phases.

The normalised emittance of the LHC beams is c = 3.75 pm Simulation strategy
(C = a2'-/) and with a 8" value of 0.5 m this results in a beam The program has been written for two dimensions, but the
size of about 15 pm. The separation between the two orbits stability was only studied in the horizontal plane where the
0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 QIEEE 1068



two beams cross at an angle. The initial orbit displacements very simple case of equally spaced and equal bunches these
of all bunches were chosen as random numbers in the range of modes are degenerated into a single mode. The symmetry of
±0.1. The results have been shown to be not very sensitive the system is the reason for this degeneracy and breaking the
to the initial displacement. For the results presented in the symmetry by using two non equidistant interaction points or
next section only the long range forces are considered. different phase advances between the interaction points the

The program follows all bunches of both beams and keeps other modes become visible [5]. The instability is usually pre
track of the phase space variables. An unstable situation is sented in the form of a (Q,t).diagram where for every value of
assumed whenever a bunch exceeds a certain limit on the dis- the tune Q the tune shift t is plotted where instability occurs,
placement, in most cases a limit of twice the initial deviation i.e. at values of t for which the 7r-mode (or any other mode) is
from the design orbit is enough and the detection of instability shifted onto a resonance which can be driven by the force. The
is relatively insensitive to the actual choice of this value. For stability diagram in the (Q,t)-plane is shown in Fig.2. Two re-
this detection, the number of turns tracked in each case is in the
order of 250 - 1000, but in some cases up to 16000 turns have
been tracked to study the possible dependence of the number
of turns ou the onset of unstable motion. Should the motion re-
main stable, i.e. bound, then the linear beam-beam tune shift
( is increased in small steps to find the maximum value where
the motion remains stable. To find stability diagrams in the
(QW)-plane, the initial Q-values of the machine are scanned.

4 Results

Equally spaced interaction regions *A*

Although equally spaced interaction regions with a limited
number of bunches are not a good model for the LIIC, such a
scheme is treated for completeness and to compare with the
results obtained for clustered interaction regions and many Figure 2: Stability diagram for four bunches and equally
bunches, spaced interaction regions

Spectrum and stability A simulation has been per.
formed to investigate the stability of a scheme with four gions are visible where the bunch motion becomes unstable:

bunches and equally spaced interaction regions, in this partic- the regions for tune values just below the integer and around

ular example with 4 collision points, i.e. every second collision the third order resonance. The resonances at 1/2 and 2/3 are

is omitted. Fig.1 shows a Fourier spectrum of a bunch where suppressed by the symmetry of the system. The stability plot

the beam-beam tune shift used was f = -0.0034, i.e. the nomi- for a single interaction region would show these resonances.

nal LIIC tune shift, the separation was 6.5 o and 19 long range For a linearised beam-beam force the third order resonance

collisions were cumulated on each side in every interaction re- disappears. Non-linear resonances of orders higher than three

gion. The horizontal tune was Qh = 71.28. Three peaks in have not been seen in the simulations.

Frequency shift An important quantity is the frequency
, , shift of the r-mode since it determines the frequency span of

S a 1the coherent beam-beam modes. From simulations with simple
', , ,configurations it can be shown that this shift is only dependent

on the total number of long range collisions, the linear beam-
a beam tune shift f, the number of interaction points and the

normalised separation. This frequency shift is independent of
the total number of bunches as long as the above parameters

'A are kept constant, i.e. for smaller number of bunches the long

range kicks are accumulated into a single kick. This allows
*a simple extrapolation of the frequency span to the nominal

LIIC parameters.
- .- WA-- g -

I- f-T Clustered interaction regions

Figure 1: Mode spectrum for four bunches and equally In the SSC and the LIIC the interaction points are clustered
spaced interaction regions (SSC) or not equally distributed around the ring (LIIC), i.e.

with different phase advance. In addition, the long range col-

lisions are clustered around the interaction regions since nor-the spectrum can be seen: the peak at the lowest frequency raly the two beams are separated elsewhere.
corresponds to the so-called 0-mode without a frequency shift
where the bunches move together and which is always stable. Frequency shift Assuming three identical interaction
The mode where the bunches mov, maximally out of phase regions with a phase advance of Q/2, Q/4 and Q/4 between
is the so-called r-mode which experiences the maximum fre- the collisions, a separation of 6 5 a and 19 long range collisons
quency saift. This mode can become unstable. Between the on both sides of the collision point, a frequency shift of the r-
0-mode and the 7r-mode aie the multi-bunch modes and in this mode of about 11 is found, i.e. with the current tune values of

1(69
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Q.=71.28 and Q,=70.31 this results in a shift to 71.317 of the suppressed since the symmetry is broken. The widths of the
horizontal r-mode. The coherent tune shift from the head-on individual resonances are decreasing very fast with the num-
collision at the interaction point however has a opposite sign ber of parasitic collisions: the long range collisions all occur at
and partially compensates the long range tune shift. The to- different phases between the bunches and a decoherence effect
tal shift is therefore ; 7.5 C. It can therefore be extrapolated is observed. For larger number of collisions ( ? 6) the linear
that a linear tune shift of more than 0.0075 is necessary to beam-beam tune shift in the input has to be adjusted with
get unstable motion. For a linearised beam-beam force a lin- a precision of ; 10' to get unstable motion. The limit of
ear beam-beam tune shift as large as C=-0.02 would be needed instability in Fig.4 had to be carefully searched since with a
since only first and second order resonances would be excited. too coarse scan of C the instability could be missed and only

the first and second order resonance would be seen. A scan
Clustered long range interactions with many with the required granularity in C would not be feasible since

bunches To investigate the effect of many long range inter- the computer time required would be enormous. A method
actions clustered around the collision points, a larger number was therefore implemented in the simulation program to find
of bunches has been simulated (up to 256 per beam) and the the stability limit for the required resonance by adjusting the
long range collsons have been localised around the interac- r-mode on to the required frequency. Higher order resonances
tion points. Because a given bunch collides with many other were also studied using this method, but have not been identi-
bunches, all bunches couple together and a very large number fled, at least not with the number of turns studied (up to 16000
of multi-bunch beam-beam modes car be observed. In Fig.3 turns). With the nominal LIIC parameters, i.e. almost 40 long

range kicks per interaction region, a strong decoherence can be
expected and the excitation of resonances with orders higher

Mods .6o pmt,,f, 26, , nahe than two will be weak or non-existing.

Dependence on separation The separation deter-
mines not only the total frequency shift of the r-mode and

GA therefore the frequency span of the beam-beam modes, but
also the non-linearity of the beam-beam potential. For the
working point of Qh = 71.28 a separation of more than 5 a

Go a-,, is necessary in order to remain stable [6]. For the nominal

[t[ separation of 6.5 a the motion is stable for C _5 0.0075.

* . 5 Conclusion
WV The coherent dipole oscillations induced by long range beam-

Figure 3: Mode spectrum for clustered longt range colli- beam interactions for the LtlC have been investigated and thesions results can be summarised as follows:

* Coherent dipole oscillations can be excited by long range
the spectrum is shown for 256 bunches and one interaction collisions.
point with eight clustered long range colisons. A large num- * The separation of several sigma causes the excitation of
ber of beam-beam modes can be seen between the 0-mode and non-linear coherent resonances of low (3rd) order.
the ir-mode. For the limit of a very large number of bunches 9 Clustered interaction regions increase the number of
the spectrum will become a continuum of modes and the en- beam-beam modes which can potentially become unstable
tire tune region up to the r-mode is potentially unstable if a The frequency space between the 0-mode and the 7r-,node
low order resonance is in this region. The stability diag:,Lm should be free from low order resonances.
for the above conditions is shown in Fig.4. The resonances of * For the LHC parameters a linear tune shift of = 0.0075

per interaction is necessary for unstable motion.
SA ,* However, strong decoherence from long range collisions and

other damping mechanisms will make it unlikely that the
coherent beam-beam effect is a limitation for the LltC
with the current working point.
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Abstract in the calculations, Landau and radiation damping, and
the relative importance compared to other effects.

We present the results of a new beam-beam simulation Strong-strong computer simulations are an important
program that allows for a selfaconsistent calculation of the tool in the study of the coherent beam-beam interaction.
electromagnetic fields of the beams by treating general InI the usual 'Gaussian simulations' the positions and rms
(non-Gaussian) beam-distributions. We find that a new sizes of the beams are first calculated from the coordinates
class of coherent instabilities, appearing at certain operat- of the test-particles just before the collision. They are
ing points, dominate the dynamics. then used in an expression for the beam-beam force that

assumes the particle distribution to be Gaussian[6]. Unfor-
I. INTRODUCTION tunately, this procedure does not allow for a self-consistent

calculation of the fields; it restricts the fields directly and
One of the factors limiting the performance of e+e- stor- the distributions implicitly.
age ring colliders is the beam-beam interaction. There The simulation program discussed in this paper calcu-
has been much speculation on the role of coherent (or lates the fields from the coordinates of the test-particles,
collective) beam-beam effects as a mechanism for limit- and does not impose any restrictions on the beam-
ing the tune-shift, but no consensus has been reached on distributions or the beam-profiles. \Ve find new coherent
this issuel]. Centroid (or dipole) motion, where the cen- instabilities that, at certain operating points, dominate the
troids of the two beams oscillate relative to each other, is dynamics.
routinely observed in operating storage rings, but there is
no evidence that it affects luminosity. Centroid motion is
easily detected and could be removed with feedback. II. FIELD CALCULATION

The potential for performance limitations comes from ef-
fects that distort the beam shape. Such effects have been We worked with beams that were nominally round, i.e.
analyzed with two different types of models. In the first, the 6*'s and nominal emittances were equal in the two
of Furman et aL[2] and of Hirata[3], nonlinear maps for transverse dimensions. The beams were not restricted to
the colliding beam system are developed in the moments. remain rou,'l[7], but the field calculation is most efficient
In earlier work Hirata uses a nonlinear beam-beam kick when the transverse sizes are comparable.
calculated from a Gaussian beam, which is not consistent The electromagnetic fields of a bunch are calculated by
with the assumption that the beams remain Gaussian. fie Lorentz transforming to its rest frame and then solving
finds flip-flop solutions, wher". both beams maintain un- Poisson's equation. Test particles are cest onto a circu-
equal sizes. Later attempts at including higher moments lar mesh with radial step size Ar and azimuthal bin size
were in substantial agreement with the Gaussian calcula- A0. The array that results, N(r,o), must be smoothed,
tion. Furman et al. maintain self-consistency at the cost otherwise the simulation results are affected by statisti-
of a simplified, linear model of the beam-beam force. They cal fluctuations due to the finite number of test particles.
find that equal-size higher-period solutions coexist, and are The average charge is treated first. It is smoothed by
responsible for performance limitations, least-squares fitting using Forsythe's method[8], and the

In the second type of model, of Chao and Ruth[4] and of radial electric field it produces is calculated using Gauss'
Dikansky and Pestrikov[5], the phase space distributions of Law. The azimuthal variation of N(i-,O) is treated by
the two beams influence each other and modes develop in Fourier analysing N(r, 0) and checking each Fourier coeffi-
phase space. The stability of these modes is analyzed with cient for consistency with zero. Statistically significant co-
the linearized Vlasov equation, assuming small perturba- efficients are fitted and smoothed iith Fors3 the's method,
tions from equilibrium. While these calculations indicate and the Green's function for Poisson's equation in polar
the potential importance of coherent beam-beam effects, coordinates[9] is used to calculate the potential and the
there are open questions about the approximations used electric field.
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 1071
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Figure 1: Onset and offset (o for the various coherent res- Figure 2: Horizontal beam-size variation over 20 turns.
onances, as a function of Qb. At the nominal tune of the Qb = 0.79, 0 = 0.08.
resonance it is assumed that the resonance ' tube' vanishes.
The lines are drawn by interpolating from the calculated
data points down to the zero-fo point. imum 0 of 0.14 investigated. A study of the beam-size

variation indicates that the behaviour is period-2 and anti-
correlated between the two beams; i.e. when one beam is

This algorithm was checked for sensitivity to the details tightly focussed, the other is blown-up. This is consistent
of the mesh - the sizes of Ar and A0 - and was found to with the results of Furman et al.[2] which show a strong
be insensitive to them. On the other hand, the number fourth-order resonance. This is not a new feature of these
of test particles and the smoothing proviced by the least simulations; the same behaviour is seen even in Gaussian
squares fitting were important. Without smoothing, sta- simulations.
tistical fluctuations dominated for any reasonable number Two sixth-order resonances, the I and the ft, were iden-
of test particles. With smoothing, results were found to tified and traced out in tune. In contrast to the 3 reso.
be insensitive to the number of test particles when that nance, they were found to have a finite width in e0. This is
number exceeded 5,000; in this work we used 10, 000 test consistent with the predictions of the second class of mod-
particles. els discussed above[4, 5]. The oscillations in the beam-sizes

were found to be period-3 and anti-correlated (Fig. 2).
III. SIMULATION RESULTS Just below Qb = 0.667 both third (S) and sixth(") order

resonances could play a role in the dynamics. On the other
Our results show that the coherent behaviour is sensitive hand below Qb = 0.833 only the sixth order (Q) resonance
to the radiation damping. In this work we concentrated on is possible. However, the similarity of the coherent dynam-
low-order resonances, up to sixth order, and on damping ics in these two regions (Fig. 1) suggests that the third-
decrements of 6 = I x 10- 3 and 6 = I x 10- 4 , correspond- order resonance does not contribute below Qb = 0.667.
ing to betatron damping times of 2,000 and 20,000 turns, More generally one may surmise that odd order coherent
respectively. Synchrotron motion was not included, and resonances do not occur at all. This agrees with the predic-
the beams were forced to collide head-on by a 'feedback' tions of the second class of models[4, 5], and is significant
system that set the centroids of the beams to zero after from the practical point of view.
each turn. The horizontal and vertical tunes were kept
equal (= Q, say), and Qb was restricted to the region B Gaussian vs General Simulations
0.5 < Qb < 1.0. Results are presented only for the x-
dimension; the y-dimension behaved analogously. To show that the sixth-order resonances are a new fea-

ture of these simulations, we performed a set of comparison
A Tune-Shift Scans runs with a Gaussian simulation. For the 1 resonance, at a

tune of Qb = 0.80, the region over which coherent motion
Figure 1 presents the results of scans over the nominal was seen was scanned using a Gaussian simulation.

tune-shift 0, performed at different tunes, in order to de- The results are presented in Fig. 3 in terms of the beam-
termine the tune-shift region over which coherent motion size and its variation as a function of 0 for both, the
broke out. The data-points in the figure correspond the general and the Gaussian simulations. For the former,
lowest and highest &'s at which coherent motion was seen, with 10,000 test particles, the statistical fluctuation in the
at that particular tune. beam-size is less than a micron. For the latter, with 1, 000

For the fourth-order (3) resonance there seems to be no particles, it is just over a micron. Larger size-variations
upper limit to the coherent motion, at least to the max- are indicative of coherent motion.
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90.0 V. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS
O Gausan Simulation (6 = 1 x I0-3)
& General Simulation (6 = 1 x 10-')

General Simulation (V - I x 10-) Much work remains to be done, and is in progress. Reso-

The impact of removing feedback has to be studied. Sen-
sitivity to initial conditions, consequences of asymmetric

7. parameters between the two beams, and methods of han-
dling flat beams; all these avenues can be explored.

Gz(I m) We conclude by observing that a self-consistent calcu-
lation of the electromagnetic fields is essential in a study
of the coherent beam-beam interaction. It leads to a new
class of higher-period coherent instabilities that dominate
the dynamics at certain operating points.

0.042 o 0,085 0.088 This research was conducted using the Cornell National
Figure 3: Horizontal beam-size as a function of O at Qb = Supercomputing Facility, a resource of the Center for The-
0.80, for three different cases, ory and Simulation in Science and Engineering at Cornell

University, which is funded in part by the National Science
Foundation, New York State and the IBM Corporation.

From the figure one sees that for the sixth-order reso- Early work on this topic was performed at the Laboratory
nance coherent oscillations are present only in the more of Nuclear Studies, Cornell University which is supported
general simulation; they are absent in the Gaussian smu- in part by the National Science Foundation.
lation. (*) Work supported by the Department of Energy, con-

tract DE-AC03-76SF00098.
(**) Work supported by the Department of Energy, con-

IV. DISCUSSION tract DE-AC03-76SF00515.
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Effect of Non-planar Undulators on Beam Dynamics in ELETTRA

Lidia Tosi and Ryutaro Nagaoka
Sincrotrone Trieste, Padriciano 99, 34012 Trieste, Italy

Abstract larger beta value of 8.2 in at the device location against 2.6 in
for the vertical one.

There is a strong interest in the installation of devices that A further cause for the strong reduction in the horizontal
will generate circularly polarized radiation in ELETTRA. plane may be searched also in the fact that, whereas for the
However, the impact of such undulators on beam dynamics plane device described by the B field a particle injected with
has been found to be more serious with respect to zero vertical amplitude will always remain in the horizontal
conventional planar devices, since further strong non- plane, the B' field generates a finite vertical amplitude. The
linearities are introduced in both horizontal and vertical planes. lifting of the particle off the horizontal plane will eventually
An investigation of the consequences of these effects on beam in addition activate non-linearities coming from the strong
dynamics has been carried out for different types of devices. sextupoles and from the B field.
Various pratical means to compensate their effects, including Thus, it is important to be able to minimize the
local optics modifications, are attempted. difficulties that a circularly light source may cause to machine

operation, by a scanning through the design parameters of
I. INTRODUCTION different proposals[5], which include a crossed undulator[6], a

crossed scheme[71, an asymmetric wiggler[8] and an elliptical
ELETTRA[1], under construction at Trieste (Italy), is a wiggler[91, whose most significant dynamic apertures are

1.5-2.0 GeV third generation light source which at full presented in the following section. An optimal dynamic
operation will accomodate up to 11 insertion devices. Recently aperture, which garantees a sufficient safety margin for the
there has been also an increasing interest in the installation of dynamic aperture requirements for Touschek and beam-gas
a circularly polarized light source. However, previous scattering and for the injection process[10], has been found for
studies[2] on the dynamic apertures in presence of helical the elliptical multipole wiggler.
insertion devices have shown an unacceptable reduction in the In the last section, an enlargening of the maximum
maximum stable amplitudes due to the additional non- horizontal stable amplitude is attempted by lowering the beta
linearities which these structures introduce in both the value at the device location. Such a modification is found to
horizontal and the vertical planes with respect to the usual be quite helpful, especially when no sextupoles are included.
plane devices. In fact, the transverse and longitudinal However, the inclusion of the latter presents a whole series of
components of the magnetic field in a general helical structure problems typically encountered when designing a lattice.
may be written as [31: II. DYNAMIC APERTURES

B. = BX~ sh(kx)sh(kyco*kz) + 13' ch(kxxkyy)sin(kz)
k kIn order to define the design parameters of the helical device

B = B. cl(kx)ckyOkz) + ,sh(kx~hkyy)sin(kz) (1) whose dynamic aperture would garantee some safety margin
W fi for the aperture requirements and to understand the influence of= -B0.k- ch~kax)sh(k~y~ikz) + B- sh(kax)clky)coskz) the parameters on the dynamics, investigations on the dynamick x k behaviour of several possibilities have been carried out. In allthe computations, the original tunes have been re-installed by

where kx , ky, kx', ky' must satisfy the two divergence a global compensation, leaving a residual beta beat whose
conditions kx2+ky2=k2 and kx'2+ky'2=k2 with k=2n/9 0, X, maximum was found to be less than 3% for all cases. After
being the insertion device period length. Thus, the field may doing the chromaticity correction, four particles with different
be looked upon as the superposition of the field B generated initial conditions were tracked over 250 turns with the
by a conventional horizontal plane device, whose non- computer code RACETRACK [11,12].
linearities in the transverse planes scale as (l/pk) 2(kx)m(ky)n Since the non-linearities introduced by B' scale as li/p'2,
[4], and of a field B' generated by a vertical plane device, investigations on the influence of the value for Be' were done
which will introduce additional linear and non-linear forces for a crossed undulator[6] whose parameters at 2 GeV were
scaling as (1/p'k) 2(kx')n(ky')m [12,3], with p and p' the taken to be Be = 0.35 T, X0 = 0.06 in and Np = 75. Lowering
bending radii in the fields B0 and Be' and with in, n = 0, 2.... Be' from 0.35 T to 0.15 T brought an improvement up to 21
Considering the exchanging roles that ky and kx' play in the mm in the horizontal and 16 mm in the vertical maximum
two fields and the fact that usually for a plane horizontal stable amplitudes against the original values of about 10 mm.
device by construction ky = k, all the non-linearities which A second series of investigations were made for the crossed
were present in the vertical plane for the latter are now also scheme[7], in which the light is generated by placing in the
present in the horizontal plane, whose maximum stable same straight section a horizontal plane device Ul with a field
amplitude for ELETTRA will mostly suffer because of the B followed by a vertical plane device U2 generating a field B'.

0-7803-0135- 8/91$01.00 ©IEEE 1074



The two devices were chosen to have at 2 GeV the same
maximum on axis fields of 0.39 T, Xo = 0.066 m and Np = 20

24. The transverse propagation constants of UI were 4.k,-"
maintained constant with ky = k, introducing non-linearities in is- k%- 0. ,0
the vertical plane. The ones for U2 were instead varied in such T Bo-o.kx-0

a way as to realize linearly a horizontally defocussing device 6

with kx' = i 123 m-1 , a horizontal drift with kx' = 0, an ? to
equally focussing device in both planes with kx' = ky' and a
vertical drift with kx' = k. As shown in the resulting dynamic -
apertures in figure 1, there is a strong reduction in both planes
for the case in which U2 is horizontally defocussing, since the
ratio of the transverse and longitudinal propagation constants 0 s to is 20 25 30

is large. All the other cases present different reductions due to Amp-X (mm]

the intrinsic non-linearities of the two devices and due to the
coupling effects of U2. They may be explained by considering Figure 2. Dynamic aperture for the elliptical multipole
the following equations of motion for U2: wiggler

xkx+k' .x =xy2  in ,)
I k' 3 k 2 2a inks) +-xy+x"-- -+.Lx .i.2 xy) .sms) .k y + Investigations have been also carried out for an

2pV 6 2 P 6 asymmetric wiggler[8], which is a horizontal plane device
k k y) -_ k kz y 2) whose vertical and longitudinal field components may be

y)- + yx cosks
6 , k (x+ 6 -xy 2 ) written as a sum of harmonics. The dynamic aperture for the6 p6 2

.4 2.2  sn7 -2 device chosen to have at 1.5 GeV an equivalent linear effect
y L2 (k y+.M.y3+t-L-_x 2y). L- g 2y2+. hX2 + corresponding to a maximum on axis field of 0.35 T, Xo =

2p'k2  6 2 p 2 2 0.24 m and Np = 20 showed no significant reduction with
S._k _ 4 2  'cos _) k4 (x+2 x3+k xy2 ) respect to the one with sextupoles alone. In fact, this device

24 24 4 p 6 2 presents a small value of k, important for small non-
linearities, it produces a small linear distorsion and most

For kx' = 0, U2 introduces practically the same non-linear important of all it is a plane horizontal device with no B'
terms in the vertical plane as UI. The two combined together field.
may explain the large reduction in the maximum vertical From the above results, it has become quite evident that
amplitude and because of the lifting of particles off the the required device must be searched or in the class of helical
horizontal plane by U2, they contribute with the sextupoles to structures which present low values for all the propagation
the reduction of the horizontal one. For the case kx' = k, the constants, a small value for B0' and an adequate value for Be.
above terms do not exist in U2, leading to an enlargement of While the first two conditions contribute in containing the
the maximum vertical amplitude. However, analogous terms non-linear and coupling effects, the third must assure a small
exist in the horizontal equations, whose maximum amplitude linear distorsion around the ring in order to not excite
will suffer mostly. The best compromise seems to be the case additional resonances due to the optical symmetry break. The
in which kx' = ky', where even though the equations of device was chosen to be an elliptical multipole wiggler[9,131
motion are the most complex, the strengths of the non- with Bo = 0.33 T, Bo' = 0.054 T, ).o = 0.2 m and Np = 20 at
linearities are smaller with respect to the previous cases. Of 1.5 GeV. Since this device allows the switching of the
course the whole mechanism of the dynamics is much more polarization of the light by inverting only the B' field, the
complex, depending on the system and on the combined effects matching to the original tunes has been done only for B.
of the sextupoles and the device. Various sets of transverse propagation constants have been

3D scanned in order to find an optimal dynamic aperture and the
-Ony set two most significant corresponding to kx = i 29 in 1, Ik' =

- .kj22.5 34.8 m 1 and kx = 0, kx' = k are reproduced in figure 2. In
is 4- k0'-o0 order to give an idea to what extent the presence of B' may.,O-2 kx'-=ky'

0 kx'-k limit the horizontal aperture, the dynamic aperture produced by

10 the device when the above field is zero in the case kx = 0 is
shown. Since the non-coupling non-linearities introduced by

_ B' are effectively small, it is reasonable to deduce that the
small coupling ones combined with the sextupoles and the B
field is the main cause of the reduction. Since the elliptical

o, 10 15 20device with kx = 0 seems to garantee some safety margin for
Amp-X [ l the fulfilment of all the necessary aperture requirements, this

device may be the most suitable as a circularly polarized light

Figure 1. Dynamic aperture for the crossed scheme varying the source for ELETIRA.
design parameters of U2
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III. OPTICS MODIFICATIONS 2 Only Sct

4 Seat+Und New

Since ELETURA presents a large horizontal beta value of 1s.5 Sewt+Und Old

8.2 m against 2.6 m of the vertical, in this section an attempt 'I
of containing the non-linear effects in the horizontal plane by 10
lowering the horizontal beta is presented. However. since this
operation accomplished at only one straight section renders the .g

sextupole optimization difficult, the optics have been modified
in such a way as to pass from a 12-fold symmetry to a 6-fold
one. Each superperiod is composed of two of the original o . . . .
ones, in which there is a high beta straight section followed 0 5 10 15 20 25

by a low beta one, as shown up to the symmetry point in Amp.X [mm]

figure 3. In order to localize as much as possible the Figure 4. Comparison of the dynamic apertures for the crossed
modifications, the optical functions before the quadrupole undulator in the original lattice and in the modified one.
triplet in the low beta section have been fixed to the original
values. By the introduction of an additional quadrupole family, IV. CONCLUSIONS
the betas were simultaneously lowered and the alfas set to zero
at the symmetry point. The quadrupole triplet in the high beta The presence of a helical insertion device in ELETIRA
section was then used to globally re-adjust the fractional parts may deteriorate critically the dynamic aperture, due to the
of the tunes to appropriate values. While the horizontal beta is introduction of additional non-linearities in both planes. Thus,
reduced to 1.60 m in the low beta section leading to an the request from the users of having a circularly polarized light
increase in the tune of unity, the vertical one remained almost source has required the necessity of finding a device which
the same. Associated with this change, a sextupole fulfills all the aperture requirements. After investigating the
optimization was carried out and the best configuration was beam performance for various possibilities, an elliptical
found to be just the original harmonic sextupoles powered multipole wiggler has been found to be the most suitable.
differently in the two sections. However, a reduction of about Furthermore, the lowering of the horizontal beta to suppress
30% in the horizontal dynamic aperture with respect to the the nonlinearities in this plane has shown to be useful for the
original lattice occurs, due to the increase in the number of crossed undulator, even when the presence of sextupoles may
harmonics influencing the motion noticed in the analysis in hinder the effectiveness because of the optical symmetry break.
single resonance approximation[14].
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Calculations of the Conditions for Bunched-Beam e-p

Instability in the Los Alamos Proton Storage Ring (PSR)*
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ABSTRACT equations describe dipole-mode oscillations coupled by the

Recent observations are consistent with the possibil- centers of charge V., V. Assuming harmonic motion ob-

ity of an "e-p" instability in the PSR, with both bunched tains the dispersion relation:

and unbunched beam. This instability requires stable trap- (Q! _0)(Ql + Q2 0) 2) = Q2
ping of electrons within the space charge potential of the - +
protons and such trapping is not expected with bunched where n is the spatial harmonic of proton oscillation and
beam at PSR parameters. However, it is shown that elec- = = W/0 is the oscillation frequency in units of revolution
tron trapping can occur if some of the beam leaks into the frequency (f = v,/R). At PSR parameters, we obtain
interbunch gap. Such leakage is observationally associated Qu e 40( 100 MHz). The relation can have complex

with the instability. Also it is shown that the leakage is solutions (instability) with z re n - q; thus the un-

consistent with the expected longitudinal dynamics within stable oscillations occur at lower betatron sidebands near

the PSR. Implications for improving PSR stability are dis- 100 MHs. Growth rates (from Im x) of the sidebands can

cussed, be quite fast; Im xfl ;. 0.1 - 0.01 ps- 1 is readily obtained.

INTRODUCTION The instability requires a minimal value of Q,(Qp > 0.1

Recent observationsWl support the hypothesis that the or 17, > 0.01), implying a relatively small neutralization

fast transverse instability observed in the PSR[2] is an is required. The PSR unstable oscillation frequencies and

electron-proton (e-p) instability, in which stray electrona growth rates, and their dependences on beam size and den-

are trapped within the space-charge of the circulating pro- sity are in general agreement with the e-p model.

tons and unstable coupled transverse oscillations of the CONDITIONS FOR ELECTRON TRAPPING
trapped electrons and protons develop. The instability re-
quires a source of free electrons, stable trapping of electrons
within the proton beam, and the exponential development A key difference between the PSR and the simplified
of coherent coupled oscillations, model is that the beam density in the PSR varies longitu-

The oscillations can be described using a simplified dinally by large factors, particularly with bunched beam.
linearized model31][4M5], s in which the proton beam and Stable trapping must be maintained with these variations.
trapped electrons have uniform density within an ellipti- The trapping potential in the high intensity PSR beam is
cal cross section (a x b). Longitudinal variation is also quite strong, and electrons should remain trapped within
ignored and the proton and electron densities are: a continuous (debunched) beam. However, with bunched

N beam, a beam free interbunch non-trapping gap of 100 ns
S(L. = (1) (25 m) passes through the electrons every PSR turn (360

ns). In that gap, even low-energy electrons will be de-

where N is the total number of protons, L is the bunch trapped, hitting the walls with high probability. (10-100

length (= 2rR for unbunched beam), and n, is the neutral- eV electrons travel 20-60 cm.)lengh ( 2 R fo ununced eam) an T/ is he eutal- The detrapping conditions can be quantified by repre-
ization factor. The equations of coupled vertical motions The eampag as a ocu ant sectio

are:senting the beam passage as a focussing transport section
and the gap as a drift. The full transport is a product

,+Q+ ) ,_ Q22 -matrix:
P,( + QPO - Q Y.2

P. + 44,03Y. = Q8 , M= [1 L1 ] [ cos(kL 2 ) sin(k.L 2 ) (
where [ 1] 1-k. sin(k.L 2 ) cos(k.L:) J

q~2 4Nv.c 2(1 -7. -= qNt
Q£3[12 = b(a + b)L , b(a + b)' L (2) where h. = Q,/R and L2 and L, are the bunch and gaplengths. For stable trapping the magnitude of the trace of

are the electromagnetic oscillation frequencies of the elec- M must be < 2. At PSR parameters the beam strongly
trons and protons and Q is the PSR vertical tune. The overfocusses the electrons (Q. 1), and the total trans-

port is almost always unstable. Equation 4 assumes a con-
stant beam density; the density within the bunch can be

*Supported by D.O.E. contract #DE-AC05-84ER40150 modified to more realistic forms (i.e., parabolic) and the
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transport recalculated (see reference [6]). At PSR param- where X is the beam line density, y = E/m, c 2 , and g =
eters, the same pattern of general instability is obtained, 1 + 21n(r/b) with b and r the beam and pipe radii. With
provided that the gap (LI) is beam-free. Therefore e-p in- these forces the equations of longitudinal motion are:
stability should not occur in the PSR with bunched beam
if a beam-free gap is maintained. dob _ 27rhi7AE

A different pattern is obtained if the gap does not dn (7)
remain beam-free, but significant amounts of beam leak
into the gap. For that case we can approximate the beam
density as a sum of a continuous sinusoidal distribution d = e_(_) - i(h - egR dA(z)
plus a constant background e, similar to profiles observed d ,E Esinh - , 27ycoE dz
in the PSR at onset of instability (!): (8)

The phase 0 and relative energy (AE/E) have been chosen
p(z) [(1+cos(z/R))+c ]  (5) as dependent variables and turn number (n) is the inde-

p 2) +c+pendent variable. 71 = (1/72 - 1/,,) is the frequency slip
factor. In the PSR the rf harmonic h = 1, and 4, ; 0

At PSR parameters, stability conditions (Abs (Tr M) _) (no acceleration).
2) are obtained for almost all conditions (see Figure 1), In addition, beam particles have energy losses of'- 500
provided e > 0. The overall stability situation is facilitated eV per turn, with energy spread, from passing through
by the relatively large distance scale in the PSR bunch; the the stripping foil. Energy losses from impedance couplings
transitions from high to low density beam are "adiabatic". may also occur. Transverse variations and transverse-

longitudinal couplings may also be important. However,
these effects were ignored in initial simulations.

Injection into the PSR is not phase-space matched.
The revolution period is 360 us. The injected (200 MH)tJ 1 [beam is chopped into micropulses within that period cen-

tered about 0 with a width of - 250 ns, so that no beam

0 0.4 is injected near the unstable phase; the interbunch gap is
initially beam-free. The beam is injected with small en-
ergy spread, but over the injection time the beam rotates
to fill most of the .f bucket, with substantial variations in
bunch shape and densities. Injection continues for - 360
to 720 ls (2000 turns).

In the simulations, the entire beam (> 1013 protons) is

Figure 1. T[M] (e) for N = 2.25 x 1013. Stability represented by - 6000 macroparticles. The time step used
(electron trapping) is obtained for almost all c > 0. is one turn; an .f kick plus single-turn transport represents

the single-particle dynamics. The space charge is propor-
The calculations demonstrate that electron trapping, tional to dA/dz. A, the density, is found by splitting the cir-

and hence e-p instability, can occur if the interbunch gap cumference into 64 or 128 bins and finding the macroparti-
has filled in with low-density beam. Observationally, in- cle density within the bins. The derivative dA/dz is found
stability can occur if the gap has indeed filled in, to some from the difference (AX+l - Ai- 1) of the density of adjacent
extent, and does not occur if the gap is maintained, bins. The method has inaccuracies from the coarseness of

the binning and from the macroparticle statistics and the
CONDITIONS FOR BUNCH LEAKAGE simplified 1-D force representations. The injection pro-

Observations in the PSR show leakage of beam from cedure is simulated by adding more macroparticles over

the confining rf bucket when instability occurs. The criti- the injection time, with new particles injected randomly

cal question is whether such leakage may occur within the in phase within the injection width and randomly within

expected longitudinal dynamics, and in this section results a small energy spread. A typical run would include 1200

of simulation explorations of this dynamics are reported. turns of injection followed by 1000 turns of storage. Beam

The dominit Iogltudinal forces se expected to be leakage is observed by particle motion outside the confin-

due to the if buncher and longitudinal space charge. The ing bucket and into the interbunch gap. The simulations

PSR hu a low-frequency first-harmonic (2.8Mftg, h=1) were performed on an IBM PC, which provides instanta-

if system with relatively low voltage (V! ; 10kVq As a neous turn-around and immediate color graphics display

hi)-intensity machine at relatively low energy (800 MeV), of the motion.

it also has strong space charge forces. In a simple 1-D Results for a typical case are shown in Figures 2A-
model the longitudinal space charge debunching force is: 2D. The tracking clearly shows beam leakage into the gap.

Initial injection places beam in a square wave pulse with
F. - 7eg dX (6) small AE/E (Figure 2A). After synchrotron oscillation

247ro dz (600 ttiuns), the rf bunch rotation has introduced a large
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AE/ and a large beam density concentration near the Injected intensity can be varied to find a leakage
center, with large space charge forces (Figure 2B). The threshold. For N > 3.0 x 10i1 large leakage occurs, while
space charge force pushes the beam at the edges of the for N < 1.5 x 101" no leakage occurs and intermediate
bunch outside the bucket (Figure 2C), some beam spreads values show small bunch leakage. Reducing rf voltage re-
into the gap (2D). duces the leakage threshold; at V,1 = 6kV the threshold

is reduced to 1.0 - 1.5 x 10i3.

0In bunched beam simulations, leakage does not occur
until after ,- synchrotron oscillation (1200 turns at V,1
101V), which allows time for the space charge force to
develop. With unbunched beam, simple drift fills the gap

.. -* and this requires much less time. The same bunched-beam
A time delay is seen in PSR instability observations.

The simulation conditions for bunch leakage are in
good agreement with observed PSR conditions for insta-
bility. The combination of rf bunching (weak), longitudi-
nal space charge (large), and injection mismatch (large) is
sufficient to explain the existence of bunch leakage at high
intensities in the PSR.

The calculations show that e-p instability should not
0.2049 po occur unless beam leaks into the interbunch gap, and that

such leakage can occur within the PSR longitudinal mo-
tion. Manipulation of PSR parameters (V! (t), -., injec-
tion width) to minimize leakage has improved stability and
permitted higher intensities in PSR operations, and fur-

B ther optimizations (i.e., with larger V1 or a multiharmonic
600 turns i"barrier-bucket" system) are possible,

We thank E. Colton, R. Macek, H. Schoenauer,
H. Thiessen, T. S. Wang, and P. Channell for helpful dis-i cussions.
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MEASUREMENT OF OCTUPOLE INDUCED DECOHERENCE AT
CESR*

John M. Byrd and David Sagan
Laboratory of Nuclear Studies, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853

Abstract Theory

The Landau damping of the transverse oscillations of a rel- The theory of the decoherence of a kicked beam has been
ativeistic bunch can be enhanced by creating an amplitude- developed by Meller et al. [3]. For the analysis the ampli-
dependent betatron tune spread in the bunch. This tune tude dependent tune v(a,) is assumed to be of the form
spread can be created by introducing octupole magnets 2

into the lattice. In order to further our understanding of v(aa,) = vo -/L a', (1)
this mechanism we have conducted experiments in CESR where vo is the frequency at zero oscillation amplitude, and
where the tune spread of the beam has been measured via a., is the amplitude of oscillation normalized to the hori-
measurements of the damping of the centroid motion of the zontal betatron beam size op - vf,",. If one assumes
beam after the beam has been kicked. The turn-by-turn that the transverse distribution of the beam is Gaussian
transient response of the transverse motion to excitation then the motion of the centroid of the beam
by injection kickers is measured as a function of octupole
current and excitation amplitude. The experimental data (x) = xo' sin() (2)
is shown to be in good agreement with particle tracking after it has been kicked can be calculated analytically. The
results and the theory of octupole induced decoherence. centroid amplitude i, and phase 4 is given by

= r x -Z 2  02 1 (3
Introduction 10 exp 2 1 +02 (3)

z2 0
=2irvoN -V2 tan-' 0, (4)

Unusual transverse impedance effects have been observed 2 1 + 02

in the Cornell storage ring CESR for some time [1,2]. As where Z = fhAx'/oap is the normalized kick amplitude,
part of an ongoing effort to understand these effects we N is the turn number and 0 is given by
have undertaken a study of the betatron tune spread of
the bunch due to an octupole component in the accelerator 0 = 47rpN. (5)
lattice. An intra-bunch tune spread can enhance Landau
damping and thus help prevent or delay the onset of insta- Considering only octupoles and sextupoles the equation
bilities. The ability to directly measure this tune spread for the tune shift coefficient p, up to second order, is given
is therefore an important aspect in our understanding of by [4]
beam instabilities. 3c' B , B.,k( 3x, Ok) . (6)

The octupole induced tune spread can be measured ' 16 =--r B3 8 ,, ? + 8f ., 2,J 312  (
by observing the transient response of the centroid of -t
kicked beam. The tune spread damps the centroid motion Cos 03 sin 0 COS kcos 20jksin 0
through the dephasing of the individual particles of the 1 - Cos + 2(cos 200 - cos€0) +-

bunch. If the beam has a gaussian distribution then ana- sin pj sin 201k sin 2 0o
lytic formulas can be used to relate the decoherence to the 2c"s 2 -cos') )
octupole moment. In order to verify the analytic calcula-

tions, particle tracking was done using TEAPOT [5] The where c, is the emittance, 6u = 27rf1u, Ojk is the phase
CESR lattice, including the octupoles, was tracked using t advance between the jt' and k th sextupoles, and B2 and
single particle at various amplitudes so that the amplitude B3 are the strengths of the sextupole and octupole magnets
dependence of the tune could be determined, respectively with the kick Ax' due to a magnet being givei

by

*Work supported by the National Science Foundation AX, = BnIx1 (7)
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Experiment Data Fit

The experimental data used in this report was obtained 2a) a
using a single bunch of positrons with a bunch current 1-
of 1/4 mA. In order to ensure that impedance effects
(e.g. head-tail damping) were negligible the centroid mo- 0-

tion with 1/4 mA positrons was compared to the centroid -1
motion using 1/8 mA of positrons. No significant dif-
ferences were detected. Data obtained using 1/2 mA of -2- .- _-a-,- .a...a_.-

positrons showed deviations from the low current data at 4- b)
times greater than -,2000 turns. 2-

Superimposed upon the octupole induced decoherence is 0-
the periodic decoherence/recoherence of the centroid mo-
tion due to chromaticity of the ring and energy spread <-
of the beam [3]. For typical CESR energy spread, chro- -4

maticity and synchrotron tune (-0.05) this effect can be 0 400 800 0 400 800
ignored.

Measurements were made by kicking the beam horizon- Turn Number Turn Number
tally with a single-turn injection kicker and recording the
turn-by-turn coherent transverse motion with a LeCroy
Transient Digitizer. Transverse beam motion was detected Figure 2: Centroid dep ence on kick amplitude,
by a set of capacitive beam buttons configured to be sen- a) Iha = -1000 current units, Z = 0.75,
sitive to horizontal motion. The beam signal pulses were b) Ioc = -1000 current units, Z = 2.2
processed using a standard diode pulse stretcher.

It was found both from experimental observation and Results
from particle tracking that for a typical sextupole distribu-
tion the centroid decoherence was independent of sextupole The functional form of the centroid motion given in
strength. The data was thus analyzed using only the first Eqs. (3) and (4) was fit to the measured response using
term in Eq. (6). The transient response for three kick am- the first 1000 turns of data. Values for the kick amplitude
plitudes over the full range of the octupole magnet strength and p were obtained from the fit. Since the fit period was
was measured using three equally powered octupoles in short compared to the radiation lecay time of -11,000
the CESR ring. Care was taken to insure that the beam turns the effect of radiation damping upon the fit could be
was centered in each of the octupole magnets to avoid ignored.
steering the beam while changing the octupole strengths. Figure 1 shows the dependence of the decoherence pa-
Magnetic measurements of the octupoles gave a value of rameter p as a function of octupole current. The experi-
B3 = 2.62/m 3 /1000 current units for each octupole. The mental data points were obtained using the observed de-
average value of the 6h fuction at each octupole was 25 coherence and Eqs. (3) and (4). The fitting procedure
m. The absolute displacement of the bunch centroid was gives the least accurate results for very small values of P.
calibrated by simultaneously varying the beam energy and Higher order effects may be responsible for the decoher-
measuring the displacement at the pickup buttons. ence at this level. The dashed line in the figure shows the

expected values of p based upon Eq. (6) and the measured
dependence of B 3 upon octupole current. The results of

data particle tracking, where the amplitude dependence of the
. tracking/calculation .. " tune was fitted to Eq. (1), gave identical results to the cal-

0. culated values. In both the calculation and the simulation
0- .the calculated value used for the horizontal emittance was

-1"e= 2.04 x 10-7m-rad. We interpret the offset between
the points and the line as due to a 'natural' octupole mo-

4ment of the ring. This residual tune shift coefficient yo is
-2x10 probably due to imperfections of the magnets of the ring

and for this experiment had a value of p0 = -0.6 x 10-4.
-2000 -1000 0 1000 2000 Example decoherence curves are shown in figures 2 and

Octupole Current (arbitrary units) 3. Figure 2 shows the effect of changing the kick amplitude.
In figure 2a the measured tune shift coefficient and kick
amplitude are p = 1.02 x 10-' and Z = 0.75 respectively.

Figur - 1: Decoherence parameter p vs. octupole Current In figure 2b the kick amplitude has been increased to Z =

2.2 The increase in the kick amplitude between the two
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Experiment Data Fit
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using a single bunch of positrons with a bunch current 1-
of 1/4 mA. In order to ensure that impedance effects "
(e.g. head-tail damping) were negligible the centroid mo- 0-

tion with 1/4 mA positrons was compared to the centroid "-1
motion using 1/8 mA of positrons. No significant dif-ferences were detected. Data obtained using 1/2 mA of -2-

positrons showed deviations from the low current data at 4- b)
times greater than -2000 turns. 2-

Superimposed upon the octupole induced decoherence is 0-
the periodic decoherence/recoherence of the centroid moo- --
tion due to chromaticity of the ring and energy spread -2

of the beam [3]. For typical CESR energy spread, chro- 4

maticity and synchrotron tune (-0.05) this effect can be 0 400 800 0 400 800
ignored.

Measurements were made by kicking the beam horizon- Turn Number Turn Number
tally with a single-turn injection kicker and recording the
turn-by-turn coherent transverse motion with a LeCroy
Transient Digitizer. Transverse beam motion was detected Figure 2: Centroid dep ence on kick amplitude,
by a set of capacitive beam buttons configured to be sen- a) Ion = -1000 current units, Z = 0.75,
sitive to horizontal motion. The beam signal pulses were b)/oct = -1000 current units, Z = 2.2
processed using a standard diode pulse stretcher.

It was found both from experimental observation and Results
from particle tracking that for a typical sextupole distribu-
tion the centroid decoherence was independent of sextupole The functional form of the centroid motion given in
strength. The data was thus analyzed using only the first Eqs. (3) and (4) was fit to the measured response using
term in Eq. (6). The transient response for three kick am- the first 1000 turns of data. Values for the kick amplitude
plitudes over the full range of the octupole magnet strength and p were obtained from the fit. Since the fit period was
was measured using three equally powered octupoles in short compared to the radiation lecay time of -,11,000
the CESR ring. Care was taken to insure that the beam turns the effect of radiation damping upon the fit could be
was centered in each of the octupole magnets to avoid ignored.
steering the beam while changing the octupole strengths. Figure 1 shows the dependence of the decoherence pa-
Magnetic measurements of the octupoles gave a value of rameter p as a function of octupole current. The experi-
B3 = 2.62/m 3 /1000 current units for each octupole. The mental data points were obtained using the observed de-
average value of the 6, fuction at each octupole was 25 coherence and Eqs. (3) and (4). The fitting procedure
m. The absolute displacement of the bunch centroid was gives the least accurate results for very small values of p.
calibrated by simultaneously varying the beam energy and Higher order effects may be responsible for the decoher-
measuring the displacement at the pickup buttons. ence at this level. The dashed line in the figure shows the

expected values of p based upon Eq. (6) and the measured
dependence of B3 upon octupole current. The results of

data particle tracking, where the amplitude dependence of the
.tracking/calculation .. tune was fitted to Eq. (1), gave identical results to the cal-

0 -culated values. In both the calculation and the simulation
the calculated value used for the horizontal emittance was
c., = 2.04 x 10- 7 m-rad. We interpret the offset between
the points and the line as due to a 'natural' octupole mo-
ment of the ring. This residual tune shift coefficient p0 is

"2x0'4 probably due to imperfections of the magnets of the ring
and for this experiment had a value of p0 = -0.6 x 10- 4.

-2000 -1000 0 1000 2000 Example decoherence curves are shown in figures 2 and

Octupole Current (arbitrary units) 3. Figure 2 shows the effect of changing the kick amplitude.
In figure 2a the measured tune shift coefficient and kick
amplitude are p = 1.02 x 10- and Z = 0.75 respectively.

Figur - 1: Decoherence parameter p vs octupole Current In figure 2b the kick amplitude has been increased to Z =
2.2. The increase in the kick amplitude between the two
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New Developments on the Generation of Arbitrary Polarized Radiation
from Insertion Devices

Pascal ELLEAUME
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility

BP 220, F-38043 Grenoble
France

Abstract own position and angle. Furthermore, the radiation beam is
The complete description of the polarization of a beam of integrated over some area and angle by a detector. As a result,

radiation is described in terms cf the total energy and three the description of the polarization by means of the two com-
polarization rates The polarization characteristics from conven- plex amplitudes becomes unsufficient. One must deal with a
tional undulators and wigglers is recalled. A presentation is statisticL sum of pure states. The most suitable method to
made of some ncw Insertion Devices that were proposed and/or deal with such cases is the density matrix formalism. The
built to gIrnerate circul polarization and more generally to density matrix describing the polarization state is a 2*2 her-
improve the control of polarization. They are the asymmetric mitlan matrix[3] . In the following I shall prefer the States-
and elliptical wigglers and the helical and crossed undulators. Poincare representation. It is largely sufficient to make a zoo-

logical classification of the various polarizations of radiation,
I. INTRODUCTION however this may be not as practical as the density matrix if

one wants to treat the transformation of the polarization
The polarization of the synchrouon radiation is essentially through any scattering or polarization sensitive absorption.

linear with electric field in the horizontal plane of the electron Other formalisms exisL' .si as the Jones Matrices. Of
or position orbital motion. The availability of free straight sec- course all these reprem .,o .,v, are equivalent and one can
ions on existing strage rings and the construction of new syn- find four independent en .; like quantities that completely

chroAtron sources that will accommodate a large vumber of deftn the poiarization. In the Stokes representation, they are
Insertion Devices (ID) has motivated a world wide effort to the total intensity I (integrated over the sliz aperture) and
design and build new exotic L s capable of ge trating an arbi- three polar. -rates: P1 

= (Ia - IIP2 = 045- It3) /L,
trarystate of polarization. Of particular interest fth ccmular p3 = (4- It ) / 1. . 0.) is the energy linearly polarized in the
polarization. Applaons extend from natural or magnetic horizontal (ve") P-e, 145 (1135) is the energy linearly
dichroism, spin polarized photoemission, magnet'i: scauering.., polarized at 45 (135) degrees with the horizontal and vertical
This paper reviews the recent advance in that direction. Previ- directions., ( Q0 is the energy circularly polarized with right
ous review papers on this subject c.ui also be consulted[ 1][2). In (left) orientation. Note the following equalities: =, 4 Is n 145
section 2. 1 briefly summarize the Stokes Decomposition of the + 1135 =1r + I1. Each of the three polarization raiea defined
polarization of the eleclaoagnetic radiation and define the above is a dimensionless quantity between -I and 1. A pure
notations. Section 3 (4) is a description of the main wigglers state of polarization is such that the sum of the suare of the
(undulators) that have been proposed and/or used for the gener- Qiree rates is exactly equal to 1. This is triviay verified if all
ation of circular polarization. The llustratios given throughout 6 partial in'"siies I,, , 145, 1135, 1, I1 are zero except for
this parer will be illustrated with the future ESRF electron/ one.Theproof can be extendedtothe most gperalpure ellip-
positron beam of 6 GeV, 100 mA and horizontal (vertical) emit- tical state of polarization by decomposing the intensity over
tance of 7 E-9 m (7 E-10 in). the complex amplitudes[4] . The statistical averaging of the

different polaization present in a beam is made by summing
II. GENERALITIES ON THE POLARIZATION separately each contribution to the 6 partial intensities

described above. As a result of some convexity property one
Each electron of the beam generates a wave of electromag- easily show that the sun of the square of the three polariza-

netic field. This wave nearly becomes a planewave by passing tion rates is less than I becoming equal to zero for completely
through a monochromator. Its polarization state is a pure state depolarized radiation. In the following I shall define the
which means that it is entirely described by two complex ampli- amount of depolarization by introducing the rate of unpolar-
tudes (one for the horizontal and vertical plane). The polariza- ized radiation Po such that in any c,diion:
don state typicaky depends on tne observer and electron 2 2 2 2
positions and velocities. In practical situations, the radiation 1 = p0 + p3 +
besun is generated by an ensemble of electrons each having its
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Po is a dimensionless quantity between 0 and 1. If Po =0 field vs. horizontal angle diagram such as the one shown in
(1), the radiation is fully polarized (depolarized). In the most Figure 2. The intersection of any vertical line (corresponding
general case all four polarization rates depend on the electron to some direction of observation) with the closed curve gen-
beam (energy, sizes, angular spreads, position and angle), the erally defines two points the vertical coordinate of which is
magnetic field of the ID, the photon energy and the detector the magnetic field of the source points. In fact the curve is
(aperture, position.). Fully polarized radiation can only be closed N times on itself defining a total of 2N source points.
obtained from a filament monoenergetic electron beam and In some very special cases 4,6... source points per period can
with a point detector. be seen.

III. WIGGLERS

The polarization of the radiation generated by a typical Nperiod wiggler is desribed by simply summing every 6 par-. /5-

tial intensities over each 2N source points. Conventional wig-
glers generate a radiation essentially horizontally linearly
polarized in the plane of the orbit which graduaiiy becomes
depolarized as the observer moves away from the orbit plane.
Note the difference with bending magnet radiation which . . . . . . .

becomn completely circularly polarized off axis. The depo- .6M .40 .200 o 20 0,0

larization originates from the statistical average of purely left Honwwl Angle ,ad

(originating from a source point of positive field) and purely Figure 2. Field vs. Angle Diagram of an asymmetric wiggler
right (originating from a source point of negative field) radia.
tion with equal Vab~ility. In any direction of observation, As can be anticipated from Figure 2. , the circtlar polariza-

P2 and p3 am equal to zero. OP axis p, dominates unless the ion rate depends not only on the vertical angle of observation
electron beam emiuance is extremely large in which case Po but also on the photon energy and horizontal angle of obser-
dominates. Two modifictions have been used to restore the vation.
circular polarization. They Are the asymmetric[5] [6] and
Elliptical(7] [8) wigglers. B. Elliptical Wiggler

A. Asymmetric Wiggler The elliptical wiggler can be understood as a conventional
vertical field wiggler to which a small horizontal field of

The asymmetric wiggler is made of a non sinusoidal mag- identical periodicity has been added in such a way that the
netc field. Figure 1. presents one possible magnetic design. electron trajectory is a flat ellipse.

-P .

Figure 1. Schematic of an asymmetric wiggler Figure 3. Schematic of an Elliptical Wiggler

In an asymmetric wiggler, the two source points per period The radiation generated on the axis is the sum of the one
seen by an observer do not present the same absolute value generated by a positive and negative field but seen from
(as for a conventional wiggler). Ideally the field correspond- below and above (respectively) the orbit plane. As a result
ing to one of the source points is large while the field on the they both present the same circular orientation and they do

second source point is small and of the opposite sign. The not cancel out as for a conventional wiggler.
polarization is most easily analyzed by mean of a vertical
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The choice between asymmetric and elliptical wigglers is
largely dictated by engineering complexity. The asymmetric Figure5. Fux ad polainzaton rate on the fundamental peak from alinear undulator from [101
wiggler is much simpler to build and does not require any
special vacuum chamber even though potentially less effi- Note the very small amount of depolarization which is typ-
cient than the elliptical wiggler. ical of undulator radiation generated by small emittance elec-

tron beams. Various schemes have been proposed and used to
IV. UNDULATORS generate other polarization states on the central axis, they are

described below.
A. Linear Undulator

B. Helical Undulator
The radiation generated by a single electron over each

period of nmotion typically interferes, resulting in an enhance- The most obvious method to restore the circular polariza-
ment of the emission at some particular photon energy. This tion of the radiation issued from an undulator is to use a heli-
phenomenon is predominant in undulators while difficult to cal or elliptical magnetic field geometry. From a
observe on a wiggler (except for a filament electron beam and technological point of view, a large variety of technical solu-
a point detector). The transition between undulators and wig- tion existl 111[12][13][14]. For small values of the undulator
glers is usually determined by the deflection cofficient K= deflection parameter K, the ellipticity of the radiation is
0.934 BTI ),otcmj. B is the peak sinusoidal vertical field. A nearly identical to the helicity of the magnetic field. In other
is the spatial period. Undulators (%igglers) typically corre- words, the electric field of the radiation is nearly proportional
spond to K < (>) 2 to 3. As for a wiggler, the radiation from to the magnetic field components. Figure 6. presents the flux
an undulator is essentially horizontally linearly polarized on and polarization rates on the fundamental peak from a helical
axis. Off axis the polarisation is still linear but inclined with undulator. The electron beam, slit, undulator length and
respect to the horizontal plane[9]. In any direction of obser- period are identical to those of Figure 5.. The peak helical
vation p3=0. The highest brightness from an undulator is typ- field is 0.17 in order to keep the same fundamental energy.
icaily obtained by selecting the part of the radiation emitted
around the main cential axis. Figure 1. presents the flux and........................1.0
polarization rates on the fundamental peak of a conventionnal ,711o - ,,

linear undulator ( length 1.6n, period 30 mm K = 0.67) seen P.30.
IMmO30,Athrough a 1* 1 mm slit placed 30m away from the source. The s= 3 m 05'4 JA ux

ESRF electron beam has been used : Energy = 6 GeV, Cur- 06 (=ew0

rent= 100mA, horizontal (vertical) Emittance =7 E-9 m (7 E- -. (L- . )

10 m), horizontal (vertical) beta function 27 m (II m). ... ..........
-,o. ....................

, 

4.)

20 -
.0 5

0

is 90 00 95
keV

Figure 6. Flux and polarization rate on the fundamental from a helical

undulator from 1101
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Helical undulators have already been used a few times for The high sensitivity of the polarization to the photon
FEL applications but very seldom as synchrotron radiation energy and angle of observation results in a significant depo-
source[15]. Possible reasons are the more complicated mag- larization. This effect has been analyzed in detail for a
net technology and the incompatibility of ultra-high vacuum crossed undulator emitting around 9 keV at ESRF[10] . Even
with a circular vacuum chamber to which the field geometry with the low emittance beam of the ESRF, the majority of the
is particularly suited. radiation generated on each peak of the spectrum is depolar-

ized. Elliptical polarization can be observed only on the high
C. Crossed Undulator energy side of the peak. One faces a trade-off between flux

and circular polarization rate (60% rate for 50% of the peak
An other interesting approach to restore the circular polar- flux in Figure 8. ). Higher polarization rates could be

ization is to use a crossed undulator[16][17]. -' is an arrange- observed by closing the slit but again at the cost of the flux.
ment of two undulators placed successively on the electron The phenomenon decreases with electron energy, beam emit-
beam but rotated by 90 degrees around the beam axis (see tance and slit aperture. Experiments looking for circular
Figure 7.). polarization from a crossed undulator will require extensive

alignment and care. The prime advantage of the crossed
undulator is its potential rapid switching of polarization ori-
entation (left to right) which can be accomplished by a short
electromagnet three pole section (dispersive section) placed

e- between the two undulators.

V. FLIPPING OF THE POLARIZATION

Experiments that make use of the circular polarization very
oftin require a switching mechanism of the orientation from

Figure 7. Schematic of a Crossed Undulator left to right. This operation can be done by playing with some
optical element in the beamine or by directly operating on

Understanding of the polarization characteristics is not a the magnetic field of the ID. The modification of the mag-
trivial matter. One way to understand it is to analyze in the netic field should always be considered as a last alternative
time domain the radiation wave generated by a single elec- since it is very likely to result in a disturbance of the electron
tron as it crosses the full device. It is made of two successive beam closed orbit that is detrimental to the large number of
N periods sinewaves with orthogonal orientation. The spec- other users of such a facility. The higher the electron energy,
trum of such a quasi periodic wave presents the usual undula- the lower the perturbation.
tor harmonic peaks, but also an oscillation of the polarization Polarization switching can be done with a permanent mag-
characteristics along the spectrum. Figure 8. presents the flux net asymmetric wiggler by periodically inclining the trajec-
and polarization rates on the fundamental peak from a tory vertically by mean of a two or four magnets bump placed
crossed undulator. The electron beam, slit, total undulator on each side of the device. In an elliptical wiggler or in a heli-
length and period are identical to those of Figure 5.. Each cal undulator, the phasing between the horizontal and the ver-
undulator segment is 0.8 m long. tical magnetic field flip the polarization. This can be

accomplished by a longitudinal displacement of some perma-
nent magnet as ,embly (a few seconds) or by using an electro-

0-,- .n magnet (a fev hundredths of a second). As we have seen
S 06 I 7m 3 / V above, the crossed undulator offers a very elegant method for

- Fu 0o flipping the polarization by means of a dispersive section. If a
--P, (UM) high photon energy is envisaged, an electromagnet undulator

" . ... ( .. .,.,,, . are inefficient and permanent magnets must be used. In that
•...... ..... ............. 00 case, an interesting scheme can be used to switch the helicity

..... .. . =.- ...... * , ,. ,.
4.0-- of the field by separating the magnet responsible for the verti-

cal and horizontal component of the magnetic field on two
20. ,different jaws (see Figure 9. ). Such a device can accommo-

date a conventional flat vacuum chamber.

75 so $ 90 9 .1

keV

Figure 8. Flux and polarization rate on the fundamental from a
crossed undulator from [10]
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Abstract als science, and physics. Additionally, it will be an important
Continuing the growth of insertion devices as synchrotron precursor of similar devices at third-generation synchrotrons as

radiation sources, the needs of research teams in many disci- the ALS and APS where such sources will extend variable-po-

plines now mandate the construction of rapidly-modulated vari- larization capability to higher photon energies.

able-polarization crossed-undulators for polarization sensitive II. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
experiments. Such a source is being proposed for the Aladdin The crossed-undulator design uses two planar undulator
storage ring at SRC to provide arbitrary polarization, modulat- sections, each producing linearly polarized radiation, rotated
ed at 10 Hz, with first harmonic tunable from 8-40 eV. An sect to on nery out ti on rongi-outline for an entire system's design is presented, including with respect to one another by 90* about their common longi-

oti forianietir-phse ystem'sdin id prs, Tincling tudinal axis, and variably-phased along the same axis, as illus-
will immediately benefit the scientific community and impact trated in Fig. 1. Specifically, in the present case, the undula-

willimmdiatly eneit te sienificcomuniy an imacttors have been oriented at ±450 on either side of the vertical
implementation of similar devices at third-generation facilities truhe ontd ax T5 s o rieon: maxtmia-

like ALS (Advanced Light Source, LBL), and APS. plane through the longitudinal axis. This orientation: maximiz-
es the vacuum chamber's horizontal aperture; produces "erect"

I. LNTRODUCIION linear polarizations which can be interchanged by rapid modu-

As a result of increased demand from the scientific com- lation; and is inherently symmetrical.
munity, several wiggler and undulator sources have been pro- A. Discussion Concerning the Radiation
posed which will increase the flux of circularly polarized The phasing between the radiations from the two undula-
x-rays [1]. Except for the crossed-undulator 12,31, all other tors is determined by the differential flight times of electrons
possibilities employ inherently slow mechanical motion to vary
the polarization. Because it uses an electromagnetic modula- and photons travelling between them. Simplistically assuming
tor, the crossed-undulator offers rapid, variable-waveform mod- spacially harmonic fields, and given
ulation between selected polarization states 131. ' = electron energy

More than just the source, an entire system is being de- kum = undulator & modulator periods, respectively
signed. Also included are: the diagnostics for characterizing Bu,m = Bd+ato t & modulatd prts
the radiation; an initial-phase beamline for research at 8-40 eV; Bm = m in
and the requisite computer control and coordination of the Ku,m = undulator & modulator deflection parameters
source, beamline, and storage ring operation. 93.4xBu m(T)kum(m)

Implementation of the crossed-undulator at SRC is being N = (l+VK )I2,,undulator radiation wavelength
supported by researchers from chemistry, life sciences, materi- z = longitudinal spacing between the undulators

zm = (effective) longitudinal length of the modulator
Xm

' BEAMS

UNDULATOR 'A'

MODULATOR
(SECTIONED)

Figure 1. Conceptual illustration ol the crossed-undulator source.
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the phasing, expressed in units of "r (= Vc), becomes: Table 2: Preliminary Undulator Specifications

f + z3  2z + 93.4 Z(D; +BM se (t). Magnetic Structure Hybrid [4]
2 1 - .((+1)K) Number of Periods, N 5/section

2 2 Period Length, X, 10 cm

Thus, for a given wavelength, X, phasing can be varied both by Geometry
changing the mechanical spacing between the undulators (z), Orientations ±45 deg
and the excitation of the modulator (Bdc and Bac). Position @ Injection Retracted

When observed through a monochromator, the combined Operating Ranges, Respectively
radiation is generally elliptically polarized. By varying the Magnetic Gap, g 5 --> 9 cm
phasing the polarization of the combined radiation can be ad- Magnetic Field 0.38 -4 0.11 T
justed arbitrarily. In particular, it can be modulated between K Value 3.5 -1 1
left and right circular polarizations (f = respective odd multi- Photon Energy, 1st Harmonic 8.3 40 eV

1 Multipole Error Limits
pies of -) or between vertical (f= 1,2,3,...) and horizontal (f ipole Error Limits

3,5,..) linear polarizations.

The operation of the crossed-undulator is based on the in- Quadrupole 0.04 T
terference effect, and requires a low-emittance electron beam Sextupole 0.3 TIm
for satisfactory performance for short wavelength radiation. Octupole 0.3 TRt62
Because of this, the upper limit will be about 100 eV on Vacuum Chamber Cross Section
Aladdin, The spectral range can be extended to several hun- Ha l 7 r S
dred eV and higher with third-generation synchrotron radiation Horizal 7 cm
facilities, such as the ALS and APS. Vertical 3 cm

B. Specifications 2. Modulator
The main requirements for phase shift, frequency, andTable 1 summarizes requirements from the users of the stability appear in Table 1. Details on this critical component

crossed-undulator and for unimpaired operation of the Aladdin sab b e a in a omp ails on this croeedingspo5].
storage ring for all users. can be found in a companion paper of these Proceedings [5].

Table 1: Functional Requirements C. Performance

For Crossed-Undulator Users By design, the undulators and modulator, will have neg-
Spectral Range 8-40 eV ligible impeca on storage ring operation. Thus, present opera-
Total Phase Shift (ac+dc) 5 360 deg tional ring parameters can be used for detailed calculations of
Phase Modulation (ac) the properties of the radiation.

Rate 10 Hz 1. Aladdin Operation
Amplitude 180 deg The ring routinely operates at 800 MeV with initial beam

For All Storage Ring Users current of about 200 mA. Alternate operation also permits
PhysicaV/Dynamic Aperture No Reduction of: 1000 MeV at 80 mA, primarily for x-ray lithography.Injection (100 MeV) Stored Current Currently, there are s"veral projects underway for the fur-Full Energy (800 MeV) Lifetime ther improvement of the storage ring. These are primarily di-Vertical Beam Stability Whole Rin. 800 MeV: rected toward the continuing upgrade in user-oriented features

Positioning 10 A±m such as the increased utility of Aladdin's long straight sections
Size 1.5 % for insertion devices 161.

1. Undulator 2. Polarization and Flux vs. Energy

Using present Aladdin parameters, crossed-undulator per-Both sections will have independently adjustable gaps, formances are as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for several aperture
and separate end-correctors and end-clamps. Table 2 shows sizes. For simplification the calculations ase a Gaussian aper-
other specifications generated by the requirements in Table 1. ture-function of rms value a0 = /2NI(./L), where L = undula-
See §II.C.3 for further discussion concerning ring operation. tor length. Notes: the efficiency of the optical system is not

The undulator spacing, z, must accommodate the modula- accounted for in Fig. 3; also, the improvement programs
tor and any diagnostics or steering elements for control of the mentioned above can only improve expected performance.
electron beam. Although z must be kept to a minimum to
maximize the radiation's degree of polarization, some variation 3. Interaction of Undulator and Storage Ring
of z will be incorporated. Both undulators, together, can be Tables 1 and 2 summarized the principal requirements/
horizontally retracted from over the vacuum chamber, so as not specifications for undulator operation to non-adversely affect
to adversely affect low-energy injection into the ring. ring operation (for all users). The physical apertures are from
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100 ... .0 .... .... StoraeRingAdaptations Onsite installation involves the de-

80 -, - sign, construction, and installation of: the common undula-
tor/modulator support structure; vacuum chamber section with

60 localized pumping, clearing electrodes, and beam position
ae monitors; and shielding of concrete and lead.

40
Control System Distinct functions of the control system

0 20 A einclude: undulator operation (independent gap control, retrac-0. Aperture Size

0 [ 1.. . I . I ,... I II ... tion); modulator excitation (amplitude, waveform, frequency);
0 250 500 750 1000 1250 longitudinal position (phase) control of one of the undulators;

Wavelength (2) local orbit correction; local orbit steering; beamline control of
F',zure 2: Degrc., of circular polarIat;on versus w beam energy, polarization, and position/angle. Given this
10 complexity and that it must be transparent to other users of the

Mto - .ring pose a major challenge to the implementation of the
control system.
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normal-incidence Pruett-Lien 1 -m monochromator. These con-
ditions result in a nearly stigmatic image at the exit slit which
could be immediately useful.
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Abstract The major emphasis of this article is to identify the
sources of magnetic field errors in real IDs and to describe the

The nearly four orders of magnitude increase in brightness effects of these errors on the spectral performance of the device
expected for insertion device (ID) x-ray sources on the next and on the storage ring.
generation low-emittance synchrotron facilities will have a
tremendous impact on many areas of research. However, in 2. CHARACTERISTICS OF IDEAL PLANAR IDs
order to deliver the expected performance, the IDs will need to
satisfy stringent magnetic and mechanical requirements. Errors A. Baseline Spectral Properties
in real devices affect both the spectral performance and storage
ring. For example, one source of random magnetic field errors Both undulators and wigglers are composed of magnet
relating to the peak field in the device has a direct effect on the arrays in a planar geometry that set up a spatially oscillating
peak spectral brightness of undulator harmonics. Other errors magnetic field along the length of the device [1,2]. These
result in with the higher moment fields (sextupole, quadrupole, arrays can either be made up of permanent magnets, with or
etc.) in the device which can effect the performance of the low- without high-permeability steel poles such as vanadium
emittance storage ring. Both effects are discussed in terms of permendur, or electromagnets. For the new low emittance
the next generation synchrotron facilities, storage rings with ring energies between 1 and 8 GeV, the

majority of IDs have periods less than 20 cm in order to
1. INTRODUCTION achieve the required spectral energies. This is the optimum

range for permanent magnet structures. In almost all cases,
The next generation of low-emittance high-brilliance rare-earth-transition metal magnets, especially Nd-Fe-B, are

for synchrotron facilities such as the 7-GeV Advanced Photon used because of their enhanced field strength. The magnetic
Source (APS), 1-2 GeV Advanced Light Source (ALS), the structures of a pure permanent magnet (PPM) and a hybrid
European Synchrotron Radiation Source (ESRF), and SPring 8 device with vanadium permendur poles are compared in Fig. 1.
(Japan), etc., will have insertion device undulator and wiggler In both cases, the vertical component of the magnetic field
x-ray sources with unique spectral properties. These properties along the z-direction of the ID varies periodically with a period
will open new possibilities for scientific research in essentially X0. For the PPM ID, the field variation along the centerline
every area of science and technology. Existing and new of the midplane is nearly sinusoidal. For the hybrid structure,
techniques utilizing the full potential of these sources, such as the field has higher harmonics determined by the detailed
their enhanced spectral coherence, unique polarization structure of the pole and magnet array.
properties, and high spectral brilliance, will permit The slope angle for the sinusoidal field is 0 = K/y,
experiments not possible with existing sources. where y-1957 Er , and Er is the ring energy in GeV, and K is

The enhanced performance predicted for ideal undulator the deflection parameter given by K = 0.934%0(cm)BO(T),
sources on the low-emittance rings over that on present where Bo is the peak magnetic field. In the undulator regime,
synchrotron sources is, in most cases, remarkable, and a defined by K - 1, interference effects occur within the
considerable amount of effort has been spent over the past synchrotron radiative opening angle, y=I/y, which cause
years to understand the spectral properties of these devices. spatial and frequency bunching of the radiation. This gives
During this time, it has become clear that the performance of rise to the typical undulator spectrum consisting of narrow
actual devices will depend not only on the quality of the low bands of radiation called harmonics.
emittance particle beam, but also on the achievable magnetic In general, the spatial distribution of the radiation is
and mechanical tolerances. In addition, the error fields for real complex [3]. Near a harmonic energy, however, it consists of
devices may introduce deleterious effects on the storage ring a central radiation cone combined with structure off-axis. For
and, as a consequence, indirectly affect the undulator spectral a single particle, the radiative source size and divergence of the
performance. central radiation cone of th. nth harmonic depend on the

In general, the magnetic field quality or tolerance for wavelength, n, and the length, L, of the undulator, and are
actual devices is determined by the storage ring requirements given by:
and the acceptable spectral performance. In the following, a
summary of these tolerance requirements for typical planar
permanent magnet undulator IDs on the new third generation o'r=( .n/L)1/2  and ar=(1/4x)(XnL) 1/2 ,
synchrotron facility storage rings is presented. In addition,
some recent results for APS prototype undulators are respectively.
discussed. In both ID structures, the spectral properties depend

on the trajectory of the particle beam through the device which
in turn depens on the magnetic field and the magnetic period ofWork supported by the U. S. Department of Energy, BES- the device.

Materials Sciences under Contract WC-31-109-ENG-38
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 1091



region, the sowce emittance effect becomes important near I A
Pure Permanent Magnet radiation.

The energy of a given undulator harmonic, n, is given
'0-i approximately by:

_En(keV)= 0.949 nEr2(GeV)/((1+K 2/2+y2I 2).X0(cm))

The natural energy band width is given by AE/E=I/(nN),
where N is the number of magnetic periods in the device. The
bandwidth, AE, corresponds to an angular divergence, W~a'r.
This natural energy band width is increased by particle beam

y € X parameters such as the emittance and energy spread. For a
Z given storage ring, the baseline energy width will require

Hybrid numerical calculations that take into account the actual angular
acceptance and the particle beam emittance. For perturbations
that are not much larger than the natural undulator angular
width a'r, the contributions to the energy spread, AE/E, of the
harmonics from the particle beam divergence is given
approximately by:

Ai=(a'iy)2/(2(1 +K2/2))

where i=x,y. The energy spread of the particle beam will also

Pole Nd-Fe-B contribute to the energy width of a harmonic.
The on-axis spectral brilliance, BLO (sometimes

Fig. 1. A pure permanent magnet structure with four referred to as brightness), in photons/(s 0.1%BW mm2mrad2)

magnetic blocks per period compared to a structure with steel is defined as:
poles with approximately the same period. BL0=-F/(41rZx'xIyL'y)

The spatial and angular distribution of the stored where F is the total flux at a given photon energy in a fixed
particle beam determined by the emittance will affect the band width (BW).
undulator spectral properties most severely. The particle beam These intrinsic spectral properties of undulator
distributions are approximately Gaussian and given in terms of radiation including emittance define the baseline performance
the beta functions, 1Px and Py, at the undulator location in the of ideal devices for different storage ring conditions. This base-
lattice and the storage ring emittance, ex and ey. For the line is a convenient one from which to discuss the effects of
i=x,y directions, the particle beam size, el, and divergence, cei, magnetic field errors on the performance of real devices. One
are given by: of the effects of particle beam emittance is to complicate the

mathematical description of the effects of field errors of real
devices on the spectral properties. For some types of errors

i= (ei) 1/2  an d i=(eil) .  such as phase errors discussed later, the spectral properties dcan
be described approximately by a Gaussian convolution of the

The effective radiative source size, Zi, and divergence, error field distribution with emittance. For steering errors, it
'i, in the iffx and i=y directions is given approximately by the is not clear whether this approximation can adequately describe

convolution of the natural single particle source parameters and the combined effects of error fields and emittance and numerical
the particle beam parameters, and calulations using the actual magnetic field may be required.

if((i(r)) 1/2  xld B. Effect on Storage Ring

From the point of view of the storage ring, a perfect
For third generation storage rings, natural emitwices, undulator with infinite width and plane poles will show some

e, on the order of of -1 nm rad will be achieved. Assuming a degree of vertical focusing of the particle beam [4]. This
coupling of - 10% between the vertical (y) and horizontal (x) focusing is associated with the variation of the magnetic field
emittances, the magnitude of O'y and cy are on the order of from the device centerline in the midplane to the pole face and
- 5-10 wad and 50-100 gm, respectively. This is to be the transverse component of the particle trajectory. For a field

compared to the natural radiative opening angle and size of the with a sinusoidal dependenco aongpoe length of the undulator,
undulator photon beam, which depends on the x-ray this focusing is equivalent to a quadrupole component of the
wavelength of the harmonic chosen. For soft x-ray devices magnetic field and results in a tune shift of the storage ring. It
with harmonics in the range of 100-1000 A, the natural is the smallest possible perturbation achievable with a device.
undulator source divergence dominates. In the harder x-ray The quadrupole component depends approximately on the

square of the ratio of the peak field to the ring energy and is
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more important for high field devices in low energy storage order to achieve the price-performance criteria required.
rings. Non-linear octupole-like terms are also present. The Of the real error sources mentioned, the block
sextupole term vanishes over one period. properties are the most crucial in determining the final ID

There is no net steering given by JB-dz in one period performance. In the initial stages of permanent magnet ID
length of a perfect ID because of the periodic variation of the development, pure permanent magnet arrays were used to
field. A net steering will occur for configurations of poles in achieve the required field. In this case, the magnetic system is
which the net number of periods is a half integer. No net nearly a linear medium since the permeability of the magnet is
particle beam offset occurs through the device except in this approximately equal to 1. As a result, the quality of the
case. resultant magnetic field depends directly on the quality of the

blocks used in constructing the magnetic array. This means
3. PERFORMANCE OF REAL UNDULATOP DEVICES that, ultimately, the field quality depends on the materials

properties of the magnets. In principle, this requires very tight
A. Sources of Magnetic Field Errors fabrication tolerances on the magnetic properties of the blocks

and careful sorting [2].
As mentioned, the spcctral properties of a given ID The hybrid structure, on the other hand, offers the

on a particular storage ring depend exclusively on the trajectory advaitage that, in principle, the magnetic field is achieved by
of the particle beam through the device. For planar devices, exciting a steel pole such as vanadium permendur by
which is the focus of this article, the magnetic field is permanent magnet blocks. The maximum flux in the steel
determined by the array of magnetic elements. The field pole should be kept below the saturation level and
variation along the length of the device for the hybrid structure consequently the magnetic properties depend less on the
can have odd harmonics of the field higher than the sinusoidal detailed material properties of either the block or the pole. In
dipole term. The magnitude of these harmonics can usually be addition, a certain amount of error cancelation is expected since
kept below 10% of the main sinusoidal field by appropriate the same magnet block excites poles of opposite sign. In
choice of the pole dimensions. Optimization is required since actual fact, as will be discussed, the magnetic field errors and
the peak field also depends on the pole thickness. As performance in both high quality PPM and hybrid structures
mentioned, the variation of the magnetic field along the z- devices reqp;red for the next generation IDs depend to some
direction for a PPM ID is nearly sinusoidal, extent on tvo permanent magnet block properties in similar

For undulators, the presence of higher field harmonics ways.
affect the relative intensity and position of the energy Pesently, the fabrication of the Nd-Fe-B blocks that
harmonics of the device. For wigglers, they will modify the are used i, the production of high quality, high field IDs
spatial distribution of the photons. These effects cannot really involves - three step process consisting of orientation,
be considered as associated with magnetic field errors since the pressing,,, -d sintering of fine powder. Isostatic pressing of
degree of purity of the fundamental can be controlled in most the magn, in the applied field produces the best performance
cases, and most ±niform magnets. It also has the highest production

Real errors in the magnetic field of both PPM and cost. In tiition, the dimensional tolerance and direction of
hybrid IDs arise from several sources. One is the mechanical the momei~i are more difficult to control because of the lack of
construction tolerances achieved in the fabrication of the a well-deft ,d datum surface.
device. These errors involve placement tolerances of pole TI'e bulk magnet properties depend on the average
pieces and magnets, as well as dimensional tolerances on the direction v " the net moment and the uniformity of the
assembly or backing beams. A second source of field errors is magnetic m .ment distribution through the block. A perfect
orientation errors and block to block variations of the net set of block,. will all have the same magnitude of the net
magnetic moment of the permanent magnet blocks used in the moment and .-, the same orientation relative to some specified
construction of the device. Finally, the magnetic block can direction. For real blocks, orientation and magnitude errors in
have inhomogeneities in the moment distribution that can be the magnetic moment occur. In the case of a hybrid magnetic
different for different blocks. All of these factors will give rise structure, orientation errors can give rise to excitation errors in
to magnetic field errors that have both a random and a the pole adjoining the magnet since only the perpendicular
systematic component, They introduce both particle beam component of the moment from the block's surface is
steering, trajectory distortions, and focusing effects in both important. The orientation can also cause a non-zero
the vertical and horizontal directions. As a result, they affect component of the field on the bottom face of the magnet that
the spectral properties of the undulators and the performance of can affect the midplane field and zero crossing. In the PPM
the storage ring structure, they contribute directly to the field errors of the

These sources of errors should be distinguished from device. Errors such as these require careful measurement of the
size effects in real undulators. In general, one predicts the block moment and orientation with a Helmholtz coil
magnetic arrays assuming IDs with infinite width so that the arrangement, for example. Once measured, the data can be
fields are two dimensional. Finite width effects for real devices used in a sorting algorithm to properly select and distribute the
can be estimated from either experimental results [51 or model errors over the body of the ID.
calculations (6). In general, the width of a given ID requires Block errors much more difficult to measure are
optimization in order to maintain magnetic field quality and associated with non-uniformities in the moment distribution.
roll-off in the horizontal (x) direction. This roll-off for an For the hybrid structure, they are suppressed away from the
error-free device, results in horizontal focusing as was the case midplane. They are detrimental, however, on or near the
for the vertical focusing as well as other non-linear terms. The surface of the block facing the particle beam near the zero
width of the magnet and pole array can be readily controlled in crossing of the field, since they add net steering of the particle
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beam and contribute in a random way to the field error of the
device.

An additional factor for the Nd-Fe-B magnets is the
temperature behavior of the magnetic moment. Because of . ,
their lower magnetic transition temperature, the magnets have
a larger temperature coefficient than the cobalt-based alloys.
Representative data for the temperature variation of a typical 4o. Pole # 28
Nd-Fe-B magnet used in the construction of IDs shows a
relative variation of the maetic moment of the block of
approximately 12 parts in 10 per °C. For the undulator, this
translates into a systematic variation in the K-value and, .40.0

hence, the harmonic energy. The harmonic energy variation of
the undulator with respect to the magnetic field corresponds to:

AOV=-(K2/(1+K2/,))AB/B. .20
Z (cm)

For a K-value of 1, the timperature variation in B results in Fig. 2 Steering caused by an I % increase in a pole for a
approximately the same magnitude shift in the harmonic hybrid structure with a peak field of 0.46 T and period of 7.5
energy. This should be compared with the width of the cm.
harmonic, which depends primarily on the number of periods, The error field, ABi, also contributes to a phase error
the harmonic, the emittance of the storage ring, and the associated with the difference in the time the particle spends in
limiting apertures of the experiment. For a hundred-period each pole region. This phase error exists whether steering is
device, the variation in the energy caused by a I °C change in present or not and introduces statistical fluctuations in the
temperature corresponds to approximately 1/10 of the natural photon pulse trains and, for the undulator, results in a loss of
bandpass (AE/E) for the 3rd harmonic with no emittance. intnsity and broadening of the harmonic. For small steering

For the wiggler, the temperature variation in the errors (<0.5%). the phase errors can be convoluted with the
moment will result in the same magnitude shift in the critical emittance to obtain the combined effect. In general, however,
energy of the device, calculations for the specific error field distribution are required

B. Effect on Spectral Properties if the performance is to be predicted accurately. Numerical
calculations [91 have shown that the degradation not only
depends on the error field but also on the detailed distribution.

In a perfect ID with infinite width, the magnetic field In any case, random field errors will be less than 0.5% in most
can be completely described in terms of a unique peak field a cases for the new storage rings [10]. Table I shows typical
magnetic period. The errors mentioned above introduce both values achieved for an APS prototype undulator installed on
systematic and random variation in the field. In the simplest the VUV ring at the National Synchrotron Light Source. Also
picture, the field is assumed to be described by a peak field BO shown are field requirements expected for the undulators at the
plus an error field ABi, which depends on the pole considered. APS. Similar results have been obtained for a 3.3 cm period
As an approximation, the error fields are assumed random with prototype undulator.
a Gaussian distribution.

Kincaid [7] did the pioneering work of predicting the Table 1. Measured parameters of the APS prototype undulator
effect of random non-correlated errors on the spectral properties at a minimum magnet gap of 34 mm.
of undulators. There are two effects resulting from field errors
distributed in the device. The first is that the net steering of
the particle beam through the device will not be zero. Each Measured (NSLS) APS
pole will contribute steering due to the error field of JABidz.
An example of the steering introduced by a 1% difference in a Period 7.5
peak field at a given pole is shown in Fig. 2 As can be seen, Number of Periods 27.5
the error field will cause a kick in the particles trajectory angle Minimum Gap (mm) 34.0 10
and result in a displacement. Peak Field (kG) 4.60

Such displacements are detrimental if the magnitude (AB/B)rms (%) 0.22 0.3
of the kick angle is larger than the intrinsic divergence of the Gap Resolution (Jim) 4 2.5
undulator given in Section 2. For the case of a zero-emittance Transverse Rolloff (%) in
particle beam, this can be shown [81 to result in an allowable +lcm 0.1 0.1
integrated dipole field error of < 1704/Nl/2G-cm. This, in Steering Error (G-cm) 13 <100
effect, is equivalent to maintaining steering kink to within the Integrated Quadrupole (G) 7 <40
natural divergence cone of the undulator. Skew Quadrupole (G) < 10 <20

With emittance, the kick will depend on the Integrated Sextupole (G/cm) 60* <100
divergence of a given particle in the beam and, as a result, an
analytical convolution of the beam emittance effects and fields
causing steering is not possible. Full numerical calculations Both the steering and phase errors effects are the result
are required. of field errors, which depend on several parameters. First, they
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depend on the mechanical tolerances of the pole and magnet qru.,r, poles require further evaluation for the hybrid structure
placement and pole shape. Variations in the effective gap who. suppression of the moments should occur. This is most
between poles, for example, can result in variations in the likely the result of the detailed spatial distribution of the error
magnetic field. The mechanical tolerances on pole and magnet field near the surface of the magnets.
placement and dimensions are between 20 and 100 pm for third A new three dimensional model that treat these effects
generation IDs [11,12]. Field errors are aiso associated with has recently been developed [13]. If successful, the model will
magnet block properties. Upper limits on moment permit the prediction of higher moments and error fields from
distributions and orientation errors are on the order of 1% and 1 localized perturbations in the magnet block.
degree. These values, combined with the required remanent
field, Br, and the third quadrant behavior of the coercive force, 4. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Hc, are stringent specifications for the Nd-Fe-B magnet blocks.
Limits on the inhomogeneities are under investigation and Stimulating discussions with K. Halbach are greatly
attempts to measure surface fields are in progress [13]. appreciated, as are interactions with J. Galayda, W.

Hassenzahl, B. Kincaid, and K. Robinson.
C. Effect of Errors on Storage Ring 5. REFERENCES
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Measurements of these moments using the storage ring for the
APS 7.5 cm prototype undulator are in progress. For an
earlier APS prototype device with a 3.3 cm period and 2 m
length installed on the Cornell High Energy Storage Ring
operating in a special low-emittance mode, the moments
determined by the storage ring measurements were consistent
with magnetic field measurements. Correlations of this type
are necessary if reliable predictions concerning the
performances of IDs on the new storage rings are required.

For the case of the APS, the values of the integrated
moments are given assuming 34 devices on the storage ring.
The values are within the correction capabilities of the
magnets within the lattice. Only the sextupole component is
significantly different with a value of 0.5 T/m compared to
1 T/m for the APS.

The origin of the higher moments for real devices is
still under intense scrutiny. Both the sextupole and skew
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Abstmcr component heating through longitudinal coupling impedances.
The residual gas pressure inside the insertion device from

The NSLS Prototype Small-". Jndulator (PSGU) will these sources generally increases as the aperture is decreased,
serve as a tool to study lifetim ., ,iadation and the onset of since A small aperture decreases the pumping conductance of
beism instabilities as the beam duct aperture is decreased. The the duct.
device will consist of a variable-gap vacuum vessel and a On the other hand, the performance of insertion devices
permanent magnet undulator, with independent magnet-gap is enhanced by decreasing the minimum magnet gap. The
control. The vacuum vessel design attempts to minimize both peak on-axis magnetic field is increased. For a tunable undu-
reidual gas pressures and beam impedances. The undulator lator, the tuning range is extended. Also for undulators, since
will be 320 mm long and utilizes a pure-permanent-magnet the ratio of the gap to the undulator period exponentially
structure with 6 blocks per 16 mm period. For a nominal influences the radiated output power, a reduced magnet gap
operating aperture of 4 mm, PSGU will produce a peak permits a reduction of undulator period, to produce higher
mightness in the fimdamental and third harmonic of 7x1016 photon energies.
ad IX1016 photonsesec' 1 emOr' 2 emm'2e(0. 1% BW) " at The NSLS Prototype Small-Gap Undulator (PS0U) will
photon energies of 2.5 keV and 7.5 keV, respectively, serve as a tool to study some of the effects which degrade

storage ring performance as the beam duct aperture is de-

I. INTRODUCTION creased. It consists of a variable-gap vacuum vessel and a
permanent-magnet, small-period undulator with independent
magnet gap control. In the following sections, the design

For storage rings used to produce synchrotron radiation, concept of the vacuum vessel, and some details related to it,
an important constraint on the operation of insertion devices will be presented, followed by a description of the permanent-
is the minimum allowed magnet gap. A typical insertion magnet undulator, its design parameters, and anticipated
device, wiggler or undulator, consists of a periodic magnetic peformance.
structure, built surrounding the vacuum duct in which the
stored beam circulates. The minimum magnet gap restricts
the inner aperture of the vacuum duct. If this aperture is do- II. VARIABLE - GAP VACUUM CHAMBER
creased, the performance of the storage ring may be degraded
through a reduction of beam lifetime, or through the onset of A. Design Concept
beam instabilities, which may arise from the transverse
coupling impedance. Beam lifttime depends on the beam duct The PSGU vacuum chamber concept is illustrated in Fig.
physical aperture and on the residual gas pressure in the beam 1, and borrows heavily from the design of the LBL/SSRL 54-
duct. If the limiting physical aperture in the storage ring is Pole Wiggler [1]. The figure presents a cross section as seen
located in the insertion device, elastic scattering of beam along the stored-beam direction. Deep wells extend toward
particles on residual gas nuclei anywhere in the ring can result the beam from top and bottom wire-sealed flanges. Top and
in particle loss at the insertiou device. In addition, the bottom bellows permit the distance between the wells to be in-
residual gas pressure inside the insertion device influences creased and decreased by actuators tied between the flanges,
other lifetime-determining mechanisms, such as bremsstrah- outside the chamber. The bottoms of the wells, nearest the
lung on nuclei, scattering on electrons, and ion trapping. stored beam, are thinned, and the magnet beam arrays for the
Photon-stimulated desorption and thermal desorption of gas undulator are inserted into the wells, against the thinned
molecules from the beam duct walls are promoted by synchro- sections. The outer vacuum wall, between the bellows,
tron radiation. Thermal desorption is also promoted by remains fixed in position, and contains ports for pumps,

gauges, etc.
Work performed under Contract No. DE-AC02-76CH00016 with This concept holds a number of important features for a
the U.S. Department of Energy. study of aperture effects, beyond the ability to vary the
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the straight, as well as in the upstream and downstream ends
of the PSGU minimum-aperture region. Downstream of the
straight section, out on the experimental floor, the X13
beamline, operated by the NSLS Beamline R&D Group, is
equipped with photon beam position monitors and otbhr
diagnosti s, and ties into a closed-loop feedback system for

(VACUM) (VCUUM)e'.ectron beam position stabilization.
The NSLS X-Ray Ring insertion straights are low g

straights, with = 1.7 m, #; = 0.35 m at the straight
center. The limiting vertical aperture in the ring is the

I A, standard extruded aluminum beam duct at Oymax, i.e., 42 mm
at a 0 function of 27.5 m. The minimum-aperture region in
PSGU extends ± 200 mm of the straight center, wlich implies

FIgare 1. PSGU vccuum chamber concept. a small-gap limit of 5.5 mm, without reducing the vertical
acceptance. Thc PSGU vacuum chamber is designed to open

aperture directly. Stortge ring iniection may require a larger to a 20 mm aperture and to close essentially to wao. Our
aperture thda that used for stored-beam operations, and this nontial design goal is operation at an aperture of 4 mm,
requirement is easily accomauxateJ. A low residual gas although the practical limit will be found experimentally.
pressure inside the device is important, as mentioned in the As mentioned in the Introduction, transverie and longitu-
previuns setion. This implies provision for effective pumping dinal cor pling impedances contribute to beam instabilities and
of the minimum-apefiure region, and for thorough boke out component heating, respectively The worst-case resistive-wall
..nd conditioning of the vacuum vesse' in-situ. The present power deposition is estimated at 3 W for a 2 mm aperture.
concept permits removal of temperature-sensitive ccmponents, This results in an acceptable maximum temperature ris of
i.e., the permanent-magnet undulator, and the precision drive about 5C. Instabilities may be significant above 100 mA
mnchm.nism, for in-situ bake-out of the vessel. In addition, a stored beam current for the same 2 mm aperture, but at the
combination of pumping -,i ..,& can be utilized to reduce the nominal 4 mm value, the beam should be stable to 250 mA,
gas preesure in the mirnmum-apeture region. the maximum current i.sently anticipated. Transitions iand

out of the minimum-aperture region are also important for the
8. Design Details impedances they can generate. Reduction of impednce

require, a smooth continuous conductive path for beam image
2 illustrates the layout of the X13 insertion currents throughout the straight section. We plan to useaigfe Riexible metal sheets to make the transitions between thestaight o " the NSI.S X-Ray 'Ring, a 2.5 0eV electron storage mii'imum-aperture region and the regions upstream ad

ring designed for synchrotron radiation production. PSGU

will occupy the center of tue straight, while downstrea, the downstream. In addition, a program to experimentally

NbS ini-Undulator [21 will be installed. Upstream, an measure longitudinal and trpnsverse coupling impedances of

insertable, water-cooled photon absorber will be used to block p, i-sed designs, using the ethods ported by Walling et al.

synchrotron radiation coming from the upstream bend magnet. [31, is presently underway.

When inserted to witin 15 mm of the beam duct center, 110
W of radiation is absorbed. The shadow of the absorha then III. PSGU MAGNET
-itnds 'iauugh PSGU and the Mini-Undulator, and finally
ends beyond the downstream sector valve. This will help The parameters for the PSGU r, Agnet are summarized in
reduce the residual gas pressure. due to photon-stimulated and Table 1. It uses the high-performance 6-block-per-period
thermal desorption in the straig) t. Electron beam position version of the Halbach pure-permneat-magnet (PPM) design
monitors are installed at the upstream and downstream ends of a. developed by Rocketdyne [4]. This design makes possible

SECTOR PHOTON SECTOR
VALVE ABSORBER VALVE

TM e- MINI T1
MAGNET UNDULATOR MAGNET

BEA" PSGU

i gare 2. Layout of X13 insertion straight section.
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Table I The anticipated performance of PSGU at the nominal
PSGU Magnet Parameters magnet gap of 6 mm is summarized in Table 2, for the

r fundamental and 3rd harmonic. These values include the
emittance of the NSLS X-Ray Ring. The photon energy of the

Period, 16mm fundamental was chosen to be the sulfur K absorption edge, in

Length, L 320amm anticipation of possible intere, in S microscopy or near-edge
spectroscopy. In terms of flux and brightness at this energy,

Magnet Gap Range, g 18 mn - 4 mm PSGU will provide at least comparable performance to the best

Defection Parameter Range, K 0.1 - 1.5 existing sources.

Peak On-Axis Field 64 mT- 1.0 T Table 2

Magnet Alloy NdFeB PSGU Magnet Performance*

Remanence, Br 1.2 T @ Nominal Gap, g = 6.0 mm

0 Nominal Gap Harmonic
Chambr Aperture 4.0 mm Fundamental 3rd
Magnet Gap 6.0 mnm
Peak On-Axis Field 0.68 T Xt 4.9A 1.6A
Deflection Parameter, K 1.0 '2.SkV 7.5kcV

Peak Brightness'" 7x10 16  lxl1 t1

peak field values comparable to the Halbach hybrid design [5],

but retains the benefits of an "iron-free" design, namely the Central Cone Fluxt 4x1014  7x1011

applicability of superposition. Figure 3 presents a schematic Total Radiated Power 150 W
view of the construction. To minimize field errors, seve.al
stages of characterization, followed by simulated annealing, Tuning Range
are performed. Individual blocks are first characterized and Gap Range, g 18 mm - 4 mm
sorted into triplet modules of equal strength. For PSGU, the Xt 3.3A-6.9A L.IA-2.3A
blocks in a triplet are bonded together and post-machined to
precise dimensions. The triplets are then characterized and h _t 3.8kcV-1.gkeV 11.3kcV-5.4 keV

ordered to simultaneously minimize normal and skew multi- *NSLS X-Ray Ring, E=2.53 GeV. 1=250 mA.
pole errors and optimize performance. Finally, the partially- tPhotonsse&e10mra- 2emm.2 (O.l% BW).|.
assembled magnet beams are mapped and end blocks selected tPhotonsoseele(0.1% BW)'I.
to minimize beam steering and displacement.
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Figure 3. 6-block PPM construction.
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Abstract Table I
Orbit Control Requirements at APS and NSLS X-Ray Ring

The stability requirements of the next generation of r
synchrotron radiation facilities have been achieved on ex  ax 6X" Cy &Y 6Y
insertion device beamlines of existing rings. However, one
insertion device (ID) affects the stored beam and hence the APS 8 rm 30 am 2 gad 0.8 nm 9 pm 0.9 Wad
performance of all the other benmlines. Since the effects of
the undulators are cumulative, higher levels of performance X-Ray 100 nm 37 am 27 gad 10 nm 6pm 17 Arad
are required of the accelerator in order to meet and exceed Ring
present day standards in rings with many undulators.

This paper will report experience to date in the areas Local feedback orbit control systems are in widespread
mentioned above at several multi-undulator facilities and use at synchrotron radiation facilities. The SPEAR ring has
efforts to address these problems at facilities in the planning 9 local feedback loops installed, servicing 4 ID beamlines.
and construction phase. Section 11 will treat orbit control and The NSLS X-Ray ring has 10 local loops in use during
feedback. Section III will describe work on linear and normal operations,
nonlinear effects of ideal undulators in accelerators. Section The performance of a single feedback loop is limited by
IV will mention undulator imperfections and the demands the sensitivity of the detector, the gain (determined by the
they make on the accelerator control system. loop stability), and the voltage and current available to the

steering magnets. When more "local" loops are implemented
I. ORBIT CONTROL: FEEDBACK on a storage ring, deviations from locality of the bumps in

one loop result in an interaction with all the other loops in
Orbit stability requirements must be consistent with the the ring. The interaction can reduce the efficacy of the loops.

emittance of the ring to satisfy all users' needs regardless of If the coupling between loops is strong enough, the system of
differences in beamline designs. For this reason, the motions loops could become unstable.
of the stored beam must be limited to 10% of the rms Figure 1 shows a diagram of a feedback loop that
beamsize and 10% of the rms opening angle at the source controls the amplitude of a local orbit bump so as to null the
point. This corresponds to a 0.5% change in the X.Ray flux output of a single beam position monitor. It is configured to
through an entrance slit of width equal to twice the rms beam reduce the beam motion X observed on the detector by
size. Table I shows the beam stability requirements at APS powering a bump that subtracts a quantity x from X. The
and the NSLS X-Ray Ring. The vertical emittances are beam position monitor has an output V proportional to x+X:
based on 10% cou, 'ing. At APS, the listed vertical motions
could be induced by a 1-2 micron displacement of a single BPM output V = X+x
quadrupole in the ring or by a changing magnetic field with
integrated strength 0.2 gauss, meter. Despite the larger but x is produced by a "local" bump whose amplitude is
emittance of the NSLS X-Ray Ring, the beam position proportioal to V:
requirements and the tolerance on quadrupole motions and
stray fields are comparable to APS. This is because the beta Feedback bump x = -G * V
functions in the ID straight section are much smaller than at
APS and the 2.5 GeV NSLS electron beam is less rigid, so that
Feedback orbit control will be essential to achieving the (X+x) = X/(G+l)
necessary stability. The ambient beam noise X is reduced by a factor (G+I).
*Work supported by U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic We can generalize this treatment to an array of N
Energy Sciences under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38. "almost independent" feedback loops. The i'th loop has a
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. single beam position monitor. Its output voltage Vi is
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intended to create a beam motion xi that is detected only by where p is even if the sequence j1, j2, J3,",JN is formed from
the very same (i'th) monitor. There is a practical limit to 1, 2, 3,.,N by an even number of permutations and odd if an
how local a bump can be, however. The i'th BPM still sees odd number of permutations is required. The determinant
only the motion at its own observation point: has one term equal to

Vi = Xi - xi  Al 11- A22 " A33 "'"ANN

But now the applied correction xi gets contributions from all and many of terms proportional to products of the A's and
the other feedback loops: b's. If we say that all the Ajj's are proportional to a scaling

N! parameter A and all the bij's are proportional to another
scaling parameter b, we can show that the terms of the sum

;i = ijVj can be grouped by powers of A and b and we can place an
:j=1 upper limit on how many terms of a given order appear in the

Closing the loops results in an orbit correction described by sum. We may choose the smallest of the Ajj's to be A and
the matrix equation: the largest of the bij's to be b and we can make the worst-

case assumption that all the terms of order A(N ' m) have sign
X + x =(G + 1)"1 * X opposite to the AN term.

How many terms in the sum are proportional to
A(N' m ) • bm ? There are [N!/((N-m)!m!)] ways to choose
the (N-m) A's from the set of N A's available to us. Then
we must choose m b's so that they share no row or column
with either the A's or the b's we have already chosen. We
can overestimate the number of ways to choose the b's. Once
we have selected the N-m rows that will donate their A's to a
given term in the sum, we must choose m off-diagonal
matrix elements from the m. m submatrix constructed by
eliminating all rows and columns which have donated their
A's. This m. m matrix still contains one A-term and (rn-i)
b-terms in each row. We overestimate the number of ways

,- we can choose the remaining b's as (m-I1)! since we must
choose the b's so that none share the same row or column in
the m * m submatrix. The result is that the sum of all terms of
order less than AN in the determinant is less than

'-f~ .~ I N m
.. - X + a a G+Idet IG+1l k V A - AN2 J N1 (M-1)!

Figure 1. Schematic of local feedback loop - V is the ,,i :2 (N-m) !m!

detector output. Again we make an overestimate:

In order to have a stable system of N feedback hcops, the N!~
matrix (G+ I) must have a nonzero determinant. We can (N-m)!
establish a somewhat stringent condition sufficient for The determinant is bounded by
stability by writing N N

A 1 b1  b1  ... b det IQ41 I A A N 2  J~] 1rn

(G+1) = g b21 A22 b23 ... b2N If the sum is less than 1, the determinant cannot be zero.
Since b measures the deviation of the bump from perfect

b N_1 ANN locality, we conclude that a ring like APS with up to 78 local
bN1 bN2 bN3" N -1 ANN feedback loops in each plane must have bumps local to about

1% precision just to guarantee stability of the system. The
where the A's are all of order one and the b's are all snwrller
because they represent the deviations from perfect locality of locality condition must be maintained over the working

the feedback correction bumps. The determinant of a matrix frequency range of the feedback systems, demanding great

M may be written as the sum precision in the matching of frequency response of different
steering magnets.

p Even if the system of loops is stable. the correction
IMl = (-1) Mj. M2 j 2 .... . factor may be larger than intended and even greater than one.

permutations 1 2 N C. J. Bocchetta and A. Wrulich [1] have studied the
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correction factor of stable systems of coupled loops by 0 ,o Is 20 25

estimating the worst-case correction factor. They do this by I -4
finding the largest eigenvalue for the correction matrix ,5 M.v 4,004 MA WV RING LATI-CE -C-4004. K.s4

(I+G)'. They investigate some specific error arrangements 30- S,,N°, o LAIC

and prove that, in the case that all the error terms bij are 25- - O. VT CORCION

equal, the stability of the correction requires b < 1/N. They
go on to investigate transient responses of the system of i 20-
loops. Their model assumes an iterative correction scheme /
that samples the beam position. In the worst case, stability
required a sampling rate at least twelve times the highest to_
frequency noise to be corrected.

Since the stability margin of a multiloop system is "
increased as the the number of loops is reduced, global 0 4t
harmonic systems are attractive alternates or supplements to
a large number of local feedback loops (2]. Superposition of
global and local feedback loops at the NSLS X-Ray Ring 010 2 o 03 02 01 010 2 030 3 04 05 TOK
showed that global loops and enhance the performance of Figure 2. Effect of U13 TOK on vertical betatron functions
local loops, of the NSLS VUV ring, before and after local correction.

NSLS global feedback systems use analog electronics to
process and filter the orbit error signals into analog command An ideal planar ID would cause absolutely no deflection
voltages to the steering magnets. APS and other machines of the particle beam in the vertical or horizontal direction,
under construction will utilize digital signal processing and and this would be true no matter what the horizontal position
transmission to implement global and local feedback loops. or angle of the beam as it enters the device. Even in an ideal
In this case the orbit correction algorithm can emulate local ID, however, there is a vertical focussing term. Each pole of
feedback loops, global harmonic feedback, or any other the ID causes fringe field focussing, as does any bending
algorithm that proves succ,'ssful as an orbit correction magnet.
applications program. This approach requires, however, that The vertical focussing of the beam, when averaged over
the minimum increment in steering majnet current must a period of the undulator, is given by [4]
steer the beam through an angle that is small compared to the
stability criterion, i.e., less than one microradian. y" + sinh(2ky)/(4k p2) = 0
Furthermore, the correction commands must be obeyed in a
time that is short compared to the required response time of expanding the hyperbolic sine gives
the feedback loops, otherwise the digital feedback system
will cause transients in orbit motion that exceed the error to y" + y/(2 p2) + k2 y3/(3 p2) = 0
be corrected. Fortunately the necessazy digital signal
processing hardware and high speed comnuaication "lnks are The linear focussing term has no dependence on the
already commercially available. Indeed, the KEK Photon undulator period while the cubic force term increases with
Factory 13] already has a digital global feedback system that the inverse ,quaue of the period, for a fixed field. Table 2
consists of an orbit correction application program running lists some insertion devices installed in the NSLS facility as
continuously in its control computer. The effective well as devices planned for ALS, APS and ESRF. The table
bandwidth is a small fraction of a Hertz, but the system is includes computed values for the vertical linear and
nonetheless a valuable part of PF operations. nonlinear focussing terms 1/(2 p2) and (k2)/(3 2), weighted

by the average values of the vertical beta functions; <Py> for
U. LINEAR AND NONLINEAR BEAM OPTICAL the linear focussing and <Py2> for the cubic force.

EFFECTS IN UNDULATORS The detrimental effects of the ID on the particle optics
may be resolved into two mechanisms. First, the linear

The field of an ideal planar undulator has the form focussing breaks the symmetry of the lattice and
consequently the symmetry of the beta functions and phase

By = B. cos(k z) cosh(k y) advances. This effect may be compensated to various levels
of precision by adjusting the quadrupoles in the ring. The

Bz = -Bo sin(k z) sinh(k y) simplest correction is to scale all the quadrupole currents to
restore the betatron tunes. By using only the quadrupoles

where z is the nominal direction along the beam path and y is nearest the ID, the distortion of the betatron functions can be
vertical. The period of the undulator 7, determines k localized within the superpenod that contains the ID. This

action will generally cause an error in betatron tune which
k= 2 /A can be corrected with a global adjustment involving almost

all the quadrupoles. This "alpha-matching" technique is
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Table 2

ESRF ALS NSLS X-Ray Ring NSLS VUV RING APS
Undulator U3.65 U20.0 X1 X17 X25 US APS U13 TOK Undulator Wiggler

A A

Bo (Tesla) 0.45 0.61 1.1 0.35 5.0 1.1 .46 .65 0.86 1.0

) (cm) 4.4 3.65 20.0 8 17.4 12 7.5 10. 3.1 15

L (m) 1.6 4.9 4.6 3 0.6 1.7 2.1 2.2 2.5 1.5
A Vy .0005 .007 .02 .0005 .004 .001 .016 .034 .0113 .0011

A* 675 8484 820 154 18 35 5163 6065 4650 160
*A = 4 2 <B2y> L/(3p2). 2) (m-l )

exemplified in Figure 2, which shows the uncorrected and its undulators have longer period lengths. Hence one expects
corrected betatron functions of the NSLS VUV ring with the and finds smaller changes in dynamic aperture than those
U13 TOK undulator installed, seen in ALS and Elettra. Like ESRF, linear focussing effects

Third-generation synchrotron radiation facilities are of undulators are very small in APS. Studies of nonlinear
much less tolerant of asymmetries in phase advance than are effects of undulators are not yet complete.
other rings. This is true whether the asymmetry is caused by Evidence of the effect of IDs on particle optics and
the vertical focussing of undulators or closed orbit errors in dynamic aperture have been measured and reported by
the sextupoles. A reasonable dynamic aperture can be Brunelle for Super ACO [81 and by Kuske and Bahrdt at
achieved in such rings only by careful placement of the very BESSY [4]. In both rings, the effect of the cubic force on
strong chromaticity-correction sextupoles, or else by partially dynamic aperture was investigated by measuring the beam
cancelling the effect of the chromaticity-correction lifetime as a function of tune with the sextupole magnets
sextupoles with additional families of harmonic-correction turned off. Lifetime reductions in reasonable agreement with
sextupoles. In principle, the linear focussing effects of the results of computer simulations of the dynamic aperture were
ID could be compensated perfectly. One simply needs obtained in both cases.
enough flexibility in adjusting the neighboring quadrupoles Detailed studies of the effects of the Phase 11 insertion
to keep the transfer matrices between sextupoles independent devices of the NSLS X-Ray ring at 2.5 GeV are yet to be
of the ID strength. In practice, other lattice imperfections completed. However, their linear and cubic force terms are
may mask the potential improvement of a "perfect" linear expected to have little effect because the vertical 0 function
compensation. is only 0.35 meters in the ID straight section. Studies

The lowest-order nonlinear focussing force of an involving beam optical effects of the IDs will be done at 0.75
undulator has a cubic dependence on y so one can expect GeV, the injection energy of the X-Ray ring.
stopbands around 4vy = integer.

The effects of undulators on ALS has been studied by III. UNDULATOR IMPERFECTIONS
Jackson, et al. [5]. They compared schemes for correcting
the linear focussing and concluded that one may use thr The imperfections of a state-of-the art ID should be too
defocussing quads nearest the ID to correct the vertical tunes. small to significantly affect dynamic aperture of a typical
The horizontal tune correction may then be distributed synchrotron radiation ring. However even minor field errors
globally over almost all the horizontal focussing quads. can disturb the orbit and linear coupling if the strengths of
They find that the linear and nonlinear focussing properties the undulators are changed during operations. Steering
of the IDs reduce the dynamic aperture by similar amounts, errors caused by gap changes in IDs must be compensated by
and that the effect of the IDs is also comparable to the effect feedback and by steering magnets that are programmed to
of magnet imperfections. Although the undulators reduce the change as a function of ID strength.
vertical dynamic aperture significantly, it remains larger than If the need for orbit stability is driven by the need for
the physical aperture. highly stable flux into the acceptance of the photon

Tosi and Nagaoka have investigated the effect of helical beamlines, then it must also be necessary to have a high level
undulators and variable-polarization IDs in Elettra [6]. IDs of stability in the sk. :w quadrupole fields as the IDs change
that produce circularly polarized radiation generally act like gap. If we demand 0.5% stability in photon flux through a
optical elements with both vertical and horizontal focussing. 2a slit that limits the beam vertically, this implies that the

Undulators planned for ESRF [7] have fields and periods vertical emittance must be stable to 2%. The lir,,ar coupling
consistent with the 20 mm vertical aperture of the ID straight must therefore be held constant to 2% of its valuo, for APS
section. The ESRF ring energy is threefold that of ALS and the nominal 10% coupling must remain in the range 9.8%,
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10.2% to fulfill this criterion. The undesirable consequences The problems to be solved in operating synchrotron
of a beam size change caused by magnetic imperfections in radiation rings with many IDs have been and continue to be
an ID, at SRC in Stoughton, Wisconsin, were reported by studied at facilities presently in operation. With sufficient
Trzeciak, et al. [9]. Ironically the increased coupling caused care and attention to detail, any problems caused by steering
by changing the gap of the ID improved the beam lifetime by errors and linear focussing properties in the undulators can
increasing the volume of the bunch and thereby reducing the be corrected by feedback or by commanding the necessary
Touschek loss rate. steering and quadrupole adjustments in coordination with ID

The tolerance on the change in linear coupling can be strength changes. Nonlinear focussing effects may reduce
converted to a magnetic field tolerance for APS; the skew the beam lifetime, but this can be an acceptable price to pay
quadrupole of an undulator must change less than 65 gauss for the use of short-period undulators.
as the gap changes. Measurement techniques with the
necessary sensitivity have been developed and applied, for IV. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
example, to the NSLS Phase II IDs [10]. Such magnet
measurements demonstrate that this specification has been The authors thank D. M. Dykes, M. A. Green, R. 0.
exceeded by the APS undulator in the U5 beamline at NSLS, Hettel, T. Katsura and M. P. Level for information on
which has a total (normal + skew) quadrupole integral of 10 operating procedures of synchrotron radiation rings.
gauss [11].

Conceptually simple ingredients are necessary if [1] C. J. Bochetta and A. Wrulich, "Local Feedback
synchrotron radiation users are to be permitted to change ID Systems Coupled by Transfer Function Errors,"
strength at will. The problem is not trivial as evidenced by Sincrotrone Trieste ST/M-90/7 (September 1990).
the fact that, at NSLS, SPEAR, SRC, Super ACO and [21 L. H. Yu, R. Biscardi, J. Bittner, A. M. Fauchet, S.
Daresbury SRS, ID strengths are not changed routinely Krinsky, R. Nawrocky, J. Rothman, 0. Singh, K. M.
during operations for many users, although gap changes are Yang, "Real Time Closed Orbit Feedback System for
permitted at SRS. SPEAR and SRC intend to implement NSLS X-Ray Ring," these proceedings.
independent gap changes on certain devices in these rings in [3] T. Katsura, Y. Kamiya, K. Haga, T. Mitsuhashi, N.
the near future. Nakamura, M. Katoh and I. Abe, "Beam Position

While the beam stability can be affected by quite small Stabilization at the Photon Factory," Rev. Sci. Inst. 60
imperfections in IDs, the most important effects are (7), pp. 1507-1512 (1989).
fortunately linear so that the effects of individual IDs and [41 P. Kuske, J. Bahrdt, "Influence of the BESSY
their corrections should satisfy superposition. This means Undulators on Beam Dynamics," EPAC 90 -
that, if the accelerator controls system is configured to Proceedings of the 2nd European Particle Accelerator
accommodate it, a matrix can be defined that specifies the Conference, Gif-Sur-Yvette, Editions Frontieres, pp.
vector of necessary changes in all accelerator parameters in 1417-1419 (1990).
terms of the vector of all ID strengths. The necessary [5] A. Jackson, E. Forest, H. Nishimura, and M. S.
changes can then be implemented automatically by the Zisman, "The Effects of Insertion Devices on Beam
controls system as the users change gaps of the IDs. Dynamics in the ALS," Proceedings of the 1989 IEEE

SSRL beamlines 5,6 and 10 are configured so that Particle Accelerator Conference, IEEE Service Center,
steering corrections are automatically updated to track Piscataway, NJ 08854, pp. 1752-1754 (1989).
changes in magnet strength. After further studies, users will [6] L. Tosi and R. Nagaoka, Effects of Helical Undulators
be allowed to change strength of the undulator at beamline 5. on Beam Dynamics," EPAC 90 - Proceedings of the
For the present, undulator strengths at SSRL are changed 2nd European Particle Accelerator Conference, Gif.
during operations only after all users have been notified. Sur-Yvette, Editions Frontieres, pp. 1423-1425 (1990).

Alladin has implemented automatic gap-dependent 17] G. Mulhaupt, "Status of the ESRF," ibid. pp.65-69.
compensation of orbit errors so that no motions larger than 181 P. Brunelle, "Beam Dynamics with Many Undulators
20 microns (vertical) or 50 microns (horizontal) are caused on Super-ACO," ibid. pp 1411-1413.
by changing the undulator gap. The change in vertical beam 191 W. S. Trzeciak, R. W. C. Hansen, M. A. Green,
size that is coupled to gap changes must be corrected M. Bissen and David Eisert, "Implementation of
automatically before unannounced gap changes will be Undulator Scanning at Aladdin," Nuc. Inst. Meth.
allowed. A291 (1990) pp. 413-418.

NSLS allows changes of the Xl soft X-Ray undulator 1101 L. Solomon, G. Decker,. J. Galayda, "Magnetic
strength during operations. The X1 users call the control Measurements of Permanent Magnet Insertion Devices
room to request a change and the ring operators make the at the BNL-NSLS," Proceedings of the 1989 IEEE
change after notifying all users. Particle Accelerator Conference, IEEE Service Center

Only at the KEK Photon Factory are unannounced gap Piscataway, NJ 08854, pp. 387-389.
changes routinely performed in operations. Each of five IDs [111 P. J. Viccaro, "Magnetic Field Tolerances for Insertion
has a prescribed range over which it may be changed without Devices on 3rd Generation Synchrotron Light
disturbing orbit stability. Sources," tLehce proceedings.
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Low-Emittance in SPEAR*

J. Safranek and H. Wiedemann
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, P.O. Box 4349, Bin 99, Stanford, CA 94309-0210

Abstract and the beam emittances e. and e. to be minimized. For
the layout of magnets in SPEAR, it is impossible to sat-

This paper describes the characteristics of a low- isfy the first criterion exactly but we were able to reduce
emittance configuration and it's implementation in
SPEAR at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Labora-
tory (SSRL) to increase the photon beam brightness. The a I U* * j| j * w8 | g 1 8 |
new lattice has an emittance of 129 irnm*rad at 3 GeV
compared to the present emittance of 510 irnm*rad. u

I. INTRODUCTION I
The storage ring SPEAR is now fully dedicated to the 20 II

production of synchrotron radiation at SSRL. Efforts have E * I 1 1
been made and continue to optimize SPEAR as a syn- I I
chrotron radiation source including the construction of a ft
dedicated full energy injector[1]. First beam from this in- \I ~
jector was injected into SPEAR in November 1990. To fur- , ,,
ther optimize the photon beam quality at SPEAR, studies
have been conducted to maximize the photon beam bright-
ness by reducing the particle beam emittance. Low emit- to at U 41 W
tance configurations have been proposed previously for Distonce(m)
SPEAR[2] [3][4), but injection into such configurations was
not possible in a reproducible way because of limitations in Figure 1
the injection components. As part of the injector project aLinear optics of the LE lattice.
third kicker was installed in SPEAR to accommodate beam
injection into a new low emittance configuration[5], a con- "" l
figuration designed with the constraint that no significant 03 a I a b
hardware changes were necessary for its inplementation. U
The emittance in the new low emittance (LE) lattice is h
reduced by nearly a factor of 4 compared to the presently U Stmicm $Scti s

used high energy physics (HEP) optics. E ,

HI. LATTICE DESIGN E

A. Linear Optics /f
The main criteria for designing the linear optics of the \4LE lattice was to maximize the photon brightness from I

undulators given by:[6] s

8=(21r) 2 E. E,EY, a. N at 0 1

where 7 is the integrated flux and Distane(m)

AL A Figure 2
E o + ' = V , +2- Linear optics of the HEP lattice.

where u is either z or y; a,, o,,, as" and a, are electron the dispersion in the insertion straights by up to a factor
wem dimensions; A is the photon wavelength: and L is of three (see figs. 1 and 2). The second criteria, the con-beam straint on and A3

1. gives a much broader maximum with
the length of the undulator. For maximum brightness we raint o 0, an 0', es a muc h a e axim bui-
require the dispersion to vanish in the undulator, q, = respect to 3, than with respect to 3.. This can be aitibut-

0u the betatron functions to be ed to the fact that the magnitude of the ertical electron
S0, tb toeemttance, c., is closer than c, to the diffraction limited

L photon beam emittance from a singl" electron, A 4 7r For
-- the LE lattice /3, is 1.1 meters in the insertions, ' hich is

4 r very close to the optimum value. This small 3y also has the
Work supported by the Department of Energy, Office of Basic advantage of allowing smaller undulator gaps without re-

Energy Sciences, Division of Material Sciences. ducing the beam lifetime, and it reduces the perturbation
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of the electron optics from wiggler and undulator vertical B. Dynamic Aperture
focusing and nonlinearities. The LE lattice requires strong quadrupoles with asso-

Minimization of the horizontal emittance is achieved by ciated large natural chromaticities (see Table 2) requiring
minimizing the integral of -y71, + 2a.?7_ii- + 0.'r,1

2 in the strong sextupoles. With careful choice of tunes and some
bending magnets. In the arcs, where most of the bend mag- reconfiguring of the sextupole distribution in SPEAR, the
nets are located, there are only two independently powered dynamic aperture could be preserved to assure beam sta-
quadrupole magnet strings, QD and QF. The emittance is bility (see fig.4). Tracking studies with PATPET[91 show
rather insensitive to the strength of the QD's but varies
significantly as a function of the strength of QF as shown
in fig.3. We note that the LE lattice emittance is very
close to the minimum possible emittance for SPEAR. Ta-

S-Dynamic Apature

m E5

,., toHEP Micte : E is
E

Phyical AWturo

is LEt kce • (mm Ot septum)

* * Figure 4

KO(m-2 ) LE lattice dynamic aperture.
that this dynamic aperture remains large for off-energy

Figure 3 particles and when tracking with magnet strength and

Horizontal emittance vs QF strength with QD strength alignment errors. Table 2 gives a summary of the prop-

held constant. erties of the LE lattice. Two previously proposed low
emittance SPEAR lattices, the high-beta low-emittance

ble I compares the emittance with that of other machines (HBLE) lattice[3] and Blumberg's lattice[4], are included
of comparable energy.J7] The einittance in the LE lattice for comparison. The large physical and dynamic apertures
is smaller than in other operating synchrotron radiation in the LE lattice provides for easier injection.

Table 1 Table 2
Comparison of beam emittances at 3 GeV. Comparison of lattice parameters. The einittances are

for 3 GeV electrons. The apertures are given in millime-
ters at the septum, and the dynamic apertures are for

Lattice c, @3GeV Status Design 400-turn tracking and with .. = v = 3.
_______(w'nm*rad) Energy-

Beijing 70 Runnin g nrg Lattice LE HEP HBLE Blumberg
SRS2 243 Running 2.0 (rnin*rad) 129 511 141 1.12

Photon Fact. 185 Running 2.5 0,,(m) 4 ID's 1.1 3.8 2.8 2.2

NSLS X-Ray 152 Running 2.5 1,(m) & ID's 1.3 2.7 1.2 1.3

SPEAR LE 129 Commissioning 3.0 Dyn. Aper.(mm) 72 130 51 27

Pohang 30 Construction 2.0 Phys. Aper.(mm) 50 35 19 35

Trieste 16 Construction 20 -12.2 -11.2 -8.8 -11 9

ALS 14 Construction 1 5-213 -11.2 -9.6 -15 6

J/' 6 87 5.27 6.25 (27

sources, but is still much larger than in new sources un- 1y 6 9 5 14 5.19 1 1'
der construction. To achieve such low beam einittances
in SPEAR the. magnet lattice must be significantlN iiod-
ified. Such modifications are possible without perturbing C. Lfrtmr0ns and Currnt Lmintationi
the location of existing photon beam lines and insertion
devices[8] resulting in a beam enimttance of 28.5irnn*rad Calculations indicate that bremsstrahlung, Coulomb s-

cattering, Touschek, and quantuni lifetimes will all be at
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least 18 hours in the LE lattice for single bunch currents surement of the emittance of the stored electron beam was
below 15 mA. From ZAP[10] calculations we conclude that made by digitizing the signal from a video camera aimed
the single bunch current will be limited by reduction of at the synchrotron light monitor (SLM) (see fig.6). The
the longitudinal quantum lifetime from turbulent bunch
lengthening. For an rf-voltage of 2.5 MV at 3 GeV, the 0.3
quantum lifetime will be reduced to 5 hours for a single
bunch current of approximately 28 mA. .2

III. INJECTION SCHEME

Injection into the HEP lattice uses two kickers separat- 0.742 mm
ed by ir in horizontal phase advance. In the LE lattice 0.15
the phase advance between these two kickers is much larg-
er than r, so third kicker is needed to produce a local
orbit bump for injection. A location was found for this 0.10
third kicker with the same aperture and strength require-
ments as for the other kickers. This made it possible to 4.4
move one of the now obsolete positron injection kickers to
this new location to inject electrons. Fig.5 shows the in-
jection scheme. A static bump using the trims on the

I Muptance, static -
no bim kicker k" 11miNinetrs

aFigure 6
Ijcted Emittance measurement of 83rnm'rad at 2.27 GeV in
b" the LE SPEAR lattice.

E horizontal betatron function at the SLM is 0, = 6.63 m,
I Iand correcting for the theoretical beam energy spread we
x derive from fig.6 an emittance of 83 rnm*rad at 2.27 GeV

compared with a predicted emittance of 76 rnm'rad.
-a
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Abstract Table 1: SXLS Phase I Design Parameters
The goal of the SXLS Project at BNL is to design and

construct a compact storage ring as a soft x-ray source for Energy, E [MeV] 200
proximity printing x-ray lithography.111 The final ring will
operate at an energy of 700 MeV and it will make use of Circumference, C [m] 8.503
superconducting dipoles, Be = 3.87 Tesla and p = 60 cen. Dipole Magnet Type EM
timeters, as a source of k = 10 angstrom x-rays. The pro. Dipole Field, B0 [TI 1.1
ject is proceeding in two phases: in Phase I low field iron Bending Radius, p [m] .6037
dipoles (B = 1.1 Tesla) are being used to study the ring at Superperiods, N, 2
energies of 200 MeV and below; in Phase II the low field Critical Wavelength, k [A] 423
dipoles will be replaced with superconducting dipoles. The tical W alnT , V, 43
Phase I storage ring was commissioned during the fail of Horizontal Betatron Tune, VA 1.415
1990 and the design current of 500 ma has been exceeded. Vertical Betatron Tune, v, .415
A report on the performance of the Phase I ring is Energy Loss Per Turn, U0 [KeV] .234
presented. Uncorrected Chromaticity, 4,4y -.49, -1.32

Momentum Compaction, a .321. Storage Ring Lattice Natural Emnittance, eo [m-rad] 5.9210 "

To make the ring as compact as possible (C = 8.5 m),

a two superperiod gradient FODO lattice incorporating two
1800 combined function dipole magnets was adopted.121  A 15 , "
Since the basic lattice is a "one knob" design with only hor- on' - -
izontally focusing quadrupoles and the defocusing sextupole 10
designed into the poleface of the dipole, two sets of poleface 0
windings were installed on the dipoles. One winding has
quadrupole symmetry to permit variation of the vertical tune Z 5
and the other has dipole/sextupole symmetry to provide for ..
tuning of the vertical chromaticity. The quadrupoles are tL o
mounted on stepping motors and can be translated by ±3
mm both horizontally and vertically to provide closed orbit 0-
correction and there are also four sets of air core dipole . -5
orbit correctors. Four 12-pole magnets are also included to 0 1.5 3.0 4.5
provide additional tuning capability. DISTACE [i]

The basic design parameters of the Phase I SXLS ring
are listed in Table 1 and the Twiss parameters are shown in Figure 1: SXLS Optical Functions
Figure 1.

2. Commissioning Results bunch operation. The injection system operates at 0.7 Hz.
Injection rates of 2-5 ma per pulse are typical although rates

The assembly of the Phase I ring was completed in of 7-10 ma per shot have been achieved quite frequently at
late August 1990. The existing 80 MeV linac and booster 200 MeV operation. The novel injection scheme involves
ring at the NSLS serve as the injector for SXLS. A single the use of a single fast kicker magnet 31, with a rise and fall
bunch from the booster (52 MHz bucket) is injected into a time of 10 ns and a flat top of 50 ns, that gives two horizon-
211 MHz bucket in the SXLS ring providing for 1 to 6 tal kicks to the stored beam and one kick to the injected
* work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department beam.
of Energy and funded by the U.S. Department of Defense
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The initial commissioning of the ring was done at 200
MeV. The first turn in the ring was recorded on September rp I I14, 1990. Stored beam was obtained one month later. By 0 , 200 MeV
mid December 1990 the design current of 500 ma in six 0 160 MeV
bunches was achieved. A maximum stored current in excess 8 0 M V ,
of one ampere in six bunches was accumulated with 200 :3
MeV injection (2/91). 1-

At present (5/91) stored currents of 600 ma in six a.
bunches and 200 ma in one bunch are routinely obtained at ),
an injection energy of 200 MeV. For 160 MeV injection we
can routinely store 500 ma in six bunches. We have also W 101
succeeded in stori.-3 220 ma at an 80 MeV injection energy. . 10-10 UrFmP iIII
With our present injection system, which is optimized for 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
750 MeV operation of the NSLS rings, it is difficult to fully Current, I [ma]
explore energies below 160 MeV as there is little damping
in the booster ring at these energies. Bypassing the booster Figure 2: Pressure vs. Current [6 Bunches]
and injecting the ring directly from the linac at energies of
80 and 120 MeV will be tried in the near future.

The horizontal closed orbit as measured on the PUEs 700 ' - 0
is corrected to x.,, < 2 mm using the air core trims and an ' 600 - 200 MeV
outward displacement of the quadrupoles; the maximum
vertical orbit deviation is y, < 0.75 mm and this is the 50080 MeV
uncorrected orbit. The betatron tunes in the machine are - 400
nominally set at v, = 1.438 and v, = 0.415. The machine " 300
will store beam over a wide range of tunes; the operating 200 •
point is chosen to maximize the injection efficiency. The
chromaticities of the ring have been measured to be , = +2 0 100
& 4y = +2. 0 , ,_ , ._ i ,_ , "

Instabilities are observed in the machine but a detailed 0 10 20 30 40 50 60
analysis has not been performed so far. For large stored r i
currents transverse motions of the beam can be observed on LrnlnJ
the synchrotron light monitor. There are strong synchrotron
sidebands evident on the rotaton and tune lines indicative of Figure 3: Current vs. Time [6 Bunches]
coupled bunch motion. At present we are not using any
active feedback systems to stabilize the beam. Major clean-up of the vacuum chamber was done by

the stored beam as shown in Figure 4. About 20 amp-hrs at
3. Vacuum System & Lifetime 200 MeV are required to finally condition the chamber dur-

The vacuum chamber straight sections are fabricated ing which time the ring pressure decreased by more than
from stainless steel type 304L and the dipole chambers from two orders of magnitude. To determine the recovery time
INCONEL 625. An in-situ bakeout system is incorporated from a vacuum accident a venting of the ring is planned in
in the ring and has been used twice: once before commis- the near future.
sioning started and again in Nov. 1990 after replacing a
faulty vacuum window. 4. Clearing Electi odes 41

Vacuum pressures are monitored by ion gauges The vacuum chamber in the ring is equipped with
located just outside the entrance and exit of the dipole mag- fourteen clearing electrodes, five in each dipole magnet and
nets. In the absence of beam the average pressure read by two in each straight section. The electrodes are metal strips
ion gauges is P.. < 14 0- 10 tort. Figures 2 & 3 display the of approximately 20 cm in length located on the bottom of
average vacuum pressures versus current and beam current the chamber. They are terminated in their characteristic
versus time respectively for several ring energies in six impedance by 50 Q2 lossy cables and are capable of handling
bunch operation. The stored beam lifetime can be obtained 5 KV.
from Figure 3. For the data shown here it takes roughly In six bunch operation the clearing electrodes are
10-40 inutes for the current to decrease by 50%, with the necessary to reach stored currents in excess of 300 ma.
longer lifetimes actually occurring at lower energies. An Voltages in the range of 200-700 volts applied to six of the
exact prediction of the lifetime at low energy is complicated electrodes provides adequate clearing although powering
by ion trapping, intrabeam scattering and anomalous bunch only a single electrode enhances the achievable stored
lengthening. current. Ion clearing currents of 3 nanoamperes/100 ma
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6. Diagnostics

There are four fluorescent flags in the ring for estab-
BA GAE lishing the injection orbit. Pick-up electrodes (PUE) have

SxLS been built into the vacuum chamber to provide beam posi-
2 tion information at six points around the ring. There is a set

4 - of four horizontal and vertical PUEs at each end of the two

101' straight sections and a set of two PUEs (hor.) in each dipole.
I Beam positions in a single turn around the ring are deter-

mined by processing the PUE signals with hybrid networks
and a Giga-sample/sec digitizing oscilloscope (LeCroy
7200). With stored beam the closed orbit is measured at a
5 Hz rate with dedicated beam position monitors. In addi-
tion to the PUEs, two sets of stripline electrodes have been
provided, one for "kicking" the beam and the other for mon-
itoring.

Beam current is determined by peak-detecting a rota-

10- 3 tion harmonic in a PUE sum signal. Transverse dimensions
0.1 1 10 100 of the electron beam are measured by imaging the beam

TIME INTEGRATED KAM CURRENT (A-hV) with a telescope on a CCD TV camera using the synchro-
tron light coming out of one of the dipole ports. During

Figure 4: Normalized Pressure Change vs. Beam Dose normal operations, the beam image is continuously displayed
on a video monitor and can also be stored to disk with a

have been measured at ring energies of 100 MeV. Prelim- frame grabber for further processing. Tune measurements
inary results on the effects of ions on the betatron tunes and are made using a 500 MHz network analyzer (HP 4195A), athe i z awideband RF power amplifier and the striplines. Electronics

for damping longitudinal beam instabilities is in the process

S. RF System of being commissioned.

The 211 MHz RF system is a single gap, capacitively 7. Closing Remarks
loaded accele-qing cavity driven in the TMOI mode and The successful commissioning of the Phase I storage
capable of prc' cing a peak gap voltage of 50 kV. Figure 5 Th suasl fondationn o the Phase 11
displays the measured synchrotron tune as a function of the ring lays a solid foundation on which to build the Phase 11
RF voltage for 200 MeV operation. Gap voltages of 45 KV superconducting dipole based ring. Ion clearing electrodes
have produced the best injection rates. Transient beam have been essential to storing large currents (I > 300 ma) in
loading from injecting up to 10 ma per shot has not been a the ring. Studies will continue on the Phase I ring over the
problem. Throughout the commissioning the cavity has been next year to enhance our understanding of the machine and
the largest measurable source of outgassing. to continue to lower the injection energy.
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Short Wavelength FELs*

Richard L. Sheffield
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract increased power requirements have driven research: uto the use
of free-electron lasers for the generation of short wavelength

The generation of coherent ultraviolet and shorter wave- light. IE24
length light is presently limited to synchrotron sources. The IE24 -

recent progress in the development of brighter electron beams Do Dun'
enables the use of much lower energy electron rf linacs to reach IE23
short-wavelengths than previously considered possible. This RF.LINAC FEL

paperwill summarize the present results obtained with synchro-
tron sources, review proposed short-wavelength FEL designs I E22 1

and then present a new design which is capable of over an order
of magnitude higher power in the extreme ultraviolet. F I E21

I. Introduction ca

Optical radiation below 200 nm has many potential uses ]. 1 E20
The class of uses generally fall into two categories: basic FEL
research in such areas as biological processes, solid state lEl9 HARMONICS
physics, chemical processes, snapshots oftemporially unstable UND

targets, and photolithography for semiconductor processing. W UND
Biological studies include UV damage of DNA, Raman spec- IE18
troscopy, and time resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. Solid
state physics research covers ultra-high resolution photoemis-
sionfrom interfacesand surfacesdetectors, optics, and nonlinear v IE17 U N
harmonic generation. Chemical research include dynamics of I WIGGER

highly excited states, gas-phase photochemistry, and surface E 6
photochemistry. > Z

Advanced lithographic technologies require feature sizes of 0
less than 0.25 microns (2]. Optical projection lithography is 0 IEIS
currently used with mecury lamps or excimer lasers and is the L E
process of choice for semiconductor processing. Projection NSLS WIGGL
lithography below 0.25 microns was not thought to be possible IEl4 WIGGLER SSRL

because of the high power levels (10 to 100 watts) in the 10 to WIGGLER

100 nm wavelength band which is required for adequate wafer /
throughput. Consequently, large research sums have been spent IE13
on alternate technologies (such as x-ray transmission using
proximity masks). IE12 NSLS BEND

Electron synchrotrons can generate radiation from less than BEND
0.1 nm to greater than 100 rum. Even though synchrotrons can
produce a wide range of wavelengths, the output power in a EII
narrow bandwidth is limited (Fig. 1) relative to that attainable I EO I E I I E2 I E3 I E4 I E5
by free-electron lasers (FELs). More of the above mentioned PHOTON ENERGY (eV)
research applications require higher power levels than synchro- (10% Monochromator Efficiency Applied to
tron sources either for increasing the signal to noise ratio or for Synchrotron sources)
multiphoton processes. Photolithography requires several
orders increase in average power over synchrotrons. The Figure 1. Time-average spectral brnghtihess (delivered on tirget).

Sources are- Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lab (SSRL),
National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) at BNL, Advanced

*Work supported by Los Alamos National Laboratory Institutional Photon Source (APS) at Argonne, Advanced Light Source
Supporting Research, under the auspices of the United States (ALS) at LBL, and European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
Department of Energy. (ESRF) at Grenoble.
0-7803-0135.8/91$01.00 CIEEE 1110



II. Free-Electron Lasers III, RF Linac FELS

A free-electron laser (FEL) converts electron beam energy The rf linac category can be divided into two approaches
intoahighlycollimated,high-powerbeamoflightbystimulated based on the type of FEL optical system used. The two
emission. An FEL produces an laser beam of good optical approaches are an optical resonator and a single pass amplifier.
quality and narrow bandwidth and is tunable over a wide In an optical resonator, the light recirculates in a resonator so
wavelength range. A schematic of an rf linac based FEL in an thattheopticalpowercanbuilduptoveryhighlevels, increasing
oscillator configuration is shown in Fig. 2. The essential corn- the electron beam to light extraction efficiency. However,
ponents of an FEL are the electron accelerator and a trans- mirrors have very low reflectivity in the sub-100 nm region and
versely-oscillating magnetic field (calledawigglerorundulator thus the optical gain must be very high to overcome resonator
depending on the magnitude of the on-axis magnetic field). The losses. In an amplifier, the light is single pass and so there are
magnetic field initially causes the electron beam to oscillate, no resonator losses, but the wiggler must be very long (approxi-
thereby generating spontaneous optical radiation. Later in the mately twice as long as in an oscillator) to allow the light to build
process, the magnetic field couples the electron beam motion to up to high power levels.
the optical field which has built up in the optical resonator for Briar, Newnam of Los Alamos National Laboratory has
an FEL oscillator or the amplifier wiggler for an FEL amplifier, proposed an extreme ultraviolet (XUV) FEL operating down to
This motion forces the electrons to do work against the optical I nm [8]. A system schematic is shown in Fig. 3. The system
field, further increasing the energy in the optical radiation. The consists ofa single linac driving seven different oscillators, each
performance of the FEL depends to a large degree on the oscillator producing a different wavelength. Over certain
brightness ofthe electronbeam and the wigglerdesign. Because wavelength regions, normal incidence optics have sufficient
ofrecent improvements in the desig-ttofelectron sources [3]-[4], reflectivity to be used as resonator mirrors [8]. From 60 to 100
FELs can now operate in the extreme ultraviolet and soft x-ray nm, polished chemically-vapor-deposited (CVD) silicon car-
regime at relatively low energies (<I GeV). Since the wave- bide exhibits 40 to 50% reflectance at normal incidence. From
length of the radiation from the FEL is proportional to the 80 to 100 nm, unoxidized aluminum films go from 40% to
wiggler period, significant research effort is being directed to greater than 90% reflectivity. From 10 to 20 nm, Mo and Si
the design of shorter-period wiggler fields [5]-[7]. multilayer reflectors have between 40 to 50% reflectivity. At

the present time, normal incidence optics do not exist for the
.V wavelengths between 20 to 60 rn and below 10 nm. To provide
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Short-wavelength free-electron lasers fall into two catego- Figure 4. Multifaceted, all-metal mirror grazing-incidence ring

ries: rflinac based and storage ring based. I will briefly describe resonator. The light from the wiggler first reflects from hyperbo-
loidal mirrors which causes the beai to diverge to reduce thermal

representative EEL designs for both of the categories, distortion of the multifaceted mirrors.
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Figure 3. Proposed Los Alainos XUV FEL National User Facility.
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mirrors for the remaining wavelengths and to reduce beam- At UCLA, an x-ray linear light source (LLS) has been
induced thermal distortion of the mirror surfaces, Newnam has proposed [6]. In this design, very high accelerator gradients
proposed a ring resonator with multifaceted mirrors [9], sche- (near 200 MeV/m) are used to reduce the over,l machine
matically shown in Fig. 4. This mirror system uses the increase length. To attain the very high gradients, a high frequency (10-
in reflectance (greater than 95% per surface at these wave- 30 GHz) accelerator structure is driven by a relativistic klystron,
lengths), enabled by total external seflection. The machine under development by LLNL/LBL/SLAC [11]. A schematic of
parameters are: maximum beam energy of I GeV, peak currents the relativistic klystron and its induction linac driver is shown
of 300 to 400 A, normalized 90% emittance (the 90% emittance in Fig. 6. The FEL designs are based on self-amplified sponta-
- 4 4 the rms emittance) of<30 n mm-mrad, and a 0.1% energy neous-emission (SASE).
spread. The wiggler is 5 m long for 50 nm and 12 m long for 4
nm with a wiggler period of 1.6 cm.

The other rf linac designs operate in an FEL amplifier .
configuration. Two representative designs, one from Brookhaven .'- -
National Laboratory (BNL) and the other from University of (
California at Los Angeles (UCLA), follow. R ti,,

BNL has proposed a Ultraviolet Free-!:1ectron Laser User
Facility (10] to be used in conjinction with the National
Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS). This FEL operates u an ,l cinjection-locked amplifier with the seed radiation F.r'duced by \T0s, o~

a conventional tunable laser. A schematic of th system is -,te ,
shown in Fig. 5. The major system features are a photoinjector
electron source, a superconducting recirculating linac, and two .,nhe, cait

FEL amplifier beamlines. The repetition rate for the electron
pulses from the accelerator is I kHz. Fa3ch amplifier beamline Figure 6. Relativistic klystron driver for UCLA XUV machine.
operates at 0.55 kHz and the output optical pulses from the
amplifiers have an adjustable relative timing with respect to
each other. The output optical pulses from each amplifier will IV. Storage rings
be split between two experimental stations by rotating mirrors.
The machine offers low energy spread (0. 1%) and short pulse Another technique for producing short wavelength light is to
durations (possibly down to 200 fs). The machine parameters use storage rings with long straight sections for an FEL oscilla-
are: 250 MeV final ervrgy, peak current of 300 A, normalized tor. Proposals have been made by Stanford University [12]
90% emittance of32 x mm-mrad, and an energy spread of 0.1%. (work on this proposal is proceeding at Duke University) and
Th7 wiggler is composed ofa short (2.5 m) subharmonic wiggler University of Dortmund [13].

41 3.5 cm period and a lohi- -r (II m) main wiggler with a 2.2 The Stanford design is based on a I GeV storage ring. A
.n period. The main wiggler has a 4.5 m section which has a scl'.ematic ofthe machine is shown in Fig. 7. In the long straight
1.2% taper. Research is also presently being conducted on a section is space for a 27 m long undulator. A 1 GeV linac will
superconducting wiggler with a 8.8 mm period. At 100 nm, the inject electrons into the ring at full energy. Alternately,
calculated average power is I watt. positrons will be injected to increase the lifetime of the stored

refrigeration plant

loser photocathooe to dump for
rV electron gun spent electron beo

/ending magnet -enrg iouat ggter

cryostat w,th %%vo injection tasers

supe-conducting FEL outputs
cav.~tes tO User, statons

Figure 5. Proposed BNL UV FEL.
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beam. In an FEL, electrons gain an energy spread as the

electrons interact with the optical field. In storage rings, the
induced energy spread is then damped by synchrotron radiation
losses with an -10 ms time constant. The peak current in this
design is 270 A with a 90% normalized emittance of 170 n mm-
mrad. The machine is designed to produce optical radiation
from greater than 100 nim to less than 30 nm.

.. oto . . . Room

V Power Station

Figure 7. Schematic of Stanford University's I GeV storage ring.

The storage ring at the University of Dortmund is called Figure 8. Layout of the Dortmund storage ring, showing the linac,

DELTA. The ringhas amaximumenergycapability of 1.5 GeV. the full-energy booster and the main storage ring.

A schematic of the machine is shown is Fig. 8. The DELTA wavelength wigglers [15]. This study is directed at providing a

lattice was optimized for FEL operation. Two straight sections machine for photolithographic processing applications. The

approximately 20 in long with zero dispersion and with nearly design follows from the Advanced Free-Electron Laser Initia-

constant beta functions are available for insertion devices. The tive (AFELI) at Los Alamos National Laboratory.

ring has a low 90% normalized emittance of 40 ir mm-mrad at The AFELI program goals are to build an Advanced FEL

1 GeV, short damping time (- 0.2 s), high peak currents (180 (AFEL) using a high-brightness electron beam and a

A),andlongbeamlifetime. Themachine isdesignedtoproduce microwiggler, while minimizing size and cost. A schematic of
optical radiation from 400 nm to 25 nm. the AFEL is shown in Fig. 9. Extensive linac design calculations

have been made using a modified version of PARMELA. This

V. Compact Short-Wavelength FEL version of PARMELA directly incorporates files from POIS-
SON, MAFIA, and SUPERFISH [ 16] to accurately describe the

A study at Los Alamos National Laboratory was started to field distributions in the accelerator. The electron beam param-

determine if a (relatively) small, less costly XUV FEL is now eters are: 20 MeV final energy, 200 to 300 A peak for 10 ps, and

possible using the advances in FEL system components in the a 90% normalized emittance of less than 15 it nun.mrad. Only

last several years. In particular, significant developments have those electrons inthe middle 75% of the pulse in time contribute

occurred in high-brightness electron linacs [14] and short- to the FEL interaction (the temporal wings do not interact). The
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Figure 10. Schematic of a XUV FEL based on the AFEL system design.

emittance oflust the middle 75% of the pulse is less than 8 it mm 161 D. R. Cline, "Development of a Compact X-ray Linear Light
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Since their inception in the mid 1970's Free Electron Lasers (FELs) the energy tails[5]. After the alpha magnet, the beam is transported to the
have pv-oven to be unique light sources. For many applications, the prob- entrance of the accelerator. The maximum energy of the rf linac is -45
lenri caused by the complexity of the FEL is greatly outweighed by its MeV. The electron beam parameters are displayed in Table 1.
flexibility as a research tool. In 1987 Vanderbilt University committed itself The wiggler is a 2.3 cm period, Halbach type, hybrid design, us-
to the development of a user-intensive FEL research facility. This facility ing permanent magnets with steel pole pieces. The wiggler parameters are
will be available to Vanderbilt and other institutions to conduct research shown in Table 1. There are 208 SmCo permanent magnets used in the
in Biomedicine and Materials Science. This FEL incorporates a 45 MeV wiggler.
traveling-wave linac with a 2.3 cm period, lHalbach-type, permanent magnet Table 1 also shows the expected laser performance. Tuning of the
wiggler. In the initial configuration this system will selectively lase within electron energy and the wiggler field strength will allow lasing from 2 to
the rat-ge of 2-8 pm. It will operate with a 0.05% duty factor and with an 8 pm, To lase below 2 pm the laser cavity length will be moved to the
average power of-OW. The FEL assembly was completed during the winter proper length to facilitate lasing on the third harmonic of the fundamental.
of 1990-91. Testing and operation of the FEL were subsequently initiated. More extensive modifications discussed later in this paper will allow lasing
The initial operation and performance of the FEL are reported at this time.
It is expocted that the laboratory will become available for research by users Table 1. Operation Parameters of the Vanderbilt University Free.

during summer 1991. Electron Laser,

1. Introduction -Accelerator:

As in more conventional lasers, FELs create coherent, monochro- Maximum electron energy (MeV) 45
matic, light by stimulated einission amplificationil]. The interaction of an Micropulse peak current (A) 20-40
electron beam with specialized magnetic fields replaces the conventional laser
medium. Due to the tunability of magnetic field strength and electron-beam Macropulse average current (fiiA) 100-200

energy, the FEL is contimuoosly tunable over wide ranges of the spectrum. Energy spread (%) 0.5
The available field strengths and electron-beam characteristics allow FELs Horizontal Normalised emittance (irmm -mrad) 4
to operate in unlased parts of the spectrum and avails to very large beam-
powers. By c.miibining this tunability with operation on the harmonics it has Vertical Normalized emittance (imin. mrad) 10

been possible to tune several FELs over more than an order of magnitude Wiggler:
in wavelength[21. This distinguishes them as the most broadly tunable laser Type Hybrid
available.

Vanderbilt has successfully operated its new FEL at several fre- Length (cm) 120

quencies. Spectral data, power measurements and operationad stability are Wiggler Period (cm) 2.3
discussed in this paper. Number of magnets 208

Type of magnet SmCo
2. The FEL System Magnet energy product (k3/n). 180- 210

The Vanderbilt University FEL was built and installed by Sierra Maximum ris wiggler field (T) 0.47
Laser Systems. This laser is a compact, predominantly infrared, FEL. It is Lar
similar to the Stanford University Mark III FEL31. The FEL is controlled
by three local STD bus, IBM-type computers located in the klystron equip. Wavelength (pm) 1 - 8
mient racks. These computers communicate via Arcnet with the operator Micropulse peak power (MW) 0.5 - 2
interface computer located in the control room or in one of the experimental Micropulse duration (ps) 0.5 - 3
laboratories. The operator computer is a SUN Microsysems 386i work-
station. The computer control software was partially supplied by Sierra ilMiropulse energy (J) 1-4
cooperation with researchers at Vanderbilt. Micropulse repetition rate (GHz) 2856

The electron beam is produced by an rf travelling-wave electron Macropulse average power (kW) 5 - 25
linac operating at 2.856 GHz. This beam is created in an rf-extracted elec-
tron gun with a LaB6 cathode[4). The ,-1 MeV beam is then transported Macropulse duri (pa) 0 -28

through an alpha magnet thpt compressss the pulse temporally and c!ips Macropulse energy (ni) 1 - 200
Macropulse repetition rate (Hz) 0 - 60

W Work supported by the Office of Naval Research under contract
N00014-87-C-0146 Overall average power (W) 0 - 6

0-7803-0135-891301.00 ©IEEE 1115



Table 2: Operation Parameters of Initial Vanderbilt FEL Lasing.
I -.--w I Il -

A SiMal 114d042 Initial Lasing:

[ A PM Electron beam enprgy (MeV) 4247

I IElectron beam pulse length (,us) -6
- .... Accelerator repetition rate (Hz) 5.4

Electron peak current (mA) 180I q, Lasing wavelength (pm) 2.53
T- Laser pulse duration (ps) -2

Laser energy per pulse (mJ) 15

Corresponding peak power (kW) 8

Most recent data:

Figure 1. Plan view of the laboratory level of the Vanderbilt Uni. Electron beam energy (MeV) 42*7
versity FEL facility. varityFE failiy.Electron beam pulse length (ps) -,6

Accelerator repetition rate (Hs) 10.1
in different regimes of the spectrum. Electron peak current (mA) 190

The laser is housed in the second basement or vault of the Vander.
bilt FEL center. This building is in immediate proximity with the Medical Lasing wavelength (pm) 4.4

School, Engineering School and the Physics, Chemistry and Biology Depart. Laser pulse duration (ps) -2
ments. The laser light Is brought up to the first basement and distributed Laser energy per pulse (m) 22
to the laboratories via an optical beam delivery system(figure 1.) The labo-
ratory level include, a beam-diagnostie room, control room, five laser target Corresponding peak power (kW) i1
rooms, a medical suite and support rooms. The medical suite includes two
operating room, locker rooms, a computer work room and an animal care a McPherson 0,3 m monochromator and a gold.doped germanium detector.

facility. Initially, one operating room will be equipped with an articulated Figure 2a shows the most recent spectrum of the laser at 4.4 pm.
arm beam delivery system to manipulate the laser during surgery. The shoulder on the low wavelength side of the peak was not understood

initially. By '%king an expanded spectrum, figure 2b, it was determined that
3. The Applications Program the laser was lasing at two different frequencies. By setting the monoehrom.

eter at each peak, and looking at the laser intensity during the macropulse,
The FEL center at Vanderbilt University is intended to be a na- it was determined that the laser was initially lasing at the longer wavelength,

tional resource for bio-medical and materials science research. Presently six shutting off, and re-starting at the shorter wavelength. It is believed that
schools and departments at Vanderbilt are collaborating in a broad-based this behavior is due to a slewing of the energy during the macropulse. This

research program. In the future, the program will expand to include use.s slewing could be easily caused by self-heating of the cathode, thus changing
worldwide, the energy of the electrons into the alpha magnet. The path of the electrons

The core applications are characterized by close relationships be- would also change and thus the phase between the gun and the accelerator
tween eaperiments. There is also a large degree of collaboration between the wou.,! be affected. Figure 3 shows the laser intensity during the macropulse
scientists on various projects. The experiments on materials science concen- when tht -,r vs slightly re. aced. This shows the laser cycling on and
trate on the interaction of the FEL light with optical materials, crystals, off three tiit.
mammalian tissue, and adsorbates on surfaces. In biophysics, there will be
experiments on the vibrational spectroscopy of biopolymers such as DNA,
and the effect of crosslinking of RNA on the synthesis of proteins in cells. a)
Molecular biology experiments will explore the dynamics and function of
different components of cell membranes. Surgery and medical imaging will
be the initial focus of the medical applications portion of the program.

The center also will support a broad group of external users. Re-
search proposals will be accepted in medical research, biology and materials I I
science. Presently several well known scientists have expressed interest in 20 40 (1.) 6o so

coming to Vanderbhit to do research. b)

4. Initial Results

The electron and optical-beam parameters of the initial operation
of the Vanderbilt FEL program are shown in Table 2. We have observed - -
laser operation at 2.5 pm and at 4.4 pm. The maximum power observed at 42 43 44 ti) 45 46 47

the second wavelength was 11 kW during the macropulse. The electron en-
ergy measurement was obtained by simple dipole deflection from a calibrated
steering coil. The current was measured by a beamline current toroid. The Figure 2. Initial spectrum of the laser operation a) shows the
optical power of the laser pulse was determined using a caubrated pyroelec- spectrum from 2 0 to 80 pin b) sl ons expansion of a) from 4 2 to 4 7 pm.

tric energy meter. The wavelength and spectrum data were obtained using This spectrum slio%%s lasing at tNo different frequencies
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Figure 3. Laser intensity during macropulse. Begining and ending Figure 4. Available power versus available wavelength for the Van.

of electron beam current ae labeled. The three peaks show the laser cycling derbilt free electron laser center. This plot includes the machine upgrades

on and off during the mauropue. that are presently funded.
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can be created with Compton b4ckscattering[7]. After the interaction, the
electrosarereturnedtothebeamlinejustheforethebeamdump. TheseX- 11] C. A. Brau, Free-ELectra. Lasers, Academic Press, Boston, 11

rays are important for a variety of applications including microscopy, medical (1990).
imaging and therapy. The X-ray facility will initially operate at wavelengths [2] B. E. Newnam, et a., IEEE J. Quant. Electron. QB-21, 867

from 3am (40 eV) to 0.06 nm (20 keV.) Figure 4 shows the available power (1985).

versui the available spectrum for the Vanderbilt FEL center. [3] S. Bensin, et at., J. Laser Applications 1 (July), 49 (1989).

Incorporation of laser-irradiated cathodes will be another impor- [4] G. A. Westenaskow and J. M. J. Madey, Laser and Particle Beams

tant modification to the present gun configuration. This will include lar 2 pt. 2 223 (1984).

heated cathodes and photoelectric cathodes. This improvement will al- [5] Harald A. Enge, Rev. of Sci. Ins. 34 uo. 4 (April) 385 (1963).

low greater control over the FEL pulse structure and will increase the (6] J. E Walsh and J. B. Murphy, J. Quant. Electron. QE-18, 1259

beam brightness and th...efore FEL gain. Other improvements will facil- (1982).

itate shorter macropulses, shorter wavelengths and shorter micropulses. (7] J. Gea-Banacloche, et aL, IEEE J. Quant. Electron. QE-23
(Sept) 1158 (1987).

6. Conclusions

The Vanderbilt University free electron laser facility has begun

operation. While the initial data are sparse the operation of the machine

is improving. Further analysis of the energy slewing is presently being ac-

comphshed. Other than excessive delays due to parallel debugging of the

computer system and the FEL, the project has progressed nominally. This

summer, the facility will be made available to the initial users This center

is expected to become a national resource for research in biomedical and

materials science research With the facility upgrades that are planned, this

FEL ceriter will offer a powerful -rray of wavelengths, pulse structures and

beam powers for a myriad of experiments
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Abstract about 1.7 mm (6). The number of electrons in a bunch
was about 3.6x 106 at an average beam current of 1 uA.

A spectrum of coherent synchrotron radiation were men- The transverse beam size was about 2x2 mm 2 and the
sared at wavelengths from 0.16 to 3.5 mm. A bunch shape beam energy spread was 0.2 %.
was estimated by the Fourier analysis for this spectrum. The field strength of a bending magnet which was used
This result agrees with that of simulation for the bunching to generate SR was 0.206 T and a bending radius was 2.44
process N the injector of the accelerator. The interferen- m at the light emitting point of the electron orbit. The
tial effects between radiation which were emitted by the layout of the experimental setup is given in Ref.[1, 2, 31.
successive bun'hes were observed by an interferometer. It Emitted SR was collected by a spherical mirror with
was shown that .:very radiation had the same phase when the acceptance angle of 70 mrad and was led to a fax.
it was emitted by a 'unch. infrared spectrometer of Czerny-Turner type through a

crystal quartz window. Five echelette gratings were pre.
I. INTRODUCTION pared to obtain a precise spectrum of coherent SR in the

wavelength region from 0.1 mm to 4.0 mm. The resolution
In 1989 the coherence effects in SR were observed for (dA/;,) of the spectrometer was about 0.01 at A -. I mm.

the first time from short bunches accelerated by an electron The intensity of SR was detected by a LHe-cooled silicon
linacill. It had a continuous spectrum and its intensity was bolometer. The absolute sensitivity of the measuring sys-
more than 106 times as strong as that of ordinary SR at tem was calibrated by a blackbody radiator, which was a
A = 0.33 v 2.0 mm. This enhancement factor was almost graphite cavity of 1500 K. Details of the spectrometer and
as same order as N, the number of electrons in a bunch. the calibration method are given in Ref.4].,
The radiation intensity was proportional to square of the An interference experiment was carried out to clarify the
beam current or N2. Radiation was mainly polarized in the emission mechanism of coherent SR. An interferogram of
orbital plane. The spectrum of coherent SR was dominated pulsed SR from the successive bunches was measured by a
by the bunch length of the electron beam as expected by polarizing interferometer[5. The schematic layout of the
the theory[2, 3j. interferometer is shown in Figure 1. Radiation which was

We will present the measured spectrum and discuss emitted by a bunch was delayed by AL, the optical path
about the relation between the bunch shape and the spec- difference between two arms, and interfered with another
tram. The interferential effects among radiation from dif- radiation which was emitted by the next bunch. Th dis-
ferent bunches were observed by an interferometer to show tance between the successive bunches LB was 104.97 mm,
a direct evidence of coherent SR. which corresponded to the wavelength of the accelerating

RF. As the variable range of AL was from -9 to 110 mm,
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD it covered the bunch distance LB. (For details of the in-

The experiment was carried out using the Tohoku 300 terferometer see Ref.[61)
MeV Linac whose accelerating frequency was 2856 MHz. 1I. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this experiment the electrons were accelerated up to
an energy of 150 MeV, A duration of the bunch train, or As is shown in Figure 2, the complete SR spectrum was
burst vaidth, was 2 pso- and its repetition rate was 300 obtained in the wavelength region of 0.16 - 3.5 mm. Ra-
pulses/sec. The bunch length was designed to be 1.2 mm diation intensity is normalized for a bunch of N = 1x 106,
(40 in RF phase) at the end of the first accelerating struc- which corresponds to an average beam current of 0.28
tare, where the beam energy waz 10 MeV. Accelerated elec- uA. The spectrum is continuous in these wavelengths and
trons were led to an experimental room through a beam shows a broad peak at A - 1.5 mm. The intensity de-
transport, where the bunch length would be strctched to creases rapidly for A < G.5 mm. The enhancement factor

0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 OCIEB 1118



t A -1 mm is obtained to be 0.92 x 106, which is almost 1) The bunch length which is calculated by Fourier anal-
as same value as N. ysis of the radiation spectrum is consistent with the simu-

According to the classical electromagnetic theory, the lated result of the bunching process in the injector of the
F intensity of coherent SR Ie.o(w) is given by linac.

2)The coherent property of radiation was directly ob-
)= I,,ch(w){1 + (N - 1)F(w)} (1) served by the interferometer.

jfw) *2( V. ACKNOWLEDGMENTSSF(w) -- e,('n'r/cs(r)drI (2)
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F(w) a bunch form factor defined by the Fourier transform the blackbody radiation source and Prof. I. Sato in KEK
of S(r). Assuming that the bunch shape S(r) is an even for his offering the program code of the one-dimensional
function of r, we can estimate the bunch shape by using disk model. This work was supported in part by a Grant.
the Fourier transform from the observed SR spectrum. Es- in-Aid for General Scientific Research and for Encourage.
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shape resembles a Gaussian function with a sharp peak. and Culture.
The longitudinal bunch length is about 0.25 mm at full
width of a half maimum, which is much shorter than the
bunch length of 1.7 mm estimated from the characteristics References
of the linac.

In order to examine a possibility of the sharp structure (1] T. Nakasto, M. Oyamada, N. Niimura, S. Urasawa,
of the electron distribution in the bunch, the bunching 0. Konno, A. Kagaya, R. Kato, T. Kamiysma,
process was simulated by tracking the longitudinal motion Y. Torizuk, T. Nanba, Y. Kondo, Y. Shibata,
of the electrons. The calculation was carried out according K. Ishi, T. Ohsak and M. Ikezawa, Phys. Rev. Lett.
to the formulae in Ref. 17, 8) 63, (1989) 1245.
The bunch shape depends strogly on the relative phase

of the RF supplied to the prebuncher, buncher and the R2 T. Nakaato, M. Oyamada, N. Niimura S. Uraswa,
Aist accelerating structure. One of the result of this aim- R. Kato, Y. Shibata, K. Ishi, T. OhIkaY
ulatlox is shown In Figure 3(b). The main body of the T. Naubas, and Y. Torizuka, Particle Accelerators, 33,
bunch is 1.3 mm in longitudinal length and it has three T. 141.
spikes, which are about 0.1 mm. This result is not an ex. (1990) 141.
act but similar shape as our experimental condition, and 13j Y. Shibsta, K. Ishi, T., Ohs"ka H. Mishiro,
Is consistent with the result ol Figure 3(a). The effects of T. Takahashi, M. Ikezawa, Y. Kondo, T. Nakazato,
tbe bean loading and the space charge are not taken into M. Oyamada, N. Niimura, S. Urasawa, R. Kato and
account in the above simulation. To consider these effects, Y. Torizuka, Nucl. Instrum. & Methods A301 (1991)
a rough calculation was done by the one-dimensional disk 161.
model(9j. The beam intensity was so small that the results
was almost same as Figure 3(b). [4) K. Ishi, Y. Shibata, T. Takahashi, H. Mishiro,

The observed interferogram by the interferometer is T. Ohsaka, M. Ikezawa, Y. Kondo,
shown in Figure 4. It is clear that the interference modu- T. Nakazato, S. Urasawa, N. Nilmura, R. Kato, to be
lation at around AL=0 mm is repeated at around AL = published in Phys. Rev. A.
L5 =105 mm. The first modulation at around AL=0 mm
shows the interference of SR from a bunch with itself, and (5 D. H. Martin and E. Puplett, Infrared Phys. 10,
the second one at around AL = 105 nun corresponds to the (1969) 105.
mutual interference wi' h radiation from the next neighbor [6] Y. Shibata, T., Takahashi, K. Ishi, F. Arai, H. Mishiro,
bunch. These two is erftrence modulation patterns are T. Ohsaka, M. Ikezawa, Y. Kondo, S. Urasawa,
congruous with each ther within the accuracy of the ex- T. Nakazato, R. Kato, S. Niwano and M. Oyamada,
periment, i.e. the fir..t radiation emitted by a bunch has to be published in Phys. Rev. Lett.
the same amplitude and phase as the second one by the
next bunch. This is a direct evidence that observed radia- [7] R. H. Miller, in The Stanford Two-Mile .4ccelerator,
tion is coherent. edited by R. B. Neal (W. A., Benjaa.!i, N -w York,

1968)
IV. CON~CL.USION

[8] R. H. Helm, R. Miller, P. Brunet and X. Buffet, in
Two additional important results were obtained by the Linear Acceleratori, edited by P. M, Lapostolit and

recent experiments. A. L. Sept' (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1970).
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Figure 2. An observed spectrum of coherent SR. The Figure 4. Interferogram of coherent SR.
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Theoretical Studies on the Beam Position Measurement with Button-type Pickups in APS*

Y. Chung
Argonne National Laboratory

9700 S. Cass Ave., Argonne, IL 60439

back to the lab frame. The electric field E in the lab frame is
Abstract then, using the Lorentz transformation,

The response of electrostatic button-type pickups for the Ell = E'll, and Ej. = yEj, (1)
measurement of the transverse position of charged particle
beams was investigated and analytical formulae were obtained where y = (1 - V2/c2)"1/2 . Thus, the problem is reduced to
for the signal as a function of time t and the coorditiates of the that of an electrostatic case with linearly distributed charges.[5]
beam and the electrodes. The study was done for beam pipes We will fast concentrate on the frequency domain, and then
of circular and elliptic cross sections, for rectangular and non- discuss the solution in the time domain. Decomposing the
rectangular electrodes, and for several cases of longitudinal electric potential '(x, t) into Fourier components, we write
beam profiles. The numerical results show good agreement
with the analytical results, except that the presence of the 4b(x, t) =r dk eik (z - Vt) 4'(xj., k), (2)
photon beam channel and the antechamber causes finite offset x
(-20 Ltm) of the electrical center in the horizontal direction.
Time domain analysis indicates that the error in the where the linear dispersion relation o = V was assumed. The
measurement of the beam position using circular electrodes as integration variable k extends from -*- to +0o. Then the
compared to rectangular ones was found to be less than 100 induced current Ip can be expressed as
tm per 1 cm of beam excursion from the center of the beam

pipe for the case of APS storage ring vacuum chamber. Ip(k) = i fekV dS eik(z - z) a>'(xl, k) (3)

1. INTRODUCTION f~k ~k Sek 1  an (3

The integration is done over the area of the electrode surface,
For capacitive pickup devices[l-31, the position of the and zl is the z-coordinate of a reference point, e.g., the center

charged beam is measured through the difference between the of the electrode Zp. n is the direction normal to the electrode
electric potentials which develop on the electrodes. For highly surface. If the electrode is connected by a coaxial line of
relativistic beams, the image charge has the same longitudinal characteristic impedance Z0 and if the capacitance between the
distribution as the beam, due to the Lorentz contraction of the electrode and the beam chamber is Cp, then the overall
longitudinal component of the electric field. impedance Zp(k) for the electrode will be

In this article, we will analyze the response of the button
electrodes in both the frequency and the time domains as a ( ).4
function of the transverse position of the beam, taking into Zp(k) = - ikVCp (4
account the finite size of the electrodes. The analytical model
assumes a simple elliptic geometry for the beam chamber. If there is frequency filtering represented by F(k), the measured
The results are compared with those obtained numerically for voltage Vp(k) will be
the actual APS beam chamber, and they will be shown to
agree quite well. This justifies the use of the analytical model Vp(k) = Zp(k) lp(k) F(k). (5)
rather than the time-consuming numerical methods to find the
optimal position and size of the electrodes and to analyze how YOA
the shape of the electrodes affect the beam position -A0
measurement.

II. MONITOR RESPONSE 00

Consider an infinitely narrow beam moving along the 0 0x
longitudinal direction with the constant velocity V. 3 4
Following the procedure by Cupdrus[4], instead of solving the
full electromagnetic problem directly in the lab frame
(unprimed), we will transform to the reference frame (primed) Fig. 1: Geometry of the beam chamber and the pickup
where the beam is at rest, obtain the field and then transform electrodes.

*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 1121



From Eqs. (3) and (5), it suffices to solve the Poisson 0 sin mAO
equation for the 2-D static potential 0'(xj., k) to obtain the P(X.Lo) = PO(x±o) + si Pm (xLo) (13)
electrode response Vp. The equation is analytically solvable if m

the beam chamber geometry is somewhat simplified. In this For the elliptic case,
work, elliptic coordinates will be used to approximate the APS
beam chamber. We will consider highly relativistic beams 2
only. The current lb carried by the beam is represented by Pm(x.o) -1 + 8m 0 Gm(0, 00). (14)

IbWk) = 2it) D(0) = 1. (6) Once the longitudinal charge distribution p(z) and the
2n Dfiltering function F(k) are known, it is straightforward to

calculate the electrode response Vp(t). For certain cases of
Qb is the total charge in a single bunch and D(k) is the Fourier p(z), it is possible to evaluate VpC) analytically using the
transform of the longitudinal charge distribution p(z). residue theorem of complex variables. In the discussion

Assuming a rectangular electrode flush with the interior below, we will use the following parameters: Cp = 6 pF, Az =
surface, the electrode current Ip(k)can be expressed as 0.5 cm, a = 1 cm, Qb = 3.5 nC / mA (single bunch), Xp =

1.38 cm. Figure 2 shows the electrode signal Vp(t) without

I(k = -i2A 0 Ib(k) sin kAz G(Qo, Oo), (7) frequency filtering. If the electrodes are not rectangular, the
results are similar but a bit more complicated. One notable

where difference is that Vp(t) for non-rectangular electrodes is not
• , separable as in Eq. (11).

G~~po, 00 1+ " sin mA0 mg,0) 8sin mAO re(P0, O), (8) III. BEAM POSITION MEASUREMENT

and As shown in Fig. 1, four button-type pickups will be
cosh mupCos MOO Cos MOP+ installed for each unit. The quantities Ax, Ay and Z are defined

m(110, 00)= cosh mpp as follows.

sinh mno sin mo sin mo (9) AX = Vp1 + Vp4 - Vp2 - Vp3,
sinh mip Ay = Vpl + Vp2 -Vp3 -Vp4, (15)

Here, AO and Az are half the angular and the longitudinal sizes
of the rectangular electrode. The subscripts 0 and p denote the
bunch and the electrode, respectively. From Eqs. (5) and (7), The horizontal and the vertical positions of the beam are
the coupling impedance Zc(k) can be obtained: then determined from

Zc(k) = AIb(k) X0 = Sxx0 + Rx, and YSyo+Ry. (16)

.2A0
= -i- sin kAz G(po, ) Zp(k) F(k). (10)n

3C

In the time domain, we find from Eq. (5) that Vp(t) is
Cosine sq. profile

separated into the time-dependent and the position-dependent 20 - No frequency filtering
factors for rectangular electrodes as

Vp(t) = T(t) P(x.o), (1) 10

where o/
QbA- C /eik(zi - Vt)

Tt dk k -i) sin kAz D(k) F(k), . I ... 0
-k+iK -10 -5 0 5 10

r zP * Vt (in units of Az)

( oVC (12) Fig. 2: The electrode signal VP as a function of time t

without frequenc; filtering. Zp is the electrode center
and coordinate and Az is half the longitudinal size.
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Analytical Numeric 1.32 cm. However, this was shifted to Xp = 1.38 cm due to
result result the mechanical constraint of the mounting flanges.

yo (cm) - S (cm- 1) Sx (cm- 1) Rx If the electrodes are not rectangular, X0 and Yo are time-
0.0 0.569 0.565 -0.0011 dependent, and the result of measurement will depend on the
0.2 0.580 0.576 .0.0011 timing of data acquisition. This error due to the timing jitter
0.4 0.616 0.610 -0.0011 will be larger for wide-band detection than for narrow-band
0.6 0.676 0.61.7 -0.0010 detection at low frequency, say, a few hundred MHz. The
0.8 0.763 0.747 -0.0010 measuremcnt error can be expressed as
1.0 0.877 0.850 -0.0009
1.2 1.017 0.974 -0.0008
1.4 1.178 1.113 -0.0008 X S(t) X0 (17)sx(t)o.(7

Table 1: Comparison between the analytical and the numerical Sx(t) is the sensitivity as a function of time. Using hexagonal
results for the x direction. The offset Rx for the analytical electrodes in place of circular ones to facilitate analytic
case is zero. integration over the electrode surface, typical error is found to

be less than 100 pm per 1 cm of beam excursion from the
The linear approximation is valid only when xo and y0 are beam cnamber center. It is to be noted that it will diverge to

small. Sx and Sy are the sensitivity functions and Rx and Ry infinity when £ crosses zero while Ax does not. If the timing
are the offset errors. Figure 3 shows X0 as a function of the jitter is small (less than 10 ps) or if a narrow band detection
beam position xo for several cases of yo, and Fig. 4 shows the scheme at a few hundred MHz is used, this error will be
contour plotting of both X0 and Y0 . Table I lists the reduced to a negligible level (less than 10 tm/ cm).
sensitivity function Sx obtained analytically for the elliptic

beam chamber and numerically for the actual APS beam IV. CONCLUSION
chamber. The two results agree quite well. The finite offset
error Rx is due to broken symmetry in the x-direction due to The characteristic of the BPM system for the APS storage
the presence o" the photon beam channel and the antechamber, ring was studied analytically and numerically, and the results
The optimal position of the electrodes which gives the same agree very well. This suggests that the presence of the photon
sensitivity in both x and y directions was found to be Xp = beam BPM system. Using the analytical model, the optimal

position of the electrodes was determined such that the sensiti-
o vity is as close as possible in x and y directions taking into

/ account other mechanical constraints. A possible source of
AnalybcaJ result Y " 0.0 Cm error in the measurement of the beam position using non-

// - 0.5 cm rertangular electrodes was analyzed. The error was found to be
/ - 1.0 cm typically of the order of 100 pm per 1 cm of beam excursiont4~~Y - 1. ° cm
o1cfrom the center of the beam chamber and can be reduced

significantly by employing proper timing schemes and signal
ptrocessing.

9-
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A Beam Position Detector for
SSC Collider Rings

Donald J. Ma;n
SSC Labor,,oi v*

2550 Beckleymeade Vvenue
Dallas, Texas 75237

Abstract II. Detector Design

A short-circuited stripline position detector wl, ch would Beam current in the machines is characterized by individual
operate in flowing liquid helium has been prototyped for the bunches, nominally 14cm FWHM and separated by 5m intervals.
Supercollider main rings. Each sensing device, at 968 locations in The stripline area must be sufficient to produce at least -40 dbm signal
each ring, consists of four 15 cm long, 50 Q strip transmission lines, power at the Collider commissioning levels of 2 x 108 protons per
To maximize signal - to -noise ratio and reduce orthogonal bunch (ppb). This is about the minimum signal power required by
sensitivity, each electrode subtends 70 degrees of the 37 mm aperture. AMIPM or log ratio processing.
Electrical to mechanical centers are proposed to be maintained within
0.15 mm radius by accurate tooling, so individual calibration would
not be renuired, A radiation resistant, impedance matched vacuum
feedthro, h which is integral to the output signal cable is being
considered. Because of the large quantity of detectors and inherent
difficulty of replacement, reliability and manufacturability received , p
the greatest concern during the design.

I. Introduction
A Collider position detector design was needed early in the 0'

SSC project, since the detector resides within the cryogenic helium
and vacuum environment of the spool piece. The detector design
therefore preceded the existence of a comprehensive Beam Position
Monitor (BPM) plan. Nonetheless, an early detector design proved
useful in several ways. The design addressed space allocation for
position detectors, mechanical tolerances of the BPM relative to the
magnetic correction elements, wnd a host of cryogenic issues, such as
heat leak, thermal expansion, and thermally induced changes in
-aterial properties. The design and fabrication of the devices also

tested the entirely new procurement, drafting, and mechanical design V
departments within the laboratory. SSCL competitively bid the task of
fabricating two detectors, and the component parts for two more. The Figure 1. Collider Beam Position Detector
shell and electrodes were fabricated by a precision machine sl'p in
the Dallas, Tx. area. The feedthrough cable assembly, itself the
subject of intense investigatioti. was made by a specialty cable house A3 the desirable properties of stripline monitors are well
and Lntalled at detector assembly. The result of this early design work known, standard design equations from various sources are available
is shownin Figure 1. [1]. The 5m bunch spacing suggests strips of 15cm length and a

The BPM system must provide accurate position and coarse characteristic impedance in the 50 f to 75 Q1 range. So that the
intensity signals under the various operating conditions of the electrodes will not be aperture defining elements, and to maintain the
Collder. during rachine commissioning, at Collider design intensity, selected impedance, the beam tube bulges out around them. See
in fault diagnosis, and during specialized accelerator studies. The Figure 2. The electrodes are also recessed 2 mm outside the aperture
system may also be called upon to help protect superconducting so that synchrotron radiation cannot strike them. (Synchrotron
magnets by reflexively sending abort signals if the closed orbit at any radiation impacts the detector design by its ability to produce noise in
detector exceeds a preset limit. The detectors will be located at the the electronics). Both the body of the detector and the strip are
sextupole end of each magnet correction package, every 90 m half- gradually tapered, up to the point where the coaxial pin and strip
cell length. Each sensing device measures both horizontal and connect, to improve the electrical transition between the two
vertical position. Strips short -circuited at one end may be used since geometries The final geometry of the connection is expected to be
directionality is not required in the Collider, and this measure also determined empirically using TDR The downstream end of the
saves cost, reduces heat leak, and improves rehabilit). detector will be rigidly attached to the sextupole support plate,

although the method is not resolved. In the present design, each
*SSC operated by the Universities Research Association Inc., for U.S. detector is located by two 0.25 in diameter pins on the col mass end
Department of Energy under Contract DE-ACO2-89ER40486.
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 1124



,plate.- Oiipin is diamond, shapedtso:that a bit of clocking on the cryogenic feedthroughs used in the Fermilab Tvatron [5]. Among the
round pin is Possible. Three machine bolts tighten the detector flange Stainless steels, types 310 or 316LN = a good choice for cryogenic
to the spool piece plate. The flanges maythen be tack welded together; applications.
tofi thtransvrse agnment indefinitely. Advantages to this method
are that the.distdrtion of a heavy vacuum sealing weld are avoided, IV. Vacuum Feedthroughs
disassembly for repair is easy, and the bolt arrangement allows easy
installation on a test stand. The detector is designed with a tailpiece Each position detector requires four vacuum fecdthroughs, so
section of beam pipe, Which will be robot welded to the beam tube 7,744 are required by the two Collider rings. Because of the great
during spool manufacturing. This weld is readily inspectable before quantity of feedthroughs, and the inherent difficulty of replacement,
the detector assembly is butted against the cold mass end plate. these components must be very reliable. A detector MTBF of about

109 hours keeps the downtime of the Collider to one week of, every
III. Materials five years operation, from BPM failures alone. Detector failure is

defined as that failure that prevents machine operation. It could result
Ionizing radiation will be present in the Collider and other from a helium to beam vacuum leak, a stripline electrode collapsing

circular accelerators, with the position detectors duly exposed. into the beam aperture, or other unforeseen mode. In this early design,
Estimates of energy deposition in devices close to the beam pipe have the feedthrough and signal cable to the outside of the cryostat are an
been made by several authors [2,3,4], Radiation exposure results from integral assembly. The feedthrough is not the usual demountable
beam scattering on residual gas, beam scraping on the beam tube, and connector, such as SMA. This is done because the outer body of the-

302.10

Fig~ure 2. C'ollider Beam Position Detector Assembly Drauwing

catastrophic beam loss. The lifetime radiation dose of beam detectors detector is exposed to Lie, so a leaking fecdthrough would allow LHe
in the Collider ares Wvill probably fall in the range 30 to 300 Mrads. A into the beam tube. If a connector like SMA were used, it would need
small number of detectors near the Interaction Regions may see doses to be sealed by a metal sheath, making the connector pair all but
up to 30 Grads. This radiation restricts the choice of materials that inaccessible. Therefore, the conlnector is eliminated in favor of an all -
might be used in the detector. Some organic dielectrics, used in high welded stainless steel assembly. A 0.142 in. diameter solid jacketed
frequency work, must be excluded from consideration as mechanical cable is commereially available. At the 4K end of the cable, a seal
suppprt materials. Materials that possess radiation hardness, low separates beam vacuum from the cable dielectric. This seal wvill be of
outgassing rate, maintain dimecnsins over life, have good RF the brazed ceramic- to -metal type. If the ceramic develops small
properties, such as low loss and' reasonable permittivity, are few. cracks, the cable dielectric would be exposed to beam vacuum, but not
Cera.mics are catiously being considered in the 4K design, as helium. For a while, the failure "would likely be transparent to
brittleness and dielectric constant are of concern, A ceramic ring on operation. The 25 cm of cable closest to the beam detector is at 4K.
the stripline upstream end is part of the present design, making the The dielectric would outgas into beam vacuum, but slowly, since most
strip about 9%b longer electrically, and causing an impedance bump. gases trapped there would be solidified. The room temperature end of
Detector mechanical pieces are taken from the 300 series of austenitic the cable is hermetically sealed using glass or ceramic. This is done
Stainless steels, which are frequently used in cryogenic engineering ior" redundancy, and to keep moisture from entering the cable
for their strength and corrosion resistance. However, some of these dielectric. Silica in a finely powdered state is proposed for the cable
metals tend to be unstable at low temperatures, undergoing thermal or dielectric, which is highly radiation resistant and largely inert. The
stress-induced martensitic transformation, leading to loss of ductility silhca is vacuum baked at 8000C during cable fabrication, so it is
This effect is of greatest concern in the vacuum feedthroughs. There is unlikely that significant outgassing through a cracked ,ceramic would
some evidence that this transformation caused insidious failures in the occur. If either cable seal fails, a potential risk to the cable is
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absoption of water, as powdered silica is slightly hygroscopic. VII, Acknowledgment
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A prototype Collider ring position detector was designed and
fabricated. To date, the device has neither been mechanically
inspected or electrically tested. However, a number of design
difficulties were uncovered by the exercise. Stress relief of the
feedthrough to prevent loading caused by differential expansion was
not adequate. The semi - rigid cables, though rugged, may pose an
installation problem within the spool piece, since they lack flexibility.
Schemes for locating the vacuunm feedthroughs outside the liquid
helium are being considered, and alternate radiation resistant materials
are being investigated for the cable dielectric. An improved set of
prototypes are now being designed for use in ASST, the Accelerator
Systems String Test, scheduled for late 1992.
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Beam Detector Impedance Calculation
Using Circuit Models

Donald J. Martin
SSC Laboratory*

2550 Beckleymcade Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75237

Abstract at the velocity P.,c. The beam velocity through the detector is Nc,
where c is the velocity of light in vacuum. The fraction of the total

Exprssions for the transfer impedance and longitudinal beam currentinduced on the electrode is g. This analysis considers
impedance of arbitrarily terminatedstripline detectors are developed detectors having only one electrode. Transverse impedances are not
using a circuit model. Attenuation effects and distributed element calculated.
effects are considered without requiring a field solution. A rectanguar,
button is treated as a center-tapped transmission line. TEM Circuit Model

Introduction Relativistic charged particle beams hnp63e quasi-TEM fields
in the metallic structures that enclose them. Thesii fields couple to the

The Supercollider facility requires position measurement at stripline, and by a hand-waving argument and aplication of Lorentz
some 2400 locations, in six different accelerators, beginning at the reciprocity [3], the coupling occurs at the ends of the strip. Ibis
35 keV ion source and as beam progresses to the 20 Tevo simplificatin, and taking the beam as a current source as shown in
rings. Given that SSC is a green site, that measurement requirements, Figure 2, allows construction of an equivalent circuit. The sources are
impedance budgets, signal power, and mechanical envelopes are in phasor form, with the downstream source delayed by the beam
being' determined and vary with each machine, a study of detector flight time U(3hc. Since the model contains lumped and distributed
responses appeared useful. In the circular machines the bunch interval elements, it is useful to replace the- line by a lumped element T-
is 5 m and FWHM bunch width is- 14cm. The short wavelength network [4] of admittances YA and , which is equivalent when
content of the bunch current is weak. To couple sufficiently at YA =,Y 0 (cothyl+ cschy I)-'and Y8 = -YosinhyI, The
60 MHz, a reasonable electrode area is required. A properly designed propagation constant for" signals on the electrode is given by
stripfine detector can be long enough to produce strong signals while pr o + pati n (c ) in which a is the loss term. Converting Z
exhibiting a tolerable beam impedance. This discussion concerns the and7 2 to admittances, the circuit may then be solved using node

frequency domain analysis of strip transmission lines, arbitrarily equations.
terminated, and in one case, center terminated. This familiar beam
detector geometry [1,2] is shown in Figure 1. VuP Vdh

Beam

v = Cgibe'2

°V = "c ..f Figure 2. Equivalent circuit for stripline beam detector

Using VUP = ibZ and Vdn = ibZdnl, the complex transfer
Zimpedances expressed by Eqns. I and 3 give the relationships between

UP Vd, the beam current and the terminal voltages across the loads, Z, and

Figure 1. Longitudinal view of stripline beam detector

A stripline may be considered as a section of transmission line Z- ( + r 2) e -Ie7 b1 + r 2e- 2y' l
of length I which is exposed to the beam's electromagnetic fields. Zu (o) = g.__ (1 + r1) (1)
Transverse physical dimensions determine the impedance 2.D. The 1-2 2 e- 2 ' t

strip is terminated in an impedance Z, at its upstream end, and an
impedance 2 downstream. The analysis does not restrict Z, or Z2 to
be purely real. Signals between the strip and ground conductor travel Z2, respectively. By symmetry, 7b - 0 + i [€o/(Pbc)] may be defined

as the beam propagation constant. The reflection coefficients
*SSC operated by the Universities Research Association Inc., for U.S. Zi - Zo and Z2 -Zo

Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC02-89ER40486. rr= , + r= + (2)
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 2 +
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Z(C) 2 2sin2 b +i(l +cos0b) if0b '8
Zo (I ...+r e - )e (I+r - (3) = 4 sin Ob+ (1 ,cosOb) 2  (8)Zd(6 7- (3)) b i: -

The quantity iblZT(6) is plotted against the response of a
matched stripline detector using 0 = 50 , g = .125, 0, = P1, = 1,
ib = .192 A, I = 15 cm. See Figure 3. The button's response peaks at

ar defined in the'standard way. Note that'it is possible to include loss twice the frequency Of the stripline, but encloses more oA(o), area
effecti on the electrode simply by using the hyperbolic functions in YA This "retangular button" detector exhibits weak resonances
and YB. whenever 0 0 b, and stronger resonances whenever ZL # Z0 , as

would a stripline with the wrong upstream termination. Considering
the resonances, the low signal obtained from a small button, and

L0 ngitudinal Impedance possibly more difficult mechanical implementation of a large button,
An important parameter for stripline sensors is the impedance use of button detectors is not foreseen at SSC.

the strip presents to the beam. In as much as the detector removes real RMs voltages Fron Stripltne a *Button" Dlete tors
,power Ifrom the passing beam, that impedance- cannot be zero. The 1.2.
impedance 7~is calculated from, the transicr impedances by R [ .. .

evaluating the ratio of terminal voltages at the upstream and m.I.......... . .... ....... ...' . ..... .
downstream ports, divided by beam current. The transit time phase lag v / / \
of the bunch at the downstream ,ort must be considered., b / ..... ..

0.,

.. .. . ... ... ........ ....... I t.. . ......... ':.... . ..........itZZ11 *teZdle1 (4) nj~ple

o = , 
...

0.... . . .......... .......... ...... ...... ... ..............
Evaluaiing Eqn. 4 for a lossless (a = 0) electrode, and I \

allowing [3b =:j gives
0.5 1 1.5 2

Z(O) 2Z° (r'r 2+2r, + 1) (1-e 2 0 ) rrequencii Component of Beam Current (WHOzi xO'

r 20 (5) Figure 3. Frequency Response of Button and Stripline
1 2 l-r~r2 e , Calculated Upstream RS Voltages of' Striplne Detectors

(014ol ' ' fl ' = I'

whereb =0 and later. 0 " -(6) R 0.4 , : : . ....
c 3  H oc

V :I ...... .. .

The factor appears because only the fraction g of the image 1 0. ... .
current sees the potential iAt at the discontinuities [5]. When "1 - o, a : I - "
Eqn. 5 reduces to the well known expression derived by Shafer [6]. a 0.25 i I

,t 0.2 - l ,,,.,1... ,,-.; * ,r
'
. . ..... * .......... i. . .,, ,.;

Center-Tapped Stripline .. : .. . -
A strip identical to the previous case might be loaded, not at o o.1i

each end, but at its center with a resistance ZL. The calculation h
proceeds considering two equal transmission lines, each of length 112, r 0.06 ......................................

and writing the admittance matrix. The transfer impedance magnitude",
is given by Eqn. 7. 10a

"  10,*
Beam Beta

g2ZL sin Ob Figure 4. Stripline Response vs. Beam Velocity (Pb)

IZT((O)l = 22(7)

'os + L)sin 2. Open, Shorted, and Terminated Stripline
It is useful to consider the special real values for P2 , i.e. values

The longitudinal impedance, when 02 = 0b and ZL = , is given of the downstream resistance Z2. The cases of interest are the
by, l n i e w b nterminated, P2 = 0, short - circuited, r 2 = -1, and open - circuited,byEqn. 8. 12 = +1 loads. The equations describing the frequency responses of
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Table 1.Frequency Response Characteristics of
Stripline Beam Detectors

Matched Line 172 -0 Open Circuit Line 12 =+1 Short Circuit Line 12 =-1

IZ~pi -c Os 20 -2co cosO b + 1 1/2 1sin0,1
g21 g 5.

5b[I4)sn 0 b 2 6 + Cos2o J ~ ~ i 20, + COS2 0

IZ-Pl IsinObI Isine l
11 = b g2(Zll Z0)jsin0bj gZ1  

2 sin20b + cos0b o/sin0o3 + cs0o3

IZdnI IsinObI
, 5b gzo12llsinobi *g(Z 1 - Z) A 2 sin2 0b + COS20b 0

UP -b tac- (-cotb) tan- 1 ( cot0b)
Pit ' ' = Pib 2 %a- %a-r

3dOB 4ota1 46 a1r

____ sin! (0 +0bV.o* 2o+b)I
Sin (0 - b)

0=- 0 l- 0)0- Zt- o Z2-Zo
£[IC- b [I c 0 271- " = z o r2 Z+Zo

these cases are summarized in Table 1. The peak response of all demonstrates the large signal produced by an open - circuited pickup
detectors occurs at fo = 0o/(2n) = (Pbc)/( 4 1) if [ = [3b, when excited by t non -relativistic beam.
According to the model, the detector response recurs indefinitely in ax
In practice, a bandwidth limitation of the transition pieces between the
strip and terminations, as Well as propagation of the TE11 mode, References
reduces the detectr bandwidth to a few cycles of the sine function. [11 Q. . K D. B. Large, "Analysis Of A Traveling-Wave

When, r - 0, the three cases converge, the response being Beam Electrode", LRL, UCRL-I.1551, July 7, 1964.
independent of t2.The directivity of each detector is the ratio of the [2] R. E. Shafer, R. C. Webber, T H. Nicol, "Fermilab Energy
upstream voltage V _ obtained when beam travels from port 1 to 2, Doubler a P t ee co , era ions nup Doubler Beam Position Detector", IEEE Transactions on
to the voltage obtained at the upstream port with beam traveling from Nuclear Science, Vol. NS-28. No.3, June 1981.
2 to 1, V 1 . Only the downstream terminated detector exhibits
directivity, which depends upon the beam and signal propagation [3] G. R. Lambertson, "Physics of Particle Accelerators", editors
constants, and hence is frequency sensitive. When 0 < I1 < I, a M. Month and M. Dienes, AIP 153, Vol. 1, 1987.
detector having partial directivity is obtained. [4] R. E. Collin, "Foundations For Microwave Engineering",

Figure 4 shows the equations in row I of Table 1 applied to thie McGraw - Hill, pg.198. See problem 4.9.
SSC Linac. The frequency response as a function of beam velocity, [5] K. Y. Ng, "Stripline Monitors as Transmission Lines", Fermi
using the values [,= .386 (alumina loading), Z0 = Z= 50 f National Accelerator Laboratory, Note FN- 534, Feb. 1990.
g=.125, ib=.025A, 1=2cm, and f=428MHz, is plotted. Fig.4

(6] Ref. [2], Eqn. 5.
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Monitoring System to Permit Accurate Alignment
of Beams at Collision in CESR*

J.P. Sikbra and R. Littauer,
Wilson Laboratory
Cornell University

Ithaca, NY 14853 USA

Abstract only in a small section of the ring and only as regards the
relative orbits for e+ and e-.

Colliding beams in a storage ring should be aligned, in po-
sition and angle, to within a small fraction of the beam
dimensions. Errors may be corrected by the use of ap- Available Sensors
propriate steering elements (in CESR, electrostatic sepa.
rators)., In view of the small beam size, measurement of Relative position and angle information is needed for the
the misalignment needs to be highly accurate. In the sys. two beams at the IP. However, the BPMs are at some
tern used atCESR, the orbits-ofe+ and e- are measured distance from this.point and orbit .reconstruction is thus
simultaneously,,to reduce the effect of small orbit fluctua- needed. The corresponding trajectories are shown in fig-
tions with time. In addition, the signals are processed in ure I, in each case scaled to represent a misalignment which
an automatic gain control (AGC) system which extracts is a small fraction of the natural beam size: at the IP the
the e-/e+ pulse height ratio, with the e+ pulses being initial displacement or angle is set equal to 0.Ia, an error of
brought to a fixed level. When the beams are coincident, this order being considered at the threshold of significance.
the e-/e+ pulse height ratios will be identical on all four Typical values of a, are o'- 2 420pm and or - 5.,m in
buttons of the beam position monitor (BPM). The AGC displacement, and o',, .t 410prad and av, - 310prad in
technique reduces the errors produced if the orbit is not angle. The permissible error is much smaller for vertical
Well centered between the pickup buttons. than for horizontal orbit separation, due of course to the

much smaller vertical beam emittance (Em , 0.01e, with
Introduction % 1.8 X 10-TM).

nt single pair of monitors has been used, placed symmet-
The closed orbits of counterrotating beams in a shared rically on either side of the IP at BPM3 E/W. Our choice

magnetic guide field will coincide, provided that the beams optimizes the signal produced by a vertical orbit difference

have everywliere the same energy. Perfectly aligned head- Ay, which is the most difficult to detect; moreover, BPM3

on collisions-required to maximize luminosity:and reduce happens to be preferable for practical reasons. Different
pairs could be used to maximize the observable orbit errorbeam-beam blowup--might thus be thought to occur au- for different parameters (A:, Ay, A:'i, Ay'), but if the in-

tomatically. However, residual beam-beam misalignment
at the interaction point (IP) can arise, from orbit effects strumentation can in fact resolve Ay adequately, it should

due to the rf acceleration system [I]. More importantly, also be sufficient for the other errors.

in a ring (such as CESR) which incorporates electrostatic
deflectors, or in a colliderusing two separate guide fields, Energy Difference
beam alignment at collision needs to be enforced by de-
liberv'e adjustment, using appropriate differential steering Measuring projected trajectories and inferring the beam
elements, alignment at the IP is subject to error unless the two beam

The problem les in the measurement of the alignment energies are equal, which is true only if the rfacceleration is
error. In principle it would suffice to use the luminosity effectively symmetrical about the IP. For significant time

itself as an indicator; in practice, statistics make this pro- periods c ESR has operated with only a single rf cavity;

cess slow and the many parameters which affect luminosity this gave rise to a fractional e+ - e energy difference at

are not distinguished. A sensitive measurement of orbit the IP of 6 2 f 0-t. Under normal conditions-two

alignment at the IP is thus desirable. The system used at symmetrically placed cavities-a (much smaller) residual
CESR is separate from the general orbit-monitoring equip- unbalance can still be present.
ment because a much higher accuracy is required, albeit Anonze 6 sife e reontr

A nonzero 6 falsifies the reconstruction of the relative

'Supported b. a grant frun, the National Science Foundativn e - e- orbits only if the trajectorie& suffer deflections be-
0-7803-0135-8/91S01.00 ©I[EE 1130



sured with fractional uncertainties below 4 x 10-4.Brief
-~ (< 200ps), 'bipolar signals are not easily measured withi~W fi EllI~ [1 1 [I~ this accuracy.S'CESR button signals are usually monitored- iv diode

-- ,peak rectification; we have found this to yield the best
signal-to-noise ratio. With e+ and e- beams simultane-
ously present, their respective signals could be separated

-0 -by time gating. However, such gates require very stable
synchronization. We prefer, instead, to separate the sig.

'3 ______ ~.. nals by their polarity,. To this end, the pulses must first
0 be shaped so as to exhibit a marked asymmetry; then the

.400_o undershoot from one polarity will not interfere with pulses
I of opposite sign, provided the e+ and e-bunch charges are

0i not too different. This shaping is done by a length (about
L -200 100ns) of lossy cable (RG174/U).

- __-- __ __ _-_-_- _ __ __ __ __ __ The rectifier outputs are passed through low-pass filters
-15 -0 -5 0 s 10 15 and measured by 16-bit dual-slope integrating digitizers

DiMnce om P (M) which average over about 0.3 s. These digitizers are syn-

Figure 1: Trajectories with misalignment errors of 0.1o, in chronized so that the e+ and e readings apply to the
dis lre n a: T a ngtorie .wThe et error s used 0.r " Am = sam e time period; any com mon orbit fluctuation, due fordisplacement and angle. The error values used are: a = example to drifts in magnetic steering elements, is thus42jsm, Ay = 0.Spm, As: = 4lprad, Al. 31#prad. eliminated.

It would be unrealistic to require precise centering of the
tween the IP and the BPM in use. As seen from fig.1, orbits within the BPMs; but it is only necessary that the
two weak guide-field bends at BO3E/W (about 20mrad rei~ve e+ - e- error vanish, i.e., that the orbits for the
each) Intervene just before BPM3. For the worst-case two species be off-center by the same amount. The pulses
6 s 2 x 10- 4 they separate two perfectly aligned e+ and from the four buttons are thus not necessarily equal how-
e- trajectories by 22pm horizontally at BPM3. This ap- ever, the four e- signals should fall into the same pattern
proachesitevel of our permissible error, but a correction as the four e+ signals. To detect this equality of pattern
can be made if ever CESR is operated with only a single rf with high precision, an AGC loop (fig.2) is closed around
cavity. Beyond BPM3, however, there are much stronger the processor. By controlling an electronic attenuator, this
dipoles and all further BPMs are eliminated from consid- loop brings each e+ output, in turn, to a standard refer-
eration. ence level, thus making all four e+ outputs equal. The

Trajectory deflection occurs also if the orbit is not cen- e- signals, passing through the same attenuator, will then
tered in the quadrupoles or the experimental solenoid. also all deliver equal outputs, provided they were originally
Passing a quadrupole of focal length f with an offset zo in the same pattern as the e+ pulses.
from its magnetic center is equivalent to a dipole deflec- In this system, the peak rectifiers serve only to detect
tion of mo/f. The effects of such deflections have been oquality of signal levels; their actual (nonlinear) transfer
tracked, in both planes, for all lenses; and offsets of the function is irrelevant. By the same token, any incidental
order of Imm produce at most 4pum of trajectory separa- attenuation which may be introduced by the coaxial relay
tion, again for the single-cavity extreme. In practice such applies equally to e- and e+ and is thus eliminated from
errors should be negligible. consideration. Evidently, the electronic attenuator now"

becomes the critical element: its treatment of e- and e+
pulses must be even-handed. This requires not only insen-

Signal Processing sitivity to pulse polarity and time sequence, but also sim-
ilar attenuation at the (possibly different) absolute levels

From fig.1 the required detection sensitivity can be read for the two species of signals. Though bench measurements
for relative-orbit measurements at BPM3; the resolution can quantify attenuator performance in these respects, ul-
should be within 20pm horizontally and 10pm vertically. timately the most sensitive test is to operate the system
Despite the unfavorable location of BPM3 for detecting under various conditions and obs.rve what errors, if any,
horizontal errors, the vertical requirement is still the more are produced.
stringent. Given the signal amplitudes at the four buttons
(bl ... b4), the x and y coordinates of the bunch centroid
are found from the usual difference/sum algorithm; e.g., Results
m = Xo(b2 - b, + b4 - b3)/(b2 + b, + b4 + b3), and simi-
larly for y. With the geometric scale factors, Xo and Yo, of Two diagnostic tests were performed: (1) The relative-
order 25mm, the individual button signals must be mea- orbit readings were taken with a fixed attenuator (-12dB)
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the AGC circuit - io~s m~ouch

inserted into the signal path, thus forcing the electronic 0.04

attenuator into-adifferent region of operation. (2) By the
use of an inverting transformer, the roles of e+ and e"
channels were exchanged, thus also reversing the time se. 0.03
quence of the AGC-stabilised and the companion pulse.
These perturbations produced variations in the indicated
relative orbit at BPM32, taking into account the resulting
sign change, of at most +/ - 10#m. 0.02

In CESR-,luminosity runs, the relativorbit measuring
system has been used, in conjunction with-horisontal and
vertical -electrostatic separators, to bring the beams into
precise alignment at collision. Maximum luminosity occurs o.01 •
with sero displacement error at the IP, within a few pm. .600 -400 .200 0 200 400 600
However, the machine appears to prefer a vertical angular Vertical Angle (mictoradians)
misalignment (fig.3), with the angle seeming to depend on
beam current. Work is proceeding to detemine whether
this indication is an instrumentation error or whether it Figure 3: Plot of luminosity vs. relative vertical angle at
corresponds to some physical effect in the ring, two different beam currents

References
(1] R. Littauer,"Orbit and Tune Effects of RF Condi-

tions", CBN88-4, CESR internal report.
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Development of a Wall Current Beam Position Monitor
for a KAON Factory Ceramic Chamber

Yan Yin, Bill Rawnsley, George Mackenzie, Dave Pearce, John Worden
TRIUMP, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C., V6T 2A3

Abstrct

The rapid, cycling synchrotron proposed for the TRI-
UMF KAON Factory uses ceramic beam pipe to suppress
eddy currents. One design has metallic strips fixed onto the
inner surface to carry the wall currents. A beam position
monitorhas been designed using these strips and tested
successfully with the TRIUMF cyclotron beam.

1. INTRODUCTION

When beam goes through a beam pipe, an image current
of the beam flows along the wall of the pipe. For an off
axis beam the wall current distribution is asymmetric, the
asymettry being a function of beam position. A conven- Figure 1: The ceramic chamber wall current monitor

tional wall current monitor diverts the current through
resistors bridging a ceramic spacer between metal beam
pipes. Positional information is obtained by comparing the mm in both x and y direction with steps of 5 m. The
voltage across resistors grouped in quadrants. The beam equations
pipe devised by SAIC carries the wall current in silver
strips 4 mm wide, 1 mm apart painted along the inner U1 = (VR - VL)/(VR + VL) (1)
surface of the pipe which is then fired at 850'. A gap of 5
mm is introduced in the middle third of the strips on each V= (VU - VD)/(VU + VD) (2)
wall, Fig. 1. Each set of these strips is merged at the gap
and the current brought through the wall on pin vacuum are used to indicate the position. Because of the intrinsic
feedthrus. Resistors soldered to the pins bridge the gap. non-linearity of the BPM, the polynomials

The test WBPM was fabricated by M. Featherby1 using
a spare section of 1 cm wall pipe 15 cm long with inner di- N i
mensions 9.4 cm high and 5 cm wide, Fig.1. Metal transis- Zj = EEai-jj(U - Uo)'j(V, - Vo)i (3)
tion pieces matched this rectangular pipe to the 10 cm di- i=oj=o
ameter circular TRIUMF beam pipe. The circulating cur-
rent in the KAON Factory will be -1 A and resistors < 1 and similarily for yl, are used to approximate the transfer
ohm offer ample signal strength and low impedance [1] [4], function. U0 and Vo are the BPM readings when the an-
however ,,150 pA cw extracted from TRIUMF has low tenna is at the center point. A least squares method is used
peak intensity (1.5 mA) and 10 ohm resistors were used. to calulate the coefficients ai_$d, for the x and y directions
The vertical surface has adapters on which tooling balls separately. Using N=3, aij.j will have 10 numbers and the
were mounted during bench calibration for alignment pur- beam transfer function error will be less than 0.1 mm. The
pose. offsets between the electrical and mechanical center in the

x and y directions can be also given.
II. WBPM TRANSFER FUNCTION MEASUREMENT A BPM transfer function was calculated for compari-

son with the measured one. J.II.Cup~rus [3] expanded the
The transfer function was measured before installation us- beam charge in a Fourier series and obtained an approxi-
ing an antenna mounted on an X-Y table [2]. A 20 Ml1z mate expression for the charge density induced on a surface
sinewave from an lIP8753 network analyzer was used for at y=-b
calibration (the TRIUMF rf is 23 MlIz). After amplifica-
tion of 40 dB the signals were collected by the analyzer, 2X, z[ + Z ] - Z) x
and stored in a computer for calculation and plotting. The A=b (x, z) = cos
mapping was done within the square area from -10 to 10 sinh (a,(b - yo)] .,nr(xo + a)] [mr (z + a (4)

'M.Featherby, SAIC, 10401 Roselle St. San Diego, CA 92121 A:E asinh(2btm) [ 2a 2a 4
m=1
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Figure 4: Experiment set up for the wall current BPM

Figure 2: BPM Transfer Function (X)
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Figure 3: BPM Transfer Function (Y) Figure 5: Beam signal picked up by the wall curren BPM

measurement at the up and downsteam monitors. WBPM
signals amplified by 40 dB were recorded as a function of

(= ) 1 the magnet settings. The experiment compares the WBPM
( V A) +" 2a /reading and the position reading determined by the steer-

In the formula,,a is the half width of the chamber, b is the ing magnets.
'half height of.the chamber, vt is the speed of the particle, Two methods were used to process the data. One method
DA is the amplitude, A is the wavelength of the Fourier stored and transfered the raw signals, digitized by Tek-
component. tronix 2440 oscilloscope, into a computer via a IIPIB in-

The transfer function calculated using eq. 4 is compared terface, then analysed them later with FFT. The other
with that measured in Fig. 2 and 3. Fig.2 and 3 show used the AM/PM electronic circuits originally obtained

the theoretical and measured non-linearity of the transfer from Fermilab [5] which are used for other TRIUMP posi-

function along the x and y axes. They are quite consistent. tion monitors. These give a voltage which is a function of
to VR/VL or VU/VD. The beam current was 3 pA with a
3% microduty cycle, equivalent to 100 pA cw, and for most

Ili. MEASUREMENT WITH CYCLOTRON BEAM of the measurement with a 10% microduty cycle at 23.055
MIIz; equivalent to a peak intensity of I mA. The AM/PM

A. Experimental proceedure circuits operate at 46 MlIz. This frequency was also chosen

The WBPM was installed in a drift section in the TRI- for digital processing to reject any 23 MlIz background.

UMF high current beam line 1A between a multiwire and
a scanning wire monitor. These gave both the profile and
position. The WBPA, signals were first enlarged by a 40 dB am-

The beam could be steered completely across the plifier, then collected by electronics or oscilloscope (Fig.5).
WBPM by horizontal and vertical steering magnets lo- The FFT method was used to single out the amplitude of
cated upstream. The relation between steering magnet set- the 46 Mhz component , then to calculate the position of
ting and beam position at the WBPM was inferred from beam from formulas (1) and (2).
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WBPM FNAL AND HFt READING(46 MHz)
25:- position interpolated from adjacent beam line monitors in

Fig 6 and 7. The slopes agree for small displacement. The
20" AM/PM- unit is less linear at large displacement. There

15 appears to be an offset of 2mm, which may be due to mis-
alignment of the existing monitors; this is being re-checked

, 5 0during the current shutdown.

-5. Amplitude

It was estimated [1] that the peak beam intensity will
be about 1.5 mA and that about 10% of the wall current is
shunted through each resistor to give peak voltages of 1.5

-200 350 400 .450 500 550 600 650 700 mV for a horizontally centred beam. The measured hor-
STEERING DAC. BLACK DOTS ARE REF. VAL zontal peak amplitude was 2/3 of this because the large re-

Figure 6: Beam reading via FFT and-AM/PM circuit (X) sistance and capacitance bridging the gap reduce the'high

WbPM FNAL AND FFT READING(46 MHz) frequency response. Equipment is available to measure the
25- ,longitudinal distribution but this was not used on this oc-
2o- fcasion.

Bandwidth+ -It was expected that reducing the resistor value from 10
5ohms to 2 ohms would extend the high frequency response
0- with reduced signal strength. Slits were used to reduce the

a beam bunch length below 2 ns however no change was
.10- seen with the amplitude. A reduced amplitude could be de-

-15- tected With a bunch length increased to 6 ns .The feedthru
-20 _. . . . . . pins were actually 6.4 mm diameter rods, larger than spec-

-150 -ioo -0o 6 b iO 150 200 ified, only less than one mm apart which increased their
STEERING DACBLACK DOTS ARE REF. VAL capacitance signifigantly.

Figure 7: Beam reading via FFT and AM/PM circuit (Y)
V. CONCLUSION

Since only 2 cables were available for the experiment The aim was to devise a BPM for the KAON Factory which
and horizontal and vertical data were taken separately the could exploit the technologyused to fabricate its vacuum
two dimenional equation (3) could not be used for analysis. chamber and thus reduce construction expense. The ex-
The bench test data were re-analyzed in terms of separate ternal dimensions are identical to the chamber and, the
planes, coefficients K, and Ky determined for each plane device may be located at the end of, eg. a quadrupole,
and the measured data interpolated to determine the posi- reducing demands on available lattice space. The KAON
tion. The position was also calculated from the Log ratio, Factory beam will bi ,IA, the resistors will be low, reduc-
20Log(A/B), where A and B are the FFT 46 MHz com- ing impedance and extending the high frequency response
ponent of opposite pairs of signals. The results agree with to the 1.6 GlIz measured in model tests (11.
those from equation (1) and (2). The position sensitivity
is A 8 dB( voltage ratio) /cm. VI. REFERENCES

C. Processing Data With Fermi Lab Electronics [1] Yan Yin:A Wall Current BPM Built on a Ceramic

The output of the Fermi Lab module [5] is a voltage ChamberTRI- DN-90-K144, July,1990.

[2] Yan Yin:BPM Calibration and Its Test Station,TRI-
V = k[arctan(A/B) - ](5) DN-90-143 July,1990.

where A and B are the signal strength of the 46 MHz com- (3] J.HI.Cup~rus:Monitoring of Particle Beam at High Fre.
ponent. Normally the input signals are sufficient to satu- quency,CERN, 1977,NIM V145 p219.
rate internal amplifiers and k =3.5, however in this case [4] Yan Yin, Chris Oram, N.Ilinsky and P.Reinhardt-
insufficient preamplification was available and a value of Nikulin: Measurement of Longitudinal Impedance for a
3.2 for x and 3.0 for y were determined experimentally. KAON Test Pipe Model with TSD-Calibration Method,
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Measurements and Performance of a Microstrip Beam Probe System!

JD. Gilpatrick, K.F. Johnson, S. Lloyd, D. Martinez, R. Meyer, G. Neuschaefer, J. Power,
R. B. Shurter, and F. D. Wells

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract fixture [3] that calculates the centered-beam-position
sensitivity and offset. The phase delay and beam coupling are

Microstrip probes andassociated processing electronics ,measured using a coaxial, transmission-line test fixture and
have been designed and used to measure charged-beam position, network analyzer. Measured position sensitivities range from
angle,:intensity, output phase, and energy. As abunched, 4.5 dB/mm to 1.2 dB/mm and offsets are < ± 0.15 mm.
charged beam periodically passes through a microstrip probe, a Coupling between the probe lobe and the center conductor of
bipolar signal proportional to the beam's current and position the test fixture is typically -37 to -40 dB, and probe phase
is iducod into each of the probe's four axial symmetric lobes, delays are 12.8 radians at 425 MHz.
Processing electronics and computer algorithms transform two The processing electronics consist of three modules [4].
probe signals into beam intensity and into centroids of the six- A down-converter module converts the bunched-beam 425-
dimensional, phase-space beam distributions. These beam MHz radio-frequency (RF) signals from the microstrip probe,
centroids can then be plotted with cavity data so that output and an accelerating-cavity field-monitor signal, to intermediate
beam characteristics can be expressed as a function of cavity- frequency (IF) signals of 20 MHz. This conversion improves
power and phase. This paper will describe the system, and the accuracy of the IF processing electronics and decreases the
discuss, typical beam/cavity interaction data, measurement component costs. After the signals are down-converted, they
errorsiand systim performance. are appropriately divided, phase-matched, and fed to the other

two modules: a position and intensity module, and an output-
'I. THE -MICROSTRIP SYSTEM phase and time-of-flight (TOF) module.

The position and intensity module comprises a position
The microstrip systems consist of three components: the circuit and an intensity circuit, The position circuit uses the

microstrip probe, the processing electronics, and the computer amplitude-to-phase conversion technique [5] to transform the
hardware and software that provide experimenters with beam IF lobe signals to an output voltage that is a function of beam
infomniation. This section will concentrate primarily on the position. The intensity circuit synchronously detects the
first two items, and the measurement algorithms, amplitude of the converted and summed four-lobe signali. The

The microstrip probe is a short versin of typical third module, output-phase and TOF circuitry, compares the
directional coupler probes [1]. These noninterceptive, phases of two sets of signals using two digital phase detectors.
electromagnetic beam probes consist of four symmetrically- For the beam output phase, the converted cavity-field sample
placed lobes that sense the bunched-beam image currents, is compared with the converted and summed probe-lobe
Stripline transmission-lines are attached to the front and back signals; the output signal is proportional to the phase
of each microstrip transmission-line lobe. As the beam image between these signals. The TOF circuitry compares the
currents pass through the probe, periodic bipolar signals are summed and converted signals from two different probes
launched to both the downstream termination, via the stripline, having a known separation along the beamline. This output is
and th, processing electronics, via the upstream transmission proportional to the flight time of the last partial P% distance of
line. Table I shows the key parameters of these probes as well a bunch traveling betweea the two probes.
as the expected signal power of the 425-MHz frequency For each of the output signals, algorithms transform,
component [2]. linearize, and calculate the final measured values. The

horizontal- and vertical-position output-signal nonlinearities
Toae L Istaied Piobe Gaomehies And Signl Powers are corrected in the digitizing computer software. Equations 1

Lobe Overall Signal Power and 2 are the corrections for the nonlinearities in the microstrip
Probe Subwtnded Lobe Probe 1OmA, probe and position-processing electronics, respectively.
Bore Angle Length Length 5 MeV Beam
(mm) (Radians) (mm) (mm) (dBm) x = x + SxR - 1.797X10"'Ri2 - 1.412X10"4RI 3  (1)

45 x/4 2.25 12.7 -34 and
16 n/4 2.25 8.2 -33
10 i/4 6.13 11.3 -30 Ri = 20 log [tan N +

T lic .5AVhrt4a.o (2)
The electrical characterization of the probe must provide a(

measure of position sensitivity and offset, phase delay through where R! is the nonlinear correction of the position-processing
the probe, and beam coupling for the bunched beam. The first electronics, i is the beam position, V is the signal
two items are measured with an automated, movable-wire test from the microstrip processing electronics, A and VRF are

Io®rk supported and funded by the US Department of Defense, gain and circuit signal constants, and x0 and Sx are the
Army Strategic Defense Command, under the auspices of the US measured probe-position offset and sensitivity. The beam
Department of Energy. angle is also calculated if there is a drift between two probes.
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The intensity output sigalis tarisiormed from volts to
milliamperes of beam current bya conversion-factor of 10 to M Data 206 kW ODTL 0.95 x Design
20 mA pervolu[2]. * 0 •O 1.00 x Design 1 DTL 1.05 x Design

The TOFsiknal is transformed to flight time, normalized 2 0.15 0
beam velocity, aiid'finally, l ea energy (6]. 0.10 *

r1 0.05
W=Mw )12___ .1I 0 .9L0 N

Ii~~~~; ~0.00 * W .f W V(nwT+Z. ))(3
L\\,i(3) " -.05 9, '

where W is the mean beam energy, rip. is the flight time of the .0.10

last partialPXdistance of a bunch traveling a distancedw nl -70 .60 .50 ;40 .30 .20 .0 0
is the integer number oflps in distance dw, T and.TIF are the Output Phase (0 @ 425 MHz)
bunching and IF periods, and MNc2 is the beanms rest energy. Figure 1. DTL Beam Energy vs Beam Output Phase.
Theoutput beam phase with respect to an upstream cavit5' is
calculated using the phase difference between the probe signal power inside the cavity. To compare data with simulations
and a cavity-field monitor loop signal. The correction for (e.g,, using PARMTEQ), transmission sca"ji ieexdpressed in
beam phase changes due to beam energy changes during the terms of the RFQ vane voltage (Figure 2). The trans.
drift is shown in Equation 4. mission is different from the theoretical designbecause the

do- - 2x RFQ Total Transmission
(4) 100

where j is the average output phase of the beam, 4s is the 9o Theory Wo Image Charge
phase recorded by th processing electronics, Xo is the free-space bunching wavelL;.gth, and n is the number of integer j 80

Ps in do (the distance between an RF cavity reference-plane

and a microstrip probe). C 70
~'~InInpua n Currnt

I. BEAM/CAVITY INTERACTION 60 MeasI
MEASUREMENTS 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15

Normalized Vane Voltage (1 @ 62 kW)
'Because beam output phase and energy are measured as RFQ Output Energy

,well as beam position and intensity, the interaction between 2.515
the accelerating cavity and its output beam can be determined. M r
Th6'Iinac RF-field phase and amplitude can be determined by 2505Theory
measuring the beam's energy, output phase, and transmission
efficiency. These data are then compared with single-particle
simulations as generated by particle and ray-tracing simulation T295
codes (e.g., PARMILA, TRACE).

At Los Alamos, these graphical studies describing the w 2.485
output beam as a function of two independent variables are
known as phase scans. Phase scans plot output beam current, 2.475 A.

intensity, phase, and energy as a function of the two 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15
independent variables, cavity (or input-beam) phase and cavity Normalized Vane Voltage (1 @ 62 kW)
power (or gap voltage). A fourth plot, output beam energy as RFQ Output Phase
a function of output beam phase, is shown in Figure I for a 5- 50
MeV, H- linac. Each of the "pin wheel" loci corresponds to Theory
single-particle simulations for a particular cavity power level 40

or gap voltage. The 206-kW data show that the linac gap ,.4 30
voltage was 8% higher than the 1.00 x design gap voltage [7]. 20 Measured
A semiautomated version of these scans has been implemented
on the drift-tube linac, providing data acquisition and analysis 10
within a few minutes. U)Lw w 0

Transmission scans are a specific subset of the general
beam/cavity measurements used to determine the RF power set -10
points for a Radio-Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ). 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10
Beamtransmission efficiency, output beam current, intensity, Normalized Vane Voltage (1 @ 62 kW)
phase, and energy are calculated and displayed as a function of Figure 2. Transmission Scan
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input beam was not properly positioned entering the RFQ, and where [3 and ' are the relativistic beam factors, c is the speed
image currents were not included in the simulations, of light, and Acr is the TOF variation.

Although not listed in this fashion, the resolution is a
Ill. MEASUREMENT ERRORS component of the overall measurement accuracy. As Table II

shows, the largest errors are usually linked to the operation and
There are two types of measurement errors: fundamental implementation of the measurement (such as electronics noise,

and systematic. Fundamrntal errors are errors that cannot be alignment, and cable delay errors) and contribute to a majority
reduced because of natural laws of physics; these limit both the of the measurement inaccuracies. Although not shown as a
measurement resolution and accuracy. Examples are thermal problem, radio-frequency interference (RFI) contributions can
and shot noise. Systematic errors are errors that limit easily b far greater than those listed in the table. During the
accuracies but do not limit resolution of the measurements, early stages of the beam measurement, the RFI noise was as
Examples are transverse probe-alignment errors with respect to high as -6dBc, which is 25 times greater than that listed in the
the beamline (which affect the absolute beam position table - and it effectively rendered most of the beam
accuracy). measurements useless.

Table II. Measurement Errors and Uncertainties III. CONCLUSIONS
Upper Limits

Beam Variable Error (% Full Range) Measurements done with the microstrip probe can provide
Fundamental Errors (Accuracy & Resolution) more information than just the usual beam position and

Energy**/Pase Thermal Noise* ± 0.002/A 0.02 intensity. If two probes with a known, pure drift-distance
Electronic Noise ± 0.014/±-0.3 between them are used, beam angle, energy, and output phase
RFI (-34 dBc) ± 0.03/± 0.6 can also be directly measured. These added measurements

Intensity Thermal/Shot Noise* ± 0.004 provide information on the interaction between a beam and an
Probe/Beam Coupling ± 5 upstream accelerating cavity, The 425.MHz microstrip system
Electronic Noise ;L 0.14 developed at Los Alamos initially suffered from RFI-induced
RFI (-34 dBc) ± 2 errors, but these errors have now been reduced to the point that

Position Thermal Noise* ± 0.05 the measurements provide reliable transverse and longitudinal
Electronic Noise ± 0.3 phase-space beam information.
RI (-34 dBc) ± 0.5

Systematic Errors (Accuracy)' iv. REFERENCES
Energy**/Phase Cable Delays ±0.08/± 2.3

Probe Alignment ± 0.021/± 0.09Electronic Drift ± 0.024/± 0.3 1. R. E. Shafer, "Characteristics of Directional Coupler
robeilek Match ± 0.19/± 2.2 Position Monitors," IEEE Transaction of Nuclear Science,

Intensity Pobelec Ms ± 0I 22 32, No. 5, pp. 1933-1937.

Electronic Drift ± 02 J. D. Gilpatrick, "Microstrip Probe Impedance Function,"
Probe/Elect. Match ± 3.5 AT-3:TN:87-38, 1987.

Position Cable Losses & Delays ± 0.14 3. R. B. Shurter, J. D. Gilpatrick, "Tuned Antenna Driver
Probe Alignment ± 1.0 for Microstrip Probe Sensitivity Testing," Workshop on
Electronic Drift ± 0.5 Accelerator Instrumentation, Fermi National Accelerator
Probe/Elect. Match ± 1.0 Lab., Batavia, IL Oct. 1-4, 1990.

4. J. D. Gilpatrick, J. F. Power, F. D. Wells, R. B. Shurter,
* Noise limits assume a I-MHz bandwidth to the electronics and R. Meyer, "Overview of the Microstrip Beam

and a l i sinl-to-bnwidth th eDiagnostics," LA-CP-89-460, 1989.and a: 40-dB electronic signal.to-noise ratio. 5. . D. Gilpatrick, 3. Power, F. D. Wells, and R. B.
** The energy measurement errors are based on a flight path h. icotrip PoeElectronics, R. .
length of 12 f3% at nominal beam energy. Shuter, "Microstrip Probe Electronics," LA-CP-89488,1989.

The time and flight path uncertainty relationship can be 6. J. D. Gilpatrick, R. E. Meyer, F. D. Wells, J. F. Power,
calculated by differentiating Equation 3. The measured beam and R. E. Shafer, "Synchronous Phase and Energy
energy resolution or accuracy, AW, is expressed as Measurement System for a 6.7 MeV H- Beam," 1988

Linear Accelerator Conference, pp. 134-136.
(017f3 Mo2e CC 7. K. F. Johnson, 0. R. Sander, G. 0. Bolme, J. D.

AW- Gilpatrick, F. W. Guy, J. H. Marquardt, K. Saadatmand,
dw , (5) D. Sandoval, and V. Yuan, "The Single-Beam Funnel

Demonstration: Experiment and Simulation," 1990 Linear
Accelerator Conference, pp. 701-703.
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LOG-RATIO CIRCUIT FOR BEAM POSITION MONITORING*

F. D. Wells, J. D, Gilpatrick, R. E. Shafer and R. B. Shutter
LosAlamos NationalLaboratory, MS: H808

Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstrait provides a dynamic range of up to 50 dB for frequenciesifrom
dc to 120 MHz. Comprising the circuit are five cascaded, dc-

The logarithmic ratio of the signal amplitudes from beam- coupled, amplifier/limiter stages, each having a small signal
-position probe-electrodes provides a~n6rmalized real-time voltage gain of 10 dB With a -3-dB bandwidth of 350 MHz,
analog signal that is more linear in beam displacement than and five full-wave detectors. These circuits implement a
other signal-processing techniques for circular cross-section, successive detection technique that approximates the
,beam-position monitors. This paper describes work being logarithmic response characteristic. The five detected signals
done to develop a log-ratio circuit using an inexpensive, are summed to provide an output current proportional to tbo
commercially available, logarithmic-respohse, integrated- logarithm of the input voltage. The response is absolutei,
circuit rf-amplifier. The circuit uses two amplifiersin a calibrated to within ±1 dB for dc or square-wave inputs. The
log (A) - log (B) = log (A/B) configuration to provide the linearity for sinusoidal inputs ranges from 0.75 to 1.5-dB [2].
logarithmic ratio of the two rf input signals from the probe- Availability of this device was the impetus for an
The output is a real-time analog signal Proportional to beam investigation of the log-ratio beam-position processing
,displacement, technique.

I SIGNAL-PROCESSING -1T;CHNIQUES II. LOG-RATIO IMPLEMENTATION

Three commonly available mthods for deriving For a pair of microstrip probe electrodes in acircular beam
normalized beam-position signals are amplitude-modulationto- pipe, the ratio of the two currents produced by an rf-modulated
phase-moldulation conversion (AM/PM), difference-over-sum, beam current traveling in the z-direction past the electrodes can
and log-ratio processing, [1]. Figure 1 shows the aniplituda be expressed as [3]
response of the three processing thniques for 450 electrodes
in a, 60-mmcircular bean pipe. Notice that log-ratio in\
processing provides Ah most linear response across the probe I +- - I ,n O0) s)I
aperture. !0 , .. . . , n=! (2

2.0 1 +~- .- iA-XI cos(n~o) sn n U+
1-5 Etc trodi-A iglo a5D ros 15..- Rn. o

1.5 - RadluJ= a30 n ni
' 10 - - where 4o is the angle in radians subtended by the
0.5 p.robe electrodes,
60 A AIPM Risthe radius oftheprobeaperture,

; R0 - --i 
ro and 0oare th e coordinates of the beam bunch,-0.5 - - Diffe encel urm 'recos Oo = X is the beam displacement fromthe center.

By expanding and simplifying this equation, a solution for the
5 - Lo bcam displacement canbe obtained as

2 0'. La -Ratio 4 1

S -30, -20 -10 0 10 20 30 X LI 0 \ o LDISPI.ACEMENT FROM AXIS (mm) 160 L in-pO) 20(2)

Figure 1. Response curves of the log-ratio, Thus, the displacement is expressed asa function of the
difference-over-sum, and AM/PM Thm the ratiodofsthefuwotcurrents.
processing techniques. logaritn of the r66 of the two currents.

Until recently, the log-ratio technique has not been a Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the complete log-ratio
viable candidate because of amplifier cost and accuracy circuit. Each logarithmic amplifier has two AD640 devices in
constraints. In 1989 Analog Devices Corporation announced cascade and an operational amplifier that sums and converts the
the AD640 Logarithmic Amplifier, a monolithic device that currents ta voltage 'hat is filtered to provide an envelope

prolxortional in amplitude to the logarithm of the input signal.
*Woik supported by the US Departnent of Energy, Office of High The filtered outputs are applied to a differencing amplifier to
Energy And Nuclear Physics. produce a beam-position signal proportional to log (A/B).

0-7803-0135.8/91S01.00 ©IEFP 1 1139



The response of this circuit to 60-MHz rf input signals is
RF LOG Amp LOW.PASS . shown in Figure 4. On the horizontal axis, the if input power.

INPUTB # I FILTER, to the A and B channels is plotted, ranging from -50-dBm to
N" A-iL? =--OUTPUT 0-dBm. The family of curves represents 13 position values

INPUT A LO AM Kcorresponding to signal input ratio changes from -6-dB to +6-IU A 0 5 FILTE.R [-- DIFFERENCING dB in 1-dB steps. The center trace results when the twoAMPLIFIER signals are equal (A=B). The upper traces correspond to A>B,

whereas the lower traces result when A<B. Best operation
Figure 2. The log-ratio circuit block diagram. occurs in the range of-45-dBm to -5-dBm, corresponding to a

dynamic range of 100:1 in beam current. The transfer factor
In Figure 3-the transfer curve for one of the logarithmic for the circuit is about 0.42 volts per dB.

amllifiers operating at 60 MHz is shown with an error plot
giving the deviation from a straight line fit. Over the range I., CIRCUIT PROCESSING ERRORS
from -50-dBm to -5-dBm the amplifier deviation is less than
+0.1-dB from the straight line fit. Amplifiers 1 and 2 have Ideally, the traces of Figure 4 should be straight horizontal
transfer slopes that differ by less than 1% and their zero Iealy the ines hae non-ze slopes nte
crossing points are nea'ly identical. lines. In reality the lines have non-zero slopes and they

deviate from straight lines, indicating that the processed beam

position output is a function of the if-signal power level.

2.0 0.1 Some of the errors inherent in log-ratio processing are
Eo illustrated in Figures 5 and 6 where the 0-dB and 6-dB lines are

normalized to the transfer factor. In each figure the lower
curve is the output divided by the transfer factor, giving the
normalized response in dB. The upper error curve is the same

0 .0 normalized curve with the straight line fit values subtracted." cc This curve shows the positional variation in the transfer1.0 -0.1 , function.

ccw
0 0.5 ,-0.2 0700

m'0.6 Error
00.0

-60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 0.4 0.00
INPUT POWER (dBm)

Figure 3. Transfer and error curves for a typical
AD640 dual stage logarithmic amplifier. w 0.

0. Normalized Oupt-0.01
o ., . Output

3 - __ 6-dB _-.
0 -0.1
Z Slope: -0.007 dB/d m2- .0.2 ... I -.-_ K 00

-.40 -30 -20 -10
S ".INPUT POWER (dBm)-0

>0-- -- Figure 5. Error and normalized output curves
0 dfor the 0-dB line of Figure 3.

- 1 . . . . . . .ei6r_

i m __ -- _-For example, in Figure 6, the variation of ±0.14-dB
D .. compares to a variation of about +0.05-dB for an AM/PM-2 'town..- .. processor. If a typical 45-mm aperture microstrip probe

having a sensitivity of 1.2 dB/mm is considered, the log-ratio
-- dB positional error is ±0.12 mm. This compares to ±0.04 mm for

the AM/PM processor, a factor of three smaller. The
-50 -30 -1 0 sinusoidal variation is a characteristic of the log-ratio circuit

INPUT POWER (dBm) and is related to the successive approximation logarithmic
amplification technique. It is described by the manufacturer's'Figure 4. Log-ratio circuit transfer function performance specifications.

curves for 60 MHz if input signals.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

6.3 0.2 The log-ratio circuit technique gives a more linear
Error" response characteristic for circular cross-section beam-position

V" rprobes than other types of processors. The output is a real-
6.2V time normalized position signal with good bandwidth and the

dynamic range is equivalent to that of the AM/PM processor.
0.0 M Potentially, the log-ratio processor will be less expensive to

6.1 manufacture and its operating power will be lower, A major
S . 0.1 c advantage over AM/PM processing is that cables connecting
Sle -0.002 0 the pickup electrodes to the processor do not need to be closely

N 6 dB/dBm cc phase matched because the log-ratio circuit responds to
.-.. -0.2 W amplitude differences and is not sensitive to phase differences.

=i5.9
-0.3 At this stage of development the positional error of the

0
Z Normalized Output log-ratio circuit is substantially greater than that of the

0.8 1..a. -0.4 AM/PM processor. If a logarithmic-response, integrated-
40 -30 -20 -10 circuit if-amplifier can be designed to be absolutely calibrated

INPUT POWER (dBm) within ±0.1 dB, then the log-ratio circuit will become a more
viable beam position processor.

Figure 6. Error and normalized output curves
for the 6-dB line of Figure 3. VI. REFERENCES

IV. NOISE CONSIDERATIONS [1] R. E. Shafer, "Beam Position Monitoring," AIP
Conference Proceedings 212, Accelerator Instrumentation, p.

Figure 7 compares the effective input noise of the log. 47, 1989.
ratio circuit operating at 60 MHz to that of an AM/PM circuit
operating at 20 MHz and to the theoretical minimum noise. [2] "Monolithic DC-to-120 MHz Log-Amp is Stable and
These plots are obtained by normalizing the measured RMS Accurate," Analog Dialogue, Vol. 23, No. 3, p. 3, 1989,
noise values at the circuit outputs by the transfer factor. The (Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, MA 02062-9106).
model for the theoretical noise plot assumes kTB noise at each
back terminated probe electrode. A nominal bandwidth of 2 [3] R. E. Shafer, "Characteristics of Directional Coupler
MHz for each plot is assumed. In the -40-dBm to -10-dBm Beam Position Monitors," IEEE Transactions on Nuclear
input power range, the AM/PM circuit has a substantially Science, Vol. NS-32, No. 5, pp. 1933-1937, Oct. 1985.
lower noise level (4].

[4] J. D. Gilpatrick, "Noise Measurements for Three Port
aBeam Position Circuits," AT-3:Technical Note, Los Alamos

10 National Laboratory, 1991.

W

t- .1Log-Ratio

- .01 AM/PM
W

- .001 Theory
U

W -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0
INPUT POWER (dBm)

Figure 7. Noise comparisons of the log-ratio
and AM/PM processors versus the
theoretical minimum noise.
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CAPACITIVE BEAM POSITION MONITORS AND AUTOMATIC BEAM

CENTERING IN THE TRANSFER LINES OF GANIL

P. GUDEWICZ, E. pETIT

GANIL -B.P. 5027 - F-14021 Caen Cedex

Abstract 2. Sensor description

A non-interceptive beani position monitor, made of four a. Mechanical description
capacitive electrodes, has been designed at GANIL in order to Probes are based on the electrostatic coupling, their
allow a permanent measurement of the ion beam position over geometry is a cylinder of 10 cm length cut into four equal
a large intensity range (50 enA to 10 epA). Signal processing parts. The ground electrode is machined in a copper block.
Is based on a 10 kHz heterodyne and on an amplitude to phase b.,Sensitivity to beam position
conversion In order to measure the beam position. The The electrical charge QE deposited by the beam on an
accelerator is equipped with ten of these probes, six of them electrode is function of beam position P(x,y) and of beam
on the first beam line. Seven other probes ire planned. An current.
imm ediate application of these monitors is the automatic If Q is the total charge deposited on the four electrodes,
beaim centering. For this, two algorithms have been developed the vertical position y is, for x - 0:
using the Information on the center of gravity givenby the
beam position monitors which is then fed back to'the steerers. y a R (QH - QB)/Q (1)
The first is an iterative method based on an optimization
algorithm (Pattern Search, Hooke and Jeeves). It consists in In practice, only the beam position at the center is
improving the criterion defined as the mean quadratic deviation important for us, so we detect
of beam positions on the monitors. The second is a variational
method which consists in determining for each steerers and PY - (QH - QB) / (QH + QB) (2)
each position monitor, the variation coefficient (mm/A) and
solves a linear system. Both of these methods have been used 1
on a section of beam line and have given similar and y - 2 R x Py (3)
encouraging results. The next step is to center the beam on the c. Sensitivity to beam current
completely equipped line. The equivalent circuit of an electrode is:

1. INhoDucIIoN

Up to now at GANIL, ion beam position in the beam CZ
lines was measured with profile monitors using wire grids. As
they cannot be used permanently to compute beam position z is a 500 amplifier
in real time, a non interceptive beam position (BPM) has been dQ.(t) 1
designed. A first application of these probes was the VE(t) 5 - if > 0
development of software which should permit ina later stage , CEW
the automatic ientering of the beam in the different-lines. The As the electrode signal is very low, the second harmonic
accelerator is equipped with ten probes, six of them on the signal is extracted to avoid the RF parasitic noise.
first beam line;! Seven other probes are planned. VE,2 - 50 x 2ir x F x QE,2

VE,2: rms value of the second harmonic of VE(t)
It. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION[ 3 41STDFor a quarter of cylinder

1. Expected tehnicalspecifications VE,2 = W 10- 5 x L x F (4)

Technical specifications of this BPM were: L : electrode length
- beam intensity range : 10 enA to 10 ejA, F: beam structure frequency

- beam structure frequency : 7 to 14 MHz, I : beam intensity
- beam energy: 20 keV/u to 100 MeV/u, W: beam energy in MeV/u
- sensor aperture : 50 mm,
- accuracy of position measurement : < 10% - 0.5 mm, example : F = 10MHz and L 0,1 m
- resolution : < 0.2 nun, VE,2 = 30 1I
-no tuning by the operators before measuring, that is 30 nV/enA for 1 MeV/u beam
- automatic test procedure on request of the operators, 3 nV/enA for 100 MeV/u beam
- mechanically compatible with profile sensors,
- linkable to the GANIL control system. The theoritical resolution is limited by the electronic

noise:
0-7803-0135-8/91501.00 IEEE
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for\  .: ace..e.ed beam Ya(0)-YVB2(t) The amplitude-phase conversion provides a phase noise
-,H;2[see(8)].

YB :2(t), VH t)f 2n d h~ariic gAn analog memory allowsgto keep the position value

withlibise the ieasurement resolution is:, whenrbeai goes off.: Thebeam position and-the-status of the
" g X N__ ( processor are read by the accelerat6r€onirol computer via the

Ny -0,1,x-40A 1 () CAMAC.
" N-- a 'ifirern6is''B ' ieisuremn bandoi III. AUTOMATIC BEAM CENTERING

Several sicis to prove the fasability of automatic beam
for, N i:1 nVd/i/H , B = 10 Hz, F - 10 MHz, R - 30 mm centering,sing the information on the center of gravity given
and L - 0.1 m we get-: bythe beam position monitor, have been initiated during the

(in last two years, on a limited part of the first beam line
"~ ,T (imU/enA) (6) (between the injector cyclotron and SSC1) and with only four

te expected resolution of 0.2 mm shouid be obtained With position probes.
1 enA if the energy beam is 1 MeV/u. and 150 enA if the With this aim of view, two methods have been tested,
energy beam is 100 MeV/u. using quite different research algorithms. The first of them is

called iterative method and the second one variational method.
3. Processor

a. Processor principlet I 1 1. Iterative metho 2]
ViH,2(t)- VH cos(twt + ) • -,2nd harmonic of Vii(t)Vn,2(t) - VH cos(wt) - 2nd harmonic of Vdt) This method is based on an optimization algorithm called

Pattern Search of Hookes and Jeeves which has been adopted

.because itallows an-iterative search with a low informatic
AJ z cost. It is not necessary to solve complex numerical systems

nnor to know the analytical function of the criterion to
S PHS optimize.

90 + ME0ERTh. :general principle is : from a finite set of parameters
which work on the criterion, the program finds a-direction
which improves the criterion starting from a local search.
around an initial point X0 (xl, x2, ...xi with xi value of the
parameter i). In this direction, it arrives at the point xI for that
the criterion is maximum, then it tries to find around X1

C(t) - Ccos (t + Wc) another direction up to a point X2 where the criterion is better,
D(t) - Dcos (wt + 1d) and so forth up to the optimUM. It may be possible to reduce

If 0 (VH,2(t) and VB.2(t) are in phase) the value of the optimization step of parameters such the field
C -D = 4VH2 + VB2 of variation.'

The adjustment of this algorithm to the automatic beam
VH - VB centering is based on the following data:

tan iF/2 - tan (d-inc)/2 -, VH + VB = Py (7) - Criterion definition
As the purpose is to center the beam Pt the locations

ifPy is 0 Py. where its position is measured, the criterion is a global one,
2 Ri.e. it is the mean quadratic deviation (m.q.d) of the beam

andR x (8) positions on the four probes and it must be minimized.
4 4with R = 30 mm, the sensitivity to beam position is m.q.d. = Eei 4; ei = beam position on the probe i

V 0.13 ad/mm a 7.5*/mm is'
if * 0 - Constraint

y =0 -- = 0 -. Py = 0 It is only the variation limits of the steering equipments
y < 0.5 R (for example - 10 Amp for the steerers).

Py Y2 Cos (9) -Variation step
steerer : 0.5 Amp dipole: 0.2 Amp

The error is kept smaller than 10% when c is not too For these values one step for one equipment gives a
large (< ir/3) visible effect on the beam displacement. Other values seem to

b. Real processor system have no effect on the-results but a sensitivity study must be
Only the preamplification is made at the RF frequency to done.

take advantage of the very low noise RF amplifier. - Limitation of the criterion
Then the2nd harmonic of the electrode signals is detected With this algorithm and the criterion as defined it is

by a 10 KHz heterodyne in order to realize the amplitude- necessary to give a limit to stop the search, otherwise
phase conversion and the phase detection at 10 kHz. programs could take too much time. Here, the limitation is
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n.q.d. = 0.25, i.e. a beam deviation of ± 0.5 mm on each For each steering equipment and in order to take account
probe. When the program-has finished one iteration, it is of perturbating effects of other equipments, the coefficient is
possible'to stop it or to start another iteration with a smaller computed for six values of current, if possible (±2 Amp, ±5
1variation step. Amp, ±7 Amp) by measuring the displacement on each probe.

Thus, the matrix is made of mean variation coefficients.
2. Varational method c. Choice of linear system+

It is necessary to have a squire matrix, i.e. the same
It is a numerical resolution method defined from number Of probes and-steering equipments. For example, for

experimental tuning considerations. the vertical plane, there are four probes and only three steerers.
The principle is the following : the program searchs for So, the linear system is made with the three probes with the

each steering equipment and for each position probe the most significant coefficients.
variation coefficient, in mm/Amp. From these coefficients, a d. Calculation of the solution
linear equations system is deduced and it is solved as usually. The solution of the system is computed with the Gauss
The solution gives the current to apply to center the beam. method with partial pivot.

Inittl hypothesises e. Application of currents
Linear effect of equipment on beam displacement. Finally, the program applies the computed currents on the

It is assumed that the angle of deviation of the beam in a steering equipments. And, after checking the beam centering,
steerer- is proportionnal with the current, inside the limits (± it is possible to start the program at the point 1 again.
10 Amp) and the angles are enough small to admit a linear
displacement with the angle. 3. Results

Then, with Yi ,= beam position on the probe i,
Xi current of the equipment j position Exa ile I Example 2 Example 3
YI" aij.Xj +'bi (mm) before after before after before after

with au-: variation coefficient of equipment Probe 1 .6.8 +1.7 -2.2 +1.1 +3.7 j-1.2
-on the probe i Probe 2 +3.5 +2.7 +5.7 +0.8 +6.6 .1.5

bj : betim position when Xj - 0 Probe 3 .2.5 +0.7 +0.7 +0.5 +1.7 .0.7
- The effect of an equipment is independent from another. Probe 4 +7.7 +1.4 +12.2 +0.4 -4.4 0

In the field of deviation angles the effect of a steerer on the Criterion 30.9 3.3 46.7 0.6 19.8 1.0
beam is independent of the initial angle. Then, there is a non Plane Horizontal Vertical Vertical
correlation between the deviation angles. Method' Iterative Iterative Variational

That gives : The both methods have given encouraging results fromYi = AIj.XI + ai2.X2 + ... + aij.Xj + b! . aIj.Xj + bi the first tests. There is no great difference in the final

s centering. But the iterative method seems to be more
The steering effcts of other equipments are ignored, The interesting because it converges more quickly to a very correct

perturbating steering effects of other equipment (essentially the centering with a lower informatic cost (less time consumed).
quadrupoles) are too complex to be described easily and Nevertheless, these programs which have been developed
become more and more weak that the beam is centered. The rapidly for these tests have to be improved to confirm their
centering is made by convergence, i.e. using several times the fit reslts.

algorithm. first results.

The numerical system IV. CONCLUSION
Initial stage :

Yio = .aij . Xjo + bi = Bi As the first results of automatic centering seem to be
i correct, and as the running of these monitors are relaible it has

For another set of currents: been decided to equip the LI beam line on totality. It is
Xi = Xjo + AX. planned to adapt the programs to this new configuration and to

test it on a whole beam line before using one to center
Yi = .aj • AXj + Bi automatically the beam in routine.

j
That gives the following equations sytem: V. REFERENCES

with =: [Aij [X1 + [Bb [11 J. Bosser, L. Burn j, G. Ferioli "Beam position
with [Y]: beam position vectors

[Al : matrix of coefficients measurement by use of 90* hybrids" CERN int. report

[XI : current vector SPS/ABM/83-01/0058G, 1983
[B] : initial conditions [21 R. Hooke, T.A. Jeeves, "Direct Search" : Solution at

The beam centering Is given by [Y] = 0 and it is obtained numerical and statistical problems, Journal of the
ysolving the system [A. [I + [B] - 0 association for computing machinery, vol 8 n* 2, 1961
The program organization [31 F. Loyer, "On line beam diagnostics at GANIL", 11 th

a. Statement of the initial state - acquisition Int. Conf. on cycl. , Tokyo, 1986
of Bi  [41 F. Loyer "Capacitive large range intensity beam position

b. Determinaton of the matrix of coefficients monitors at GANIL" A88-03
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Operational Amplifier Based Stretcher for Stripline Beam Position Monitors

W. C. Sellyey and R. W. Kruse
Boeing Aerospace and Electronics Division

Boeing Defense and Space Group
PO Box 2499

Seattle, WA 98124, USA

I. CHARACTERISTICS AND DETAILED DESCRIPTION is outside the 200Mhz bandwidth of this amplifier. A Mini
Circuits PLP-100 filter is used to eliminate most of the signal

The stretcher amp was designed to accommodate existing above.10OMhz. This results in a return loss of over 20db for
instrumentation at the Boeing Free-Electron Laser,,(FEL) the amplifier up to 60 Mhz. Reflected power which combines
,facility. The beam format for this system consists of two with a later beam signal is additionally attenuated 7db by the
macropulses per second. Each macropulse :contains several cable. This results in a signal-voltage error of less than .1%
hundred micropulses separated by 462ns. Thus, 462ns is the in subsequent signal pulses.
upper limit "to Which the pulse can be stretched. The
corresponding filterbandwidth would be about 3 Mhz. The time delay and gain of the stretcher amp were

measured. The gain drops by 3.2db at 30Mhz, and about 13db
In the stripline data acquisition system, one of six by 60Mhz. This is consistent with the intended gaussian

striplines is switched to a single transient digitizer channel. behavior of the filter, The time delay fluctuates by less than
Tektronix TSS46 microwave relay switches are used. The .5ns around 26ns up to 60Mhz.
output of the'TSS46 goes into stretcher amps described here.
The resulting signals are digitized by Analytek 2004S or Minicircuits Comlinear; CLC401 CLC400
2008S transient digitizers. The transient digitizer timing is PLP-100 CLC400 AV=7 AV=3
such that it samples the negative peak of the stripline signal AV=3
from each micropulse. It's analogue bandwidth is 300Mhz. 43CI
For good temperature stability and linearity, the stretcher
bandwidth should be much less than 300MHz, say 30Mhz.
This defines a lower limit to the pulse width.

Gaussian
30Mhz was chosen for the filter bandwidth. Making the filter

bandwidth smaller, would have required more gain in the
output amplifier. This would have resulted in too much noise 43Q 95nh 245nh 645nh
at the output. Additionally, temperature drift and nonlinearity
would also increase. 68 .5pfZ 1OOp15O

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the stretcher amplifier. An
overall gain of 10.5 is provided by the last two operational Figure 1. Stretcher amplifier.
amplifiers. -A single CLC401 could have be-n used to
accomplish this, however, the resulting reduced'bandwidth The typical stretcher input signal consists of a negative
would have produced a larger temperature dri& coefficient. The leading lobe up to 900mv high and .9ns FWHM. This is
stretching filter is a linear-phase, low-pas-filter with a 30Mhz followed by a 14ns positive tail with ringing and 1/10 the
3db point. It has an approximate constant time delay and amplitude of the leading lobe. The output negative leading
gaussian roll off up to 60Mhz. lobe is 9ns FWHM of about the same peak voltage as the

input. The output positive trailing lobe has a peak value of
The filter reflects significant amounts of power in the pass about 3/4 the leading lobe, FWHM of about 1Ons, and trails

band. If the signal cable is connected directly to the filter, off in about 50ns.
signal power will travel back to the stripline. Here it will be
reflected and may combine with the signal from a later II. NONLINEARITY MEASUREMENT
micropulse. This will result in erroneous signal voltages.
The CLC400 before the 30 Mhz filter has about a 5K input A Tektronix DSA 602 Digitizing Signal Analyzer was
impedance. The 50 ohm resistor rrovides the needed broad- used to perform the linearity measurements. It was found that
band termination, this oscilloscope had a nonlinear component to its response.

Moreover, this nonlinearity depended on the signal shape being
Adding the CLC400 causes the stretcher amplifier to be used. Thus, a direct input vs output measurement proved

unacceptably nonlinear because a lot of incoming signal power impractical. In the method described below, only %Itput
0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 ©IEEE 1145



sigIs " ae observed by the oscilloscope. This assures that the everything is the same as for the amplifier measurements up to
sigfial shape is always the same. This also assures that the end of the 250 ft. of RG-58. At this point, a stretcher amp
frequencies involved in'the measurement are kept an order of is used to generate a wave form whose shape is the same as in
iagnitude , below the 1Ghz bandwidth imposed by the the earlier measurements. A splitter and 6db attenuator, are

*measurement setup. then used to generate signals for the LI and L2 scope inputs.
Two sets of data are taken with this arrangement, one for the

Figure 2 shows the measurement setup. A pulser produces 6db attenuator before LI, and one with the attenuator before
about 100v, Ins FWHM, 10 pulses per second. This signal L2.

".passes, through the stripline test set. After a delay and
-itteziiation, itserves as a trigger signal to the DSA 602. The As a'first step in the data analysis, a linear fit is performed
stdplihe test set cetains a standard stripline assembly of the on the data (figure 3). All six sets of data display a complex
type used in the Boeing FEL. One of the stripline outputs is nonlinearity. It consists of an oscillation around the straight-
connected to two variable attenuators in series. One of these line fit. It is clearly due to the DSA602. The data involving
attenuates in ldb step, the other in 10db steps. The signal the DSA602 only, are used to correct the data for the
Oh eipasses through 250 ft of RG-58. This is about the length amplifiers. The result is then fitted with a linear-plus-quadratic
6fcable-used with the FEL striplines to bring signals to the function (figure 4).

V control room. 0,4

270 ft 0D Xr,--l ,.._.21t R:58 0.2 4
-4 + -

RGSrx 0.2 +

+ +U)' o . + +
~IO~v , -0 .2

0-40dbL _ C\ .. 'J

" ~~DSA 0_.-0. ADl~o

.5 -- LJSplitter :oX =Scope
RO5 ECC - 0.15 ,+ 0o y.

- L2 0 200 400 600 800 1000
Z SNO02 Out; or' Li in (rty)

Figure 2. Nonlinearity measurement apparatus.
Figure 3. Example of nonlinear part of linear fit to the data.

The signal is now split in two and fed into two amplifiers SNO02 went to LI and SN001 went to L2. The

whose nonlinearity is to be measured. One stretcher amp gets 6db attenuator was before SNOOI or L2.

about half the signal amplitude the other one does by . -. I /- '-' I
introducing a 6db attenuator. If the two amplifier-plus-scope : Da -(1.0 -/- .2)1OE -/rnV

systems are linear, a plot of output 1 vs output 2 will be a - 0.8 Da.5225 1 .0002
straight line. If there is nonlinearity, the plot will no longer Z
be a straight line. If the two channels are identical- a fit to 06 + +
this data could be used to'determine the nr t of the 0 3
channels. If it is not assumed that the two cAaa'els are E +

identical, an additional set of data is needed. This is done by L , 0.4
moving the 6db attenuator from the amplifier I input to the D
amplifier 2 input. 0.2 +

0 + +

Four sets of data were taken for four stretcher amplifiers. tL 0.0 +
Their part numbers were SN00I, SNO02, SNO03 and SNO04. -o
SN001 and SNO02 were done as one pair. SNO03 and SNO04 D __....___...___....___ ...___,_,___,

were done as another pair. (All sets of data were taken with C 0 200 400 600 B00 1000
the same I1A72 plug-in module in the left slot of the DSA SNO02 output (mv)
602.) Figure 4. Example of corrected data. This shows the quadratic

A modification of the arrangement shown in figure 2 is part of the fit of SN001 output = .5 x SNO02
used to measure the DSA602 nonlinearity. For this, output. The + are the data points and the solid curve

is the quadratic part of the fit.
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For the two aniplifiers involved in a, measurement, we sv 2os-_ C nVOn,Write'A x =a on+vos + vot+ vob (6)

vjo," bjyji4 A bCjv2.i
Cn and Cs are the nonlinearity coefficients associated with the

Where j = 1 or 2, i and o -refer to input and output. The n and s amplifiers and ais the beam-tube radius. The measured
fractionaianonlinear part of the output is Cs are all negative. If we assume that this is true for all

amplifiers of this kind, the worst error will occur if one of Cs
or Cn is zero. Taking all v = 900mv andusing the Cs from

J j ji CJvji Table 1, one gets the last column in Table 1. If thevjo (2) nonlinearity is corrected, the remaining uncertainty due to the

measurement error in the Cs will be .002mm for a lcm beam-
Our objective now is to determine the Cj's tube radius.

For the first of the two sets of data taken for each pair of- III. TEMPERATURE EFFECTS AND NOISE
amplifiers, v2i = fa vil. For the second set, vli = fb v2i, fa
and fb aie about .5, but are not exactly equal. Equation (1) can The temperature dependence of gain and time delay ate
be inverted measured. The experimental setup is the same as in figure 6,

except that no 6db attenuator is used and only one amplifier is
vji = VJo/bj - Cjv2 o/bj (3) used, The other amplifier is replaced by a direct connection

from the splitter to the scope input. Thus, input and output

Using this, one obtains waveforms are recorded simultaneously. The amplifier is
placed in an oven and waveforms are recorded at 77,2 F and

V2o = Davlo +EaV21o (4) 117 F. The output voltage is at about 670mv. The ratio of
v2o + Eav 2 o the gain for the two temperatures is calculated. Also the

vlo--DbV2o + Ebv22o change in time delay between the two temperatures was
calculated. The average gain coefficient for the four amplifiers

The Ds and Es re expressed in terms of the Cs and fs. One is -.0042%/C and the average time delay coefficient is
can solve these to obtain 7.6psPC.

D2aEb + Db E a D2b E a + Da E b The amplifier noise is measured by putting the output of
C2 

=  the amplifier into one of the scope channels, with no signal
Da~b(Da~b --1) (5) input to the amplifier. This is done with and without 250 ft

of RG-58 connected to the amplifier input and with the
The Ds and Es are determined in the fitting procedure described amplifier input open, shorted and terminated in 50 ohms. The
earlier. One thus obtains Table 1. 900mv is the maximum rms voltage feature of the DSA 602 in the measure mode is
recommended output voltage for these amplifiers. As can be used to obtain the rms noise voltage. This is about 800 micro
seen from the table, uncorrected-nonlinearities will contribute volts for all amplifiers under all conditions mentioned above.
less than 1/3% error. If corrected, the error will be reduced to With the amplifier disconnected from the DSA 602, 200 micro
.05%. volts of noise are observed, regardless of input termination.

Thus, the amplifier output noise is taken as .8mv.
TABLE 1

C(X1E-6/mv) % nonlinearity Worst case
at 900mv output error (mm)

a =lcm

SN001 -2.8±.5 .25±.05 .006
SNO02 -3.4±.7 .31±.06 .008
SNO03 -1.0±.6 .09±.05 .002
SNO04 -1.7±.5 .15±.05 .004

A beamline stripline unit supplies four signals. We refer
to these by vn and vs for the x-direction and vt and vo for the y
direction. The error associated with the nonlinear part of the
amplifiers is
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ABEAM POSITION:MONiTOR FOR ArnPS

J.Noomen, J.Bijleveld, F.Kroes, T.Sluijk, H.Verkooijen,
NKHEF-K

P.0.Box 41882, 1009 DB Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

Abstract Mechanical design

AmPS (Amsterdam Pulse Stretcher) is a 900 MeV electron The fabrication of the various parts and the final assembly were
storage and stretcher ring. Its construction started early 1991. A ruled by the main condition that the electrical axis should not
fast response, high resolution stripline type beam position deviate more than 0.1mm from the mechanical axis. To reduce
monitor has been developed for the ring. The monitor has a quasi the costs we have chosen for TIG (Tungsten Inert Gas) welding
elliptic cross section. Its sensing strips have a length of A/4; the instead of brazing, figure 1. The stripline electrodes aremachined
operating frequency is 2856 M1Hz. The mechanical construction, separately. At the short circuited side they are connected by spot
the matching of the output ports and the on-line calibration welding to the stipline housing, see fig. 1. At the other Side the
system are described. Theresultsof bench measurements as well inner conductor of the coaxial output port is connected to the
as measurements with a 500 MeV beam are also presented, electrode also by spot welding. Electrical contact with the output

connector is provided by spring brushes. This avoids excessive
Introduction stress in the ceramic of the vacuum tight output connector. Also

the output connector can easily be replaced in case of vacuum
To obtain a duty factor of nearly 90%, the present accelerator leakage. To meet the 0.1 mm accuracy for the electrical axis all
,facility Will -be extended -with a stretcher ring [1],[2]. The Welding was caried out with special care using moulds if
horizontal tune of the ring is 8.30. For central orbit corrections4 necessary.
monitors per betatronwavelength are required adding up to 32
monitors in total. Formeasurement of tune,dynamic aperture and tranition area
instabilities a fastresponse is required. Since the revolution time spike at ceramic strip
of the ring is 0.7 ps we decided the bandwidth of the monitors to
be at least 15 MHz. The accuracy of position mea.,rement must
be 0.1 mm for beam currentsdown to I mA. Although for central - - -

orbit correction a fast response is not required, for reasons of I 200 60
uniformity we decided upon the fast response type for all
monitors. The RF frequency of the ring has been chosen equal to
the RF frequency of the accelerator (2856 MHz) [3]. ,V ... 500
Consequently we looked for monitors based upon this frequency. "
Stripline type position monitors have been chosen instead of :
buttons since the output power of a stripline electrode is roughly * ' * 40
20 db more than the output power of a button. . -

I

Spring loaded Fig.2. TDR plot of electrode impedance.

iflg welded RF design electrode pick.up assembly

Spot elded The available space in the ring is limited. To reduce required
90"M space and to lower the beam coupling impedance the lenght of the

stripline has been chosen X/4. The geometrical design was
optimized to obtain equal sensitivities in x and y direction. The
beam pipe has a quasi elliptical cross section with S and 4 cm as
main dimensions (figure 1). All fundamental TM and TE modes

' L 7." that can disturb monitoring performance are below cut-off. For
accurate position measurement and a low contribution to the
overall longitudinal beam coupling -npedance the strip assembly
should be well matched to 50 Q over a frequency range up to 20

Fig.1. Electrode pick-up assembly. GHz. Fine adiustment of the stripline characteristic imedance
0-7803-0135-891$01.00 ©IEEE 1148



and' mathing the transition of the coaxial output port to the
stripline has been carried out empirically. For this purpose a
model has been constructed with 1.5 % long, removable strips. In
figure 2 a TDR plot of the final result is shown. The frequency ir
ringed from DC to 20 GHz. We see that besides a spike located
at the ceramic of the vacuum tight coaxial connector the ------- .-
impedance equals 50 fQ with an accuracy of +/- 2 fl . For the r X

transition area this could simply be achieved by small increments ..
of the diameter of the central conductor of the output port and
partial recess of the stripline length (figure 1).

Bench measurements

Bench measurements can b divided in measuring loss factor and AM4 -
measuring monitor response. In both cases the monitor is Wa,.>smi

:mounted between two pipes. Each pipe consists of 25 cm pipe
with monitor cross section and a 25cm taper from monitor cross
section to a coaxial connector. The coaxial connector is the same
as used for the electrode pick-up assembly. For loss factor Fig.3. Block diagram of RF signal processing.
measurements the central' conductor is a rod with the same
diameter as the central conductor of the coaxial connector (7 the ring. In this way a centered beam is simulated enabling to
mm). For monitor response measurements also a 0.3 mm wire is correct for thermal and (radiation) aging drifts of all components
used as-central conductor. For matching purposes this wire is excluding thoseupstreamofthecouplers.Howeverdriftsinthese
connected to the inner conductor of the coaxial connector by upstream components (pick-up assembly, semi-rigid cable,
means of a 190 Q SMD. The measurements have been performed isolator) are negligible, All components except isolators and
with a HP8720B network analyser. The bunch in the ring has ao oscillator are integrated in one stripline board. To compensate for
of 30 to 50 psec. Simulating a bunch width o= 48 psec with the different phase shifts of the mixers, adjustable phase shifters in
network analyser resulted in a loss factor of 0.04 V/pC. The the oscillatorlinesare incorporatedon the stripline board. The 75
monitoeresponsemeasurementscanbedividedincalibrationand MHz output signal is transported outside the vault to the
position measurements. For calibration the rod is centered in the electronic unit shown in figure 4. The main specifications of the
monitor with an accuracy of 0.03 mm. The output of the ports is phase detector in this unit are,
measured with 0.02 dB accuracy. Since 1.2 dB corresponds with
1 mm displacement of the wire, the electrical axis can be bandwidth 15 MHz
calibrated with a total accuracy of 0.06 mm. For position phase range -70 to +700
response the wire is laterally displaced. The displacement can be phase linearity 0.20 for -40 to +400
more than 15 mm without exceeding the elasticity. Results of current dependent phase error 10 rms for I to 300 mA
these measurements are combined with results of beam
measurements shown in fig. 5.

Signal processing

The output power of each pick-up electrode is transmitted to a900  
\

hybrid through 2 m semi-rigid cable and an isolator (fig.3). Since
the length of the stripline is X /4 only odd harmonics are coupled E
out. However the mixer attenuates the third harmonic already 50 [ &=OMM=dB with respect to the fundamental. Therefore filters in front of .x

the hybrids are not required. Per diagonally positioned pair of ..
electrodes AM is convened to PM in the hybrid. Behind theI_ -_-__________-
hybrid the frequency is convened by mixing to a 75 MHz IF nW,,.,. . "W
frequency. The isolator is required since the stripline is shorted A

at the end. Reflections of the hybrid will be completely reflected aa 2"

by the stripline. Without isolator this will cause deterioration of
the position measurement. For calibrating purposes the hybrid

inputs are provided with 20 dB directional couplers. During the
injection cycle (2.2 ps) RF power from the accelerator driveline
can be fed into a calibration power line. Through this line RF
power is distributed to the directional couplers of all monitors in Fig.4. Block diagram of the electronic unit.
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To masure amplitudes correlated withlager phase shifts than References,
,700, phase compression can be achieved by infteconnecting the
'inputs Xl',X2'and Yl',Y2' thrdugh resistors. The sensitivities Sx [1] G. Luijckx e.a., The Amsterdam Pulse Stretcher project
andSy in figure 4 are defined by, (AmPS), Proceedings of the 1989 IEEE Particle Accelerator

Conference, Chicago, IL, pp. 46-48.
Sx = dX*/dx = -dY/dx and Sy = dX/dy = dY'/dy [2] G. Luijckx e.a., Status of the Amsterdam Pulse Stretcher

project (AmPS), Proceedings of the European Particle
Accelerator Conference, -1990, Nice, pp 589-591

Beani measurements [3] F. Kroes e.a., A fast amplitude and phase modulated RF
source for AmPS, Proceedings of the 1991 IEEE Particle

Tests have been done with a 6 mA peak current 380 MeV beam. Accelerator Conference, San Francisco, May 6-9
the beam has beendisplaced in verticaland horiontal directibn
over-+/- 3.5 mm. The response was linear. This is shown in figure
5bythe shaded area. The nonlinearity outside the shaded area
was extrapolated from bench measurements. Thesensitivities
-were,

Sx = 3.00 /mm and Sy = 2.90 /mm

The resolution was 0.2 mA.mm, The measured sensitivities are
about 30% below a theoretical estimate. We don't have an
explanation yet for this deviati'; Further measurements are
going on.

OwpFA Volia Y

Fig.5. Monitor response, isoposition lines, shaded area
shows beam measurements, outside shaded area shows
extrapolations from bench measurements.
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The SSRL I Jector Beam Position Monitoring, Systems *

W. Lavender, S. BairdJ 9. Brennan, M. Borlandt R. Hettel, H.-D. Nuhn
R. Ortis, J. Saftanek, J. Sebek, C. Wermeskirchen? J. Yang

Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, P.O. Box 4349, Bin 69, Stanford, CA 94300-0210

Abstract one channel for each button of a BPM.
The multiplexing occurs in two stages. The first stage

Thisarticle describes the software and prcessing elec- is handled by a set of 12 ten-to-one multiplexer modules
tronics of the systems-Aised to measure electron beam tra- known as 110T modules which use a design[4] developed
jectories for the new S5RL injector for SPEAR. by SLAG for the SLAC Linear Collider project. The RIOTs

are grouped into three banks of four RiOTs each with each
I. INTRODUCTION RIOT in a bank dedicated to a particular BPM button to.

The beam position monitoring system of the SSRL injec, cation. The four pickup buttons of each BPM are ,,rranged
tor forms a vital component of its operation.]1[2] Several in an orientation such that they pick up a signal to the up-
different types of instrumentation are used to measure the per left from the beam, to the upper right, to the lower
position or intensity of the electron beam in the injector, left, and to the lower right from the beam. This gives suf.
These include current toroids, fluorescent screens, Fara- ficient information to calculate the z and y position of the
day cups, ihe'"Q" meter, a synchrotron light monitor, and beam at that BPM. The four cables from a given BPM are
electron beam position monitors. This paper will focus on routed into separate RIOTs, so that all four buttons of a
the use of the electron beam position monitors to measure BPM may be measured simultaneously. Each RIOT has
election trajectories in the injector transport lines and the one output, so there are 12 outputs to be fed to the next
booster ring. The design of'the beam position monitors level of multiplexing.
themselves is described in another paper to be presented The second level of multiplexing is handled by a device
at this conference.iS] known as the "fast" multiplexer.[3] This is a four channel

There are three different beam position monitor systems device which switches any one of four inputs to an out.
in the injector. One system consists of a set of five BPMs put channel. Thus, there are 16 potential inputs and four
located on the injection transport line from, the linac to output channels. Since we currently use only 12 RIOTs,
the booster (known as the LTB line). There is a second only 12 of the inputs are used and the other four are left
system of six BPMs located on the ejection transport line disconnected. Each of the output channels of the "fast"
(known as the BTS line). Finally, there is an array of 40 multiplexer corresponds to one of the four buttons on a
BPMs bnstiled on the main booster ring itself. We will BPM, namely, upper right, upper left, lower right, or low.
consider first the booster BPMs. er left.

The electronics that processes the analog BPM signal is
II. BOOSTER BPM SYSTEM a combination of equipment designed and used by SLAC[4]

and custom equipment of our own.[3] The typical input
Beam position monitors are located at 40 positions signal to our system is a mostly unipolar pulse, 2 us wide,

spaced equally around the ring. Of these, 21 are connect- with an amplitude of 10 to 0 mV. The signal first pass.
ed to the processing electronics. The connected BPMs are es through a 3 pole, 12 MHs high pass filter, which re-
mostly-those installed at odd numbered girders of the ring. mcves %he large noise signals generated by the modulators,
Extra BPMs are connected at girders 14 and 16, just after a. cers, and other noise sources in the accelerator. Then
the injection point. There is r., BPM at girder 13, since the SLAC RF BPM heads stretch and amplify the pulse.
its place is taken by a fluorescent screen. The pulses are still the same amplitude, but now 20 ns

Since the SSRL injector ramps from injection to ejection wide. The final analog stage is an integrating peak detec-
energy 10 times a second, one of the design criterion for the tor. Each pulse raises the output by one half the difference
booster beam position monitor system is that it be able tO between the input pulse amplitude and the current output
measure a series of electroD orbits during a particular 50 level. Negative pulses leave the output unchanged. Since
millisecond ramp up cycle. As it would be far too expensive the periods of our machine tunes are less than 5 microsec-
to have dedicated processing electronics for each button of onds and we sample each monitor for 25 microseconds, this
each BPM, the later stages of the processing electronics system integrates out the amplitude modulation caused by
are shared-by multiplexing the signals from the various the tunes. The voltage put out by the integrator is mena-
BPMs down into one four-channel set of electronics with sured by a CAMAC-based Lecroy 6810 waveform recorder.

*Work suppoited by the Department of Energy, Office of Buic After a complete series of orbits is recorded, the waveform
Energy Sciences, Division of Material Sciences. recorder is read out by the control computer for display

tvisiting SSRL from CERN and later analysis.
INow at Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Iffinois, U.S.A. Guard times of 5 microseconds before and 10 microsec-

!Now at Gesellschaft fur Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung
(GMD), Bonn, Germany onds after the bank switching of the "fast" multiplexer are
0-7803-0135-8/91S01.00 OIEEE
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added to each BPM measurement for a total measurement teresis curve and a steep magnetization curve. Thus, a
time per BPM of 40 microseconds. This guard time -is change from a slightly negative magnetic field component
required since the "fast" multiplexer puts out a burst of in the booster dipole magnets to a slightly positive field
electronic noise when it switches. The R10T modules also causes the peaking strip to switch its magnetization from
put out electronic noise when they switch, but the soft- full magnetization in one direction to full magnetization in
ware arranges that they are only switched at times when the opposite direction. This produces a pulse at the time
the "fast" mux is looking at an R10T bank other than the that the ring magnet's magnetic field is at the field for in-
one which is switching, jection, which is used as a timing trigger by many systems

This processing system was chosen because of its accura- in the booster in addition to the booster BPMs.
cy and simplicity to implement. The final stage electronics The Lecroy waveform recorder in this system is pro-
are matched and linear over a dynamic range of 30 dB. This grammed to digitize individual samples in each of its four
allows us to use the same electronics on all BPMs, regard- channels in synchronization with an external clock signal.
less of the differences in signal attenuation from one BPM This clock signal is provided by a device known as the
to another due to signal cable lengths. Our overall system "slow" multiplexer. The "slow" multiplexer is intended
allows us to measure beam positions to an accuracy of a for future expansion of the system to record other signals,
few tenths of a millimeter over an order of magnitude of but it is currently used only to provide the external clock
beam current in the accelerator, for the Lecroy module. The command to the "slow" multi-

Since the booster BPM system is configured to allow for plexer to provide this signal forms part of the CAMAC list
30 BPMs to be read during a ramp cycle, the total amount programmed into the list sequence processor. This mode of
of time required to measure beam positions once from all operation of the Lecroy module is not standard for it, since
the BPMs is 30 * 40 microseconds or 1200 microsecondi. A it normally expect the clock signal to always be present.
dead time of 800 microseconds is appended to each meas- But with some amount of work, it has proved possible to
urement cycle in order-to make the measurement interval use the 6810 in this mode.
come out to a round number, namely, 2 milliseconds. After Once the BPM signals are read out of the Lecroy mod-
the end of each measurement interval, the CAMAC hard- ule, the control system takes sums and differences between
ware is programmed to immediately start another meas- the four signals, upper right, upper left, lower right, and
urement cycle, for a total of 33 measurement cycles dur- lower left. These are used to calculate the a and y position
ing a given ramp of the booster. Thus, the BPM system of the electron beam at that BPM for that measurement
records measurements from 0 to 66 milliseconds into the cycle. This information is stored in the form of 33 complete
ramp, which is well past the peak magnetic field point at orbit measurements in the control system database. The
50 milliseconds. Reading out the information from the orbit measurement may be paused at any time to allow the
Lecroy waveform recorder, analyzing it, recording it in the orbits to be recorded to permanent storage. A program al-
control system database, and setting up for the next scan so exists that reads a given measured orbit from several
takes about one second. So, in practice, the BPM system ramp cycles and averages them to give better statistics for
measures orbits from a ramp cycle about once every two the orbit measurement.
seconds. This has generally been found fast enough to give A sliding buffer of 10 of these measurements is displayed
good feedback to operators of the machine, on an operator menu, which allows the operator to see the

During a ramp cycle, CAMAC instructions must be sent electron orbit change as a function of time. An example of
out at precise intervals in order for the measured orbits to the appearance of one of these menus is shown in Figure 1,
accurately reflect the nominal measurement times. Since which demonstrates the "waterfall" effect used to achieve
the main control computer is a multitasking system, it is an illusion of depth.
not well suited to performing this function. Therefore,
sequencing of instructions is offloaded onto a Kinetics Sys- III. TRANSPORT BPM SYSTEM
tems list sequence processor installed in the BPM CAMAC The beam position monitor systems for the injection and
crate which functions as an auxiliary crate controller. Its ee tion onith sae k inetion antfunction is to ensure that the CAMAC commands are sent ejection transport lines use the same kind of BPMs as the

funtethhe cen coan s ese t booster BPM system, differing in the processing electron-out at a constant rate. Theics and the software interface. The transport line BPM
puter's function in this case is to program the instruction i ds a ifere. khe o lne frmlistin he lst equnce rocssor enblethe PM ys-system design faces a different kind of challenge from thelist in the list sequence processor, enable the B P M sys- b o t r B M s s e . I s e d o a i g t a e m n
tem to receive an external trigger, and read out and.pro. booster BPM system. nstead of having to make manycess the BPM data at the end of the ramp cycle. Once m.asurements over a period of tens of milliseconds, the

ces th BP daa t te ed o th rmp ycl. Oce transport BPM system must only make a measurement
the BPM system receives its external trigger, the list se- tnspor B.1 sysm mst oym e a m a nt
quencer collects data asynchronously until it has recorded once every 0.1 seconds or more. However, it is important
its 33 measurement cycles, that the measurement be made at precisely the time the

The external trigger for the booster is provided by a electron beam is passing.
peaking strip. This is a device in the booster ring which The transport BPM systems also use R10Ts to multiplex
consists of a magnetic material with a very narrow hys- signals from multiple BPMs, but since each transport line
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,-Botroz'l for its noise to not perturb them is quite fortunate. This is
because position information from the second LTB BPM

[4.33= (the-BPM after the first bending maglet) is used by the
[ linac energy feedback system as a measure of the current

acceleration energy of the linac. This feedback system is
CUM described further in another paper to be presented at this

6. ~ conference. [5]

IV. CONCLUSION
II U IT 13 8,30 ITO U1 33 316 31 414 4 4 The injector beam position monitor systems have suc-

iWO = * s cessfully been used to measure electron orbits and to di-""a" tdqo kem M2 NW.Wmul11,Y*% LU m

su..-.o agnose configuration problems. The booster BPM system
has proved capable of measuring orbits at intervals of 2

SMu5 #$m ,m milliseconds during the ramp every two seconds. Further
Figure 1 development is in progress to improve the system.

Injector control system horizontal orbit menu V. REFERENCES

has less than 10 BPMs, a second level of multiplexing is
not necessary. Thus, the outputs from the R10T modules [1] H. Wiedeman, "3 GeV Injector Synchrotron for
are fed into RF heads and then sent on to a pair of dual Spear." At this Conference.
track andt old modules built by SLAC[4] which function (2] S. Baird et al, "Commissioning the SSRL Injector." At
as peak detectors. The transport BPM systems make use ts Ceee.
of a feature of the RF heads not used by the booster BPM [3] J. Sebek et al, "Diagnostic Instrumentation for the
system. This is the ability to sum the signals from each of SSRL 3 GeV Injector for SPEAR." At this Conference.
its inputs to provide an output trigger signal which is used (4] SLAC Instrumetation and Control Division, "SLC
to reset the dual track and hold modules. Since the dual Control System Hardware Manual Release 3.0" SLAC
track and hold modules once triggered will simply store the internal document, 1988.
largest signal they see, it is not necessary to synchronize (5] L. Emery, "Energy Feedback system for the SSRL In-
the operation of the BPM system in any other way. In jector Linac." At this Conference.
fact, the RIOTs are multiplexed asynchronously from any
external trigger, with the only requirement being that they
must dwell on a particular BPM for 0.12 seconds to ensure
that the electron beam has passed through the BPM at
least once. The control computer computes sums and dif.
ferences of BPM button signals in a similar manner to the
booster BPM system and displays the calculated a and y
positions on a computer menu.

Some problems-have been encountered in the operation
of the transport BPM electronics while the injection and
ejection kickers are on. The problem is that the kickers
generate RP signals that propagate down the beam pipes
to the locations of the BPMs and induce signals in their
processing electronics. During normal ramping, this kicker
"noise" is sufficient to trigger the dual track and hold well
before the passage of the electron bunch, except for the first
two BPMs in the injection line. This is not that much of a
problem for steering the injcction line, since one can turn
off the injection kicker until the beam has been well steered.
This solution is, of course, not possible for the ejection line,
since if the ejection kicker is tutned off, there is no beam in
the ejection line. In actual operation, the normal practice
has been to use the automatic measurement system for the
injection line and steer through the ejection line by looking
at the BPM signals directly on an oscilloscope.

The fact that the first two BPMs in the injection line
are sufficiently far enough away from the injection kicker
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DELTA Beam Position Monitor

S. Brinker, R. Heisterhagen, K. Wille
Accelerator physics

University of Dortmund

Abstract be-sufficient., In the vicinity of the orbit, the linear aprox-
imation holds [1]

For-the electron storage:ring DELTA1 (Dortmund.ELec- sl+s2-s3-s4
tron Test Accelerator) a beam-position-monitor system = *s+s2 s3 s4 (1)
based on button pickups has'been designed. Two different sl + s2 + s3 + A
concep4 for the monitor electronics have been developed AZ * s2+s3-sl-s4 (2)

obtaining a long-term stability better-than +/- 150,pm sl + s2 + s3 + s4
and a sh'ot-term, resolution below +/- 10 pmn. There are
no hybrids integrated in the electronic circuits as all four whe sis teclled moitor cns a nds ar

'buton--sgnas soul b e mplfie an diitied o po-the signals received from the four Oickups. av depends on'button signals should be amplified and digitized to pro- the geometry of the monitor and is estimated to be less
vide, redundancy. First, a concept using "four separated then 20 mm for the DELTA monitor. The following inves-
eletronic branches, one for eachbutton, 'was tested. Then tijations refer, to this value of a.
aconcept with a multiplexer in front followed by only one Tie monitor frequency is choosen tobe 600MHz because
amplifier was designed.This concept; the electronic circuits it is the lowest frequency component in any mode of oper-
iihd the measurements will be presented. ation with different numbers of bunches [5].

The pickup signal is estimated tobe [3]

1 General elements of the BPM Upicktp[mV] = 0.5 * lbeam[mA] (3)

The beam-position-monitor system, of the DELTA syn- with centered beam.
chrotron and storage ring is based on pickup monitors with
four pickups2 (fig'l.). The required short 'time resolution
is about +/- 10 pm. The absolute accuracy has to be less 2 The BPM concept
than +/-q150 Jm duzing some weeks [][5]. It was decided to amplify each pickup signal separately as

it is possible to calculate the beam position from only three
of the fout signals. The advantage is redundancy.

~ 10.?I to 4
IN 4 tot I NH:o

49965 PNOUT

488,95 M HZ OC

Figure 1: Cross section of the DELTA beam position mon.
itor.

The dependence of the pickup signals on the beam po- Figure 2: Scheme of the 1PM electronics

sition will be subject to further investigations, but in the
central region of the monitor a linear approximation will A cnce adelped only one itmed i-_________________quency (IF) amplifier and a four-to-one PIN switch multi-

IOther contributions of DELTA to this conference plexer in front, which is subject to the following account.
2The pickups were developed by the ESRF. (fig. 2)
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3 The mixer circuit board determined by a stripline resonator tuned with a voltage.
variable capacitor, known as "varactor". The 500MHz sig-

The pickups are connected to the filter/mixer unit by semi- nal is amplified by a Monolythic Microwave Integrated Cir-
rigide cables With SMA connectors. The filters are of the cuit and distributed to four coaxial outputs by a power
16*-pass type of5th order for protecting the following PIN divider. One local oscillator provides four mixer boards
switch-from high frequency components of the pickup sig- because there will' be four BPM electronics in one rack.
fial. The low passes are made in hybrid technique, combin-
ing printed-inductivities and discrete chip capacitors (fig
3). Using discretecapacitors is necessary since the dimen- 6 Measurements
sions of printed capacitors are too large for nounting all
four filters on one side of a standard circuit board, with The long-time frequency drift of the local oscillator is less
sufficient distance. The subsequent multiplexing is per- then 10- 6, respectively 50011z. Therefore there will be no
formed by a PIN switch using~a 100ttz clock signal. The problem with the narrow-band crystal filter (7kHz band-
output signal is mixed down to the intermediate frequency width) in the IF amplifier.
of 10.7MHz and then sent to the coaxial output channel. Fig. 4 shows the arrangement for testing the BPM elec-

tronics. The input signals are provided by a signal gener-
ator, a power divider and, if necessary, some attenuators.

Low pcass In hybr~cde ±echnique The analysis is done by a multi-channel millivolt meter
a) Incuctivities (printed) conected to a personal computer.

ground hip ccpocltors
plane Poaitr

Figure 3: Low-pass filter with chip capacitors and printed
inductivities.
a) Cross section of the circuit board
b) top view of the circuit board.

Figure 4: Test arrangement for the PPM electronic.

Fig. 5 exhibits the relative drift in pm during four days.
4 The IF amplifier board The drift was less then +1- 15um.

The IF amplifier consists of two gain-controlled integrated +20

circuit amplifiers followed by a fixed-gain amplifier and a
fast rectifier (demodulator). The demodulated signal is
distributed to two circuits: 1) One part of the signal is
averaged over a long time and used for the gain control of I
the two leading amplifiers. Therefore, the output signal X jyjr
is independend of the beam current resp. the average of
the four pickup signals. 2) The other part of the signal is
demultiplexed to the four output channels, each averaged
by a long-time-constant RC filter. This four 'DC' signals
are sent to the output of the board. -20

(lays

5 The local oscillator board Figure 5: Drift of the BPM electronics during four days.

The local oscillator is of the phase-locked-loop t)pe, con- Fig. 6 sholib th, d3nainie range of the BPM electronics.
sisting of a crystal reference oscillator, a ultagt controlled Figured ib the t;aluated pobitiun of the bimulatud beam
oscillator (VCO) of about 500MHz, a 1.256 dixider and a .ersus the aerage pickup xultagu. One can bee that the
phase comparator. The resonance frequtncy of tht VCO ib linear range runs from 0.CGuV to 118 iV. This reprfsents
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a'beham curreiit varying from about '1.3mA to 240mA (see 1983.
eq. 3) with an error 6f less than +/- 25pm. [2] DELTA Group, Status Report 1990.

Since the sensitivity of the IF amplifier can be choosen [3] S. Bfinkmann, R. Heisterhagen, K. Wille: Report on
in a Wide, range, it is possible to shift the lineare range the Electronics for the BPM, DELTA Internal Report 1990.
to higher beam currents, for example-500 mA. If neces- [4] S.Brinker, Detailed Description of the BPM electronics,
sary, this, can be done After measuring the prototype of DELTA Internal Report 1991- (in preparation).
the DELTA monitor. [5] S.Brinkmann, L.Falck, N. Marquardt, K.Wille: Design

+50 Study of the Beam-Position Monitor for the ESRF, '1988.

-50 1
1.3 Ibeam, [mA] 240

Figure 6: Linearity of the 'BPM electronics in the range-of
beam currents from 1.3 mA to 240 mA.

Fig. 7 is a plot of the distribution of 1000 measured
values with constant signal input. It is a measure of the
electronic noise. The standard deviation is less then 5pm.

max

0

°-

-10 Ax[pn] +10
Figure 7: Resolution of the BPM due to electronic noise.

7 Conclusion

A prototype version of the BPM electronics was tested.
For a fixed monitor constant a of 20 mm, a resolution
of less then +/- 5pm is achived. Both, the deviation from
linearity and the drift are less then +/- 25 pm. The overall
deviation is less then +/- 50pm. Therefore the electronics
fulfils the required demands.

8 Refererices
(1] J. Borer, C. Bovet: Computer response of four pick-up

buttons in an elliptical vacuum chamber, LEP Note 461,
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Beam Position MeaSiurementSystem for SRRC

G. I Jan* andK. T. HSu
Synchrotron Radiation Research Center

Hsinchu 30077,-Taiwan, R. 0.'C.
* also Department of Electrikal Engineering, National Taiwan University

Taipei 10764, Taiwan, R. 0. C.

Abstract

The beam position monitors, processing electronics sMA cn
and VME cmie based:data acquisition system have been
designed and implemetiied recently in SRRC. The beam
position monitor is composed of four button-type
electrodes mounted on skew position of vacuum chamber. -utU cto,

The switched detector processing electronics and the high
speed dataacquisition system were choseifor fast beam
position measurement due to the requirement of the global
harmonic orbit correction andithe local beam position
feedback system. The beam posiion measurement system
will be ,provided fast and accurate beam position
information for the 1.3 GeV storage ring.

REQUIREMENT OF BEAM POSITION MONITORING
SYSTEM

The beam position measurement system should be

fulfilled thefollowing goals: Figure 1. Beam position monitor.

* First turn beam trajectory measurement with accuracy
±'1 inituo aid commissioning of the storage ring. equipment. The setting offset of each BPM will provide

* Accurat beam position measurement for closed orbit the correction information for beam position measurement.
c&ntion.

* Provid& fast beam position information for global The sensitivity of the BPM is about 7.5% and 6%
harmonic eedback and local feedback purpose. change in signal strength near the center of the BPM in

* High dynamic range, working, form 0.2 mA to 200 horizontal and vertical direction respectively. The
mA of beam current with small current dependent calibration coefficient for nonlinearity correction are find
accuracy. out from the data of the BPM calibration measurement.

* To aid lattice function measurement.
PROCESSING ELECTRONICS

To meet above stringent requirements, all elements and
modules in beam position measurement system should be The global harmonic feedback and the local beam
carefully designed and implemented. position feedback plays an important role in the low

emittance synchrotron light source. The high speed
BEAM POSITION MONITOR processing electronics for the beam position monitor are

highly desirable.
There are 47 sets of beam position monitor (BPM) to

provide beam position information for the 1.3 GeV Processing electronics is shown in Figure 2 which is
electron storage ring [1], each BPM is composed of four slight modify from the design of NSLS [21. There are
button type electrodes With SMA feedthrough connectors several synchrotron radiation facilities [3,4,5] which are
that are welded on the vacuum chamber directly as shown under construction will build the similar system. This
in Figure 1. The;BPM will mount on the BPM fixture approach uses solid state switch as RF multiplexer to
which is fixed on the magnet support near the quadrupole select signal pickup by the button electrode. The selected
magnet via an aluminum frame block. The adjustment signal is sent to the IF module by a 20-50 meter high
mechanism of BPM are used to adjust the position of quality coaxial cable. The IF module is a high dynamic
BPM. The frame block fixes tightly with BPM and range superheterodyne receiver turned at the 200th
provides reference planes for BPM calibration before harmonic of the revolution frequency (500 MHz) to
installation, and also provides reference plane for alignment amplify and to detect the beam signal. The processing
with quadrupole bore after being installed. The setting error electronics are packaged in Eurocard bin. The signal from
of BPM will be measured by dimensional measurement the BPM is connected to the front panel and the processed
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The beam signal from four button electrodes are read development tools under VAX/VMS over a TCP/IP
into ILC sequentially. The detected signal of processing network. The software components at the ILCs for the
electronics for four electrodes will be added, subtracted and beam position acquisition are composed network server,
normalized to obtain normalization horizontal and vertical computation server, and I/O tasks.
signal by ILC, The beam position can be obtained by
using suitable algorithm. The nonlinearity of BPM can be The measurement system of the beam position
also linearized by appropriate linearization method. performs as an orbit server. The high precision beam

position information can be sent via ethernet to process
The first turn trajectory measurement is helpful for the computer or workstations for the use of the closed orbit

machine commissioning. Six special VME modules will correction or the other purpose. The nonlinearity of BPM
be used to support the first turn and next 10 turns beam is corrected by suitable algorithm [6,7], which is also done

posiionmeaureent Ths moulehav eiht hanels by the local orbit acquisition system. The orbit acquisition
posiionmeaureent Ths moulehav eiht hanels system also provide fast beam position information for real

with 8 bits video analog-to-digital converter, each channel time beam position feedback system.
has 1 kbyte dual-port memory. The signal form each
processing electronics are digitized and stored at memory BEAM POSITION FEEDBACK SYSTEM
for analysis. Since, the processing electronics is an
multiplex system, only one signal is selected for each The global harmonic feedback and the local feedback
injection cycle. Hence, four injection cycle in needed to will enhance the performance of the storage ring [8,9,10],
complete data acquisition sequence on the basis that cycle provide a good stability for photon beam line, especially
by cycle variation of injection condition is not change for the beam line of insertion devices.
drastically. This special VME module with larger memory
also will be used with the single turn position Most of the existing global or local beam feedback
measurement electronics which will be installed

conuncionwit oe o tw BP toprvid a sefl tol systems were implemented by analog circuit, mainlyForguchion stdy because they were designed for operating machines and use
fo icnstusmall number of position monitor and corectors. It is

ORBIT ACQUISITION SYSTEM difficult to implement analog global beam position
feedback system at the third generation synchrotron
radiation facility because these machine use a lot of BPMs

The major role of orbit acquisition system is to collect and corectors to maintain its beam quality. All digitalelectron beam position information. The measurement methods are more flexible and easy implement for a
system of the electron orbit is composed of three set of complex system than analog method.
electronic racks which are located at three locations at the
inner area of the storage ring. Each BPM has its own The beam feedback system needs information of
processing electronics. Each set of electronic rack will electron beam position and photon beam position. In order
handl the 16 BPMs of two superperiods as shown in T m as t te o e oi
Figure 3. The ILC are based on the Motorola MVME-147 position monitoring sysem should have fast response. The
CPU board with a 68030 microprocessor and a processing electronic of the BPM and the orbit acquisition
68882 floating-point coprocessor, 4 Mbyte on board ILCs can provide about 500 beam position reading per
memory and etherne interface. The porb i real time kernel second.
with network support pNA + was chosen for ILCs. The
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,At early operation stage of storage ring, position useful suggestion. The author also grateful to Dr. Y.
feedback is not necessary. In order to improve the Cheng and Dr. C.C. Kuo for the discussion about beam
performance of storage ring, the position feedback system position feedback of the storage ring. The help from Prof.
will be implemented after machine commissioning. The Y. C. Liu, Dr. J. R. Chen and Dr. K. K. Lin are also
beam position feedback system supports the global highly appreciate.
-harmonib feedback mode or the local feedback mode as
well as the combine of both approach. REFERENCES

Since speed is critical at the application of real time [1] "SRRC Design Handbook", Synchrotron Radiation
beam position feedback system, the beam position feedback Research Center, April 1989.
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orbit control ILC. This link will transfer the electron beam Accelerator Science and Technology, 1987, Tokyo,
position and the photon beam position information to orbit Japan.
control ILC. There are many choice about number crunching [71 J. Borer, C. Bovet ,et D. Cocq, "Algorithmes de
board on VMEbus system which is under evaluation, such linearisation des pick-ups", LEP Note 582, 21 Mai
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digital signal processing board, all of these number [8] R. 0. Hettel, "Beam steering at the Stanford
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SUMMARY

The processing electronics and the VMbus based fast
orbit acquisition system for th" beam position
measurement system is under develoy. nt. The system
can be provided high accuracy beam position for the upper
layer beam dynamic related applications. The orbit
acquisition rate is about 500 orbit/see, this rate satisfied the
requirements of the fast beam position feedback system for
the storage ring of SRRC-which is also under intensive
study.
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THELEP SYNCHROTRON LIGHT MONITORS
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Abstrdct mirror, the original plane mirror is deformed into a spherical mirror
Four monitors are installed in LEP, two perparticle type. Two of -of 700 m focal length with irregularities with respect to the sphere

the monitors are at dispersion free locations -which permit of 20 to 50 nm. The beryllium mirror is 23 mm high in order to fit
measureient of the transverse emittance, estimation of the energy into the available Space. One of the main limitations of the monitors
spread and detection of various instabilities., The light has its origin is the diffraction which increases with the light wavelength,
in the nin bending, magnets. The source ,is imaged onto the therefore the shortest possible wavelength should be used for the
detectors by means of catadioptric optics. Two' detectors are ued, profile measurements. The possibility of measuring profiles at
one a CCD matrix and the other made up of a fait optoelectreonic various, wavelengths'for estimating the diffraction broadening is
shutter and wavelength shifter coupled to a CCD matrix, foreseen. The shortest wavelength is first limited by the extraction
Observationis can either be made in the normal TV mode or in digital window separating the LEP vacuum from the outside. With a quartz
nmodes where one or more profiles (burst mode) are stored on the window, this lower limit is fixed at 180 nm. The upper limit is
CCD and then digitized in[12 bit ADC's. In the burst mode, up to 18 determined by the detector and is equal to 1100 nm for the CCD
profiles separated by I to 256 turns can be acquired. The results am detector used. This large domain led to the use of a catadioptrlc
either presented, as data mixed With the TV picture or as two or system which provides an achromatic focusing over the whole
three dimensional plots and projections on a workstation. Results spectrum.
and present performance are presented.

1. MONITOR LAYOUT
Four synchrotron light monitors are installed around

Intersection point 8.-The light originates In the bending magnets at k tssits~fI
points close to defocusing-quadrupoles in order to have maximum
vertical beam dimensions. These quadrupoles are also equipped with
position monitors. The first two telescopes on each side of the
intersction observe a near dispersion free section, whereas the two
others are located where the dispersion is large, This set-up permits
the measurement of transverse emittances and an estimation of the --

energy dispersion.

_S18 e
+  
-- t83 QS18e

.OSl2- H 50.6 m Fig. 2: Schematic view of the LEP synchrotron light monitori
0S12e* BS2 V. 1236m

d. 487m, d-300m. 8H - 32.9 m -1.4 m Only the parallel polarization component of the light should be
d- 487, d- 3Ore, V -76.4rn

D . 0.01 m used for obtaining the best resolution. The vertical component is
discarded by a combination of two metallic mirrors. The best

Fig. I : Synchrotron Light Monitors locations, combination fitting in the available space made use of the beryllium
extraction mirror and a chromium coated mirror with incidence

The four bunches in each beam are separated by 22 ps. The angles at the mirrors of 31" and 59'. This arrangement attenuates
relevant beam optics parameters are given in Fig. 1. The nominal the power from the perpendicular polarization to about 5% of the
beam parameters for LEP phase'l are a maximum beam energy of total and brings the light back into the horizontal plane on top of the
50 GeV, a stored current of 3 mA per beam, ad at 46 GeV a bending magnet. Next to diffraction, the longitudinal acceptance will
horizontal emittance of 41.9 rm, a vertical emittance of 1.68 nm and limit the precision of the profile measurements through defocusing
an energy dispersion of 0.766 per mill. and, in the horizontal plane, orbit sagitta. These effects can be

controlled by limiting the angular acceptance in the horizontal
plane, which is best achieved by using a horizontal slit at the focal

2. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION plane of the focusing mirror. This can be seen easily in the phase.
A schematic view of a monitor is given in Fig.2. In order not to space plot of Fig. 3. This phase.space has been described in (1, and

interfere with the circulating beams, the light extraction mirrors are the drawing is made at the nominal light origin. The horizontal axis
located outside the nominal hori ontal vacuum chamber acceptance is the horizontal beam position and the vertical axis is the horizontal
of 131 mm. This leads to a light origin to mirror distance of 21.72 mi, angular deflection. The beam trajectory is a parabola, the extraction
for a 20 mm wide mirror, which is slightly smaller than the length of mirror is transformed in a skewed band and the slit in the focal
a four bending magnet string (23.44 m). To make room for the plane is a horizontal acceptance band. As can be seen in the sketch,
synchrotron light, the vacuum chamber preceding the extraction the longitudinal limits set by the slit are independent of orbit
mirror has been enlarged in the last bending magnet to a width of position changes, which would not be the case with a diaphragm
159 m. Calculations of the defoimation due to thermal loading located at any other position. This slit does not generate a vertical
have imposed the use of a beryllium mirror in order to keep the diffraction pattern which is a great advantage. The vertical
surface irregularities within acceptable limits. With a 10 mm thick diffraction will only result from the natural diffraction of the
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synchrotron light pattern and from'the limitations in thevertical light origin selecting slit can be varied in aperture from 0 to 10 mm
plane set by the extraction mirror, in 0.1 mm steps, adjusting the angular acceptance from 0 to +/- 1.25

mrad. Its center can be adjusted in the same way within +/. 5 mm.
Two detectors are installed, either the light is focused directly on
the entrince face of the wavelength shifter/fast shutter assembly, or
it IL deflected via. a movable mirror/camera assembly (2] directly
onto a CCD chip. All 'movements are made via steppingmotors. The

S w elements were first aligned in a surface laboratory and then again
> ~ ~ ~during the installation in the tunnel. The final tuning was made

SM\MN,> with the LEP beams.
3 -0 - .oThe elements in the telescopes are remotely controlled via the

-- -- > LEP control syste (Fig. 4). Two VME crates (ECA's) located in an
oz underground cavern at about 500 m from the telescopes are used to

.' " \ '7M control and read data from the four telescopes. The VME crates each
house a 68010 CPU, communications and timing modules, stepping
motor controllers, camera mode controllers and image acquisition
cards. The software is written in Pascal and C-using the RMS68K
-operating system. Image acquisition and processing is performed on
request, at a user.defined frequency or on external events. Apollo

Fig. 3 :Horizontal phasspace plot of the synchrotron light monitor, workstations are used to display the results and images in the PCR
(rvessin Control Room). A menu-driven program for the PCA's

CCD frame, transfer detectors are used. Their well defined gives complete test facilities, and can be used to display the two

geometry and control flexibility -makes them very attractive for this dimensional images and projections.

application. T1'eir main disadvantage is the lower cut.off wavelength
of 450 n which leads to the use of a wavelength shifter. The latter EESOPEI TELESCOPE TELESCOPE TELESCOPE

is inutided in a fast optoelectronic shutter enabling the separation of
individual' bunches -and the choice of predetermined observation
times.

C.AL PROCESSIN 1ONALP POCESSIN
AND CONTROLI ANDCONTROL

3. YSTM DSC:~i'l6NECAl I VME CRATE) ECA2 (VME CRATE)3. SYSTEM Dt. -?nr6N ĉ

The enlarged vacuum-chamber is connected to a small light MLSMIis
extraction tank which takes the place of the hydroformed bellows Re &

used between adjacent chambers, The tank has a length of either PROCESSCONTROL ASSEMLY

202 mm or 300 mm depending if it is at the QS 18 or QS 12 monitor. APOLLOW.S.

The tank is made of a machined and water-cooled copper piece to
which a bellows is brazed to give some degree of freedom with
respect to the adjacent chambers. Also brazed to it are the light P.C R

extraction tube and the passage for the beryllium mirror. This tank TOKENRING

will absorb most of the incoming synchrotron radiation power, i.e.
130 W in LEP phase 1. It p110vides as smooth a transition as possible
between the two vacuum chamber sections. The light extraction Fig. 4: System control chain.
tube, including the pieces up to the telescope, acts as a waveguide
below cut-off for the electromagnetic fields induced by the beam.
This keeps the RF losses of the set-up at a reasonable value. The 4, DETECTORS
beryllium mirror is tightly fixed onto a water cooled support and can 'The CCD chip [31 consists of 110'000 useful light sensitive pixels,
be retracted from the light path if necessary. The mirror assembly is eaci, 23 pm square, arranged in 288 rows of 384 columns, the
mounted on the telescope tube for maximum stability. A speetrnl response of the CCD extends from 450 to 1100 nm. The
compensating bellows takes any stress from the telescope tube. The CC/J'is of the frame transfer pe meaning that there are two active
telescope itself is mounted in a stainless steel tube of 350 mm inner ai -,rs on the chip, one area (imake zone) is used to acquire the new
diameter and 3.44 m length. This tube is located above the bending dav. whilst the second area (memory zone) is used to read out'the
magnet and rests on a stable support made of I shaped aluminium previously acquired data. Transfer between the two zones occurs at
beams. The optical elements and the detectors are fixed on a 3.2 m t-,, end of each integration period and takes 0.16 ms. The linear
long optical bench. As mentioned previously, the first folding mirror dyamic range of the CCD is greater than 1:700.
is chromium coated. The two other mirrors are aluminium coated for 'The CCD -control electronics have been designed to give
maximum reflectivity down to the UV domain. The incidence angle complete control of the integration and readout times of the chip. In
on the focusing mirror has been kept to less than 2 degrees to the simph:imt mode of operation the CCD operates as a conventional
minimize the astigmatism. The focal length of this mirror is 4.04 m, TV, camera with an integration time of 20 ms. In the normal digital
which is a compromise between available length and magnification. op(.ration mode the intferation time can be varied from 100 pa to 65
The magnification of the telescope is G = 0.2. The first two mirrors ms and the pixels can be read out at a rate of 1 MHz, rate dictated
can be rotated around the horizontal axis and the third mirror by .he ADC used. The start of the integration time can be
around the vertical axis to center the light spot on the detectors. syuebronized to an external event. In these two modes of operation
Two sets of seven chromatic and seven density filters allow the the complete image area of 288 rows is shifted to the memory zone
choice of the wavelength used and adjustment of the light intensity for readout when the integration time has elapsed. The third and
to the dynamic range of the detectors. At present, filters centered molt complex operational mode of the detector is the "multi-image"
around 483, 450, 253 nm are used for measuring the profiles, and or "Durst" mode. In this mode, the image area is shifted to the
filters centered around 622 and 800 nm are used to assess the memory zone in discrete blocks during the acquisition time, these
contribution of the diffraction to the profile enlargements. Six blocks consist of a preselected number of rows (from 16 to 128). By
density filters are available with transmissions from 100 to 1 %. The using this block shifting technique, in conjunction with the external
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fast eiectronic shutter,.up to 18 images can be stored in the CCD of operation. The linearity of the monitors was checked and found
during one acquisition period. The external shutter and the shifting good to 3% over two decades of intensity. The contribution of the slit
of the pixel rows have to be synchronized to each other. There is a width Ws was investigated and it was confirmed that for the

dead time between exposures of about 25 ps for 8 exposures. The measurement of the horizontal emittance there is an optimum slitreadout of the memory zone is done in the same way as described opening around 3 mm where the combined contributions from the
previously, longitudinal acceptance and the diffraction are minimum. For the

vertical emittance the best result is obtained with ,the smallest
possible slit, a practical limit being around 0.5 mm. The variation of
the beam rms values were measured as a function of the Wavelength
and the contribution of the diffraction evaluated. These various
contributions can be considered as an rms broadening which will add

Y' " "quadratically to the beam size. The estimated values, given in pm.

4a7h z 2 X / ws , for the horizontal diffraction,
Fig. 5 :"Burst mode": The top zone is the image area on which the
sjichrotron light is imiaged. The shaded zone is the memory area. 0 Dv = 4 2/3 for the vertical diffraction,

Between successive light pulses, controlled by the fast shutter, the aIA = 70 w. , for the longitudinal acceptance,
stored profiles are shifted down to the memory area, At the end of
the process up to eighteen profiles (six illustrated) are stored in the %being expressed in nm and w. mm.
memory area of the CCD. No measurable difference could be observed between the

The wavelength converter/shutter is a commercial product (4]. It horizontal-and vertical broadenings due to the slit width. Further
consists of a two stage image intensifier with a magnification of studies are needed to improve the precision of these estimations.
11/18, The input window is made of quartz and the photocathode is The fast shutter was operated in TV, digital full frame and digi.
sensitive from below 180 nm up to 300 nm. The phosphor radiates at tal burst modes. Below is the resulting 3-D plot of eight successive
520 nm and has a fast decay time of 100 ns to be compatible with the turns of the same bunch. The program gave also the plot of the
burst mode. The high voltage (5 to 10 kV) to the intensifier Is pulsed centres of charge as well as various displays for the individual shots.
so that the device behaves as an electronic shutter With a rise/fall
time of a few microseconds and an open time of about 10 ps. The o_ _,_ , __._

intensifier is directly coupled to the CCD chip via a fiberoptic
bundle. The pulsing interval can be adjusted from 1 to 256 beam
turns and can be locked onto any of the four circulating bunches.

5. DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING
The CCD memory area is digitized with a 12 bit fast (1 MHz)

ADC and the result is stored in an on.board buffer memory. Once
the image has been acquired, an area of interest is found by
scanning every fourth pixel on every fourth row to find the highest
value, a rough measurement of the half height is used to define the
dimensions of this area in beth planes. Projections are then done
within this area by summing every row to get the horizontal profile,
and every column for the vertical profile. The profiles are corrected
for thermal drift by gubtracting the straight line between theendpints of the area and a smoothing of the profiles is also done.

The profiles are measured using a three pass calculation. Once the
measurement is complete, the results, profiles and the sixty by sixty
pixel portion of the image around the centre of charge are stored in
a buffer, ready to be read by the PCA. The measured sigmas and Fig. 6 : 3-D plot of eight successive turns of a selected bunch. The
their average and rms valuqs over a predetermined number of horizontal axis is the beam horizontal dimension, the other axis is
measurements are superimposed on the TV picture via a commercial the vertical beam axis within a time slot.
text generator and mixer card.
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A CCD Camera Probe for a Superconducting Cyclotron

F. 'Mrti, R. Blue,.J. Kuchar, J.A. Nolen,,B. Sherrill and J. Yurkon,
National SupercOnducting Cyclotron Laboratory,

Michigan State University,
East 'Lansing, Mi 48824

Abstract
The traditional internal beam probes in cyclotrons have A
consisted of a differential element, a wire or thin strip, and
a main probe with several fingers to determine the vertical
distribution of the beam. The resolution of these probes
is limited, eipecially in the vertical.direction. We have de-
veloped a probe for our K1200 superconducting cyclotron
based on a CCD TV camera that works in a 6 T magnetic
field. The camera looks at the beam spot on a scintillat- T
ing screen. The TV image is processed by a frame grabber
that digitizes and disp!ays the image inpseudocolor in real
time. This probe has'mu-h better resolution than tradi-
tional probes. We ca:. see beams with total'currents as low
as 0.1 pA, with position resolution of about 0.05 mm.

Figure 1: Close up view of the probe head before welding.
to the vacuum tube. The support for the scintillating plate

Introduction is seen on the upper left. The plate is held in a groove by
springs. The two supports are the electrical connection to

The standard beam probe for the K1200 cyclotron consists the beam current monitors.
of a'beamcurreni measuring device that gives limited in-
f6rmation on the vertical beam distribution. The probe TV camera that looks at the image produced by the beam
head is made of three copper leaves separated by small h amea h ook at te ge roduc e y the
insulating spacers in the vertical direction. The height of hitting a phosphor covered plate. The small size of the
each leaf is approximately 6 mm. The probe thickness in camera allows it to be placed close to the screen. The im-
the beam path direction is such that it stops completely age gives a detailed view of the current density in r and
most of the heavy ions in the energy range of our cyclotron, z, with position resolution of about 0.05 mm. Total beam
but not'so for lighter ions. The only information that we currents below one electrical pA are easily analyzed. This
obtain with this probe is the total current as a function probe opens new possibilities for the study of internal beam

of radius. This is probably enough to study vacuum loses dynamics and allows tuning very weak beams, below one
and tune the beam through resonances by maximizing the pA.

transmitted beam current, but very little can be learned
about beam dynamics. Several attempts have been made TV probe
at other laboratories to obtain more information on the
internal beam, but these techniques all have limitations -The desire to make the new probe and the standard prcbe
[1, 2]. interchangeable, so as to use the same hardware for the

After our successful experience with the use of scintilla- drive presents severe restrictions on the physical dimen-
tors and a frame grabber to tune and study external beams sions. The space is limited to a tube of 1.25 inches diam-
[3] and similar experiments at other laboratories [4, 5, 6, 7], eter that is inserted in the median plane between the two
we decided to look into the possibility of building a beam sections of the superconducting coil.
probe physically compatible with the present current probe Two major concerns were the possibility of radiation
that could include a TV camera to look at a phosphor coy- damage to the camera and the high magnetic field (6 T)
ered plate. This new kind of internal beam probe was then in which the camera must work. The simplification offered
developed for the K1200 cyclotron. It consists of a small by inserting the camera close to the plate, compared to
0-7803-0135.891$01.00 UIEEE 1163
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Figure 2: TV camera positioned behind the window as it
Wodld-appear inside the stainless steel tube that is posi-
tioned above. Figure 3: Contour plot of light intensity on the scintillator

for a He beam of 40 MeV/u. The probe is at a fixed radius
using an, optical system with its associated loses, induced (0.83 m), just outside the vr = 2P, coupling resonance.
us to design and build the TV probe. We chose an ELMO The plot on the left corresponds to a centered beam, while
102BW camera after testing it in a magnetic fieldbecause the one on the right is from an off-centered beam.
of its small size and image quality.

Figure 1 shows a close up view-of the probe head, while
Figure 2 shows the TV camera placed behind the head produced in limited quantities in the ion source. Modern
next to the stainless tube that encloses the system. The 4r detector experiments require low intensities and- can
ruler is marked in inches. The phosphor plate is removable, make use of these weak high energy beams.
allowing an easy change of the phosphor if needed. The The glass dome visibleat the lower-left in figure 1 is
probe removal and reinsertion in the cyclotron can be done used to insert an illuminating optic fiber. The purpose
under vacuum in a period of 30 minutes. The screens are is to inspect the condition of the screen in case there are
produced by spraying ZnS[8] phosphor with Krylon as a doubts about its integrity.
binding agent. The RS170 TV signal from the camera can be sent di-

The two insulators that support the head are hollow, rectly to a B&W monitor or to tile frame grabber [3] which
and a conducting rod traverses-to carry the current signal displays the intensity levels displayed in pseudocolor on a
to the beam current monitors (BCMs). We have had dif- color monitor in real time. Figure 3 shows an example
ficulties reading beam currents below 100 pA, but a beam of the equicontours of the light intensity for two differ-
current below 1 pA gives an easily viewable light output for ent centering coil values with the probe at a fixed radius.
the TV camera and produces no radiation damage to the The beam probe was placed just beyond the region of the
COD. We have noticed permanent radiation induced dam- Pr = 2 z resonance. This coupling resonance- transfers en-
age for currents above 1 nA. This threshold depends on the ergy between the horizontal and vertical oscillation planes.
ion and its energy. But for the cases that we have tested Most of our beams have to cross this resonance, and severe
this seems to happen at least 100 times above the currents losses can occur if the beam is not centered when crossing
that we would normally use for TV viewing. The tuning is it. As the figure shows, the probe picture gives a dramatic
normally performed with attenuators inserted in the injec- visualization of the increase of the vertical oscillation be-
tion beamline. These screens[9] which are available with tween the centered beam (left picture) and an off-centered
different combination of transmissions, down to 10- 7, sam- beam (right). These pictures were digitized from a video
pie the beam over the complete phase space, rather than tape recording. Digitizing from a recorded image intro-
just collimating it. In the regime of negligible space charge, duces some noise that is not present when capturing frames
the small amount of current that is injected, is then repre- from a live image.
sentative of the total-beam; the attenuator thus provides Figure 4 shows five intensity contour plots taken at ap-
complete control of the beam intensity hitting the probe. proximately 2.5 mm increments apart in radius, with the
Once the beam is tuned, the probe is retracted and the innermost at a radius of 0.52 m. The 4tie 2 + beam had
attenuator screens adjusted to match the experiment re- an energy of approximately 10 Mev/u at this radius. The
quirements. Working with low current allows the probe vertical oscillation of the beam about the median plane is
to run with no water cooling, which lowers the electrical clearly visible . Part of the beam hits the probe plate, and
noise. The ability to tune beams with very low intensities part continues for one more orbital revolution before hit-
will allow us to accelerate to higher energies ions that are ting the plate. By then its vertical position has changed.
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Figure 4: Contoui plots at five radii showing the vertical oscillation of. the beam around the magnetic median plane.
See text for more details.

As the vertical focusing frequency P, - 0A -or this beam, [2] G. Minerbo. MENT: A maximum entropy algo-
it takes 2.5 orbital revolutions for one complete vertical rithm for reconstructing a source from projection
oscillation, data. Computer Graphics and linage Processing,

The width of the beam trace in radius must be equal 10:48, 1979.
to the radius gain per turn for a centered beam. The cal- [3] F. Marti et al. Beam diagnostics developments at
culated radius gain per turn is approximately 1.5 mm, in NSCL. In Proc. ofthe 12th International Conference
good agreement with the observed beam width. If there are o n ren. Be 1989.
fluctuations on thebeam;width when scanning the probe
radially, that must be taken as an indication of off-centered [4] M. C. Ross et al. Automated emittance measurements
beam. This is a very useful diagnostic in cyclotrons with in the SLO. In Proc. of the 1987 IEEE Particle Ac.
closely separated turns, where it is difficult to detect the celerator Conference, pages 725-728.
orbit precession from the turn pattern. It is possible to
inagine a control progiam that analyzes the beam pat- [5] A.A. lassan, C.L. Fink, and M.G. Rosing. A beam
tern and decides to change the centering coil and the dee characterization of 11- particles. In Proc. of the 1989
voltages to center the beam automatically. The pictures IEEE Particle Accelerator Conference, pages 1504-
observed during the probe motion remind us of the time 1506,
exposure of a moving quartz plate shown by Kelly during (6] T.J. Yule et al. Beam charaiwterization with video
the early operation of the LBL 88-inch cyclotron(10. imaging systems at the ANL 50-MeV If- beamline.

In. Proc. of the 1989 IEEE Particle Accelerator Con.
Conclusions ference, pages 1571-1573.

[7] D.P. Russell and K.T. McDonald. A beam-profile
The detailed information that the new probe gives in the r monitor for the BNL accelerator test facility (ATF).
and z planes with very low noise expands enormously the In Proc. Qf the 1989 IEEE Particle Accelerator Con.
work that can be done in comparing with orbit tracking ference, pages 1510-1512.
simulations. A rich new field opens to us with this new [8] We are currently using ZnS Ag activated, GTE phos-
diagnostic tool. phor type 130.
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8913815. [91 R.F. Burton, D.J. Clark, and C.M. Lyneis. Beam

attenuator for the LBL 88 inch cyclotron. ANucl. Instr.
Meth., A270:198, 1988.
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HI-SENS IIW REMOTE DIAGNOSTICS OF THE ACCELERATED
PARTICLES bEAM CROSS SECTION

P. Yu.Komissar ov, V. .Mikhailov, V. A; Rezvov,
A. A. Roschin, V.J. Sclyarenko, L. L Judin

I. V. Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute
Moscow 123182, USSR

Abstract circuit, 8-analysing capacitor, 9-resistive
-The gauge for remote monitoring. of the divider, £0-slot in removing electrodk,, 11-

density distribution of accelerated particles' slot in the input plate of analysinbeam over cross section is-based on the analysis capacitor.
spatial distribution of residual gas ionization The cross section detector includes removing and
products. With the transverse homogeneous analyzing capacitors, current collector designed
electric field the released charges are as electron-optical converter EOC) with
transported through narrow slot behind which they amplifier on microchannel plates (MCP) and
'are analyzed over energy with the electric field, corresponding power supplies. The guided beam
Then :they are registered by the open electron- ionizes BTT residual gas when passing the gap of
optical converter with micro-channel-plate removing capacitor. The ions released by the
amplifier. The image of the beam distribution, plane field are accelerated to the removing
ove iscross section from the electron-optical electrode with the shaping slot 1x50 mm in size
converter screen isread out by TV-camera for and directed perpendicular to the BTT. Passing
representation on monitor. The detector was through the shaping slot the accelerated ions
tested on cyclotrons at IJE (Moscow),1P (Kiev) form the strip beam in which the spatial
andlIP (Prague). The threshold sensitivity on distribution of particles directed along the slot
the proton beam with the energy 30 KeV 10 "i, corresponds to the distribution of particles in

the guided beam in this direction. Energy
t I~9Jl'rON distribution of the removed tons corresponds to

The accelerated beam dimension and position the investigated beam distribution over the other
m Toring ineera beam nspt trat pitisn orthogonal coordinate. Electric field ofm on torin g in beam trans port tract ( MTT) is n l s g ca ci o pe f r s t e n ly s of h s

significant when performing precise nuclear analysing capacitor perforns the analysis of this
experiments, as well as irramlating various energy distribution. As a result, two-coordinate
targets, a. C. production, tif_ top..v For optical Image of removed Ions' distribution
example. beam profile detectors used wide which corresponding to the transverse cross sectioneltred riparticle distribution in the guided accelerated
registrated residual gas lonisatton products in particle beam, is formed on the EOC screen.

The device was proposed In 3-7 for Arrangement of analysing capacitor at an angle of
uncoTected wasurementsoftheaccelerated beam 45" to the direction of removal and removing
transverse distribution in cross section (fl .1). electrode plane provides linear correlation of

the obtained image dimensions with the dimensions

of the guided beam, and image dimension Y
corresponding to the beam dimension X in the

3 direction of removal are correlated by the

2 .V dependence

/0 9where E.u and £ are intensities of removing and

8 analysing fields, respectively. The detection of
the optical image of the beam transverse cross

6 section is performed with the industrial TV

camera.

L DEVICE CONSTRUCTION

At present, the standardized device for the
accelerated beam dimension and shift monitoring

Fig. 1. The circuit of the beam cross section was developed at IAE cyclotron. The elements of
unconnected detector. construction of the beam cross section

1- investigated beam, 2-removing capacitor, unconnected detector are placed In a standard
3,4-reflecting and removing electrodes, 5- diagnostic section with overall dimensions
permanent voltage course, 8-two-coordinate 230x230x230 mm and hole diameter for a flange
position sensitive detector, 7-registration 1868 m. The supply voltage is introduced through
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the flange on Which the removing electrode and Detector construction permits the beam
analysing capacitor with EOC are fixed. The intensity monitoring. It's enough to measure the
detection of optical image of the beam cross screen E61" beam. But the sensitiveness of the
section is performed with TV camera on the side device depends from the pressure in the BTT. For
of a flange on which the reflecting electrode of exclusing this dependence it is proposed to
removing capacitor is fixed. Thus, some change MCP-muitiplier amplification coefficient
electrodes of removing capacitor are designed in in accordance with pressure changing [5]. It may
the form of a grid with high transparence. The be reached as using some special functional
observation of EOC screen Is carried out at angle converter for changing of MCP-amplification, as
of 45 °. FOR the current location of beam by the pressure changihg calculation when
dimensions on both coordinates equation information is treated in computer.
E - V.- Euvas chosen between the intensities of The additional convenience for the user is
removing and analysing fields, and Y a -. X . produced by the unit of TV signal quasl-colok,

A remove drive which provides installation presentation. The unit is based on rapidly
of luminescent screen into the removing capacitor stopped 8-stage ADC providing the upper step
gap'is fixed on one of the sides of the frequency up to 20 Mlz. The 3 higher stages of
diagnostic section. The center of the luminescent ADC are used for modulation of 3 projectors of
screen is brought into coincidence with the line colored monitor. In this case the colored image
jining the TV lens center and EOC screen center, of the beam cross section is formed on the
This allows to perform initial tuning of the beam monitor screen, and the shape of colored stripes
using traditional diagnostics with the increased of each color corresponds to the studied beam
sensitivity, also to carry out comparative intensity distribution on the given comparison
measurements to estimate serviceability of level. We also provided a device for separation
unconnected detector. Fig. 2 shows pictures of the of sync pulses from TV signal for current
beam transverse cross section of current transmission of ADC codes into computer memory at
interception luminescent screen and £0C screen. digital processing of parameters of the guided
It can be seen that the images are identical. beam cross section. An example of the computer

data processing of the beam cross section is the
beam diagnostics in a large scattering camera of
JAE cyclotron. In this case by the signals from
two separated beam cross section detectors we
calculate position and angle of the current
incidence on a physical target inaccessible for
direct measurements (fig. 3). The section of the- station for TV image digital processing was
considered in [7.

r fl
FIG. 3. Example of determination of the beam

position on an image target.

I. MAIN PARAMETERS

Let us give for conclusion the summary table

Fig. 2. Picture of the beam transverse cross of the principle parameters of the beam cross
section from the luminescent screen (a) and section unconnected detector.
unconnected detector OC screen (b). Dimensions of the controlled area 40x40 mm
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Aperture do0nu V. REFERENCES
Spatial visual resolutilon lxi -m
Spatial resolution after computer [1] V. Agortslas, S. B~tisti, K. D. Johnson,
processing 0.1 x. m G. Shnlder, "Metody izmerenlya parametrov

'Sensitivity on 30 14eV proton beam 10-S puchka uskorennyh chastits", in Trudy 11
Effective pressure range In BTT 340 5torr Vsesoyuznogo soveschantya po uskoritelyam
Power supply voltage 10 kV zaryazhennyh, chastlts t. 2, p.8, Moscow, 1972.
Cdruumptlon current 10 ASA (21 L. Rezzonico, "Beam diagnostic at SIN", in )a
Multiplier amplification coefficient Intern. Conf . on Cycl. and their Appi. , pp.
or MCP 108 467-461,* 1987, Jonics Publishing Comp. , Tokyo.

Amplification inlhomogeneity over area 20 % 31 V. A. Rezvov, L. 1. Yudln, "Sposob lzmerenlya
Tim of Image shaping 100 ns poperechnogo raspredeleniya plot nosti pucbka

Nwnbr orAbCstags 8zaryazhennyhchastts". AS USSR N192845, 901
Sumer orf~o c AMC stge NIS p.32, 198.Step rm..ncy, MR' 141V. G. Mlkha' I y et al. , "Ionlatsionnyl datchik-Nuber of color intensity gradation on a raspredelenlya plotnosti puchka zaryazhennyh
colored monitor a8hsisp oeehom ehny" SUS

One must note that in case of necessity the chastits O p. poer 4,om se1W i. ASSS
dimensions of the controlled area can be easilyN185,90 ,p.2418.
increased up to 8040 mm. The further, increase of (5M A. N. Dryukhanov, V. A. Rezvov. L. 1. Yudln,

thes diensins . lmite bythe ize of "Deskontaktnyl datchik parametrov uskorennogo
thesod nio siied byte ieso puchka zaryazbennyh chastits". AS USSR

prodced CP.N1000219, 901 N47, p. 211, 1904.
IV. COMUSON(81 P. Yu. lcomimsrov et al. , "Seskontactnyi

Izmerltel sechenlya puchka", in Trudy 11
An explotatlon such detector at the Vsesoyuznoco soveschaniva po uskorite!yM

cyclotron and tandem in KurrC..atov Atomic Energy zarvazhennyh chastits, DUlMA, 1IM9 t.lI,p. 87.
Institute, (Moscow), in Institute of Nuclear M7 P. Yu. Komlssarov et al. , "Operativniy kontrol
Phisic (Kev). *in Institute of Nuclear Phisic vyvedennogo puchka cyklotrona,. In Trudy 10
(Pragu.-Rgage), an experiments in Vsesoyuznogo soveschanlya po, uskoritelyan
Zentraliustitute fur lKernforschung (Dresden- zaryazhennyh chastits * DUDNA, 190M, t. 1, p. 81.
Roesendorf) show that our detectors are very
usefull devices for unconnected beam diagnostic
at difference accelerators. The production of
such detectors is prepared now as for flances
apperture 188 mm, so for flances apperture 10
mmand 100.mm In accordance with standard ISO/DIS
1800.
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Intensity Interferometry and'Its Application to Beam Diagnostics

Efim Gluskin, Advanced Photon Source, APS/360,
Argonne NationalLaboratory, Argonne, IL 60439

Abstract
Ii. SR INTENSITY INTERFEROMETER

This paper presents an approach for the measurement of the
partile beam size based on x-ray intensity interferometry. Two Fig.1 presents a simplified scheme for an intensity inter-
technicallyfeasible schemes are proposed and analyzed. This ferometer.
type of interferometer will provide a resolution of a few tenths
of a micron for a positron beam that emits undulator radiation.
The minimum required time for the measurement is about 30 A Radiation source

S INTRODUCTION .... ..

I MR~UMONMonechremator

- - Slits
Intensity interferometry as introduced and developed by Delto]

H.Brown and R.Twiss (1,2] has widespread application now in Detector 2 Detector I
different areas of physics [3,4], with one of the most

successful application in laser physics due to high spectral
power laser source [5]. The possibilities of intensity Amplifier Amplifier
interfeiometry in the x-ray region are discussed elsewhere (6],
but it appears useful to consider it again because of the
creation of third-generation synchrotron radiation (SR) sources.
The main goal of these sources is the utilization of the Correlator
radiation from special insertions devices providing high
spectral power in the x-ray wavelength region. Intensity
interferometry could be an adequate tool for the particle beam Fig. I Intensity interferometer scheme: a-source size,,
diagnostics, as well as an instrument for the characterization of L-distance source-detector, 1-distance between slits, X-wave.
the coherent properties of x-ray radiation. Some possibilities length, AX-wavelength bandwidth.
for the use of intensity interferometry for synchrotron radiation
sources have already been discussed [7,8]. However, it is The signals from two "square law" detectors are amplified
essential to consider real technical schemes for applications in and multiplied together in the linear mixer. The average value
sources that exist now and are under costruction. This paper of the product gives a measure of correlation in the
discusses an undulator at Advanced Photon Source as a source fluctuations. The main result of the Brown-Twiss effect
for intensity interferometry. consists of the dependence of this product on the relative

position of the slits in front of the detectors: the correlation is
increased when slits are placed in the area coherently
illuminated by the source.

Work sponsored by U.S. Department- of Energy, BES- Two of the main characteristics of the experimental scheme

Materials Sciences under Contract W-31-109-ENG-38 should be mentioned here: the coherent time of the source
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright.
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coh,-X2/(A'c) and the resolving time -To of the correlator The spatial resolution of the beam size measurement does
which should be smaller than the reverse value of the amplifier not depend whatrind of registration technique is used-and can
bifidpa s. The relation between these parameters defines what expressed in the following form:
'kind, of the experimenial technique should be chosen for the
signaltdetectiob. In the,-case ro << tcoh the counting Al a2

technique would be adequate, and if rcoh < ro the average LX
current from the detector should be measured [9].

Before starting the, comparison of these two different It should be noted here that the approach considered in this
-techniques wene.d todetermine the optimum wavelength for paper is valid if
themeasurements, selecting as a source the Advanced Photon
Source 7-Gev, storage ring. The diffraction limit defines the 0 > h

relation between the source size a and the angular diveregence 0 1 B- a

of the radiation:
For the APS undulator this condition is satisfied.

O-Aa>:X

But from other side: 1HI CONCLUSION

0 =  I...L The feasibility of intensity interferometry for the APS
fN" undulator has been demonstrated. In addition, it has been

shown that both an acceptable time scale for measurements and
where N is the number of undulator periods and y is the the spatial resolution are readily achievable,
relativistic factor. As a result:

aX - N Acknowledgement

and for APS: The author is grateful to Dr. M. Zolotarev for fruitfull
discussions.
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H- Beam Characterization using Laser-induced Neutralization*

V. W. Yuan, R. Garcia, K. F. Johnson, K. Saadatmand,t
0. R. Sander, D. Sandoval, M. Shinas

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

Abstract 2 Experimental Setup

The Laser-induced neutralization technique, LINDA, is A schematic of the LINDA setup for the ATS measure-

important as a noninterceptive diagnostic for quantita- ments is given in Yuan et al. [1]. The 1.064-pim fundamen-

tively measuring beam emittance values. It is also valuable tal from a pulsed, mode-locked YAG laser was amplified

for its capability to characterize, both quantitatively and and frequency-doubled to produce intense pulses of 532

qualitatively, the performance and match of linac compo- nm wavelength. The mode locking, in conjunction with

nents. In this paper we present LINDA experimental re- pulse slicing, produced short, 5-H. single pulses of 23 ps

sults that show how the output beam of a radio-frequency duration and 20-30 mJ average intensity. The laser beam

quadrupole (RFQ) and drift-tube linac (DTL) combination intersected the ATS H- beam at a location 6.3 cm down-

changes with the variation of RFQ-DTL relative phase and stream of, the end of the DTL. The setup was basically

of DTL cavity power. We also present results showing the the same one used in experiments to determine emittance

effect of a longitudinal buncher on beam emittance. growth and therefore a second laser intersection point was
present 17.7 cm downstream of the end of the DTL. The
neutralized, portion of. the beam was separated from the
charged remainder with a bending magnet, and neutrals

Introduction were detected with a secondary emission monitor (SEM)
1o tlocated 9.5 meters downstream of the laser intersection

points. The time-of-flight (TOF) spectra of the arriving
The Laser-induced neutralizationtechnique, LINDA, was neutrals were digitized with a Tektronix AD7912 wave-
developed primarily to quantitatively measure einittances form digitizer, and the laser firing times were determined
of a high-intensity H- beam. Because of its non- by a Nanofast 536-10B time-interval meter. TOF spec-
interceptive nature, the technique can be used continuously tra and Nanofast times were recorded for analysis using a
in a high-intensity beam without the survival problems MicroVax II computer.
that would accompany the use of an interceptive diagnos-
tic. When used on the Los Alamos 5-MeV Accelerator Test
Stand (ATS), LINDA has also proved to be an important 3 Characterization Results
diagnostic iin characterizing the performance and match
of various components of an accelerator structure. As an Optimal transmission of the particle beam through both
example, LINDA allowed the ATS experimental team to the RFQ and DTL sections of the accelerator depends on
measure the longitudinal emittance at the exit of individ- matching the settings of the two sections to the proper val-
4al structures and provided information about the shape ues. As the settings depart from the optimal values, traits-
of the beam longitudinal phase space as a function of the mission can suffer causing beam intensity to drop. How-
operational settings of the accelerator elements. Because ever, with LINDA, we were able for the first time to see
quantitative emittance values are discussed in another pa- the actual change in shape of the longitudinal-emittance
per at this conference (1), this paper concentrates on how phase space that accompanies the reduction in transmis-
LINDA can be used to verify the optimum DTL field set- sion. Figure I shows a map of the observed longitudinal
ting, the correct buncher setting, and finally, the optimum phase space as a function of the relative RFQ-DTL phase
relative phase setting between the RFQ and the DTL. and of DTL cavity power. For each phase and amplitude

setting at which a measurement was taken, one observes a
pair of phase-space contours (reflecting the presence of the*Work supported end funded by the US Department of Defense, two laser intersection points, as mentioned above). The

Army Strategic Defense Command, under the auspices of the US

Department of Energy. similarity of the two contours in each pair indicates that
t Grummmn Corporate Research Center. no major changes in emittance shape occur in the 11.4-cn

0-7803-0135-8/91S01.00 ©IEEE
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Relative RFQ/DTL phase (deg)

-66.4 -26.6 0 13.3 26.6

341

I) 357

0
0.

mJ

O411.

Figure 1: Map of longitudinal-emittance phase space plots-measured for various DTL cavity power levels and for various
RFQ/DTL relative phases.

o 0 0 0 0 0
0 (deg) 39.8 79.7 239.0 265.6 318.7

Figure 2: Succession of emittance plots depicting the change in longitudinal emittance as the relative RFQ/DTL phase
undergoes a full 360 degree-wraparound.

132 kV 157 kV 183 kV 207 kV 233 kV 281 kV

Figure 3: Plots of longitudinal emittance for different gap voltages of the "RI" buncher.
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drift spacebetweei the lieii intersection poifits. "RI" BUNCI IVr MOIES
'Optin a1 traniission occurred at the relative phase sit-

tihgof -26.60 and aDTL power of.375 kW..Ofiecan see
'thaitithe phase space remained illiptical for change, in rel-
ati~e; phase f pproxiniately 30' to 40 fr6n.this setting. ,,,,O

,At relatiV phase settinjgs of'133'and 26.60, the mismatch
~between ,RFQ, and DTL resulted in the-growth of long tails
in the emittaiice phase space. The appearance, of these Dimc AccL
tails is evidence that, beam particle$. are beginning to fall
out of' the- rf beam, bucket. Figure 1 shows that with the <.
relative, phase held. coniant at 26.6?, a variation in the
DTL power resulted in amarkedrotation of the orienta-
tion of the long-phase-space tails. In epeating the mena-

Figure 4: Measured longitudinal emnittance for four differ-sureinents,_ we found that th'e phase setting for the onset "I

of the rotations could change. This was later traced to a ent "R1" buncher settings and for buncher off.

probIem with 'the potentiometer 'on the trombone of the
phase shifter. Hence, in addition to its value in deter- the emittance is also shown for buncher off.
mining emittance,. LINDA allowed the experimental team
to discover and correct an uncertainty in determining the
overall relatiye phase. 5 Summary

A further variation of the relative RFQ-DTL phase can
result in a large mismatch in which the entire beam falls The capabilities of LINDA as a diagnostic go beyond its

out of the rf bucket -and the transmission falls to zero. primary function of quantitatively determining emittance

Figure 2 shows the longitudinal phase-space plots as the sizes. LINDA can also serve as a valuable check on whether

relative RFQ-DTL phase is wrapped' around a full 3600. set points for rf fields, buncher settings, and RFQ/DTL

One sees the progressive distortion of the phase-space el- relative phases are optimal. When these set points are

lipse, followed by the eventual disappearance of the beam. varied far enough from their optimal settings to affect the

The beam reappears when the wraparound nears 360'. transmission of the beam, LINDA permits experimenters
to graphically see the changes in longitudinal phase space
that are causing the losses in transmission.

4 Buncher Modes
References

In a later stage of ATS development, a beam transport
fine [2] consisting of one arm of a beam funnel was in- (1] V. W. Yuan, R. Garcia, K. F. Johnson, K. Saadat-
stalled immediately downstream of the DTL. After the first mand, 0. R. Sander, D. Sandoval, and M. Shinas,
buncher of this funnel arm was installed, LINDA was used Measurement of Longitudinal Emittance Growth Us.
to characterize the buncher output beam. When a beam ing a Laser-induced Neutralization Method, 1991 Par-
micropulse passes through the buncher, the phase of the ticle Accelerator Conference, San Francisco, CA, May
power cycle that the buncher is in (buncher mode) deter- 1991.
mines the effect that the buncher will have on beam emit-
tance. A micropulse passing through the buncher while [2] K. F. Johnson, 0. R. Sander, G. 0. Bohue, J. D.
the buncher field is changing most rapidly, will either be Gilpatrick, F. W. Guy, J. H. Marquardt, K. Saadat-
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be rotated after the beam has passed through the buncher.
The bunch and debunch modes have the largest effect on
beam phase space. If the beam enters the buncher field 90
degrees out of phase with the bunch or debunch modes,
then the bunch is either accelerated or retarded (deaccel-
erated) as a whole without much change to the shape of
the emittance ellipse. Figure 3 shows the effect of the
buncher as a function of buncher gap voltage. One sees
that there is no visible effect of the buncher until the gap
voltage exceeds 200 kV. In Figure 4, the output emittance
for each of four buncher modes is shown. For comparison,
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Upgrades to the Fermilab Flying Wire Systems
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Abstract smoothest velocity profile with minimum drive current
fluctuations while the wire is in motion, as well as minimum

Flying wire systems have been installed in the Fermilab holding current with the wire at rest.
Main-Ring, Tevatron, Booster, and Accumulator to measure Analysis also indicated that a non-uniform tension in the
the transverse beam profiles. During the recent shut down neoprene/fiberglass timing belt was a major contributor to the

many improvements were incorporated to increase the unpredictable parameter settings. Mechanical adjustment to
reliability of the hardware, software, and data obtained from compensate for varying manufacturing tolerances of the belt
their operation. These improvements include adding a double was not originally provided. Thus when mechanical
fork to the Tevatron systems, developing a new components need replacement no provision was made to allow
scintillator/photomultiplier tube combination, and a broken retuning for optimum performance. By modifying the motor
wire monitor. In addition an analysis of the motion control mount to allow a belt tensioning scheme we removed a
was performed to understand the frequent operational problems potential non-linearity from the system.
encountered. B. Optical Encoder

I. INTRODUCTION
The position feedback loop uses an optical encoder to

The Flying Wire systems have been operational in the provide relative position information. There are two quadrature
Fermilab MainRing and Tevatron for quite some time. The position outputs and an index reference pulse output. The
basic system has been described previously.I1] The index is used during a reset of the system to determine a fixed
installation of the new DO colliding detector and electrostatic reference point from which all angular measurements and linear
separator system has necessitated a move of most of the flying projections are calculated.
wire hardware. This presented an opportunity to upgrade the These encoders are affected by radiation in two ways: 1) a
equipment and incorporate some system modifications, false indication of index position is occasionally seen during

Major problems existed in many areas. These areas high accelerator losses and 2) the index pulse totally disappears
include basic communications problems, mechanical variations after only a few months of continuous use in the tunnel. The
of components, radiation damage to tunnel components, poor manufacturer has evaluated, and repaired, many units and
diagnostic capability, and equipment not meeting latest reports the failure mode as a loss of the index track light
upgrade specifications. emiting diode (LED) and receiver. These items are in plastic

In-addition, a complete test system has been assembled packages and apparently darken with exposure to radiation.
incorporating a laser to simulate beam. This will allow us to The quadrature track LEDs and receivers have an automatic
test new ideas as well as provide a repair facility for failed gain circuit and can accommodate some darkening; however we
components. as yet do not know their approximate lifetime.

To eliminate both index related problems we have
II. SYSTEM UPGRADES installed an inductive proximity detector in parallel with the

encoder. A .075" dia. copper target was installed on the main
A. Motion Control drive gear and aligned to coincide with the optical index. Both

devices work in parallel when the optical index is available
The mot iop of the wire through the beam is controlled by with the proximity detector providing a gate window for theTe m o o f hp we trouhtl he ea is oentroaled optical index. The system is switched to allow using either

a microprotcoe't chip set, Tfil; chip set implements a closed dvc neednl ri h ae oe
loop algorithm to maintain a fixed velocity vs position device independently or in the gated mode.
profile. Parameters must be set to cmtrol the feedback C. Loss Monitors
characteristics of this loop. The settingp tof most of these
parameters appeared to vary widely from one installation to the
others. An in-depth study was done to deoermine the best set The primary detectors that have been used in the past were
of parameters for each wire. This resulted in Ainding the the so called "Elias Cans" and "Paint Cans". Both designs

used a photomultiplier tube (PMT) immersed in a scintillator
oil. The Elias Cans suffered from too high a conversion
efficiency resulting in easily saturated tubes. Recent

*Operated by Universities Research Association lnc,, tind r modifications to the Elias Cans included blinding the PMT
contract with the U.S. Department of Energy.
0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 ©IEEE 1174



from,the scintillator and extending the can to move it radially status bits will be provided to the diagnostic application
-aw Iay from the loss, shower. A major problem with both program to indicate the health of each wire.
detors has been the occurrence of leaksin the containers.
All the scinfiUator oildetecirs have since'been removed from E. Communications
the system.

-New PMT and plastic scintillator detectors have been Host communication is provided through a Fermilab-
installedat all of the flying wire locations. The new PMT designed VME board designated the V080. This board contains
uses a lower resistivity S-20 photocathode material. This a 68008 microprocessor. A problem has been identified in its
results in a higher sustainable signal and yields good signal arbitration scheme that allows conflicts to occur when this
quality with the high voltage set at 750 volts. They should board is a participant in interrupt handling. The immediate fix
work well for higher intensity beam during collider operation. was to eliminate interrupts in favor of a polling scheme.

Plastic paddles replace the mineral oil and leaky However there is a major disadvantage to this fix. The
containers. The paddles are 1/2" thick and subtend a 1800 communication process moves large buffers of data after each
angle about the beam pipe to provide a uniform and smoother measurement. The current scheme encounters many delays
signal, from losses created by the wire's motion through the causing other programs to exhibit problems. Future work will
beam. The PMT is mounted on the end of a 18" plexiglass be required to speed up data transfer.
extension to remove it from the primary shower.

III. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
DA Broken Wires

A. Console Control
The key to obtaining reliable profile data is to have an

intact wire. Two improvements have been incorporated into New control programs (diagnostic application pages) have
the Tevatron wire systems. A dual fork has been designed and been implemented that provide diagnostic information in an
installed that provides two wires 1800 apart within the can as operator-friendly manner. The initial display shows the basic
shown in Figure 1. In the event a wire fails, the second wire status of all the flying wire systems at a glance. Detailed
can be rotated into position and used immediately. In order not displays of specific parameters for each wire are available on a
to affect the motor's inertial loading, the new dual fork has a subpage. These subpages allow the operator to modify motor
moment of inertia equivalent to the original single wire mount drive parameters and settings of the mechanical aspects at each
fork. This was achieved by fabricating the dual fork assembly installation.
from titanium. The original fork had been made from stainless The procedure to reset a wire is now simplified by an
steel. interrupt field on the diagnostic application page. The

software determines if the motor control board and position
ncoder scalar board agree on the current wire position. If a difference

is noted the wire is rotated one complete revolution and the
Beam new reference is noted. If the reference was not found on the

Secon first revolution a second revolution in the opposite direction is
ooO First performed. The motor control chip set is then instructed to

Wire Wire return to a parking position based on the new reference
position.

Another new feature of the diagnostic application page
allows the setting of the real time clock in each' VME chassis.
The real time clock is used to time stamp each fly's data for

"Rotating future evaluation. We now have a simple method to
Fixed Coil coordinate the time setting on each system.
Coil A display of the boards present in the VME system

chassis is now available using a subpage of the diagnostic
Figure 1. Tevatron Dual Fork Detail. application page. There are no longer two loss monitors per

system for each of protons and antiprotons. Therefore some
digitizer boards will be removed. The system now allows

The second improvement is a broken wire monitor. A these boards to be removed and provides a mechanism to
small switch is built into one end of the wire mounting inform the operator that they are not installed. An additional
printed circuit board. Normally the wire is in tension and the benefit of this feature is that we now have an easy way to
switch is open. If the wire breaks the switch closes verify the addressing scheme within the chassis.
completing a circuit that includes a 33 microfarad (first wire)
or 47 microfarad (second wire) capacitor. The change of B. Test System
impedance is sensed through a set of coils wound on Teflon
bobbins in the vacuum enclosure. The coil connecting the A complete collection of flying wire system parts has
switches to capacitors rotates with the fork. The pickup coil been assembled in our laboratory. We can now test the
is fixed and outputs through a vacuum feedthrough. Two
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mechinical and, electrical -components in a working
environ ment.

We have incorporated a visible laser to simulate beam and
lookat scattering of the laset light,,into the standard PMT

-mounted directly o'nthe end'flange. The laser is i,670nm,
5mw!lasing diode. It runs on 5 volts and is aci ivated during~a
fly. Prelimiary results a well correlated to the actual size'of
the, laser beami

The construction and use of this test system has led to the
discovery, of and solution to afew problems already. It will
serve as a test bed for, new ideas and software development.

C. Future

Six wire systems are installed and will be made
operational in the Accumulator Ring of the Antiproton
Source. Two of these wires were originally designated for
experiment E760.[2] These two wires, aie operationally
similar to the MainRing and Tevatron wires except they rotate
a full 3600 for each fly. The remaining four wires will
incorporate a secondary emission readout capability.
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Results from a Prototype Bean Monitor in the Tevatron Using Synchrotron Light

A. A.Hahn, P. Hurh
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Larmor's non-relativistic formula P = (e2/6Xre oC3)a2, a being
Abstact the acceleration of the particle = F/M = eE/m. Assuming P

A prototype synchrotron light monitor has been installed and B are at 900, P = 2c. in the rest frame this power is
in the.Tevatron-at the downsteam edge of a superconducting In
dipole magnet. Synchrotron light produced at the upstream emitted symmetrically around the axis of acceleration in a
edge [1] of the magnet is sufficiently separated from the proton toroidal shape. The power in the laboratory frame can be
beam to be picked off by the monitor's mirror and diverted to related to the rest frame by a Lorentz transformation.
its detector. The measured light intensity at different beam Recognizing that power = AEnergy one needs to transfoii
energies will be compared to the predicted values. The Atime n
parameters of a beam profile monitorwill be discussed. both the numerator and denominator. Due to the symmetry of

the power around the acceleration axis, the average photon
energy is just Lorentz boosted by a factor of y,

I. INTRODUCTION AElab = yAErest. Since Atlab = YAtcrest, Plab = Prest. The
power can be written in the more common form

A charged particle accelerated transverse to its direction of = p4
motion will emit synchrotron radiation [2]. This radiation is 6,,om4c3R2 where R and p are the radius of curvature and
sharply peaked in the forward direction, being almost momentum of a charged particle in a magnetic field,
completely contained within a cone of half angle AO = I/y = ( R= 'mcfP/eB = p/eB).
m/E, where m is the mass of the particle and E its relativistic The frequency spectrum of the radiation may be developed
total energy. This radiation if imaged, can form a transverse in a similar manner by considering the length of the radiation
profile of the beam itself. Synchrotron radiation profile pulse at an observation point. Due to the directionality of the
monitors are quite common in electron machines due to the radiation this can be quite short. For a conventional
copious numbers of photons produced. Only relatively recently synchrotron source, the beam arc length which can radiate in
however [3] has such a device become available for routine use the direction of an observer is R(2A0) = 2R/y. Again from
in a proton machine. The difficulty can be traced to two related the perspective of the particle in its own series of
factors. First the frequency of the typical synchrotron radiation instantaneous rest frames, this length is Lorentz contracted a
is much too low to be easily detected. Secondly, the angular factor of y. Therefore the power radiated to reach the observer
resolution of an imaging system which should be high to must occur in a time span of 2Ry 2cp. A simple Fourier
measure the profile of a narrow particle beam, will be limited analysis says that the radiation will have frequency
by the extreme narrowness of the synchrotron radiation itself. 1 f2c(
This effect scales as I/A0. Since AO is set by the energy of the components (in the rest frame) proportional to 2rA - 4nR'
machine, the only way to improve resolution is to lower X n. In enb
As will be shown, the way to enrich the low wavelength In the lab frame these frequencies (or photons) will again be
region is to rely either upon short magnets (or an undulator energy boosted another factor of y as shown before. Putting a
which is a series of short magnets) or the sharp transition factor of 3 to reflect that At was actually the entire length of
between the zero field region and the full field region of a the pulse and also to end up with a familiar formula, one candipole magnet. define a critical frequency,

Sn r -For a 900 GeV/c proton in a Fermilab Tevatron
Synchrotron Radiaion - "Standard Theory" dipole magnet, R = 754 m, 3 - 1, y = 959, and the critical

The power emitted by a particle moving with velocity co wavelength is Xr = c/vr = 3.5 ptm, the far infrared regon.

in a uniform magnetic field B can be estimated in the "Short"Magnet
following way. Consider the particle in its own instantaneous
rest frame. It is subjected to an effective electric field E = A magnet is defined to be short if its length is much
ycpxB. The emitted power can be calculated by using shorter than R(2A0) the arc length defined above. Effectively

the deflection angle of the particle due to the magnet is smaller
than the synchrotron radiation cone. The development for a

*Operated by Universities Research Association Inc., under contract
with the U.S. Department of Energy.
0-7 803 -0135-8/91501.00 ©IEEE 1177



sh6rmagnet p d a above except for one detail. The path representing the planes of polarization perpendicular and
length is set by the magnet characieritic length L, not the arc parallel to the motion , and y - 1+ (0)2. Figure 2 plots the
length. Replacing 2Rfy by L the critical frequency becomes power spectrum integrated over angles for several proton

vcri -= 2, For example a Gaussian magnetwith'a = 4.5 cm momenta
length and ay" 959"givesa critical wavelength of 307 nm, 164 .... ..................- -
the ultraviolet region. Of course the total power emitted is less 1 :. -"n, -----

'than in the standard case since the average field is less than the -' ----------
full magnetind the total path length is (in this case) roughly -- ----
10 times less. However in-the short-wavelength region around ' woo0;v,

. --...... 1000 Gev/c

300 nm, the standard case has a negligible intensity, down . o, , I........ 600 G:V/0

roughly e2(350000) (using a rigorous formula) vompared to too 400 G. /c
,the 3.5 jin region. Thus synchrotron radiation from a short 1 L
magnet is much more intense in the short wavelength region.

The edge of a magnet behaves similalyto a short magnet 10-2 ... ..
in that a sharp transition from zero field to full field enriches 0 2000 4000 (000 8000 10000
,the high frequency (low wavelength) portion of the
synchrotron spectrum. Figure 2: Photon Yield from the edge of a Tevatron dipole

The rigorous derivation of the power spectrum for short magnet vs wavelength for a 6* 1010 proton bunch of various
magnets and the edge profiles of magnets can be found in Ref momenta.
[1].

Detector
II. TEVATRON SYSTEM

A port was installed on the Tevatron beam pipe at the
Dipole field shapi CI I location. This location is a meter downstream of a 6.1

meter Tevatron Dipole magnet. The proton beam is bent a
The end field of a Tevatron superconducting dipole magnet total angle of 8.12 mr from its original direction, Synchrotron

was measured with a Hall probe. Figure 1 depicts the field light, produced tangentially at the far upstream edge, is
intensity as the probe is inserted into the magnet. To facilitate separated horizontally 2.5 cm from the proton beam at the
calculations, several shapes were fit to the data. The best downstream end. Since the proton beam width is on the order
approximation was an error iunction with a characteristic width of 1 mm, it is possible to reflect the synchrotron light by a
of 456 cm. . ... .. .......... suitably placed mirror without interfering with the proton

1.00 7 7 beam. Figure 3 schematically shows the arrangement of the
port. The mirror is an aluminized flat which can be remotely

0.75 -driven in and out of the beam pipe by a total distance of 3.8
cm. The window is 2mm thick Suprasil.

0.50
~sync

0.2 lig

0.00 , , . . ., . , , proton
20 40 80 beam

Figure 1: The relative magnetic field near the end of a TeV
Tevatron Superconducting Magnet. The dotted line represents dipole
the measured data. The solid line is an fit of the data to an magnet pint
Error Function.

Differential Power spectrum Figure3: Schematic view of prototype setup.

With this function and width, the differential power Prototype test
spectrum [11 is

d _1xp L_ A Phillips 2" S20 photocathode photomultiplier tube
= Nye f2Bo2exp(-n22i , ~(pint) was installed adjacent to the Suprasil window. This tube

was chosen since it was available and its quantum efficiency iswith N'the number of particles, C2 = 9.47* 10-1 lm(s/kg)0.5  similar to that of the eventual imaging detector. The pint was(for protons), 12 = t21+ C211 = y-6 [(1.(yO) 2)2 +4( sin2k) 2] calibrated with an LED with respect to gain so that using the
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manufacturers nominal Quantum efficiency values, an estimate
to the number of'photon's seen could be made. Figure 4 gives Ill. Future Imaging system
the predicted number of photons seen for both this pint and a
commercially available CCD. We are in the process of installing a complete iniaging

In order to verify that we were indeed detecting system. This system will use the same beam port as described
synchrotron light instead of particle losses, the internal mirror above. In addition there will be two additional flat mirrors to
was pushed into the beampipe in small step'. WLile in the full fold the optical path, a spherical focasing mirror to make the
out position, no signal could be seen on the pint. As the image, and a intensified CCD camera.
mirror was pushed into the beam pipe the signal could be seen
to increase, eventually reaching a plateau. Optics

IE+-7 The reflecting mirror is a 5 cm diameter spherical mirror
13+5 -with a focal length of 2 meters. Since the object distance is

lE+3 - - 7.5 meters away, the image is formed 2.7 meters from the
mirror. The image height is 36% of the actual object (proton

IE+1 -beam) size or approximately 360 pm. This confiQation was
CIE-- PMT chosen so that the area of the image plane (1.1 x 0.88 cm2)

1E-3 would cover a large region of the beampipt at the obigo plane,
thereby making it easier to find the beam fimage under startup

1E.5 conditions. The diffraction limit is 29 pm referred to the image
1E-7 plane. Note that 3.5 pm radiation diffraction limit would be 10
IE-9 i , times worse. The depth of focus is ± 1 cm, well mntched to

150 200 300 400 600 800 1000 the image length of 1.3 cm (for a 10 cm object length).
Aberrations, dominated by astigmatism (due to a 10 off axis

proton momentum (GeV/c) reflection on the primary mirror) are only 8pm, well below the
diffraction limit .--d thus may be ignored.

Figure 4: The photoelectron yield for a 6*1010 proton Focaplan. ca.r,
bunch from the edge of a Tevatron dipole magnet.

It is difficult to quantitatively compare the experimental Detection of the image will be done with a gateable
intensity as a function of proton momenta since the beam pipe microchannel-plate image-intensifier, optically coupled to a
interferes wiv't the synchrotren light beam at low momenta , ) camera. The gateable arpect (Sns time resolution) will
Qualitatively, the light is first sun at P nroton momentum of " single-bunch single-pass detection or single-bunch
about 500 GeV/c, and the intensity increses rapidly as the imuluple.oass integration. The CCD is as 483x378 pixel array
acceleration ramp progresse! A comparison of the wita a fiber optic input window. Each pixel is spaced 30 pm
experimental yield at 800 GeV/c to the theoretical value gives horizontally, 18 ptm vertically and is 12x18 Ijm2 ir size.
twice the intensity expected. This .;s likely within the error of Initial readout will be at video speeds.
the nown pnt reponse. We are exploring the possibility of includig an optical

scanning mirror. This device would be place near the camera so
that the converging image could reflect off the mirror. In this
manner it would be possible to record an multiple images of a
single proton bunch on successive revolutions. Each image
would be offset from the previous one due to the rotation of
the scanner (a 10 element mirror rotating at 30000 rpm). At
10 images per line, and 10 liqq4- a total of up to 100 images
per video readout could be accmplished.

I. RIEFTRENCES

1 ~[1] R.Coisson," Angular-spectral distribution and polarization
of synchrotron radiation fCz a 'short' magnet", Phys Rev

Figure 5: Oscilloscope photograph of response of pint to A 2Q ,i979, pp. 524-28
a batch of 800 GeV/c protons. The individual buckets each [2] J.D.Jackson, Classical Efectrodynamics ,John Wiley and
contained approximately 0.6 * 1010 protons. Sons,(1962) ,Ch. 14

[3] J.Bosser et al., "Proton beam profile measurements with
synchrotron light",preprint, CERN SPS/83-15, (1983)
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Design and Commissioning of Flying Wires in the Fermilab Accumulator

X.Q.Wang, T:Groves, A.A.Hahn, G.Jackson, J.Marriner, K.Martin, and J.Misek
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory'

P. 0. Box 500
Batavia, IL 60510

Abstract

Six flying wire systems have been instal,.d in the Fermi-
lab Accumulator to measure the transverse beam profiles
during antiproton stacking and extraction, aud the beam - - Core orbit
momentumdistribution during deceleration through tran- E6ori
itlon. Each, system measures a-transverse beam profile
by paisng a 25'micron carbon filament through the beam
tmatsvselyi and recording the Aux of secondary particles ........... - - - -

which are prodmced from the collisions between the beam -

particles Wtud the" wInre. The wire motion, data acquisition, 7 .
and commawicatioifi with the control system are managed I
bX -a 32-bit VMS baed microcomputer system. This pa- S tacking InJ./Ext.
per summarizes t!is hardware and software features of the orbit orbits

Accamulator flying w .systems. The measured effect of
wire passages on bearaemittance is described, Figure 1: Location of the horizontal flying wires in the

AP40 high dispersion region.

1 Introduction
located in the AP40 high dispersion section, covering the

The Accumulator lying wire systems have been installed core orbit and the extraction orbit respectively. The two
for measuring the txnsverse beam profiles during p stack- wires for E?60 are both horisontal, one is located in the
ing, extraction -and the E760 deceleration operation [1]. AP40 ligh dispersion region and covers the central orbit,
Their design If very similar to that of the Main Ring and the other in the AP30 low dispersion region. They are to be
the Tevatova flying wie systems [2]. Each detector passes used to measure the momentum distribution of the beam.
a 25 nison carbon fiber through the beam transversely at Figure; 1 shows the covering range of the horisontal wires
4 constant velocity of 10 m/s. As the whi traverses the in the AP40 high dispersion region. The fork arm length of
beam, collisions between the beam particles and the wire the E760 high dispersion wire is 7.02" and that of the other

produce secondary particle cascades with the intensity pro- five wires is 5.02". The optical encoder provides an angular
portional to the number of the beam particles at the wire resol.ution of 0.022 degree (16384 steps per revolution).
position. These secondary particles are intercepted by a
scintiliator in which photons are then produced. A photo-
multiplier is used to measure the light intensity, and the 3 System Features
wire position is determined by an optical encoder.

Since the Accumulator requires a hsher vacuum than
t~ae other rings, commercially available bellows-sealed ro-

2 W ire Location tary motion feedthroughs (manufactured by Varian Vac-
uum Products, pt.#954-5151) are used for the Accumula-

In the to e u e two horlontl and two vercal tor flying wire systems. These feedthroughs are capable of
flying wires to be used in normal stacking operation are maintaining a vacuum of 10 11 Tort and are bakeable to a

*Operated bLy the Unlversities Reserch Asocistion Inc., uade temperature of 300*0. Another major difference of the Ac-
contmsct vith the U. S. Depazmcnt of Energy. cumulator wire systems from the existing Main Ring and

0-7803-0135-8/91S01.00 ©IEEE 1180



2.50 dv 3.so V 20.0 ms!div -40.00 m 4 Wire Heating

- -" ..... In estimating the temperature rise of the wire in a single
-I - scan, we assume that only ionization loss of the incoming

-.. . . - - -particles contributes to heating and that there is no cool-
- - - -ing during wire traversal. Ignoring the relativistic effect,

ionisation loss as a charged particle travels in a media can
- - - - - be expressed as [3]

-. dE l 1

-Z -- dz z Imin* 3

where n is the direction of the particle's motion. If all
this deposited energy is assumed to heat the wire, for a

constant specific heat c the temperature rise of the wire

Figure 2: Top trace is the velocity profile of the wire in in & singe scan 15

the AP30 low dispersion region. The bottom trace is the
motor current. Nrev dB

AT = -. ain, 1 (2)

Tevatron systems is that they also have an option to mea-
sure the beam profile bymeasuring the depletion current where N, is the total number of particles, h is the Bolts-

generated-by the secondary emission of electrons. A BeCu mann constant, p is the mass density of the wire, V. is the

spiral coiled torsion spring attached to each wire provides sweeping speed of wire, frey is the revolution frequency of

the path for the output signal. The wires, instead of being the beam particle, and cy and Py are the beam emittance

.,ble to spin around, must stop within a single tua (2r) and the 0-function respectively. Since carbon fiber has a

and, reverse its direction for the next fly. Even though the specific heat which is a function of the temperature, eq. (2)

wire motion is controlled via software, a limit switch i3 should be modified for a correct result. The final temper-

mounted on each fdying wire to prevent further rotation ature of the wire after one scan can be obtained from the

which would damage the torsion spring. equation below:

The motion control and data acquisition of the Accumu- TE l
&l6 j/iei s follow the design ofthe existing systems. The Nklr dE

motion of the wire is controlled by a commercial $-bit servo c. T mI 3 )
controller chip set (GL-2010 microprocessor chip and GL- , V',= VV CAC,(

100 interface chip manufactured by GaW Motion Control).
The wire motion follows a preprogrammed trapesodal ye- Since the beam sise in the low dispersion region is much

locity profile, and the maximum velocity is reached and smaller than that in the high dispersion region, the tem-
maintained while the wire is passing through the beam perature rise of the wire in the low dispersion region is
aperture. In the process of the wire motion, the controller expected to be much greater than that of the high disper-
compares the actual position, measured by the optial en- don wires. For a beam of 5 x 1011 particles and with a
coder, with the programmed position. The error signal is horisonal emittance of lrmm-mrad, the temperature rise
ltered and sent to the power amplifier to drive the DC of AP30 low dispersion wire is estimated to be

servomotor. In order for the closed-loop feedback system
to have a fast and stable response, its bandwidth has been AT t 950 1C. (4)
properly chosen. In the testing of the motion control, a
resonance caused system trip. The resonance was removed The sweeping speed used in the calculation is 6 m/s. For a
by replacing the mechanical coupler between the optical faster speed of 10 m/s, the temperature rise is lower. The
encoder and the fork arm. Figure 2 shows the measured result remains the same when taking into account the heat
velocity profile of the wire in the A30 low dispersion region. conduction along the wire.

According to this estimate, the temperature rise of the

Data acquisition is initiate4 Vi ag j!ernal triggering wire in a single scan is much lower than the melting point
pulse. The amplitude sigp,) from the ph6f6)ube is pro- of the carbon wire, which is approximately 35500C. In
cessed with a gated inktegrator, digitized wik a 12-bit addition, study shows that only about 30% of the deposited
l"l: speed A/D convedtor, and stored in a sixteen kilo- energy heats the wire [4]. This fact will lead to a further
byte FIFO memory. The position of the wire is also stored reduction on the temperature rise of the wire. Therefore
in another FIFO memory. wire heating is not a problem.
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Figure 3: Photomultiplier output signal. Figure 4: Beam current and transverse emittances.

5 Test Results References
(1] V. 13haradwaj, et at., "Operation of the Fermilab

Figure 3 shows the output signal from the photomulti- Accumulator for Medium Energy Proton-Antiproton
plier in a test fly of the E760 low dispersion wire. The Physics', Proceedings of the 2nd EUROPEAN PARTI.
trace represents the particle distribution of the beam in CLE ACCELERATOR CONFERENCE, June 12-16,
the horisontal direction. It was also found in a test fly 1990, pp.617-619.
that as the wire traversed the beam, it caused a beam in-
tensity loss and emittance blow up. Figure 4 shows the [2] J. Gannon, et at., 'Flying Wires at Fermilab', Proceed.
measured beam intensity and transverse emittances in the ings of the 1989 IEEE Particle Accelerator Conference,
test fly. For each sweep, the wire passed through the beam March 20-23, 1989, pp.68-TO.
twice, and the beam loss was about 1%. The transverse [3] D. H. Perkins, Introduction to High Energy Physics,
emittance is obtained by measuring the total power of a Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., 1972, p.26.
betatron sideband. In figure 4, A:XMITH (A:EMITV) di-
vided by the beam current A:IBEAM gives the horisontal [4] A. Burn, et a1., "Wire Scanner News from the CERN-
(vertical) emittance, but the calibration is not accurate. SPS , Proceedings of the 1989 IEEE Particle Acceler-
Nonetheless, these measurements show emittance blow up ator Conference, March 20-23, 1989, pp.1580-1582.
in both transverse directions. The beam has an initial
horisontal emittance of 2.6v mm-mrad and a vertical emit-
tance of 1.1v mm-mrad. The-increases of the horisontal
and vertical emittances are roughly 0.1v mm-mrad and
0.05r mm-nrad respectively.

6 Future Work

In order to make the Accumulator flying wire systems
fully operational, the data acquisition and reduction sys-
tem must be calibrated so that the measured profile truly
represents the beam particle distribution. This includes
choosing the proper high voltage for each photomultiplier,
and integrating time for obtainIng the integrated light in-
tensity. In addition, the depletion current readout capa-
bility will be completed in the upgrades of the Fermilab
flying wire systems. 1182



Beam Structure and TransVerse Emittance Studies of High-
Energy Ion Beams*

K. Saadatmand,t K. F. Johnson, J. D. Schneider
Los Alamros NationalLaboratory

Absttai localized drift region between the rf deflector and the bending
magnet, one would expect them to carry the full'signature of

A visual -diagnostic technique has been developed to the output beam. This assumption is based on the' fact that
monitor and'study ion-beam structure, shape, and size along a the ion beam (alongwiih its associated neutrals) reaches the rf
iansport line. In this technique, a commercially available deflector at a steep angle, so that the neutrals strike the
fluorescent screen is used inconjunctionwith a video camera. deflector housing and disperse while the ions are bent into the
The visualrepresentation of the beam structure~is digitized, deflector by a quadrupole magnet at its entrance. For this
,enhanced through false-color coding, and displayed on a TV reason, we decided to investigate the background neutrals that
monitor for on-line viewing. The digitized information is gave us a strong signal when integrated over the 50-11s ATS
-stored forfurther off-line processing (e.g., extraction of beam pulse duration.
profiles). An optional wire grid placed upstream of the fluor Figure 1 shows the background neutral beam spot with
screen adds the capability of measuring transverse emittance the deflector off and with it on. The well-confined background
(or angular spread). This technique allows real-time neutral beam spot supports the assumption that these neutrals
observation of the beam response to parameter changes (e.g., are created only in the last segment of the beam path, during

.evolution of the'beam structure, shifts in the beam intensity 'the free drift from the deflector to the dipole magnet. Figure 1
at various spatial locations within the beam perimeter, and also indicates a 2.7 ± 0,4-em movement of the beam (the
shifts'in the beam center and position). error comes from the-uncertainty in locating the center of the

beam spot). This movement is consistent with the data from
I. INTRODUCTION the slit and collector that showed H- beam deflection angle of

36 2 mrad [2]. This deflection angle leads to a 2.9 + 0.1-cm
.In Order-to demonstrate the effectiveness of this visual

diagnostictechnique, the system was placed at the output of
the Accelerator Test Stand (ATS) funnel experiment [1 2,3].
The 425-MHz, 5-MeV H" beam from the ATS drift-tube linac
(DTL) was guided through four bunchers, two bends in the
horizontal plane, an rf deflector, and a dipole sweep magnet.
The diagnostic fluor was placed downstream of the if deflector (a)
and the sweep magnet. Since the power density of the full
25-mA, 5-MeV H- beam of was too high for direct
observation, a laser pulse of 50- to 100-ns width was initially
used to neutralize a segment of the beam upstream of the
sweep magnet, while the remaining H- beam was deflected
into a Faraday cup. Thus, only the neutralized portion of the
beam would reach the fluor for observation.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT

We used a CCD Cohu camera (model # 4800) in
conjunction with a 200-mm Nikkor lens to monitor the
emitted light. The output of the video camera was digitized (b)
and stored in the computer for detailed analysis.

A laser pulse of 50-ns width was used to neutralize a
segment of the beam upstream of the sweep magnet.
However, since we could not trigger the camera externally,
light was collected for the entire 50 lis of ATS beam pulse
length. As a result, the laser-neutralized beam signal (50-ns
duration) was completely washed out by the background
neutrals. If these background neutrals originated in the

* Work supported by the Department of Defense, US Army . 5 cm
Strategic Defense Command under the auspices of the US
Department of Energy. Figure 1. Horizontal beam spot movement with the
t Grumman Corporate Research Center. deflector (a) off and (b) on
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spatial movement of the beam after axial travel of 80 cm the deflector by 530 with respect to the settings that resulted
between the deflector and the fluor. The good agreement in the beam spot shown in figure 2. This simple test
between these two independent measurements, confirms that demonstrates how easily this visual technique can be used to
the observed neutrals have originated in the drift region optimize the parameter settings.
between the rf deflector and the fluor. In another attempt to obtain emittance measurements, the

To continue our studies, we placed a wire grid 5 cm camera optic was modified to reduce the field of view. The
upstream of the fluor to measure the beam emittance [4]. beam spot is shown in figures 4 with the deflector and all the
Figure2-shows the beam spot-with the superimposed wire bunchers on, and in figure 5 with them off. Notice the
shadows. However, because of insufficient spatial resolution dramatic changes in the beam-spot size and shape. When the
resulting from the wide camera field of view, these data could bunchers are off, the beam-spot size in the horizontal plane is
not be further analyzed to extract the emittance information, increased due to beam debunching and dispersion in the bend
We continued the experiment by studying the effects of the rf plane of the funnel. Further analysis was hampered by poor
phase of the deflector on the beam. Figure 3 is the optimized spatial resolution, even though the resolution was
beam shape, which was achieved by varying the if phase of significantly improved. Nevertheless, these data further

Figure 2. Beam spot and superimposed wire shadows. Figure 4. Beam spot with the deflector and all the bunchers on.

Figure 3. Beam spot at optimized rf phase of the deflector. Figure 5. Beam spot with the deflector and all the bunchers off.
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Oemphasize the.effectiveness of this diagnostic in detecting the

effectfaccelerator parameter changes on the beam..

M. FUTUREWORK

We are tailoring our, diagnostic, technique to measure
transverse emittance and beam profile at the output of the
2.5-MeV Ground Test Accelerator ,Radio-Frequency
Qutdruple"(GTARFQ). Unlike the ATS funnel beamline,
the GTA beamline'is straight and the background neutrals
cannot be used to determine H- beam phase-space. However,
the-background gas pressure in GTA-is at least an order of
magnitude.lwer than that in the ATS and the background
neutral signal is expected to be reduced accordingly. Thus,
we can laser-neutralize the beam to enhance the signal in the
lower-background environment of GTA.

To achieve this objective, We must utilize fast-gated.
cameras (havingexternal triggering capability) that provide
50-ns beam viewing time (laser neutralization time). In
addition, We want- to improve the spatial resolution of the
experimeit. We hope to achieve both goals by acquiring a
more sophisticated camera and optic system, that also allows
remote control of both focus and aperture. This remote
control capability is necessary to operate in the GTA
environment
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Wire Scanners at LEP

B. Bouchet, C. Bovet, A. Burns, J. Camas, G. Ferioli, C. Fischer, R. Jung,
Q. King, K.H. Kissler, J .Koopman, J. Mann, H. Michel, R. Schmidt, L. Vos

CERN-SL, GENEVA, Switzerland
Abstract Two sets of wire scanners, each for measuring the The position of the fibre is measured with a high precision

horizontal and vertical profile, are installed in LEfI in a straight transducer [3]. A metal rod with reflecting rulings every 20 pin
section where the dispersion in both planes is zero. A carbon is scanned with the help of a light emitting diode and alight de-
fibre with a diameter of 36 pm moves through the beam With tector. As the rod moves the detector counts light pulses giving
,a speed of. about 0.5 m/s. The Bremsstrahiung photons gener- a measurement of the instantaneous position with a resolution
ated by the passage of the wire through the beam are detected of 4 pm. A reference mark is deposited onto the metal rod
in scintillators located 80 m downstream. These detectors are which allows the absolute spatial position to be determined.
shielded against synchrotron radiation and allow a measure- The ruler allows a maximum speed of 1 m/s. Tie wire mech-
ment of the-beam profiles which is practically background free anism is fixed to a vacuum tank designed for minimum beam
and has a resolution of better than 10 pm. We present the induced wakefield 16sses.

CONTROL ACQUISITION
design, the results and discuss some limitations of the instru-
mout. During the first months of LEP operation, the fibres - PHOTO--

were destructed - occasionally. The various causes, tests and MS UCTANISS CARSON

remedies are discussed. At injection energy a significant blow-
up of the beam results from the wire scan and has to be taken- MOTOR P,=3
into account for the estimation of the genuine emittance. A OUT I
modellisation of this blow-up is proposed, wherein the effect is -=

renormalized on the actual measured data. This provides an
effective data treatment to obtain the unperturbed beam size. ------

1 Mechanics and Motor Control , M____ _ ,--------...

0 Whe LEP wirescanner is based on a linear movement of a 36
ppu, carbon fibre through the beam at a speed of up to 1 ni/s f PIINP R ' '4

[2]. The mechanics of the wire scanner is shown in fig. 1 [1]. sum
INZ

The carbon fibre is mounted on a fork with a gap of 55
mn. The fork holding tile fibre is firstly accelerated, then kept Figure 2: Control and Acquisition Logic
at constant speed during the traversal of the fibre through
the beam, and finally decelerated to the end of the 128 mm

.long stroke. The speed as a function of the position is pro- 2 Detector and Acquisition System
grammuable. An amplifier (with a maximum power of 1000 W)
generates the signal for the motor. A feedback ensures that The local density of the electrons traversing the fibre is de-
tile scanner moves as requested (fig. 2). tected by measuring the secondary particles produced by the

interaction of the beam particles with the carbon fibre. For
__L0 leptons the dominant interaction process is the emission ofspio~ e bremsstrahlung photons into a cone with an opening angle of

about 1/7 with an energy spectrum up to time beam energy.
SThe number of photons generated by one passage of the bunch

through the fibre above an energy tltreshhold of 10 % of the
beam energy is in the order of 10s to 106 (4] [5].

The scanners are installed in a straight section [6] (see fig.
stro- --- , 3). For the detection of the photons the vacuum chamber and

some of the magnets were modified: in the vacuum chamber a
- 50 x 20 mm' , 2 mm thick aluminium window was foreseen and

I the magnets in that region have a gap to allow for the passage
I - T"Z- 1-W of the photons. The photon burst travels 80 ni, traverses the

window and is detected by a scintillator and a pliotomultiplier
which measures the total energy of the photon burst. A lead

....-7- 7 shielding of 25 mm prohibits synchrotron radiation to enter the
scintillator. The signals from the pi,'tomiultiplier are practi-
cally noiseless (the noise is less than 10' of time signal). With
this detector only bremsstrahlung photons generated by either
electrons or positrons can be measured.

:ojoan@tke To measure with a single scan the emittances of both beams
Figure 1: Wire Scanner Mechanics a second scintillator is installed close to the vacuum chamber
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-EP-WIRE SCANNER LOCATONS" stalled in the SPS using the same data acquisition system and
.. the-same software, measures within the erors the same emit-

- "-..-'oLo tance as other instruments.
- TABLE I: Bunchcurrents, beam sizes and emittances.

v0 - H
139' H4q 10

------140 - -6- 161----- ----

LEP WS-Rul-Vertical 0UT-45.50 GeV 28/08/90 10.33.16
OH -13.1m 13H. 12.5nM
BV .77.3m OV .79.9m Energy:45.50 GeV Beta:79.92-m Velocity:-386mm/s

- d 222m d - 222m -- ----- --- --- ----
a PM 104Ai #* Len isk Amp Mean /mm Sigma /mm Em /n err%,
OPMh "91a pi 133 0.21 1179 0.026+-0.005 0.602+-0.004 4.532 1.4

p2 133 0.21 1204 0.024+-0.004 0.610+-0.004 4.657 1.2'Figure 3: Wire Scanriers Locati~ns p3 136 0.20 1158 0.025+-0.004 0.596+-0,004-4.440 i.1

p4 132 0.20 1209 0.019+-0.004 0.610+-0.004 4.650 1.2
el 150 0.20 885 0.095+-0.000 0.618+;-0.0004.775 2.1towards the inside of:the ring about 3 m downstream. The e2 153 0.18 906.0.132+-0.000 0.631+-0.000 4.986 2.6

scintillator detects secondary, particles with a much smaller e3 135 0.17 9330.124+-0.000 0.561+-0.000 3.943 2.6
signal and therefore high gain photornultipliers are used. The e4 148 0.18 900 0.103+-0.000 0.613+-0.000 4.701 2,0
scintillator is sensitive to synchrotron radiation. The intensity ............. -------------------- -...................
of synchrotron radiation is~independent of the fibre position ",.S.. .
and-generates an offset in the profiles which becomes visible
with LEP operating at high energy, e.g. 46 GeV. ,

The signalsfromn the individual bunches are transmitted over
a 300 m long cable and digitized in the electronics (fig. 2). Af.
ter a scan the memory in the VME crate housing the electronics
contains, the, digitized profiles from 4 electron and 4 positron
bunches (LEP operates with 4 bunches per beam separated by
22 its). In the'local data preprocessing the software searches
and finds the profiles within the memory, fits a Gaussian dis..
tribution and seds the results from the fit as well as the rawdata to the operator consoles. The'result of all scans art saved
in a catalog and:can be retrieved later.

3 Operation and Results
Figure 4: Scan in the vertical plane at 46 GcV beam en-

Since the start of LEP operation some thousand scans-were ergy
done. The main use of the wire scanners is for the measurement orgy
and optimization of the vertical beam size, mainly at an energy ...... . .
of around 46 GeV (LEP was operating most of its time around
this energy which corresponds to the enery of the Zo). a...

Whereas the horizontal beam size is relatively independent
on, the fine tuning of the machine, the vertical emitt ance
changes with parameters like betatron tune, closed orbit devi.
ation etc. During luminosity operation the vertical emittance
varies between about 2 and 20 nm, mainly due to the blow up /
of the beams caused-by beam-beam effects. The blow-up de- o
pends on the tuning of the machine. In fig. 4 the vertical beam I
profile is shown. The beam energy was 46 GeV, the emittance /
3 nm, and the rmns beam size is 0.49 mim.

Always one IN scan is followed by one OUT scan. If the "
measured beam sizes from both scans do not agree within cer-
tain limits, it can be assumed that either the beam is not stable
or the scanner is not working correctly. The results of a scan Figr
are displayed to the operator as shown in Table I o.rgy

The smallest emittance observed at 46 GeV beam energy
was 0.7 mtm after an orbit correction in the vertical plane down At high energy (16 GeV) most prufiles hat a regular shape
to an rmns value of 0.65 mm and a careful coupling compen- and -an be fitted by a Gaussian plus a -unstant uffcet All the
satiun. This corresponds to a betatron coupling between the vertical scans done at a btam energ) uf 20 GC\ zhow a large
horizontal and the vertical plane of about 2 %. The current systcmatic asymmetry Wvhi-1 cAn be cxplaircd by Coulomb
per bunch was about 0.2 mA. Discrepancies with results from wattering of the electruns at th, Carbon atuoni (Zee fig. 5).
other emittanct measurements were observed [7]. The cause Due to s-attering the trnittancc "icrese mukt and inure as
of these discrepancies is still unknown. A similar scanner in- the fibre moves through the beam.
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In'thie following we roughly estimate the emittance growth One measure to reduce the temperature rise is to decrease
expected from a scan : the rms scatter angle is given by the electromagnetic coupling. The parasitic loop enabling the
0  po/p xv/(!j-) with po = 14 MeV/c, p the beam momen- current flow is suspected to be closed through ceramic pieces
him, L,the effective thickness of the fibre and L, the radiation isolating the wire holders from the aluminium fork. These

-length of-the -material, 0.275 m for carbon. The emittance pieces were redone on two wire scanners to decrease the par-
ihcrease for the Coulomb scattering becomes: AE = 902/2. asitic capacity. On the other two scanners the arms of the

In Table I1 the estimated emittance increase for a scan at 20 fork were entirely made of ceramics. Quantative measurements
GeV is compared with-the design emittance and the measured could only be made on the scanner with the modified isolation
'eniittance. Values of 2.5 % for the coupling and of 0.2 m/s for piece. They indicate a reduction of approximately 30 % of the
the spedd'of the.fibre are assumed. temperature increase. The scanners with the complete ceram-
TABLE II: Blow-up by a scan at a beam energy of 20 GeV ics arms seem to present a larger improvement. This has still

SPlane / [m] [AE [nmJ Em. E I to be confirmed.

11 124 0.31 15 6.7
V 78.4 2.0 1.5 0.27

/3 is the beta-function, Em the measured emittance and Et the
theoretical emittance. At this fibre speed the emittance growth
in the vertical plane is much larger than the emittance to be
umeasured. As-a consequence the speed of the fibre has been
increased from initially 0.2 m/s to about 0.4 m/s which reduces >

the blow-up by a factor of two. To obtain a better estimation
of the true emittance the measured profile is matched with a
Gaussian fit at the less perturbed side in the data treatment.
In general this method gives a too optimistic result and an im-
proved data treatment is foreseen : It can be shown that only
one parameter k is sufficient to fit the profiles in the case of Wi
blown up beams. This can be determined by the skewnss Figure 6: Destroyed Berylum Fibre

t = 113//12 , where it, are the moments of the distribution. In
Table 3 the different methods of fitting the profiles are coin-
pared.
TABLE III: Emittance estimation from three algorithms

Algorithm used in the analysis of a C
vertical profile at 20 GeV (Jim (nut)
V111 0.304 1.16
From Gaussian fit at one side 0.120 0.18
Fron skewness t 0.133 0.22

At 46 GeV beam energy no blow-up has been observed as ex-
pected : 'rhe emittance blow-up decreases with 1/,y' and the
enittance increases with 'y (with -f the relativistic factor of the
particles).

Some of the carbon fibres were destroyed during the 1990
LEP run. From previous experience with protons [2] it ap-
peared unlikely that this was due to the beam energy deposi- Figure 7: Fibre Temperature for IN-OUT Scan
tion. Two of the four fibres were replaced by 50 pim beryllium
fibres. After they were destroyed, the inspection showed clearly
that the fibre was melted and not broken (see fig. 6). All fi-
bres were not broken at the beam location. This indicated References

that electromagnetic heating of the whole fibre is probably the [1] B.Bouchet: CERN-MT/Tech.Note, inl preparation
cause of the problem. (2] A.Burns et al.: Proc.Part.Acc.Conf. 1989, Chicago,

A resistance measurement for monitoring tihe temperature March 20-23,1989
confirned this hypothesis. A typical temperature evolution
over a scan is shown in fig. 7. A the "OUT" position left, the [3] Ileidenhain: Numerische Pubitionsanzeigen, D.8225

temperature is about 400 degrees per mA circulating beam. As Traunreut

the fibre approaches to the beam, but before touching it, tihe [4] J.Bosser, R.Schmidt, CERN-SPS/ABM/Note/86-24
temperature increases rapidly hinting to a coupling with the (5] C.Fischer: LEP-Note 563, 1986
electromagnetic field of the bunch. The temperature increase
is about 300 degrees for one mA beam current. After the beam [6] C.Fischer et al.; EPAC 1988, Rome June 7-11,1.081

traversal in the "IN" position, a new temperature level of 780 [7] Y.Funakoshi et al.: LEP Performance Note 34,
degrees is measured. Tihe fibre is then brought back to its 22.08.1990, CERN
"OUT" position and the same phenomenon is observed. The
two temperature peaks decrease with increasing fibre speed,
whereas the steady levels stay unchanged. At a speed of 0.4
ni/s no further fibre were broken.
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DESIGN OF THE AGS BOOSTERIONIZATION PROFILE MONITOR*

A.N. Stillman, R.E. Them, R.L. Witkover, W.H. Van Zwienen
AGS Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, NY 11973

Abstract

The AGS Booster 7;3n-Ation Profile Monitor I
(IPM) must operate in a vacuum ofabout3:x 10 11 Torr. E INTEGRoR sA,.L/HoLD
The ultra-highvacuumim po5es certain requirements on MICRocANNEL -
detector gain a#d&restrictions on construction techniques. oTEoTOR
Each detector isa two-staged-microchannel plate with an AODE SUS -RATE
integral substrate containing sixty-four printed anodes.
Formed electrodes provide uniform collection, fields
without the use of resistors, which would be unacceptable MvE rnoCESSo.o A/D

in these vacuum conditions. An ultra-violet light calibrates
the detector in its permanent mounting. An extra set'of Sus IENr 'C DUAL POT IEORY

electrodes performs a first order correction to the per- ION PC/AT
turbations imposed by the horizontal and vertical col-
lection electrodes. This paper will present- details of the

design of the profile monitor.
INTRODUCTION Fig. 1. A block diagram of the Ionization Profile Monitor

and its readout electronics. AGS Booster timing signals
The AGS Booster is a synchrotron whose purpose control the integration and sampling times.

is three fold. It will increase the AGS proton intensity by
allowing the injection of four 1.5 GeV pulses rather than, The most severe constraint on the ionization
one 200 MeV pulse. It will accumulate twenty pulses of, profile monitor design is the ultra-high vacuum of the AGS
polarized protons to boost their intensity as well. Lastly, it Booster, nominally 3 x 10" 1 1 Torr. This pressure
will accelerate heavy ions to a momentum suitable for cor-responds to a residual gas density of approximately
injection into the AGS and RHIC, the Relativistic Heavy 106 gas molecules per cm 3 . At these rarefactions, the
Ion Collider. It is an intensifier for AGS beams and a beam produces ionization signals on the order of
necessary pre-accelerator for RHIC. picoamps. Furthermore, there is an extremely limited

xange of construction materials and techniques that one
The profile monitor in the AGS Booster is a re- oan use in-vacuum of this quality. Resistors, for instance,

sidual gas ionization monitor. The Booster beam ionizes oannot grade potentials in the vacuum since they outgas
gas molecules in the volume over two sets of collecting too much. Aluminum softens at the bake out temperatures
wires, one vertical, the other horizontal. The ions would in use, so metal parts must be of stainless steel. An
naturally drift radially outward for the space charge of the appropriate choice of detector, therefore, is a
beam, but electrical fields that are strong enough to re- microchannel plate. The microchannel plate has high
direct their natural radial motion send them to the wires, gain, operates only in a vacuum, and can tolerate bake out
For strong enough collection fields, the ions travel in temperatures of 3000 C.
rather straight trajectories from their point of generation
to the collection wires. The pattern on the wires is thus MCP DETECTOR
either a horizontal or vertical projection of the intensity of
ion production, which is directly proportional to the beam A typical microchannel plate has a gain of 104
intensity. Standard, high sensitivity integrating electronics electrons per input electron. Cascaded plates provide
and a real time computer interface acquire the signals, higher gain, though not strictly the product of the gains of
display them, and allow control of the collecting fields and the individual plates, since saturation effects in the last
other variables. Figure 1 is a block diagram of the profile plate dominate very quickly. In the AGS Booster IPM, the
monitor and its electronics, detector is a dual microchannel plate 1 with a specified

gain of 107 electron per electron. Ionic inputs to micro-
channel plates cause slightly different gains from the

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. electron inputs. In fact, the gain of a typical plate can vary
Department of Energy. with ion species and energy. 2 In order to generate beam
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intensity profiles that are not merely qualitative, the profile A second constraint on the collecting field value,
monitor design must make these gain variations insig- not often noted in devices like these, is that the micro-
nificant. Careful shaping of the electrical collecting fields channel plate is an energy analyzer for ions below about 20
minimizes these gain effects. keV. Thus, to form accurate profiles, the minimum ionic

energy must be above this threshold. The ions of minimum
The heart of the profile monitor is the dual micro- energy form in the tail of the beam closest to the face of

channel plate detector, which comprises the microchannel the detector, so the collecting field at this distance must
plates and their associated anode. array. A small distance accelerate these ions to 20 keV. With careful electrode
from the exit end of the plates is a ceramic substrate with design, it is possible to maintain a potential of -20 kV at
sixty-fourlinear anodes, Each anode is a collecting wire, this distance.
and runs the length of the plate. The whole detector
assemb!y attaches to four supporting posts on the vacuum The ultra-high vacuum conditions also cause
side of a flange. Ceramic insulation covers the wires from problems in generating graded potentials. Since resistors
the detector,io two thirty-five pin instrumentation feed- are forbidden and external resistors would require pro-
throughs. Ceamic also insulates the wires that provide hibitively many feedthroughs, shaping of the collection
the bias voltage to the front and back sides of the plates. field electrodes is the best way to shape the field itself.
The unity of the detector/anode assembly allows the anode Figure 2 shows the final shape of the electrodes and a plot
spacing to be at a rather fine pitch. In fact, the anodes are of the equipotential lines. The size of the walls of the
1.1 mm wide and are 1.47 mm apart. The length of the box-shaped electrodes should be one quarter the length of
anodes is 75 mm, the length of the detector active area. the electrode. 4 A close inspection of the equipotentials

shows that they are certainly flat enough not to cause any
The gain of the detector is set by the voltage distortion of the beam profile image. A four inch clear

across the input and output faces of the dual plate. There aperture being necessary for the beam, the electrodes
is no electrical separation between the two plates. Gen- must form part of the perimeter of an eight inch cube.
erally, the voltage is about 1 kV per plate for the specified They are of stainless steel, polished and with no sharp
gain of 107. However, the second plate can easily saturate corners.
in the presence of large input signals. This saturation is
very deleterious, since microchannel plates have a finite Each plane has a set of electrodes and the work-
life determined only by the charge extracted from them. ing voltage on each set is nominally 70 kV. To correct the
Accordingly, the power supply that provides bias voltage kick on the beam from these fields, a third set of elec-
also contains a protection circuit. This circuit reduces the trodes is between the two collection electrodes. These
bias voltage to half the full scale voltage, i.e. 500 V per correction electrodes are at 45* to the horizontal and
plate. The circuit trips when the current flowing through vertical collection electrodes. The corrector voltage, 99
the detector is 7% of the current that flows with no signal. kV, generates an electric field that cancels, to first order,
This is the recommended value for the fraction of strip the effect of the vector sum of the collector fields.
current at which to trip. This power supply circuit uses an
optically isolated operational amplifier to compare the READOUT ELECTRONICS
signal current to a set current. It also provides a small
differential voltage between the exit side of the last Each detector plane has sixty-four channels.
microchannel plate and the collecting anodes. Each of these channels is input to a low leakage integrator.

A commercial VME sample/hold multiplexer and A/D
FIELD SHAPING converter with an imbedded microprocessor stores the

integrator outputs in a local memory. An IBM PC/AT
The collecting fields in this profile monitor merit then reads the memory locations via a commercial bus

special consideration. There are constraints on them as interface that connects the PC bus to the VME bus. The
well. The primary constraint is that they direct ions to the A/D can scan through all channels and load them into
face of the detector in trajectories that accurately project memory in about 1 msec. Timing for the data acquisition
the beam intensity distribution onto the anode wires. This is by real time interrupts to the PC, which controls the
voltage gradient, sufficient to overcome beam space scanner as if it were the VME host. The timing signals
charge effects, seems to be subject to a law of diminishing themselves are either standard AGS Booster time line
returns. There always seems to be a further reduction of codes or the Booster TO signal. Both are available for
beam profile width as the collection voltage increases. 3  selection by the PC.
However, the ability to generate large fields in confined
vacuum chambers falls off rapidly at the higher voltages. A simple calibration system is also available ander
The historiL.k vali,, of the voltage gradient at the AGS is PC control. An ultra-violet spectroscopy lamp of 180 nm
somewhere in the range of 1 kV/cm. wavelength illuminates the detector briefly in response to a
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calibration pulse from the computer. The light shi.-'s on SUMMARY
the detector face through a sapphire window in 'he
vacuum chamber and then through the hole in the top f The AGS Booster Ionization Profile Monitor has
the collection electrode, since the lamp is physifially the ability to generate beam profiles even in the tenuous
outside the vacuum. The quantum efficiency of the micro- residual gas of a 3 x 10- 1 1 Torr vacuum. It uses a
channel plates at this wavelength is about .5%. This microchannel plate detector with an integral anode
calibration system can provide a roughly uniform input to assembly to generate profiles with a 1.47 mm wire pitch. A
the detector and will allow the monitoring of the inevitable computer based scanning ADC system allows for profile
decline of the detectors' gains, acquisition on AGS cycle time scales. Formed electrodes

generate fields without the use of resistors and the high
(a) voltage design minimizes the distorting effects of beam

space charge and differential detector response. A
X calibration system is integral to the design and may find

"_ _ _ _ _ _ use in generating quantitativc information from the beam
r ..... profiles as well as qualitative.
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Fig. 2. Poisson calculations of equipotential lines in the
_ _._ionization profile monitor collection volume. These views

are cross-sections of the collection volume and show the
. -characteristic U-shape of the electrodes. Each electrode

lip is one quarter the length of the electrode. In both
o _.views the -70 kV electrode is at the top and the ground

electrode at the bottom; the voltage between potential
lines is 3.5 kV. Scale is in cm. In (a), the input face of the
microchannel plate detector is the upper dotted line. This
face is held at -2 kV by the bias power supply. The
characteristic dual plate capacitor potential lines have
given way to flat potential lines due to the lips on the
electrodes. In (b), a magnified view of the collecting

.s . .0 . .0 i. 14 volume shows that its electric field is essentially constant.
PW ,-IPM PttCs CYC. 0 Here the micro-channel plate detector is the rectangle

above the lower electrode.
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Beam Size Measurement at High Radiation Levels

Franz-Josef Decker

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, California 94309

Abstract parameters a, 13, e, where a = -1/2. d/3/dt [1]. There-
fore the measurement of beam sizes is an important part

At the end of the StanfordLinear Accelerator the high en- of controlling emittance blow-up. The small beam sizes
ergy electron an d positron beams are quite small. Beam below 100rpm at the end of the SLAC-linac require a good
sizes, below 100 pm (a) as well as the transverse distri- resolution of the measuring system. This is investigated in
bution, especially tails, have-to be determined. Fluores- the first sections. A high radiation level, which is produced
cent screens observed by, TV cameras provide a quick two- by nearby collimators, forces the cameras to be moved to a
dimensional picture, hich can be analyzed by digitiza- remote location. A radiation hard system using only first
tion. For running "  jLAO Linear Collider.(SLC) with surface mirrors in that area is shown next. At the end
low backgrounds at.i.e interaction point, collimators are some first results are presented.
installed at the end of the linac. This causes a high radia-
tion level so that the nearby cameras die within two weeks
and so-called "radiation hard" cameras within two months. 2 Resolution
Therefore an optical system has been built, which guides a
5 mm wide picture with a resolution of about 30 pm over a The desired resolution is determined by the expected beam
distance of 12mto an accessible region. The overall reso- sizes and the allowable errors; while the achievable resolu-
lution'is'limited by the screen thickness, optical diffraction tion depends on'the screen thickness and granularity, the
and the line resolution of the camera. Vibration, chromatic optical and the camera resolution.
effects or air fluctuations play amuch less important role.
The pictures are colored to get fast information about the
beam current, size and tails. Beside thei mittance, more 2.1 Desired Resolution
information about the tail size and betatron phase is ob- The expected beam sizes at the end of the SLC linac
tained by using four screens. This will help to develop tail are given by equation 2. With 7 = 3 . 10-mrad,
compensation schemes to. decrease the emittance growth fImin(m..) = 25 (50) m and a relativistic gamma-factor of
in the linac at high currents. y = 92 000 corresponding to 47 GeV, the beam sizes will

be or = 90 (130) pm. So the resolution of the measurement
should be below this. With about 50pr resolution (see

1 Introduction below) the measured beam size Will be up to 15% more
(ame, = /902 +502/90 ' a. = 1.15 ao) or the measured

The production rate for high energy physics events, called emittance 30% more. By knowing the resolution to 20%
luminosity £, of an accelerator is given by the simplified (50±10 pm) the measurement accuracy increases to about
formula: 7% in size or 15% in emittance at the low beta points.

£ = 2- , (1) With half these values at the high beta points, this system
provides besides the visual information a good absolute

where N is the number of particles in one of the colliding emittance value down to 0.2. 10- 5 m rad.
bunches, f the re.,etition frequency and o, the small spot
size at the interaction point (IP). The size o is given by 2.2 Achievable Resolution

o = "  (2) Different elements between the screen and the observer can
degrade the resolution of a small beam size. The thickness

with 8l is the betatron function at that location and c is and its granularity of the screen, the diffraction limit of the
the emittance of the beam, in principle a constant. Differ- light path and the line resolution of the camera contribute
ent conditions like beta-mismatch and filamentation, bad to about a = 30 pm each [2]. In the following the resolution
steering or alignment and transverse wakefield effects can values are given as sigma (a) of a gaussian corresponding to
cause a significant emittance blow-up. For a matched beam the beam size (magnification factor), sometimes calculated
(beam-/3 is equal lattice-#3) equation 2 shows that only the from the full-width half-maximum of a distribution by a
beam size has to be determined. For any case at least three FWttM/2.35.
sizes at different betatron phase 4 locations (or at different
quadrupole settings) are necessary to calculate the beam 2.2.1 Screens

*Work supported by the Department of Energy contract DE- The screens are made out of A120 3 :Cr and emit light at
AC03-76SF00515. 695nm (Ruby). The self-supporting material is about
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420pm thick (t) and-has a granularity of the order of 5- Optical Design To keep the light diameter within the
10pra (up to,30pm) in corn diameters. diameter D of a lens (e.g. 50 mm) the inagnification can

be M = D/v "" 10, where v = 5mm is the diameter of the
thickness The thickness (t = 120 pm) contributes in field of view. With F = 12 or a corresponding focal length

,two ways to the resolutiom First, assume that the camera f = 0.6 m the picture would be s = 6 m away:
1,lJooking straight at the beam (e.g. by a mirror with..
hole) and is focused on the middle of the screen, A thin s = f .M = DI F1 . D2/v. (01)
beam produces a line within the screen which is seen as a
small disc with To achieve the necessary distance one bigger lens of D2 =

fd= 1 t (3) 100mmis used at a distance of about l0in, acting as a field
2.35 TF lens, which concentrates the light of the nearby image to

With an F-number of the optical system of F = 1.4, the the camera 2 m away.
disc is'as bigas18pm. On the other hand for F = 15and
a resolution of 30 pm the focus can.be ±1 mm away from
the screen.

Tilt Tilting a thin screen e.g. by 600 increases the reso-
,ution-0f thebeam.in one dimension and makes it. easiertoget access ta tle picture on the screen. A thick 600 Gallery Floor
tilted screen [3] gives the'main contribution of the screen Lens

V/.t 
7.5m

Granularity The different corn,sizes around 10pm of
the screen material scatter the light and therefore con-
tribute to the resolution. Not knowing the distribution of
the corn sizes ?nd tbe right mathematics (give me a hint) at Wall
for calculating the effect, it has been measured in the lab.
A rclution target has been imaged into the middle of the a
screen and the resolution measured to be 56pm from the Parabolic
other side. The light produced by a beam traverses on Mirror\
averageh f the thickne&I, so the resolution due to granu-
larityis g = 28rpm.

.22.2 optzcal System,

The optical system should provide the imaging from the
screen to the camera sitting in a low radiation envionment
without a significant degradation (see Fig. 1).. oarting "Kicker" Clmt
with a certain field of view (e.g. 3 x 4mm), the desired Collimator
resolution ( 30pm) and the distance to the camera (,z,
12m), the system can be designed. "

Diffraction Limit Diffraction limits the principle reso- Off-axis

lution of an optical system. A lens of diameter D and a 491

focal length f produces a spot diameter d (ring of the first 61"' screens
diffraction minimum) of Figure 1 Light Path of the Off-Axis Screens.

d = 2.441A, (5) Every two sticonds the e+ and e--bunches are kicked onto
D

where A is the wavelength of the light (695 nm). So an the off-axis screens at the end of the SLC-linac. The radi-
F-number e f F = flD of 12-1 provides that d o - n ation from the collimators near the screens forced the cam.
26pm. A non-obvious fact (reason: tails in distributon) eras to be moved to a low radiation area 12m away. The
should be mentioned: The resolution o of the optical sys- first parabolic mirror provides a diffraction limited resolu-
tem '- about d: or , d, which can be checked by looking tion below 30jpm and helps to achieve a small diameter
at MTFs (modulation transfer functions, e.b,. (4]). of ihe light path and a low sensitivity o air fluctuations

and vibration levels by enlargig the picture for the long
Light Path Distance The manageable distance over distance.
which- light can be easily and inexpensively transported
(no large diameter optics, no vcuuni pipes) depends on It has turned out that this design has a lot cf advantages:
the optical design, air fluctuation and the vibration levels. Bebide smaller optical parts (not D = s/F = 0 8 in), the
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quick (after 0.6 m) and big (M ze 16) magnification pro-
vides less sensitivity to air motion. A motion of 200 pm
over 12m, observed by alignment crews, are decreaseddown to the 10 pm level. The one large lens, mounted near
the top of a vertical penetration in a protection pipe,.can
be used for two light paths of two nearby screens (electrons
and positrons).

A mirror flatness of about \/8 and vibration levels of
0.1pr over the diameter produce a disturbance or off-
sets of about Az = 40pm in 10m distance. Taking the
magnification into account this is small compared to the
diffraction limit (in design),

A 2. f < d. (7)

On the other hand vibrations of up to 40pin on the screen
were observed in the first test setup, where one mirror
was mounted-on top of the water cooled accelerator. The
resolution can be checked by looking at the smallest visible
corn size over the whole imaging system, Shiny corns had
two coma-like tails of about 25pm, w hich decreased the Figure 2: Beam with a Wakefield Tail.resolution in the worst case to 50 pm (see below). The (normally colored) picture gives a two-dimensional

Abberations Geometric and chromatic abberat-ons projection of the beam distribution. Contour lines help the
have been investigated. Achromatic and radiation hard black and white visibility.
lenses can be made in principle by a combination of silica
(SiO 2) and MgF 2 (probably also CaF2 , LiF) lenses. Due
to high costs and the lackof proof of real radiation hard- 4 Conclusion
ness, lenses are avoided in the accelerator area and instead
curved first surface mirrors are used. A real radiation hard system has been achieved by mov-

Focusing parallel light, a spherical mirror has a geomet- ing the cameras far away and carefully designing the light
ric abberation of path to get the desired resolution. The overall resolution

1 z3  is further limited by the screen thickness and the camera
- 4 (2f)2' (8) resolution to about 50 pm.

where Az is the minimum disc diameter and z the offset
from the axis of the light (in this case the diameter D = Acknowledgement
2z). In a one-to-one imaging situation with a tilted mirror
astigmatism occurs: I would like to thank J.T. Seeman, R.K. Jobe and especially

D z2 M.C. Ross for a lot of helpful discussions, the Mechanical
Az = -f.. (9) and Controls Departments for their implementation and

(2f)2' especially V. Brown for his quick and personal support and

An off-axis parabolic mirror avoids all of these above ab- the reading the manuscript.
berations and has been chosen for this reason. It has been
observed, that these mirrors have to be aligned carefully References
to avoid coma:

A a 2D 2 X (10) [1] E.D. Courant, II.S. Snyder, Theory of the Alternating
(2f)2' Gradient Synchrotron , Annals of Physics: 3, 1-48

Here z is the offset of the focus point from the axis. (1958).
[2] N1. Ross, Using Television Cameras to Measure Emit-

3 Experimental Results tance, SLAC-CN-280, Sept. 1984.

The first experimental results with a beam on the screens [3] C.D Johnson, Limits to the Resolution of Beam Size
have shown their usefulness in getting a visual colored pic- Measurement from Fluorescent Screens due to the
ture of the beam. Fig. 2 shows, for instance, a beam with Thickness of the Phosphor , SLAC-CN-366, July
a huge wakefield tail. Steering the beam.ilat to the axis of 1988.
the linac decreases the tail by a large amount. But at high (4] Melles Griot, Optics Guide 5,1990.
currents, even with a well steered linac, tails are present..
These can be decreased by introducing betatron oscilla-
tions-with a certain phase and amplitude, so that no tails
are visible on the screens.
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BEAM EMITTANCE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
FOR PLS-IM-T LINAC*

Y. X. Luot , W. Namkung , C. R.vu, I. S. Ko
Pohang Accelerator Laboratory/POSTECH

Pohang, Korea 790-600

Abatract H. Theory

The PLS 60 MeV ihijector (PLS-IM-T) for the 2.GeV
linac is expected to be commissioned by the end of 1991. It is taken that x is the direction of the beam transport,
A simple technique has been developed for the beam emit- x and y are the horizontal and vertical coordinates respec-
tance measurement, which employs the bending magnet tively. It is also assumed that the quadruple is focusing
and the-quardrupole magnets in the beam transport sys- in the z direction and ddocusing in the y direction, and
tern. By varying the quadrupole strength, one can simulta- the bending magnet will bend the beam in the z direc-
neously determine the horizontal and vertical emittances, tion. The beam matrix at the entrance of the quadruple
and the momentum slread of the beam. in defined as o, which is discribed by the super-ellipsoid

equation as follows:

I. Introduction =~!l -1, (1)

The PLS-IM-T,-an injector of the PLS 2.0 Gev linac,
will be commissioned by the end of 1991. In the PLS-IM. where
T, there will be no scintillation target in the beam lineX
which can be used for emittance measurement. Thus, the Z#
measurement of the beam emittance will be performed at
the beam enesy analysing station, differently from the
ordinary method. The layout is illustrated in Fig. 1.

P

tcamera ' = dz/dz, y' = dy/dz, 6 is the half width of the

bending magnet beam, and o is symmetric, i.e.

quadrupole
bam Yo, i,j= 1,2,...,6.

Then, the beam matrix will satisfy the following fomula

at the scintillator in the beam analysing station.
sclintlllator

o = Rao RT ,  (2)
Fig.1 Layout of the beam analyzing station

wheze R is the total transfer matrix from the quadruple
*This project is :upported by POSCO and MOST, KOREA. to the sciatillator.
tpermanent addrus: IHEP, Beijing, PRC. Expression for R is:

0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 @IEEE
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R1 R12  R13 R14  R15, R1
R21Ai2R 23 R24  &S6 2 6

s R 2  R 33 R34  R3 4 R3 6 (3)

a'1 1 5 2' 53 R64  R55 R56
R I R .S&43 R 4  R65 RG,

I L1 0 0 0 -psina cosa 0 00 -,Ca

0 0 1 s 0 0 0 0 1 pc 0 0: 0 0 '0 1 0 -0 0 0 0 1 0 0'si0 0 100 )( 0 -p(1- Cosa) 0 0 1 p(sina-a)
001 0 _0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 20 0 0 0 cos(kLa) suin(kLa) 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 -kuin(kLa) coa(kLj) 0 0 1 p(Sina-a)
0 0 1 L2 0 0 0 cosh(kL,) kinh(kL,) 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 koinh(kL,) coeh(kL,) 0 0

o ,001 4 0 0 0 0 1 ,.
0 0 o1 0 0 0 0 0 1

At the scintillator, one can get a graph as shown in Fig.,
2, from which it is easyto get the HWHM of the beam, A= zrom (3), one can get
and Ay. As well known, the HWHM is related to the beam
matrix by, = VR1 and &V- = g . If the quadruple
strength is changed four times, one can get four graphs RI, = co(kL,)(coso- sina)-koin(PL,)x

and therefore four different Az and P. r _

From (2), it can be derived that (L2 +L$)coa- Si O+P i a , (7)

1 P
R12 = + cos(kL)(cos a- in ) + o.(kLa) xall = R211vo + 2I&RB2012 + R2922 k, -

+R?.o.. (4) [(L2 + )coSa- L2L. Sina + Peia](
a33 J93.33+ 2R 33R3s0,34s+ P4 ,6.4 4, (5) 1

aee = a°ee. (6) R16 = p(1-cooa)+L Sina, (9)
R33 = Cosh(kL,) + ksinh(kLj)(L2 + L3 + pa), (10)

Sy ,R 34 = I sinh(kLa) + cosh(kL,)(L2 + L3 + pa). (11)

H. Beam emittance measuring method
X for PLS-IM-T

Values of Eqs. (7) through (11) will be changed as
the quadruple strength varies. In the case of PLS-IM-T,

particle number L1 = 0.2m, L2 = 1.14m, L3 = 1.36 m, p = 0.52m a =
part__lenumber_ 0.418rad, ana k = 24.245V/7'wi; w = 60 MeV, where

G is the field gradient of the quadruple.
* Substituting four Az's into (4) and solving the equation

2set, one can get cra0, 0o,12, OroM aoee, and thus the hor-n/ ionta~lemittan z*

x .= 0- 0-o.22 -7 12 (xm.rad), (12)

Fig.2 beam profile at the scintillator
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and the beam momentum spread dimension or divergence at the focusing point. However, it
is noticeable that the Eq. (13) has an expression of a pure

- :i:V . (13) beam momentum spread.

Using the same procedure for, Eq. (5), it is possible to References
get the vertical emittance from the three by values.

Ordinarily, measuring the beam momentum spread by
means of measuring A% of the beam at the analysing sta- [i K. L. Brown, et al., Transport. SLAC-91, Rev. 2,
tion always includes the contribution of either the beam UC-28(1/A).
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A CARBON JET BEAM PROFILE MONITOR FOR LEAR

R. Galiana, D. Manglunki and C. Mazeline
PS Division, CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23

Abstract

CERN's Low Energy Antiproton Ring LEAR is now
,equipped with a non-destructive beam profile monitor. A :2
pulsed "carbon jet of 0.8 ms is used to minimize the disruption
of the low energy beam. The jet is produced by a laser beam
impinging on a solid carbon target. The atomic jet is
collimated to form a thin curtain, which traverses the coasting 6
antiproton beam. The electrons produced by the ionization of
the jet, are accelerated by electrodes before they hit a
phosphorous screen. The image of the profile is acquired by a
CCD camera and digitized for display on a workstation. This
paper describes the techniques used, from generation of the
carbon jet, to the analysis of the digitized image. Preliminary Q.7 ,
results and future improvements are discussed. ' Target m n,tt

2 WWarbo dution taok
3 YYA ker

I. INTRODUCTION / Optl ange5 lnbx tlimator tank/ =jal collimator tank
The LEAR machine (1].needed a non-destructive beam 7 tc Wchamber

profile monitor principally for measuring the evolution of the a s t ranct iwroik

beam. size in the presenceof electron cooling [21 and for L

monitoring the size of the beam in its interaction with an
internal gas jet target[3]. Operations required the device to be Fig. I : Schematic of the apparatus
able to operate with a beam intensity ranging from 107 to
1011 particles having an energy in the range of 2 MeV to 1.3 jet then traverses a series of three (two fixed and one adjustable
GeV. It has been decided to adapt a gas curtain scheme already between 1 and 5 mm) collimators to form the thi" curtain
used iprthe Intersecting Storage Rings [4], where a continuous which is ionized by the antiproton beam in the in ;raction
sodium curtain was used. Due to the small circumference of chamber.[5]
LEAR, and the low energy of its beams, a pulsed curtain was
designed to avoid emittance blow-up induced by the device. A B. Accelerating electrodes
carbon jet of 0.8ms pulse length, produced by a LASER beam The electrons produced in the ionization of the jet by the
impinging on a solid carbon target is collimated to form a antiproton beam are accelerated by two chemically polished

thin curtain inclined at 450 with the vertical. The carbon atoms titanium plates. The purity of the titanium (>98.5%) plays an
are ionized by the coasting beam. The distribution of the important role to avoid cold emission phenomena. Each plate
electrons produced by the ionization provide, a measurement has its own high voltage power supply, thus allowing few
of the beam distribution. flexibility in the configuration of the field. Typically, the field

11. DESCRIPTION OF THE APPARATUS ranges from I to 2 kV/cm, over a distance of 15 cm, yielding
15-30 keV electrons.

A schematic can be found on Fig. 1. C. Light collection and amplification

A. Generation of the carbon jet. After traversing a 0.1 lim thick aluminium coating which
We use a 1064nm YAG laser, delivering a 800 Is pulse of serves as a grounded electrode, the electrons hit a phosphor
maximum energy 25J, with a maximum repetition rate of (P20) coated fiber-optics window (90mm diameter). The
0.5Hz to generate the carbon jet. The solid carbon target has
the shape of the segment of a sphere. Stepping motors allow emerging light is then guided through a fiber optics taper
the target to be rotated about the centre of the sphere, thus which reduces the image to a diameter of 25mm and feeds it
letting the laser hit a different point. Each laser pulse drills a into a light amplifier followed by a 625-line CCD camera
crater into the target. The latter is repositioned for the next which delivers a standard video signal (Fig. 2). For 109
shot, thus-forming a honeycomb pattern. About 30% of the antiprotons at 309MeV/c, 105 el c Irons are collected, yielding
evaporated carbon (0.6mg) forms a 5000m/s atomic jet. This 2x 108 photons in the phosphorous ic men [6],

0-7803-0135-8/91S01.00 ©IEEE 1198



D. image acquisition G. Vacuum system

The video signal is digitized in a CAMAC digitizer module In order not to perturb the ultra-high vacuum (<10 -11 Torr)
[7] which is triggered from the laser pulse and holds the image of the LEAR machine, a differential pumping scheme has
in a 312x512 pixels format. The digitizer contents are read been implemented. The collimators act as conductance
using control system routines [8], and the information on the limitations between the different device volumes. Table 1
profiles are computed on-line in the LEAR consoles (VAX shows the vacuum parameters. [10]
workstations). The profiles can also be analysed by observing
the video signal on an oscilloscope: a fast sweep (100 gts)
representing One raster line gives the horizontal profile, while Table 1 : Vacuum parameters
a slow sweep (20ms) of the full image gives the vertical
profile. Design

Volume Pumping system Pressure
(T__)

Optical flange Gas injection (3x10 5 T l/s) 4x10 4

Carbon -Cryogenic (3000 I/s)
production tank -Turbomolecular (500 Is) 10-8

Foot wo la M14u.6(in series with rotating
°°" "P20 primary)

Fixed collimator - Ti sublimator (800 lWs)
tank - Ionic pump (50 l/s) 2x10 0

-Non evaporable Getter
. CYttt(10001Is/0_____

Ell .... Adjustable - Ti sublimator (1000 l/s) 10"1 1

.kV .2kV .,,,v .,Xv collimator tank - Ionic pump (50 1/s)
Interaction - Ionic pump (60 Ifs) 10"12

01 chamber - Ti sublimator (1200 l/s)

. .. . :1. Il PERTURBATION ON THE BEAM

,,,,_,,___,_,A. Vacuum effects
.,, .30kV .20kv The Ims carbon jet has a local pressure of 10-5 Torr over a

___distance of I to 5 mm. The design pressure of LEAR is 10-12
Torr (N2 equivalent for scattering) and its circumference is

Fig. 2 : Profile production and acquisition 78m. Thus one gets an average increase of the residual gas
pressure by 30%, assuming one measure per 2 seconds (the

E. Controls maximum rate at which the device can operate). Calculation

The local controls are entirely done in an HP6942A shows that the emittance blow-up during a continuous
multiprogrammer crate, which communicates with an HP85 measurement process is less than 10% of the one induced by
computer situated in the control room through a HPIB/RS232 scattering on the residual gas [11]. Indeed, no emittance blow-
link. up could be detected on the Schottky scans during the first

experiments.
F. Operation mode B. Electrostatic effects

The laser pulse is synchronized with the video signal of the The vertical electric field used to accelerate the electrons
camera, and triggers the digitizer. In addition, to prevent gives a 2 mrad vertical kick on a 105MeV/c antiproton beam,
carbon atoms polluting the optical window through which the which needs to be compensated. Compensation electrodes are
laser beam enters the tank, the optical flange is in the region therefore installed on both sides of the device, each with its
of a relatively high pressure (4x10-4 Torr) during operation. own high voltage 'wer supply. In addition to the dipolar
As the vacuum conductance has to be kept very low by using perturbation of ti/e accelerating plates, the finite width of the
a codical tube between the flange and the tank, a gas injection plates creates a quadrupolar effect which led to a detuning of
into the tank takes place at a rate of 3x10-5 TI/s. It has to be the betatron frequemcies in the early days of operations with
compensated by a strong pumping scheme (described below).In the device. It has been shown to be proportiori il to the value
these conditions, the optical window has to be renewed every of the etectri, d potential butween the two main and the
1000 impulsions. This is achieved by the rotation of a glass auxiliary plates 1121, so it c:ould be L.urcd with an appropriate
disc which allows 70 renewals in situ of the transparent adjustment of the various potentials.
surface [9].
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IV. RESULTS Fig 3 shows a digitized picture of the image, as it is
displayed on the workstations. Fig 4 shows the beam profiles

A. Problems encountered extracted from this image.

A parasitic spot has been observed, which shows up even V. PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS
in the absence of the antiproton beam. Though the direct cause
has not been found, evidence shows it is due to self-ionization A. 1lelmholtz coils
of the carbon jet in the electric field. The brightest part of this In order to improve the sensitivity by better guidance of
spurious image was moved out of the area of interest with a
careful adjustment of the electrical potentials. The remaining the electrons, Helmholtz coils have been designed. The

halo is first acquired without antiproton beam for calibration, sensitivity should increase from 2 mm to 0.7 mm with a

then substracted by software from the beam image. More field of 300 Gauss [13].

investigations are taking place in order to understand - and B. Controls
hopefully eliminate - this phenomenon, which makes difficult For the moment, the device is routinely operated using a
the observation of very low density profiles. stand-alone micro-computer.It is desirable to integrate it into

B. Profile measurements the LEAR control system, and to convert the controls to
• operate from the VAX workstations.

C. Software

A "M For full operationality, more sophisticated image process-
i ing is needed. Very good quality commercial software is

available, which can be used to fulfill our needs for true
image reconstruction, substraction, contour definition, etc.

'4,.~xw .. ,. . , .')0 VI CONCLUSION
LEAR's carbon jet beam profile monitor, which is now

entering its operational stage, promises efficient emittance

controls during normal runs and for machine developments,
but more time is needed to improve and understand this
complex but beautiful device.

Fig. 3 : Digitized video signal
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Wire Scanners for Beam Size and Emittance Measurements at the SLC

M; C.Ross, J. T.Seeran, E. Bong, L. Hendrickson, D. McCormick, L. Sanchez-Chopitea
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford, Ca. 94309

focusing on the linac and upstream systems scanners. Of
ABSTRACT* particular interest is the interaction between the wire and the

The SLC wire scanner beam. profile monitors provide scattered radiation from the wire with the extreme electric field
accurate beam size and emittance measurements for each bunch of the beam. As this field reaches the level of several
-in the three bunch SLC beam. The beam size measurement volts/angstrom, as it does easily at the SLC interaction point
error for typical 50GeV SLC linac beams (100gm a(x,y)) is (and may in upstream parts of SLC), field emission from the
better than 5pim. Beam profile measurements can be performed wire may occur.
throughout much of the SLC with no interruption to normal A key feature of SLC operation is the degree of high level
machine operation and no adverse impact on interaction region active control required to keep it optimized. The high level of
detector backgrounds. The linac input and output emittance is demand takes the instrument out of the category of a device
determined using sets of four scanners spaced by .-45' betatron primarily used for machine development or failure diagnosis
phte advance. Each scanner contains three wires, x, y and u purposes and elevates it to an online device.
(45'), from which an estimate of the x - y coupling can be Feedback requires a fast, non-invasive (or minimal impact)
obtained. Advanced high level control software allows the use device which in turn means that the wire, not the beam, must
of wire scanner data in feedback and beam optimization be moved during the scan. The speed, range, vibration and
procedures. Non-invasive scans are performed almost other mechanical specifications can be generated from this
continually and the results are logged so that long term trends requirement and from the expected beam sizes and rates. Table
in emittance can be examined. In this paper we describe the 1 shows the expected performance of the scanners.
design, construction, performance and uses of SLC wire
scanners. MECHANICAL

The mechanical design effort addressed the following
INTRODUCTION problems: 1) wire and wire retention, 2) vibration over the

Measurements of the beam size and associated optical large speed range and 3) positioning errors and position
parameters are key to SLC. In the past progress has been transducers. A particular concern was radiation damage.
slowed by our inability to measure beam size accurately in a A schematic diagram of the scanner is shown in figure 1.
rapid, non-invasive manner. Several labs have built scanners of a similar design 1,2,3 The

Tuge wire is strung around 1.5mm stainless steel studs set in a
Wire -3/16in thick alumina fork in such a way so that it can carry

0 o wires of three different orientations across the beam and
provide x, y and u (45*) scans. The carriage motion is actuated

Direction of Bby a stepping motor through a 2mm pitch ball screw, chosen
because of the expected large number of cycles. Some

motion difficulty was experienced obtaining the small pitch, high
quality ball screw with no plastic parts. A 125gim thick

support card stainless steel vacuum window opposite the wire allows low
energy wide angle scattered radiation to emerge from the
vacuum chamber.

I1 inch Both the cantilever nature of the wire support and the

Flexible stepping motor contribute to wire vibration. We have used a
Bellows piezo- electric accelerometer to quantify the motor related

system vibration.
The wire chosen for the scanner was gold plated tungsten

with a diameter of 0.3 abeam. The wire has an effective 'a' of
Figure 1: SLC wire scanner wire support card viewed in the radius/2 which, when added in quadrature to the beam size,

beam direction. The translation stage and vacuum chamber are causes a 3% apparent increase when abeam = wire diameter.
not shown. Under normal conditions the wire size can be subtracted in

quadrature from the measured size.
In this paper we describe the design, construction, At full SLC currents and rates, the beam can heat the wire

commissioning and ultimate uses of wire scanners in the SLC, substantially reaching a steady state temperature of 1000'C. In
the fast scan mode, the wire is subjected to continuous beam

Ssupported by DOE contract DE-AC03-76SF00515 for no more than a few seconds. However, the wire may be
0-7803-0135-8/91S01.00 ©IEEE
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parked in the beam in error or for diagnostic purposes and must Most automated optimization procedures are built around this
be able to withstand continuous- beam. By measuring the facility. The next level of software does multiple scans and
incr6ase in resistance of the wire assembly an estimate of the accumulates these results in the correlation plot utility. This
wire temperature rise can be made. Resistance tests show good includes four wire emittance scan results and skew scan results.
agreement with a calculated rise of about 4' C/pulse. Finally, feedback can perform the scans as a background task

and implement the desired corrections.
Table l: Wire scanner 'erformance specifications.

Beam size resolution <3% a (= 3 - 10 Jim) SIGNAL DETECTOR
Systematic error <3% a (= 3 - 10 M) The purpose of the wire signal detector is to indicate the

,Emittancee) error 10% (for w-3 x 10- 5 m-rad) amount of charge striking the wire. Secondary emission and
D,na _ic range,10 9

- 1011 particles/pulse forward scattering, used in many wire scanner systems, are
DVicbrange Poften not practical at the SLC. The first because of problems
Vibration Peak amplitude < 0.2 discussed below and the second because of the very different
Relative positioning 20'.tm beam line areas in which these devices have to operate. The
Speed and acceleration lcm/s max most difficult region is just upstream of a high power

0.3mm/s min; 0.2m/s2 accel. collimator system. Radiation scattered by the wire in the
Multibunch operation <5% signal contamination from forward direction is completely overwhelmed by the scattering

nearby bunch (6Ons) from the collimator jaws thus making the use of small angle
Radiation resistant 10Mrad/year scattered radiation impossible.
Lifetime 100,000 cycles/year When the SLC interaction point (IP) wire scanners 5 were

As the wire is scanned through the beam its position is not first tested it was found that the secondary emission signal
encoded on each successive beam pulse, rather the current would increase dramatically when either the beam intensity
position of the wire is inferred from a check of the remaining exceeded about 5 x 109 or the Obeam < lOam. The onset of
step count. A position measurement using a radiation hard this dramatic increase is indicated by a very unstable signal, In
LVDT (linear differential transformer) is done at the limits of the SLC linac, where the beam sizes are about 100A.un, a beam
the scan to check that the expected position was reached. intensity of about 2.5 X 1010 is required. This effect appears to

be field emission induced by the field of the beam which peaks
CONTROLS at about 20V/A.

A scan consists of three steps: 1) move from PARK (near, Because of these problems, tests were made to determine if
but not in, any of the beams) to the start of scan at maximum a significant sign.A was present at 90' to the beam direction,
speed, 2) scan at the speed corresponding to the desired inter- directly opposite the wire, support card. A strong, very low
point spacing and beam rate and 3) return to PARK at full energy electron signal was seen in a bare photomultiplier
speed. Only brief pauses, to allow the device to come to a (PMT) placed about 30cm from the wire. A thin window is
complete stop, occur during the scan sequence. During required so that this scattered radiation is not absorbed by the
multiwire emittance or skew scans, the wire moves to the next vacuum chamber wall. Substantial shielding (±50 radiation
appropriate PARK. An important feature of this scheme is the lerfths) is required in some locations to protect the PMT's
use of machine wide data acquisition codes which coordinate from background generated by upstream beam losses. In
the readback of the scanner step count and the signals from the regions where no collimators follow the scanners, small angle
wire scanner detector and therefore allow a great deal of scattering monitors have been placed about 10m downstream
flexibility in the choice of detector including, for example, the to use for comparison with the PMT.
use of detectors several miles away. The detector linearity must be better than a few percent. A

Because the scanners are to be used for feedback, the moderate gain, excellent linearity tube was chosen. In order to
application software that controls them must have cross check PMT performance small fast ion chambers were
sophisticated exception handling, error logging and status built and installed downstream of some scanners 6. The
reporting. The control system software built around these linearity of the ADC is also very important.
devices allows use of the wire scanner at several levels. The
lowest is the single scan and associated single pulse detector PERFORMANCE AND CONCLUSIONS
signal readout. This information allows checking the fit Performance tests have focused on understanding systematic
quality, scan ranges and other details. At the next leve l higher, errors. These tests fall into two broad categories: 1) tests made
the fit results can be used in the SLC control system by varying beam size and / or intensity and 2) tests made with
correlation plot utility4 . This extremely powerful tool, different detectors sensing scattered radiation from a single
allowing the acquisition of scan data with other beam wire. Figure 3 shows the beam emittance measured using
diagnostic data and machine parameters, has been invaluable
for commissioning the scanners. All aspects of the gaussian fit
to the scan data are available and are automatically acquired as
an upstream device setting is controlled in agwgrammed way.
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Wire position (pm) Figure 3: Comparison of emiitance measurements made
Figure 2: A typical single wire scan. The data are fit with a with: multi wire (a) and quadrupole scans (b-d) using different

gaussian with an offset. quadrupole magnet / wire scanner combinations. The results
aein good agreement.

quadrupole Scans 7 on three different scanners and multiwire are
scans at I GeV and 4;5 x 1010 c-/pulse, near the SLC nominal compatibility, may prove to be an appropriate technology for
operating intensity. This is a good test of saturation effects future wire scanners. Two such scanners are installed for use at
sincethe beam sizes and signal strengths vary considerably the SLC IP.
over the scan range and from scanner to scanner. These tests
were done using the downstream fast ion chamber. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

TheSLC wire scanners provide bearn emittance data that is We would like to acknowledge the efforts of the linac
reliable enough to have already yielded new insights into the group for help in commissioning the scanners, the mechanical
performance of the SLC. By late 1991, 32 scanners will be in design and engineering group for mechanical design, A.
use (figure 4). Future linear colliders will have a tighter Tilghman for controls, and C. Field, K. Bouldin and C. Young
emittance budget and will require improved resolution for PMT testing and data analysis.
scanners, Piezo-clectric motors, with their very small step size
and ultra-high vacuum

Special, Purpose

Figure 4: SLC schematic showing the locations of wire scanners. Wire scanners are used for emittance (e), energy spread (AE/E)
and special purpose functions in the final focus.

4 L. Sanchez.Chopitea et. al., 'Correlation Plot Facility in the
SLC Control System', proceedings of this conference.
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2 R.I. Cutler et. al., 'Performance of Wire Scanner Beam 6D. McCormick, 'Fast Ion Chambers for SLC', proceedings of
Profile Monitors to Determine the Emittance and Position of this conference.
High Power CW Electron Beams of the NBS-Los Alamos 7M. C. Ross et. al.,'Automated Emittance Measurements in
Racetrack Microtron', Proceedings of the 1987 IEEE Particle the SLC', Proceedings of the 1987 IEEE Particle Accelerator
Accelerator Conference, p. 625, 1987. Conference, p. 725, 1987,
3 K.D. Jacobs et.al., 'The Beam Profile Measurement System
at the Bates Linac', Proceedings of the 1989 IEEE Particle
Accelerator Conference, p. 1523, 1989.
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Emittance Measurements of FEL Accelerators Using
Optical Transition Radiation Methods

R.B. Fiorito and D.W. Rule
N ,wal Surface Warfare Center, MS R42

Silver Spring, MD. 20903

A.H. Lumpkin and R.L. Tokar
Los Alamos National Laboratory, P 15

Los Alamos, NM. 87545

D.H. Dowell, W.C. Sellyey and A.R. Lowrey
Boeing Physical Sciences
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Abstract II. Experiments

Measurements of the emittance of the The experimental setup for OTR
Boeing FEL accelerator operating at 107 Mev, measurements at both Boeing and LANL is
were performed using optical transition shown in Figure 1. and discussed in ref.6. The
radiation (OTR). The results of the three The arrangement provides for an upstream
measurement-methods: measurement of beam station where a single foil maybe remotely
spot size as a function of magnetic quadrupole placed in the electron beam path, and a
focusing strength, two screen beam spot downstream station housing a two position
measurements, and beam spot - divergence actuator to access either a single OTR foil, or a
measurements using a OTR interferometer are two foil OTR Wartski interferometer. 1 Using
compared and shown to be in excellent these two stations, which are separated by'2.2
agreement. meters, quadrupole scans, simultaneous beam

spot measurements and beam spot-divergence
I. Introduction measurements can be made. The apparatus is

located is a straight section (A leg) of the
OTR techniques have proven to be very Boeing accelerator.

useful to diagnose electron beam spatial Figure 1. shows the plane of incidence
profiles, position, divergence, energy and or horizontal plane, which contains the electron
emittance. 1-5 In early publications we have beam velocity vector (in the + z direction) and
described the advantages of employing OTR
techniques to characterise the properties of the TWO-SCREEN

Boeing 110 Mev accelerator, which is used to .VARIANE OUDE•OTR REAUdSPOT Alto DIVERGEN'CE

drive a visible free electron laser (FEL).6 OTR LASE

has been shown to provide increased spatial and ITERFEROMETER LA UA ER
amTo Q UADRUPOI:L E\\

temporal resolution in the measurement of beam SPECTROMETER _ _-___"

size, and position when compared to fused / BEAU

silica and phospor screens previously used to - 2.2 METERS.- _-LEG

characterise the beam in the accelerator and in Oa1--BEA SPLITTERB£AMSPOT

the wiggler. As a result, OTR foils have now (RAIUS) ANGULAR

replaced the fused silica and phosphor screens (DIVERGENCE)

at both the Boeing and LANL HIBAF FEL
accelerators.4 6 Figure 1. Experimental Arrangement

0-7803-0135-8/91SO1.00 @IEEE
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the x direction which is perpendicular to z and Intensified CID cameras with RS 170
parallel to the surface of the earth. The y direc- ouputs are used at both stations to obtain beam
tion is perpendicular to the plane of incidence, images and interferograms.
(y,z), then, refers to the vertical plane.

To make a quadrupole scan measure- III. Results and Discussion
ment, the beam is focused on the OTR foil at the
upstream station. The field strength of magnetic
quadrupole lenses upstream of this foil, which In these experiments the accelerator
control focusing in either the x of y directions was not tuned for optimum beam transport.
are then varied, and the OTR beam image at The horizontal plane emittance measured
each field strength is captured and recorded. from the single foil quadrupole scan yields an x

In the two screen measurement, the
beam spot images at the upstream and edge emittance value of 158p24 mm-mrad. The
downstream single OTR foils are captured two foil method measurement produces an x
simultaneously. In this method the beam is emittance of 167t25 mm-mrad.
focused with the quadrupole lenses to effect a Figure 3 shows three line scans of
minimum beam spot radius in either the x,z or horizontally polarized OTR interferograms
yz planes. obtained when the beam is focused to a

Finally the beamspot-divergence minimum x diameter. The solid line represent
measurement is made at the downstream station, the data, the dotted lines theory. The best
The single foil, which consists of a diamond overall fit is obtained using a beam energy of
machined Al mirror, is us 'd to produce the 106.8 Mev and an x divergence of 0.3
beam spot image. The beam is focused here to milliradians. The beam energy spread as
achieve either an x or y minimum radius. The determined by the PARMELA code is less than
The divergence is measured using an OTR 5% and does not significantly affect the fringe
interferometer, which consists of two parallel visibility for this experiment, which is
foils: the mirror, and a thin (0.7 micron) Al foil dominated by the effect of beam divergence.
separated by 2.5 cm. A detail of the However, the Figure demonstrates that it is not
interferometer is given in Figure 2. Standard possible to simultaneously fit all the data
optical polarizers and filters are used to obtain fringes by using a single divergence value. This
horizontally or vertically polarized OTR is most likely caused by the fact that the beam is
interferograms, from which either the x or y not precisely focused to a waist position at the
beam divergence can be obtained.2 5  site of the OTR interferometer. The resulting

angular beam distribution cannot be represented
by a single Gaussian function in x or y, which
is the assumption of the theory.

OrhwWn A $a- The rms x,y emittances of the beam are
TO(, ."7 obtained from the beam's rms radii and the rms

divergences obtained from horizontally and
vertically polarized interferograms respectively.
At an x waist then,

T ex rnns=YXrmsEx rms--x edge! 4  (1)
o ,* where exras is the rms x emittance, Xrms is the

/ a rms x radius of the beam, Oxrms is the rms x
" -- X4Oaw divergence and x edge is the x edge emittance.

ToOOh Table I. gives a comparison of the
Cam" Omeasured values using the three techniques as

well as comparison with the predictions of the
PARMELA simulation code. The results are all

Figure 2. Detail of the 0TR Interferometer in good agreement.
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Table I.
186.82 li.U 8.2 aa

Comparison of measurements and simulation
code results

8.7 Method x edge Xrms Oxms
0.6. enittance (mm) (mrad)

1.3 Quad scan 158±24 ---
V. Two foil 167±25 0.57 0.35

O. TRI 144±25 0.57 0.3±.05
-6.2 I.1 W .8 882Parmela 143 0.81 0.21
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Figure 3. OTR Interferomneter scans - relative
intensity versus angle measured in radians for
three values of x divergence; top:, 0.2 mrad,
middle: 0.3 mrad, bottom: 0.4 mrad.
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Beam Spot Size Measurement Using Beamstrahlung Signals at the, SLC
Interaction Point
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W. Kozanecki, P. Chen
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94309

Absitract -centers, and 9 is the angle between the directions of the
major axes of the two bunches.

W-.'piesent a novel technique to measure separately the The total number of photons radiated is given by [2]
,transverse sizes of e+ and-e- beams in linear colliders,
that is based on analyzing patterns of beamstrahlung en- NIT = '5 (NBN2er 1R
ergy recorded while the two beams are scanned across each V' -i:/B
other. After establishing the principle of the-method, we 00 00)
compare our predicted radiated energyprofiles to actual x f-i, v, , 2 )e dudi (1)
measurements, and verify the tonssteh4 of our results
with an indepeuidint beam size determination based on co- where
herent mutual electromagnetic deflection of the two beams.

L.THEORY OF CLASSICAL BEAMSTRAHLUNG A(Mv- V4)

Consider a micron-sized electron bunch, containing -e-2(+J, 2 )w. (., (2)
about 1010 particles, colliding with a positron bunch at /
the interaction point (IP) of the Stanford Linear Collider
(SLC). The strong, coherent electromagnetic field gener -2
ateel by the positron (reap. electron) bunchas a whole, g(,,v,a,/3,e,R1 ) = (pcosl+ i.sin - cos(I-a))
slightly inflects the trajectory of each incoming electron +R2(-&ssinp + vcosP + sin(P - a))2 (3)
(resp. positron), and causes the latter to emit synchrotron
radiation, called "beamstrahlung, as already observed ex- Herex -e is the fine structure constant and Ve is the classical
perimentally,[1]. radius of the electron; R1 and R2 are the aspect ratios

Field strengths at the SLC IP are sufficiently-bvw that of the bunches (RI = al=/O1l, R2 = cr2/(72.); and B.

classical beamstrahlung theory [2] fully descrite- the prop- and By are the beam size ratios (B: = U:/a2 x, By =

erties of the emitted radiation. Thesv depend 6n the in- y/a2v). uw(z) is the complex error function: w(z) =
tensities (N1, N2 ) of the two beams, their r.m.s. -bunch exp(-z 2)erfc(-iz). u and v equal x/,'cri. and iV/V2l,

lengths (1, ,U,), their energy (Eb), their r.m.s transverse respectively, and 4 equals a/V'2i-.
sizes (0,,1 , :, y), and finally on the-beam orienta- The total energy emitted can be expressed as

tion parameters (a, a,fl) (subscript I indicates the beam 4 (N N~r.9c2

whose emitted radiation is being calculated, while sub- U/1 = 3B /B0P
script 2 refers to the beam producing the electromagnetic 0
field responsible for the synchrotrzn emission). The charge x f(J v, B., R2)e - 9(;' u'a '  dludv (4)
population within each bunch is assumnzd to-be gaussian 0o oo
in all three dimensions. For each of th;.twd, bunches sepa- where , is the relativistic factor, m is the mass of the
rately, we choose a coordinate system svch, that the z axis electron, and c is the speed of light.
lies along the incoming beam direction, he x direction Tero imu crite ee is
matches the major axis of the transverse beam profile (as- The maximum critical energy is

sumed elliptical), and the y-axis is aligned with its minor ) = (5Nr,)ac2
axis (the directions Of the-maior and -,,unor axis of the two (E)n / (B.. R2) ) BR2t (5)

beams need not coincide), a is the radial distance between
the centers of-the two beams, a is the angle between the where fm(B., R2) is the maximum magnitude of the elec-
major axis of bunch 2 and the line connecting the bunch tric field of bunch 2 in units of (eNI/0'2.o2z).
0-783-0135-8,91$01.90 (IE E 1207



Finfl"y,,the photon energy spectrum can be.calculated: Here lis the path length (21 cm) of a conversion electron or
positron in the counter gas, ii is the index of refraction of

' RiIRi, , , , ) 'thisgas-(1.0002), Av isth6 frequency'interval over whizh
the phototubes are sensitive (8.57 x,10"4 Hz), and-E6o¢€fis

where the Cerenkov threshold energy (approximately 26-MeV),.

I(R1,R2,Bc~,f3,.,e) f =j -7,1t,~CR1 (11)
. f ,oo n,(iivB)2)

SK5 /3 (s) in ( , ) d d ( Finally, f.7 (Ey), the fraction of-photons that pair produce,

is-given by

and f1t(E4) i-( - e-Nff(B,)z) (12)

Sf(B.,)y (8) where N is the number of nuclei per unit volume, z is
, f=(, *1, Bz, R2) (E.)mo,( the thickness of the converter plate (0.79 mm), and'a(E,)

is the pair production total cross section per nucleus at
II. BEAMSTRAHLUNG RADIATION P1.ETECTOR energy. Ey, calculated using the Racah formula for pair

production in the field'of an unscreened point nucleus [2].
Beamatrahlung photons emitted by. electrons and

positron s impinge on two detectors, located symmetrically
on either side of the SLC IP, downstream of the first bend- III. SPOT SIZE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

ing dipole encountered by the outgoing charged particle We can now predict and measure the total energy (con-
beams. In. thii section,, we recall the principle and con- voluted with the acceptance, threshold and resolution func-

struction of these "beamstrahlung monitors", outlining as, tions itf the e tang tor d y either
• tions .of the beamstrahlung monitor) radiated by either

We proceed the physical processes that convertlthe beam. beam. Our spot size measurement technique [2,5] funda-
strahung energy flux into a measurable electrical signal.'Each monitor [2,3] consists of a C erenkov counter filled metlyrisonheac httheegyptrnrdtd

wEchymonitor[2,3] consstse of a. moerens countem- fiby one of the bunches depends, in different ways, both on
with ethylene gas at a pressure of 0.3 atmospheres. -Beam- its own charge distribution (iLe. on the spatial distribu-
strahlung photons incident on the monitor first hit a con- tion of the radiating particles), and on that of the other
verter plate, where about 3% of them (for E., = 50 MeV) beam od the disti buion of tetr
convert into e+e - pairs. TheCer:inkov light produced in beam(which determines the distribution of electromag-~~~~~~netic fields that induce the radiatoprcs.By e-
the gas by the conversion products is then reflected by th diation p ro cess inla-
a field mirror onto a, plane mirror, that guides it into a suring e radiaion patterns from both beams simulta-

light clh ' consisting in turn r' a periscope with two neously as these are scanned across each other (thereby
Sl, nprobing eaih other's charge distribution and field config-

sid e .on. w is offused iicna ,ed by av stiness uration), it' is possible to unfold, in a global fit to theseside Vituum w indow s of fused silica, held by a stainless t e n , h e p r m e s d sci ng h e ra v r e b u hstee jaket Dowstram f th widow, th liht its patterns, the parameters describing the transverse bunchsteel jacket. Downstream of the windows, the light its 'shapes. A s no attempt is made to measure the absolute

five Hamamatsu R580 photomultiplier tubes, whose out-shp. snate tismdto esuehebole
stsi umed thoget - magnitude of the beamstrahlung flux, variables such as

put signals are integrated, digitized, and summed together. bunch length or beam current, which greatly affect the en-
The total charge collected from the phototubes, ex-pressed in terms of ADO counts, is related to the total ergy and intensity :f the photon flux, but not its spatial

pumber of beamstrahlung photons radiatedtoby [2,4] pattern, become largely irrelevant (except through their
e ocoupling with terenkov threshold effects).

NEcm d In practice, the method consists in holding one of the
NAC = Eo dEC ' (.h beams fixed, and scanning the other beam transversely

across it, first horizontally, and then vertically, using steer-
where C (- 4.5 x 10-s) is the number of ADC counts ing dipoles located on either side of the SLC IP. Each scan
per Cerenkov photon detected, dN1./dE., is the number extends well beyond several beam radii, in order to probe
of beamstrahlung photons producec at energy E,, and the full spatial extent of the electromagnetic field of the
N,(E.,) is the average number of (erenkov photons pro- bunch, and typically covers a range of ±40Lm, in 2 jm
duced by a converted beamstrahlung photon of energy E.: steps [1,2]. At each scan point, the beamstrahlung flux

(eq. 9) is recorded and averaged over 10 consecutive beam

N,(E7Y) = (irl~ 1 Ei - Ec011)f pulses; the beam is then moved to the next scan point, and
cE7  1 -i (En2 the whole procedure is repeated. Such a "beamstrahlung

scan" therefore results in a total of four beamstrahlung
4 1\ ] 1 patterns, which can be adequately modelled by our beam-

-mc)1 (10) strahlung and detector simulation, as illustrated in fig. 1.
n8 E
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1000

the electromagnetic deflection induced by one beam on
40 the other [6]. This technique directly measures the "in-

!a ~teraction radii" E. = Vfl and'Y N/, + V F 2 y ,
but is unable to separate the individual electron (o) and

Ipositron (& 2 ) contributions to E. and'E. We compare
-0" _20 0o 0 '40 -40 -80 0 to 40 in fig. 2 the interaction radii as measured by the beam-

, . beam-deflections and by the beamstrahlung patterns, in
o ,Y- "- ., . a controlled experiment where all beam parameters are300 50 kept constant, except for the horizontal size of the elec-
94 tron beam which is varied using adjustable quadrupole

3magnets. As the longitudinal position of the horizontal
electron waist is varied around the nominal (zero) position,

0.. . stays approximately constant (as it should), while E.Figur -1: 1, Nube ot e -br -nov pot o (AD varies by the expected amount. Beamstrahlung and de-

uphotons (ADO flection measures of the spot sizes yield results consistent
ounts) from radiating electrons (left) and positrons with each other, both qualitatively and quantitatively.(right), vs. horizontal (top) or vertical (bottom) distance

'between the colliding bunches, for the data (points) and (z (AM) ( (Am)
the simulation (curves). I I , 1 1 V

One ofthe simplest shape parameters that charadterizes 2
Such a beamstrahlung pattern is its,2- truncated r.m.s 17
widt, W [2], We can extract from the 4 radiation pat-
terns above, 4 measured width parameters W, WM, WV 10 " 6 -* t + -
and W2. If both beams are upright, i.e. -A-their maj61r " 4 .
and minor axes are all either horizontao0r vertical, then
4 numbers suffice to describe the transverse profiles ofthe a 4
two. beams, viz. the r.m.s beam sizes cri., ua, q2z, and
U , It should therefore be-possible to relate these 4 trans- 2r
verse beam sizes u to the 4 width, parameters W, and to .
thereby measure the beam sizes by matching the expected , . .. I . I . .
values of the width parameters W to their observed values. -2 o 2s 4 -2 ( 2 m-wlt(ore) i-walst (cm)

To this effect, we first construct a "library" of beam- Figure 2: E., and E vs. position-of the horizontal e"
strahlung scans, by generating, according to the prescrip- waist, as measured by beam-beam deflections (*) and by
tions of section II, several sets of simulated beamstrahlung beamstrahlung patterns (+).
patterns like the ones of fig. 1, that cover a Sufficiently
wide range of possible beam size combinations. For each
of the generated combinations, the widths parameters are REFERENCES
evaluated from the simulated beamstrahlung patterns and
stored in a four-dimensional look-up table. This allows, [1] G. Bonvicini et. al., "First Observation of Beam-
given any combination of assumed values for ul, ua1 , 2, strahlung," Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 62, pp. 2381-2384,
and ua2, to calculate by interpolation, the expected values May 1989.
of the width parameters Wi, Wly, W2., and W2y. [2] E. Gero, "The Theory and Observation of Classical

The four beam sizes alt uIl, u and ua2 are then "mea- Beamstrahlung at the SLC," University of Michigan,
sured" by finding the set of values of o"s that minimize the Ann Arbor, Michigan, Ph.D. dissertation, 1991.x2-ik quantity

[3] G. Bonvicini et. al., "A Monitor for Gamma Radiation

=z ( Wj _ W.2 +z 14 %'_- w, 2 at at Zero Degrees from the SLC Collision Point," Nucl.
x2  " V ' / Instr. and Meth. A, vol. 277, pp. 297-303, May 1989.

nW2. 2  2 [4] P. Chen, "Can One Measure Beam Size with Beam-
+ (W 2  - + W My- iM (13) strahlung Monitor at SLC?" SLAC-AAS-40, Nov. 1988.
+\ WI \ W Y [5] E. Gero et. al., "Beamstrahlung as an Optics Tuning

where Wl,...,W21 are the expected values of the width Tool at the SLAC IP," in 1989 IEEE Particle Accelera-
parameters, corresponding to the assumed values of tor Conference, Chicago, Ill., Mar. 1989, pp. 1542-1543.
61 ,...,a .Each W is a function of all four as. [6] W. Koska et. al., "Beam-beam Deflection as a Beam

The validity of the method has been tested by mea- Tuning Tool at the SLAC Linear Collider." Nucl. Instr.
suring, simultaneously with the beamstrahlung patterns, and Meth. A, vol. 286, pp. 32-36, Jan. 1990.
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Beam Diagnostic Systems' in thz IUCF Cooler and Cyclotron

MarkS. Ball, Timothy JP lEllison, Brett J Hamilton

The Indiana University 1yclptran Facility
.2401 Mil0:Samps6n Lane, Blomington,'IN 47405

Abstract which shows the damping of a deliberately induced synchro-
tron oscilation as a function of the system closed loop gain.

Beam diagnostics for the IUCF Cooler synchrotron
which have been recently developed include a beam phase I
feedback system to damp synchrotron oscillations induced by AAP AAA

the rf system and a transverse phase space tracking system m uV i/Vv w"r VV V V ,

to measure the betatron fractional tunes and to investigate •"
'DO -lin c beam dynamics. New .cyclotron diagnostic - -
systems include a new beam timing system which has been __
improved in sensitivity by over a factor of 10, a cyclotron

'beam turns counting system, and an electrostatic quadropolemagnet modulator tO vary beam intensity kn synchronization
With the beam switching magnet. The design, performance, Figure 1. Beam phase with repect to the rf M~stem as a
and problems associated with these systems are discussed. function of time with the damping system in oeratioh.

Vertical: 450/div, Horizontal: 1 ms/div. Tobp-4-ace: BPF
i. COOLER BEAM DIAGNOSTICS relative gain , 1; bottom trace: BPF relative gain r-10.

This system has increased transmission efficiencies
A. Beam phase feedback during acceleration for about 30% to close 10q% The beam

lifetime is also greatly improved. The system dynamic rangeThe cooler low level rf system uses a.DDS-fDirectis0B(fo At30 A)lmedqthig h ndb
is50 dB (from 1 piA to 300 jpA) limited oil the'igh end by,

Digital Synthesizer) with 512 Hz resolution for acceleration, the saturation level of the beam pickup amiplifier (easily
These fairly large discreet steps, corresponding to a Ap/p of correctable) and on the low end by poor sigl to noise.
about 0.006% (to be compared with the Cooler momentum Therf low level system also uses anfIlP-3325A synhe-
acceptance of ± 0.2%) occur at rates comparable to syn- sizer when os s

chrotron oscillation frequency, typically 2 - 5 kHz. Conse- operating mode the phas error sigauistfed into a. phs
quently large synchrotron oscillations are induced rinrabl ffct
acceleration. Although the effect of these steps can be
reduced by lowering the phase-locked-loop (PL) bandwidth, B. Cooler beam phase space tw"-, ig sqetn
if the bandwidth is made too small the loop cannot. track the
ramp without losing lock; in addition, as the loop bandwidth . System description
is decreased, additional noise from the VCO, which also
heats 'the beam, is introduced. As a result, with an opti- The extremely small emittance and momentum spt d
mized PL? bandwidth, we typically lost about 60% of the of the electron-cooled proton beams makes the Cooler in
beam during ,cceleration, ideal laboratory for the study of non!1near beanm dynamics

To solve this problem webuilt a beam phase feedback with unprecedented resolution. A data acquitiion syslin is
.(BPF) system. The BPF system compares the phase of a being developed to track the position of a single twam bunch
signal from the rf cavity with a beam signal from a wall gap in transverse phase space ,, a turn-by-turn basis in the
monitor. Because the rf system operates at many different Cooler. This system consists of four major subsystems: (1)
harmonics of the fundamental revolution frequency it was the front-end electronics, ,2) the level conto! wi:a signal
necessary to include an adjustable phase shifter with discreet conditioning, (3) the sample and hold (S/H) module and (4)
settings for each harmonic number in series with the beam the digitizer.
feedback signal in order to maintain a 900 phase difference The front-end electronics consists of two existing beam
between the beam and cavity monitor signals for the ECL position monitor (BPM) electrodes separated by a betatron
discriminator which operates with an I.F. of 10.7 MHz. The phase advance of close to 900. The electrode amplifiers
discriminated phase signal, after being processed by a produce signals proportional to the beam intensity and the
computer-controlled filter with adjustable cutoff frequency product of the beam position and intensity and have 55 dB
and gain, is fed into the PL upstream of the loop filter, gain.
The performance of this system is demonstrated in Figure 1,

0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 ©IEEE 1210



T 6 , automatic 'level control module increases the oscillation. The top portion is an FFT of the recorded beam

:sstemdynaic range'. The peak signal voltage is used in a postion; the peak corresponds to a betatron fractional tune of

&fcebac6bp to adjust programmable step attenuatois with 0.189.
10 incremii~ati;, Aftiirthe attenuatorsi~the short pulses (-, 5 -10 in e e e dby attenuatorstheshor pses circt The system noise is determined by the input noise in

10 u inlerith)arepeak-detected by a passive circuithavig aswitc-slebleR decay tme which minimizes the first amplifier (- 0.S V/Vi) and the electrode sensitiv-ampling errorsdueto jitteraCdd drti in the sample and ity (V.ieamm) is about 0.2/ 0/mm. Consequently,
... d../..m.... i operating with peak currents (the.product of current and

The S/Hmodulesamples the peakdetected posin bunching factor) of about 100 pA, a bandwidth of about71eS/ moulsaols he ea-dtete psiio 100 M~i z , and a'valuc for P = vie of 0.3, we expect rms
and ifit-tsity levels With high speed sample and hold amphifi-
ers having ns track,-to-hold settlingtime, The output of noise of less than 0.1 mm. Although normalized beam

two S/H moules are fed-into a 2:1 analog multiplexer position resolutions of 0,13 mm have been observed, more

enabli ng asingleiAgitizer to record both the position and systematic testing is needed. The system has demonstrated
intensity signals; ,the S- electroncs also reduce the re- a 1% amplitude linearity over the 10dB step attenuator

quired digitizer speed. Consequently, we have considerably range (Fig. 3).
reduced tbosystem cost by minimizing the required speed LEVEL input -,9 sI OUtput skai 11N:6
and quantity of the digitizer. The trigger clock operates off 1000
the beam intensity signal and runs at the pulse repetition V i i i I
frequency divided.by the rf harmonic number. The system sN Ve,,,

can 6perate with beam* fundamental revolution frequencies 3 ERROR OARS

of upto2.2 MH. 
U 74 -

We use a commercial transient recorder,, DSP 2012, p 60

(TR) which has 12 bit resolution and an 8 k sample buffer E s75
as the digitizer. The TR is a CAMAC module which K 490
interfaces to the VAX network enabling the use of many m405

existing software packages, consequently minimizing the 32

amount of software overhead. 235

2. System operation and perfonnahce 4 I I o I so I 10 I4

V IN PEAK mY

The system is presently being developed for betatron
fractional tune measurements and nonlinear beam dynamics Figure 3. Sytem linearity as a function ofvoltage in (x a)&s
studies. The beam is kicked using a horizontal kicker vs voltage out (y axis). A simulated beam pulse input was
magnet. A fast fourier transform (FFT) of the beam increased in 1dB steps. The error bars are 1%.
position data after the kick yields the fractional tune as
shown in Figure 2. Since the trigger circuitry operates directly off of the

beam signals, no adjustments are required with varying beam
velocity, harmonic number, bunching factor or intensity.
This enables tune measurements to be made during the
acceleration process, even where the beam velocity can
change by over a factor of two.

Studies of the Poincar'e (xx') map, mapping of reso-
nance islands boundaries and dynamical aperture studies
using this system for data acquisition will begin this summer.

. . .5 .2 . 3 . .4 .45 .5

";. ;:;;s;  ~S.-341-0 M,.,18,352 ItO LOS
.:. I I I I I I I I i I -

III. CYCLOTRON BEAM DIAGNOSTICS

A. New beam timing system electronics[2]
00oo oo 400 500 0 o o soo so 2

S-397228 4.539 IM. 0 The beam timing aystem provides an rf signal phase-

locked (z ± 100 ps) to the beam from the cyclotron for
experimentalists to use as a stop signal in energy measure-
ments of reaction products using time of flight. Operation

Figure 2. The bottom portion of the figure shows the beam with the very low beam currents from the cyclotron (as low
position of a single beam bunch for 1024 turns. At turn 512 as a few hA) is very difficult and we have made many
the injection kicker is fired producing a coherent betatron
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improvements in our system in order to operate with transmission efficiency through the following series of
currents of this level. Formerly, the lowest intensity beams accelerators by modulating the voltage of an electrostatic
we were able to Operate reliably was x 25 nA. There were quadrupole. The electrostatic quadrupole voltage will be
two principle problems: wideband noise (causing an unac- modulated using a home-built triode vacuum tube which is

-ceptable amount of jitter in the timing signal) and rfi being tested. B:esides being useful for future beam diagnos-
(causing cli,ges in the phase of the timing signal with tic systems, this system will be essential for future beam
changes in the beam current). splitting operations, where two simultaneous users require

The ideband noise problem was eliminated by substantially different currents.
replacing the HP 8405A vector voltmeter, which was used as 50

the system phase detector, with a modified BPM system low
bandwidth detector (LBWD). This reduced the amount of
wideband noise by about an order of magnitude, to the level One "urn
expected given the system bandwidth and pickup amplifier 0
noise figure.

The maximum permissible amount of coherent rfi at
the pickup for satisfactory operation with beam currents of a -50 -
1 nA is about 2 nV at the second harmonic of the cyclotron 0
rf frequency, typically 60 MHz. Despite all efforts at rfi .2
shielding, such rfi levels could not be obtained. Consequent- -100
ly, we decided to operate the system at a frequency which is
a harmonic of the beam pulse repetition frequency but not A . .

a harmonic of the rf frequency by using pulse-selected 100 102 104 106

beams. The beam is pulse selected 1:n using a prebuncher Cyclotron DEE Voltage (kV)

operating at a frequency offyt/n wherefc ct is the cyclotron
rf frequency and n is an integer. In this situation, there is a Figure 4. [be cyclotron time space - nh/f,,,t At the

beom signal at all frequencies given by mfcy/n where m is time of the test, f - 27.85 MHz, harmonic = 6, one turn n

an integer, but rfi only when m/n is also an integer. The 215 ns and at 100 kHz modulation one turn 7750
. Because

system operates with m/n = 3/2 for even n, and at m/n = of the fractional tune, one of every 6 turns can be extracted,

5/3 for values-of n which are a multiple of 3. By changing IV. CONCLUSION
the local oscillator frequency to 3/2 or 5/3 the cyclotron rf
frequency (depending on the pulse selection of the beam) + When a new beam diagnostic system is commissioned
2.777 kHz, and adding an amplifier in the feedback at low and used to make a systematic set of measurements, we
gains, we have locked onto beams with intensities as low as invariably learn something new, if not exciting. Hopefully in
1 hA. the upcomming years we will have many interesting results

to report on using these new systems.
B. Beam turn counter

This system modulates the beam current at a frequency V. Ac WLEDGEMENTS

of about 100 kHz and measures and compares the phase of We are grateful for the support of many staff mr mbers at IUCF

the beam current modulation detected at pickups immediatly especially Dave Caussyn, John Collins, Vladimir Derenchuk, Bill Jones, S.

before and after the cyclotron. An HP4195A Network Y. Lee, and Terry Sloan.

Analyzer is used to monitor this phase difference, operating
on a modulation sideband of a high harmonic of the pulse- IV. REFERENCES
selected beam repetition frequency which is not also a
harmonic of the cyclotron rf system frequency. [1] Timothy JP Ellison, C. Michael Fox, Steven W. Koch, Liu Rui,

In a test of this system we modulated the beam current 'Nondestructive diagnostics for measuring the phase, position, and
intensity of 15 enA beams from the IUCF cyclotron', Proc. lith Int.

by modulating the phase of the prubuncher rf systems. For conf. on Cyclotrons and theirApplications, edited by M. Sekiguchi, Y.

a number of reasons, this is not a suitable system for Yano, K. Hatanaka (lonics, Tokyo, Japan, 1986)279-283; TimothyJP
modulating the beam intensity and we are installing a new Ellison, C. Michael Fox, Steven W. Koch, Noninterceptve wideband

beam intensity modulation system.(see Fig. 4) pickups for measuring the properties of very low intensity beams* Nucl.
Inst. Meth., B24/25 (1987) 873-876.

C. Beam intensity modulation system [2] Mark Ball, Timothy JP Ellison, and C. Michael Fox, "New nonde-
structve beam diagnostics for the IUCF Cylotron and Cooler" Proc. of
the 12th Int. Conf. on Qylotrons and their Application.; (Berlin, 8-12By first limiting the acceptance of the 600 keV beamt- May, 1989)

line with two sets of 4-jaw slits, we can modulate the beam
intensity by a factor of about 50 without altering the beam
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THE COMMISSIONING OF THE LEP POLARiMETER
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Abstract A laser ,polarimeter has been -installed in 3 Layout
LEP to, measure the -transverse beam polarization. We
describe the layout' the production and the control of the Quantitative, considerations on background from gas
polarization of the laser light, thephoton detector and the bremsstrahlung and synchrotron radiation have been ac.
data acquisition philosophy. The commissioning experi- counted for in [1] and guided the choice of the layout.
ence in the first year of operation of the device is discussed The 90 mJ light pulses from a 30 Hz Nd-YAG laser
-together with recent results on the detection of transverse operated in the visible range (A0 = 532 nm) and installed
polarization, in an Optical Laboratory -,, 15 m off the LEP tunnel are

guided towards the Laser Interaction Region (LIR) over

1 Introduction - 115 m in a roughly evacuated beam pipe including three
lenses and'five multilayer dielectric mirrors. The final de-

Studies on transverse polarization in LEP with simula- flection onto the e- beam under an angle of 2 3 mrad

tion programs anticipated limitations from several effects is provided by (Ag + Mg F2)-coated Cu mirrors (6]. Their
like betatron coupling'and residual, vertical dispersion. A position in the LIR vacuum-chamber can be remotely ad-
rather poor -polarization level was then expected to be justed to operate the polarimeter in parasitic mode dur-
availableby -the end of -the first year of LEP operation ing physics runs without affecting the beam life time nor
-and'a fast polarimeter [1][2] capable of monitoring polar- the mirror reflectivity. Hundreds of high energy 7's per
izatlon changes of-a few percent has been designed and laser shot are backscattered in a 5-28 GeV range and
installed as an, essential tool to optimize orbit correction reach the detector 247 m downstream the LIR through a
strategies required to improve the polarization-level. 50 x 20 mm 2, 2 mm thick Al-window built'in the modified

vacuum chamber in the BI main dipole about 225 m from

2 The Compton polarimeter the interaction point.
The upstream 10% weak dipole prevents the detector

Suggested by Baier and Khoze (3] the laser polarimeter is from being reached by the 56 keV critical energy syn-
based on spin-dependent Compton scattering of circularly chrotron radiation from the LEP main dipoles. Proper
polarizedphotons from polarized electrons or positrons. shielding against the radiation emitted in the quadrupoles

In presence of transverse beam polarization the vertical and the orbit correctors along the LSS1 straight section (1]
angular distribution of the recoil high energy 7-rays shows has nevertheless to be provided.
an tp.down asymmetry proportional to the lepton and pho- Six TV cameras have been recently installed on the laser
ton polarization level, which flips sign under reversal of the line for the alignment of the light beam on mirrors, win-
'handedness of the incident photons (4]: dows and diaphragms.

AT (Y) = nR --nL = Pj± 3 IT(O', k') sin $', (1) 4 The detectornR + niL

where nR,L (y) are the 7-rates at a vertical position y at Silicon calorimeters have been developed and successfully

the detector, IT -;s the transverse analyzing power while employed in 1990 [7] for the LEP luminosity monitors.

the kinematic notations are defined in [5]. Silicon strip planes behind a remotely-controlled variable-

The asymmetry (1) can be expressed in terms of the thickness lead absorber also constitute the active part of

mean-shift A(Y) between the center-of-gravity of the two the polarimeter detector to measure the profiles of the re-
7-distributions produced by the helicity states 6 = -1: coil photons.

Some modifications to the calorimeter used in the 1990
A(Y) = c 3 P., (2) runs have been performed during the '90/'91 shutdown

and the new layout is shown in Fig. 1. Four strip detec-
where the mean-shift for full electron and photon polariza- tors (S1 - S4) and five unsegmented pads (F - F) are
tion r simulated for our polarimeter is : t = 500 ± 30jpm. inserted between tungsten plates. Tne 40mm x 40mm
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A

-detectors have i'6-.hbizontal strips -with 2 mrm pitch.
The S1,2 3 s6trip planes-,measure the -vertical, 7-profile -and .9'I - -3

the S4 the horizolital on. The.first'-S1.detector just behind ,
0.;5radiati6iefigths,,ii intended t6 onit-r the profile of -
thesynchrotron radiation since any change-of- the mean
value indicates a change of th6: beam position; The other lcow
detectors are-installed after a 2r.l of tungsten.

The resolution if the polarimeter is proportional to the -0-"
nimber-6fphotons from Compton scattering Which can
varyin ,a wide rahge according to the luminosity of the .16 12 .8 . 0 8 12 16

jer beam interaction., To c6vdirthis range strip detectors y/mIM

Sg and S are equipped with preamplifieirs of different gain
and they .cAnbe chosen according to the photon flux. Figure2 : Vertical profile of backscattered photons.

'The! fie fullila :'F" ,detectors are meant to moni-
tor the deposited energy of the scattered photons. Three 6 Commissioning results
of them have preamplifier gains chosen to measure single Backscattered photons have been observed in the Si/Wphoton energies while the other two measure the energy of-i o1tiphotnibursths. detector after e- closed orbit correction at the LIR to steer

.. tnb the backscattered flux through-the Al-window defining~a
A 'ovablelead-absorber is installed in fr6nt of the silicon +40 rad vertical and a 4.10 rad horizontal-acceptance.

calorimeter to shield the detector-against the synchrotron The optimum thickness of the lead absorber to reduce
radiationfi6inLSS .Absorber thicknesses of 0+5 r.l. can the synchrotron radiation flux was determined at a beam
be selected according to the-beam intensity, energy of-45.6 GeV.

The overlap at the LIR was optimized by varying the
horizontal photon position and the synchronization be-
tween the laser pulse and the e- bunch to the best signal
at the detector. A typical vertical 7-profile at the SI strip
plane is shown'in Fig. 2.

Special care has been devoted to the control of the po-
larizatioh state of the laser photons. The optical section
installed on a bench at the laser output was used to con-
trol the light polarization. A rotating A/2 plate and a A/4
,plate can produce any elliptical light state, from linear to
,circular. Linear light has proved useful to the setting up of
the polarimeter since in this case the Compton cross sec-
tion does not depend on beam polarization (1). A "push.
pull" A/2 retarder introduces an additional w phase-shift,

-r ~thus reversing once more the handedness. This provides a
simple way to correlate the observed sign reversal in the

FI7] measured mean-shift to the polarization signal.
$I/W clorlmeter The ellipticity of the light at the LIR was controlled in

the optical section (Fig. 4) by timing the angular position
of the rotating plate w.r.t. the laser pulse to compen-
sate for depolarizing effects (reflections, birefringence etc.)

Figure 1: Schematic of, the Si/W photon detector. from optical elements in the transport line which would
spoil an initially perfect circular light.

5 Data acquisition The laser light is analyzed downstream the LIR by a
combination of a A/4 retardation plate and a dichroic po-

The front end of the data acquisition system is based on a larizer. To evaluate the amount of circularly polarized light
commercial VME board (CES8150) containing a Motorola a two dimensional angle scan (OX/4, 0pol.) is used to deter-
D5P56001 Digital Signal Processor. Integrate-and-hold mine the light minima and maxima. The measurement is
modules on a daughter board digitize the analog charges done at the focus of a converging lens to avoid light inten-
from the Si detectors by means of four ADC's. A 5 MHz sity fluctuations from beam displacements. To be indepen-
sequencer on the DSP board controls the data flow from dent from shot by shot variations a non-polarizing prism
the daughter board to the DSP. splitter is used and the ratio of both light branches, with

The data acquisition system has also been modified to and without the plates, is considered for the calibration.
improve speed and flexibility and data processing on each
laser shot will be possible at a - 30 Hz rate.
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' ne*combined A/4.polarizer analyzer for the laser op- 1 ...
tical section will be available for the '91 run period. A - . LIGHT BOX

lfaster ight-pbolarization measuring system, where the in-t 0.5 L Linear light
tensity of,'the, circularly polarized light measured after a 1 ight "inea

rotating dichroic polarizer is independent of the-rotation t 0 Circular light
angle, 'will also, be installed at the entrance of the LIR ,E

vacuum -chamber. ,0.
PAPA Xt21

U~tc~lU,,~GA* ELPICi A A

C icular light PEAK ASYeTrYi
Linear light

-20: __________

-'~ VERTICAL SHIFT
tinow-V atH F 40

I I Linear light
'~20

." WINN Circular light T
O4I .S.{tZMFn4i THE LASER
A. OPTICAL SECTION -2 6""'*1 -20 !'
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Figure 3: The optical section on the laser line. At (Ms)

7 -Conclusions Figure 4: Degree of polarization of the laser photon

The commissioning of the several components of the po- states is a function of the arrival time At of the light

larimeter has.been carried on according to plans and with pulses at the A/4 plate.

good results. Linear light ,proved extremely useful dur-
ing the setting up of the polarimeter andthe behavior of
the instrument was found in agreement with the predicted References
performance.

The control and the optimization of thepolarization [1] M. Placidi, R. Rossmanith, "ee - Polarimetry at
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AGSBOSTER TUNE METER KICKERS1

W. Zhang, J Bunicc, P.R. Camerbn, A.V. SotiAkas, and"W. van Assdt

AGS Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Opton, NY 11973

-ABSTRACT 20 kV. The pulse repetition rate can reach up to a
The AGS Booster tune meter kicker System con- maximum of 200 pulses per second (pps) at 20 kV and

sists of two identical kickersforhorizontal and verti- 2000 pps at2.5 kV.
cal tune measurements, and a control unit, utilizing a
'programmable logic controller. The kicker imodulators MODULATOR SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
are line type pulsers. The pulse energy stored in the The AGS Booster tune meter deflectors are
PFN is discharged through a set of. matched cables to located in the E3 section of the Booster ring, which
the'load , magnet and a matching terminating resistor. deflect the passing beamoby a pulsed magnetic. field.
Some RO compensstion networks are used to obtain There will be four Booster cycles per each AGS proton
the'ast rising pulse waveforms. The Booster will be cycle. Each AGS FEB cycle is about 1.8 a, and 3.3 a
usedto accelerate protons, as well as many species of in SEB mode. To track the beam energy during
6ieavy' n. beams, Thus, it will cover a wide range of acceleration, it is desirable to have a tune measure-
revolution frequencies. To cover this wide range, tunes ment every 12 me for protons, -and every 60 me for
will be measured by kicking the beams with two heavy ions. Thus the specifications calls for the tune
different pulse lengths. The short pulse duration is measurement functions as shownin Figure 1 and Fig-
about 1 ps1 and the long pulse duration is about ure 2. Since the revolution time of proton varies from
3 p8. A switch mode power supply with fast command 729.2 n$ to 1.19 ps, and it ranges from 772.3 ,s to
tracking speed is used for PFN charging and enables 14.08 p8 in the heavy ion case, a selection of I p8 or
the kickers to change pulse amplitudes on a pulse-by- 3 ps pulse width kicks was specified prior to the
pulse basis. The peak current is 1500 amperes at modulator design. The acceleration duration for each

proton cycle is only about 60 ms. To achieve multiple
1 Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Depart- pulses with different amplitudes+ requires a fast charg-

meat of Energy. ing, fast command tracking power source.

short
pulse "r.eflK" .r[.1 I -I ",

Figure 1. Tune measurement function for proton acceleration.

SHORT sP.c1r

Loll* LONO
P I SE PULS

Figure 2. Tune measurement function for heavy ion acceleration.
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'JTking advantage Uf. the, rapidly, developing be send to the high voltage power supply for the
technol og'y, of svitch-inode power suppliesi the tune charging of next pulse, if desirable. During test, we

operation function can 'be achieved by idopting it. as have obtained a maximumpulse repetition rate up to

the modulator power source. A 3 kWatts switch mode 200 pulses per second (pps) at'20 kW, and 2000 pps at

power Supply, ALE-302L, is used for this application. 2.5 kV. Shown in Figure 4 is the PFN charging

Its-fast tracking, fast charging, and' fast high voltage waveforms at 2000 pps. This fast repetition rate will

output inhibiting features are the main features for allow the further functional development of the tune

our application. Two identical modulators driving hor- meter kicker. It should be noticed that at this high

izontal and vertical deflectors are line type pulsers as repetition rate, average-power dissipation can reach up

shown,in Figure 3. Each modulator consists of two E- to 4 kWatt,, if used continuously. The system is

type pulse forming networks. The total capacitance is designed for 70 wait average power dissipation. There

about 6OnF for 1''p 8 PFN, and 220nF for 3 pa PFN. are four 70 watt average power rated resistors used in

In proton, operation, a high current discharge rate is parallel for the pulse termination, and will be cooled

required at peak energy. Therefore, we selected the by forced air. Therefore, The high repetition rate

EEY 0X1572 thyratron as the discharging switch. The operation can only be used periodically of short dura-

au*iiary grid supply of the thyratron is floating at tion with average power dissipation not exceeding

thi'PFN high voltage level. A set of cables/is used to 70 watt.

deliver the current pulse to 'the magnet load and

matching resistor inside the Booster tunnel. The rax-
imum aver agerpower dissipation -of- each tune meter

modulator for the above described operation, function
during the proton FEB mode or heavy ion mode is
about 70 watt. Solid state diode stacks are used to
protect power.supply and cables.

At normal operation, the pulse forming network
will be charged up right before discharge. To charge
up the 1 p8 PFN to 20 kV, the time is less than
3.5, m. The charging time of 3 pa PFN up to peak
voltage is less than 12 ms. At a fast pulse repetition
rate,.the charging supply will be used in a continuous'
operation- mode. The high voltage power supply peak
charging' current is 500 mA. After-eaich discharge,
there'is a hundred micro-second high voltage output
interruption period, which is an internal function of
the power supply. This gives ,sufficient time to allow Figure 4. PFN charging wave form at 2.5 kV,2000 pps rate.
thyratron recovery. A new command voltage level can

Figure 3. Tune meter modulator schematic diagram.
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Two modulators can be-synchroriized-or carl be A programmable logic controller controls both
operated asynchronously. During a.ynchronous opera- modulators, high voltage power supplies, interlock.sys-
ti6n the pulse signal and noise, isolation has to be con- iemsi -aid serves as a local remote station between
'trolled, to avoid false triggering. Shown in Figure 5 main control and modulators. Based on the standard-
a re the PFN chargngwaveforins of the horizontal and" ized AGS power supply control scheme, we use TTL
vdrtical modulators- triggered 32-rs apart, at 20 kV input and output modules for remote control, and.
in-continuous chargifigmode. readback; 10-60 V dc input and output modules for

The tune meter deflectors are the picture frame high voltage power supply, modulator, and interlock

lumped ferrite magnets, located inside the same system control and readback; 115 V ac output module

vacuum chamber. The inductance of the horizontal for fast 20 kV high voltage relay control. The different

magnet is 1.8 1H, and the vertical magnet is 1.6 p11. response times of low voltage and high voltage devices

Some R-C networks are used for pulse front compensa- and possible pulsed noise problems have been put into

tion, The pulse rise time from 10% to90% is about consideration of the PLC software program design.

io0 ns for short pulse and 250,8n for long pulse. The The horizontal and vertical tune deflectors are usually

pulse flat top at 90% lever is '>60On for short pulse, pulsed at different times, However, the pulse interac-
and about'3pa for long pulse. tion has not shown to be a problem for twosynchronized/asynchronous high power modulators

sharing the same PLC input/output modules.

C2 ) SUm 1 The tune meter modulators have been tested
with the Booster central control, and powered up to
their maximum ratings with dummy coil loads. The

installation and system testing are in progress.

REFERENCES
11 "Booster Design Manual," AGS Booster Project,

Brookhaven National Laboratory, 1988.

2J A.V. Soukas, "AGS Booster Standardized Power
Supply Control," AGS Booster tech. note #165,
BNL, 1990.

Figure 5. PFN charging waveforms at 20 V,
asynchronous operation mode.
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MECHANICAL DESIGN OF THE BEAM CURRENT TRANSFORMERS
FOR THE HERA PROTON RING

W SchUtte,-,Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Hamburg, Germany

-current transformers shall be described. They
Abstract consist of the vacuum pipe with its DC gap, two

heating jackets, thermal insulation, a heat
The warm sections of the HERA proton dissipating system,,th& toroid and in the case of the

ring will be equiprw with three DC and one DC monitor of a good'magnetic shielding.
ccmbined fast and integrating current monitor. The
tooids and assoiated electronics are of the Klaus 11. THE VACUUM PIPE
Unser type [1]. Vacuum 'Chambers with a DC gap,
good RF properties and a maximum bakeout It is important to choose a minimum pipe
temperature of 3000C are designed. The toroids diameter to allow a simple thermal insulation. Also
are completely passively cooled such that the one needs at least one flange of moderate size to

be able to mount and dismount the transformer
toroid temperature will not exceed 700C even for without hazardous welding work. A 86 x 3 mm 2

tunnel temperatures of 500C. The DC monitor also pipe with a CA 100 conflat flange was chosen for
has an extra 5-layer magnefic shield to allow high the assembly side of the pipe. For the PETRA
absolute accuracy in a varying magnetic monitor a CDA 150 flange was necessary. Here
environment. the ring of the conflat flange had to be sawn into

two pieces. The DC gap itself consists at the
I. INTRODUCTION vacuum side of an alumina ring. The ceramic is

brazed into the beampipe shock protected by a
HERA is a complex of an 820 GeV proton little bellow of two folds. The adjacent fold is

accelerator and a 30 GeV electron accelerator with made of a copper nickel alloy. It :iias a thermal
three common interaction regions [2]. Both rings expansion coefficient close to the ceramic one.
share the 6.3 kn long tunrel. The HERA proton Outside is a fold of stainless steel. Besides the
ring itself consists of four "warm" straight sections added protection it allows to get the difficult and
operating at roughly tunnel temperature and the risky weld between steel and the copper alloy done
"cold" arcs with their superconducting magnets in early. The little, quite stiff bellow has to be
a continuous cryostat. All current monitors are relieved from all forces du, to its adjacent
placed in the wt'rm section and all are subject to beampipes. During bakeout the f0 ces can be as
vacuum'bakeout of temperatures up to 3000C. The high as 50 kp. The mechanical bypass is done by
proton ring will contain a maximum of 210 the space saving nut design shown in Fig. 1. It
bunches in 220 rf buckets. Each bunch consists of adds only very little to the pipe diameter. The DC

a few times 108 up to 1011 protons. The bunches gap is kept by a Vespel(r) ring. This material
will be between 0.3 m and 3 m long. withstands routinely temperatures up to 2600C

The current monitoring system has to (shortterm up to 480 0C) and has opposed to
supply the following information: bunch shape, fill
status of the different buckets, total beam current Teflon(r) an acceptable radiation resistance. The
and beam lifetime. The bunch shape is measured (r)
by two coaxial monitors with extremely wide athefrative Envex was found to be quite brittle
bandwidth, the bucket fill status is measured by and the fragile ring for the DC gap is much more
b andit t bucket tasfismes by difficult and risky to machine precisely. The cavityfast and integrating current transformers (FCT & between the nut and the ceramic bellow can be
ICT) and the last two properties are measured by accessed from the outside with helium gas for leak
up to three precision DC parametric current trans-
formers (PCT). All three types of transformer searching by a thin steel pipe. A feature necessary
monitors are based on toroids. The toroids with for the routine operation of an accelerator.
their associated electronics were developed at t Next we discuss the electrical properties of
CERN [1] and built by Bergoz in Gex, France for 'he beampipe. The DC gap forms with the nut
US. design an electro magnetical cavity. The cavity

In the following the design of the beam was made as small as possible and the width of
DC gaps were made thin to reduce the mode losses
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will not exceed 700C due to a totally passive and
maintenance free isolation and cooling system.
This is well below the maximum temperature
allowed for the toroids of 80 C. Now the detailed
description o' the system (see Fig. 2): Each side of
the beampipe is equiped with a separate heating
sleave and a sensor to allow defined bakeout
temperatures [5]. The necessary temperature

gradient of more than 220°C requires excellent
insulation over a very limited diameter range2. For
our monitor between three and six layers of 3 mm
Microtherm (r) panels were chosen leading to a
20-30 mm thick insulation. It has a heat
conductivity of less than 0.03 W/Kn in our
temperature range. This is roughly a factor two
smaller than still air.

qz VeApe u mina
Cu N ----

._.[ Steel " " .%; """

Fig. 1 Bakabl DC Gap. The entire con-
struction',is secured by a stainless Vacuum Pipe Healing Jacket Micrbterm Insulation
steel nut screwed into clamps Radiator Inner Al Pipe Trafo Magn.Shld
isolated to the pipe by two thin half __-___ -_..

rings of Vespel (r). An extremely -
space saving design with good
electrical properties.

of the beam optimally. Calculations with Urmel
[4] show that gaps of up to 10 mm together with a
cavity of the size of the entire toroid would still
lead to acceptable impedances below 75 kW. At Fig. 2 Thermal design of the beampipe.
the low frequency end the resistance of the The heating jackets around the pipe
beampipe has to be less than 1 Ohm. This is done are isolated by microterm. The heat
with copper braids connecting the flanges outside is conducted by the inner aluminium
the pick up body. Obviously they need a good pipe away from the transformer to
thermal isolation. Finally the pipe should not act as um cylindersoand outer a -
an RF transmitter. This is prevented by the thin um cylinder. Also the 5 layer mag-
long V-spel ring and the capacitance between the netic shield of the CMPT is shown,
pipes of roughly 0.2 nF. After getting the best insulation possible

I1. HEATING, THERMAL ISOLATION AND one has to dissipate the heat from the toroids
HEAT DISSIPATION efficiently. Therefore the insulation is surrounded

by a 10 mm thick aluminium tube to allow the
The current monitor station design allows

beampipe bakeout at temperatures up to 3000C1 in 2Although the more space would be helpful in our
5arm tunelt at temperature o teo ro0 id geometry the availability of considerably more

a 500C warm tunnel, The temperature of the toroid space is of vanishing return in cylindrical
insulation problems, since thicker insulation means

1The vacuum group discusses currently to reduce higher diameter which in turn leads to a larger
outer dissipation surface. Here only a material with

the bakeout temperature to moderate 2000C. a low heat conductivity helps.
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heattoflow out of the well isolated toroidal area. bus. The scope screen is observed by a CCD
The heat is then, transmitted to the tunnel air by camera and the video signal transmitted by optical
two large cooling radiators on -both sides of the cables to a screen in the main control room.
tube. We chose-the same radiator type as used for For the DC station the front end electronics
medium sized electronic devices. Also the outer is placed in a concrete shielded electronics tunnel
aluminium cover cylinder of the toroids constitutes within the storage ring tunnel next to the pick up
an efficient radiator due to its good thermal station. Also quite some lead (15 - 30 mm) is
connection to-the inner aluminium tube. The entire required to keep the maximum radiation dose
layout requires for a 3000C hot beam pipe a tunnel below the maximum allowed 1000 Rad. A long

cable with many single shielded twisted pairs
temperature less than 200C below the maximum connects it then with the control room in the
toroid temperature. This should be even sufficient closest experimental hall. The first HERA DC
for the high tunnel temperature during bakeout station will be digitized by a precision voltmeter
after a long electron run at-highest energies. As an and read out via GPIB. The PETRA station signal
added measure of safety there are two thermo is transmitted via V/f and f/V converters to the
relais in series which allow a maximum tempera- main control room. For DESY III a direct
ture of 610C for the inner aluminium tube close to transmission via a line driver was for thethe toroids. A higher temperature will stop the beginning sufficient. Here one wishes for the
heating of the monitor and the adjacent parts and future a computer readout to allow a display of the
an alarm will be sent to the vacuum controls. actual number of particles, since the current

changes a factor of three just due to the
IV. MAGNETIC SHIELDING acceleration of the modest energy protons. For

both DESY III and PETRA II the DC monitors
The DC stations need a good shielding were found to be of vital importance.

against the varying magnetic fields of up to a few VI. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
GauB in its tunnel environment. It is basically done
by five concentric Mu metal cylinders 297 mm We are thankful to J. Bergoz, G. Diekel,
long and 1 mm thick. Between adjacent cylinders R. Jung, K.-H. Mel, W. Radloff and K. Unser for
there are air gaps of approximately 4 mm. The R. ui, W. Ra and K. Unser fo
opening of the inner cylinder could only be closed helpful discussions, to G. Miat and H.P. Wedekind
a little because of the 10 mm aluminium tube for for help with the insulating ceramic, to T. Weiland
heat dissipation. The possible shielding of this and his old DESY group for running Urmel for us,
setting is entirely limited to geometry and not to to P. Duensing for many ideas and software
the quality of the shielding material anymore. It is support and finally to R. Hensler, F. Nowak,
for the important transversal magnetic fields up to U Ruesse, U. Rahtkens and S. Schollmeier for
50 Hz better than a factor 100. The DC station for general support.
the PETRA II bypass with its extremly powerful VII. REFERENCES
current bars has added shielding with MU metal
foils down to the beampipe. This was here and it is
for the one in DESY III possible because their [1] K. Unser, "Measuring Bunch Intensity,vacum sstem donotrequre baeout IntheBeam Loss and Bunch Lifetime in LEP",vacuum systems do not require a bakeout. In the Proc. of the European Part. Accel. Conf.,
design of the station we had to allow for tolerances Nice 1990 p. 786 and CERN/SL/90-27(BI)
of the cylinders higher than usual in mechanical Nic 1 p. 786 aERS/ -27(oIh
engineering. They gave rise to quite a bit of touch [21 B.H. Wiik, "HERA Status", Proc. of theworkand mprvisaion durng he fnalParticle Accelerator Conference Chicago
up work and improvisations during the final 1989 p. 431 and DESY HERA 89-11
assembly stage. [31 G. Lopez, "Broad Band Longitudinal

V. READOUT Bunch Profile Monitors for the HERAProton Storage Ring", Proc. of the Part.

The fast and integrating current monitor is Accel. Conf., San Francisco 1991
located in HERA directly after the proton injection [4] T. Weiland, "Urmel User Guide", DESY
roughly 100 m inside the tunnel. It is connected to M-82-24, 1982
the control room West with two 7/8" coax cables [51 J. Ri5mer, Z. Sanok, D. Trines,
for low losses over the long distance. The signals A. Wyszogrodzki, "Dynamic in Situ
are fed into a 400 MHz digital scope, which can be Bakeout for the HERA Proton Ring",
accessed by the main control room via a GPIB Vakuum 39(1989)835
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BETATRON UNE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM FOR THE HERA PROTON STORAGE RING

S.Herb
-Dutschs Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY

2000Hamburg52, Notkestrasse,85'- Germany
A-bstract resonant frequency can be measured. The other is

a small split plate capacitor which effectively
We describe the system of pickups, kickers, adjusts the electrical center of the monitor, it is

aid, controls which, have been 'btilt for betatron hoped that this can be used to correct for the orbit
tiune measurements in the HERA proton ring. The offset of the beam in the monitor. One
Schiitky-type resonant pickups should provide consequence of the resonant detector circuit is that
high -sensitivity over the full range of beam the monitor output is an average over all bunches
currenis tobe usedih HERA. in the machine.

i INTRODUCTION

The-HERA superconducting magnet storage
ring will acceleiate protons from 40 to 820 GeV
where they- will be stored and collided against
30 Gey.electrons; the design fill is 200 bunches of
10:1 proins spaced 97 nsec apart. The tune
meas rement system must operate well in several
ver afferent regimes; for luminosity operation
the system should be sensitive to very small
oscillation amplitudes, so that emittance growth
resuliing from excitation of the bunches will be
minimized. During setup of the machine very low
beam currents will be used to avoid quenches of
the superconducting magnets, but modest Fig. 1 Cross-section of the vertical monitor
emittance growth will be acceptable, and 'strong showing connection of the
excitation may compensate for the small currents. electrodes to feedthroughs leading
Another special consideration comes from the
large field errors caused by superconducting
persistent currents at and near injection energy,which will significant shifts bothSU IL

cause in the ELECTRODES CHARGE ADJUST ADJUST RESISTANCE
betatron tunes and the chromaticities.

II. PICKUP AND ELECTRONICS

Two pick-ups (horizontal and vertical) are
mounted in the West straight section of HERA; the 20 pF 60 pF 15 pF k60 pF 20 kOHl :0 pH

design (Fig. 1) is based on the Schottky monitors
built for the CERN SPS proton collider [1]. Two Fig. 2 Effective circuit for the monitor.
3 m long electrodes couple capacitively to the The loading from the output loop is
beam and form a resonant circuit with an external Thelodin the ut loopais

A coples signl aincluded in the shunt resistance.
coil. A secondary loop couples the signal to a
50 fl semi-rigid cable which ends at an electronics
rack in the Halle West service building. The Fig. 3 is a schematic of the electronics
monitors have nominal resonant frequency chain, which is based on a pair of 8 pole 20 kHz
8.31 MHz and a loaded Q factor of about 180. bandwidth elliptic quart? filters which attenuate
Fig. 2 shows an equivalent circuit. The inductor the bunch revolution harmonic at 8.325 MHz while
is in a closed can which also contains two variable
capacitors driven by external stepping motors. One passing lower sidebands. The proton revolution

is used to tune the resonant frequency; a small coil frequency of 47.3 kHz changes by about 0.03%
permts njetionof tet sgnalso hatthe during acceleration, which moves the revolutionpermits injection of a test signal so that the harmonic by 2.3 kHz with respect to the passband.
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At 40 GeV this permits operation within 4.3 kHz V. MONITOR IMPEDANCE
of -the revolution harmonic ,(dQ = 0.08) while
giving 75-dB attenuation at 0 Hz offset and at A general concern for the HERA proton
820 GeV 6.6 kHz (dQ = 0.14) and more than ring is that beam diagnostic devices may support
100 dB :attenuation. Because the system has no high Q resonant modes which couple strongly to
front end mixer or amplifier it is extremely the beam, leading to instabilities or excessive
insensitive to signals outside the passband. After heating when large beam currents are circulating,
amplification the signal is detected by mixing with and a criterion was set that devices installed in
an 8.33 MHz source generated from the 208 MHz HERA should not have any modes with
HERA RF. longitudinal impedances larger than 100 kW2 [4].

MAFIA computer simulations were performed and
laboratory measurements were made of Q and
(using a bead-pull apparatus) of R/Q. The largest

. ._- A TO impedance measured was 22 kQ for an antenna_Mj PASCONTROL

ROOM mode at 43 MHz, so the monitor satisfies the limit,
8.31 MHz .30 d6 8.31 MHz 30 dQ 2S kHz .30 dQ but heating could be excessive if this or any of

208 Mz #several other modes with impedances above 1 ki
coincide with one of the multiples of the
10.3 MHz bunch spacing frequency which
dominate the power spectrum for the 200 bunch

Fig. 3 Schematic of the electronics chain filling of HERA. Since it is possible to measure
for the monitor these modes (and modify them by changing the

coil inductance) after the monitors have been
installed in HERA this should not be a severe

III. EXCITATION KICKER SYSTEM problem.

The kicker system is a copy of that VI. OPERATION
designed for transverse feedback on electrons in
PETRA [2], and uses broadband 50 0 ferrite Boussard [5] gives a formula for sensitivity
magnets driven by 1 kW amplifiers to give an of the monitor which predicts about 7 9./mm (for
integrated field of 1 Gauss-rn at peak power. The optimal coupling of the signal). This must be
excitation signal is generated from a low frequency compared to noise in the electronics chain;
waveform which is mixed with an RF signal assuming 10 dB S/N degradation gives an effective
created from the 208 MHz HERA RF frequency, input noise level at 50 Q of 3 nv/V Hz. Thus in a
giving a single sideband output at 2.1 MHz, which 100 Hz frequency band a bunch with 1011 protons
is a multibunch alias of the 8.33 MHz monitor should yield a signal at the noise level for
frequency. In the initial setup no time gating will oscillation amplitude 8 nm, and sensitivity will
be used, so that the kicker will excite all bunches increase in proportion to total beam current. If
in the machine; it is planned to use a sweep excitation at these levels is sufficient, emittance
waveform (as for PETRA) or bandwidth-limited growth due to the kicker will not be an iEsue. The
noise. experience at the SPS collider and FERMILAB has

IV. CONTROL SYSTEM been that when the machine is first turned on,
many larger sources of excitation will be present

The low frequency signals for the kicker and the monitor must be used first to diagnose and
and from the detector are connected to the HERA eliminate them [6].
control room over about 500 m of RG-213 cable. A more relevant requirement for initial
Both generation of the waveform for the kicker operation of HERA is that the system provide a
atid Fourier Transform processing of the detected signal 20 dB above background for a bunch with
signal are performed on processor cards which sit 2 x 108 protons, corresponding to amplitude 4 pm,
on the AT bus of the personal computer used for or more if extra noise is present. This sets a scale
control and display. The computer system is very for the excitation. The 1 Gauss-m maximum field
similar to that of PETRA [3], and could also be integral of the kickers results, at 820 GeV, in an
used for active control of the tunes if that becomes oscillation amplitude of about 1 p at the monitors;
desirable. thus a resonant excitation over 20-40 turns should

easily provide an observable signal.
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Because of the low fields in the supercon 5 show tune measurements taken for-two different
ducting magnets at injection energy, the compli- settings of a quadrupole bus, with one bunch of
cated persistent current effects observed in such 109 protons. The beam excitation kicker is turned
magnets make large contributions to the multipole off, so the signals come from unknown excitation
field content. This results in tracking errors sources in the accelerator (with the exception of
between the dipole and quadrupole fields during the low frequency noise below the 4 kHz cutoff of
initial acceleration and in large magnet history the filter passbands, which is pick-up of AC line
dependent sextupole fields which must be ,
cancelled using correction sextupole circuits. For harmonics). The peak amplitude of the horizontal

tracking, the ability of the personal computer signal at 6.9 kHz (qx = 0.14) in Fig. 4 corresponds

system to make disk recordings of the tune during to an oscillation amplitude at the monitor of about
the ramp should be useful. It is also planned that 10 /m.
the PC will be able to insert small changes in the
HERA RF frequency (+ 400 Hz) so that measure- .

ment of the chromaticity can be automated. O 4, - IR

A crucial point is correction of the tracking
errors during acceleration; as for PETRA this must
be supplied by circuits outside of the primary
magnet control system. The philosophy used for L. .
the PETRA proton machine is that repeatable or Out 0, is ,OM,.
predictable errors should be handled by
programmed corrections rather than by feedback
circuits so that successful operation of the machine
does not depend on perfect operation of the tune
measurement system. It is hoped that this approach (V , 0% ,
will also be useful for HERA, however, the use of t x..M 1 - .
the personal computer should also permit a flexible 1 ' M ,t 10L ,W L 1 111,ft:
mixture of programmed and feedback tune
corrections if this is required. Fig. 5 Tune spectra without excitation

kicker for qx = 0.24 and qy = 0.14.
VII. EARLY RESULTS

The first test of HERA with circulating VIII. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
protons has recently been concluded. Figures 4 and I wish to thank D.Boussard and T.Linnecar

at CERN for discussions and K.-H.Mess and
D.Degele at DESY for encouragement and

discussions. L.Becker contributed to the design of
the electronics, and built it.
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Real Time Spectrum Analyzer

M. Bergher, E. Jules*, A. Louis-Joseph
Laboratoire pour l'Utilisation du Rayonnement E1ectromagnftique,
Ba.t..209D, Universit6 de Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay Cedex, France

Abstract beam is focused vertically by a cylindrical lens in a linear 32
photodiode aray.

A Real Time Spectrum Analyzer (RTSA) has -been With a horizontal- magnification of one, the energy
designed for ihe 50 MeV RF linac of the free electron laser resolution is 0.32 % and the total limit scale, 10 %.
named CLIO*. It displays in real time the beam distribution in Every photodiode has an adaptative amplifier with gain
2 dimensions.: ,enrgy~and time with a resolution of 0.3 % adjustment (that gives possibility to coitrol the sensitivity of
and 64 samp!ed times respectively during the macropulse. the 32 photodiodes) and a 50 fQ feed through coaxial cable
RTSA is based on an optical transition radiation converter and bringing the signal to the control room.
linear diode array. It allows to measure the beam energy All of the elements located in the radiative room are
distribution along the macropulse with and without laser protected by appropriate shielding. 8 coaxials of successive
oscillation. RTSA includes in the same frame a 32 channels photodiode signals.are put together in 15 meters double
transient recorder and a digital oscilloscope with 8- bit shielde, cable so as to suppress parasitic noise due to the
amplitude resolution.-It offers multiple presentation : i to 128 E.M. induction synchronized with useful signal like klystron
curves canbe displayed simultaneously in montain Viow (3 modulator pulse. 4 identical cables go through the shielded
D). Preliminary tests on a 20 MeV linac facility are reported, wall to the control room in a double Europe G64 crate which
The results show the-unique capabilities of our device to contains the hardware cards. The latters are managed by a
identify so as-to correct the various instabilities-that- may- 68000 microprocessor card supporting 0S9 operating system,
appear on the operation of an RF linac. This is particulary The software application has been developped in C language
useful for a FEL dedicated linac where the beam stability is and based on default procedures as well as specialized keys.
crucial, Overall view of the general architecture is shown on fig. 1.

.INTRODUCTION A. Specific cards

In a RF linac dedicated to free electron laser (FEL), the A.]. Acquisition cardv : Each card include 8 identical
laser oscillation gain depends on some electron beam channels, they are designed in order to digitalise and memorise
parameters quality, as energy spread by the particles in the the analogic photodiode signals. A channel is made of:
bunch. The optimum can be obtained if the operator, in -An adaptative amplifier which provides separation
control room, has opportunity to observe in a real-time between the input and A/D converter.
display the consequences of the different parameter - A sampling stage with a 8 bits flash A/D converter
adjustement. The Real Time Spectrum Analyzer (RTSA) has which operates at 6.4 MHz rate in a burst of 64 samples
been designed for this with good time efficiency. The RTSA during the macropulse of the linac gun current.
has full time response, for both storage data and full graphical -Then a storage memory is given with a depth of 8 K 8
representations, in less than human reflex i.e. < 0.1 second. bit RAM for 128 linac macropulses capability.

Common adjustable flash A/D reference voltages are
II. DESCRIPTION given by an annex card,

. In acquisition mode, data are loading ini parrallel for
The first element of the RTSA [1] is the bending magnet the 32 channels.

which extracts the electron beam of the FEL optical cavity. It . In reading and acquisition modes, data are controled
gives the horizontal spacial dispersion for the different via specific fast bus by synchro ; Idress card and transfered to
energies partic!es in the beam, the xzy card.

A.2. Svnchroladdressing card: this double accessT he b eam g oes th ro ug h an O p tical T ran sitio n R ad iator ca d i r g nl ab e y th mi ro o es r o n h e G 4 B .
converter (OTR) made ofoa thin aluminum foil. This foil is card is progran'mable by the microprocessor on the G64 Bus.
stretched in a circular support, perpendicular horizontally to Synchronization, address and control signals are supplied to
the nominal beam direction, vertically inclined at 450.  steer acxluisition and display states by the specific fast bus.

The backward OTR at the specular angle is extracted A.3. XYZ card : Visualisation on a xyz general
through a sapphire window. The light is transmitted through a purpose monitor and transfer via a Fifo in RAM disc of the
large aperture achromatic lens. The image of the dispersed data are the two functions of this card. Data flow coming from

the acquisition cards are treated to generate 1 to 128 curves
made of 32-64 or 128 points each, according to the type of

SPermanent address-: Labotoire de l'Acc1drateur Lindaire, analysis wished (spectrum or temporal). Z axe is the video

Bit. 200, Universitd Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay Cedex, France. brightness. X and Y features axes are entirely programmable
"* CLIO : Collaboration pour la rdalisation d'un Laser through the G64 Bus and we can act on the amplitude, the

depth (for 3D presentation), the space and width of the curves.Infrarouge a Orsay. Thesoftware ensures a default configuration for each picture of
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,p0ih§. X, and.Z output amplitudes are settled to supply a The total noise is equivalent to 0,1 mA (CLIO nominal
-5MHz M andWidth oscilloscope. Total View refreshed by macropulse current is 200 mA RMS).
recurret read memorysuppress unpleasant flicker andgives a With the RTSA We have detected in the discret delay line
good brightnmess. of the modulator klystron, a bad adjustment of the sefs wich

gives an oscillation in the beam energy particles (luring. the
B. Standard. Cards- macropulse (See fig. 2).

The best resolution obtained at one precise time during.the
Sfatdaid microprocessor and extension Ram or Prom are macropulse is 0.2 % (See fig. 3).

nededto operate the system.,Software application is in the
cxtensibiiProm and-Ra, and are used for the safekeeping data. III. CONCLUSION
'Exploitation of ihe whole may be done either through a
terminal (VT100-200...) ora little keyboard with 8 rowsof 40 The RTSA helps to obtain the optimdm Linac
characters. odjustments and to observe different types of-instability, i.e.

temperature variations, magnitude and phase fluctuation of the
. iHardware and software design RF power klystron, and so on. Its use on the CLIO machine

will not miss to be effective as far as adjustment optimisation
Hardware and software are designed to support varied and pre-recorded treatment of the energy spread are concerned.

acquisition and display modes as well as transfer and optional
functions. Users, choosing different "menus" realize the IV. REFERENCES
desired orders independantly of the running acquisition or
display state. Three types of acquisition are allowed and all of [11 A. Louis-Joseph, "Analyseur d'dnergie du faisceau
them are released by a synchro pulse coming from the Linac d'dlectrons pour le laser CLIO", MCrmoire d'Ing~nieur
machine. CNAM, Mai 1990.

[2] "Vdrification du fonctionnement de l'analyseur de
a) Recurrent Mode spectre de CLIO sur la station d'essais NEPAL,
Each macropulse (10 jts lenght) is numerised and unfold unpublished.

theprevious one. Spectrum or oscilloscopic display is offered [3] "Rapport d'dtude du projet de laser i 61ectrons libres sur
in real time until the operator decide an another mode. accdl6rateur lindaire HF 3 GHz : CLIO, LAL/IN2P3,

b) Single mode LURE/CNRS/MEN/CEA.
Only one macropulse is acquired and displayed in a [4] L. Wartski, "Etude du Rayonnement de Transition",

permanent way. Ph D Thesis; April 76, Universitd de Paris-Sud, p 31.
e) Multipulso'mode
We numerise -128 macro-pulses (10 gts lenght -50 Hz

repetition) while displaying each one then wire automatic stop
and cyclic display (on the 128 macro.pulses) occurs.

Remembering that each macro-pulse is numerised in 64
samples on 32 energy bandwidths and this for 128
macropulses, 6 modes of visualisation are possible, offering 2
spectra or 4 temporal analysis ways. By default, spectrum
display takes place. Some options make exploitation easier
such as overbrightness x and/or y axes, to select curve for
zooming or to access other viewes, curves number and
extension, 3 dimension presentation, delayed acquisition and
so on.

Remarks:
1) Analysis time can be extended by masking 2 to 127

synchro pulses of linac.
2) By a single 32 input relays commutator we can observe

32 different scaled signals given by pick-up along the linac
like : intensity, xy positions, transverse sizes, direct and
reflected RF power in the different accelerating structures, and
so on.

We have tested [2] the RTSA on LAL 20 MeV linac
facility(*). The sensitivity according to the prediction [31, [4]
is less than a factor 2. (Results are affected by the lack of the
definitive mechanical device).

(*) NEPAL : Nouvelles expdriences pour les Accdlrateurs
Lindaires.
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A Frequency Tracking Syntesizer for Beam Diagnostic Systems

D. Petersonand J. Marriner
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory *

P.O., Box 500
Batavia, Illinois 60510

Even though the frequency resolution of a PLL circuit
Abstract would be sufficient for many applications, the main

disadvantage for fine steps is the analog bandwidth of the loop
This paper describes a synthesizer scheme combining filter must be proportionately narrow. This results in long

digital and analog synthesizer techniques to allow tracking of settling times and frequency errors when attempting to lock to
signals during acceleration. Virtually any ratio of synthesizer a rapidly sweeping clock frequency. The output phase ioise of
to beam revolution frequency may be generated by this a PLL synthesizer increases if the loop is disturbed.
scheme. Details of hardware and measurement results are The DDS consists of digital adders, latches to hold the
Ipresented. output of the adders, some type of sine conversion (a lookup

table or algorithm), an output digital to analog convertor
I. INTRODUCTION (DAC) connected to the most significant bits, and (usually) an

in low and medium energy synchrotrons the beam analog low pass filter [1], The system bandwidth is high and
revolution, frequency changes by a large factor during the the total delay through the synthesizer is primarily due to the
acceleration process. High production rates require that these output filter. The close.in phase noise on the output of the
machines cycle rapidly. In attempting to diagnose instabilities DDS is equal to that of the input clock. The input digital
which develop during the acceleration process it is useful to be word sets the phase accumulation per clock cycle and the rate
able to select some frequency segment between revolution at which the latch is clocked sets the phase update rate. Thus
harmonics for viewing. Most types of test equipment the output frequency is determined by the input digital word
operating in the frequency domain, such as spectrum analyzers and the latch clock rate. The DDS output frequency can be
and network analyzers, are not suited to making direct expressed as
measurements on such rapidly sweeping signals. Ideally, one
would want to set the frequency frame of reference to the spot F out = (F clock*N) /2M  (2)
in, the accelerating revolution harmonic domain Where the
measurements are to be made. A scheme using a direct digital where F clock is the latch clock frequency and N is the
synthesizer (DDS) was developed to provide this moving digital input Word value which can be any integer between 0
reference frame, and 2M.. M is 32 for most commercially available units.

One can see that virtually any ratio of input to output

II. THEORY OF OPERATION frequencies can be created. The number of bits used in the
output DAC determines the signal to spurious ratio (6 dB perThe key tothis tracking scheme isa DDSisused as an bit). Low frequency DDS units typically use 12 bit DACs and

arbitrary ratio generator. Any type of frequency synthesizer high frequency units use 10 bit or 8 bit DACs. The primary
and even digital divider circuits can be used to generate an limitation of the clock speed is the DAC. A practical limit to
output frequency which is proportional to the input frequency. the output frequency of the DDS is roughly 0.4 times the
For example, a phase locked loop (PLL) synthesizer generates clock rate. A low pass filter is required on the output to reduce
an output which is related to the input clock frequency w clock harmonics and the upper image. This image frequency

F out = (F clock*J) / K (1) behavesas

where J and XK rcitegers, typically F image = F clock -F out • (3)

1:5 JK < 216 Equ. 3 shows that as the input digital word value increases
(causing an increase in output frequency for a given clock rate)
the image frequency will decrease in frequency until the two
signals eventually meet at half of the clock frequency. One

•Operated by Universities Reseanch Association Inc., und- could use this image frequency for driving test equipment if
contract with the U.S.Department of Energy. frequencies are needed above half the clock rate. Other methods
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of obtaining, higher output frequencies are to use frequency
multipliers, before or after -he DDS unit. These will be
discussed in the next Sectioi..

The net result of this is if the input clock frequency is a
*harmonic oftthe beam revolufion fr equency then, the output Digt

frequency will also track 'roportionally. One can set the PC , 'FromSynthesizer
digital input word of the DDS to the desired value and clock Carmac Tracking
the'unit from the accelerator RF system and generate signals RF
which will track with the accelerating frequency domain. Phase out

i4Locked0

LU. HARDWARE IMPLEMENATION
The initial test unit used a Qualcomm 2334 DDS

evaluation board [2]. The DDS chip used has a maximum Fig. 1. Simplified block diagram of tracking synthesizer
recommended clock rate of 50'MHz (although our particular board.
unit runs fine up to 54 M14) and the input frequency word is
entered from a standard computer terminal through an RS-232
pot on the board. A 10 bit DACprovides better than 60 dB Table I
signal to spurious ratio at the output. The evaluation board Tracking SynthesizerParameters
was des!gned for 30 MHz operation and therefore has a 12
MHz low pass filter installed. Most preliminary tests were Input frequency control 32 bit parallel or
done below this frequeny. microprocessor bus

-Eventually it was desirable to generate frequencies above 12 Maximum clock fre. 60 MHz
MHz and so two external tripler circuits were added for higher PLL multiplication 1 to 1295
frequency tests. The triplers tended to be difficult to align and Frequency resolution I part in 232 / PLL
,the output contained many harmonics and sub-harmonics so a
PLL output multiplier was used on later circuits. It is . . . . . . . .r a Cto 24....
perfectly acceptable to use a PL at this point in the circuit Output frequency range aC to 24 MHz
because the DDS has taken care of the fine resolution continuously, or octavesto 175 K&z (1.6 GHz
reqtrements and provides the PLL with a reference frequency with other VCOs)
of a few MHz. The PLL filter can be fairly broadband and thuo
will track the changing clock frequency very accurately. There Spurious outputs <-55 d
is some degradationof output signal to noise ratio but it is An alternative to using a PLL or multiplier chain after the
still within the requirements of the system. DDS unit would be to multiply the clock (by a factor of 20 or

The various components required for the tracking so) and use a much higher speed DDS unit. Commercial units
synthesizer are incotporated into a printed circuit board version and se a muc h i pe DD s uto I ts
which uses an STEL-1375A DDS unit and a Qualcomm ae presently available with input clock rates up to 1Hz [6],
Q3036 PLL as the main components [3], [4]. Input buffers [ Advantages to this scheme are the need for only one
allow for frequency programming either from a 32 lit parallel, multiplier design per accelerator and the ability to produce any
input or from a microprocessor bus configuration. The Pll desired output without changing circuit components.
mulnplier value is set using on board DIP switches. The Disadvantages are the proportionally higher cost of the high

board configuration allows for outputs to be generated directly speed DDS units and the limits to the DAC technology for
from the DDS unit or -from the PLL voltage controlled output signal to noise ratio.
oscillator (VCO). For most of our applications the Motorola
MC1648 VCO chip is adequate for the desired frequency range. IV. APPLICATIONS
Other commercial VCO units could be substituted for higher The tracking synthesizer scheme is used for studying
frequency operation [5]. A simplified block diagram of the coupled bunch modes in the Fenilab Booster [8]. In this
tracking synthesizer board is shown in Fig. 1. Table I lists installation the synthesizer provided the reference frequency for
the synthesizer parameters. The. addition of a multiplier a network analyzer. Some pertinent Booster parameters are
(before or) after the DDS increases the minimum step size by given in table 2.
the multiplication factor. In most cases this is not a problem. Since acceleration in the Fermilab Booster is dictated by
For example, using a 53 MHz clock rate the minimum step the resonant characteristics of the magnets, the RF frequency is
size out of the DDS is 12.3 miliiHz. A multiplication factor generated by a VCO which is in phase and radial position
of 81 would still give 1 Hz resolution. feedback loops.
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Table 2
Fermilab Booster Parameters V. CONCLUSION

A synthesizer scheme combining digital and, analog
Ieon n200MeV kinetic synthesizer techniques to allow tracking of signals during
Extraction enery 8.0 GeV kinetic acceleration is shown. This synthesizer makes use of the
Circumference 474.2 meters extremely fine frequency resolution of the DDS. it has been
Cycle rate . 15 Hz shown to track rapidly changing RF sources quite well and
RF fuency range 30.3 - 52.8 MHz - allowed measurements of various beam phenomena.
RF harmonic 84
Maximumfrequency rate ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
of change (@H=84) 5 GHz/sec The authors wish to thank Pat Sheahan for his construction

of the test units, and the circuit boards. Thanks also to the
The magnetic field varies sinusoidally and therefore the RF members of, the Fermilab Antiproton Source and Booster

frequency change is maximum near the beginning of the departments for their helpful suggestions and assistance in the
acceleration cycle. Also note that the frequency changes by a testing of the synthesizers.
factor of 1.74 during the cycle. The tracking synthesizer
works well for following such a rapidly changing signal.

Another installation which does not have nearly the slew REFERENCES
rate requirements is the Tracking Emittance Monitor system in [1] D. A. Sunderland et at., "CMOS/SOS Frequency Synthesizer
the Fermilab Antiproton source [9). There the maximum LSI Circuit for Spread Spectrum Communications," IEEE
frequency change is currently about 2.5% and occurs over a Journal of Solid-State Circuits. Vol SC-19, No. 4, August
period of minutes for the E760 deceleration [10]. Fig. 2 1984, pp. 497.505.
shows the output spectrum from the tracking synthesizer for
this installation. [2] "Direct Digital Synthesis, 21 Questions and Answers for RF

Engineers" and Q2334 Direct Digital Synthesizer data sheet,
Qualcomm Incorporated, San Diego, California.

13] STEL-1375A 32-Bit Resolution Modulated Digital Direct
Frequency Synthesizer Thick-film Hybrid data sheet, Stanford
Telecommunications Inc., Santa Clara, California.

[41 Q3036 1.6 GHz PLL Frequency Synthesizer data sheet,
Qualcomm Incorporated, San Diego, California.

(5) VCO Synthesizer Product Catalog, Z-Communicatons Inc.,
Fort Lauderdale, Florida.

[6] The DDS Handbook. Second ed., Stanford Telecommunications
Inc.. Santa Clara. California, July 1990.

[71 Frequency Synthesizers, Short Form Catalog, Sciteq
Electronics Inc., San Diego, California.

L[81 D.McGinnis, i. Marriner, V. Bharadwaj, "Network Analyzer
-, '- Measurements of Accelerating Beam in the Fermilab

Booster," Proceedings of the 1991 Particle Accelerator
.- Conference, San Francisco, California, May 1991, session

KRA42.

--- [9] D. Peterson, "Schottky Signal Monitoring at Fermilab,"
Vertical = 10 dB/div. Horizontal = 100 kHz/div. Proceedings of the 1990 Instrumentation Workshop.

Center = 77.992 MHz. Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois, October 1990.

Fig. 2. Output spectrum of tracking emittance monitor [10] V. Bharadwaj et al., "The Use of the Fermilab Antiproton
synthesizer b . Accumulator in Medium Energy Physics Experiments,"

Fermilab TM-1527, Proceedings of the European Particle
Accelerator Conference, Rome, Italy, June 7-11, 1988.

Future installations include general test oscillators and a
longitudinal damper system for the Fermilab Booster [11]. [11] 1. Haberman and I. Rypshtein, "Longitudinal Damping

System for the Fermilab Booster," Proceedings of the 1991
Particle Accelerator Conference, San Francisco, California,
May 1991, session KSC16.
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THE AGS BOOSTER BEAM LOSS MONITOR SYSTEM*

ER. Beadle, G.W. Bennett, and R.L. Witkover
AGS Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, NY 11973

ABSTRACT measures a 10% localized beam loss at full energy without
saturating the integrator.

A beam loss monitor system has been developed for
the Brookhaven National Laboratory Booster accelerator, Following the integrators is a commercial VME bus
and is-designed for use with intensities of up to 1.5 x 101 3 'based data acquisition system (Datel, Inc.) consisting of
protons and carbon to gold ions at 50-3 x 109 ions per several multiplexing S/H cards (Datel DVME 645) and an
pulse. This system is a significant advance over the present intelligent A/D board (Datel DVME 601). The system is
AGS system by improving the, sensitivity, dynamic range, configured for 80 channels and is expandable to 256
and data acquisition. In addition to the large dynamic channels. The AID card locally controls the entire acqui.
range achievable, it is adaptively shifted when high losses sition process using preprogrammed firmware and the
are detected. The system uses up to 80 argon filled ion analog expansion bus. The channels are simultaneously
chambers as detectors, as well as newly designed electron- held, sequentially digitized and written to the onboard
ics for processing and digitizing detector. outputs. The dual port -memory coded as bipolar 2's compliment.
hardware simultaneously integrates each detector output, Additionally, the system accepts the circulating, beam
interfaces to thcbeam interrupt systems, and digitizes all monitor which provides a measure of the beam intensity
80 channels to 12 bits at 170 KHz. This paper discusses when the loss data is acquired.
the design, construction, and operation of the system.

A communications link (Bit 3 Corporation) trans.
ARCHITECTURE parently transfers the data between the Multibus instru-

ment controller, and the VME bus data acquisition hard.
The AGS Booster Radiation Loss Monitor ware and provides the bus arbitration logic for the VME

(BRLM) system incorporates several features of the AGS system. The translator presents the dual ported VME
radiation loss monitor system and provides new capabili- memory as local memory to the Multibus processor.
ties.[1][2] The most unique feature of the BRLM is the
adaptive dynamic range limit, where the upper limit of the The comparator block provides threshold detection
measurement range is incteased with the lower limit and for the integrator outputs. The comparator outputs are
resolution fixed. Therefore, high loss levels that would used by the channel mask and interlocking functions. The
otherwise saturate the processing electronics are tracked. threshold levels for each channel are individually adjust-
This system also supports multiple users, each with mul- able. For transfer line channels, the thresholds will be set
tiple data windows per Booster cycle, by operational requirements and other channels have their

threshold nominally set at 80% of the ADC full-scale
The hardware block diagram is shown in Figure 1. input.

The detectors are biased at 200 VDC. The bias is devel-
oped using a dc/dc conversion circuit that directly couples The channel mask allows selected channels to be
the detector to the measurement electronics. The cables inhibited from requesting scan triggers. This is useful for
connecting the bias supplies to the detectors are triple- disabling malfunctioning channels which may continually
shielded coax (Belden 9054) and provide a shielding effec- request the ADC to scan the system or to inhibit high loss
tiveness of 110 db. The analog integrators accumulate the channels from generating scan requests, allowing "zoom-
charge generated in the detector. The integrator circuit ing" to view low loss channels. Any or all of the channels
input resistance, in parallel with the signal cable capaci- can be disabled in software. The injection channels are
tance, impacts the response time for the system. There- not part of the mask because multiple ADC scans cannot
fore, the input resistance of channels in the injection and be performed on the time scale of injection.
extraction locations has been selected to be compatible
with use in the beam interlock functions. The integrators The beam interlock functions primarily include
have two gain settings and the full-scale output at low gain channels located in the transfer lines, although any other

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Department of Energy.
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Figure 1. BRLM system block diagram.

channel may be "patched" into these systems. The inter- mask to establish that it originates from a detector desig-
locks are intended to prevent damage to the accelerator nated to generate read requests. If so, the flag is for-
from a poorly steered or focused beam. There are two sys- warded to the instrument controller as a read request.
temns: the nun-latching and latching beam interlock sys- The controller then arbitrates, if necessary, between soft-
temns. The non-latching system causes the Linac injection ware and hardware sources before producing a scan trig-
pulse, 200/Js nominal, to be shut off at the ion source ger. In either case, the acquisition process is triggered,
within 10/ps of detecting a high loss. The non-latching the' integrators are reset to zero and continue to accumu-
output is active only during injection and is formed by late data. It is possible to have multiple hardware-
ORing the injection line detectors and the channel mask generated triggers bracketed by software requests. The
output. This system is automatically reset by the Booster number will depend on the spatial and temporal loss char-
timing system at the start of a new cycle. The latching sys- acter. However, the time required between scans is
tern trips an external hardware latch, inhibiting injection approximately 2 ins. This includes the ADC scan time and
into the Booster until a manual key switch is cleared, overhead in the controllci', Each scan is stored as a table
In this system, extraction line detectors are used, although and sent to host. When the Booster cycle is complete, the
provision for monitoring the ring channels via the channel host software assembles the individual scans into the time
mask output during extraction is included. There has also intervals requested by the users. Although the ADC limits
been provision made for sensing conditions when losses the instantaneous dynamic range and resolution on each
may be high such as those caused by beam invasive scan, the total dynamic ra :"e is bounded by the word size
measurements. The BRLM system monitors the position of the processor summmng the individual scans. The
of these devices and can selectively disable the interlocks dynamic range on each s".an is the ratio of the data accum-
until the measurement is complete. ulated in the highest Channel to one count. The single

count represents the converter resolution. However, for
ADAPTIVE DYNAMIC RANGE channels with low count totals, the relative accuracy of the

measurement decreases as the t~umber of scans increases.
The combination software and hardware generated

read requests are used to implement an adaptive dynamic DETECTOR DESIGN ,. ND MOUNTING
range. The system is adaptive in the sense that it responds
to changing or unexpected 'loss patterns without losing The detector is a coaxial ionization chamber made
data. If only software control was used, one or more chan- with an Andrews Corporation RG318 style Heliax cable
nels might exceed the ADC full-scale limit between pressurized with Argon to 10 psig. Most of the detectors
requests and some data would be lost. The comparators are 5 meters long, although other lengths are also used.
flag the condition that at least one channel is apprcaching The detector is capped on one end with a standard bicycle
the ADC full scale and the flag is processed by the channel valve as a pressure fitting. On the other end is a rexolite
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UHF connector for the signal output and bias input. COMMISSIONING
S Rexolite isused because of its radiation resistance. The
detectors are mounted close to the median plane on the The BRLM hardware, detectors, and software were
inside tunnel wall cable tray approximately 30" radially initially tested during Booster commissioning. The LTB
inside the reference orbit. Median plane mounting maxi- detectors displayed a higher than expected sensitivity. As
mizes the detector sensitivity and the cable tray provides commissioning continues, the sensitivity will be quantified.
c6nitant geometry with respect to the central orbit while Figure 2 shows the output of a single detector as moni-
not blocking access to the magnets and beam pipe. In tored in the AGS Main Control Room. The detector is
locations where thetuimel walls fall away from the beam measuring a small loss at approximately 5% of the nominal
pipejspecial mouniingfstands are used to maintain the Linac current. The loss correlates to the measured beam
detector geometry. In the ring, there are 48 detectors, position errors, The non-latching interlock system was
each spanning one half-cell with the ends of the chambers tested and functioned properly by promptly turning off
overlapping slightly at the middle of each dipole magnet the beam. The mask was succeisfully used to prevent hard-
reference location. In addition, there are 16 more detec- ware trips from triggering data acquisition. Hardware and
tors, 8 in each transfer line. These detectors are posi- software triggered ADC scans were observed in the same
tioned below the beam line on the support girder, resulting machine cycle. The software has allowed control of the
in potentially less sensitivity than on the beam plane, but functions to operate the system and has tabulated multiple
experience with similar devices shows the sensitivity is still scans correctly.
adequate. There is also provision for mounting up to 15
auxiliary detectors to be located at arbitrary locations in
the Booster and transfer lines as required. .... . .... ",

CONTROLS INTERFAC..,AND SOFTWARE

The control for the system is provided by the instru-..., ...... .. .
ment cohtrollei. It is a dual processor sys!em, with one
prm,,ssor for I/O and the other for communications. The
communication processor has a DMA channel between
the ontroller and network station. The station connects 77
to host computers using a token-ring LAN[4].

The software-provides the user with control over Figure 2. Detector output. Top: Linac output 0.5
the programmable scan times, display of data, channel mA/div. Bottom: Detector output 50 mV/div.
mask, and overrides. Several graphical and numerical dis- Time scale: 10 ps/div.
plays are available to the user, with the ability to overlay
one cycle atop the other. The software also assembles the REFERENCES
time sampled detector data for each user and schedules
the programmed resets to avoid conflicts. There is also a [1] R.L. Witkover, Microprocessor Based Beam Loss
standard user called the background logging task. This Monitor System for the AGS, IEEE Trans. Nucl.
task runs continually to maintain a record of the machine Sci., 3313-3315, June, 1979.
operation. As an addition to this task, the ability to gener- [2] E. Beadle and G. Bennett, The AGS Booster
ate and display the mean and standard deviation for losses Radiation Loss Monitor System, Workshop on
both spatially and in time are being considered. These Accelerator Instrumentation, October 1-4, 1990.
parameters can be used to inhibit the machine when loss [3] G. Bennett, E. Beadle, V. Castillo, R. Witkover,
conditions deviate from acceptable limits. In addition, The Upgraded Ring Loss Radiation Monitoring
recent data is stored providing diagnostic aspects similar System at the AGS, Proc. 1989 PAC, Chicago, IL,
to an aircraft flight recorder. Several acceleration cycles March, 1989.
of loss data will be buffered in a FIFO. At any time, the [4] A. Stevens, T. Clifford, R. Frankel, Distribution of
data can be "played back" to look for indicators of poor Computer Functionality for Accelerator Control at
performance, or as diagnostic information for checking the Brookhaven AGS, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci.,
other systems. Na-21 2023 (1985).
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A WIDE BAND SLOT-COUPLED BEAM SENSING ELECTRODE
FOR THEADVANCED LIGHT SOURCE (ALS)*

J. Hinkson, K. Rex

Accelerator and Fusion Research Division

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California,

Berkeley, California 94720

Abstract,
Beam Pipe

Stripline electiodes (traveling wave electrodes, directional Beam r ------ R
couplers) are commonly used in particle accelerators as beam -*
pickups and kickers. The longitudinally symmetric stripline has a

constant beamcoupling impedance as a function of length and
has a characteristic magnitude sin(x) amplitude response in the
frequency domain. An exponentially tapered stripline provides
nearly constant coupling impedance vs. frequency and yields
superior frequeny-domain performance. In practice it is, Fig. 1 Typical Stripline

difficult -to-construct either of these devices for bioad-band
performance because of the transition from coaxial to stripiine The, separation between the stripline and the wall is usually set

geometry. We report on the construction of an exponentially; at 1/5 the stripline width for 50 ohm self-impedance. In the

tapered, slot-coup!ed "stripline" which was relatively easy to following example the width is taken as 5 times the separation, d.

construct and has the desired frequency response. The magnitude of the coupling impedance' of a longitudinally
symmetric stripline to a relativistic beam in a round pipe (as a

I. INTR 0DUCTION function of frequency) is:

Part of the ALS booster synchrotron beam diagnostics system Zc = 60 In',R si (1)

includes three stripline assemblies; a kicker and'two pickups. R-d

The kicker will be used to excite the beam during fractional
betatron tune measurements. The pickups will be used in, the where R is beam pipe radius, d is stripline-to-wall distance, I ji
tune measurements and as general purpose, broad-band beam stripline length, and X, is wavelength.
diagnostics. We wished to use exponentially tapeicd striplines in
the pickups -because of their superior frequency domain The calculated frequency response of a typical stripline is
performance. With prototypes we had trouble holding shown as a sine curve in figure 2. Here the electrode length is
mechanical dimensions which were important for impedance 150mm, the spacing is 2.54mm, the beam pipe radius is 30mm,
reasons. We also had difficulty with the transition from coaxial and the width is 12.7mm.

to stripline geometry, To overcome these problems we
developed a slot-coupled "stripline". 6

II. THEORY
4

We show equations and calculations for ordinary striplines a
before discussing the slot-coupled stripline. Stripline pickups ,P
used in accelerators couple to the electromagnetic fields 2

produced by the beam; Stripline kickers act reciprocally of
course and produce fields that influence the beam. Figure 1
shows a typical stripline. The stripline electrode is held at the o
proper distance from the beam pipe wall by the center conductor 0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 10o 2.50 ,4.00

GI~t
of a coaxial vacuum feedthrough. In the case of stripline kickers

feedthroughs are generally used on both ends. The down-stream Fig. 2 Stripline Frequency Response: The dark line is the

feedthroughs in stripline pickups are often replaced with metal tapered stripline response. The lighter line is symmetrical
posts (shorts). (untapered) stripline response.

U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 1234



Linnecar 2 reprted 6n, ,the superior, frequency, domain the coupling. An. untapered slot behaved the same as an
Performance of tapered striplines. These striplines have no nulls untapered stripline located at the beam pipe wall but with less
in their responkc but, do have some ripple. The ripplemaybe coupling. The coupling ot an untapered slot may be
minimized with propet design. approximated by equation (2),(Kmax = Kmin) multiplied by a

coupling constant k:
The coupling imp edance 2 of an exponentially tapered siripline

mla round pipe (as 6 function of frequency) is: a 'b
k =2r 2r (6),

KMax w 1 where angles a and b are defined by the aperture.
v - 1 2 2 oIZ1 - 1'+- .- cos- (2) 50 ohm

ecoaxial
S+ ---- line

rl
'Kmax - 60 In rl-h(3) a b

r2h Beamitr'2
Kmin -60 In r2-h2 (4) Aperture

Kniax
a-In-a (5)Kmin Fig. 3. Aperture Coupling

where Kmax is stripline coupling at the wide end, Kmin is The coupling, of a tapered slot is ailo approximated by
coupling at the narrow end,rl is electrode radius at the wide equation (2) multiplied by the k factor. We calculate the
end, r2 is electrode radius at the narrow end, hl is electrode performance of a tapered stripline at the wall and apply the k
spacing at the wide end, h2 is electrode spacing at the narrow factor calculated for the widest aperture. The measured ripple is
end, V is beam velocity, 1 is electrode length, w is radian always less than equation (2) predicts.
frequency, and a is the attenuation constant.

IV. BEAM PICKUP MECHANICAL DETAILS
If the stripline is untapered (e.g., Kmin = Knax, and a = 0),

equation (2) yields approximately the same results as equation Figure 4 shows a cut-away view of the slot-line pickup. The
(1). The difference ,in this case is that equation (1) calculates body of the pickup is machined from a single piece of aluminum.
coupling impedance as a function of pipe radius, and equation The beam aperture, nominally 63mm in diameter is drilled
(2) uses the electrode radius. through the center of the. cylindrical aluminum block, Four

holes 32mm in diameter are drilled through the block 44mm off
The calculated frequency response of an exponentially tapered the center of the beam axis and 90 degrees apart. The four holes

stripline is shown in figure 2 as the heavier line. Here the intersect the beam pipe hole forming 16mm apertures the full
electrode length is 150mm, the maximum width is 12.7mm, the length of the block. Aluminum rods inserted into the four holes
minimum width is 1mm, the maximum spacing is 2.54mm, and form 50 ohm coaxial lines. The rods are supported by the center
the beam pipe radius is 30mm. The attenuation constant, a, is conductors of type-N constant-impedance vacuum feedthroughs
2.668, welded into removable end-flanges. Beam field coupling to the

rods is defined by exponentially tapered slots in a thin-wall brass
III, THE SLOT-COUPLED PICKUP tube with a diameter slightly less than the beam aperture. The

slots are 15mm across on the widest end, 2.5mm on the narrow
We explored slot coupling between two coaxial transmission end, and 150mm long.

lines in order to evaluate different slot shapes. The linear slot
behaved similarly to the untapered stripline. An exponentially The ends of the rods are tapered down to the feedthrough
tapered slot gave a frequency response similar to the figure 2 center conductor diameter to maintain 50 ohm impedance.. On
darker curve. A linearly tapered slot with a 7 to 1 width ratio the vacuum side of the flanges where the feedthroughs are
had more ripple and a steeper low frequency skirt. A gaussian installed the flange is machined to form the impedance taper re-
taper gave an interesting time domain result. When driven by a quired to accommodate the tapered rod ends. The longitudinal
very fast voltage step, the coupled line output was a Gaussian position of the rods is important for impedance reasons. They
voltage pulse. are properly positioned by having a hole in one end of exact

depth and a spring in the hole in the other end. With one end
In order to simulate beam coupling through a slot we built a flange bolted to the body, the rods are fitted (spring loaded end

structure similar to figure 3 and modeled the beam with a 3mm first) onto the flange feedthrough center conductors. The other
wire centered in the beam pipe. Slots cut in a removable thin- flange is then installed. The rod springs force them into proper
wall cylinder having the same diameter as the beam pipe defined longitudinal position. RF contact between the rods and the
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CHI AIR loo MAG 10 dB REF 0 dB . . -47.704 dBfedthrough center-conductors is made ,with goid-plated, RF T~flners iisld th hoes.TAPERED SLOT UINE #1.fifgers. inside the'holes.

MARKER A __

500 MHz

START 300 MHZ STOP 3,000 MHZ

Fig. 5 Slot-Coupled Pickup Frequency Response

Fig. 4 Slot-coupled Pick Up

V. BEAM KICKER MECHANICAL DETAILS

Everything about the kicker is identical to the pickups except
for the slots and the external cable connections. We use P__._ __N

rectangular slots 1Smm wide and 150mm long in the kicker. oo__/_ _

VI. LABORATORY TESTS

We tested the pickups and kicker coaxial lines with a TDR to 5mv
insure the internal connections were correct. Some impedance /d " ' fl

discontinuities were seen, the largest being a 40 ohm section in
the feedthroughs. The influence of the tapered slot was seen as
a 4 ohm increase in the line impedance at the slot location. PULSE OUr

20Ops/div
We tested the coupling characteristics of the pickups and

kicker with a centered wire supported by tapered coaxial horns. Fig. 6 Slot-Coupled Pickup Pulse Response
The instruments we used were a 20GHz sampling scope, a 60ps
gaussian pulser, a 300ps gaussian pulser, and a vector network VII. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
analyzer. Figure 5 shows the frequency response of the four
slotted couplers in one pickup. The nominal coupling is -44dB. *This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy
The marker measurement in figure 5 indicates -47dB (-3dB Research, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Materials Sciences
down) at 500MHz. Figure 6 shows the response to a 60ps pulse. Division of the U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract No.
The coupled pulse amplitude corresponds to a coupling DE-AC03-76SSF0098
impedance of 0.6 ohm which agrees reasonably with equation (2)
multiplied by the coupling factor. In figure 6 an echo pulse if VIII. REFERENCES
any would occur ins after the prompt pulse. Unlike thesy [1] R. Bossart and H. Rosi, Test of Beam Position Monitors at
metric stripline, the tapered coupler has no echo pulse. Daresbuy Nuclear Physics Laboratoiy, (1973)

We have no data on beam measurements to present here. [2] T. Linnecar, 'The High Frequency Longitudinal and
The ALS injector is nearing completion, and we should have Transverse Pickup Used in the SPS"., European Organization
data soon. for Nuclear Research, CERN-SPS/ARF/7817, (1978)
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A Real-Time Longitudinal Phase-Space Measurement
Techiique for H- Beams

R. C. Connollyt and D. P. Sandoval
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Abstract magnet for energy-spread analysis. During the laser firing, the
rf phase of the laser is ramped at the same rate that the ion

The longitudinal phase-space distribution of a bunched beam in the image line of' the spectrometer is deflected
beam can be determined by:selecting short-phase slices of the perpendicular to the dispersion plane. The beam current on the
beam and measuring the energy distribution of each-slice. spectrometer focal plane is analyzed in both phase and energy.
This paper describes a system that should be capable of
producing phase-space measurements of an H" beam at a rate of
2 Hz. 'the phase is selected by. photoneutralization with aDelcoBamsp
mode-lockedlasir. A deflector magnet downstream of the Delector
neutralization point deflects the charged beam, and the neutral Spectrometer
particles enter a spectrometer through a slit covered with a
stripping foil. During the 20- to 40-s laser burst, a ramp Camera
signal shifts the laser phase with respect to the beam'phase. Slit
The same ramp signalcontrols electric deflection platesin-the Laser neutralizes 5 ps ice
exit beamline of the spectrometer, which bend the beam el every fourth micropuls c
perpendicular to the dispersion plane. If the spectrometer Y-focusing Quads

magnet bends the beam horizontally, then the bea-cutrent Focal plano
distribution at the focal plane is analyzed horizontally in
energy and vertically in phase, Figure 1. Schematic of measurement technique. The laser-

I. Introduction firing frequency is one-fourth the accelerator rf.

The Laser-Induced-Neutialization Diagnostic Approach II. Measurement System Requirements
(LINDA)[1, developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory, is
a technique that uses light pulses from a laser to select The laser and spectrometer constitute a measurement

portions of an H beam f6i analysis. Light pulses of the system with a phase-space window having dimensions 0 of rfphase and R of energy. The phase dimension of the window is
appropriate wavelength to neutralize If" ions pass through thephsanRoferg.Tehsedm sinotewnows
ba pprp trate fa efle ctt o n M'ahe neutralized o sbs t em equal to the tim e w idth provided by the laser pulses m ultipliedbeam upstream of a deflection magnet. The neutralized beatm b i weeTi h fpro) h nrywdhi qa
passes through the magnet and into a detector. by 2x/T (where T is the rf period). no energy width is equal

'Longitudinal phase-space distributions have been made to the resolution of the spectrometer.
measured using LINDA by firing single laser pulses through The detector resolution required to measure a particular
beams and measuring energy spread by time-of-flight. This beam is determined by calculating the effect the detector
technique requires several hundred laser pulses for each window size has on the measurement result. The following
measurement and is applicable only to beams of less than calculation is based on studies done by Gluckstern[21 and
about 10 MeV with rms bunch lengths of greater than about Connolly and Johnson[31.
30 ps. If a beam of phase-space distribution p(4%,E) and true rms

This paper describes a system (see fig.1) that should be emittance Et is measured using a detector having a window of
capable of producing longitudinal phase-space measurements of dimensions 0 of rf phase and R of energy, the measured
an H- beam ata-2-Hz rate. It is applicable to high-brightness distribution is pm( E) where
beams of energies greater than 100 MeV. 0

The phase is selected using light from a mode-locked laser 4 o~ E0  2~
whose frequency is locked to a subharrnonic of the accelerator _r
rf. A spectrometer is placed downstream of the deflector Pm(o,Eo)= f J p(O,E) do dE. (1)

o- 0 E R

Work supported and funded by the US Department of Defense, When p(OE) is expanded to second order around 40o and Eo, the
Army Strategic Command, under the auspices of the US result of the integration is
Department of Energy.

t Industrial partner, Grumman Corporation
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Pm(o,136) 0 2-' JlOE] R a (O ,Eo. P= 1 -exp(- a Ft), (5)

(2) where a is the neutralization cross section, F i the photon
The -rms emittance calculated from this measured beam flux, and t is the time the ions-spend in the photon field. The
distribution is photon flux is given by

[E 2 2 2 2 02R2 11/2
Em. 0- GE +RCF2 + (3) F= 1-6+L.2; + ] F=h c A i; <

where a@and crE are the rms beam dimensions. Written in where , is the laser-pulse energy, X is the wavelength, h is
terms of the Twiss parameters P and y, Eqn. 3 becomes Planck's constant, c is the speed of light, A is the laser beam

"2 nR2 1OR V1/2 cross-sectional area, and r is the laser firing time.
EmEt 1 12Et I2+ +  + i [2Et (4) The best laser for H"beams is a W mode-locked Nd:YLF

laser tuned to a subharmonic of the accelerator frequency. This
laser produces 50-ps pulses of 1062-nm light, giving a

An emittance measured by a detector whose window is photoneutralization cross section of 3.6 x 10"17 cm2[4].
small compared to the beam distribution is the true emittance These light pulses are chirped, amplified, and compressed to
of the beam. If the window size is comparable to the beam get pulses as short as 1 ps. The output energy of the pulses is
distribution, the measured emittance is larger than the true controlled by the number of amplification stages. The
emittance, cmittanceamplifier rods limit the output bursts to 20-40 pts.

Equation 4 shows that the effect of the detector on a ampler ods i fhe o bts to te inba
measurement depends on the beam parameters. For the case of The laser beam is focused so its width along the ion beam
an upright ellipse, Fig. 2 shows how the ratio of'Em/Et is as narrow as possible. The detector phase window isthe
increases with detector window size. For this example, quadrature sum of the laser pulse length, the laser firing jitter,

and the ion-beam transit time across the laser beam. If the
0/d=R/a=A. The ratio Em/Et is plotted as a function of A. laser-beam dimension is 0.1 mm in Z, a 5-MeV proton takes
This plot shows that a detector window with dimensions equal 3.2 ps to pass through it and a 20-MeV proton takes 1.6 ps.
to the rms beam dimensions produces a measured emittance Detector windows of -3 ps are possible with,20-MeV beams.
that is 1.08 times the true emittance. For most applications, Neutralizing the smallest phase window possible requires
the detector window should be no larger than ac, by GE. that the laser beam intersect the H- beam perpendicularly in the

1.10 H' rest frame. This is done by directing the laser beamthrough the H" beam at a lab-frame angle of cos'l (3) where 3
1.08 -is the relativistic parameter v/c. For a 20-MeV H' beam, the
1 ;06 intersection angle is 780.

An example of a laser system that can produce about 10%
U 1.04 neutralization of a 20-MeV H" beam is one being considered

by Los Alamos[5]. It consists of a Quantronix[6], Series
1.02 4200 Nd:YLF CW mode-locked laser with an amplification

1.00 .2 and pulse-compression system from Continuum[7]. The laser
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 is available with frequencies of 50 to 240 MHz. Firing jitter

A with respect to the rf source is reported to be ±1 ps.
Figure 2. The ratio of measured emittance to true emittance B. Spectrometer

as a function of detector window size for the case of As with the laser, the spectrometer requirements depend on
an upright phase ellipse. The detector window the specific application. A design that has been studied at Los
dimensions are 0 by R and A=0I=R/dE. Alamos[8] is shown in Fig. 1. It is a double-focusing

transport line consisting of two y-focusing quads and a dipole
III. Measurement System with straight, perpendicular entrance and exit edges. One quad

is in the middle of the image and object lines. These focus the
A. Mode-locked laser beam through a waist in y in the center of the dipole [9].

The laser has to produce short pulses of an appropriate The half length of each leg, L (see fig. 1), is
wavelength and photon flux to produce the required approximately 1.St/sin(a), where r is the bend radius and a is
neutralization of the H- beam. The required neutralization the bend angle. The momentum resolution is AP/P = s/6r,
fraction depends on the beam current and the sensitivity of the where s is the entrance slit width in the dispersion plane. The
spectrometer detector. spectrometer shown in Fig. 1 bends the beam 450 with r1l.Sm

If the laser pulse duration is long compared to the flight and L=3.2m. With a 1-mm entrance slit, the energy resolution
time of the ions through the laser beam, the neutralization for a 20-MeV beam is about 4.5 keV.
fraction is
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The. sensitivity cfibis design to magnet misalignments Probably this technique can b Used for other negative-ion
aiidiibrations1hiisben situdied wit TRANSPORT( 10] The beams, but it has been studied only for H" beams.
onlyostrong sensitiVities were f6und-to be the roll angles of the This method is applicable to beams whose rms-bunch
-quads and dipole. Errors in the-roll angles produce mixing of lengths are as short as a few ps. The spectrometer described
the X and Y pla es which is uincorretable by focusing. The will work for beams with rms energy spreads of greater than
studies show thatquad roll-angle has to be correct to ±5 mr -2 x 10. For a 100-MeV beam the total length is -12 m, so
and dipold roll correct to ±1 mr.

Focus sensitivity studies to quad'settings and to harmonic a more compact design probably is needed for higher-energy... beams.
contamination of the quad and dipole fields done to third order If the electrostatic deflector plate lengths are 0.75 times L
With GIOS[ 1] show this design to be extremely robust. The If the electrotati det eengths e0.75 tie l
quad fields need to be within ±1% of the design value, and and the maximum voltage between them is 20 kV, the total
sextupole and octupole components of+0.1% at the pole-tip image deflection is 1.3 cm for all beam energies. This image

radius have little effect on the focus. Similar harmonic width should probably correspond to 6a, so the entrance slit
components of the dipole field can be tolerated. The only height for this case should be -2 mm.
critical field is that of the dipole, which needs to be-stable to
-±0.004%. V. Acknowledgement

C. Integrated System We thank Hermann Wollnik for his valuable help in the
The complete measurement system is shown in fig. 4. A spectrometer design.
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Fast Ion Chambers For SLC

D. McCormick
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

'brassT.erass h plastic standoff 0.25mm wire

Beam diagnostic ion chambers are used throughout the SLC ?
to perform a variety of tasks including locating beam losses
along the beam direction, determining localized losses from r -----
individual bunches in a muifbunch beam, and detecting i c rs
scatter&dparticles from beam. profile wire scanners where, brass ion chamber brass tube
backgrcunds 'ire too high to use photomultiplier tubes. tube 3.25miD sleeve
,Construction and instrumentation of very fast ion chambers Fig. 1: Crossection of a fast ion chamber tube end
with pulse duration of less than 60is are detailed. Long ion
chambers referred to as PLIC (Panofsky's Long Ion Chamber) Gold-plated beryllium copper wire with a diameter of
are the primary diagngstic used to locate losses in all the SLC 0.250mm is used for the center conductor. The wire is
transport lines. Accurately locating beam loss with the use of soldered into a feedthrough made from small diameter brass
fiducial cables and coaxial switches will be discussed. tubing which fits into the outer hole in the standoff. It is then

passed through the brass tube, the other standoff and another
INTRODUCTION feedthrough. The standoffs are fitted into either end of the

'Normal operation of the SLC requires two bunches of tube. The feedthroughs are seated in the standoffs, then the
electrons and a single bunch of positrons to be present in the wire is tensioned and soldered to the second feedthrough. A
accelerator during eachinachine piilse. These bunches are short length of wire is left on one end to allow for
approximately 1mm in length and about 60ns apart. In the connections. A number of these tubes are bundled together and
past, beam losses detected by conventional ion chambers could connected electrically in parallel. The bundle is inserted into
not be attributed to a particular bunch. The pulse length of two polyethylene rings that act as supports and gas baffles.
these ion chambers ranges from hundreds of nanoseconds to polyyle insia act aeppo tan les.
many milliseconds and hence their signals are the sum of the This assembly is placed inside a 2 inch diameter stainless steel
losses from all three bunches. In order to resolve losses from can.
each bunch, fast ion chambers with a minimum pulse length A positive voltage between 50 and 200 volts is applied to
of 35ns were constructed. Fast ion chambers have been the center conductor through a current limiting resistor. The
installed at collimators or other aperture restrictions in the signal is obtained, from the center conductor after being
linac. Their signals are monitored on a real time basis and decoupled from the high voltage by a capacitor. Ten volt zener
over long term running. diodes are added to the low voltage side of the capacitor in case

Wire scanner measurements of beam size are crucial to the it breaks down. Originally the ends of the feedthroughs were
successful operation of the SLC.[1] Fast ion chambers are left exposed at high voltage, and electrons collected over large
used as wire scanner scattered particle detectors where distances produced tails on the pulse. These tails are
backgrouiui are too high for photomultiplier tubes. They are eliminated by insulating the ends of the feedthroughs and then
also used at all other wire scanner installations to provide a covering them with copper foil at ground potential.
-cross check on the, photomultiplier tubes. The signals of the individual tubes are combined in parallel

to increase the output of the fast ion chamber. The tubes have
DESIGN an impedance of about 150 ohms, and three tubes together

A cylindricalion chamber design was optimized to: 1) provide the best match into 50 ohm cable. If moretubes are
produce pulses of less than 60ns, 2) provide reasonable added, the impedance match becomes worse, and the pulse
sensitivity, 3) absoib high radiation without damage, and 4) length increases due to signal reflections at the ion chamber
allow ease of construction, cable boundary. Given the 601, iinch spacing, 15 tubes is

The body of the ion chamber is a brass tube 30cm in length about the maximum numl r .nat can be combined and still
with an inside diameter of 3.25 mm. For wire scanner produce the required pulse length. Ten tubes are used for wire
applications where the pulse length must be as short as scanner installations.
possible, the tube can be sleeved with another brass tube with
an inside diameter of 2.35mm. Notching the tubes at either PULSE LENGTH
end allows the gas to flow freely when purging impurities. For a burst of radiation that is short compared to the
The end of an ion chamber tube is shown in fig. 1. The ends electron collection time, the pulse length of a fast ion chamber
of the brass tube are fitted with insulating standoffs made from is determined by the drift velocity of the electrons in the gas
Vectra, a plastic which is radiatioA resistant to 5 x 108 rads. and by the distance between the electrodes.
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Initial tests were performed using a mixture of 95% Ar and Locating fast ion chambers for primary beam collimators
5% CO2,,which has a maximum electron drift veiocity of presents no problem. Because of the large amount of
about 4.5cm/ps. The pulse from the ion chamber using this radiation, signals in the hundreds of millivolts are obtained by
mixture is shown in fig.2A. Although the pulse length is placing the ion chamber a few meters downstream of the
shorter than the SLC bunch spacing, a much cleaner separation device.
is required for wire scanner beam size measurements.

Experimental results using pure CF4, or CF 4 in mixtures OPERATION
with argon indicate an electron drift velocity of over Signals from the fast ion chambers are monitored on real
12cm/ps.[2] Afast ion chamber using a mixture of 80%Ar time displays (oscilloscopes) and/or fed into ADCs (Analog
and 20% CF4, produces the shorter pulse with increased Digital Converter) to calculate beam sizes and monitor
amplitude seenin fig. 2B. This mixture was selected for use individual bunch losses over longer periods of time.
in fast ion chambers used as wire scanner particle detectors Fast ion chambers used with wire scanners typically have
because of the short pulse length, and high amplitude signals an output of 5mv and need to be amplified. The signal makes
it produced. a single pass through a LeCroy 612 xlO amplifier before it is

Another method of decreasing the pulse length is to fed into an ADC. Fig. 3 shows a wire scanner fast ion
effectively reduce the drift distance by using a mixture which chamber setup
contains an electronegative gas, such as Freon. Electrons
liberated at large distances from the center conductor recombine Fast ion HV input

with the Freon and do not contribute to the pulse length, The chme Interface
same fast ion chamber using a mixture of 95% Ar, 4.7% C020.
mixture significantly reduces the signal amplitude but is ideal XO0

forfast ion chambers used at collimators where the radiation " J tam UtC

flux is very large.
Fig. 3: Block diagram showing basic components of a

10mV/div 20ns/div wire scanner fast ion chamber

A* LONG ION CHAMBERS
Long ion chambers (PLIC) have been used to locate beam

loss and protect the accelerator at SLAC since its
beginning.[4] The system consists of a gas dielectric coaxial
cable approximately 3500m in length installed on the ceiling
of the accelerator housing. Time dispersed PLIC signals

. . . ............... ............. .. travel upstream to the start of the cable. They are reflected,
and travel to the downstream end of the cable where they are
observed. Because it is viewed from the downstream end of the
cable the average PLIC pulse propagates over about 5300m of
cable. The rise time of a PLIC signal is distorted by the cable,
and this introduces an uncertainty of about 30ns in locating theI. .leading edge of the PLIC pulse.[5]

Fg. .a During the construction of the SLC, PLIC cables were
installed in all transport lines.[6] The SLC PLIC signal is

Fig. 2: Fast ion chamber signals with constant beam viewed from the upstream end of the cable and on average, the
conditions, using: A) 95% Ar and 5% C02, B) 80% Ar, 20% signal propagates over only 300m. In this case, the leading
CF4, C) 95% Ar, 4.7% C02 and 0.3% Freon. edge can be determined to within 5ns,

PERFORMANCE When the bbam path length and the length of the PLIC
PERFORMANeE scable are equal, locating beam losses can be calculated by

The sensitivity of an ion chamber is proportional to the using an oscilloscope to measure the time from the start of the
amount of gas between the electrodes. Because of the small cable to the leading edge of a PLIC pulse. This interval is the
volume of the tubes, signal levels of fast ion chambers used sum of the time it takes the beam to travel from the start of
with wire scanners are only a few millivolts, and these levels the cable to where the loss occurs and the time for the pulse
depend heavily on the location of the ion chamber. induced on the cable by the loss, to return to the start of the
Calculations indicate that multiple scattering of electrons off cable. The SLC PLIC cable has a propagation velocity of
the wire scanner wire produce most of the signal.[3] Ray 0.914c so:
tracings on scale drawings have been helpful in selecting
locations for these ion chambers. For a 1GeV beam, an ion Tseope = Tbeam + Tbeamn/0.91 4  (1)
chamber is installed about 7m downstream of its wire scanner.
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where'T -.-Jtis the.tme between the start of the cable and the R. Stickley, R. Leonard and R. Baggs,who helped in the
:&azloss measured on the scope, and Tbeam is beam time design and did the fabrication of the fast ion chambers.
from the start of the cable to the beam loss.
'The beain time etween any two events is the-time displayed 2OmV/div 50ns/div
on the scope divided by 2.09.

When there are obstacles and bends in the transport line, the
cable length is no longer equal to the distance traveled by the
'be4nad equation 1, is no longer valid. This path length . :
pbem-- can be reduced by periodically referencing or
fii0aliing ihe PLIC signal to a particular beam line
componeinit, providing a local reference for beam loss
calculatiofisusing equation 1. Two methods of fiducializing
the'PLICsigna, passive and active, have been devised.

A-jiassive fiducial is produced by connecting a 50 or lOOns
S f solid polyethylene coax (which produces no PLIC
=i nal when it is irradiated) between sections of PLIC cable. .4: , . .

( he notched pulse shown in fig. 4 is produced when sections Fig. 4: SLC PLIC. Cursors indicate a notch in the PLIC
.ofPLIC cable with this solid coax between them are irradiated, signal produced by a 50 ns fiducial cable. The two notches to
The thick line indicates the time of a 50ns fiducial cable. The the right of the first are also produced by fiducial cables.
leading edge of the second pulse (indicated by the second
cursor) is prduced by the 'end of the PLIC cable connected to 50mV/div 100ns/div
the downsnm end of -1e fiducial cable. From this known
edge, the time orposition of other'losses can be measured.

Two discrete losses are unresolved when the time between
the losses is less than the decay time of the PLIC signal from.
the firiloss. The second loss can be resolved by inserting a A
fiduc ii'able-in'the PLIC cable just upstream of the second B
loss , The fiducial cable provides the extra time needed to B
allow% the PLIC signal from the first loss to die away.

An active fiducial can'be produced by installing a coaxial
8witch between sections of PLIC cable. When the switch is
-opened, pulses, created from earlier beam losses that propagate
in the same direction as the beam, reflect off the open switch, _ __,_ ....
producing an inflection in the PLIC signal at the switch's Fig. 5: SLC PLIC signals: Trace A, PLIC switch closed.
location. Because these pulses do not travel at the same speed Trace B, PLIC switch opened. The cursor indicates the
as the beam, there must be beam loss at the switch's location position of the switch.
in order for the spike to accurately indicate the position of the
switch. This effect is shown in fig. 5. REFERENCES
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Abstract ment. Both are used, for machine characterization. The
first, located at the entrance to the alpha magnet, is an

SSRL has built a 3 GeV, injector to fill SPEAR. Many insertable cup used to measure the charge emitted by the
types of diagnostic instruments were built into the injec- RF electron gun. Since the beam at this point has not yet
tor-to facilitate and enable commissioning and operation. been chopped, high currents require cooling of this cup.
These instruments, were designed to give accurate infor- The cup is made of a water-cooled copper bar and serves
mation for low beaiic.:rints seen in the early stages of a double purpose as the support for an insertable screen.
commissioning [1] as well as for the higher currents in nor- Charge here is measured in uC/pulse. The second cup
mal operation. measures beam out of the linac. It is located at the end of

a diagnostic beamline into which the linac current can be
I. INTRODUCTION steered. Because of the higher energies of the beam here,

this cup is made of lead. To prevent contamination of the
SSR11 has built and commissioned a 3.0 GeV electron injector vacuum, the lead is encased in stainless steel be.

accelerator as a dedicated, full energy, injector for its S- fore it is placed in the vacuum system. This cup receives
PEAR storage ring (2]. The beginning of the injector is a less than one nC/pulse.
2856 MHz RF electron gun. This gun emits a peak cur- The outputs of both of these cups were fed to general
rent of 650 mA of 2 MeV electrons for 2.5 psec. These purpose, commercial devices for measurement. One of the
electron bunches are compressed in an alpha magnet, and most useful tools we have found in commissioning and run-
then pass thiigh a pulsed chopper, which selects three of ning the accelerator has been a high bandwidth, fast digital
these s-band bunches. These bunches are then accelerat- sampling oscilloscope. This scope is used during operation
ed through three 2856 MHz linac sections to an energy of to monitor the many diagnostic signals from the acceler-
130 MeV, transported and injected into the cycling boost- ator. During machine physics, these devices can sample
er. Here the bunches are compressed into one bunch at signals, such as the current discharge from the Faraday
358.54 MHz, the SPEAR frequency, and accelerated to 3 cups, and perform a mathematical calculation, in this case
GeV. Finally, the bunch is ejected from the booster and integration, that gives the total charge.
injected into SPEAR. The injector cycles at a 10 Hz rate
and currently delivers greater than 108 electrons per cycle III. CURRENT TOROIDS
to SPEAR.

The diagnostics required for the booster are dictated by Measurement of beam current in many different part-
the purpose and function of the machine. The low beam s of the injector is required. Current toroids make 8
currents and single bunch character of the system reduce of these measurements. Preliminary designs had toroids
the need to be able to observe many high frequency phe- placed inside the vacuum system. Several early experi-
nomena associated with instabilities important at higher ments showed, however, that toroids external to the beam
beam currents. The fact that the beam stays in the ma- pipes gave good results. This approach not only saved con-
chine for only 50 msec also removes the need for diagnos- struction cost and time, but it also allowed toroids to be
tics that looks for long term drifts in the beam. Also, s- put in places where they would not have otherwise fit.
ince the SPEAR injection aperture is reasonably large, the Toroid modules were constructed around a vacuum pipe
knowledge of the position of the beam does not need to be with an inserted-ceramic gap that prevented a DC path for
more precise than a few hundred microns. The diagnos- the beam-induced wall current from travelling inside the
tics and associated instrumentation will be discussed with toroid (Figure 1). The toroid itself was placed over this
these points in mind. The paper will describe the function pipe before the end flanges were welded on. A tight fitting
of the various devices in three different situations: aluminum shroud was placed over the toroid assembly to

" The initial commisioning of the machine when sys- provide a low impedance path for the wall current. Eight
tems were being checked out with very low current. turr. of wire on the toroid gave reasonable signal ampli-

tudes for our beam currents. This wire was then brought
" Machine physics on and characterization of the in- out for detection through Twinax cable. A second, one

jector itself. turn, winding was also put on the toroid for calibration
purposes. Although the toroid assemblies were made as

* The normal operation of the machine as a dedicated compact as possible, the toroid does not have to be direct-
injector for SPEAR. ly over the ceramic gap in order to work. As long as the

toroid is within the shroud assembly, it functions properly.

II. FARADAY CUP In one place where space was very tight, we even installed
a toroid by first sawing it in two, grinding the faces to in-

The injector has two Faraday cups for charge measure- sure a smooth fit, and then mechanically joining the two
halves around the ceramic gap.

*Work supported by the Department of Energy, Office of Basic Toroid electrical performance was also very good. Stan-
Energy Sciences, Division of Material Sciences. dard commercial magnetics are available with frequency

tNow at Argonne National Lab response better than 500 MHz. Since our cables will not
*Now at TRIUMF pass any Feater frequency over the distance between the
$Now at SLAC
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Figureu buttons. Each BPM has four-triplins 10 em long, each
Booster toroid subtending a a zimuthal angle of /4 (Figure 2) Even

when we have only 10 electrons per bunch, the BPM sig
sigals ind the masuring s ic, the imageitensi*er nal id still about 15 mV after travelling through 1 tof
asciotscpe one th oeat thenbesso these fat nales e .RG23 signal cable. With ou low normal current, this ia-

arovement isvery important to mastiing a reasonableto see, to the resolution of our osihoscopes, the number ofn

bunshertbs pasnho ehoensre ause thghu theisSN o rb positiona estvt a n measur d syto e [.Iabot .

ineor, so we U e cho a the toroid the BPMs ae most valuable in the early stages ofcommissioning when the beam current is only a fraction of its finalstructa resistive wall current monitor in the linae. The operating value. Without the added signal the steplinysasic instrument used for looking at these and other fast
signals in the ing is a hi h bandwidth, image intensified p movde osthe BPMs would hive been useless during this
theilargscrent, that nbes th ee h aget ins o time. The four striplines in each module allow us to mea-au ofsure both x and y position at each BPM. These modulesat a 0 Hs repetition rate. ae oriented asimuthe shape at the ion of he straddle the

durig in INSER. S d chorizontal plane of the beam. This minimizes the syn-
tn o Ide ISE RT B n d gchrotron radiation received by any electrode. The BPM

Insertable phosphor screens ae used throughout the positional sensitivity has been measured to be about .6
injector, providing valuable information on position and dB/mm.
structure ofthe beam. All screens downstream of the chop- The fbrication of the modules was also crucal to their
per need no secial cooling or construction since they se success. For cost reasons, the BPM is welded assembly,
only very low beam currents. The screen which intercepts not machined fom a single piece of metal. The stiplines
the largest current, that in the alpha magnet, is made of ae made from sectors o as machined tube with an inner di-
a mose durable material so that it could be attached to ameter of 6 pr. Careful construction techniques and goodwater cooled copper bar that also serves as a Faraday cup. quality control held the shape and position of the striplines

The screens are routinely used for position information to .1 min after assembly. The center conductors of 50 (1 ce-
o od vamic feedthroughs were welded to the striplines to insurehiea good electrical connection. Electrical center was testedtioned outside viewports and bring the image spot back to

the control center. Spot position aids beam steering; spot on a fixture that was repeatable to .02 m. A machined
Otrure as f osic. 'Sst isnte sit i ogenral mn- omounting bracket positions the BPMs to an accuracy of

suructgrsystem.foWeigreatlytbenefited fro aexperaosltma- . mwt epc otegre.Atraltlrne

chine diagnostic. Machine physics also uses these screens.o these ports.

in~~~Wco e the, boote ring ard twelved io thehi trnsor line profQEE

Energy. dispersion and beam emittance can be calculated theountedhborn th Buadr lge d owtin..mo
fo measured spot sies. Quantitative measurements like t
thes e e a i h gThe instrument module also serves as a vacuum pump
os protope madue s awe that d i rovte esan out port to which a 20 l/sec ion pump may be attached.
osiledsfrom the uts shortda riplien laer cn t Good vacuum practice equies a large orifice for the port,

thae good electrical practice requires an electrically con-
V. BEAM POSITION MONITORS (BPMS) tinuous wall for the image current. The compromise that

Our argst iagnsti sytem s te bam psiton ea-was reached was a circular sieve-like hole pattern for the
sur getigosi system. We gretl beneierm poticonsulta- orifice. Bench tests showed no noticeable degradation of

tion from SLAC on the design of the BPMs. Forty modulesthelcralsglfomhsept.
in the booster ring and twelve in the transport lines pro-
vide position information everywhere in the accelerator. VI. Q METER
The original design called for button electrodes, but tests The Q meter is a large, cylindrically symmetric capaci-of prototype modules showed that a 20 dB improvement re- tot that converts image current from the beam to a voltagesulted from the use of shorted 50 0Z striplines in place of the that can be monitored (Figure 3). Because of its cylindrical
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LU the tunes. Coupling between striplines is less than 40 d-
B, so that the signal due to the beam can be clearly ob-
served. Using a crude, homemade AM detector and a very
nice spectrum analyzer that updates at audio rates, wefT . were able to easily measure the tunes and use that infor-

- mation to set them at the design value. A future devel-
opment project for the injector, using these striplines, is

-- --- ----" the implementation of a tune feedback system. This sys-
tem will control the quadrupole supplies that control the

t tunes, keeping the tunes at the desired value. This system
has already /undergone preliminary tests at SPEAR.

VIII. CONCLUSION
The diagnostic instrumentation that was designed and

Figure 3 installed at the SSRL injector has proved more than ade-
Q Meter quate to commission and run the machine. Careful testingof critical components to insure m=*imum signal output

of these devices insured their usefulness and aided in the
successful commissioning of the accelerator.

IX. REFERENCESL .. I._ [1] S. Baird et al, "Commissioning the SSRL Injector." At
. . this Conference.[2] H. Wiedemann, "3 GeV Injector Synchrotron for S-

PEAR." At this Conference.
[3] W. Lavender et al, "The SSRL Injector Beam Position

Monitoring Systems." At this Conference.

Figure 4
Stripline

symmetry, the Q Meter output is independent of beam po-
sition through first order. Its capacitance is about 40 pF,
so its frequency response is more than adequate for our
needs. The signal from the Q Meter gives the main diag-
nostic signal for the booster. Displayed on a high band-
width, image intensified scope, this signal shows the instan-
taneous current in the booster. The quadrupole tracking
supplies are adjusted so as to minimise the step losses from
this signal. Since the magnitude of this signal, combined
with the low loss cable that carries it to the control con-
sole, enables bunches of millions of electrons to be seen,
the Q Meter was also very valuable in the early stages of
commissioning.

VII. STRIPLINE
One of the by-products of replacing the SLAC to S-

PEAR injection line was the acquisition of two, one meter
striplines units (Figure 4). These units each have four 50 fl
striplines with connections on both ends of each line. We
have currently installed one of these units in our booster.
Although its signal is comparable to that of the Q Meter,
its design gives it great value in allowing us to measure
the tunes of the system. This unit is mounted so, like
the BPMs, its striplines straddle the horizontal plane. By
driving a pair of diagonally opposed striplines with a few
watts of power near the tune frequencies, we can excite
both the horizontal and vertical tunes of the beam. This
is a much less invasive technique than exciting the tunes
with large impulses from a kicker, for example. With this
technique, one can observe the tunes without dramatical-
ly changing the stability or character of the beam. The
unused striplines of this unit can then be used to observe
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Bunch Length Measurement using Beam Spectrum *

Z. Greenwald, D. L. Hartill, R '14. Littauer, S. B. Peck and D. H. Rice
Laboratory of Nuclear Studies, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853

Abstract 0.0

Aprocedure for extracting the bunch length from the beam -10.0
induced voltage spectrum is applied at CESR, for various N at=50 ps
bunch currents, to indicate whether the turbulent length, - -20.0
ening threshold is exceeded by short, high-current:bunches. E
The approach is to monitor the signal spectrum from one of
the detector buttons up to 8 GHu. The measufing system 'a
is calibrated by reference to a low-current bunch (1 mA),
whichis assumed to~have-a gaussian profile with the the- at=55 ps
oretically predicted length. In this experiment a single " -50,0
bunch was used with a natural length of 15 mm. No bunch -
lengthening was detected up to a current of 20 mA.

0.0 2,0 4.0 6.0 8,0 io.o
Introduction Frquency (Hz) (x 109)

Change of bunch length with current, indicating the turbu- Figure 1: Normalized Gaussian Power Spectrum
lent lengthening threshold for short, high-current bunches
was searched for in CESR. The approach, using read- the signal from a gaussian bunch, with charge profile char-
ily available equipment, was to monitor the signal spec- acterized by al = o-,/c, has a gaussian spectrum envelope
trum from one of the beam position detector buttons. To with o', = 1/out:
press the limit, the natural bunch length was reduced to
at 6 50 ps by using a lattice with Qh -5 13.2(ap = 0.0069). )= r

-
a f 

2

To calibrate the measuring system we assume that at low V ) = Ve 1_ = V,,e- (1)
current (1 mA) the bunch had a gaussian profile with the The corresponding power spectrum, expressed logarithmi-
theoretically predicted o't. cally, is

P(w) = 20 loglo V(w) = 20 log10 V - 171.4o'tf 2 [dB) (2)
Characteristics of Observed Spectrum The normalized spectrum of equation 2 is plotted in Fig-

In the absence of coherent beam oscillations, the signal ure 1 for to = 50 ps and, for comparison, also for 55 ps,
spectrum from a pickup electrode consists entirely of har- which might be considered a significant fractional bunch
monics of the revolution frequency. The envelope of this lengthening.
spectrum is determined by the bunch length. The spec- As mentioned above, this spectrum is modified by the
trum is distorted by the transfer function, F(w), of the transfer function, F(w) of the monitoring system. The
pickup, cable, and any added filters. As indicated below, spectrum envelope observed is quite different from that of
this distortion is a major effect. However, as long as F(w) Figure 1, for the following reasons:
remains constant, i.e., does not itself dependin any way on a. If the length of the pickup button is not short
bunch current, any changes in the observed spectrum can compared to o-,, the charge induced on it varies
be attributed to changes in the bunch length. The pickup as the convolution of the button's geometry with
electrode receives a signal induced by the electric field of the charge ptofile of the bunch.
the passing bunch. If the electrode has negligble length, b. If the Rc ie constant of the button is short

*Work supported by the National Science Foundation compared to o't, the button signal is given by
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the current, i.e.i by- the time d ii ive of the 9.0

induced charge. This introd.ces a'factor w into
F(w), de-emphasizing the low-frequency compo- 8.0

nents. In practice RC = 30f-. 2pF = 60 ps, 7.0
comparable to -t; Thus the actual shape of the 7
16w-frequency rolloff is more complicated. 6.0

c. The button structure is not properly matched, . - - -

and the feedthrough insulator has frequency- 5

dependent losses. The -high frequency response -4.0
is extremely ,uneven: it dips sharply above about.
3 GH , but~foitunately shows some 'windows' of 3.0
usable transmission around 7-8 GHs.

d. For convenience, the signal is brought all the way 2.0

into the-control room. A 26 rmlong cable has its 3.6 4.2 4.8 5.4 6.0 6.6
own:i high~requency cutoi'.. Frequency (Hz) (x 109)

-e. Because the signal at the end of the cable can be Figure 3: Values of al at 12.7 ma obtained at the different
as large as 100 V peak, it-must be attenuated. frequencies of the power spectrum
This was done with a 4 GHs high-pass filter.

including the effect of-the total transfer-function F(w) on monitor the ratio between the spectrum envelope at some
th'e measured signal, the power spectrum is: selected frequency, fn, and at a reference frequency, fl. If

" P, and PI are the power spectrum measured at frequencies
P(w) =_20log1 0 F(w) + 20 log1 o V - 171.4 o7f 2 [dB] (3) f. and fl, then:

where arl is the bunch length at current I. (The bunch

shape is assumed to remain gaussian.) (Pn - PI)i = 20 log 0 F, - 171.4(f,2 - f?)[dB] (4)

1600,0 , where

1400.0 F F(w,) (5)

.5 1200,0 - At low current, we assume that the bunch has the theoret-
" 000.0ical bunch length,1000.0oc• r2

(o= a E (6)
800.0

0. where a , 0 , ilj and Eo are the momentum compaction,
v 600.0 energy spread, synchrotron frequency and electron energy,

: 400.0 respectively. The low-current measurement then yields

200.0 20loglo F, = (P,, - PI). + 171.4(f-- fg'),2 (7)

0.0 and
0.0 1238.4 2476.8 3715.2 4953.6 6192.0

Bin No. (Center '-rquency 6.55 GHz) ((P.- Pi).- (P.-Pih + 1/2) (

Figure 2: Digitized power spectrum at 12.6 mA in a win-
dow of 10 MHz around 6.55 GHz where the index o is used to denote low current. The

error in arJ due to a measurement error in the spectrum is:

Measurement Procedure Auj = A[(P,, - PI). - (P,, - P)] (9)
342.8 (f; - fi) a,

The measurement consists of recording parts of the spec- Note that, the larger the distance between f,, and the ref-
trum with a low-current bunch, and then repeating the erence frequency fl, the smaller the error in o-1.
readings at the same frequeatcies with bunches of progres- At the time of the experiment, CESR was operating with
sively larger cu.rent. It is clear from Figure 1 that bunch a single RF cavity. The data were taken with a lattice
lengthening is riost readily detected by covering the spec- of high horizontal tune, Qh - 13.2, ap = 0.0069, o-,, =
trum to the highest accessible frequency. The procedure, 50psec, with a single bunch of positrons. The output of
which eliminates the dependence of the signal on V,,, is to the spectrum analyzer was connected to a digitizer and the
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Figure 4: oat for different bunch current

data were recorded by a computer. A sample spectrum. is
shown ivzFigure 2.

The spectrum was measured at a few different frequen-
cies f. for each current. For each measurement the pgwer
spectrum peaks (see Figure 2) wereaveraged in alO MHz
(-25 revolution harmonics) window centered on fn. The
reference frequency fi was taken at 8 GHs. (For more de-
tails about the measurement, see reference [1]). Figure 3
shows values of ri at 12.7 mA calculated from equation 8
at the different f, with the error calculated from equa-
tion 9 for AP = 1 dB. The straight line is a least-square
fit to the data, Figure 4 shows the bunch length measured
inCESR at three currents using the above procedure.

Conchiiions

No significant bunch lengthening in CESR was observed
up-to a bunch current of 20 mA, as seen in Figure 4. This
observation agrees with a previous result, obtained in 1983
by detecting the synchrotron light, before- the installation
of horizontal separators in CESR [2]. Both expetiments as-
sume that the bunch shape is gaussian and are thus unable
to detect shape changes involving a particular mode [3].
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BeamDiagnostics for the 400 MeV Fermilab Linac
Elliott S. McCrory, Fady Harfoush, G. Jackson, Glenn Lee and Dennis McConnell

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL 60510*

Abstract dle where injection to the new linac is to occur. Thus, many
Prototype beam diagnostics for the 400 MeV linac am be- plans and designs for he new Linac, the transition section in

ing designed and tested. These new diagnostics include: wire particular, rely on the existence of excellent diagnostics to
scanners, stripline beam position monitors which fit within the identify and correct unexpected features of the beam revealed
quadrupoles,'Tevatron-style resistive wall-current-monitors during commissioning.
and Feschenko-style bunch length detectors. Several of these (And, finally, we will need to commission the new Linac as
devices have been tested with 116 MeV and 200 MeV H" beam qickly as possible, so it will be important to have reliable di-
in the present 200 MeV linac, agnostics as soon as commissioning begins.

I. INTRODUCTION We have mafe a design of each of the daignostics elements.
Figure 1 shows the mechanical layout of the inter-section re-

The last four 201 MHz Alverez tanks of the twenty-year- gions for the second accelerating module.

old, 200 MeV Fermilab Linac are being replaced by seven II. DIAGNOSTICS SYSTEMS
high-gradient (7KV/m), high-frequency (805 MHz) side-
coupled-cavity structures to produce a 400 MeV beam for in- A. Beam Position Monitors and Steering Correction
jection into the Booster[l]. Good, reliable beam diagnostics A quadrupole-stripline, non-intercepting beam position
are an important factor in the success of this project, particu- monitor (BPM) has been designed and prototyped. The four
larly for the commissioning. The diagnostics are being plates each subtend 20*. The inside diameter of the monitor is
designed with the following challenges in mind. 3.25 cm., and the outside diameter is 3.8 cm -- just enough to
w The space available for diagnostics is limited. There is only fit inside the pole-tips of the new quadrupole magnets. The
the four-meter itransition section and 30W/ drifts between each overall length is 9 cm. The SMA vacuum feedthrough con-
accelerating section for the diagnostics. nectors on the strips are easily accessible between the poles of
of Good steering is important because the beam takes up a the quad.
greater percentage of the aperture in the new Linac. In the new Compact, picture-frame iron dipole magnets of the type
Linac, the beam aperture is smaller (3 cm vs the old 4 cm) and used currently are to be used in the new Linac. We have made
P., of the new beam is larger than in the old Linac. two types of these magnets: Type 1 is 6.5 cm long and has a
tf The longitudinal phase-space into which the beam is injected total JB.dl equal to 3990 G-cm (at 5 A coil current); Type 2 is 9
at the beginning of the new Linac is small. Therefore, measur- cm long and has a total field of 5560 G-cm. The Type I mag-
ing and understanding the longitudinal match between the two nets will go within modules I and 2, where space is most
structures is important. limited; the Type 2 magnets will go everywhere else, including
/ Our old Linac, as reliable as it is, has yielded precious little the transition section [2]. With a Type I magnet at the begin-
information about the nature of its beam, especially in its mid- ning of module 1, a kick of 2.7 mrad is achieved.

There is to be a BPM within each quadrupole magnet, four
* Fermilab is operated by the Universities Research Associa. per module, with instrumentation to read out four of the eight
tion, Incorporated, under contract with the United States available signals from these monitors. This produces four po-
Department of Energy. sition readings per 2n phase advance (790 per FODO cell),

M I 4 M2.. 2 M 2 3

Fg r 1 Meo 
th d h M

RWM 1-Fr--ri
Vacm _

Valve t0

r-- --'=0- Scanner &----

Figure 1, Mechanical layout of the diagnostics within Module 2 of the new Fermilab 805 Mttz Linac. The final drift shown here

is repeated between sections 3 and 4.
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enough readings to accurately measure the steering and the be-
tatron amplitud.

The if signals from opposite plates of a BPMare converted
0dd v01l pbpdrtional the beam position and lb the rf

1o d 0 voae pprIa t- Ihe sii otone psntl e 8.2 nt mm mrad (95%)
intensity by an RF module/decoder similar to the one presently
inuse [3]; The olddesign has been modified to increase the \ 1=3.9 m

cc= -0.8bandwidth of the position signal to 25 MHz (from 0.8 MHz).
A Linar.,control system local control station [4] will run a % '

local application programto actively correct the steering of the it ",,
Linac on a pulse-by-pulse basis.

B. Wire Scanners
A new, compact two-plane wire scanner has been designed. '

This stepping-motor-driven device fits-in only 4 cm of beam d
line. Two wire scanners will be installed within module 1, one "
at a waist in X and the other at a waist in Y. A single wire "
scanner will be placed in each of th6 other modules. x ... ..

A prototype has been installed at the output of Tank 5 in I
the existing Linac, the injection point of the new side-coupled , .. , -,
Linac. Using the penultimate quadrupole magnet in Tank 5, we *a6 om mt, m,- tie14

have measured the beam Twiss parameters with this wire Figure 2, Emittrance results using a single scanning wire and a
scanner. The technique is the standard one, where the quad tuned quad at 116 MeV in the existing Fermilab Linac.
gradient is varied and the width of the beam Is measured. The (their main function in the other Fermilab accelerators), extra
resulting curve in gradient-versus-(width) -space traces out a ferrite has been added to facilitate a 10w-frequency beam cur-
parabola whose steepness is proportional to the beam emittance. rent measurement. To save space, we have opted not to include
The results are shown in Figure 2. Pearson-type beam toroids in our Linac in favor of this readout.

The third function performed by the RWM's is to provide
C. Bunch Length Delector (BID) a fast, beam-induced if signal which will be used in the At pro-

A technique exists to accurately measure the phase extent cedure as the beam-phase readout, see below.
(a.k.a. bunch length) and the phase density of a linac beam [5]. A specially-modifiedTevatron-style resistive wall monitor
We have consulted with A. V. Feschenko and have built some (aperture=8 cm, length=10 cm) has been installed at the output
prototypes. The details of the operation of this device can be of Tank 5. The output of this detector has been analyzed. For
found elsewhere.[6] Our goal is to obtain a resolution of ap- a beam with velocity 3<1, the electric fields from a single par-
proximately 1 at 805 MHz; Feschenko obtained a resolution of tide in the center of the beam pipe spread by an angle which is
0.80 at 198 MHz. Several small changes[6] in Feschenko's de- proportional to 1/y. Thus, a delta-function beam does not pro-
sign are being implemented to obtain this increased resolution. duce a delta-function signal on a wall-current detector. (This,

A rather high deflector gradient, around 2KV/cm, is re- by the way, is the motivation for constructing a bunch length
quired to achieve adequate resolution. A design for that detector as described in the previous section.) Nevertheless,
deflector has been made using a pill-box cavity excited in a some bunch length information can be obtained from this
transverse mode. We will drive it with approximately 400 W of device. One can compensate for this effect through a de-
805 MHz power with the same amplifier used for the driver convolution of the observed signal from the spreading
stage of the klystrons. function.[6] The photograph, Figure 3a, is from the new Linac

We plan to install three BLD's in the transition section, RWM at the output of Tank 5. Using this technique, we infer

two in the 400 MeV transfer line and one near the end of the that this signal was produced from a beam with a phase extent
linac, possibly within module 7. of approximately 30° (±100), Figure 3b.

D. Resistive Wall Monitors E. The At procedure

Resistive Wall-current Monitors (RWM's) have been used A procedure has been established at several laboratories,

with great success in the other accelerators at Fermilab.[71 A most notably LAMPF, to accurately set the phase and gradient
design has been made for the new Linac considering the small- of a series of linac accelerating modules. This procedure, re-

er space (3 cm) and the smaller aperture (also 3 cm) of this ferred to as the "At procedure," is described elsewhere at this

accelerator. The RWM for Linac has a bandwidth of 6 GHz. conference [9]. As stated above, it uses the fast, beam-induced

The RWM to be used in our new Linac will have triple if signal from the RWM at the input to each module for the

duty. In addition to a rudimentary bunch length measurement approproiate time-of-flight/phase information.
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vertical plane than in the horizontal plane. The functional form
of the sensitivity curve is very close to linear with respect to
beam widths at the beginning and end wire scanners, and close
to quadratic at the middle wire scanner. Changes in the sensi-
tivity due to space-charge effects are small. Errors due to both
quadrupole regulation during the measurement and to reading
errors are not significant for the first and last quad, but a 1%
error in the second quad makes a 2% error in the emittance.

We plan to include three bunch length detectors in the tran-
sition section to allow us to measure the longitudinal emittance
of the beam. This method is essentially similar to the trans-
verse emittance measurement just described. Because of the

Figure 3a, Signal from RWM at 116.4 MeV (1 GHz scope), ob. tight space between Tank 5 and the debuncher cavity, the latter
served FWHM-440psec. had to be moved downward by 10 cm to accommodate a wire

scanner, a steering coil and a bunch length detector. Calcula-
600 ,, tions made with TRACE3D have shown that moving the

debuncher in this manner without a significant change in its
5field gradient, still gives an acceptable longitudinal beam
-50O profile.

400 IV. CONCLUSIONS
o In order to commission the new 805 MHz/400 MeV Fer-

milab Linac in the allotted time, extensive and accurate beam
300 diagnostics are to be used. In addition to fairly standard beam

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 position monitoring and correcting, we plan to include in the

Phase extent of bm D new Linac: wire scanners for emittance measurement, At pick-
Figure 3b, Results of convoluting beam signal with RWM re- ups to aid in setting the phase and gradient of the high-power
sponsefunction, r=4 cm, E=116.4 MeV klystrons, and bunch length monitoring devices throughout the

Linac.
F. Beam Loss Monitors IV. REFERENCES

We will also include beam loss monitors in the new Linac. I.RFRNEThe weill ao in beam lssmosie the n[1] Robert Noble, 'The Fermilab Linac Upgrade," Proceedings of
These devices have not been designed yet. the 1990 Linear Accelerator Conference, pp 26-30.

Ill. TRANSITION SECTION [2) Terminology: sixteen side-coupled cavities are braised together
to make a section, four sections are connected together to make
a module, a module is powered by a klystron..

The four-meter-long transition section matches the beam, [31 R. Webber, ef at., "A Beam Position Monitoring System for the
transversely and longitudinally, from the 200 MHz drift-tube Fermilab Booster," Proceedings of the 1987 IEEE Particle Ac-
linac to the 805 MHz side-coupled cavity linac. Details on its celerator Conference, IEEE Catalog 87CH2387-9, pp 541-543.
design can be found elsewhere.[9] Since most of the transition [4] E. S. McCrory, R. W. Goodwin and M. S. Shea, "Upgrading

section is drift spaces for longitudinal and transverse matching, the Controls for the Fermilab Linac," Proceedings of the 1990
there is plenty of space for diagnostics. Linear Accelerator Conference, pp 474-476.

[5] A. V. Feschenko and P. N. Ostroumov, "Bunch Shape Measur-
Wire scanners are be placed at the beginning, middle and ing Technique and its Application for an Ion Linac Tuning,"

the end of the transition section to facilitate emittance 1986 Linac Conference Proceedings, pp 323-327.
measurement. A simple way to measure emittance is to place [6] "Design Considerations for a Bunch Length Monitor for the
the three wire scanners in a field-free region separated by drift Fermilab Linac" by E. McCrory; FNAL Linac Upgrade #161.
spaces, as already implemented in the 200 MeV line. For a [7] C.D. Moore, et at., "Single Bunch Intensity Monitoring System
more general case, this method requires knowledge of the Using an Improved Wall Current Monitor," proceedings of thetrnsfer atrce thughthoreqsace nontain gte wre 1989 IEEE Particle Accelerator Conference, Vol 3, pp
transfer matrices through the space containing the three wire 1513-1515.
scanners. For this, we have used TRACE3D [10] with the [8] T. Owens and E. McCrory, "'he Delta-T Tuneup Procedure for
space charge effect included. (Including space charge makes the Fermilab Linac Upgrade," this conference, XRA-48.
the transfer matrix dependent on the beam profiles.) In partic- [9] J. A. MacLachlan, F.E. Mills and L. W. Oleksiuk, "Transition
ular, we studied the effects of measurement errors in the beam Section Between a 200 MHz Drift Tube Linac and a High Gra-
width, and of quadrupole reading errors on the resulting trans- dient Coupled Cavity Linac for the Fermilab Upgrade," Pro-
verse emittance. For the transition section we have have found ceedings of the 1988 Linear Accelerator Conference, pp

that the sensitivity of the calculated transverse emittance on the 106-108.
[10] K. R. Crandall, 'TRACE-3D," Los Alamos National Laborato-

measured beam width around its nominal value is higher in the ry note LA-1 1054-MS, August, 1987.
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TUNE TRACKERS FOR THE FERMILAB TEVATRON
J. Fitzgerald, R. Gonzales

Fermi Natioial Accelerator Laboratory*
P.O. Box 500, Batavia, 1. 60510

Abstract 3. The signal is normally only 3 to 10 dB above
the noise floor. The S/N ritio is calculated from

A system for .continuous real time measurement the ratio of the power sTetrums 2 and typically
has a value less than one..

of, betatrdn tune has been developed and installed for 4. Revlu feq c an e a o t
-the Yer iab TeVatron and Accumulator ring. A 4. Revolution frequency and, betatron oscillation

t m harmonics and sidebands are present at every
phase-locked loop, using a considerable amount of N(Frev). The largest of these is the tune signal
input signal preconditioning, is used to lock to a image frequency at (1-Y)Frev (26-31 KHs), (Fig.
betatron oscillation harmonic in- the Schottky detector 1) and is about equal to the desired signal.
output signal. This system has demonstrated the 5. The signal is frequency modulated (FM), with a
capability of measuring the Tevatron fractional tune gaussian distribution of frequency components of
to an accuracy.?f ±.002 at 100 Hs bandwidth. The 0 to 1KHz.
desired tune spectrum line has a very low signal to 6. The signal is also amplitude modulated (AM),

noise, ratio, undesired revolution frequency harmonics, (Fig. 2) with levels reaching 100%, and with

-frequency modulation with wide deviations, and frequency components to 1KHs BW.

amplitude modulation with levels to 100%. Shown
are the techniques used to overcome some of these .5
limitations, with examples of the systems accuracy
and tracking performance.

10
Introduction dB/DIV

The tune number is described as the number of
betatron oscillations around one revolution of the
ring, which is normally in the range of 19.35 to
19.45 for the Tevatron. It is commonly referred to
by the fractional part of the number, symbolised by -65
Y; The signal originates from a Schottky detector as 0 Hz -100Hz
a 21 MHz signal, a harmonic of the Tevatron 47
KHt revolution frequency (Frey). This signal is Fig. 1. Frequency spectrum of the tune signal,
down-converted in two stages by mixing with showing revolution frequency harmonics and sidebands
multiples of Frey leaving a difference frequency of present.

Y(Frev) or nominally 19 KHs.' Measuring the
frequency and scaling by a fixed value for Frey
produces the desired fractional tune value. This
method allows the use of a low frequency spectrum
analyzer to monitor the tune, however they are too
slow for making fast time plots or for use in a
possible feedback scheme. Another method is to use
a phase-locked loop 'tune tracker'. Described in
this report are the efforts to overcome some applica-
tion problems and optimize the performance of a
phase-locked loop (PLL) system.

Design Considerations Fig. 2. Typical signal with 100% A.M. (top) and
error signal of PLL trying to maintain lock to same

The Tevatron Signal: signal.

1. The tune range of .35 to .45 for the Tevatron For the Anti-Proton (AP) Accumulator ring a
gives a tune signal range of 16.7 to 21.5 KHs. low frequency Schottky detector is used, with output

2. The output amplitude level is nominally -20dBm, at 245 KHz. A variation of the same PLL system
but ranges from -50 to 0 dBm depending on is used, in this case without frequency conversion,
acceleration mode. but requiring a real time Frev measurement. The

AP signal is similar to the Tevatron signal except
*Operated by Universities Research Association Inc. that it has a better signal to noise ratio and the
under contract with the U.S. Department of Energy. undesirable harmonics are farther away.
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Performance Goala: The PLL circuit (Fig. 4) used in this system is
a second-order type using an active loop filter. The

1 Use a PLL circuit to measure the fractional tune circuit is constructed using separate IC's for the
of the Tevatron in real time with resolution and major components, to allow flexibility in the loop
accuracy to within .002 fractional tune. filter, loop gain and the output scaling. The loop

2. The dynamic response characteristics of PLL, filter natural frequency is set as low as possible
must enable tracking a tune signal containing (about 2 Khz), consistent with a damping factor of
FM of, 500 Hz bandwidth (BW), at a 100 Hz (au 2 hat coss ent taa ing aco of
Mod. rate, maintaining accuracy, and FM of 6 .7 and gain that allows sufficient tracking and lock

KI's BW maintaining lock, in range. The PLL error voltage passes through

3. The PLL must lock to and track the tune signal final filters (post PLL BW limiting), and buffers to
from an initial unlock condition, at turn on, or provide the outputs.
for any frequency step within the tune range.

4. Provide a noise free output to indicate a
'locked' condition. SCHOTTKY T. 53 Hhz

-20 Khz - OUTPUT

Circuit Design 500 HZ/V

WN INA BPF LI PLL MMONITOR

A review of PLL design theory shows the ON AMP PAGE

relative merits of the various types of circuits. +30 db +80 db LOCK IND,

There are many types of phase-detectors, but all can TEV. RF

be classified as either linear or digital. The PLL 53 Ahz

textbooks1 , 2 strongly emphasize the use of a linear
phase-detector for tracking filters, or for any applica-
tion where the signal is buried in noise. Fig.3. Block diagram of the Tevatron tune

The digital detector, as its name implies, uses measurement system.
logic gates which are switched at threshold levels,
zero crossings, or rising/falling eages. It is highly PHASE OET.
susceptible to any noise or jitter on the input signal RIPL L -'
at the threshold levels of the input comparator, while INPUT

its internal logic functionally stores the resulting false V z
triggers. The output uses logic levels with a varying G

duty cycle to indicate the phase error, again -900-GAIN G C. F
introducing uncorrelated digital noise.

The linear phase-detector is an analog device, L-.N

usually a mixer Gr an integrated circuit multiplier, PHASE GET. - COMARATOR

which actually muliiplies the inputs together, giving LOCK IND.

an output product containing the phase error. Noise
on the input signals has an effect on the -output only
in 'linear' proportion to the relative noise power. Fig.4. Block diagram of the phase-locked loop circuit.
Small glitches produce a corresponding small amount
of phase noise, more readily reduced by the loop Results

filtSeveral different types of phase-detectors were The performance was monitored during Collider
operation and during a recent fixed target run where

tried on the actual tune signals to check their perfor- the 'Tune' ranged from .45 at injection to .5 at
mance. The above comments were verified, with the extraction. Shown in Figs. 5 thru 7 are fast time
digital types able to maintain lock only about 75% plots of the PLL output, for complete Tevatron
of the time, compared to nearly 100% for the linear cycles, showing a continuous tune measurements.
types. The linear detector however, is amplitude Comparisons with data from simultaneous
sensitive and since the input has a high level of AM measurements with a spectrum analyzer indicate that
and wide signal strength varation, additional condi- the system is capable of accuracy to + .C02 (of
tioning circuitry is required. References 3' 5 indicated fractional tune). The Tevatron Tune distrubances
that the best performance would be obtained by caused by the Main Ring accelerator magnet ramping

using a limiter, rather than an automatic gain are quite apparent in Fig. 6. The quality of the

control circuit. signals has a wide variation, depending on the mode
Sntrow in i g. 3of accelerator operation, and is not always sufficient
Shown in Fig. 3 is a block diagram of the to give this accuracy, or even a locked condition. In

Tevatron circuit. The overall circuit includes a this application, vertical signal feedthrough on the
narrow bandpass filter, a high gain limiter, and a horizontal signal (and vice-versa) is too close to be
linear phase-detector. The BPF, an 8th order completely filtered out, and tends to pull the PLL
Chebyshev, attenuates most undesirable harmonics off freluency, producing a measurement error.
by 40 to 70 dB. The preamp, filter and the limiter
combine to produce a dynamic range of about 80
dB, with the PLL section maintaining lock.
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Conclusions

Because of the complex nature of the input

.416 signal, the high noise level, and the various
harmonics and modulation present, a study of

Tuni. performance is highly statistical in nature. A phase-
locked loop, connected as a tracking filter, will 'lock'

.414 or center its VCO on the average of the frequency
spectrum of the ,input signal, not necessarily the peak
harmonic. The PLL will respond to all harmonics or

.412 FM noise in its tracking range, in accordance with
their relative power content, as modified by the roll-
off characteristics of the loop filter.

.410 The measurement accuracy is therefore somewhat
0 SEC $ dependent on the signal to noise ratio and the

symmetry of the input spectrum. In general, the
accuracy of +.002 tune requires a signal that is at

Fig.5 Plot of the Tevatron tune during collider oper- least 5 dB -above a relative flat noise floor.
ation; Although it is by no means perfect, and has not

replaced the spectrum analyser, this system has
shown to .be a useful tool for measuring the tune.

- -The system is under continuing development, in
an effort to improve its performance when the signal
quality is poor. Testing has shown that the input

.475 •conditioning circuit is not yet optimised. 'Under
consideration is a narrow-band tracking-filter
(adaptive filter), that has shown cons'derable
improvement in isolating the peak signal. Future

.450 developments will also include an expanded system
that will provide the capability of beam excitation4

TUN- At Which greatly increases the detector signal strength
7 425 30 when used.
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C0UPLED BUNCHDIPOLE MODEMEASUREMENTS"OF ACCELERATING BEAM
INTHEFERMILAB BOOSTER

D. McGinnis, J.' Marriner, V. Bharadwaj
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory*

Abstract--The dipole oscillation of a coupled bunch mode is approach is that a mixing circuit has to be built for each
meued using-a fast single shot -digitizng oscilloscope. The coupled bunch mode to detect all the coupled bunch modes
phase 6entroid of the. bunches is determined from the digitized with a single shot of beam. Also, because the signal is Fourier
,waveform. The phase error -of the bunches as a function of bunch analyzed, the time at when a coupled bunch mode appeared in
number is then Fourier anayzed which provides the coupled bunch the acceleration cycle is uncertain to within the inverse of the
mod spectrum. The resulting spectrum is used to determine-the resolution bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer.
evolution of coupled bunch mode insiabilities in the Fermilab
Booster. 'tis method can determine 'the coupled bunch mode H. THEORY OF MEASUREMENT
spectrum in a single turn in contrast to frequency domain methods According to the theory of Sacherer [3], the distribution
'which take at least. a full synchrotron period to complete the function for a single bunch in the presence of collective forces
measurement. can be written as:

I. INTRODUCTION
The Fermilab Booster accelerates protons from 200 MeV t g(rO) = g(r) + m cos(m)(

8 GeV in 33.3milliseconds. Coupled bunch oscillations occur m=I

when the intensity of the Booster reaches lxlO12 protons. where g is the distribution including the instability and go is
While these oscillations are nora problem under the present the unperturbed distribution. The variables'r and 0 are the
operating conditions, the intensity in the Booster after the radius and angle in the longitudinal phase space that have been

Fermilab Linac upgrade'is completed is expected to be 5x10 12 normalized to make the unperturbed trajectories circular. The
protons. With these intensities, the coherent motion of the sum is taken over the unstable modes: m=l for dipole, m=2
bunches within- the RF buckets causes a dilution of the for quadrapole, etc. The distribution functions of the other
longitudinal emittance. The dilution occurs primarily because bunches are identical to Eqn. 1 except wrat unstable modes a
of the unpredictable position of the bunches relative tothe RF multiplied by a phase that advances by 2xn/K per bunch
voltage when the beam is transfered from the Booster to the where K is the number of bunches. The complete distribution
Main Ring. Presently, there is an effort to build longitudinal for the K bunches contains a double sum over m (mode type)
dampers that reduce the coupled bunch mode oscillations[], and n (azimuthal mode number) with independent coefficients

The Booster RF frequency swings from 30 MHz to 53 for each (m,n) pair:
Mhz, The RF frequency slew rate has a maximum of 3
MHz/mS at the beginning of the acceleration cycle and is K-I j2rk/K
about 200 kHz/mS midway through the cycle. The g(r,0,k) = go(r) + . Y Bngm(r) e cos(m0)
synchrotron frequency ranges from 30 kHz at injection to 2 n=O m=1
kHz at extraction. Bunch oscillations' can be detected by (2)
examining the phase modulation (PM) sidebands around where k is the bunch index. If the left hand side of Eqn. 2 is
revolution lines of the longitudinal frequency spectrum [2]. measured, the dipole instability term can be isolated by
The spacing between the PM sidebands is equal to the multiplying both sides of the equation by = r cos(0) and
synchrotron frequency. Because of the large RF frequency slew integrating over r and 0. The resulting equation:
rate, the 2 kHz resolution needed to resolve the PM sidebands K-1
is impossible to obtain with a conventional spectrum analyzer. <Ak> = 2r2 (r) drX B ej 2x K (3)
With this lack of resolution in spectrum analyzer data, it is not lkr) n= n

possible to distinguish between unequal bunvh .opulation
phenomena and coupled bunch modes. tells us that the average phase error is proportional .! the

This dilemma can be resolved by mixing the longitudinal strength of the dipole perturbation. While the isolation of the
signal with a harmonic of the revolution frequency which is dipole term is exact within Sacher's formulation, the
derived from the RF. The mixed signal is then fed into a experimental technique is not sufficiently precise to guarantee
spectrum analyzer were the resolution can be increased so that that there is no admixture of higher modes. We have neglected
the PM sidebands can be detected. The disadvantage to this changes the bucket area that occur during acceleration; these

changes are relatively small during the portion of the cycle
when the instability is observed.

* Operated by the Universities Research Association under
contmct with the United States Department of Energy.
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Given the average Values-<Ok> for the K bunches in the 5 Fourier analysis according to Eqn. 4 is performed to
machine, one'can use discrete Fourier analysis to determine the provide the coupled bunch mode coefficients Bn. From Eqn. 3
relati'vestrengths Bn of the various azimuthal modes: it can be shown that the number of phase oscillations for mode

ii is the same as the number of oscillations for mode K-n. The
"c -j27Mk/K coupled bunch mode content of the wavefrom shown in Fig. 1

is displayed in Fig., 2.
B =S , (4) 1

Kifr 2g1(r) dr

III. MEASUREMENT ALGOR Hm,
&01.J The instantaneous beam current as a function of time 0.
is obtained for a single turn in the acceleration cycle. This is
done by placing a detector (a resistive wall monitor) at a fixed
location inthering and digitizing the wall current as a
function of time'for one turn with an high speed oscilloscope. 0.

The oscilloscope used'in this paper was the Tektronix DSA
602 which has 'a single shot digitizing rate of 2
gigasamples/second Since the average lengih of a single turn
in the Fermilab Booster is about 2 uS, a record length of 4096 -0.
points is needed (the DSA 602 has a maximum record length
of 32,768.).

& The approximate location of~thebunch centers is -I
determined. This can be. done by searching for the first bunch
and then finding the rest of the centers aided with the 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
knowledge of the RF frequency fok the turn when the data was Bunch Number
taken. Fig. 1 Phase error of each bunch for 32 mS into the acceleration

cycle. Intensity = 1x1012 protons.
&=.I For each bunch, the centroid is computed according to
Eqn. 3. This is done by multiplying the bunch profile by time
and integrating. The centroid is normalized by dividing by the
total charge in the bunch. In this way variations due to unequal .-5
bunch populations are eliminated.

&=A- The phase advance of the bunches due to the RF _-1
frequency and slew rate is found and removed from the data.
The centroid spacing between adjacent bunches will be a
combination of the coupled bunch mode oscillations and the '
phase due to the RE frequency. The phase differences due to the
RF can be found by making a least squares fit to the the phase
centroids according to the following form:

2 .
k>f= 0 +  lk +  

2k (5) ,

The coefficient O is due to when the measurement was taken
with respect to the RE. The coefficient 401 is due to the linear
increase of phase due to a fixed RF frequency. The coefficient 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
02 is due to the slewing of the RF frequency with respect to Coupled Bunch Mode Number
time. Higher order corrections atf,. small enough to be
neglected. Once the coefficients 0, 01, 02 are obtained, they Fig. 2 The coupled bunch mode content of Fig. 1.
are subtracted from the actual phase centroid data to obtain the & The coupled bunch mode spectrum is obtained as a
phase error due to the coupled bunch motion. The coupled function of time in the cycle. This is done by repeating Steps
bunch phase error for a typical turn in the Booster is shown in 1-5 for different turns throughout the acceleration cycle.
Fig. 1. However, to record the entire-acceleration cycle with a digital

oscilloscope would require a record length of 66 million
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points. Since such-a record length is notpossible, a new batch
of beam can be injected for each measurement. This will yield IV. SUMMARY
satisfactory results if the operating conditions of the-booster Using a fast single shot digitizing oscilloscope, one can
remains stable during the measurements. Experimentally this determine the coupled bunch mode profile in a single turn.
has been found to be 'the cne. Figures 3 and 4 show the This has an advantage over frequency domain techniques which
coupled bunch mode spectrum as a function of time for two require at least a synchrotron period to determine the profile.
different beam intensities. However, one disadvantage to the time domain method is the

higher order multipole contributions (quadrupole, sextapole,...)
can not be completely resolved because of the limited
digitizing rate of the oscilloscope.

300 .0
.4" V.'Z , '-

10 15 T 2-0in"'c25 se ycetm 30 35s!

Fi.-CuldFig. 5 Intensity of mode 17 versus time in the acceleration cycle

"@ for 1.24i012 protons.
Fig. 3 Coupled buch mode spectrum as a fuhc io! of ime for a

beam intensity of i.2x,0 12 protons. The mode intensity is units
of nSx84 REFERENCES

[1] I. Haberman and I Rypshtein, "Longitudinal Damping System
For the Fermilab Booster," Presented at the IEEE 1991
Particle Accelerator Conference, San Francisco.

[2] F. Pederson and F. Sacherer, "Theory and Performance of the
Longitudinal Active Damping System For the CERN PS

- Booster," Presented at the 7th National Particle Accelerator
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Fig. 4 Coupled bunch mode spectrum as a function of time for a
beam intensity of 2.5x10 12 protons. The mode intensity is units

of nSx84

Once the mountain range display shown in Figs. 3 atd 4 is
obtained, the evolution of a particular mode as a function of
time may be analyzed. Figure 5 shows the evolution of mode
17 for a beam intensity of 1.2x1012 protons. The data can be
fitted to an e-folding rate of 5.5 mS. However, this number
may not reflect the maximum growth rate due to nonlinearities
during the growth process.
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BEAM TRANSFER FUNCTION MEASUREMENTS OF ACCELERATING BEAM IN,
THE FERMILAB BOOSTER

D. McGinnis, J. Marriner, V. Bharadwaj
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory*

Abstract--Beam transfer function measurements were performed equal to the synchrotron frequency. After transition, which
on accelerating beam in the, Feimilab Booster with a network occurs about half way through the acceleration cycle, the
anlyzer, and a custom signal processing system. Since the synchrotron frequency is about 2.5 kHz and remains fairly
Booster. RF frequency slews from 30 to 53 -MHz in 33 mS, an constant until the end of the acceleration cycle.
intermediiteW frequency processing circuit was built external to the ,630
reference and receive ports of the network analyzer. This circuit a
permitted resolutionof 2.5kHz synchrotron sidebands while the t+625
Booster RF frequency changed from 500 kHz in 15 mS.

I. INTRODUCTION 620
'Presently, there is an effort, at Fermilab to build 65

longitudinal coupled bunch mode dampers for the Booster [1]. m6151 0 35
To determine the gain needed for the damper system, the 9 15 22 T (mS3
transfer impedanceof the pickup and kicker must be kiown. 3
Also the delay and phase intercept of the damper system must
match the beam response from pickup to kicker, These 2
parameters can be measured using a network analyzer inserted
in the damper system tomeasure the open loop gai. as shown 1in Fig. 1.

0.
15 20 25 30

Time (mS)
Fig. 2. Revolution frequency and rate of change of revolution

frequency vs. time in the acceleration cycle for the last half of the
cycle.

mm

P I m I m=1 m=.l m=l

Pickup :k m i-2 m=2 m---2

B "cnfrev Frequency (n+l)frev

Fig. 3. A schematic representation of the magnitude of the beam
transfer function for two neighboring revolution lines. m=0, ±1,Fig. 1. Schematic of a network analyzer measurement for a circular ±2, ... indicate monopole, dipole, quadrupole, ... modes

accelerator.

The Booster accelerates protons from 200 MeV to 8 GeV The frequency scale of the beam transfer function shown in
Fig. 3 will change during the acceleration cycle along a curvein 33 mS. Since the machine circumference is 475 in, the that is harmonically related to the frequency versus time curve

revolution frequency must change from 360 kHz to 630 kHz i of Fig. 2. The length of time that a network analyzer must
33 mS. The revolution frequency for the last half of the dwell at a single frequency is inversely proportional to the
acceleration cycle is shown in Fig. 2. A sketch of the beam resolution bandwidth of the network analyzer. Thus, if the
transfer function at a given instant in the acceleration cycle is resolution bandwidth is tco low, the network analyzer will
shown in Fig. 3. The spacing between the multipole lines is excite more than one multipole line for a given frequency.

Expanding the frequency versus time curve in a Taylor series
Operated by the Universities Research Association under and keeping terms up to first order, it can be shown that in

contract from the United States Department of Energy.
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'orderf rthe tetwork analyzer to:excite only one multipole DDSfraction)*frev. A single sideband mixer is necessary so
line, the followinginequality must hold: that only one RFharmonic is excited. To keep the frequency

swing in the reference leg small so that the network analyzer
n- < (1) will not lose phase lock, the DDS output is also used for

A 2, reference leg of the network analyzer.

where n is the harmonic number, fr is the revolution The mixed-up signal is -then applied to the beam via the
ere t is theharon nuber, ccelerish rtion cyclewhe kicker and the fesponse is detected by the pickup. To make thefrequency, t is the, time in the acceleration cycle when the received signal frequency the same as the reference frequency,

measurement is taken, fs is thesynchrotron frequency, and fIF the pickup signal is mixed down with the low level RF signal
is .the resolution'bandwidth of the network analyzer. For where the high frequency component of the mixing product is
example,if-n=84t (this is the harmonic number of the RF), eliminated by a low pass filter.
fs=2.5 Khz, flF=3 kHz, then the rate of change of the Since the reference frequency of the network analyzer is not
revolution frequency must be less-than 44 Hz/mS. According constant during the measurement, the network analyzer is
to the second graph of Fig. 2, this condition does not occur placed in the Continuous Wave (CW) mode and the amplitude
until the last moment of the acceleration cycle, and phase of the ratio of the pickup signal to the reference is

displayed as a, inction of time throughout the accelerator
II. MEASUREMENT THEORY cycle. To trigger the network analyzer at the proper time in the

To remedy the situation described by Eqn. 1, the frequency cycle and trigger only if there is beam in the machine, the
of the network analyzer reference should track a harmonic of pickup signal is peak detected and a coincidence gate is formed
the revolution frequency. A circuit that provides -such a with the accelerator clock.
reference is shown in Fig. 4. In this circuit, a portion of the The measurement described above is performed for only one
low level RF of the accelerator is fed into the clock of a direct fractional revolution harmonic. To obtain the response as a
digital-synthesizer. The direct digital synthesizer (for more function of the fractional revolution harmonic, the computer
information on the DDS circuit, see Ref. [2]) is programmed must increment the fraction, a new batch of bean! must be
by the computer to provide a frequency output that is a fraction injected into the accelerator, and the network analyzer must be
of the clock signaL,(for example if the RF harmonic number re-triggered. This procedure will yield satisfactory results if the
is 84 and the DDS fraction is 16/84, the output frequency of operating conditions of the Booster remains stable during the
the DDS is equal to the sixteenth harmonic of the revolution measurements. Experimentally, this has been found to be the
fimend) case. However, for extra conditioning, the response for a given

s Direct Digital HP900 fractional revolution harmonic can be averaged for a number of
Syntesizer Series beam batches before changing the fraction. This averaging also

Computer has the added benefit of reducing signals caused by beam
instabilities the are not phase related to the kicker signal.

Single rSince the DDS frequency will not track a multipole line
Sideban Reference Network exactly during the acceleration cycle, the width of a given

Mixer Input Analyzer multipole line must be large enough so that the crossing of
HP 8753 the DDS frequency through the multipole line will take long

Kir Receiver enough to fill the IF filter of the network analyzer. By
Input Trigger i expanding the frequency versus time curve in a Taylor series

and keeping terms up to first order, the requirement on the
synchrotron line width can be written as:

Sid eba lW 1 r I f
Pickup Mie Fitrs

f(2)

5 f nci1 S

Master Trigger Trigger/ Near transition, which is at 18 mS in the Booster, the right
Fig. 4. Intermediate frequency processing circuit. hand side of Eqn. 2 will approach 100% because the

synchrotron frequency goes to zero.. However, after about 21
Because of the limited frequency range of the DDS circuit mSec into the cycle, the synchrotron frequency reaches 2.5

(The one used for this paper is the QUALCOMM Q0310 kHz and remains fairly constant for the rest of the cycle so that
Evaluation Board which has a maximum frequency range of 25 the right hand side of Eqn. 2 is well under 5%.
MHz.), the DDS output is mixed in a single sideband mixer
with the RF VCO output to provide a frequency that is (84 - lII. RESULTS
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Figs. 5-7 show the results of a network analyzer signal received by the network analyzer is indeed due to the
.measurement performed on accelerating beam in the Booster signal sent out by the network analyzer. Figures 7a-c are the
during the last 15 mS of the acceleration cycle. The network response versus revolution fraction at a single instant in the
,analyzer was uncalibrated so the magnitude of the results is un- acceleration cycle. These figures clearly show the dipole
normalized. The beam intensity was lxl0 12 protons. The response of the beam. Also Figs. 6 and 7a show a slight hint
number of points along the time axis is 26. The number of of the quadrupole lines.
revolution fractions is 220. For this measurement, the number 0.
of averages at each revolution fraction was 10. With the
Booster operating at a repetition rate of about 4 seconds, this
mn.isurement took about 2.5 hours to complete. The 0.
measurements were centered around the 74th revolution
harmonic. (the DDS fractions were centered around 10/84.)

/ 10

-1 Fraction at Revolution Harmonic 4 (x 1000)

0.0

0.0

Fig. 5. The linear magnitude of a network analyzer measurement as
a function of the DDS RF fraction and time in the acceleration

cycle. The RF fraction axis is centered around the 74 revolution -0.

0 * e J .l , I S I

har~r m onc. -5

Fraction at Revolution Harmonic 74 (x I000)

0 Fig. 7a-c. The magnitude, real, and imaginary response of the
-I .... I .... I .... I- network analyzer measurement at a single instant in time centered
20 25 30 35 around 31.5 mS into the acceleration cycle.

Time in Cycle (inS)
Fig. 6. The 90" phase contours of the network analyzer IV. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Figure 5 is a three dimensional contour plot of the beam
transfer function versus time in the cycle and fractional REFERENECES
revolution frequency. As seen in Fig. 5, the only part of the (1] 1. Haberman and I. Rypshtein, "Longitudinal Damping System
response that is greater than the noise floor is a set of dipole For the Fermilab Booster," Presented at the IEEE 1991
lines located near the revolution fraction = +_0.004. This Particle Accelerator Conference, San Francisco.

[2] D. Peterson and J. Marriner, "A Frequency Tracking System forrevolution fraction coincides-with a synchrotron frequency of Beam Diagnostics," Presented at the IEEE 1991 Particle
2.5 kHz. Figure 6 shows a phase contour of the response for Accelerator Conference, San Francisco.
9(j. Because the phase contour correlates well with the
magnitude contours shown in Fig. 5, it is very likely the the
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-Diagnostics for th6 MLI Model 1.2-400Synchrotron Light Source

Dan Y. Wang and-Robert Legg
Maxwell Laboratories, Inc., Brobeck Division

4905 Central'Avenue
Richmond, California 94804

Abstract Table 1. Summary of Diagnostics, continued
SYSTEM IPRPORMANCH BEAM PROPERTY/ DIAGNOSTIC

The-MLI Model 1.2-400 Synchrotron Light Source is de- PAAMETER MM DEVICE
signed for operation at 1.2GeV at a beam current of 400 mA. An
integrated set of diagnostics that meets the needs of all stages of ease of finding first turn beam ring fluorescent
commissioning is required for this commercially produced stor- closed beam orbit position in ring screen assemblies
age ring. The design of each component will be discussed in light (4 total); Sabersky
of its use during commissioning,w:ith emphasis on the essential finger
beamposition monitoring electronic sy tem. multiple turn beam single buttons

I. INTRODUCTION survival in ring distributed in ring

ease of optimizing beam positions 13 BPM stations

"Tlie ring consists of a ChasmanGreeit lattice with four-fold closed orbit around ring distributed in ring

symmetry. The injector is a 200 MeV linac. The storage ring and conformity of lattice with
linad are connected via a transport line useful for analyzing the theoretical model:
linacbeam. For aisuccessful and rapid-colnmissioning, it is betaron tunes beam oscillation traveling wve
necessary to have an integrated set of diagnostics which monitors frequencies electrodes (coupled
relevant system performance parameters. to spectum analyzer)

Section lI[contains a diagnostics plan relating key system (2 sets)

performance parameters to specific beam measurements, and dispersion beam orbit at 13 BPM stations
thence to the particular diagnostic element for performing this function different rf
measurement. Sections III and IV describe the design specifica, frequencies
lions of individual diagnostics in the transport line and storage lattice Twiss tune change traveling wave
ring respectively and show how these designs are governed by functions with quadrupole electrodes
the requirements established in section Hl. Proceeding from the perturbations
diagnostic plan, these diagnostics are sufficient for commission-
ing with ml mal frills. Section V is a detailed description of the beam lifetime beam current dc current
beam button position monitor electronics system in the ring. transformer (DCCT7)

beam emiuance beam size within optical monitoring
1[. DIAGNOSTICS PLAN dipoles station

The system performance parameters of interest during com-
missioning, thecorrespondingbeampropertytobemeasuredand Ill. TRANSPORT LINE DIAGNOSTICS
the diagnostic to be used for this beam measurement are sum-
marized'in Table 1. The transport line diagnostics consist of two slit assemblies

(with attached screens), three current monitors, a Faraday cup,
Table 1. Summary of Diagnostics and six fluorescent screen assemblies.

SYSTM PERFOWMANCE REAM PRoPERT/ DIAGNOSTIC Slit assembly
P.RKM"TE M,,SUDeMvr EIcV slit jaw thickness: 1 cm

jaw material: heavy metal (tungsten-copper)
injection efficiency linac beam intensity energy selective slit opening range: 0-50 mm

within specified slit with current resolution: < 0.01 mm
energy spread monitor, Faraday cup alignment of beam: fluorescent screen attached to front

transport line linac beam fluorescent screen of jaws
transmission emittance assembly Toroid current monitor
efficiency sensitivity: 10 V/A

risetime: < 2ns
beam positions fluorescent screen raday <2P
along transport line assemblies (8 total) Faraday cup

range: 0.2 nC to 20 nC (10 Hz rate) (with picoammeter)
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The linac beam has a nominal intensity of 25 mA (100 ns pulse ring fluorescent screens
average, 10 Hz cycle) within an energy spread of± 0.25%. The resolution: 0.7 mm (at 2.5 mA, 100 nsec pulse)
slit assembly is placed after a 90 degree bend magnet, where the camera: ultricon
dispersion is 0.71 m and the intrinsic beam width is 0.22 mm The resolution is adequate for viewing the beam on the first turn
(3a). Thus by opening the slit width to 3.55 mm, the energy while it is performing betatron oscillations with a 20 mm am-
spread of the unscattered beam passing through will be +0.25% plitude. Use of an ultricon enables viewing a beam which is only
with an uncertainty of +0.03%. Its intensity is measured by the 10% of the linac output.
toroid monitor which is interfaced with an oscilloscope and button Rosition monitors
calibrated against the Faraday cup. button diameter: 1 cm

fluorescent screen assembly capacitance: 11 pF
resolution: 0.25 - 0.4 mm (at 12.5 mA, 100 nsec pulse) mount: 4 to a flange assembly
fluorescent screen material: chromox The design specifications are more fully discussed in section IV,
camera: vidicon/ultricon which also includes a figure showing the button assembly to-

With a vacuum chamber aperture of 25-50 mm and beam sizes gether with the electronics block diagram.
ofa few millimeters, a resolution of 0.4 min is more than adequate traveling wave electrodes
for measuring beam size and position along the transport line in length of electrode: 15 cm
general. However, a better resolution of 0.25 mm is needed for angular width of electrode (wide end): 32 deg
measuring the beam emittance of 0.31 n-mm-mrad. frequency response: >1.5 ohms from 0.2 to I GHz

The traveling wave electrode station is shown in figure 2. There
IV. RING DIAGNOSTICS are 4 electrodes per station. The length of 15 cm is chosen so that

peaks in frequency response occur at odd multiples of 500 MHz,
The ring diagnostics consist of a Sabersky finger, four fluo- which is the ring rf frequency. By using a linear taper, the

rescent screens, 13 four-button beam position monitors, two modulation in frequency response is reduced to less than about 6
traveling wave electrode stations, a dc current transformer db over the bandwidth of more than 1 GHz. These electrodes are
(DCCT), and an optical monitoring station. coupled to a spectrum analyzer having a noise level of about- 100

Sabersky finger (see figure 1) dbm for monitoring the betatron tunes even when the stored beam
width: 1.6 mm is I mA.
material: heavy metal (tungsten-copper)
location: at injection point, placed to intercept part of

injected beam from transport line
min. current sensitivity: 1.5 pA average (with .

picoammeter)
The stated minimum current sensitivity enables measuring the I;
beam even if the transport line efficiency is only 25%. . _ _ _

........................ ............

Figure 2. Traveling wave electrode station.

f~r, c dc currep! transformer (DCCT)

eJ current range: 0 -600 mA
o resolution: < ±0.016 mA (0.1 see integration window)

PAK& e -&- < ±0.005 mA (1 see integration window)
0 , ''The DCCT assembly is shown in figure 3. The DCCT core and

-"--- 8 associated electronics were purchased from Bergoz. The device
has an intrinsic di/dt output which can determine beam lifetimes

Si-as short as a minute, which is short compared to the expected
o 0 - lifetime of more than eight hours.

00 01 04CSFA
CO: srWAY V, optical monitoring station

mirror material: copper with protective coating
system magnification: 1/3.8

Figure 1. Sabersky finger assembly. resolution at source plane: 0.25 mm
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rf filter/amplifier/detector modules which are needed and thus
DCT CORE obviates the need for cross calibration. The diode detector is

attractivebecause its outputconforms toa square law device over
a 30 dB dynamic range. This reduces the number of steps needed
in the gain stage. It also reduces the frequency with which the
computer must look at the peak detector output to reset the gain
setting. The diode detector is also very accurate.CEBAF is
presently using a diode to make 100 ppm measurem, ns with a

(o 0 35MHz bandwidth. This makes it possible to do direct measure-(OZ87) .. . .........

0o2.8? -0--0 ments with the diode and a filtering system, eliminating the need

for more complex signal averaging techniques.

S1gnW" Processi'g Stae
11/* Supettley. 100'

/ I

*J COR \ /I Io

Figure 3. DC current transformer (DCCT) assembly. BPMV Asmbn L 00x

camera: vidicon
optics: achromatic lens with a bandpass filter at 5500 183

angstroms
The optical monitor assembly is shown in figure 4. At 1;2 GeV,
the storage ring t).eam emittance is 2 x 10-7 n.m'mrad, and the NO 0Q,4,#1th Ig NIo, ,DI Cont,. ,
energy spicad is 6 x 104. For the position imaged, the rms beam autoq -Si, to CO Rom _ Rown

sizes assuming 10% coupling are ax=0.64 mm and a. =0.39 mm. Figure 5. BPM button assembly and electronics block diagram,
The resolution of 0.25 mm enables an accurate determination of
the beam size for measuring the ring emittance. When the sequencer is off, the raw signals from four specified

buttons are continuously sent to the cortrol room for observation
UN- on a fast oscilloscope.This enables monitoring of beam survival

S - -on a turn-by-turn basis.
For measuring the beam orbit, the CAMAC line sequencer is

f z -.. turned on so that 52 buttons are scanned. Four signal lines are
, .- further multiplexed down to one signal to be fed into the signal

' ll / -r. - processing stage.
t --" -;' -An analysis of the gain stage noise floor has been made since

S/ ,-this is what ultirL ately determines the position resolution of the
F. T, F?,A 

- ,  " system. The most stringent requirement is to able to measure the

{.. j beam position to within ±2 mm ata low current of 0.34 mA which
corresponds to storing about 5% from one pulse of the linac. It is
estimated that the input signal level for this condition is -81 dbm
while the noise floor is- 107 dbm, which is adequate. At a current

Figure 4. Optical monitor assembly. of 400 mA, the system should be able to resolve beam positions

down to ±0.1 mm.
V. BPM ELEcRoNC cs SYsTEM

VI. CONCLUSION
The beam position monitoring (BPM) electronics system

monitors all 52 buttons of the 13 BPM stations, as shown in the Testing of the diagnostics is now in progress. Tests on the
block diagram (figure 5). The system consists of a multiplexer button assembly are complete. Using a simulated current source,
controlled by a line sequencer, followed by a signal processing responses from individual buttons were measured with a network
stage thatemploysabandpass filter, a gain stage controlled by the analyzer and found to be in good agreement with theory. The
line sequencer, and then a diode detector and low-pass filter for frequency response of the traveling wave electrodes has also
signal averaging. The system uses a multiplexed analog switch been found to agree with calculations over 1 GHz. These results
system like NSLS and a diode detector like CEBAF. The mul- indicate that design specifications will be M.et.
tiplexed system is attractive because it minimizes the number of
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THE DESIGN AND PACKAGING OF THE INSTRUMENTATION ELECTRONICS FOR THE
AGSBOOSTER, A GENERIC APPROACH*

G.A. Smith, E. Beadle, V. Castillo, W. Sims, A. Stillman
T. Tallerico, R.L. Witkover, and E. Zitvogel

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

Abstract density of pins in the standard rear connector and the
necessity of coping with this by going to front panel

Instrunenting the new AGS Booster required the connectors. Even with moderately dense input or output
'construction of areat deal of support electronics for signalrequirements front panel connections can cause an
many beam monitoring devices. Early in the project it was unwieldy mess. An alternative was needed.
realized that it would be necessary to use a building block It was decided to change to Eurocard packaging.[3]
approach to the problem of providing the necessary equip- Since Eurocard is a mechanica standard for whichhard-
ment. Modules providing generic functions such as amplifi- ware is becoming readily available, and since this standard
cation, integration, sample andhold, etc., were designed has high density, mass terminated rear connector options,
and packaged so as to provide maximum flexibility in the it seemed to offer many advantages that were needed.[4]
implementation of typical instrumentation tasks. This Two standard modules, both 6U high by 220 mnn deep,
paper describes these modules and includes some specific 7HP and 14HP wide have been adopted. This provides
example-, of how they have been combined to perform nearly the same physical board real estate and internal
certain functions. Several unique features of the pack- volume as the single and double width NIM modules.
aging will be described. One problem was finding a shielded enclosure for

the modules similar to what NIM provides. In accelerator
I INTRODUCTION environments some electrical shielding is considered es-

sential. No available options for enclosed Eurocard mod-
The AGS Booster and its associated injection and ules were completely suitable. A compromise was to use

extraction lines required, for the proper monitoring and rails, side covers and front panel hardware from one man-
control of the beam, a sizable collection of beam detec- ufacturer and to design our own back panels to fit these.
tors to give accurate measurements of beam position, beam One important packaging issue is the crate desig
profile, beam intensity and beam loss during every phase in this modular environment. For the particular module
of the-acceleration cycle and for every species of par- chosen many commercial choices for crates, or subracks as
tie ( protons, polarized protons and heavy ions up they are called,-exist. These subracks usually include a
to Au S3). selection of backplane construction techniques from simply

Beam Instrumentation electronics is frequently mounting connectors on a rear frame to the use of a
designed to be detector specific. This is very often printed circuit backplane. To handle the interconnec-
unavoidable given the requirements of sensitivity, timing tions, an aluminum enclosure (called a doghouse) wasand bandwidth imposed by special detection requirements designed to fit over the rear of the crates. This metal
and techniques.[1] However, while it is often the case that enclosure provides additional shielding and a mounting
instrumentation must be tailored specifically to the special point for connectors from external devices. It also
requirements found in accelerator environments, it is as serves as a rotective enclosure for wires from these con.
well advantageous if it can be designed from a functionally nectors to tee module connectors.
modular point of view. The clear advantage of this is that
a small group of identical building blocks can provide a Il1. THE MODULES
wide Variety of analog signal processing functions.

In order to provide the necessary support elec- The modules developed for use in the Booster com-
tronics for the Booster within rather severe constraints of plex are described below iia summary form. The descrip-
tine, money and manpower, several things were done. tions are intended to point to their generic uses. All of
First as many common functions as possible were iden- the modules described here are packaged in 7HP by6U by
tified. Next, an appropriate packaging scheme was sought. 220mm deep shielded Eurocard cassettes unless otherwise
Third, every attempt was made to exploit what was already noted in the text.
part of our beam instrumentation design repertoire to
reduce development time. Fourth, commercial vendors Baseline Restorer
were sought at every stage, from the manufacture of small This module contains three channels, each is used
pieces to the construction of whole units. to restore the proper baseline level to pulses that origi-

nate from capacitively or inductively coupled pickups or
II. PACKAGING are AC coupled at some point in the front end of the sys-

tem. It can also eliminate the effect of low frequency
Except for one smaller project, almost all modular pickup on high speed pulses. A TTL input, at least 25

instrumentation electronics that was built by the acceler- usec wide and at a rate commensurate with the expected
ator instrumentation groups at BNL had been packaged in baseline variations must be provided to sample the base-
NIM[2] modules. NIM is an old established standard, the line at the appropriate time. The output then is the base-
most vexing problem with the NIM packaging is the low line at the sample time subtracted from the input. Band-

width of each channel for inputs of a few volts is 1.5 MHz.
*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.

Department of Energy. Beam Transformer Amplifier
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This module provides one channel with three cur- of two is provided to compensate for the attenuation due
rent to voltage transfer ratios, 10mA/V with a 70 nsec rise to the cable termination. The gain is variable by ± 10% to
time and 100uA/V or 10uA/V with a 1 used rise time. It make up for cable losses. A final, back terminated, driving
has a differential front end that is tuned to cancel common stage provides output cable drive capability.
mode noise. A cirrent boosted output stage provides
cable drive capability. Selection of the gain can be done 8-Channel Individual Sample/Hold
locally on the front panel and remotely on two rear The fast Sample and Hold module is an eight chan-
connector pins. nel unit with a 1 psec acquisition time to .1% and hold

times of greater than 500 psec. The circuit captures a
Beam Current Integrator sample of the input with a fast acquisition sample/hold,

This is a fast integrator that provides an output and transfers it to a second sample/hold which has very
voltage proportional to the input charge of signals as low droop. A TTL input pulse of at least 1 usec is
narrow as 50 nsec occurring in a time window .5 to 1 psec. required for sampling. Optional fast outputs from the first
Charge injection and offset voltage adjustments are pro- sample/hold appear on the upper (P1) Eurocard
videdand a peak hold circuit following the integrator connector.
stage allows the- resultant integral to be retained for 10
msec with an accurAcy of within 0.1%. The circuit pro- 8-Channel Integrator
vides a range of 10- in four gain ranges selected under This module contains 8 independent charge inte-
external control. grators gated and reset by common TTL inputs. Any

channel vil provide a voltage proportional to the integral
Device Actuator of the input current present during the gate interval.

This module is a 14HP wide, two channel unit that Outside the gate interval the resulting level is held to
is intended to provide drive to a detector positioner. Each within a few percent for up to one second. Sensitivity is
channel accepts TrL commands and provides for 2 TTL selpted in two ranges and 7ay be set from a maximum of
status bits derived from limit switches. Thus the unit can 10-1 Volts/Coulomb to 10' Volts/Coulomb. Input cur-
be used to command the device to insert or retract and can rents may go as high as 3 uA. Output dynamic range is
provide bits to tellif the command suc-ceeded. All of the ± 10 volts. Drift is less than 10pA equivalent input
lines into or out to the device are optically isolated. Each current. Output offset is less than 1 mevolt. Gating time
channel can drive up to 24 VDC at 0.5 A. The unit may, in must be greater than 10 p sec. Response time to input sig-
local mode, be used to drive the device from front panel nals is 1/,sec. This module is now available commercially.
switches. LED status indicators on the front panel show
the status of the device and can indicate an "in process" or Low Level Multiplexer
"hung" device. A bit is also provided to indicate to a This module contains one 32 pole double pole elec-
remote computer if the module is in the local mode. tronic switch that can be used to select either of two

groups of 32 inputs. It is intended to be used to route
Digital Input/Output signal arrays from multiple wire, low level analog devices

The digital I/O module contains eight optically to preamplifiers or other signal processing electronics.
isolated, diffdrential input and eight optically isolated Group selection is accomplished either by front panel con-
output channels. Each input channel contains a 'ITL line trol or TTL level at the rear connector.
receiver and each output a TTL line driver. High speed This unit features less than 100pa of leakage at
optical isolators separate the cable from the TTL receive any input, an input signal range of ± 10 volts, t 2 mA, and
and drive sections. In its standard application the 50 db of crosstalk and channel off isolation over a 1 Mhz
module is used to transmit digital signals at one MHz over bandwidth. The series resistance of any pole in the on
distances of 250 meters, and receive a corresponding state is less than 100 ohms.
"loopback" signal with high fidelity. However, the unit
has also seen use as a sixteen channel, general purpose Personality Module
isolator. This module can provide timing to the 8-Channel

Integrator and the 64-Channel Analog Multiplexer. When
Faraday Cup Amplifier operated remotely it converts the computer timing signals

This module contains a single current to voltage to a form compatible with the Integrator and Multiplexer.
amplifier channel which has four ranges selected from In local mode, it provides adjustable timing from its
either the front panel (local mode) or by TTL inputs at the built in clock. Locally, it can select a single channel
rear connector. Transfer ratios can be 1 or 10 nA/V of the Multiplexer instead of scanning. It is also
2nterna r selected) and 100 nA/volt with a 350 Hz designed for future expansion of the Multiplexer to as
andwidthn1 or 10 uA/V (again jumper selected) and many as 256 channels.

100 uA/volt with a 300 kHz bandwidth.
16-Channel Comparator

Faraday Cup Bias Supply This module provides 16 independent channels of
This high voltage bias supply generates -600 VDC adjustable threshold, analog voltage comparison for

using a DC to DC converter with a maximum output cur- signals of ± 10 Volts at frequencies up to 100 kHz. Input
ren. of 3 mA. A comparator circuit monitors the output impedance is 10 kohm. The threshold of each channel is
voltage and sets a bit (TTL level) at one of the rear set by internal potentiometers and is accurate to t 20 mV
connector pins if the output voltage varies from a window with a hysteresis of 75 mV. The outputs are open collector
of -570V to -630V. TTL compatible. Each channel has an LED indicator on

the front panel which is on when the trip point has been
8-Channel Analog Receiver exceeded, and a test jack that can be used to measure the

This module has 8 individual, differential input trip point setting.
receivers for signals transmitted from remote sources. The
front end provides a resistor for cable termination and is 16-Channel Sample and Hold
tuned to cancel broadband common mode noise. A gain The sixteen channel sample/hold is a general
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p se sampler. It has an acquisition time of 20/.see to appropriately wired for power. These may be used for
.1% and a dioop rate of 20 mV/sec. There are two blocks other modules as desired.
-of eight channels, which, allows some segmentation of
inputchannels. Each block of channels requires its own V. CONCLUSIONS
sample signal, which can be either low or high true.

All in all the instrumentation effort has resulted in
64-Channel Multiplexer the construction of approximately 300 modules for 42

This module consists of two 32 to 1 analog multi- crates located in 20 racks around the Booster Complex.
plexers. Each multiplexer has an out put current buffer This large a construction project is beyond the normal
with 'Cable driving capability. Bandwidth is 70 kHz. manpower resources of the Beam Instrumentation group.
Inverted outputs from either channel is an option. -In To handle this, much of the work had to be done piece-
'addition the outputs of the two groups may be jumpered meal through outside vendors. One of the most important
together to make a full 64-channel multiplexer. Channel aspects of this effort has been the struggle to involve
selection is accomplished by TTL inputs that contain the commercial vendors in the design and construction of
binary channel number. Scanning is accomplished by com- these modules and systems. Attempts to identify common
bining this module with a Personality module. building blocks is a key to the success of this.

It is hoped that future projects will see much more
32-Channel Amplifier industry involvement, from the design stage through the

This module is a 32-channel general purpose pre- production testing. Reports such as this are just a
amplifier and signal buffer for low level currents. Two beginning attempt to disseminate information that might
user determined gain ranges are allowed and are selected begin to attract some commercial interest. Beam instrumen-
by changing the input resistance with TTL inputs on the tation people from all the DOE laboratories have, at regu.
rear connector or, in local mode, by a front panel switch. lar meetings, been discussing the prospects for establish-
Circuit board pads are provided for ,the -installation of ing some commonalty in instrumentation on an intralabora-
feedback capacitors and output DC blocking capacitors or tory scale.6 In Addition, the new emphasis in USDOE on
series resistors. The arrangement of the inputs and out- Technology Transfer is opening up some new possibilities
puts allows the use of mass termination connectors in the for cooperation between DOE laboratories and industry.
Eurocard rack.

VI. REFERENCES
IV. A SAMPLE SYSTEM

1. DJ. Ciardullo, et al, "Design of the AGS Booster
A example of how the above module set might be Beam Position Monitor Electronics", this

used to assemble a system to perform an integrated task is conference.
typified by the HARP Crate shown in Fig. 1. This system
is used to integrate the charge from a multiwire beam 2. U.S. NIM Committee, Standard NIM Instru-
profile monitor and to produce a single output containing mentation System, DOE/ER-0457T, May 1990.
a time multiplexed version of the output of each integrator.
Thus one can see on an oscilloscope an image of the beam 3. Arnold Stillman, private communication.
profile.

4. DIN 41 494, DIN 41 612, IEC 297-1,2,3/3A and
IEC 603-2 are some applicable standards.

5. Edward Beadle, et al, "Brookhaven Instrumentation
Workshop Roundtable", AlP Conference Proceedings212, Accelerator Instrumention, October 1989.

- - a-

Figure 1 The HARP Crate

The HARP Crate is one of the more numerous that
have been built at BNL. It contains eight, 8 Channel
Integrator modules, one 64 channel Multiplexer module and
one Personality module. Two 7HP slots are left open at
the end of the crate with connectors installed and
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BEAM CURRENT MONITORING IN THE AGS BOOSTER
AND ITS TRANSFER LINES*

R-. L. Witkover, E. Zitvogel and V. Castillo
AGS Department

Brookhaven National Laboratory-
Upton, NY 11973

ABSTRACT for single turn polarized protons or heavy ions to 2.9 A at
full -intensity. Injection stacking requires a rise time of

The new AGS Booster is designed to accelerate low under 1 psec, but polarized proton accumulation can last
intensity polarized, protons and heavy ions, and high 3 seconds. The electronics for low intensity beams must be
intensity protons. The wide range of beam parameters and in the tunnel to maintain low noise wideband signals.
the vacuum, thermal and radiation- environment, presented Here they risk radiation damage from the high intensity
challenges in the instrumentation design. This paper beam. which can be interleaved with low intensity. The
describes the problems and solutions for the beam current vacuum will be 3 x 10-1 1 Torr in the ring and 10-1 0 in
monitors in-the Booster,and its transport lines. Where the transport lines. While most of the current monitors
available, results of the initial operation will be presented. are external to the vacuum, they must tolerate bakeout at

150 to 3000 C, depending on location. The various types of
INTRODUCTION monitors employed will be described. Fast bunch intensity

measurements made with the beam position monitors in
The AGS, with a long history as a proton machine, the LTB line[3] and in the Booster RingJ4] and the wall

also accelerates polarized protons[1] and ions,t2] up. to current monitors in the Ring will not be described here.
S+ 1 4. The Booster, a multi-function machine with
instrumentation to cover a wide range of beams, will TRANSPORT LINE CURRENt. TRANSFORMERS
enhance all of these operating modes. AGS proton
intensity-will be increased by injecting 4 pulses of 1.5 x The beam current transformers ased in LTB and
101 3 protons at a 7.5 Hz rate. The 1.5 GeV proton HTB are similar to those in the BTA line. They are
energy will reduce space charge effects in the AGS at low improved versions of the HITL units,[5] which were
momentum~and allow it to accept ions up to Au + 3,3 for derived from a LANL design.J6] The new transformers
delivery to RHIC. Polarized beam intensity will be have 4-inch and 6-inch IDs and much faster rise times for
increased by accumulating 20 Linac pulses at 2 x 101 0 the detectors and the electronics than earlier designs. The
each. The Booster circumference is 201.8 meters, droop of the LTB and HTB signals had to be less than 1%
one-quarter that of the AGS. The rf duration for protons for a 500 psec beam. The time constant (L/R) of the
will be 60 msec, and 620 msec for heavy ions. Protons winding inductance (L) and the input resistance (R)
(H-minus)are injected in the Linac-to-Booster (LTB) "passively" integrates the differentiated beam current.
line, while ions from the Tandem Van de Graaff are High permeability Supermalloy 2-mil tape cores[7] of 0.5
injected from -the HITL-to-Booster (HTB) line. The by 0.5 inch cross-section were used. A larger core would
Booster-to-AGS (BTA) line carries the beam to the AGS. give a higher inductance but at much higher cost.

Increasing the number of turns (N) causes L to go up as
This flexibility causes many problems. The LTB N2 but the signal goes down and the rise time gets slower.

beam current monitors require three orders of magnitude The LTB and HTB units have a 200-turn winding which
in range (10 pA to 25 mA) and at least two in resolution. gives L = 0.5 H. The usable rise time was improved to 20
The Linac beam can be as short as 300 nsec (one Booster nsec by putting 1 kOhm resistors from every 20th turn to a
bunch) or as long as 400 p.sec. The HTB ion beams range copper foil around the core.J8] This damped the ringing of
from 10 pA to over 100 pA, with pulse widths from five the turn-to-turn capacitance and the coil inductance, but
to several hundred microseconds. DC beams used for about 25 % of the signal was lost. The BTA units had only
tuning vary from 10 nA to over 100 nA. The BTA line will 40 turns since the beam lasts < I psec and a larger signal
carry 2 x 101 0 to 1.5 x 101 3 charges in three bunches as was needed. With fewer turns, it achieved the same rise
narrow as 50 nsec. Booster current can vary from 10 pA time without damping resistors.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S.
Department of Energy.
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Each core is mounted in a Mu-metal shield inside a The BTA beam consists of three bunches as narrow
0.5 inch soft iron (1006). housing. This assembly sits on a as 50 nsec, extracted over 729 to 980 nsec, so total charge
three-point spring suspension -isolating it from acoustic rather than current is of interest. To cover the range from
noise. The signals are carried differentially to the 2 x 101 0 to 1.5 x 10' a the circuit was designed with four
amplifier in the tunnel on RG-22 double shielded high gain states. The input signal is switched by an array of
frequency twinax cable. Units neat the Booster have water three rf relays (Aromat RFIE-DC5V) with 80 dB isolation
cooling of the aluminum core casing to maintain it below at 250 MHz. This is critical to prevent coupling of the high
800 C during the 300° C bakeout. intensity signal through the disconnected low intensity

inputs. An amplifier stage (AD849) allows bunch viewing
Two separate amplifier chains are used to cover the and optimization of the input resistance of the integrator

three-decade intensity range, digitally selected by switches stage (AD843). Charge injection and offset voltage
at the input and output of the board. Relays were chosen adjustments are provided. A peak reader/hold circuit
for their low contact resistance rather than FET analog follows the fast bunch integral and retains the maximum,
switches which would have increased the droop rate. One preventing the transformer backswing from causing a
amplifier chain was designed for high speed and low gain, noticeable error. Drift is < 0.1 % in 10 msec. Tests
Coupled to the standard 200-turn transformer it has a gain indicate the area of simulated bunches to correct to within
of 10 mA/V and a bandwidth of'5 MHz for a 70 nsec rise 0.1%.
time. The slew rate of high speed AD848 op-amp is 225
V//psec and not a factor in the rise time. Noise at the FARADAY CUPS FOR THE HEAVY ION BEAMS
output is equivalent to 50 pA beam current. A differential
input stage provides low frequency common mode Beam current is monitored at eight locations in the
rejection. The current boosted output stage has an output HTB line using Faraday Cups mechanically identical to
resistor for back-termination of long cables, that in the HITL line.[9] Though destructive, they are

necessary to monitor the DC beam used for tuning the
The other amplifier chain is designed for high gain line. The all stainless steel and ceramic design allows the

with reduced bandwidth: 100 pA/V or 10 pA/V and a 1 units to be baked to 1500 C. A -600 V bias suppresses
psec rise time when used with a 200-turn transformer. An secondary emission. The new amplifier design consists of
OP37EZ was used for the first stages for its low noise and separate relay selectable DC and pulse circuits each with
moderate speed. The final stage uses a high speed two gain states. Mode selection (DC or pulse) and gain
OP42EZ. A gain bit drives an FET analog switch to selection (Xl or X10) is available computer or locally.
switch the gain of 10 stage in or out. The current The DC circuit uses the stable OP97EZ to provide a gain
equivalent noise for this amplifier chain is less than 1 pA of 1 or 10 nAN (jumper selectable) in the high gain state
for either gain. The input amplifier is differential with and 100 nA/V in low gain. The bandwidth is kept to 350
both high and low frequency common mode adjustments. Hz to limit noise. The pulse circuit uses an OP37EZ and
Preceding the input is a "hum-bucker" transformer to an OP42EZ to provides a gain of 1 or 10 uA/V (jumper
further suppress high frequency common-mode noise. selectable) in the high gain state and 100 uA/V in the low
The final stage is current boosted and shares the output gain. The bandwidth is 300 KHz. Both circuits use an
resistor with the faster amplifier. Elantec 2003 as an output driver.

A Base Line Restorer circuit located outside the RING BEAM CURRENT TRANSFORMERS
tunnel is used to reduce the effect of 60 Hz pickup by the
beam current transformer. The base line is sampled, using The beam current measurement in the ring was
an AD582, just prior to beam time and subtracted from specified to be from 10 pA to 10 A with a rise time of
the pulse by a differential unity gain amplifier (OP27EZ), under 1 psec and a droop time of at least 3000 sec. Two
reducing the base line offset to 10 mV. An Elantec 2003 separate units, a fast injection beam monitor (BIBM) and
provides output drive capability, a slower circulating beam monitor (BCBM) were installed

The beam current monitors are calibrated by to meet these requirements. The BIBM and the BCBM
sending a current pulse to a single turn winding on the are mounted in a 0.5 inch thick, 1006 steel magnetic shield
transformer core. The Calibrator Board provides a 50 mounted on vibration isolators. A water cooled copper
mA, 500 pA, or 50 pA (t 0.1 %), 500 psec (nominal) sheet between the transformers and the heater blanket
wide current pulse selected using the same bits that keeps the temperature under 800 C during 3000 C
control the Beam Current Transformer Amplifier Board bakeout. A ceramic break in the beam pipe diverts the
gain. image current outside of the transformers. The electronics
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are moited near the floor with steel &onduit shielding the
cablesto the transformers.

The BiBM uses a beam current toroid[10] which
provides 0.1 V/A into 50 Ohms with a bandwidth of 0.5 Hz
:to 8 MHz. The core is enclosed in a 170 mm iD aluminum
shield. The circuitry is similar to that in the LTB but with
gains-of i00j.A/V, 1 mA/V and1 A/V. The rise time is 70
nsec for the high and 1 p sec for the low intensity range.

The BCBM uses magnetic modulation with
synchronous second harmonic detection to measure Fig. 2. 50 p A test pulse in DCCT after notch filter.
current. This commercial unit[11] uses metal glass tape 20 pA/div., 100 / sec/div.
cores modulated at 6.928 kHz to obtain a DC to 15 kHz
bandwidth. The Front End Electronics (FEE) must be
within 3 meters of the detector while the Back End
Electronics (BEE) can be 300 m away. With ranges of 1
AN and 10mA/V, it produced only 1 mV for a 10 .A pA:: -f4+

beam, so a switchable amplifier (X 10) was put between i i
the FEE and BEE.

The transformers were tested in the AGS. The

BCBM showed RF sensitivity, both from pick-up and the
beam, in the 3-4 MHz range. The circuits were modified Fig. 3. Partial turn of 45 p A of 0 + 8 in AGS viewed by
by the vendor and are waiting to be tested With high BIBM. 50p sec/div.
intensity beam. An AGS dipole produced about 1.Gauss
at the housing, causing pick up equal to 50 pA. REFERENCES
Modulation noise equivalent to ± 150 pA was observed.
See Figure 1. Since this was crystal generated, a filter with [11 L.G. Ratner, et al., "Commissioning the Polarized
-40 dB notches at the fundamental and 3rd harmonic was Beam in the AGS", IEEE Trans.-Nucl. Sci., NS.32,
able to reduce it to ± 10 MA of 5th harmonic. A 4th order No. 5,1656 (1985).
21 kHz low pass filter left only random noise of a similar [21 R.K. Reece, et al., "Operational Experience with
level. Figure2 shows a 50 pA test pulse measured with Light Ions at the AGS", IEEE Cat. No.
the BCBM. The BIBM reacts strongly to RF after 40 msec 87CH2387-9, Washington, D.C., 1600 (1987).
in the AGS cycle at highest gain. The high intensity range [3] T.J. Shea, et al., "Beam Position Monitoring in the
bandwidth overlaps that of the bunched beam. Rolling off AGS Linac-to-Booster Transfer Line", this
the response at 1 MHz eliminated the problem while conference.
leaving enough bandwidth to observe stacking. Figure 3 [4] D.J. Ciardullo, et al., "The AGS Booster Beam
shows a partial turn of 45 /.A of 0 + 8 spiraling in the Position Monitor System", this conference.
AGS as seen with the BIBM. During LTB commissioning, [5] R.L. Witkover, et al., "Beam Instrumentation for
the two beam transformers performed well and met the the BNL Heavy Ion Transfer Line", IEEE Cat. No.
design requirements. 87CH2387-9, Washington, D.C., 567 (1987).

[6] F.R. Gallegos, et al., "The Development of a
Current Monitor System for Measuring Pulsed-
Beam Current Over a Wide Dynamic Range",
IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., NS-32 No. 5, 1959 (1985).

[7] Arnold Engineering Company, Marengo, IL.
[8] M.J. Anderson, "Wide Frequency Range Current

Transformers", Rev. Sci. Instrum. 42, No. 1, 915
(1971).

[9] Loc. Cit. Reference 5.
[10] Manufactured by Ion Physics Corp., 323 Andover

St., Wilmington, MA 01887.
Fig. 1. Modulation noise of DCCT. 50 pA test pulse. [111 Manufactured by BERGOZ, Crozet, 01170 GEX,

50 p A/div., 100 p sec/div. France.
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A Faraday Cup with High Frequency Response
for a 200 MeV LINAC Proton Beam*

M. S..Zucker and J. W. Bittner
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, NY 11973

Abstract. (half-angle 21.57 degrees) form a section of a conical
transmission line with 50 ohm impedance.

The purpose of this device, composed essentially of

coaxial line elements, is monitoring, on a per micropulse The beam stop is pure aluminum to minimize
basis,'the beam intensity of a 200 MeV LINAC at the BNL activation. The outer housing, normally struck only by stray
Radiation Effects Facility. The center conductor of the or scattered beam, is hard aluminum for ease in machining
coaxial line acts as a beam stop. The output pulses are and strength. The beam stop is mainly positioned relative to
suitable for fast timing. the outer housing by radial steatite insulators 1200 apart.

There is also some support by the center conductor of the

I. MECHANICAL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION coaxial connector which threads into the narrow end of the
beam stop. The front is closed with Al foil (-.015 cm) held

Figure1 shows the general mechanical configuration in place between a flange on . the outer housing and a
of the Faraday Cup. clamping ring, using an 0-ring to make the seal. The intent

is to use this Faraday Cup either evacuated to a forepump
pressure or to have an atmosphere of argon or air; a side
tube welded to the body of the outer housing allows for
evacuation and filling.

II. ELECTRICAL DESIGN

A bias voltage can be applied to the beam stop
through the side leg of a T introduced into the coaxial cable
connected to the cup; the leg would have an isolation

"O, resistance in it to decouple the line from the bias source.

The high frequency design is based on two formulae
for the characteristic impedance of, respectively, (circular
cylindrical) coaxial, and bi-conical, transmission lines.
The coaxial line impedance is given by
Z0 = (1/27r)(u/e) ln(D/d) where c and pu are the

dielectric constant and permeability of the medium between
the conductors, and D/d is the ratio of the outer to inner

Figure 1. diameters of the concentric conductors. For Zo = 50 ohms,
Mechanical Configuration of the Faraday Cup D/d = 2.303 .... The bi-conical line impedance is

Zo -_ (1/2r)(p,/) ln{cot(O1 /2)/cot(0 2/2)) where 01 and
The front end of the center conductor, which acts as 9j are half-angles of the inner and outer cones, see Figure

a beam stop, has to be range thick for 200 MeV protons, but 2.",2
as used in fast timing applications, requires only a modest
lateral extent, since thegti bkYams are usually wcll-focused. A
5 cm diameter accommodates essentially all of a typical
focused REF Gaussian beam profile (about 1 cm FWIM). -- i -- - -" -

The froit of the beam stop is a right circular cyllinder k
apl'oximately range-thick in length, inside a cylindrical
4 busing. The beam stop then tapers down, with a conical
section forming the transition between the cylindrical portion
of a 50 ohm cable connector' which is fastened to the back
end 3f the housing. This tapered section (half-angle 9.46 Figure 2
degrees) and the similarly tapered housing in that region The Geometry of a Conical Transmission Line
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This latter formula applied to matching the diameter IV. LINAC BEAM TESTS
of the cylindrical portion of the beam stop to the coaxial
cable connector led-to the angular dimensions cited above. The Faraday Cup output signal with REF facility
Each of these formulae strictly applies only to an infinite LINAC beam entering the front end was examined with a 1
transmission line, however experience shows that if GHZ real time oscilloscope. Figure 4 shows the envelope of
transitions are not "too abrupt", reflections from these places a macropulse about-480 microseconds long.
will not be significant. In the interest of simplifying the
machine shop work, no special attempt was made to make
the transition any more gradual than dictated by the purely
mechanical constraints of joining the basic 50 ohm sections
to one another. In fact, the only trouble in regard to
impedance matching was experienced with a commercial
hermetic seal BNC style connector that deviated grossly
from 50 ohms. Replacing this with a modified type N unit
gave the good results to be shown below.

III. TIME DOMAIN REFLECTOMETRY TESTS

The Faraday Cup was tested by putting a step
function pulse into the BNC connector and looking for
reflections. Figure 3 shows such a trace.

Figure 4
The Envelope of a (480 Microsecond) Macropulse

The envelope is greater than 1 V across 50 ohms,
equivalent to 20 mA of beam current. This picture
demonstrates the change of micropulse amplitude during the

in m Il macropulse. Expanding the horizontal (time) axis to 2 ns
per cm produced the trace 'n Figure 5, which shows some
sections of the pulse train of individual micropulses
superimposed on one another, since the oscilloscope beam
made several sweeps during the film exposure. (This
oscilloscope is capable of accurately displaying a Gaussian
pulse shape with a FWHM equal to 0.5 ns.)

Figure 3
A Time Domain Reflectometry Test of the Faraday Cup

The vertical line on the left is the leading edge of
the pulse put into a cable about 6 ns long connected to the
Faraday Cup. The vertical line on the right represents the
reflection from the end of the beam stop. The wiggles in
the oscilloscope trace centered about 6 cm (6 ns) to the right
of the leading edge is caused by poor matching in the vicinity
of the coax connector. These deviations from the flatness
that would signify perfect matching were worse by a factor
of about 5 before replacing the connector with the N
connector. The region between the wiggles at 6 cm and the
vertical rise signifying the front end of the beam stop
represents the matching behavior of the rest of the Faraday Figure 5
Cup. Individual Micropulses, Sweep Speed of 2 ns per cm
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The results are disappointing in that a micropulse s
measured by this dece issomewhat wider (15's FWHM)
than that measured by, a*wagap monitor devel6ped at the
REF (about 1!ns FWHM). Another artifact that is, not
uniderst6od verywell is the way the tracl goes slightly
negative. The only somewhat vague argument that can be
mustered to explain this is that the assembly as a whole is
acting asa cavity which 'is partially reacting to the shock
excitation of the beam pulses by ringing a little.

V. EVALUATON AND FUTURE-DEVELOPMENT

For the intended application, this Faraday Cup can
be compared with a,wall gap monitor. This device offers
much the same facility as a wall gap monitor in that it sees
the whoie of the beam, and also has the frequency response
to develop a pulse for each micropulse, rnd these pulses are
as uniform in amplitude, presumably, as the envelope of the
macropulse. The Faraday Cup is probably capable of a
more accurate absolute beam current calibration than is the
WGM, but must be placed after the target, which may lead
in some cases to inaccuracy due to scattering of beam before
-the FC is reached. The Wall gap monitor has to be installed
in the beam pipe however, which require some effort every
time the beam line is reconfigured to suite a particular
experiment, while this device, being external to the vacuum
system, is relatively easy to set up.

A possible course for future development would be
to improve the matching at the cable-FAraday Cup interface,
making-larger diameter beam stops to accommodate less
focused beams, and improving the vacuum capability.
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THE TUNE METER'SYSTEMS AT THE AGS COMPLEX*

W.K. van Asselt, L.A. Ahrens; P.R. Cameron,
S. Mandell, G.A. Smith, W. Zhang

A GS Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, NY 11973

Abstract, the AGS System

A measurement system of the, betatron tune is The kicker magnets used in the AGS are 90 cm
operational at the AGS and one for the AGS Booster is long, full aperture window frame kickers made of stacked
under development. Both systems use ferrite kicker ferrite bricks with a single turn conductor. To prevent
magnets to excite coherent betatron oscillations. Differ- beam induced heating of the ferrite, shorted coils are
ence signals are sampled at the revolution frequency and mounted around the yoke in the longitudinal direction [6].
the tune is extracted from a Fast 'Fourier Transform. The power supplies are LC pulse-forming networks which
Details of the hardware of both systems will be described, are charged by 20 kV dc power supplies. These networks
as well as all the- features of the application program are located in the injection equipment building and con-
through which the operator interacts with the hardware. nected to the magnets with 200 feet of coaxial cable. Thy-

ratrons are used as switches-for the discharge of the pulse
Introduction forming networks. The current pulses have rise and fall

times of roughly 0.5 /S, and a width which can be set to 2
To obtain the betatron tune, One generally kicks or 4 ps. The maximum amplitudes of the current pulse is

the beam in one of the transverse planes and analyzes the 1000 A for the horizontal and 2000 A for the vertical
resulting coherent motion in that plane. The difference pulser. The charging time for the maximum pulse height is
signal at a fixed position will contain all frequency compo- about 300 ms and therefore limits,'the kick repetition rate
nents (m-Q)fo, with Q the betatron tune, fo the revolution to effectively once per AGS cycle.
frequency and mathe mode number. The modes which are
closest to the tune have the strongest response [2]. All For each transverse plane, a position signal is fed
methods assume that the integer part of the tune is known into an eight-bit transient recorder. The revolution
and focus on determining the fractional part q. One way frequency is divided down from the rf frequency and is
to extract q is to filter the position signal around one of the used as a clock for the transient recorders. For each
betatron sidebands and measure the frequency of the transverse plane there is a master trigger, derived from
resulting signal with a fast electronic counter [1]. Fourier either a real time clock or from the Gauss clock, which
analysis is another way to obtain the fractional part of the feeds variable delays to trigger the pulse forming networks
tune. By sampling the position signal turn by turn, the to discharge and to stop the'transient recorders.
Nyquist frequency of an FFT spectrum will equal fo/2 and
all the betatron sidebands will be folded back to the same All the different parameters can be controlled
frequency qfo or (1-q)f o for tunes below or above the half from an application program. The menu allows the
integer, respectively [3,41. Both methods have been tested operator to set the triggers and the kick amplitude, and to
at the AGS. The second method has proven to be more select the kick plane. Menu options include selection of
robust and even provides tune values when the coherent multiple measurements, averaging of the spectra, and pro-
signal lasts only for a Very short time [5]. Also, more infor- visions to study coupling. When one or more measure-
mation is available in the frequency spectra than in an ments are done, the triggers are turned on and the tran-
average frequency measurement; for example, when there sient recorders will generate an interrupt upon which a
is coupling between the horizontal and vertical plane. 101 point data record for the horizontal and/or vertical
Therefore, this method has been selected for the tune plane will be transferred into the application program.
meter systems at the AGS. The FFT is calculated and the digitized data and the

frequency spectra are displayed.
*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy.
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Fgr I shows, an example, of a measurement.
The top trace shows, the -position- signal in the vertical 128 , "-
pline. The beai is kicked at, roughly turn number 350.
'The maximum amplitude of the betatron oscillati6n is 64-

calculated to be 2 mm for this case. The fast beating of the 0-
signal is a result of undersampling of the position'signal.
The coherence is seen to decay in a few hundred turns due -64
to the:non-zero chromaticity. The lower trace shows-the -128
Fourier Transform. Figure 2 shows another example 0 256 512 768 1024illustatingthe sdnsitivity of the-method. The kick ampfi- ,___,____,_,

tude for this case was reduced to 10% of the value in Fig-
ure1. It is seen that, although'the signal-to-noise ratio has
become Worse, the tune can still be obtained with the same
precision. That the peak has the same height is because
the program uses autoscaiing routines when displaying,
frequency plots with linear vertical'scales. 6.6 67. .9

8.5 0.6 8.7 8.0 $.9 9.0

11-T

64- Fig. 2. Illustration of the sensitivity of the measurement.
0--f ,;:.... :: The kick amplitude has been reduced to 10% of

64- the value of the kick used in Figure 1.

-126
0 256 512 ?is 1024I effectively acts as a window for the Fourier Transform and

causes the fast beating in the horizontal peak. Identifica-
tion of the tunes in these situations is facilitated by switch-
ing planes because when kicking in the vertical plane, the
horizontal signal will be negligible compared to the strong
vertical response.

6.5 8.6 6.7 6.8 6.9 9.0 1281

Fig. 1. Result of a tune measurement. At the top, the 64]
position signal is displayed versus the turn num-
ber. Bottom trace is the FFT spectrum assuming 0
the tune is between 8.5 and 9. -64, _

Aless ideal case, in which operator interaction is -1280 256 512 768 1024
required toobtain a value for thp tune, is shown in Figure
3. The beam has been kicked in the horizontal plane dur-
ing an interval in the acceleration cycle of constant mag-
netic field, a large negative- horizontal chromatvity, and
small vertical chromaticity. The coherence in the horizon-
tal plane is decays very rapidly, while some energy is
coupled in the vertical plane. This motion is picked up
and since it lats a very long time, it translates to the very 8.5 8.6 8.7 8.8 8.9 9.0

well defined peak at 8.76 in the frequency display, as com.
pared to the very broad peak around 8,68 for the horizon- Fig. 3. Influence of betatron coupling and chromaticity
tal tune. The very fast decay in the horizontal coherence on the frequency display.
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The Booster System recorders and with a small delay as reset for the fast inte-
grators. All other timing signals for triggering the pulsers

The kcker, magnets are full aperture window- and to trigger the transient recorders are obtained from
frame ferrite magnets. Figure 4 shows a cross section of the central Booster timing system.
one for the horizontal plane. Copper sheets are insert-d
into the yoke to reduce coupling of the beam to the ferrite Another difference with the AGS system is the
[7] and to maintain the magnetic properties of the ferrite much higher repetition rate of the Booster (7 Hz). Four
[6]. These sheets are grounded to the vacuum chamber to Booster pulses at this frequency will be needed to fill the
provide a path for the image current. CMD 5005 ferrite AGS and comparative measurements in each of these
was selected for its high rf permeability, low outgassing cycles are highly desirable. The transient recorders are
and high resistivity. Because the magnets have to operate Camac modules which are connected to the station where
in an ultra-high vacuum environment, all parts have been the application code resides through a GPIB bus. The pro.
vacuum fired at 950* C except the ferrite, where the tern- tocol for reading the transient recorders has been optim-
perature was limited to 400* C to maintain its electrical ized such that data transfer from both planes is completed
characteristics [8,9]. well within the time between interrupts. The selection of a

particular cycle is therefore done in the application code
and not at the system hardware level.

The application program will be very similar to
the one for the AGS. The triggers which control the

LENGTH 12 CM modulators and transient recorders will be derived fromAPORTURE 14 CH X 9 CH
FERRITE CMD5005 one single entry. The amplitude of the kick is the only

copper coil- other parameter, which has toobe adjusted. Menu optionswill include selection of 0- - r,'- :ilt of a measurement in one
copper barrier or more cycles within a a',,, group, averaging of spec-

fert tra within a Booster gr , and averaging cycles from
consecutive .x)ster groups. Provisions will be made to
acquire raultiple measurements and transfer results to.

_ _other applicp"" codes, for instance to the code which
controls the tux-, prrection power supplies.

Fig. 4. Cross section of the horizontal kicker magnet.
All the system components are presently available

and installation is in progress. First system tests are
The modulators for both the horizontal and verti- expected by the middle of May, 1991.

cal kicker are line-type pulsers with a maximum current of
,1500 A at 20 kV. The pulse length can be selected to 1 s References
or 3 /s. The principal difference from the AGS pulsers
described above is the much faster charging time: 5 ms at [1] E.C. Raka, private communication.
20 kV and a 1 s pulse length. Details on the design and [21 H. Koziol, CERN MPS/Int. BR744.
performance of the pulsers are described in a separate [3] K. Muto, et al., IEEE NS-24 (1977), 1818.
paper [101. [41 R.E. Shafer, et al., Proc. XII Int, gonf. on High

Energy Accelerators, Fermilab (1k983), 609.
Position information is obtained from the Booster [5] W.K. van Asselt, private communiication.

BPM system and transferred on an optical link to process- [6] W.K. van Asselt, Y.Y. Lee, theseproceedings.
ing equipment, which is much more elaborate than that of [7j F. Voelker, G. Lambertson, Proc, 1989 PAC, 851.
the AGS system, because of the muich larger range of revo- [8] H.C. Hseuh, et al., these proceedings.
luton frequencies in the Booster. T- -!,,o!ution time in [9] M. Goldman, J. Tuozzolo, privute communica-
the Booster varies from roughly 0.7 to 15 ps and since a I tion.
ps or 3 /s pulse is available, it can happen that only a frac- [10] W. Zhang, et al., these proceedings.
tion of a turn will be kicked. The signals will be fed into
high speed integrators. Baseline restoration cirm.uitry will
take care of the ac nc.ture of the, input signals. The revolu-
tion frequency will be used also as a clock for the transient
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BETATRON TUNE MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL IN THE PETRA PROTON RING

S. Herb
Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY

2000 Hamburg,52 Notkestrasse 85 - Germany
Abstract stretched using Schottky diodes biassed to just

below threshold, yielding about 30 dB dynamic
The PETRA. storage ring, modified for use range. The signals from opposing electrodes are

as an injector ,to the HERA .proton ring, requires subtracted, amplified, and subjected to 65 kHz low
active control of betatron tunes during the proton
acceleration cycle. A tune measurement system K IC P < PICKUP -

based on a personal computer equipped with - KIC
commercial data acquisition and analysis cards is p _ . .
used for both. measurement and control of the
tunes.

I ~PASS 1. INTRODUCTION DI
PETRA was designed as an electronstoraige ring for 7-20 GeV electron beam energy; it --- - AC <- WAVEFORMI %toRo IL

now serves both the, HERA electron and proton C0SPL0
rings as an iMtermediate energy booster. For the 145 -AD -> FFT
proton service, beam is injected at 7.5 GeV and
accelerated at about .3 -GeV/sec to 40 GeV; it 'is 52 AT BUS PC

.planned to accelerate a train of 50-70 bunches HZ
spaced 97 nanose aparf, There are significant
betatron tune shifts during acceleration, at low Fig. 1 Simplified schematic of one channel
energy from eddy ourrent!, in the aluminum of the PETRA tune measurement system
vacuum chambers and at highi energies from field
saturation, especially in the bcuding magnets. We pass filters (the PETRA revolution frequency is
therefore decidcd to build a tune measurement about 130 kHz). There is no time gating of the
system with relatively fast response to aid in pulse train, so the low frequency signal is a sum
understanding and correction of these effects; from all bunches in the machine, with high
minimizing excitation of the proton bunches has at sensitivity to modes in which the bunches are
present second priority. moving almost in phase (multiples of 10.3 MHz

for the 97 nsec bunch spacing in PETRA). The low
II. TUNE MEASUREMENT frequency signals are brought on 1 km long

RG-213 cables to the control room, where they are
A. Beam Pickup and Sigtnal Processing fed to anti-aliasing filters with a sharp cutoff above

65 kHz, and thence to A/D converters.
Fig, I shows a schematic of the

measurement system. The signal source is a A/D conversion is performed by special
directional coupler pickup of the type designed for cards sitting on the AT bus of the personal
the HERA straight sections [1], mounted in the computer used for control and display. The cards
PETRA proton bypass. The electrodes are 40 cm (Microstar DAP 2400/5) have also 80C186 CPU
long, which, together with the 2-3 m bunch length, and 56001 DSP chips and are thus able to perform
results in a bipolar output pulse with signal energy data processing, including fast Fourier transforms,
concentratqd between 50 and 150 MHz. The before the data is transferred to the host PC. The
sensitivit,'ts are 50 mv pp/10 9 protons for a single 10 Hz rate is achieved with two cards (horizontal
electrode and 0.7 db/mm for the ratio of voltages and vertical tunes) sampling at 160 k'Iz,from opposed electrodeso performing 512 point real Fourier transforms, and

transferring the 256 point power spectra to the host

Pulses from the monitor are transmitted PC. Programming of the cards is done through
about 100 m to a service hall, amplified in high level commands which are easy to use but
broadband chains with switchable gain, and somewhat inflexible.
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The host is a 20 MHz 386-based passive stronger than necessary for excitation of tune
bus.PC with 12 AT bus slots in a 19" rack mount signals. The RF waveform is created by mixing a
chassis. The keyboard and monitor use a low frequency (5-65 kHz) signal up to 10.3 MHz
commercially available extension system and are with a single side-band system. The 10.3 MHz
at the main PETRA console, about 30 m from the comes from dividing the 52 MHz cavity- RF
rack. The PC is used for control, display, and frequency and thus tracks the RF frequency during
recording of tune spectra. It can record the spectra acceleration. The low frequency signal is created
on disk at the full acquisition rate of 10 Hz per by a D/A converter on the DAP card, which clocks
channel, and provides at several Hz updates of the out a pre-loaded signal as the ADC clocks in the
spectra on a color monitor. In principle it could data; the clocks are driven simultaneously by a 160
also perform intelligent peak finding; for the kHz pulse burst from a programmable timer card
present the tunes are simply taken to be the highest on the AT bus, with the excitation and acquisition
points within settable windows. Fig. 2 shows a lasting 512 samples/160 kHz or 3.2 msec. The
record of betatron tune frequency during a ramp level of the DAC cannot be quickly changed
from 7.5 to 40 GeV, with intermediate files at 30 within the DAP card, so digital control lines are
and 35 GeV. One advantage of the PC system is used to drive an external attenuator board,

permitting for example control of the signal level
. -,-----. . ........ during the accelerator cycle.

,- --,--The waveform used at present is a
=- - - - - --- frequency sweep moving between 5 and 45 kHz

i-- -- during the 3.2 msec, resulting in an excitation of
the beam lasting for about 60 revolutions. Typical

"'0 o. .... .... , ,, , excitation voltage to the kicker is 2 volts, or about
S_ -. 01 Gauss-m maximum kick strength. As for the

-.-.-. pickup, there is no time gating, so all bunches are
excited.

Although not designed for minimum
0. ,, excitation, the system has several advantages in

AV 43154137 this respect. First, measurement duty factor is low
.,.. .. .. . (3 % for 512 pt transforms at 10 Hz), and second,

, the linear frequency sweep both excites and
de-excites the betatron oscillation, providing that

Fig. 2 Display from the tune control decoherence resulting from tune spread is small
system. The horizontal scale is 12.8 sec per box during the excitation. We have not yet made
and -the vertical 10 kHz per box. Rate dependent measurements which could indicate how well this
tune shifts are compensated but various effects is achieved in practice, but it is clear that at the
from non-linearities in the magnet excitation start of acceleration eddy current induced
curves remain. multipoles result in tune spreads large compared to

this criterion. Finally, the fact that both the
that it is easily reconfigured; a control menu excitation and the pickup work with all bunches in
permits, for example, switching back and forth the machine means that as the number of bunches
between a program in which the data acquisition is becomes large the excitation per bunch may be
triggered on injection, and a program in which the reduced.
kicker excitation is used.

III. TUNE CONTROL
B. Beam Excitation

The PETRA magnet ramp is driven by a
Beam excitation uses 50 f2 broadband clock with settable pulse frequency, with 512 Hz

ferrite loaded kickers driven by 1 kW RF giving the design dE/dt of 0.3 GeV/sec. The ramp
amplifiers and capable of supplying aboqt 1 G-m is performed as a series of file transfers in which
maximum field integral between 0.2-30 MHz. l1e all currents are stepped linearly between initial and
kicker and amplifier are part Qo" the transverste final current values; non-linearities may be
feedback system built for multibunch electron handled by increasing the number of intermediate
operation ot PETRA [2], and are considerably magnet current files, but this requires stopping the
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ramp, reloading step sizes, and restarting, which DAP card, a smoothed second derivative is
takes several seconds and may have consequences calculated, and numbers of up or down pulses
for the beam dynAmics. proportional to the second derivative are sent to

boxes which add these pulses to the clock pulse
During tests of PETRA with protons, in streams sent to the quadrupole current controllers.

mid-1990 large tune shifts were observed during
acceleration. The shifts at low energy are observed
to be closely proportional to the ramp rate, as CLOCK MTAGNET

expected from field errors caused-by eddy currents.
in the vacuum chamber, with a shift of about +10 16 Z HORIZ QUAD

kHz, in the horizontal tune frequency .: 128 Hz as M CONTROLLERshown in Fig. 3. The predicted shift of 40 kuuz or [ VET0
dQ = 0.3 at the design ramp rate isnot acceptable, DAP UP/GOWN CONTROLLER

so some additional control of the tunes during the > C
ramp is necessary.

.... , -I..Fig. 4 Simplified schematic of the PETRA
'* .1 tune control system
. --- - -- This gives summed correction currents
" - -'. '- " Iproportional to the clock frequency. The reaction

- - - time is limited by the maximum rate at which
- -- 1 .1-- correction pulses can be accepted by the control

o ,, system, which is about 500 Hz. At the 512 Hz
clock rate 1000 correction pulses must be fed to
the controller at ramp start (and again at ramp

Fig. 3 Record of tune frequency vs time stop), so the clock frequency turn-on and turn-off
for three ramps from 7.5 to 9.5 GeV: a. 64 Hz times are set to 2 sec to ensure that the tunes
magnet clock with 2.5 Hz sample rate b. 128 Hz remain constant. The correction system is effective
magnet clock with 5 Hz sample rate, and c. 128 (Fig. 3), showing that the tune shifts are indeed
Hz magnet clock with rate dependent tune closely proportional to ramp rate.
correction. The horizontal tune is initially the
lower trace, and crosses above the vertical during It is also possible to add additional
the ramp for a. and b. correction terms which are a function of the scaler

count and could compensate magnet saturation
A tune control system based on a effects. This is desirable (Fig. 2) but has not yet

phase-locked loop already exists for PETRA been tested with beam. Corrections based on the
electron operation; the beam is excited at fixed tune measurements from the PC are also possible.
frequency and the loop is closed by incremental
changes in the current in two specially modified IV. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
quadrupole circuits [3]. For protons it was decided
to build a control system not so dependent on We wish to thank at DESY K.-H. Mess for
excitation of the beam. In particular, to the extent encourageme t, and L. Becker for construction of
that tune shifts are proportional to ramp rate the equipment and for a large number of useful
(divided by beam energy) the quadrupole suggestions regarding the electronics and the
correction currents should be set proportional to computer system.
the momentary ramp rate. To do this, while
maintaining the possibility for other corrections, a V. REFERENCES
third Microstar DAP processor on the AT bus is
used, together with an input scaler receiving the [1] W. Schuette, pg. 21, DESY HERA Report
clock pulses which drive the ramp. The entire 90-11
correction procedure runs on the real-time [2] J. Ruemmler, DESY, private communicati-
multitasking operating system of the DAP, with ons
only peripheral communication to the PC (Fig. 4). [3] S. Paetzold, DESY, private communica-

tions
The scaler count is read at 10 Hz by the
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PROMPT DIAGNOTICS OF THE CYCLOTRON DEES SWIT.

N..Kapov, Yu.M.Krasnikov, I.V.Naumov,
S. T. Latushkin, L. I. Judin.

i. V.Kurchatov Atomic Energy Institute.
Moscow 123182. USSR.

Abstract. enter surface of fiber optic regular line with
The device for prompt observation of the dimensions 25x30 m. This line transports the

cyclotron dees shift in ivrtical and horizontal light from vacuum chamber. Outer ends of two such
directions includes gas laser the light of which lines from both dees combined together before TV-
is reflected fromconcave spherical mirror fixed camera and operator can see the displacement of
on the controlledduant and TV-monitoring system two dees ON TV-monitor. Both optic lines - mono
for con-trolling the light reflection shift. The and regular - are mounted and have vacuum-tight
tests on IAE cyclotron showed the sensitivity of at flange fixed at vacuum chamber. Such system
the device up totenth fractions'of mm. The does not need any additional alignment after its
tranmission of optical informton over fibre mounting.
optics line considerably simplifies the The, focal length of the lens is 25 mm,

arrangement of construction elements. curvature radius of mirror is 100 mm, diameter
30mm, the distance between lens and mirror is

I. INTROCDUTION. 140mm.

Broad-band frequency change of coaxial 111 CONCLUSIOK
oscillating lines in cyclotrons'with the energy
'regulated by their heating, and other reason can The testing of the model of this monitoring
result to displacement of dees at the and this system shows that it is possible to fix dee.
line up to 2-3 mm. The same displacement of, dees vertical and horizontal displacement 0, 6mm in the
takes place and after some profilaction-works, range 5mm.
Such displacement. changes the accelerating The transmission of optical information
conditions ahd resonance frequency the, ion shows through 'the fiber optic lines considerably
.work quality and may decrease the cyclotron beam simplifies the arrangement of construction
intensity up to ten percents. Due to this reason elements and increases its reliability.
the prompt monitoring of dees displacement is
veryuseful. IV. REFERENCES.

II. OPTICAL MOITORIG OF DEES SHIFT. t] A. I. Belkov, V.'V. Dushin, S. Yu. Garov et
al. "Accelerating voltage oscillator of

At Kurchatov IA! cyclotron there was- Kurchatov IAE cyclotron". Proceeding of 10
proposed and realized the optical, system for National conference on charget
prompt and permanent observation dees shift (1). particles accelerators. Dubna USSR oct. 168,
The device (fig. 1) used a gas laser the light of vol.1, pp. 283-280, Dubna 1087, [30-87-106.
which comes trough collimators and glass window (21 K. D. Burbesa, N. I. Venkov, P. Yu. Komissarov
ift vacuum chamber to a dee. It is reflected from et al. "Status IAE mini cyclotron for PET".
copper concave spherical mirror fixed at the Proceeding of II International conference on
controlled dee and through the same window goes cyclotrons and their application. Behine
,toa screen. TV-monitoring system is used for CSSR, may 19M0, pp. 102-115, Dubna 1069,
observation of the light displacement on the- D)-89-108.
screen. The test of this system on JAE cyclotron
showed the sensitivity of the device about 0, 1 mm
with the distance between the screen and dee
about 8m.

The main defects of the present construction
are a necessity to work with the straight light
beam and along outer optical basis. So to test
the medical cyclotron MPC-10 in Kurchatov IAE it
was proposed another construction of optic
transmitting and receiving tracts (fig. 1).

In this construction the gas laser light is
transported trough fiber optic line 50 mkm in
vacuum chamber. It is focused by focus lens and
spherical concave mirror placed at the dee at the

0-780301350,9S01.00 01EEE
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fig. 1. Optical, system for prompt and permanent observation dem shift.

1. Gas laser 1 -2 uW, 2. Fiber optic line, 3. Cyclotron vacuum chamber,
4. Flange, 5. Lens. 8. Concave copper mirror, 7. Do*, S. Many-vein
regular optic line 25C3O mm, 9. Coordinate netwith image of
laser ray, 10. TV-camera, 11. Vacuum tight.
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Instrimentation for SSC Test Beams

Howard Fenker, Frank Stocker, and Ron Schailey
Superconducting Supercollider Laboratory*

2550 Beckleymeade Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75237

Abstract: AE/E= 15%NEE60.5% in the electromagnetic compartment.

Effective utilization of the SSC test beams for detector (The symbol ( indicates addition in quadrature. The energy"E" is measured in GeV.) In both scenarios the position
studies and calibration :will require sophisticated beamline e su red in t eelcrm nt seaio s the Poiton

instumetaton.Curentplas cal fr te Lbortor to resolution of the electromagnetic section of the calorimetersinstr-umentation. Current- plans call for the ULaboratory to

develop an inventory of efficient and reliable intensity may be as fine as 2 mm.
monitors, particle tracking systems, and particle identification The finest anticipated resolutions for calorimetry in L* are
systems which can cover the full range of particle energies and. A/E =50%N/o 2% for the solid scintillator hadronic
species expected to be demanded of the facility. Here we calorimeter which is used in combination with a -barium
present some.of those demands and the draft designs of the fluoride electromagnetic " calorimeter having
neededaparatus. AE/E = 1.3%vo G0'5%. The entire forward calorimeter

structure in this experiment will use TMS as the sensitive
I. INTRODUCTION medium. This providesAE/E =17%N'F Dl% electromagnetic

Instrumentation for SSCtest beams- can be divided into resolution and AE =54%/rF'b2% hadronic resolution.
Itwobroadncategies:onatud for e sablihind ando In order to effectively provide calibration and final testingtwo br'oad categories: that used for establishing and of, these calorimeters, the test beam energy and composition

maintaining the desired flow of particles to the calibration hall, thse corimeer th te anergypad cmposion
and that used in counting, tagging, or otherwise analyzing the must be known better than the anticipated response of the

beam to provide information to the experimenters making use detectors themslvs. Toprbe a calorimeter having intrinsic
of it. For the sake of this report, devices used in the former resolution of i.3%/F$2% one must determine-the-incident
category will be referred to as "monitors", and those in the particle energy to around 0.3 %, absolute, Measuring the
latter will be called "tagging" elements. Monitor systems are width of the calorimeter response requires that the relative
primarily the concern of the SSC Accelerator Systems energies of beam particles be known to a fraction of this, or
Division, while tagging elements, since they are directly about 0.05%.
driven by the end-users, come under the jurisdiction of the Correct calorimeter Galibration also requires knowledge of
Physics Research Division. This document is written from the type f-the incident beam particle. This is needc4 because
the Physics Research perspective, so it addresses only the calorimeters respond differently, to electros and photons than
tagging elements, they, do to hadrons. This difference in response is used, in fact'

to determine the particle species in, the calorimeter, The
II. INSTRUMENTATION SPECIFICATIONS calorimeay of both SDC and.L* is designed to identify

electrons with a rejection power of about 100:1. -To testuthis

Here we will analyze the requirements of the experiments in a beamline will require that the beam particles be identified
which we anticipate will become parts of the experimental somewhat better than this, or with a rejection power of order
physics program. For the sake of this analysis we model this 1000 to 1.
program as being composed of two colliding beam detectors:
SDC (1] and L* [2], and one extracted beam experiment: SFr Tracking Chamber Calibration and Testing
[3], which uses 20 TeV protons. We emphasize that this is
only a model: while it is not inconsistent with any published Both L* and SDC may use large-cell drift chambers in the
plans of the Laboratory it also does not imply any intention outer regions of the detectors to track muons. At least some
on the part of the SSC Lab to carry out these particular of these drift chambers will need to undergo final testing in a
experiments, beam at the SSC site as late as reasonable before they are
A. Demands of the Collider Experiments placed in their final positions in the experimental halls. The

primary demand in these tests will be precision location of the
beam particles. Since the drift chamber resolution will

Calorimeter Calibration typically be about 150 ptm (each wire taken alone), the beam
Taking the more demanding designs for calorimetry in the track location must be known with slightly better precision.
SDC experiment we find that the energy resolution will be Further demands on beam alignment accuracy will be made

AE/E = 40%Nf'@2% for the hadronic section and by the other tracking detector assemblies. Scintillating fiber
trackers will have cell sizes of order 0.8 mm (o=300tsm), and

*Operated by Universities Research Association under contract straw tube drift cells will achieve position measurement
with the U.S. Department of Energy. resolutions of around 100 gim. Both detector types may
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require a tagged beam for establishment or validation of the compatible with tagging systems required for the collider
engineered alignment because of inherent uncertainties in the detectors.

'positioning of their components. Plastic scintillating fibers
are naturally flexible and imprecise, for example. All of the C. Summary of Specifications
outer tracking chamber requirements .can be met if the
calibration beam position is known to aboui 50 pm. A summary of the test beam tagging system performance

More challenging wili be the testing of the silicon inner as described above is given in Table 1. The most demanding
trackers for the two detectors. Silicon strips and/or pixe! are of the requirements in each category, i.e. those that drive the
envisioned with sizes as small as 25 gm. Clearly, the only design of the test beam system, are indicated in boldface type.
way to provide beam position information with a resolution
meeting the survey needs of the silicon trackers will be to
employ several layers of similar detectors in the beamline dX dP/P dP/P Part. ID
tracking system. Expermlent (mm) Rol. Abs Rejection

SDC
B. Extracted B-physics beam Vertex 0.01

Inner Tracker 0.01
The smaller SSC experiments have an advantage over the Fibers 0.30

large, major ones in that they can postpone construction of Straws 0.10
detector elements, and therefore the final selection of E-Cal 2.00 2.4% 0.4% 1000:1
technologies, to only a few years prior to turn-on. Because of H-Cal 6.4% 1.1%
this difference in scheduling the small experiments will be able Muon 0.1 5
to use the SSC test beams for developing and testing detector Inner
technologies as well as final calibration. This delayed schedule i Tracker 0.01•Fibers 0,30
also allows the SSC scientific program planners to defer Straws 0.10
selection of experiments, so there is no "preferred" small E-Cal 0.3% 0.05% 1000:1
physics experiment at present. H-Cal 8.0% 1.3%

Muon 0.15
ISFT

The proposed "Super Fixed Target" (SFT) experiment Silicon 0.01
would use a combination of silicon strips, silicon pixels, and PWC's 0.30
proportioiWa wire chambers as tracking detectors in a fixed- RICH 200:1
ta.'get arrangement. The pitch of the precision silicon strips E-Cal 1.7% 0.3%
would be less than or equal to'25 pm. The plans for the wire Muon 1.00
chambers call for wire spacing as small as I mm. Since all of
these would be planar devices (typical for fixed-target Table 1. Summary of Test Beam Tagging Requirements
experiments) the demand for survey using a test beam would
likely be minimal or nonexistent. In any case, all but the
25 In planes could be accurately probed using techniques III. INSTRUMENTATION PLANNED TO MEET THE
similar to those already envisioned for the colliding beam SPECS
detectors.

The muon system proposal consists of absorber with A. Momentum Tagging
Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC's) interleaved. There is no

difficulty meeting the position resolution requirements for As shown in Table 1, momentum tagging of the test
testing these chambers (>1 mm discharge size). It is expected beams is needed for calorimeter calibration and, to a lesser
that the test beam may be used for an extensive R&D program extent, for testing particle identification devices. The strictest
to develop them. requirement is for the L* BaF2 electromagnetic calorimeter:

Particle Identification Ap/p < 0.3% absolute, <0.05% particle-to-particle.
Momentum tagging will be done by placing sets of tracking

For identifying charged particles SFT proposes a Ring chambers in the beamline that measure the bend in the particle
Imaging Cerenkov counter (RICH). The device would be large trajectories as they pass through a magnet. Thus four detectors
(-750 m3), and capable of differentiating among pions, kaons, are required: two before and two after the analyzing magnet.
and protons at momenta up to 300 GeV/c. The SFr Letter of Using the present beamline optics design [4] we have an
Intent discusses design choices based on a misidentification analyzing magnet which provides a 6 milliradian bend, and the
rate of roughly 4.5% (20:1 rejection). Again, this is not a maximum chamber separations are L 12 _170m, L34 _520m.
challenge for test beam instrumentation designed to Thus conventional 1mm pitch proportional wire chambers at
accommodate the more demanding requirements of the collider all four stations would provide absolute momentum resolution
detectors. crp/P - 0.34%. The magnetic field must be uniform and

Calorimetry known to better than this precision, of course. Resolution of
0.05% will be provided for-a subset of the full beam by

The SFT proposal calls for an electromagnetic calorimeter placing 100 im silicon strip detectors in locations near the

with resolution a(E)/E -9%/rE'E2%. This resolution is two downstream wire chambers.
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B. Position Tagging choice. The design requires about 20m of parallel beam for
each of two independent counters to achieve an efficiency of

Position tagging of the broad spray of muons can be 90% or better for tagging the lighter particles.
achieved using relatively large wire chambers ncar the detector The Transition Radiation Detector being considered for use
'being tested. A 320mm x- 320mm aperture drift chamber is in SSC test beams is based upon a device developed at
being developed for this application. With a per-plane Fermilab for a hadron beam fixed target experiment [5]. This
resolution of about 200%im, stacks of a few of these planes is a modular device consisting of sets of radiator / detector
will provide beai mposition tagging adequate for all of the SSC assemblies. The discriminating power of the TRD can be
detectors except the Vertexand Inner Tracking systems. These adjusted, and the expense of the installation varied, by adding
precision silicon strip or pixel detectors will require silicon fewer or more modules to the system. The advantage of the
strip tagging devices with smaller than 25 gm pitch for their TRD over Cerenkov counters or Synchrotron Radiation
calibration. Detectors at those momenta where more than one technique

applies is that it makes very few demands on the beam optics
(beam does not need to be parallel, for example), and it requires

C. Species Tagging: elih relatively little real estate in the beamline.

As indicated in Table 1, test beam tagging elements must
be capable of positively identifying electrons and muons at the IV. IMPLEMENTATION
level of 1000:1 in the beam delivered to the calibration hall.
Thus, for example, if the beam contains 10% unwanted Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the instrumentation
particles the tagging system must work at the 100:1 level; in the secondary branch of a testbeam. The first magnet
Figure 1 shows the ranges of momenta over which two sweeps the spray of secondaries from the primary target across
species of particles can be separated at this level or better by the momentum slit placed in front of the second magnet,
various techniques using the beamline tagging devices Between the second and third bends are shown wire chambers, a
described below. Cerenkov counter, and a TRD. Following the last bend and

before the final focus quadrupoles are a second Cerenkov,
silicon strip detectors, and the SRD. In practice, of course, it

- Transition Radiation Detector may not be necessary to install all of these tagging elements
Threshold Cerenkov Counter in every beamline.
Time-of-Flight Counter

- Synchrotron Radiation Detector

1 10 100 1000 Figure 2. Beamline Instrumentation Schematic
Momentum (GeV/c)

Figure 1. Useable momentum range of variousparticle identification tchniques given limits onlength (20m) and diameter (500mm) of detctor.

To identify the electrons in the presence of heavier particles [1] G.l. Trilling, e al, SIDC Letter of Intent to the SSCL,
at energies above about 20 GeV one can employ a Synchrotron November 1990.Radiation Detector (SRD). Installation of this type of device [2] S.C.C. Ting, et al, L* Lettcr of Intent to the SSCL,
requires observation of the photons produced when the Nvme 90eletrons pass through a bend in the beamline. As long as theS
size of the bend and the clear drift distance downstream of it [3] B. Cox, et al, SFT Expression of Interest to the SSCL,allow placement of the photon detector outside of the beam May 1990.halo this technique wil work. [4] F. Stocker, et al, submitted to IEEE Particle Accelerator

For simple discrimination between particles heavier or Conference, May 1991.lighter than a chosen mass a long gas filled pipe with a single [51 D. Errede, et al, "The E769 TRD", sumitted to Nucl. Inst.mirror and phototube at the downstream end is an economical and Meth., March 1991.
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Orbit Monitoring in the SLC

L. Sanchez-Chopitea P. Emma D; Van 01st
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Slanford, California 94309 *

Ab.tract

'Beam orbits in.the SLC are monitored in real time and
the' datai is stored for-future trend and correlation analy-
sis. A background.process acquires BeamPosition Monitor
(BPM). and Toroid data on a periodic basis and saves the
general quantities such as orbit RMS and beam intensity
in addition to. the individual-readings. Some of this data
is archived by the SLC History Buffer facility and the rest Cosle Displays

is saved in files for later analysis. This-has permitted the El
tracing of interaction point instabilities to specific devices 0
as-far away as the damping rings. In addition, the data x TlISc
is displayed for the operators both in summary andin full
form. The different displays can be configured from the FO
control consoles. /tbarnt

Introduct ion Figure1: General Data Flow

During operation of the SLC, orbit stability is essential
to maintaining low emittance beams and providing pulse available in the control room. These are either RGB mon-
to pulse reproducibility at the interaction point. In addi- itors driven from a Matrox board in the control console
tion, long term histories of beam orbits have been useful microcomputers, or DEC VT130 X Window terminals
in identifying device drifts and instabilities. Software has connected via Ethernet. Figure 1 shows the general data
been developed that permits both realtime andoffline con- flow between these components.
tinuous monitoring and analysis of the beam orbits in all In addition to the orbit displays, the BPM Sampler per-
parts of the machine. Several separate software modules forms routine logging of beam orbits and intensities to the
used for logging and display have been incorporated into online SL database or to disk files for later analysis. For

a unified orbit monitoring application[l]. specified regions of the machine, it also calculates and logs

both the RMS of the absolute orbit and the RMS of the
Software Organization difference orbit with respect to a previously saved refer-

ence orbit. This reference or Gold orbit is usually an orbit

The main program, BPM Sampler, is one of a set of batch which is known to minimize tails or transmission losses.

processes which support updating summary displays in the The BPM Sampler also supports user requests for special

SLO control room. The BPM Sampler generates orbit dis- purpose orbit acquisitions to disk file. These acquisitionsSLC ontol oom TheBPMSamlergeneate orit is-are specified from the console and typically accumulate a

plays while other processes display summaries of general few hundred orbits over a short duration.

machine status, machine and personnel protection systems,

and klystron population. History displays of beam inten-
sity and luminosity are also available. All processes have Displays
the same skeleton which supports regularly scheduled mon-
itoring and displays and responds to commands from the
consoles or other SLC programs. These commands select The primary SLC orbit displays show the beam position
which display will be preented on a particular monitor and and intensity as a function of location along the beam line.
specify the refresh time and other parameters. Aity dis- For the summary display monitors, the user may select to
play may be selected on any of the ten muniturs currently view any of the electron or positron bunches in predeter-

mined ranges of the machine, as shown in Figure 2. The
'Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-

AC03-76SF00515 I DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright.
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Figure 2: Typical BPM Sampler Display Figure 4: Orbit RMS History Buffer Display

positions may be displayed either as absolute orbits, or as Data Logging
differences, with -respect to the Gold reference orbit.

A separate display process, the SLC Orbit process, uses Data acquired by the BPM Sampler is logged by two dif-
data calculated and logged by the BPM Sampler to present ferent metiods to support both offline analysis and online
a summary of the whole machine, see Figure 3. The SLC history butlers. When the amount of data is small, as for
Orbit Display summarizes the RMS values of the beam Toroid reiotings of beam intensity or diagnostic data from
orbits calculated by the BPM Sampler. The RMS of the gated An,, g to Digital Converters, it is stored directly in
orbit with respect to the Gold reference orbit is displayed in the onlii,, SLC database. The overall RMS of the orbit
numeric as well as bar graph format. The bar graph allows for sectioo.s of the machine is also calculated and logged to
the operators to check at a glance whether the current the datab; -e. This data is then periodically archived by
orbit deviates significantly from the specified Gold orbit. the SLC 'Ustory Buffer (2] software which provides both
At any particular time the SLC Orbit Display shows one recent and iong term data for display from the consoles, as
particle beam's difference orbit RMS values for a section in Figure 4
of the machine. At intervals of few seconds the display is For the Lrger quantities of data required for the actual
updated with RMS information for a different beam and orbits, the d-ita is written out to disk files in raw format,
region. and later con !erted to Matlab format so it can be analyzed

offline.

EXTRACtWC P l0ot I I TRON9SORBI I Control
0M1 AT NA a A . 6 MIN.)

There are three separate paths used to control the acqui-
sitions and displays of the BPM Sampler. The displays

--_-..[ r - ---. are controlled interactively from the SLC Control Program
., ., o ,~~(SOP) through a general interface which supports all of

1 t "r'L ' I ' the background display processes. The periodic data Ac-
quisition and logging is specified in control files. Special
purpose user acquisitions are requested interactively from
the console.

RTL INFORMATION: IP INFORMATION:
E- 2.3 E- 2.1 E- 1.1 E+ 1.2
E- SCAV 1.6 Z 2.3 ZN 1.1 Display Control

The monitors of the Updating Display system are not ded-
Figure 3: SLC Orbit Display icated to a single type of display, but rather are shared

with the other related display processes. From the con-
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sbl, fusr isth provided with 'acommon interface to-select
-aiy-of.the displays fora particular monitor, orto modify F89 2 ETA-CORR X V L,0 201 ,.EO XPOS
the refr0sh rat or Other parameters. When a display on a 8" .
'moiitor is chaiged, the SCP i responsible for notifying all
relevantoprocesses via mailb6x- communication links. The 0 °

'onlineSL databas6 is shared by the consoles-aiid display a
processes and contains the information necessary 'to define s -. .
the monitors and displays. The display processes allow the 0 0
same display to be selected' on any number of monitors. ". * ° o o

0

Acquisition and Logging Control 
X . '- 

0 "

The periodic acquisition and logging of data is controlled " "0
-.I 0 0 00

via a text control file.;Thisfile specifies whether the orbit -low
.for a particular section of the machine should be logged ,.. .. . .N o " - " 0 5 4 9 " 1 $1"41 ot i l 1 1 4 "

to disk along with selected ,values from the SLC database. to 4S R to 3. I* ,. ,T

It also specifies whetier beam intensities from toroids or A
other beam-related diagnostic devices should be logged to
the database, and whether orbit RMS should be calculated Figure 5: Correlation between kicker and IP
and logged for sections of the machine. The file is parsed
u3ing the DEC CommandLanguage Interface (CLI) utili-
ties which provide a syntax familiar to users of the system. of the performance of the SLC. History buffers provide-cor-
A separate initialization process reads the text file that de- relations of beam orbits and intensities with diurnal drifts

-scribes the data and pertinent-acquisition parameters and or device variations. Synchronous orbit data has been an-
sends the information as' mailbox requests to the BPM alyzed to identify and correct sources of jitter throughout
Sampler. the machine. In addition, the current implementation has

greatly improved the user interface for controlling acquisi-

Special User Acquisition Control tions and facilitated the support of new summary displays
to present the orbit information clearly and concisely to

Since the periodic acquisitions, are scheduled to update the operators of the SLC.
rather infrequently, the BPM Sampler also supports user
requests for special acquisitions at a high data rate for a References
limited period of time. This functionality was originally
provided by a separate program which could not be con-
trolled from the consoles. To aid in further analysis, auxil- [1d M Flores III. CUD BPM Displays. Internal SLAC
iary information from the SLC database may be collected document, August 1987.
synchronously with the orbit data and also logged. All of (2] Ralph Johnson. Stanford Linear Collider Hlistory Data
the resulting data files are formatted for later processing Facility. In Proceedings of the 1989 IEEE Particle Ac-
by Matlab. celerator Conference, 1989.

Applications

The BPM Sampler together with the online SLC History
Buffers provides the capability to correlate orbit and in-
tensity fluctuations with data from other devices or diag-
nostics throughout the SLC. Using the data that has been
logged to disk files, it is possible to. track a single pulse
(where BPM multiplexing permits) through most of the
machine. This has been used successfully to trace instabil-
ities at the IP to their origin at the Damping Ring kickers,
as shown in Figure 5.

Conclusions

The updated and gcPP:zd , J BPM Sampler software has
provided a variety of extremely useful tools for the analysis
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PROGRAM FOR AUTrOMA'4 CONTROL OF BEAM TRANSFER LINES

S.H. Ananin, R.H. Manukian
Yerevan Physics Inkitute, Armenia, U.S.S.R.

The traditional manual tuning of the beam Uk=-Lk, (4)

transfer lines-becomes inefficient with the where the matrix Lk is a result of

increasing of both the beamlines length and -Ricatti equation solved backward in time

the number of the mhgnets.That's why computer -1 T -1 -1 T -1
controlled beamlines are widely used now L,=R Bk (pk+ 1 + DkR Bk ) Ak, (5)

(1-3) .The set of programs is preaeited,which T -1 -1 T

can be used for beamline automatic control. p - + Ak ( Pk+l + BkR Bk ) AE, (6)

1.Mathematical Formulation of the Problem where Pn=S and k is changed from n-1 to 0.

Let Ai be the transfer matrix between Xk is the estimate of the state vector formed

the monitors Mi and Mt+1 and Bi be the by the Kalman filter [4]

influence of the correctors on the beam,which 4+1 4 T T -1 4
are located between these monitors.If Xi is X =X+pj+IA j+IR (Zj+ -HJ+Aj Xk-Hj+Bj U )

the beam state vector on the i mohitor,which

is consisted of r and z coordinates and T T T T -1

of their derivativesthen one will have P +j =Pj -P A  + (Hj+ A jPj A H J+ +R ) HJ+IAjPj'

Xi+ --AiXi+BliUi, I=0, ,.. ,n , () -
where U is the vector which includes the where X is the initial guess of Xk state

strength of the correctors and n is the vector and if more information is available

number of the monitors. it can be the mean value of Xk, R is the

Usually we get the coordinates r and noise covariance matrix of Xk, it shows the

z with some errors from the monitors.The uncertainty of the initial guess and

observation vector on the i monitor will be during the iteration procedure its

Zi;IlliXi v0 i0, .... on, (2) diagonal components are decreasing,

where l1 is the matrix for separation of because the increase of available

the coordinates from the state vectOrV i  is information reduces the parameter

the measurement errors. uncertainty.In this algorithm if the aprior

Let's discuss some versions of the information is not sufficient to get the

mathematical formulation of the beamline Kalman estimation i.e. the matrices PO,R

optimal control versus the sequence of and the mean value of Xk  are not known,

observation and control, then one can use the sequential least square

1. It is assumed that after sequential estimation or optimal estimation of

measurements of beam coordinates Zi  , 0

I=,0 .... n we need to calculate the control maximal likelihood estimator (0O and PO4w).

vector 11k' 1
f to take the result of It is important that the calculations

minimizing structure is the same for all cases. These

2 n-i 2 2 algorithms are attractive, because they are

3=1/21 1 oIIa1 1/2 E( IXIIQ , I I- IR) (3) efficient in the case that there are unknown
k-O parameters in matrix A .

with the constraints (i)(2) as a criterion 2.From the measurements of ZI  on the

of optimal Ukwe shall have a well known all monitors one can estimate state vector

problem of optimal regulator [4], where S,Q O and after that calculate the optimal

and R are weighting matrices. Here control U.

2 T The estimation of O one can do with
I JIM s = UkRUk" Optimal control will be the Kalman filter and the control Uk can be

0-7803-0135-891$01.00 VIEEE 1287



calculated by t, (4),where the, sequence of horizontal kicks in the middle of each

( element.The program ensists of followingXi+1 Ai, Xi+T I uO modules:
- the- module of beam trajectory

can be, used as,. simulation;

P.4,is easy to get - estimation of the beam parameters

(8) x, x ,z ,z , P/P;
- the control module.

HX:HAXo+HBU (9) This modules can operate separately using the

from (1),(2),where structure file of the beamlino.The control

X=[X1 ,X,,. .:
*  module is consisted subroutines of

T optimization based on the least square method
*U 1[ b 2 .... UNIT (ordinary and sequential ) and the

Z=[ZZ 2 ,  TZ]T, subroutines for making local corrections.

T
...1 H2  .. i 3.Tho Results of Simulations

V=[VlV 2,. ..-IOnIT  The efficiency of the algorithms are

The aim of optimal control is to have investigated on the electron beam transfer

IIHX1i2..0.If JJHXHJ . O,then line from PETRA to HERA. The beam line is

,Z +V, about 219 meter and is consisted of 19Z=-H[BU+V (10) bending magnets and 19 quadrupoles.The

If we consider (10) as linear model of control system includes 20 monitors and 22

observation of Zi measurements,the optimal correctors: 12 vertical and 10 horizontal.

estimation of U can be realized with the Almost all the monitors and the correctors

sequential Kalman estimator. are attached to the quadrupoles.The tiltes of

We considerthat the least approach of bending magnets and the quadrupoles cause the

optimal control formation must be most coupling of horizontal and vertical motion

efficient practically in spite of its [6].

hburistcal form,because it is simple in The process of measurement from the

calculation and the aprior information about monitor is simulated with help of the beam

B matrix can be eauily improved trajectory simulation module and random

experimentally by the simple calculation, number generation program.The normal
distributed noise with 0 mean value and
variance of 1mm is used ( the accuracy of the

2.The Structure of the Program monitors is of 0.5mm ).

A -jet of programs is written for the The beam initial parameters estimation

invoistigatlon of the estimation and control quality and efficiency of control algorithms

algorithmu.Thu programs :onaist of several are investigated.

modulos,each of them can be operated I.The beam parameters estimation.

separately ign real. time scale. The sequential maximal likelihood filter is
The "TRANSPORT" [5) formalism is used.The general results of the simulation

used here. The structure of the beamline Is are:

the input file of the program.It can include - the estimation convergence is not

bending mag2iets, quadrupoles, synchroytron sensitive to the initial elements of
magnets. correctors. The tilts of the covariance matrix P0  if their are chosen to

magnebe or0tos The tilts ofmgiueof the
elements are given by the rotation matrix.The be 105 10 order of manitude of the X

corrector is assumed to be an element which and the initial values of X0 are 0;

given a kick in the middle. - after 10 iterations estimated values

It is possible to simulate the ar in the range of tolerable accuracy.

disturbances of the elements by vertical and The typical process of parameters
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X~m, 0lmra6d, 'Z=lm, Z =O.lmrad,
'AP/P-0.2-% estimation versus the number of ESTIMATION or x1

itrtinare 1' fig.l- 5.

:2TtAPtimal control estimation. 06

The distorted trajectory is the result of not
'O initial XO 'values and/or disturbances of

C ~ -b6amline elements.The estimation is done 00 'ICRTO V
by he algorithm 3 without XO estimation. - ____________

using,'sequentialr least square algorithm

-~ (maxi-nal likelihood,)
The. reutis of the simulation sh~w that NI

after ,5 iteriktirmthe corrected traJectory-is

in the range of tdlerAble accuracy.
The iips'cal iimiulte of the control

ailgorithm are, shown !In Ifig.6,7.Here the____________

trajectories before and after correction are ITERATION__________

Presented.
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Embedded Software for the CEBAF RF Control Mocule*

G. Lahti, I. Ashkenazi, C. West, B. Morgan

Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility
12000 Jefferson Avenue

Newport News, VA. 23606

ABSTRACT Some of the low po;,#t control signals are:

The CEBAF accelerator control system employs a dis- Phase a. phase set point
tributed computer strategy. As part of this strategy, the b. measured phase
RF control sub-system uses 342 RF Control Modules, one c. phase locking phase offset
for each of four warm- section beam forming cavities (i.e., d. detector error
choppers, buncher, capture) and 338.superconducting ac- e. amplifier gains and frequency response
celerating cavities. Each control module has its own mi- f. modulator bias
croprocessor, which provides local intelligence to automat- g. reference oscillator power
ically coitrol over 100 parameters, while keepingthe user h. open/closed loop switch
interface iinple. The mictoprocessor controls analog and i. detuning angle of the cavity
digital I/Oi includingthe phase and gradient section, high Gradient a. gradient set point
power amplifier (HPA), and interlocks. Presently, the em- b. measured gradient
bedded code is used to commission the 14 RF control mod- c. clamp modulator drive
ules inthe injector. This paper describes the operational d. detector error
experience of this complex real-time control system, e. amplifier gains and frequency

f. offset drive
REQUIREMENTS g. quench detector

'There are seven major requirements for the embedded h. open/closed loop switch

software: (1) low power RF control, (2) high power RF Output a. RF attenuator

control, (3)"interlocks, (4) system calibration, (5) module b. output switch

hardware configuration, (6) manual and automatic control, (2) High Power RF Control
and (7) diagnostics. These requirements are des,-ribed as The high power RF is handled by both the HPA hard-
follows, ware and the RF module hardware. The filament and high

(1) Low Power RF Control voltage switches and some fault flags (bits) are handled by

The low power RF control is handled by hardware in- the HPA hardware and are set and measured by the up-
t her tow we RF control isddle. e p ha rdeint per level computer. The RF module handles the followingternal to the RF' control module. The phase and gradient HPA signals:

loops are handled by this hardware, because of the speed

needed. The embedded software's function is to set up the a. filament voltage set point

operating point of the hardware. This point can be deter- b. filament measured voltage

mined manually (externally by the operator or high level c. cathode current
control software) or automatically (internally), or a combi- d. body current (klystron)

nation of both. A manually controlled parameter would be e. mod anode voltage set point
the gradient set point. An automatically controlled param- f. mod anode measured voltage

eter would be the gradient clamp voltage, that varies with g. forward and reflected power monitor
the gradient set point. Measured values are alsoanonitored h. HV series relay to disable HV

and sent to the higher level computer. The interface to this (3) Interlocks
computer has been simplified. The transferred values are Interlocks are needed to keep the hardware in a safe
in convenient units, rather than base units or DAC/ADC condition. Some interlocks are handled in the hardware.
bit patterns (e.g., the RF module DACs and ADCs can be The rest are handled by software, and are split into two
changed without changing the computer interface), groups: fast and slow response. Fast means within 150

psec, and slow is measured in seconds. Detecting an inter-
lock fault ranges from simply checking a hardware bit to
checking a function of one or more analog signals. After
an interlock fault is found, there can be various actions to
take: (1) turn off RF, (2) turn off high voltage, (3) turn
off filaments, or (4) a combination of these but wait at
each stage to see if the fault goes away. In addition, some

*Supported by D.O.!2. contract #DF-AC05-84ER40150 interlocks need the fast shutdown line pulled.
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Some,fthesignals to check'for~interlock faults are: d. quarter cryo section

a. excessive' reflectedpower e. full cryo section

b. excessive cathode current f. test stand

c. excessive body current (6) Manual and Automatic Control
d. arc detector trip
e. watch dog to verify computer activity As mentioned above2 in normal operation most Signals

are under automatic control. This is desired so as to sim-
(4) Calibration Correction plify the interface to the upper computer (i.e., distributed

There are two types of calibrations that affect the RF control strategy). However, during development or debug

control module: (1) hardware variations internal to the operation, a manual mode of operation is needed. This

module and (2) external hardware variations. The calibra- manual mode is not simply full manual mode for all sig-

tion coefficients are to be stored in-the module's memory., nals; that w 7.iuse most debugging to be too complex.

This allows the internal coefficients to move with the mod- So, various- ._ of manual operation are needed (i.e.,

ulef(e.g., from warehouse to accelerator). When a module allow varyi: , f: -,tages of signals to be under manual

is moved to ii-new location in the accelerator, only the control, while 'ti rest are automatic). The switch between
external coefficients need to be transferred to the mod- automatic and manual modes must be "smooth" so that

le. Some coefficients are fixed, while others depend on no glitches are introduced into the hardware.
temperature. The use of calibration correction implies the (7) Diagnostics
following: (1) a means to determine these coefficients, (2)
a means to transfer these coefficients, and (3) a real-time There are two types of diagnostics: active all the time

method to use these coefficients efficiently, and active on command. The first type is basically a dis-

External coefficients can be handled by typical mea- play of all important software control words (bit flags).

surement techniques (e.g., measure the cable attenuation). The second type can be activated through normal data

For 'the internal coefficients, a test-stand is needed to ex- flow channels or via a secondary path (such as a RS232

rcse the RF module. This requires that the embedded port). As-part of this second type, a specialized "peek &

software assist in this operation, which implies the follow- poke" could be used to access all major signals and control

ing.changes, from the normal accelerator mode of opera- variables.
tion. (1) Allow direct access to the DACs and ADCs (e.g.,
phase set X & Y rather than simply the angle), (2) the IMPLEMENTATION
interface values are voltages rather than usual units (e.g., The total RF control system consists of three supervi-
watts, amps, etc.), and (3) do not modify (i.e., correct) sor computers (HP835s), one each for the injector, North
these voltages. Linac, and South Linac. These computers are used mainly

These coefficients are transferred to the module via a for display purposes in the control room. However, they
download mechanism. This includes standard error check- do contain some logic that is global to that one subsys-
ing. In addition, it wouid be helpful to have an upload fea- tem. Under these three computers are the locals, which
-ture to see if the downloaded values were loaded properly- reside in the servik,: buildings. Next come the RF module
As part of the total picture, other features are needed: (1) microprocessors.
transfer coefficients from the test-stand to some database
such as INGRES as a backup, (2) create download files Injector: 1 supervisor, 5 locals (only 2 for RF),
from INGRES, and (3) create any version of download file 22 microprocessors.
(e.g., present values or last month's). North Linac: 1 supervisor, 10 locals, 160 microprocessors

To efficiently use these coefficients, the algorithms South Linac: 1 supervisor, 10 locals, 160 microprocessors

should do as much pre-computation as possible, so that Supervisor to supervisor communication and super-
theenormal run time computations are as small as pos- visor to local communication is via LANs. The local to
sible. This is ei. tcially important when the coefficients microprocessor communication is via CAMAC. The local
depend on very slow changing signals such as tempera- can also communicate with other CAMAC devices, rang-
tures. When the temperature changes enough to make a ing from simpJe DACs/ADCs/switches to more complex
difference, then a mechanism is needed to execute the pre- devices (e.g., cavity tuner motors).
computation procedure during run time while affecting the The local to microprocessor path consists of 32 in-
normal operations as little as possible. put channels and 32 output channels for normal communi-
(5) Module Configuration cation and various other specialized CAMAC commands.

Even with this number, the outputs from the RF module
It is desirable to have only one version of the embed- have to be multiplexed because more than 32 channels were

ded software for all applications. There are six applica- needed. For critical signals, error detection is employed.
tions: The software structure is based on a state machine.

a. chopper section There are seven basic states: null, test-stand, download,
b. buncher section idle, filament, high-voltage, and RF-on. Depending on the
c. capture section state, the various signal algorithms perform specific actions
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particular to that, state. The signal algorithms are also al- a. HP and INTEL compilers have some minor differ-
.lowedto recuest a change to a lower state (e.g., when an ences. The INTEL compiler tended to be more strict
interlock fault condition is discovered). This allows more in its checks, probably because it is one of the newer
modular.construction, since one signal can only affect a ANSI standard versions.
major change in another signal via a state change. For b. Some differences were also due to the different archi-
example, if the reflected RF power is too high, the state tectures of the processors. The INTEL 80186 usesa
is changed from RF-onto HV; then the RF output switch segmented memory.
is opened because the the RF-on state is no longer active. For small changes to the code, we generally skip the
Minor changes are allowed by passing the output of one UNIX emulation stage. But for new and complex features,
signal routine to the input of -another routine. For ex-i - we start development on the UNIX system.
ample, the cable temperature sensor routine measures the The complexity of the software interface to the hard-
temperature, and the other routines can use this as input ware is reduced by special hardware features. Instead of
to modify their calibration coefficients. ware r ige ring anec DC a dwa f r tealue,

There is very little overlap of responsibilities between the software triggering an ADO and waiting for the value,
the local computer and the RF microprocessor. If the mi- the hardware contains a sequencer to trigger and read all
croprocessor has primary responsibility for a particular sig- ADrs andput the values into mapped memory. The soft-
nal, it handles all aspects: reading the signal from hard- ware simply reads that memory when it needs it. The CA-
ware or CAMAC, calibration correction, fault and inter- MAC input/output is also memory mapped. This ADC

lock detection, outputting the signal to CAMAC or hard- sequencer can also be set up to sample one particular sig-
7 nal at a software selected sampling rate and number of

ware, and outputting the fault flag. The local computer nalt a te slcd sampl ed nuer o
will display the signal and fault flag, usually without sec- an temhardware sthse sled s to
ondary processing. In other words, the microprocessor will an array in memory. The software only needs to operatedo as much as it can, from signal processing to fault de- on this array (e.g., digital signal processing).
tdcion a cThe time to process one logic cycle in the RF moduletection. is about 33 msec (30 l1s). This time is for an RF module

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE that uses the math coprocessor. With no coprocessor, the

The RF module embedded software is written in the time increases to about 500 msec.

C language, except for the boot code which is-in assem- The time to process the major part of a fast shut d

bly language. The early development was done on one of interrupt ranges from 50 to 70 psec.

the supervisor computers in a UNIX environment (HP835
computer). An in-house CAMAC interface emulation set CONCLUSION
of routines was used to join the local computer TACL (ac-
celerator computer control system) logic with the RF mod- The RF module software design followed object ori-

le logic, while running both logics on the one HP835 com- ented design guidelines. However, the implementation

puter. This allowed us to test both logics with very little used the standard C language. Code check out went quite

(or no) change to either in this emulation environment, well, and most new features have fitted well into the basic

Two screens were used, one for the normal TACL display structure.
and the other for the RF module debug print statements. Our in-house UNIX emulation of the interface between

At this stage we were able to catch most logic errors. the TACL computer and the RF module microprocessor

The next stage was to port the embedded code to the aided greatly with early design and implementation. We

target microprocessor (INTEL 80186). The INTEL devel- could use the same UNIX tools that we used to develop

opment station was used to debug the hardware dependent the TACL system.

features. There were not that many errors at this stage. The INTEL development system (with microprocessor

The final development stage was to transfer the code emulator) wits a necessity when it came to finding and

to the EPROMs and run the module with no develop- Aflxing hauwave/joftware errors.
ment station emulator. This procedure went well. The The RF module software performs well in reducing the
C language code ported well. The following problems were computation burden of the local computers and in modu-
noted, but they were generally minor. larizing the RF control system.
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THE TEVATRON ORBIT PROGRAM
B. Hendricks, R.P. Johnson, R. Joshel, E. Martensson and D. Siergiej

Fermi 'National Accelerator Laboratory*
P.O. Box 500

Batavia, I1. 60510

Abstract easier to create [3]. The older method of generating
lattice functions by using TEVLAT or SYNCH offline

The new application program which is used to to provide many files of possible lattice configurations
control the closed orbit in the Tevatron is described, has been, made obsolete.
Unique features include the ability to acquire closed
orbits. at all energies on one ramp and provide dipole
settings which smooth the orbit and are continuous II. OBTAINING A SMOOTHED ORBIT
as a function of energy. The program is also used
to correct forthe orbit distortions caused by the TOP can calculate closed orbit corrections using
placement errors of the low P quadrupoles as the either a standard three bump algorithm or a matrix
transition is made from the injection optics to the inversion algorithm ( X algorithm ). Momentum
low f, optics., corrections are optional in the calculation. One can

smooth around the entire ring cr do an individual
three bump or four bump locally. The desired

I. INTRODUCTION positions which TOP smooth" to hava three control
bits per location which are used in the orbit

The Tevatron upgrade program includes new correction algorithms. A position can be specified to
features which. require a more sophisticated program be fixed, or a bad detector or corrector can be
to control the closed orbit 11]. Electrostatic masked from the closed orbit smoothing. The energy
separators are used to provide separate orbits for the levels and the tune values are also be specified by
proton and antiproton beams -and two new low beta the user.
insertions replace the single simple one. In addition,
each of the new insertions has more quadrupoles
which generate closed orbit distortions as the III. ONE RAMP SMOOTHING CAPABILITY
insertion is changed from the injection to the low
beta optics. The two insertions n~ay be erergized A main advantage of TOP is that it is capable
individually or together, leading to a large number of of calculating a closed orbit at all energies from a
possible intermediate steps and corresponding lattice single acceleration ramp and providing smoothed orbit
solutions. correctioni to the ramp tables of the magnetic

correction elements for the next ramp. Orbit profile
Past experience has also shown that the older data for 108 beam position monitors, BPM's, located

programs[2] need to be made more flexible and able around the ring are read at nine energy levels up
to do required manipulations with a minimum of the ramp. A closed orbit correction is calculated at
dedicated control room activity. Experience has also each energy level. A program display of an orbit in
shown that most problems with an orbit control a Tevatron collider store is shown in Fig. 1. After
program occur due to hardware problems. After a calculating new settings for the correction Dipole
maintenance and development period, it is not Function Generators, DFG's, the predicted orbit after
uncommon to find beam position monitor polarities a TOP smoothing is shown in Fig. 2. The fact that
reversed due to cable interchanges. Other problems these corrections can be applied simultaneously gives
have included function generator and power supply TOP the capability of placing continuity requirements
failures. It has been convenient, even necessary, to on individual DFG settings as a function of energy.
include features in the Tevatron Orbit Program Discontinuities can cause tracking problems if steps
(TOP) to allow easy verification of the correction between adjacent energy slots exceed the slew rate
dipoles and the beam position monitor system. capabilities of the correctors. By maintaining

continuity of the DFG settings during acceleration,
At the same time, a new generation of control orbit distortions due to large DFG current changes

consoles has made more complex programs much
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'beyond the slew -rate limitations of the power example, occurs over seventeen steps, or seventeen
supplies -aie eliminated, different low beta quad lattice configurations. One

may want to smooth the orbit at each of these steps
during a low beta parsing session (5]. TOP is now

l- 'i capable of smoothing these orbits by obtaining lattice
___., __aI_- __l_ _-__ ,, parameters in an interactive environment using a

package, TEVCONFIG, which has recently been
" 1- J. IJ - I AAll added to 'the Tevatron software library. TOP has
_________ ___A_________W____NfIthe flexibility of obtaining any existing lattice
" 11111 ""1 configuration on a real-time basis or reading a stored
__, _____________L,.,, lattice file using TEVCONFIG.

I "T -V--IF IThe ability to obtain various lattice configurations

1,,'. I, ,,,I Ail T is especially useful for the orbit play capabilities of
I" W VTOP. The orbit play option allows DFG settings,

,1I;..J1[ .. I . _1 I A . A",..,, lattice parameters, orbit positions and tune values to
Prw,-,T- V- W 

" ' w - ' 11 1-y-I Ibe varied and the resultant changes displayed.
Orbits which are on file or the present orbit can be
used as input data. This feature allows one to view

Fig. 1 effects without affecting accelerator operation.

04A ,t in the: horizontal plane for eight energy
"levels as the beam is accelerated in the Tevatron. IV. ORBIT DISPLAY FEATURES

The horizontal axis is the azimuthal position starting
at EO. The rms position for the orbits is listed at The user interface of TOP is made up of a set of
the right. The scale of the plots is +/- 3mm. hierarchical menus. A menu of options is displayed

,c . corresponding to the previous menu selection. This
aids in maintaining a standard smoothing procedure

i JL.J--- - which is very useful in a control room environment.
I . ... - - L " L - I . ...
- 1 T 1 F ... 1I1 Predicted and measured values are displayed
r I '- "j f'- I .. I-J through a standardized graphics package. The

1. __A1 L I- compare capabilities of TOP allow differences in
-" i. -r--il...I _I... orbits, DFG settings or DFG corrections to be

F- '1 j f/ jl - plotted. A single device feature allows one to look
I at DFG and BPM settings for all energy levels
I- A -I 1 -2 12 . .J J before and after a smooth at a specific location in

the ring. A plot of a typical single device display is
IA I shown in Fig. 3. This allows the user to easily view

I A V - I the evolution of parameters through the accelerator9 1 " C cycle.

Fig. 2

The predicted positions after a smooth up the
ramp of the orbits shown in Fig. 1. The horizontal
axis is the azimuthal position starting at EO. The
scale of the plots is +/- 3mm.

IV. LATTICE FUNCTION RETRIEVAL

The two low beta lattice insertions of the
Tevatron present a problem to TOP in that it must
be able to calculate closed orbits under multiple
lattice configurations. The low beta squeeze, for
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One particularly useful test after a shutdown is to Controlling the Tevatron, these proceedings.
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distortion which can be compared to a predicted Johnson and R. Joshel, "Control of the Time and
change. A BPM with incorrect polarity or an Energy Dependent Parameters of the Upgraded
incoirect calibration can easily be seen. To check all Tevatron Collider', these proceedings.
BPMs in one plane, another DFG with 90 degrees
betatron phase advance from the first must be
varied. Thus it suffices to change four dipoles, one
at a time, taking an orbit and comparing it to the
predicted orbit to do a rather good check on all the
BPMs. This along with a measurement of the dipole
response without beam, setting all function generators
to some preset value and comparing the measured
currents in the correction dipole magnets, is necessary
before using TOP to correct the orbit.

CONCLUSIONS

TOP is a powerful new program, consistent with
the capabilities of a modern control system and
required by the complexities of the Tevatron Collider.
By making it easy for an operator to bring the orbit
to the desired positions, TOP helps to make the
Tevatron a reproducible and understandable machine.
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Control of the Time and Energy Dependent

Parameters of the Upgraded Tevatron Collider

D. E. Johnson , G. Goderre, B. Hendricks, R. P. Johnson, and R. Joshel
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratorf

P.O. Box 500
Batavia, Illinois 60510

Abstract A goal in the design for the operational control of Collider
devices is to download all the necessary time and energy param-

The upgraded Tevatron Collider has two new matched low eters (,and timing events) in all circuits for the complete filling
beta insertions and operates with electrostatic separators to cycle at the end of the previous store during the "recover" pro-
have different orbits for the proton and pbar beams. A general- cess. Thus allowing clock events to initiate the transitions from
purpose application program has been developed which allows injection to low beta with collisions. To facilitate this goal, a
the operator to conirol approximately 200 function generators Fermilab designed microprocessor based programmable ramp
and associated timers to commission, tune, and operate the generator (i.e. 465 series of CAMAC modules) (5] with digi.
machine, The program and relevant,spects of the Fermilab tal and analog outputs is utilised. This module has 16 ramps,
controls environment are discussed, (or interrupt levels) which are a function of time and/or en-

ergy. Each is triggered by the 'OR' of up to 8 clock events.
It has a digital input for the Machine DATa link. One of the

Introduction machine parameters transmitted on this link is the current (or
energy) in the main Tevatron bus. This is used by the module

With the replacement of the low beta insertion at BO, used to interpolate output values within its energy tables.
during the first two Collider runs, and the addition of a sec-
ond and identical insertion at DO the number of quad circuits
for controlling the lattice, optics increased from 4 to 24. The Collider Requirements
addition of electrostatic separators and feed-down circuits to
the already existing circuits used to control the proton tune, There are three "states" of the accelerator with respect to
chromaticity, and coupling-brings the number of circuits to be its energy: injection, acceleration, and flattop. Acceleration
controlled to 78 excluding dipole circuits.[1] In addition to the can be considered as a transition between injection and flattop
increased number of circuits, many steps are required to bring where the energy of the accqkIrator changes. An energy ramp
protons and pbars into collision at the interaction regions and for the accelerator is defined a a collection of energy steps.
remain separated everywhere else. Generally, all devices track the energy of the accelerator and

With the prospect of the new VAXstation work stations as have energy tables with values at each step. All of the beam
operator consoles[2] and the increased complexity of the Col- manipulations at a constant energy (either injection or flattop)
lider, an effort to design and 'implement the next generation are carried out by time ramps. The values in the time ramps
Collider Software was initiated. The PDP-11 era software re- are considered deltas to the "base value" of'the energy tamp
sponsible for the Tevatron operation had been designed under at injection or flattop. Time ramps are generally triggered at
the constraints of the PDP-I I consples (i.e. Fortran source code the desired time by either the CRG or CBS programs. Figure
and restrictive memory limitations required large programs to 1 shows the currently defined ramps for the ColUder operation
be heavily overlaid). Three independent programs coordinated along with the "clock events" used to trigger the ramps.
by a fourth - the Colliding Beams Sequencer (CBS) (3] were re-
quired for the operation of theTevatron during the last Collider
run , helical orbit studies, and low beta studies. Much code was Program_ Organization
duplicated in the three programs and any hardware changes or
reconfiguration required (sometimes extensive) code modifica- Generally speaking, a machine physicist or operator will want
tions. Since the VAXstations are virtual memory machines and to control some set of devices (called PARAMETERS in the

C source code is being supported, a new user interface was CRG) at a particular time in the cycle (i.e. injection, opening

written such that a single program, the Collider Ramp Gener- the helix, ramping, during the squeeze, etc.). Using the CRG,

ator (CRG), would be responsible for controlling the time and a user would specify a time in the cycle (called a RAMP) and a

energy dependence of all circuits during all phases of Collider set of parameters (called a GROUP) to display parameters for

operation and studies. Many calculation algorithms [4] utilized adjustment.

in these programs are being converted to library routines. There can be many GROUPS associated with each ramp.
There are two types of ramps for the hardware module which

*Operated by the Uniyersities Research Association under con- are classified by their independent variable: energy ramps and
tract with the U. S. Department of Energy time ramps. When the energy of the accelerator changes or a
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Program Calculations

The user is provided with the tools to input parameters in
14 RAP ORB VITITIONS

F, atniom machine physics terms which requires a set of algorithms to
oLoDAI Rapp DeDAnitioR relate input parameters to the required current waveforms des-ID NA14C 465 11, eLK MV OASC Z IND. VAR NX 5 ITS

I ZERoto ,n jct.nry at nd of 30 tined for the hardware ramp generators. Many of the algo-Proton inection I $40 INJ Delta ti.l of SEQ 3
3 OPer Injection l 3 11o NJ Delta um. o SEQ rithms utilizedare derived from mathematical models of the3 Open In jection Helix 3 NJ3I 'Delta tiv* of SEQ

4 Nove to Central orbit 4 SCO INS Delta time Of SEQ 2 sse hl r ''', oato .rlobt , s, IJ Dl.t .o i m achine system while others are sim ple linear relationships. A, tow beta sqeeze .1 (DO) SC5 FT step in low beta 0 3mInitiate collisiono 6 $6 FT elta tine of S library of all calculation algorithms required for Collider oper-
.7 LOw beta Iqoee:e 92 (DO) 7 SC 7 .tep in lov beta o 14

SADIUST: INS / 7T / LO I $CO FT Delta time of SEQ 1 ing
Recover for. low beta , SC9 rT Delta time or IN f stion, is be built

10 Collider studios 10 ICA IN3 Delta tI. o SEQ 6
I, ParIbola co.pensation 1 $42 1IN De ta.. ot SEQ 16 The constants used in the algorithms are derived from lat-

12 ix~taretZxtacton1 45 7? Delta time Of INEQ
fixed tRe/at Extracton 12 _____at___0__17, tice calculations, magnet measurements, or empirically deter.

mined from machine data. Circuit configuration information is
also included with the calculation constants to indicate which

"**pages magnets, separator modules, etc. are powered and their polar-
e data bes Nse ity. A constants file, which contain all the constants for each

1)NODE. ,DATABASE£ by del
EAD: *ed paraat.r data be.. unique group defintd in a USER FILE, is maintained.

The algorithms and their constants may be viewed and mod.
Figure 1: CRG Parameter database page image showing ified during a session. Any modifications may be saved in a
the currently defined ramps for use in Collider operation. constants file associated with each USER FILE.

When the output waveform for a set of devices in the selected
ramp is calculated, both the input parameters and output pa-

time RAMP is triggered, alldevices in each of the GROUPS rameters may be plotted on a color graphics screen utilizing a
will synchronously generate their downloaded waveforms. A standardized plotting package.
collection of RAMPS are stored in one of the USER FILES
which then contains a complete set of information required to
configure the accelerator for a specific operational mode (i.e. Program Implementation
Collider operation with one or two insertions, fixed target mode,
turn on mode, studies, etc.). To configure the accelerator for the A crucial aspect in the development of the next generation
desired operational mode the user would ACTIVATE a USER Collider Software was the early development of a layered set
FILE. This will download all RAMPS defined in the file to of library routines optimised for the VAX console environment.
the hardware ramp generators. This could take many minutes These routines are built upon existing Console LIBrary routines
depending on the number of RAMPS in the file, the number of to interface TV and graphics I/O, the accelerator database (for
GROUPS in each ramp, and the number of PARAMETERS in "static" data) and datapool (for "live" data), central fileshar-
each GROUP, and is only done when the mode of operation is ing facility, and network conimunications.These new libraries
changed. provide mid-level set of routines designed to create a richer

programming environment and increase the ease and efficiency
of writing application programs. In many cases, these routines
substantially reduce the amount of code required by applicationCRG Parameter Database programs for data and screen I/O. [6]

A new era at Fermilab for program control was entered
One of the main goals of the program design was to accommo- upon the introduction of a new mode of program execution,

date the changing requirements of the accelerator without the called scripting,[6] A set of routines has been added to the li-
need of software modifications. Therefore, a program database brary which allow the "tape recording" of console programs for
consisting of three classes of objects was designed to allow the later replay. A "script" is a record of the console interrupts
on-line creation of parameters, groups, and ramp definitions, and cursor movement while recording. These scripts may be
Interface routines to this database are provided to allow the in- accessible through a menu selection for replay or invoked by a
put, modification, display, copying, and concatenation of each remote task. The CRG utilizes these scripts to allow the user to
of the three classes. automate an otherwise complicated or lengthy set of interrupts.

From these interface routines, the user may specify how accel-
erator devices are related to each other (which set of PARAM-
ETERS are assigned to a GROUP and which algorithm is used Interface to other Software
to calculate the output waveforms). The PARAMETERS are
considered the low level or base class of objects and contain A set of library routines have been designed to aid in the
hardware and program control information. These may repre- communication between programs. These routines utilize VAX
sent a desired physics quantity (such as tune, chromaticity) or VMS mailbox, filesharing files and a routine for starting and
a specific hardware device to be controlled or both. Currently passing data to remote tasks. The CRG is currently interfaced
there are two members to the parameter class: ramp cards and to three other software programs; the CBS, the Tevatron Orbit
timers. All GROUPS have "input" PARAMETERS which are Program (TOP) [7, and the on-line lattice calculation program
used to tag the input variables modified by the user and "out- TEVCONFIG (8].
put" PARAMETERS which are the current or table values to A communication path between the CBS and CRG pro-
be loaded into the hardware ramp generators. vides an easy mechanism for adjustment of the common ma-
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chine parameters (i.e. tune , chromaticity, and. coupling) at tion. This implies the full usage of user prompts, program
injection, flattop, and low beta. The sequencer starts the CRG messages, error reporting, command logging, on-line program
as a remote task and passes (via mailbox) the values to be ad- help, plotting functions, and utility routines. The interface is
justed. If the adjustments are successfully loaded in hardware, therefore menu driven in a windowed environment. Currently,
the CRG returns success and the new values are updated in there are five basic functional windows utilized in the program.
sequencer files. Instead of passing parameter values, the se- They are: STATUS PAGE, DATABASE, RAMP CONTROL,
quencer can also start a CRG script. This is used for time CALCULATION DISPLAY, and PLOT CON A-ROL. To pro-
dependent b2 adjustments, loading a specified ramp, or a file. vide continuity, each window contains a menu bar at the top of

The communication between TEVCONFIG and the CRG the window indicating the possible choices the user may make.
primarily utilizes filesharing files. As the CRG loads the hard- Each of the choices in the menu bar will either RETURN to the
ware tables it updates an "operational currents file" to reflect previous window, open another window, or display a "popup"
the currents in all Colllder devices. Whenever any program re- menu for selection from an allowed set of menu options. Many
quests lattice functions using operational currents, TEVCON- of the menu bar items have a constant function through the
FIG will recalculate the lattice functions if the- "operational program. Through the menu bar item labeled ACTION (see
currents file" has been updated since its last calculation. An fig. 1), the user will find all the allowed "actions" that control
interactive mode will allow the user to update a "calculated program flow dependent on the program mode and active win-
currents file" and then request a lattice calculation. Communi- dow. The OPTIONS menu bar item contains sets of switches or
cation between these programs allows the user to calculate the flags which allow the user to modify the default operation of the
effect of the change before it is made. In addition, TEVCON- program in the following areas: plotting, sending to hardware,
FIG will provide the necessary coefficients for the independent message display, and error logging.
pbar tune contbol algorithm.

The interface between the CRG and TOP also utilizes file-
sharing files. The primary interaction between these programs Current Status
is during parsing the squeeze where TOP updates a file withth atsn nlsthe hedpl ofeos h R a ed The first version of the ORG program was used during the

last sent angles to the dipole correctors. The ORG can read commissioning of the new low beta insertion at BO. Upgrades to
this file to maintain orbit corrections during the squeeze, the program structure continue in a effort to produce a flexible,

easy to use, menu driven software package for the coordinated
Parsing control of the time and energy parameters of any accelerator.

A technique (9] to step forward or backward through any time
ramp one (or more) sequences at a time, adjusting parameters References
at each step, is referred to as "parsing" a ramp. This technique
has been used in building the final low beta squeeze tables for (I] D. Herrup et. al. Early Operating Experience with the New
all Collider devices as beam measurements are made. Tevatron Low j Insertion, these proceedings.

Continuity between the injection optics and the J" of .25 (2] P. Lucas Modern Operators' Consoles for Accelerator Con-
meter low beta optics is achieved with a set of 17 "steps". Each trol at Fermilab, these proceedings
of these steps is a solution to a lattice optimization program (i.e.
SYNCH) which provide the approximate gradients for the in- (3] D. E. Johnson and R. P. Johnson Proceedings of the 1989
sertion quads. To preserve beam intensity and emittance all IEEE Particle Accelerator Conference, March 20-23, 1989,
parameters must be precisely controlled at each step of the Chicago. illinois. p. 1657.
transition to the final P3. As the CRG loads the hardware to (4] R. W. Goodwin and R. P. Johnson Proceedings of the 12th
move to the next step, it sends the calculated currents for all Int. Conf. on High Energy Accelerators, Fermilab, Aug.,
devices to TEVCONFIG which will calculate new lattice func- 1983, p. 594
tions corresponding to actual currents in the magnets. In order [5] A. Franck, J. Gomilar, B. Hendricks CAMAC Ramp Con-
for the Tevatron Orbit Program TOP to calculate a correction troller, Fermi internal memo.
to a measured orbit distortion at each step , it obtains lattice
functions for the current step from TEVCONFIG based upon (6] B. Hendricks and R. Joshel private communication.

either the design gradients or the currents sent to the hardware. [7] B. Hendricks et. a-. The TEVATRON Orbit Control Pro-
[Note: these lattice functions are available to any program via gram, these proceedings.
interface routines.] Once the desired orbit has been reached the [8] G. Goderre private communication.
correction angles are passed back to the CRG which saves them

for the next execution of the low beta squeeze ramp. After the [9] D. E. Johnson Operations Bulletin 1148, Fermi internal

orbit has been smoothed, the coupling, tune, chromaticity, sep- memo.
arators, and feeddown sextupoles may be optimized. When the
operator is satisfied with the results, the ramp is parsed to the
next step for beam measurements and adjustments.

User Interface
The console interface must be user friendly and provide the

user with all possible information to allow intelligent vqera-
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Development and-Application of General Purpose Data Acquisition Shell (GPDAS) at
Advanced Photon'Source*

Youngjoo Chung and Keeman Kim
Argonne National Laboratory

9700 S. Cass Avenue
Argonne, Illinois 60439

various schemes were being considered for dipole
Abstract measurement. This flexible situation warranted the

development of a data acquisition and analysis software that
An operating system shell GPDAS (General Purpose Data allowed for high-level user programming to simplify hardware

Acquisition Shell),on MS-DOS-based microcomputers-has debugging.
been developed to provide flexibility in data acquisition and
device control for magnet measurements at the Advanced II. SYSTEM AND SOFTWARE
Photon Source. GPDAS is both a command interpreter and an

-integrated script-based programming environment. It also The current version of GPDAS runs on MS-DOS-based
incorporates the MS-DOS shell to make use of the existing microcomputers. The computer system for magnet
utility programs for file manipulation and data analysis. measurement at APS consists of a Compaq 386/20e computer
Features include: alias definition, virtual memory, windows, equipped with 4 Mb RAM, a 40 Mb hard drive, a 44 Mb
graphics, data and procedure backup, background operation, removable hard drive, a 5.25 inch 1.2 Mb floppy drive, a 3.5
script programming language, and script level debugging. inch 1.44 Mb floppy drive and a VGA monitor. The system
Data acquisition system devices can be controlled through is linked to other computers through Ethernet for data transfer
IEEE488 board, multifunction I/O board, digital 1/O board and and communication. Text and PostScript graphics files are
Gespac crate via Euro 0-64 bus. GPDAS is now being used downloaded to laser printers using AppleTalk connection.
for diagnostics R&D and accelerator physics studies as well as The software package consists of a shell, utilities and script
-for magnet measurements. Their hardware configurations will programs. Residing on top of the MS-DOS shell, it also
also be discussed. incorporates the MS-DOS shell and takes advantage of existing

utility programs for file manipulation and data analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION The shell can be directly interfaced with PC boards and

control the data acquisition system devices. In conjunction
GPDAS (General Purpose Data Acquisition Shell) has with the magnet measurement system, software drivers for

grown out. of a concept of a command interpreter and a IEEE488, a digital I/O board and an ADC/DAC are built in the
programming environment for streamlined data acquisition and shell. The shell can be interfaced to other types of boards
analysis in a flexible laboratory measurement setting. Even through source level modification. Developed with such
though most operating systems on various platforms provide a possibilities in mind, the internal structure of the shell is
command interpreter and certain levels of programmability, highly modularized to facilitate such changes.
they are not specifically designed for laboratory environments
for data acquisition, analysis and device control. These require III. PROGRAMMING IN GPDAS
command flow control, communication with external devices,
storage and archival of the data. Conventionally, a dedicated The shell can be programmed to perform desired tasks
stand-alone application would be developed for these purposes. either interactively or non-interactively. In the interactive
The drawback of this approach, however, is that such mode, commands are entered through the keyboard, while in
applications are inflexible in their scope of capabilities and the non-interactive mode the shell reads in commands from a
therefore cannot be easily modified to adapt to different script and serially executes them. The shell may also run in a
laboratory environments or different configurations of devices, mixed mode by embedding certain commands in the script.
especially in the R&D phase which calls for frequent changes The syntax of the commands must conform to DASL (Data
in the measurement procedures. Acquisition Shell Language), a high-level language developed

GPDAS was- originally developed for the magnet for GPDAS. Commands that are not understood by the shell
measurement systems at the Advanced Photon Source. A are passed to MS-DOS shell for further processing. Script
standardized method using a rotating coil probe will be programming is relatively easier than developing new
employed for multipole measurement. On the other hand,
*Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright.
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applications, therefore, debugging-of hardware and testingof copy printing are, also done-by the script. Figure 2 shows a
measurement procedures are simplified. sample PostScript graphics output from harmonic analysis of

Design objectives of the shell include: the quadrupole magnet using a radial winding coil.
* Interactive mode for user command input
* Non-inteiactive mode for script execution
* Definition of command aliases le Ma, etD
* History of commandsE Rotation oilProbe Alig rent
* Assignment of variables -and arrays (integer, long, float, ' -_l t -  L_

double, and string) in RAM and virtual memory I Mow M -
* Backup of aliases, history and variables in script format #1 #2 #3 #4 -415

* Mathematical, logical and text string operations au M Tab|

* Input and output M"W0En d

Command flow control
*Device interface

Windowing capabliy Qarpl
* Graphics capability Pa"

Other utility applications have also been developed as CSptr, v°%1,
integral parts, of the software package. These include:An
PostScript graphics, graphical monitoring, file management, muliplewr
background'printing and device control. Boad d

IV. APPLICATIONS

In this section, we will focus on the application of COMPAQ3W0(41"TSt . )

GPDAS to magnet measurement [1] at APS, which was the
primary motivation for its development. Applications to the Figure 1. Schematic of quadrupole magnet measurement
measurement of synchrotron BPM characteristic [2] and closed system.
loop feedback for orbit stabilization [3] will also be discussed.

A. Harmonic Analysis of Quadrupole Magnet Radial Coil Measurement 116 at 13:57:59 04/09/91

AxoMe Signal Cormensated Signal

National Instrument 16 bit digital I/O board for AT Bus is
used as a communication bridge between the computer and aGespac crate. Gespac devii -s include: encoder-motor \ "\ / " i
controller, digital integrator, integrator trigger, time base ,
trigger, power supply controller, ADC (current/voltage reader) IN?
and stepper motor controller. The encoder-motor controller is
used to control the motion of the rotating search-coil and 0, . ... . .
generates triggering signals for digital integrators: National ,O. " .A%-* to.m-

Instrument 16 bit IEEE488 interface board for AT Bus is Added Absolute Signal Added Connaled Signal

installed to control the devices equipped with IEEE488
interface.

The harmonic analysis of quadrupole magnets is .
accomplished with a GPDAS script and a few modularized i - -_ -.utility programs which are called from the script. The entire . .2 .

process of data acquisition and analysis can thus be
streamelined. This modular approach facilitates software ..

debugging and helps overcome the 640 KB memory limitation ............
imposed by MS-DOS.Fimp by. 4.00osed JAI MS- ,,'S • ,.,,6-..4 ,

Figure 1 shows the schematic of the quadrupole magnet l?(-d,) I I 1.66,1-02 ,,, I bZ . A., ,.*0,,.0,
measurement system. Both the radial and tangential winding N.,. 4W4. - -1.70S.-0 .4 ,4 - 4 .1s.,.0

t" 1 I • S.1201.-0

type rotating coil probes have been tested. The script calls the . . . , • ,.,, 1 ,.oZ..
data acqi "sition program to take raw data from integrators and T-1. ff..t* • 1,717.-s W- i 1.1-31 S.4644.-06

then calls the harmonic analysis program to analyze the data.
The results are then used to realign the magnet. The script
saves the data and the analysis results in text, binary, and Figure 2. A sample PostScript graphics output from
PostScript graphics files. Data base management and hard- harmoni: analysis measurement.
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The stepper motor controller, the switch driver, the
B. Mapping of Dipole Magnet network analyzer and the sampling scope are interfaced to the

computer via IEEE488 bus. As in the case of the magnet
Two methods of mapping dipole magnets have been tested, measurement system, data acquisition and analysis are done by

one using a Hall probe and the other usinga long coil. The GPDAS scripts and accompanying utility programs. The
schematic of these measurements is shown in Fig. 3. The 3-D scripts also format the measurement data and the analysis
mapping table is controlled by 3 stepper motors with encoders results for further processing on other computers.
and an IEEE488-interfaced motor indexer. The Hall probe #1
is used for mapping and the Hall probe #2 and the NMR probe D. Closed Loop Feedback Measurement
are used as reference. The digital output of the Hall probe #1
Js transferred to the computer via IEEE488 interface and the The APS will use a large number of correction magnets to
analog output of the Hall probe #1 is connected to the digital create local bumps and to achieve global orbit stabilization.
voltmeter. Efforts have been made to counter the effect due to the finite

Two dimensional least square fitting of mapping data has inductance of the magnet and the eddy current in the 1/2"-thick
been done for each mapping plane. Integral mapping using a aluminum storage ring vacuum chamber. Significant
long coil has been tested by moving the coil or ramping the amplitude attenuation and phase shift of the correction magnet
current. Other measurements have been tried for coil field were anticipated. Measurements and compensation of this
manufacturing test, noise measurement, soldering effect, zero- eddy current effect have been done using GPDAS.
Gauss chamber test and power supply fluctuation test. End The data acquisition was done primarily using an ADC,
field measurement using a short coil and a rotating coil probe which registered the reference signal, the field inside the
will also be tested. At the final stage, integral mapping will vacuum chamber and the control signal to the magnet power
be carried out by bucking the signals from the reference supply. Compensation was done by an analogue circuit, and
magnet and the magnet being measured, data acquisition and analysis were done by a script and a few

utility programs as discussed in previous cases.
DiI Il emaftn I

ii.1 (Rtight W MaPIAn PccoI IVM Mo'0-W vy) V. CONCLUSION

GPDAS provides an integrated script-based environment for
data acquisition and analysis. It has been successfully applied
to the magnet measurement system, synchrotron BPM test
stand and closed loop feedback measurement at the APS. It

Dkko kproved particularly useful for test measurements, such as
Dequipment test, manufacturing technique development, and

Vfeasibility tests for measurement methods. Though it
iA ln- I currently runs only on MS-DOS-based computers, it can be

0 4. ported to other platforms, such as SUN or VAX workstations
ukItd Bon IEEE488 with modifications on the user command interface.
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position monitor (BPM) test stand. Four button-type pickups
are mounted on a BPM unit made of stainless steel. A thin
fixed wire of 0.012" diameter is suspended through the elliptic
bore under tension in order to maintain strqightness. The
transverse position of the BPM unit ielative to the wire is
controlled by two stepper motors and a controller in a
CAMAC crate. The buttons are multiplexed by a 4-throw-1-
pull mechanical RF switch, and measurements are done using
a network analyzer and a digital sampling scope.
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Abstract

The UnixData Acquisition System (UDAS) is a Fermilab-based
•ptotype for an-line data acquisition and analysis. The system

employs a shared memory approach for the storage and acce ssi- vY1AkVV12D)

bility of the laige set of data (approximately 0.5 Megasampies)
it is capable of haidling. It is currently used to analyze turn-
by-turn data obtaiied through two beam position monitors of
the Fermilab Man Ring. The data are digitized with a LeCroyA
6810 fast waveform digitizer. Recently the system was used to
obtain a continuous tuie measurement in a single Main Ring
cycle after applying a noise signal (white noise or a chirp signal)
to the bean'through theMain Ring slow dampers.

Introduction

The capture and analysis of turn by turn data, from beam
position monitors and intensity monitors, Was a central fea- Qu 71 A
ture of the E778 nonlinear dynamics experiment at the Fermi- _5=1 11,
lab Tevatron. The UDAS data acquisition system represents a
harden version of the "Mirabile" (1] instrumentation used for Figure 1: Hardware configuration of the UNIX system for
E778, with the intent to make it routinely available for diag- the Main Ring.
nosis of Main Ring or Tevatron performance. Turn by turn
instrumentation has been succesfully used at CERN to contin-
uously monitor tunes through SPS [2] and LEP cycles [3]. So The sampling clock for digitization is the Main Ring beam-
far the minimum goal for UDAS has been the reproduction in synchronized revolution frequency clock. The 279 modules pro-
the Main Ring of the SPS's continuous tune measurement ca- vide two separate timing pulses with a programmable delay
pability, although there is good reason to believe that other from a Main Ring beam-synch clock. They are used for adjust-
continuous measurements besides tunes will also be possible. ing the timing of the gate inside which data is taken.

The digitizer, once armed, samples continuously until an ex-
ternal trigger signal, a standard Main Ring event; arrives. The

Hardware number of samples stored in memory after a trigger event is
controlled by the segment size (up to 0.5 Megasamples for 4

A block diagram of the hardware configuration is shown in active channels), set in the module.
Figure 1. The beam is excited or "heated" by applying a noise The camac-based LeCroy modules are controlled by a Sun
signal to the Main Ring slow- dampers. There are two noise 4 workstation(fig) via the Sun's VME backplane and a CES
gates, one for each plane, which are referenced to an arbitrary CBD/8210 camac branch driver. This is to be replaced with a
Main Ring event. Normal Main Ring beam position pickups are Sparcstation IE on a VME card in the future. The control and
used to extract direct horizontal, vertical and intensity signals. the data flow to the control room workstation is done through
The signals are digitized with a LeCroy 6810 5-Mhz, 12-bit the Sun's ethernet link.
transient digitizer, with 0.5 Megasamples of onboard memory.
The "noise" signal used to heat the beam is digitized as well.

*Operated by the Universities Reseach Association under con- Software
tract with the U. S. Departmcnt of Energy

t Operated by the Universities Research Association, Inc. for the The entire data acquisition system is based on the Inte-
U.S Dept. of Energy under contract DE-A002-89ER40486 grated Scientific Tool Kit (ISTK) package developed at LBk

0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 ©IEEE 1302
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Figure 2: Sofware configuration, Figure 3: Typical "kaspar" graphics picture of the digitized
signals in UDAS. The vertical aes are in Volts and the
horizontal ares are in number of beam revolutions.

Experimental Results

with funds from the SSO Accelerator Division. The ISTK( pack- During the last study period of the Fermilab Accelerator the
age consists of a set of four tools: UNIX data aquisition system was tested in performing a conti-

a kaspar" graphics nous tune measurement on a single MR cycle. The cycle chosen
b) "SDS" data management utilities was a 29 cycle (pbar production), that had a total length of 1.4
c) Relational database management system utilities sec and a flattop energy of 120 GeV. We used an HP 3582 Dy-
d) uglish) sequencer language. nasnic signal analyser as a noise source and applied the noise

Use of the i TK package allows easy interface of control panels signal to the horizontal dampers over a gate extending from the
on screen with the actual control programs, written in C++. beginning of the cycle to near the flattop energy. Two BPMs,

There is a general acquisition control panel which controls one horizontal(F44) and one vertical(F43) were digitized along
the whole data taking operation. From this panel one can: with the noise signal* and the intensity signal provided by the

1. Control the data acquisition. F43 BPM. Figure 3 shows a "kaspar" graphics picture of the
This part of the control panel initializes all the dn, a- faur signals for the whole Main Ring cycle chosen.

acquisition processes, starts the logging of the data to di&. Two different types of noise source were used, a) periodic
and selects the data taking mode (single shot/auto shot). The chirp and b) random noise. The frequency span of the noise
logging of data is achieved by energizing another system called. source was varied from 3 - 34 kllz coresponding to different
"harc? which looks at the shared memory of the remote corn- tine records. The amiplitude~ of the source was also varied, but
puter and transfers the data to the disk of the computer at the remained constant during a particular cycle. We found that
control room. with white noise we could effectively excite the beam without

2. Talk to individual camac modules. any observable degradation. Horizontal tunes were observed by
From this part one makes changes to individual modules, simply taking successive FFT's of the beam responce over the

both by turning them on and off and by calling subsidiary pan- noise source time record. We did not -have similar success in
el that make changes to the module settings. The 6810 is tune observations when we used a periodic chirp of a constant
controlled by a panel called "camel" from whic?i nil the ca- amplitude. In this case the beam was killed at an early stage
mac settings of the module can be set by togglinj. on ?ulidown for chirp amplitudes large enough to excite the beam at flattop
menus. One has also the ability to save the entir. "et. of mood- energies.
ule settings in a file for future reference. The 279 "'iodule is In Figure 4 the "kaspar" plots of 16 successive FFT's taken
controlled by a panel called. "clod" from which the adjustable over 4096 turns (0.086 sec) in one 29 cycle are shown. The
delays to the beam-synch clock are set, horizontal tune lines are clear except around transition (13000-

3. Control the documentation and display of he data. 20000 turns) up to about 60000 turns or energy of 100 GeV.
From this part one can turn cii the 'kaspar" graphics .for the By looking at the correlation between the beam response and

online display of the data and can also record whatever typed- the random noise signal we could identify the horizontal tune
in comments he wishes to accompany the data. Figuie 2 ; 1oows lines up to the flattop energy of 120 GeV, and could sometimes
a general picture of the software configuration used in UDAS. identify the vertical tunes lines due to coupling.
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Conclusion
* * ... "The UNIX data~acquisition system was succesfuly tested in

acquiring and analyzing turn by turn data to obtain, horizon-
tal tunes Versus time in a single Main Ring cycle. More work
needs to be done in determining the best way of extracting the

, . .tunes from the turn by turn data with the least possible beamOft disturbance and to incorporate this method into an automated
procedure of a continuous tune measurement as performed in
the CERNSPS.
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Abstract-An Interactive Acceierator Interface earthquake, SLAC Positron Electron Project,(PEP) suffered
Module (AIM) has been developed in a workstation misalignments. This problem was analyzed in two man-days
environment fo the purposes ,of assisting in the using the beam trajectory simulation code RESOLVE [3].
gommissioning and operation of any storage In all cases, the man-time effort also included the time it
.ring/collider system. The function oflAIM is to integrate took to develop error finding methods. Now with these
modeling and, simulation codes into accelerator and analysis methods known, the time it-takes to analyze similar
beamdine control systems for the purpose of rapid on-line problems is greatly reduced, AIM is a further development
data analysis and error.correction, resulting in \along this line-but with automated control system data file
significant time-saviig. A system dependent module translation to the format for the analysis codes. The resulting
provides for the translation of specific control system itim-around time from data recording, through analysis, to
data files to appropriate input format for applcation machinie update may be reduced to as little as an hour. AIM
programs -within AIM. Interactive screen ;jrap'ics, cuirently is being used on the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC)
including system function diagrams, menus, beainline to upgrade luminosity.
element' status and update information are stafidard in
AIM. AIM is currently connected'to the 3tanf6fd III. AIM STRUCTURE
Linear Collider (SLC) control system, but ', s easily In its operation mode, AIM performs some analysis
transportableto other facilities. This paper descilbes the functions on the measured BPM and screen/wire data, and
development of AIM and Its applications on SLC.* prepares input for the spawned codes such as RESOLVE and

COMFORT as needed. AIM may also be used in a design
I. INTRODUCTION mode. Beamline and beam requirements developed by AIM

There have been rapid advances in the analysis and the may be used to suggest placement of various types of
reduction ofdata from accelerators and beam storage systems in diagnostics and to study their sensitivity to errors.
recent years. Analysis tools include model reference systems Additionally, AIM may be used as a simulator for the purpose
in a workstation environment. The Accelerator Interface of training operators off-line and for developing beam tuning
Module (AIM) is an interactive graphics interface that procedures.
functions in such an environment. The goal of AIM is rapid The current version of AIM functions with Digital's VMS
on-line data analysis and error correction for accelerators and system. The code has been developed by SAIC on a VAX-
storage rings. AIM follows many years of similar effort at the Workstation 3100 running VMS version 5.2 and VWS version
Stanford-Linear Accelerator (SLAC) [1]. 4.1 (UIS) eight plane color graphics. A four plane version is

working at SLAC. There is a!so an earlier demo developed for
II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND Boeing that runs on a Micro VAX II GPX with VMS version

Over-the past few years, as the modeling codes for data 4.6 with eight plane graphics.
Analysis improved, the time it takes to find and.correct errors The interactive graphics code is mouse-and-menu driven.
in beam lines decreases from months to hours. For example, The menu system guides the user through different levels of
in 1983, a 3% power supply error prevented the SLC damping the code in sequence. The user is automatically prevented from
ring from storing the beam. This problem was resolved after making selections out of sequence as required by a given beam
approximately six man-months of effort using the code tuning procedure. The user is also assisted by means of HELP
COMFORT [2]. In 1989, a similar problem which had caused menus.
a beam mismatch in a Storage Ring to LINAC subsection was AIM displays a beamline layout display of the
resolved using COMFORT and a single-track analysis in ten accelerator/storage-ring/collider, Figure 1. After a subsection
man-days. As a result of the October 1989 Loma Prieta is selected, a beamline data file prepared by the translator from

a database derived from the SLC control system is used to
* Work supported by DOE Contract No. DE-AC03-76- display graphically the components of the entire subsection in
SF00515. terms of mouse-active icons. The icons are set in a convenient
0-7803-0135-8/91$01.00 ©IEEE 1305



SLC Beamine

Figure 1. AIM Screen Layout

+:hbrizontal display that may be rapidly scrolled. Upon I
selection of a particular icon, technical data describing theelement.is displayed in a menu, In addition.to the extensive .et. Phae Plane

analysis tools - all standard fiurst order elements are ava'ilable - omsan: .-- Act:ual: -;
within AIM, AIM can spawn codes such as COMFORT and .46 , , ,!, + .
RESOLVE and their associated graphics. 1.

""i11"1

IVigre1 APLIATON Scee Lao -

A. Analysis Functions in AIM -.. U3

Beam launch errors, such as off-sets in position, pitch or 1 0 -. P e P

energy may cause large trajectory deviations from the design : (x Actal
orbit An 'unknown' deviation in displacement and/or pitch is 1. 46

determined by sampling beam displacement at several BPMs ._________________
interactively selected from the input data file. The values of x,
x', y, y' estimated from the selected subset of the data are Figure 2. Shape Analysis Display,
displayed in a wind then used to predict beam position
downstream. This kind of analysis is used in the model-
reference launch feedback system. B. Spawned Codes

Additionally, the beam ellipse may be determined fromusing beam-intrusive screens/wires and by varying upstream Beam rematching is pcrfoxmed using the spawn.d code
quadrupoles. The illustration in Figure 2 shows the simulated COMFORT. In this applic :on, a comparison of th. design
result of recording the beam s entbeam with the unmace simulated beam, and th- design

screen while varying a single upstream quadrupole over a range beam with the remathed c:am may be displayed. Quadrupole
of values. The beam size shows a minimum over variation in changes required for the rematching can be determined by
upstream quad strength. Size data are inverted to determine COMFORT.
beam Twiss parameters [4]. The difference between the design RESOLVE is used primarily to identify errors and to
and the experimentally determined phase ellipse are shown recommend remedies. AIM (using RESOLVE) has been used
(along with the experimentally determined Twiss parameters), to determine first order optical errors. The illustration i

Figure 3 shows x and y displacements before and after the
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'locafiin ofa miget field error and its adjustment. The fault -be no inferred differential 'equivalent' kick. A linear differential
.analy is:ndi recovery was performed using the spawned code kick would correspond to a quadrupole. The results illustrated

OE$ LVE. -Te beamn Was initially analyzed by finding the ,in Figure 4 suggest higher-order, viz. more complicated field
sdbsetifs oft ihe -beamline that agreed with. design effects. This problem is still being investigated.
preitions'this 16calizing the errors to segments between the
,good" sections.1?51: Thef beamline model parameters-
magnet fieldstiength, BPM' calibrations, and their alignments Results
- in the"!bad" , tibnsafeovaried and the mean square error I ,

minimizedto prdct iw parameter values which give therbest 0
:fit to the measiued orbit data. The analysis is then repeated
with the new wlues. The effect of the located field error, on °., -

the orbit is shown.
1 14

Before I

0.3--- ,
0.0 4.3 0.4 Sd1 . 11 1.0 4.2 %1

Kicker Kick (mrad)

Log Figure 4. Field Analysis Result

X V., FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
"Long term objective of AIM is its software

implementation in a complete on-line, model reference control
-rr.'-' system. The core of this control system software would be a

10 10 *real-time database RTDB, such as that developed for the PEP.
After Future AIM would provide the analysis, the graphics, displays,

and the software interfaces for the RTDB, the system software
_'" ___ - between local nodes and the RTDB. "Look and adjust"

analysis functions of AIM would be automated [6]. Other
1.0. modeling and analysis capabilities will also be added. Future

development is being extended to a UNIX-based Workstation
,.s - and with X-WINDOWS graphics interface. For example,

RESOLVE has already been extended to UNIX (with X-

10.0. WINDOWS).
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OVERVIEW OFREAL-TIME KERNELS AT THE
SUPERCONDUCrFING SUPER COLLIDER LABORATORY
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2550 Beckleymeade Ave.
'Dallas, Texas 75237

Aistrct standards, technical support and host/target availability,
will be addressed at the end of this-paper.

The Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory (SSCL) Each test was executed a number of times in order to
will have many subsystems that-will require real-time mi- compute the average time to complete a test. The entire
croprocessor control. Examples of such sub-systems re- measurement is then repeated several times to measure
quiring. real-time controls are power supply ramp gener- the variance of this average value in the form of maximum
itors and quench protecti6n monitors for the. supercon- and minimum average values. Clock resolution, number of
ducting magnets. We plan on using a-c6mmercial mul- iterations and cache conditions were identical for all four
titasking real:time kernel in these systems. These kernels kernels.
must perform in a consistentj reliable and effcient manner.
Actual'perfdrmance measurements have been conducted II. THROUGHPUT MEASUREMENTS
ofn four diiterent kernels, all .running on the same hard-
ware platform. The measurements fall into two categories. Throughput measurements are tabulated in Table 1 and
Throughput niasurements covering'the "non-real-time" what follows is a brief description of each test as it ap-
aspects of the kernel'include process creation/termination pears in the table. Idiosyncrasies -of each kernel will also
timesinterprocess communication facilities involving mes- be noted. An asterisk means that a particular test could
'ages, semaphores and shared memory and memory allo- not be performed on that kernel.
cation/deallocation. Measurements concentrating on real- 1. Create/Delete Task This test measures the time ittakes
'time response are context switch times, interrupt latencies to create and delete a task. A task deletes itself assoon as
ind'interrupt task response. it is created. The created task has a higher priority than

the creator, so the time quoted actually includes a create,

I. INTRODUCTION start, delete and two task context switches.
2. Ping Suspend/Resume Task A low priority task resumes

The process of evaluating real-time kernels from different a suspended high priority task. The high priority task

vendors can be a confusing experience. One is faced' with immediately suspends itself. This measurement includes
a plethom -9f performance numbers from the individual two task context switches and the time it takes to suspend

a pltho~ p peforanc numersfro th iniviualand resume a task. There is no facility to suspend and
vendors' informationopackages, each displaying superiority resume a task on s no frci ng sspend So
and advantages'over their competitors. Each vendor in- resume a task on LynxeS apart fromusing signals. So
variably measures performance numbers in different ways
and on different hardware platforms thus making compar- S Suspend/Resun, ask This is identical to previous test

isons almost meaningless. except that a high po.- .. ty task suspends and resumes a
To compare and evaluate the different offerings, we per- suspended lower priority task so that there is no context

formed our own tests' in a controlled environment. Prod- switching.
-ucts from the four vendors that met our base requirements 4. Ping Semaphore Two tasks of the same priority commu-

were tested on the same hardware platform. The platform nicate with each other through semaphores. Task A creates

on which all four vendors is supported is the MVME147S-1 a semaphore, gets the semaphore and then creates Task B

(1]; a VME based, single board computer with a 25MHz which blocks when it attempts to get the semaphore. Task

68030 from Motorola. The fuur kernels selected, listed in A then releases the semaphore which immediately unblocks
no particular order,, werepSOS-- from Software Compo- Task B. Task A then attempts to get the semaphore which
nents Group 2], VRTX'2 from Ready Systems 3], Vx- causes it to block until Task B releases it. The two tasks
Works (v4.02) from Wind River Systems [4] and Lynx s then alternate ownership of the semaphore thereby causing
(v.21)frorm Lynx Real-Time Systems [4]. context switches. In our version of VxWorks, two separate
It should be stressed that these tests only provide quanti- semaphores are required because round-robin scheduling is

not supported.
tative measurements of a particular system's performance. 5. Getting/Releasing Semaphore The time reported in-
Qualitative aspects such as development environment, de- cludes the time it takes to get and immediately release
bug capabilities, connectivity, compliance with industry a semaphore within the same task context.

'Operated bythe UniversiltiesResearchAssociation, Inc.,for thU.S. 6. Queue FillDrain,Fill Urgent We first time how long it
Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-ACO2-89ER40486. takes to fill a queue with messages and then we time how
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. 1308



Table 1: Throughput Measurements

'TestDriD ption J" " PSOS+ VRTX32 LynxOS VxWorkls
min/max/avg-psec min/max/avg psec min/max/avg psec, min/max/avg psec_

Create/Delete Task 540/600/591 370/380/371 1378/1446/1423
Ping Suspend/Resume Task 120/130/128 140/150/142 174/182/177
Suspend/Resume Task 80/90/83 80/90/87 68/74/69
Ping'Semaphore, I 210/220/219 230/250/239 390/400/397 228/234/232

"Getting/Releasing Semaphore '63/64/63 55/56/55 73/76/74 33/34/33
QueueFill' 40/50/46 20/30/26 136/146/140 19/21/20
Queue Drain 40/50/43 20/40/29 126/136/132 21/25/22
Queue Fill Urgent 40/50/47 20/30/27 166/175/170 70/76/72
Single Queue Fill/Drain 90/93/91 50/70/59 270/290/278 43/48/44
Alternate Queues Fill/Drain, 230/240/238 250/260/252 860/900/867 366/376/371

].Allocate Memory 40/40/40 20/30/27 34/79/57 67/71/68
Deallocate Memory 30/40/38 30/40/33 20/21/20 82/86/83

long it takes to drain the queue. Finally we repeat the the MVME147S-1 and the measurement task runs at the
two tests with.priority messages i.e. messages are sent to highest priority.
-the-head of the queue. VxWorks 4.02 does not support Typically, a user task is blocked'waiting for a semaphore
message queries but ring buffers with semaphores gives the to be released by the ISR. The counter is programmed
functionality of a message queue. LynxOS uses SysV mes- to start counting up from a preset value to a maximum
sage queues with priority messages handled differently, value when it will generate an interrupt, resets itself to the
7., Queue Fill/Drain A single task sends a message to a preset value and begins counting up again. Each count
queue which the task immediately receives on the same corresponds to 6.25 ps. The ISR then immediately reads
queue. There is no task context switch nor is there any the counter, which gives the interrupt response time, and
,p0nding queue operations. The next test consists of two then releases the semaphore. When the kernel reschedules
tasks withtwo queues. The two tasks alternate execution the user task after completion of the ISR, the user task
by sending to the queue that the other is blocked waiting to becomes unblocked, reads the counter which then gives
receive from. The total time now includes context switches, the task response time.
queue pends and sending, plus receiving a message. IV. OBSERVATIONS
8. Allocating/Deallocating Memory We measure the time
it takes to allocate a number of buffers from a memory pSOS+ is a robust real-time kernel. Code can be devel-
partition and the timeit takes to return those buffers to oped on a number of different host platforms and down-
the partition. loaded to the target with the final application stand-alone

in ROM. Software Components Group (SCG) supports
II. REAL-TIME RESPONSE pSOS+ on many target systems and provides source to

drivers making ports to specialized boards easier. The
The Motorola MVME147S-1 includes an auxiliary timer XRAY+ debugger, based on the popular XRAY debug-

capable of generating interrupts. A driver for the timer ger from Microtec [6] is capable of debugging target resi-
was written for all four kernels. Ae quantify the real-time dent optimized C source code across ethernet or RS-232.
response of the kernels by measuring the interrupt service There is also an Xll interface which offers increased ver-
response and the interrupt task response. The interrupt satility. In addition to task-level breakpoints, system-level
service response is the time it takes to execute the first in- breaks can also be set at the system-level; stopping all
struction of an interrupt service routine (ISR) from when tasks. This allows access to the onboard monitor and the
the interrupt occurs. The task response is the time it takes state of all pSOS+ objects. Optional components provide
for a user task to resume execution from when the inter- UNIX-compatible network facilities and an ANSI standard
rupt occurs. These measurements were taken over a large run-time library. Field support was excellent.
number of times and-the maximum, minimum and average VRTX, from Ready Systems, provides a full comple-
times are reported over the span of the test. The LynxOS ment of support software in addition to the VRTX/32 real-
was the only kernel with a SCSI disk attached to it and time kernel. These include packages for I/O file manage-
all kernels had network attachments and a real-time clock ment, networking, multiprocessing and a run time library
as other sources of interrupts. The source of interrupts VRTX is supported on several commercially available tar-
for the actual measurement was an auxiliary counter on get boards with supporting documentation for porting
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Table 2: Real-Time Response

pSOS+ VRTX32 LynxOS VxWorks
min/max/avg psec min/max/avg psec min/max/avg psec min/max/avg psec

7Interrupt. Service. Response 6/6/6 6/6/6 13/88/13 6/56/6
.Interrupt Task Response 100/169/163 169/343/169 163/262/175 119/319/125

VRTX, to customized boards. Host support currently It has become apparent the importance of compliance
exists only for SUN3/SUN4 with Sun's own proprietary with standards. Standards adherence makes code more
windowing environment., The source level debugger (RT- portable, We had to effectively rewrite all the tests for all
source) and the symbolic debugger (RTscope) can function the kernels because of the interface differences.
acr's an ethernet/serial link between the host and target. Another conclusion is the importance of having a ma-
Like pSS , breakpoints can be set at task as well as sys- ture debugging environment, a source-level remote debug-
ter-n vel. Tasks-may be stopped and information about ger with a Xl Windows interface that can debug opti-
kernel data structures displayed. A run-time shell with mized code is extremely useful. A good kernel debugger is
dynamiclinking capability is available for quick prototyp- also very-important, allowing the user to halt all tasks and
ing of appliLatibns. Although somewhat daunting to the examine states of any individual task with relationship to
first-time user, VRTX is an extremely flexible and versatile other tasks.
system to the injtiated, After we factor in the hardware differences between our

VxWorks includes a proven real-time kernel and a environment and the individual vendors' test bed, most of
UNIX cross-development p,%ckage with extensive UNIX- the timing results we obtain agrees surprisingly well with
compatible networking facilitis. Version 4.02 supports the respective vendors' published values.
only a preemptive priority scheduling kernel while V5.0 Furthermore, we realize that differences in compilers can
offers in addition round-robin scheduling. Version 5.0 contribute to the overall performance of the kernels and
also promises better performance with some compliance to will require further investigation.
Posix 1003.4 Real-Time Extensions. VxWorks currently Finally, the more hosts and targets that a given cross-
is ported to a number of different target boards with the development kernel supports, the more attractive-it will
host support fully implemented only on the SUN3/SUN4 be, especially in a vastly heterogeneous environment like
systems. The source-level debugger is a remote debugger the SSC.
based on the Free Software Foundation GDB [7]. The de-
bugger can only debug single tasks and currently does not References
have an Xl interface. A symbolic debugger with some
system status displays is also standard. Dynamic loading [1] Motorola, Inc., Technical Systems Division, P.O. Box
of objects over the network or from a disk together with 2953, Phoenix AZ 85062
an'interactive C-interpreter interface can be useful during [2) Software Component Group, Inc., 1731 Technology
the development cycle. Drive, San Jose, CA 95110, (408) 437-0700

LynxOS provides a complete Unix development environ-
ment. It can also be used for a cross-development system [3] Ready Systems, Inc., 470 Potrero Ave., P.O. Box
like the other three kernels. It offers good real-time per- 60217, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
formance with memory protection. LynxOS 1.21 currently [4] Wind River Systems, Inc., 1010 Atlantic Ave.,
offers compliance to Posix 1003.1, SVID 4.2 and BSD 4.3 Alameda, CA 94501, (415) 748-4100
with future releases complying with 1003.4 Draft 9 (Real- [5] Lynx Real-Time Systems, Inc., 16780 Lark Ave., Los
Time Extensions). It has been ported to four different Gatos, CA 95030, (408) 354-7770
computer architectures. It has a Unix System V.3 binary
compatible interface built into the LynxOS kernel so that [6] Microtec Research, Inc., 2350 Mission College Blvd.,
binaries work under LynxOS and the standard Unix-for Santa Clara, CA 95054, (408) 980-1300
that architecture without modification. The debug en- [7] Free Software Foundation, 675 Massachusetts Ave.,
vironment consists of GDB as the source-level debugger. Cambridge, MA 02139
There is presently no kernel debugger.

V. CONCLUSIONS

It has been our experience that a compile-download-
debug cycle common with all the embedded systems is not
a major problem for us, Ethernet and NFS links make this
a speedy process.
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A New-Man-Machine-Interface at BESSY

"Miller

Berliner Elektronenspeichering-Gesellschaft fr Synchrotronstrahlung m.b.H.
(BESSY), Lenitzeallee 100, 1000 Berlin 33, FRG

H.-D.,DOII*. J. Donasch, H. Marxeg, H. Pause

Gesellschaft fUr Oberfllchenanalytik und Computertechnologie m,b.H.
(SPECS), Voltastrafe 5, 1000 Berlin ,65, FRG

Abstract 0 Interaction sequencing (the feel) must take into account
the experience and habits of trained and skilled operators,

A UIMS' (user inteface management system) has been devel-
oped, that is completely based on non.proprietary software, . Well established driving and diagnostic programs will be
:Centralpart of our UiMS are processes (mapper) that act as uni- ported to the new system with minimal effort. In a first
versal X-clients for each specified X-server. Mapper (graphic stage they go into operation running in an ordinary ter-
ser) and applications (graphic clients) exchange requests by minal window.
n event driven Interface. The communication protocolls free

from any graphicalInformation, The most powerful mapper Therefore our development is more in a danger to produce
client is a fonn interpreter, that can'be programmed to act as an a replica of the existing system on a modem platform than to
,equipment access server, Mapper and form interpreter allow have any innovative impact on developments in other labora-
to compose control panels and synoptic .views of the machine tries.
with, statements in a simple and comprehensible UIDL (user Nevertheless the basic concept of our new man machine
interface definition language). interface system is of general interest

9 Associated with every Xll display station is a central

Introduction graphics server program we call mapper, whose services
have to be claimed by any application program. That

The Berliner Elektroizenspeicherring-Gesellschaft fOr Syn- program hides representational aspects completely from

chrotronstrahlung m.b,H. (BESSY) operates an 800MeV stor- the applications.
age ring dedicated to the generation of synchrotron light in the * User interactions can assign code fragments in an action
VUV and .:ft X-ray, region [1]. language to variables of a special application program we

Currently a new control system based on a distributed com- call form interpreter. Any access to the equipment can
puting environment is developed -and gradually installed at be specified and evaluated within this action language.
BESSY [2]. It replaces the aged control system [3] of the
running light source BESSY and has to serve as the kernel for * Only non proprietary software has been used. We are
the control system of the planned 3 rd generation light source not bothered by licence policies and independent of any
BESSY II. Standards (IEEE 802.3,802.4) or industry conventions company.
(TCP/IP, X1l.4, etc.) are used wherever possible. Large high
resolution, bitmap oriented colour graphic screens with mouse
and keyboard will become the standard operator console. The Graphics Server

For a period of time old and new control system have to Characteristic for any UIMS (user interface management sys-
be operated in parallel to supply a reliable and unperturbed teristifran of cuser inter-
operation of the running light sow e. That imposes constraints tem) is the separation of code that implements the user inter-
and structural elements to the n".w system. Different aspects face to an application and the code of the application itself.
of the old system have their efftct on a new user interface: The specification of the user interface is supported at a highlevel of abstraction.

* The mental image (metaphor) must contain the existing The most common approach is to 'paint' the user interface
control structure, representation with an interactive editor. Semantics and spec-

ification of the interface to the application is usually added ir,
e Appearance characteristic (the look) has to be as similar a special purpose language. Only at this stage modularity of

to the familiar system as possible. software, separation of code for the graphical tasks and the
code of the application itself is given. A user interface builder

*Now at Dr.Brunthaler, Industrielle Informationssysternt, Berlin program binds the elements to the final application program.
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Every application encorporates its own representational part. per creates from the form template (the form instances) both
It has tobe recompiled whenever a change becomes necessary. within mapper and application (see Fig. 2 for a sample applica-

In our system modularity with respect to representation and tion program). The application specific data structures of the
application functionality is especially emphasized. The repre- form instances and the eventdriven communication protocol
sentational aspects are encapsulated within a separate server form- the interface between application and user interactions
program we call mapper. From the application programs point (mediated by the mapper process).
of view the running graphic server (mapper) is the frontend As long as the connection exists the mapper acts as a super-
process that 'knows' how to present application variables on visor, Any event from application and user is reported to the
the associated display and that reports user interactions in an mapper process. The mapper takes care of a consistent state of
'understandable' way. representational and applicational objects and variables. In the

An application programmer, who wants to offer variables usual operation mode the mapper keeps the form templates
to user interactions has to build up and maintain a connection in memory even after a connection has been cleared. After
(based on a socket link) to the mapper of the desired interaction a phase of initialisation this type of 'down load' of the GUI
display. The corresponding software interface is a complex improves response times drastically.
object we call application form interface (Fig. 1). Routines Presently the representational objects get their views and in.
and data structures necessary for the dialog have to by linked teraction feasibilities by means of the InterViews toolkit [4],
to the application program and are, provided by a library. Slight modifications (pointer grabbing, polling) had to be in-

troduced to the standard distribution to adopt the version 2.6
package to our needs.

a sOur first application program was a slider, that can be config-
JCo" 11.4 PratoW ured to control any analog device, Then no further individual

UWhui"W. Mapper application program has been written.
Generally application variables are used to notify to the ap-plication, that a specific action should be performed. On a next

la! level of abstraction the code of the required action is no more
INJ ipart of the application, but it is assigned to the variable that

ILO. should initiate the action. Evaluation and execution of the code
is then done by an interpreter, The result of this abstraction is

- a programmable application we callform interpreter.

IV The Form Interpreter

---W iInitially the form interpreter application was intended to supply
A a flexible tool, that allows to compose a variety of control pan

els and synoptic views of the machine by means of the static
... forms. Representation of the form is still provided by the map-

per, the description of the semantic aspects is interpreted by
the form interpreter. The available sets of application variables

ItfApCUOU.U, reflect the usable functionality.
, 1 4[,Da otoco,, . Forms are handled (e.g. freeze, unmap, position).

* Subforms are interpreted and handled, trees of forms are
generated and managed.

* Actions specified in an action language are started, the
Figure 1: Details of the Graphic Server context of the actions is specified.

* Periodic actions are scheduled, time instances are re-
Whenever an application that has no connection to a display ported.

requests access, the associated mapper reads specified config-
urational instructions, that are stored in a static (for the time e Background processes are started and terminated.
of the applications life) database of files we call forms (Fig.
1). The forms specify assignments of graphical representa-
tions, user interactions and permissions to modify application * Gateways to networks on the field level are selected.
variables. The syntax of the forms has been defined by lex
and yacc source files. The elements of the interpreted action language are very

A logical connection is build up between objects the map- similar to those of 'C'. Certain restrictions in the declaration
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of varile, 6have to'be respected. Some statements like sWtch and the programmers skills, whether it is advantageous to write
or-break'are notallowed, the use of labels needs some care. a new application in a high level language to become a separate
Th syntax-of the action languAge is very, familiar to 'C' pro- mapper client- or in the interpreted action language within agramm ers. Builti functions aresome often used routines new form.
fi~in theC libraiy and utilities to change the operational mode
or support the form handling of the forminteipreter-itself.

Communication With the equipment is enabled by the built- The Graphical User Interface
in library of equipment access calls. At BESSY this library A graphic editor that could be used to compose or modify syn.
is. the- standard interface between application programs and optic views or panels is not provided for by our GUI system.
equipinent. With the equipment access calls equipment can The definition of our GUIis given in a xtualmform. Our ownbe checked ai manipulated. Thus the composition of synop-tiecviews and control panels becomes feasible. UIDL is especially appropriate to associate user, interactions

tiaciea ntrveroel ne bomin e se ewith actions that include equipment access. In our forms corn-
a s mdlti the equipment plex GUI objects are described in a comprehensible way. Theaccess server to abstract clients, namely the synoptic views and tool,,that is suited best to extend and maintain the GUI andcontrol panels sperified In the database of forms. that reflects the power and flexibility of our system is a plain

text editor.
Based on two application programs, the form interpreter and

the slider control, a GUI has been composed with about 5300
lines of statements in our UIDL, that provides all synoptic

____-_"__ views and interaction tools to the operators, that are today
9available with the raster scan monitors, tracker bells, angle

2 ~ encoders and terminal screens of the old control system.

ASummary

The, concept of a graphics; server and a form interpreter al.
lows to shape the man machine interface in a descriptive way.
Appropriate to the level of abstraction in our UIMS a specific

OwUag' UIDL had to be introduced like in other systems. This is a dis.
advantage because the usual programmer is not familiar with

-A this language. But in contrast to commercial systems we are
In a position to modify and extend language and functionality

A C easily, since everything is present in source code.
The use of the object oriented toolkit InterViews for the

.................. ., .. realisation of graphical instances made programmers life easy.
. , ..S 'no' I ce ~.. e S.. . : But to keep in step with current user interface developments it

' .. "....... will become necessary to base the representations of our GUI" ,., 'J ~on Xt and the OSFIMotif widget set. In principle this is no

problem, but it means much work to compose the required
Dy..........................graphical objects already offered by InterViews (e.g. tray,

nonlinear deformation) within the usual Motif environment of
Xlib calls, Xt elements and the OSF/Motif widget set.

Figure 2: Copies of the Form Interpreter at Work References
Another set of internal functions supports the interprocess

communication needed for the dynamic configuration of equip- [1] S. Berstorf et. l., Physica Scripta, 36, 15 (1987)
ment lists. These lists sets up the entris of a table managed [2] G. v. Egan-Krieger, R. MUller, Proceedings of the 2nd Eu-
by a specific form. That form displays (on demand or peri- ropean Particle Accelerator Conference, Nice, pp. 872-
odically) the settings of pieces of equipment, that have been 874, 875-877 (1990)
entered to the list. The user can store and retrieve his favourite
(once dynamically generated) equipment list as well as switch [3] G. v. Egan-Krieger, W.-D. Klotz and R. Maier, IEEE
quickly between different lists. Transactions on Nuclear Science, NS-30, 2273 (1983)

In principle the slider control application could be realized [4] M. A. Linton, J. M. Vlissides and P. R. Calder, Compos-
simply by a form that programs the form interpreter to execute ing User Interfaces with InterViews, IEEE Computer, 8
the desired actions. It will depend on the programs complexity (1989)
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Alarm Handler for the Advanced Photon
-SourceControl Systel*

Martin R.Kraimer;. Ben-chin K. Cha, Mark Anderson
Argonne National Laboratory

Advanced Photon Source
9700 South Cass Avenue
Argonne, Illinois 60439

Abstract residing anywhere on the local network can request notification
The Advanced Photon Source (APS), now under whenever alarm conditions change (value changes and archive

construction at Argone National Laboratory, will have acontrol changes can also be monitored). The Alarm Handler (ALH),
systememployinggraphicsworkstationsatthe operatorinterface which is an Operator Interface tool, uses this mechanism.
level and VME-based, microprocessors operating with a Because of the complexity of an advanced accelerator
distributed database at thefleld level. The alarm handler is an system, many hardware devices and thousands of IOC channels
application utilizing X-Windows running on one or more need to be monitored. The ALH allows the operator to quickly
operator interface workstations which monitors alarms identify groups and channels entering an alarm state,
generated by the VME-based microprocessors. Alarms can be acknowledge alarms, disable alarms, log alarms, etc. It provides
grouped in a hierarchical manner. The operator can monitor, a useful tool to help assure normal operation of the accelerator
acknowledge, and mask alarms either individually or -system.
aggregately. Alarm changes of state and all operator This paper briefly describes how alarms are configured,
modifications are logged. When alarms occur, display windows what information is displayed, and how the operator interacts
ame automatically generated conveying system and subsystem with the ALH.

,relationships and severity. Menus are used to modify the alarm
action configuration files and to obtain help. Since alarm groups 11. ALARM CONFIGURATION
are defined via an alarm configuration file, the alarm handler is a
general purpose application which can be customized to monitor The ALH is a general purpose tool that can monitor alarms
a single subsystem or configured to monitor the entire accelerator from subsystems as well as an entire facility. The ALH accepts as
complex. input an Alarm Configuration File, which determines the set of

channels to be monitored. An alarm configuration file defines a

I. INTRODUCTION set of alarm groups. Each group consists of a set of lower level
groups and/or database channels. Each group is assigned a name.

The APS control system uses the Experimental Ph:!sics and Figure 1 gives an example to d.imonstrate the hierarchy of an
Industrial Control System (EPICS) software. The original alarm configuration.
version of EPICS was developed by the Controls Group of the In this example, the system to he monitored is a Linac and
Accelerator Technology Division at Los Alamos National only a subset of the Aklarm Configuration groups are shown. The
Laboratory (LANL). EPICS is currently being co-developed by whole configuration is just a repetition of groups which are
the LANL group, and by the APS Controls Group. linked together to form a tree structure. Each group is composed

EPICS is a distributed control system consisting of Operator of a list of subgroups and/or IOC channels. Each group, except
Workstations and front end Input/Output Controllers (IOCs) all the main group (Linac in Figure 1), has a parent group. The
linked via a local area network. Each TOC contains a memory lowest 'leaf" groups contain only channels. A complete branch
resident database composed of an arbitrary number of records. A of a link of subgroups always terminates at IOCchannels(like the
software layer called Channel Access provides transparent Coill in Figure 1).
network-wide access to the IOC databases. A record within a
database is referenced via the field of "channel name". Each III. GROUP DISPLAY WINDOW
record contains alarm status and severity fields. Whenever a
record is processed alarm conditions are checked. Software Each group has an associated display window containing a

line for each subgroup and each channel in the group. Each line
(subgroup or chamel) contains the following items:*WorksupportedbyU.S.DepartmentofEnergy.OfficeofBascEn- Acknowledgement button, Severity character, Name of

ergy Sciences under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG- 38. subgroup or channel, and a mask. A subgroup line also shows
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright. how many channels in that group ate at each alarm severity. A
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Ack/NoAck transient, ane Log/NoLog. If an alarm is canceled
then the ALH is no longer notified by the IOC when a channel
changes alarm state. If an alarn is disabled then it always appears

rbhelmholtr.Coils waveguides vacumn klystron to be in no alarm state. NoAck specifies that the operator is not
electronGun mcdulator bunchers dmu required to acknowledge alarms for the group/channel. NoAck
IhighLevelRf solenoids driveAmp tramsient specifies that an automatic acknowledgment occurs if a

[lowLevel.Rf waterPumps interlocks group/channel goes into alarm and comes out before the operator

-- has a chance to acknowledge. If NoLog is specified, changes of
j- Coill Coil2 Coil3 alarm state are not logged. Mask settings for a group apply to all

helmholtzCoils , lCoi4 Coil5i channels in the group.
Col Coil?

The ALH provides guidance information about each group
m and channel. The guidance information, which is specified in the
maxVoltageSetting configuration file, can help an operator quickly identify and

currendndAl correct the cause of an alarm.
voltlnd M

psEnabledBI IV. USER INTERFACE

Figure . Exnpl hierarchy of an alarm configuration. The userinterfaceis implemented via the OSF/Motliftoolkit.

channel lne shows the current status and severity andthe highest Most ALH functions are invoked via the workstation mouse.
unacknowledged status and severity. The appropriate window display pops up according to the user

The acknowledgement button, which is color coded, is specified actions. Selection menus are in the form of pulldownor
shown only if the group/line has gone into alarm state and has not popupmenus. File selectionis via file selectiondialog. Helpand
been acknowledged by the operator. The alarm severity dialog information Is presented via menu and message dialogs.
character, which is also color coded, shows the highest severity Figure 2 gives the key ALH user interface components.
outstanding alarm for the group/channel. They are represented by three windows: Icon, Setup, and

The alarm mask, whichis givendefaults in theconfiguration Group/Subgroup. Each push button, i.e. active area, is enclosed
file and can be dynamically changed by the operator, defines the in a rectangular box.
following attributes: Add/Cancel, Enable/Disable, Ack/NoAck,

Icon Window Setup Window

ALH (Alam Handler) ALH - Setup

ALH-default.confi [EW 1 0 Silence

Group Window

Main Group / Sub Group Name

I Ca. o an c I

] S Nubrou pame <mask> sev=value

[ S LChannel Name <mask> <last stat & sev> <high NOAck stat & sev >

Figure 2. The key user interface components in the ALH.
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'A. Icon Window V. REQUIREMENTS

The Icon window appears whenever the ALH is running. The ALH was implemented on a SUN workstation using the
The Icon window contains a-single control push button. This X window system and the OSF/MOTIF toolkit. It requires a
coniiol ,button reflects the name of the configuration file. color monitor with X graphics capability.
Pushing this control button pops Lp the setup window, the main The key ti, successful use of the ALH is the alarm
group window, and possible lower level subgroup windows, configuration file. Alarm groups must be defined so that they
Toggling this control button alternatively unmaps/remaps the properly model the system being monitored. A systematic group
lower level display windows. When any unacknowledged alarm namingconventionshouldbeadoptedso that operatorscaneasily
is outstanding the control button starts blinking and beeping. It understand each display window.
has a color reflecting the severity of the highest outstanding
alarm. VI. CONCLUSION

B. Setup Window Preliminary testing of the ALH with a test IOC database has
been performed. The test results show that the ALH can be a very

The setup window contains three control buttons: Setup, useful alarm monitoring tool. It displays subsystem groups and
View, and Silence. Setup allows th.e operator to specify the channels according to easily defined configuration files. It
following: configuration file, alarm log file, operator brings alarms to the operator's attention, allows the operator to
modification log file It also allows the operator to save the acknowledge alarms, logs' alarms, records all operator
current configuratio6,set aseverity forbeeping, orexit theALH. modifications, and provides optional guidance information. The
View opens a text window which dynamically displays all ALH is a general purpose tool which can monitor a single
information written to the log file. If unacknowledged alarms are subsystem or a complete accelerator complex.
outstanding, the silence bton can be used to stop beeping. The ALH is installed and being used in the Los Alamos

C. Group Windows Ground Test Accelerator Facility. The performance of the ALH
with a very large configuration file has not yet been tested but its

Each group window shows the status of each subgroup and design should provide good performance.

channel in the group. The window display strategy is to display The alarm group configuration concept allows alarms to be
an alarmed channel as quickly as possible. When a group filtered hierarchically. It allows the operator to seethe summary
window is displayed, If exactly one subgroup is in alarm state, of various alarmed groups. This automatically prevents the
that subgroup Is also displayed, etc. The operator can, however, operator from being flooded with alarm messages when alarm
select any subgroup name. In this case, any lower level windows storm occurs.
being displz;,d are removed and the selected subgroup is
displayed. VII. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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0orrelation Plot Facility in the SLC Control System

L. Hendrickson N. Phinney L. Sanchez-Chopitea
StanfordLinea.r Accelerator Center, Stanfjod University-, Stanford, California 94309 *

Abstract A general data acquisition~package that can acquire
information from a variety of sources, including high-

'The Correlation Plot facility is apoWerful interactive tool level parameters derived'from analysis of klystron fast
for data acquisition and analysis throughout the SLC. A time plots or wire scans.
generalized interface allows the user to perform a Wide va-
riety of machine physics experiments without the need for 9 A variety of curve fitting algorithms, including aver-
specialized software. It has been used extensively during age, linear, polynomial, gaussian, sinusoidal, and the
SLC commissioning and operation. specialized beam deflection curve.

The user may step one or two independent parameters o A general plotting package to display the acquired and"
-such ae-magnet or feedback setpoints while measuring or fitted data. Th0N..-sampled data may be plotted against
calculating up to 160 others. Measured variables include the step Variable, any of the sampled quantities or the
all analog signals available to the control system as well step number.

as a variety of derived parameters such as beam size or

emittance. Various fitting algorithms and display options For data acquisition, the user may select either manual or
are provided for datawanalysis, automatic mode. In automatic mode, the software runs the

A software-callable interface is also provided. Applica- step variables through a range determined by the operator.
tions based on this facility are used to phase klystrons, In manual mode the operator requests a data point by
measure emittance and dispersion, minimize beam size at pressing a button on the touch panel. At each of the steps,
the interaction point and maintain beam collisions, the acquisition may wait a specified settling time before all

of the sampled data is acquired,

Introduction
Interfaces

During the development of the SLC, the wide variety of
machine experiments to be performed required software to Touch panels
allow the online acquisition, analysis, and display of a large
number of different types of information. Rather than de- The Correlation Plot facility is an integral part of the SLC
sign and develop a different piece of code for each combina- Control Program (SCP)[4]. The main user interface is by
tion that might be of interest, the Correlation Plot facility means of touch panels although the same functionality may

was planned as a generic utility where many different types be provided by a mouse, track ball or cursor keys, depend-

of information could be obtained from a large number of ing. on the hardware. The main panel provides buttons

different devices. It was also designed to be easily extensi- for specifying the step and sample variables, selecting the

ble as new types of data were required. Due to the initial range of the step variable, and setting other acquisition pa-

success in the implementation, a callable interface was pro-. rameters. Ageneralized input parser interprets the input
vided so that other packages could take advantage of the in a context sensitive manner where the meaning of each

plotting and fitting functiQns provided. This also provides token depends on the valid tokens already accumulated.

a more consistent interface for other parts of the control At any point-a list of the valid responses may be requested

system. to guide the user.
From the touch panel and keyboard, the user may initi-

ate data acquisition, terminate acquisition or temporarily
Organization pause during an acquisition sequence. After data is ac-

quired, display panels allow selection of fit and plotting
The main components of the Correlation Plot facility are: options. The user may request displayed or printed plots

as well as tabular displays. Capability is provided for users
* A general control package that can step the setpoints to manually exclude or include selected data points and re-

of magnets, klystrons, feedback loops, timing param- calculate fit parameterb. An auxiliary output panel allows
eters and other devices, the user to save data to disk files in various formats for

*Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE- subsequent offiline analysis. An option is also provided to
AC03-76SF00515 reload previously stored data files for further analysis and
U.S. Government wock not protected by U.S. Copyright.
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display. Iithe am6e iafiir,. the set' of contr6l and sam-
pled ~ariabls abesaV'ed~and'il64ded.

A. genericop mizationA:eature is also-available;, users

-ay setup a correlationpl6t tovary a step variable,,obtain 1.0
'samped data for, each-p6int, 'fit a parabola to the data and 8 ,0 7
:!iplement~the ilfi df the step variable Which,-results in 2 ,5

.allableJ routies'

All~of'theadti6rs that are accessible via the operator in- *C1 .[,_fO" . *'
;terface ard'also0:vailable'to software control. This makes ', . .0

it.,very easy to develop a layered application usiig well -,% ?,
knownbuildingblodks., Callable functions support setting
up variables and. other data acquisition options and ac- xCO 11 201 ODES FOCK OR13 7401 S .RT- 0200 STEPS. 5 SIZ. 00.4

quiring data. Applications may retrieve the data after it xcO ", -1 - MEi'

isacquired, o request-data fitting and retrieve the fit pa-
-rameters. Routines are also provided to select plots for Figure 1: Results of 2 Variable Plot
display. Some applications acquire data through special-
izedprotocols and then use the correlation plots for fitting Control
and' disply functions.

The user may select to use either one or two step variables.
Most of the variables available to software control have

Capabilities been implemented. These include:

Monitoring • Setpoints of magnets or other analog control devices

* Klystron setpoints, including amplitude, phase, and
Correlation plot support is provided to measure or cal- timing
culate a wide variety'of data. Up to 160 variables may
be sampled within a single acquisition sequence and up * Timing delays for any triggered devices
to 100 data points are saved for each. Measured parame-
ters include beam related data from position monitors or # Combinations of devices through the Multiknob facil-

toroids, analog values from devices such as klystrons, mag- ity
nets, thermocouples, vacuum pumps, etc. and the current * Setpoints of feedback loops stabilizing the beam [3)[1]
time. For klystrons, in addition to simple analog values
the user may sample values derived from an analysis of a * Time
64 pulse Fast Time Plot such as phase and amplitude jit- For many experiments, the Time step variable provides a
ter, energy gain of the station or perveance. This makes simple delay between samples in order to study the time
it possible to quickly scan the energy gain as a function of structure of variations in normal running. Users can study
klystron phase to find the optimum setting, or to map out correlations between sampled variables without modifying
bunclier jitter as a function of phase shifter setting in the any control parameters. Most of the time only one step
SLC injector. variable is used, so a third has not been considered nec-

Other calculated quantities available include energy, en- essary. When two step variables are used, they define a
ergy spread, particle yield and beam position or deflection grid of values and the second is stepped through the whole
angle at the IP. Residual dispersion at the collision point range for each setting of the first. A display for two step
may be measured non-invasively by correlating position variables is shown in Figure 1.
and angle at the IP with energy fluctuations. In addition,
interfaces to other applications allow sampling of various Data reduction
derived quantities such as beam states calculated by feed-
back and beam sizes, emittance and skew parameters de- To aid in the analysis of Ehe data, a variety of fitting rou-
termined from wire scans, beam scans, or profile monitor tines may be used. These include average, linear, poly-
digitizations. These quantities are used in a wide variety of nomial, binusoidal, gaussian and beani deflectiun fits. The
beam optimization procedures Finally, a generic data ac- selection of fitting algurithmb may be acwomplibhed by user
quisition capability allows user-provided ASCII command selection from the tou-h panel ur by application suftware.
procedures to be used in data acquisition, this allows easy Figurt 2 bhovs the pt6ial beat,-beant deflectivn fit which
expansion to accommodate devices which are not standard is used fur uptimizing collisivn dtid ttimnatmg beari size.

for the SLC control system.
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Figure 2: Fitting of Beam-Beam Deflection Figure 3: Beam Waist Optimization using Beam Scans

Applications are used so extensively that most experimental data pre-
sented comes directly from the Correlation Plots and it is

Various software applications used in the SLC have been extremely rare that data needs to be plotted offline, Even
built upon capabilities of the Correlation Plot facility. Au- for complicated experiments where further analysis is re-
tomated wire and beam scan applications are used to op- quired, the Correlation Plots provide the data acquisition
timize beam properties at the interaction point and min- and online validation. The Correlation Plots facility has
imize spot size. Auto beam collision software brings the made an essential and invaluable contribution to SLC de-
beams into collision at the interaction-point and provides velopment.
calculations of beam sizes and luminosity. In several loca-
tions throughout the SLC, wire scan.,applications[2] pro-
vide measurements of emittance parameters and beam Acknowledgements
skewness. Another emittance, package determines beam
parameters by varying quadrupoles and measuring wire The authors wish to thank Julian Kupiec, who wrote the
scan or digitized profile monitor data. A general pack- original package, and Miguel Flores, who added many fea-
age supports dispersion measurements throughout the ma- tures.
chine, In the Linac, an automated application is used:to
determine optimal phases for the 240 klystrons. References

Figure 3 is produced by an application which optimizes
the interaction point waist position. For this plot, each [1] K Thompson et al. Feedback Systems in the SLC.
point of the Y axis represents a beam width-squared as In Proceedings of the 12th Particle Accelerator Con-
determined by a beam scan deflection fit. Each X axis ference, Washington, D.C., March 1987. SLAC-PUB-
point is a setting for a multiknob which adjusts the final 4217.
quadrupoles to move the focal point along the beam line.
The center of the parabola is the optimal waist position [2] M d Ross et al. Wire Scanners for Beam Size and Emit-
for the beam. tance Measurement at the SLC. In These proceedings,

1991.
Conclusions [3] T Himel et al. General, Database Driven Fast Feedback

System for the Stanford Linear Collider. In These pro-
The Correlation Plot facility has proven to be an extremely ceedings, 1991.
powerful tool for the analysis of the new problems associ-
ated with the commissioning of the SLC and for build- [4] tr E Melen. Centralized Digital Control of Acceler-
ing software applications. The flexibility provided by the ators. In Proceedings of the Erophysics Conference,
different types of variables that may be controlled and September 1983. SLAC-PUB-3218.
monitored has allowed operators and machine physicists
to rapidly design and execute a vast assortment of experi-
ments without new software. In fact the Correlation Plots
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INDIRECT PHASE LOCKING OF RF CLOCK TO THE BEAM
FOR BNL BOOSTER BPM SYSTEM.*

T.Hayes, A.Zaltsman
AGS Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, NY 11973

INTRODUCTON DDS OPERATION

The Coam position monitoring (BPM) system for the The operation of our design relies upon the use of direct
BNL Booster consists of 48 main pick-up electrodes (PUE) digital synthesis. A direct digital synthesizer (DDS) reproduc-
symmetrically distributed around the ring and two special es a sinusoid of a specific frequency from the digitally
PUE's for the transverse dampers. The BPM system utilizes generated samples of that signal. As shown in the'block
an integrator that is AC coupled to the PUE. In order to diagram ( Fig. 1 ) the heart of a DDS is a numerically con-
eliminate the cumulative error in the signal from the PUE trolled oscillator (NCO).The digital data loaded into the delta-
introduced by the AC coupling, a base line restorer (BLR) is phase register is the phase step that will be added to the phase
used to reestablish a reference value between the bunches. accumulator on each clock pulse. The phase accumulator is
Three signals phase lockedto the beam, 48 x fmv and both used to address a look-up table which contains the amplitude
quadrature components of fea, are needed to insure that the of a sinusoid as a function of phase, accomplishing a phase to
triggers to the BLR's occur between bunches. The triggers amplitude conversion. This digital value is then passed through
for the main PUE's require a clock at 48 times the revolution a DAC to produce an analog signal. According to the
frequency as well as the RF frequency to time their ,ocur- sampling theorem, a sinusoid of the desired frequency can be
rence. The quadrature components of RF frequency are used extracted from this signal by filtering out all higher harmonics
in a phase shifter to produce the triggers for the damper provided the sampling rate is greater than twice the frequency
PUE's. By making use of direct digital synthesis technology, of the sinusoid. This translates to a maximum frequency
we were able to produce all three signals locked to the beam output of half the clock frequency. Thus, the output frequen-
using only a single phase locked loop. cy, fo, depends on how often the phase accumulator is updated

(fco) and the size of each phase step ( eq. 1).

A.PNASE .PHASE PHASELOK-U
A16 4I TERA ACCUMULATOR TAILSl DAG FLE

A T A R f o t

Figure 1. DDS Block Diagram

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Dept. of
Energy.

0.7803-0135-8191S01.00 ©IEEE
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Figure 2. System Block Diagra

fcu x delta-phase In order to lock these signals to the beam, a phase locked
f= • (1) loop is closed bet ween one of the quadrature outputs of f,

2" from DDS2 and the beamn signal from a PUE. To simplify thedesign of tho loop and to facilit filtering the beam harmon-

Quadrature outputs can, be obtained by using the phase ics from the PUE signal, both signals are mixed up to an
cumuiilator to address two look-up tablei, one with sinusoidal intermediate frequency of 10.7 MHz. Another design conside-

ahplitude information and the other with cosinusoidal ampli- ration for the loop was the need for a 1.5 gs delay line to
tude information. Each signal is then separately passed compensate for the distance between the PUB and the DDS
through a DAC and filtered. ch'ssis,,which effek the stability of the loop. In order to

reduce the phase error- accumulated over the RF frequency
sweep, an active filter was chosen for the loop filter.

sYSTEM DESCRIPTION A unique feature of the phase loop is that the tracking
range is not a constant but rather is a function of the frequen-

As shown on the block diagram of the system ( Fig. 2 ) cy. In a standard phase locked loop:
the VCO is used directly as the 200 MHz clock for DDSI and
is divided by four to provide the 50 MHz clock for DDS2. %f = ,ck V,
Therefore, for the same digital word (i.e. delta-phase step),
the outputfrequency of the first synthesizer will be four times where k = gain of the VCO
that of the second synthesizer. Alsoas long as the digital V, = VCO control voltage
words are exact multiples, the two outputs will remain phase
locked. However, in this loop, varying the VCO control voltage has

the following effect on frequency:
The data for the two DDS's is received by the digital

interface as two 24 bit words from an external frequency look- delta-phase x f
up table. The received data word for DDS1 is always 3 x &f ) x V,
fm. The received data word for DDS2 is h x fm - (i.e, fR), 2a
where the harmonic number, h, is 3 when the machine is
accelerating protons and switches-from 12 to 3 during the Thus, the tracking range and the gain of the loop are directly
acceleration of heavy ions. Thus, the two incoming digital proportional to the output frequency.
words are identical for h =- 3 and differ by exactly a factor of
four for h = 12. A twG bit shift to the left is introduced in RESULTS
the digital interface before the data is loaded into DDS1, so
that the data now corresponds to 12 x fm. However, this In order to test our system prior to Booster commission-
frequency is based on the 50 MHz clock that DDS2 is running ing, we-used an external source to simulate the beam signal.
on. Since the clock for DDS1 is running at 200 MHz, the By-introducing a frequency error into the external source, we
actual output frequency is-the desired 48 x ftv. Clearly, were able to test the operation of our system. While sweeping
since the digital words are exact multiples and a common over the Booster proton cycle from 2.4 -4.2 MHz, a frequen-
'clock is used, the output of DDSI and the quadrature outputs cy error was introduced ( Fig. 3 ). There was a maximum
of DDS2 are phase locked regardless of variations in the VCO phase variation of less than 6° between sin fRF and the 'beam"
frequency. signal (-Fig. 4).
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Figure 3. Open Loop Frequency Error Figure 4. Phase of sin fv, vs "beam"

CONCLUSION REFERENCES

By making use of DDS technology we successfully phase
locked all 3 signals to the "beam', eliminating the need for I1. D. Ciardullo etcal, The AIGS Booster Beiam Position
three separate phase locked loops. Also, the use of direct Monitoring System, these proceedings.
digital synthesis provides quadrature outputs that are exactly
901 out of phase over the entire frequency range of, the 2. D. Ciardullo et.al, Design of the Booster Beam Position
synthesizer. The only limitation of using this indirect phase- Monitoring Electronics, these proceedings.
locking technique is the availability of high frequency DDS's.
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SFEED FORWARD RF CONTROL SYSTEM OF THE ACCELERATOR TEST FACILITY

h1anBen-Zvi j Jiain Xie° and Renshan Zhang'

NSLS, BiookhavenNational Laboratory, Upton,,NY 11973

.... This schf-Tte Will also remove beam loading effects and
Abstract drifts in other system parameters.

We report-a scheme to control, the amplitude and The modulation of the drive signal in a given rf
phae of the rf accelerating field in a klystron driven elec- pulse is derived from the error signals acquired during

troilinac. The ahiplitude and phase distributioiwithin previous pulses. The reason for this is that the ATF rf
the -rf, pulse can be controlled to follow specified func- pulses are about 3 js long, a time too ,hort to makea
tions to reduce the energy spread of the electron beam feed-back control system work with the given delay times
being accelerated. The scheme employs fast beam energy in the detection as well as the control system. Thus this

,and phase detectors and voltage-controlled electronic at- control system is a feed-forward scheme. The prerequisite
tenuator and phase shifter in the amplifier chain. The for the success of such a scheme is a reproducibility of
control voltages of these devices are generated by at- the pulse-to-pulse waveforms on a time scale which is
bitrary function generators. The function generators' longer than the response time of the control system. The

outputs are calculated numerically using an algorithm ultimate performance of this system is limited only by
which takes into consideration the desired target func- noise, reproducibility of the modulator pulses and the
tlon and the deviation (due to load variations or system accuracy of the error measurement.
parameter drift) fro m the target function. Results of Preliminary tests of this system were made on
preliminary tests oil producing flat rf power and phase both a klystron output pulse and the fields in the ATF
pulses from a high power klystron indicate that ampli- RF gun cavity with very encouraging results.
tude variation of :±0.2% and phase variation of 11 can
be readily achieved. ..M 8,.,

Introduction "M

In a TW li ii te~tt4enery gain of the electron
bunch in the steady state depcids on the amplitude _F,,M
and phase of the rf field with which the bunches are M F

accelerated., To achieve a' high degree of stability of ! |

the' electron beam energy and small energy spread as
required by FEL and other applications, a stable high
power rf source with flat-top pulses is required. With
high power klystrons as rf sources, the flatness of the
output amplitude and phase is dominated mainly by .he &M K I

high voltage pulse from the modulator, which usually
has a ripple due to parasitic resonances of the stray
inductance and capacitance in the PFN and in the pulse
transformer.- With careful design and adjustment, the
modulator voltage pulse fluctuation can be kept to a
small fraction of a percent as the state of the art - 2 . Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the feed-forward control

However, to achieve this level of performance, it is both system at ATF.
:expensive and time-consuming. Furthermore, even with
rf pulses which are perfectly flat in power and phase, the
beam loading transient and beam current fluctuations I. System Configuration
induce beam energy spread in a multi-bunch operation s .

Therefore, it is necessary to explore some other way to The schematic diagram of the present feed forward
reduce the linac's beam energy spread. control system as used in the ATF is shown in Fig.1. 4

In the following we present a scheme, whereby the Voltage controlled fast electronic attenuator and phase
klystron's rf drive signal is modulated in amplitude and shifter are installed in the drive chain of the XK-5
phase to produce the required low energy spread, thus klystron to modulate its input. The output signal (for
eliminating the need for expensive PFN adjustments. instance, the beam energy and rf phase) of the system are

monitored with detectors read by a digital oscilloscope.

*Permenant address: Institute of High Energy Physics, The control waveforms to the attenuator and the phase-

Academia Sinica, P.O. Box 918, Beijing, P.R. China. shifter are generated by the arbitrary function generators

0-7803-0135 9/91S01.00 OIEEE 1323



;(AFG). Tie oscilloscope and the AFGs arecontrolled by may alsouse causality (eq.(5)) and write eq.(3) in a very
apirsonal coipuiter (PC). simple form:

The'target ;urves are, set'i the computer accord-
... .. . T2 T1I 0 AZ2.shown on'the oscilloscopeareaso accessible by the com- (6)

;putei. The target function, and the- system output-are : :
qomparedin the PC. The difference signal is then used Ayj/ T ,_, . \AX.
to. calcuiate the control voltage data. The correspond-
ig w r c n gwhere the matrix elements T' (i =1,2,...,n) are constant.;png waveform corrections generated by the AFG are then

'applied to the attenuator and the phase-shifter. The'T matrix elements can be obtained by measurement.
This is achieved by superimposing a step function, for in-

ii. Theoretical Description of the Control System stance, AzI, on the operation level z0 (t), then measuring

Consider a time invariant system with an input responses, Ayi and solving eq.(6).
z(t),aid an output y(r). Let us assume that the system In the linac system we are discussing, the input

is sepirable into a non-linear but instantaneous part variable x(t) is the control voltage applied to the atten-

represented by a function f(i) and a linear part with an uator (V) or to the phae-shifter (V). The non-linear

impulse response g(t). Then one may express the output function /(a) is the ,response of the rf system, 9(t) is the

through a convolution impulse response of the beam energy to the amplitude
of the rf input to the linac cavity, and Ayj is the beam

+0 'energy error from the linac output to the system require-
y(r) = I(z (t))g (t - r) dt (1) ment (target curve). By inverting the matrix T, the

control voltage needed to compensate the energy error

If 'an increment function ,A(t)- ism added to the input will be:

signal xo(t)'(which may be considered as an operation 1 - T A (
level), the output of the system will be modified by the AVj =T A14- (7)
cbiesponding increment Ay(r) around the normal op- I L
eration output V(r). If the function f(a(t)) is assumed where AUj = Uj - Uoj,, and Uoj are the target beam
to be differentiable, for a small enough Ax(t), the rela- energy values.
tionship between the input and output increments can Thus we have a control procedure: First the
be expressed as: matrix T is evaluated. Then the system response is

compared with the target data to obtain AUj. The

fl ((o (t)) Az (t)g (t - r) dt (2) voltage corrections are calculated by using eq.(7). Then
(the voltage corrections are applied to the attenuator to

yield new values of system output U.
where /f(zo) is the derivative of f with respect to x. By If the matrix T can represent the actual system
sampling the output increment Ay(r) at times n, eq.(2) precisely, the energy errors can be compensated by mod-
can be written in a matrix form as follows: ifying the control voltage just once. With a T matrix

AV( I ... Ti. At (I) which is a good approximation of the actual system and
Al(r)\ _ T*i ... T2, / A(,) given an initial control voltage vector V which is close
AV(72) T IT ... n A(t0) (3) enough to the final value, the solution will converge fast.

The required system output will be achieved after just a
V (rQ/ T61 ... T, n Az On) few applications of the correction process.

However there are a few technical problems. First,
where the subscripts m and n may have different values, the linac system is usually nonlinear and the initial
r, may also be different from ti, and Az(tj) is the input control vector V may be far from the exact solution.
increment value applied to the system at instant ti. Tht Furthermore, noise (both real and digital rounding error
matrix element Tij is defined as: noise) results in errors in the evaluation of the matrix

T. The first problem can be resolved by keeping the
= f' (zo (t)) g (tj - r,)At (4) corrections Al, small. When the accumulated correction

(relative to the starting value of V.) grows above a certain
where At is the & mplinginterval. As a result of causality, preset value, the T matrix will be ie-evaluated. Thus
the matrix elements must satisfy the followirg equation. this system will operate as an adaptive control system.

The second problem can be reduced by averaging over
= r fo < t' (s) several measurements with somewhat different applied

control function deviations.
As an approximation, the system can be assumed to be It should be pointed out that the same procedure
linear near zo(t). Then f!( z o (tj)) is a constant, and we can be applied to the rf phase control. However, for
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controlling both the if phase andthe beam energy (or listed in Table I, demonstrate that amplitude fluctuation
rf mplitude) simiuitaneously, some measures to dedouple < ±02% and phase fluctuation < 10 for a- high power
the, if, amplitudeiand, the if phase, are needed. We, hae klystion output can be readily achieved.
been successful ii.dec6ipling theiifamplitude and phase
iithi-cw part of the system and'still have to address the

decoupling'in the pulsedamplifiers. S V S A s Is

HIi Preliminary Experimental Test Results.

The rf feed forward control system -has been tested
on the control' of the rf output of a high Power S-band
Alystron and, on the control of the field in a cavity. For
this:purpose, the klystron is operated in an unsaturated
power level. The Controllable rf pulse width is about 3
pss for the ATF. Thus, about 300 samples points, 10 ns
apart-are used in the system.

WIl 3 mV A Iss -3,13fiV 6M Figure 3: Comparision between uncompensated (lower
NF3 MmVIs curve) and compensated (upper curve) rf amplitude pulse

from the if gun cavity.

Table I. Summary of Preliminary Experiment Results

ITEMS No Control With Control

Klystron Power (di) % 0.2%
RF Cavity Power (:kA) 5% 1.0%

Manual Control (:l:) 1.4% 0.3%
Figure 2: Comparisionbetween uncompensated (lower Klystron (IA) 5" 0.6"
curve) and compensated (upper curve) rf amplitude from Note: when the klystron is operated on saturated
the klystron output. state, the rf power fluctuation is about ±0.6%.

In the future we would like to use this system
Fig. 2 shows the result of the klystron output to control the energy spread of the linac beam in ATF.

control. The amplitude fluctuation before the control For this purpose we shall use a fast-response strip-line
system is activated is about :4% (lower curve). After beam position monitor in a suitable point at the post
four iterations of the control process, the power error is linic beam transport line, where the beam dispersion
reduced to less than 10.2% (upper curve). Fig. 3 shows analysing power is high. The micro-pulse by micro-pulse
the experimental results of controlling the field level energy of the beam will be read and this information will
of the ATF photocathode gun cavity. The amplitude be used at the feed forward control system.
variation after compensation is reduced from +5% to less Acknowledgement

'than ±1%. This result is not as good as the klystron
regulation test since the available rf pickup electrode in The authors wish to thank H. Schwartz of SLAC
the cavity provided a very small signal and the system for providing the phase shifters and information about
suffered from noise. This is not an intrinsic problem of their application. Help from ATF members J. Sheehan
the.control method and this result is by no means the and K. Batchelor has been extremely valuable. The
ultimate performance of the system. The cavity control technical support of L. De Santo and T. Monahan is also
system is more interesting than the klystron control, gratefully acknowledged.
because the filling time of the cavity (about 0.8 ps) Reference
results in many non vanishing matrix elements in T.

At the time being we have not used the full 1. A. R. Donaldson, The Second Generation Modulator,
automated control system in which both rf amplitude SLAC-PUB-3933 (1986).
and phase are controlled simultaneously. However we 2. T. Shidara, et.al, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A279
have demonstrated such a process by manual control of (1989) 423.
the AFG. In this test the phase error has been reduced
from ±5* to about -0.6* and the amplitude error from
±1.4% to ±0.3%. These experimental results, which are 4. J. Sheehan, private communication.
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Progress on bunch lengthening at the NSLS VUV ring*

R. Biscardi, W.Boome, S. Buda, J. Keane, ,G. Ramirez, j. Wachtel, J. M. Wang

National Synchrotron Light Source
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, New York 11973

Abstract. This paper describes the basic theory and force (RF voltage); the- type of excitation (quantum emis-
experimental results on bunch lengthening at the NSLS sion) and ot er machine parameters. The stationary profile is
VUV ring. Emphasis will be placed on results of experi- shown to be'
-ments conducted since the last report. A fourth harmonic
cavity is used td provide the necessary conditions for bunch
lengthening. Recent experiments have included using the P(¢) Kie-2u()
harmonic cavity in a beam excited mode as well as using an where
external generator to provide the desired conditions.

U(-) = K3j[eV( ) - U(o)] d

1. Introduction
In the NSLS VUV ring, high current operation is inhi- KIK 2 and K3 are dependent upon other machine parame-

bited by Touschek lifetime. A fourth harmonic cavity has ters.
been installed in the VUV ring to operate as a bunch Under normal operating conditions (small energy devi-
lengthening cavity. By lengthening the stored bunch of elec- ations, small phase oscillations) the potential function is
trons, the density is decreased. This decrease in density will quadratic and the longitudinal distribution is gaussian. With
improve the Touschek lifetime and thereby allow, higher the addition of a fourth harmonic cavity, the potential func-
usable currents in the VUV ring. don can be made quartic, leading to a trapazoidal shaped

Experiments I have been conducted which prove the bunch. The dual cavity system produces a less dense bunch
feasibility of using a harmonic cavity to lengthen the bunch. and longer Touschek lifetime.
However, these experiments were limited by a stainless steel The desired conditioni to produce a quartic potential
structure which was prone to thermal runaway. An all bucket have been calculated . They require that the first and
copper cavity has been installed since these experiments to second derivatives of the total accelerating voltage equal
provide better heat transfer. zero, while the total voltage itself is such that the particles

The initial tests performed with the new copper cavity receive an energy gain equal to the radiative energy loss per
in a beam excited mode were quite favorable and the system turn (fig. 1).
became operational. Attention was then turned to methods
of optimizing the system. This requires an external generator
to drive the harmonic cavity. The entire system must be v
held to tight amplitude and phase requirements. The details
for such a system have not been worked out as of this date. ,
However, the beam excited mode has been enhanced by a
simple feedforward system in which the resonant frequency .0 1\
of the harmonic cavity is made proportional to beam vW
current. ,.

2. Theory \ J I Z
The longitudinal profile of a bunched beam in an dec-

tron storoge ring is determined by the shape of the restoring

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Dept. of Fig. 1 Waveform with the double RP system.

Energy
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To provide a true quartic potential for all beam conditions. At this point there were no problems with insta-
currents, the harmonic cavity must be driven by an external bilites, and the current was allowed to decay to 500 mA
generator. Tight tolerances on the required amplitude and where the harmonic cavity was moved closer to resonance.
phase must be maintained to produce an inflection point at The bunch changed shape accordingly. Going from trapa-
the synchronous voltage. Using a passive system, these con- zoidal to double peaked. At approximately 78 degrees detun-
ditions may be approached by inductively detuning the har- ing the beam dumped.
monic cavity and allowing the beam alone to produce the The results of the first studies were very encouraging.
harmonic cavity gap voltage. Although a true inflection Using a passive cavity, a stored bunch of electrons was
point may never be reached, the bunch will be lengthened lengthened. Typical lifetime was improved from a factor of
and lifetime improved, two at currents greater than 600 mA to a factor of 1.5 at

currents greater than 400 mA. Typical current vs. time
profiles are as shown in figure 3. Calculations of the induced

3. Experimental results, voltage in the harmonic cavity at these detuning angles pro-
After the new cavity was installed, studies began duced numbers around 20 KV. This is close to the voltage

using the harmonic cavity in the beam excited mode. The required for optimum bunch lengthening. The system went
cavity was detuned inductively to 87 degrees. Bunch length into operation with a fixed detuning angle of 83 degrees.
was measured using a photodiode detector mounted at a syn- Two important observations were made during the stu-
chrotron light port. After injecting to 900 mA, the harmonic dies. One being the irregular bunch profile of different
cavity was brought closer to resonance, bunches within a fill (fig. 4). The other being a jump in

phase of the bunch just before beam dumped at 78 degrees
Single cavity longitu detuning. Continuing studies were done to look for the

causes of these observations.

The irregular bunch profile was attributed to either: 1)
interaction with the longitudinal feedback system or 2) to a
higher order mode other than the 211 MHZ-cavity. Discon.
necting the longitudinal feedback system during a fill
showed no change in longitudinal profile, thus, removing it
as a suspected cause.

The initial studies were done with an asymmetric fill
(7 out of 9 bunches filled). When a symmetric three bunch
fill was used, the profile of the 3 bunches were nearly ident-
ical. Therefore, it is believed that the cause of the irregular
bunch profiles is a higher order mode which is driven by a
rotation harmonic of the beam and is not an RF harmonic. A

Double cavity lI l mode at an RF harmonic with high Q would act on each
bunch in the same manner. Sweeps of the cavities showed a
mode in the harmonic cavity at 270 MHz. This mode does
lie on a rotation harmonic and is considered the probable
cause of irregular bunch pattern. Plans are being made to
damp this mode

Careful examination of the longitudinal profile of the
bunch as the cavity was moved towards resonance showed
the bunch jumping between two longitudinal phase loca-
tions. The rate at which the transition between the two states

.-.-.lns s--4 occured increased in frequency as the cavity was moved
closer to resonance until beam dumped as mentioned above.
The cause of this motion is not fully understood, and work

Fig. 2 Initial bunch length measurements. is continuing to understand the mechanism for this motion.

4. Feedforward
As the cavity approached 84 degrees detuning the A simple system to provide better operation of the

bunch began to lengthen. At 83 degrees detuning the bunch passive system has been implemented. It involves changing
became trapazoidal in shape (Fig. 2). By this time the the resonant frequency of the cavity proportional to beam
current had decayed to 700 mA, where the lifetime ineas- current. A beam current signal is taken from a stripline
ured was improved by a factor of two over normal operating pickup. This signal is filtered, detected, and scaled to drive a
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temperature, controller. By changing the temperature of the 5. Summary
'harmonic cavity, it's resonant frequency is changed. This The bunch lengthening cavity is operational in the
system Allows higher current to be stored in the ring while NSLS VUV ring in a passive mode. A feedf~ward system is
still providing lifetime improvement at lower currents. This used to enhance it's operation. Lifetime improvements range
is achieved by -increasing the magnitude of the cavity from a factor of two at high currents to a factor of 1.5 at
impedance as the beam current decreases, keeping the mag- lower currents. Work is continuing on implementation of a
nitude of the gap voltage in the harmonic cavity relatively generator system as well as on understanding observations
constant, made during studies.
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Design, Of A Multivariable RF Control System
Using'Gain-Shaping In The FreqUency Domain*

Christopher D. Ziomek, Stephen . Jachim, Eckard F. Natter
MS-H827, Los Alamos'National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

A? Atraci tion, the control circuitry includes computer interface cir-
of the radio-frequency cuitry that allows direct supervisory control by a micropro-

-Due to the time-varying nature of the areters cessor [1]. This functionality can be extended to include the
(11t) accelerator, RF field amplitude and phase parametersmirpoes-bedaptvotmztonfthvrou
must be precisely controlled in order to confine and acceler- microprocessor-based adaptive optimization of the various
ate the charged particle beam. lypically, a feedback control parameters in the mathematical transfer functions of the
system regulates the RIfield, rejects noise and disturbances, control system.
and maintains operational stability over changes in the elec- II. SYSTEM MODEL
trical structure of the accelerator. 'This paper describes a
multivariable control system that compensates the electrical The dynamics of a single-mode accelerating cavity
structure of the accelerator by using gain-shaping in the fre- with dnve and beam stimuli are well understood [2-41. A
quency domain. The amplitude and phase quantities have mathematical model exists that.accurately defines theg ef-
been resolved into in-phase and quadrature (I&Q) variables. fects of external stimuli upon the RF field within a resonafit
These orthogonal variables have simple mathematical rela- cavity. This model was derived from the various intrinsic cav-
'tionships, and can be analyzed using linear transfer function ity parameters. Using a mathematical representation of a si-
matrices. The transfer matrix theory has been applied to the nusoidal signal, theamplitude and phase information can be
design of the multivariable control system that regulates the resolved into I&Q components as
RF field in-phase and quadrature components. Frequency- s(t) - iQ)cos(wot) - q(t)sin(oot). (1)
domain controllers compensate these two signals to provide These I&Q components are orthogonal, creating a sym-
desired frequency response characteristics. A control pre- metry in the mathematical relationships of the high power
distorter performs an inverse coupling function, so that the amplifier and accelerating cavity, referred to as the plant.
T&Q components are effectively deoupled by the accelera- The time-domain analysis is simplified by using the com-
tor. Furthermore, computer;interface circuitry allows the plex-envelope isomorphism to eliminate the carrier fre-
adaptive optimization of the mathematical transfer func- quency (wo) from the calculations [51. This technique
tions of the compensators. provides a mathematical tool to directly analyze the I&Q

I. INTRODUCTION components of an RF signal independently of the carrier.
Consequently, the system analysis within this paper ex-

The radio-frequency (W-) accelerator uses a time-va- amines the baseband I&Q components of the RF signals.
tying electromagnetic field to excite charged particles to high ---
kinetic energies. Resonant structures support electromag- Wvo Vector ,AWW, &

netic oscillations having a travelling wave component with a o oo un I
phase velocity of approximately the same velocity as that oi C6 I
the accelerated particles. Precision RF instrumentation is P(s) Kht 01(s) G2(s)
required to control and monitor the amplitude and phase of P
the time-varying RF field within the accelerating cavity. A Q* C0 (S) Qc - I
two-input, two-output control system is needed to accurate- L_--- - ---
ly maintain both the amplitude and the phase at a desired op- edback

erating point. Since coupling between the two control loops Figure 1. Simplified block diagram of I&Q control system
'can severely degrade the system performance, the control To accurately maintain the RF field in the accelerat-
system must include a decoupling network to negate any in. ing cavity, a multivariable control system regulates both
teraction between the two control variables. The Los I&Q components of the field. Figure I depicts a simpli-
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) has designed a multi- fied block diagram of the I&Q control system. Feedback
variable feedbackcontrol system that regulates the in-phase and cascade compensation is used to adjust the dynamic
and quadrature (I&Q) components of the RF field. Operat- behavior of the plant. The I&Q components of the cavity
ing upon the orthogonal I&Q components reduces the corn- feedback RF signal are resolved by the vector detector
plex dynamics of amplitude and phase control to a linearcon- into baseband analog signals that represent these quanti-
trol problem. The LANL. control system compensates the ties. Each baseband I&Q feedback signal is compared
I&Q components of the RFfield to provide the desired stea- with a desired set point and the resuling error vector is
dy-state and transient performance characteristics. In addi- compensated by the respective controller. The predistort-

*Work supported and funded by the United States Department of er provides an inverse coupling function that negates any
Defense, Army Strategic Defense Command, under the auspices of interaction between the two variables. The vector modu-
the United States Department of Energy. lator uses these processed I&Q signals to modulate the
0-7803-0135-8/91S03.00 ©IEEE 1329



onginalRF carrier signal. The resulting modulated RF proach. To reduce the complexity of the equations, two
signal is subsequently used to drive the input of the plant. transfer functions are defined that describe the cascaded

The dynamics of the two-input, two-output plant in transfer matrix for the plant of figures 1 and 2.
Figure 1 carfbe represented as a transfer function block A(s) Ku" GI(s)" Gzc(s)
diagram that relates the I&Q components of the drive sig- B(s) -KM GI(s)" G2s(s) (4)
nal'tothe &Q components of the cavity field. Cross- Figure 3 shows the linear transfer matrix equation thatcoupling terms define the interactions between the two provides a design for the predistorter. To eliminate cross-
components. Coupling between the real and imaginary coupling within the system, the off-diagonal terms of this
components of a sinusoidal signal is inherent to the dy- combined system must be identically equal to zero. In
namic behavior of the plant. addition, the dynamics of the forward terms should re-

'DRV GI(s) G2c(S) T IcAv main constant regardless of the cross-coupling terms.
This is represented by the factor ko that scales the gain of

02S(S)the plant to that of one without cross-coupling.E A(s) -b(s)[ 1 d(s) 1 [ ko.A(s) .
o~t 2()QA B(s) A(s) I-d(s) 1 J [0 k. A(Q

+ Figure 3. Transfer matrix representation of I&Q decoupling

Figure 2. Diagram of cavity I&Q dynamics Although the expressions for A(s) and B(s) are of fifth

Figure 2 depicts the transfer function network of a or higher order, the symmetry of the orthogonal I&Q vari-
cascaded amplifier, transmission line, and accelerating ables reduces the ratio of the two functions to first order.
cavity driven slightly off resonance. The transfer function This allows the predistorter to be realized as a first order,
of the cascaded RF amplifier and transmission line is stable, lag compensator. Solving the linear matrix equation

s) KA e.r (2) for the two unknowns results in

K (s/WA + 1)" B(s) I s+ 1/ + 2QO I
K4  RF amplifier gain d(s) - (s) 2. s + 1/r - I2o+to
(04 U RF amplifier bunching cavity bandwidth A(s) 2QI s + 1/r- Aco/2Qo + R/TZ0
n- number of bunching cavities in RF amplifier A(0) + B(0)' d(0) (5)

Td * propagation delay within transmission line k. A( )
Notice that the cross-coupling terms are assumed to be A(O)
negligible for the RF amplifier and transmission line. The - zc(OXZc(O) + Zo) + ZJ(o)- ZoZs(O)d(O)
dynamics of a microwave junction and detuned cavity are ZC(O)(ZC(O) + z.) + ZJ(0)
described by the transfer function network terms: Qo -cavity unloaded quality factor

2(Zc(sXZc(s) + Z) + Z(s)) r cavity damping time constant
G2C(s) (Zcs) + Z) 2 + Z(s)nd R M cavity shunt resistanceZZ(s) (3) Aw - cavity detuning frequency

Gs(s)2ZZs(s) A block diagram of the physical realization of the com-
(Zc(s) + Z)2 + ZS(s) bined predistorter and plant is shown in Figure 4. This com-

Z0 drive line characteristic impedance bined system will exhibit the uncoupled properties wherein
Zc(s) cavity forward impedance function an input I or Q control input will only affect the respective I
Zs(s) cavity cross impedance function or Q component of the cavity field. The decoupling of these

The interaction between the I&Q components within this two parameters has been analytically verified to better than60dB correction using a complete RF system model.
portion of the plant dominate the cross-coupling effects PREDISTORTER PLANT
within the plant. The cross-coupling terms in the plant

transfer function network describe the interaction between ICNTL IA
the I&Q components of the RF field. d

III. INVERSE COUPLING

The cross-coupling within the plant causes interaction
between the two feedback control loops that requires correc- QCN-n. ~s E Q~
tion to accurately regulate the RF field. To separate the I&Q
dynamics, a predistorter performs an inverse coupling func- Figure 4. Block diagram representation of i&Q decoupling
tion. The predistorter couples the I&Q components so that The coefficients of the predistorter are adjusted re-
they are effectively decoupled by the plant. The function of motely as the operating conditions of the plant %ary. A local
the predistorter can be described using a transfer matrix ap- proxessur derives the ccffitient values from measured s)s
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term parameters, and automatically adjusts the hardware as nal and provide the required output drive signal. A phase lag
n ecessary.. In addition,, an optimization algorithm can be compensator allows the low frequency gain to be increased
used to correct any coefficient errors introduced by measure- (which means an improvement in steady-state behavior)
ment uncertainties, without sacrificing the system bandwidth or stability margins.

iv. COMPENSATOR DESIGN An integrator performs the lag compensation and essentially
provides infinite gain at DC, creating zero steady-state error

The predistorter reduces the dynamics of the coupled to a step input or step disturbance. The proportional gain
system into two single-input, single-output systems that can stage provides instantaneous error correction for low-fre-
be treated independently. Consequently, I&Q controllers quency disturbances. A phase lead compensator is used to
compensate the uncoupled components in parallel. Each increase the stability margin and bandwidth of the system. A
feedback controller regulates its respective RF field compo- differentiator performs the lead compensation to provide ex-
nent at a desired set point, rejects noise and disturbances, re- cess gain and phase margin at high frequencies and improve
mains insensitive to variations in the electrical structure of the transient behavior of the system. While the differentia-
the plant, and adjusts the closed-loop transient behavior. tor increases the high-frequency gains, its bandwidth is lim-

The sensitivity of the closed-loop system to noise and ited to decrease the susceptibility-of the system to high-fre-
disturbances or to variations in the plant parameters is in- quency noise.
versely proportional to the loop transfer function of the cas- The relative gains of each of the three PID terms de-
caded compensator, plant, and feedback sensor. The loop termine the combined frequency response of the controller.
transfer function for either of the decoupled systems can be This compensation allows the cascaded loop transfer fune-
expressed as tion for a given plant tobe shaped to provide the desired per-

T(s) - C(s)" KM -GI(s) ' G2c(s) k, KD , (6) formance characteristics. In addition, the PID coefficients
This expression provides a method to analyze the sensitivity can be automatically adjusted by a local processor to accom-
functions ver us frequency, High loop gains below the sys- modate various plant dynamic characteristics or to optimize
tern bandwidth are desirable toprovide disturbance rejection the compensator for time-varying plant dynamics.
and insensitivity to parameter variations. Low loop gains are
desirable at the sensor noise frequencies for immunity to V. CONCLUSION
these signals. The frequency response of the compensator is
adjusted to shape the loop transfer function over frequency The LANL'I&Q feedback control system provides an
to meet the sensitivity criteria, effective method for regulating the RF field within an accel-

nThe transient response characteristics of the system erating cavity. The flexibility that has been designed into the
can be adjusted within certain stability limitations using the predistorter and I&Q controllers allows the I&Q control sys-
same gain-shaping design techniques. The phase margin of tern to be tailored to meet most accelerator applications.
the loop transfer function provides a method to predict the With some prior system analysis and modelling, the compen-
closed-loop transient behavior. The Nyquist stability criteri- sator can be adjusted to provide a desired closed-loop per-
on requires that formance. In addition, the parameters of the control system

TWO) (7) can be empirically corrected by an autonomous optimization
algorithm as the plant dynamics or operating conditions

for a desired system bandwidth (we) and phase margin (4). change.
This requirement specifies the exact phase of the loop
transfer function at the cutoff frequency. For the accelera- VI. REFERENCES
tor RF application, the resonant cavity with a high quality
factor will have the lowest frequency pole. In addition to the [1] C.D. Ziomek, "Interfacing RF control electronics to
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Synchtonization of a Variable Frequency Source with aFixed
FreqUency Source Using a Sliding-Mode Controller

L.K. Mestha
SSC.Laboratory*, Dallas, Texas 75237

K.S. Yeung
University of Texas, Arlington, Texas 76019

Abstract from the synchronization loop, it is quite normal to have other
One way of synchronizing the SSC Low Energy Booster feedback loops such as a beam phase loop or a B-field loop pro-

with theMedium Energy Booster is by matching the longitudi- viding a small correction function to the variable frequency
nal phase of the designated RF buckets of two machines source. The B-field loop is not able to give full indication of the
throughout acceleration to a pre-programmed trajectory. This correction required because of measurement inaccuracy in the
makes the synchronization predictable in advance. The model field. Hence the field error would act as disturbance to the sys-
associated with the phase-locking is time-varying and model tem, Under those circumstances, the feedback controller, k, will
,parameters are subjected to disturbance due to errors in the not be able to drive the phase detector output to zero since the
bending magnetic field. Also the disturbance could be due to state feedback loop cannot handle external disturbance on the
other feedback loops such as a B-field loop or a beam phase system. In this paper we show the synthesis of a sliding-mode
loop in'the system. The measured phase error between the two controller using Lyapunov Stability Theory. This controller
reference waves may not be accurate.,Hence in this paper we behaves very much like a state feedback controller when the
have shown the design of a Sliding-Mode controller for such an gain associated with robustness is turned off. We also discuss
application. In the absence of measurement errors and parame- the effects due to Qof the RF cavity when we implement this
ter uncertainties and with no disturbance, the controller reduces type of controller.
to a classical gain feedback. Due to the general approach we In our analysis we assume that the synchronization of the
have adopted in synthesizing the controller, the techniques can lo., energy machine can be done with the high energy machine
'be applied to existing synchronization schemes, throughout the acceleration. However, it can be switched on

anytime during acceleration. Although the synchronization
I. INTRODUCTION scheme in Reference 1 is different in its implementation from

,For extraction of beam from one accelrator to another, a the conventional approach, in principle'it is similar to Figure 1.
synchronization loop of the type shown in Figure 1 can be used. Hence the feedback controller can be applied to the conven-
This.would involve synchronizing the beam frequency or the tional phase-lock scheme.
RF signal'of the low-energy machine with an external reference
source. The phase difference bet'en the beam and the refer- II. FEEDBACK CONTROLLER
ence source is used to correct the input frequency of the low In the presence of B-field errors, the phase detector output,
energy machine. -The reference source could be a separate fixed 8x, can be represented' by the following equation with stan-
frequency oscillator driving the high power RFsystem of the dard notations.
higher energy machine while the synchronization process is d8 (t) RA. 218f(t) 2nf I 8B (t)
under way. Phase synchronization is obtained when the phase = 2 h 2 B-
error between the reference source and the beam frequency is dt' h T ()
made equal to zero. A simple design of such a feedback system
consists of a state feedback gain k, as shown in Figure 1. Apart This equation is derived by ignoring the non-linear terms. For~the present analysis the terms associated with 8B(t) can be

Reference Accelerating regarded as the disturbance to the system. Under no distur-
Frequency 1 bance, a more general way to write the above equation is in

i state-space form with variables (A(), {b(t)}, (C(t)} as system
Phase tector Variable Frequency matrices, u(t) as the control signal, y(t) the output signal, and
Phase Detec k Source -x(t) the state variable as follows:

HighPowerRF i(t) = A(t)x(t) + b(t)u(t) (2)
Figure 1. Synchronization Loop. y (t) = C (t) x (t)

*Operated by Universities Research Association Inc., under Contract
with U.S. Department of Energy, Contract No. DE-AC02-89ER40486.
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. Copyright.
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where ud Udo + AUd
x(t)1-V(t),, A(t) 70, b(t) = R g g+Ag2x8t (10)

I-t): 1- -and .u (t) = _- SO() h h + Ah

where the terms Ud0 , g. and h0 are the nominal quantities, and
The'time variation of the parameters is represented by (t). Au ,,Ag and Ah are uncertainties in the parameters ud , g

For simplieity we do not write the script (t) in our discussion, an- h, respectively. Now, using Equation 10 into Equation 9,
Withdisturbance, i;e., 8B(-i)O, Equation 2 becomes equal to we obtain

i= b(u+ud), (3) I= S [u+ (do+Aud) + (o+Ag)cx m

where ud is regarded as the disturbance function and is equal to - (h°'+ Ah) S + gd] (11)

S(24)f8B The control law, u, is defined in such a way that Equation 11 is
h 2 B (4) always negative. Let it consist of the continuous part uc and a

switching part u :
Also, let'us assume that the measured state, x,, has an error of = +
Xd, then U

xm = X+Xd , (5) where uc =u -Ud g0 "m+hOS and

where x is ,ie actual state as described by Equation 3. Now the us (kxlxml + kslSI + k) sgnS. (12)

sliding Variable is defined with the measured state as follows. The function sgnS in Equation 12 is a signum function

S = -xt+ tx dr. (6) which his a value,of either +1 or .1 whenS > 0 and S < 0,
= X O+ M respectively. The constants k , ky, and k, in Equation 12 are

In this equation cc is equal to the cigenvalue of-the closed loop selected so as to make the time derivative of the Lyapunov func-
feedback system. Equation 5 is substituted in Equation 6, and tion negative. With simple algebra we can arrive at the follow-

resulting equation is differentiated with respect to time. The, ing condition.
terms with t are replaced by Equation 3. After simplification, kx> supltga[
we get ks > supI Ahl (13)

b-t = u + ud+ b-d + b-l~m (7) ko > sup Aud + g '.

(7) In Equation 13, 'sup' is pronounced as supremum, which is the
The justification for the choice of the stable feedback loop max imum value of the function. The magnitude of the constants

is based'on the Lyapunov function candidate. There is however depends on the parameter uncertainties, but for stability they
no Unique Lyapunov function for this problem. A more suitable must satisfy Equation 13. The continuous part in the control law
one cofild be as follows: in Equation 12 holds the phase error zero, while at the same

I time the switching part introduces the robustness into the loop.
V S2  (8) Hence the switching part would take care of the disturbance

The itbovefunction is positive because the system parameter b rejection and parameter uncertainties. Equations 6 and 12 formThe aboe'fncton s poitie bcaue te sytemparmetr b the feedback controller, as shown in Figure 2.
is positive. Furthermore, from Lyapunov Stability Theory, a

system of the type used in Equation 2 is stable when the time .S = 1+t
derivative of the positive definite Lyapunov function is nega- s = M+ (JOXmdt

tive. Hence we will differentiate Equation 8 with respect to time (measured) i
and substitute Equation 7 in place of b- S.After simplificatio . C= - ud* - g*axm + hS
we get +

S - u + ud + 9-d + ga (x + xd ) -hs] = +( +kst +ko) sgns

where g1 6 ligure 2. Sliding-mode controller.

2 b2  (9) Under the condition with no disturbance (uF=O), no mea-
surement error (xd=O), and no parameter variation, the gains

Here we can assume that the disturbance signal Ud can be k,=ks=ko=O. Also, h=O for a time invariant system, since a state
measured. Since the measurement will not be accurate, we can feedback design is applicable to only such systems. Hence the
consider this term to have a nominal measurable term and an state equation of the closed loop feedback becomes equal to
uncertainty function. When the measurements are not available, = bu -ax , (14)
the nominal value will be zero. Similarly, parameter uncertain-
ties can be assigned to g and h. Thus we can write: where ax/b is now equal to the gain, k, shown in Figure 1.
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III. ANALYSIS OF THE LOOP PERFORMANCE analogue loops have no such problems. When there is no
The performance of the feedback loop is analysed by con- parameter variation (Ag =0 and Ah = 0), the gains k, and k,

sidefing the phase-locking between the Low EnergyBooster can be negligible. Hence the switching part of the control input
aid the Medium Energy Booster. The machine parameters to the oscillator is mainly. dominated by ko. Thus it is dominated
shown'in Reference 2 are used for the analysis. Figure 3(a) by the system uncertainties, whereas the continuous part acts on
shows a plot of the decay of the phase detector output with the initial phase error by the same principle by wtuch the state
respect to time, with the state feedback loop gain of k=2 and 5. feedback loop works. If the initial phase error is large, then a
The phase error converges to zero as expected. The profile of sudden frequency shift of few khz would introduce beam oscil-
the phase error is, however, not important but it should be zero lations. Hence a good solution would be to use the time varia-
at the transfer time (ignoring all the fixed phase associated with tion for appropriate gains including the eigenvalue, c.
the transfer line delays, etc). In an ideal situation, when there is Implementation of such a gain sequence would be easier for a
no field error affecting the beam frequency, we would expect the digital synchronization loop.
synchronization to be good as shown in Figure 3. The loop per- It is well known that the beam frequency does not change
formance deteriorates when atep magnitude of Ud=l1. 6 rad/ instantaneously when the oscillator is shifted by the control sig-
see (for (a) 1 = 5 X 10 'for the Low Energy Booster) is nal, u. The time constant is governed by the Q of the cavity and
introduced to the system and is held high until the extraction the amount of detuning caused by the beam current or a separate
time. The time response of the phase error is shown in Figure tuning loop. By assuming that the tuning error is well compen-
3(b) for this disturbance. It is cleat from this figure that the sys- sated, the equation between the beam frequency shift and the
tern is not robust since the phase error is not held zero or at least source frequency shift is given by
to a tolerable value. It can be minimized by making the feed-
back gain excessively large which may lead to beam oscilla- Wca v  Wcav
dons. - (15)

" ,where w = resonant frequency of the cavity and
"2 kui= (2%) I)/h, with 8f. as the oscillator frequency shift.

, \ k 2 A block diagram representing Equations 2 and 15 is shown in
----- " Figure 5. The time response of the phase error is not very differ

k(a) , 5= 11.8 - ,. +

-4 -4 L I -+

0G 0.61 0."0 0.03 0,0 0.0 0 100 0,04 r.3 003 00

'lime in sees Time in sees
Figure 3. Tune response of the phase error

(a) without disturbance; (b) with disturbance (step function at 42ms),

In Figure 4(a) the loop performance is shown with the dis- Figure 5., System model with the Q of the RF cavity
turbance function for the sliding-mode controller. In Figure 4(b)
the time response of the sliding variable S (Equation 6) is dis- ent from Figures 3 and 4 for the ratio (2Q) /wcav up to 1 mil-
played. From these figures it is clear that the product S is lisecond.

always negative. Hence the loop is stable throughout the accel-
eration. Also, the loop performance is very good uiider field IV. CONCLUSIONS
errors compared to the usual gain feedback. To overcome field Analytical treatment of the synchronization feedback loop
errors the feedback controller generates the compensating fre- is shown in this paper. Although the gain feedback loop is easier
quency shift to the oscillator. Since the constant ko controls the to design and implement, the simulation results show that the
magnitude of the disturbance rejection, it would be useful to controller properties are not useful to handle changes in the syn-
have it set very high. Higher ko may result phase oscillations for chronization conditions with B-field errors. The sliding-mode
digital implementation with low sampling rates. However, the controller shows robustness for such applications. For large dis-

turbance rejection, the inherent oscillatory nature of the control
01 01signal can be overcome by introducing well-known saturation

.kx = 0.01 ks 
= 0.1 !function.

a =200 k0  11.8' E
S 000 I V. REFERENCES
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(b) Tune response of the sliding variable
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Absiract suitably processed, thenapplied on the next pulse at the
input of :the, HPMA in, such a manner' that errors on

'In recent years, much effort has gone into research on subsequent pulses are reduced. This feed-forward or
high-power, short-pulsed free-electron lasers (FELs) and delayed-feedback approach is especially suitable for repeti-
relativistic klystrons.(Rs) driven by Iinear Induction tive, short-pulsed devices whose physical size causes
accelerators (LIAs). These devices are potential power excessive signal propagation delays that preclude the use of
sources for future linear colliders several kilometers in directly-c!osed feedback loop correction.
length. The, new high-power devices, must meet certain
practical' requirements on such parameters as stability, PHASE STABILIZATION SYSTEM
efficiency and cost. In this paper, we address the problem
of phase and amplitude stability of the rf pulse and present The 11.4-GHz RK phase stabilization system described
a technique for improving it in thes devices to a level that below applies e4ually well to other*HPMAs such as FELs,
is acceptable for accelerator applications. We summarize klystrons and cyclotron auto-resonance masers (CARMs).
'the results of bench tests and computer simulations, and The RK is considered a worst-case example because of the
discuss a proposed high-power klystronexperiment aimed retarding effect of its stored energy on response time.
at establishing the feasibility of the overall concept and the
workability of the stabilization circuits. Figure 1, shows. a block diagram of the new phase-

stabilizing system. A key component of the correction
INTRODUCTION circuit is a fast varactor phase shifter, PS-1. The RK

output phase signal is compared to the phase of the.
The required amplitude and phase stability for future reference signal in the CC-i circuits, generating a phase

linear c6!lider power sources, during the useful portion of error signal which is processed and held in memory circuits.
the puls, 1flattop, is on the order of < :l% and < ±2% On the next machine pulse, this error-correction pulse is
respectiveoy1. A program underway at LLNL has reduced read out and sent to the varactor phase shifter. The device
the beam 'energy variations in one LIA2 to < ±1%, a produces an offsetting phase shift in the RK input drive
significant achievement. As LIA beam.driven high-power signal, compensating for the RK output phase error
microwave amplifiers (HPMAs) are usually constructed and produced in the previous machine pulse by beam energy
operated, however, beam energy and current variations fluctuations.
during the pulse flattop can result in output rf amplitude
fluctuations of 20% or more and phase variations of ±20
to 30 degrees. For such machines, it will be extremely m
difficult to achieve the level of stability necessary for
powering particle accelerators without a method of com-
pensating for the beam-caused fluctuations. Given such a " "* "66
method, on the other hand, the requirements for beam
stability could be relaxed, resulting in important savings in
the complexity and cost of the LIA driver. k so Wat 4 s'e'm I OI- -

In the operation of present-day RKs and FELs, it is . •
observed that the fluctuations in the electron beam energy
and current, and the resulting fluctuations in output rf COM a_-

phase and amplitude, are very repeatable from pulse to
pulse. This is nodoubt due to the systematic nature of the HUI
causes of beam variations. This repeatability is exploited
in the stabilization techiique described in detail below. It
enables the rf output phase and amplitude e~'or signals to -1-
be sampled on one pulse, held in memory circuits and. Fig 1 Block Diagram of a Phase Stabilization System
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Two techniques for implementing the CC-1 correction a fast phase-change by changing the electrical path length
circuits have been considered in this paper. The first traveled by the 11.4 GHz signal as it passes from port 1 to
employs fast track-and-hold modules for sampling the port 3 of the circulator. This phase-modified signal and the
phase error signal during ten sampling periods over the 40- reference signal are the inputs to a phase detector consist-
50 ns pulse. On the next machine pulse, the signals are ing of a mixer and a back diode. The mixer IF bandwidth
sequentially gated out of these ten memory units on a is specified as 3.0GHz. The net response time, i.e. 10-90%
single line and, following appropriate amplifying, filtering step risetime, of the overall phase modulation and detec-
and possibly inverting, sent to control the varactor phase tion process was measured to be 0.8 ±0.1 ns (after sub-
shifter. This is likely to be the lower-cost approach and tracting the scope/plug-in contribution).
lends itself to miniaturized packaging. The second tech-
nique uses fast digitizers to sample the phase error signal., A2
and a microcomputer to process the correction samples and '"'4
to program a fast waveform generator, On the next pulse, W I.........
the generator is triggered and its output pulse commands
the varactor phase shifter. A delayed feedback system -- 1
using this technique was used to correct transverse position It! ... .

variations of a short electron pulse on an induction AA A.2

accelerator 3. This approach has the advantages of flexibili-
ty and the use of existing instrumentation but its initial cost
is higher. For both of these techniques, the error-correc- L F1

tion process goes on continuously from pulse to pulse.

Fig 2 Test Circuit for Phase Error Correction
The question of the feasibilit3 of such a system centers

on. overall response time, adeq~iate circuit component Once a phase-error signal is produced, detected and
performance and the general work, bility of the stabilization displayed on the scope, the PG-1 pulse generator can drive
circuit. The response time required at SLAC to make a the PS-1 varactor phase shifter and demonstrate cancella-
180' phase change in the output of a high-power 8.56 GHz tion of the phase error. Being adjustable in amplitude and
klystron was measured to be 20-30 ns4. A several-hundred dc offset biasing, PG-1 permits the exploration of the PS-i
megawatt, 11.4 GHz LLNL RK had an input buncher control parameter space. It simulates the output of the
cavity with a Q = 170. The typical 1.5.kW peak input phase correction circuits in CC-i of the full RK system.
power could produce a calculated phase-change rate of One can view the phase-error signal as a simulation of that
about 37 deg/ns in this cavity. Higher-power RKs could being produced by an RK on one machine pulse, and the
have lower Q-values and thus even faster response. We PG. output pulse as that simulating the phase-correction
can conservatively take worst-case values of 20 deg/Ins for signal gated out of the CC-i circuits on the following pulse.
the RK response rate and 20' for the maximum required The scope can conveniently display the error signal before
phase correction from pulse to pulse. Making realistic and after phase correction is performed. The lower trace
estimates for the risetime contributions from the remainder of Figure 3a shows an uncorrected phase-error pulse
of the stabilization circuit components, we calc ulate that simulated by the test circuit with the PG-1 pulser inactive.
the worct-case phase-change risetime for each correction The upper trace is the waveform of the PIN switch driver
step is s 2.5 ns. If no further signal processing took place, pulse. Figure 3b shows a partial correction effected by
during tl.e correction pulse risetimes small error spikes of adjusting the PG-1 pulser amplitude correctly (but whose
phase modulation would result. To minimize these, the pulse width is too short). Figure 3c shows correction that
CC-1 signal processing circuits can provide a smoothing, is complete except for some leading and trailing edge
interpolating action during the risetime of each correction aberrations. This experiment thus demonstrates the basic
step. feasibility of the correction technique and the adequacy of

circuit components for achieving the desired response time.
To measure relevant risetimes anddemonstrate phase-

error correction, we assembled the test circuit shown in
Figure 2. For the varactor phase-shifter, we purchased an
11.4 GHz, narrow-band, 0 to 1000 unit custom-fabricated
to our specifications and optimized for fast risetime. It has
a nominal insertion loss of about 9 dB and operates with
a 0 to -16V control pulse. It was also found to have an "sW ' ' I I I

insertion loss that varied several dB over the control
voltage range (see Amplitude Stabilization System, below). Fig 3 Phase Error and Correction Pulses
The circulator, fast PIN dio'e switch and short-circuit
within the dotted enclosure (Figure 2) are used to produce
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We further investigated the minimum resolvable phase simulati0ns of the stabilization circuit performance are
correction that could be produced as limited by signal-to- shown in Figure 5 for a 500 MHz, ±25% square-wave
noise considerations. By using a standard low-noise modulation of the RK beam current. Figure 5a shows the
amplifier after the phase detector, it is clear that a stability open-loop behavior, e.g. the resultant 11.4- GHz amplitude
(and minimum correction) of s ±2" can be achieved fluctuations and, the amplitude error signal settling to -
within the desired bandwidth of about 300 MHz. The ±0.6 V. Figure 5b shows the closed-loop results with the
minimum system dynamic range is then determined to be amplitude error settling to < ± 1.0 mV in about 1.0 ns.
±2 to 50, or 14 dB, with the existing varactor phase This corresponds to a 0.17% amplitude stabilization level,
shifter.

Ampl, volts Ampl, volts

A 1.6&MeV RK was realistically modeled along with
the other elements of.the phase stabilization system on
Extend software. Simulated output phase errors were 0,
generated by simulating variations in the RK beam voltage.
Figure 4a shows the open-loop (i.e. uncorrected) amplified
and filtered phase-error signal resulting from a simulated . --- 0 0.5 1.0 1.52.0

±7.5%, 200 MHz square-wave modulation of the beam ime, nec Timne,,
voltage. The ±45% phase error thus produced resulted in Fig 5 Open (a) & Closed (b) Loop Amplitude Simulation
a ±0.3 V error signal. Figure 4b shows the closed-loop
error signal (note the vertical scale-change) settling to < 1.0
mV in < 1.5 ns. This corresponds to a phase stabilization HIGH-POWER KLYSTRON EXPERIMENT
level of 0.3%, or ±0.150, clearly demonstrating the
workability of the circuit. We will be performing tests of a delayed feedback

Amp, volts Amp, vots system to control the rf phase on the choppertrons, an
"............. ................... 11.4-GHz high power source now being studied at the

.......... .. Microwave Source Facility at Livermore. At modest
Scurrents the choppertron has so far produced 100-MW, 30-

nsec rf pulses. Modifications should increase the amplitude
. ...... .. of single output to several hundred megawatts without

• .o_ -shortening the pulse width. Additional amplitude and0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4
0me, n,3 Tim,, n phase variation in the rf output for testing the feedback

Fig 4 Open (a) & Closed (b) Loop Phase Correction Simulation system can be imposed by inducing a voltage variation
during the pulse. The first experiments will determine how
changes in the driver's phase will affect the phase of the rf

AMPLITUDE STABILIZATION SYSTEM output from the tube. The elements for a feedback control
system using the second technique described above have

The amplitude stabilization system is similar to that been procured, and are undergoing bentlh test. In these
shown in Figure 1 except that an amplitude comparator tests the varactor phase shifter will be placed between the
replaces the phase detector and a voltage-controllable signal generator and the TWT. The rf pulse from the TWT
attenuator replaces the varactor phase shifter. It may be is amplified to about 1 MW by a Thompson-CSF pulsed
difficult to achieve the desired bidirectional response time klystron before it is coupled to the drive cavity of the
with PIN diode attenuators. A better solution is to make choppertron.
use of the fast amplitude modulating capability of the
varactor phase shifter. This single unii can then become ''ork supported by DOE SBIR grant no. DE-FG03-90ER80907 and
the dual-purpose controlling element in a combined phase DOE contract no. W705ENG-48 (LLNL) and DE-AC03-76SF00098
and amplitude stabilization system. To avoid instabilities, i LBL)

aR.D. Ruth, "Multibunch Energy Compensation', Proc. on Workshop on
the settling times, i.e. the poles of the response functions, Physics of Linear Colliders, Capri, June 13.17 (1988) p. 291.
of the two correction loops can be widely separated. -W.C. Turner, "Control of Energy Sweep and Transverse Beam Motion in

Induction Linacs," Proc. IEEE Part. Accel. Conf., San Francisco, Ca, May
Bench tests of amplitude error cancellation were 6.(1991).

performed with results appearing nearly identical to those 3F. Cofrield, et al., "The Fast-Correction-Coil Feedback Control System,"
Nucl. Instr. & Meth., A293 (1990) pp 296-300.

shown in Figure 3 for phase correction. We ;lso showed ';W.R. Fowkes, SLAC, private communication, December (1989).
that a minimum resolvable amplitude correction of < 5G. Westenskow, et al., "A Chopper Dnven 11.4 GHz Traveling-Wave RF
± 1.5% was achievable and that a maximum correction of Generator", paper HRA4, this conference.

±20% was easily achieved by the use of the varactor
amplitude modulator. The results of Extend computer
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Me surement of Bunch Time-structure in KEK PF
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Faculty ofScience, Hiroshima University, Hiroshima 730, Japan

and
SN iaL otyT. Katsura

National Laboratory for High Energy Physics, Tsukuba 305, Japan

Abstract Table 1: Main Parameters of KEK-PF-Ring

.ib-hbton.-ounting system was installed inthe PhotonFac- Energy E 2.5 GeV
-' y s~trage ring-at the KEK for precisemeasurement of Circumference C 187.07 m
, hime.structure of bunches. Photons emitted in a bend- Betatron tune VX 8.37
:- g section are detected with a microchannel-plate photo- Pi 3.39
multiplier. The time interval between theoutput of the Revolution frequency 1.6 MHz

photomultiplierand- the signal synchronized to the revolu- Harmonic number 312
tion freque cyyof the ring is converted to the pulse height. Radio frequency frf 500 MHz

'The-distribuion 61,the pulse height w,ich corresponds to Momentum compaction factor a, 0,0157
-the-time-structUre of-bunches in the ring is analyzed by Peak RF voltage V 1.7 MV
a multichnnel analyzer. Inaddition to the bunch length Radiation damping time T, 7.79 ms
measurellient,-the single-bunch impurity was also success- r. 7.82 ms
fully mfnsured.ince the system has an excellent dynamic Te 3.92 ms
range. Synchrotron frequency h 36 kHz

Natural bunch length a, 50 ps,
Touschek lifetime (1A) ir 2000 s

1 Introduction

The time-structure of bunches in an electron storage ring and current dependence of the time-structure of bunches.
in-the sing!e-bunch-mode is interesting in two points of, The related parameters of the KEK-PF storage ring is

,view. In the microscopic view, the length or the shape listed in Table 1.
'of bunch has great interest. The electromagnetic field in-
duced in vacuum vessels of the ring by a bunch acts back to
thebunch,, changing its shape and length. By measuring 2 Experimental setup
bunch length as a function of thebeam current, the cou-
pling impedance of the vacuum chamber of the ring can be Positrons circulating in the ring emit photons stochasticaly
estimated. in a bending section. As the probability of the emission

In the macroscopic view, it is necessary to measure the of photon is the same for all positrons in any RF-buckets,
single bunch impurity, which is -the ratio of posit- the time distribution of photons is proportional to that of
unwanted buckets to those in the-main bucket, in 6,,,ur u. 'the positrons.
improve the quality of time-resolved experiments 1 ] . The system is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Photons

There are several methods to measure the time-structure from the nearest bending section are led to a mirror chain-
of bunches. We adopted-a photon counting method. As ber through a vacuum pipe. About 20% of the visible
the main error source of this method is the statistical one, light are reflected by a mirror made of SiC. The mirror is
an excellent resolution is obtainable when enough events cooled through a water-cooled Cu holder. The reflected
are collected. This enables us to have-much larger dy- light reaches a photomultiplier (PMT) through an ICF-70
namic range compared with other methods such as a streak view port, a Pb-acrylic glass of 22 mm thick, light reduc-
camera or photo-diode. The single bunch impurity ca nnot ing filters and a precise horizontal slit. The number of
be measured quantitatively without the photon counting photons are reduced to the level of one photon detection
method[21. per about hundred revolutions of a bunch. As it is neces-

We have installed a photon counting system in the beam- sary to use PMT with small transit time spread (TTS), we
line 21'in the PhotonFactory of National Laboratory for have chosen a microchannel-plate type PMT (Hamamatsu
High Energy Physics (KEK-PF) and measured the time Photonics R2809U), TTS of which is about 55 ps.

0-7803-0135-8191S03.00 ©IEEE 1338



1iii~rbie 0 .........

MCP-PMT .

Figure 1: The photon counting system 0 'Channel 4095
RF-Amrp x2 Figure 3: Time-structure of the bunch in log scale.

MCP-PIMT120000
SR CD Start DC-Amnp100

Filer RF31 Dos......C.M. 80000 ' i* ........ ..........

100000

Figure 2: The -block diagram of the electronics. 40000c'
MCP-PMT: Microchannel plate-type photomultiplier,
CFD: Constant fraction discriminator, TAO: Time to am- 20000
plitude converter, MCA: Mulitichannel analyzer, RF/312

igger signal synchronized to revolution frequency. 0

Channel

The block diagram of the electronics is shown in Fig. 2.
Pulses from the PMT is amplified with a wideband am-Tes e of the bunchin l scale.
plifiers, the total gain and the bandwidth of which are Figm urren whesp ofth mainbnhi iersae h
49 dB and 1 GHz respectively, and amplified signalsbemcrntws1mA
are shaped with a constant fraction discriminator (CFD,
Ortec 582). The RF from the acceleration system is di- second bunch to that in the main bunch is about 1,%.
vided by 312 that is the harmonic number of the PF ring Figure 4 shows the shape of the main bunch in linear
in order to obtain the signal synchronized to the revolution scale at the beam current of 10 mA. The shape has an
of a bunch. A time to amplitude converter (TAO, Ortec appreciable asymmetry. However, the current dependence
467) generates pulses the height of which is proportional of the asymmetry is not noticeable, as described in the next
to time interval between the shaped signal from the CFD section. Therefore, the cause of the asymmetry seems not
and the synchronized signal. The outputs from the TAO to be the wake field induced by the beam but to be the
are amplified by a DC-amplifier with a gain of - 14 dB TS in the PMT.
and the distribution of pulse heights are analyzed with a A preliminary result of the population versus time in the
MCA (multichaniiel analyzer, EG&G 7800). The typical second bunch after injection is shown in Fig. 5. Though the
counting rate was about 20 kllz and the dead-time was systematic error due to analysis is uncertain, the increasing
about 30% at a beam current of 20 mA. of population is clearly observed with this system. Detailed

analysis is now, under investigation.

3 Results 4 Bunch Lengthening
Figure 3 shows an example of time-structure of the bunch
in log scale at a circulating current of 10 mA. The abscissa We have tried to deconvolute the results by fitting them
shows the MCA channels correspond to time interval. In with the function
this figure, time flows from the right to the left, i.e., the a0
bunch on the left follows that on the right, and one cl.annel A(X) = .- exp 2 2 )expT dh
corresponds to 5.05 ps. At least three bunches are clearly J00 VR

recognizable. The forth peak may be due to the internal where the exponential and Gaussian functions show the
reflection in the PMT. The ratio of positron number in the 'P5 of the PMTeand actual bunch shape respectively. The
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Figure 5: Increase in the population in the second bunch. Figure 6: Current dependence of the bunch length a (solid
The horizontal bars represent the time interval during each curve) and TTS r (dashed curve). The natural bunch
measurement,. length isdrawn indotted line; The~horizontal barsmean

the current variation during each measurement.

codeMINUIT was adopted assuming the statistical error of
VT 1, where Nis the event number. The fitted standard Dr. T. Mituhashi, Dr. S. Sakanaka and Dr. S. Kishimoto of
deviation. (e) and the "TTS" r are plotted as a function their cooperation in the measurement of the single bunch
of beam current in Fig; 6. The small change of r shows impurity. They thank Dr. K. Haga and Mr. H. Nakamura
this asymmetry does not come from the wake field. We of their help in the construction of the system. The mirror
have approximated the bunch lengthening data with two was provided by Mechatronics Products Development De-
straight lines as shown in Fig. 6. The crossing point be- partment of Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries Co.,
tween two lines is near 25 mA and is consistent with other Ltd. The data analysis was mainly performed-by using
data independently obtained from a streak cameral3l. VAX computers of the Data Analysis Laboratory fon High

Energy Physics, Hiroshima University.

5 Summary References

We have constructed a photon counting system at Beam-
line 21 in the KEK-PF. Though the background probably [1] T. Mituhashi: Pulsed synchrotron radiation in the

due to the multiple reflection in the photon beam pipe is single bunch operation and its application, Eds.

not minimized enough, this system shows so large dynamic Y. Hatano and K. Tanaka, KEK Proceedings (1991)

range as to measure the small change of the impurity quan- to be published.

titatively. With the method of deconvolution, the bunch
lengthening is clearly obtained, which is consistent with [2] T. Kasuga et. al. Jpn. J. Apl. Phys. 28 (1989) 541.
the results from the streak camera. [3] N. Nakamura, S. Sakanaka, K. Haga, M. Izawa and

We have a plan to use a focusing system to minimize the T. Katsura: In this proceedings.
effect of the multiple reflection. The shape of TTS of the
PMT will be measured by means of ultra-short-time laser.
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to Prof. H. Kobayakawa who kindly gave us an opportu-
nity to make experiments in the PF ring. They wish to
thank Prof. M. Kobayasi and the vacuum group of the
PF-ring of their useful suggestions for the designing the
vacuum system. They wish to thank Dr. N. Nakamura of
his valuable information about the bunch lengthening data
measured by the streak camera. They wish to acknowledge
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